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TO MY WIFE,

WHO BELIEVES IN ME RATHER THAN IN MY BELIEFS.
PREFACE

In attempting to compile a volume which might serve as a handbook or work of reference to the several occult sciences, I have not lost sight of the extensive character of the subject, which, now that I have completed my task, is more than ever painfully perceptible. Excursions into the literature of the occult, of a somewhat extensive kind, led me to the belief that popular misconceptions concerning its several branches were many and varied. Regarding definitions there did not appear to be any substantial agreement, and application to encyclopaedias and ordinary works of reference generally resulted in disappointment. That a department of human thought so pregnant with interest and so abounding in vitality should not hitherto have been reduced to presentation in reference form struck me as singular; and I resolved to do what I could to supply what seemed to me a very real literary and scientific necessity. That I have been entirely successful is too much to hope. But I have made a beginning, and this volume may inspire a more worthy hand to the compilation of a more perfect handbook of the subject.

The science of Anthropology has of late years done much to elucidate questions relating to the origins of magic, and in writing this volume I have freely applied its principles. I have not, however, permitted scientific considerations to blind me to the marvellous and romantic character of the material in which I have laboured. Indeed, I am convinced that had I in any way attempted to subvert this innate quality of the occult to purely scientific considerations—however worthy of statement—the romance inherent in it would, by reason of its very native force have defeated such an intention, and, even if arrayed in the poorest of verbiage, would still retain its marvellous powers of attraction, no estimate of which can be too high.

I have relegated the subject of methods and theories to the introduction. It remains to thank the many kind friends who have assisted me actively and by advice in the compilation of this volume. My assistants, Miss Mavie Jack and Miss K. Nixey, have placed me under a deep debt of obligation by their careful collection, arrangement and independent work upon the extensive literature relative to psychic science. To Mr. David MacRitchie, F.S.A. (Scot.), F.R.A.I., late President of the Gypsy Lore Society, I owe thanks for the article "Gypsies." The late Lieut. William Begg collected much Theosophical matter; and Mr. W. G. Blakie Murdoch has rendered me the greatest assistance with difficult biographical material. My lamented friend, the late Mr. A. J. B. Graham, greatly smoothed my path by throwing light on legal questions.

I have not burdened the articles with references, but have supplied a bibliographical appendix.

66, Arden Street,
EDINBURGH.

L. S.
INTRODUCTION

The sciences known as "occult" may with every reason be regarded as the culture-grounds of the science of to-day. As everyone knows, alchemy was the forerunner of chemistry, astrology the direct ancestor of astronomy, and magnetism of hypnotism. But these subjects and their kindred arts have another claim upon our attention and interest, for in their evolution we can trace many of the beginnings of philosophic and ethical processes, the recovery of which renders their examination and study as important to the whole understanding of the history of man as that of theology or the new mythology.

A generation ago it was the fashion to sneer at the occult sciences. But to-day, men of science in the foremost files of thought have placed them on the dissecting slab as fit subjects for careful examination. The result of their analysis during the past twenty years, if it has not permitted us to pierce the veil which divides man and the "supernatural," has, at all events, served to purge our sight sufficiently to enable us to see things on this side of it with a clearer vision, and to regard such researches with a more tolerant eye than hitherto. For example the fact of ghostly appearances is proven, whatever may be their nature, hallucinatory or otherwise, gold has been manufactured, if in small quantities, the theory of thought transference is justified, and hypnotism is utilised in ordinary medical practice.

It is perhaps necessary that in introducing such a work as this, the author should express his own beliefs regarding the subject. Concerning psychical science I firmly believe that there are "more things in heaven and earth" than our philosophy dreams of, but the vast mass of evidential matter I have perused leads me to the conclusion that as yet we have merely touched the fringes of the extra-terrestrial, and that we must rely upon psychology rather than so-called material proof to bring us further enlightenment.

As regards magic, it will be seen that I have paid considerable attention to the scientific or anthropological theories concerning it. But let not the lover of that wondrous manifestation of the human imagination dread that he has been robbed of the mystery which clings to it as darkness cleaves to night. I have amply provided for him in a hundred places, and if I have attempted to summarise current scientific hypotheses concerning magic, I have done so principally for the sake of completeness.

I may perhaps be pardoned if at this juncture I touch briefly upon a suspicion which I have refrained from including in the article on Magic, for the reason that it has not as yet
blossomed into a theory. I have for some time been of the opinion that what is known as "sympathetic" and "mimetic" magic is not of the magical species—that in short it does not partake of the nature of magic at all. When the savage performs an act of sympathetic magic, "rain-making" for instance, he does not regard it as magical—that is, it does not contain any element of wonder to his way of thinking. He regards it as a cause which is certain to bring about an effect. Now the true magic of wonder argues from effect to cause, so it would appear as if sympathetic magic were merely a species of proto-science, due to mental processes entirely similar to those by which scientific laws are produced, and scientific acts are performed—that there is an odour of certainty about it which is not found, for example, in the magic of evocation.

Although in every way in sympathy with the spirit of the esoteric societies, I have ventured to express my disbelief in the occult knowledge of the generality of their members. I am afraid, too, that I fail to grasp the arguments advanced by students of the secret tradition which plead for a belief in the "church existing before the foundations of the world," and the "inner sanctuaries" of Christianity. I fancy most readers will agree with me that it would be extremely difficult to raise anything like a respectable membership for such an institution, and as for its prehistoric existence, that is obviously a matter for the student of mythology. That both are the product of mystical foppery and vanity is only too painfully apparent. A church which is alien to the bulk of humanity can possess little of the true spirit of Christianity. But I must not be conceived as deriding genuine mysticism and in this connection I would advise all interested in the Grand Quest, advanced as well as neophyte, to peruse a recent admirable article by Mr. A. E. Waite, which appeared in "The Occult Review" for September, 1919, which seems to me to define the aims of the mystic once and for all.

In closing my task I feel deeply impressed by the vastness of the themes which I have so unworthily and inadequately handled during the compilation of this volume. My attempt has been to present to the general reader a conspectus of the Occult Sciences as a whole; and if experts in any one of those sciences observe any inaccuracy which calls for correction, I will be deeply obliged to them if they will bring it to my notice.

L.S.
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The works comprised in the following Bibliography have been selected on account of their suitability to supply the reader with a general view of the several branches of occult science. Modern works in English have, for the most part, been preferred to ancient or to foreign authorities, in an endeavour to render the list of service to those approaching the subject for the first time. In many cases Bibliographies have already been appended to the more exhaustive articles, and where this has been done, reference has been made to the article in question.
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AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF OCCULTISM

Ab: (Semitic magical month). Crossing a river on the 20th of that month was supposed to bring sickness. In ancient texts it states that if a man should eat the flesh of swine on the 30th of Ab, he will be plagued with boils.

Abaddon: (The Destroyer). Chief of the demons of the seventh hierarchy. Abaddon is the name given by St. John in the Apocalypse to the king of the grasshoppers. He is sometimes regarded as the destroying angel.

Abadie (Jeanette): A young sorceress of the village of Silhouette, in Gascony. She was sleeping one day in her father's house while high praise was being said. A demon, profiting by the opportunity, carried her off to the Devil's Sabbath, where she soon awoke to find herself in the midst of a large company. She observed that the principal demon had on his head two faces, like Janus. She did not participate in the revelry, and was transported to her home by the same means as she had been conveyed thence. On the threshold she found her amulet, which the demon had taken the precaution to remove from her bosom before carrying her off. She made a confession of all that had happened, renounced her sorcery, and thus saved herself from the common fate of witches and sorcerers—the stake.

Abaris: A Scythian, high priest of Apollo, and renowned magician. In so flattering a manner did he chant the praises of Apollo, his master, that the god gave him a golden arrow, on which he could ride through the air like a bird, so that the Greeks called him the Aerobate. Pythagoras, his pupil, stole this arrow from him, and accomplished many wonderful feats by its aid. Abaris foretold the future, pacified storms, banished disease, and lived without eating or drinking. He made with the bones of Peleus, a statue of Minerva, which he sold to the Trojans as a talisman descended from heaven. This was the famous Palladium, which protected and rendered impregnable the town wherein it was lodged.

Abdelmah: An Arabian astrologer of the tenth century, generally known in Europe by his Latin name of Alchabilius. His treatise on astrology was so much prized that it was translated into Latin and printed in 1473. Other editions have since appeared, the best being that of Venice (1503) entitled Alchabilius cum commento. Translated by John of Seville. (Hispaniana.)

Aben-Bagel: An Arabian astrologer, born at Cordova, at the beginning of the fifth century. He was the author of a book of horoscopes according to the inspection of the stars, a Latin translation of which was published at Venice, 1485, under the title of De Judicibus seu factis stellarum. It was said that his predictions were fulfilled in a remarkable manner.

Abigor: According to Wierius (q.v.), Grand Duke of Hades. He is shown in the form of a handsome knight, bearing lance, standard, or sceptre. He is a demon of the superior order, and responds readily to questions concerning war. He can foretell the future, and instructs the leaders how to make themselves respected by the soldiers. Sixty of the infernal regions are at his command.

Abihai: (See Devil.)

Aben-Byban: An Arabic astrologer whose real name was Mohammed-ben-Ahmed, to whom is ascribed the introduction of Judicial Astrology (q.v.). Many stories were told of him in the East, to show that he possessed in an extraordinary degree the power to read the future.

Abra Melin: (See Abraham the Jew.)

Abraeabreacha: A magical word said to be formed from the letters of the abracadabra, and written thus:

A
A B
A B R
A B R A
A B R A C
A B R A C A
A B R A C A D
A B R A C A D A
A B R A C A D A B
A B R A C A D A B R
A B R A C A D A B R A

or the reverse way. The pronunciation of this word, according to Julius Africanus, was equally efficacious either way. By Serenus Sammonicus it was used as a spell to cure asthma. Abracelen or arscalen is another form of the word, and is said to have been regarded as the name of a god in Syria and as a magical symbol by the Jews. But it seems doubtful whether the abracadabra, or its synonyms, was really the name of a deity or not. (See Abraxas.)

Abraham, the Jew: (Alchemist and magician, circa, 1400). Comparatively few biographical facts are forthcoming concerning this German Jew, who was at one time alchemist, magician and philosopher; and these few facts are mostly derived from a very curious manuscript, now domiciled in the Archives of the Bibliothèque de l'Armaod, Paris, an institution rich in occult documents. This manuscript is confounded throughout in French, but purports to be literally translated from Hebrew, and the style of the handwriting indicates that the scribe began at the beginning of the eighteenth century, or possibly somewhat earlier. A distinct illiteracy characterises the French script, the punctuation being inaccurate, indeed frequently conspicuous by its absence, but an actual description of the document must be withheld till later. Abraham was probably a native of Mayence, and appears to have been born in 1362. We find that his father, Simon by name, was something of a seer and magician, and that the boy accordingly commenced his occult studies under the parental guidance, while at a later date he studied under one, Moses, whom he himself describes as "indeed a good man, but entirely ignorant of The True Mystery, and of The Veritable Magic." LEAVING this preceptor, Abraham decided to glean knowledge by travelling, and along with a friend called Samuel, a Bohemian by birth, he wandered through Austria and Hungary into Greece, and thence penetrated to Constantinople, where he remained fully two years. He is found next in Arabia, in those days a veritable centre of mystic learning; and from Arabia he went to Palestine, whence betimes he proceeded to Egypt. Here he had the good fortune to make the acquaintance of Abra Melin, the famous Egyptian philosopher, who, besides entrusting to him certain documents, confided in him by word of mouth a number of invaluable secrets; and armed thus, Abraham left Egypt for Europe, where eventu-
ally he settled at Wurzburg in Germany. Soon he was
deep in alchemistic researches, but those did not prevent
him from espousing a wild passion which had been his
cousin; and by her he had three daughters and also two
sons, the elder named Joseph and the younger Lamech.
He took great pains to instruct both of them in occult
affairs, while, on each of his three daughters, he settled a
dowry of a thousand golden florins. This consid-
erable sum, together with other vast wealth, he claims
to have gained by travelling as an alchemist; and whatever
the truth of this statement, he certainly won great
fame, being summoned to perform acts of magic before many
rich and influential people, notably the Emperor Sigismund
of Germany, the Bishop of Wurzburg, King Henry VI. of
England, the Duke of Bavaria, and Pope John XXIII.
The remainder of Abraham’s career is shrouded in mystery,
while even the date of his death is uncertain, but it is
commonly supposed to have occurred about 1400.

The curious manuscript cited above, and from which the
foregoing facts have been elicited, is The Book of
the Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin, as delivered by Abraham
the Jew unto his son Lamech. This title, however, is rather
misleading, and not strictly accurate, for Abra-Melin had
absolutely no hand in the opening part of the work, this
consisting of some account of Abraham’s own youth and early
travels in search of wisdom, along with advice to the
young man aspiring to become skilled in occult arts.
The second part, on the other hand, is based on the
documents which the Egyptian sage handed to the
Jew, or at least on the confidences wherewith the former
favoured the latter; and it may be fairly accurately
defined as dealing with the first principles of magic in
general, the titles of some of the more important chapters
being as follows: “How Many, and what are the Classes
of Veritable Magic?” “What We Ought to Take into
Consideration before the Undertaking of the Operation,”
“Concerning the Convocation of the Spirits,” and “In
what Manner we ought to Carry out the Operations.”
Passing to the third and last part, this likewise is mostly
derived straight from Abra-Melin; and here the author,
eschewing theoretical matter as far as possible, gives
information about the actual practice of magic. In the
first place he tells how “To procure divers Visions,”
“How one may retain the Familiar Spirits, bound or free,
in whatsoever form,” and how “To excite Tempesta,”
while in one chapter he treats of raising the dead, another
he devotes to the topic of transforming into “divers
shapes and forms,” and in further pages he descants on
flying in the air, on demolishing buildings, on discovering
thefts, and on walking under the water. Then he dilates on
the Thaumaturgic healing of leprosy, dropsy, paralysis,
and various more common ailments such as fever and seas-
sickness, while he offers intelligence on “How to be
beloved by a Woman,” and this he supplements by directions
for commanding the favour of popes, emperors, and other
influential people. Finally, he reverts to the question of
summoning visions, and his penultimate chapter is
entitled, “How to cast a Sleep upon Men to Appare,” while his
concluding pages treat of evoking “Comedies, Operas,
and all kinds of Music and Dances.”

It is by employing Kabalistic squares of letters that all
these things are to be achieved, or at least, almost all of
them, and lack of space makes it impossible to deal with
the many different signs of this sort, whose use the author
counsels. But it behoves to ask what manner of personality
exhales from these curious pages? What kind of
temperament? And the answer is that Abraham is shown
as a man of singularly narrow mind, heaping scorn
on most other magicians, and speaking with great derision
on nearly all mystical writings save his own and those of his
hero, Abra-Melin. Moreover, he inveighs fiercely against
all those who recant the religion in which they were bred,
and upon one man who, as appears from this will, ever attain
skill in magic; yet it should be said, in justice to the seer,
that he manifests little selfishness, and seems to have
striven after success in his craft with a view to using it
for the benefit of mankind in general. His writings reflect
besides, a firm belief in that higher self existing in every
man, and a keen desire to develop it. (See Plasm.)

Abraxas: (or Abracax.) The Basilidian (q.v.) sect of
Gnostics, of the second century, claimed Abraxas as their
supreme god, and said that Jesus Christ was only a phantom
sent to earth by him. They believed that his name con-
tained great mysteries, as it was composed of the seven
Greek letters which form the number 365, which is also the
number of days in a year. Abraxas, they thought, had
under his command 365 gods, of whom they attributed
365 virtues, one for each day. The older Mythologists
placed him among the number of Egyptian gods, and
moderns have elided them with the asp, a serpent and a
king, wth serpents forming his feet. He is
represented in ancient amulets, with a whip in his hand.
It is from his name that the mystical word, Abracadabra
(q.v.) is taken. Many stones and gems cut in various
symbolic forms, such as the head of a fowl, a serpent, and
so forth, were worn by the Basildians as amulets.

Abred: The innermost of three concentric circles representing
the totality of being in the British Celtic cosmography.
(See Celts.) The stage of struggle and evolution against
Cythrawl, the power of evil. (See also Barddas.)

Absolute (Theosophist) Of the Absolute, the Logos, the Word
of God, Theosophists profess to know nothing further
that it exists. The universes with their solar systems
are but the manifestations of this Being, which man is
able to perceive, and all of them are instinct with him,
but what man can perceive is not the loftier manifestations
but the lower. Man himself is an emanation from the
Absolute with which he will ultimately be re-united.

Abysm: A herb used in the ceremony of exorcising a
haunted house. It is signed with the sign of the cross,
and hung up at the four corners of the house.

Acheron: (See Cagliostro.)

Achmet: An Arabian soothsayer of the ninth century. He
wrote a book on The Interpretation of Dreams, following
the doctrines of the East. The original is lost, but the
Greek and Latin translations were printed at Paris, in 1603.

Aedhred (Jace) Curate of the diocese of York, he
became a Calvinist in 1557, and came to England.
While there he dedicated to Queen Elizabeth his famous
work, On The Stratagens of Satan. This book, however,
is not, as its title might indicate, a dissertation on demon-
ology, but a spirited attack on intolerance.

Adam : A French pseudo-mystic of the eighth century.
He boasted that an angel had brought him relics of extra-
ordinary sanctity from all parts of the earth. He claimed
as his own to be able to foretell the future, and to read thoughts.
"I know what you have done," he would say to the people,
"there is no need for confession. Go in peace, your sins
are forgiven." His so-called "miracles" gained for him
the awe of the multitude, and he was in the habit of giving
away parings of his nails and locks of his hair as powerful
amulets. He is even said to have set up an altar in his own
name. In his history of his life, of which only a fragment
remains, he tells us of miraculous powers bestowed by an
angel at his birth. He showed to his disciples a letter
which he declared had been brought to him from Jesus
Christ by the hand of St. Michael. These, and similar
suppositions were put an end to by his being cast
into prison, where he died.

Adam, Book of the Pentecost of: A manuscript in the Library
of the Arsenal at Paris, which deals with Kabalistic tradition. It recounts how the sons of Adam, Cain and Abel, typifying brute force and intelligence, slew each other, and that Adam's inheritance passed to his third son, Seth. Seth, it is stated, was permitted to advance as far as the gate of the Earthly Paradise without being threatened by the guardian angel with his flaming sword, which is to say that he was an initiate of occult science. He beheld the Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge, which had become grafted upon each other so that they formed one tree. This is supposed by some to have symbolised the harmony of science and religion in the Kabala. The guardian angel presented Seth with three seeds from this tree, directing him to place them within the mouth of his father, Adam, when he expired. From this planting arose the burning bush out of which God communicated to Moses his holy name, and from a part of which Moses made his magic wand. This was placed in the Ark of the Covenant, and was planted by King David on Mount Zion, grew into a triple tree and was cut down by Solomon to form the pillars, Jachin and Boaz, which was longed for the entrance to the Temple. A third portion was inserted in the threshold of the great gate, and acted as a talisman, permitting no unclean thing to enter the sanctuary. Certain wicked priests removed it however for purposes of their own, weighted it with stones, and cast it into the Temple reservoir, where it was guarded by an angel, who kept it from the sight of men. During the lifetime of Christ the reservoir was drained and the beam of wood discovered and thrown across the brook Kedron, over which our Saviour passed after his apprehension in the Garden of Olives. It was taken by his executors and made into the cross. In this legend we can see a marked similarity to those from which the conception of the Holy Grail arose. Man is restored by the wood through the instrumentality of which Adam, the first man, fell. The idea that the Cross was a cutting of the Tree of Knowledge was widespread in the middle ages, and may be found in the twelfth-century Quete du St. Grail, ascribed to Walter Map, but probably only redacted by him. All the Kabalistic traditions are embodied in the allegory contained in the Book of the Penitence of Adam, and it undoubtedly supplements and throws considerable light on the entire Kabalistic literature.

Adam : About the time that the Templars being driven from France, the Devil appeared, under various guises, to the Abbé Adam, who was journeying, attended by one of the servants from his convent, to a certain part of the land of Galilee. The evil spirit opposed the progress of the worthy Abbé by the form of a tree white with frost, which rushed towards him with inconceivable swiftness. The Abbé's horse trembled with fear, as did the servant, but the Abbé himself made the sign of the Cross, and the tree disappeared. The good man concluded that he had seen the Devil, and called upon the Virgin to protect him. Nevertheless, the fiend shortly reappeared in the shape of a furious black knight. "Be gone," said the Abbé. "Why do you attack me far from my brothers?" The Devil once more left him, only to return in the shape of a tall man, with a long beard, to Adam, to get rid of him, struck him a blow with his fist. The evil spirit shrank and took the stature and countenance of a little cloaked monk, with a glittering weapon under his dress. His little eyes could be seen darting and glancing under his wily. He tried hard to strike the Abbé with the sword he held, but the latter repelled the strokes with the sign of the Cross. The demon became in turn a pig and a long-eared ass. The Abbé, impatient to be gone, made a circle on the ground with a cross in the centre. The fiend was then obliged to withdraw a little distance. He changed his long ears into horns, which did not hinder the Abbé from boldly addressing him. Offended by his plain-speaking, the Devil changed himself into a barrel and rolled into an adjoining field. In a short time he returned in the form of a cart-wheel, and, without giving the brother time to put himself on the defensive, rolled heavily over his body, wounding him, however, doing him any injury. After that he left him to pursue his journey in peace. (See Gaguin, Regne de Philippe le Bel, and Gérinot, Hist. de la Magie en France, p. 82.)

Adana : A Jewish doctor, who became a Catholic at Constantinople in the time of Constantine, to whom he dedicated his two books on Physiognomy, or, the art of judging people by their faces. This book, full of contradictions and fantasies, was printed in the Scriptores Physiognomoniae sive, of Franzius, at Attembourg, in 1580.

Adam : (See Besland.)

Addas of the Lake : A monster that figures in the Mabinogi legend of Peredur. Peredur obtains a magic stone which renders him invisible, and he thus succeeds in slaying this formidable abode of the Devil. About the time that the Devil was driven from France, the Devil occurred to Adam, and was commanded, with an observance of the ritual instituted through Moses. The
Adoptive Masonry: Masonic societies which adopt women as members. These societies were established in France, and speedily spread to other countries. One of the first to “adopt” women were the Mopese. The Felicitaries existed in 1742. The Fendaleurs were instituted in 1755 by Baucheine, Master of a Parisian Lodge. It was modelled on the Carbonari, and its popularity led to the establishment of other lodges, notably the Fidelity, the Hatchet, etc. In 1774 the Grand Orient Lodge of France established a system of three degrees called the Rite of Adoption, and elected the Duchess of Bourbon as Grand Mistress of France. The rite has been generally adopted into Freemasonry, and various degrees added from time to time, to the number of about twelve in all. Latin and Greek mysteries were added to the rite by the Ladies’ Hospitallers of Mount Tabor. The greatest ladies in France joined the French lodges of adoption. The Rite of Mirrak was created for both sexes in 1819, 1821, 1838 and 1853, and the Rite of Memphis in 1838. America founded the Rite of the Eastern Star in five points. In these systems admission is generally confined to the female relations of Masons. The Order of the Eastern Star and that of Adoptive Masonry were attempted in Scotland, but without success.

Adramelech: According to Wierius (q.v.) Chancellor of the infernal regions, Keeper of the Wardrobe of the Demon King, and President of the High Council of the Devils. He was worshipped at Sepharvaim, an Assyrian town, where children were burned on his altar. The rabbis say that he shows himself in the form of a mule, or sometimes, of a peacock.

Adventist: (See Amerka, U.S. of.)

Aeromancy: The art of foretelling future events by the observation of atmospheric phenomena, as, for example, when the death of a great man is preaged by the appearance of a comet. François de la Tour Blanche says that aeromancy is the art of fortune-telling by means of spectres which are made to appear in the air, or the representation by the aid of demons, of future events, which are projected on the clouds as if by a magic lantern. “As for thunder and lightning,” he adds, “these are concerned with auguries, and the aspect of the sky and the planets belong to the science of astrology.”

Aetides or Aquilusius: A precious stone of magical properties, composed of oxide of iron with a little silex and alumina, and said to be found in the stomach or neck of the eagle. It is supposed to heal falling sickness, and prevent untimely birth. It should be worn bound on the arm to prevent abortion, and on the thigh to aid parturition.

Africa: (See Arab, Egypt, Semites.) The north of Africa is Mohammedan. The southern part is Christian. The Sudan is in the Sahara. For Moorish Magic and Alchemy see Arabs. Instances of Arabic sorcery will also be found in the article “Sermes.” In West Africa Obeah is practised, for which see West Indies.)

Magic in savage Africa is in the lower cult, and chiefly of the kind known as “sympathetic.” (See Magic.) But spiritualistic influence shows itself in fetishism, the cult of the dead, ju-ju or witchcraft, and the cult of the witch-doctor.

Bantu Tribes: Among the Zulu and other Bantu tribes the cult of witchcraft was practised, but in secret, for the results of detection were terrible. For the tracking of the witch, a caste of witch-finders was instituted, called “witch-doctors,” whose duty it was to “smell out” the offenders. These were nearly all women.

“It is not difficult to understand,” says Lady Barker, “bearing in mind the superstition and cruelty which existed in remote parts of England not so very long ago; how powerful such women become among a savage people, or how tempting an opportunity the could furnish of getting rid of an enemy. Of course they are exceptional individuals; more observant, more shrewd, and more dauntless than the average fat, hard-working Kaffir women, besides possessing the contradictory mixture of great physical powers and strong hysterical tendencies. They work themselves up to a pitch of frenzy, and get to believe as firmly in their own supernatural discernment as any individual among the trembling circle of Zulus to whom a touch from the whisk they carry is a sentence of instant death.”

The Zulu witch-finders are attended by a circle of black girls and women, who, like a Greek chorus, clap their hands together, and drone through a low monotonous chant, the measure and rhythm of which change at times with a stamp and a swing. Not less necessary is a ceremonial dress; for such things appeal directly to the imagination of the crowd, and prepare them to be readily influenced by the necromancer’s devices. The “Isinyanga,” “Abangoma” or “witch-finders,” whom Lady Barker describes for us, were attired with an eye for effect which would have done credit to a London theatre. It will suffice to depict one of them, by name Nozinyanga. Her fierce face, spotted with gouts of red paint on cheek and brow, was partly overshadowed by a helmet-like plume of the tall feathers of the sakabula bird. In her right hand she carried a light shield of assegais or lances, and on her left arm was slung a small and pretty shield of dappled ox-hide. Her petticoat, made of a couple of large gay handkerchiefs, was worn kilt-wise. But if there were little decoration in her skirts, the deficiency was more than compensated by the bravery of the bead-necklaces, the goat’s-hair fringes, and the scarlet tassels which covered her from coat to waist. Her ample chest rose and fell beneath the baldric of leopard skin, fastened across it with huge brazen knobs, while down her back hung a beautifully dried and flattened skin of an enormous boa-constrictor.

When the community had resolved that a certain misfortune was due to the witches, the next step obviously would be to detect and punish them. For this purpose the king would summon a great meeting, and cause his subjects to sit on the ground in a ring or circle for four or five days. The witch-finders took their places in the centre, and as they gradually worked themselves up to a frenzied state of frenzy, resembling demoniacal possession, they lighted switched with their quagga-tail one or other of the trembling spectators, who was immediately dragged away and butchered on the spot. And not only he, but all the living things in his hut—wives and children, dogs and cats—not one was left alive, nor was a stick left standing. Sometimes a whole kral would be exterminated in this way, and the reader will perceive how terrible the cruel custom could be made to gratify private revenge or to work the king’s tyrannical inclinations.

A terrible little sorceress is described by Lady Barker under the name of Noziwane, whose weird wistful glance haunted it: something known and unalterable. She was dressed beautifully for her part, in lynx skins folded over and over from waist to knee, the upper part of her body being covered by strings of wild beasts’ teeth and fangs, beads, skeins of gaily-coloured yarn, strips of snake’s skin, and fringes of Angora goat’s fleece. This, as a decoration, was both graceful and effective; it was worn round the body and above each elbow, and fell in soft white flares among the brilliant colouring and against the dusky skin. Lynx-tails depended like lappets on each side of
her face, which was over-shadowed and almost hidden by a profusion of sakabula feathers. "This bird," says Lady Barker, "has a very beautiful plumage and is sufficiently rare for the natives to attach a peculiar value and charm to the tail-feathers; they are like those of a young cock, curved and slender, and of a dark chestnut colour, with a white eye at the extreme tip of each feather." Among all this thick, floating plumage were interpersed small bladed pin feathers out of bush. Each witch-finder wore her own hair, or rather wool, highly greased and twisted up with twine until it ceases to wear the appearance of hair, and hangs around the face like a thick fringe, dyed deep red.

Bent double, and with a creeping, cat-like gait, as if seeking a trail, out stepped Nokhware. Every movement of her undulating body kept time to the best of the girls' hands and their low crooning chant. Presently she pretended to find the thing she sought, and with a series of wild pirouettes, leaped into the air, shaking her spears and brandishing her little shield like a Baschante. Nowamso, another of the party, was determined that her companion should not carry all the applause, and she too, with a yell and a leap, sprang into the dance to the sound of louder grunts and harder hand-claps. Nowamso showed much anxiety to display her back, where a magnificent snake skin, studded in a regular pattern with brass-headed nails, floated like a stream. She was attired also in a splendid kilt of leopard skins, decorated with red rosettes, and her toilet was considered more careful and artistic than any of the others. Brighter her bangles, whiter her goat-fringes, and more elaborately painted her face. Nothware, however, bad youth and a wonderful self-reliance on her side. The others, though they all joined in and hunted out an imaginary enemy, and in turn exulted over his discovery, soon became breathless and spent, and were glad when their attendants led them away to be anointed and to drink water.

Central Africa. The magical beliefs of Central and Eastern Africa are but little known. They are for the most part connected with the cult of the dead and that of the fetish. As regards the first:

When the dead are weary of staying in the bush, they come for one of their people whom they most affect. And the spirit will say to the man: "I am tired of dwelling in the bush, please to build me in the town a little house as close as possible to your own." And he tells him to dance and sing too, and accordingly the man assembles the women at night to join in dance and song.

Then, next day, the people repair to the grave of the Obambo, or ghost, and make a rode idol, after which the bamboo bier, on which the body is conveyed to the grave, and some of the dust of the ground, are carried into a little hut erected near the house of the visited, and a white cloth is draped over the door.

It is a curious fact, which seems to show that these people have a legend something like the old Greek myth of Charon and the Styx, that in one of the songs chanted during this ceremony occurs the following line: "You are we'll dressed, but you have no cane to carry you across to the other side."

Possession. Epileptic diseases, in almost all uncivilised countries, are assumed to be the result of demoniac possession. In Central Africa the sufferer is supposed to be possessed by Mbwiri, and he can be relieved only by the intervention of the medicine-man or fetish. In the middle of the street a hut is built for his accommodation, and there he resides until cured, or maddened, along with the priest and his disciples. There for ten days or a fortnight a continuous revel is held; much eating and drinking at the expense of the patient's relatives, and unending dances to the sound of flute and drum. For obvious reasons the fetish gives out that Mbwiri regards good living with aversion. The patient dances, usually shaming madness, until the epileptic attack comes on, with his concomitants—the frenzied stare, the convulsed limbs, the gnashing teeth, and the foam-flecked lips. The man's actions at this period are not ascribed to himself, but to the demon which has control of him. When a cure has been effected, real or pretended, the patient builds a little fetish-house, avoids certain kinds of food, and performs certain duties. Sometimes the process terminates in the patient's insanity; he has been known to run away to the bush, hide from all human beings, and live on the roots and berries of the forest.

"These fetish-men," says Read, "are priest doctors, like those of the ancient Germans. They have a profound knowledge of herbs, and also of human nature, for they always monopolise the real power in the state. But it is very doubtful whether they possess any secrets safe that of extracting virtue and poison from plants. During the first period which I made into the bush I sent for one of these doctors. At that time I was staying among the Shekani, who are celebrated for their fetish. He came attended by half-a-dozen disciples. He was a tall man dressed in white, with a girdle of leopard's skin, from which hung an iron bell, of the same shape as the men's. He had two chalk marks over his eyes. I took some of my own hair, frizzled it with a burning glass, and gave it to him. He popped it with alacrity into his little glass bag; for white man's hair is fetish of the first order. Then I poured out some raspberry vinegar into a glass, drank a little of it first, country fashion, and offered it to him, telling him that it was blood from the brains of great doctors. Upon this he received it with great reverence, and dipping his fingers into it as if it was snap-dragon, sprinkled with it his forehead, both feet between the two first toes, and the ground behind his back. He then handed his glass to a disciple, who emptied it, and smacked his lips afterwards in a very secular manner. I then desired to see a little of his fetish. He drew on the ground with red chalk some hieroglyphics, among which I distinguished the circle, the cross, and the crescent. He said that if I would give him a fine dollar bill, he would tell me all about it. But as he would not take anything in reason, and as I knew that he would tell me nothing of very great importance in public, negotiations were suspended."

The fetish-man seldom finds a native disposed to question him about supernatural powers. He is not only a doctor and a priest—two capacities in which his influence is necessarily very powerful—he is also a witch-finder, and this is an office which invests him with a truly formidable authority. When a man of worth dies, his death is invariably ascribed to witchcraft, and the aid of the fetish-man is invoked to discover the witch.

When a man is sick a long time, they call Nsambu, and if she cannot make him well, the fetish-man. He comes at night, in a white dress, with cock’s feathers on his head, and having his bell and little glass. He calls two or three relations together into a room. He does not speak, but always looks in his glass. Then he tells them that the sickness is not of Mbwiri, nor of Obambo, nor of God, but that it comes from a witch. They say to him, "What shall we do?" He goes out and says, "I have told you. I have no more to say. They give him a dollar's worth of cloth, and every night they gather together in the street, and they cry, "I know that man who bewitched my brother. It is good for you to make him well." Then the witch makes him well. But if the man do not recover they call the bush doctor from the Shekani country. He sings in the language of the bush. At night he goes into the street:
African

all the people flock about him. With a tiger-cat skin in his hand, he walks to and fro, until, singing all the while, he lays the tiger-skin at the feet of the witch. At the conclusion of his song the people seize the witch, and put him or her in chains, saying, "If you don't restore our brother to health, we will kill you."

African Builders' Architects: A mystical association founded by one, C. F. Koffen, a German official (1734-1797). Its ostensible object was that of literary culture and intellectual study, but masonic qualifications were required of its members, and it attracted to itself some of the most distinguished Continental literati of the period. It had branches at Worms, Cologne and Paris. It is asserted that it was affiliated with the Society of Alethophilas or Lovers of Truth, which, indeed, in the name of one of its grades, the designations of which were as follow: Superior Grades: (1) Apprentice of Egyptian Secrets; (2) Initiates into Egyptian Secrets; (3) Cosmopolitan; (4) Christian Philosopher; (5) Alethophilus. Higher Grades: (1) Esquire A; (2) Soldier; (3) Knight—thus supplying Egyptian, Christian and Templar mysteries to the initiate. In 1806 there was published at Berlin a pamphlet entitled A Discovery Concerning the System of the Order of African Architects.

Ais: A red flower used by the nates of Hindustan to propitiate their god, Sanee. It is made into a wreath with jassom, also a red-coloured flower, which is hung round the neck of the god, who is of a congenial nature. This ceremony is performed by night.

Agabert: Daughter of a certain giant called Vagnoste, dwelling in Scandinavia. She was a powerful enchantress, and was rarely seen in her true shape. Sometimes she would take the form of an old woman, wrinkled and bent, and hardly able to move about. At one time she would appear weak and ill, and at another tall and strong, so that her head seemed to touch the clouds. These transformations she effected without the smallest effort or trouble. People were so struck with her marvels that they believed her capable of overthrowing the mountains, tearing up the trees, drying up the rivers with the greatest of ease. They held that nothing less than a legion of demons must be at her command for the accomplishment of her magic feats. She seems to be like the Scottish Callieach Bheur, a nature hag.

Agapia: This is a yellow stone, so called because it promotes love or charity. It cures stings and venomous bites, by being dipped in water and rubbed over the wound.

Agares: According to Wierius (q.v.) Grand Duke of the eastern region of Hades. He is shown under the form of a benevolent lord mounted on a crocodile, and carrying a hawk on his fist. The army he protects in battle is indeed fortunate, for he disperses their enemies, and puts new courage into the hearts of the cowards who fly before superior numbers. He distributes place and power, titles and prelacies, teaches all languages, and has other equally remarkable powers. Thirty-one legions are under his command.

Agata, or Asashes: Good against the biting of scorpions or serpents, soothes the mind, drives away contagious air, and puts a stop to thunder and lightning. It is said also to dispose to solitude, promote eloquence, and secure the favour of princes. It gives victory over their enemies to those who wear it.

Agathion: A familiar spirit which appears only at mid-day. It takes the shape of a man or a beast, or even encloses itself in a talisman, bottle, or magic ring.

Agathodemon: A good demon, worshipped by the Egyptians under the shape of a serpent with a human head. The druids or magicians of the ancients were also called Agathodemons, or good genies.

Agra: A kabalistic word used by the rabbis for the exorcism of the evil spirit. It is made up of the initial letters of the Hebrew word Adonai, Adonai, meaning, "Thou art powerful and eternal, Lord." Not only among the Jews was this word employed, but among the more superstitious Christians it was a favourite weapon with which to combat the evil one, even so late as the sixteenth century. It is also to be found in many books on magic, notably in the Enchiridion of Pope Leo XI.

Agnopholis: A kind of herb which grows in the deserts of Arabia, and which was much used by sorcerers for the evocation of demons. Other plants were then employed to retain the evil spirits so long as the sorcerer required them.

Agrida (Marie of): A Spanish nun, who published about the middle of the seventeenth century a work entitled, The Mystical City of God, a Miracle of the All-powerful, the Abyss of Grace: Divine History of the Life of the Most Holy Virgin Mary, Mother of God, our Queen and Mistress, manifested in these last times by the Sister Marie of Jesus, Abbess of the Convent of the Immaculate Conception of the town of Agrida, and written by that same Sister by order of her Superiors and Confessors. This work, which was condemned by the Sorbonne, is a pretended account of some strange and miraculous happenings which befell the Virgin from her birth onwards, including a visit to Heaven in her early years, when she was given a guard of nine hundred angels.

Agrippa von Nettesheim, Henry Cornelius (1486-1535): A German soldier and physician, and an adept in alchemy, astrology and magic. He was born at Cologne on the 14th of September, 1486, and educated at the University of Cologne. While still a youth he served under Maximilian I. of Germany. In 1509 he lectured at the University of Dole, but a charge of heresy brought against him by a monk named Callinet compelled him to leave Dole, and he resumed his former occupation of soldier. In the following year he was sent on a diplomatic mission to England, and on his return followed Maximilian to Italy, where he passed seven years, now serving one noble patron, now another. Thereafter he held a post at Metz, returned to Cologne, practised medicine at Geneva, and was appointed physician to Louise of Savoy, mother of Francis I.; but, on being given some task which he found irksome, he left the service of his patroness and denounced her bitterly. He then accepted a post offered him by Margaret, Duchess of Savoy, Regent of the Netherlands. In 1530, he repaired to Cologne and Bonn, and thence to France, where he was arrested for some slighting mention of the Queen-Mother, Louise of Savoy. He was soon released, however, and died at Grenoble in 1535. Agrippa was a man of great talent and varied attainments. He was acquainted with eight languages, and was evidently a physician of no mean ability, as well as a soldier and a theologian. He had, moreover, many noble patrons. Yet, notwithstanding these advantages, he never seemed to be free from misfortune; persecution and financial difficulties dogged his footsteps, and in Brussels, Holy V. of the Sister Marie of Jesus, both exile and imprisonment for debt. He himself was in a measure responsible for his troubles. He was, in fact, an adept in the gentle art of making enemies, and the persecution of the monks with whom he frequently came into conflict was bitter and increasing. His principal works were a defence of magic, entitled De occulta philosophia, which was not published until 1531, though it was written some twenty years earlier, and a satirical attack on the scientific pretensions of his day, De incertitudine et Validatione Scientiarum et Artium aequo Excellentia Verbi Dei Delineatio, also published at Antwerp in 1531. His other works included a treatise De Nobilitate et Praecelentia Faminorum Sexus, dedicated to
Margaret of Burgundy out of gratitude for her patronage.

His interest in alchemy and magic dated from an early period of his life, and gave rise to many tales of his occult powers. It was said that he was always accompanied by a familiar in the shape of a large black dog. On his death he renounced his magical works and addressed his familiar thus: "Begone, wretched animal, the entire cause of my destruction!" The animal fled from the room and straightway plunged into the Saom, where it perished. At the inn where he stayed, *Agrippa* paid his bills with money that appeared genuine enough at the time, but which afterwards turned to worthless horn or shell, like the fairy money which turned to earth after sunset. He is said to have summoned Tully to pronounce his oration for Roscius, in the presence of John George, elector of Saxony, the Earl of Surrey, Erasmus, and other eminent people. Tully duly appeared, delivered his famous oration, and left his audience deeply moved. *Agrippa* had a magic glass, wherein it was possible to see objects distant in time or place. On one occasion Surrey saw therein his mistress, the beautiful Geraldine, lamenting the absence of her noble lover.

One other story concerning the magician is worthy of record. Once when about to leave home for a short time, he entrusted to his wife the key of his museum, warning her on no account to permit anyone to enter. But the curiosity of a boarder in their house prompted him to beg for the key, till at length the harassed hostess gave it to him. The first thing that caught the student's attention was a book of spells, from which he began to read. A knock sounded on the door. The student took no notice, but went on reading, and the knock was repeated. A moment later a demon entered, demanding to know why he had been summoned. The student was too terrific to make reply, and the angry demon seized him by the throat and strangled him. At the same moment *Agrippa* entered, having returned unexpectedly from his journey. Fearing that he would be charged with the murder of the youth, he persuaded the demon to restore him to life for a little while, and walk him up and down the market place. The demon consented; the people saw the student apparently alive. Born in 1532, he was educated at the Imperial Lyceum of St. Petersburg, and afterwards became Councillor of State to the Emperor of Russia. He made his first acquaintance with spirituality through the writings of Swedenborg, some of which he afterwards translated. Later, he studied the works of other spiritualistic writers. He was instrumental in bringing many mediums to Russia, and identified himself with Horne, Slade, and other well-known mediums, and later with Eusapia Palladino. Mainly at the instance of *M. Aksakof*, a Russian Scientific Committee was appointed in 1877 to enquire into spiritualism, but its enquiry was conducted in a very half-hearted manner. *M. Aksakof* himself for many years compelled to publish his psychic works and journals in Germany and other countries, on account of the prohibition of the Russian Government. (See Russia.)

**Alain:** Part of inscription on a pantacle which forms a frontispiece to the grimoire doctrine. Along with other inscriptions in this text, it denotes the name of God.

**Alkimus or Lilas:** It has been said by some writers that there were two men to whom was given the name of Alamin Inulonesis, one of whom was Bernardine, Bishop of Auxerre, and author of a *Commentary on the Prophecies of Merlin*; the other, that "Universal Doctor," whose brilliant career at the Paris University was followed by his withdrawal to a cloister, where he devoted himself entirely to the study of philosophy. Others again maintain that the Bishop of Auxerre and the "Universal Doctor" were one and the same. Even the date when they lived is very uncertain, and variously placed in the sixteenth and thirteenth centuries. In the year 1600 a treatise on alchemy, entitled...
Alamut

Dicit de Lapida Philosophico was published at Leyden, bearing on its title-page the name of Alanus Insulensis. It was thus ascribed to Bernardine, to the "Universal Doctor," and, by still others, to a German named Alanus. Supposing the two first-mentioned to be separate and distinct persons, we have nevertheless no proof that either was interested in alchemy; and as for the third, there is no proof that he existed at all. On the other hand, we know that it was customary at that time to ascribe works of a very inferior nature to illustrious persons who had died, and were thus unable to deny them. The Dicit de Lapida Philosophico, a work of no great alchemistical value, on account of its vague and indefinite nature, may be, and probably is, a spurious work, wrongly ascribed to Alain.

Alamut: A mountain in Persia. (See Assassins.)

Alary (Françola): A visionary, who had printed at Rome in 1701, The Prophecy of Count Bombaste, (Chevalier de la Rose-Croix), nephew of Paracelsus, (published in 1609 on the birth of Louis the Great.)

Alastor: A cruel demon, who, according to Wierus, filled the post of chief executioner to the monarch of Holland, the conception of him somewhat resembled that of Nemesis. Zoroaster is said to have called him "The Executioner." Others confound him with the destroying angel. Evil genii were formerly called Alastors. Plutarch says that Cicero, who bore a grudge against Augustus, conceived the plan of committing suicide on the emperor's hearth, and thus becoming his Alastor.

Albertus Magnus: No fewer than twenty-one folio volumes are attributed to this alchemist, and though it is highly improbable that all of them are really his, the ascription in several cases resting on but slender evidence, those others which are incontestably from his pen, are sufficiently numerous to constitute him a surprisingly voluminous writer. It is noteworthy, moreover, that according to tradition, he was the inventor of the pistol and the cannon; but, while it is unlikely that the credit is due to him for this, the mere fact that he was thus acknowledged indicates that his scientific skill was recognised by a few, if only a few, of the men of his own time.

Albertus was born at Larvingen, on the Danube, in the year 1205, and the term Magnus, which is usually applied to him, is not the result of his reputation, but is the Latin equivalent of his family name, de Groot. Like many another man destined to become famous, he was distinctly stupid as a boy, but from the outset he showed a predilection for religion, and so it came about that one night the Blessed Virgin appeared to him, whereupon his intellect suddenly became metalcorporate, and being accordingly called to the Catholic Church, he in accordance with the doctrines of the Albigenses, charged them with believing that the souls of men were demons lodged in mortal bodies in punishment of their crimes.

All this is, of course, mere tradition, and we may be sure that the dislike of the Albigenses for the irregularities then current in the Roman Church, brought such charges on their heads. They were indeed the lineal ancestors of Protestantism. A crusade was brought against them by Pope Innocent III., and wholesale massacres took place. The Inquisition was also let loose upon them, and they were driven to hide in the forests and among the mountains, where, like the Covenanters of Scotland, they held secret meetings. The Inquisition terrorised the district in which they had dwelt so thoroughly that the very name of Albigenses was practically blotted out, and by the year 1330, the records of the Holy Office show no further writs issued against the heretics.

Albigenses: A Cartaghinian soothsayer mentioned by St. Augustine. He would fall into strange ecstasies in which his soul, separated from his body, would travel abroad and find out what was taking place in distant parts. He could read people's inmost thoughts, and discover any-
thing he wished to learn. These wonders were ascribed to the agency of the Devil. St. Augustine also speaks of another case, in which the possessed man was ill of a fever. Though not in a trance, but wide awake, he saw the priest who was coming to visit him while he was yet six leagues away, and told the company assembled round his couch the exact moment when the good man would arrive.

Albomazar: An astrologer of the ninth century, born in Korassan, known principally by his astrological treatise, entitled, Thousands of Years, in which he declares that the world could only have been created when the seven planets were in conjunction in the first degree of the ram, and that the end of the world would take place when these seven planets (the number has now risen to twelve) will be together in the last degree of the fish. Several of Albomazar's treatises on astrology have been printed in Germany, of which one was his Tractus Florum Astrologiae, Augsburg, 1488. (See Astrology.)

Alchemists: The universal solvent. (See Alchemy.)

Alchemy: A Modern Egyptian: A correspondent writing to the Liverpool Post of Saturday, November 28th, 1907, gives an interesting description of a veritable Egyptian alchemist whom he had encountered in Cairo not long before, as follows: "I was not slow in seizing an opportunity of making the acquaintance of the real alchemist living in Cairo, which the winds of chance had blown in my direction. He received me in his private house in the native quarter, and I was delighted to observe that the appearance of the man was in every way in keeping with my notions of what an alchemist should be. clad in the flowing robes of a graduate of Al Ashar, his long grey beard giving him a truly venerable aspect, the sage by the eager, far-away expression of his eyes, betrayed the mind of the dreamer, of the man lost to the meaner comforts of the world in his devotion to the secret mysteries of the universe. After the customary salutations, the learned man informed me that he was seeking three things—the philosopher's stone, at whose touch all metal should become gold—the elixir of life, and the universal solvent which would dissolve all substances as water dissolves sugar; the last, he assured me, he had indeed discovered a short time since. I was well aware of the reluctance of the mediaeval alchemists to divulge their secrets, believing as they did that the possession of them by the vulgar would bring about ruin of states and the fall of divinely constituted princes; and I feared that the reluctance of the modern alchemist to divulge anything as to his art was a foregone conclusion. He declared that a few days would bring the realisation of his hopes, and that he would shortly send me a sample of the philosopher's stone and of the divine elixir; but although his promise was made some weeks since, I have not yet seen the fateful discoveries."

Alchemy: The science by aid of which the chemical philosophers of mediaeval times attempted to transmute the baser metals into gold and silver. There is considerable divergence of opinion as to the etymology of the word, but it would seem to be derived from the Arabic alm-selts, and Simmons—chemistry, which in turn derives from late Greek chemeis—chemistry, from chemis a mingling, or chaisin "to pour out," or "mix," Aryan root ghu, to pour, whence the word "gush." Mr. A. Willis Budge in his Egyptian Magic, however, states that it is possible that it may be derived from the Egyptian word khames, that is to say "the preparation of the black ore," or "powder," which was regarded as the active principle in the transmutation of metals. To this name the Arabs affixed the article al, thus giving al-khames, or alchemy. History of Alchemy.—From an early period the Egyptians possessed the reputation of being skilful workers in
metals, and, according to Greek writers, they were conversant with their transmutation, employing quicksilver in the process of separating gold and silver from the native matrix. The resulting oxide was supposed to possess marvellous powers, and it was thought that there resided within it the individualities of the various metals—that in it their various substances were incorporated. This black powder was mystically identified with the underworld form of the god Osiris, and consequently was credited with magical properties. Thus there grew up in Egypt the belief that magical powers existed in fluxes and alloys. Probably such a belief existed throughout Europe in connection with the bronze-working castes of its several races. (See Shela Tharl.) It was probably in the Byzantium of the fourth century, however, that alchemical science received embryonic form. There is little doubt that Egyptian tradition, filtering through Alexandrian Hellenic sources was the foundation upon which the infant science was built, and this is borne out by the circumstance that the art was attributed to Hermes Trismegistus (q.v.), and supposed to be contained in its entirety in his works. The Arabs, after their conquest of Egypt in the seventh century, carried on the school, and through their instrumentality the art was brought to Morocco and thus in the eighth century to Spain, where it flourished exceedingly. Indeed, Spain from the ninth to the eleventh century became the repository of alchemical science, and the colleges of Seville, Cordova, and Granada were the centres from which this science radiated throughout Europe. The first practical alchemist may be said to have been the Arabian Geber (q.v.), who flourished 720-730. From his Summa Perfectionis, we may be justified in assuming that alchemical science was already matured in his day, and that he drew his inspiration from a still older unbroken line of adepts. He was followed by Avicenna, Mesna and Rhasis (q.v.), and in France by Alain de Lisle, Arnold de Villanova and Jean de Meung (q.v.) the troubadour; in England by Roger Bacon and in Spain itself by Raymond Lully. Later, in French alchemy the most illustrious names are those of Flamel (b. ca. 1330), and Bernard Trévisan (b. ca. 1406) after which the centre of interest changes to Germany and in some measure to England, in which countries Paracelsus, Klaunath (ca. 1560), Maier (ca. 1568), Böhme, Van Helmont, the Brabanters (1553), Ripley, Norton, Dalton, Charnock, and Fludd kept the alchemical flame burning brightly. It is surprising how little alteration we find throughout the period between the seventh and the seventeenth centuries, the heyday of alchemy, in the theory and practice of the art. The same canons and processes are found expressed in the later alchemical authorities as in the earliest, and a wonderful unanimity as regards the basic canons of the great art is evinced by the hermetic students of all time. On the introduction of chemistry as a practical art, alchemical science fell into desuetude and disrepute, owing chiefly to the number of charlatans practising it, and by the beginning of the eighteenth century, as a school, it may be said to have become defunct. Here and there, however, a solitary student of the art lingered, and the department of this article on "Modern Alchemy" will demonstrate that the science has to a great extent revived during modern times, although it has never been quite extinct.

The Quests of Alchemy. The grand objects of alchemy were (1) the discovery of a process by which the baser metals might be transmuted into gold and silver; (2) the discovery of an elixir by which life might be prolonged indefinitely; and there may perhaps be added (3), the manufacture of an artificial process of human life. (For the latter see "Homoerousius.")

The Theory and Philosophy of Alchemy. The first objects were to be achieved as follows: The transmutation of metals was to be accomplished by a powder, stone, or elixir often called the Philosopher's Stone, the application of which would effect the transmutation of the baser metals into gold or silver, depending upon the length of time of its application. Basing their conclusions on a profound examination of natural processes and research into the secrets of nature, the alchemists arrived at the axiom that nature was divided philosophically into four principal regions, the dry, the moist, the warm, the cold, whence all that exists must be derived. Nature is also divisible into the male and the female. She is the divine breath, the central fire, invisible yet ever active, and is typified by sulphur, which is the mercury of the sages, which slowly fructifies under the genial warmth of nature. The alchemist must be ingenious, of a truthful disposition, and gifted with patience and prudence, following nature in every alchemical performance. He must recollect that like draws to like, and must know how to obtain the seed of metals, which is produced by the four elements through the will of the Supreme Being and the imagination of man, and is double in its essence, being a dry heat combined with a warm moisture, and that air is water coagulated by fire, capable of producing a universal dissolvent. These terms the neophyte must be cautious of interpreting in their literal sense. Great confusion exists in alchemical nomenclature, and the gibberish employed by the scores of charlatans who in later times pretended to a knowledge of alchemical matters did not tend to make things any more clear. The beginner must also acquire a thorough knowledge of the manner in which metals grow in the bowels of the earth. These are engendered by sulphur, which is male, and mercury, which is female, and the crux of alchemy is to obtain their seed—a process which the alchemical philosophers have not described with any degree of clarity. The physical theory of transmutation is based on the composite character of metals, and on the presumed existence of a substance which, applied to matter, exalts and perfects it. This, EUgenia Philalethes and others call "The Light." The elements of all metals are similar, differing only in purity and proportion. The entire trend of the metallic kingdom is towards the natural state. Vanitas of gold, and the production of the baser metals is only accidental as the result of an unfavourable environment. The Philosopher's Stone is the combination of the male and female seeds which beget gold. The composition of these is so veiled that the beginner is unable to attain it, and the knowledge of impossibility. Waite, summarizing the alchemical process once the secret of the stone is unveiled, says:

"Given the matter of the stone and also the necessary vessel, the processes which must be then undertaken to accomplish the magnum opus are described with moderate perspicuity. There is the calcination or purgation of the stone, in which kind is worked with kind for the space of a philosophical year. There is dissolution which prepares the way for congelation, and which is performed during the black state of the mysterious matter. It is accomplished by water which does not wet the hand. There is the separation of the subtile and the gross, which is to be performed by means of heat. In the conjunction which follows, the elements are duly and scrupulously combined. Putrefaction afterwards takes place, 'Without which pole no seed may multiply.'

"Then, in the subsequent congelation the white colour appears, which is one of the signs of success. It becomes more pronounced in cibation. In sublimation the body is spiritualised, the spirit made corporeal, and again a more
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The Elixir of Life has been specially treated elsewhere.

Records of Alleged Actual Transmutation. Several records of alleged transmutations of base metals into gold are in existence. These were achieved by Nicholas Flamel, Van Helmont, Martin, Richthausen, and Sethon. For a detailed account of the methods employed the reader is referred to the several articles on these hermetists. In nearly every case the transmuting element was a mysterious powder or the "Philosophers' Stone."

Modern Alchemy. That alchemy has been studied in modern times there can be no doubt. M. Fugier in his L'Alchimie et les Alchimistes, dealing with the subject of modern alchemy, as expressed by the initials of the first half of the nineteenth century, states that many French alchemists of his time regarded the discoveries of modern science as merely so many evidences of the truth of the doctrines they embraced. Throughout Europe, he says, the positive alchemical doctrine had many adherents at the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth. Thus a "vast association of alchemists," founded in Westphalia in 1790, continued to flourish in the year 1819, under the name of the "Hermetic Society."

In 1837, an alchemist of Thuringia presented to the Société Industrielle of Welmard a tincture which he averred would effect metallic transmutation. About the same time several French journals announced a public course of lectures on hermetic philosophy by a professor of the University of Munich. He further states that many Hanoverian and Bavarian families pursued in common the search for the grand arcanum. Paris, however, was regarded as the alchemical Mecca. There dwelt many theoretical alchemists and "empirical adepts." The first pursued the arcanum through the medium of books, the others engaged in practical efforts to effect transmutation. M. Fugier states that in the forties of last century he frequented the laboratory of a certain Monsieur L., which was the rendezvous of the alchemists of Paris. When Monsieur L.'s pupils left the laboratory for the day the modern adepts dropped in one by one, and Figuier relates how deeply impressed he was by the appearance and costumes of these strange men. In the daytime he frequently encountered them in the public libraries, buried in gigantic folios, and in the evening they might be seen pacing the solitary bridges with eyes fixed in vague contemplation upon the first pale stars of night. A long cloak usually covered their misshapen limbs, and their untrimmed beards and matted locks lent them a wild appearance. They walked with a solemn and measured gait, and used the figures of speech employed by the medieval illuminists. Their expression was generally a mixture of the most ardent hopes and a fixed despair.

Among the adepts who sought the laboratory of Monsieur L., Figuier remarked especially a young man, in whose habits and language he could see nothing in common with those of his strange companions. He confounded the modern adepts with the tenets of the modern scientist in the most singular fashion, and meeting him one day at the gate of the Observatory, M. Figuier renewed the subject of their last discussion, deploring that "a man of his gifts could pursue the semblance of a chimera." Without replying, the young adept led him into the Observatory garden, and proceeded to reveal to him the mysteries of modern alchemical science.

The young man proceeded to fix a limit to the researches of the modern alchemists. Gold, he said, according to the ancient authors, has three distinct properties: (1) that of resolving the baser metals into itself, and interchanging and metamorphosing all metals into one another; (2) the curing of afflictions and the prolongation of life; (3) as a spiritus mundi to bring mankind into rapport with the
Alchemy: substances

Alchemy might be reduced to the search for a substance having the power to transform and transmute all other substances one into another—in short, to discover that medium so well known to the alchemists of old and lost to us. This was a perfectly feasible proposition. In the four principal substances of oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and azote, we have the tetraactus of Pythagoras and the tetragramm of the Chaldeans and Egyptians. All the sixty elements are referable to these original four. The ancient alchemical theory established the fact that all the metals are the same in their composition, that all are formed from sulphur and mercury, and that the difference between them is according to the proportion of these substances in their composition. Further, all the products of minerals present in their composition complete identity with those substances most opposed to them. Thus fulminating acid contains precisely the same quantity of carbon, oxygen, and azote as cyanic acid, and carbonic acid differs from formate ammoniac. This new property of matter is known as "isomerism." M. Figuier's friend then proceeds to quote in support of his thesis and operations and experiments of M. Dumas, a celebrated French savant, as well as those of Prout, and other English chemists of standing.

Passing to consider the possibility of isomerism in elementary as well as in compound substances, he points out to M. Figuier that if the theory of isomerism can apply to such bodies, the transmutation of metals ceases to be a wild, unpractical dream, and becomes a scientific possibility, the transformation being brought about by a molecular rearrangement. Isomerism can be established in the case of compound substances by chemical analysis, showing the identity of their constituent parts. In the case of metals it can be proved by the comparison of the properties of isomeric bodies with the properties of metals, in order to discover whether they have any common characteristics. Such experiments, he continued, had been conducted by M. Dumas, with the result that isomeric substances were found to have equal equivalents, or equivalents which were exact multiples one of another. This characteristic is also a feature of metals. Gold and oseum have identical equivalents, as have platinum and iridium. The equivalent of cobalt is almost the same as that of nickel, and the semi-equivalent of tin is equal to the equivalent of the two preceding metals.

M. Dumas, speaking before the British Association, had shown that when three simple bodies displayed great analogies in their properties, such as chlorine, bromide, and iodine, barium, strontium, and calcium, the chemical equivalents of the intermediate body is represented by the arithmetical mean between the equivalents of the other two. Such a statement well showed the isomerism of elementary substances, and proved that metals, however dissimilar in outward appearance, were composed of the same matter differently arranged and proportioned. This theory successfully demolishes the difficulties in the way of transmutation. Again, Dr. Prout says that the chemical equivalents of nearly all elementary substances are the multiples of one among them. Thus, if the equivalent of hydrogen be taken for the unit, the equivalent of every other substance will be an exact multiple of it—carbon will be represented by six, azote by fourteen, oxygen by sixteen, zinc by thirty-two. But, pointed out M. Figuier's friend, if the molecular masses in compound substances have so simple a connection, does it not go to prove that all natural bodies are formed, differently arranged and condensed to produce all known compounds?

If transmutation is thus theoretically possible, it only remains to show by practical experiment that it is strictly in accordance with chemical laws, and by no means inclined to the supernatural. At this juncture the young alchemist proceeded to liken the action of the Philosophers' Stone on metals to that of a ferment on organic matter. When metals are melted and brought to red heat, a molecular change may be produced analogous to fermentation. Just as sugar, under the influence of a ferment, may be changed into lactic acid without altering its constituents, so metals can alter their character under the influence of the Philosophers' Stone. The explanation of the latter case is no more difficult than that of the former. The ferment does not take any part in the chemical changes it brings about, and no satisfactory explanation of its effects can be found either in the laws of affinity or in the forces of electricity, light, or heat. As with the ferment, the required quantity of the Philosophers' Stone is infinitesimal. Medicine, philosophy, every modern science was at one time a source of such errors and extravagances as are involved in alchemy, but they are not therefore neglected and despised. Wherefore, then, should we be blind to the scientific nature of transmutation?

One of the foundations of alchemical theories was that minerals grew and developed in the earth, like organic things. It was always the aim of nature to produce gold, the most precious metal, but when circumstances were not favourable the baser metals resulted. The desire of the old alchemists was to surprise nature's secrets, and thus attain the ability to do in a short period what nature takes years to accomplish. Nevertheless, the medieval alchemists appreciated the value of time in their experiments as modern alchemists never do. M. Figuier's friend urged him not to condemn these exponents of the hermetic philosophy for their metaphysical tendencies, for, he said, there are facts in our sciences which can only be explained in that light. If, for instance, copper be placed in air or water, there will be no result, but if a touch of some acid be added, it will oxidise. The explanation is that "the acid provokes oxidation of the metal, because it has an affinity for the oxide which tends to form"—a material fact almost metaphorical in its production, and only explicable thereby.

He concluded his argument with an appeal for tolerance towards the medieval alchemists, whose work is underrated because it is not properly understood. (See also Bliss of Life, Homœopathia, and the many lives of the alchemists throughout this book.)


Alchæus: (See Arabs.)

Alchæus: An Arabian doctor of the eleventh century, placed by some authorities among the number of magicians, but regarded by others as merely a superstitious writer. He used charmed words and combinations of figures in order to cure his patients. Demonologists maintained that the devil was responsible for his power, and based their statements on the fact that he had written a work entitled The IVory of the Magic Art. His body was probably, however, nothing more formidable than a natural philosopher at a
time when all matter of science and philosophy were held in suspicion. Some of his theories were of a magical nature, it is true, as when he was named the Magus regarding his destiny. Indeed, he went further, for with unexampled severity, he proscribed not only all the sorcerers, but all the philosophers in Rome, and punished them so severely that many perished.

In the fourth song of the Cynoebiontes of Jonquieres, a poet of the fourteenth century, the details of an operation in Alestronomy are exactly and curiously set forth.

Alestronomy: A species of divination practised with flour. Sentences were written on slips of paper, each of which was rolled up in a little ball of flour. These were thoroughly mixed up nine times, and divided amongst the curious, who were waiting to learn their fate. Apollo, who was supposed to preside over this form of divination, was named Aleuromanteus. So late as the nineteenth century the custom lingered in remoter districts.

Alexander the Paphlogianus: The Oracle of Abonotica, an obscure Paphlogian town, who for nearly twenty years held absolute supremacy in the empirical art. Born about the end of the second century, a native of Abonotica, he possessed but little in the way of worldly wealth. His sole capital consisted in his good looks, fine presence, exclamatory voice, and a certain talent for fraud, which he was soon to turn to account in an extraordinary manner. His idea was to institute a new oracle, and he fixed upon Chalcidon as a suitable place to commence operations. Finding no great encouragement there he made a fresh start by setting aloft a rumour to the effect that Apollo and his son Asclepius intended shortly to take up residence at Abonotica. Naturally, the rumour at length reached the ears of his
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He gained the good-will and patronage of the Sultan of Syria in a somewhat curious fashion. While passing through Syria he visited the court of the Sultan, who was at that moment surrounded by grave doctors and astrologers, who were discussing abstruse scientific points with the potentate. Alfarabi entered the presence of the Sultan in a pilgrim's garb and dusty travelling attire (he had been on a pilgrimage to Mecca), and when the prince bade him be seated, he, either unaware of, or indifferent to the etiquette of court life, sat down boldly on a corner of the royal sofa. The monarch, unused to such an informal proceeding, spoke in a little-known tongue to a courtier, and bade him remove the presumptuous philosopher. The latter, however, astonished him by replying in the same language: "Sire, he who acts hastily, in haste repents." The Sultan, becoming interested in his unconventional guest, questioned him curiously, and learned of the seventy languages and other accomplishments of Alfarabi. The sages who were present were also astounded at his wide learning. When the prince called at length for some music, Alfarabi accompanied the musicians on a lute with such marvellous skill and grace that the entire company was captivated. When he struck up a lively tune, the gravest sages could not but dance to it. When he changed the melody to a softer lilt, tears sparkled in everyone's eye, and at last, with a gentle lullaby, he put the court to sleep. The Sultan wished to keep such a valuable philosopher about his court, and some say that Alfarabi accepted his patronage and died peacefully in Syria. Others, again, maintain that he informed the Sultan that he would never rest till he had discovered the secret of the Philosophers' stone, which he believed himself on the point of finding. These say that he set out, but was attacked and killed by robbers in the woods of Syria.

Alfragenus: (See Astrology.)
Alfragius: (See Astrology.)
Alfrarya: A science resembling astrology, which lays down that all the planets, in turn, influence the life of man, each one governing a certain number of years.

Alis de Telleux: In 1528, there was published in Paris a curious book, entitled, La merveilleuse histoire de l'esprit qui, depuis naguère, s'est apparu au monastère des religieuses de Saint Pierre de Lyon, laquelle est pleine de grande admiration, comme on pourra voir par la lecture de ce présent livre, par Adrien de Montalbent, aumônier du roi François Ier. This work dealt with the appearance in the monastery of the spirit of Alis de Telleux, a nun who had lived there before the reformation of the monastery in 1513. Alis, it seems, had led rather a worldly life, following her own capricious fancy, and having preserved a number of ornaments, ultimately stealing the ornaments from the altar and selling them. After this last enormity, she, of course, left the monastery, and for a time continued her disgraceful career outside, but before she died she repented of her sins, and through the intercession of the Virgin, received pardon. This, however, did not gain for her Christian burial, and she was interred without the usual prayers and funeral rites. A number of years afterwards, when the monastery was occupied by other and better nuns, one of their number, a girl of about eighteen years, was aroused from her sleep by the apparition of Sister Alis. For some time afterwards the spirit haunted her wherever she went, continually rapping on the ground near where she stood, and even communicating with the interested nuns. From all indications, it was a good and devout spirit who thus entered the monastery, but the good sisters, well versed in the wiles of demons, had their doubts on the subject. The services of the Bishop of Lyons and of the narrator, Adrien de Montalbent, were called in to adjure the evil spirit. After many prayers and formalities, the spirit of Alis was
found to be an innocent one, attended by a guardian angel. She answered a number of questions regarding her present state and how she became a Christian. The doctrines of the Catholic Church, notably that of purgatory, which latter spirit-revelation the author advances triumphantly for the confusion of the Lutherans. The remains of Sisier Alix were conveyed to consecrated ground, and prayers made for her soul from purgatory, but for some reason or other she continued to follow the young nun for a time, teaching her, on her last visit, five secret prayers composed by St. John the Evangelist.

All Hallow's Eve: One of the former great Fire festivals in Britain, is supposed to have taken place on 1st of November, when all fires, save those of the Druids, were extinguished, from whose altars only the holy fire must be purchased by the householders for a certain price. The festival is still known in Ireland as Samhain, or La Samson, i.e., the Feast of the Sun; while in Scotland, it has assumed the name of Hallow'en. *All Hallow's Eve,* as observed in the Church of Rome, corresponds with the Feralia of the ancient Romans, when they sacrificed in honour of the dead, offered up prayers for them, and made oblations to them. In ancient times, this festival was celebrated on the twenty-first of October, by the Romans, but the Roman Church has transferred it in her calendar to the first of November. It was originally designed to give rest and peace to the souls of the departed. In some parts of Scotland, it is still customary for young people to kindle fires on the tops of hills and on rising grounds, and fire of the same description goes by the name of a "Hallow-e'en breeze." Formerly it was customary to surround these bonfires with a circular trench symbolic of the sun. Sheriff Barclay tells us that about seventeen years ago, while travelling from Dunkeld to Aberfeldy on Hallowe'en, he counted thirty fires blazing on the hill tops, with the phantom figures of persons dancing round the flames.

In Perthshire, the "Hallowe'en breeze" is made in the following picturesque fashion. Heath, broom, and dressings of flux are bed upon a pole. The faggot is then kindled; a youth takes upon his shoulders and carries it about. When the faggot is burned out a second is tied to the pole and kindled in the same manner as the former one. Several of these blazing faggots are often carried through the villages at the same time.

"Hallowe'en" is believed by the superstitious in Scotland to be a night on which the invisible world has peculiar power. His Satanic Majesty is supposed to have great latitude allowed him on this anniversary, in common with that magnificent class of beings called witches, some of whom, it is said, may be seen cleaving the air on broomsticks, in the manner wondrous to behold. Children, less aerially disposed, jog comfortably along over by-road and heath, seated on the back of such sleek tabby cats as have kindly allowed themselves to be transformed into coal-black steeds for their accommodation. The green-robed fays are also said to hold special festive meetings at their favourite haunts. The ignorant believe that there is no such night in all the year for obtaining an insight into futurity. The following are the customs pertaining to this eve of mystic ceremonies: The youths and maidens, who engage in the ceremony of Pulling the Green Kail, go hand-in-hand, with shut eyes, into a bachelor's or spinster's garden, and pull up the first "kail stalks" which come in their way. Should the stalks thus secured prove to be of stately growth, straight in stem, and with a goodly supply of earth at their roots, the future husbands (or wives) will be young, goodlooking and rich in proportion. But if the stalks be stunted, crooked, and have little or no growth in their roots, the future spouses will be found lacking in good looks and fortune. According as the heart or stem proves sweet or sour to the taste, so will be the temper of the future partner. The stalks thus tasted are afterwards placed above the doors of the respective houses, and the chemical names of those persons who first pass under them will correspond with those of the future husband or wives.

There is also the custom of Eating the Apple at the Glass. Provide yourself with an apple, and, as the clock strikes twelve, go alone into a room where there is a looking glass. Cut the apple into small pieces, throw one of them over your left shoulder. This "Hallowe'en" game is supposed to be a relic of that form of divination with mirrors which was condemned as sorcery by the former Popes.

The Burning Nuts. Take two nuts and place them in the fire, bestowing on one of them your own name; on the other that of the object of your affections. Should they burn quietly away, side by side, then the issue of your love affair will be prosperous; but if one starts away from the other, the result will be unfavourable.

Cooking the Hemp Seed. Steal forth alone towards midnight and sow a handful of hemp seed, repeating the following rhyme:

"Hemp seed, I sow thee, hemp seed, I sow thee;
And he that is my true love, come behind and harrow me."

Then look over your left shoulder, and you will see the person thus adjoined in the act of harrowing.

The ceremony of Winnowing Corn must also be gone through in solitude. Go to the barn and open both doors, taking them off the hinges if possible, lest the being you expect to appear, may close them and do you some injury. Then take the instrument used in winnowing corn, and go through all the attitudes of letting it down against the wind. Repeat the operation three times, and the figure of your future partner will appear passing in at one door and out at the other. Should those engaging in this ceremony be fated to die young, it is believed that a coffin, followed by mourners, will enter and pursue the too adventurous youth or maiden, who thus wishes to pry into the hidden things of the future, round the barn.

Another is Measuring the Bean Stack. Go three times round a bean stack with outstretched arms, as if measuring it, and the third time you will clap in your arms the shade of your future partner.

Eating the Herring. Just before retiring to rest eat a raw or roasted salt herring, and in your dreams your husband (or wife) that is to be, will come and offer you a drink of water to quench your thirst.

Dipping the Shirt Sleeve. Go alone, or in company with others, to a stream where "three lairds' lands meet," and dip in the left sleeve of a shirt; after this is done not one word must be spoken, otherwise the spell is broken. Then put your sleeve to dry before your bedroom fire. Go to bed, but be careful to remain awake, and you will see the form of your future helper enter and turn the sleeve in order that the other side may get dried.

The Three Plates. Place three plates in a row on a table. In one of these put clean water, in another fool, and leave the third empty. Blindfold the person wishing to try his or her fortune, and lead them up to the table. The left hand must be put forward. Should it come in contact with the clean water, then the future spouse will be young, handsome, and a bachelor or maid. The fool signifies a wife or a widow; and the empty dish, squalidness. This ceremony is repeated three times, and the plates must be differently arranged after each attempt.

Throwing the Glass. Steal forth alone and at night, to
saying that misfortune is about to fall on the household when the salt cellar is overturned.

Alapsey: A species of charm by the aid of which one can fascinate an enemy against whom he has a grudge, and whom he wishes to harm.

Alphabet, Magical: (See Kabala.)

Alphonsonancy: A method of divination carried out with the help of a loaf of barley, which has been practiced since the earliest days. It was used to prove the guilt or innocence of a suspected person. When many persons were accused of a crime, and it was desired to find the true culprit, a loaf of barley was made and a portion given to each of the suspected ones. The innocent people suffered no ill-effects, while the criminal betrayed himself by an attack of indigestion. This practice gave rise to a popular imprecation: If I am deceiving you, may this piece of bread choke me. By means of it a lover might know if his mistress was faithful to him, or a wife, her husband. The procedure was as follows: A quantity of pure barley flour was kneaded with milk and a little salt, and without any leaven. It was then rolled up in greased paper, and cooked among the cinders. It was afterwards taken out and rubbed with verbena leaves, and given to the person suspected of deceit, who, if the suspicion was justified, would be unable to digest it.

There was said to be near Lavinium a sacred wood, where Alphonsonancy was practiced in order to test the purity of the women. The priests kept a serpent, or, as some say, a dragon, in a cavern in the wood. On certain days of the year the young women were sent thither, blindfolded, and carrying a cake made of barley flour and honey. The devil, we are told, led them by the right road. Those who were innocent had their cakes eaten by the serpent, while the cakes of the others were refused.

Alphel: An angel or demon, who, according to the Talmud, presides over fruit-trees.

Alist: Images made of the roots of the ash tree, which are sometimes mistakenly called mandrakes, (q.v.)

Alrune: Female demons or sorceresses, the mothers of the Huns. They took all sorts of shapes, but without changing their sex. The name was given by the Germans to little statues of old sorceresses, about a foot high. To these they attributed great virtues, honouring them as the negroes honour their fetishes; clothing them richly, housing them comfortably, and serving them with food and drink at every meal. They believed that if these little images were neglected they would cry out, a catastrophe which was to be avoided at all costs, as it brought dire misfortunes upon the household. They may have been mandrakes, and it was claimed for them that they could foretell the future, answering by means of motions of the head, or unintelligible words. They are still consulted in Norway.

Altruy, David: A Jewish magician, mentioned in his Voyages by Benjamin the Jew. Altruy boasted himself a descendant of King David. He was educated in Baghdad, receiving instruction in the magic arts to such good purpose that he came to be more proficient than his masters. His false miracles gained so much popularity for him that some of the Jews believed him to be that prophet who was to restore their nation to Jerusalem. The King of Persia caused him to be cast into prison, but no bolts and bars could hold for long so resolute a magician. He escaped from his prison and appeared before the eyes of the astonished king, though the courtiers standing round saw nothing, and only heard his voice. In vain the king called angrily for someone to arrest the impostor. No one could see him, and while they groped in search of him, like men blindfolded, he slipped from the palace, with the king in pursuit, all the amazed assembly running after their prince.
length they reached the sea shore, and Alruy turned and showed himself to all the people. Then, spreading a scarf on the surface of the water, he walked over it lightly, before the boats which were to pursue him were ready. This adventure confirmed his reputation as the greatest magician who had lived within the memory of man. But at last a Turkish prince, a subject of the Persian king, bribed the father-in-law of the sorcerer to kill him, and one night, when Alruy was sleeping peacefully in his bed, a dagger thrust put an end to his existence.

Alhitas: The presumed "master" and companion of Cagliostro. Considerable doubt has been expressed regarding his existence. Fignier states that he was no imaginary character; that the Roman Inquisition collected many proofs of his existence, but none as regards his origin or end, as he vanished like a meteor. "But," states the French author, "he was a magician and doctor as well, possessed divinatory abilities of a high order, was in possession of several Arabic manuscripts, and had great skill in chemistry." His connection with Cagliostro will be found detailed in the article on that adept. Eliphas Levi states that the name Alhitas is composed of the word "thot" with the syllables "al" and "as," which if read cabalistically are sal, meaning messenger or envoy; the name as a whole therefore signifies "Thoth, the Messenger of the Egyptians," and such, says Levi, in effect he was. Alhitas has been sometimes identified with Kolmer, the instructor of Weishaup in magic, and at other times with the Comte de Sainte-Germain (both of whom see). It would indeed be difficult to say with any definiteness whether or not Alhitas was the same man who had established his name and fame in the world of magic.

Alu-Demon: This Semitic demon owes his parentage to a human being; he hides himself in caverns and corners, and alights through the streets at night. He also lies in wait for the unwary, and at night enters bed-chambers and terrifies folks, threatening to pounce upon them if they shut their eyes.

Amadens: A visionary who experienced an apocalyptic and revelations, in one of which he learned the two psalms composed by Adam, one a mark of joy at the creation of Eve, and the other the dialogue he held with her after they had sinned. Both psalms are printed in Fabricius' Codex Pseudophoraphus Valerii Testamenti.

Amalina: One of the four spirits who preside over the four parts of the universe. Amalina, according to the magicians, was the governor of the eastern part.

Amaladinus: A variously coloured stone, which enables the wearer of it to solve any question concerning dreams or enigmas.

Amasath: A flower which is one of the symbols of immortality. It has been said by magicians that a crown made with this flower has supernatural properties, and will bring fame and favour to those who wear it.

Ambassadors, Demon: (See Demasology.)

Amalgama: A difficult. He has, according to Wierius (q.v.), the form of a unicorn, but when evoked, appears in human shape. He gives concerts, at the command of men, where one hears the sound of all the musical instruments but can see nothing. It is said that the trees themselves incline to his voice. He commands twenty-nine legions.

Ameritas, United States of: Occultism amongst the aboriginal tribes of America will be found dealt with under the article "North-American Indians." The occult history of the European races which occupy the territory now known as the United States of America does not commence until some little time after their entrance into the North American continent. It is probable that the early English and Dutch settlers carried with them the germs of the practice of witchcraft, but it is certain that they brought with them an active belief in witchcraft and sorcery. It is significant, however, that no outburst of fanaticism occurred in connection with this belief until nearly the end of the seventeenth century, in 1692, when an alarm of witchcraft was raised in the family of the Minister of Salem, and several black servants were charged with the supposed crime. It is quite likely that these negroes practised voodoo or obeah (q.v.), but, however this may be, the charges did not stop at them. The alarm spread rapidly, and in a brief space numerous persons fell under suspicion on the most frivolous pretexts. The new Governor of the Colony, Sir William Phips, appears to have been carried away with the excitement, and authorised judicial proceedings. The first person tried, a woman named Bridget Bishop, was hanged, and the Governor feeling himself embarrassed among the extraordinary number of charges made after this, called in the assistance of the clergy of the colony. As events proved, this was a misstep. At Boston, at this time, possessed a distinguished family of puritanical ministers of the name of Mather. The original Mather had settled in Dorchester in 1636, and three years later had a son born to him, whom he called Increase Mather. He became a clergyman, as did his son, Cotton Mather, born in 1663. Increase was President of Harvard College, and his son occupied a distinguished position therein, and also preached at Boston. The fanaticism and diabolical cruelty of these two men has probably never been equalled in the history of human persecution. Relying implicitly upon the scriptural injunction: "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live," and blinded by their fanatic zeal, they cost the colony many precious lives. Indeed, beside their régime, the rigours of Sprenger (q.v.) and Bodin (q.v.) pale into insignificance. That ministers professing to preach a gospel of charity and love could have so far descended as to torture and condemn thousands of human beings to the gallows and the stake, can only be regarded as astounding. In 1688 an Irish washerwoman, named Glover, was employed by a mason of Boston, one Goodwin, to look after his children, and shortly afterwards displayed mediums which Cotton Mather, on examination, stated were those of diabolical possession. The wretched washerwoman was brought to trial, found guilty, and hanged; and Cotton Mather launched into print upon the case under the title of Late Memorials and Provisions Relating to Witchcraft and Possession which displayed an extraordinary amount of ingenuity and an equally great lack of anything like sound judgment. As was the case with the works of the European writers on witchcraft and sorcery, this book fanned the flame of credulity, and thousands of the ignorant throughout the colony began to cast about for similar examples of witchcraft. Five other persons were brought to trial and executed, and a similar number shortly met the same fate, among them a minister of the Gospelf, by name George Borrroughs, who disbelieved in witchcraft. This was sufficient, and he was executed forthwith. Popular sentiment was on his side, but the fiendish Cotton Mather appeared at the place of execution on horseback, denounced Borrroughs as an impostor, and upheld the action of his judges. Another man, called Willard, who had been employed to arrest suspected witches, refused to continue in his office, and was himself arrested. He attempted to save himself by flight, but was pursued and overtaken, and duly executed. Even dogs accused of witchcraft were put
to death, but the magistrates who had undertaken the proceedings, ignorant as they were, began to have some suspicion that the course they had adopted was a violent and dangerous one, and popular sentiment rose so high that the Governor requested Cotton Mather to write a treatise in defence of what had been done. In the result was the famous volume, Wonders of the Invisible World, in which the author gives an account of several of the trials at Salem, compares the doings of witches in New England with those in other parts of the world, and discusses elaborately on witchcraft generally. The witch mania now spread throughout the whole colony. One of the first checks it received was the accusation of the wife of Mr. Hale, a minister. Her husband had been a zealous promoter of the prosecutions, but this accusation altered his views, and he became convinced of the injustice of the whole movement. But certain persons raised the question as to whether the Devil could not assume the shape of an innocent and pious person as well as a wicked one for his own purposes, and the assistance of Increase Mather, President of Harvard College, was called in to decide this. He wrote a book, A Further Account of the Trials of the New England Witches, and added many cases concerning witchcraft and evil spirits personating men, in the course of which he hesitatingly affirmed that it was possible for the enemy of mankind to assume the guise of a person in whom there was no guile. A new scene of agitation was the town of Andover, where a great many persons were accused of witchcraft and thrown into prison, until a certain justice of the peace, named Bradstreet, who deserves special mention for his enlightened policy, refused to grant any more warrants for arrest. The accusers immediately fastened upon him, and declared that he had killed several people by means of sorcery, and so alarmed was he that he fled from the town. But the fanatic who made it their business to accuse, became bolder, and aimed at persons of rank, until at last they had the audacity to impeach the wife of Governor Philips himself. This withdrew from them the countenance of the Governor, and a certain Bostonian who was accused, brought an action of damages against his accusers for defamation of character. After this, the whole agitation died down, and scores of persons who had made confessions retracted; but the Mathers obstinately persisted in the opinions they had published, and regarded the reactionary feeling as a triumph of Satan. A Boston girl, named Margaret Rule, was seized with convulsions, and when visited by Cotton Mather, was found by him to be suffering from a new attack of obsession. He did his best to renew the agitation, but to no purpose, for a certain Robert Calir, an influential merchant of the town, also examined the girl, and satisfied himself that the whole thing was a delusion. He penned an account of his examination exposing the theories of the Mathers, which is published under the title of More Wonders of the Invisible World. This book was publicly burned by the partisans of the fanatical clergy, but the eyes of the public were now opened, and opinion generally was steadfastly against the accusation and prosecution of reputed witches. The people of Salem drove from their midst the minister of Paris, with whom the prosecution had begun, and a deep remorse settled down upon the community. Indeed, most of the persons concerned in the judicial proceedings proclaimed their regret; the jurors signed a paper stating their repentance and pleading for the lives of the accused; but, then again, they failed to convince the Mathers, and Cotton wrote his Magnalia, an ecclesiastical history of New England, published 1700, which repeats his original view of the power of Satan at Salem, and evinces no regret for the part he had taken in the matter. In 1723, he wrote The Revenge of his father, in which he took occasion to repeat his theories.

Increase Mather died in 1723, at the age of eighty-five, and Cotton lived on to 1728. It has been claimed that they acted according to their lights and conscience, but there is no doubt that their vanity would not permit them to retract what they had once set down regarding witchcraft, and, in the end, these names will go down with those of the inquisitors and torturers of the middle ages, as men, who with less excuse than these, tormented and bereft of life hundreds of totally innocent people.

For the history of Spiritualism in America, See Spiritu­alism, where a full summary of the subject will be found.

Apart from the doings at Salem, colonial America has little to offer in the way of occult history; but the modern United States of America is extremely rich in occult history. This, however, is a history of outstanding individual­ Thomas Lake Harris, Brigham Young, the Foxes, Andrew Jackson Davis, and so on, biographies of whom will be found scattered throughout this work. But that is not to say that various occult movements have not from time to time either originated in, or found a home in the United States. Indeed, the number of occult or semi-occult sects which have originated there, is exceedingly great, and the foundation of occult communities has been frequent. Such were the Mountain Cove community of Harris; the Society of Hopedale, founded by Ballou; and so on. The notorious community, or rather nation of Mormons had undoubtedly a semi-occult origin. Its founder, Joseph Smith, and its first great prophet, Brigham Young, both had occult ideas, which rather remind us of those of Blake (q.v.), and were decidedly of biblical origin. Smith pur­ported to discover tablets of brass upon which was engraved the new law. This was the germ of the Book of Mormon the Prophet, and a certain pseudo-mysticism was associated with the Mormon movement. This, however, wore off after a while. More fresh in the recollection are the blasphemous absurdities of the prophet Dowie, who purported to be a prophet of the new Christianity, and succeeded in amassing very considerable wealth. Later, however, he became discredited, and many of his disciples seceded from him. Sects of Adventists have also been fairly numerous. These persons at the call of their leaders have met in cemeteries and elsewhere arrayed in white robes, in the belief that the Last Day had arrived; but finding themselves duped, they invariably turned upon the charlatans who had aroused these false hopes. There is an instance on record, however, where one such person succeeded in bringing about the repetition of such a scene. Theosophy, as will be seen in the central article on that subject, owes much to America, for it may be said that in the United States it received an almost novel interpreta­tion at the hands of William Q. Judge, and Katherine B. Tingley, the founder of the theosophic colony at Point Loma, California.

The United States is frequently alluded to as the home and birth-place of "queer" religions par excellence. If Paris be excepted this charge holds good, for nowhere is pseudo-occultism so rife. It would indeed be difficult to account for this state of things. Shrewd as the average American is, there is no question that he is prone to extremes, and the temper of the nation as a whole is not a little hysterical. Such sects are often founded by unscrupulous foreign adventurers, and worshippers of Isis, diabolic societies and such-like abound in the larger cities, and even in suburbs. But on the other hand many such cults, the names of which for obvious reasons we cannot mention here, are of native American origin. In course of time these duly invade Europe, with varying fortunes. There exist, however, in America, numbers of cultured persons who make a serious study of the higher branches of mysticism.
and occultism, and who compare favourably in erudition and character with advanced European mystics. It might indeed with truth be said that America has produced the greatest occult leaders of the last quarter of a century.

**American Indians.** Among the various native races of the American continent, the supernatural has ever flourished as universal among peoples in an analogous condition of civilization in other parts of the world. They will be treated in the present article according to their geographical situation. Mexico, Central America and Peru have been noticed in separate articles.

North American Indians. The oldest writers on the North American Indians agree that they practised sorcery and the magic arts, and often attributed this power of the Indians to Satan. The Rev. Peter Jones, writing as late as the first decade of the nineteenth century, says: "I have sometimes been inclined to think that if witchcraft still exists in the world, it is to be found among the aborigines of America." The early French settlers called the Nipissing *jongleurs* because of the surprising expertness in magic of their medicine men. Carver and Fletcher observed the use of hypnotic suggestion among theMenominee and Sioux about the middle of last century. It is generally admitted that this art, which is known to modern Americanists as *orenda*, is known among most Indian tribes as Mooney has proved in his *Ghost Dance Religion*. Brinton, alluding to Indian medicine-men and their connection with the occult arts, says: "They were also adepts in tricks of sleight of hand, and had no mean acquaintance with what is called natural magic. They would allow themselves to be tied hand and foot with knots innumerable, and at a sign would shake them loose so many wisps of straw; they would spit fire and swallow hot coals, pick glowing stones from the flames, walk with naked feet over live ashes, and plunge their arms to the shoulders in kettles of boiling water with apparent impunity."

"Nor was this all. With a skill not inferior to that of the jugglers of India, they could plunge knives into vital parts, vomit blood, or kill one another out and out to all appearances, and yet in a few minutes be as well as ever; they could set fire to articles of clothing and even houses, and by a touch of their magic restore them instantly as perfect as before. Says Father Bautila: 'They can make a stick look like a serpent, a mat like a centipede, and a piece of stone like a scorpion.' If it were not within our power to see most of these miracles performed any night in our great cities by a well-dressed professional, we should at once deny their possibility. As it is they astonish us but little."

"One of the most peculiar and characteristic exhibitions of their power, was to summon a spirit to answer inquiries concerning the future and the absent. A great similarity marked this proceeding in all northern tribes, from the Eskimos to the Mexican. A circular or conical lodge of stout poles, four or eight in number, placed firmly in the ground was covered with skins or mats, a small aperture only being left for the seer to enter. Once in, he carefully closed the hole and commenced his incantations. Soon the lodge trembles, the strong poles shake and bend and with the united strength of a dozen men, and strange, unearthly sounds, now far aloft in the air, now deep in the ground, anon approaching near and nearer, reach the ears of the spectators."

"At length the priest announces that the spirit is present, and is prepared to answer questions. An indispensable preliminary to any inquiry is to insert a handful of tobacco, or a string of beads, or some such dextrous under the skins, ostensibly for the behoof of the celestial visitor, who would seem to be absent in the world, and not at hand. The replies received, though occasionally singularly clear and correct, are usually of that profoundly ambiguous purport which leaves the anxious inquirer little wiser than he was before."

"For all this, ventriloquism, trickery, and shrewd knavery are sufficient explanations. Nor does it materially interfere with this view, that converted Indians, on whose veracity we can implicitly rely, have repeatedly averred that in performing this rite they themselves did not move the medicine lodge; for nothing is easier than in the state of nervous excitement they were then in to be self-deceived, as the now familiar phenomenon of table-turning illustrates."

"But there is something more than these vulgar arts now and then to be perceived. There are statements supported by unquestionable testimony, which ought not to be passed over in silence, and yet I cannot but approach them with hesitation. They are so revolting to the laws of exact science, so alien, I had almost said, to the experience of our lives. Yet is it true, or are such experiences only ignored and put aside without serious consideration? Are there not in the history of each of us passages which strike our retrospective thought with awe, almost with terror? Are there not in particular communities individuals who possess a mysterious power, concerning whose origin, mode of action, and limits, we and they are alike, in the dark?"

"I refer to such organic forces as are popularly summed up under the words clairvoyance, mesmerism, phrenology, animal magnetism, physical spiritualism. Civilised thousands stake their faith and hope here and hereafter, on the truth of these manifestations; rational medicine recognises their existence, and while she attributes them to morbid and exceptional influences, confesses her want of more exact knowledge, and refrains from barren theorising. Let us follow her example, and hold it enough to show that such powers, whatever they are, were known to the native priesthood as well as the modern spiritualists and the miracle mongers of the Middle Ages."

"Their highest development is what our ancestors called 'second sight.' That under certain conditions knowledge can pass from one mind to another otherwise than through the ordinary channels of the senses, is shown by the examples of persons as Jonathan Carver, a cool-headed English trader, whose little book of travels is an unquestioned authority. In 1767 he was among the Killiechronies at a time when they were in great straits for food, and depending upon the arrival of the traders to rescue them from starvation. They persuaded the chief priest to consult the divinities when the relief would arrive. After the usual preliminaries, their magnate announced that the next day precisely, when the sun reached the zenith, a canoe would arrive with further tidings. At the appointed hour, the whole village, together with the incredulous Indians, was on the beach, and sure enough, at the minute specified, a canoe swung..."
round a distant point of land, and rapidly approaching the shore, brought the expected news. Charlevoix is nearly as trustworthy a writer as Carver. Yet he deliberately relates an equally singular instance.

But these examples are surpassed by one described in the *Atlantic Monthly*, of July, 1866, the author of which, the late Col. John Mason Brown, has testified to its accuracy in every particular. Some years since at the head of a party of voyageurs, he set forth in search of a band of Indians somewhere on the vast plains along the tributaries of the Copper-mine and Mackenzie rivers. Danger, disappointment, and the fatigues of the road, induced one after another to turn back, until of the original ten only three remained. They also were on the point of giving up the apparently hopeless quest, when they were met by some warriors of the very band they were seeking. These had been sent out by one of their medicine men to find three whites, whose horses, arms, attire, and personal appearance he minutely described, which description was repeated to Col. Brown by the warriors before they saw his two companions. When afterwards, the priest, a frank and simple-minded man, was asked to explain this extraordinary occurrence, he could offer no other explanation than that he saw them coming, and heard them talk on their journey.

Many tales of these have been recorded by travellers, and however much they may shock our sense of probability, as well-authenticated exhibitions of a power which sways the Indian mind, and which has ever prejudiced it so unconsciously against Christianity and civilisation, they cannot be disregarded. Whether they too are but specimens of refined knavery, whether they are instigations of the devil, or whether they must be classed with other facts as illustrating certain obscure and curious mental faculties, each may decide as the bent of his mind inclines him, for science makes no decision.

Those nervous conditions associated with the name of Mesmer were nothing new to the Indian magicians. Rubbing and stroking the sick, and the laying on of hands, were very common parts of their clinical procedures, and at the initiations to their societies they were frequently exhibited. Observers have related that among the Nez Percés of Oregon, the novice was put to sleep by songs, intonations, and "certain passes of the hand," and that with the Dakotas he would be struck lightly on the breast at a preconcerted moment, and instantly "would drop prostrate on his face, his muscles rigid and quivering in every fibre.

There is no occasion to suppose deceit in this. It finds its parallel in every race and every age, and rests on a characteristic trait of certain epochs and certain men, which leads them to seek the divine, not in thoughtful contemplation on the laws of the universe and the facts of self-consciousness, but in an entire imolation of the latter, a sinking of their own individuality in that of the spirits whose alliance they seek.

The late Washington Mathews, writing in Bulletin 50 of the Bureau of American Ethnology, says:

"Slight-of-hand was not only much employed in the treatment of disease, but was used on many other occasions. A very common trick among Indian charlatans was to pretend to suck foreign bodies, such as stones, out of the persons of their patients. Records of this are found among many tribes, from the lowest in culture to the highest, even among the Aztecs. Of course, such trickery was not without some therapeutic efficacy, for, like many other proceedings of the shamans, it was designed to cure disease by influence on the imagination. A Hidatsa, residing in Dakota, in 1862, was known by the name of Cherry-in-the-mouth, because he had a trick of producing cherries at any season, what seemed to be fresh wild cherries. He had found some way of preserving cherries, perhaps in whisky, and it was easy for him to hide them in his mouth before intending to play the trick; but many of the Indians considered it wonderful magic.

"Most astonishing, however, is the account of the Indians displayed in their fire ceremonies and in handling hot substances, accounts of which performances pertain to various tribes. It is said that Chippewa sorcerers could handle with impunity red-hot stones and burning brands, and could bathe the hands in boiling water or syrup; such magicians were called "fire-dealers" and "fire-handlers." There are authentic accounts from various parts of the world of fire-dancers and fire-walks among barbarous races, and extraordinary fire acts are performed also among widely separated Indian tribes. Among the Arikara of what is now North Dakota, in the autumn of 1862, when a large fire in the centre of the medicine lodge had died down until it became a bed of glowing embers, and the light in the lodge was dim, the performers ran with apparently bare feet among the hot coals and threw these around in the lodge with their bare hands, causing the spectators to flee. Among the Nahavo, performers, naked except for breechcloth and moccasins, and having their bodies daubed with a white infusorial clay, run at high speed around a fire, holding in their hands great faggots of flaming cedar bark, which they apply to the bare feet of others, and also to their own persons. Their wild race around the fire is continued until the faggots are nearly all consumed, but they are never injured by the flame. This immunity may be accounted for by supposing that the cedar bark does not make a very hot fire, and that the clay coating protects the body. Menominee shamans are said to handle fire, as also are the female sorcerers of Honduras.

"Indians know well how to handle venomous serpents with impunity. If they can not avoid being bitten, as they usually can, they seem to be able to avert the fatal consequences of the bite. The wonderful acts performed in the Snake Dance of the Hopi have often been described.

"A trick of Navaho dancers, in the ceremony of the mountain chant, is to pretend to thrust an arrow far down the throat. In this feat an arrow with a telescopic shaft is used; the point is held between the teeth; the hollow part of the handle, covered with pebbles, is forced down toward the lips, and thus the arrow appears to be swallowed. There is an account of an arrow of similar construction used early in the eighteenth century by Indians of Canada, who pretended a man was wounded by it and healed instantly. The Navaho also pretend to swallow sticks, which their neighbours of the pueblo of Zuñi actually do in sacred rites, occasionally rupturing the oesophagus in the ordeal of forcing a stick into the stomach. Special societies which practise magic, having for their chief object rain-making and the cure of disease, exist among the southwestern tribes. Swallowing sticks, arrows, etc., eating and walking on fire, and trampling on cactus, are performed by members of the same fraternity.

"Magicians are usually men; but among the aborigines of the Mosquito Coast in Central America, they are often women who are called sukias, and are said to exercise great power. According to Hewitt, Iroquois women are reported traditionally to have been magicians.

"A trick of the juggler among many tribes of the North was to cause himself to be bound him by foot and then, without visible assistance or effort on his part to release himself from the bonds. Cubilised conjurers who perform a similar trick are hidden in a cabinet, and claim supernatural aid; but some Indian jugglers performed this feat under observation. It is said that some Indians pretend they could bring rain, but the trick consisted simply of keeping up ceremonies until rain fell, the
The last ceremony being the one credited with success. Catlin describes this among the Mandan, in 1832, and the practice is still common among the Pueblo tribes of the arid region. The rain-maker was a special functionary among the Menominee.

To cause a large plant to grow to maturity in a few moments and out of season is another Indian trick. The Navaho plant the root stalk of a yucca in the ground in the middle of the winter, and apparently cause it to grow, blossom, and bear fruit in a few moments. This is done by the use of artificial flowers and fruit carried under the blankets of the performers; the dimness of the firelight, and the motion of the surrounding dancers hide from the spectators the operations of the shaman when he exchanges one artificial object for another. In this way the Hopi grow beans, and the Zuñi corn, the latter using a large cooking pot to cover the growing plant.

South American Indians. Throughout South America the magician caste analogous to the medicine men or shamans of North America are known as piajes or pias. Of those of British Guiana, Brett writes: "They are each furnished with a large gourd or calabash, which has been emptied of its seeds and spongy contents, and has a round stick run through the middle of it by means of two holes. The ends of this stick project—one forms the handle of the instrument, and the other has a long string to which they are attached, and their incantations in a round it in spiral circles. Within the calabash are a few small white stones, which rattle when it is shaken or turned round. The calabash itself is usually painted red. It is regarded with great awe by the heathen Indians, who fear to touch it, or even to approach the place where it is kept.

When attacked by sickness, the Indians cause themselves to be conveyed to some friendly sorcerer, to whom a present of more or less value must be made. Death is sometimes occasioned by these removals, cold being taken from wet or the damp of the river. If the patient cannot be removed, the sorcerer is sent for to visit him. The females are all sent away from the place, and the men must keep at a respectful distance, as he does not like his proceedings to be closely inspected. He then commences his ceremonies, turning, and shuffling his merakke, or rattles, and chanting an address to the yauhuahu. This is continued for hours, until about midnight the spirit is supposed to be present, and a conversation to take place, which is unintelligible to the Indians, who may overhear it. These ceremonies are kept up for successive nights.

If the patient be strong enough to endure the disease, the excitement, the noise, and the fumes of tobacco in which he is at times enveloped, and the sorcerer observes signs of recovery he will pretend to extract the cause of the complaint by sucking the part affected. After many ceremonies he will produce from his mouth some strange substance, such as a thorn or gravel-stone, a fish-bone or bird's claw, a snake's tooth, or a piece of wire, which some malicious yauhuahu is supposed to have inserted in the affected part. As soon as the patient fancies himself rid of this cause of his illness his recovery is generally rapid, and the fame of the sorcerer greatly increased. Should death, however, ensue, the blame is laid upon the evil spirit, whose power and malignity have prevailed over the counteracting charms. Some rival sorcerer will at times come in for a share of the blame, whom the sufferer has unhappily made his enemy, and who is supposed to have employed the yauhuahu in destroying him. The sorcerers being supposed to have the power of causing, as well as of curing diseases, are much dreaded by the common people, who never voluntarily offend them. So deeply rooted is this belief concerning the origin of diseases, that they have little idea of sickness arising from other causes. Death may arise from a wound or a conclusion, or be brought on by want of food, but in other cases it is the work of the yauhuahu.

I once came upon a Warau practising his art upon a woman inflicted with a severe internal complaint. He was, when I first saw him, blowing violently into his hands and rubbing them upon the affected part. He very candidly acknowledged his imposture when I taxed him with it, put up his implements, and went away. The fate of the poor woman, as it was related to me some time afterwards, was very sad. Though a Venezulean half-breed, and of the Church of Rome, she was wedded to the Indian superstitions, and after trying the most noted sorcerers without relief, she inflicted on herself a mortal wound with a razor in the vain attempt to cut out the imaginary cause of her internal pain.

Some have imagined that those men have faith in the power of their own incantations from their performing them over their own children, and even causing them to be acted upon themselves when sick. This practice it is indeed difficult to account for. The juggling part of their business was such a gross imposture as would only succeed with a very ignorant and credulous people; but it is perhaps in their case, as in some others, difficult to tell the precise point where credulity ends and imposture begins. It is certainly certain that they are attacking their incantations in a most extraordinary way, and positively affirm that they hold intercourse with spirits; nor will they allow themselves to be laughed out of the assertion however ridiculous it may appear to us.

The Waraus, in many points the most degraded of the tribes, are the most renowned as sorcerers. The huts which they set apart for the performance of their superstitious rites are regarded with great veneration.

Mr. Nowers, on visiting a Warau settlement, entered one of these huts, not being aware of the offense he was committing, and found it perfectly empty, with the exception of the gourd, or matoro, as it is called by the tribe. There was, in the centre of the hut, a small raised place about eighteen inches high, on which the fire had been made for burning tobacco. The sorcerer being asked to give up the gourd, he refused, saying that if he did so his children would die the same night."

Keller, in his Amazon and Madeira Rivers, says: "As with the shamans of the North Asiatic nations, the influence a Pujo may secure over his tribe depends entirely on the success of his cures and his more or less imposing personal qualities. Woe to him if by some unlucky ministration or fatal advice he forfeits his prestige. The hate of the whole tribe turns against him, as if to indemnify them for the fear and awe felt by them until then; and often he pays for his envied position with his life."

And an influential and powerful position it is. His advice is first heard in war and peace. He has to mark the boundaries of the hunting-grounds; and, when quarrels arise, he has to decide in concert with the chieftain, sometimes even against the latter's wishes. By a majestically distant demeanour, and by the affection of severe fasting and of nightly meetings with the spirits of another world, these augurs have succeeded in gaining such an appearance of holiness to the whole caste, that their influence is a mighty one to the present day, even with the Indians of the Aldeamentos, where contact with the white race is sure by-and-by to produce a certain degree of scepticism.

When I was at the Aldeamento of San Ignacio, on the Paranapanema, Cuyaba, chieftain and Pujo of an independent horde of Cayowa Indians made his appearance, and I heard the honour of being introduced to this magnificent sample of a conjurer. He was a man of about fifty, with
large well-cut features, framed within a dense, streaming mantle of long black hair. The long serpents on his under lip (a long, thin, cylinder of a resin resembling amber), a great number of black and white beads covering his chest in regular rows like a cuirass, and a broad girdle holding his charapi (sort of apron), which was fringed all round with rich, woven ornaments, gave him quite a stately, majestic appearance. 

Their magicians were called by the Chilians gliqua or dagol, and were subdivided into guaguenu, genyegue and genpiru, meaning respectively "masters of the heavens," "of epidemics," and "of insects or worms." There was also a sect called salu, or "sorcerers," who dwelt in caves, and who were served by iswacker, or "man-animals," to whom they taught their terrible arts. The Araucanians believed that these wizards had the power to transform themselves at nights into nocturnal birds, to fly through the air, and to shoot invisible arrows at their enemies, besides indulging in the malicious mischief with which folklore credits the wizards of all countries. Their priests proper they believed to possess numerous familiars who were attached to them after death—the belief of the "magicians of the Middle Ages. These priests or diviners were called eserba, and led an existence apart from the tribe, in some communities being garbed as women. Many tales are told of their magical prowess, which lead us to believe that they were either natural epileptics or ecstatics, or that disturbing mental influences were brought about in their cases by the use of drugs. The Araucanians also held that to mention their real personal names gave magic power over them, which might be turned to evil ends. Regarding the wizards of the inhabitants of the territory around the River Chaco, in Paraguay, Mr. Barbrooke-Grubb in his book, An Unknown People in an Unknown Land, says:

"The training necessary to qualify an Indian to become a witch-doctor consists, in the first place, in severe fastings, and especially in abstention from fluid. They carry this fasting to such an excess as to affect the nervous system and brain. Certain herbs are eaten to hasten this stage. They pass days in solitude, and, when thoroughly worked up to an hysterical condition, they see spirits and ghosts, and have strange visions. It is necessary, furthermore, that they should eat a few live toads and some kinds of snakes. Certain little birds are devoured alive and the magic power of whistling supposed to be thus communicated to the witch-doctor. There are other features in the preliminary training which need not be mentioned, and when the initiatory stage has been satisfactorily passed, they are instructed in the mysteries under pledge of secrecy. After that their future depends upon themselves."

"It is unquestionable that a few of these wizards understand to a slight degree the power of hypnotism. They appear at times to throw themselves into a hypnotic state by sitting in a strained position for hours, fixing their gaze upon some distant object. In this condition they are believed to be able to throw their souls out—that is, in order to make them wander. It seems that occasionally, when in this state, they see visions which are quite the opposite of those they had desired. At other times they content themselves with concentrating their attention for a while upon one of their charms, and I have no doubt that occasionally they are sincere in desiring to solve some perplexing problems."

"One of the chief duties of the wizard is to arrange the weather to suit his clansmen. If they want rain it is to him they apply. His sorceries are of such a kind that they may be extended over a long period. He is never lacking in excuses, and so, while apparently busy in combating the opposing forces which are hindering the rain, he gains time to study weather signs. He will never or rarely venture an opinion as to the expected change until he is nearly certain of a satisfactory result. Any other Indian could foretell rain were he to observe signs as closely as does the wizard. The killing of a certain kind of duck, and the sprinkling of its blood upwards, is his chief charm. When he is able to procure this bird he is sure that rain cannot be far off, because these ducks do not migrate southwards until they know that there is going to be water in the swamps. These swamps are filled by the overflowing of the rivers as much as by the local rainfalls, and the presence of water in the rivers and swamps soon attracts rain-clouds."

"The wizards also observe plants and animals, study the sky and take note of other phenomena, and by these means can arrive at fairly safe conclusions. They are supposed to be able to foretell events, and to a certain extent they succeed so far as these events concern local interests. By judicious questioning and observation, the astute wizard is able to judge with some amount of exactitude how certain matters are likely to turn out."

"After we had introduced bullock-carts into their country, the people were naturally interested in the return of the carts from their journeys to the river. When the wizards had calculated carefully the watering-places, and had taken into consideration the state of the roads, the character of the drivers, and the condition and number of the bullocks, all that then required to know was the weight of the load which it was expected that the carts would leave the river on their return journey. The last two items they had to obtain from us. When they had these data, by a simple calculation they could make a very shrewd guess, not only at the time when they might be expected to arrive at the village, but also at what particular part of the road they might happen to be on any given day. A great impression was made upon the simple people by this exhibition of power, but when we discovered what they were doing, we withheld the information, or only gave them part, with the result that their prophecies either failed ignominiously or proved very erroneous. Their reputation accordingly began to wane."

"The wizards appear to be authorities on agricultural matters, and when application to the garden spirit has failed, the witch-doctor is called in. He examines the crop, and, if he thinks it is likely to be a poor one, he says it is being blighted by an evil spirit, but that he will use what sorceries he can to preserve it. If, on the other hand, he has reason to believe that the crop will be a good one, he spurs it on with herbs and spells, and thus assures the people that now they may expect a good harvest."

"Some of the chief duties of the witch-doctor consist in laying ghosts, driving off spirits, exorcising hilykhama in cases of possession assisting wandering souls back to their bodies, and generally in the recognizing of spirits. When a ghost is supposed to haunt a village, the wizard and his assistants have sometimes an hour's arduous chanting, in order to induce the restless one to leave. When he considers that he has accomplished this, he assures the people that it is done, and this quiets their fears. Evil spirits frequenting a neighbourhood have also to be driven off by somewhat similar chanting."

Amethyst: "This gem," says Camillus Leonardus, "is reckoned among the purple and transparent stones, mixed with a violet colour, emitting rosy sparkles." The Indian opinion as to the uses of the powerful gemstone is that a potion, it was thought to expel poison and reader the
Amlante: A species of fire-proof stone, which Pliny and the demonologists recommends as an excellent specific against the charms of magic.

Anamolanie: Divination by means of the caul, or membrane which sometimes envelopes the head of a child at birth. From an inspection of this caul, the wise women predict the sort of future the baby will have. If it be red, happy days are in store for the child, or if lead-coloured, he will have misfortunes.

Amen: A great and powerful marquis of the infernal empire. He is represented as a wolf with a serpent's tail, vomiting flame. When he appears in human form, his head resembles that of a large owl with canine teeth. He is the strongest of the princes of the demons, knows the past and the future, and can reconcile, when he will, friends who have quarrelled. He commands forty legions.

Amsyamon: One of the four kings of Hades, of which the eastern part falls to his share. He may be invoked in the morning from nine o'clock till midday, and in the evening from three o'clock till six. He has been identified with Amaimon (q.v.). Asmodeus (q.v.) is his lieutenant, and the first prince of his dominion.

Amforas: A famous soothsayer of ancient times, who hid himself so that he might not have to go to the war of the Thebes, because he had foreseen that he should die there. This, indeed happened, but he came to life again. A temple was raised to him in Attica, near a sacred fountain which usually found plenty of interpreters after the event. Amforas himself was an adept in the art of explaining dreams. Some prophecies in verse, which are no longer extant, are attributed to him.

Amulets: The charm, amulet, or mascot, is, of course, directly derived from the conception of the fetish (q.v.), which was believed by savage and semi-barbarous people to contain a spirit. Amulets may be said to be of two classes: those which are worn as (1) fetishes, that is the dwelling-place of spiritual entities, who are active on behalf of the wearer; or (2), mascots to ward off bad luck or ward off the evil spirit. At all events, they are worn by those who believe in magic. That charms worn by prehistoric man there is little room for doubt, as objects which in many cases partake of the appearance and general description of amulets are discovered in neolithic tombs. The ancient Egyptians possessed a belief in amulets, which were worn both by the living and the dead. Indeed, among the latter, every part of the body had an amulet sacred to itself. These, were, as a rule, evolved from various organs of the gods: as, for example, the eye of Isis, the backbone of Osiris, and so forth. Among the savage and semi-civilised peoples, the amulet usually takes the form of a necklace, bracelets, or anklets, and where belief in witchcraft and the evil eye is strong, the faith in these, and in charms, is always most intense. Among civilised races it has been observed that it is usually the ignorant classes who adopt the use of amulets: such as sailors, miners, beggars, Gypsies, and criminals. But amulets are also to be found in use among educated persons, although, of course, the superstitious part of the practice has in these cases often disappeared. Universally speaking, stones, teeth, claws, all sacred symbols, are found as amulets. The reason for the wearing of these is exceedingly difficult to arrive at, but a kind of doctrine of correspondences may be at the root of the belief—the idea that like produces like, or that an effect resembles its cause, or that things which have once been in contact but have ceased to be so, continue to act on each other by magical means. For example, the demon goat is a sure finding animal: according to animal geomancy it is carried as a powerful amulet against falling by certain Malay tribes. Beads resembling teeth are often hung round the necks of Kaffir children in Africa to assist them in teething, and the incisor teeth of the beaver are frequently placed round the necks of little American-Indian girls to render them industrious, like that animal. Again, certain plants and minerals indicate by their external character the diseases for which nature intended them as remedies. Thus the euphrasia, or eyebright, was supposed to be good for the eyes because it contains a black pigmented spot; and the blood-stone was employed for stopping the flow of blood from a wound.

It is strange that wherever prehistoric implements, such as arrowheads and celts, are discovered, they are thought by the peasantry of the locality in which they are found to be of great virtue as amulets. Some light is cast on this custom by the fact that stone arrowheads were certainly in use among mediaeval British witches. But in most countries they are thought to descend from the sky, and are therefore kept to preserve people and cattle from lightning. This does not, however, explain away the reason why water poured over a prehistoric arrowhead is given to cure cows in Ireland. Certain roots, which have the shape of snakes, are kept by the Malays to exorcise them against snake-bite; and instances of this description of correspondence, known as the doctrine of signatures, could be multiplied ad infinitum. Among the Celts a great many kinds of amulets were used: such as the symbolic wheel of the sun god, found so numerous in France and Great Britain; pebbles, amulets of the teeth of the wild boar, and pieces of amber. The well-known serpent's egg of the Druids was also in all probability an amulet of the priestly class. Indian amulets are numerous, and in Buddhist countries their use is universal, especially where that religion has become degraded, or has in any way degenerated. In Northern Buddhist countries almost everyone constantly wears an amulet round the neck. These generally represent the leaf of the sacred fig-tree, and are made in the form of a box which contains a scrap of sacred writing, prayer, or a little picture. With a position in Tibet amulets containing a charm or charms, and the universal amulet of the Buddhist priests in that country is the thunderbolt, supposed to have fallen direct from Indra's heaven. This is usually imitated in bronze or other metal, and is used for exorcising evil spirits. Amulets are also worshipped by the most superstitious, and present many of the same characteristics in all parts of the world.

Amy: Grand President of Hades, and one of the princes of the infernal monarchy. He appears there enveloped with flame, but on earth, in human form. He teaches the secrets of astrology and of the liberal arts, and gives faithful servants. He reveals to those who possess his favour, the hiding-place of treasures guarded by demons. Thirty-six of the infernal legions are under his command. The fallen angels acknowledge his orders, and he hopes that at the end of 200,000 years, he shall return to heaven to occupy the seventh throne.

Anahelis: Used in divination to call up spirits from water; another stone, called synochitis, obliged them to remain while they were interrogated.

Anamelisc: An obscure demon, the bearer of ill news. He was worshipped at Sepharvain, a town of the Assyrians. He always reveals himself in the figure of a quail. His name, we are told, signifies a "good king," and some authorities declare that this demon is the moon, as Andramelech is the sun.
Ananethius: Leonardus describes this as "a necromantic stone, whose virtue is to call up evil spirits and ghosts."

Ananias, or Aganany (Jean d'): A lawyer of the fifteenth century, who wrote four books, entitled, De Naturâ Daemonivm, (On the Nature of Demons), and a treatise on Magic and Witchcraft, neither of which are works well known.

He died in Italy Magna, with St. 158.

Ananispa: A Kabbalistic word made up from the initial letters of the prayer: Antidotum Nasarâni Ausseral Neces Intoxicationis: Sandaliâ Alimenta, Focolauque Trinitas Alma. When written on virgin parchment, it is a powerful talisman to protect against disease.

Anazel: One of the demons charged with the guardianship of subterranean treasure, which he carries about from one place to another, to hide them from men. It is he who, with his companions Gaeziel and Fecor, shakes the foundations of houses, raises the tempests, rings the bells at midnight, causes spectres to appear, and inspires a thousand terrors.

Anathema: The name was given by the ancients to certain classes of votive offerings, to the nets that the fisherman lays on the altar of the sea-nymphs, to the mirror that Laus consecrated to Venus; to offerings of vessels, garments, instruments, and various other articles. The word was also applied to the victim devoted to the infernal gods, and it is in this sense that it is found among Jews and Christians, referring either to the curse or its object. The man who has strayed should be pardoned and prayed for. Formerly, magicians and sorcerers employed a sort of anathema to discover thieves and witches. Some limpid water was brought, and in it were boiled as many pebbles as there were persons suspected. The pebbles were then buried under the door-step over which the thief or the sorcerer was to pass, and a plate of tin attached to it, on which was written the words: "Christ is conqueror; Christ is king; Christ is master." Every pebble must bear the name of one of the suspected persons. The stones are removed at sunrise, and that representing the guilty person is hot and glowing. But, as the devil is malicious, that is not enough. The seven pentitential psalms must then be recited, with the Litany of the Saints, and the prayers of exorcism pronounced against the thief or the sorcerer. His name must be written on an offering, figure, and a triangular brass nail driven in above it with a hammer, the handle of which is of cypress wood, the exorcist saying meanwhile: "Thee art just, Lord, and just are Thy judgments." At this, the thief would betray himself by a loud cry. If the anathema has been pronounced by a sorcerer, and one wishes merely to escape the effects of it and cause it to return to him who has cast it, one must take, on Saturday, before sunrise, the branch of a hazel tree of one year, and recite the following prayer: "I cut thee, branch of this year, in the name of him whom I wish to wound as I wound thee." The branch is then laid on the table and other prayers said, ending with "Holy Trinity, punish him who has done this evil, and take him from among us by Thy great justice, that the sorcerer or sorceress may be anathema, and we safe." - Harrison Ainsworth's famous novel, The Lancashire Witches, deals with the subject and the Pendleton locality.

Ancient War of the Knights, Commentary on the: (See Alekshy.)

Angel: A man made by other means than the natural mode of reproduction. The automaton attributed to Hilarion. (See St. John the Baptist.)

Angels: A word of an angel, "angels" in Greek, "malak" in Hebrew, literally signifies a "person sent" or a "messenger." It is a name, not of nature but of office, and is applied also to men in the world, as ambassadors or representatives. In a lower sense, angel denotes a spiritual being employed in occasional offices; and lastly, men in office as priests or bishops. The "angel of the congregation," among the Jews, was the chief of the synagogue. Such is the scriptural usage of a term, which, in common parlance, is now limited to its principal meaning, and denotes only the inhabitants of heaven.

The apostle of the Gentiles speaks of the angels as "ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation," in strict keeping with the import of the term itself. In Mark xiii, 2, it is applied to John the Baptist: "Behold I send my messenger ("angel") before my face," and the word is the same ("malak") in the corresponding prophecy of Malachi. In Hebrews xi., 22, 24, we read: "Ye have come to an innumerable company of angels, to the spirits of the just," etc., and this idea of their great number is sustained by the words of our Lord himself, where, for example, he declares that "twelve legions" of them were ready upon His demand. In the Revelation of St. John, a vast idea of their number is given. They are called the "armies" of heaven. Their song of praise is described as "the voice of a great multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of mighty thunderings." In fine, the sense of number is overwhelmed in the effort to compute them.

As to their nature, it is essentially the same as that of mans, for not only are understanding and will attributed to them, but they have been mistaken for men when they appeared, and Paul represents them as capable of disobedience (Heb. ii., 14, 15). The latter possibility is exhibited in the greatest extent by Jude, who speaks of the "angels" which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitations," and upon this belief is founded the whole system of tradition concerning angels and demons. The former term was gradually limited to mean only the obedient ministers of the will of the Almighty, and the influence of evil angels was concentrated into the office of the great adversary of all good, the devil or Satan. These ideas were common to the whole Eastern world, and were probably derived by the Jewish people from the Assyrians. The Pharisees charged the Saviour with casting out devils "by Beelzebub the prince of the devils." But that evil spirits acted in multitudes under one person, appears from Mark v., 9, where the evil spirit being asked his name, answered: "My name is Legion" for we are many." It is generally held that two orders are mentioned in scripture, "angels" and "archangels"; but the latter word only occurs twice, namely, in Jude, where Michael is called "an archangel," and in I. Thess. iv., 16, where it is written: "the Lord shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God." This is the order for which to build a throne upon. The prefix simply denotes rank, not another order.
of intelligence. There is nothing in the whole of Scripture, therefore, to show that intelligent beings exist who have other than human attributes. Gabriel and Michael are certainly mentioned by name, but they appeared to Daniel, Zacharias, and the Virgin Mary, in fulfilment of a function, correspondent to the high purpose of which, may be the greater power, wisdom, and goodness, we should attribute to them; and hence the fuller representation of the angelic hosts, as chief angels.

The mention of Michael by name occurs five times in Scripture, and always in the character of a chief militant:

In Daniel, he is the champion of the Jewish church against Persia; in the Revelation, he overcomes the dragon; and in Jude he is mentioned in personal conflict with the devil about the body of Moses. He is called by Gabriel, "Michael, your prince," meaning of the Jewish church. In the alleged prophecy of Enoch, he is styled: "Michael, one of the holy angels, who, presiding over human virtue, commands the nations,” while Raphael, it says, "presides over the spirits of men”; Uriel, “over clamour and terror”; and Gabriel, “over Paradise, and over the cherubim.” In the Catholic services, St. Michael is invoked as a "most glorious and all-powerful prince," "the receiver of the seven vessels of wrath," and "the vanquisher of evil spirits." His design, according to Randle Holme, is a banner hanging on a cross; and he is armed as representing victory, with a dart in one hand and a cross on his forehead. Bishop Horsley and others considered Michael only another designation for the Son of God. We may add as a certain biblical truth, that the Lord Himself is always meant, in an eminent sense, by any angel named as His minister; and he is called the angel of the Covenant, because he embodied in his own person the whole power and representation of the angelic kingdom, as the messenger, not of separate and temporary commands, but of the whole Word in its fulness.

Paul speaks of a "third heaven," which must be understood not as a distinct order of created intelligences, but in the same sense as the Lord’s declaration: "In my Father's house are many mansions." For Jesus Christ always speaks of His kingdom as essentially one, even in both worlds, the spiritual and natural.

Dionysius, or St. Denis, the supposed Areopagite, describes three hierarchies of angels in nine choirs, thus: Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones, Dominions, Principalities, Powers, Virtues, Angels, Archangels. And Vartan, or Vertabed, the Armenian poet and historian, who flourished in the thirteenth century, describes them under the same terms, but expressly states: "These orders differ from one another in wisdom and glory, just as there are different ranks among men, though they are all of one nature." He also remarks that the first order are attracted to the Deity by love, and hardly attributes place to them, but states of desire and love, while the heavens which contain the whole host is above the primum mobile, which, again, is superior to the starry firmament. This description, and all others resembling it, the twelve heavenly worlds of Plato, and the heaven succeeding it, the heaven of the Chinese, for example, are but as landmarks serving to denote the heights which the restless waves of human intelligence have reached at various times in the attempt to represent the eternal and infinite in precise terms. Boehme recognizes the "whole deep between the stars," as the heaven of one of the three hierarchies, and places the other two above it: "in the midst of all which," he says, "is the Son of God; and the fiery stream, as far as it may come to him, yet are the three kingdoms circular about him." The Revelations of Swedenborg date a century later, and begin all these subjects de novo, but his works are accessible to all, and therefore we do not further allude to them.

The Jewish rabbis hold the doctrine of another hierarchy superior to these three, and some of them, as Bechah and Joshua, teach that "every day ministering angels are created out of the river of Fire, and they sing an anthem and cease to exist; as it is written, they are new every morning." This, however, is only a misunderstanding, for to be "renewed" or "created" in the scriptural sense, is to be regenerated; and to be renewed every morning is to be kept in a regenerate state; the fiery stream is the baptism by fire or divine love.

The following represent the angelic hierarchies answering to the ten divine names:

1. Jehovah, attributed to God the Father, being the pure and simple essence of the divinity, flowing through Hajjok Hakkados to the angel Metatron and to the ministering spirit, Raschith Hajasalim, who guides the primum mobile, and bestows the gift of being on all. These names are to be understood as pure essences, or as spheres of angels and blessed spirits, by whom agency the divine providence extends to all his works.

2. Jah, attributed to the person of the Messiah or Logos, whose power and influence descends through the angel Mastiph into the sphere of the Zodiac. This is the spirit or word that scatred the chaos, and ultimately produced the seven elements, and all creatures that inherit them, by the agency of a spirit named Raziel, who was the ruler of Adam.

3. Eheh, attributed to the Holy Spirit, whose divine light is received by the angel Sabbathi, and communicated from him through the sphere of Saturn. It denotes the beginning of the supernatural generation, and hence of all living souls.

The ancient Jews considered the three superior names which are those above, to be attributed to the divine essence as personal or proper names, while the seven following denote the measures (midodol) or attributes which are visible in the works of God. But the modern Jews, in opposition to the tripersonalists, consider the whole as attributes. Maurice makes the higher three denote the heavens, and the succeeding the seven planets or worlds, to each of which a presiding angel was assigned.

4. El, strength, power, light, through which flow grace, goodness, mercy, piety, and munificence to the angel Zadkiel, and passing through the sphere of Jupiter fashioning the images of all bodies, bestowing clemency, benevolence and justice on all.

5. Elohi, the upholder of the sword and left hand of God. Its influence penetrates the angel Geburah (or Gamaliel) and descends through the sphere of Mars. It is invoked in fortitude in times of war and affliction.

6. Tsebaoth, the title of God as Lord of hosts. The angel Raphael, through whom its mighty power passes into the sphere of the sun, giving motion, heat and brightness to it.

7. Elion, the title of God as the highest. The angel is Michael. The sphere to which he imparts its influence is Mercury, giving benignity, motion, and intelligence, with elegance and composure of speech.

8. Adonai, master of the kingdom, governing the angel Hanial, and the sphere of Venus.

9. Shaddai, the virtue of this name is conveyed by Cherubim to the angel Gabriel, and influences the sphere of the moon. It causes increase and decrease, and rules the jinn and protecting spirits.

10. Elohim, the source of knowledge, understanding and wisdom, received by the angel Jesodoth, and imparted to the sphere of the earth.

The division of angels into nine orders or three hierarchies, as derived from Dionysius Areopaguis, was held in the Middle Ages, and gave the prevalent character to
Angels

much of their symbolism. With it was held the doctrine of their separate creation, and the tradition of the rebellious hierarchy, headed by Lucifer, the whole of which was rendered familiar to the popular mind by the Bible.

Another leading tradition, not so much interwoven with the popular theology, was that of their intercourse with women, producing the race of giants. It was supposed to be authorised by Gen. vi. 2 in the adoption of which the Christian fathers seem to have followed the opinion of Philo-Judaeus, and Josephus. A particular account of the circumstances is given in the book of Enoch, already mentioned, which makes the angels, Uriel, Gabriel, and Michael, the chief instruments in the subjugation of the adulterers and their formidable offspring. The classic writers have perpetuated similar traditions of the "hero" race, all of them born either from the love of the gods for women, or of the preference shown for a goddess by some mortal man.

The Persian, Jewish, and Mohammedan accounts of angels all evince a common origin, and they alike admit a difference of sex. In the latter, the name of Azariel is given to the hierarchy nearest the throne of God, to which the Mohammedan Satan (Eblis or Haris) is supposed to have belonged; also Azrael, the angel of death, and Asrael (probably the same as Israfil), the angel of the resurrection. The examiners, Medhi, Sadr, and Nakir, are subordinate angels of terrible aspect, armed with whips of iron and fire, who interrogate recently deceased souls as to their lives. The parallel to this tradition in the Talmud is an account of seven angels who beset the paths of death. The Koran also assigns two angels to every man, one to record his good actions, and the other his evil actions; they are so merciful that if an evil action has been done, it is not recorded till the man has slept, and if in that interval he repents, they place on the record that God has pardoned him. The Siamese, beside holding the difference of sex, imagine that angels have offspring; but their traditions concerning the government of the world and the guardianship of man are similar to those of other nations.

The Christian fathers, for the most part, believed that angels possessed bodies of heavenly substance (Tertullian calls it "angelled flesh"), and, if not, that they could assume a corporeal presence at their pleasure. In fact, all the actions recorded of them in Scripture, suppose human members and attributes. It is not only so in the historic portions, but in the prophetic, even in the Apocalypse, the most replete with symbolic figures. (See Magic.)

Anglerii: A Sicilian younger brother of the seventeenth century, who is known by a work of which he published two volumes and promised twenty-four, and which was entitled Magic Light, or, the Origin, Order, and Government of all Things Celestial, Terrestrial, and Infernal, etc. Mongolia mentions it in his Sicilian Library.

Anglo-Saxons: (See England.)

Angurvald: The sword, possessing magical properties, which was inherited by Frithjof, the hero of an Icelandic saga. It had a golden hilt, and shone like the Northern Lights. In times of peace certain characters on its blade were dull and pale; but during a battle they became red, like fire.

Anima Mundii: The soul of the world; a pure ethereal spirit which was said by some ancient philosophers to be diffused throughout all parts of the universe and known by everyone that he was the originator of this idea; but it is of more ancient origin, and prevailed in the systems of certain eastern philosophers. By the Stoics it was believed to be the only vital force in the universe; it has been entertained by many philosophers as a root idea in modern times by Paracelsus and others. It is also incorporated in the philosophy of Schelling. Rich says: "The anima mundi, or heaven of this world, in which the stars are fixed, is understood to be a receptivity of the empyreal or heaven in which God dwells, so that the forms or seminal conceptions of the one correspond to the divine idea of the other."

Animal Magnetism: (See Hypnotism and Spiritualism.)

Anamnesis: The doctrine of spiritual beings, or the concept that a great part, if not the whole, of inanimate nature, as well as of animate beings, are endowed with reason and volition identical with that of man. It is difficult to distinguish this conception from that of personalisation, but the difference exists. The savage hears the wind whistle past him, and thinks that in it he can distinguish voices. He sees movement in streams, trees, and other objects, which he believes to be inhabited by spirits. The idea of a soul probably arose through dreams, apparitions, or clairvoyance, hallucinations and shadows, and perhaps through the return to life after periods of unconsciousness. Movement, therefore, argued life. The cult of fetishism well instanced the belief in animism, for it poses the entrance into an inanimate body of a separate spiritual entity deliberately come to inhabit it. There is no necessity in this place to go into the question whether or not animism is at the basis of religious belief; but it is distinctly at the root of magical belief and practice.

Annenberg: A demon of the mines, known principally in Germany. On one occasion he killed with his breath twelve miners who were working in a silver mine of which he had charge. He is a wicked and terrible demon, represented under the figure of a horse, with an immense neck and frightful eyes.

Anne Eua Fay: Medium. (See Spiritualism.)

Annus de Viterbo: A learned ecclesiastic, born at Viterbo in 1432, who, either deceived himself, or a deceiver of others, published a collection of manuscripts full of fables and absurdities, falsely attributed to Berosus, Fabius Victor, Cato, Manetio, and others, and known under the name of The Antiquities of Annius. He was also responsible for a treatise On the Empire of the Turks, and a book on the Future Triumphs of the Christians over the Turks and the Saracens, etc. These two works are explanations of the Apocalypse. The author claims that Mahomet is the Antichrist, and the end of the world will take place when the Christians will have overcome the Jews and the Mohammedans, which event did not appear to him to be far distant. (See Magic.)

Anuyly: The Celtic Other-world. (See Hall.)

Anonymous Adept (fl. 1750): A noted German Jesuit of the eighteenth century, known to his clerical confreres and his flock as Athanasius the Churchman. He composed two folio volumes of semi-alchemic writing, which were published at Amsterdam in 1750. In the course of these voluminous works, he alludes to an alchemist whose name he refrains from revealing, and who is usually hailed in consequence by the elusive title heading this article. Athanasius, we find, having long endeavoured to discover the Philosopher's Stone, and having met with no success, chanced one day to encounter a venerable personage, who addressed him thus: "I see by these glasses and this furnace that you are engaged in search after something very great in chemistry, but believe me you will never attain your object by working as you are doing." Pondering on these words, the shrewd Jesuit suspected that his interlocutor was truly learned in alchemy, wherefore he besought him to display his erudition, and thereupon our Anonymous Adept took a quill, and wrote down a receipt for the making of transmutable powders, together with specific directions for using the same. "Let us proceed together," said the great unknown; nor were the hopes of Athanasius frustrated, for in a little while a
A little known demon, who, during the possession of the nuns of Louviers, in 1643, occupied the body of Sister Barbara of St. Michael.

Anser, or the Aser: A magical sword belonging to the Irish Sea-God, Lir. It was brought from the Celtic Other-world by Lugh, the Irish Sun-God, and it was believed that it could pierce any armour.

Anthony St.: A great demon of enormous stature one day approached St. Anthony to offer his services. By way of response the saint looked at him sideways and spat in his face. The demon took the repulse so much to heart that he vanished without a word, and did not dare to appear on earth for a long time afterwards. It is hardly conceivable that St. Anthony could have treated the devil so rudely, if one did not know how many temptations he had suffered from him, though it is difficult to admit that he was the object of so many attacks on the part of the devil, when he himself said: "I fear the demon no more than I fear a fly, and with the sign of the cross I can at once put him to flight." St. Athanasius, who wrote the life of St. Anthony, mingled with his hero's adventures with the devil, certain incidents which contrast strangely enough with these.

Some philosophers, astonished at the great wisdom of Anthony, asked him in what book he had discovered so fine a doctrine. The saint pointed with one hand to the earth, with the other to the sky. "There are my books," said he, "I have no others. If men will design to study as I do the marvels of creation, they will find wisdom enough there. Their spirit will soon soar from the creation to the Creator." And certainly there were not the words of a man who trafficked with the devil.

Anthrupomancy: Divination by the entrails of men or women. This horrible usage is very ancient. Herodotus said that Menelaus, detained in Egypt by contrary winds, sacrificed to his barbarous curiosity, two children of the country, and sought to discover his destiny by means of anthrupidamancy. Heliogabalus practised this means of divination. Julian the Apostate, in his magical operations, during his nocturnal sacrifices, caused, it is said, a large number of children to be killed, so that he might consult their entrails by means of anthrupidamancy.

Antichrist: The universal enemy of mankind, who will in the latter days be sent to scourge the world for its wickedness. According to the Abbot Bergier, Antichrist is regarded as a tyrant, implious and excessively cruel, the arch enemy of Christ, and the last ruler of the earth. The persecutions he will inflict on the elect will be the last and most severe ordeal which they will have to undergo. Christ, himself, according to several commentators, foretold that they would have succumbed to it if its duration had not been shortened on their behalf. He will pose as the Messiah, and will perform things wonderful enough to mislead the elect themselves. The thunder will obey him, according to St. John, and Leloy asserts that the demons below watch over hidden treasures by means of which he will be able to tempt many. It is on account of the miracles that he will perform, that Boguet calls him the "Ape of God," and it is through this scourge that God will proclaim the final judgment and the vengeance to be meted out to wrong-doers.

Antichrist will have a great number of forerunners, and will appear just before the end of the world. St. Jerome claims that he will be a man begotten by a demon; others, a demon in the flesh, visible and fantastical, or an incarnate demon. But, following St. Irenæus, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, and almost all the others, Antichrist will be a man similar to, and conceived in the same way as all others, differing from them only in a malice and an impetuosity more worthy of a demon than of a man. Cardinal Bellarmin, at a later date, and contrary to their authority, asserts however, that Antichrist will be the son of a demon incubus and a sorceress.

He will be a Jew of the tribe of Dan, according to Malvenda, who supports his view by the words of the dying Jacob to his sons: "Dan shall be a serpent by the way an adder in the path":—"by those of Jeremiah:—"The armies of Dan will devour the earth": and by the seventh chapter of the Apocalypse, where St. John has omitted the tribe of Dan in his enumeration of the other tribes.

Antichrist will be always at war, and will astound the world with his miracles, persecute the upright, and will mark his own by a sign on the face or the hand.

Elijah and Enoch will come at length and convert the Jews and will meet death at last by order of Antichrist. Then will Christ descend from the heavens, kill Antichrist with the two-edged sword, which will issue from His mouth, and reign on the earth for a thousand years, according to some: an indefinite time, according to others.

It is claimed by some that the reign of Antichrist will last fifty years: the opinion of the majority is that his reign will last but three and a-half years, after which the angels will sound the trumpets of the day of judgment, and Christ will come and judge the world. The watchword of Antichrist, says Boguet, will be: "I abjure baptism." Many commentators have foreseen the return of Elijah in these words of Malachi: I will send Elijah, the prophet, before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord." But it is not certain that Malachi referred to this ancient prophet, since Christ applied this prediction to John the Baptist, when he said: "Elias is come already, and they knew him not; and when the angel foretold to the people the birth of his son he said to him: "And he shall go forth before the Lord in the spirit and power of Elias."
Antichrist

By Antichrist may probably be meant the persecutors of the Church. Again, the Protestants give the name to the Pope and the Catholics to all their enemies. Napoleon even has been called Antichrist.

The third treatise in the Histoire Véritable et Mémorable des Trois Possédés de Flandre, by Father Sebastien Michalics, dominican friar, draws much light in the words of exorcised demons, on Antichrist. "Conceived through the medium of a devil, he will be as malicious as a madman, with such wickedness as was never seen on earth. An inhuman martyr rather than a human one, he will treat Christians as souls are treated in hell. He will have a multitude of synagogue names, and he will be able to fly when he wishes. Beelzebub will be his father, Lucifer his grandfather."

The revelations of exorcised demons show that Antichrist was alive in 1613. It appears that he has not yet attained his growth. "He was baptised on the Sabbath of the sorcerers, before his mother, a Jewess, called La Belle-Fleur. He was three years old in 1613. Louis Gauridi is said to have baptised him, in a field near Paris. An exorcised sorcerer claimed to have held the little Antichrist on his knees. She said that his bearing was proud and that even then he spoke many divers languages. But he had talons in the place of feet, and he wore no slippers. He will do much harm, but there will be comforters, for the Holy Ghost still lives." (See Merlin.) His father is shown in the figure of a bird, with four feet, a tail, a bull's head much flattened, horns and black shaggy hair. He will mark his own with a seal representing this in miniature. Michaelis adds that things execrable will be around him. He will destroy Rome on account of the Pope, and the Jews will help him. He will resuscitate the dead, and, when thirty, will reign with Lucifer, the seven-headed dragon, and, after a reign of three years, Christ will slay him.

Many such details might be quoted of Antichrist, whose appearance has long been threatened, but with as yet no fulfilment. (See End of the World.) We must mention, however, a volume published many years ago at Lyons, by Rusand, called, Les Précédentes de l'Antichrist. This work shows that the reign of Antichrist, if it has not begun, is drawing near; that the philosophers, encyclopedists and revolutionaries of the eighteenth century were not altogether in the dark; that demons incarnate are to precede and prepare the way for Antichrist. In our own time it has frequently been averred that Antichrist is none other than the ex-Kaiser of Germany.

Antipathy: The old astrologers, who wished to explain everything, claimed that the dislike which one feels for a person or thing is caused by the stars. Thus two persons born under the same aspect, will be mutually attracted one to the other, and will love without knowing why. Others, again, born under opposite conjunctions, will feel an unreasoning hate for each other. But how can that antipathy be explained which great men sometimes have for the commonest things? There have been many such cases, and all are inexplicable. Lamotte-Levayer could not bear the sound of any instrument, and displayed the liveliest pleasure at the noise of thunder. Cesar could not hear the crowing of a cock without shuddering. Lord Bacon fell into despondency during the eclipse of the moon; Marie de Medicis could not bear to look on a rose, even in a painting, though she loved all other flowers. Cardinal Henry of Cardonne had the same antipathy, and fell into a swoon of horror when he felt the odor of roses. Charles d'Albert became ill at dinner when a young wild boar or a sucking-pig was served; Henry III. of France could not remain in a chamber where there was a cat; Marshal de Schomberg had the same weaknesses; Ladislas, King of Poland, was much disturbed at the sight of apples. Erasmus trembled in every limb at the sight of cress; Erasmus could not taste fish without having the fever; Tycho Brahe felt his knees give way when he met a hare or a fox; the Duke of Epernon fainting at the sight of a leveret; Cardan could not suffer eggs; Ariosto, baths; the son of Creoles, bread; Cesar of Lescals, the sound of the violin or violin.

The antipathies of these antipathies are sometimes to be found in childish impressions. A lady who was very fond of pictures and engravings, fainted away when she found them in a book. She explained her terror thus: When she was a child her father had one day seen her turning over the leaves of the books in his library, in search of pictures. He had roughly taken the book from her hand, telling her in terrible tones that there were devils in these books, who would strangle her if she dared to touch them. These absurd threats occasionally have baneful effects that cannot be overcome. Pliny, who was fairly credulous, assures us that there is such an antipathy between the wolf and the horse, that if a horse pass by the way a wolf has gone, he feels his legs become so numbed that he cannot walk. But the instinct of animals does not err. A horse in America could detect the presence of a puffin, and obstinately refused to go through a forest where there was a smell announced to him that the enemy was at hand. Dogs also can tell when a wolf is near. Perhaps, on the whole, human beings would be wiser if they followed the dictates of these sympathetic or antipathetic impressions.

Antiphates: A shining black stone, used as a defence against witchcraft.

Anthracites, or Anthracas, or Anthrax: A stone, sparkling like fire, supposed by Albertus Magnus to be the carbuncle. It cures "imposthumus." It is girdled with a white vein. If smeared with oil it loses its colour, but sparkles the more for being dipped in water.

Annapaks Plans: (See Monastie World.)

Aonbar: A horse belonging to Mansanan, son of the Irish Sea-God, Lir. It was believed to possess magical gifts, and could gallop on land or sea.

Apanizamany: Divination by means of any objects which happen to present themselves. To this class belong the omens drawn from chance meetings with a hare, an eagle, etc.

Apepi, Book of Overthrowing of: An Egyptian work which forms a considerable portion of the funerary papyrus of Neb-Amun. It deals with the diurnal combat between Ra, the Sun-God, and Apepi, the great serpent, the impersonation of spiritual evil, and several of the chapters, notably 31, 33, and 35 to 39 are obviously borrowed from the Book of the Dead (q.v.). It contains fifteen chapters, in which there is a great deal of repetition, and details the various methods for the destruction of Apepi, including many magical directions. It is set forth that the name of Apepi must be written in green on a papyrus and then burnt. Wax figures of his attendant demons were to be made, mutilated, and burnt, in the hope that through the agency of sympathetic magic their prototypes might be injured or destroyed. Another portion of the work details the creative process and describes how men and women were formed from the tears of the god Khépera. This portion is known as The Book of Knowing the Evolutions of Ra. The work is evidently of high antiquity, as is shown by the circumstance that many variant readings occur. Only one copy, however, is known. The funeral papyrus in which it is contained was discovered at Thebes in 1866, was purchased by Rhind, and sold to the trustees of the British Museum by Mr. David Bremner. The linen on which it is written is of very fine texture, measures 19 feet by 94 inches, and it has been translated by Mr. Wallis Budge in Archaeologia, Vol. 52, Part II.

Apollonius of Tyana: A Pythagorean philosopher of Greece, who had a great reputation for magical powers.
The Reign of Antichrist

After an engraving by Michael Volgemuth in the Liber Chronicarum, 1493

(Cabinet of Engravings, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris)
Born at Tyana, in Asia Minor, Apollonius was contemporary with Christ. He was educated at Tarsus and at the Temple of Asclepius, at Egea, where he became an adherent of the sect of Pythagoras, to whose system of doctrine he had committted himself throughout his life. In his desire for knowledge he travelled widely in Eastern countries, and is said to have performed miracles wherever he went. At Ephesus, for instance, he warned the people of the approach of a terrible plague, but they gave no heed to him until the pestilence actually overtook them, when they sought his protection. The citizeans were at first reluctant to comply with so cruel an injunction, but at last they were convinced by the demonstration of Apollonius. His biographer does not seem to know which—a young lady of consular family, who had been betrothed, and was demoted by the city. Yet another story relates how Apollonius saved a friend of his, Menippus of Corinth, from marrying a vampire. The youth neglected all the earlier warnings of his counselor, and the preparations for the wedding were made till finally all was in readiness for the ceremony. At this juncture Apollonius appeared and prevented the marriage. The wedding feast, the guests, and all the evidences of wealth, which were but illusion to man, and wrung from the bride the confession that she was a vampire. Many other similar tales are told of the philosopher's clairvoyant and magical powers.

The manner of his death is wrapped in mystery, though it is known that he had lived to be nearly a hundred years of age. His disciples did not hesitate to say that he had died at all, but that he had been taken up to heaven, and his biographer casts a doubt upon the matter. At all events, when he had vanished from the terrestrial sphere, the inhabitants of his native Tyana built a temple in his honour, and statues were raised to him in various other temples.

The life of Apollonius, written by Philostratus at the instance of Julia, mother of the Emperor Severus, is the only extant source of information concerning the sage. Though other lives, now lost, are known to have existed. The account given by Philostratus purports to have been composed from the biograms of "Damis the Assyrian," a disciple of Apollonius, but it has been suggested that Damis is but a literary fiction. The work is largely a romance; fictitious stories are often introduced, and the whole account is mystical and symbolic. Nevertheless it is possible to get a glimpse of the real character of Apollonius beyond the literary faculties of the writer. The purpose of the philosopher of Tyana seems to have been to infuse into paganism a morality more practical combined with a more transcendental doctrine. He himself practised a very severe asceticism, and supplemented his own knowledge by revelations from the gods. Because of his claim to divine enlightenment, some have refused him a place among the philosophers, but Philostratus holds that this in no wise detracts from his philosophic reputation. Pythagoras and Plato and Democritus he points out, were not so different in this respect as to render it impossible that the authors of the same revelation should be in the same degree of spiritual knowledge and they were not charged with dabbling in magic. Divine revelations had been given to earlier philosophers; why not also to the Philosopher of Tyana? It is probable that Apollonius borrowed considerably from Oriental sources, and that his doctrines were more Brahminical than magical.

Apparitions

Apparition, Phantom: (See Phantom Dress.)

Apparition: An apparition (from Latin appareo, to appear) is in its literal sense merely an appearance, that is, a sense-perception of any kind, but in every-day usage the word has a more restricted meaning and is used only to denote an abnormal or supernormal appearance or perception, which cannot be referred to any natural objective cause. Taken in this sense the word covers all visionary appearances, hallucinations, clairvoyance, and similar unusual perceptions. "Apparition" and "ghost" are frequently used as synonymous terms, though the former is, of course, of much wider significance. A ghost is a visual apparition of a deceased human being, and the term implies that it is the spirit of the person it represents. Apparitions of animals and of inanimate objects are also sufficiently frequent. All apparitions do not take the form of visual images; auditory and tactile false perceptions, though less common, are not unknown, and there is record of a house that was "haunted" with the perpetual odour of violets.

Evolution of the Belief in Apparitions:—There is no doubt that the belief which identifies an apparition with the spirit of the creature it represents—a belief widely current in all nations and all times—is directly traceable to the ancient doctrine of animism, which endowed everything in nature, from man himself to the smallest insect, from the heavenly bodies to an insignificant plant or stone, with a separable soul. It is not difficult to understand how the conception of a soul may have arisen. Sir J. Frazer, in his Golden Bough, says: "As the savage commonly explains the processes of the inanimate nature by supposing that they are produced by living beings working in or behind the phenomena, so he explains the phenomena of life itself. If an animal lives and moves, it can only be, he thinks, because there is a little animal inside which moves it. If a man lives and moves, it can only be because he has a little man or animal inside, who moves him. The animal inside the animal, the man inside the man, is the soul. And as the activity of an animal or man is explained by the presence of the soul, so the reposes of sleep or death is explained by its absence: sleep or trance being the temporary, death being the permanent absence of the soul." Sometimes the human soul was represented as a bird—an eagle, a dove, a raven—or as an animal of some sort, just in the same way that the soul of a river might be in the form of a horse or a serpent, or the soul of a tree in human shape; but among most peoples the belief was that the soul was an exact reproduction of the body resembling it in every feature, even to details of dress, etc. Though we are not certain that dreams have always been regarded as the dreams of a deceased person or the soul of the latter having visited the dreamer. By an easy process of reasoning, the theory was extended to include dreams of animals and inanimate things, which also were endowed with souls. And thus it is quite probable that the hallucinations with which primitive peoples as well as those at a later stage of culture were at times visited, and which they doubtless knew well how to induce, should be regarded as the souls of the things they represent. If it be granted that telepathy and clairvoyance operate sometimes at the present day, and among civilized peoples, it may be conceded on still more abundant testimony that they were known to primitive races. And it is obvious that these faculties would have a powerful effect in the development of a belief in apparitions. The doctrine of apparitions, therefore, would inevitably suggest the continuance of the soul's existence beyond the grave, and the apparition of a sick person, or one in some other grave crisis—such as might now-a-days be accounted for telepathically—would also be regarded...
as the soul, which at such times was absent from the body. There is a widely diffused opinion that ghosts are of a filmy, unsubstantial nature, and this also would seem to have taken its rise in the first animistic concepts of primitive man. At a very early stage of culture we find spirit and breath confused—they are identified in the Latin spiritus and the Greek pnoe. They have been abstracted at all, and their nature is, therefore, that the breath, condensed in the cold air to a white mist, should be regarded as the stuff that ghosts are made of. On another hypothesis, the shadowy nature of the ghost may have resulted from an early confusion of the soul with the shadow. Thus animistic ideas of the soul have given rise to the belief in apparitions.

But animism has a further contribution to make towards this belief in the host of spirits which have not, and never have had, bodies, true supernatural beings, as distinct from souls—gods, elementary spirits, and those evil spirits to which were attributed disease, disaster, possession, and bewitchment. This class of beings has evolved into the fairies, elves, brownies, bogies, and goblins of popular folklore, of which many apparitions are recorded.

Savage Instances of Apparitions. In classic and medieval times the concept of the ghost was practically identical with that of savage peoples. It is only within the last two generations that scientific investigation was deemed necessary, as the result of the birth of a scepticism hitherto confined to the few, and in the general mind weak and non-existent. (For details of such research see Spiritualism and Psychological Research.)

One of the most noteworthy features of ghosts in savage lands is the fear and antagonism with which they are regarded. Almost invariably the spirits of the deceased are thought to be unfriendly towards the living, desirous of drawing the souls of the latter, or their shadows, into the spirit-world. Sometimes, as with the Australian aborigines, they are represented as malignant demons. Naturally, everything possible is done to keep the ghost at a distance from the habitation of the living. With some peoples thorn bushes are planted round the beds of the surviving relatives. Persons returning from a funeral pass through a cleft tree, or other narrow aperture, to free themselves from the ghost of him whom they have buried. Others plunge into water to achieve the same purpose. The custom of closing the doors of the dead is said to have arisen from the fear that the ghost would find its way back again, and the same reason is given for the practice, common among Hottentots, Hindus, North American Indians, and many other peoples, of carrying the dead out through the window, the aperture being immediately afterwards closed. The Mayas of Yucatan, however, draw a line with chalk from the tomb to the hearth, so that the soul may return if it desires to do so. Among uncultured races, the names of the departed, in some mysterious manner bound up with the soul, if not identified with it, are not mentioned by the survivors, and any among them possessing the same name, changes it for another. The shape in which apparitions appear among savages may be the human form, or the form of a beast, bird, or fish. Animal ghosts are common among the Indians of North and South America. Certain African tribes believe that the souls of evil-doers become jackals on the death of the body. The Tapuya Indians of Brazil think that the souls of the good enter into birds, and this belief is of rather wide diffusion. When the apparition is in human shape it is generally the exact image of the person it represents, and, like the apparitions of more civilised countries, its dress is that worn by the deceased in his lifetime. This last feature, of course, implies the doctrine of object-souls, which has its roots in animism. Though it is generally accepted by savage peoples and by the departed mingle with the living, coming and going with no particular object in view, yet the medium may on occasion have a special purpose in visiting the scene of his earthly life. It may be that the spirit desires that its body be buried with the proper ceremonial rites, if these have been omitted. In savage, as in civilised countries, it is believed that the spirits of those who have not been buried, or who cannot be buried, fill the rites which have been duly performed. In China, the commonest ghost is that of a person who has been murdered, and who seeks to be avenged on his murderer. The spirit of one who has been murdered, or has died a violent death, is considered in Australia also to be especially likely to walk abroad, while in many barbarous or semi-barbarous lands the souls of women who have died in childbirth, are supposed to become spirits of a particularly malignant type, dwelling in trees, tormenting and molesting passers-by. There is another reason for which apparitions sometimes appear: to reveal the site of hidden treasure. The guardians of buried hoards are, however, supernatural beings rather than human souls, and the shapes they take are often grotesque or terrible. It is customary for ghosts to haunt certain localities. The favourite spot seems to be the burial-place, of which there is a universal dread. But the Indians of Guyana go a step further in maintaining that every place where anyone has died is haunted. Among the Kafris and the Maoris of New Zealand a hut wherein a death has occurred is taboo, and is often burnt or deserted. Sometimes, even a whole village is abandoned on account of a death—a practice, which must be attended with some inconvenience. There is one point on which the apparitions of primitive peoples differ from those of more advanced races—the former seldom attain to the dignity of articulate human speech. They chirp like crickets, for instance, among the Algonquin Indians, and their "voices" are only intelligible to the trained ear of the shaman. The ghosts of the Zulus and New Zealanders, again, speak to the magicians in thin, whistling tones. This idea of the semi-articulate nature of ghosts is not confined to savage concepts; Shakespeare speaks of "the sheeted dead," who, "did squeak and gibber in the streets of Rome," and the "gibbering" ghost appears in other connections. Naturally the articulate apparition is doubly convincing, since it appeals to two separate senses. Tylor says: "Men who perceive evidently that souls do talk when they present themselves in dream or vision, naturally take for granted at once the objective reality of the ghostly voice, and of the ghostly form from which it proceeds." Spirits which are generally invisible may appear to certain persons and under certain circumstances. Thus in the Antilles, it is believed that one person travelling alone may see a ghost which would be invisible to a number of people. The shamans, or medicine-men, and magicians are able to perceive apparitions which none but they can see. The induction of hallucinations by means of fasts, rigid asceticism, solitude, the use of narcotics and intoxicants, dances, and the performing of elaborate ceremonial rites, is known all over the world, and among uncultured as well as cultured peoples. Coincidental apparitions, it may be remarked, are comparatively rare in savage countries. Naturally, a great many savage instances of apparitions are concerned with supernatural beings other than human souls, but such cases are dealt with elsewhere.

Ancient and Modern Ideas Concerning Apparitions. The theory of apparitions was very vivid among ancient Oriental peoples. The early Hebrews attributed them to angels, demons, or the souls of the dead, as is shown in the numerous Scriptural instances of apparitions. Dreams were regarded as apparitions if the predictions made in them were fulfilled, or if the dream figure revealed anything unknown to the dreamer which afterwards proved to be true. That
the Hebrews believed in the possibility of the souls of the dead returning, is evident from the tale of the Witch of Endor. Calmet says, in this connection: "Whether Samuel was raised up or not, whether his soul, or only a shadow, or even nothing at all appeared to the woman, it is still certain that Saul and his attendants, with the generality of the Hebrews, believed the thing to be possible." Similar beliefs were held by other Eastern nations. Among the Greeks and Romans of the classic period, apparitions of gods and men would seem to have been fairly common. Calmet, in his *Dissertation on Apparitions*, says:

"The ancient Greeks, who had derived their religion and theology from the Egyptians and Eastern nations, and the Latins, who had borrowed theirs from the Greeks, were all firmly persuaded that the souls of the dead appeared sometimes to the living—that they could be called up by necromancers, that they answered questions, and gave notice of future events; that Apollo gave oracles, and that the priestess, filled with his spirit, and transported with a holy enthusiasm, uttered infallible predictions of things to come. Homer, the most ancient of all the Greek writers, and the greatest divine, relates several apparitions, not only of gods, but of dead men and heroes. In the Odyssey, he introduces Ulysses consulting Teresias, who, having prepared a pot full of blood, in order to call up the Manes, Ulysses drank, and were doubtless induced by the fats, rigid asceticism, and severe penances practiced in the name of religion. The saints themselves saw visions, and were attended by guardian angels, and harassed by the unmeasured attentions of demons, or of their master, the devil. These beliefs continued in the Middle Ages, when, without undergoing any atonement, but only a certain period of time, they believed that the demons 

"...Tertullian, in his book concerning the soul, asserts that it is corporeal, and of a certain figure, and appeals to the experience of those who have seen apparitions of departed souls, and to whom they have appeared as corporeal and tangible, though of an aerial colour and consistence. He defines the soul to be a breath from God, immortal, corporeal, and of a certain figure."

It is interesting to note that some of these classic spectres are nearly akin to the melodramatic conceptions of modern times. The younger Pliny tells of a haunted house whose main features correspond with those of later hauntings—haunted houses by daimons, the ghosts of murdered men who could not rest till their mortal remains had been properly buried.

In the early centuries of the Christian era there was no diminution in the number of apparitions witnessed. Visions of saints were frequently seen, and were doubtless induced by the fats, rigid asceticism, and severe penances practiced in the name of religion. The saints themselves saw visions, and were attended by guardian angels, and harassed by the unmeasured attentions of demons, or of their master, the devil. These beliefs continued in the Middle Ages, when, without undergoing any atonement, but only a certain period of time, they believed that the demons...
Apparitions

Phantom Coach, the Flying Dutchman, which were not confined to any one locality, either originated in this period or acquired in it a wildly romantic character which lent itself to treatment by ballad-writers, and it is in ballad form that many of them have come down to us. This Hey-day of the appariitioM passed, however, at length, and in the eighteenth century we find among the cultured classes a scepticism as regards the objective nature of appariitioMs, which was destined two centuries later to become almost universal. Hallucination, though not yet very well understood, began to be called the "power of imagination." Many appariitioMs, too, were attributed to illusion. Nevertheless, the belief in appariitioMs was sustained and strengthened by the clairvoyant powers of magnetic subjects and somnambules. Swedenborg, who had, and still has many disciples, did much to encourage the idea that appariitioMs were objective and supernatural. To explain the fact that only the seer saw these beings and heard their voices, he says:

"The speech of an angel or of a spirit with man is heard as sonorously as the speech of one man with another; yet it is not heard by others who stand near, but by the man himself alone. The reason is, the speech of an angel or of a spirit flows in first into the man's thought, and by an internal way into the organ of hearing, and thus actuates it from within, whereas the speech of man flows first into the air, and by an external way into the organ of hearing which it actuates from without. Hence, it is evident, that the speech of an angel and of a spirit with man is heard in man, and, since it equally affects the organ of hearing, that it is equally sonorous."

Thus it will be seen that ancient and modern ideas on appariitioMs differ very little in essential particulars, though they take colour from the race and time to which they belong. Now they are thin, gibbering shadow; now they are solid, full-bodied creatures, hardly to be distinguished from real flesh and blood; again they are rich in romantic accessories; but the laws which govern their appearance are the same, and the beliefs concerning them are not greatly different, in whatever race or age they may be found.

Present-Day Theories Concerning Apparitions.—At the present time appariitioMs are generally, though by no means universally, referred to hallucination (q.v.) Even those who advance a spiritualistic theory of appariitioMs frequently incline to this view, for it is argued that the discarnate intelligence may, by psychic energy alone, produce in the brain of a living person a definite hallucination, corresponding perhaps to the agent's appearance in life. Hallucination may be either coincidental or non-coincident. The former, also known as telepathic hallucination, are those which coincide with a death, or with some other crisis in the life of the person represented by the hallucination. The Society for Psychical Research has been instrumental in collecting numerous instances of coincidental hallucinations, many of which are recorded in Phantasms of the Living, by Messrs. Myers, Podmore and Gurney. Mr. Podmore was indeed the chief exponent of the telepathic theory of ghosts (for which see also Telepathy) which he had adopted after many years of research and experiment. He suggested that appariitioMs result from a telepathic impression conveyed from the mind of one living person to that of another, an impression which may be doubly intense in time of stress or exalted emotion, or at the moment of dissolution. Apparitions of the dead he would account for by a theory of latent impressions, conveyed to the mind of the agent by some physical factor, such as emotion, during his lifetime, but remaining dormant until some particular train of thought rouses them to activity. This view is largely supported at the present day. Hallucinations, whether coincidental or otherwise, may, and do present themselves to persons who are perfectly sane and normal, but they are also a feature of insanity, hypnotism and hysteria, and of certain pathological conditions of brain, nerves, and sense-organs. The late Mr. Myers was of opinion that an appariitioN represented an actual "psychic invasion," that it was a projection of some of the agent's psychic force. Such a doctrine is, as Mr. Myers himself admitted, a reversion to animism. There is another modern theory of appariitioMs, particularly applicable to haunted houses. This is the theory of psychometry (q.v.). Sir Oliver Lodge, in his Man and the Universe, says:

"Occasionally a person appears able to respond to stimuli embedded, as it were, among psycho-physical surroundings in a manner at present ill understood and almost incredible—as if strong emotions could be unconsciously recorded in matter, so that the deposit shall thereafter affect a sufficiently sensitive organism, and cause similar emotions to reproduce themselves in its subconsciousness, in a manner analogous to the customary conscious interpretation of photographic or phonoagraphic records, and indeed of pictures or music and artistic embodiment generally."

Take, for example, a haunted house of the traditional Christmas-number type, wherein some one room is the scene of a ghostly representation of some long past tragedy. On a psychometrical hypothesis the original tragedy has been literally photographed on its material surroundings, nay, even on the other itself, by reason of the intensity of emotion felt by those who enacted it; and thenceforth in certain persons an hallucinatory effect is experienced corresponding to such impression. It is this theory which is made to account for the feeling one has on entering certain rooms, that there is an alien presence therein, though it be invisible and inaudible to mortal sense. The doctrine of psychometry in its connection with appariitioMs is of considerable interest because of its wide possibilities, but it belongs to the region of romance rather than to that of science, and is hardly to be considered as a serious theory of appariitioMs at least, until it is supported by better evidence than its protagonists can show at present.

Spiritualistic theories of appariitioMs also vary, though they agree in referring such appearances to discarnate intelligences, generally to the spirits of the dead. The opinion of some spiritualistic authorities is, as has been said, that the surviving spirit produces in the mind of the percipient, by purely psychic means, an hallucination representing his (the agent's) former bodily appearance. Others believe that the discarnate spirit can materialise by taking to itself ethereal particles from the external world, and thus build up a temporary physical organism through which it can communicate with the living. Still others consider that the materialised spirit borrows such temporary physical organism from that of the medium, and experiments have been made to prove that the medium loses weight during the materialisation. (See Materialisation.) The animistic belief that the soul itself can become visible is not now generally credited, since it is thought that pure spirit cannot be perceptible to the physical senses. But a compromise has been made in the "psychic body," (q.v.), midway between soul and body, which some spiritualists regard as a true reflection of the physical body. The psychic body is composed of material particles, very fine and subtle, and perceptible as a rule, only to the eye of the clairvoyant. It is this, and not the spirit, which is seen as an appariitioN. We must not overlook the "spirit manifestations", so-called, which are manifestations of psychic force emanating from the medium.
Different Classes of Apparitions.—Many of the various classes of apparitions having been considered above, and others being dealt with under their separate headings, it is hardly necessary to do more than enumerate them here. Apparitions may be divided broadly into two classes—induced and spontaneous. To the former class belong hypnotic and post-hypnotic hallucinations (see Hypnotism) and visions (q.v.) induced by the use of narcotics and intoxicants, fasts, ascetic practices, incense, narcotic salves, and auto-hypnotisation. The hallucinatory appearances seen in the mediumistic or somnambulistic trance are, of course, allied to those of hypnotism, but usually arise spontaneously, and are often associated with clairvoyance (q.v.). Crystallography (q.v.) or crystal vision is a form of apparition which is stated to be frequently clairvoyant, and in this case the theory of telepathy is especially applicable. Crystal visions fall under the heading of induced apparitions, since gazing in a crystal globe induces in some persons a species of hypnotism, more or less slight dissociation of consciousness, without which hallucination is impossible. Another form of clairvoyance is second sight (q.v.), a faculty common among the Scottish Highlanders. Persons gifted with this second sight often see symbolical apparitions, as, for instance, the vision of a funeral or a coffin when a death is about to occur in the community. Symbolical appearances are indeed a feature of clairvoyance and visions generally. Clairvoyance includes retrocognition. But perhaps of the past and the future respectively—as well as apparitions of contemporary events happening at a distance. Clairvoyant powers are often attributed to the dying. Dreams are, strictly speaking, apparitions, but in ordinary usage the term is applied only to coincidental or veridical dreams, or to those "visions of the night," which are of peculiar vividness.

From these subjective apparitions let us turn to the ghost proper. The belief in ghosts has come to us, as has been indicated, from the remotest antiquity, and innumerable theories have been formulated to account for it, from the primitive animistic conception of the apparition as an actual soul to the modern theories enumerated above, of which the chief are telepathy and spirit materialisation. Apparitions of the living also offer a wide field for research. Particularly the evidence produced by Mr. Podmore seems to place the problem of the ghost outside the domain of psychology. It is not the problem of the ghost, but the problem of the medium, which concerns us here. That the medium is retained as the medium holder, is generally said to have seen their own wraiths. The wraith makes its appearance shortly before the death of the person it represents, either to himself or his friends, or both. Another Irish spirit which foretells death is the banshee (q.v.), a being which attaches itself to certain ancient families, and is regularly seen or heard before the death of one of its members. To the same class belong the omens of death, in the form of certain animals or birds, which follow some families. Hauntings or localised apparitions are dealt with under the heading "Haunted Houses." The poltergeist (q.v.), whose playful manifestations must certainly be included among apparitions, suggests another classification of these as visual, auditory, tactile, etc., since poltergeist hauntings—-or indeed hauntings of any kind—are not confined to apparitions touching any one sense. For apparitions of fairies, brownies, and others of the creatures of folk-lore, see Fairies.

In this article an attempt has been made to show as briefly as possible the universality of the belief in apparitions, and the extent to which the phenomena are associated with the various forms of religious belief, that is, with the belief in an after-life in which souls and bodies meet and talk with one another. Whether the belief is based on personal experience, or on the testimony of others, or on the authority of authority, the belief is universal. In the remotest antiquity, and in all civilised peoples, the belief in apparitions is based on the idea that the soul survives death and that the spirit can return to the world of the living to converse with the survivors of its friends and kin. The belief is based on the idea that the soul survives death and that the spirit can return to the world of the living to converse with the survivors of its friends and kin. The belief is based on the idea that the soul survives death and that the spirit can return to the world of the living to converse with the survivors of its friends and kin. The belief is based on the idea that the soul survives death and that the spirit can return to the world of the living to converse with the survivors of its friends and kin. The belief is based on the idea that the soul survives death and that the spirit can return to the world of the living to converse with the survivors of its friends and kin.
Aquinas

But, not contented with these advantages, he secretly entered himself in the Society of Preaching Friars, or Dominicans, at seventeen years of age. His mother, being indignant that he should thus take the vow of poverty, and sequester himself from the world for life, employed every means in her power to induce him to alter his purpose, but all in vain. The friars, to deliver him from her importunities, removed him from Naples to Terracina, from Terracina to Anagnia, and from Anagnia to Rome. His mother followed him in all these changes of residence, but was not permitted so much as to see him. At length, she induced his two elder brothers to seize him by force. They waylaid him on his road to Paris, whether he was sent to complete his course of instruction, and carried him off to the castle of Aquino, where he had been born. Here he was confined for two years, but he found a way to correspond with the superiors of his order, and finally escaped from a window in the castle. St. Thomas Aquinas (for he was canonised after his death) exceeded perhaps all men that ever existed in the severity and strictness of his metaphysical disquisitions, and thus acquired the name of the Seraphic Doctor.

It was to be expected that a man, who thus immersed himself in the depths of thought, should be an enemy to noise and interruption. He dashed to pieces an artificial man of brass that Albertus Magnus, who was his tutor, had spent thirty years in bringing to perfection, being impelled to this violence by its perpetual and unceasing garrulity. It is further said, that his study being placed in a great thoroughfare, where the gnomes were all day long exercising their horses, he found it necessary to apply a remedy to this nuisance. He made by the laws of magic a small horse of brass, which he buried two or three feet under ground in the midst of this highway, and, having done so, no horse would any longer pass along the road. It was in vain that the gnomes with whip and spur sought to conquer the animals' repugnance. They were finally compelled to give up the attempt, and to choose another place for their daily exercises.

It has further been sought to fix the imputation of magic upon Thomas Aquinas by referring to him certain books written on that science; but these are now acknowledged to be spurious.

Arabs: The heyday of occultism among the Arab race was reached at the epoch when that division of them known as the Moors established their empire in the Spanish peninsula.

We first emerge from cloud and shadow into a precise and definite region in the eighth century, when an Arabian mystic revived the dreams and speculations of the alchemists, and discovered some important secrets. Geber (q.v.), who flourished about 720-750, is reputed to have written upwards of five hundred works upon the Philosophers' Stone and elisir vita. His researches after these desiderata proved fruitless, but if he did not bestow upon mankind immortal life and boundless wealth, he gave them nitrates of silver, corrosive sublimate, red oxide of mercury, and nitric acid.

Among his tenets were a belief that a preparation of gold would heal all diseases in animals and plants, as well as in human beings; that the metals were affected with maladies, except the pure, supreme, and precious one of gold; and that the Philosophers' Stone had often been discovered, but that its fortunate discoverers would not reveal the secret to blind, incredulous, and unworthy man. His Summa Perfectionis—a manual for the alchemical student—has been frequently translated. A curious English version of the past master of the art, which existed in the British Museum, was published by an English enthusiast, one Richard Russell, at "the Star, in New Market, in Wapping, near the Dock," in 1665. Geber's true name was Abou Moussah Djasfar, to which was added Al Sofi, or "the Wise," and he was a native of Houran, in Mesopotamia. He was followed by Avicenna (q.v.), Avreroes (q.v.) and others equally gifted and fortunate.

According to Geber and his successors the metals were not only compound creatures, but they were also all composed of the same two substances. Both Prout and Davy lent their names to ideas not unlike this. "The improvements," says the latter, "taking place in the methods of examining bodies, are constantly changing the opinions of chemists with respect to their nature, and there is no reason to suppose that any real indestructible principle has yet been discovered. Matter may ultimately be found to be the same in essence, differing only in the arrangement of its particles; or two or three simple substances may produce all the varieties of compound bodies." The ancient ideas, therefore, of Demetrius the Greek physicist, and of Geber, the Arabian polypharmacist, are still hovering about the horizon of chemistry.

The Arabs taught, in the third place, that the metals are composed of mercury and sulphur in different proportions; they toiled away at the art of making many medicines out of the various mixtures and reactions of the few chemicals at their command. They believed in transmutation, but they did not strive to effect it. It belonged to their creed rather than to their practice. They were a race of hard-working, scientific artisans, with their pests and mortars, their crucibles and furnaces, their alembics and aludels, their vessels for infusion, for decoction, for cohabation, sublimation, fixation, lixiviation, filtration and coagulation. They believed in transmutation, in the first matter, and in the correspondence of the metals with the planets, to say nothing of potable gold.

Whence the Arabs derived the sublimer articles of their scientific faith, is not known to any European historian. Perhaps they were the descendants of the pure races of their ancestors according to the faith. Perhaps they had them from the Fatimites of Northern Africa, among whose local predecessors it has been seen that it is just possible the doctrine of the four elements and their mutual convertibility may have arisen. Perhaps they drew them from Greece, modifying and adapting them to their own specific forms of matter, mercury, sulphur and arsenic.

Astrology.—Astrology was also employed by the oracles of Spain. Albaiga was celebrated for his astronomical writings, and in geometry, arithmetic, algebrical calculations and the theory of music, we have a long list, Asiatic and Spanish, but only known by their lives and principal writings. The works of Ptolemy also exercised the ingenuity of the Arabs; while Alchindi, as far as we may be allowed to judge from his various volumes, traversed the whole circle of the sublimer sciences. But judicial astrology, or the art of foretelling future events from the position and influences of the stars, was with them a favourite pursuit; and many of their philosophers, incited by various motives, dedicated all their labours to this futile but lucrative inquiry. They often speak with high commendation of the astro-mathematical discipline, which could control the disorders to which man was subject, and regulate the events of life.

The tenets of Islamism, which inculcated an unreserved submission to the over-ruling destinies of heaven, are evidently adverse to the lessons of astrology; but this by no means hindered the practitioners of old Spain and Arabia from attaining a high standard of perfection in the art, which they perhaps first learned from the peoples of Cappadocia. But the past master of the science, the ancient philosophers, dedicated all their labours to this futile but lucrative inquiry. One of the tenets of Islam was that man was subject to the over-ruling destinies of heaven, and that the events of life were pre-
Group of Arabian magicians repenting of their sorceries
hoped more lightly esteemed than in their original home, magic unquestionably reached a higher if not more thoughtful standard.

From the Greeks, still in search of science, the *Arabs* turned their attention to the books of the sages who are esteemed the primitive instructors of mankind, among whom Hermes was deemed the first. They mention the works written by him, or rather by them, as they suppose, like other authors, that there were three of the name. To one the imposing appellation of Triamagistus has been given; and the Arabinian, from some ancient records, we may presume, minutely describes his character and person. They also published, as illustrative of their astrological discipline, some writings ascribed to the Persian Zoroaster.

*For Sodomy, etc., see Semites.*

**Aradia, or the Gospel of the Witches of Italy:** (See Italy.)

*Arsl* : One of the spirits which the rabbis of the Talmud made princes and governors over the people of the birds.

*Araril* : An angel who, according to the rabbis of the Talmud, takes charge of the waters of the earth. Fishermen invoke him so that they may take large fish.

*Ararita* : The *verbum memorabilium* of the sages of the Alexandrian School, "which Hebrew Kabbalists wrote *jaosheh,* and interpreted by the sound *Ararita,* thus expressing the triplicity of the secondary kaballistic principle, the dualism of the means and the equal unity of the first and final principle, as well as the alliance between the triad and the tetrad in a word composed of four letters, which form seven by means of a triple and double repetition."

*Arbatel* : A magical ritual published at Basle in 1575. The text is in Latin, and it appears to have been influenced by Paracelsus. It is of Christian, not Jewish origin, and although the authorship is unknown it is probably the work of an Italian. Only one of its nine volumes has come down to us. It deals with the institutions of magic, and is entitled *Isagoge,* which means essential or necessary instruction. In it we are introduced to the ritual of the Olympic spirits dwelling in the air and among the stars, who govern the world. There are, as we are told, one hundred and ninety-six Olympic provinces in the universe: thus Araton has forty-nine, Bethor forty-two, Phaleg thirty-five, Och twenty-one, Psaliel fourteen, and Phasul twenty-four in the form of a lion, the will of the stars, which will be their second death. Deuteronomy orders only the first.

**Arismus** : A charlatan who lived in the time of Crotonus. He said that his soul would leave his body whenever he wished, and then return to it. Some maintain that it escaped in the sight of his wife and children in the figure of a stag. Wierius said that it took the shape of a crow. However that may be, Herodotus relates in his fourth book that *Arismus* entering one day into a fuller's shop, fell dead therein, that the fuller ran to break the news to his parents, who came to bury him. But no corpse was to be found. The whole town was astonished, when some men returning from a voyage assured them that they had met *Arismus* on the way to Crotone. It appeared that he was a species of vampire. Herodotus adds that he reappeared at the end of seven years, composed a poem and died anew. Leloyer, who regarded *Arismus* as a sorcerer or ecstatic, quoted a certain Apollo, who said that at the same hour as the vampire disappeared for the second time, he was transported to Sicily, where he became a schoolmaster. He is again heard of three hundred and forty years afterwards in the town of Metapontum, where he caused to be raised certain monuments which were to be seen in the time of Herodotus. So many wonderful happenings inspired the Sicilians with awe, and they raised a temple to him and worshipped him as a demi-god.
Arithmancy: (Sometimes called wrongly 'arithmomancy'). Divination by means of numbers. The Greeks examined the number and value of the letters in the names of two combatants, and predicted that he whose name contained most letters, or letters of the greatest value, would be the victor. It was by means of this science that some diviners foretold that Hector would be overthrown by Achilles. The Chaldeans, who also practised it, divided their alphabet into three parts, each composed of seven letters, which they attributed to the seven planets, in order to make predictions from them. The Platonists and the Pythagoreans were also strongly addicted to this method of divination, which comprehends also a part of the Jewish Kabala.

Armanda: The episode of Armanda, in Tasso, is founded on a popular tradition related by Pierre Delance. This skillful enchantress was the daughter of Arbilan, King of Damascus. She was brought up by an uncle, a great magician, who taught his niece to become a powerful sorceress. Nature had so well endowed her that for personal attractions she far surpassed the most beautiful women of the East. Her uncle sent her as a worthy foe against the powerful Christian army that Pope Urban XI. had collected under the leadership of Godfrey de Bouillon. And there, says Dacier, the sorceress, full of beauty and wisdom, dressed in a gorgeous robe, charmed the principal leaders of the crusaders, that she almost ruined their hopes of success. She kept the valiant knight Renaud for a long time in an enchanted castle, and it was not without great difficulty that he was disenchanted.

Arnomancy: A method of divination which is effected by the inspection of the shoulders. The ancients judged by this means whether a victim was suitable for sacrifice to the gods.

Arnaud, Guillaume: (See France.)

Arnaud: Author of a volume published at Rouen, in 1690, with the title of On the Wonders of the Other World, a work written in a bizarre style, and calculated to disturb feeble imaginations with its tales of visions and apparitions.

Arnputis: An Egyptian sorcerer, who, seeing Marcus Aurelius and his army engaged in a pass whose entrance had been closed by their enemies, and dying of thirst under a burning sky, caused a miraculous rain to fall, which allowed the Romans to quench their thirst, while the thunder and hail obliged the enemy to give up their arms.

Arphaxat: A Persian sorcerer, who was killed by a thunderbolt, according to Abdias of Babylon, at the same hour as the martyrdom of St. Simon and St. Jude. In the account of the possession of the nuns of Loudun there is a demon Arphaxat, who took possession of the body of Louise de Pinterville.

Arn Aurifera: (See Alchemists.)

Arn Chime: (See Alchemists.)

Arn Notoria: The science of the Tarot (q.v.) and signs and their application to the divination of all secrets, whether of nature, of philosophy, or even of the future.

Art Transmutatoris: (See Pope John XXYII.)

Artephius: A well-known exponent of the hermetic philosophy, who died in the twelfth century, and is said to have lived more than a thousand years by means of alchemical secrets. François Pic mentions the opinion of certain savants who affirm that Artephius is identical with Appoloculus of Tyana, who was born in the first century under that name, and who died in the twelfth century under that of Artephius. Many extravagant and curious works are attributed to him: De Vita Propaganda (The Art of Prolonging Life) which he wrote behind the preface, to have written at the age of a thousand and twenty-five years; The Key to Supreme Wisdom; and a work on the character of the planets, on the significance of the songs of birds, on things past and future, and on the Philosopher's Stone. Cardan spoke of these books, and believed that they were composed by some practical joker who wished to play on the credulity of the partisans of alchemy.

Arthur, King: The character of Arthur is strongly identified with the occult. Not only do we find his Court a veritable centre of happenings more or less supernatural, but his mysterious origin and the subsequent events of his career have lain in that matter of considerable interest from an occult standpoint. This is not the place to discuss regarding his deeds, but merely to deal with the romances which cluster around him, and their contents from the supernatural point of view. We find him first of all connected with one of the greatest magical names of early times—that of Merlin the Enchanter. The possibilities are that Merlin was originally a British deity, who in later times degenerated from his high position in the popular imagination. We possess many accounts concerning him, one of which states that he was the direct offspring of Satan himself, but that a zealous priest succeeded in baptising him before his infernal parent could carry him off. From Merlin, Arthur received much good advice both magical and rational. He was present when the King was gifted with his magic sword Excalibur, which endowed him with practical invulnerability, and all through his career was deep in his counsels. His tragic imprisonment by the Lady Viviana, who shut him up eternally in a rock through the agency of one of his own spells, removed him from his sphere of activity at the Arthurian Court, and from that time the shadows may be seen to gather swiftly around Arthur's head. Innumerable are the tales concerning the Knights of his Court who met with magical adventures, and as the stories grew older in the popular mind, additions to these naturally became the rule. Notably this is the case in that off-shoot of the Arthurian epic, which is known as the Holy Grail (q.v.), in which we find the knights who go in quest of it constantly encountered by every description of sorcery for the purpose of retarding their progress. Arthur's end is as strange as his origin, for we find him wafted away by fairy hands, or at least by invisible agency, to the Isle of Avalon, which probably is one and the same place with the Celtic other-world across the ocean. As a legend and a tradition, that of Arthur is undoubtedly the most powerful and persistent in the British imagination. It has employed the pens and enhanced the dreams of many of the giants in English literature from the time of Geoffrey of Monmouth, to the present day; and with the echoes of the poetry of Tennyson and Swinburne still ringing in their ears, the present generation is quite as justified in regarding the history of Arthur as a living reality as were the Britons of the twelfth century.

Artola, Countess of: (See France.)

Assal: Known as the King of the Golden Pillars, in Irish Celtic Myth. He was the owner of seven swine, which might be killed and eaten every night, yet were found alive every morning.

Asbestos: Asbestos is so called from being inextinguishable even by showers and storms, if once set on fire. The Pagans made use of it for lights in their temples. It is of woolly texture, and is sometimes called the Salamander's feather. Leonardus says: "It is so behind by an inseparable undetermined humid flowing from its substance; therefore, being once kindled, it preserves a constant light without feeding it with any moisture."

Asclepius: A hermetic book. (See Hermes Trismegistus.)

Ash Tree: The Ash had a wonderful influence. The old of the partisans of alchemy. A promise of success was, if not of aid made of ash wood was believed to go faster than a carriage with its
axes made of any other wood; and tools with handles made of this wood were supposed to enable a man to do more work than he could do with tools whose handles were not of ash. Hence the reason that ash wood is generally used for tool handles. It was upon ash branches that witches were enabled to ride through the air; and those who ate on St. John's eve the red buds of the tree, were rendered invulnerable to witches' influence.

Ashpitu: (See Babylonia.)

Ashthabula Poltergeists, The: The supposed cause of the extraordinary disturbances which took place about the middle of the nineteenth century in the presence of a lady of Ashthabula County, Ohio. First of all she became a medium on the death of her husband, and produced spirit-rappings and other manifestations. Then for a time she studied anatomy in Marborough, and afterwards returned to her home in Autinburg, where an alarming outbreak of weird manifestations occurred. Stair-rods moved after her when she went to her room, light articles flew about the house, and uncanny sounds were heard. At Mar­borough, when she resumed her anatomical studies, the disturbances increased in violence, and she and her room­mate had a ghastly vision of a corpse they had been dissecting in the day-time. Dr. Richmond, a sceptic of the day, maintained that these phenomena were the result of magneto-oddylic emanations from the medium.

Ass: According to the Kabala, the first of the three classes or natural ranks among the spirits of men, who must advance from the lower to the higher.

Assu: Caste of priests. (See Families.)

Asss: Plutarch: (See Ash.)

Aspidomancy: A little known form of divination practised in the Indies, as we are told by some travellers. Del­ancre says that the diviner or sorcerer traces a circle, takes up his position therein seated on a buckler, and mutters certain conjurations. He becomes entranced and falls into an ecstasy, from which he alone emerges to tell things that his client wishes to know, and which the devil has revealed to him.

Aspite: fMarie d‘): Witch of Andaye, in the country of Labour, who lived in the reign of Henry IV. She was arrested at the age of nineteen years, and confessed that she had been led to the "sabbath," and there made to perform divers horrible rites.

Ass: The Egyptians traced his image on the cakes they offered to Typhon, god of evil. The Romans regarded the meeting of an ass as an evil omen, but the ass was honoured in Arabia and Judea, and it was in Arabia that the ass of Silanus spoke to his master. Other talking ass were Balaam's ass, which Mahomet placed in his paradise with Alborack; the ass of Assia, Queen of Sheba; and the ass on which Jesus Christ rode into Jerusalem.

Some people have found something sacred and mysterious in the innocent beast, and there was practised formerly a species of divination in which the head of an ass was employed.

At one time a special festival was held for the ass, during which he was led into the church while mass was sung. This reverence in which he was held by Christians was doubtless due to the black cross which he wears on his back, and which, it is said, was given him by the ass of Bethphage, who carried Christ into Jerusalem. But Pliny, who was almost contemporary with that ass, and who has carefully gathered all that related to the animal, has made no mention concerning the colour of its coat! So we can only believe that the ass of to-day is as he always was.

It is not only the devout who respect the ass, for the wise Agrippa offered him an apology in his book, On the Vanity of the Sciences. Among the Indians of Madras, one of the principal castes, that of the Cavavaradonques, claim to be descended from an ass. These Indians treat the ass as a brother, take his part, and prosecute those who over-burden or ill-treat him in any way. In rainy weather they will often give him shelter when they deny it to his driver.

An old fable gives us a poor idea of the ass. Jupiter had just taken possession of Olympus. On his coming, men asked of him an eternal spring-time, which he accord­ingly granted, charging the ass of Silenus to bear the precious treasure to earth. The ass became thirsty, and approached a fountain guarded by a snake, who refused to let the ass drink unless he parted with the treasure. The stupid animal thereupon bartered the gift of heaven for a skin of water, and since that time snakes, when they grow old, can change their skin and become young again, for they have the gift of perpetual spring-time.

But all asses were not so stupid as that. In a village about half a league from Cairo, there dwelt a mountebank, who possessed a highly trained ass, so clever that the country people took it to be a demon in disguise. One day the mountebank mentioned in the ass's hearing that the Soldan wished to construct a beautiful building, and had resolved to employ all the asses in Cairo to carry the lime, mortar and stones. The ass immediately lay down and pretended to be dead, and his master begged for money to buy another. When he had collected some he returned to his old ass. "He is not dead," he said, "he only pretended to die because he knew I had not the wherewithal to buy him food." Still the ass refused to rise, and the mountebank addressed the company, telling them that the Soldan had sent out the criers commanding the people to assemble on the morrow outside Cairo to see the most wonderful sights in the world. He further desired that the most gracious ladies and the most beautiful girls should be mounted on asses. The ass raised himself and pricked up his ears. "The governor of my quarter," added the mountebank, "has begged me to lend my ass for his wife, who is old and toothless, and very ugly." The ass began to limp as though he were old and lame. "Ah, you beautiful ladies," said his master. The animal bowed his head. "Oh, well," said the man, "there are many present; show me the most beautiful." Which command the ass obeyed with judgment and discretion.

These marvellous asses, said the demonologists, were, if not demons, at least men metamorphosed, like Apuleius, who was, it is said, transformed into an ass. Vincent de Beauvais speaks of two women who kept a little inn near Rome, and who sold their guests at the market, after having changed them into pigs, louts, or sheep. One of them, he adds, changed a certain comedian into an ass, and as he retained his talents under his new skin, she led him to the fairs on the outskirts of the city, gaining much money thereby. A neighbour bought this wise ass at a good price, and in handing it over the sorcerers felt obliged to warn the purchaser not to let the ass enter water. Its new master attended to the warning for some time, but one day the poor ass managed to get free and cast itself into a lake, when it regained its natural shape, to the great surprise of its driver. The matter was brought to the ears of the Pope, who had the two witches punished, while the comed­ian returned to the exercise of his profession.

Many stories are told of the ass which carried Jesus Christ into Jerusalem, and which is said to have died at Verona, where its remains are still honoured. The rabbis make quite as much ado over Balaam's ass, which has already been mentioned. In the Talmud they say, a privileged animal whom God formed at the end of the sixth day. Abraham employed it to carry the wood for the sacrifice of Isaac; it also carried the wife and son of Moses in the
Assassins: (Haššišīn, so-called from their use of the drug hashish, distilled from the hemp plant). A branch of that sect of Mahomedans known as Ismaelites, founded in the latter part of the eleventh century by Hassan Sabah, known in Syria and Persia. Driven from Cairo, Hassan spread a modified form of the Ismaelite doctrine throughout Syria, and in 1090 he became master of the mountain stronghold, Alamut, in Persia, where he founded a society known as the Assassins, and from which he ostensibly promulgated the principles of the Ismaelite sect. The difference, however, between the Assassins and other Ismaelites, was that they employed secret assassination against all the enemies of the sect. Their organisation was founded upon that of the Western Lodge at Cairo, and at the head of their sect was the Sheik-Al-Gebel, or "Old Man of the Mountain," as the name has been rather absurdly translated by Europeans authors, the more correct translation being "Chief of the mountain." The other officers of the society were the grand priors, lesser priors, initiates, associates, and the jadavī or "devoted ones," who were the assassins proper. These latter were young men from whose ranks those who were selected for the various deeds of blood for which the Assassins became notorious, were chosen. They were not initiated into the secret circle of the cult, and blind obedience was expected from them. When their services were required they were intoxicated with hashish, and in this condition were taken into the magnificent gardens of the Sheik, where they were surrounded by every pleasure. This they were told was a foretaste of what they might expect in Paradise, to which they would instantly proceed were they to lose their lives in the Sheik's service. Consequently these young men, for the most part ignorant peasants, displayed a degree of fanaticism which made them the fitting instruments of Hassan's policy. But the initiated amongst the Assassins were convinced of the worthlessness of religion and morality, held no belief, and sneered covertly at the Prophet and his religion.

The early history of the society is one of romantic and absorbing interest. Hassan had been a member of a secret Ismaelite society at Cairo, the head of which was the Caliph, and of which the object was the dissemination of the doctrines of the sect of the Ismaelites.

"This society, we are told, comprised both men and women, who met in separate assemblies, for the common supposition of the insignificance of the latter sex in the east, is erroneous. It was presided over by the Chief Missionary (Dai-al-Dow) who was always a person of importance in the state, and not infrequently Supreme Judge (Kaddhi-al-Kudha). Their assemblies, called Societies of Wisdom (Majalis-al-Hieme), were held twice a week, on Mondays and Wednesdays. All the members appeared clad in white. The president, having first waited on the Caliph, and read to him the intended lecture, or, if that could not be done, having got his signature on the back of it, proceeded to the assembly and delivered a written discourse. At the conclusion of it, those present kissed his hand and reverently touched with their forehead the handwritting of the Caliph. In this state the society continued till the residuary master of the order was the Caliph Hakeni-ibn-emr-illah (Judge by the Command of God), who determined to place it on a splendid footing. He erected for it a stately edifice, styled the House of Wisdom (Dar-al-Hieme), abundantly furnished with books and mathematical instruments. All, and paper, pens and ink were profusely supplied for the use of those who chose to frequent it. Professors of law, mathematics, logic, and medicine were appointed to give instructions; and at the learned disputations which were frequently held in presence of the Caliph, these professors appeared in their state caftans (Khalasa), which, it is said, exactly resembled the robes worn at the English universities. The income assigned to this establishment by the munificence of the Caliph, was 237,000 ducats annually, arising from the tenths paid to the crown.

"The course of instruction in this university proceeded, according to Maceiri, by the following nine degrees. (1) The object of the first, which was long and tedious, was to infuse doubts and difficulties into the mind of the aspirant, and to lead him to repose a blind confidence in the knowledge and wisdom of his teacher. To this end he was perplexed with captious questions; the absurdities of the literal sense of the Koran and its repugnance to reason, were studiously pointed out, and dark hints were given that beneath this shell lay a kernel sweet to the taste and nutritious to the soul. But all further information was most rigorously withheld till he had consented to bind himself by a most solemn oath to absolute faith and blind obedience to his instructor. (2) When he had taken the oath he was admitted to the second degree, which inculcated the acknowledgment of the imams appointed by God as the sources of all knowledge. (3) The third degree informed him what was the number of these blessed and holy imams; and this was the mystic seven; the innumerable number of these crazed proverbs of God's creatures. (4) In the fourth degree the pupil learned that God had sent seven lawgivers into the world, each of whom was commissioned to alter and improve the system of his predecessor; that each of these seven helpers, who appeared in the interval between him and his successor; these helpers, as they did not appear as public teachers, were called the mute (zamiid), in contradistinction to the speaking lawgivers. The seven lawgivers were Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed, and Ismael, the son of Jaafar; the seven principal helpers, called Seats (soos) were Seth, Shem, Ithmael (the son of Abraham), Aaron, Simon, All, and Mohammed, the son of Ismael. It is justly observed that, as this last personage was not more than a century dead, the teacher had in his power to fix on whom he would as the mute prophet of the present time, and inculcate the belief in, and obedience to, him of all who had not got beyond this degree. (5) The fifth degree taught that each of the seven mute prophets had twelve apostles for the dissemination of his faith. The suitableness of this number was also proved by analogy. There are twelve signs of the Zodiac, twelve months, twelve tribes of Israel, twelve joints in the four fingers of each hand, and so forth. (6) The pupil being led thus far, and having shown no symptoms of restiveness, the precept of the Koran were once more brought under consideration, and he was told that all the positive portions of religion must be subordinate to philosophy. He was consequently instructed in the systems of Plato and Aristotle during the long space of time; and (7) when esteemed fully qualified, he was admitted to the seventh degree, when instruction was communicated to him that mystic Pantheism, which is held and taught by the sect of the Sufi-ees. (8) The positive precepts of religion were again considered, the veil was torn from the eyes of the aspirant, all that had preceded was now declared to have been merely scaffolding to raise the edifice of knowledge, and was to be flung down. Prophets and teachers, heaven and hell, all were nothing; reason and philosophy were the only lawgivers, and the only instruments permitted. (9) The ninth degree had only to inculcate that nought was to be believed, everything might be done."
It is worthy of mention that one of Hassan's early intimates was the famous Omar Khayyam, with whom he and another friend contracted a bargain that the most successful of the two would go through with the others. It is likely that the practical mystic and the astrologer would feel drawn to each other by many common tastes, but we do not learn that Omar profited much from the bargain so far as Hassan was concerned. The third of the friends, Nizam-al-Melk, achieved an exalted position as vizier to the second of the Seljuk monarchs, and calling to mind his promise offered Omar a post under the government, but the author of the Rubaiyat was too addicted to pleasure to accept active employment, and in lieu of the dazzling position offered him, was content with a pension of 1,200 ducats, with which he went into retirement.

Hassan clearly perceived that the plan of the society at Cairo was defective as a means of acquiring temporal power. The Dais might exert themselves and proselytes might be gained, but till possession was obtained of some strongholds, and a mode of striking terror into princes devised, nothing effectual could be achieved.

With this object in view he instituted the Fedavi, who unhesitatingly obeyed their chief, and, without inquiry or hesitation, plunged their daggers into the bosoms of whatever victim was pointed out to them, even though their own lives should be the immediate sacrifice. The ordinary dress of the Fedavi was (like that of all the sects opposed to the house of Abbas), white; their caps, girdles, and boots, red. Hence they were named the White (Mubayyath), and the Red (Muhammea); but they could with ease assume any guise, even that of the Christian monk, to accomplish their murderous designs.

Hassan was perfectly aware that without the compressing power of positive religion, no society can well be held together. Whatever, therefore, his private opinions may have been, he resolved to impose on the bulk of his followers the most rigid obedience to the positive precepts of Islam, and, actually put his own son to death for a breach of one of them. Hassan is said to have rejected two of the degrees of the Ismaelit society at Cairo, and to have reduced them to seven, the original number in the plan of Abdullah Malmoon, the first projector of this secret society. Besides these seven degrees, all of which the aspirants gradually rose to knowledge, Hassan, in what Hammer terms the brevity of the order, drew up seven regulations or rules for the conduct of the teachers in his society. (1) The first of these, named Ashmai-Riak (Knowledge of Duty), inculcated the principle of humanity, and in selecting fit persons for admission. To this belong the proverbial expressions said to have been current among the Dais, similar to those used by the ancient Pythagoreans, such as "Sow not on barren ground" (that is, "Waste not your labour on incapable persons"). "Speak not in a house where there is a lamp" (that is, "Be silent in the presence of a lawyer"). (2) The second rule was called Tefun (Gaining of Confidence), and taught to win the candidates by flattering their passions and inclinations. (3) The third, of which the name is not given, taught to involve them in doubts and difficulties by pointing out the absurdities of the Koran, and of positive religion. (4) When the aspirant had gone thus far, the solemn oath of silence and obedience, and of communicating his doubts to his teacher alone was to be imposed on the disciple; and then (5) he was to be informed that the doctrines and opinions of the society were those of the greatest men in church and state. (6) The Tessees (Confirmation) directed to put the pupil again through all he had learned, and to confirm him in it. And, (7) finally, the Tevil (Instruction in Allegory) gave the allegorical mode of interpreting the Koran, and drawing whatever sense might suit their purposes from its pages. Any one who has gone through this good fortune was thus become perfectly imbued with the spirit of the society, was regarded as an accomplished Dai, and employed in the important office of making proselytes and extending its influence.

Soceism, a doctrine of this society, which is a kind of mystic Pantheon, viewing God in all and all in God, may produce, like fatalism, piety or its opposite. In the eyes of one who thus views God, all the distinctions between vice and virtue become fleeting and uncertain, and crime may gradually lose its atrocity, and be regarded only as a means for the production of a good end. That the Ismaelite Fedavi murdered innocent persons without compunction, when ordered so to do by his superiors, is an undoubted fact, and there is no absurdity in supposing that he and they may have thought that in so doing they were acting rightly and promoting the cause of truth.

The followers of Hassan Sabah were called the Eastern Ismaelites, to distinguish them from those of Africa. They were also named the Batimyeh (Internal or Secret), from the secret meaning which they drew from the text of the Koran, and Moosah, or Moolahid (Impious) on account of the imputed impiety of their doctrines—names common to them with most of the preceding sects. It is under this last appellation that they were known to Marco Polo, the Venetian traveller, by which they are best known in Europe, and which we employ, is that of Assassins. This name is very generally derived from that of the founder of their society, but M. de Sacy has made it probable that the Oriental term Hishkind, of which the Crusaders made Assassins, comes (as already noted) from Hashshah, a species of hemp, from which intoxicating opiates were made, which the Fedavi were in the habit of taking previously to engaging in their daring enterprises, or employed as a medium of procuring delightful visions of the paradise promised to them by the Sheikh-al-Gebel.

It is a curious question how Hassan contrived to infuse into the Fedavi the recklessness of life, joined with the spirit of implicit obedience to the commands of their superiors, which they so invariably displayed. We are told that the system adopted for this purpose was to obtain, by purchasing or otherwise, from their parents, stout and healthy children. These were reared up in implicit obedience to the will of the Sheik, and, to fit them for their future office, carefully instructed in various languages.

The Assassins soon began to make themselves felt as a power in Persia and Syria. Their first victim was that very Nizam with whom Hassan and Omar had completed their youthful bargain. His son speedily followed him, as did the Sultan of Persia. That monarch's successor made war with them, but was so terror-stricken by their murderous tactics, that he speedily cemented a peace. Hassan died at an advanced age in 1124, having assassinated both his sons, and left as his successor his chief prior, Hia-busourg-Omild, during the reign of whom the Assassins were far from fortunate. The list of their victims had by this time become a long and illustrious one. The fourth Sheik of the Mountain—another Hassan—made public the secret doctrines of the society, announcing that the religion of Islam was abolished and that the people might give themselves up to feasting and pleasure. He further stated that he was the promised Caliph of God upon earth; but some four years after this announcement he was assassinated and succeeded by his son, Mahomed II. whose rule of forty-six years was marked by deeds of revolting cruelty. But he had several implacable enemies, one of
whom was the famous Saladin, and the Syrian branch of the society seceded from his sway, and became independent. This branch it was with whom the Crusaders came so much into contact, and whose emissaries slew Raymond of Tripoli, and Conrad of Montferrat. Mahomed’s son, Hassan III., restored the old form of doctrine—that is, the people were strictly confined to the practice of Islam, whilst the initiates were as before, superior and ascetic. His was the only reign in which no assassinations occurred and he was regarded with friendship by his neighbours. But after a reign of twelve years, he was poisoned, and during the minority of his son assassination was greatly in vogue. After a reign of thirty years, Mahomed III., the son in question, was slain by his successor, Rukneddin; but vengeance quickly followed, for only a year later the Tartars swept into Persia, took Alamut and other Assassins strongholds, and captured the reigning monarch, who was slain because of his treachery. Over 12,000 Assassins were massacred, and their power was completely broken. The like fate overtook the Syrian branch, which was nearly extirpated by the Egyptian Mamelukes. But in the more isolated valleys of Syria, many of them lingered on and are believed still to exist there. At all events, doctrines similar in character to theirs are occasionally to be met with in Northern Syria. An account of the manner in which the Assassins aroused the lust of slaughter in the Feud is given in Sivat-al-Hakem, or Memoirs of Hakim—an Arabic historic romance, as follows—

Our narrative now returns to Ismael the chief of the Ismaelites. He took with him his people laden with gold, silver, pearls, and other effects, taken away from the inhabitants of the coasts, and which he had received in the island of Cyprus, and on the part of the King of Egypt, Dhafer, the son of Hakem-biem-IIall. Having bidden farewell to the Sultan of Egypt at Tripoli, they proceeded to Massayt, when the inhabitants of the castles and fortresses assembled to enjoy themselves, along with the chief Ismael and his people. They put on the rich dresses with which the Sultan had supplied them, and adorned the castle of Massayt with everything that was good and fine. Ismael made his entry into Massayt with the Devoted (Fedavi), as no one has ever done at Massayt before him or after him. He stopped there some time to take into his service some more persons whom he might make devoted both in heart and body.

With this view he had caused to be made a vast garden, into which he had water conducted. In the middle of this garden he built a kiosk, and the kiosk, into which he had put into it roses, porcelain, glasses, and drinking-vessels of gold and silver. He had with him Mamelukes (i.e., slaves), ten males and ten females, who were come with him from the region of the Nile, and who had scarcely attained the age of puberty. He clothed them in silks and in the finest stuffs, and he gave unto them bracelets of gold and of silver. The columns were overlaid with mosaics, and with amber, and in the four arches of the windows he set four caskets, in which was the purest musk. The columns were polished, and this place was the retreat of the slaves. He divided the garden into four parts. In the first of these were pear-trees, apple-trees, vines, cherries, mulberries, plums, and other kinds of fruit-trees, and the second were cistum, oranges, pomegranates, and other fruits. In the third were cucumbers, melons, leguminous plants, etc. In the fourth were roses, jessamine, tamarinds, narcissi, violets, lilacs, anemones, etc.

The garden was divided by canals of water, and the kiosk was surrounded with ponds and reservoirs. There were groves in which were seen antelopes, ostriches, asses, and wild cows. Issuing from the ponds, one met ducks, geese, partridges, quails, hares, foxes, and other animals. Around the kiosk the chief Ismael planted walks of tall trees, terminating in the different parts of the garden. He built there a great house, divided into two apartments, one for the upper and the lower. From the latter covered walks led out into the garden, which was all enclosed with walls, so that no one could see into it, for these walks and buildings were all void of inhabitants. He made a gallery of coolness, which ran from this apartment to the cell, which was behind. This apartment served as a place of assembly for the men. Having placed himself on a sofa there opposite the door, the chief made his men sit down, and gave them to eat and drink during the whole length of the day until evening. At nightfall he looked around him, and, selecting those whose firmness pleased him, said to them, 'Ho! such-a-one, come and seat thyself near me.' It is thus that Ismael made those whom he had chosen sit near him on the sofa and drink. He then spoke to them of the great and excellent qualities of the Imam Ali, of his bravery, his nobleness, and his generosity, until the men fell asleep, overcome by the powers of the benediction which he had given them, and which never failed to produce its effects in less than a quarter of an hour, so that they fell down as if they were insensible. As soon as the men had fallen the chief Ismael arose, and, taking him up, brought him into a dormitory, and then, shutting the door, carried him on his shoulders into the gallery of coolness, which was in the garden, and thence into the kiosk, where he committed him to the care of the male and female slaves, directing them to comply with all the desires of the candidate, on whom they hung vinegar till he awoke. When he was come to himself the youths and maidens said to him, 'We are only waiting for thy death, for this place is destined for thee. This is one of the pavilions of Paradise, and we are the houres and the children of Paradise. If thou wert dead thou wouldest be for ever with us, but thou art only dreaming, and wilt soon awake.' Meanwhile, the chief Ismael had returned to the company as soon as he had witnessed the awakening of the candidate, who now perceived nothing but youths and maidens of the greatest beauty, and adorned in the most magnificent manner.

He looked around the place, inhaled the fragrance of musk and frankincense, and drew near to the garden, where he saw the beasts and the birds, the running water, and the trees. He gazed upon the kiosk, and the vases of gold and silver, while the youths and maidens kept him in converse. In this way he remained confounded, not knowing whether he was awake or only dreaming. When two hours of that night had gone by, the chief Ismael returned to the dormitory, closed the door, and then proceeded to the garden, where his slaves came around him and rose before him. When the candidate perceived him, he said unto him, 'O, chief Ismael, do I dream, or am I awake?' The chief Ismael then made answer to him, 'O, such-a-one, beware of relating this vision to any one who is a stranger to this place! Know that the Imam Ali has shown thee the place which is destined for thee in Paradise. Know that at this moment the Imam Ali and I have been sitting together in the regions of the empire. So do not hesitate a moment in the service of the Imam who has given thee to know his delusion.' When the chief Ismael ordered supper to be served. It was brought in vases of gold and of silver, and consisted of boiled meats and roast meats, with other dishes. While the candidate ate, he was sprinkled with rose-water; who he was called for there were brought to him vessels of gold and silver filled with delicious liquors, in which also had been mingled
Astroids

When he had fallen asleep, Ismael carried him through the gallery back to the dormitory, and, leaving him there, went back, threw vinegar on his face, and then, bringing him out, ordered one of the Mamlooks to shake him. On awaking, and finding himself in the same place among the guests, he said: 'There is no god but God, and Mohammed is the Prophet of God.' The chief Ismael then drew near and caressed him, and he remained, as it were, immersed in intoxication, wholly devoted to the service of the chief, who then said unto him, 'O, such-a-one, know that what thou hast seen was not a dream, but one of the miracles of the Imam Ali. Know that he has written thy name among those of his friends. If thou keep the secret thou art certain of thy felicity, but if thou speak of it thou wilt incur the resentment of the imam. If thou dost not, thou art a martyr; but beware of relating this to any person whatsoever. Thou hast entered by one of the gates to the friendship of the imam, and art become one of his family; but if thou betray the secret, thou wilt become one of his enemies, and be driven from his house.' Thus this man became one of the servants of the chief Ismael, who in this manner surrounded him with trusty men, until his reputation was established. This is what is related to the chief Ismael and his Devoted."

To these romantic tales of the Paradise of the Old Man of the Mountain we must add to another of an even more mystical character, furnished by the learned and venerable Sheikh Abd-ur-Rahman (Servant of the Compassionate, i.e., of God) Ben Ebubekr Al Jerili of Damascus, in the twenty-fourth chapter of his work entitled, A Choice Book for Discovering the Secrets of the Art of Imposture.

Astroids: (See Astrology.)

Astral: A hero of Italian romance. He was the son of Otho, King of England. He was transformed into a myrrch by Alcina, a sorceress, but later regained his human form through Melissa. He took part in many adventures, and cured Orlando of his madness. Astral is the allegorical representation of a true man lost through sensuality.

Astral Body: In Theosophy that body which functions in the Astral World. Like the rest of man's five bodies, it is composed of matter, relatively, however, much finer than that which composes the ordinary physical body. It is the medium through which these are conveyed to the latter. When it separates from the denser body—as it does during sleep, or by the influence of drugs, or as the result of old age—it takes with it the capacity for feeling, and only with its return can pain or any other such phenomena be felt. During these periods of separation the Astral Body is an exact replica of the physical, and as it is extremely sensitive to thought, the apparitions of dead and dying—which so much is heard in the new science of the Borderland—resemble even to the smallest details the physical bodies which they have lately left. The Astral World is, of course, easily attainable by clairvoyants of even moderate powers, and the appropriate body is therefore clearly visible. In accordance with theosophic teaching on the subject of thought, the latter is not the abstraction it is commonly considered to be, but built up of definite forms the shape of which depends on the quality of the thought, and it also causes definite vibrations, which are seen as colours. Hence, clairvoyants are able to tell the state of a man a development from the appearance of his Astral Body. A nebulous appearance betokens imperfect development, while an oozy appearance betokens a more perfect development. As the colours are indicated by the varying development of the latter, the Astral Body indicates the possessor's character.

Inferior thoughts beget loud colours, so that rage, for instance, will be recognised by the red appearance of the Astral Body, and the colour of the Astral Body is much more familiar to dwellers in the physical world than is the colour of the higher bodies, with the feelings of which they are relatively unacquainted. There is a definite theory underlying the emotional and other functions of the Astral Body. The matter of which the latter is composed is not, of course, alive with an intelligent life, but it nevertheless possesses a kind of life sufficient to convey an understanding of its own existence and wants. The stage of evolution of this life is that of descent, the turning point not having yet, so far as it is concerned, been reached. He who possesses the Astral Body has, on the other hand, commenced to ascend, and there is, therefore, a continual opposition of forces between him and his Astral Body. Hence, his Astral Body accentuates in him much of grosser, retrograde thoughts as he may nourish since the direction of these thoughts coincides with his own direction. If, however, he resists the opposition of his Astral Body, the craving of the latter gradually becomes weaker and weaker till at last it disappears altogether. And the constitution of the Astral Body is thereby altered, gross thoughts demanding for their medium gross Astral Matter, pure thoughts demanding fine Astral Matter.

During physical life the various kinds of matter in the Astral Body are intermingled, but at physical death the elementary life in the matter of the Astral Body is separated from it, and it therefore becomes a new life to rearrange itself in a series of seven concentric sheaths, the densest being outside and the finest inside. Physical vision depends on the eyes, but Astral vision depends on the various kinds of Astral Matter being in a condition of receptiveness to different undulations. To be aware of fine matter, for instance, the Astral Body is necessary, and so with the other kinds. Hence, when the rearrangement takes place, vision only of the grosser kinds of matter is possible since only that kind is represented in the thick outer sheath of the Astral Body. Under these circumstances, the new denizen of the Astral Sphere is given power over the six gross sheaths, and can move about within them and without them to a certain extent, the passage of time, wear away, being resolved into their compound elements, and at last when the final disintegration of the least gross sheath of all takes place, the individual leaves the Astral World and passes into the Mental.

This rearrangement of the Astral Body is not, however, inevitable, and those who have learned and know, are able at physical death to prevent it. In such cases the change appears a very small one, and so-called dead continue to live their lives and do their work much as they did in the physical world. (See Astral World, Akiel Theosophy.)

Astral World, (Plane or Sphere): Kama World is, in Theosophy, the second lowest of the seven worlds, the world of emotions, desires, and passions. Into it man passes at physical death, and there he functions for periods which vary with the state of his development. The primitive savage spending a relatively short time in the Astral World, the civilised man spending relatively longer. The appropriate body is the Astral Body, which composed of matter as is the physical body, is nevertheless of a vastly finer substance than the latter. Though it is in its aspect the after-death abode that this world is of most
importance and most interest, it may be said in passing, that even during physical life, man—not only clairvoyants who attain it easily, but also ordinary men—may and do temporarily inhabit it. This happens during sleep, or by reason of the action of anesthetics or drugs, or accidents, and the interpenetrating astral body then leaves its denser physical neighbour, and taking with it the sense of pleasure and pain, lives for a short time in its own world. Here again the state of the savage differs from that of his more advanced fellows, for the former does not travel far from his immediate surroundings, while the latter may perform useful, helpful work for the benefit of humanity. Further, it may in passing be noted that disembodied mankind are not the only inhabitants of the Astral World, for very many of its inhabitants are of an altogether non-human nature—lower orders of the devas or angels, and nature-spirits or elementals, both good and bad, such including fairies which are just beyond the powers of human vision, and the demons present to the vision of delirium tremens. It will however be sufficient now to turn attention to the Astral World as the state immediately following physical death and containing both heaven and hell as these are popularly conceived.

There are seven divisions which correspond to the seven divisions of matter, the solid, liquid, gaseous, ethereal, super-etheric, atomistic, and atomic. Avichi, Summateland, and, etc., as in the article on the Astral Body, this plays a most important part in the immediate destiny of man in it. If through ignorance, he has permitted the rearrangement of the matter of his astral body into sheaths, he is cognisant only of part of his surroundings at a time, and it is not till after experience, much of which may be extremely painful, that he is able to enjoy the bliss which the higher divisions of the Astral World contain. The lowest of these divisions, the seventh, is the environment of those of gross and unrestrained passions, since it and most of the matter of their astral bodies is of the same type, and it constitutes a very hell, and the only hell which exists. This is Avichi, the place of desires which cannot be satisfied because of the absence of the physical body, which was the means of their satisfaction. The tortures of these desires are the analogue of the torments of hell-fire in the older Christian orthodoxy. Unlike that orthodoxy, however, theosophy teaches that the state of torment is not eternal, but passes away in time when the desires through long gnawing without fulfilment, have died at last, and it is therefore a very momentous experience which the astrologers have divined. The state of Avichi, the place of desires which cannot be satisfied, is therefore a place of torment, and it is therefore a very momentous experience which the astrologers have divined. The state of Avichi, the place of desires which cannot be satisfied, is therefore a place of torment, and it is therefore a very momentous experience which the astrologers have divined. The state of Avichi, the place of desires which cannot be satisfied, is therefore a place of torment, and it is therefore a very momentous experience which the astrologers have divined.

The sixth division is very little different from his physical existence, and he continues in his old surroundings among his old friends, who are, of course, unaware of his presence, and indeed, often does not realise that he is dead so far as the physical world is concerned. The fifth and fourth divisions are in most respects quite similar to this, but their inhabitants become less and less immersed in the activities and interests which have hitherto engaged them, and each sheath of their astral bodies decays in turn as did the grosser sheath of the sensualist's body. The third higher divisions are still more removed from the ordinary material world, and their inhabitants enjoy a state of bliss of which we can have no conception; worries and cares of earth are altogether absent, the inscriptions of lower desires has worn out in the lower divisions, and it is now possible to live continually in an environment of the higher divisions, and this is therefore a state of bliss of which we can have no conception; worries and cares of earth are altogether absent, the inscriptions of lower desires has worn out in the lower divisions, and it is now possible to live continually in an environment of the higher divisions.

The third division is said to correspond to the spiritualistic "summerland," where the inhabitants live in a world of their own creation—of the creation of their thoughts, its cities and all their contents, scenery of life, are all formed by the influence of thought. The second division is what is properly looked on as heaven, and the inhabitants of different races, creeds, and beliefs, find it each according to his belief. Hence, instead of its being the place taught of by any particular religion, it is the region where each resident religion finds its own ideal. Christians, Mohammedans, Hindus, and so on, find it to be just as they conceived it would be. Here, and in the first and highest division, the inhabitants pursue noble aims freed from what of selfishness was mingled with these aims on earth. The literary man, his thoughts of fame; the artist, the scholar, the preacher, all work without incentive of personal interest, and where their work is pursued long enough, and they are fitted for the change, they leave the Astral World and enter one vastly higher—the Mental. It was, however, mentioned that the rearrangement of the matter of the astral body at physical death, was the result of ignorance, and those who are sufficiently instructed do not permit this rearrangement to take place. They are, therefore, confined to any one division, and have not to progress from division to division, but are able to move through any part of the Astral World, labouring always in their various lines of action to assist the great evolutionary scheme. (See Astral Body, Worlds, Planes or Spheres, etc.)

**Astrology**: The art of divining the fate or future of persons from the juxtaposition of the sun, moon and planets. *Judicial* astrology foretells the destinies of individuals and nations, while *natural* astrology predicts changes of weather and the operation of the stars upon natural things.

*History*—In Egyptian tradition, we find its invention attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, or Thoth, by whom, under different names, is represented the various revelations of truth, both theological and natural; for he is the Messenger of the Gods, the eloquent deliverer of the messages of the gods. The name of Pythagoras, the greatest of which astrology can boast, belongs also to Egypt, but to the comparatively recent period when Imperial Rome flourished. In Imperial Rome astrology was held in great repute, especially under the reign of Tiberius, who himself obtained that knowledge of the science from Thrasyllos, which enabled him to foretell the destiny of Galla, his consul. When Claudius was dying from the effects of Locusta's poison, Agrippina cautiously dissembled his progressive illness; nor would she announce his death till the astrologers had divined it for the accession of Nero. Augustus had discouraged the practice of astrology by banishing its professors from Rome, but the favour of his successors recalled them, and though occasional edicts, in subsequent reigns, restrained, and even punished all who divined by the stars; and though Vitellius and Domitian revived the edict of Augustus, the practices of the astrologers were secretly encouraged, and their predictions extensively believed. Domitian himself, in spite of his hostility, was in fear of their denouncements. They prophesied the year, the hour, and the manner of his death, and agreed with his father in foretelling that he should perish not by poison, but by the dagger.

After the age of the Antonines and the work of Censorinus, we hear little of astrology for some generations. In the eighth century the venerable Bede and his distinguished scholar, Alcuin, are said to have pursued this mystic study. In that immediately following, the Arabians revived and encouraged it. Under the patronage of Almahom, the Maimonides, in the year 827, the *Magnum Syntaxis* of Ptolemy was translated under the title of "<em>Almagest</em>" by Al-Hazen. Ben Yuseph. *Alphus* added to this work, and the astrological science continued to receive new force
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from the labours of Alfraganus, Ebennorophin, Alfranarius, and Geber.

The conquest of Spain by the Moors carried this knowledge, with all their other treasures of learning into Spain, where their true exponent, and the Christian savants. Among these the wise Alonzo (or Alphonso) of Castile, has immortalized himself by his scientific researches, and the Jewish and Christian doctors, who arranged the tables which pass under his name, were convened from all the accessible parts of civilized Europe. Five years were employed in their discussion, and it has been said that the enormous sum of $400,000 ducats was disbursed in the towers of the Alcazar of Galiana, in the adjustment and correction of Ptolemy's calculations. Nor was it only the physical motions of the stars which occupied this great assembly. The two kabalistic volumes, yet existing in cipher, in the royal library of the kings of Spain, and which tradition assigns to the hand of Alonzo himself, betoken a more visionary study, and in spite of the denunciations against his orthodoxy, which were thundered in his ears on the authority of Tertullian, Basil and Bonaventure, the fearless monarch gave his sanction to such masters as practised truly the art of divination by the stars, and in one part of his code enrolled astrology among the seven liberal sciences.

In Germany many eminent men have been addicted to this study; and a long catalogue might be made of those who have considered other sciences with reference to astrology, and written on them as such. Faust has, of course, the credit of being an astrologer as well as a wizard, and we find that singular but splendid genius, Cornelius Agrippa, writing with as much zeal against astrology as on behalf of other occult sciences.

To the believers in astrology, who flourished in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, must be added the name of Albert von Wallenstein, Duke of Friedland. He was indeed an enthusiast in the cause, and many curious anecdotes are related of this devotion. That he had himself studied astrology, and under no means instructors, is evidenced by his biography and correspondence.

Of the early progress of astrology in England, little is known. Bede and Alcuin we have already mentioned as addicted to its study. Roger Bacon could scarcely escape the contagion of the art. But it was the period of the Stuart's which must have been considered as the acme of astrology among us. Then Lilly employed the doctrine of the magical circle, and the invocation of spirits from the Ars Notoria of Cornelius Agrippa, and used the form of prayer prescribed therein to the angel Salmoconus, and entertained a spirit named the gnomus, the native is fiery, under which are reckoned Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius; and the watery, which claims Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces. The signs are further divided into diurnal and nocturnal: Aries diurnal, Taurus nocturnal, and so on alternately, the diurnal signs being all masculine, and the nocturnals feminine. The terms tropical, equinoctial,ernal, etc., need no comment. Fixed, common, movable, refer to the weather. Signs which were extended after quadrupeds are quadrupedal. Such as are called after human state of occupations as humane. A person born under a fiery masculine diurnal sign, is hot in temper, and bold in character. If it be a quadrupedal sign, he is somewhat like to the animal after whom it is named. The signs are called by the ancients the signs of operations as follows:

We shall now proceed with the signs. Taurus is cold and dry, earthly, melancholy, feminine, fixed and nocturnal, southern, the night-house of Venus. When influential in a nativity, it usually produces a person with a broad forehead, thick lips, dark curling hair, of quality rather brutal, melancholy, and slow in anger, but when once enraged, violent, furious, and difficult to appease. The diseases under this sign are all such as attack the throat, scrofula, quinsy, imposthumes and wens. The sign rules the neck and throat. Places subject to it are stables, cowhouses, cellars and low rooms, and all places

While astrology flourished in England it was in high repute with its kindred pursuits of magic, necromancy, and alchemy, at the court of France. Catherine de Medicis herself was an adept in the art. At the revolution, which commenced a new era in this country, astrologers declined, notwithstanding the labours of Partridge, and those of Ebenezer Sibley, it has only in recent years recovered its importance.

Signs. There are twelve signs of the Zodiac, divided in astrology into "Northern" and "Commanding" (the first six), and "Southern" and "Obeying" (last six). They are as follow:

Aries, the house of Mars, and exaltation of the sun, or the first sign of the zodiac, is a ventrue, dry, fiery, masculine, cardinal, equinoctial, diurnal, movable, commanding, eastern, choler, violent, and quadrupedal sign. These epithets will be presently explained. The native, that is, the person born under its influence, is tall in stature, of a strong but spare make, dry constitution, long face and neck, thick shoulders, piercing eyes, sandy or red hair, and brown complexion. In disposition he will be warm, hasty and passionate. The aspects of the planets may, however, materially alter these effects. This sign rules the head and face. Among diseases, it produces small-pox, and epilepsy, apoplectic, headache, hypochondriasis, baldness, ringworm, and all diseases of the head and face, paralysis, fevers, measles, and convulsions. It presides over the following countries: England, France, Germany, Syria, Switzerland, Poland and Denmark; and over the cities of Naples, Capua, Pisa, Florence, Verona, Ferrara, Bruns-
wick, Marseilles, Cezares, and Utrecht. Its colours are red and white.

Now to explain this terminology, before examining another sign, there are said to be four triplicities among the signs, viz. ; the earthly triplicity, including Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn; the airy, which includes Gemini, Libra and Aquarius; the fiery, under which are reckoned Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius; and the watery, which claims Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces. The signs are further divided into diurnal and nocturnal: Aries diurnal, Taurus nocturnal, and so on alternately, the diurnal signs being all masculine, and the nocturnals feminine. The terms tropical, equinoctial,ermal, etc., need no comment. Fixed, common, movable, refer to the weather. Signs which were extended after quadrupeds are quadrupedal. Such as are called after human state of occupations as humane. A person born under a fiery masculine diurnal sign, is hot in temper, and bold in character. If it be a quadrupedal sign, he is somewhat like to the animal after whom it is named. The signs are called by the ancients the signs of operations as follows:

We shall now proceed with the signs. Taurus is cold and dry, earthly, melancholy, feminine, fixed and nocturnal, southern, the night-house of Venus. When influential in a nativity, it usually produces a person with a broad forehead, thick lips, dark curling hair, of quality rather brutal, melancholy, and slow in anger, but when once enraged, violent, furious, and difficult to appease. The diseases under this sign are all such as attack the throat, scrofula, quinsy, imposthumes and wens. The sign rules the neck and throat. Places subject to it are stables, cowhouses, cellars and low rooms, and all places
used for or by cattle. Of kingdoms, Russia, Ireland, Sweden, Persia and Parthia, and of cities, Leipzig, Paris, Mantua, Novgorod, and eleven others.

Gemini is masculine and diurnal, aerial, hot and moist. The native is tall, and straight of body, with long arms; the hands and feet well formed, the complexion rather dark, the hair brown, the eye hazel; strong and active in person, sound and acute in judgment; lively, playful, and generally skillful in business. Diseases under this sign are those to which the arms, hands and shoulders are subject, with aneurisms, frenzy and insanity. Places: hilly and high grounds, the tops of houses, wainscoted rooms, halls and theatres, barns, storehouses and stables; kingdoms, Armenia, Brabant, Lorraine, Sardinia and Egypt; cities: London, Bruges, Cordova, Mts and seven others. It is the day-house of Mercury, and rules the colours red and white.

Cancer is the only house of the moon, and the first sign of the watery northern triplcity. It is a watery, cold, moist, phlegmatic, feminine, movable nocturnal, solstitial and exceedingly fruitful sign, more so than any other. The native is fair and pale and small; the upper part of the body larger in proportion to the lower; a round face, light hair, and blue or grey eyes; phlegmatic, and heavy in disposition; weak in constitution, and of a small voice. Diseases: All disorders of the breast and stomach and such as affect the insides; cancers, consumption, asthma, dropsy and fevers. Of places: Scotland, Holland, Zealand, Burgundy, Numidia and Carthage; places: the sea and all rivers, swamps, ponds, lakes, wells, ditches, and watery places. Cities: Constantinople, Tunis, York and New York, Genoa, Venice, Algiers, Amsterdam, Cadiz, and sixteen others. The colours ruled by this sign are green and russet.

Leo is a sign of a very different nature. It is the only house of the sun: fiery, hot, dry, masculine, choleric, commanding, eastern, and a very barren sign. When this sign ascends in a nativity, the individual will be of a tall and powerful frame, well-shaped, of an austere countenance, of light, yellowish hair, large piercing eyes, commanding aspect, and ruddy complexion. The character will be fierce and cruel, but yet open, generous and courteous. Such was Richard Cœur-de-Lion. But the latter part of the sign is weaker and more brutal. This sign is even more modified by planetary influences than any others. Among diseases it causes all affections of the heart, over which together with the back and the vertebrae of the neck, it rules: fevers, plague, jaundice and pleurisy. Of places, it governs woods, forests, deserts and hunting-grounds, fireplaces and furnaces; of kingdoms: Italy, Chaldea, Turkey and Bohemia; of cities: Bath, Bristol, Taunton, Rome, Damascus, Prague, Philadelphia, and nineteen others. Its colours are red and green.

Virgo is an earthy, cold, dry, barren, feminine, southern, melancholy, commanding sign. It is the house and exaltation of Mercury. The native is handsome and well-shaped, slender, of middle stature, and of a clear, ruddy or brown complexion, dark hair and eyes, the face rather round, and the voice sweet and clear, but not strong; the character amiable and benevolent, witty and studious, but not persevering; and if not opposed by planetary aspects, apt to oratory. This sign rules the visceras, and is answerable for all diseases affecting them. Of places: cornfields and granaries, studies and libraries; of kingdoms: Greece, Crete, Mesopotamia and Assyria; of cities: Jerusalem, Paris, Corinth, and twelve others. Its colours are blue and black.

Libra is a watery, cold, feminine, sanguine, hot, moist, equinoctial cardinal, movable, masculine, western and diurnal, humane, and the day-house of Venus. The native is tall and well-

made, very handsome, of a fine ruddy complexion in youth, but which changes to a deep red with advancing years. The hair long and flaxen, the eyes grey, the disposition courteous, and the character just and upright. Of kingdoms it governs Ethiopia, Austria, Portugal, and Savoy; and of cities, Antwerp, Frankfurt, Cloth, Charleston in America, and twenty-seven others. The colours which it rules are crimson and tawny; and of places, mountains, saw-pits and woods newly felled.

Scorpio, the night-house of Mars, is a cold, phlegmatic, feminine, nocturnal, fixed, northern, and watery sign. The native is of a strong, robust, corpulent body, of a middle stature, broad visage, dark but not clear complexion, dark grey eyes or light brown, black hair or very dark brown, short, thick legs and thick neck. Of places it governs swampy grounds and stagnant waters, places which abound in venomous creatures, orchards and ruinous houses, especially near water. Of kingdoms: Fez, Bavaria, Norway and Mauritania; of cities: Messina, and others; of colours: brown.

Sagittarius is a fiery, hot, dry, masculine, diurnal, eastern, common, bicornoreal, obeying sign, the day-house and joy of Jupiter. The native is well-formed and rather above the middle stature, with fine chestnut hair, but inclined to baldness, a visage somewhat long but ruddy and handsome; the body strong, stout and hardy. He is inclined to boisterousness and field-sports, careless of danger, generous and intrepid, but hasty and careless. This sign rules the hips, and is the cause of gout, rheumatism and disorders which affect the muscles. Accidents and disorders occasioned by incontinent come under the government of this sign. Of kingdoms: Spain, Hungary, Sclavonia and Arabia; of places: stables and parks; and of colours, green and red.

Capricornus is an earthy, cold, dry, feminine, nocturnal, movable, cardinal, soliditarian, domestic, southern, quadrupedal sign; the house of Saturn, and the exaltation. The native is of slender stature, long thin countenance, small beard, dark hair and eyes, long neck, narrow chest and chin, tall usually, though not always; in disposition, cheerful and collected; talented and upright. Ruling the knees and hips, it governs all diseases which afflict them, and also all cutaneous diseases, such as leroysy, etc., and melancholy diseases such as hypochondriasis and hysteria. The kingdoms which it rules are India, Thrace, Mexico and Saxony; and the cities, Oxford, Brandenburg and nineteen others. The places over which it has power are workshops and fallow grounds, and its colours, black and brown.

Aquarius is an airy, hot, moist, rational, fixed, humane, diurnal, sanguine, masculine, western, obeying sign, the day-house of Saturn. The native is a well-made and robust person, rather above the middle stature, long face, but of a pleasing and delicate countenance, clear, bright complexion, with flaxen hair, often sandy; of a disposition fair open and honest. As this sign rules the legs and ankles, it causes all diseases which affect them: lameness, white swelling, cramp, and gout. Of places it denotes mines and quarries, aeroplane machines, roofs of houses, wells, and conduits. Of kingdoms: Tartary, Denmark and Westphalia; and of cities: Hamburg, Bremen, and fifteen more. Its colours are grey and sky-blue.
of the infortunes. The native astronomical elements, we signed temple testament, sedate aspect, dyers in Rheims, Ratisbon, and eleven others; and of colours, it rules white.

**Plants.** The influence and effects of the planets are still more important than those of the signs, and they are as follow: We commence with the most remote of the planets, Uranus. The days and hours are, as we have seen divided among the planets, but as none were left vacant, the appropriation of any to Uranus would, of course, throw out almost all the ancient calculations. If these then are to be preserved, the newly-discovered planet has no influence; but if this be the case, by what analogy can any be assigned to the others? However, when this question was likely to be debated, Uranus was rolling on in its far-off orbit, and occasioning no uneasiness whatever to astronomers or magicians. Leaving out all mention of the astronomical elements, we proceed to notice that Uranus is by nature extremely cold and dry, melanchoiy, and one of the infortunes. The native is of small stature, dark or pale complexion, rather light hair, of a highly nervous temperament, sedate aspect, but having something singular in his appearance; light grey eyes, and delicate constitution. If ill-dignified, then the native is weak, sickly, and short-lived, treacherous, and given to resentment, and ill-dignified, will do rarely live beyond fifty-seven years; and if he be well placed, seldom less than thirty. But his nature is cold and dry, and these qualities are destructive to man. Black is the colour which he ruleth. Of countries under his influence are Bavaria, Saxony, and Styria; Bavaria, Constance and Ingoldstadt among cities. His friends are Jupiter, Mars and Mercury; his enemies, the Sun and Venus. We call Saturday his day, for then he begins to rule at sunrise, and rules the sixth hour and the eighth of that day. His angel is Caspar.

The next planet is Jupiter. He is a diurnal, masculine planet, temperately hot and moist, fiery, and sanguine; the greater fortune and lord of the air. The native is of a middle position, well dignified, will of an erect carriage and tall stature: a handsome ruddy complexion, high forehead, soft, thick brown hair; a handsome shape and commanding aspect; his voice will be strong, clear and manly, and his speech grave and sober. If the planet be ill-dignified, still the native will be what is called a good-looking person, though of smaller stature, and less noble aspect. In the former case, the understanding and character will be of the highest possible description; and in the latter case, though careless and improvident, immoral and irreligious, he will never entirely lose the good opinion of his friends. Yet he will be, as Sancho Panza expresses it: "Haughty to the humble, and humble to the haughty." The diseases it rules are apoplexy and inflammation of the lungs; disorders affecting the left ear, cramps, and palpitations of the heart. Plants: the oak, spine, apples, and one hundred and seventy-two others; gems: topaz, amethyst, hyacinth and beryl: minerals: tin, pewter and firestone; animals: the ox, horse, elephant, stag, and all domestic animals: weather: pleasant, healthful. When ill-dignified, the native will be rude, ill-tempered, and given to quarrels, of professions: the clergy, the higher order of law students, and those who deal in woolen goods: when weak, the dependents on the above, with quacks, common chests, and drunkards. Places: all churches, palaces, courts, and places of pomp and solemnity. He rules the lungs and blood, and is friendly with all the planets, save Mars. Countries: Spain, Hungary and Babylon; his angel is Zadkiel.

The next planet is Mars; a masculine, nocturnal, hot, and dry planet; of the fiery triplicity; the author of strife, and the lesser infortune. The native is short, but strongly made, having large bones, ruddy complexion, red or sandy hair and eyebrows, quick, sharp eyes, round, bold face, and fearless aspect. If well dignified, courageous and invincible, unsusceptible of fear, careless of life, resolute and unsubmitive. If ill dignified, a trumpeter of his own fame, without decency or honesty; fond of quarrels, prone to fightings, and given up to every species of fraud, deceit and oppression. Nero was the example of this planet's influence, and the gallows is said to terminate in the career of those born in low life under
its government. This plant rules the head, face, gall, left ear, and the smell. Diseases: plague, fevers, and all complaints arising from excessive heat; all wounds by iron or steel, injuries by poison, and all evil effects from intemperate anger. Herbs and plants: mustard, radish, with all pungent and thorny plants; gems: the bloodstone, jasper, ruby and garnet; of minerals: iron, arsenic, antimony, sulphur and vermillion; animals: the mastiff, wolf, tiger and all savage beasts; birds: the hawk, kite, raven, vulture, and generally birds of prey; weather: thunder and lightning, fiery meteors, and all strange phenomena; kingdoms: Lombardy and Bavaria; cities: Jerusalem and Rome. He signifies soldiers, surgeons, butchers and butchers. Places: smiths' shops, slaughterhouses, fields of battle, and brick-kilns. His friends are all the planets, save the Moon and Jupiter. His colour is red, and his angel is Samiel.

We now come to the Sun, a masculine, hot, and dry planet, of favourable effects. The native is very like one born under Jupiter, but the hair is lighter, the complexion redder, the body fatter, and the eyes larger. When well dignified, the solar man is affable, courteous, splendid and sumptuous, proud, liberal, humane, and ambitious. When ill dignified, the native is arrogant, mean, loquacious, and sycophantic; much resembling the native under Jupiter, yet with different effects. Disease: brain fever. The Sun is the heart, mouth, and throat; epilepsy, scrofula, typhus, and brain-fevers. Herbs and plants: laurel, vervain, St. John's wort, orange, hyacinth, and some hundreds beside; gems: carnelian, the diamond, the sapphires; minerals: gold; animals: the lion, the boar, the horse; birds: the lark, the swan, the nightingale, and all singing birds; fish: the star-fish and all shell-fish; countries: Italy, Bohemia, Chaldea and Sicily; of cities: Rome; colour yellow; weather, that which is most seasonable; professions: kings, lords and all dignified persons, brahmins, goldsmiths, and persons employed in mints; places: kings' courts, palaces, theatres, halls, and places of state. His friends are all the planets, save Saturn; and his angel is Michael.

The influence of the asteroids, Juno, Pallas, Ceres, and Vesta, have never been calculated, and they are said by modern astrologers to act beneficially, but feebly.

The Moon is a far more important planet; feminine, nocturnal, cold, moist, and phlegmatic. Her influence is in itself neither fortunate nor unfortunate. She is benignant or malignant according to the aspects of other planets towards her; and under these circumstances she becomes more powerful than any of them. The native is short and stout, with fair, pale complexion, round face, grey eyes, short hairs, thick hands and feet, very hairy, but with light hair; phlegmatic. If the Moon be affected by the Sun at the time of birth, the native will have a blemish on or near the eye. When the Moon is well dignified the native is of soft, engaging manners, imaginative, and a lover of the arts, but wandering, careless, timorous, and unstable, loving peace, and averse from activity. When ill dignified, the native will be of ill shape, indolent, worthless and disorderly. Diseases: palsy, epilepsy, scrofula and lunacy, together with all diseases of the eyes; herbs: lily, poppies, mushrooms, willow, and about two hundred others; minerals and gems: pearls, selenite, silver and soft stones; colour, white; animals: the dog, the cat, the otter, the mouse, and all amphibious creatures; birds: the goose, duck, bat and waterfowl in general; fish: the eel, the crab, and the lobster; weather: she increases the effect of a storm, which is considered an aspect of Saturn; countries: Denmark, Holland, Flanders, and North America; cities: Amsterdam, Venice, Bergen-op-Zoom, and Lubeck; places: fountains, baths, the sea, and in watery places; professions: queens and dignified women, midwives, nurses, all who have to do with water, sailors. Her angel is Gabriel.

Venus is a feminine planet, temperately cold and moist, the author of mirth and sport. The native is handsome, well-formed, but not tall; clear complexion, bright hazel or black eyes, dark brown or chestnut hair, thick, soft, and shining; the voice soft and sweet, and the aspect very prepossessing. If well dignified, the native will be cheerful, friendly, musical, and fond of elegant accomplishments; prone to love, but frequently jealous. If ill dignified, the native is less handsome in person and in mind, altogether vicious, given up to every licentiousness; dishonest and atheistical. Herbs and plants: the fig, tree, myrrh, myrtle, pomegranate, and about two hundred and twenty more; animals: the goat, panther, hart, etc.; birds: the sparrow, the dove, the thrush, and the wren; gems: the emerald, chrysolite, beryl, chrysoprasus; countries: Spain, India and Persia; cities: Florence, Paris and Vienna; minerals: copper; colour: green; occupations: all such as minister to pomp and pleasure; weather: warm, and accompanied with showers. Her angel is Haniel.

Mercury is the last of the planets which we have to consider. He is masculine, melancholy, cold, and dry. The Moon and Mercury have the same kind of influence, but it is much more penetrative. If Mercury is well dignified, he will become more lucrative, economic, and of a calm, collected, and reasonable disposition; his influence is, however, not so remarkable as that of the other planets. Diseases: brain fever. The Mercury is the head, mouth and throat; epilepsy, scrofula, typhus, and brain-fevers; countries: Italy, Bohemia, Chaldea and Sicily; of cities: Rome; colour yellow; weather, that which is most seasonable; professions: kings, lords and all dignified persons, brahmins, goldsmiths, and persons employed in mints; places: kings' courts, palaces, theatres, halls, and places of state. His friends are all the planets, save Saturn; and his angel is Michael.

The influence of the asteroids, Juno, Pallas, Ceres, and Vesta, have never been calculated, and they are said by modern astrologers to act beneficially, but feebly.
Saturn in Aquarius, Jupiter in Sagittarius, Mars in Scorpio, the Sun in Leo, Venus in Taurus, Mercury in Virgo, and the Moon in Cancer. Cogent reasons are given why the planets should be considered in these houses rather than others.

The Dragon's Head and Dragon's Tail are the points, called nodes, in which the ecliptic is intersected by the orbits of the planets, particularly by that of the moon. These points are, of course, shifting. The Dragon's Head is the point where the moon or other planets commence their northward latitude; it is considered masculine and beneficent in its influence. The Dragon's Tail is the point where the planets' southward progress begins; it is feminine and malevolent.

The Part of Fortune is the distance of the moon's place from the sun, added to the degrees of the ascendant.

The Twelve Planetary Houses are determined by drawing certain great circles through the intersection of the horizon and meridian, by which the whole globe or sphere is apportioned into twelve equal parts. In practice these lines are projected by a very simple method on a plane. The space in the centre of the figure thus described may be supposed to represent the situation of the earth, and is generally used to write down the exact time when the figure was erected, and for whose nativity, or for what question. Each division or house rules certain events in this order, reckoned from the east: 1, life or person; 2, riches; 3, brethren or kindred; 4, parents; 5, children; 6, servants and sickness; 7, marriage; 8, death; 9, religion; 10, magistracy; 11, friends; 12, enemies. These categories are made to comprehend all that can possibly befall any individual, and the prognostication is drawn from the configuration of the planets in one or more of these "houses."

The Horoscope denotes the configuration of the planets in the twelve houses ascertained for the moment of nativity, or the hour of the question. The Ascendant (a term sometimes used instead of horoscope) is the planet rising in the east or first house, which marks the general character of the child then born. Hylas is another term for the lord of life; Anareta, for the destroyer of life, which are considered the chief places in a horoscope.

The Characters used in astrology, to denote the twelve signs, the planets, etc., are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signs of the Zodiac</th>
<th>Planetary Signs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries the ram.</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus the bull.</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini the twins.</td>
<td>Mars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer the crab.</td>
<td>Venus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo the Lion.</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo the Virgin.</td>
<td>Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra the balance.</td>
<td>Secular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio the scorpion.</td>
<td>Quartile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittarius the archer.</td>
<td>Trine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capricornus the goat.</td>
<td>Opposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarius the water-bearer.</td>
<td>Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces the fishes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These characters represent natural objects, but they have also a hieroglyphic or esoteric meaning that has been lost. The figure of Aries represents the head and horns of a ram; that of Taurus, the head and horns of a bull; that of Leo, the head and mane of a lion; that of Gemini, two persons standing together, and so of the rest. The physical or astronomical reasons for the adoption of these figures have been explained with great learning by the Abbe Pluche, in his Histoire du Ciel, and Dupuis, in his Abrégé de l'Origine de tous les Cultes, has endeavored to establish the principles of an astro-mythology, by tracing the progress of the moon through the twelve signs, in a series of adventures, which he compares with the wanderings of Isis. This kind of reasoning is suggestive, certainly, but it only establishes analogies, and proves nothing.

Nativities.—The cases in which astrological predictions were chiefly sought, were in Nativities; that is, in ascertaining the fate and fortunes of any individual from the positions of the stars at the time of his birth; and in questions called horary, which comprehended almost every matter which might be the subject of astrological inquiry. The event of sickness, the success of any undertaking, the reception of any suit, were all objects of horary questions. A person was said to be born under that planet which ruled the hour of his birth. Thus two hours every day are under the control of Saturn. The first hour after sunrise on Saturday is one of them. A person therefore born on Saturday in the first hour after sunrise, has Saturn for the lord of his ascendant; those born in the next hour, Jupiter; and so on in order. Venus rules the first hour on Friday; Mercury on Wednesday; Jupiter on Thursday, the sun and moon on Sunday and Monday, and Mars on Tuesday. The next thing is to make a figure divided into twelve portions, which are called houses, as directed above. The twelve houses are equal to the twelve signs, and the planets, being always in the zodiac, will therefore all fall within these twelve divisions or houses. The line, which separates any house from the preceding, is called the cusp of the house. The first house is called the ascendant, and the east angle; the fourth the imum coeli, or the north angle; the seventh, the west angle; and the tenth, the medium coeli, or the south angle. Having drawn this figure, tables and directions are given for the placing of the signs, and as one house is equal to one sign when one is given, the rest are given also. When the signs and
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planets are all placed in the houses, the next thing is to augur, from their relative position, what influence they will have on the life and fortunes of the native.

The House of Life implies all that affects, promotes, or endangers life. Saturn or Mars in this house denotes a short or unfortunate life, while Jupiter and Venus have, when free from evil aspects, an exactly contrary effect. The sign ascending will considerably modify the person and character of the native, so that to form an astrological judgment of this it will be necessary to combine the indications of the sign and the planet. In what are called horary questions, this house relates to all questions of life, health, and appearance, such as stature, complexion, shape, accidents and sickness. It shows the events of journeys and voyages, with respect to the life and health of those engaged in them. When the question is of a political nature, it signifies the people in general, and being of the same nature as Aries, all that is said of that sign may be transferred to this house. The second house, which is of the same nature as the sign Taurus, is called the house of riches. It signifies the advancement in the world with respect to opulence of the querent; and here the operations of the planets are, as in other cases, according to their own nature, Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, and the Sun being fortunate, if well aspected, only denote causes of wealth; Saturn, Mars, the Moon, and Uranus, unfortunate. In horary questions, it signifies the money of the querent, or the success in a pecuniary point of view of any expedition of undertaking. It concerns loans, lawsuits, and everything by which the nature of the lost. In political questions it signifies the treasury, public loans, taxes, and subsidies; the younger branches of the royal or national family, the death of national enemies. The third house is the house of kindred, particularly of brothers, sisters, and good fortune by means of the latter; the Sun, warm attachment; the Moon, indifference. In horary questions, this house signifies the health, fortune, and happiness of the querent’s parents, his own patrimony and inheritance, and the ultimate conduct and disposition of his own undertakings in which he may be engaged. In political cases it denotes the landed interest of a nation; the ancient and chartered rights of all classes, which have been handed down to them from ages immemorial, and all public advocates and defenders of these interests and rights.

The fifth house, which has the same government, and partakes of the same character as Leo, is called the House of Children. In nativities, therefore, it denotes the children of the native, and their success and also his own success by means of them. It also has some reference to women. The health and welfare of children, whether present or absent, are determinable by the planets in this house. It also denotes all questions relative to amusement, simply, as it would seem, on account of the fondness of youth for such pursuits. In political questions consequently, we find this house taken to signify the rising generation, theatres, exhibitions, public festivals, and all national amusements; all increase in the population; music and musical taste, sculpture, painting, and the advancement of the fine arts in general. The sixth house is that of servants, but it also denotes sickness and private enemies. It is usually considered an evil house, and but few configurations of the planets which can take place in it are fortunate. It is of the nature, and shares the government of Virgo. When the lord of the ascendant is placed in this house, it denotes a low station, and if in addition to this he be ill dignified, the native will not rise above mental employments. In horary questions it denotes out servants and cattle, dependants, and small shopkeepers; uncle and aunts by the father’s side; tenants, stewards, shepherds and farmers. If, however, the question be political, then this house indicates the under-servants of the government; the common seamen in the navy, private soldiers in the army, and the general health of the nation. This last refers chiefly to contagious and epidemic disorders.

The seventh house, which is of the same nature as Libra, and has the same government, is the House of Marriage. If Saturn be found here, he denotes unhappiness from constitutional causes; Mars from difference of temper; Herschel, as usual, from some strange and unaccountable dislike. The other planets are mostly causes of good, unless exception be made in the case of the Moon. In horary questions, this house denotes love, speculations in business, partners in trade, lawsuits, and litigation; it is the House of Thieves, and sets forth thier conduct and character. In queries of a political nature, it signifies the event of any war, and the consequences of a treaty; it personates the victorious nation, army, or navy, and indicates the leader of the forces, with the places in which they have taken their retreat.

The eighth house is the House of Death. It denotes wills, legacies, and all property depending upon the death of others; the power, means, and influence of adversaries; the serving parties in law, or the nature of lost. In horary questions it signifies the treasury, public loans, taxes, and subsidies; the younger branches of the royal or national family, the death of national enemies. The third house is the house of kindred, particularly of brothers, sisters, and good fortune by means of the latter; the Sun, warm attachment; the Moon, indifference. In horary questions, this house signifies the health, fortune, and happiness of the querent’s parents, his own patrimony and inheritance, and the ultimate conduct and disposition of his own undertakings in which he may be engaged. In political cases it denotes the landed interest of a nation; the ancient and chartered rights of all classes, which have been handed down to them from ages immemorial, and all public advocates and defenders of these interests and rights.

The ninth house, which has the same government, and partakes of the same character as Sagittarius, is called the House of Honour, Rank, and Dignity; of the nature and rule of Capricorn. In this house the planets are more powerful than in any other, save only the House of Life. They point out the employment, success, preference, and authority of the native. Saturn is here the worst planet, but the Moon and Herschel are also mischievous, the latter by preventing the native from attaining that rank to which his services, learning, or merit entitle him, and doing this by a series of inexplicable disappointments. Jupiter and the Sun signify advancement by the
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favour of distinguished men, and Venus, of distinguished women. In horary questions, the tenth house signifies the mother of the querent; and politically the sovereign. This is a house in which Mars is not unfortunate, if well placed; denoting war-like achievements and consequent honours.

The eleventh house is the House of Friends: it is of the nature of Aquarius, and has the same rule. It denotes, of course, friends, well-wishers, favourites, and flatterers, but is said to be a house in which evil planets are increased in strength, and good planets diminished. The Sun is the best planet in it, and Mars the worst. In horary questions it is the same signification as in a nativity, and also denotes the expectations and wishes of the querent. It is said to be much influenced by the sign which is in it, and to signify legacies, if the sign be one of the earthy triplicity, and honour with princes, if it be one of the fiery triplicity. In political questions, the eleventh house signifies the allies of the public, with whom no particular treaty is at the same time binding; and also the general council of the nation, and newly acquired rights.

Lastly, the twelfth house, which, of course, partakes the rule and character of Pisces, is the House of Enemies, and denotes sorrow, sickness, care, anxiety, and all kinds of suffering. Yet evil planets are weaker, according to the sign, than in other houses. Very few configurations in this house are esteemed for the native, but its evil effects are, of course, greatly modified by the planetary influences. In horary questions it signifies imprisonment, treason, sedition, assassination, and suicide; and in questions which are of a political character, it points out deceitful treaties, unsuccessful negotiations, treachery in the offices of state, captivity to princes, and general ill fortune. The criminal, code, and the punishment of culprits, dungeons, and circumstances connected with prison discipline are also denoted by this house. Saturn is the worst, and Venus the best planet to be present in it.

Having taken notice of the signs, the planets, and the houses, it is next necessary for the astrologer to note also the aspects of the planets one towards another, which aspects decide whether the planet is of good or evil signification. These aspects are as follows—omitting the less important:

1. The Trine, marked △ when two planets are four signs, or 120° apart.
2. The Sextile, marked X when two planets are two signs, or 60° apart.
3. The Quintile, (5-tile) when two planets are . . . 72° apart.

These are all fortunate aspects, and are here placed according to their importance.

4. The Conjunction, ʘ when two stars or planets are of the same sign. This is a fortunate aspect with the fortunate, and evil with evil planets.
5. The Opposition, ʘ when two planets are six signs, or 180° apart.
6. The Quadrature, ʘ when two planets are three signs, or 90° apart.
7. The Semi-quadrature ʘ when the two planets are 45° apart.

These three last aspects are evil, and evil in the order in which they are here placed.

Horary questions are subjects of astrological calculations. They are so called, because the scheme of the heavens is erected for the hour in which the question is put. Thus, let a person be sick, and the question be of his recovery, the Houses will now signify as follows, says Blagrave:

1. The patient’s person
2. His estate
3. His kindred
4. His father or his grave
5. His children
6. His sickness and servants
7. His wife and his physician
8. His death
9. His religion
10. His mother and his physic
11. His friends
12. His enemies

And according to the position of the planets the above particulars are to be judged of. If the question be of stolen goods, a distribution of the houses is again made according to similar rules. And here the colour denoted by the signs is pertinent; for let Mercury signify the thief, then the sign in which that planet is found will denote the personal appearance and complexion of the thief. If the question be one concerning marriage, then it points out that the appearance of bride or groom; and so on.

For full information on astrology, reference is to be made to the works of Ptolemy, Firmicus Maternus, Cassius, Alchabitius, Junctinus, Marcolini da Forli, Fabricius, Vossius, Cardan, Baptista Porta, Campanella, Chavigny, Gunysaus, Kottero, Camerarius, Sir G. Wharton, William Lilly, Sir C. Haydon, Henry Coley, and Ebeneser Sibley. Later commentators, however, have appeared, and we ought not to omit the Dictionnaire Informatif, of Collin de Plancy, and the works of Sepharial and Alan Leo.

Atlas: This occult hill is surrounded by mist excepting the southern side, which is clear. It has a well, which is four paces in breadth, from which an azure vapour ascends, which is drawn up by the warm sun. The bottom of the well is covered with red arsenic. Near it is a basin filled with fire from which rises a livid flame colourless and smokeless, and never higher or lower than the edge of the basin. Also there are two black stone reservoirs, in one of which the fire is kept, and in the other the rain. In extreme drought the rain-cistern is opened and clouds escape, which water the whole country. The term is also employed to denote moral and philosophical alchemy.

Atlantis: a supposed sunken continent, which according to some accounts, occupied most of the area of the present Atlantic Ocean. It is dealt with here because of late years several accounts purporting to come from certain spirit 'controls' have been published which give a more or less detailed description of the history, life and manners of its inhabitants, and it is of interest to Theosophists. The question regarding the existence of such a continent is a very vexed one indeed. It appears to have originated at an early date, for Plato in his Timaeus states that the Atlantians overran Europe and were only repulsed by the Greeks. It is stated that the Hindu priesthood believed, and still believe that it once existed; and there are shadowy legends among the American native races which would seem to assist these beliefs. At the same time definite proof is conspicuously by its absence. Brasseur de Bourbourg held that Atlantis was an extension of America which stretched from Central America and Mexico, far into the Atlantic, the Canaries, Madeiras and Azores being the only remnants which were not submerged; and many similar fantastic theories have been advanced. Donnelly undertook to
prove the existence of such a continent by modern scientific methods, and located the *Atlantis* of Plato as an island opposite the entrance to the Mediterranean—a region, he thought, which was the region where men first arose from barbarism to civilisation, and that the civilised peoples of Europe and America derived their culture thence: that it was indeed the antediluvian world of the Garden of Eden; that the Atlantians founded a colony in Egypt; and that the Phoenician alphabet was the Atlantean alphabet: that not only the Aryan but the Semitic people, and perhaps the "Turanian" races, emerged therefrom: that it perished in a terrible revolution of nature in which the whole island sank into the ocean with nearly all its inhabitants: and that only a few persons escaped to tell the story of the catastrophe, which has survived to our time in the flood and deluge legends of the Old and New Testaments. Even some serious scientists have not disdained to examine the question, and it is claimed that ocean deposits show remains of what must have been at one time a land above the ocean. The theory that the Atlantians founded the civilisations of Central America and Mexico has been fully proven to be absurd, as that civilisation is distinctly of an aboriginal nature, and of comparatively late origin; (See Spence). (See Spence). (See Spain). (See Spain).

The late Dr. Augustus Le Plongeon and his wife spent many years in trying to prove that a certain Queen Môo of Ucata, founded a colony in Egypt; but as they professed to be able to read hieroglyphs that no one else could decipher, and many of which were not hieroglyphs at all but ornamental designs, and as they placed side by side and compared with the Egyptian alphabet a "Mayan" alphabet, which certainly never originated anywhere but in their own ingenuity, we cannot have much faith in their conclusions. We do not learn from Dr. Le Plongeon's works what course of reasoning he came to discover that the name of his heroine was the rather unpronounceable one of Môo, but probably he arrived at it by the same process as that by which he discovered the "Mayan" alphabet. He further assumes that his story is taken up where he ends it by the *Manuscript Troana*, which is, however, chiefly calendric and not historical. Some years ago a French scientist left a large sum of money for research in connection with the sunken continent of *Atlantis*, and this has been fully taken advantage of by a certain author, who is pursuing his investigations in a practical manner.

The claims of certain spiritualists and occultists to restore the history of *Atlantis* are about as successful as those of the pseudo-scientists who have approached the question. They claim to have reconstructed almost the entire history of the island-continent by means of messages from spirits, which they say were communicated to the spiritists by the spirits of their ancestors. This has been published in the *Manuscript Troana*. (See Spain). (See Spain).

There is also a certain body of occult tradition concerning *Atlantis* which may either have originated from Oriental sources, or else have come into being in the imaginations of later occultists; and this is to some extent crystallised in the works in question. It would be rash to say that such a continent as *Atlantis* never existed; but it would be equally foolish to say so dogmatically without a backing of much greater proof than we at present possess on the subject.

**Atmadhyana**: In the Rajah Yoga philosophy of Sri Ram Sankaracharya, *Atmadhyana* is one of the stages necessary to acquire the wisdom of *Maya*—to know *Isaa* and *Brahman*. It is the fourteenth stage and is the condition of highest joy arising from the belief, "I am Brahman." **Atman**: translated "Soul," but better rendered "Self," and meaning in the Hindu religion the union of the soul with God. It is believed that the soul is neither body nor mind, nor even thought, but that these are merely conditions by which the soul is clouded so that it loses its sense of contact with God. In the *Upanishads* it is said, "The Self, smaller than small, greater than great, is hidden in the heart of the creature," and "In the beginning there was Self."

**Atius or Nirvanic Plane**: (See Spiritual World).

**Atius of Athens**: (See Spiritual World).

**Atius Society**: (See Society).

**Atius Mysteries**: (See Mysteries).

**Atwood, Mrs.**: The author of a work entitled, *A Suggestive Inquiry with the Hermetic Mystery*, published anonymously at London, in 1850. Owing to the circumstance that it was supposed to have revealed certain alchemical secrets, it was shortly afterwards withdrawn from circulation.

**Atun**: One of the three worlds of the Kabala: the supreme circle; the perfect revelation. According to Eilphas Levi, it is represented in the *Apocalypse* by the head of the mighty angel with the face of a sun.

**August Order of Light**: An Oriental order introduced into the country in 1882 by Mr. Maurice Vital Portman. Its object is the development of practical occultism, and it is continued at Bradford, Yorkshire, as "The Oriental Order of Light." It has a ritual of three degrees, Novice, Aspirant, Initiate. It adopted Kaballistic forms, and is governed by a Grand Master of the Sacred Crown of Kether of the Kabala.

**August Spirits, the seal of the**: In the country of Japan, every house has a room set apart, called the spirit chamber, in which there is a shelf or shrine, with tablets bearing the names of the deceased members of the family, with the sole addition of the word *Mita* (spirit). This is a species of ancestor worship, and is known as "home" worship.

**Aur**: The Egyptian symbol of life, perhaps the life which remains to one after death. It is conjectured that it symbolises the union of the male and female principles, the origins of life, and that like the American cross it typifies the four winds, the rain-bringers and fertilizers. It has been found manufactured in every description of material, and is sometimes encountered in combination with the "dak" or "tam" symbol (q.v.). It is usually carried on the right hand by divinities.

**Aura**: A practical emanation said to surround human beings, chiefly encircling the head, and supposed to proceed from the nervous system. It is described as a cloud of light suffused with various colours. This is seen clearly, being imperceptible to the physical sight.

Some authorities trace the existence of the *aura* in such scriptural instances as the bright light shining about Moses, which the children of Israel were unable to look upon, when he descended from the mountain bearing the stone tablets engraved with the Ten Commandments; in the exceedingly brilliant light which shone round about St. Paul's vision at the time of his conversion; and in the transfiguration of Jesus Christ, when his raiment shone so brightly that no fuller on earth could whitew it. Many of the medieaval saints were said to be surrounded with a cloud of light. St. John of the Cross has said that when a person is engaged in lofty thought and spiritual aspiration, the light of colours becomes for him more luminous, more beautiful and translucent, therefore more easily discernible. In Christian art, the heads of saints and the sacred characters, are to be found portrayed the halo or nimbus which is supposed to represent the aura; sometimes the
luminous cloud is shown around the whole of the body as well as the head, when it is called aura. It is also thought that the colours of the body and clothing in medieval paintings and stained glass are intended to represent the auric colours of the person portrayed. The crowns and distinctive head-dresses worn by the kings and priests of antiquity, are said to be symbolic of the aura. In many of the sacred books of the East, representations of the great teachers and holy men are given with the light extending round the whole of the body. Instances of this may be found in the temple caves of India and Ceylon, in the Japanese Buddhist books, also in Egypt, Greece, Mexico and Peru. In occult literature the tradition of the aura is an old one, Paracelsus, in the 16th century, making mention of it in the following terms: "The vital force is not enclosed in man, but radiates round him like a luminous sphere, and it may be made to act at a distance. In these semi-natural rays the imagination of man may produce healthy or morbid effects. It may poison the essence of life and cause diseases, or it may purify it after it has been made impure, and restore the health." Again: "Our thoughts are simply magnetic emanations, which, in escaping from our brains, penetrate into kindred heads and carry thither, with a reflection of our life, the mirage of our secrets." A modern theosophical description is as follows: "The aura is a highly complicated and entangled manifestation, consisting of many influences operating within the same area. Some of the elements composing the aura are projected from the body, others from the astral principles, and others again from the more spiritual principles connected with the "Higher Self," or permanent Ego; and the various auras are not lying one around the other, but are all blended together and occupy the same place. Guided by occult training, the clairvoyant faculty may make a complete analysis of the various elements in the aura, and can estimate the delicate tints of which it is composed—though all blended together—as if each were seen separately."

Classified more exactly, the divisions of the aura are stated to be: 1, the health aura; 2, the vital aura; 3, the "Karmic" aura, that of the animal soul in man; 4, the aura of character; 5, the aura of the spiritual nature.

The "health aura" is thus described: "It is almost colourless, but becomes perceptible by reason of possessing a curious system of radial striation, that is to say, it is composed of a number of fine "rays"—thin lines running evenly in all directions from the body." The second, or "vital" aura, is said to be to a certain extent under the control of the will, when it circulates within the "linga charira" or astral body, of a "delicate rosy tint, which it loses, becoming bluish as it radiates outward." The third aura is "the field of manifestation, or the mirror in which every feeling, every desire is reflected." Of this aura the colours constantly change, as seen by the clairvoyant vision. "An outburst of anger will charge the whole aura with deep red flashes on a dark ground, while sudden terror will, in a moment, change everything to a ghastly grey." The fourth aura is that of the permanent character, and is said to contain the record of the past earth-life of the personality. The fifth aura is not often seen even by clairvoyants, but it is described by those who have seen it, only in the cases where the spiritual nature is the most powerful factor, as "outshining all the rest of the auras with startling brilliancy." The auric colours, it is declared, cannot be adequately described in terms of the ordinary colours discernible to the physical vision, being very much brighter, and of more varied hues and shades. The symbolic meaning of these is roughly of the following order: Rose, pure affection; brilliant red, anger and force; dirty red, passion and sensuality; yellow, of the purest lemon colour, the highest type of intellectual activity; orange, intellect used for selfish ends, pride and ambition; brown, avarice. Green is a colour of varied significance; its root meaning is the placing of one's self in the position of another. In its lower aspects it represents deceit and jealousy; higher up in the emotional gamut, it signifies adaptability, and at its very highest, when it tells on the colour of foliage, sympathy, the very essence of thinking for other people. In some shades green stands for the lower intellectual and critical faculties, merging into yellow. Blue indicates religious feeling and devotion, its various shades being said to correspond to different degrees of devotion, rising from fetishism to the loftiest religious idealism. Purple represents psychic faculty, spirituality, regality, spiritual power arising from knowledge, and occult pre-eminence.

Auracles, or College of Diviners: (See Divination).

Australian: Nativity Magic.—From birth to death, the native Australian or blackfellow is surrounded by magical influences. In many tribes the power to perform magic, "sympathetic," or otherwise, is possessed by only a few people; but among the central tribes it is practised by both men and women—more often, however, by the former, who conserve the knowledge of certain forms of their own. There is also among them a distinct class of medicine-men, whose duty it is to discover whose magic has caused the death of anyone. Among the central tribes, unlike many others, magic is not made a means of profit or emolument. A heavy taboo rests on a great many things that the boy or young man would like to do, and this is for the behoof of the older men of the tribe, who attach to themselves the choicest morsels of food and so forth. Among girls and women the same law applies; and the latter are sternly forbidden to go near the places where the men perform their magical ceremonies. To terrify them away from such spots, the natives have invented an instrument called the "hotalk," which, when struck on a string, emits a wailing noise, which the women believe is the voice of the Great Spirit. The natives preserve long oval pieces of wood, which they call chirrings. In these are supposed to remain the spirits of their ancestors, so that in reality they are of a fetal nature. These are kept concealed in the most secret manner.

Sympathetic Magic is of course rife amongst such a primitive people. Certain ceremonies are employed to control nature so as to ensure a plentiful supply of food and water, or to injure an enemy. One of the commonest forms of these is the use of the pointed stick or bone, which is used in one form or another by all Australian tribes. The former is a small piece of wood, varying in length from three to eighteen inches, resembling a skewer, and tapering to a point. At the handle end it is topped with a knob of resin, to which is attached a strand of human hair. Magical songs are sung over it, to endow it with occult potency. The man who wishes to use it goes into the bush singly, or with a friend, where he will be free from observation, and planting the stick in the ground, matters over it what he desires to happen to his enemy. It is then left in the ground for a few days. The evil magic is supposed to proceed from the stick to the man, who often succumbs, unless a medicine-man, chances to discover the implement.
The Australian savage has a special dread of magic connected with places at a distance, and any magical apparatus purchased or obtained from far-away tribes is supposed to possess potency of much greater kind than if it had been made among themselves. Thus certain little stones traded from tribe to tribe, to which they were supposed to contain a powerful form of evil magic called maust. These are wrapped up in many folds of bark and string. According to their traditions this type of magic was first introduced by a Bateman, who dropped it to earth where it made a great explosion at a certain spot, whence it can still be procured. Sticks procured from a distance, with which the natives chastise their wives, are sufficient by their very sight to make the women obey their husbands. Much mystery surrounds what are known as "deilia", shoes, which consist of a pad of emu feathers, rounded at both ends, in order that no one should be able to trace in which direction the wearer is journeying. These are supposed to be worn by a being called kurdaish, to whom deaths are attributed. Like other savages, the Australian native believes that death is always due to evil magic. A man may become a kurdaish by submitting to a certain ceremony, in which the little toe of his foot is dislocated. Dressed up and painted grotesquely, he sets out accompanied by a medicine-man and wearing the kurdaish shoes, when he desires to slay an enemy. When he spears him, the medicine-man closes up the wound, and the victim becomes oblivious of the fact that he is full of evil magic; but in a while he sickens and dies; and then it is known that he has been attacked by a kurdaish. Many long and elaborate ceremonies are connected with the kurdaish, and these have been well described by Messrs. Spencer and Gillen, Howitt, Fison, and others.

Spiritualism in Australia has both a public and private representation. The latter is far more general than the former in every country except America, but although demonstrations of spirit power are more commonly known in Australia amongst individuals and families, than on the rostrum, or through the columns of the journals, they are less available for the purposes of historical record. It seems that many Australian colonists had heard of the Spiritualist movement before settling in the country, and on their arrival, pursuing the customary methods of unfoldment through the spirit circle, a deep interest was awakened long before public attention was called to the subject. In Sydney, Melbourne, Ballarat, Geelong, Brisbane, and numerous other towns and mining districts, communion with spirits was successfully practised in circles and families, up to about 1867. After that epoch it seems to have become the subject of various journalistic reports of the usual adverse, eulogistic, or non-committal character. At or about that period, a large number of influential persons became interested in the matter, and not a few whose names were a sufficient guarantee of their good faith, began to detail wonderful experiences in the columns of the public journals. The debate and denial, rejoinder and defence, called forth by these narratives, served as propaganda of the movement, and rendered each freshly recorded manifestation, the centre of an ever-widening circle of interest.

In Victoria a gentleman of considerable wealth and learning, writing under the nom de plume of "Schamly", entered into a warm controversy with the editor of the "Colombo Advertiser" and his little circle of Spiritualists. Another influential supporter of the Spiritual cause was an early convert, and for a time became a pillar of strength in its maintenance, was a gentleman connected with the editorial department of the "Melbourne Argus", one of the leading journals of Victoria, and an organ calculated to exert a powerful sway over the minds of its readers. As the tides of public opinion moved on, doctors, lawyers, merchants, and men of eminence began to join the ranks. Tidings of phenomena of the most astounding character poured in from distant towns and districts. Members of the press began to share the general infection, and though some would not, and others, knowing their convictions, their private prepossessions induced them to open their columns for debate and correspondence on the subject. To add to the stimulus thus imparted, many of the leading colonial journals indulged in tirades of abuse and misrepresentation, which only served to increase the contagion without in the least diminishing its force. At length the clergy began to arouse themselves and manifest their interest by furious abuse. Denunciation provoked retort; discussion compelled investigation. In Sydney, many converts of rank and influence suddenly appeared. The late Hon. John B. Wilson, Land Minister, and a champion of temperance, became an open convert to Spiritualism, and by his personal influence no less than his public defence of the cause made converts unnumbered. Amongst the many others whose names have also been recorded in the ranks of Spiritualism in Sydney may be mentioned Mr. Henry Gale, Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Gale, Mrs. Woolley and Mrs. Greville, besides a number of other ladies; Mr. Greville, M.P., and several other members of the New South Wales Parliament and Cabinet; Hon. J. Winden, Attorney-General of New South Wales; Hon. J. Winden, F. B. De Lis, an eminent barrister; Mr. Cyril Haviland, a literary man; Mr. Macdonald; Captain Barron; Mr. Milner Stephen, a barrister of eminence, his wife and family, and many others. Another who did more to advance the cause of Spiritualism, and crystallize its scattered fragments into concrete strength than any other individual in the ranks was Mr. Wm. Terry, the well-known and enterprising editor of the Melbourne "Harbinger of Light" Spiritual organ.

"About 1869," says Mr. H. Tuttle, "the necessity for a Spiritualistic journal was impressively deeply on the mind of Mr. Terry. He could not cast it off, but pondered over the enterprise. At this time, an exceedingly sensitive patient described a spirit holding a scroll on which was written "Harbinger of Light" and the motto, "Dawn." He was impressed; and in August 1870, he set to work to prepare the first number, which appeared on the 1st of September of that year.

There was no organisation in Australian Spiritualism, and Mr. Terry saw the advantage and necessity of associating movement. He consulted a few friends, and in November, 1870, he organised the first Victorian Association of Spiritualists. A hall was rented, and Sunday services, consisting of essays and reading by members, enlivened by appropriate hymns, were held. In October, 1872, impressed with the desirability of forming a Lyceum, he called together a few willing workers, and held the first session on October 20th, 1872. It is, and has been from the first in a flourishing condition, numbering one hundred and fifty members, with a very handsome and complete outfit, and excellent library. He has remained an officer ever since, and conductor four sessions. He assisted in the establishment of the Spiritualist and Free-thought Association, which succeeded the original one, and was its first president. He has lectured occasionally at appreciative meetings, and his lectures were widely circulated. His mediumship, which gave such fair promise, both in regard to writing and speaking, became controlled, especially for the relief of the sick. Without the assistance of advertising he had acquired a fine practice. With this he combines a trade in Reform and Spiritualistic publications, as extensive as the colony, and the publication of the
Harbinger of Light, a Spiritual journal that is an honour to the cause, and well worths the grand philosophy of immortality. No man is doing more for the cause, or has done more efficient work.

A short but interesting summary of the rise and progress of Spiritualism in Australia is given in the American Banner of Light, 1860, in which Mr. Terry's good service is again alluded to, and placed in line with that of several other pioneers of the movement, of whom mention has not yet been made. It is as follows:—

The Harbinger of Light, published at Melbourne, Australia, furnishes a review of the origin of its publication and the work it has accomplished during the ten years just closed. At its advent in 1870, considerable interest had been awakened in the subject of Spiritualism, by the lectures of Mr. Naylor, in Melbourne, and Mr. Leech, at Castlemaine. The leaders of the church became disturbed, and seeing their gods in danger, sought to stay the progress of what would eventually lessen their influence and possibly their income. But Mr. Naylor spoke and wrote with more vigour; the addresses of Mr. Leech were published from week to week in pamphlet form, and widely distributed. At the same time, Charles Bright, who had published letters on Spiritualism in the Argus, over an assumed name, openly identified himself with the movement, and spoke publicly on the subject. Shortly after, eleven persons met and formed an association, which soon increased to eighty members. A hymn was written, and describing itself as the Sunday services began. As elsewhere, the press ridiculed, and the pulpit denounced Spiritualism as a delusion. A number of articles in the Argus brought some of the facts prominently before the public, and the growing interest was advanced by a public discussion between Messrs. Tyerman and Blair. In 1872, a Sunday school, on harmonious principles, was established, Mr. W. H. Terry, the proprietor of the Harbinger, being its first conductor. Almost simultaneously with this was the visit of Dr. J. M. Peebles, whose public lectures and work in the Lyceum served to consolidate the movement. A controversy in the Age, between Rev. Mr. Potter, Mr. Tyerman and Mr. Terry, brought the facts and teachings of Spiritualism into further notice.

Soon came Dr. Peebles, Thomas Walker, Mrs. Britten and others, who widened the influence of the spiritualistic philosophy, and aided the Harbinger in its efforts to establish Spiritualism on a broad rational basis. Mr. W. H. Terry is deserving of all praise for his unselfish and faithful exertions in the cause. In a letter to Mr. Stevenson's Assistant, he speaks as hard labour as ever befell any similar enterprise, and we bespeak for him, in his continued efforts to make known the evidences of a future existence, and the illuminating truths of Spiritualism, the hearty co-operation and sympathy of all friends of the cause.

Writing to the Banner of Light on the subject of Mr. Tyerman's accession to the Spiritual ranks, an esteemed American correspondent says:—

The Rev. J. Tyerman, of the Church of England, resident in one of the country districts, boldly declared his full reception of Spiritualism as a great fact, and his change of religious faith consequent upon the teachings of spirits. Of course, he was welcomed with open arms by the whole body of Spiritualists in Melbourne, the only city where there was any considerable number enrolled in one association. He soon became the principal leader, though not the only one employed by the Association, and well has he wielded the sword of the new faith. He is decidedly of the pioneer stamp, a skilful debater, a fluent speaker, ready at any moment to engage with any one, either by word of mouth or as a writer. So widely is his influence felt, and so individual was it, that a new society grew up around him, called the Free-Thought and Spiritualist Propaganda Society, which remained in existence till Mr. Tyerman removed to Sydney, when it coalesced with the older association, under the combined name of Melbourne Spiritualist and Free-Thought Association.

Another valuable convert to the cause of Spiritualism, at a time when it most needed good service, was Mrs. Florence Williams, the daughter of the celebrated English novelist, G. F. R. James, and the inheritor of his talent, originality of thought, and high culture. This lady for a long time officiated at the first Spiritual meetings convened for Sabbath Day exercises, as an acceptable and eloquent lecturer, and her essays would have formed an admirable epitome of spiritual revelations at the time in which they were delivered.

The visits of several zealous propagandists have been alluded to in previous quotations. Amongst the first to break ground as a public exponent of Spiritualism, was the Rev. J. M. Peebles; formerly a minister of Battle Creek, Michigan. Mr. Peebles was well known in America as a fine writer and lecturer, and as such was justified in expecting courteous, if not eulogistic mention from the press of a foreign country, with whom his own was on terms of amicable intercourse. How widely different was the journalistic treatment he experienced may be gathered from his own remarks addressed to the Banner of Light soon after his first visit, and describing in graphic terms the changed spirit which marked alike the progress of the movement and the alteration in the tone of public opinion. Mr. Peebles says:—

Relative to Spiritualism and its divine principles, public sentiment has changed rapidly, and for the better, during the past five years. Upon my late public appearance in Melbourne, the Hon. John McIlwraith, ex-Mayor of the city, and Commissioner to our Centennial Exhibition, took the chair, introducing me to the audience. On my previous visit some of the Spiritualists seemed a little timid. They preferred being called investigators, remaining a good distance from the front. Then my travelling companion, Dr. Dunn, was misrepresented, and meanly vilified in the city journals; while I was blessed in the market, caricatured in Punch, burlesqued in a theatre, and published in the daily press as an 'ignorant Yankee,' an 'American trickster,' a 'long-haired apostate,' and a 'most unblushing blasphemous.' But how changed! Recently the secular press treated me fairly. Even the usual abusive Telegraphe published an article assuring the Rev. Mr. Green that I was willing to meet him at once in a public discussion. The Melbourne Argus, one of the best daily papers in the world, the Australasian, the Herald, and the Age, all dealt honourably by me, reporting my lectures, if briefly, with admirable impartiality. The press is a reflector; and those audiences of 1,000 and 2,500 in the great Opera House on each Sunday for several successive months, were not without a most striking moral significance. It seemed to be the general opinion that Spiritualism had never before occupied so prominent a position in the eyes of the public..."

Efficient service was rendered to the cause of Spiritualism by Mr. Thomas Walker, a young Englishman, first introduced in the Colonies by the Rev. J. M. Peebles. Alleging himself to be a "trance speaker," under the control of certain spirits, whom he named, Mr. Walker lectured acceptably in Sydney, Melbourne, and other places in the Colonies on the Spiritual rostrum. In March, 1878, Mr. Walker maintained a public debate with a Mr. M. W. Green, a minister of a denomination termed the Church of Christ. This gentleman had acquired some reputation...
in the Colonies as a preacher, and as one who had bitterly opposed, and taken every possible opportunity to misrepresent Spiritualism. The debate, which was held in the Temperance Hall, Melbourne, attracted large audiences, and was extended for several nights beyond the period originally agreed upon.

The following extracts are taken from the Melbourne Age, one of the leading daily journals of the city.

"Spiritualism is just now very much to the front in Melbourne. The lectures of Mrs. Emma Hardinge-Britten, delivered to crowded audiences at the Opera House every Sunday evening, have naturally attracted a sort of wondering curiosity to the subject, and the interest has probably been intensified by the strenuous efforts that are being made in some of the orthodox pulpits to prove that the whole thing is an emanation from the devil. The announcement that the famous Dr. Slade had arrived to strengthen the ranks of the Spiritualists, has therefore been made at a very critical juncture, and I should not be surprised to find that the consequence will be to infuse a galvanic activity into the forces on both sides. Though I do not profess to be a Spiritualist, I own to having been infected by the fashion of the day, and I have attended several circles with more or less gratification. But Dr. Slade is not an ordinary medium even among professionals. The literature of the Spiritualists is full of his extraordinary achievements, attested to all appearance by credible witnesses, who have not been ashamed to append their names to their statements. I see that on one occasion, writing in six different languages was obtained on a single slate, and on one day, accompanied by two learned professors, Dr. Slade sat with the Grand Duke Constantine, who obtained writing on a new slate held by himself alone. From St. Petersburg, Dr. Slade went to Berlin, where he is said to have obtained some marvellous manifestations in the house of Professor Zöllner, and where he was visited by the court conjurer to the Emperor, Samuel Bellachini. My object in visiting Dr. Slade can be understood when I was introduced to him with my friend, whom I shall call Omega, and who was bent on the same errand. Dr. Slade and Mr. Terra constituted the circle of four who sat around the table in the centre of the room almost as immediately as we entered it. There was nothing in the room to attract attention. No signs of confederacy, human or mechanical. The hour was eleven in the morning. The window was unshuttered, and the sun was shining brightly. The table at which we sat was a new one, made especially by Wallach Brothers, of Elizabeth Street, of polished cedar, having four slight legs, one flat, and no ledges of any kind underneath. As soon as we examined it Dr. Slade took his seat on one side, facing the window, and the rest of us occupied the other three seats. He was particularly anxious that we should see he had nothing about him. It has been said that he wrote on the slate by means of a crumb of pencil stuck in his finger-nails, but his nails were cut to the quick, while his legs and feet were ostentatiously placed away from the table in a side position, exposed to view the whole time. He first produced a slate of the ordinary school size, with a wet sponge, which I used to it. A chip of pencil about the size of a grain of wheat was placed upon it on the table; we joined hands, and immediately taps were heard about the table, and in answer to the question which had been put by Omega as to whether he had psychic power or not, I pass over the conversation that ensued on the subject, and go on to the next phenomenon. To satisfy myself that the 'trick' was not done by means of sympathetic writing on the slate, I had ten minutes previously purchased a slate from a shop in Bourke Street, containing three leaves, and shutting up book fashion. This I produced, and Dr. Slade readily repeated his performance with it. It was necessary to break the pencil down to a mere crumb, in order to insert it between the leaves of the slate. This done, the phenomenon at once recurred with this rather perplexing difference, that the slate, instead of being put half under the table, forced itself by a series of jerks on to my neck, and reposed quietly under my ear, in the eyes of everyone present. The scratching then commenced; I noticed the t's crossed and the t's dotted by the moving pencil, and at the usual signal I opened the slate, and found an intelligible reply to the question put. . . . The next manifestation was the levitation of one of the sitters in his chair about a clear foot from the ground, and the levitation of the table about two feet. I ought to have mentioned that during the whole of the slates there was a good deal of by-play going on. Everyone felt the touch of hands more or less, and the sitters' chairs were twice wrested from under them, or nearly so, but the psychic could not possibly have done it . . . ."

Says Mrs. Emma Hardinge-Britten, in her Nineteenth Century Miracles: "As personal details are more graphic than the cold narrations of passing events, we deem it expedient in this place to give our readers an inside view of Spiritualism in Australia, by republishing one of the many articles sent by the author to the American Spiritual journals during her sojourn in the Colonies. The following excerpt was written as the result of personal experience, and at a time when Spiritualism, in the usual inflated style of journalistic literature, was in the zenith of its triumphs. It is addressed to the Editor of the Banner of Light, and reads as follows:—

"Spiritualism in these colonies finds little or no public representation outside of Melbourne or Sydney, nevertheless warm friends of the cause are scattered all over the land, and endeavours are being made to enlarge the numerous circles into public meetings, and the fugitive efforts of whole-hearted individuals into associations as powerful as that which exists in Melbourne. At present, the attempt to effect missionary work in any portions of Australia outside Sydney or Melbourne, becomes too great a burden to the luckless individual, who has not only to do the work, but to bear the entire cost of the undertaking, as I have had to do in my visits to various towns in Victoria. Expenses which are cheerfully divided amongst the many in the United States, become all too heavy when shoudered upon the isolated workers; hence the paucity of public representation, and the impossibility of those who visit the Colonies, as I have done, effecting any important pioneer work beyond the two great centres I have named. Mr. Wallace, who quarantined all at Melbourne, have been favoured with the largest gatherings ever assembled at Colonial Sunday meetings."

"Having, by desire of my spirit guides, exchanged rostrums, he filling my place at Melbourne, and I his at Sydney, we find simultaneously at the same time, and on
the same Sundays, the lessees of the two theatres we occupied raising their rent upon us one hundred and fifty per cent. The freethinkers and Spiritualists had occupied the theatre in Sydney four years ago at the rate of four pounds per Sunday. Mr. Slade, by the landlord raising their rent to ten pounds, whilst the same wonderful spirit of concurrence caused the Melbourne manager to increase upon Mr. Walker from eight pounds to a demand of twenty. With our heavy expenses and small admission fees this was tantamount to driving us out altogether. Both of us have succeeded after much difficulty, and fighting Christian warriors with the Christian arms of subtlety and vigilance, in securing other places to lecture in; and despite the fact that the press insult us, the pulpit curse us, and Christians generally devote us to as complete a prophecy of what they would wish us to enjoy eternally as their piety can devise, we are each attracting our thousands every Sunday night, and making such unmistakable marks on public opinion as will not easily be effaced again.

Dr. Slade's advent in Melbourne since last September has been productive of an immense amount of good. How far his labours here will prove remunerative I am not prepared to say. Frankly speaking, I do not advise Spirit Mediums or speakers to visit these colonies on financial advancement intent. There is an abundant crop of Mediums power existing, interest enough in the same, but many of the kindest hearts and clearest brains in the world to be found here; but the lack of organisation, to which many of the kindest hearts and weakest heads are subject, will prevent the full accomplish of the work. Still I feel confident that with united action throughout the scattered force of Spiritualistic thought in these Colonies, Spiritualism might and would supersede every other phase of religious thought in an incredibly short space of time. I must not omit to mention that the friends in every place I have visited have been more kind, hospitable and appreciative. The public have defied both press and pulpit in their unstinted support of my lectures. The press have been equally servile, and the Christian world equally stirred, and equally active in desperate attempts to crush out the obvious proofs of immortality Spiritualism brings.

In Melbourne, I had to fight my way to comply with an invitation to lecture for the benefit of the City Hospital. I fought and conquered, and the hospital committee revenged itself for a crowded attendance at the Town Hall by taking my money without the grace of thanks, either in public or private, and the simply formal acknowledgment of my services by an official receipt. In Sydney, where I now am, I was equally privileged in landing the benefit of the Temperance Alliance, and equally honoured, after an enthusiastic and successful meeting, by the daily press of the city in their utter silence concerning such an important meeting, and their careful record of all sorts of such trash as they disgrace their columns with. So mote it be. The wheel will turn some day!

During the years 1881 and '82 the Australian colonists were favoured with visits from three more well-known American Spiritualists. The first of these was Professor Denton, an able and eloquent lecturer on geology, and one who never failed to combine with his scientific addresses, one or more stirring lectures on Spiritualism. The second propagandist was Mrs. Ada Foye, one of the best test-writing, rapping, and seeing Mediums, who has ever appeared in the ranks of Spiritualism; whilst the third was Mrs. E. L. Watson, a transcendant in the land of the dead. Professor Denton's lectures created a wide-spread interest amongst all classes of listeners.

It now becomes necessary to speak of one of the most arbitrary acts of tyranny on the part of the Victorian Government towards Spiritualism which the records of the movement can show. This was the interdict promulgated by 'the Chief Secretary' against the proprietor of the Melbourne Opera House, forbidding Spiritualists to take money at the door for admission to their services, and in effect, forbidding them to hold services there at all. A similar interdict was issued in the case of Mr. Proctor, the celebrated English lecturer on astronomy. The excuse for this tyrannical procedure in Mr. Proctor's case, might have been justified on the ground, that the Chief Secretary was entirely ignorant of the fact, that astronomy had anything to do with religion, or that it was not orthodox to talk about the celestial bodies on a Sunday, except in quotations from Genesis, or Revelations; but in the case of 'the Victorian Association of Spiritualists' it was quite another point. Spiritualism was their religion, and Spiritual lectures their Sabbath Day exercises. Messrs. Walker, Peebles, and Mrs. Britten, who had occupied the Opera House for months together, and admission fees had been charged at each of their Sunday services, without let or hindrance. The result of many gatherings for the purpose of denouncing their policy may be judged by a perusal of the following paragraph published in the Harbinger of Light of March, 1869:

"On Friday last a letter was received from the Government by the Executive of the Victorian Association of Spiritualists, intimating that the former had no desire to suppress the lectures, but endorsed the permit of May 1879. The directors of the Opera House Company were informed and on the understanding that no money be taken at the door, consented to the opening of the House. The fact being announced in Saturday's papers drew a large audience to hear Mr. Walker's lecture on Sunday, 'Lord Macaulay on Roman Catholicism.' The services will be continued as heretofore. Seats in dress circle or stalls may be hired by month or quarter, at W. H. Terry's 84, Russell Street."

During Dr. Slade's visit to Sydney, a very able and energetic worker in Spiritualism became convinced of its truth, in the person of Mr. E. Cyril Haviland, the author of two excellent pamphlets and many articles, tracts, and good literary contributions on this subject. Mr. Haviland, Mr. Harold Stephen, and several other gentlemen of literary repute in Sydney, combined during the author's last visit to form a 'Psychological Society,' the members of which were the persons above named, represented some of the most accomplished writers and advanced thinkers of the city.

Mr. L. E. Harcus, an able and fluent writer, furnished a report of the origin and growth of this society for the Banner of Light of March 1880.

Austria: (For ancient magic among the Teutonic people of Austria, see Teutons. See also Hungary.)

In Austria, Spiritualism was first promulgated by M. Constantine Delby of Vienna. He was a warm adherent of Allan Kardec, and founded a society under legal auspices, besides starting a Spiritual journal. The society numbered but few members, in fact Spiritualism never obtained much foothold in Vienna. At Buda-Pesth it was quite otherwise. In a short time a considerable amount of interest was awakened, and many persons of note began to take part in the circles that were formed. Amongst these were Mr. Anton Prohaasker and Dr. Adolf Grunhub. At length a society was formed, legalised by the State, of which Baron Edmund Vay was elected president. Mr. Lishner, of Pesth, built a handsome house, into which the society rented. At that time there were one hundred and ten members, many of them being Hebrews, though all Christians. Baron Vay was the honorary,
president, Dr. Grunhut, was the active president, and these and Mr. Prohasker were amongst the most devoted and faithful workers. The principles of the society, on the basis of which it was taken from the Rem Krafte Stoff der Baroness Adelma Von Vay and the works of Allan Kardec—purely Christian Spiritism. It never encouraged paid Mediumship. All the officers were voluntary and honorary. It had no physical Medium, but good trance, writing and seeing mediums.

Autography: A term sometimes used to denote the spiritualistic phenomenon of "direct" writing (q.v.).

Auto-Hypnotization: (See Hypnotism.)

An aprosermin: A sorcerer of the time of St. Jean de Luz, who, according to information supplied by Pierre Delamere, a councillor of Henry IV, was seen several times at the "sabbath," mounted on a demon in the shape of a goat, and playing on the flute for the witches' dance.

Automatic Writing and Speaking: Writing executed or speech uttered without the agent's volition, and sometimes without his knowledge. The term is used by psychical researchers and applied particularly to the trance phenomena of the séance-room. By spiritualists, writing or speaking produced under these conditions, are said to be performed "under control"—that is, under the controlling agency of the spirits of the dead—and are therefore not judged to be truly "automatic." The general consensus of opinion, however, ascribes such performances to the subconscious activity of the agent. Automatic writing and speaking necessarily imply some deviation from the normal in the subject, though such abnormality need not be pronounced, but may vary from a slight disturbance of the nerve-centres occasioned by excitement or fatigue to hysteria-epilepsy or actual insanity. When the phenomena are produced during a state of trance or somnambulism the agent may be entirely unconscious of his actions. On the other hand the automatic writing may be executed while the agent is in a condition scarcely varying from the normal and quite capable of observing the phenomena in a critical spirit, though perhaps ignorant of a word in advance of what he is actually writing. Between these states of full consciousness or complete unconsciousness there are many intermediate stages. The secondary personality, as displayed in the writings or utterances, may gain only a partial ascendancy over the primary, as may happen in dreams or in the hypnotic trance. As a rule automatic speech and writing are displayed with more or less of faded mental imagery, thoughts and conjectures and impressions which never came to birth in the upper consciousness. But at times there appears an extraordinary exaltation of memory, or even of the intellectual faculties. Cases are on record where lost articles have been recovered by means of automatic writing. Foreign languages which have been forgotten, or with which the subject has small acquaintance, are spoken or written fluently. Hélène Smith, the subject of Professor Flournoy, even went so far as to invent a new language, purporting to be that of the Martians, but in reality showing a marked resemblance to French—the mother-tongue of the medium. Automatic writing and speaking have been produced in considerable quantities, mainly in connection with spiritualistic circles, though it existed long before the advent of spiritualism in the speaking with "tongues" of the early ecatics. These unintelligible outpourings are still to be met with, but are no longer a marked feature of automatic utterance. But, though the matter and style may on occasion transcend the capabilities of the agent in his normal state, the great body of automatic productions does not show an erudition or literary excellence beyond the scope of the natural resources of the automist. The style is involved, obscure, inflated, yet possessing a superficial smoothness and a suggestion of flowing periods and musical cadences. The ideas are often shallow and incoherent, and all but lost in a multitude of words. The best known of automatic writings are the Spirit Teachings of the Rev. Stanton Moses, the works of A. J. Davis, J. Murray Spear, and Charles Linton, and, perhaps most important of all, the trance utterances of Mrs. Piper, these last offering no inconsiderable evidence for telepathy. A good deal of poetry has been produced automatically, notably by the Rev. T. L. Harris. Among those who are known to have produced automatic writings are Goethe, Victor Hugo, Victorien Sardou, and other eminent men of letters. (For the hypothesis of spirit control, see article Spiritualism.)

Avenar: An astrologer who promised to the Jews, on the testimony of the planets, that their Messiah should arrive without fail in 1444, or at the latest, in 1464. He gave, for his guarantors, Saturn, Jupiter, "the crab, and the fish." All the Jews kept their windows open to receive the messenger of God, who did not arrive.

Avenl: (Journal) (See France.)

Avicenna: Named Aben Sina by Hebrew writers, but properly, Edor Sina, or—to give his long array of names in full—Al-Shiäkh Al-Rayis Abu Ali Al-Hossein ben Abdal-lah ben Sina, born at Kharmatain, near Bokhara, in the year of the Hegira 370, or A.D. 980. He was educated at Bokhara, and displayed such extraordinary precocity that when he had reached his tenth year, he had completely mastered the Koran, and acquired a knowledge of algebra, the Musliman theology, and the Isis ab al-Hind, or arithmetic of the Hindoos. Under Abdallah Al-Nathel he studied logic, Euclid, and the Almagest, and then, as a diversion, devoted himself to the study of medicine. He was only twenty-one years old when he composed his Kitab al-Majmu or, The Book of the Sum Total, whose mysteries he afterwards endeavoured to elucidate in a commentary in twenty volumes. His reputation for wisdom and erudition was so great that on the death of his father he was promoted by Sultan Magdai Douleth to the high office of Grand Vizier, which he held with advantage to the State until a political revolution accomplished the downfall of the Samanide dynasty. He then quitted Bokhara, and wandered from place to place, increasing his store of knowledge, but yielding himself to a life of the grossest sensuality. About 1072 he retired to Jorjan, where he began a long array of works, which he is said, without any pretensions to philosophical completeness. It is arranged with singular clearness, and presents a very admirable résumé of the doctrines of the ancient Greek physicians. Avicenna subsequently lived at Ruiz Kazwin, and Isphan, where he became physician to the Persian sovereign, Alas-eddaulah. He is said to have been dismissed from this post on account of his debauched living. He then retired to Hamadan, where, worn out with years of sensual indulgence, he died, at the age of 58, in 1038. His works on philosophy, mathematics, and medicine, are nearly one hundred in number, and include at least seven treatises on the Philosopher's Stone. His Book of the Canon of Medicine acquired an European celebrity, and has been several times translated into Latin. Contemporaries with Avicenna were numerous votaries of the alchemistical science, and almost every professor of medicine was an astrologer. The influence of the stars upon the conditions of the human body was generally accepted as a first principle in medicine; but the possible transmutation of metals engaged the attention of every enquiring intellect. At the same time, the Arabians were almost the sole depositaries of human knowledge; and in the East glowed that steadily-shining light which, never utterly extinct, had withdrawn its
splendour and its glory from the classic lands of the West. "They cultivated with success," says Gibbon, "the sublime science of disquieting the mortal mind, to disclaim the diminutive planet and momentary existence." The names of Mesna and Geber, of Rhazis and Avicenna, are ranked with the Grecian masters: in the city of Bagdad, eight hundred and sixty physicians were licensed to exercise their lucrative profession; in Spain, the life of the Catholic princes was entrusted to the skill of the Saracens, and the school of Salerno, their legitimate offspring, revived in Italy and Europe the precepts of the healing art.

Avida: is the Theosophic hell. Though it is a place of torment, it differs in great degree from the ordinary conception of hell. Its torments are the torments of fleshly cravings, which for want of a physical body, cannot be satisfied. A man remains after death exactly the same as he was before it, and, if in life, he has been obsessed with strong desires or passions, such obsession still continues, though, in the astral plane in which he finds himself the satisfaction of these desires or passions is impossible. Of course, the manner of these torments is infinite, whether it be the confirmed sensualist who suffers them, or more ordinary men who, without being bound to the things of the flesh, have nevertheless allowed the affairs of the world to bulk too largely in their lives, and are now doomed to regret the small attention they have bestowed on higher matters. Avida is a place of regrets for things done and things undone. Its torments are not, however, eternal, and with the passing of time—of which, there is no measure in the astral plane—they are gradually discontinued, though at the cost of terrible suffering.

Avidya in Theosophy is the ignorance of mind which causes man before starting on the Path to expend vain effort and pursue vain courses. It is the antithesis of Vidyā. (See Path, and Vidyā, and Theosophy.)

Awyntyr of Arthur at the Turn Wathelyn: an Arthurian poem of the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. It is believed to be of Scottish origin, but its authorship is doubtful. Amongst other adventures, the poem relates one which King Arthur and his queen Guinevere, accompanied by their favourite knight Sir Gawane, had whilst hunting in the wilds of Cumberland. They were overtaken by darkness, while separated from the rest of the party, and the ghost of the queen's mother appears to them. The apparition tells of the torments to which it is being subjected, and entreats that prayers will be offered up for its release. This the queen and Sir Gawane promise, and on their return to Carlisle millions of masses are ordered to be said in church.

Axnomancy: Divination by means of a hatchet or a woodcutter's axe. It is by this form of divination that the diviners predicted the ruin of Jerusalem, as is seen from Psalm LXXXIII. François de la Tour-Blanche, who remarked upon this, does not tell us how the diviners made use of the hatchet. We may only suppose that it was by one of the two methods employed in ancient times and still practiced in certain northern countries. The first is as follows: When it is desired to find a treasure, a round agate must be procured, the head of the axe must be made red-hot in the fire, and so placed that its edge may stand perpendicularly in the air. The agate must be placed on the edge. If it remains there, there is no treasure, if it falls, it will roll quickly away. It must, however, be replaced three times, and if it rolls three times towards the same place, there the treasure will be found. If it rolls a different way each time, one must seek about for the treasure.

The second method of divination by the axe is for the purpose of detecting robbers. The hatchet is cast on the ground, head-downwards, with the handle rising perpendicularly in the air. Those present must dance round it in a ring, till the handle of the axe totters and it falls to the ground. The end of the handle indicates the direction in which the thieves must be sought. It is said by some that if this divination is to succeed, the head of the axe must be stuck in a round pot, but this, as Delancre says, is absurd. For how could an axe be fixed in a round pot, any more than the pot could be sewed or patched if the axe had broken it to pieces?

Ayyer: A count of the infernal empire. (The same as Ipsa.)

Azazel: One of the angels who revolted against God. The rabbis say that he is chained on sharp stones, in an obscure part of the desert, awaiting the last judgment.

Azam, Dr.: (See Hypnomian.)

Azazel: A demon of the second order, guardian of the goat. At the feast of expiation, which the Jews celebrate on the tenth day of the seventh month, two goats are led to the High Priest, who draws lots for them, the one for the Lord, the other for Azazel. The one on which the lot of the Lord fell was sacrificed, and his blood served for expiation. The High Priest then put his two hands on the head of the other, confessed his sins and those of the people, charged the animal with them, and allowed him to be led into the desert and set free. And the people, having left the care of their iniquities to the goat of Azazel—also known as the scape-goat—return home with clean consciences. According to Milton, Azazel is the principal standard-bearer of the infernal armies. It is also the name of the demon used by Mark the heretic for his magic spells.

Azir: An angel of the sun on earth. Azir is also the name of the father of Zoraster.

Azoth: (See Philosopher's Stone.)

Aspers: (See Mexico and Central America.)

Baal: The Egyptian conception of the soul, which in the form of a man-headed bird left the body after death and winged its flight to the gods. It returned at intervals to the mummy for the purpose of comforting it and reassuring it concerning immortality. Sometimes it grasps the soul (q.v.) and the maf (q.v.) and is occasionally represented as flying down the tomb-shaft to the deceased, or perched on the breast of the mummy. It was sometimes carved on the lid of mummy cases. In the Book of the Dead a chapter promising abundance of food to the deceased is devoted to Baal, so that the conception does not appear to have been entirely spiritual.

Baalberith: According to Wierius, a demon of the second order; master of the Infernal Alliance. He is said to be secretary and keeper of the archives of Hell.

Baalshaphun: Captain of the guard and sentinels of Hell, according to Wierius.

Bezas: A marvellous plant known to the Arabs as the "Golden Plant," and which is supposed to grow on Mount Libanus, underneath the road which leads to Damascus. It is said to flower in the month of May, after the melting of the snow. At night it can be seen by torchlight, but through the day it is invisible. It was held to be of great assistance to alchemists in the transmutation of metals. It is alluded to by Job. (Job, VII, 25.)

Bab: A species of ogre with which the nurses in the central parts of France used to frighten their charges. He was supposed to devour naughty children in salad. The ending "au" suggests a Celtic origin. For example, "Y Maman," the Welsh for "fairies."
Babylonia

Babylonia: Certain lakes of a gloomy nature, which lie between Hungary and Poland, which have figured in various stories of witchcraft. Pools, such as these, are often used for purposes of divination, as by gazing down into clear water the mind is disposed to contemplation, often of a melancholy character. This form of divination is termed "Hydromancy" (q.v.) and is similar to crystal-gazing.

Babylonia: The conservative element in the religion of Babylonia was one of its most marked and interesting features. All the deities retained, even after they reached their highest development, traces of their primitive demonic characters, and magic was never divorced from religion. The most outstanding gods were Ea, Anu and Enlil, the elder Bel. These formed a triad at the dawn of history, and appear to have developed from an animistic group of world-spirits. Although Ea became specialised as a god of the deep, Anu as a god of the sky, and Enlil as an earth deity, each had also titles which emphasised that they had attributes overlapping those of the others. Thus Ea was Enki, earth lord, and as Aa was a lunar deity, and he had also solar attributes. In the legend of Eratu and the Eagle, his heavens state is to be in the sky. Anu and Enil as deities of thunder, rain and fertility, linked closely with Ea, as Dagan, of the flooding and fertilising Euphrates. Each of these deities were accompanied by demon groups. The spirits of disease were the "beloved sons of Bel"; the fate of the seven daughters of Anu; the seven storm demons, including the dragon and serpent. Each were of Ea's brood. In one of the magical incantations translated by Mr. R. C. Thompson, occurs the following description of Ea's primitive monster form:

The head is the head of a serpent,
From his nostrils mucus trickles,
The mouth is beslavered with water;
The ears are those of a basilisk,
His horns are twisted into three curls,
He wears a veil in his head-band,
The body is a sun-fish full of stars,
The base of his feet are claws,
The sole of his foot has no heel;
His name is Sassu-wunnu,
A sea monster, a form of Ea.

Ea was "the great magician of the gods"; his sway over the forces of nature was secured by the performance of magical rites, and his services were obtained by mankind, who performed requisite ceremonies and repeated appropriate spells. Although he might be worshipped and adored in his temple at Eridu, he could also be conjured in reed huts. The latter indeed appear to have been the oldest holy places. In the Deluge myth, he makes a revelation in a dream to his human favourite, Pir-napiashim, the Babylonian Noah, of the approaching disaster planned by the gods, by widening the reed hut in which he slept: "O, reed hut, hear! O, wall, understand." The sleeper received the divine message from the reeds. The reeds were to the Babylonian what rowan branches were to northern Europeans: they protected them against demons. The dead were buried in reed mats.

When the official priesthood came into existence it included two classes of magicians, the "Ashipu," who were exorcists, and the "Mashashu," the "purifiers." The Ashipu priests played a prominent part in ceremonies, which had for their object the magical control of nature: in times of storm, disaster, and eclipse they were especially active. They also took the part of "witch doctors." Victims of disease were supposed to be possessed of devouring demons:

Loudly roaring above, gibbering below,
They are the bitter venom of the gods.
Knowing no care, they grind the land like corn;
Knowing no mercy, they rage against mankind.
They spill their blood like rain,
Devouring their flesh and sucking their veins.

(Thompson's translation.)

It was the business of the Ashipu priests to drive out the demon. Before he could do so he had to identify it. Having done so, he required next to bring it under his influence. This he accomplished by reciting its history, and detailing its characteristics. The secret of the magician's power was his knowledge. To cure toothache, for instance, it was necessary to know the "Legend of the Worm," which, vampire-like, absorbed the blood of victims, but specialised in gums. The legend relates that the worm came into existence as follows: Anu created the heaven, the heavens created the earth, the earth created the rivers, and the rivers created the canals, then the canals created marshes, and the marshes created the "worm." In due time the worm appeared before Shamash, the sun god, and Ea, god of the deep, weeping and hungry. The gods promised that it would get dried bones and scented wood. Apparently the worm realised that this was the "food of death," for it made answer: "What are dry bones to me? Set me upon the gums that I may drink the blood of the teeth and take away the strength of the gums." When the worm heard this legend repeated, it came under the magician's power, and was dismissed to the marshes, while Ea was invoked to smite it. Different demons were exercised by different processes. A fever patient might receive the following treatment:

Sprinkle this man with water,
Bring unto him a censer and a torch,
That the plague demon which resteth in the body of the man,
Like water may trickle away.

Another method was to fashion a figure of dough, wax, clay or pitch. This figure might be placed on a fire or muddled, or placed in running water to be washed away. As the figure suffered, so did the demon it represented.

By the magic of the word of Ea.

A third method was to release a raven at the bedside of the sick man so that it would conjure the demon. Fever fever to take flight likewise. Sacrifices were also offered, as substitutes for patients, to provide food for the spirit of the disease.

A kid was slain and the priest muttered,

The kid is the substitute for mankind;
He hath brought to life the worm,
He hath given the head of the kid for the head of the man.

A pig might be offered:

Give the pig in his stead
And give the flesh of it for his flesh,
The blood of it for his blood, etc.

The cures were numerous and varied. After the patient recovered the house was purified by the "mashashu" priests. The ceremony entailed the sprinkling of sacred water, the burning of incense, and the repetition of magical charms. Houses were also protected against attack, by placing certain plants over the doorways and windows.

An axe's halter seems to have been used, as horse-shoes have been in Europe, to repel witches and evil spirits. The purification ceremonies suggest the existence of taboo. For a period a sick man was "unclean" and had to be isolated. To each temple was attached a "House of Light," in which fire ceremonies were performed, and a "House of Washing," where patients bathed in sacred water. Oil was also used as anointment to complete the
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Types of Babylonian demons
The demon was a very real presence in Babylonian life. Extraordinary care was taken not to offend the beings of the unseen world and nowhere did the art of exorcism reach a higher state of evolution than in Babylonia and Assyria. The prototypes of European demonology can be traced in these figures.

Exorcizing demons of disease (Babylon)

BABYLONIAN MAGICAL OBJECTS
Babylonia

was not permitted to land, and held converse with his immortal ancestor, sitting in his boat. The deities secured immortality by eating the "food of life" and drinking the "water of life." Donald Mackenzie.

Bacchic Mysteries: (See Greece.)

Bacchus: The name given to his satanic majesty, when he appeared in the guise of a great he-goat, for the purpose of love intercourse with the witches.

Bail: A famous augur of Beotia. Many persons who ventured to predict the future adopted the name of Baco.

Bacon, Roger, was born near Lichester in Somerset, in 1214. In his boyhood he displayed remarkable precocity, and in due time, having entered the order of St. Francis, he studied mathematics and medicine in Oxford and Paris. Returning to England, he devoted attention to philosophy and also wrote Latin, Greek, and Hebrew Grammars. He was a pioneer of astronomy and was acquainted with the properties of lenses, so that he may have foreshadowed the telescope. In the region of the mechanical sciences, his prophecies are noteworthy since he not only speaks of boats which may be propelled without oars, but of cars which may move without horses, and even of machines to fly in the air. To him we are indebted for important discoveries in the science of pure chemistry. His name is for ever associated with the making of gunpowder, and if the honour cannot be wholly afforded him, his experiments with nitre were at least a far step towards the discovery. His study of alchemical subjects led him, as was natural, to a belief in the philosopher's stone by which gold might be purified to a degree impossible by any other means, and also to a belief in the elixir of life whereby on similar principles of purification the human body might be fortified against death itself. Not only might man become practically immortal by such means but, by knowledge of the appropriate herbs, or by acquaintance with planetary influences, he might attain the same consummation. As was natural in an ignorant age, Bacon was looked on with considerable suspicion which ripened into persecution. The brethren of his order practically cast him out, and he was compelled to retire to Paris, and to submit himself to a regime of repression. A prolific penman, he was forbidden to write, and it was not till 1266 that Guy de Fouques, the papal legate in England—subsequently Pope Clement IV.—hearing of Bacon's fame, invited him to break his enforced silence. Bacon hailed the opportunity and in spite of hardship and poverty, finished his Opus Major, Opus Minor, and Opus Terium. These works seem to have found favour with Clement, for the writer was allowed to return to Oxford, there to continue his scientific studies and the composition of scientific works. He essayed a compendium of philosophy of which a part remains, but its subject-matter was displeasing to the ruling powers and Bacon's misfortunes began afresh. His books were burned and again he was thrown into prison, where he remained for fourteen years, and during that period it is probable that he continued to write. About 1292 he was again at liberty, and within the next few years—probably in 1294—he died. Bacon's works were numerous and, while many still remain in manuscript, about a dozen have been printed at various times. Many are obscure treatises on alchemy and deserve little attention, but the works he wrote by invitation of Clement are the most important. The Opus Major is divided into six parts treating of the causes of error, the relation between philosophy and theology, the utility of grammar, mathematics, perspective and experimental science. The Opus Minor, of which only part has been preserved, was intended to be a compendium of the former work. The Opus Terium though written after the other two, is an introduction to them, and also in part supple-

release from uncleanness. Foods were also tabooed at certain seasons. It was unlawful for a man to eat pork on the 30th of Ab (July-August) or the 27th of Tisri, and other dates. Fish, ox flesh, bread, etc. were similarly tabooed on specific dates. A man's luck depended greatly on his observance of these rules. But although he might observe all ceremonies, he might still meet with ill-fortune on unlucky days. On the festival day of Marduk (Merodach) a man must not change his clothes nor put on white garments, nor offer up sacrifices. Sure disaster would overtake a king if he drove out in a chariot, or a physician if he laid hands on the sick, or a priest who sat in judgment, and so on. On lucky days good fortune was the heritage of everyone. Good fortune meant good health in many cases, and it was sometimes assured by worshipping the dreaded spirit of disease called Ura. A legend related that this demon once made up his mind to destroy all mankind. His counsellor Ishtar, however, prevailed upon him to change his mind, and he said, "Whoever will laud my name I will bless with plenty. No one will oppose the person who proclaims the glory of my valour. The worshipper who chants the hymn of praise to me will not be afflicted by disease, and he will find favour in the eyes of the King and his nobles."

Ghosts:—Among the spirits who were the enemies of mankind the ghosts of the dead were not the least virulent, and especially the ghosts of those who had not been properly buried. These homeless spirits (the grave was the home of the dead) wandered about the streets searching for food and drink, or haunted houses. Not infrequently they did real injury to mankind. Of horrible aspect, they appeared before children and frightened them to death. They waylaid travellers and mocked those who were in sorrow. The scat-owl was a mother who had died in childbed and wailed her grief nightly in solitary places. Occasionally she appeared in monstrous form and slew wayfarers. Adam's "first wife Lilith" was a demon who had once been beautiful and was in the habit of deceiving lovers, and working ill against them. A hag, Labarta, haunted mountains and marshes and children had to be charmed against her attacks. She also had a human history. The belief that the spirits of the dead could be conjured from their graves to make revelations was also prevalent in Babylonia. In the Gilgamesh epic, the hero visits the tomb of his old friend and fellow-warrior Ea-Bani. The ghost rises like a "weird guest" and answers the various questions put to it with great sadness. Babylonian outlook on the future life was tinged by profound gloom and pessimism. It was the fate of even the ghosts of the most fortunate and ceremonially buried dead to exist in darkness and amidst dust. The ghost of Ea-Bani said to Gilgamesh:

"Were I to inform thee the law of the underworld which I have experienced, Thou wouldest sit down and shed tears all day long."

Gilgamesh lamented:

"The sorrow of the underworld hath taken hold upon thee."

Priests who performed magical ceremonies had to be clothed in magical garments. They received inspiration from their clothing. Similarly the gods derived power from the skins of animals with which they were associated from the earliest time. Thus Ea was clad in the skin of the fish—probably the fish totem of the Ea tribe.

The dead were not admitted to the heavens of the gods. When a favoured human being, like Utnapishtim, the Babylonian Noah, was admitted to the paradise of the gods, he had assigned to him an island Paradise where Gilgamesh visited him. There he dwelt with his wife. Gilgamesh
mentary to them. These works, large though they be, seem to have been only the forerunners of a vast work treating of the principles of all the sciences, which, however, was probably little more than began. Much work and many of his beliefs must, of course, be greatly discounted, but judging the man in relation to his time, the place he takes is a high one. His devotion to the experimental sciences was the point wherein he differed from most of his contemporaries, and to this devotion is to be accounted the fame which he then possessed and still possesses.

But no sketch of Bacon's life would be complete without some account of the legendary material which has gathered around his name, and by virtue of which he holds rank as a great magician in the popular imagination. When, in the sixteenth century, the study of magic was pursued with increased zeal, the name of Friar Bacon became more popular, and not only were the traditions worked up into a popular book, entitled The History of Friar Bacon, but one of the dramatists of the age, Robert Greene, founded upon them a play, which was often acted, and of which there are several editions. The greater part of the history of Friar Bacon, as far as it related to that celebrated personage, is evidently the invention of the writer, who appears to have lived in the time of Queen Elizabeth. He adopted some of the older traditions, and filled up his narrative with fables taken from the common story books of the age. We are here first made acquainted with two other legendary contemporaries, Friar Bungay and Vandermast; and the recital is enlivened with the pranks of Bacon's servant Miles.

According to this legendary history, Roger Bacon was the son of a wealthy farmer in the West of England, who had placed his son with the parish priest to gain a little scholarship. The boy soon showed an extraordinary ability for learning, which was encouraged by the priest, but which was extremely disagreeable to the father, who intended him for no other profession but that of the plough. Young Bacon fled from home, and took shelter in a monastery, where he followed his studies to his heart's content, and was eventually sent to complete them at Oxford. There he made himself proficient in the occult sciences, and attained to the highest proficiency in magic. At length he had an opportunity of exhibiting his skill before the court, and the account of his exploits on this occasion may be given as a sample of the style of this quaint old history.

"The king being in Oxfordshire at a nobleman's house, was very desirous to see this famous friar, for he had heard many times of his wondrous things that he had done by his art, therefore he sent one for him to desire him to come to the court. Friar Bacon kindly thanked the king by the messenger, and said that he was at the king's service and would suddenly attend him. 'But, sir,' said he to the gentleman, 'I pray you make haste or else I shall be two hours before you at the court.' 'For all your learning', answered the gentleman, 'I can hardly believe this, for scholars, old men, and travellers, may lie by authority. 'To strengthen your belief,' said Friar Bacon, 'I could presently show you the last wench that you kissed, but I will not at this time.' 'One is as true as the other,' said the gentleman, 'and I would laugh to see either. 'You shall see them both within these four hours,' quoth the friar, 'and therefore make what haste you can.' 'I will prevent that by my speed,' said the gentleman, and with that he rid his way; but he rode out of his way, as it should seem, for he had the art of riding and very was he better than three hours a-riding them, so that Friar Bacon by his art was with the king before he came.

"The king kindly welcomed him, and said that he long time had desired to see him, for he had as yet not heard of his like. Friar Bacon answered him, that fame had belied him, and given him that report that his poor studies were very despised, for he believed that art had many sons, more excellent than himself was. The king commended him for his modesty, and told him that nothing could become a wise man less than boasting; but yet withal he requested him now to be no niggard of his knowledge, but to show his queen and him some of his skill. 'I was worthy of neither art or knowledge,' quoth Friar Bacon, 'should I deny your majesty this small request; I pray seat yourselves, and you shall see presently what my poor skill can perform.' The king, queen, and nobles sat them all down. They having done so, the friar waved his wand, and presently was heard such excellent music, that they were all amazed, for they all said they had never heard the like. 'This is,' said the friar, 'to delight the sense of hearing. -I will delight all your other senses ere you depart hence.' So waving his wand again, there was louder music heard, and presently five dancers entered, the first like a court laundress, the second like a footman, the third like a saurer, the fourth like a prodigal, the fifth like a fool. These did divers excellent changes, so that they gave content to all the beholders, and having done away they vanished away as they came in. Thus feasted two of their senses. Then waved he his wand again, and there was another kind of music heard, and whilst it was playing, there was suddenly before them a table, richly covered with all sorts of delicacies. Then desired he the king and queen to taste of some certain rare fruits that were on the table, which they and the nobles there present did, and were very highly pleased with the taste; they being satisfied, all vanished away on the sudden. Then waved he his wand again, and suddenly there was such a smell, as if all the rich perfumes in the whole world had been then prepared in the best manner that art could set them out. Whilst he feasted thus their smelling, he waved his wand again, and there came divers nations in sundry habitis, as Russians, Polanders, Indians, Armenians, all bringing sundry kinds of furis, such as their countries yielded, all which they presented to the king and queen. These furis were so soft to the touch that they highly pleased all those that handled them. Then, after some odd fantastic dances, after their country manner, they vanished away. Then asked Friar Bacon the king's majesty if he desired any more of his skill. The king answered that he was fully satisfied for that time, and that he only now thought of something that he might bestow on him, that might partly satisfy the kindness he had received. Friar Bacon said that he desired nothing so much as his majesty's love, and if that he might be assured of that, he would think himself happy in it. 'For that,' said the king, 'be thou ever sure, in token of which receive this jewel;' and withal gave him a costly jewel from his neck. The friar did with great reverence thank his majesty, and said, 'As your majesty's vassal you shall ever find me ready to do you service; your time of need shall find it both beneficial and delightful. But amongst all these gentlemen I see not the man that your grace did send for me by; sure he hath lost his way, or else met with some sport that detaineth him so long; I promised to be majesty if that he desired any more of his skill. The king took thereby as my word—I hear him coming. With that entered the gentleman, all bedecked, for he had rid through ditches, quagmires, plashises, and waters, that he was in a most pitiful case. He, seeing the friar there, awed for his place, and his devil, for they had led him out of his way, and almost drowned him. 'Be not angry, sir,' said Friar Bacon, 'here is an old friend of yours that hath more cause, for she hath tarried these
three hours for you,—with that he pulled up the hangings, and behind him stood a kitchen-maid with a basting-ladle in her hand—now am I as good as my word with you, for I promised to help you to your sweetheart, how do you like this?" 'So ill,' answered the gentleman, 'that I will be avenged of you.' 'Threaten not,' said Friar Bacon, 'lest I do you more shame, and do you take heed how you give scholars the lie again; but because I know not how well you are stored with money at this time, I will bear your wench's charges home.' With that she vanished away.

This may be taken as a sort of exemplification of the class of exhibitions which were probably the result of a superior knowledge of natural science, and which were exaggerated by popular imagination. They had been made, to a certain degree, familiar by the performances of the skilful jugglers who came from the east, and who were scattered throughout Europe; and we read not unfrequently of such magical feats in old writers. When the Emperor Charles IV. was married in the middle of the fourteenth century to the Bavarian Princess Sophia in the city of Prague, the father of the princess brought a waggon-load of magicians to assist in the festivities. Two of the chief performers in the art, Zytho the great Bohemian sorcerer, and his son, were put to defend each other, and we are told that after a desperate trial of skill, Zytho, opening his jaws from ear to ear, ate up his rival without stopping till he came to his shoes, which he spit out, because, as he said, they had not been cleaned. After having performed during a month and to be carefully watched, because if the two friars did not hear it before it had ceased speaking, their labour would be lost. Accordingly, the care of watching over the head while they slept was entrusted to Bacon's man Miles. The period of utterance unfortunately came while Miles was watching. The head suddenly uttered the words, "Time is." Miles thought it was unnecessary to disturb his master for such a brief speech, and sat still. In half an hour, the head again broke silence with the words, "Time was." Still Miles waited until, in an another half hour, the head said, "Time is past," and fell to the ground with a terrible noise. Thus, through the negligence of Miles, the labour of the two friars was thrown away.

The kind soon required Friar Bacon's services, and the latter enabled him, by his spectacles and burning-glasses, to take in a town which he was besieging. In consequence of this success, the kings of England and France made peace, and a grand court was held, at which the German conjurer, Vandermaest, was brought to try his skill against Bacon. The latter, when he had heard the gentleman's story, directed him to repair to the place appointed for the friars was half an hour, the head was put to blindfold one of Miles, the labour of the two friars was thrown away.

Friar Bacon, in revenge, sent a soldier to kill Bacon, but in vain. Next follow a series of adventures which consist of a few medieval stories very clumsily put together among which are that known as the Friar and the Boy, that which appeared in Scottish verse, under the title of The Friars of Berwick, a tale taken from the Gest of the Roman, and some others. A contention in magic between Vandermaest and Bungay, ended in the deaths of both. The servant Miles next turned conjurer, having got hold of one of Bacon's books, and escaped with a dreadful fright, and a broken leg. Everything now seemed to go wrong.

Friar Bacon, as he valued his own safety, tried to unite the two friars; with this end, he used to show people what their relations and friends were doing, or where they were. One day two young gentlemen of high birth came to look into the glass, and they beheld their fathers desperately fighting together, upon which they drew their swords and
slew each other. Bacon was so shocked that he broke his glass, and hearing about the same time of the death of Vandemast and Bungay, he became melancholy, and at length he burnt his books of magic, distributed his wealth among poor scholars, and became an ascetic. Thus ended the life of Friar Bacon, according to "the famous history," which probably owed most of its incidents to the imagination of the writer.

Bacoon: A common name for the augurs and sorcerers of Tonguin. They are often consulted by the friends of deceased persons for the purpose of holding communication with them.

Bacoon, Dr. Agstmund: (See Rosicrucians).

Bad: A jinn of Persia who is supposed to have command over the winds and tempests. He presides over the twenty-second day of the month.

Badder: To bury the foot of a badder underneath one's sleeping-place is believed by the Voodoo worshippers and certain Gypsy tribes to excite or awaken love.

Bagel: A demon cited in the Grand Grimoire (q.v.), and head of the infernal legions. It is with him that Wierius commences his inventory of the famous Psalmonarchia Daemonum. He alludes to Baal as the first monarch of hell, and says that his estates are situated on the eastern regions thereof. He has three heads, one, that of a crab, another that of a cat, and the third that of a man. Sixty-six legions obey him.

Bagos: A pythoness, who is believed to have been the Erithryean sibyl. She is said to have been the first woman to have practised the diviner's art. She practised in Tuscany, and judged all events by the sound of thunder.

Bagommeda: a knight mentioned by Gautier in the Conde du Grail. It is said that he was fastened to a tree by Kay and left hanging head downwards, until released by Perceval. On Bagommeda's return to the court he challenged Kay, but was prevented by Arthur from slaying him.

Balan: A jinn who, according to Persian tradition, appeased anger, and in consequence governed oxen, sheep, and all animals of a peaceful disposition.

Bahla: ("Brightness.") A mystical Hebrew treatise of the twelfth or thirteenth century, the work of a French rabbi, by Isaac ben Abraham de Pasquier, commonly called "Isaac the Blind." (See Kabala).

Balan: son of Simon, King of the Bulgarians, and a mighty magician, who could transform himself into a wolf whenever he desired. He could also adopt other shapes and render himself invisible. He is alluded to by Ninasul in his Lycanthropy (page 100).

Balas: A monarch great and terrible among the infernal powers, according to Wierius. He has three heads, those of a bull, a man, and a ram. Joined to these is the tail of a serpent, the eyes of which burn with fire. He bestrides an enormous bear. He commands forty of the infernal legions, and rules over finesses, ruses and middle courses.

Balanis: To describe this stone in fewer words than Leonardus has used would be impossible. It is "of a purple or rosy colour, and by some is called the placidus or pleasant. Some think it is the carbuncle diminished in its colour and virtue; just as the virtue of the female differs from that of the male. It is often found that the external part of one and the same stone appears a balasius, and the internal a carbuncle, from whence comes the saying that the balasius is the carbuncle's house. The virtue of the balasius is to overcome and repress vain thoughts and luxuries; to reconcile quarrels among friends; and to be friends to the human body with a good habit of health. Being bruised and drunk with water, it relieves inflammations in the eyes, and gives help in disorders of the liver; and what is still more surprising, if you touch the four corners of a house, garden or vineyard, with the balasius, it will preserve them from lightning, tempest, and worms."

Balas, Marie: A sorceress of the country of Labour, who possessed the unusual power of telling the billionaires of Stock and the rich men of Henry IV of France. In the indictment against her it was brought forward that she had eaten at the Sabbath meeting the ear of a little child. For her numerous sorceries she was condemned to be burnt.

Balkan Peninsula: See Slavs; Greeks, Modern; Vampire, etc.

Balle, Adria: A Universalist minister who in 1842 formed the Hopedale Community (q.v.). He was one of those whose doctrines prepared the way for spiritualism in America, and who, after that movement had been inaugurated, became one of its most enthusiastic protagonists (See America, U.S. of).

Balbor: A mighty King of the Formorians, usually styled "Balbor of the Evil Eye," in Irish mythical tales. It was believed that he was able to destroy by means of an angry glance. When his eyelid became heavy with years, it was said that he had it raised by means of ropes and pulleys, so that he might continue to make use of his magical gift: but his grandson, Lugh, the Sun-god, crept near him one day when his eyelid had drooped momentarily, and slew him with a great stone which sank through his eye and brain.

Balbano, Peter: (See Cagliostro).

Balisse: One of the demons who possessed a young woman of Lagon, Nicole Aubry, in the year 1566. He went to sup with her husband, under the pretense of freeing her from demon-possession, which he did not accomplish. It was observed that at supper he did not drink, which shows that demons are averse to water.

Baltais, Jean Franpois: A learned Jew who died in 1743. In his Reply to the History of the Oracle of Pontefalle, published in Strasbourg in 1709, he affirmed that the oracles of the ancients were the work of demons and that they were reduced to silence during the mission of Christ upon earth.

Banshee: An Irish supernatural being of the wraith type. The name implies "female fairy." She is usually the possession of a specific family, to a member or members of whom she appears before the death of one of them. Mr. Thistleton Dyer, writing on the Banshee, says:

"Unlike, also, many of the legendary beliefs of this kind, the popular accounts illustrative of it are related on the authority of all sections of the community, many an enlightened and well-informed advocate being enthusiastic in his vindication of its reality. It would seem, however, that no family which is not of an ancient and noble stock is honoured with this visit of the Banshee, and hence its non-appearance has been regarded as an indication of disqualification in this respect on the part of the person about to die. "If I am rightly informed," writes Sir Walter Scott, 'the distinction of a Banshee is only allowed to families of the pure Milesian stock, and is never ascribed to any descendant of the proudest Norman or the boldest Saxon who followed the banner of Strongbow, much less to adventurers of later dates who have obtained settlements in the Green Isle." Thus, an amusing story is contained in an Irish eulogy to the effect that on the death of one of the Knights of Kerry, when the Banshee was heard to lament his decease at Dingle—a seaport town, the property of those knights—all the merchants of this place were thrown into a state of alarm lest the mournful and ominous wailing should be a forewarning of the death of one of them, two or three of them having pointed out there was no necessity for them to be anxious on this point. Although, through misfortune, a family may be brought down from high estate to the rank of peasant tenants, the Banshee
never leaves nor forgets it till the last member has been gathered to his fathers in the churchyard. The Mac-Carthys, O'Flahertys, Magathas, O'Neils, O'Rileys, O'Sullivans, O'Reardons, have their Banshee, though many representatives of these names are in abject poverty.

The Banshee," says Mr. McNally, "is really a disem bodied sound, that of one who in life was strongly attached to the family, or who had good reason to hate all its members. Thus, in different instances, the Banshee's song may be inspired by different motives. When the Banshee loves those she calls, the song is a low, soft chant, giving notice, indeed, of the close proximity of the angel of death, but with a tenderness of tone that reassures the one destined to die and comforts the survivors; rather a welcome than a warning, and having in its tones a thrill of exultation, as though the messenger spirit were bringing glad tidings to him summoned to join the waiting throng of his ancestors. To a doomed member of the family of the O'Reardons the Banshee generally appears in the form of a beautiful woman; and sings a song so sweetly solemn as to reconcile him to his approaching fate. But if, during his lifetime, the Banshee was an enemy of the family, the cry is the scream of a fiend, howling with demoniac delight over the coming death agony of another of his foes.

"Hence, in Ireland, the hateful 'Banshee' is a source of dread to many a family against which she has an enmity. It appears," adds McNally, "that a noble family, whose name is still familiar in Mayo, is attended by a Banshee, who, according to this description—the spirit of a young girl, deceived, and afterwards murdered by a former head of the family. With her dying breath she cursed her murderer, and promised she would attend him and his forever. After many years' The chieftain reformed his ways, and his youthful crime was almost forgotten even by himself, when one night, as he and his family were seated by the fire, the most terrible shrieks were suddenly heard outside the castle walls. All ran out, but saw nothing. During the night the screams continued as though the castle were besieged by demons, and the unhappy man recognised in the cry of the Banshee the voice of the young girl he had murdered. The next day he was assassinated by one of his followers, when once again the wild unearthly screams were heard exulting over his fate. Since that night the 'hateful Banshee' has, it is said, never failed to notice the family. With the characteristics of revengeful gladness, when the time of one of their number has arrived.

"Among some of the recorded instances of the Banshee's appearance may be mentioned one related by Miss L.'s; the niece of Sheridan, in the Memoirs of her grandmother, Mrs. Frances Sheridan. From this account we gather that Miss Elizabeth Sheridan was a firm believer in the Banshee, and firmly maintained that the one attached to the Sheridan family was distinctly heard lamenting beneath the windows of the family residence before the news arrived from France of Mrs. Frances Sheridan's death at Blois. She added that a niece of Miss Sheridan made her very angry by observing that as Mrs. Frances Sheridan was by birth a Chamberlaine, a family of English extraction, she had no right to the guardianship of an Irish fairy, and that therefore the Banshee must have made a mistake. Then there is the well-known case related by Lady Fanahawe, who tells us how, when on a visit in Ireland, she was awakened at midnight by a loud scream outside her window. On looking out she saw a young and rather handsome woman, with dishevelled hair, who vanished before her eyes with another shriek. On communicating the circumstance in the morning, her host replied, 'A near relation of mine died last night in the castle, and before such an event happens, the female spectre whom you have seen is always visible.'

"This weird apparition is generally supposed to assume the form of a woman, sometimes young, but more often old. She is usually attired in a loose white drapery, and her long ragged locks hang over her thin shoulders. As the night approaches she occasionally becomes visible, and pours forth her mournful wail—a sound said to remember the melancholy melody of the wind. Sometimes she is not seen but only heard, yet she is supposed to be always clearly discernible to the person upon whom she specially waits. Respecting the history of the Banshee, popular tradition in many instances accounts for its presence as the spirit of some mortal woman whose destinies have become linked by some accident with those of the family she follows. It is related how the Banshee of the family of the O'Briens of Thomond was originally a woman who had been seduced by one of the chiefs of that race—an act of indiscretion which ultimately brought about her death.

Bantu Tribes: (See Africa).

Baphomet: The goat-idol of the Templars (q.v.) and the deity of the sorcerers' Sabbath. The name is composed of three abbreviations: Tm., ohp. Ab, 'Templi omnium pacis abax,' "the father of the temple of universal peace among men." Some authorities hold that the Baphomet was a monstrous head, others that it was a demon in the form of a goat. An account of a veritable Baphometic idol is as follows: "A pantheistic and magical figure of the Absolute. The torse placed between the two horns, represents the equilibrating intelligence of the triad. The goat's head, which is synthetic, and unites some characteristics of the dog, bull, and ass, represents the exclusive responsibility of matter and the expiation of bodily sins in the body. The hands are human, to exhibit the sanctity of labour; they make the sign of esotericism above and below, to impress mystery on initiates, and they point at two lunar crescents, the upper being white and the lower black, to explain the correspondences of good and evil, mercy and justice. The lower part of the body is veiled, portraying the mysteries of universal generation, which is expressed solely by the symbol of the caduceus. The belly of the goat is scaled, and should be coloured green, the semicircle above should be blue; the plumage, reaching to the breast, should be of various hues. The goat has four breasts, and its only human characteristics are those of maternity and toil, otherwise the signs of redemption. On its forehead, between the horns and beneath the torch, is the sign of the microcosm, or the pentagram with one beam in the ascendant, symbol of human intelligence, which, placed thus below the torch, makes the flame of the latter an image of divine revelation. This Pantheon should be seated on a cube, and its foot stool should be a single ball, or a ball and a triangular stool." Wight (Narratives of Sorcery and Magic), writing on the Baphomet says: —"Another charge in the accusation of the Templars seems to have been to a great degree proved by the depositions of witnesses; the idol or head which they are said to have worshipped, but the real character or meaning of which we are totally unable to explain. Many Templars confessed to having seen this idol, but as they described it differently, we must suppose that it was not in all cases represented under the same form. Some said it was a frightful head, with long beard and sparkling eyes; others said it was a man's skull; some described it as having three faces; some said it was of wood, and others of metal; one witness described it as a painting (tabula picta) representing the image a man (imago hominis) and said that when it was shown to him, he was ordered to 'adore Christ, his creator.' According to some it was a gilt figure, either of wood or metal; while others
described it as painted black and white. According to another deposition, the idol had four feet, two before and two behind; the one belonging to the order at Paris, was said to be a silver head, with two faces and a beard. The novices of the order were told always to regard this idol as their saviour. Deodatus Jaffet, a knight from the south of France, who had been received at Ponsat, deposed that the person who in his case performed the ceremonies of reception, showed him a head or idol, which appeared to have three faces, and said, 'You must adore this as your saviour, and the saviour of the order of the Temple' and that he was made to worship the idol, saying, 'Blessed be he who shall save my soul.' Cottus Ragonis, a knight received at Rome in a chamber of the palace of the Lateran, gave a somewhat similar account. Many other witnesses spoke of having seen these heads, which, however, were, perhaps, not shown to everybody, for the greatest number of those who spoke on this subject, said that they had heard speak of the head, but that they had never seen it themselves; and many of them declared their disbelief in its existence. A friar minor deposed in England that an English Templar had assured him that in that country the order had four principal idols, one at London, in the Sacristy of the Temple, another at Bristol, a third at Bruleria (Brune in Lincolnshire), and a fourth beyond the Humber.

'Some of the knights from the south added another circumstance in their confessions relating to this head. A templar of Florence, declared that, in the secret meetings of the chapters, one brother said to the others, showing them the idol, 'Adore this head. This head is your God and your Mahomet.' Another, causeri de Montpesant, said that the idol was made in the figure of Baphomet (in figura Baffomini); and another, Raymond Rubel, described it as a wooden head, on which was painted the figure of Baphomet, and he adds, 'that he worshipped it by kissing its feet, and exclaiming Xalla,' which he describes as a 'word of the Saracens' (verbum Saracenorum). This has been seized upon by some as a proof that the Templars had secretly embraced Mahometanism, as Baphomet or Baphomet is evidently a corruption of Mahomet; but it must not be forgotten that the Christians of the West constantly used the word Mahomet in the mere signification of an idol, and that it was the desire of those who conducted the prosecution against the Templars to show their intimate intercourse with the Saracens. Others, especially Von Hammer, gave a Greek derivation of the word, and assumed it as a proof that gnosticism was the secret doctrine of the temple.

Baptism: It is said that at the witches' Sabbath children and toads were baptised with certain horrible rites. This was called the baptism of the devil.

Baptism of the Line: A curious rite is performed on persons crossing the equator for the first time. The sailors who are to carry it out dress themselves in quaint costumes. The Father of the Line arrives in a cask, accompanied by a courier, a devil, a hair-dresser, and a miller. The unfortunate passenger has his hair curled, is liberally sprinkled with flour, and then has water showered upon him, if he is not ducked. The origin of this custom is not known, nor is it quite clear what part the devil plays in it. It is said, however, that it may be averted by tipping the sailors.

Baquet: A large circular tub which entered largely into the treatment which D'Eslon, the friend and follower of Blasius, prescribed for which he looked upon as "false, ungodly, and unlawful;" on which Bassantius replied, "Sa far as Melanthon, who was a godly theologian, has declared and written anent the natural sciences, that are lawful and daily red in dyvers Christian Universities; in the quhilkis, Bassantus, a medical doctor of the sixteenth century who claimed to have discovered the Philosophers' Stone. He published a great number of short treatises on the subject of Alchemy, which are contained in the third volume of the Theatr Chimericum of Zetzner, published at Strasbourg, in 1659.

Bassantus, James: a Scottish astrologer, the son of the Laird of Bassantus, in the Merse, was born in the reign of James IV.; and, after studying mathematics at the University of Glasgow, he travelled for farther information on the Continent. He subsequently went to Paris, where for some years he taught mathematics in the University. He returned to Scotland in 1562. The prevailing belief of that age, particularly in France, was a belief in judicial astrology. In his way home through England, as we learn from Sir James Melville's Memoirs, he met with his brother, Sir Robert Melville, who was at that time engaged, on the part of the unfortunate Mary, in endeavouring to effect a meeting between her and Elizabeth; when he predicted that all his efforts would be in vain: "for, first, they will never melt together, and next, there will never be but dissembling and secret hattre (hatred) for a while, and at length captivity and utter wrak for our Quen by England." Melville's answer was, that he could not credit that prediction; for which he looked upon as "false, ungodly, and unlawful;" on which Bassantus replied, "Sa far as Melanthon, who was a godly theologian, has declared and written anent the natural sciences, that are lawful and daily red in dyvers Christian Universities; in the quhilkis,
as in all other arts, God gives some to less, to some more and clearer knowledge than till othirs; be the quintil knowledge I have also that at length, that the kingdom of England shall if I must to the crown of Spain. There are born at this instant that all bruit lands and heritages in England. Bot, else, it will cost many their lives, and many bodily battalies will be foughen first, and the Spaniards will be helpers, and will take a part to themselves for their labours." The first part of Bassanio's prediction, which he might very well have hazarded from what he may have known of Elizabeth's character and disposition, and also from the fact that Mary was the next heir to the English throne, proved true. Bassanio was a zealous Protestant and a supporter of the Regent Moray. He died in 1568. His principal work is a Treatise or Discourse on Astronomy, written in French, which was translated into Latin by John Tournesius (M. de Tournois), and published at Geneva in 1599. He wrote four other treatises. Although well versed for his time in what are called the exact sciences, Bassanio, or, as his name is sometimes spelt, Bassan, had received no part of a classical education. Vossius observes, that his Astronomical Discourse was written in very bad French, and that the author knew "neither Greek nor Latin, but only Scots." Bassanio's Planetary System was that of Ptolemy.

Bat: There is an Oriental belief that the bat is specially adapted to occult uses. In the Tyrol it is believed that the man who wears the front eye of a bat may become invisible, and in Hesse he who wears the heart of a bat bound to his arm with red thread will always be lucky at cards. (See Chagrin.)

Bataille, Dr.: Author of Le Diable au XIX. Siècle. Under the pseudonym of Dr. Hecks he purports to have witnessed the secret rites and orgies of many diabolic societies, but a merely perfunctory examination of his work is sufficient to brand it as wholly an effort of the imagination.

Bathy, also called Marthin, a duke of the Infernal Regions. He has the appearance of a robust man, says Wierius, but his body ends in a serpent's tail. He besides a steed of livid colour. He is well versed in the virtues of herbs and precious stones. He is able to transport men from one place to another with wondrous speed. Thirty legions obey his behests.

Baton, the Devil's: There is preserved in the marche d'Andenes, Toulentino, a bison which is said that the devil used.

Battle of Loquifer, The: A tale incorporated in the Charlemagne saga, supposed to have been written about the twelfth century. Its hero is Renouart, the giant brother-in-law of William of Orange, and the events take place on the sea. Renouart and his barons are on the shore at Porpaillart, when a Saracen fleet is seen. He is persuaded to enter one of the ships, which immediately sets sail; and he is told by Isembert, a hideous monster, that the Saracens mean to flay him alive. Renouart, armed only with a huge bar of wood, kills this creature, and makes the Saracens let him go, while they return to their own country. It is arranged that Renouart will fight one Loquifer, a fairy giant and leader of the Saracens; and on the issue of this combat the war will depend. They meet on an island near Porpaillart. Loquifer is in possession of a magical balm, which heals all his wounds immediately, and is concealed in his club; but Renouart, who is assisted by angels, at length succeeds in depriving Loquifer of his club, so that his strength departs. Renouart slays him, and the devil carries off his soul. The romance goes on to tell of a duel between William of Orange and Desarme, Renouart's father, in which the latter is slain. Renouart is comforted by fairies, who bear him to Avalon where he has many adventures. He is finally wrecked, but is rescued by mermaids, and awakes to find himself on the sands at Porpaillart, from which spot he had been carried off to Avalon.

Baum, George: who Latinized his name into Agricola, was born in the province of Misnia, in 1496. An able and industrious man, he acquired a considerable knowledge of the principles of medicine, which led him, as it led his contemporaries, to search for the elisir vita and the Philosopher's Stone. A treatise on the following subjects, which he published at Cologne in 1531, secured him the favour of Duke Maurice of Saxony, who appointed him the superintendent of his silver-mines at Chemnitz. In this post he obtained a practical acquaintance with the properties of metals which dissipated his wild notions of their possible transmutation into gold; but if he abandoned one superstition he adopted another, and from the legends of the miners imbibed a belief in the existence of good and evil spirits in the bowels of the earth, and in the creation of explosive gases and fire-damp by the malicious agency of the latter. Baum died in 1555.

Baye: Daughter of the wizard Calatin. She figures in the famous Irish legend The Cattle Raid of Quegny. By taking the form of one of Niarm's handmaids she succeeded in enticing her away from Cuchulain, and led her forth to wander in the woods.

Baymen: The grimoire of Pope Honorius gives this name that of a powerful demon whom it addresses as monarch of the western regions. To him the following invocation is addressed: "O King Baymen, most mighty, who reignest towards the western parts, I call upon thee and invoke thy name in the name of the Divinity. I command thee in the name of the Most High to present thyself before this circle, thee and the other spirits who are thy subjects, in the name of Passiel and Rosas, for the purpose of relating to all that which I demand of thee. If thou dost not come I will torment thee with a sword of heavenly fire. I will augment thy pains and burn thee. Obey, O King Baymen!"

Beaumont, Bells: In February, 1834, a mysterious outbreak of bell-ringing was heard at the residence of Major Moor, F.R.S., near Woodbridge, Suffolk. From the 2nd of February to the 27th of March the bells of the house rang at frequent intervals, and without any visible agency. The Major meanwhile took careful note of the condition of the atmosphere, state of the wires, and any physical cause which might affect the bells, but, as Mr. Podmore justly points out, he omitted to take precautions against trickery in his own household, and has not even left on record the names of its members, or any facts concerning them.

Beans: A forbidden article of diet. The consumption of beans was prohibited by Pythagoras and Plato to those who desire veracious dreams, as they tend to inflame; and for the purpose of truthful dreaming, the animal nature must be made to lie quiet. Cicero, however, laughs at this discipline, asking if it be the stomach and not the mind with which one dreams?

Bearded Demon: The demon who teaches the secret of the Philosophers' Stone. He is but little known. The daemon barbus is not to be confused with Barbatus, a great and powerful demon who is a duke in Hades, though not a philosopher; nor with Barbas, who is interested in mechanics. It is said that the bearded demon is so called on account of his remarkable beard.

Beaumont, John: Author of a Treatise on Spirits, Apparitions, etc., published in 1705. He is described as "a man of hypochondriacal disposition, with a considerable degree of reading, but with a strong bias to credulity." Labours under this affection, he saw hundreds of
 imaginary men and women about him, though, as he adds, he never saw anything in the night-time, unless by fire or candlelight, or in the moonshine. "I had two spirits," he says, "who constantly attended on, my bed and chamber, for above three months together, who called each other by their names; and several spirits would call at my chamber door, and ask whether such spirits lived there, and they would answer they did. As for the other spirits that attended me, I heard none of their names mentioned; only I asked one spirit, which came for some nights together, and rang a little bell in my ear, what his name was, who answered Ariel. The two spirits that constantly attended myself appeared both in women's habit, they being of a brown complexion, about three feet in stature; they had both black loose net-work gowns, tied with a black sash about the middle, and within the net-work appeared a gown of a golden colour, with somewhat of a healing stream of magnetism, as well as fragrant and harmonicons, and a large organ. Permission to use this celestial couch, so soothing to shattered nerves, was accorded only to those who sent a written application to its owner, including 50 stg. sterling.

**Besso It is maintained by certain demonologists that if a sorcerer attains a queen-bee before being captured, she would be able to sustain her trial and torture without making a confession. In some parts of Brittany it is claimed that these insects are very sensitive to the fortunes and misfortunes of their master, and will not thrive unless he is careful to tie a piece of black cloth to the hive when a death occurs in the family, and a piece of red cloth when there is any occasion of rejoicing. Solomon writes that there are no bees in Ireland, and even if a little Irish earth be taken to another country, and spread about the hives, the bees will be forced to abandon the place, so fatal to them is the earth of Ireland. The same story is found in the Origines of Isodoro. "But we seek," says Lebrun, "the source of this calumny of Irish earth? No; for it is sufficient to say that it is a fable, and that many bees are to be found in Ireland."

**Bello Albert**: A Benedictine, born at Besançon in 1610. His principal work is a treaty on talismans and a dissertation upon astral figures, published at Paris in 1671, and again in 1709. He also wrote Sympathetic and Demonological Alchemy, an alchemical work, and Adventures of an Unknown Philosopher in the Search for and the Manufacture of the Philosopher's Stone. This latter work is divided into four books and speaks very clearly of the manner in which the stone is manufactured. (Paris, 1674)

**Bell, Dr.** (See Spiritualism.)

**Bell-Fleur, La** (See Antlebril.)

**Bellenden, Sir Lewis** (See Berdella.)

**Bell Paaro**: A secret society of Liberia, Africa, the cult of which consists in a description of brotherhood with departed spirits. Dapper, an early author, says of this society: "They have also another custom, which they call Bell Paaro, of which they say it is a death, a new birth, and an incorporation in the community of spirits or soul with whom the common folk associate in the bush, and help to eat the offerings prepared for the spirits." This description is far from clear, but it is obvious enough that those who join the society desire to be regarded as spiritualised, or as having died and having been brought to life again; and that their society is nothing more than a continuation of all those who have passed through this training in common.

**Bello, Jeanne**: A sorceress of the district of Labour, in France, who, in the reign of Henry IV., was indicted for sorcery at the age of 84 years. In answer to Pierre Delance...
Beloeolul: A white stone with a black pupil, said to render its bearer invisible in a field of battle.

Belomanor: Horseback to the Sons of Light or Men of the Sun, whose business it was to fight the powers of darkness until they themselves fell.

It is related in this legend how Beowulf fought the monster Grendel, and succeeded in defeating him—the giant escaping only by leaving his arm in Beowulf's grip. But Grendel's mother, a mer-woman, came to revenge him and slew many people. Beowulf, hearing of this, took up the quarrel, and diving to the bottom of the sea, where Grendel's mother lay, killed her after a fierce fight. Later on Beowulf was made regent of Gothland, and afterwards king, and he reigned for about forty years. He was poisoned by the fangs of a dragon during a mighty struggle, and died from the effects. He was buried on a hill named Hronessan, and was deeply mourned by his people.

Beranâ: A sorceress burnt at Maubec, in France, in 1577. She was confronted by a damsel whom she accused of sorcery, which the girl denied, whereas the beldame exclaimed, "Dost thou not remember how at the last dance at the Croix du Paté, thou didst carry a pot of poison?" The damsel at this confessed, and was burnt along with her accuser.

Bereshith: Universal Genesis, one of the two parts into which the Kabala was divided by the rabbins.

Bergard of Pisa: Alchemist. (1578? — 1664). Owing to his residing for many years at Pisa, this alchemist is commonly known by the appellation given above; but in reality he was not an Italian but a Frenchman, and his name was Claude Guillermes Bergard, or, as it is sometimes spelt, Beauregard. The date of his birth is uncertain, some authorities assigning it to 1578, and others placing it considerably later; but they are agreed in saying that he was appointed professor of natural philosophy at the University of Padua. This post he held until the year 1640, whereupon he was assigned an analogous position at Padua, and it was probably in the latter town that his death occurred in 1664. His most important contribution to scientific literature is Dubitationes in Dialogum Eaulitivi pro Terra immobile, a quarto published at Florence in 1632; but he was likewise author of Circulus Pisanus, issued at Udine in 1643, wherein he concerns himself chiefly with commenting on Aristotle's ideas on physics. Bergard's writings are virtually forgotten nowadays, but they are interesting as documents illustrating the progress of scientific knowledge throughout the seventeenth century.

Berkley, Old Woman of: (See England.)

Bermechobus: The supposed writings of St. Methodius of Olympus (martyred 311 A.D.) or the saint of the same name who was Patriarch of Constantinople and died in 846. The real name of the work is Beo-Methodius, a contraction for Beatus Methodioe, which was misprinted "Bermechobus." The work is of the nature of a prophetic Apocalypse, and foretells the history of the world. It was handed down by the Gnostics and was printed in the Liber Mirabilis (q.v.). There are no grounds, however, for the supposition that the work should be referred to either of the saints above mentioned. It recounts how Seth sought a new country in the east and came to the country of the initiates, and how the children of Cain instituted a system of black magic in India. The author identifies the Ishmaelites with those tribes who overthrew the Roman power, and tells of a powerful northern people whose reign will be over-turned by Anti-Christ. A universal kingdom will thereafter be founded, governed by a prince of French blood, after which a prolonged period of justice will supervene.
Bernheim: (See Hypnodism.)

Barthome du Liegn: called Champagnat, a sorcerer brought to trial at Montmorillon, in Poitou, in 1599. He confessed that his father had taken him to the Sabbath of the sorcerers in his youth, that he had promised the Devil his soul and his body, that his Satanic Majesty had shown him marks of his favour, and that he had even visited him in prison on the previous night. He further confessed having slain several persons and beasts with the magical powders given him by the Enemy of Mankind.

Bertrand, Alexandre—Histoire du Sommaublisme et du Magistralisme Animal en France: (See Hypnodism; Spiritualism.)

Beryl: Beryl, said to preserve wedded love, and to be a good medium for magical vision.

Besoar: (red.) A precious stone supposed to be possessed of magical properties, and found in the body of certain animals. At one time these stones would fetch ten times their weight in gold, being used as a remedy against poison and contagion; and for this purpose they were both taken internally, and worn round the neck. It is said that there are nine varieties of besor, differing greatly in composition, but they may be generally divided into those which consist mainly of mineral and those which consist of organic matter. A strange origin was assigned to this stone by some of the early naturalists. It is said that the oriental stag when oppressed feeds upon serpents, which renewed their youth. In order to counteract the poison which was absorbed into their system, they plunged into a running stream keeping their heads only above water. This caused a viscous fluid to be distilled from their eyes, which was inducled by the heat of the sun, and formed the besor.

Blaksha: (See India.)
Blirul: (See Paganism.)
Bible des Bohemians: (See Tarot.)
Bible of the Devil: This was without doubt a grimoire (q.v.) or some such work. But Delancre says that the Devil informed sorcerers that he possessed a bible consisting of sacred books, having a theology of its own, which was dilated upon by various professors. One great magician, continues Delancre, who was brought before the Parliament of Paris, avowed that there dwelt at Toledo sixty-three masters in the faculty of Magic who took for their text-book the Devil's Bible.

Bilholomane: A method of discovering whether or not a person was innocent of sorcery, by weighing him against the great Bible in the Church. If the person weighed less than the Bible, he was innocent. (See Witchcraft.)
Bifant: A little-known demon, chief of a legion who entered the body of one Dénias de la Caille (q.v.) and who was obliged to sign with his claws the proces verbal of exorcism.
Bifrans: A demon of monstrous guise who, according to Wierius, often took the form of a man well versed in Astrology and planetary influences. He excels in geometry, is acquainted with the virtues of herbs, precious stones and plants, and it is said that he is able to transport corpses from one place to another. He is also who lights the strange corpse-lights above the tombs of the dead. Twenty-six of the infernal regions obey his behests.

Bigda or Bigolla: A sorcerer of Tuscany who, it is said, composed a learned work on the nature of prophetications, especially those connected with thunder and lightning. The book is said to be irretrievably lost. It is thought that Bigode is the same as Bagoe (q.v.), a sibyl of Erithrea, but this is merely of the nature of surmise.

Binah: In the supreme triangle of the Kabala the three sides are reason, wisdom, and name; necessity, Chochmah; and liberty, Binah.

Biragues, Flamilo de: Author of an infernal-facetsious work entitled l'Enfer de la mère Cardine, which treats of the dreadful battle in Hell on the occasion of the marriage of Cerberus with Cardine (Paris, 1585 and 1597). It is a satire on the demonography of the times. Didot reprinted the work in 1793. The author was a nephew of a Chan
cn, who was an apologist of France, René de Biragues.

Birds: It is a common belief among savage tribes that the souls of the dead are conveyed to the land of the hereafter by birds. Among some West African peoples, for instance, a bird is bound to the body of the deceased and then sacrificed, so that it may carry the man's soul to the after-world. The Bagos also offer up a bird on the corpse of a deceased person for the same reason. The South Sea Islanders, again, bury their dead in coffins shaped like the bird which is to bear away their spirits, while the natives of Bornéo represent Tempon-Telons' Ship of the Dead (q.v.) as having the form of a bird. The Indian tribes of North-West America have rattles shaped like ravens, with a large face painted on the breast. The probable significance is that the raven is to carry the disembodied soul to the region of the sun.

Brog: A Druidess of Irish legendary origin. She it was who, by her magic, brought Kian and Ethilhinn together.

Blinaurk: Australian necromancers. (See Necromancy.)

Bissear, Jeannet: A sorceress of the district of Labour in France, who was transported to the witches' Sabbath by the Devil in the form of a goat. As a reward she was suspended in mid-air head downwards.

Blasdevère: The name of the were-wolf (q.v.) in Brittany. It is believed to be a human being, transformed by magic into a fearsome man-devouring beast, which roams about the woods, seeking whom it may slay.

Bltir: Otherwise, called Sytry, a great Prince of Hell, according to the demonographer Wierius. He appeared in the form of a leopard with the wings of a griffin. But when he adopted a human appearance for the nonce it was invariably one of great beauty. It is he who awakes lust in the human heart. Seventy legions obey his commands.

Blumun, in Magic: Blisunen was greatly used in magical practices. Images for the purpose of sympathetic magic were often made of this substance; and it was used in the ceremonies for the cleansing of houses in which any uncleanness had appeared—being spread on the floor like clay.

Black Earth: (See Philosopher's Stone.)

Black Hen, Fast of: In Hungary and the adjacent countries it is believed that whoever has been robbed and wishes to discover the thief must take a black hen and along with it fast strictly for nine Fridays. The thief will then either return the plunder or die. This is called "taking up a black fast" against anyone. A great deal of lore concerning black hens may be found in the works of Gubernatis and Friedrich.

Black Magic: Middle Ages. Black Magic as practised in medieval times may be defined as the use of supernatural knowledge for the purposes of evil, the invocation of diabolic and infernal powers that they may work the slaves and emissaries of man's will; in short, a perversion of legitimate mystic science. This art and its attendant practices can be traced from the time of the ancient Egyptians and Persians, from the Greeks and Hebrews to the period when it reached its apogee in the Middle Ages, thus forming an unbroken chain; for in medieval magic man found the conception of the popular rites of paganism—the ancient gods had become devils, their mysteries orgies, their worship sorcery.

Some historians have tried to trace the areas in Europe most affected by these devilish practices. Spain is said to have excelled all in infamy, to having plumbed the depths of the abyss. The south of France next became a hotbed of sorcery, whence it branched northwards to Paris and the
countries and islands beyond, southward to Italy, finally extending into the Tyrol and Germany.

In Black Magic human perversity found the means of ministering to its most terrible demands and the possible attainment of its darkest imaginings. To gain limitless power over god, demon and man; for personal aggrandizement and glorification; to cheat, trick and mock; to gratify base appetites; to aid religious bigotry and jealousies; to satisfy private and public enmities; to further political intrigue; to encompass disease, calamity and death—these were the ends and aims of Black Magic and its followers.

So widespread, so intense was the belief in the Powers of Evil that it may truly be said the Devil reigned supreme, if the strength and fervour of a universal fear be weighed against the weak and wavering manifestations of love and goodwill, peace and charity enjoined by religion in the worship of God.

Under the influence of this belief the world became to the mind and imagination of man a place of dread. At set of sun, at midnight, in twilight of dawn and eve, when the legions of evil were abroad on their mission of terror. A running stream, a lake, or thick forest, held each its horde of malevolent spirits lying in wait for the lonely wayfarer, while the churchyard close to the House of God, the place of the gallowes away from the habitation of man, the pestilential marsh, wilderness and mysterious cavern, the barren slopes and summits of mountains, were the dread meeting-places of the Devil and his myrmidons, the scenes of their infamous orgies, the temples of their black dogs rites.

And the night was troubled by evil and ominous winds blowing from the Netherworld, heavy with the beating of the innumerable wings of the birds of ill-omen presaging woe: the darkness was faintly lit by the flitting phosphorescent forms of septennial larvae, waiting to batten on the souls and bodies of man; of stryges infesting the tombs and desecrating the dead; of incubi and succubi surrounding the homes of the living to bring dishonour and madness to sleeping man and woman and begot monstrous and myriad life; of ravenous vampires in search of victims for their feast of blood. Moon and stars might illumine the darkness, but in their beams were spells and enchantments, in their raising and waving the inexorable workings of Fate, while against their light could be seen the dishevelled or naked forms of warlock and witch passing overhead to their diabolical Sabbaths. The familiar happenings and actions of life might be nothing but the machinations of sorcery—to eat and drink might be to swallow evil; to look upon beauty in any form, the sesame to malign influence; to laugh, but to echo infernal mockery and mirth.

In this fruitful soil of superstition and grotesque ignorance, Black Magic sowed and reaped its terrible harvest of evil, persecution, madness and death. Such a state of mind must, of necessity, have induced a weakness of will and imagination specially prone to the influence of hypnotic suggestion by a stronger will, and even more ready to fall an easy prey to self-hypnotism, which must have often been the result of such an atmosphere of foreboding and dread.

The simplest ailments or most revolting diseases, epilepsy and somnambulism, hysteria, and insanity, all these were traced to the power of Black Magic, caused through the conjurations of sorcery. It followed that curative medicine was also a branch of magic, not a rational science, the cures being nothing if not fantastic in the last degree—oils of love and abracadabra, amulets and talismans, precious stones, metals or weird medicaments rendered powerful by spells; philtres and enchanted drinks, the cure of epilepsy by buried peach blossoms, and though in the use of herbs and chemicals was laid the foundation of the curative science of to-day, it was more for their enchanted and symbolic significance that they were prescribed by the magicians.

History shows us that the followers of the Black Art swarmed everywhere. In this fraternity as in others there were grades, from the pretenders, charlatans and diviners of the common people, to the various secret societies and orders of initiates, amongst whom were kings and queens, and popes, dignitaries of church and state, where the knowledge and ritual were carefully cherished and preserved in manuscripts, some of which are extant at the present day, ancient grimoires (q.v.), variously termed the Black, the Red, the Great Grimoire, each full of weird rites, formulæ and conjurations, evocations of evil malefic and lust in the names of barbaric deities; charms and bewitchments clothed in incomprehensible jargon, and ceremonial processes for the fulfilment of imprecations of misfortune, calamity, sin and death.

The deity who was worshipped, whose powers were invoked in the practice of Black Magic, was the Source and Creator of Evil, Satan, Belial, the Devil, a direct descendent of the Egyptian Set, the Persian Ahriman, the Python of the Greeks, the Jewish Serpent, Baphomet of the Templars, the Goat-deity of the Witches' Sabbaths.

He was said to be the head and legs of a goat, and the breasts of a woman.

To his followers he was known by many names, among these being debased names of forgotten deities, also the Black One, the Black He-goat, the Black Raven, the He-goat, the Wolf and Snake, the Dragon, the Hell-bound, Hell-band, and Hell-bolt. His transformations were unlimited, as is indicated by many of his names: other favourite and familiar forms were a cat, a mouse, a toad, or a worm, or again, the human form, especially as a young and handsome man when on his amorous adventures. The signs by which he might be identified, though not invariably, were the cloven hoof, the goat's beard, cock's feathers, or ox's tail.

In all his grotesquity are embedded ancient mysteries and their symbols, the detritus of dead faiths and faded civilizations. The Greek Pan with the goat limbs masquerades as the Devil, also the goat as emblematic of fire and symbol of generation, and perhaps traces of the Jewish tradition where two goats were taken, one pure, the other impure, to the impure sacrifice in expiation of sin, the other, the impure burdened with sins by imprecation and driven into the wilderness, in short, the scapegoat. In the Hebrew Kabala, Satan's name is that of Jehovah reversed. He is not a devil, but the negation of theirs.

Beneath the Devil's sway were numberless hordes and legions of demons and spirits, ready and able to procure and work any and every evil or disaster the mind of man might conceive and desire. In one Grimoire it tells of nine orders of evil spirits, these being False Gods, Lying Spirits, Vessels of Iniquity, Revenge led by Asmodeus, Deluders by the Serpent, Turbulents by Merigum, Furies by Apollox, Calumniators by Astaroth, and Tempters by Mammon. These demons again are named separately, the meaning of each name indicating the possessor's capacity, such as destroyer, devastator, tumult, ravage, and so forth.

Again each earthly vice and calamity was personified by a demon, Moloch, who devours infants; Nisroch, god of hatred, despair, fatality; Astarte, Lilith and Astaroth, deities of debauchery and abortion; Adamalek, of murder, and Belial, of red anarchy.

According to the Grimoires, the rites and rules are multifarious, each demon demanding special invocation
and procedure. The ends that may be obtained by these means are sufficiently indicated in the headings of the chapters: To take possession of all kinds of treasure; to mock in opulence; to ruin possessions; to demolish buildings and strongholds; to cause armed men to appear; to excite every description of hatred, discord, failure and vengeance; to excite tempests; to excite love in a virgin, in a married person; to procure adulteries; to cause enchanted music and lascivious dances to appear; to learn all secrets from those of Venus to Mars; to render oneself invisible; to fly in the air and travel; to operate under water for twenty-four hours; to open every kind of lock without a key, without noise and thus gain entrance to prison, ladder or channel-house; to inoculate the walls of houses with plague and disease; to bind familiar spirits; to cause a dead body to revive; to transform one's self; to transform men into animals or animals into men.

These rites fell under the classification of divination, bewitchments and necromancy. The first named was carried out by magical readings of fire, smoke, water or blood; by letters of names, numbers, symbols, arrangements of dots; by lines of hand or finger-nails; by birds and their flight or their entrails; by dice or cards, rings or mirrors.

Bewitchments were carried out by means of nails, animals, toads or waxen figures and mostly to bring about suffering or death. In the first method nails were consecrated to evil by spells and invocations, then nailed above the imprint of the feet of the one who is destined for torment. The next was by selection of some animal supposed to resemble the intended victim and attaching to it some of his hair or garments. They gave it the name and then proceeded to torture it, in whole or part according to the end desired, by driving nails, red-hot pins and thorns into the body to the rhythm of muttered maledictions. For like purpose a fat toad was often selected, baptised, made to swallow a host, both consecrated and exorcised, tied with hairs of the victim upon which the sorcerer had previously spat, and finally buried at the threshold of the bewitched one's door, whence it issued as nightmare and vampire for his undoing.

The last and most favoured method was by the use of waxen images. Into the wax was mixed baptismal oil and ash of consecrated hosts, and the waxen image was fashioned into a figure resembling the one to be bewitched. It was then baptised, receiving the person's name in full; received the Sacraments, and next subjected to curses, torture by knives or fire; then finally stabbed to the heart. It was also possible to bewitch a person by insufflation, breathing upon them, and so causing a heaviness of their will and corresponding compliance to the sorcerer.

Necromancy (q.v.) was the raising of the dead by evocations and sacrilegious rites, for the customary purposes of evil. The scene of operation might be about pits filled with blood and resembling a shambles, in a darkened and suffocating room, in a churchyard or beneath swinging gibbets, and the number of ghosts so summoned and galvanised into life might be one of legion.

For whatever end, the procedure usually included profanation of Christian ritual, such as diabolical masses and administration of polluted sacraments to animals and reptiles; bloody sacrifices of animals, often of children; of orgiastic dances, generally of circular formation, such as that of the Witches' Sabbath in which undreamed-of evil and abominations, all distortions and monstrilities of reality and imagination took part, to end in a nightmare of obscene madness.

For paraphernalia and accessories the sorcerers scoured the world and the imagination and mind of man, bending all things, beautiful or horrible to their service. The different planets ruled over certain objects and states and invocations, for such were of great potency if delivered under their auspices. Mars favoured wars and strife, Venus love, Jupiter ambition and intrigue, Saturn malice and death.

Vestments and symbols proper to the occasion must be donned. The electric furs of the panther, lynx and cat added their quota of influence to the ceremonial. Colours also must be observed and suitable ornaments. For operations of vengeance the robe must be the hue of leaping flame, or rust and blood, with belt and bracelets of steel, and crown of rue and wormwood. Blue, Green and Rose were the colours for amorous incantations; whilst for the encompassing of death black must be worn, with belt of lead and wreath of cypress, amid loathsome incense of sulphur and assafetida.

Precious stones and metals also added their influence to the spells. Geometrical figures, stars, pentagrams, columns, triangles, were used; also herbs, such as belladonna and assafetida; flowers, honeysuckle, being the witches' ladder, the arum, deadly nightshade and black poppies; distillations and philtres composed of the virus of loathsome diseases, venom of reptiles, secretions of animals, poisonous sap and fungi and fruits, such as the fatal ma-chineel, pulsed flint, impure ashes and human blood. Amulets and talismans were made of the skins of criminals, wrought from the skulls of hanged men, or ornaments rite from corpses and thievish of especial virtue, or the pared nails of an executed thief.

To make themselves invisible the sorcerers used an unguent compounded from the incinerated bodies of new-born infants and mixed with the blood of night-birds. For personal preparation a fast of fifteen days was observed. When that was past, it was necessary to get drunk every five days, after sundown, on wine in which poppies and hemp had been steeped.

For the actual rites the light must be that of candles made from the fat of corpses and fashioned in the form of a cross; the bowls to be of skulls, those of parricides being of greatest virtue; the fires must be fed with cypress branches, with the wood of desecrated crucifixes and blood-stained gibbets; the magic fork fashioned of hazel or almond, severed at one blow; the ceremonial cloth to be woven from the hair of the one who is to be bewitched, and the mystic circle must be traced with the embers of a polluted cross. Another potent instrument of magic was the mandragore to be unearthed from beneath gallowes where corpses are suspended, by a dog tied to the plant. The dog is killed by a mortal blow after which its soul and body are put into the fantastic root, attracting also that of the hanged man.

The history of the Middle Ages is shot through with the shadows cast by this terrible belief in Black Magic. Machinations and counter-machinations in which church and state, rich and poor, learned and ignorant were alike involved; persecutions and prosecutions where the persecutor and judge often met the fate they dealt to the victim and condemned—a dreadful phantasmagoria and procession where we may find the haughty Templars, the blood-stained Gilles de Laval, the original of Bluebeard; Catherine de Medici and Marshals of France; popes, princes and priests. In literature also we find its trace, in weird legends and monstrous tales; in stories of spells and enchantments; in the tale of Dr. Faustus and his pact with the Devil, his pleasures and then penitent when his sorcery must needs pass down to Hell in forfeit; we may find its traces in learned verses and songs. Art, too, yields her testimony to the infernal influence in pictures, sculptures and carvings, decorating palace and cathedral; where we may find the Devil's likeness peeping out from carved screen and stall,
Black Mass: it is known from the confessions of witches that the devil also has mass said at his Sabbath. Pierre Anquetil, an apostate priest of the village of Fossas, in Limousine, was burned for having celebrated the mysteries of the Devil's mass. Instead of speaking the holy words of consecration the frequenters of the Sabbath said: "Beelzebub, Beelzebub, Beelzebub." The devil in the shape of a butterfly, flew round those who were celebrating the mass, and who ate a black host, which they were obliged to chew before swallowing.

Black Veil of the Ship of Theseus: (See Philosopher's Stone.)

Blackwell, Anna: The most prominent disciple of Allen Kardem in this country, and the ablest exponent of his views. Miss Blackwell herself had psychic experiences—she had seen visions, and spirit forms had appeared on her photographs.

Blake, William: (1757–1827) Poet, Mystic, Painter and Engraver, is one of the most curious and significant figures in the whole history of English literature, and a man who has likewise exerted a wide influence on the graphic arts. He was born in London on the 28th of November, 1757. It would seem that his parents and other relatives were humble folk, but little is known definitely about the family while their ancestry is a matter of discussion. Mr. W. B. Yeats, who is an ardent devotee of Blake, and has edited his writings, would have it that the poet was of Irish descent but though it is true that the name Blake is common in Ireland to this day, especially in Galway, Mr. Yeats's contention is not supported by much trustworthy evidence, and it is contradicted by Mr. Martin J. Blake in his genealogical work, Blake Family Records.

William manifested aesthetic predilections at a very early age, and his father and mother did not discourage him herein, but offered to place him in the studio of a painter. The young man demurred however, pointing out that the apprenticeship was a costly one, and saying generously that his numerous brothers and sisters should be considered, and that it was not fair that the family's exchequer should be impoverished on his behalf. Thereafter engraving was suggested to him as a profession, not just because it was less expensive than painting, but also as being more likely than the latter to yield a speedy financial return; and accepting this offer, Blake went at the age of fourteen to study under James Basire, an engraver whose plates are but little esteemed to-day, yet who entered a considerable reputation while alive, and was employed officially by the Society of Antiquaries. Previous to this a more noted manipulator of the burin, William Ryland, a protégé of George III, had been suggested as one who would probably give a capital training to the boy; but the latter, on being taken to Ryland, evinced a strong dislike for him, and refused stoutly to accept his teaching, declaring that the man looked as if he could have been hanged. And it is interesting to note that the future artist of the Prophetic Books was right, for only a few years later Ryland was convicted of forgery, and forfeited his life in consequence.

Blake worked under Basire for seven years, and during the greater part of his time the pupil was engaged mainly in doing drawings of Westminster Abbey, these being destined to illustrate a huge book then in progress, the Sepulchral Monuments of Richard Gough. It is said that Blake was chosen by his master to go and do these drawings not so much because he showed particular aptitude for draughtsmanship, as because he was eternally quarrelling with his fellow-apprentices: and one may well believe, indeed, that the young artist was convinced of his superiority to his confrères, and made enemies by falling to conceal this conviction. While at the Abbey, Blake asserted that he saw many visions. In 1778, he entered the Royal Academy School, then recently founded: and here he continued his studies under George Moser, a chaser and enameller who engraved the first great seal of George III. Yet it was not to Moser that the budding visionary really looked for instruction, he was far more interested in studying prints after the old masters, especially Michael Angelo and Raphael; and one day Rosa found him engaged thus, reproved him kindly but firmly, and told him he would be acting more wisely if he took Charles le Brun as his exemplar. He even hastened to show the pupil a volume of engravings after that painter, so redolent alway of the worst tendencies of le grand siècle; and, with this incident in mind, it may be assumed that Blake was deeply grateful when, a little later he had shaken off the futile shackles of the Royal Academy, and began to work on his own account. He had to work hard, however, for meanwhile his affections had been engaged by a young woman, Catherine Boucher, and funds were of course necessary ere it was possible for the pair to marry. But Blake slaved manfully with his burin, engraving illustrations for magazines and the like; and in 1782 he had his reward, his marriage being solemnized in that year. His wife's name indicates that she was of French origin, and it would be interesting to know if she was related to François Boucher, another great reproductive engraver of the French school, Desnoyers; but waiving these speculations, it is pleasant to recall that the marriage proved a singularly happy one, Blake's spouse clinging to him lovingly throughout all his troubles and privations, and ever showing a keen appreciation of his genius. As regards Catherine's appearance there still exists a small pencil-drawing by Blake, commonly supposed to be a portrait of his wife; and it shows a slim, graceful woman, just the type of woman predominating in Blake's other pictures; so it may be presumed that she frequently acted as his model, or—for Blake had no fondness for drawing from nature—that her appearance gradually crystallised itself in his brain, and thus transmuted in the bulk of his works.

After his marriage Blake took lodgings in Green Street, Leicester Fields; and feeling, no doubt, that engraving was not a poor staff for a married man to lean upon, he opened a print shop in Broad Street. He made many friends at this period, the most favoured among them being Flaxman, the sculptor; and the latter introduced him to Mr. Matthew, a clergyman of artistic tastes, who, having been keenly interested in the minor poems which Blake had already written, generously offered to defray the cost of printing them. The writer gladly accepted the offer...
and the result was a tiny volume, *Portfolio Sketches* by W. B. Thus encouraged, Blake gave up his print-selling business, while simultaneously he went to live in Poland Street, and soon after this removal he published his *Songs of Innocence*, the letterpress enriched by designs from his own hand. Nor was this the only remarkable thing about the book, for the whole thing was printed by the author himself, and by a new method of his own invention—a method which can scarcely be detailed here owing to lack of space, but which the reader will find described adequately in Mr. Arthur Hind's *monumental History of Engraving and Etching*. Blake lived in Poland Street for five years, and during this time he achieved and issued the *Book of Thol*, *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, and the first book of *The French Revolution*. In 1792 he removed to Hercules Buildings, Lambeth; and while staying there he was forced by dire poverty to do much commercial work, notably a series of illustrations to Young's *Night Thoughts*, yet he found leisure for original drawing and writing also, and to this period of his life belong the *Gates of Paradise* and *Songs of Experience*. In a while he tired of London however, and so he went to Felpham, near Bognor, in Sussex, taking a cottage there hard by where Aubrey Beardsley was to live at a later date, and here he composed *Millon, Jerusalem*, and a large part of the *Prophetic Books* while he made a new friend, William Hayley, who repeatedly aided him with handsome presents of money. The Sussex scenery, besides—afterwards to inspire Whistler and Congreve— appealed keenly to the poet, and in one of his lyrics he exclaimed:

"Away to sweet Felpham, for Heaven is there," while to Flaxman he wrote:

"Felpham is a sweet place for study, because it is more spiritual than London. Heaven opens here on all sides her golden gates; her windows are not obstructed by vapours, voices of celestial inhabitants are more distinctly heard, and their forms more distinctly seen, and my cottage is also a shadow of their houses."

Yet Blake tired of Sussex as he had tired of his former home, and in 1803 he returned to London, taking a house in South Bolton Street. Here again he endured much poverty, and was then forced to do commercial work to Virgil and also a series of designs for Blair's *Graves*; but later his financial horizon was brightened by help from John o'Kendall, the landscape painter, and shortly afterwards the artist did some of his finest things, for instance his *Spiritual Portraits*, and his drawings for *The Book of Job*, while after completing these he commenced illustrating the *Divine Comedy* of Dante. In 1821 he again changed his home but he now in Fountain Court, Strand, and here he continued to work at the Dante drawings; but only seven of them were ever published, for Blake's health was beginning to fail, his energies were slackening, and he died in 1827.

Sixteen years before his death Blake held a public exhibition of his drawings, engravings, illustrations and the like; and the affair was treated with haughty disdain, the only paper which saw fit to print a criticism being *The Examiner*, edited by Leigh Hunt. It is customary for Blake's idolators of to-day to attempt to heap scorn on those who thus expressed callousness towards his work, and to vituperate more particularly the many people among his contemporaries who showed him frank antagonism, but is not all this noisy blaming of his bygone enemies and critics unnecessarily severe? For it must be borne in mind that the artist came as a complete novelty, the mysticism permeating his pictures having value parallel in English painting prior to his advent. And it should be remembered, too, that Blake as a technician has many grave limitations; and limitations which must have been exasperating to people accustomed to the art of that amazing century which begot masters like Rama, Gainsborough and Romney, Watteau and Fragonard, De la Tour and Cledon, all of whom producing works eminently graceful and pre-eminently decorative. Now comparing him to any of these men, Blake's modelling appears sadly timid and amateurish, as witness his drawing of himself, or his copy of Laurence's portrait of Cowper; while passing to his draughtsmanship, this is frequently inaccurate, and nowhere embodies the fluency and charming rhythm reflected by nearly all the artists aforesaid. His colour again is often thin and tawdry; while as to his composition, he is admirable only on very rare occasions, the incontrovertible truth being that, in the bulk of his pictures, the different parts have little or no relation to one another. This is true especially of those of his works which include a vast assembly of figures, yet even in various others of simpler cast this lack of anything like arrangement is equally paramount, and to choose an example, one need only look at "The Door of Death" in *America*. This is two pictures rather than one, and the spectator's gaze wanders from side to side, fretted and bewildered.

It was injustice to Blake himself, to omit noting these technical flaws in his workmanship, yet it were less unjust, if not actually ridiculous, to write at any length contrasting him with the other masters of his century; for his outlook and intention were wholly different from theirs, and, lacking their charm and decorative value, he contradicts these men withal in divers respects. He is a prince among mystics, his finest drawings are flushed with weirdness and mystery, and he reincarnates visions and phantasies as no one else has done in line and colour, not even Rosetti. *For Blake contrived to remain a child throughout the whole of his life, and so, for him, dreams were an actuality, the things he saw in his trances were real and living, and he perpetuated all these things with just that obvious and definite symbolism which a child would naturally use. When he wants to express "Vain Desire" he draws a man trying to reach the stars with the aid of an enormous ladder; in the "Resurrection of the Dead" he delineates actual bodies soaring heavenwards, and when his topic is morning, he shows a nude form shining from the dusky mountain tops; while for *Blake* "The Door of Death" is an actual stone portal, and when illustrating the text in Job, "With dreams upon my bed Thou fearst me," he is not content to depict a sleeper with a frightened expression on his face, but draws all around the sleeper the imaginary horrors which tormented him—serpents, chains, and distorted human creatures. Now taking hundreds of such in all this sort of thing would yield nothing but the laughable, yet somehow Blake's drawings, even those which are weakest technically, invariably possess just that curious air of distinction which is the dominant characteristic of all truly great pictures. In fine, he expressed the outlook of a child with a sublime mastery never vouchsafed to children.

*If Blake* the draughtsman and illustrator was a fierce iconoclast, turning his back resolutely on the styles current in his time, most assuredly *Blake* the poet, enacted a kindred role, evincing a sublime contempt for the trammels of Augustanism, and thus making straight the way for Burns, for Wordsworth, and for the divine Shelley. Yet just as Burns was tinged slightly by the typical failings of the pastoral century, so also *Blake* would seem to have found it difficult originally to break his shackles: for occasionally one finds him employing expletives, and this suggests that at first he thought with his own, and his school that verse is futile unless precise; while some of his pictures of child life in *Songs of Innocence* are unduly pretty and idyllic, almost as idyllic as the scenes in Goldsmith's...
Blake: stormy, passionate, and grand in his works.

Dissolved Villages. Unlike Lowry and Mr. Kenneth Grahame, these exquisite adepts in the delineation of children, Blake shows only one side of child-life: for his children are nearly all out for a holiday, they are seldom vexed, or cross, or angry, and their eyes are hardly ever dim with tears. At least, however, they are prone to dream dreams and see visions: and it is significant that in one poem, the writer describes a child unto whom are revealed things hidden from his father's eyes:

"Father, O father! what do we here,
In this land of unbelief and fear?

Above the light of the morning star."

That verse and many others beside, charm at once by a fusion of complete naturalness with rare beauty: and the genius of Blake in his earlier poems is really this, that with the simple language of childhood, and out of the simple events of child-life, he makes a noble and enduring art—an art, charged as surely as his own drawings with an air of distinction.

Had Blake contented himself with writing his Poetical Sketches, his Songs of Innocence and the subsequent Songs of Experience, the charge of madness could not well have been levelled at him by his contemporaries. It was his later writings like The Book of Thel and the Prophetic Books which begot this imputation, for in these later poems the writer casts his mantle of simplicity to the winds, he sets himself to give literary form to visions, and he is so purely spiritual and ethereal, so far beyond the realm of normal human speech, that mysticism frequently devolves into crypto-mancy. His rhythm, too, is often so subtle that it hardly seems rhythm at all; yet even in his widest flights Blake is still the master. He still embalms that curious something which differentiates great art from the rank and file of aesthetic products. And if, as observed before, the colouring in many of his water-colour drawings is sadly thin and poor, the very reverse is true, and true abundantly of the poems written towards the close of his life. Glowing and gorgeous tones are omnipresent in these, they have the barbary pomp of Gautier's finest prose, the glitter and opulence of Berlioz' or Wagner's orchestration, nay the richness and splendour of a sunset among towering mountains.

No account of Blake would be complete without some account of the literature which has grown up around his name, a literature whereof many items are more than worthy of the topic they celebrate. The earliest systematic biography of him is the head of a large number of hagiographic works, 1863, a book, the more valuable inasmuch as it contains many reproductions of Blake's drawings, notably the whole of the Book of Job: and since Gilchrist's day the artist's life has been rewritten by Alfred I. Story, 1893, and by Edwin J. Ellis, 1907, while his letters have been collected and annotated by Frederick Tatham, 1906. Much interesting and important matter concerning Blake is contained in The Life and Letters of Samuel Palmer, by A. W. Palmer, 1892 in A Memoir of Edward Calvert by Samuel Calvert, 1893, and in The Life of John Linnell by A. T. Story, 1893, while as regards critical studies of the master, perhaps the best is Swinburne's eloquent tribute, 1866, and further works of note are those of Richard Garnett, Mr. Arthur Symons and M. Basil de Selincourt. The student should also consult Ideas of Good and Evil by W. B. Yeats, 1903, and The Rossetti Paper by W. M. Rossetti, 1903, while he will find it advisable to look also at an edition of the Job illustrations containing an able introduction by Mr. Laurence Binyon, 1906. To speak finally of editions of Blake's own writings there are of course numerous, but the only one which is really complete is that edited by W. G. B. M., 1906.
he discusses in the form of dialogue the theological opinions of Jews, Musalmans, and deists to the disadvantage of the Christian faith, and although he died a Catholic he professed in his time the tenets of Protestantism, Judaism, sorcery, atheism and deism. *The Demonolastia* was published in Paris, in 1581, and again under the title *De Filau des démons et des sorciers* at Wiirtz, in 1584. In its first and second books Bodin demonstrates that spirits have communication with mankind, and traces the various characteristics and forms which distinguish good spirits from evil. He unfolds the methods of diabolic prophecy and communication, and those of evocation of evil existences of pacts with the Devil, of journeys through the air to the sorcerers' Sabbath, of infernal ecstasies, of spells by which one may change himself into a werewolf, and of carnal communion with incubi and succubi. The third book speaks of the manner of preventing the work of sorcerers and obviating their charms and enchantments, and the fourth of the manner in which sorcerers may be known. He concludes his study by refuting the work of John Wier or Wierius (q.v.) who, he asserts, was in error in believing sorcerers to be fools and people of unsound mind, and states that the books of that author should be burned "for the honour of God."

Sir Walter Scott says: "Bodin, a lively Frenchman, explained the zeal of Wierius to protect the tribe of sorcerers from punishment by Gregorius, that he himself was a conjurer and the scholar of Cornelius Agrippa, and might therefore well desire to save the lives of those accused of the same league with Satan. Hence they threw on their antagonists the offensive names of witch-patrons and witch-advocates, as if it were impossible for any to hold the opinion of Naundius, Wierius, Scot, etc., without patronizing the devil and the witches against their brethren of mortality. Assaulted by such heavy charges, the philosophers themselves lost patience, and retorted abuse in their turn, calling Bodin, Delrio, and others who used their arguments, witch-advocates, and the like, as the affirming and defending the existence of the crime seemed to increase the number of witches, and assuredly augmented the list of executions. But for a certain time the preponderance of the argument lay on the side of the Demonologists."

**Boehme, Jakob** (1575-1624): German Mystic. The name of this illustrious mystic and philosopher, who has excited so wide and lasting an influence, is sometimes spelt *Beem* or *Bohm*, *Bachert* or *Bachmann*, while commonly still is the form used at the head of this article; but it is probable that *Jakob's name was really *Böhm*, for that spelling savours far more of bygone Germany than any of the multiform others do. Born in 1575 at Altzellenberg, in Upper Lusatia, the philosopher came of humble peasant stock, and accordingly his education consisted in a brief sojourn at the village school of Seidenberg, about a mile from his own home, while the greater part of his childhood was spent in tending his father's flocks on the grassy sides of a mountain, known as the Landekrone. This profession doubtless appealed to a boy of speculative and introspective temperament, but betimes it transpired that *Jakob* was not strong enough physically to make a good shepherd, and consequently he left home at the age of thirteen, going to seek his fortune at Görlitz, the nearest town of any size.

To this day Görlitz is famous for its shoemakers, while in *Boehme's* time it was a very centre and stronghold of the cobbling industry; so it was to a cobbler that the boy went first in search of employment, and very soon he had found what he wanted. Unfortunately, no records of his career offer little information concerning his early years, but apparently he prospered tolerably well, it being recorded that in 1590 he became a master-shoemaker, and that soon afterwards he was married to Katharina, daughter of Hans Kanthromann, a butcher. The young couple took a house near the bridge in Neis Voisad - their dwelling is still pointed out to the tourist - and some years later *Boehme* sought to improve his business by adding gloves to his stock in trade, a departure which sent him periodically to Prague to acquire consignments of the goods in question.

It is likely that *Boehme* began to write soon after becoming a master-cobbler, if not even at an earlier period, but it was not till he was approaching forty that his gifts became known and appreciated. About the year 1612, he composed a philosophical treatise, *Aurora, oder die Magier* und *dem Aufgang*, and, though this was not printed till much later, manuscript copies were passed from hand to hand, the result being that the writer soon found himself the centre of a local circle of thinkers and scholars, many of them people far above him in the social scale. These did not say that the cobbler should stick to his last, but realised that his intellect was an exceptionally keen one; and *Boehme* would no doubt have proceeded to publish his work but for an unfortunate occurrence, just that occurrence which has always been liable to harass the man of bold and original mind. In short, a charge of heresy was brought against him by the Lutheran Church; he was loudly denounced by the pulpit by Martin Seidenberg, pastor priori of Görlic, and anon, the town council, fearing to contend with the omnipotent ecclesiastical authorities, took possession of the original manuscript of *Boehme's* work, and made the unfortunate author desist from writing in the meantime. So far as can be ascertained, he obeyed instructions for a little while, perhaps fearing the persecution which would await him if he did otherwise, but by 1618 he was busy again, compiling polemical and expository treatises; while in 1622, he wrote certain short pieces on repentance, resignation, and the like. These last were the only things from his pen which were published in book form during his lifetime, and with his consent, nor were they of a nature likely to excite clerical hostility; but a little later *Boehme* circulated a less cautious theological work, *Der Weg zu Christus*, and this was the signal for a fresh outburst of persecution on the part of the church, Richter storming from his pulpit once again. The philosopher, however, contrived to go unscathed, and, during a brief sojourn at Dresden, he had the pleasure of hearing the laity giving him praise by some of his admirers, whose number was now greatly increased. But *Boehme* was not destined to survive this triumph long, for, struck down by fever at Dresden, he was carried with great difficulty to his home at Görlitz, and there he died in 1624, his wife being absent at the time.

*Boehme's* literary output divides itself easily and naturally into three distinct sections, and indeed he himself observed this, and drew up a sort of specification wherein he virtually indicated his successive aims. At first he was concerned simply with the study of the deity, and to this period belongs his *Aurora*; next he grew interested in the manifestation of the divine in the structure of the world and of man, a predilection which resulted in four great works, *Die Drei Principiun Gottliebs Wes Wesus*, *Vom Dreifachen Leben der Menschen, Von der Menschweidung Christi, und Von der Geburt und Besticlhnung Aller Wesu*; while finally, he devoted himself to advanced theological speculations and researches, the main outcome being his *Von Christi Testamenten* and his *Von der Chastenwolh: Mysterium Magnum*. Other notable works from his hand are his *Quellenkasten*, where he set forth his study of the three first properties of eternal nature, a treatise in which some of his ardent devotees have found Sir Adam
Newton's formula anticipated, and which certainly resembles Schelling's *Theognisca Naturae*. Alchemist or not himself, *Boehme's* writings demonstrate that he studied Paracelsus closely, while they also reflect the influence of Valentine Weigel, and of the earliest protestant mystic, Kaspar Schwenzfeld. Nor was it other than natural that the latter should appeal keenly to the philosopher of Görlietz, he too being essentially a stout Protestant, and having little or nothing in common with the mystics of other forms of Christianity. That is to say, he is seldom or never dogmatic, but always speculative, true Teuton that he was; while his writings disclose none of those religious ecstasies which fill the pages of Santa Theresa, and he never talks of holding converse with spirits or angels, or with bygone saints; he never refers to miracles worked on his behalf, practically the one exception being a passage where he tells how, when a shepherd boy on the Landakrone, he was vexed with a apparition of a pall of gold. At the same time, he seems to have felt a curious and constant intimacy with the invisible world, he appears to have had a strangely perspicacious vision of the *Urygrend*, as he calls it, which is being literally translated, primitive cause; and it was probably his gift in these particular ways, and the typically German clearness with which he sets down his ideas and convictions, which chiefly begot his vast and wide influence over subsequent people. Announced to the Count of Gorlitz, W. H., the latter half of the seventeenth century, his works were translated into a number of different languages, and found a place in the library of nearly every broadminded English theologian; while they proved a great and acknowledged source of inspiration to William Law, the author of *Christian Perfection* and *A Serious Call to a Devout Life*. Since then, various religious bodies, regarding *Boehme* as their high priest, have been founded in Great Britain and in Holland; while in America, too, the sect known as Philadelphia's own their dominant tenets to the mystic of Görlietz.

**W. S. B.-M.**

**Bogey:** Perhaps derived from the Slavonic *bog*, god. Other forms of the name of this ancient sprite, spectre or goblin are bug-a-boo, bogg (Yorkshire), boggart, bogel (Scotland), bogil, bo-guest, bar-guest, boll, boman, and bok. Boulbegar is probably a form of bu- and bogey allied to boll (Northern), an apparition.

**Boguè Henri:** Grand Justice of the district Saint Claude, in Burgundy, who died in 1679. He was the author of a work full of prurient and ferocious zeal against sorcerers. This book, published in 1668, was a sturdy protagonist of papal supremacy, and before he had been seated two years on the throne of St. Peter he quarreled seriously with Philippe le Bel, King of France, whom he excommunicated. This quarrel originated in the determination of the king to check in his own dominions the progress and insolence of the commencement of the seventeenth century, was latterly burnt because of the humanities which crowded its pages. It is entitled *Discours des sorciers*, with many instructions concerning how to judge sorcerers and their acts. It is, in short, a compilation of procedures, at the majority of which the author has himself presided, and which exhibit the most incredible absurdities and criminal credulity. In its pages we discover the proceedings against the unfortunate little Louise Mallet, who at the age of eight was possessed of eight demons, of Françoise Secretain, a sorceress, who had meetings with the said demons, and who had the Devil for her lover, and of the sorcerers Gros-Jacques and Willimoz. Claude Galliard and Roland Duvernol and many others figure in the dreadful role of the sanguinary author's dread judgments. *Boguè* details the horrible doings of the witches' Sabbath, how the sorcerers caused hell to fall of which they made a powder to be used as poison, how they used an unguent which carried them to the Sabbath, how a sorcerer was enabled to stay whom he would by means of a mere breath, and how, when tried as a judge they cannot shed tears. He further enlarges on the Devil's mark which was found on the skins of these unfortunate, of how all sorcerers and magicians possess the power of changing their forms into those of wolves, and how, for these offences they were burnt at the stake without sacrament, so that they were destroyed body and soul. The work terminates with instructions to judges of cases of sorcery, and is often known as the *Code des Sorciers*.

**Boh:** A magical word greatly used to frighten children. "Boo," a Greek word is synonymous with the Latin "Clamor," signifying our English "cry," and it is possible that the cry of the ox "boo" may have suggested this exclamation, as this sound would quite naturally be very terrifying to a young child. One also suspects some connection between this monosyllable and the "Bogle-boo" or "bogwy" of Welsh people. According to Warton, it was the name of a fierce Gothic general, whose name like those of other great conquerors was remembered as a word of terror.

**Bohmeus, Joan:** The author of a work entitled *Psychologie*, a treatise on spirits, published at Amsterdam in 1632. Of its author nothing is known.

**Bonamy:** (See *Balemanzy*.)

**Bonati:** A Florentine astrologer who flourished in the thirteenth century. He lived in a most original manner, and perfected the art of prediction. When the army of Martin IV, besieged Forli, a town of the Romagna, defended by the Count of Montferrat, Bonati decided that he would succeed in repulsing the enemy, but that he would be wounded in the fray. The event justified his prediction, and the Count who had taken with him the necessary materials to staunch his wound in case the prophecy came true, became a devout adherent of astrology. He became a Franciscan towards the close of his life, and died in 1300. His works were published by Jacobus Cauterus, under the title of Liber *Astronomicus*, at Augsburg, in 1491.

**Boniface VIII., Pope,** who gained an unenviable notoriety in Dante's *Inferno*, was born at Anagni, about 1230, and was elected Pope in 1294. He was a sturdy protagonist of papal supremacy, and before he had been seated two years on the throne of St. Peter he quarreled seriously with Philippe le Bel, King of France, whom he excommunicated. This quarrel originated in the determination of the king to check in his own dominions the progress and insolence of the church and the ambitious pretensions of the see of Rome. He was born at Anagni, about 1230, and was elected Pope in 1294, and there he accorded to the archbishop of Bordeaux, who had been elected to the papal chair under the title of *Clement V.*

It was understood that Clement was raised to the papacy
in a great measure by the king's influence, who is said to have stipulated as one of the conditions, that he should allow of the proceedings against Boniface, which were to make his memory infamous. Preparations were again made to carry on the trial of Boniface, but the king's necessities compelled him to seek other means of procuring the same result. At last, in 1312, Boniface was declared in the council of Vienne, innocent of all the offenses with which he had been charged.

If we may place any faith at all in the witnesses who were adduced against him, Boniface was at bottom a freethinker, who concealed under the miter the spirit of mockery which afterwards shone forth in his countryman Rabelais, and that in moments of relaxation, especially among those with whom he was familiar, he was in the habit of speaking in bold—even in cynical—language, of things which the church regarded as sacred. Persons were brought forward who deplored having heard expressions from the lips of the pope, which, if not invented or exaggerated, savour of infidelity, and even of atheism. Other persons deposed that it was commonly reported in Italy, that Boniface had communication with demons, to whom he offered his worship, whom he bound to his service by necromancy, and by whose agency he acted. They said further, that he had been heard to hold conversation with demons in the night; that he had a certain "idol," in which the "diabolical spirit? was enclosed; that he was in the habit of consulting; while others said he had a demon enclosed in a ring which he wore on his finger. The witnesses in general spoke of these reports only as things which they had heard; but one a friar, brother Bernardo de Sorano, deposed, that when Boniface was a cardinal, and held the office of notary to Nicholas III., he lay with the papal army before the castle of Furlano, and he (brother Bernardo) was sent to receive the surrender of the castle. He returned with the cardinal to Viterbo, where he was lodged in the palace. Late one night, as he and the cardinal's chamberlain were looking out of the window of the room he occupied, they saw Benedict of Gaeta (who was Boniface's name before he was made pope) enter a garden adjoining the palace, alone, and in a mysterious manner. He made a circle of the ground with salt, put the salt round the fire, and threw its blood in the fire, from which smoke immediately issued. Benedict then raised himself in the middle, having with him a cock, and a fire in an earthen pot (in quadiam olla terra). Having seated himself in the middle of the circle, he killed the cock and threw its blood in the fire, from which smoke immediately issued. He then recited a spell of one sentence in a certain manner; he made a circle of the ground with salt, and prayed to conjure demons. Presently he said to Bernardo, he knew there was nobody in the room with the cardinal, he had not heard him talking all night, but he could distinctly perceive a strange voice answering him.

Bonaventura, Pietro: A sorcerer of Poitou in the seventeenth century, who was arrested as he was on his way to the Devil's Sabbath. He confessed that on the first occasion he had been present at that unholy meeting he had been taken thither by his parents and dedicated to the Devil, to whom he had promised to leave his bones after death, but that he had not bargained to leave his immortal majesty his immortal soul. He admitted that he called Satan master, that the Enemy of Man had instructed him in magical acts, and that he, Bonaventura, had slain various persons through Satanic agency. In the end he was condemned to death. His brother Jean, accused of sorcery at the same time, prayed to the Devil for assistance, and was raised some four or five feet from the ground and dashed back thereon, his skin turning at the same time to a blue-black hue. He confessed that he had met at the Sabbath a young man through whom he had promised one of his fingers to Satan after his death. He also told how he had been transported through the air to the Sabbath how he had received powders to slay certain people whom he named, and for these crimes he received the punishment of death.

Bonaventura, Mauritius de: Father of the preceding also accused of sorcery, visited by experts who found upon his right shoulder a mark resembling a small rose, and when a long pin was thrust into this he displayed such signs of distress that it was judged that he must be a sorcerer; indeed, he confessed that he had espoused Berthomè de la Bedouche, who with her father and mother practised sorcery, and how he had gone to seek serpents and toads for the purposes of their sorceries. He said that the Sabbath was held four times yearly, at the feast of Saint John the Baptist, Christmas, Midsummer, and All Saints. He had slain seven persons by sorcery, and vowed that he had been a sorcerer since he was seven years of age. He met a like fate with his sons.

Book of Celestial Chivalry: Appeared in the middle of the sixteenth century. It is of Spanish origin; and treats of suppositions knightly adventures, in a semi-romantic, semi-mystical vein.

Book of Sacred Magic: (See Abraham the Jew.)

Book of Secrets: (See Kabala.)

Book of the Dead: An arbitrary title given to an Egyptian funereal work called pelt am hru, the proper translation of which is: "coming forth by day," or "manifested in the light." There are several versions or recensions of this work, namely those of Heliopolis, Thebes and Sais, these editions differing only inasmuch as they were edited by the colleges of priests founded at these centres. Many papyri of the work have been discovered, and passages from it have been inscribed upon the walls of tombs and pyramids, and on sarcophagi and mummy-wrappings. The work abounds in magical references, and it is its magical side alone which w. can consider here. The whole trend of the Book of the Dead is thaumaturgic, as its purpose is to guard the dead against the dangers which they have to face in reaching the other world. As in most mythologies, the dead Egyptian had to encounter malignant spirits, and was threatened by many dangers before reaching his haven of rest. He had also to undergo judgment by Osiris, and to justify himself before being permitted to enter the realms of bliss. This he imagined he could in great part accomplish by the recitation of various magical formulae, and spells, which would ward off the evil influences opposed to him. To this end every Egyptian of means had buried with him a papyrus of the Book of the Dead, in which was contained at least all the chapters necessary to his encounter with such formidable adversaries as Apophis (q.v.), the Egyptian Hades, and which would assist him in making replies during
his ceremony of justification. First amongst these spells were the "words of power." (See "Egypt"). The Egyptians believed that to discover the secret name of a god was to gain complete ascendance over him. Sympathetic magic was in vogue in Egyptian burial practice, for we find in Egyptian tombs of the better sort, paintings of tables laden with viands of several descriptions, the inscriptions attached to which convey the idea of boundless liberality. Inscriptions like the following are extremely common—"To the Ra or soul of 50-and-so, 5,000 loaves of bread, 500 geese, and 5,000 jugs of beer." Those dedications cost the generous donors little, as they merely had the objects named painted upon the wall of the tomb, imagining that their khs or astral counterparts would be estable and drinkable by the deceased. This of course is merely an extension of the neolithic savage conception that articles buried with a man had their astral counterparts and would be of use to him in another world.

Pictorial representation played a considerable part in the magical ritual of the Book of the Dead. One of the pleasures of the dead was to sail over Heaven in the boat of Ra, and to secure this for the deceased one must paint certain pictures and utter over them words of power. On this, Budge in his Egyptian Magic says: "On a piece of clean papyrus a boat is to be drawn with ink made of green asul mixed with asul water, and in it are to be figures of Isis, Thoth, Shu, and Khepera, and the deceased; when this has been done the papyrus must be fastened to the breast of the deceased, care being taken that it does not actually touch his body. Then shall his spirit enter into the boat of Ra each day, and the god Thoth shall take heed to him, and he shall sail about with him into any place that he wisheth. Elsewhere it is ordered that the boat of Ra be painted in a pure place, and in the bows is to be painted a figure of the deceased; but Ra was supposed to travel in one boat called Atet) until noon, and another (called Seket) until sunset, and provision had to be made for the deceased in both boats. How was this to be done? On one side of the picture of the boat a figure of the morning boat of Ra was to be drawn, and on the other a figure of the afternoon boat; thus the one picture was capable of becoming two boats. And, provided the proper offerings were made for the deceased on the birthday of Osiris, his soul would live forever, and he would not die a second time. According to the rubric to the chapter in which these directions are given, the text of it is as follows: "This spell is equally necessary in the conception of supplication is mingled with the idea of circumvention by sorcery in the most extraordinary manner.

Book of the Dead: (See Aviceanna and Jean de Monts."
Book of Thal: (See Blake.)
Borsaek: (See Magia.)
Bosraek: Mahomet's mare which he has put in Paradise.
She has a human face, and stretches at each step as far as the furthest night can reach.
Bosral Virtus: (See Fidd.)
Borri, Joseph-François: An alchemistical impostor of the seventeenth century, born at Milan, in 1627. In youth his conduct was so wayward that at last he was compelled to seek refuge in a church in dread of the vengeance of those whom he had wronged. However, he speedily cloaked his delinquencies under the cloak of imposture and hypocrisy, and he pretended that God had chosen him to reform mankind and to re-establish His reign below. He also claimed to be the champion of the Papal power against all heretics and Protestants, and wore a wondrous sword which he alleged Saint Michael had presented him with. He said that he had beheld in heaven a luminous palm-branch which was reserved for him. He held that the Virgin was divine in nature, that she had conceived
through inspiration, and that she was equal to her Son, with
Whom she was present in the Eucharist, that the Holy
Spirit was incarnate in her, that the second and third
Persons of the Trinity were inferior to the Father.
According to some writers Borrini proclaimed himself as the Holy
Spirit incarnate. He was arrested after the death of
Innocent X by order of the Inquisition, and on 3rd of
January, 1661, condemned to be burnt as a heretic. But
he succeeded in escaping to Germany where he received
much money from the Queen Christina to whom he claimed
that he could manufacture the Philosophers’ Stone. He
afterwards fled to Copenhagen, whence he wished to sail
to Turkey. But he was tracked to a small village hard
by and arrested along with a conspirator. He was sent
back to Rome, where he died in prison, August 10th, 1695.
He is the author of a work entitled, The Key of the Cabinet
of the Chevalier Borrini (Geneva, 1681) which is chiefly
concerned with elementary spirits, and it is this work which
the Abbé de Villars has given in an abridged form as the
Comte de Gabalis (q.v.).

Borroughs, George: (See America, U.S., et al.)

Bors, Bohor or Borri: One of King Arthur’s knights. He
was associated with Sir Galahad and Lancelot in their
search for the Holy Grail. He is the hero of many magical
adventures, one of which we relate. During the quest
for the Holy Grail, a damsel offers him her love, which
he refuses; and she, with twelve other damsel, thereupon
threatens to throw herself from a tower. Bors, though
of a kindly disposition, thinks they had better lose their
souls than he. They fall from the tower, Bors crosses
himself, and the whole vanishes, being a deception of the
devil. After the quest is ended Bors comes to Camelot; he relates
his adventures, which it is said were written down and
kept in the Abbey of Salisbury.

Borromesian: A method of divination by means of burning
the branches of vervain and brier, upon which were carved
the questions of the practitioner.

Bottle Imps: A class of German spirits, similar in many
ways to Familiars. The following is the prescription of
an old alchemist, given by the Bishop of Dromore in his
Relics of Ancient Poetry, for the purpose of securing one of
these fairies. First, take a broad square crystal or Vene-
tian glass, about three inches in breadth and length. Lay
it in the blood of a white hen on three Wednesdays or
three Fridays. Then wash it with holy water and
fumigate it. Then take three hazel sticks a year old;
take the bark off them; make them long enough to write
on them the name of the fairy or spirit whom you may desire
and frequency on each stick, which must be flat on
one side. Bury them under some hill haunted by fairies
on the Wednesday before you call her; and on the Friday
following dig them out, and call her at eight, or three, or
ten o’clock, which are good times for this purpose. In
order to do so successfully one must be pure, and face to-
ward the East. When you get her, tie her to the glass.

Bourru: A monkish apparition spoken of in many tales
as that of an imaginary phantom which appears to the
Parishans, walking the streets in the darkest hours of the
night, and glancing in at the windows of timid folk-
passing and re-passing a number of times. Nurses are
wont to frighten their small charges with the Monk Bourru.
The origin of the specio is unknown.

Bovillo (or Bovillius), Charles de: A Picard who died about
1553. He desired to establish in his work De sensu the
opinion, anciently held, that the world is an animal—an
idea also imagined by Felix Nogaret. Others works by
Bovillo are his Lettres, his Life of Raymond Lully, his
Tractatus de diversa nomina, and his Trois Dialogues sur l’Im-
mortalité de l’Âme, la Résurrection, et la Fin du Monde.

Boz, Magiel: (See Magiel.)

Boxhorn, Mark Querinus: A celebrated Dutch critic, born
at Bergen-op-Zoom, in 1612. His Treatise on Dreams
(Leyden, 1639) is of great rarity.

Braessens, Jean: A canon and alchemist of Brescia, who
flourished in the seventeenth century. He gave much
study to the hermetic philosophy, and commented upon
the work of Goer. His most curious work is The Tree
of Life a dissertation upon the uses of the Philosophers’
Stone in medicine. (Rome, 1542.)

Bradlaugh, Charles: A prominent member of the Committee
of the London Dialectical Society, appointed in 1869 to
investigate the alleged phenomena of spiritualism. He
and Dr. Edmunds were among those who served on sub-
committee No. 5, which held sessions in London, at which
the phenomena were not at all satisfactory. The two
investigators named therefore signed a minority report,
containing a careful and critical treatment of the
evidence.

Bradaini, Mark Antony: An alchemist of Venice, beheaded
in 1545, because he boasted that he had made some gold
from a recipe which he had received from a demon.
He was tried at Munich, by order of Duke William II.
Two black dogs which accompanied him were also arrested,
charged with being familiar, and duly tried. They were
shot with an arsenic in the public square.

Brah, The: Coinneach Odhar (Kenneth Orr). Although
Coinneach Odhar is still spoken of and believed in
as a seer throughout the Highlands, and especially in the
county of Ross and Cromarty, his reputation is of
comparatively recent growth. The first literary referen-
to him was made by Hugh Miller in his Scenes and Legends
of the North of Scotland (1835). About half a century
after a collection of the Seer’s predictions was published
by the late Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, Inverness, the author
of several clan histories. Many of these alleged foretellings
are of a trivial character. The most important prophecies
attributed to Coinneach (Kenneth) are those which refer
to the house of Seaforth Mackenzie. One, which is sup-
posed to have been uttered in the middle of the seven-
teenth century, foretold that the last of the Seaforths
would be dead. It was uttered at Brahan Castle, the chief
seat of the Seaforths, near Dingwall, after the seer
had been condemned to death by burning, by Lady Seafor-
those some offensive remark. He declared to her ladyship
that he would go to hell, but she would never reach
it. As a sign of this he declared that when he was burned
a raven and a dove would hasten towards his ashes. If
the dove was the first to arrive it would prove his hope
well founded. The same legend is attached to the
memory of Michael Scott—a rather auspicious fact.
According to tradition, Kenneth was burned on Chanonry
Point, near Fortrose. No record survives of this event.
The first authentic evidence regarding the alleged seer,
was unearthed by Mr. William M. Mackenzie, editor of
Barbour’s Bruce, who found among the Scottish Parlia-
mentary records of the sixteenth century an order, which
was sent to the Ross-shire authorities, to prosecute several
wizards, including Coinneach Odhar. This was many years
before there was a Seaforth. It is quite probable that
Kenneth was burned, but the legendary cause of the tale
must have been a "filling in" of late tradition. Kenneth’s
memory apparently had attached to it many floating
prohecies and sayings including those attributed to Thomas
and Michael Scott. The sayings of “True Thomas” were
hawked through the Highlands in Gaelic chap books, and
so strongly did the bard appeal to the imaginations of the
eighteenth century folks of Inverness, that they associate
him with the Fairies and Fingalians (Fianna) of the local
fairy mounds, Tom-a’s-hurich. A Gaelic saying runs:
"When the horn is blown, True Thomas will come forth."
Thomas took the place of Fingal ( Finn or Fionn) as chief of the "Seven Sleepers" in Tom-na-hurich, Inverness. At Cromarty, which was once destroyed by the sea, Thomas is alleged to have foretold that it would be thrice destroyed. Of course, the Rhymers was never in Cromarty and probably knew nothing about it. As he supplanted Fingal at Inverness, so at Cromarty he appears to have supplanted some other legendary individual. The only authentic historical fact which remains is that Coinneach Odhar was a notorious wizard, and of mature years, in the middle of the sixteenth century. Wizards were not necessarily seers. It is significant that no reference is made to Kenneth in the letters received by Pepys from Lord Reay, regarding second-sight in the seventeenth century, or in the account of Dr. Johnson's Highland tour, although the learned doctor investigated the problem sympathetically.

In the Scottish Highlands no higher compliment could be paid to the memory of any popular man than to attribute to him the gift of "second sight." Rev. John Morrison, minister of Petty, near Inverness, who was a bard, was one of the reputed seers of this order. Many of his "wonderful sayings" were collected long after his death. Rev. Dr. Kennedy, a Dingwall Free Church minister, and a man of strong personality and pronounced piety, is reputed to have had not only the "gift of prophecy" but also the "gift of healing." He was himself a believer in "second sight" and stated that his father was able to foretell events. In his *Days of the Fathers in Ross-shire* (1861), he makes reference to several individuals who were similarly "gifted" with what he believed to be a God-given power.

One of his seers was reputed to have foretold the "Disruption" of the Church of Scotland about sixteen years before the event took place. By this time the seers had acquired the piety of the people who believed in them. Even the notorious Kenneth, the *Brahan seer* a Pagan and a wizard, became glorified by doubtful tradition, like the notorious Michael Scott, one of his prototypes.

References to second sight in the Highlands are made in the following publications: Kirk's *Secret Commonwealth of Elves, Fauns and Fairies*; Martin's *Western Isles of Scotland*; Deuterosophia (Second Knowledge) or a Brief Discourse concerning Second Sight by Rev. John Frazer (Edinburgh, 1746); *Miscellanies* by John Aubrey, F.R.S (London, 1696). That there is sufficient evidence to justify the serious investigation of "second sight" phenomena in the Scottish Highlands, no doubt can remain. But that is no reason why the "Restless Kenneth" should have been supplanted by the seer, especially when it is found that Kenneth died before the Seafort branch of the Mackenzies came into existence. Whoever foretold the fall of that house, it was certainly not the "notorious wizard" of the Scottish Parliamentary records. No doubt, Kenneth made himself notorious by tyrannizing over a superstitious people in the sixteenth century, and was remembered on that account. During his lifetime he must have been credited with many happenings supposed to have been caused by his spells. After his death he gathered an undeserved reputation for prophecy and piety by the snowball process—a not unfamiliar happening in the past of the Scottish Highlands, where Sir William Wallace, St. Patrick, St. Bean, and others were reputed to have been giants who flung glaciated boulders from hill-top to hill-top across wide glens and over lochs of respectable dimensions.

Brahma Chari: (See India.)
Braid: (See Hypnotism.)
Breathings: The one of the methods of yoga practice. There are three varieties of breathing amongst yogas: (1) by quite emptying the lungs, and holding them as long as possible; (2) by filling the lungs as full as may be; and (3) by partly retaining whatever breath happens to be in them. It is thus possible to suppress thought, thereby saving up much vital force.

Bredla: French medium. (See France.)
Briah: In the Kabala, the third of the three stages of spirit prophecies, the three original ranks or classes. Men are called upon to proceed from the lower to the higher. In the *Apocalypse Briah* is represented as the feet of "the mighty angel with the face of the sun."

Brislet World: (See Kabala.)
Brislet surnamed "the Poisoned Tongue": an Ulster chieftain mentioned in the myth of Cuchulain, a mediæval Irish romance. It is said that upon one occasion he asked certain warriors to a feast, and started the question of which of them was the greatest. Conall, Laery, and Cuchulain, were selected, and a demon called "The Terrible" was requested to decide the point. He suggested whoever could cut off his, the Terrible's, head to-day, and allow his own head to be cut off on the morrow, would be the most courageous, and therefore most deserve the title of champion. Cuchulain succeeded in beheading the Terrible, who immediately picked up his head and vanished. The next day he reappeared in the usual form in order to cut off Cuchulain's head. On his placing his head on the block, the demon told him to rise, and acknowledged that he was champion of Ireland.

Bridge of Souls: The superstition that the souls of the dead sought the other world by means of a bridge is pretty widely disseminated. The Rev. S. Baring Gould in his *Book of Folklore* says: "As peoples became more civilised and thought more deeply of the mystery of death, they conceived of a place where the souls lived on, and being puzzled to account for the rainbow, came to the conclusion that it was a bridge by means of which spirits mounted to their abode above the clouds. The Milky Way was called variously the Road of the Gods or the Road of Souls. Among the Norsemen, after Odin had constructed his heavenly palace, aided by the dwarfs, he reared the bridge Bifrost, which men call the rainbow, by which it could be reached. It is of three colours: that in the middle is red, and is of fire, to consume any unworthy souls that have not performed their duty in this world. In connection with this idea of a bridge uniting heaven and earth, up which souls ascended, arose the custom of persons constructing bridges for the good souls of their kinsfolk. On runic grave-stones in Denmark and Sweden we find such inscriptions as these: 'The mother built the bridge for her only son.' 'Holdfast had the bridge constructed for Hame, his father, who lived in Viby.' 'Holdfast had the road made for Igil and for Ura, his dear wife.' At Sundbystein, in the Up lands, is an inscription showing that three brothers and sisters erected a bridge over a ford for their father.

The bridge as a means of passage for the soul from this earth to eternity must have been known also to the Ancients for in the cult of Demeter, the goddess of Death, at Eleusis, where her mysteries were gone on, in order to pass at once after death into Elysium, there was an order of Bridge priests; and the goddess bore the name of the Lady of the Bridge. In Rome also the priest was a bridge-builder pontifex, as he undertook the charge of souls. In Austria and parts of Germany it is still supposed that children's souls are led up the rainbow to heaven. Both in England and among the Chinese it is regarded as a sin to point with the finger at the bow. With us no trace of the idea that it is a Bridge of Souls remains. Probably this was thought to be a heathen belief and was accordingly forbidden, for children in the North of England
to this day when a rainbow appears, make a cross on the ground with a couple of twigs or straws, "to cross out the bow." The West Riding recipe for driving away a rainbow is: "Make a cross of two sticks and lay four pebbles on it, one at each end."

**Brig of Dread, The:** There is an old belief, alluded to by Sir Walter Scott, that if a man, in leaving the body, has to pass over the **Brig of Dread**, a bridge as narrow as a thread, crossing a great gulf. If the soul succeed in passing it he shall enter heaven, if he fall off he is lost.

**Brimstone:** Pliny says that houses were formerly hallowed against evil spirits by the use of Brimstone. She plays an important part in the annunciation of Galahad and the allurement of Lancelot.

**Brimstone,** a Dutch doctor and astrologer, died at Bruges in the tenth century. He had forms of initiation, and they wrote many works which were afterwards much studied by the Jews of Spain.

**Bromley:** John Mason; on prophecy by American medicine man. (See Divination.)

**Browne, Sir Thomas:** A learned English medical man who died in 1682 at an advanced age. Besides his famous *Religio Medici* and *Urna Burial*, he was chiefly celebrated for the manner in which he combated popular errors in a work entitled *Pseudodoxia Epidemica*, an essay on popular errors,—an examination of many circumstances in his time received as veritable facts, and which he proved to be false or doubtful. But frequently the learned author replaces one error by another, if on the whole his book is wonderfully accurate considering the date of its composition.

**Brothers of Purity:** An association of Arab philosophers founded at Bostra in the tenth century. They had forms of initiation, and they wrote many works which were afterwards much studied by the Jews of Spain.

**Brothers of the Trowel:** An esoteric society which sprang up in Florence towards the end of the fifteenth century, which was composed of eminent artists, sculptors and painters; and continued in existence for over four hundred years. Their patron was St. Andrew, whose festival was commemorated annually by ceremonies allied to the old Mysteries.

**Brothers of the Sword:** A native of London, but whose first championship of spiritualism was carried out in America. In 1878 he appeared with a group of spiritualists from the United States, and they wrote many works which were afterwards much studied by the Jews of Spain.

**Brothers of the Word:** A native of London, but whose first championship of spiritualism was carried out in America. In 1878 he appeared with a group of spiritualists from the United States, and they wrote many works which were afterwards much studied by the Jews of Spain.

**Brotherhood of the Word:** A Learned English medical man who died in 1682 at an advanced age. Besides his famous *Religio Medici* and *Urna Burial*, he was chiefly celebrated for the manner in which he combated popular errors in a work entitled *Pseudodoxia Epidemica*, an essay on popular errors,—an examination of many circumstances in his time received as veritable facts, and which he proved to be false or doubtful. But frequently the learned author replaces one error by another, if on the whole his book is wonderfully accurate considering the date of its composition.

**Brotherhood of the Word:** A Learned English medical man who died in 1682 at an advanced age. Besides his famous *Religio Medici* and *Urna Burial*, he was chiefly celebrated for the manner in which he combated popular errors in a work entitled *Pseudodoxia Epidemica*, an essay on popular errors,—an examination of many circumstances in his time received as veritable facts, and which he proved to be false or doubtful. But frequently the learned author replaces one error by another, if on the whole his book is wonderfully accurate considering the date of its composition.

**Brotherhood of the Word:** A Learned English medical man who died in 1682 at an advanced age. Besides his famous *Religio Medici* and *Urna Burial*, he was chiefly celebrated for the manner in which he combated popular errors in a work entitled *Pseudodoxia Epidemica*, an essay on popular errors,—an examination of many circumstances in his time received as veritable facts, and which he proved to be false or doubtful. But frequently the learned author replaces one error by another, if on the whole his book is wonderfully accurate considering the date of its composition.

**Brotherhood of the Word:** A Learned English medical man who died in 1682 at an advanced age. Besides his famous *Religio Medici* and *Urna Burial*, he was chiefly celebrated for the manner in which he combated popular errors in a work entitled *Pseudodoxia Epidemica*, an essay on popular errors,—an examination of many circumstances in his time received as veritable facts, and which he proved to be false or doubtful. But frequently the learned author replaces one error by another, if on the whole his book is wonderfully accurate considering the date of its composition.
knowledge of philosophy and of the virtues of medicinal herbs. He gives domestic felicity and health to the sick. He has charge over fifteen legions.

**Buguet**

A French photographer who came to London in 1874 and there produced spirit photographs with considerable skill. Many persons claimed to recognize their friends in the spirit pictures, and even after Buguet had been arrested, and had confessed that he had resorted to trickery, there were yet a number of persons who refused to believe that he was a fraud, and thought that he had been bribed to confess trickery of which he was innocent.

(See Spirit Photography.)

**Bun: a most powerful demon, and one of the Grand Dukes of the Infernal Regions.** His form is that of a man. He does not speak save by signs only. He removes corpses, haunts cemeteries, and marshals the demons around tombs and the places of the dead. He enriches and renders eloquent those who serve him. Thirty legions of the infernal army obey his call. The demons who own his sway called Bunis, are regarded by the Tartars as exceedingly evil. Their power is great and their number immense. But their sorcerers are ever in communication with these demons by means of whom they carry on their dark practices.

**Burgol, Pierre: A werewolf, burned at Besançon in 1591 with many other criminals.**

**Burial with Feet to the East:** It was formerly the custom among Christians to bury their dead with the feet towards the east and head towards the west. Various reasons are given for this practice, some authorities stating that the corpse was placed thus in preparation for the resurrection, when the dead will rise with their faces towards the east. Others think this mode of burial is practised in imitation of the posture of prayer.

**Burma:** A country east of India and south of China, and a province of British India, inhabited by an indigenous stock of Indo-Chinese type which originally migrated from Western China, at different periods, and which is now represented by three principal divisions, the Talaings, the Shan, and the Bama, or Burmese proper, although groups of several other allied races are found in the more remote portions of the country. The civilised part of the community, which, roughly speaking, is perhaps one half of the population, recognizes a religion the constituents of which are animism (q.v.) and Indian Brahmanic demonology, modified and so changed as to be Brahmanised in name but not in fact. This cult is steadily making progress in the less enlightened and outlying tribes. We have here to do only with that portion of the popular belief which deals with the more directly occult and with superstition, and we shall refrain from any description of Burmese religious proper which presents similar features to those cults from which it takes its origin, and which are fully described elsewhere.

The Burmese believe the soul immaterial and independent of the body, to which it is only bound by special attraction. It can quit and return to the body at will, but can also be captured and kept from returning to it. After death the soul hovers near the corpse as an invisible butterfly, known as tsepya. A witch or demon may capture the tsepya while it wanders during the hours of sleep, when sickness is sure to result. Offerings are made to the magician or devil to induce him to release the soul. The Kachins of the Northern Hills of Burma believe that persons having the evil eye possess two souls, the secondary soul being the cause of the malign influence.

**Belief in Spirits:**—Belief in spirits, mostly malign, is very general in Burma, and takes a prominent place in the religious belief of the people. The spirits of rain, wind and the heavenly bodies are in that condition of evolution which usually results in their becoming full-fledged deities, with whom placation gives place to worship. But the spirits of the forest are true demons with well-marked animistic characteristics. Thus the nat or steppa dwells in every tree or grove. His nature is usually malign, but occasionally we find him the tutelar or guardian of a village. In any case he possesses a shrine where he may be propitiated by gifts of food and drink. Several of these demoniac figures have almost achieved godhead, so widespread have their cults become, and Hnin Nat, Citon, and Wannoe Nat, may be invested as fiends of power. The dread of which has spread across extensive districts. The nats are probably of Indian origin, and although now quite animistic in character may at one time have been members of the Hindu pantheon. Many spirit families such as the Seikhaso, Ahakhaso, and Bomsasas, who inhabit various parts of the jungle trees, are of Indian origin. The fulfilment of every wish depends upon the nats or spirits, who are all powerful as far as man is concerned. They are innumerable. Every house has its complement, who swarm in its several rooms and take up their abode in its hearth, door-posts, verandas, and corners. The nats also inhabit or inspire wild beasts, and all misfortune is supposed to emanate from them. The Burmans believe that the more materialistic dead haunt the living with a malign purpose. The people have a great dread of their newly deceased ancestors, whom they imagine to haunt the vicinity of their dwellings for the purpose of ambushing them. No dead body may be carried to a cemetery except by the shortest route, even should this necessitate the cutting a hole in the wall of the house. The spirits of those who have died a violent death haunt the scene of their fatality. Like the ancient Mexicans (See Guipilin), the Burmans have a great dread of the ghosts of women who have died in childbirth. The Kachins believe such women to turn into vampires (ssewma) who are accompanied by their children when these die with them. The spirits of children are often supposed to inhabit the bodies of cats and dogs. The Burmans are extremely circumspect as to how they speak and act towards the inhabitants of the spirit-world, as they believe that disrespect or mockery will at once bring down upon them misfortune or disease. An infinite number of guardian spirits is included in the Burman demonological system, and these are employed as exorcists in a case of evil. Na, Chiton, and Nat, the souls of the dead, are of the infernal army and of the virtues of felicity and health to the dead. He has been bribed to confess trickery of which he was innocent.

(See Spirit Photography.)

**Bun:** According to Wierius a most powerful demon, and one of the Grand Dukes of the Infernal Regions. His form is that of a man. He does not speak save by signs only. He removes corpses, haunts cemeteries, and marshals the demons around tombs and the places of the dead. He enriches and renders eloquent those who serve him. Thirty legions of the infernal army obey his call. The demons who own his sway called Bunis, are regarded by the Tartars as exceedingly evil. Their power is great and their number immense. But their sorcerers are ever in communication with these demons by means of whom they carry on their dark practices.

**Burgol, Pierre:** A werewolf, burned at Besançon in 1591 with many other criminals.

**Burial with Feet to the East:** It was formerly the custom among Christians to bury their dead with the feet towards the east and head towards the west. Various reasons are given for this practice, some authorities stating that the corpse was placed thus in preparation for the resurrection, when the dead will rise with their faces towards the east. Others think this mode of burial is practised in imitation of the posture of prayer.

**Burma:** A country east of India and south of China, and a province of British India, inhabited by an indigenous stock of Indo-Chinese type which originally migrated from Western China, at different periods, and which is now represented by three principal divisions, the Talaings, the Shan, and the Bama, or Burmese proper, although groups of several other allied races are found in the more remote portions of the country. The civilised part of the community, which, roughly speaking, is perhaps one half of the population, recognizes a religion the constituents of which are animism (q.v.) and Indian Brahmanic demonology, modified and so changed as to be Brahmanised in name but not in fact. This cult is steadily making progress in the less enlightened and outlying tribes. We have here to do only with that portion of the popular belief which deals with the more directly occult and with superstition, and we shall refrain from any description of Burmese religious proper which presents similar features to those cults from which it takes its origin, and which are fully described elsewhere.

The Burmese believe the soul immaterial and independent of the body, to which it is only bound by special attraction. It can quit and return to the body at will, but can also be captured and kept from returning to it. After death the soul hovers near the corpse as an invisible butterfly, known as tsepya. A witch or demon may capture the tsepya while it wanders during the hours of sleep, when sickness is sure to result. Offerings are made to the magician or devil to induce him to release the soul. The Kachins of the Northern Hills of Burma believe that persons having the evil eye possess two souls, the secondary soul being the cause of the malign influence.

**Belief in Spirits:**—Belief in spirits, mostly malign, is very general in Burma, and takes a prominent place in the religious belief of the people. The spirits of rain, wind and the heavenly bodies are in that condition of evolution which usually results in their becoming full-fledged deities, with whom placation gives place to worship. But the spirits of the forest are true demons with well-marked animistic characteristics. Thus the nat or steppa dwells in every tree or grove. His nature is usually malign, but occasionally we find him the tutelar or guardian of a village. In any case he possesses a shrine where he may be propitiated by gifts of food and drink. Several of these demoniac figures have almost achieved godhead, so widespread have their cults become, and Hnin Nat, Citon, and Wannoe Nat, may be invested as fiends of power. The dread of which has spread across extensive districts. The nats are probably of Indian origin, and although now quite animistic in character may at one time have been members of the Hindu pantheon. Many spirit families such as the Seikhaso, Ahakhaso, and Bomsasas, who inhabit various parts of the jungle trees, are of Indian origin. The fulfilment of every wish depends upon the nats or spirits, who are all powerful as far as man is concerned. They are innumerable. Every house has its complement, who swarm in its several rooms and take up their abode in its hearth, door-posts, verandas, and corners. The nats also inhabit or inspire wild beasts, and all misfortune is supposed to emanate from them. The Burmans believe that the more materialistic dead haunt the living with a malign purpose. The people have a great dread of their newly deceased ancestors, whom they imagine to haunt the vicinity of their dwellings for the purpose of ambushing them. No dead body may be carried to a cemetery except by the shortest route, even should this necessitate the cutting a hole in the wall of the house. The spirits of those who have died a violent death haunt the scene of their fatality. Like the ancient Mexicans (See Guipilin), the Burmans have a great dread of the ghosts of women who have died in childbirth. The Kachins believe such women to turn into vampires (ssewma) who are accompanied by their children when these die with them. The spirits of children are often supposed to inhabit the bodies of cats and dogs. The Burmans are extremely circumspect as to how they speak and act towards the inhabitants of the spirit-world, as they believe that disrespect or mockery will at once bring down upon them misfortune or disease. An infinite number of guardian spirits is included in the Burman demonological system, and these are employed as exorcists in a case of evil. Na, Chiton, and Nat, the souls of the dead, are of the infernal army and of the virtues of felicity and health to the dead. He has been bribed to confess trickery of which he was innocent.

(See Spirit Photography.)

**Necromancy and Occult Medicine:**—Necromancy is of general occurrence among the Burmese. The walks or wizards are of two kinds, good and evil, and these are again each subdivided into four classes, according to the materials which they employ, as, for example, magic squares, mercury or iron. The native doctors profess to cure the diseases caused by witchcraft, and often specialise in various ailments. Besides being necromantic, medicine is largely astrological. There is said to be in Lower Burma a town of wizards at Talaingot on the Chindwin River, and many journey thence to have the effects of bewitchment neutralised by its chief. Sympathetic magic is employed to render an enemy sick. Indian and native alchemy and necromancy are exceedingly rigid. Noise is the universal method of exorcism, and in cases of illness the patient is often severely beaten, the idea being that the fiend which possesses him is the sufferer.


**Burma**

Mediums and Exorcists.—*The lumna or saisaw are magicians, diviners, or wise men and women who practise their arts in a private and not in a hierophantic capacity among the rural Burmans. The wise man physician who works in iron (than mees) is at the head of his profession, and sells amulets which guard the purchasers from injury. Female mediums profess to be the spouses of certain nats, and can only retain their supernatural connection with a certain spirit so long as they are wed to him. With the exorcists training is voluntary and even perfunctory. But with the mediums it is severe and prolonged. Among the civilised Burmans a much more exhaustive apprenticeship is demanded. Indeed a thorough and intricate knowledge of some departments of magical and astrological practice is necessary to recognition by the brotherhood, the entire art of which is medical-magical, consisting of the exorcism of evil spirits from human beings and animals. The methods employed are such as usually accompany sorcery among all semi-civilised peoples, that is, dancing, flagellation of the afflicted person, induction of ecstasy, obliteration to the fiend in possession, and noise.

Prophesy and Divination.—These are purely popular in Burma, and not hierophantic, and in some measure are controlled by the use of the *Dition*, an astrological book of Indian origin. The direction in which the blood of a sacrificed animal flows, the knots in torn leaves, the length of a split bamboo pole, and the whiteness or otherwise of a hard-boiled egg, are among methods used in divination. But by far the most important mode of divination in use in Burma is that by means of the bones of fowls. It is indeed universal as deciding all the difficulties of Burmese existence. Those wing or thigh bones in which the holes exhibit regularity are chosen. Pieces of bamboo are inserted into these holes, and the resulting slant of the stick defines the augury. If the stick slants outwards it decides in favour of the measure under test. If it slants inwards, the omen is unfavourable. Other methods of divination are by the entrails of animals and by the contents of blown eggs.

**Astrology.**—Burmese astrology derives both from Indian and Chinese sources, and powerfully affects the entire people. Every Burman is fully aware of his private astrologer, of the trend of his horoscope regarding the near future, and while active and enterprising on his lucky days, nothing will induce him to undertake any form of work should the day be *pyathadane* or ominous. The Bedinsaya, or astrologers proper, practise a fully developed Hindu astrology, but they are few in number, and are practically neglected by the rural soothsayers, who use the Chinese system known as *Hpyawan*, almost identical with the Taoist astrological tables of Chinese diviners. From this system are derived horoscopes, fortunes, happy marriages, and prognostications regarding business affairs. But in practice the system is often confounded with the Buddhist calendar and much confusion results. The Buddhist calendar is in popular use, whilst the *Hpyawan* is purely astrological. Therefore the Burman who is ignorant of the latter must perforce consult an astrologer who is able to collate the two regarding his lucky and unlucky days. The chief horoscopic influences are day of birth, day of the week, which is represented by the symbol of a certain animal, and the position of the dragon's mouth to the terminal syllables of the day-names.

**Magic.**—Burmese magic consists in the making of charms, the manufacture of occult medicine which will cause hallucination, second sight, the prophetic state, invisibility, or invulnerability. It is frequently "sympathetic." (See Magic) and overlaps into necromancy and astrology. It does not appear to be at all ceremonial, and is to a great extent unsophisticated, save where it has been influenced by Indian and Buddhist monks, who also draw on native sources to enlarge their own knowledge.

**LITERATURE.**—*Temple, The Thirty-seven Nats, 1906; Scott and Hardiman, Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States, 1900-1901; The Indian Antiquary, Vols. XVII.-XXXVI.; Fielding Hall, The Soul of a People.*

**Busardier:** An alchemist of whom few particulars are on record. He lived at Prague with a noble Courtier. Falling sick and feeling the approach of death, he sent a letter to his friend Richtausen, at Vienna, asking him to come and stay with him during his last moments. Richtausen set out at once but on arriving at Prague found that Busardier was dead. On inquiring if the adept had left anything behind him the steward of the nobleman with whom he had lived stated that only some powder had been left which the nobleman desired to preserve. Richtausen by some means got possession of the powder and took his departure. On discovering this the nobleman threatened to hang his steward if he did not recover the powder. The steward surmised that no one but Richtausen could have taken the powder, armed himself and set out in pursuit. Overtaking him on the road he at the point of the pistol, made Richtausen hand over the powder. Richtausen however contrived to abstract a considerable quantity.

Richtausen knowing the value of the powder presented himself to the Emperor Ferdinand, himself an alchemist, and gave him a quantity of the powder. The Emperor was assisted by his Mine Master, Count Russe, succeeded in converting three pounds of mercury into gold by means of one grain of the powder. The Emperor is said to have commemorated the event by having a medal struck bearing the effigy of Apollo with the caduceus of Mercury and an appropriate motto.

Richtausen was ennobled under the title of Baron Chaos. Mr. A. E. Waite in his *Lives of the Alchemists* states that "Among many transformations performed by the same powder was one by the Elector of Saxony, in 1651. He made projections with all the precautions possible to a learned and skilful philosopher. The powder enclosed in gum tragacanth to retain it effectually, was put into the wax of a taper, which was lighted, the wax being then placed at the bottom of a crucet. These preparations were undertaken by the Elector himself. He poured four ounces of quicksilver on the wax, and put the whole into a fire covered with charcoal above, below and around. Then they began blowing to the utmost, and in about half an hour on removing the coals, they saw that the melted gold was over red, the proper colour being green. The Baron said the matter was yet too high and it was necessary to put some silver into it. The Elector took some coins out of his pocket, put them into the melting pot, combined the liquefied silver with the matter in the crucet, and having poured out the whole when in perfect fusion into a lingot, he found after cooling, that it was very fine gold, but rather hard, which was attributed to the lingot. On again melting, it became exceedingly soft and the Master of the Mint declared to His Highness that it was more than twenty-four carats and that he had never seen so fine a quality of the precious metal."

**Butter, Witches**: The devil gives to the witches of Sweden cats which are called carriers, because they are sent by their mistresses to steal in the neighbourhood. The greedy animals on such occasions cannot forbear to satisfy their own appetites. Sometimes they eat to repletion and are obliged to disgorge their stolen meal. Their vomit is always found in kitchen gardens, is of a yellow colour, and is called witches' butter.

**Byron, Lord (See Haunted Houses.)**

**Byron, Sir John**: (See Haunted Houses.)
Casaeriuolos: According to Wierius (q.v.) Grand President of Hell, also known as Casamolar and Gleasy. He is figured in the shape of a god with the wings of a griffin. He is supposed to inspire knowledge of the liberal arts, and to incite homicides. It is this fiend who can render man invisible. He commands thirty-six legions.

Cabiri, or more properly Cabeli: A group of minor deities of Greek origin, of the nature and worship of whom very little is known. The name appears to be of Semitic origin, signifying the "great gods," and the Cabiri seem to have been connected in some manner with the sea, protecting sailors and vessels. The chief seats of their worship were Lemnos, Samothrace, Thessalia, and Beotia. They were originally only two in number—the elder identified with Dionysus, and the younger identified with Hermes, who was also known as Cadmus. Their worship was at an early date amalgamated with that of Demeter and Ceres, with the result that two sets of Cabiri came into being—Dionysus and Demeter, and Cadmus and Ceres. A Greek writer of the second century B.C. states that they were four in number—Axios, Axiosara, Axioneros, and Casmila, corresponding, he states, to Demeter, Persephone, Hades and Hermes. The Romans identified the Cabiri with the Penates. In Lemnos a festival of these deities was held annually and lasted nine days, during which all domestic fires were extinguished, and every house was provided with a fire brought from Delos. From this fact it has been judged that the Cabiri may have been volcanic demons; but this view has latterly been abandoned. It was in Samothracia that the cult of the Cabiri attained its widest significance, and in this island as early as the fifth century B.C. their mysteries were held with great splendour, and attracted almost universal attention. Initiation into these mysteries was regarded as a safeguard against misfortunes of all kinds, and persons of distinction exerted all their influence to become initiates. In 1882 interesting details as to the bacchanal cult of the Cabiri were obtained by the excavation of their temple near Thebes. Statues of a deity called Caberilo were found, attended by a boy cup-bearer. His attributes appear to be bacchic.

The Cabiri are mentioned as powerful magicians, and Herodotus and other writers speak of the Cabiri as sons of Vulcan. Cicero, however, regards them as the children of Proserpine; and Jupiter is often named as their father. Strabo, on the other hand, regards them as the mistresses of the sun, in connection with the twin Dioscuri or the three principal infernal deities, Pluto, Proserpine, and Mercury. It is more than likely that they were originally of Semitic or Egyptian origin—more probably the former; but we find a temple of Memphis consecrated to them in Egypt. It is not unlikely, as Herodotus supposes, that the cult is Pelasgian in origin, as it is known that the Pelasgians occupied the island of Samothrace, and established there certain mysteries, which they afterwards carried to Athens. There are also traditions that the worship of the Cabiri originally came from the Troad, a Semitic centre. Kenrick in his "Egypt before Herodotus" brings forward the following conclusions concerning the Cabiri:—

1. The existence of the worship of the Cabiri at Memphis under a pigmy form, and its connection with the worship of Vulcan. The coins of Thessalonia also establish this connection; those which bear the legend "Kabarios" having a figure with a hammer in hand, the pileus and apron of Vulcan, and sometimes an anvil near the feet.

2. The Cabiri belonged also to the Phenician theology. The proofs are drawn from the statements of Herodotus. Also the coins of Cosyra, a Phenician settlement, exhibit a dwarfish figure with the hammer and short apron, and sometimes a radiated head, apparently allusive to the element of fire, like the star of the Dioscuri.

3. The isle of Lemnos was another remarkable seat of the worship of the Cabiri and of Vulcan, as representing the element of fire. Mystic rites were celebrated here over which they presided, and the coins of the island exhibit the head of Vulcan, or a Cabirus, with the pileus, hammer and forceps. It was this connection with fire, metallurgy, and the most remarkable product of the art, weapons of war, which caused the Cabiri to be identified with the Gods of Etruria, the Ides of Crete, the Cabiria of Phrygia, and the Telchines of Rhodes. They were the same probably in Phenician origin, the same in mystical and orgiastic rites, but different in number, genealogy, and local circumstances, and by the mixture of other mythological traditions, according to the various countries in which their worship prevailed. The fable that one Cabirus had been killed by his brother or brothers was probably a moral mythus representing the result of the invention of armour, and analogous to the story of the mutual destruction of the men in brason armour, who sprang from the dragon's teeth sown by Cadmus and Jason. It is remarkable that the name of the first fratricide signifies a 'lance,' and in Arabic a 'smith.'

4. The worship of the Cabiri prevailed also in Imbros, near the entrance of the Hellespont, which makes it probable that the great gods in the neighbouring island of Samothrace were of the same origin. The Cabiri, Corybantes, and Cabiri appear to have represented air as well as fire. This island was inhabited by Pelasgi, who may have derived from the neighbouring country of Thrace and Phrygia, and with the old Pelasgic mysteries of Ceres. Hence the various explanations given of the Samothracian deities, and the number of them so different stated, some making them two, some four, some six; the latter agreeing with the number of early Egyptian gods mentioned by Herodotus. It is still probable that their original number was two, from their identification with the Dioscuri and Tyndarides, and from the number of the Patmics on the Cabiri vessels. The addition of Vulcan as their father or brother made them three, and a fourth may have been their mother Cabira.

5. The Samothracian divinities continued to be held in high veneration in late times, but are commonly spoken of as the Dioscuri, in connection with the twin Dioscuri or the three principal infernal deities, Pluto, Proserpine, and Mercury. It is more than likely that they were originally of Semitic or Egyptian origin—more probably the former; but we find a temple of Memphis consecrated to them in Egypt. It is not unlikely, as Herodotus supposes, that the cult is Pelasgian in origin, as it is known that the Pelasgians occupied the island of Samothrace, and established there certain mysteries, which they afterwards carried to Athens. There are also traditions that the worship of the Cabiri originally came from the Troad, a Semitic centre. Kenrick in his "Egypt before Herodotus" brings forward the following conclusions concerning the Cabiri:—

6. The Roman Penates have been identified with the Dioscuri, and Dionysus states that he had seen two figures of ancient workmanship, representing youths armed with spears, which, from an antique inscription on them, he knew to be meant for Penates. So, the 'Lares' of Etruria and Rome.

7. The worship of the Cabiri furnishes the key to the wanderings of Anchises, the foundation of Rome, and the War of Troy itself, as well as the Argonautic expedition. Samothrace and the Troad were so closely connected in this worship, that it is difficult to judge in which of the two it originated, and the gods of Lavinium, the supposed colony from Troy, were Samothracian. Also the Palladium, a pigmy image, was connected at once with Anchises and the Troad, with Rome, Vesta, and the Penates, and the religious belief and traditions of several towns in the south of Italy. Mr. Rickett also recognises a mythological personage in Anchises, whose attributes were derived from those of the Cabiri, and continues with some interesting
observations on the Homeric fables. He concludes that the essential part of the War of Troy originated in the desire to connect together and explain the traces of an ancient religion. 'It fine, he notes one other remarkable circumstance, that the Samothracian and Cabirian worship prevailed were people either by the Pelasgi, or by the Aiolians, who of all the tribes comprehended under the general name Hellenes, approach the most nearly in antiquity and language to the Pelasgi; 'We seem warranted, then, (our author observes), in two conclusions; first, that the Pelasgian tribes in Italy, Greece and Asia were united in times reaching high above the commencement of history, by community of religious ideas and rites, as well as letters, arts, and language; and, secondly, that large portions of what is called the heroic history of Greece, are nothing else than fictions devised to account for the traces of this affinity, when time and the ascendancy of other nations had destroyed the primitive connection, and rendered the cause of the similarity obscure. The original derivation of the Cabiric system from Phoenicia and Egypt is a less certain, though still highly probable conclusion.'

8. The name Cabiri has been very generally deduced from the Phoenician 'mighty,' and this etymology is in accordance with the fact that the gods of Samothrace were called 'Divi potentes!' Mr. Kenrick believes, however, that the Phoenicians used some other name which the Greeks translated 'Kabeiros, and that it denoted the two elements of fire and wind.'

Pococke in his India in Greece will have it that the Cabiri are the 'Khbyr,' or people of the 'Khyber,' or a Buddhist tribe—a totally unlikely origin for them.

In the Generations of Sanconiaton, the Cabiri are claimed for the Phoenicians, though we understand the whole mystically. The myth proceeds thus. Of the Wind and the Night were born two mortal men, Zen and Protogenus. The immediate descendants of these were, 'Genus' and 'Genea,' man and woman. To Genus were born three mortal children, Phos, Par, and Phlox, who discovered fire, and these again begat 'sons of vast bulk and height, whose names were given to the mountains in which they dwelt, Cassius, Libanus, Antilibanus, and Brathu. The issue of these giant men by their own mothers were Meinrumus, Hypsarius, and Usoos. Hypsarius inhabited Tyre; and Usoos becoming a huntsman, consecrated two pillars to fire and the wind, with the wild beasts that he captured. In times long subsequent to these, the race of Hypsarius gave being to Agreus and Halleus, inventors, it is said, of the arts of hunting and fishing. From these descended two brothers, one of whom was Chrysor or Corybantes, the most worshiped; in words, divinations; he also invented boats, and was the first that sailed. His brother first built walls with bricks, and their descendents in the second generation seem to have completed the invention of houses, by the addition of courts, porticoes, and crypts. They are called Aletmus and Titans, and in their time began husbandry and hunting with dogs. From the Titans descended Amyntus, a builder, and Magus, who taught men to construct villages and tend flocks; and of these two were begotten Misor (perhaps Mirmar), whose name signifies Well-fried; and Sydic, whose name denotes the just; these and the use of salt. We now come to the important point in this line of wonders. From Misor descended Taautus (Thoth, Athothis, or Hermes Trismegista), who invented letters; and from Sydic descended the Dioscuri, or Cabirii, or Corybantes or Samothracei. These, according to Sanconiaton, first built a complete ship, and others descended from them who discovered medicine and charms. All this dates prior to Babylon and the gods of Paganism, the elder of whom are next introduced in the 'Generations.' Finally, Sanconiaton settles Poseidon (Neptune) and the Cabiri at Erythus; but not till circumcision, the sacrifice of human beings, and the portrayal of the gods had been introduced. In recording this system, the Cabiri are called husbandmen and fishermen, which leads to the presumption that the people who worshipped those ancient gods were at length called by their name.

But little is known regarding the method of initiation:—"The candidate for initiation was crowned with a garland of olive, and wore a purple band round his loin. Thus attired, and prepared by secret ceremonies (probably mystic), he was seated on a throne brilliantly lighted, and the other initiates then danced round him in hieroglyphic measures. It may be imagined that solemnities of this nature would easily degenerate into orgies of the most immoral tendency, as the ancient faith and reverence for sacred things perished, and such was really the case. Still, the primitive institution was pure in form and beautiful in its mystic signification, which passed from one ritual to another, till its last glimmer expired in the freemasonry of a very recent period. The great idea represented was the passage through death to a higher life, and while the outward senses were held in the thrall of magnetism, it is probable that revelations, good or evil, were made to the candidate." It is extremely difficult to arrive at any scientific conclusion regarding the origin of the Cabiri, but, to summarise, they were probably of Semitic origin, arriving in Greece through Phoenician influence, and that they approximated in character to the gods with whom the Greeks identified them is extremely likely.

Good demons: Deities of inferior rank, one of whom it was believed by many was attached to each mortal from his birth as a constant companion, and were capable of giving impulses, and acting as a sort of messenger between the gods and men. The cacodaemons were of a hostile nature, as opposed to the agathodemons who were friendly. It is said that one of the cacodaemons who appeared to Cassius was a man of huge stature, and of a black hue. The belief in these daemons is probably traditional, and it is said that they are the rebellious angels who were expelled from heaven for their crimes. They tried, but in vain, to obtain a settlement in various parts of the universe; and their final abode is believed to be all the space between the earth and the stars. They abides, hated by all the elements, and finding their pleasure in revenge and injury. Their king was called Hades by the Greeks, Typhon by the Egyptians, and Ahrimanes by the Persians, and Chaldians.

Goodman: The name given by the ancients to an evil spirit. He changed his shape so frequently that no one could tell what guise he most generally appeared to man. Each person was also supposed to have a good and bad genius, the evil being the cacodemon. The astrologers also called the twelfth house of the sun, which is regarded as evil, that of cacodemons.

Costomile: A marvellous stone, said to possess occult properties, which was known to the ancients, and which was probably the cornelian. Any one wearing it was supposed to be assured of victory in battle.

Castr : The daughter of Ethal Anubal, Prince of the Danans of Connaught, and mentioned in Irish myths. It was said that she lived year about in the form of a maiden and of a swan. She was beloved by Angus Og, who also found himself transformed into a swan; and all who heard the rapturous song of the swan-lovers were plunged into a deep sleep, lasting for three days and nights.

Cestulum (See Lithomane.)
At midnight they sought the field where it was supposed the treasure was hid. Cagliostro proceeded with his incantations and Marano, terrified at their dreadful nature, fell prostrate on his face, in which position he was unmercifully belaboured by a number of scoundrels whom Cagliostro had collected for that purpose. Palermo rang with the affair, but Cagliostro managed to escape to Messina, where he adopted the title of "Count." It was in this town that he first met with the mysterious Althotus. He was walking one day in the vicinity of the harbour when he encountered a person of singular dress and countenance. This man, apparently about fifty years of age, was dressed as an oriental, with caftan and robes, and was accompanied by an Albanian greyhound. Attracted by his appearance Cagliostro saluted him, and after some conversation the stranger offered to tell the pseudo-author of the story of his past, and to reveal what was actually passing in his mind at that moment. Cagliostro was interested and made arrangements for visiting the stranger, who pointed out to him the house in which he resided, requesting him to call a little before midnight, and to rap twice on the knocker, then three times more slowly, when he would be admitted. At the time appointed Cagliostro duly appeared and was conducted along a narrow passage lit by a single lamp in a niche of the wall. At the end of this was a spacious apartment illuminated by wax candles, and furnished with everything necessary about the practice of alchemy. Althotus expressed himself as a believer in the mutability of physical law rather than of magic, which he regarded as a science having fixed laws discoverable and reducible to reason. He proposed to depart for Egypt, and to carry Cagliostro thither with him—a proposal which the latter joyfully accepted. Althotus acquainted him with the fact that he possessed no funds, and upon Cagliostro’s expressing some annoyance at this circumstance laughed at him, telling him that it was an easy matter for him to make himself rich to sustain himself on this voyage. Authorities differ greatly regarding the personality of Althotus; but we will leave this part of the Cagliostro mystery for the moment.

Embarking upon a Genoese ship—they duly came to Alexandria where Althotus told his comrades that he was absolutely ignorant regarding his birth and parentage, and said that he was much older than he appeared to be, but that he was in possession of certain secrets for the preservation of strength and health. "Nothing," he said, "astonishes me; nothing governments can do to prevent; and I trust to reach in peace the term of my protracted existence." His early years had been passed near Tunis on the coast of Barbary, where he had been the slave of a wealthy Mussulman pirate. At twelve years of age he spoke Arabic fluently, studied botany, and read the Koran to his master, who died when Althotus was sixteen. Althotus now found himself free, and master of a very considerable sum which had been bequeathed him by his late owner.

Accompanied by Cagliostro he penetrated into Africa and the heart of Egypt, visiting the Pyramids, making the acquaintance of the priests of different temples, and receiving from them much hidden knowledge. (The slightest acquaintance with Egyptian history would have saved the author of this statement from making such an absurd anachronism.) Following upon their Egyptian tour, however, they visited the principal kingdoms of Africa and Asia, and they are subsequently discovered at Rhodes pursuing alchemical operations. At Malta they assisted the Grand-master Pinto, who was infatuated with alchemical experiments and from that moment Althotus completely disappears—the memoir of Cagliostro merely stating that during their residence in Malta he passed away.
Cagliostro

Cagliostro on the death of his comrade repaired to Naples. He was in funds, for Pinto had well provided him before he left Malta. In Naples he met with a Sicilian prince, who conceived a strong predilection for his society, and invited him to his castle near Palermo. This was dangerous ground but Cagliostro was nothing if not courageous, and besides he was curious to revisit the haunts of his youth. He had not been long in Palermo when one day he travelled to Messina where he encountered by chance one of his confederates in the affair of Marano the goldsmith. This man warned him strongly not to enter the town of Palermo, and finally persuaded him to return to Naples to open a gambling-house for the plucking of wealthy foreigners. This scheme the pair carried out, but the Neapolitan authorities regarded them with such grave suspicion that they betook themselves to the Papal States. Here they parted company, and regarding this time the alleged memoir of Cagliostro is not very clear. It however leads us to believe that the so-called Count had no lack of dupes, and from this obscurity he emerges at Rome where we find him established as an empiric,retailing specifics for all the diseases that flesh is heir to. Money flowed in upon him, and he lived in considerable luxury.

It was at this time that he met the young and beautiful Lorenza Feliciani, to whom he proposed marriage; her father dazzled by Cagliostro's apparent wealth and importance consented, and the marriage took place with some ceremony. All biographers of Cagliostro agree in stating that Lorenza was a honest, good woman, homely, devoted and modest. The most dreadful accusations have been made concerning the manner in which Cagliostro treated his wife, and it has been alleged that he thoroughly ruined her character and corrupted her mind. But we shall discover later that this account has been coloured by the unscrupulous imagination of the Jesuitical writers of the Roman Inquisition. All biographers agree that Cagliostro hastened his wife's ruin, but it is difficult to know how they came by their data; and in any case they disagree substantially in their details. Cagliostro's residence now became the resort of card-sharers and other undesirables, and it is said that he himself assumed the title and uniform of a Prussian colonel; but he and his confederates quarrelled and with his wife he was forced to quit Rome with a so-called Marquis D'Agràta. They took the road to the capital and in a house in Venice, which through their ruses they had speedily to leave. They then made the best of their way through Sardinia and Genoa, and indeed spent several years in wandering through Southern Europe. At last they arrived in Spain by way of Barcelona, where they tarried for six months proceeding afterwards to Madrid and Lisbon. From Lisbon they sailed to England, where Cagliostro lived upon his wits, duping certain foreigners. An English love of Cagliostro gives an account of his adventures in London, and tells how he was robbed of a large sum in plate, jewels and money; how he hired apartments in Whitcomb Street, where he spent most of his time in studying chemistry and physics, gaining away much money and comporting himself generously and decently on all sides.

In 1772 he returned to France with his wife and a certain Duplasair. At this time it is said that Duplasair eloped with Lorenza, and that Cagliostro obtaining an order for her arrest, she was imprisoned in a pontificaliary, where she was detained for several months. On her release, it is alleged, an immediate reconciliation occurred between husband and wife. At this time Cagliostro had attracted much attention in Paris by his alchemical successes. It was the period of mystic enthusiasm in Europe, when princes, bishops, and the nobility generally were keen to probe the secrets of nature, and when alchemy and the allied sciences were the pursuits and hobbies of the great. But according to his Italian biographer Cagliostro went too far and raised such hopes in the breasts of his dupes that at last they entertained suspicions of his honesty, so that he was forced to flee to Brussels, whence he made his way to his native town of Palermo, where he was speedily arrested by the goldsmith Marano. A certain nobleman, however, interested himself on his behalf, and procured his release, and he embarked with his wife who had accompanied him, for Malta. From that island they soon retired to Naples, and from there to Marseilles and Barcelona. Their progress was marked by considerable state, and having cheated a certain alchemist of 100,000 crowns under the pretence of achieving some alchemical secret, they hurried to England.

It was during his second visit to London that the Count was initiated into Masonry, and conceived his great idea of employing that system for his own benefit. With this grand object in view he incessantly visited the various London Lodges, and ingratiated himself with their principals and officials. At this period he is said to have picked up in an obscure London bookstall a curious manuscript which is said to have belonged to a certain George Gaston, containing whom nothing is known. This document dealt with the mysteries of Egyptian Masonry, and abounded in magical and mystical references. It was from this, it is alleged, that Cagliostro gathered his occult inspirations. He studied it closely and laid his plans carefully. After another and somewhat harassed tour through Holland, Italy and Germany, he paid a visit to the celebrated Count de St. Germain. In his usual eccentric manner, St. Germain arranged their meeting for the hour of two in the morning, at which time Cagliostro and his wife, robed in white garments, and cinctured by girdles of rose colour, presented themselves before the Count's temple of mysticism. The drawbridge was lowered, and a man of exceptional height led them into a dimly lighted apartment where folded doors sprang suddenly open, and they beheld a temple illuminated by hundreds of wax lights. The Count of St. Germain sat upon the altar, and at his feet two acolytes swung golden censers. In the Lives of the Alchemystical Philosophers this interview is thus detailed: "The divinity bore upon his breast a diamond pentagram of almost intolerable radiance. A majestic statue, white and resplendent, upheld on the steps of the altar a vase inscribed, 'Elixir of Immortality,' while a vast mirror was on the wall, and before it a living being, majestic as the statue, walked to and fro. Above the mirror were these singular words—'Store House of Wandering Souls.' The most solemn silence prevailed in this sacred retreat, but at length a voice, which seemed hardly a voice, pronounced these words—'Who are you? Whence come you? What would you?' Then the Count and Cagliostro prostrated themselves, and the former answered after a long pause, 'I come to invoke the God of the faithful, the Son of Nature, the Sire of Truth. I come to demand of him one of the fourteen thousand seven hundred secrets which are treasured in his breast, I come to proclaim myself his slave, his apostle and his martyr.' "The divinity did not respond, but after a long silence, the same voice asked:—'What does the partner of thy wanderings intend?'

'"To obey and to serve,' answered Lorenza.

'Simultaneously with her words, profound darkness succeeded the glare of light, uproar followed by tranquillity, terror on trust, and a sharp and menacing voice cried loudly:—'Woe to those who cannot stand the tests.'

'"Husband and wife were immediately separated to undergo their respective trials, which they endured with.
exemplary fortitude, and which are detailed in the text of their memoirs. When the romantic mummersy was over, the two postulants were led back into the temple with the promise of admission to the divine mysteries. There a man mysteriously draped in a long mantle cried out to them: — Know ye that the arcanum of our great art is the government of mankind, and that the one means to rule them is never to tell them the truth. Do not foolishly regulate your actions according to the rules of common sense; rather outrage reason and courageously maintain every unbelievable absurdity. Remember that reproduction is the palmary active power in nature, politics and society alike; that it is a mania with mortals to be immortal, to know the future without understanding the present, and to be spiritual while all that surrounds them is material.

After this harangue the orator genuflected devoutly before the divinity of the temple and retired. At the same moment a man of gigantic stature led the countess to the feet of the immortal Count de St. Germain who thus spoke: —

"Elected from my tenderest youth to the things of greatness, I employed myself in ascertaining the nature of visible glory. Politics appeared to me nothing but the science of deception, tactics the art of assassination, philosophy the ambitious immorality of complete irrationality; physics fine fancies about Nature and the continual mistakes of persons suddenly transplanted into a country which is utterly unknown to them; theology the science of the misery which results from human pride; history the melancholy spectacle of perpetual perfidy and blundering. Thence I concluded that the statesman was a skillful liar, the hero an illustrious idiot, the philosopher an eccentric creature, the physician a pitiable and blind man, the theologian an antical pedagogue, and the historian a word-monger. Then did I hear of the divinity of this temple. I cast my cares upon him, with my incertitudes and aspirations. When he took possession of my soul he caused me to perceive all objects in a new light; I began to read futurity. This universe so limited, so narrow, so desert, was now enlarged. I abode not only with those who are, but with those who were. He united me to the loveliest women of antiquity. I found it eminently delectable to know all without studying anything, to dispose of the treasures of the earth without the solicitation specially selected by the present. His residence was isolated and surrounded by gardens, and here he established a laboratory. His wife affected great privacy, and only appeared in a diaphanous costume at certain hours, before a very select company. This heightened the mystery surrounding them, and the Elite of Parisian society vied with one another to be present at their magic suppers, at which the evocation of the illustrious dead was the principal amusement. It is even stated that deceased statesmen, authors and nobles took their seats at Cagliostro's supper-table.

But the grand object of Cagliostro appears to have been the spread of his Egyptian Masonic rite. The lodges which he founded were androgynous, that is they admitted both men and women; the ladies being instructed by the Master's wife, who figured as the Grand Mistress of the Order — her husband adopting the title of Grand Copt. There is little doubt that a good deal of money was subscribed by the neophytes of the various lodges: the ladies who joined, each sacrificing on the altar of mysticism no less than 100 louis; and Cagliostro's immense wealth, which has never been doubted by any authority on his life, in the strictest probability found its source in the numerous gifts which showered upon him from the powerful and wealthy for the purpose of furthering his masonic schemes.
But although he lived in considerable magnificence, Cagliostro by no means led a life of abandoned luxury; for there is the best evidence that he gave away vast sums to the poor and needy, that he attended the sick hand and foot, and in short played the part of healer and reformer at one and the same time.

A great deal of mystery surrounded the doings of the Egyptian Masonry in its headquarters in the Faubourg Saint Honore, and the scenes for initiation took place at midnight. Figuier and the Marquis de Luchet have both given striking accounts of what occurred during the female initiations:

"On entering the first apartment," says Figuier, "the ladies were obliged to disrobe and assume a white garment, with a girdle of various colours. They were divided into six groups, distinguished by the tint of their draperies. A large veil was also provided, and they were caused to enter a temple lighted from the roof, and furnished with thirty-six arm-chairs covered with black satin. Lorenzo clothed in white, was seated on a species of throne, supported by two tall figures, so habited that their sex could not be determined. The light was lowered by degrees till surrounding objects could scarcely be distinguished. When the Grand Mistress commanded the ladies to uncover their left legs as far as the thigh, and raising the right arm to rest it on a neighboring pillar. Two young women then entered sword in hand, and with silk ropes bound all the ladies together by the arms and legs. Then after a period of impressive silence, Lorenzo pronounced an oration, which is given at length, but on doubtful authority, by several biographers, and which is replete with the emancipation of womankind from the shameful bonds imposed on them by the lords of creation.

"These bonds were symbolised by the silken ropes from which the fair initiates were released at the end of the harangue, when they were conducted into separate apartments, each opening on the garden, where they had the most unheard-of experiences. Some were pursued by men who unmercifully persecuted them with barbarous solicitations; others encountered less dreadful admirers, who sighed in the most languishing postures at their feet. More than one discovered the counterpart of her own love, but the oath they had all taken necessitated the most inexorable inhumanity, and all faithfully fulfilled what was required of them. The new spirit infused into regenerated woman triumphed along the whole line of the six and thirty initiates, who with intact and immaculate symbols re-entered triumphant and palpitating, the twilight of the vaulted temple to receive the congratulations of the sovereign priestess.

"When they had breathed a little after their trials, the vaulted roof opened suddenly, and, on a vast sphere of gold, there descended a man, naked as the unformed Adam, holding a serpent in his hand, and having a burning star upon his head.

"The Grand Mistress announced that this was the genius of Truth, the immortal, the divine Cagliostro, issued without preconception from the bosom of our father Abraham, and the depositary of all that hath been, is, or shall be known on the universal earth. He was there to initiate them into the secrets of which they had been fraudulently deprived. The Grand Copt thereupon commanded them to dispense with the profanity of clothing, for if they would receive truth they must be as naked as itself. The sovereign priestess setting the example unbound her girdle and permitted her drapery to fall to the ground, and the fair initiates following her example, they cast upon the Queen in all the nudity of their charms to the magnetic glances of the celestial genius, who then commenced his revelations.

"He informed his daughters that the much abused magical art was the secret of doing good to humanity. It was initiation into the mysteries of Nature, and the power to make use of her occult forces. The visions which they had beheld in the Garden where so many had been anointed those who were dearest to their hearts, proved the reality of hermetic operations. They had shown themselves worthy to know the truth; he undertook to instruct them by gradations therein. It was enough at the outset to inform them that the sublime end of that Egyptian Freemasonry which he had brought from the very heart of the Orient was the happiness of mankind. This happiness was illimitable in its nature, including material enjoyments as much as spiritual peace, and the pleasures of the understanding.

"The Grand Copt at the end of this harangue once more seated himself upon the sphere of gold and was borne away through the roof; and the proceedings ended, rather absurdly in a ball. This sort of thing was of course as the breath of his nostrils to Cagliostro, who could not have existed without the atmosphere of theatrical mysticism, in which he perfectly revelled.

"It was at this period that Cagliostro became implicated in the extraordinary affair of the Diamond Necklace. He had been on terms of great intimacy with the Cardinal de Rohan. A certain Countess de Lamotte had petitioned the Queen, despised him and stood in the way of such an honour. Mme. de Lamotte soon discovered this, and for purposes of her own told the Cardinal that the Queen favoured his ambitions, and either forged, or procured someone else to forge, letters to the Cardinal purporting to come from the Queen, some of which begged for money for a poor family in which her Majesty was interested. The letters continued of the begging description, and Rohan, who was himself heavily in debt, and had misappropriated the funds of various institutions, was driven into the hands of money-lenders. The wretched Countess de Lamotte met by chance a poor woman whose resemblance to the Queen was exceedingly marked. This person she trained to represent Marie Antoinette, and arranged nightly meetings between her and Rohan, in which the disguised woman made all sorts of promises to the Cardinal. Between them the adventuresises mulcted the unfortunate petitioner in immense sums. Meanwhile a certain Bahrmer, a jeweller, was very desirous of selling a wonderful diamond necklace in which, for over ten years he had locked up his whole fortune. Hearing that Mme. de Lamotte had great influence with the Queen, he approached her for the purpose of getting her to induce Mme. Antoinette to purchase it. She at once corresponded with De Rohan on the matter, who came post haste to Paris, to be told by Mme. de Lamotte that the Queen wished him to be security for the purchase of the necklace, for which she had agreed to pay 5,600,000 francs, or 2,040,000, in four half-yearly instalments. He was naturally staggered at the suggestion but however, affixed his signature to the agreement, and Mme. de Lamotte became the possessor of the necklace. She speedily broke it up, picking the jewels from their setting with an ordinary penknife. Matters went smoothly enough until the date when the first instalment of 400,000 francs became due. De Rohan, never dreaming that the Queen would not meet it, could not lay his hands on such a sum, and Bahrmer noting his anxiety mentioned the matter to one of the Queen's ladies-in-waiting, who returned to Mme. de Rohan that the Queen had never purchased the necklace at all. He went at once to Mme. de Lamotte who laughed at him, said he was being fooled, that she had nothing to do with her, and
told him to go to the Cardinal. The terrified jeweller did not however take her advice, but went to the King.

The amazed Louis XVI. listened to the story quietly enough, and then turned to the Queen who was present, who at once broke forth in a tempest of indignation.

As a matter of fact Bühner had for years pestered her to buy the necklace, but the crowning indignity was that de Rohan, whom she cordially detested, should have been made the medium for such a scandalous disgrace in connection with her name, and she at once gave directions that the Cardinal should be arrested. The King acquiesced in this, and shortly afterwards the Countess de Lamotte, Cagliostro and his wife, and others, followed him to the Bastille.

The trial which followed was one of the most sensational and stirring in the annals of French history. The King was greatly blamed for allowing the affair to become public at all, and there is little doubt that such conduct as the evidence displayed as that of aristocrats assisted to hasten the French Revolution.

It was Mme. de Lamotte who charged Cagliostro with the robbery of the necklace, and she did not hesitate to invent for him a terrible past, designating him an empiric, alchemist, false prophet, and Jew. This is not the place to deal with the trial at length, and it will suffice to state that Cagliostro easily proved his complete innocence. But the Parisian public looked to Cagliostro to supply the comedy in this great drama, and assuredly they were not disappointed, for he provided them with what must be described as one of the most romantic and fanciful, if manifestly absurd, life stories in the history of autobiography. His account of himself which is worth quoting at length is as follows:

"I cannot," he says, "speak positively as to the place of my nativity, nor to the parents who gave me birth. All my inquiries have ended only in giving me some great notions, it is true, but altogether vague and uncertain, concerning my family.

"I spent the years of my childhood in the city of Medina in Arabia. There I was brought up under the name of Acharat, which I preserved during my progress through Africa and Asia. I had my apartments in the palace of the Muphti Salahaym. It is needless to add that the Muphti is the chief of the Mahometan religion, and that his constant residence is at Medina."

"I recollect perfectly that I had then four persons attached to me, a governor, between forty-five and sixty years of age, whose name was Althotas, and three servants, a white one who attended me as valet de chambre and two blacks, one of whom was constantly about me night and day.

"My governor always told me that I had been left an orphan when only about three months old, that my parents were Christians and nobly born; but he left me absolutely in the dark about their names and the place of my nativity. Some words, however, which he let fall by chance have induced me to suspect that I was born at Malta. Althotas, whose name I cannot speak without the tenderest emotion, treated me with great care and all the attention of a father. He thought to develop the talent I displayed for the sciences. I may truly say that he knew them all, from the most abstruse down to those of mere amusement. My greatest aptitude was for the study of botany and chemistry.

"By him I was taught to worship God, to love and assist my neighbours, and to respect everywhere religion and the laws. We both dressed like Mahometans and conformed outwardly to the worship of Islam; but the true religion was imprinted in our hearts.

"The Muphti, who often visited me, always treated me with great goodness and seemed to entertain the highest regard for my governor. The latter instructed me in most of the Eastern languages. He would often converse with me on the pyramids of Egypt, on those vast subterraneous caves dug out by the ancient Egyptians, to be the repository of human knowledge and to shelter the precious trust from the injuries of time.

"The desire of travelling and of beholding the wonders of which he spoke grew so strong upon me, that Medina and my youthful sports there lost all the allurements I had found in them before. At least, when I was in my twelfth year, Althotas informed me one day that we were going to commence our travels. A caravan was prepared and we set out, after having taken our leave of the Muphti who was pleased to express his concern at our departure in the most obliging manner.

"On our arrival at Mecca we alighted at the palace of the Cherif. Here Althotas provided me with sumptuous apparel and presented me to the Cherif, who honoured me with the most endearing caresses. At sight of this prince my senses experienced a sudden emotion, which it is not in the power of words to express, and my eyes dropped the most delicious tears I have ever shed in my life. His, I perceived, he could hardly contain.

"I remained in Mecca for the space of three years; not a day passed without my being admitted to the sovereign's presence, and I spent every hour in the palace. He added to my gratitude. I sometimes surprised his gaze riveted upon me, and turned to heaven with every expression of pity and commiseration. Thoughtful, I would go from him a prey to an ever-fruitless curiosity. I dared not question Althotas, who always rebuked me with great severity, as if it had been a crime in me to wish for some information concerning my parents and the place where I was born. I attempted in vain to get the secret from the negro who slept in my apartment. If I chanced to talk of my travels, he would turn a deaf ear to my questions. But one night when I was more pressing than usual, he told me that if ever I should leave Mecca I was threatened with the greatest misfortunes, and bid me, above all, beware of the city of Trebizond.

"My inclination, however, got the better of his forebodings—I was tired of the uniformity of life I led at the Cherif's court. One day when I was alone the prince entered my apartment; he strained me to his bosom with more than usual tenderness, bid me never cease to adore the Almighty, and added, between my cheeks and two black eyes, 'Nature's unfortunate child, adieu!'

"This was our last interview. The caravan waited only for me and I set off, leaving Mecca never to re-enter it more.

"I directed my course first to Egypt, where I inspected these celebrated pyramids which to the eye of the superficial observer only appear an enormous mass of marble and granite. I also got acquainted with the priests of the various temples, who had the complaisance to introduce me into such places as no ordinary traveller ever entered before. The next three years of my progress were spent in the principal kingdoms of Africa and Asia. Accompanied by Althotas, and the three attendants who continued in my service, I arrived in 1766 at the island of Rhodes, and there embarked on a French ship bound to Malta.

"Notwithstanding the general rule by which all vessels coming from the Levant are obliged to enter quarantine, I obtained on the second day leave to go ashore. Pinto, the Grand Master of the Knights of Malta, gave us apartment in his palace, and I perfectly recollect that mine was near the laboratory.

"The first thing the Grand Master was pleased to do was to request the Chevalier d'Aquino, of the princely
house of Caramanica, to bear me company and do me the honours of the island. It was here that I first assumed an European dress and with it the name of Count Cagliostro; nor was it a small matter of surprise to me to see Althotas appear in a clerical dress with the insignia of the Order of Malta.

I have every reason to believe that the Grand Master Pinto was acquainted with my real origin. He often spoke to me of the Chevalier and mentioned the city of Trebizond, but never would consent to enter into further particulars on the subject. Meanwhile he treated me with the utmost distinction, and assured me of very rapid progress if I would consent to take the cross. But my taste for travelling and the predominant desire of practising medicine, induced me to decline an offer that was as generous as it was honourable.

It was in the island of Malta that I had the misfortune of losing my best friend and master, the wisest as well as the most learned of men, the venerable Althotas. Some minutes before he expired, pressing my hand, he said in a feeble voice, 'My son, keep for ever before your eyes the fear of God and the love of your fellow-creatures; you will soon be convinced by experience of what you have been taught by me.'

The spot where I had parted for ever from the friend who had been a father to me, soon became odious. I begged leave of the Grand Master to quit the island in order to travel to France; he consented reluctantly, and the Chevalier d'Aquino was so obliging as to accompany me. Our first trip was to Sicily, from thence we went to the different islands of the Greek Archipelago, and returning, arrived at Naples, the birthplace of my companion.

The Chevalier, owing to his private affairs, being obliged to undertake a private journey, I proceeded alone to Rome, provided with a letter of credit on the banking house of Signor Bellone. In the capital of the Christian world I resolved upon keeping the strictest incognito. One morning, as I was shut up in my apartment, endeavouring to improve myself in the Italian language, my valet de chambre introduced to my presence the secretary of Cardinal Orsini, who requested me to wait on his Eminence. I repaired at once to his palace and was received with the most flattering civility. The Cardinal often invited me to his table and procured me the acquaintance of several cardinals and Roman princes, amongst others, Cardinals York and Ganganelli, who was afterwards Pope Clement XIV. Pope Rozzonico, who then filled the papal chair, having expressed a desire of seeing me, I had the honour of frequent interviews with his Holiness.

I was then (1770) in my twenty-second year, when by chance I met a young lady of quality, Seraphina Felicioli, whose budding charms kindled in my bosom a flame which sixteen years of marriage have only served to strengthen. It is an unfortunate woman, whom neither her virtues, her innocence, nor her quality of stranger could save from the hardships of a captivity as cruel as it is unmerited.

Cagliostro is reticent regarding his life between the period last dealt with, and the date of his coming to Paris. But although proved innocent he had through his very innocence offended so many persons in high places that he was banished, amidst shouts of laughter from everyone in the court. Even the judges were convinced, but on his return from the court-house the mob cheered him heartily. If he had accomplished nothing else he had at least won the hearts of the populace by his kindness and the many acts of faithful service he had lavished upon them, and it was partly to his popularity, and partly to the violent hatred of the Court, that he owed the reception accorded to him. He was re-united to his wife, and shortly afterwards took his departure for London where he was received with considerable éclat. Here he addressed a letter to the people of France, which obtained wide circulation and predicted the French Revolution, the demolition of the Bastille, and the downfall of the monarchy. Following upon this the Courrier de l'Europe a French paper published in London, printed a so-called exposure of the real life of Cagliostro from beginning to end. From that moment, however, his descent was headlong; his reputation had Switzerland and Austria, he could find no rest for the soul of his foot. At last he came to Rome, whether Lorenzo, his wife accompanied him. At first he was well received there, and even entertained by several cardinals, privately studying medicine, and living very quietly; but he made the grand mistake of attempting to further his Masonic ideas within the bounds of the Papal States. Masonry was of course anathema to the Roman Church, and upon his attempting to found a Lodge in the Eternal City itself, he was arrested on the 27th September, 1789, by order of the Holy Inquisition, and imprisoned in the Castle of Saint Angelo. His examination occupied his inquisitors for no less than eighteen months, and he was sentenced to death on the 7th April, 1791. He was, however, recommended to mercy, and the Pope commuted his sentence to perpetual imprisonment in the Castle of Saint Angelo. On one occasion he made a desperate attempt to escape: requesting the services of a confessor he attempted to strangle the Brother sent to him, but the burly priest, whose habit he had intended to disguise himself in, proved too strong for him, and he was quickly overpowered. After this he was imprisoned in the solitary Castle of San Leo near Montefalco, the situation of which strongly reminded me of the most singular in Europe, where he died and was interred in 1795. The manner of his death is absolutely unknown, but an official commissioned by Napoleon to visit the Italian prisons gives some account of Cagliostro's quarters there.

"The galleries," he reports, "which have been cut out of the solid rock, were divided into cells, and old dried-up cisterns had been converted into dungeons for the worst criminals, and further surrounded by high walls, so that the only possible escape, if attempted, would be by a staircase cut in the rock and guarded night and day by sentinels. "It was in one of these cisterns that the celebrated Cagliostro was interred in 1791. In recommending the Pope to commute the sentence of the Inquisition, the Holy Tribunal took care that the commutation should be equivalent to the death penalty. His only communication with mankind was when his jailers raised the trap to let food down to him. Here he languished for three years without air, movement, or intercourse with his fellow-creatures. During the last months of his life his condition excited the pity of the governor, who had him removed from this dungeon to a cell on the level with the ground, where the curiously, who obtain permission to visit the prison, may read on the walls various inscriptions and sentences traced there by the unhappy alchemist. The last bears the date of the 6th of March 1792."

The Countess Cagliostro was also sentenced by the Inquisition to imprisonment for life. She was confined in the Convent of St. Appolonia, a place reserved for women in Rome, where it is rumoured that she died in 1794.

Cagliostro's manuscript volume entitled "Egyptian Freemasonry" fell with his other papers into the hands of the Inquisition, and was solemnly condemned by it as subversive to the interests of Christianity. It was publicly burned, but oddly enough the Inquisition set apart.
one of its brethren to write—" conceit " is the better word—some kind of Life of Cagliostro and in this are given several valuable particulars concerning his Masonic methods as follows:

"It may be unnecessary to enter into some details concerning Egyptian Masonry. We shall extract our facts from a book compiled by himself, and now in our possession, by which he owns he was always directed in the exercise of his functions, and from which those regulations and instructions were copied, wherewith he enriched many mother lodges. In this treatise, which is written in French, he promises to conduct his disciples to perfection by means of physical and moral regeneration, to confer perpetual youth and beauty on them, and restore them to that state of innocence which they were deprived of by means of original sin. It asserts that Egyptian Masonry was first propagated by Enoch and Elias, but that since that time it has lost much of its purity and splendour. Common masonry, according to him, has degenerated into mere buffoonery, and women have of late been entirely excluded from its mysteries; but the time was now arrived when the Grand Copt was about to restore the glory of masonry, and allow its benefits to be partaken by both sexes.

"The statutes of the order then follow in rotation, the division of the members into three distinct classes, the various signs by which they might discover each other, the officers who are to preside over and regulate the society, the stated times when the members are to assemble, the election of a tribunal for deciding all differences that may arise between the several lodges or the particular members of each, and the various ceremonies which ought to take place at the admission of the candidates. In every part of this book the pious reader is disgusted with the sacrilege, the profanities, the superstition, and the idolatry with which it abounds—the invocations in the name of God, the professions, the adorations paid to the Grand Master, the fumigations, the incense, the emblems of the Divine Triad, of the moon, of the sun, of the compass, of the square, and a thousand other scandalous particulars, with which the world is at present acquainted.

"The Grand Copt, or chief of the lodge, is compared to God the Father. He is invoked upon every occasion; he regulates all the actions of the members and all the ceremonies of the lodge, and he is even supposed to have conversations with angels and with the Divinity. In the exercises of many of the rites they are desired to repeat the Veni and the Te Deum—nay, to such an excess of impiety are they enjoined, that in reciting the psalm Memento Domine David, the name of the Grand Master is always to be substituted for that of the King of Israel.

"People of all religions are admitted into the society of Egyptian Masonry—the Jew, the Calvinist, the Lutheran are to be received into it as well as the Catholic—provided they believe in the existence of God and the immortality of the soul, and have been previously allowed to participate in the mysteries of the common masonry. When men are admitted, they receive a pair of garters from the Grand Copt, as is usual in all lodges, for their mistresses; and when women are received into the society, they are presented by the Grand Mistress with a cockade, which they are desired to give to that man to whom they are most attached.

"We shall here recount the ceremonies made use of on admitting a female.

"The candidate having presented herself, the Grand Mistress (Madame Cagliostro generally presided in that capacity) breathed upon her face from the forehead to the chin, and then said, 'I breathe upon you on purpose to inspire you with virtues which we possess, so that they may take root and flourish in your heart, I thus fortify your soul. I thus invoke you in the faith of your brethren and sisters, according to the engagements which you have contracted with them. We now admit you as a daughter of the Egyptian lodge. We order that you be acknowledged in that capacity by all the brethren and sisters of the Egyptian lodges, and that you enjoy with them the same prerogatives as with ourselves.'

"The Grand Master thus addresses the male candidate: 'In virtue of the power which I have received from the Grand Copt, the founder of our order, and by the particular grace of God, I hereby confer upon you the honour of being admitted into our lodge in the name of Helios, Menes, Tetragrammaton.'

"In a book said to be printed at Paris in 1789, it is asserted that the last words were suggested to Cagliostro as sacred and cabalistical expressions by a pretended conjurer, who said that he was assisted by a spirit, and that this spirit was no other than a cabalistical Jew, who by means of the magical art had murdered his own father before the incarnation of Jesus Christ.

"Common masons have been accustomed to regard St. John as their patron, and to celebrate the festival of that saint. Cagliostro also adopted him as his protector, and it is not a little remarkable that he was imprisoned at Rome on the very festival of his patron. The reason for his renunciation of this great prophet, on his being himself the great similarity between the Apocalypses and the rites of his institution.

"We must here observe that when any of his disciples were admitted into the highest class, the following sacred ceremony took place. A young boy or girl, in the state of virgin innocence and purity, was procured, who was called the pupil, and to whom power was given over the seven spirits that surround the throne of their divinity and preside over the seven planets. Their names according to Cagliostro's book are Anael, Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, Uriel, Ziabiachel, and Anachel. The pupil is then made use of as an intermediate agent between the spiritual and physical worlds, and being clothed in a long white robe, adorned with a red ribbon, and blue silk festoons, he is shut up in a little closet. From that place he gives responses to the Grand Master, and tells whether the spirit and Moses have agreed to receive the candidates into the highest class of Egyptian masons.

"In his instructions to obtain the moral and physical regeneration are to retire from the world for the space of forty days, and to distribute their time into certain proportions. Six hours are to be employed in reflection, three in prayer to the Deity, nine in the holy operations of Egyptian Masonry, while the remaining period is to be devoted to repose. At the end of the thirty-three days a visible communication is to take place between the patient and the seven primitive spirits, and on the morning of the fortieth day his soul will be inspired with divine knowledge, and his body be as pure as that of a new-born infant.

"To procure a physical regeneration, the patient is to retire into the country in the month of May, and during forty days is to live according to the most strict and austere rules, eating very little, and then only laxative and antiseptic herbs, and making use of no other drink than distilled water, or rain that has fallen in the course of the month. On the seventeenth day, after having let blood certain times, the first drops are to be taken from the forehead and six in the morning, increasing them two a day in progression. In three days a small quantity of blood is again to be
let from the arm before sunrise, and the patient is to retire to bed till the operation is completed. A grain of the 
panacea is then to be taken; this panacea is the same as that of which God created man when He first made him 
immortal. When this is swallowed the candidate loses his speech and his reflexion for three entire days, and he 
is subject to frequent convulsions, struggles, and perceptions. Having recovered from this state, in which how-
ever, he experiences no pain whatever, on that day, he takes the third and last grain of the panacea, which 
causes him to pass into a profound and tranquil sleep; it 
is then that he loses his hair, his skin, and his teeth. These 
again are all reproduced in a few hours, and having become a 
new man, on the morning of the fortieth day he leaves 
the room, enjoying a complete 
recovery, by which time he is enabled to live 5557 years, or to such a time as he, of his own accord, may be desirous of 
going to the world of spirits."

To revert to the question of the researches of Mr. Trow-
bridge, it will appear to any unbiassed reader of his work that he has proved that Cagliostro was not the same as 
Joseph Balsamo with whom his detractors have identified 
him. Balsamo was a Sicilian vagabond adventurer, and 
the statement that he and Cagliostro were one and the 
same person originally rests on the word of the editor of 
the 
Courier de l'Europe, a person of the lowest and most 
profligate habits, and upon an anonymous letter from 
Palermo to the Chief of the Paris police. Mr. Trowbridge 
sees in the circumstance that the names of the Countess 
Cagliostro and the wife of Balsamo were identical nothing 
but a mere coincidence, as the name Lorenza Feliciani is 
a very common one in Italy. He also proves that the 
testimony of the handwriting experts as to the remarkable 
similarity between the writing of Balsamo and Cagliostro 
is worthless, and states that nobody who had known Bal-
samo ever saw Cagliostro. He also points out that Balsamo, 
who had been in England in 1771, was "wanted" by the 
London police: was it then that six years afterward 
they did not recognise him in Count Cagliostro who spent 
four months in a debtors' prison there, for no fault of his 
own? The whole evidence against Cagliostro's character 
rests with the editor of the Courir de l'Europe and his 
Inquisition biographer, neither of whom can be credited 
for various good reasons. Again, it must be recollected 
that the narrative of the Inquisition biographer is supposed 
to be based on the confessions of Cagliostro under torture in 
the Castle of St. Angelo. Neither was the document 
the disclosure of the editor of the Courir de l'Europe at all 
topical, as he raked up matter which was at least fourteen 
years old, and of which he had no personal knowledge 
whatsoever. Mr. Trowbridge also proves that the dossier 
discovered in the French archives in 1783, which was sup-
pessed to embody the Countess Cagliostro's confessions 
regarding the career of her husband when she was impris-
ioned in the Salpetrière prison, is palpably a forgery, and 
he further disposes of the statements that Cagliostro 
lived on the immoral earnings of his wife.

It is distinct an easy matter to get at the bed-rock 
truth regarding Cagliostro or to form any just estimate 
of his true character. That he was vain, naturally pomp-
ous, fond of theatrical mystery, and of the popular side 
of occultism, is most probable. Another circumstance 
which stands out in relation to his personality is that he 
was vastly desirous of gaining cheap popularity. He 
was probably a little mad. On the other hand he was bene-
cent, and felt it his mission in the then king-ridden state 
of Europe to found Egyptian Masonry for the protection of 
society in general, and this he did with success, in particu-
lar. A born adventurer, he was by no means a 
rogue, as his lack of shrewdness has been proved on many occasions. There is small question either that the various 
Masonic lodges which he founded and which were patron-
ised by persons of ample means, provided him with exten-
sive funds, and it is a known fact that he was subsidised 
by several extremely wealthy men, who, themselves 
dissatisfied with the state of affairs in Europe, did not 
hesitate to place their riches at his disposal for the purpose 
of undermining the tyrannic powers which then wielded 
avay. There is reason to believe that he had in some way 
and at some period of his life acquired a certain working 
knowledge of practical occultism, and that he possessed 
certain elementary psychic powers of hypnotism and 
telepathy. His absurd account of his childhood is almost 
undoubtedly a plagiarism of that stated in the first mani-
ifesto to the public of the mysterious Rosicrucian Brother-
hood, (q.v) as containing an account of the childhood of 
their Chief. But on the whole he is a mystery, and in all 
likelihood the clouds which surround his origin and earlier 
years will never be dispersed. It is probably better that 
this should be so, as although Cagliostro was by no means 
an exalted character, he was yet one of the most picturesque 
figures in the later history of Europe; and assuredly not 
the least aid to his picturesqueness is the obscurity in which 
his origin is involved. Consult—Cagliostro, W. R. H. 
Trowbridge; Cagliostro and Company. Franz Funck-Brent-
tano; Waite, Lives of the Alchemists.

Cagliostro | J. and J. Bonner: | A song describing an operation 
in Electromancy. (See Alestromancy.)

Cabaret, Alphonse: A French cabinet-maker who became 
interested in somnambulic phenomena about the year 
1843, and thenceforward recorded and analysed the trance 
utterances of various somnambules. His Arcanes de la 
vie future des ovannes, published in January, 1848, contained 
much information concerning the various spheres, and the 
conditions under which discarnate spirits lived. This 
was followed in 1849 by a second volume, describing seances 
held with Adèle Magnot. Through this medium sitters 
could communicate with their deceased friends or with 
those who were far away, testimonies of clairvoyance, diap-
nosis and cure of disease were given, and, in short, all the 
phenomenon of American-French mediumship were anticip-
ed. A third volume of Arcanes was published later. 
Cabaret's work is notable in many ways. His own good 
faith was transparent, he took great pains to procure the 
written testimony of the sitters, and thus the trance 
utterances of his somnambules are among the best attested 
their kind.

Cailleach, or Harvest Old Wife: In the Highlands of Scot-
tland, there is to be found the belief that whoever is last 
with his harvesting will be saddled with the Harvest Old 
Wife to keep until the next year.

The first farmer to be done, made a doll of some blades 
of corn, which was called the "old wife," and sent it to the 
his nearest neighbour. He, in turn, when finished, sent 
it on to another, and so on until the person last done had 
the "old woman" to keep. Needless to say this fear act as a spur to the superstitious Highlanders. (See Scotland.)

Calumarath, or Kalumorg: According to the Persians, 
the first man. He lived a thousand years and reigned 
five hundred and sixty. He produced a tree, from 
the fruits of which were born the human race. The devil 
seduced and corrupted the first couple, who after their 
fall, dressed themselves in black garments and sadly 
waited the resurrection, for they had introduced sin into 
the world.

Calas, Charles: A Calabrian who wrote on the occult in the 
society in general, and the Middle Ages in particular. He published his Memoria his-
toriche dell'apparizioni delle croce prodigiosa da Carlo Cala 
at Naples in 1661.
Calamin: A poisonous multiform monster of Irish legend. This creature was composed of a father and his twenty-seven sons, any one of whose weapons could, by the merest touch, kill a man within nine days. This monstrous race was sent against Cuchulain, who succeeded in catching its eight-and-twenty spears on his shield. The Clan, however, managed to throw them down and gird round the face of the gravel. Cuchulain was assisted by the son of an Ulster exile, who cut off the creature's head while Cuchulain hacked it to pieces.

Caleo: Chilian sorcerers. (See American Indians.)

Callif, Robert. (See America, U.S. of)

Calmsies: Training College of Aztoc priests. (See Mexico and Central America.)

Calmet, Dom Augustin: A Benedictine of the congregation of Saint-Vannes, and one of the most diligent and active of his order, who died in 1755 at his abbey of Sesones. He was the author of a Dictionnaire de la Bible and of many well-written commentaries on the scriptures. But he is chiefly famous among occultists for his Dissertation sur les apparitions des anges, des demons et des esprits, et sur les revenans et vampires de Hongrie, de Bohême, de Moravie et de Silesie. (Paris 1746, and 1751—the latter being the best edition. It was translated into English in 1759, and is alluded to in the article "Vampire." The greatest faith in the supernatural (some might perhaps stigmatize it as credulity) marks the work. But he notices unfavourable theories equally with those which suit his hypotheses, and if he places too much credence in the classical authors, he is never dull. He became the butt of Voltiaire, who wrote beneath his portrait in verse of questionable quality: "Des oracles sacres que Dieu daigna nous rendre Son travail assidu perca l'obscurite Il et plus, il les creut avec simplicite." Et fut, par ses vertes, digne de les entendre."

Calamandra: A magic stone without form or colour which has the virtues of resisting malign spirits, destroying enchantments, giving to the owner an advantage over his enemies, and of dissipating despair.

Cambions: Offspring of the incubi and succubi (q.v.), according to Bodin and Delamare. Some are more kindly disposed to the human race than others. Luther says of them in his Colloques that they show no sign of life before seven years of age. He says that he saw one which cried when he touched it. Malois states, according to Bodin in his Discours des Sorcières (chap. XIV.), that a Galician mendicant was in the habit of exciting public pity by carrying about a Cambion. One day, a horseman observing him to be much hampered by the seeming infant in crossing a river, took the supposed child before him on his horse. But he was so heavy that the animal sank under the weight. Some time afterwards the mendicant was taken and admitted that the child he habitually carried was a little demon whom he had trained so carefully that no one refused him alms whilst carrying it.

Cambodia: The Kingdom of to-day is bounded by French Cochinn-China, Annam, Siam and the Gulf of Siam. Of its population of 1,500,000 inhabitants, the main part is composed of the Khmer people, and Chinese, Annamese Malays and aboriginal elements are also represented.

Magic.—Magic is mixed up to a surprising degree with the daily life of this people. They consult sorcerers upon the most trivial matters, and are constantly at great pains to discover whether any small venture is likely to prove lucky or unlucky. There are two kinds of sorcerers (or shamans) who, in their turn, are responsible for the cure of men and for the punishment of miscreants. (B.) Of these the latter enjoy the highest reputation as healers and exorcists, while the former are less respected, dealing, as they do in charms and philtres, for the sake of gain, or in evil incantations and spells to indulge their spite and hatred. The outcast kru, however, can be ministers of destruction as well as of healing. One of the means used to take the life of an enemy is the old device favoured by witches. They make a wax figure of the victim, prick it at the spot where they wish to harm him, and thus bring disease and death upon him. Another plan is to take two skulls from which the tops have been removed, place them against each other, and convey them secretly under the bed of a healthy man where they have evil results. Sometimes by means of spells they transform wood-shavings or grains of rice into a large beetle, or into worms, which enter the body of their victim and cause his illness, and, perhaps his death. If the man thus attacked happens to possess the friendship of a more powerful sorcerer, however, the latter may avert him his protection, and thus undo the mischief. The more harmless occupations of the wizards consist in making philtres and amulets to insure the admiration of women, the favour of the king, and success at play.

Evil Spirits.—The evil spirits, to whom they ascribe the most malicious intent, are called pruy. Of these the most fearsome variety is the "wicked dead" (khum pruy), which includes the spirits of women who have died in childbirth. From their hiding-place in the trees these spirits torment innocent passers-by with their hideous laughter, and shower down stones upon them. These practices are, of course, calculated either to kill or to drive the unfortunate recipients of their attentions insane. Among the trees there are also concealed mischievous demons who inflict terrible and incurable diseases upon mankind.

Those who have suffered a violent death are also greatly to be feared. From the nethermost regions they return, wan and terrible, to demand food from human beings, who dare not deny it to them. Their name in sac significates "goblin," and they have the power to inflict all manner of evil on those who refuse their request. So the good Cambodian, to avert such happenings, puts his offering of rice or other food in the brushwood to appease the goblins. The pruy, it may be said, require to have their offerings laid on the winnowing fan that enters so largely into Cambodian superstition.

Weres-wolves, both male and female, strike terror into the hearts of the natives. By the use of certain magical rites and formulae, men can become endowed with supernatural powers, such as the ability to swallow dishes, and are thereupon changed to were-wolves. Women who have been rubbed with oil which a wizard has consecrated are said to lose their reason, and to flee away to the woods. They retain their human shape for seven days. If during that time a man shall undergo the same process of being rubbed with consecrated oil, and shall follow the lomas to the woods, and strike her on the head with a heavy bar—then, the Cambodians say, she shall recover her reason and may return home. If, on the other hand, no such drastic remedy is to be found, at the end of seven days the woman shall turn into a tigress. In order to cure men who have the powers of a were-wolf, one must strike them on the shoulder with a hook.

The Cambodians believe that ghosts issue from dead bodies during the process of decomposition. When this ceases the ghosts are no longer seen, and the remains are changed into owls and other nocturnal birds.

Most hideous of all the evil spirits in Cambodia are the asei ap or ghouls, who, in their turn, are responsible for the death of men and for the punishment of miscreants. They are known by their terrible and blood-shot eyes, and are much feared, since even their wish to harm can inflict injury. When anyone is denounced as a ghou
she is treated with great severity, either by the authorities, who may sentence her to banishment or death, or by the villagers, who sometimes take the law into their own hands and punish the supposed offender.

Astrology, etc.—The science of astrology is not without its varieties in Cambodia. Astrologers, or, as they are called, horas, are attached to the court, and their direct employment by the king gives them some standing in the country. At the beginning of each year they make a calendar, which contains, besides the usual astronomical information, weather and other predictions. They are consulted by the people on all sorts of subjects, and are believed to be able to avert the calamities they predict.

It is not surprising that in such a country, where good and evil powers are ascribed so lavishly, much attention should be paid to omens, and much time spent in rites to avert misfortunes. The wind, the fog, the trees, are objects of fear and awe, and must be approached with circumspection lest they send disease and misfortune, or withhold some good. For instance, trees whose roots grow under a house bring ill-luck to it. The bamboo and cotton-plant are also dangerous when planted near a house, for should they grow higher than the house, they would wish, out of a perverse sense of gratitude, to provide a funeral cushion and matting for the occupants.

Animals receive their share of superstitions. Tigers are regarded as malevolent creatures, whose whiskers are very poisonous. Elephants are looked upon as sacred, and particularly so white elephants. Monkeys they will on no account destroy. Should a butterfly enter the house, it is considered extremely unlucky, while a grass-hopper, on the contrary, indicates coming good-fortune.

There are other superstitions relating to household objects, customs, etc., which do not differ greatly from those of other countries.


Camus, Philippe: A Spanish writer of romance, who lived in the sixteenth century. He is attributed a life of Robert the Devil, *La Vida de Roberto el Diablo*, published at Seville in 1629.

Candela r um: (See Necromancy.)

Candles Burning Blue: There is a superstition that candles and other lights burn blue at the apparition of spirits, probably because of the sulphurous atmosphere accompanying the spectres.

Candles, Magica l: (See Magic.)

Capnomancy: Was the observation of smoke, which consisted in two types of methods. The more important was the smoke of the sacrifices, which augured well if it rose lightly from the altar, and ascended straight to the clouds; but the contrary if it hung about. Another method was to throw a few jasmine or poppy seeds upon burning coals. There was yet a third practice by breathing the smoke of the sacrificial fire.

Caqueux or Casoux: Formerly a caste of rope-makers dwelling in Brittany, who in some of the cantons of that country were treated as pariahs, perhaps because the ropes they manufactured were to the people the symbols of slavery and death by hanging. But that as it may, they were interdicted from entering the churches, and were regarded as sorcerers. They did not hesitate to profit by this evil reputation, but dealt in talismans which were supposed to render their wearers invulnerable, and also acted as diviners. They were further credited with the ability to raise and sell winds and tempests like the sorcerers of Finland. It is said that they were originally of Jewish origin, separated like lepers from other folk. Francois II, Duke of Brittany, enacted that they should wear a mark composed of red cloth on a part of their dress where it could be readily seen. (See Cambry, Voyages dans le Finistère, t.3, p.146.)

Cardan, Jerome: A so-called magician, who lived about the end of the fifteenth, or the beginning of the sixteenth century. He was contemporary with Faustus and Paracelsus, to whom, as to the other necromancers of his age, he was entirely dissimilar. He has left in his *Memoires* a frank and detailed analysis of a curiously complicated and abnormal intellectuality, sensitive, intense, and not altogether free from the taint of insanity. He declares himself subject to strange fits of abstraction and exaltation, the intensity of which became at length so intolerable that he was forced to inflict on himself severe bodily pains as a means of banishing them. He would, he tells us, talk habitually of those things which were most likely to be distasteful to the company; he would argue on any side of a question, quite irrespective of whether he believed it right or wrong, and he had an extraordinary passion for gambling. He tells us of three peculiarities, in which we may trace the workings of a diseased imagination, and in the third, at least, that abnormal delicacy of perception which characterised him. The first was the faculty of projecting his spirit outside his body, to the accompaniment of strange physical sensations. The second was the ability to perceive sensibly anything he desired to perceive. As a child, he explains, he saw these images involuntarily and without the power of selection, but when he reached manhood he could control them to suit his choice. The third of his peculiar qualities was, that before every event of moment in his life, he had a dream which warned him of it. Indeed, he himself has written a commentary of considerable length on Synesius's treatise on dreams, in which he advances the theory that any virtuous person can acquire the faculty of interpreting dreams, that, in fact, anyone can draw up for himself a code of dream-interpretations by merely studying carefully his own dreams. We cannot put much faith in Cardan's wonderful dreams however. He is too sensitive a mind to which we would go for an accurate statement concerning mental phenomena, but such significant dreams as he may have had, were probably, as has already been suggested, the result of his abnormal sub-conscious perceptions. In one instance at least, his prediction was not entirely successful. He foretold the date of his own death, and, at the age of seventy-five, was obliged to abstain from food in order to die at the time he had predicted.

Carpenter: (See Spiritualism.)

Carpocratics: A sect of Gnostics founded by Carpocrates of Alexandria. It taught that Christ derived the mysteries of his religion from the Temple of Isis in Egypt, where he had studied for six years, and that he taught them to his apostles, who transmitted them to Carpocratics. This body used theurgic incantations, and had grips, signs and words, symbols and degrees. It is believed to have endured for some centuries. (See Gnosticism.)

Carradale: A class of native priests in New South Wales, Australia.

Carver, Jonathan, Narrative of: (See Divination.)
Catbart: The state of several days, the appearance, spontaneous fecality affection is caused by the state of unconsciousness, in which the will of man and the will of God become identified; (6) The state of ecstatic prayer, in which the soul is transported with joy, and love enters into it; (7) The state of ravishment, which is the mystic marriage, the perfect union, and the entrance of God and Heaven into the interior man.

Catalepsy: A condition involving the sudden suspension of sensation and volition, and the partial suspension of the vital functions. The body assumes a rigid and statuesque appearance, sometimes mistaken for death, and the patient remains unconscious throughout the attack. Occasionally, the cataleptic state may be marked by symptoms of intense mental excitement, and by apparently volitional speech and action. Sometimes the symptoms are hardly distinguishable from those of hysteria. The period covered by the attack may vary from a few minutes to several days, though the latter only in exceptional cases; it may, however, recur on trifling provocation in the absence of resistance from the will-power of the patient. The affection is caused by a pathological condition of the nervous system, generally produced by severe or prolonged mental emotion, and it must not be confused with the hypnotic trance. The belief that it may occur in a perfectly healthy person is, on the whole, fallacious. There is some reason to suppose that catalepsy, like ecstacy and mediumistic faculties, may at times prove contagious. Dr. Pététin, in his Electrid Acta Animale (1826) makes mention of as many as eight cases met with in a restricted area, although catalepsy is in ordinary circumstances of rare occurrence. Pététin also mentions certain strange phenomena witnessed by him in connection with the state of spontaneous catalepsy (see Stomasch, Seeing without a mind), which would seem to show that persons in this condition are amenable to suggestion in a high degree. The true physical reasons for catalepsy are still practically unknown to science. But there seem to be good reasons for believing that it can be self-induced in certain cases. Many Eastern fakirs have been known to cast themselves into a cataleptic sleep lasting for months and cases have even been known where they permitted themselves to be buried, being exhumed when the grass had grown over their graves. (See Dendy, Philosophy of Mystery.)

Cathari: (See Gnostics.)

Catopromancy, or Eupromancy is a species of divination by the mirror, which Pausanias describes: “Before the Temple of Ceres at Patras, there was a fountain, separated from the temple by a wall, and there was an oracle, very truthful, not for all events, but for the sick only. The sick person let down a mirror, suspended by a thread, till its base touched the surface of the water, having first prayed to the goddess and offered incense. Then looking in the mirror, he saw the presage of death or recovery, according as the face appeared fresh and healthy, or a ghastly aspect.” Another method of using the mirror was to place it at the back of a boy’s or girl’s head, whose eyes were bandaged. In Thessaly, the response appeared in characters of blood on the face of the moon, probably represented in the mirror. The Thessalian sorcerers derived their art from the Persians, who always endeavored to plant their religion and mystic rites in the countries they invaded.

Cats, Eifin: These are to be found in the Scottish Highlands, and are said to be of a wild breed, as large as dogs, black in colour, with a white spot on the breast, and to have arched backs and erect bristles. By some, these cats are said to be witches in disguise.

Cauldren Devils: An abyss at the summit of the Peak of Teneriffe. A stone cast into the gulf resounds as though a copper vessel were being struck by a huge hammer, and on this account its name has been bestowed on it by the Spaniards. The natives of the Island are persuaded that the infernal regions are there, where dwell for ever the souls of the wicked.

Cauromancy: Divination by fire. It is a happy presage when combustible objects cast into the fire do not burn.

Caslot, Jacques (1720-1792): A French romance writer, and the reputed author of the famous Prophétie de Caslo, concerning the Revolution. His sympathies were not with the revolutionary party. His letters were seized, and he and his daughter Elizabeth thrown into prison. During the September massacres, Elizabeth saved her life by flinging herself between him and the cut-throats who sought to kill him. He escaped, but was re-arrested, condemned, and beheaded. He was the author of the celebrated occult romance La Diable Amoureux.

Celstial Light: The sacred light of all ages, which is “as the lightning which shineth from the west to the east.” It is the halo which surrounds certain visions of a mystical character, but can only be seen by those who have lived ascetically, when respiration is feeble, and life has almost left the body.

Cellini, Benvenuto: This celebrated Italian artist and craftsman had several most interesting adventures with demons and professors of the black art. In his Life he writes as follows.

“... It happened, through a variety of odd accidents, that I made acquaintance with a Sicilian priest, who was a man of genius, and well versed in the Latin and Greek authors. Happening one day to have some conversation with him, when the subject turned on the subject of necromancy, I, who had a great desire to know something of the matter, told him, that I had all my life felt a curiosity to be acquainted with the mysteries of this art. The priest made answer, ’That the man must be of a resolute and steady temper who enters upon that study.’ I replied, ’That I had fortitude and resolution enough, if I could but find an opportunity.’ The priest subjoined, ’If you think you have the heart to venture, I will give you all the satisfaction you can desire.’ Thus we agreed to enter upon a plan of necromancy. The priest one evening prepared to satisfy me, and desired me to look out for a companion or two. I invited one Vincenzo Romoli, who was my intimate acquaintance: he brought with him a native of Pistoia, who cultivated the black art himself. We repaired to the Coloseo, and the priest, according to the custom of necromancers, began to draw circles upon the ground with the most impressive ceremonies imaginable: he likewise brought thither assafretida, several precious perfumes and fire, with some compositions also which diffused noisome odours. As soon as he was in readiness, he made an opening to the circle, and having taken up by the hand, ordered the other necromancer, his partner, to throw the perfumes into the fire at the proper time, intrusting the care of the fire and the perfumes to the rest; and then he began his incantations. This ceremony lasted above an hour and
a half, when there appeared several legions of demons innumerable. The amphitheatre was quite filled with them. I was busy about the perfumes, when the priest, perceiving there was a considerable number of infernal spirits, turned to me and said, 'Rewards his hands is something,' I answered, 'Let them bring me into the company of my Sicilian mistress, Angelica.' That night we obtained no answer of any sort; but I had received great satisfaction in my curiosity so far indulged. The necromancer told me, it was requisite we should go a second time, assuring me, that I should be satisfied in whatever I asked; but that I must bring with me a pure immaculate boy.

'I took with me a youth who was in my service, of about twelve years of age, together with the same Vincenzo Romoli, who had been my companion the first time and one Agnolino Gaddi, an intimate acquaintance, whom I likewise prevailed on to assist at the ceremony. When we came to the place appointed, the priest having made his preparations, as before, with the same and even more striking ceremonies, placed us within the circle, which he had likewise drawn with a more wonderful art, and in a more solemn manner, than at our former meeting. Thus having committed the care of the perfumes and the fire to my friend Vincenzo, who was assisted by Agnolino Gaddi, he put into my hand a pintacula or magical chart, and bid me turn it towards the place that he should direct me, and under the pintacula I held the boy. The necromancer having begun to make his tremendous invocations, called by their names a multitude of demons, who were the leaders of the several legions, and questioned them by the power of the eternal uncreated God, who lives for ever, in the Hebrew language, as likewise in Latin and Greek; insomuch that the amphitheatre was almost in an instant filled with demons more numerous than at the former conjuration. Vincenzo Romoli was busied in making a fire, with the assistance of Agnolino, and burning a great quantity of precious perfumes. I, by the direction of the necromancer, again desired to be in the company of my Angelica. The former thereupon turning to me, said, 'Know, they have declared, that in the space of a month you shall be in her company.'

'He then requested me to stand resolutely by him, because the legions were now above a thousand more in number than he had designed; and besides these were the most dangerous; so that, after they had answered my question, it behoved him to be civil to them, and dismiss them quietly. At the same time the boy under the pintacula was in a terrible fright, saying, that there were in that place a million of fierce men, who threatened to destroy us; and that, moreover, four armed giants of an enormous stature were endeavouuring to break the circle. During this time, whilst the necromancer, trembling with fear, endeavoured by mild and gentle methods to dismiss them in the best way he could, Vincenzo Romoli, who quivered like an aspen leaf, took care of the perfumes. Though I was as much terrified as any of them, I did my utmost to conceal the terror I felt; so that I greatly contributed to inspire the rest with resolution; but the truth is, I gave myself over for a dead man, seeing the horrid fright the necromancer was in. The boy placed his hand between his knees, and said, 'In this posture I will die; for we shall all surely perish.' I told him that all these demons were under us, and what he saw was smoke and shadow; so did he hold up his head and take courage. No sooner did he look up, but he cried out, 'The whole amphitheatre is burning, and the fire is just falling upon us.' So covering the boy again, I resolved to go there, and see that destruction was inevitable, and he desired to see no more. The necromancer treated me to have a good heart, and take care to to burn the proper perfumes; upon which I turned to Romoli, and bid him burn all the most precious perfumes he had. At the same time I cast my eye upon Agnolino Gaddi, who was terrified to such a degree that he could scarce distinguish objects, and seemed to be half-crazed. Seeing him in this condition, I said, 'Agnolino, upon these occasions a man should not yield to fear, but should stir about and give his assistance; so come directly and put on some more of these perfumes.' Poor Agnolino, upon attempting to move, was so violently terrified that the effects of his fear overpowered all the perfumes we were burning. The boy, hearing a crepitation, ventured once more to raise his head, when, seeing me laugh, he began to take courage, and said, 'That the devils were flying away with a vengeance.'

'In this condition we stayed till the bell rang for morning prayer. The boy again told us, that there remained but few devils, and these were at a great distance. When the magician had performed the rest of his ceremonies, he stripped off his gown and took up a wallet full of books which he had brought with him. We all went out of the circle together, keeping as close to each other as we possibly could, especially the boy, who had placed himself in the middle, holding the necromancer by the coat, and me by the cloak. As we were going to our houses in the quarter of Banchi, the boy told us that two of the demons whom we had seen when we were going and skipping, sometimes running upon the roofs of the houses, and sometimes upon the ground. The priest declared, that though he had often entered magic circles, nothing so extraordinary had ever happened to him. As we went along, he would fain persuade me to assist him at consecrating a book, from which, he said, we should derive immense riches; we should then ask the demons to discover to us the various treasures with which the earth abounds, which would raise us to opulence and power; but that these love-affairs were mere follies, from whence no good could be expected. I answered, 'That I would readily have accepted his proposal if I understood Latin;' he redoubled his persuasions, assuring me, that the knowledge of the Latin language was by no means material. He added, that he could have Latin scholars enough, if he had thought it worth while to look out for them; but that he could never have met with a partner of resolution and intrepidity equal to mine, and that I should by all means follow his advice. Whilst we were engaged in this conversation, we arrived at our respective homes, and all that night dreamt of nothing but devils.'

Colonia or Colonies: This wonderful stone is found in the tortoise, and its property is to resist fire. Its healing virtues are two-fold, similar to those of the Asinus. Carried under the tongue on the day of the new moon, and for the fifteen days following, during the lunar ascension, it inspires its fortunate possessor to foretell future events every day from sunrising to six o'clock; and in the decrease during the intervening hours. Celtic: Magic among the Celtic peoples in ancient times was so closely identified with Druidism that its origin may be said to have been Druidic. That Druidism was of Celtic origin, however, is a question upon which much discussion has been lavished, some authorities, among them Rhys, believing it to have been of non-Celtic and even non-Aryan origin. This is to say that the earliest non-Aryan or so-called 'Iberian' or Megalithic people of Britain introduced the immigrant Celts to the Druidic religion. An argument in favour of this theory is that the continental Celts sent their neophyte Druid priests to Britain to undergo a similar training at the hands of the Druids there, and there is little doubt that this island was regarded as the headquarters of the cult. The people of Cisalpine Gaul, for instance, had no Druidic priesthood. (See Rice Holmes)
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Central America: (See Mexico and Central America.)

Central Association of Spiritualists: (See British National Association of Spiritualists.)

Cephalonius: A stone of many colors, said to reflect the likeness of the beholder.
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the Celtic religion alone that we have to deal in this place.

The Druids were magi as they were hierophants in the same sense that the American-Indian medicine-man is both magus and priest. That is, they were medicine-men on a higher scale, and possessed a larger share of transcendental knowledge than the shamans of more barbarous races. Thus they may be said to be a link between the shaman and the magus of medieval times. Many of their practices were purely shamanistic, whilst others were more closely connected with mediaeval magical rites. But they were not the only magicians among the Celts, for we find that magic power is frequently the possession of women and the poetic craft. The art magic of Druidism had many points of comparison with most magical systems, and may be said to have approximated more to that black magic which derives power for the sake of power alone, than to any more transcendental type. Thus it included the power to render oneself invisible, to change the bodily shape, to produce an enchanted sleep, to induce lunacy, and the utterance of spells and charms which caused death. Power over the elements was also claimed, as in the case of Broichan, a Caledonian Druid who opposed Saint Columba, as we read in Adamnan’s Life of that saint as follows:

“Broichan, speaking one day to the holy man, says: ‘Tell me, Columba, at what time dost thou propose to sail forth? ’ On the third day,” says the Saint, “I will not be able to do so,” says Broichan in reply, “for I can make the wind contrary for thee, and bring dark clouds upon thee.” The Saint says: “The omnipotence of God rules over all things, in Whose Name all our movements, He Himself governing them, are directed. What need more be said? On the same day as he had purposed in his heart the Saint came to the long lake of the river Ness, and cast up the “stony egg”—some description of fossil. The waves began to rejoice when they saw a great darkness coming over, and a contrary wind with a tempest. Nor should it be wondered at that these things can be done by the art of demons, God permitting it, so that even winds and waters are roused to fury.

For it was thus that legions of devils once met the holy bishop Germanus in mid-ocean, what time he was sailing from the Gallican Gulf (the British Channel) to Britain in the cause of man’s salvation, and stirred up dangerous storms and spread darkness over the sky and obscured daylight. All which storms, however, were stillled at the prayer of St. Germanus, and, quicker than said, ceased, and the darkness was swept away.

Our Columba, therefore, seeing the furious elements stirred up against him, called upon Christ the Lord, and entering the boat while the sailors are hesitating, he with all the more confidence, orders the sail to be rigged against the wind. Which being done, the whole crowd looking on meanwhile, the boat is borne along against the contrary winds with amazing velocity. And after no great interval, the adverse winds veer round to the advantage of the voyage amid the astonishment of all. And thus, throughout that whole day, the blessed man’s boat was driven along by gentle favouring breeze, and reached the desired haven. Let the reader, therefore, consider the

Druidic tradition, however feeble. Thus it included or included or included or included...
with the art of dealing with spirits. Its rites are supposedly religious, and the rituals which contain it partake largely of the nature of religious observances. It is not, as generally supposed, a reversed Christianity or Judaism, nor does it partake of the profanation of religious ritual. It is in effect an attempt to derive power from God for the successful control of evil spirits. In the Grimoires and Keys of Black Magic, the operator is constantly reminded that he must meditate continually on the undertaking in hand, and centre every hope in the infinite goodness of the Great Adonai. The god invoked in Black Magic is not Satan as is so often supposed, but the Jehovah of the Jews, and the Trinity of the Christians. The foundation of practical magic is almost certainly the belief in the power of divine words to compel the obedience of all spirits to those who could pronounce them. Such words and names were supposed to invoke or dismiss the denizens of the spirit world, and these with suitable prayers were used in all magical ceremonies. Again it was thought that it was easier to control evil spirits than to enlist the sympathies of angels.

He who would gain such power over demons is exhorted in the magical arts, which exist to observe continence and abstinence, to discourse as seldom and sleep as little as possible during the period of preparation, to meditate continually on his undertaking and centre all his hopes on the Great Adonai. The feast should be most austere, and human society must be avoided as much as possible. The concluding days of the feast should be additionally strict—sustenance being reduced to bread and water. Daily ablutions are necessary, and these must be made in water which has been previously exercised according to the ritual: especially must this be observed immediately before the ceremony. Certain periods of the day and night are ruled by certain planets and these are to be found in the book known as the Key of Solomon the King (q.v.)(See also Astrology.) The Book of Black Magic taught that the hours of Saturn, Mars and Venus are good for communion with spirits—the hour of the first named planet for invoking souls in Hell; and that of the second those who have been slain in battle. In fact these hours and seasons are ruled by the laws of astrology. In the preparation of the instruments employed, the ceremonies of purifying and consecrating, must be carefully observed. An aspergillum composed of mint, marjoram, and rosemary should be used for the first and should be contained in a pot of gilded earth. For fumigation a chafing dish should be used filled with freshly-kindled coal and perfumed with aloe-wood or mace, benzoin or storax.

The experiment of holding converse with spirits should be made in the day and hour of Mercury: that is the 1st or 5th, or the 10th or 22nd (See Neoromany.) The Grand Grimoire says that when the night of action has arrived, the operator shall take a rod, a goat-skin, a blood-stone, two crowns of vervain, and two candlesticks with candles: also a new steel and two new flints, enough wood to make a fire, half a bottle of brandy, incense and camphor, and four nails from the coffin of a dead child. Either one or three persons must take part in the ceremony—on of whom must address the spirit. The Kabbalistic circle is formed with strips of kid's skin fastened to the ground by the four nails. With the blood-stone a triangle is traced within the circle, beginning at the eastern point. The letters s e a m must be drawn in like manner, as also the Name of the Saviour between two crosses. The candles and vervain crowns are then set in the left and right sides of the triangle with these it is advisable to use only seven. They are set alight—the fire being fed with brandy and camphor. A prayer is then repeated. The operator must be careful to have no alloyed metal about him except a gold or silver coin wrapped in paper, which must be cast to the spirit when he appears outside the circle. The spirit is then conjured three times. Should the spirit fail to appear, the two ends of the magic rod must be plunged into the flames of the brazier. This ritual is known as the Rite of Lucifuge, and is believed to invoke the demon Lucifuge Rosocale.

For further information concerning the ceremonial of magic, See Neoromany and the articles on the various rituals of magic, such as Arabat, Key of Solomon, Grimo­rium Verum, etc. (See Magic.)

Diversoey: Divination by wax. The process was as follows. Fine wax was melted in a brass vessel until it became a liquid of uniform consistence. It was then poured slowly into another vessel filled with cold water, in such a way that the wax congealed in tiny discs upon the surface of the water. The magician then interpreted the figures thus presented as he saw fit.

Chagrin or Cagrine: An evil spirit believed in by the Continental Gypsies. It has the form of a hedgehog, is yellow in colour, and is a foot and a half in length and a span in breadth. "I am certain," says Williolioki, "that this creature is none other than the equally demoniac being called Harginn, still believed in by the inhabitants of North­western India. Horses are the special prey of the Chagrin, who rides them into a state of exhaustion, as does the Gueschu (q.v.) of Chili. The next day they appear sick and weary, with tangled manes and bathed in sweat. When this is observed they are tethered to a stake which has been rubbed with garlic juice, then a red thread is laid on the ground in the form of a cross, or else some of the hair of the animal is mixed with salt, meal and the blood of a bat and cooked to bread, with which the hoof of the horse is smeared. The empty vessel which contained the mixture is put in the trunk of a high tree while these words are uttered:

"Tarry, pipkin, in this tree,
Till such time as full ye be."

Chain, Forming a: In spiritualism, a term denoting the joining of the hands of the sitters round a table, whereby the magnetic current is strengthened and reinforced. The Frenchman Geisse de Guldenstaube gives the following directions for forming a chain: "In order to form a chain, the twelve persons each place their right hand on the table, and their left hand on that of their neighbour, thus making a circle round the table. Observe that the medium or mediums who form the chain do not have more than one, are entirely isolated from those who form the chain."

Dr. Lapponi, in his Hypnotism and Spiritism (trans. London, 1906), gives an account of the usual procedure for the formation of a chain. "He (the medium) makes those present choose a table, which they may examine as much as they like, and may place in whatever part of the room they choose. He then invites some of the assistants to place their hands on the table in the following manner: The two thumbs of each person are to be touching each other, and each little finger is to be in communication with the little finger of the persons on either side. He himself completes the chain with his two hands. The hands of all altogether rest on the edge of the table. (See Planetary Chains.)

Chakras: These are, according to theosophists, the sense organs of the etheral body (q.v.) and receive their name from their appearance which resembles vortices. Alto­gether there are ten chakras—visible only to clairvoyants—out of these it is advisable to use only seven. They are situated, not on the denser physical body, but opposite certain parts of it as follows: (1) the top of the head, (2)
between the eyebrows, (3) the throat, (4) the heart, (5) the spleen—(where vitality is withdrawn from the sun). (6) the solar plexus, (7) the base of the spine. The remaining three chakras are situated in the lower part of the pelvis and normally are not used, but are brought into play only in Black Magic. It is by means of the chakras that the trained occultist can become acquainted with the astral world. (See Theosophy.)

Chalcedony: A good specific against phantasy and the illusions of evil spirits. It also quickens the power of the body, and renders its possessor fortunate in law. To the latter effect it must be perforated and suspended by hairs from an ass. The black variety prevents hoarseness and clears the voice.

Chams: A race of Indo-Chinese origin, numbering about 150,000 souls, settled in Annam, Siam, Cochinchina, and Cambodia. They have some reputation among the surrounding population as sorcerers, this reputation probably arising from the mythic influence of a conquered race. Their magicians claim to be able to lay at a distance, or to bring ruin and disease by the aid of magical formulæ. Among the Cambodian Chams, sorcerers are cordially detested by the common people, as they are believed to be the source of all the evil which befalls them, and the majority of them usually end their days by secret assassina-tion. They are keenly aware of the female sex, and enter the sisterhood by means of a secret initiation held in the depths of the forest at the hour of midnight. Indeed the actual method of initiation is known to us. The woman who desires to become a sorceress procures the nest of a termite, and sacrifices thereon a cock (See Cook), cutting it in two from the head to the tail, and dressing in front of it in a condition of complete nudity, until by force of her incantations the two halves of the bird approach one another and it becomes once more alive and gives vent to a crow. Sorceresses are said to be known by the tendency of their complexion to alter its hue, and by their swollen and bloodshot eyes. They possess numerous rites for the propitiation of evil spirits, in which, in common with the neighbouring and surrounding populations, they implicitly believe. Thus in building a house numerous propitiatory rites must be observed, accompanied by invocation of the protecting deities. They believe in lucky and unlucky days, and are careful not to undertake any thing of importance unless favoured by propitiatory omens. They possess many peculiar say-words, and will not disturb grain which has been stored during the day time, as they say it is then asleep, and wait until nightfall before supplying themselves from it. They also have many magical agricultural formulae, such as the "instructio" and "re-stasing" of, the standing rice-stems in the harvest field before they are cut and garnered, so that they may be worthy to be stored. The Brahmanic Chams believe that the souls of good men betake themselves to the sun, those of women to the moon, and those of the coolie class into clouds, but these are only places of temporary sojourn; until such time as all finally come to reside within the centre of the earth. The belief in metempsychosis is also highly popular. See E. Aymonier, Les Tchams et leur Religions, Paris, 1897; Aymonier Chaton, Dictionnaire Cam-Francais, Paris, 1906; Cahaton, Nouvelles recherches sur les chams, Paris, 1901.

Changelings: The substitution of a little old mannikin of the elf race, for a young child. There are many tales representative of this belief in Scotland. The changeling grows up as a weibish and misshapen, always crying, and giving many proofs of its origin to those versed in such matters. There are many ways of getting rid of him, such as sticking a knife into him, making him sit on a grindstone with a fire below, dropping him into a river, etc.,—which one would imagine would prove fairly successful. The changeling sometimes gives himself away by unthinking reference to his age.

Chamomandy: (See Ceramasonry.)

Chaos: (See Philosopher's Stone.)

Charlot, Prof. J. M.: (See Hypersomnism.)

Charlemagne; or Charles the Great: The greatest of Frankish kings; was the elder son of Pepin short, and succeeded his father in 768 A.D. He is included in this work chiefly because of his close connection with the supernatural rules of legend. Again and again in the pages of French romance, notably in these romances dealing with the adventures of William of Orange, do we find the Emperor visited by angels who are the direct messengers of the heavenly power. This of course is to symbolise his position as the head and front of Christendom in the world. He was his own champion and upholder, surrounded as he was on all sides by the forces of paganism,—the Moors on his southern borders, and the Frussians and Saxons on his flank. Charles was regarded by the Christians of Europe as the direct representative of heaven, whose mission it was to Christianise Europe and to defend the true faith in every way. No less do we find him and his court connected with the realm of fairy. Notices of the encounters of the fairy folk by his paladins and the like are found in the original French romances which deal with him and them; but in the hands of Boiardo, Ariosto, and Pulci, they dwelt in an enchanted realm where at any moment they might meet with all kinds of supernatural beings. But both in the older and later romances the powers of magic and enchantment are ever present. These are chiefly instanced in magical weapons such as the Sword Durandal of Roland which cannot be shivered; the magical ointments of giants like Ferragus, which rubbed on their bodies make them invulnerable; the wearing of amulets which exercise a similar guardianship on the body of its possessor, and so forth. But we find heroes like Ogier, the Dane, penetrating into fairy land itself, and woolling its queen. This was the fate of a great many medieval heroes, and Ogier finds in the enchanted realm of King Arthur, and several other paladins. The analogous cases of Tom-a-Lincouine, Tannhäuser and Thomas the Rhymer, will readily occur to the reader. The magical and the marvellous is everywhere in use in the romances which deal with Charlemagne. Indeed in this respect amulets are employed to designate the incantation and the object which is charmed. For the material object (See Amulet!) for the recital (See Spells.)

Charnock, Thomas: Alchemist. (1524 — 1581). Comparative little biographical matter concerning this English alchemist is forthcoming, but it is recorded that he was born somewhere in the Isle of Thanet. Kent; while as to the date, this is revealed insomuch as one of his manuscripts, dated 1574, is stated by the writer to have been penned in "the fifty years since." As a young man he travelled all over England in search of alchemical knowledge, but eventually he fixed his residence at Oxford, and here he chanced to make the acquaintance of a noted scientist. The latter, greatly impressed with the youth's cleverness, straightway appointed him his confidant and assistant in general; and, after working in this capacity for a number of years, Charnock found himself the sole legatee of his patron's paraphernalia, and likewise of the various secrets written in his note-books. Armed thus, he proceeded to devote himself more eagerly than ever to...
the quest of gold-production; but in 1555, just as he imagined himself on the verge of triumph, his hopes were frustrated by a sudden explosion in his laboratory; while in 1557, when he again thought that success was imminent, the press-gang arrived at his house and laid violent hands on him, being anxious for recruits wherewith to swell the English army then fighting the French. The alchemist was bitterly chagrined on being kidnapped in this wise, and, lest his secrets should be discovered by prying eyes, he set himself to destroy all his precious impregnations.

"With my works made such a furious fair.

That the gold flew forth in the aire,"—so he writes concerning this iconoclaasm, and, subsequent to this event, he proceeded to France as a soldier, and took part in the disastrous campaign which culminated in the English being worsted at Calais by the Duc de Guise. How Charnock fared during the expedition is not known, and it is likely that he found small pleasure in the rough life; but be that as it may, he returned to England safely, and in 1562 he was married to one Agnes Norton. Thereafter he settled at Stockland, in the county of Somerset, and here he continued to pursue scientific researches, apparently unmolested by further visitations from the military powers. Nor would it seem that the clergy molested him either, for, looking back on his alchemical studies; for on his death, which occurred in 1581, his mortal remains were duly interred at Otterhampton Church, Bridgewater.

That facetious antiquary and historian, Anthony Wood, in his Athenae Oxoniensis, credits Charnock with a considerable amount of writing, and it is possible that several items enumerated are in reality from some other pen than that of the alchemist. However, there are certain books which the latter undoubtedly wrote, notably Enigma ad Alchemiam, issued in 1572; while no less interesting than this is the Breviary of Natural Philosophy, which is couched in verse, was published originally in 1557, and was subsequently reprinted in the Theatrum Chemicum of Elias Ashmole.

Chase, Warren: (See Spiritualism.)

Chazal, Comte de: (See Rosicrucians.)

Chelidoniä: A stone taken out of a swallow; good against melancholy and periodical disorders. To cure fever it must be put in a yellow linen cloth, and tied about the neck.

Cheney, Richard: (See Spiritualism.)

Cherubim: Certain mystic appearances of the angelic type, often represented as figures wholly or partly human, and with wings proceeding from the shoulders. We find the first mention of these beings in the Gospel of John, 3:6. The text is: "I am he who cometh down from heaven, having the authority to judge the living and the dead." The Cherubim are often referred to in later biblical history, sometimes the cherubim have two or more faces, or are of composite animal form.

Cheshed: Under this name the Jewish Kabalists signified the attribute of mercy.

Chesma: A cat-shaped well—or fountain—spirit or nymph of the Turks. She inveigles youths to death much in the same manner as the Lorelei.

Chivalers de l' Enfer: These are demons more powerful than those of no rank, but less powerful than titled demons—counts, marquises, and dukes. They may be evoked from dawn to sunrise, and from sunset to dark.

Chihan Balam, Books of: (See Mexico and Central America.)

Children in Poltergeist Cases: (See Poltergeist.)

Chloa: Although it can hardly be said that any system of magic worthy of the name ever originated in China, and though magical practice was uncommon, yet instances are not wanting of the employment of magical means in the Celestial Empire, and the belief in a supernatural world peopled by gods, demons and other beings is very strong in the popular Chinese mind.

Although the Chinese mind possessed under such a constitution but few elements in which magic could strike root and throw out its ramifications and influence, yet we find many traces giving evidence of the instinctive movement of the mind, as well as of magical influence; though certainly not in the manner or abundance that we meet with it in India. The great variety of these appearances is, however, striking, as in no other country are they so seldom met with.

"As the King, as it were, microcosmically represents the human races in fortune or misfortune before the divinity so must his eye be constantly directed to those signs in which the will of the Most High is revealed: 'He must observe dreams as much as the phenomena of nature, the eclipses and the positions of the stars; and, when all else is wanting, he must consult the oracle of the tortoise, or the Plant Tche, and direct his actions accordingly.' He is therefore, as it were, the universal oracle of the people, as the popular mind is relieved from every flight of imagination by a highly remarkable mental compulsion.

"It is easy to understand from these circumstances what we are to find so few of these phenomena of magic and the visionary and ecstatic state, in other parts of the East so frequent, and therefore they are scattered and uncertain. Accounts are, however, not wanting to show that the phenomena as well as theories of prophecy were known in more remote times. Under the Emperor Hui Ti, about A.D. 304, a mystical sect arose in China calling themselves the teachers of the emptiness and nothingness of all things. They also exhibited the art of binding the power of the senses, and producing a condition which they believed perfection.

Demonism and Obsession. The Chinese are implicit believers in demons whom they imagine surround them on every hand. Says Peebles: "English officials, American missionaries, mandarins and many of the Chinese literati (Confucians, Taoists and Buddhist believers alike) declare that spiritism in some form, and under some name, is the almost universal belief of China. It is generally denominated 'ancestral worship.'

"There is no driving out of there Chinese," says Father Gonzalo, "the cursed belief that the spirits of their ancestors are ever about them, availing themselves of every opportunity to give advice and counsel.

"The medium consulted," remarks Dr. Doolittle, "takes in the hand a stick of lighted incense to dispel ail disturbing influences, then prayers of some kind are repeated, the book becomes spasmodic, the medium's eyes are shut, and the form sways about, assuming the walk and peculiar attitude of the spirit when in the body. Then the communication from the divinity begins, which may be of a faultfinding or a flattering character . . . Sometimes these Chinese mediums profess to be possessed by some specified historical god of great healing power, and in this condition they prescribe for the sick. It is believed that the ghoul or spirit invoked actually caste himself into the medium, and dictates the medicine.

"Volumes might be written upon the gods, genii and familiar spirits supposed to be continually in communication with this people," writes Dr. John L. Nevius, in his works, China and The Chinese. "The Chinese have a large number of books upon this subject, among the most noted of which is the Liu-cha-chai, a large work of sixteen volumes. . . . Tu So in signifies a spirit in the body, and there are a class of familiar spirits supposed to dwell in the bodies of certain Chinese who became the medium of communication with the unseen world. Individuals said to be possessed by these spirits are visited
by multitudes, particularly those who have lost recently relatives by death, and wish to converse with them.

Remarkable disclosures and revelations are believed to be made by the involuntary movements of a bamboo pencil, and through a similar method some claim to see in the dark. Persons considering themselves endowed with superior intelligence are firm believers in those and other modes of consulting spirits.

The public teacher in Chen Sin Ling (W. J. Plumb) says:

"In the district of Tu-ching, obsessions by evil spirits or demons are very common." He further writes that "there are many cases also in Chang-lo." Again he says:

"When a man is thus afflicted, the spirit (Kuai) takes possession of his body without regard to his being strong or weak in health. It is not easy to resist the demon's power. Though without bodily ailments, possessed persons appear as if ill. When under the entrancing spell of the demon, they seem different from their ordinary selves.

In most cases the spirit takes possession of a man's body contrary to his will, and he is helpless in the matter. The kwei has the power of driving out the man's spirit, as in sleep or dreams. When the subject awakes to consciousness, he has not the slightest knowledge of what has transpired.

The actions of possessed persons vary exceedingly. They leap about and toss their arms, and then the demon tells them what particular spirit he is, often taking a false name, or deceitfully calling himself a god, or one of the genii come down to the abodes of mortals. Or, perhaps, it professes to be the spirit of a deceased husband or wife. There are also kweis of the quiet sort, who talk and laugh like other people, only that the voice is changed. Some have a voice like a bird. Some speak Mandarin—the language of Northern China—and some the local dialect; but though the speech proceeds from the mouth of the man, what is said does not appear to come from him. The outward appearance and manner is also changed.

"In Fu-show there is a class of persons who collect in large numbers and make use of incense, pictures, candles and lamps to establish what are called 'incense tables.' Taoist priests are engaged to attend the ceremonies, and they also make use of 'mediums.' The Taoist writes a charm for the medium, who, taking the incense stick in his hand, stands like a graven image, thus signifying his willingness to have the demon come and take possession of him. Some, however, the charm is burned and, when the spirit is worshipped and invoked, the priest, in the meanwhile going on with his chanting. After a while the medium begins to tremble, and then speaks and announces what spirit has descended, and asks what is wanted of him. Then, whoever has requests to make, takes incense sticks, makes prostrations, and asks a response respecting some disease, or for protection from some calamity. In winter the same performances are carried on to a great extent by gambling companies. If some of the responses hit the mark, a large number of people are attracted. They establish a shrine and offer sacrifices, and appoint days, calling upon people from every quarter to come and consult the spirit respecting diseases.

There is also a class of men who establish what they call a 'Hall of Revelations.' At the present time there are many engaged in this practice. They are, for the most part, literary men of great ability. The people in large numbers apply to them for responses. The mediums spoken of above are also numerous. All of the above practices are not spirits seeking to possess men; but rather men seeking spirits to possess them, and allowing themselves to be voluntarily used as their instruments.

As to the outward appearance of persons when possessed, of course, they are the same as persons as to outward form at ordinary times; but the colour of the countenance may change. The demon may cause the subject to assume a threatening air, and a fierce, violent manner. The muscles often stand out on the face, the eyes are closed, or they protrude with a frightful stare. These demons sometimes prophesy.

"The words spoken certainly proceed from the mouths of the persons possessed; but what is said does not appear to come from their minds or wills, but rather from some other personality, often accompanied by a change of voice. Of this there can be no doubt. When the subject returns to consciousness, he invariably declares himself ignorant of what he has said.

"The Chinese make use of various methods to cast out demons. They are so troubled and vexed by infirmities affecting bodily health, or it may be throwing stones, moving furniture, or the moving about and destruction of family utensils, that they are driven to call in the service of some respected scholar or Taoist priest, to offer sacrifices, or chant sacred books, and pray for protection and exorcism from suffering. Some make use of sacrifices and offerings of paper clothes and money in order to induce the demon to go back to the gloomy region of Yan-chow.

As to whether these methods have any effect, I do not know. As a rule, when demons are not very troublesome, the families afflicted by them generally think it best to hide their affliction, or to keep these wicked spirits quiet by sacrifices, and burning incense to them.

An article in the London Daily News gives lengthy extracts from an address upon the Chinese by Mrs. Montague Beuchamp, who had spent many years in China in educational work. Speaking of their spiritism, she said, "The latest London craze in using the planchette has been one of the recognized means in China of conversing with evil spirits from time immemorial." She had lived in one of the particular provinces known as demon land, where the natives are bound up in the belief and worship of spirits.

"There is a real power," she added, "in this necromancy. They do healings and tell fortunes." She personally knew of one instance that the spirits through the planchette had foretold a great flood. The boxers rising was prophesied by the planchette. These spirits disturbed family relations, caused fits of frothing at the mouth, and made some of their victims insane. In closing she declared that "Chinese spiritism was from hell," the obsession baffling Dr. Nevius sent out a circular communication for the purpose of discovering the actual beliefs of the Chinese regarding demonism through which he obtained much valuable information. Wang Wu-Fang, an educated Chinese wrote:

"Cases of demon possession abound among all classes. They are found among persons of robust health, as well as those who are weak and sickly. In many unquestionable cases of obsession, the unwilling subjects have resisted, but have been obliged to submit themselves to the control of the demon.

"In the majority of cases of possession, the beginning of the malady is a fit of grief, anger or mourning. These conditions seem to open the door to the demons. The outward manifestations are apt to be fierce and violent. It may be the subject alternately talks and laughs; he walks awhile and then sits, or he rolls on the ground, or leaps about, or exhibits contortions of the body and twizzling of the neck. It was common among them to send for exorcists, who made use of written charms, or chanted verses, or punctured the body with needles. These are among the Chinese methods of cure."
“Demons are of different kinds. There are those which clearly declare themselves; and then those who work in secret. There are those which are cast out with difficulty, and others with ease. In cases of possession by familiar demons, what is said by the subject certainly does not proceed from his own will. When the demon has gone out and the subject recovers consciousness, he has no recollection whatever of what he has said or done. This is true almost invariably.

“The methods by which the Chinese cast out demons are enticing them to leave by burning charms and paper money, or by begging and exorcising them, or by frightening them with magic spells and incantations, or driving them away by pricking with needles, or pinching with the fingers, in which case they cry out and promise to go.

“Was formerly accustomed to drive out demons by means of needles. At that time cases of possession by evil spirits were very common in our villages, and my services were in very frequent demand. . . .”

The Rev. Timothy Richard, missionary, also writing in response to Dr. Nevis’s circular, says:

“The Chinese orthodox definition of spirit is, ‘the soul of the departed;’ some of the best of whom are raised to the rank of gods. . . . There is no disease to which the Chinese are ordinarily subject that the demons may not be enlisted to aid in. In this case the mind is untouched. It is only the body that suffers; and the Chinese endeavor to get rid of the demon by vow and offerings to the gods. The subject in this case is an involuntary one. . . .”

“Persons possessed range between fifteen and fifty years of age, quite irrespective of sex. This infatuation comes on very suddenly, sometimes in the day, and sometimes in the night. The demoniac talks madly, smashes everything near him, acquires unusual strength, tears his clothes into rags, and rushes into the street, or to the mountains or kills himself unless prevented. After this violent possession, the demoniac calms down and submits to his fate, but under the most heart-rending protests. These mad spells which are experienced on the demon’s entrance return at intervals, and increase in frequency, and generally also in intensity, so that death at last ensues from their violence.

“A Chefoo boy of fifteen was going on an errand. His path led through fields where men were working at their crops. When he came up to the men and had exchanged a word or two with them, he suddenly began to rave wildly; his eyes rolled, then he made for a pond near by. Seeing this, the people ran up to him, stopped him from drowning himself and took him home to his parents. When he got home, he sprang up from the ground to such a height as manifested almost a superhuman strength. After a few days he calmed down and became unusually quiet and gentle; but his own consciousness was lost. The demon spoke to his friends in Nan-Kin. After six months this demon departed. He has been in the service of several foreigners in Chefoo since. In this case no worship was offered to the demon.

“Now we proceed to those, who involuntarily possessed, yield to and worship the demon. The demon says he will cease tormenting the demoniac if he will worship him, and he will reward him by increasing his riches. But if not, he will punish his victim, make heavier their torments and rob him of his property. People find that their food is cursed. They cannot prepare any, but filth and dirt comes down from the air to render it uneatable. Their wells are likewise cursed; their wardrobe is set on fire, and their money very mysteriously disappears. Hence arose the custom of cutting off the head of a string of cash that it might not run away. . . . When all efforts to rid themselves of the demon fail, they yield to it, and say

“Hold! Cease thy tormenting and we will worship thee!” A picture is pasted upon the wall, sometimes of a woman, and sometimes of a man, and incense is burned, and prostrations are made to it twice a month. Being thus rewarded, money now comes in mysteriously, instead of going out. Even milestones are made to move at the demon’s orders, and the family becomes rich at once. But it is said that no luck attends such families, and they will eventually be reduced to poverty. Officials believe these things. Palaces are known to have been built by them for these demons, who, however, are obliged to be satisfied with humber shrines from the poor. . . .

“Somewhat similar to the above class is another small one which has power to enter the lower regions. These are the opposite of necromancers, for instead of calling up the dead and learning of them about the future destiny of the individual to whom they are engaged, they are led to a trance for two days, when their spirits are to have gone to the Prince of Darkness, to inquire how long the sick person shall be left among the living. . . .

“Let us now note the different methods adopted to cast out the evil spirits from the demoniacs. Doctors are called to do it. They use needles to puncture the tips of the fingers, the nose, the neck. They also use a certain pill, and apply it in the following manner: the thumbs of the two hands are tied together, and the two big toes are tied together in the same manner. Then one pill is put on the two big toes at the root of the nail, and the other at the root of the thumb nails. At the same instant the two pillars are set on fire, and they are kept until the flesh is burned. In the application of the pills, or in the piercing of the needle, the involuntary cry is: ‘I am going; I am going immediately. I will never dare to come back again. Oh, have mercy on me this once. I’ll never return!’

“When the doctors fail, they call on people who practise spiritism. They themselves cannot drive the demon away, but they call another demon to do it. Both the Confucians and Taoists practise this method. . . . Sometimes the spirits are very ungovernable. Tables are turned, chairs are rattled, and a general noise of smashing is heard, until the mediums themselves tremble with fear. If the demon is of this dreadful character, they quickly write another charm with the name of the particular spirit whose quiet disposition is known to them. Lu-tau is a favourite of this kind. After the burning of the charm and incense, and when prostrations are made, a little frame is procured, to which a Chinese pencil is attached. Two men on each side hold it on a table spread with sand or millet. Sometimes a prescription is written, the pencil moving of its own accord. They buy the medicine prescribed and give it to the possessed. . . . Should they find that burning incense and offering sacrifices fails to liberate the poor victim, they may call in conjurors, such as the Taoists, who sit on mats and are carried by invisible power from place to place. They ascend to a height of twenty or fifty feet, and are carried to a distance of four or five li (about half a mile). Of this class are those who, in Manchuria call down fire from the sky in those funerals where the corpse is burned. . . .

“These exorcists may belong to any one of the three religions in China. That举行 the most famous, and on the fifteenth of the first month, is said by some to commemorate a Buddhist priest’s victory over evil spirits. . . . They paste up charms on windows and doors, and on the body of the demoniac, and conjure the demon to return. The evil spirit answers: ‘I’ll never return. You need not take the trouble of pasting all these charms upon the doors and windows.’

“Exorcists are especially hated by the evil spirits. Some-
times they feel themselves beaten fearfully; but no hand is seen. Bricks and stones may fall off them from the sky or house tops. On the road they may without any warning be plattered over from head to foot with mud or filth; or may be seized when approaching a river, and held under the water and drowned."

In his Social Life among the Chinese, Dr. Doolittle says: "They have invented several ways by which they find out the pleasure of gods and spirits. One of the most common of their utensils is the Ka-pue, a piece of bamboo root, bean-shaped, and divided in the centre, to indicate the positive and the negative. The incense lighted, the Ka-pue properly manipulated before the symbol god, the pieces are tossed from the medium's hand, indicating the will of the spirit by the way they fall."

The following manifestation is mental rather than physical: "The professional takes in the hand a stick or lighted incense to expel all defining influences; prayers of some sort are repeated, the fingers interlaced, and the medium's eyes are shut, giving unmistakable evidence of being possessed by some supernatural or spiritual power. The body sways back and forward; the incense falls, and the person begins to step about, assuming the walk and peculiar attitude of the spirit. This is considered as infallible proof that the divinity has entered the body of the medium. Sometimes the god, using the mouth of the medium, gives the supplicant a sound scolding for invoking his aid to obtain unlawful or unworthy ends."

"Divination," writes Sir John Burrows, "with many strange and unmeaningly inspired to instruct the living, and reveal the future, is of very ancient origin, as is proved by Chinese manuscripts antedating the revelations of the Jewish Scriptures."

An ancient Chinese book called Poh-chi-ling-tsung, consisting of six volumes on the "Source of True Divination," contains the following preface:

"The secret of augury consists in the study of the mysteries and in communications with gods and demons. The interpretations of the transformations are deep and mysterious. The theory of the science is most intricate, the practice of it most important. The sacred classic says: 'That which is true gives indications of the future.' To know the condition of the dead, and hold with them intelligent intercourse, as did the ancients, produces a mort salutary influence upon the parties. . . . But when from intoxication, feeling, or licentious pleasures, one succeeds in invoking the gods, what infatuation to suppose that their prayers will move them. Often when no response is given, or the interpretation is not verified, they lay the blame at the door of the augur, forgetting that their failure is due to their want of sincerity. . . . It is the great fault of augurs, too, that, from a desire of gain, they use the art of divination as a trap to ensnare the people."

Peckle adds: "Naturally undemonstrative and secretive, the higher classes of Chinese seek to conceal their full knowledge of spirit intercourses from foreigners, and from the inferior castes of their own countrymen, thinking them not sufficiently intelligent to rightly use it. The lower orders, superstitious and money-grasping, often prostitute their magic gifts to gain and fortune-telling. These clairvoyant fortune-tellers, surpassing wandering gypsies in 'hitting' the past, infer the temples, streets and road-sides, promising to find lost property, discover precious metals and reveal the hidden future."

Ghosts. — The Chinese are strong in the belief that they are surrounded by the spirits of the dead. Indeed ancestor-worship constitutes a powerful feature in the national faith, but as it deals with religion it does not come within the scope of this article. Suffice it to say that the Celestial has ever before him the likelihood and desirability of communon with the dead. On the death of a person they make a hole in the roof to permit the soul to effect its escape from the house. When a child is at the point of death, its mother will go into the garden and call its name, hoping thereby to bring back its wandering spirit."

"With the Chinese the souls of suicides are specially obnoxious, and they consider that the very worst penalty that can befall a soul is the sight of its former surroundings. This, it is supposed that, in the case of the wicked man, they only see their homes as if they were near them; they see their last wishes disregarded, everything upside down, their substance squandered, strangers possess the old estate; in their misery the dead man's family curse him, his children become corrupt, land is gone, the wife sees her husband tortured, the husband sees his wife stricken down with mortal disease; even friends forget, but some, perhaps, for the sake of bygone times, may stroke the coffin and let fall a tear, departing with a cold smile."

"In China, the ghosts which are animated by a sense of duty are frequently seen: at one time they seek to serve virtue in distress, and at another they aim to restore wrongfully held treasure. Indeed, as it has been observed, 'one of the most powerful as well as the most widely diffused of the people's ghost stories is that which treats of the persecuted child whose mother comes out of the grave to succour him.'"

"The Chinese have a dread of the wandering spirits of persons who have come to an unfortunate end. At Canton, 1817, the wife of an officer of Government had occasioned the death of two female domestics: suspicion it was supposed of her husband's conduct towards the girls; and, in order to screen herself from the consequences, she suspended the bodies by the neck, with a view to its being construed into an act of suicide. But the conscience of the woman tormented her to such a degree that she became insane, and at times personated the victims of her cruelty, or, as the Chinese supposed, the spirits of the murdered girls possessed her, and utilised her mouth to declare her own guilt. In her ravings she tore her clothes and beat her own person with all the fury of madness; after which she would recover her senses for a time, when it was supposed the demons quitted her, but only to return with greater frenzy, which took place a short time previous to her death. According to Mr. Denny, the most common form of Chinese ghost story is that wherein the ghost seeks to detain the dead; its object being to bring to justice the murderer who shivered off its mortal coil."

Poltergeists (q.v.) are not uncommon in China, and several cases of their occurrence have been recorded by the Jesuit missionaries of the eighteenth century in Cochinchina. Mr. Denny in his Folk Lore of China, mentions a case in which a Chinaman was forced to take refuge in a temple by the usual phenomena—throwing of crockery, &c., after the decease of a monkey.

Secret Societies. For an account of secret societies in China, see Thien-liu-Hwin and Trinad Society.

It has sometimes been claimed that the systems of Confucius and Lao-Tze are magical or kabbalistic, but such claims have been advanced by persons who did not appreciate their proper status as philosophic systems. (See Y-kin, Book of.)

Symbolism. There are numerous mysteries of meaning in the strange symbols, characters, personages, birds, beasts, etc. which adorn all species of Chinese art objects. For example a rectangular Chinese vase is feminine, representing the creative or ultimate principle. A group of seemingly miscellaneous art objects, depicted perhaps upon a brush tray, are probably the po-ku, or hundred antiques, emblematic of culture and implying a delicate compliment to the recipient of the tray. Birds and animals occur with
frequency on Chinese porcelains, and, if one will observe closely, it is a somewhat select menagerie, in which certain types are emphasised by repetition. For instance, the dragon is so familiar as to be no longer remarked, and yet his significance is perhaps not fully understood by all. There are, in fact, three kinds of dragons, the Lung of the sky, the Lo of the sea, and the Kiao of the marshes. The Lung is the favourite kind, however, and may be known when met by his having in his head a camel, the horns of a deer, the eyes of a rabbit, ears of a cow, neck of a snake, belly of a frog, scales of a carp, claws of a hawk, and palm of a tiger.' His special office is to guard and support the mansions of the gods, and he is naturally the peculiar symbol of the Emperor, or Son of Heaven.

A less familiar beast is the Chi-lin, which resembles in part a rhinoceros, but has head, feet, and legs like a deer, and a tufted tail. In spite of its unprepossessing appearance he is of a benovolent disposition, and his image on a vase or other ornament is an emblem of good government and length of days. A strange bird, having the head of a phaeton, a long flexible neck and a plummed tail, may often be seen flying in the midst of scroll-like clouds, or walking in a grove of trees. This is the Feng-huang, the Chinese phoenix, emblem of immortality and appearing to mortals only as a prelude of the auspicious reign of a virtuous Emperor. The tortoise (Huei), which bears upon its back the seagirt abode of the Eight Immortals, is a third supernatural creature associated with strength, longevity, and (because of the markings on its back) with a mystic plan of numerals which is a key to the philosophy of the unseen.

Colours have their significance, blue being the colour of the heavens, yellow of the earth and the Emperor, red of the sun, white of Jupiter or the Year Star, while each dynasty had its own particular hue, that of the Chou dynasty being described as 'blue of the sky after rain where it appears between the clouds.'

One could go on indefinitely 'reading' the meaning of the seemingly fantastic creations of the Chinese artist-devotee, but enough has been said to show that the strange beings, the conventional arrangements, the apparently haphazard conjunction of objects in his decorative schemes are far from being matter of chance, but add to their decorative properties the intellectual charm of significance.

Chloro-Breath, Despenbrock's Treatise on: (See Healing by Touch.)

Chips of Gallows: Chips from a gallows and places of execution are said to make efficacious amulets against agoos.

Oohien: An evil spirit. (See Burma.)

Chosiehri: The name under which the Jewish Kabalists designate Wisdom.

Och-pan: The Gypsy name for a witch.

Chrisieitus: Is stone, which if bound round with gold and carried in the left hand drives away night-hags and preserves from melancholy, illusions and witches. Its virtue is the greater if a hole be made in it, and the hairs of a horse passed through.

Christian Circle, The: (See Spain.)

Chrysirite: A stone preventive of fever and madness, which also dispenses to repentance. If set in gold, it is a preservative against nocturnal terrors.

Chrysoprase: A stone 'good for weakness of sight, and for rendering its possessor joyful and liberal': its colour is green and gold.

Churabhar: It is not difficult to understand how the churchyard has come to be regarded as the special haunt of ghosts. The popular imagination may well be excused for supposing that the spirits of the dead continue to hover over the spot where their bodies are laid. The ancient Greeks thought that the souls of the dead were especially powerful near their graves or sepulchres, because of some natural tie binding soul and body, even after death. The more gross and earthly a soul was, the less willing was it to be among the nearer of its vicinity of its body, and consequently, spectres encountered in a churchyard were more to be feared than those met with elsewhere. The apparitions witnessed at the tombs of saints, however, were to be regarded rather as good angels than the souls of the saints themselves.

Chemical Naps of Christian Rosenkreutz: (See Rosceans.)

Circles: (See Greece.)

Circles, Spiritualistic: A group of persons who meet at intervals for the purpose of holding séances for spirit communication. It is essential that at least one among them be a medium; occasionally there are several mediums in one circle. But indeed all the members of a circle must be chosen with care, if the séances are to be productive of phenomena. The Baron de Guluensdtubbe, in his Practical Experimental Pneumology, or the Reality of Spirits and the Marvelous Phenomenon of their Direct Writing, published early in the history of the movement, gives directions for the forming of a circle after the American fashion. "Setting aside the moral conditions," he says, "which are usually requisite it is known that American Circles are based on the distinction of positive and electric or negative magnetic currents. "The circles consist of twelve persons, representing in equal proportions the positive and negative or sensitive elements. This distinction does not follow the sex of the members, though generally women are negative and sensitive, while men are positive and magnetic. The mental and physical constitution of each individual must be studied before forming the circles, for some delicate personalities who are at the left of the medium, with the most positive among them next to him. In order to form a chain, the twelve person each place their right hand on the table, and their left hand on that of the neighbour, thus making a circle round the table. Observe that the medium or medium, if there be more than one, are entirely isolated from those who form the chain."

The formation of a circle is accomplished on similar lines at the present day. M. Camille Flammeron states that the alternation of the sexes is generally provided to "reinforce the fluids." That the séance may be as productive when the circle is composed of a few investigators, following no rules, but their own, has been abundantly proved in recent years. The one indispensable feature is the medium.

Clairaudience ("Clear Hearing"): The ability to hear sounds inaudible to the normal ear, such as "spirit" voices; a faculty analogous to clairvoyance, (n.v.), but considerably less frequently met with. If clairaudience be ascribed to auditory, as clairvoyance to visual, hallucination, its comparative rarity is accounted for, since visual hallucination is more common to the two. At the same time there are a goodly number of instances of the clairaudient faculty on record, some of them of a very picturesque nature. (See Spirit Music.) Perhaps the best known
Clairvoyance may be roughly divided into three classes: that of Joan of Arc, but she was not the only martyr who heard the voices of saints and angels urging them to the performance of some special task. In spiritualistic circles the faculty is frequently claimed by mediums, but distinction must be made between the "inner voice," in which the latter are supposed to receive communications from the deities of the other world, and an externalised voice comparable to an actual physical sound. Frequently some physical sounds form the basis of an auditory hallucination, just as the points of light in a crystal are said to form points de repère round which the hallucination of the visualiser may shape itself.

Clairvoyance (i.e., "clear vision"): A term denoting the supposed supernatural faculty of seeing persons and events which are distant in time or place, and of which no knowledge can reach the seer through the normal sense-channels. Clairvoyance may include psychometry, second sight, and crystal-gazing, all of which see. For the early history of clairvoyance, see Divination. In prophecy, we have a form of clairvoyance extending back into antiquity, and second-sight is also an ancient form. It is probable that spiritualism in Great Britain was first brought into the open about the third decade of the nineteenth century, by an outbreak of clairvoyance. Among the clairvoyants of that period may be mentioned Alexis Didier (q.v.), whose phenomena suggested that telepathy at least entered into his feats, which included the reading of letters enclosed in sealed packets, the playing of cards with bandaged eyes, and others of a like nature. Clairvoyance remains to the present day a prominent feature of the spiritualistic seance. Though there exists a quantity of evidence, collected by the members of the Society for Psychical Research and other scientific investigators, which would seem to support the theory of a supernormal vision, yet at the same time it must be acknowledged that many cases of clairvoyance lend themselves to a more mundane explanation. For instance, it has been shown that it is almost, if not quite, impossible so to bandage the eyes of the medium that he cannot make some use of his normal vision. The possibility of hyperesthesia during trance must also be taken into account, nor must we overlook the humanitarian factor of telepathy, which may conceivably play a part in clairvoyant performances. A private enquiry agency might also be suggested as a possible source of some of the knowledge displayed by the professional clairvoyant. The crystal is, as has been indicated, a favourite medium, and might be considered as a sort of clairvoyant, acting presumably because the hypnotic state is favourable to the development of the supernormal vision, though it might also be suggested that the condition thus induced favoured the rising into the upper conscious state of knowledge sub-consciously gleaned. The term clairvoyance is also used to cover the power to see discarnate spirits, and is thus applied to mediumship generally.

Cock: The cock has always been connected with magical practice in the various parts of the world throughout the ages, and is to be considered in more than one light in this connection. He is the herald of the dawn, and many examples might be collected of demons and sorcerers where his shrill cry, announcing daybreak, has put the infernal Sabbath to rout. It is said that for the purpose of averting such a contingency, sorcerers were wont to smear the head and breast of the cock with olive oil, or place around his neck a collar of vine-branches. In many cases the future was divined through the instrumentality of this bird. (See Alestromancy.) It was also believed that in the stomach of the cock was found a stone, called Lappillus Alectori, from the Greek name of the bird, the virtue of which was to give strength and courage, and which is said to have inspired the gigantic might of Milo of Crotona.

Originally a native of India, the cock arrived in Europe in early times, via Persia, where we find him alluded to in the Zoroastrian books as the herald of Zoroaster, the sun, and slayer of demons. Among the Arabs, it is said that he crowed when he becomes aware of the presence of jinns. The Jews received their conception of the cock as a symbol of the evil spirits from the Persians, as did the Armenians, who say that he greets with his clarion call the guardian angels, who descend to earth with the day, and that he gives the key-note to the angelic choirs of heaven to commence their daily round of song. In India, too, and among the Pagans, he was supposed to scare away demons from dwelling
The cock is often regarded as the guide of souls to the underworld, and in this respect was associated by the Greeks with Persephone and Hermes, and by the Slavs of pagan times often sacrificed cocks to the dead, and to the household serpents in which they believed their ancestors to be reincarnated. Conversely, the cock was sometimes pictured as having an infernal connection, especially if his colour be black. Indeed he is often employed in black magic, perhaps the earliest instance of this being in the Atharic Veda. A black cock is offered up to propitiate the Devil in Hungary, and a black hen was used for the same purpose in Germany. The Greek tyrants, the Shekim of the Talmud, and the Iraquenque, whom the dead Aztec encounters on the road to Mictlan, the Place of the Dead, all have cock's feet. There is a widespread folk-belief that once in seven years the cock lays a little egg. In Germany it is necessary to throw over this roof, or tempests will wreck the homestead, but should the egg be hatched, it will produce a cockatrice or basilisk. In Lithuania they put the cock's egg in a pot, and place it in the oven. From this egg is hatched a Kauke, a bird with a tail like that of a golden pheasant, which, if properly tended, will bring its owner great good luck. Gross mentions in a chronicle of Bible, in Switzerland, that in the month of August, 1474, a cock of that town was accused and convicted of laying an egg, and was condemned to death. He was publicly burned along with his egg, at a place called Kablenberg, in sight of a great multitude of people.

The cock was also regarded as having a 'connection with light, and was credited with the power of illuminating his comb, and the fiery sheen of his plumage, or perhaps because he heralds the day. It is the cock who daily wakens the heroes in the Scandinavian Asgard. (See Aesctromancy.)

Cock Lane Ghost: The supposed cause of a mysterious outbreak of rappings, apparitions, and similar manifestations which broke out at a house in Cock Lane, Smithfield, London, in 1762. The disturbance was of the usual character of poltergeist hauntings, but for some reason or other it attracted widespread attention in London. Crowds flocked to the house to see the supposed 'ghost', and it was rumored that he had invented the ghost for the purpose of blackmailing the deceased's woman's husband. The disturbance was finally traced to Parsons' daughter, a girl of eleven, and Parsons himself was prosecuted and pilloried. (See Andrew Lang's Cock Lane and Common Sense, 1894.)

Coffin Nails: In Devonshire it is said that a ring made from three nails or screws that have been used to fasten a coffin, and dug up in a churchyard, will act as a charm against convulsions and fits of every kind.

Coffin, Walter: (See Psychological Society.)

Coleman, Benjamin: (See British National Association of Spiritualists.)

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor: English author and mystic (1772-1834). Samuel Taylor Coleridge, one of the greatest of English poets and critics, was born in the year 1772 at Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire, his father being John Cole-ridge, a clergyman and schoolmaster, who enjoyed considerable reputation as a theological scholar, and was author of a Latin grammar. Samuel's childhood was mostly spent at the native village, and from the first his parents observed that his was no ordinary temperament, for he showed a marked aversion to games, and his own children, and instead gave his time chiefly to promiscuous reading. "At six years of age," he writes in one of his letters to his friend, Thomas Poole, "I remember to have read Belisarius, Robinson Crusoe, and Philip Quarrel, and then I found the Arabian Nights Entertainments," while in this same letter he tells how the boys found him despised him for his eccentricity, the result being that he soon became a confirmed dreamer, finding in the kingdom of his mind a welcome haven of refuge from the scorn thus levelled at him.

By the time he was nine years old, Coleridge had shown a marked predilection for mysticism, in consequence whereof his father decided to make him a clergyman; and in 1782 the boy left home to go to Christ's Hospital, London. Here he found among his fellow pupils at least one who shared his literary tastes, Charles Lamb, and a warm friendship quickly sprung up between the two; while a little later Coleridge conceived an affection for a young girl called Mary Evans, but the progress of the love affair was soon arrested, the poet leaving London in 1790 to go to Cambridge. Beginning his university career as a sizar at Jesus College, he soon became known as a brilliant conversationalist, yet he made enemies by his extreme views on politics and religion, and in 1793, finding himself in various difficulties, he went back to London where he enlisted in the 15th Dragoons. Bought out soon afterwards by his relations, he returned to Cambridge, and in 1794, he published his drama, The Fall of Robespierre, while in the following year he was married to Sarah Fricker, and in 1796 he issued a volume of Poems. He now began to preach occasionally in Unitarian chapels, while in 1797 he met Wordsworth, with whom he speedily became intimate, and whom he joined in publishing Lyrical Ballads, this containing some of Coleridge's finest things, notably The Ancient Mariner. Nor was this the only masterpiece he wrote at this time; for scarcely was it finished, ere he composed two other poems of like worth, Christabel and Kubla Khan: while in 1798 he was appointed Unitarian minister at Shrewsbury, and after holding this post for a little while, he went to travel in Germany, the requisite funds having been given him by Josiah and Thomas Wedgwood, both of whom were keen admirers of Coleridge. In 1800, Boswell, in his Life of Johnson, relating the vast quantity of poetry then being published, mentions that he had heard of Coleridge's poems, and was disposed to condemn them. But peace and quiet are benefits usually sought in vain by poets, and Coleridge was no exception herein, for early in life he had begun to take occasional doses of laudanum, and now this
practice developed into a habit which ruled his whole life. In 1804 he sought relief by going to Malta, where afterwards he visited his brother. Returning from Malta, he was cheered by finding that a small annuity had been left him by the Wedgwoods, he was quite incapable of shaking off this deadly drug habit. As yet, however, it had not begun to vitiate his gifts altogether; and, after staying for awhile with Wordsworth at Grasmere, he delivered a series of lectures on poetry at Bristol and subsequently in London. Especially in the Metropolis his genius was quickly recognised, and he was made a pensioner of the Society of Literature, enabling him to take a small house at Highgate, and there he spent his declining years, while it was in Highgate Cemetery that his remains were interred after his death in 1834.

Everything from Coleridge's hand is penetrated by a wealth of thought. Apart from his purely metaphysical works, of which the most notable are Aids to Reflection and Confessions of an Enquiring Spirit, his Biographia Literaria and other fine contributions to critical literature are all of a mystical temper; for Coleridge—one more, perhaps, than any other critics, not even excepting Goethe and Walter Pater—is never content with handling the surface of things, but always reflects a striving to understand and lay bare the mysterious point where artistic creation begins. For him, literature is a form of life, one of the most mysterious forms of life, and while he is supremely quick at noticing purely aesthetic merit, and equally quick at marking defect, it is really the philosophical element in his criticism which gives it its transcendental value and interest.

Coleridge's metaphysical predilections are not more salient in his prose than in his verse. In a singularly beautiful poem, To the Evening Star, he tells that he gazes thereon.

"Till I, myself, all spirit seem to grow."

And in most of his poems, indeed, he is "all spirit," while often he hypnotises the reader into feeling something of the author's spirituality. Here and there, no doubt, he attempts to express in words things too deep and mysterious to be resolved into that sadly limited mode of utterance, the result being a baffling and even exasperating opacity; but waiving altogether Coleridge's metaphysical poems, may it not be said that The Ancient Mariner, and more especially Christabel, are the most beautiful of all poems in which the supernatural plays an important part?

Colley, Henry: (See Antrology.)
College of Teutonic Philosophers, R. C. (See Michael Maier).
Colloquy of the Ancients: A collection of Ossianic legends, made into one about the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. It relates how the Fian heroes, Keelte and Osian, each with eight warriors, met to talk over the glorious past for the last time. Then Osian returns to the Fairy Mound of his mother, and Keelte meets with St. Patrick and his monks at Drumdrag. Keelte tells the saint many tales, interspersed with lyrics, with which he is delighted, and he eventually baptises Keelte and his warriors and grants them absolution.

Commentary on the Ancient War of the Knights: (See Alchemy.)

Community of Sensation: The term applied by the early mesmerists to a phenomenon of the hypnotic trance, wherein the somnambule seemed to share the sensations of the operator. Thus an hypnotic subject, insensible to pain and utterly indifferent to any stimulus applied to his own organism, would immediately respond to such stimuli applied to the hypnotist. If the latter had his nose tweaked or his hair pulled, the entranced subject, though in a separate room, would rub the corresponding part of his own person, with every sign of pain and indignation.

The most common sensations shared in this wise were those of tasting and smelling, but apparent community of sight and even hearing were not unknown. In the days of Reichenbach such experiences were largely attributed to fraud, but they have since been proved to be genuine trance phenomena, probably arising from unconscious suggestion and hyperesthesia, or, in the few cases where that hypothesis will not cover the ground, telepathic communication between operator and subject. Community of sensation is not, however, confined to the trance condition. Many instances of community of sensation arising spontaneously in the cases of persons in rapport with one another are to be found in the Journal and Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research.

Compacts with the Devil: An anonymous writer has handed down to us the agreement entered into between Louis Gaufridi and the devil:

"I, Louis, a priest, renounce each and every one of the spiritual and corporal gifts which may accrue to me from God, from the Virgin, and from all the saints, and from my patron John the Baptist, and the apostles Peter and Paul and St. Francis. And to you, Lucifer, now before me, I give myself and all the good I may accomplish, except the returns from the sacraments in the cases where I may administer it; all of which I sign and attest.

On his side Lucifer made the following agreement with Louis Gaufridi:

"I, Lucifer, bind myself to give you, Louis Gaufridi, priest, the faculty and power of bewitching by blowing with the mouth, all and any of the women and girls you may desire; in proof of which I sign myself Lucifer."

Bodin gives the following: "Magdalene of the Cross, native of Cordova in Spain and abbess of a convent, finding that she was suspected by the nuns and fearing that she would be burnt if charged, desired to anticipate them, and obtain the pardon of the pope by confessing that from the age of twelve years, a bad spirit in the form of a black Moor had desired her chastity, and that she had given in, and this had gone on for thirty years or more, and that all and all she did was forced against her will. Through his means while she was raised up, and when the nuns took the sacrament after the consecration, the host came even to her in the air, in the sight of the other nuns who regarded it as sacred and the priest also, who used to complain at that time of a host?"

According to Dohn Calmet there is to be seen at Molsheim in the chapel of St. Ignatius in the church of the Jesuit fathers a well-known inscription giving the history of a young German nobleman named Michel Louis, of the family of Bouhenhoren, who was sent when quite young to the court of the Duke of Lorraine to learn French and there lost all his money at cards. Reduced to despair he decided to give himself up to the devil if that spirit of evil could or would give him good money, for he was afraid that he would be able to supply him only with counterfeit. While thinking this over a young man of his own age, well-built and well-dressed, suddenly appeared before him and asking him the cause of his distress, put out his hand full of money and invited him to prove its worth, telling him to take him up again on the morrow. Michel returned to his companions who were still playing, won back all he had lost and all that of his companions. Then he called on his devil who asked in return three drops of blood which he collected in an acorn shell, and offering a pen to Michel told him to write to his dictation. This consisted of unknown words, which were taken down
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on two different notes, one of which the devil retained, and the other was put into the arm of Michel in the same places from which the blood had been taken. The devil then said: "I undertake to serve you for seven years, after which you belong to me without reserve. The young man agreed, though with some trepidation, and the devil did not fail to appear to him, day and night in various forms, inspiring him to things varied, unknown and curious and always with a tendency of evil. The fatal period of seven years was drawing to an end, and the young man was then about twenty years of age. He went home to his father, where the devil to whom he had given himself inspired him to poison his father and mother born the and had enlisted her the father, where the devil to whom he was given at the same time the devil begun and the name of St. Ignace which he would have killed himself missed fire twice, and the poison failed to act on his parents. Getting more and more uneasy he confided the unhappy condition he was in to some of his father's servants and begged them to get help. At the same time the devil seized him, twisting his body around and stopping very short of breaking his bones. His mother, who followed the teachings of St. Ignatius and had enlisted her son in them, finding no help in court against the demon who possessed or obsessed him, was forced to put him in the care of some monks. But he soon left them and escaped to Isafde whence he was sent back to Rome by his brother, to whom the same prisoner, who put him again into the hands of the Fathers of the Society. It was then that the demon made the most violent efforts against him, appearing to him in the form of wild animals. One day among others the demon, in the form of a man, wild and covered with hair, threw on the ground a note or contract different from the true one which he had got from the young man, so as to try by this false show to get him out of the hands of those who were looking after him and to prevent his making a full confession. Finally the 20th October, 1603, was set aside for proof in the Chapel of St. Ignatius, and for the reproduction of the true contract containing the deal made with the demon. The young man made profession of the orthodox catholic faith, renounced the demon and received the holy Eucharist. Then with terrible cries he said that he saw a goat of immense size standing with his fore feet in the air and each holding between its hoofs one of the contracts or compacts. But when the exorcism was begun and the name of St. Ignatius was invoked the two goats disappeared and there issued from the arm or left hand of the young man a demon or strainer other anything leaving no scar, the contract, which fell at the feet of the exorcist. There still remained the contract which had been retained by the demon. The exorcisms were begun again, St. Ignatius was invoked and a mass was promised in his honour, when a stork appeared, large, deformed and ill-shapen, and dropped from its beak the second contract, which was found on the altar.

There is frequent mention among the ancients of certain demons who show themselves, especially towards midnight, to those with whom they are on familiar terms. They visit such persons in the form of men or animals or allow themselves to be enclosed in a letter, account or phial or even in a ring, wide and hollow within. "Magicians are known," adds Leloyer, "who make use of them, and to my great regret am forced to admit that the practice is only too common." Houssard in his Théâtre des exemples du Be commandement, quoted by Goulart, says: "A doctor of medicine forgot himself so far as to form an alliance with the enemy of our salvation whom he called and imbibed in a glass from which the seducer and familiar spirit answered him. The doctor was fortunate in the cure of ailments, and amassed great wealth in his practice, so much so that he left his children the sum of 28,000 francs. Shortly before his death, when his conscience began to prick him, he fell into such a frenzy that he never spoke but to invoke the devil or blaspheme the Holy Ghost and it was in this unhappily inclined condition that he passed away." Goulart repeats, from Alexander of Alexandria, the story of a prisoner who had invoked the help of the devil and had visited the lower regions: "The overlord of a small town in the principality of Sulmona and Kingdom of Naples, proved very miserly and arrogant in his rule, so much so that his subjects were too poor to live beside his harsh treatment of them. One of them, honest, but poor and despised, gave a sound beating for some reason to a hunting dog of this overlord, and the death of the dog angered the latter so much that he had the poor man seized and shut up in a dungeon. After some days the warders, who kept the gates carefully locked went to open them as usual to give him a crust of bread, but he was not to be found in his cell. Having looked for him everywhere, again and again, and finding no trace of him nor his method of escape, they at last reported this wonderful affair to their master, who first ridiculed, and then threatened them, but realising at length the truth of it, he was no less astonished than they. Three days after this alarming incident, and with all the doors of the prison and dungeon closed as before, this same prisoner, unknown to anyone, was found shut up in his own dungeon. He was much distracted, and asked to be taken without delay before the overlord as he had a matter of much importance to communicate. When taken there he said that he had come back from the lower regions. His case was that, not being able to stand any longer the rigors of prison life, overcome with despair, fearing death and lacking any good advice, he had invoked the help of the devil that he might release him from his confinement. That soon after, the Evil One, in a terribly hideous form, had appeared in his dungeon where they made a bargain, after which he was dragged out, not without severe injury, and projected into subterranean passages, wonderfully hollowed out, like the bottom of the earth; there he had seen the dungeons of the wicked, their tortures and their miseries, dark and terrible. Kings, princes and high lords were plunged into abysses of darkness where, with indescribable torture, they were seared with a raging fire. That he had seen popes, cardinals and other prelates, beautifully dressed, and other kinds of persons in varying garb, in the depth of great depth, where the torture was incessant. Proceeding, he said he had recognized some acquaintances and especially a former great friend of his who, recognising him in return, enquired as to his condition. The prisoner told him that their land was in the hands of a cruel master, whereupon the other charged him to command this cruel master, on returning, to renounce his tyrannical ways, otherwise his place would be one of the neighbouring seats, which was shown to the prisoner. And (continued this shade) in order that the said overlord may have faith in your report recall to him the secret counsel and talks we had together when engaged in a certain war, the chiefs in which he named, and then he gave in detail the secret, their agreement, the words and promises given on each side. The prisoner gave them all distinctly one by one in their order, and the lord was much amused, and the words make him wonder how things committed to himself and not revealed by him to anybody, could be so easily and so boldly unfolded to him by a poor subject of his who told them as if he had read them in a book. Further, the overlord, in his friend in the lower regions, whether it could be true that all the magnificently dressed persons that he saw
were conscious of their torments. The other answered that they were scarred with an eternal fire, overwhelmed with torture and indescribable anguish, and that all this scarlet and golden raiment was nought but the colouring of the glowing fire. Wishing to test this he drew near to touch this scarlet effect and the other begged him to go, but the fierceness of the fire had scorched the whole of the palm of his hand, which he showed all roasted and cooked as in the embers of a great fire. The poor prisoner being released, to those who met him on his way home he appeared stupid. He neither saw nor heard anything, was always deep in thought, spoke little and replied very shortly to the questions put to him. His face, too, had become so hideous, his appearance so wild and ill-favoured that his wife and children had difficulty in recognising him again, and when they did it was only to weep and cry at this change in him. He lived but a few days after his return and so great was his distortion that he had great difficulty in looking after his affairs."

Crespeit describes the mark with which Satan brands his own:

"It may be assumed that it is no fallacy but very evident that Satan's mark on sorcerers is like leprosy, for the spot is insensitive to all punctures, and it is in the possession of such marks that one recognises them as true sorcerers for they feel the puncture no more than if they were leprous, nor does any blood appear, and never indeed, any pain that may be inflicted cause them to move the part."

"They receive, with this hagry, the power of injuring and of pleasing, and, secretly or openly, their children are made to participate in the oath and connection which the fathers have taken with the devil. Even the mothers with this in view, dedicate and consecrate their children to the demons, not only as soon as born but even when conceived, and so it happens that, through the ministrations of these demons, sorcerers have been seen with two pupils in each eye, while others had the picture of a horse in one eye and two pupils in the other, and such serve as marks and badges of contracts made with them, for these demons can engrave and render in effigy such or similar lines and features on the bodies of the very young embryo."

"These marks," says Jacques Fontaine, "are not engraved on the bodies of sorcerers by the demons for recognition of companies of light-horse know those of their number by the colour of their coats, but to imitate the creator of all things, to show his power and the authority he has gained over those miserable beings who have allowed themselves to be caught by his cunning and trickery, and by the recognition of these marks of their master to keep them in his power. Further, to prevent them, as far as possible, from withdrawing from their promises and oaths of fidelity, because though breaking faith with him the marks still remain with them and serve, in an accusation, as a means of betraying them, with even the smallest amount of evidence that may be brought forward."

"Bonaventure, a prisoner who had just been condemned to be burnt . . . was marked in more than thirty places over the body and on the limbs especially there was a mark of lust so large and deep, considering the site, that a needle could be inserted for the width of three fingers across it without any feeling being shown by the puncture."

"The same author shows that the marks on sorcerers are areas which have mortified from the touch of the devil's finger."

"About 1591, Leonarde Chastenet, an old woman of eighty, was taken up as a sorceress while begging in Poitou. Brought before Mathurin Bonnevault, who deposed to having seen her at the meeting of witches, she confessed that she had been there with her husband, and that the devil, a very disgusting beast, was there in the form of a man. She denied that she would have carried out any witchcraft, but nineteen witnesses testified to her having caused the death of five labourers and a number of animals."

"Finding her crimes discovered and herself condemned she confessed that she had made a compact with the devil, given him some of her hair, and promised to do all the harm she could. She added that at night in prison the devil had appeared to her, in the form of a cat, to which she expressed the wish to die, whereupon this devil presented her with two pieces of wax telling her to eat them and she would die, but she had been unwilling to do it. She had the pieces of wax with her, but on examination their composition could not be made out. She was then condemned and the pieces of wax burnt with her."

"Compass Brothers: Between the years 1400 and 1790, there existed at Lubeck a guild of this name, which met twice a year. Their badge was a compass and sector suspended from a crowned letter "C," over which was a radiated triangular plate. In 1483 they adopted chains composed of these emblems united by eagles' tails. They appear to have been a magical or Kabalistic society."

"Conan Mac Morne: A figure in the Ossianic cycle of Irish legend, described as scoffing and deriding all that was high and noble. One day while hunting, he and others of the Fianna entered a magnificent palace which they found deserted. Afterward he became apparent, however, that the palace was enchanted, and the walls shrank to the size of a fox's hole. Conan seemed to be unaware of the danger and continued to eat, but two of the Fianna pulled him off his chair, to which some of his skin stuck. To soothe the pain a black sheep-skin was placed on his back, on which it grew, and he wore it till he died."

"Conary Mor: A legendary High King of Ireland. It is said that his great-grandfather destroyed the Fairy Mound of Bric-Errig, and thus brought down ill-fate upon Conary Mor. When a child he left his three foster-brothers on the Plains of Lios, and followed a flock of beautiful birds down to the shore. These were transformed into armed men, who told him that they belonged to his father and were in his kin. His geis (or taboo) was made known to him later. He was proclaimed King of Erin. His reign was good, happy, and prosperous, until the Danann folk lured him to the breaking of his geis. It is told how Conary, dying of thirst after battle, sent his warrior Mac Cecht to bring him water. Mac Cecht had much difficulty in obtaining this, and on his return found that Conary had been beheaded: the water, however, was raised to the mouth of the bodyless head—which, it is said, thanked Mac Cecht for his deed."

"Confessiones: Gods of the ancients, spoken of by Arno, whom Leloye identifies with inculbi."

"Confessors: Magicians who claim to have the power to evoke demons and tempests."

"Conte Del Grail: One of the "Quest" versions of the legend of the Holy Grail (q.v.) compiled by various authors. It tells how Perceval was appointed to the life of a forester by his mother; but forsaking her he becomes a member of the Court of King Arthur. Thence he goes forth as a knight-errant, and his numerous adventures are recorded. During these, he meets with certain mysteries, but returns to the court. The adventures of Guavalon, another of the knights are fully detailed. Perceval, himself, sets forth again, and wanders about for five years in a very godless state of mind. One Good Friday he meets with a band of pilgrims, who remonstrate with him for riding armed on a holy day; and he turns aside to confess to a hermit.
who turns out to be his uncle. From him he learns that only the sinless can find the Grail, and that he has sinned in abandoning his mother, and that henceforward he will tip-toe, and feature between medium and control, and it is suggested that the apparent resemblance was achieved by a change in the mode of dressing, by tip-toeing, and other mechanical means.

Ooral (red): It stops bleeding, preserves houses from thunder, and children from evil spirits, goblins, and sorceresses.

Control:—A spiritualistic term, denoting the spirit who controls the physical organisation of a medium.—(See Spiritualism.)

Convulsionaries of St. Medard: During the first half of the eighteenth century there occurred in the cemetery of St. Medard, Paris, an extraordinary outbreak of convulsions and religious ecstasy, whose victims were the Jansenists, at that time suffering much persecution at the hands of the government and the church. The outbreak commenced with a few isolated cases of miraculous healing. One, Mlle. Morsaro, a paralytic, having for her confessor an enthusiastic Jansenist, was recommended by him to seek the tomb of St. Francis de Paris, in the cemetery of St. Medard. When she had repaired thither a few times she recovered her health. The news spread abroad, and other cures followed. Violent convulsions became a feature of the crisis which preceded these cures. At length the healing by Deacon Paris of a more than usually obstinate case, by a crisis of more than ordinary severity, was the signal for a violent outburst of epidemic frenzy. People of both sexes and all ages repaired to the tomb of the holy deacon, where the most appalling scenes were witnessed. People from the provinces helped to swell the ranks, till there was not a vacant foot of ground in the neighbourhood of St. Medard. At length, on January 27th, 1752, the cemetery was closed by order of the king. On its closed gate a wit inscribed the lines:

De par le roi défense à Dieu  
De faire miracle en ce lieu.

However the king’s ordinance did not put an end to the epidemic, which spread from Paris to many other towns. Ten years after its commencement—in 1741—it seemed to have died away, but in 1759 it burst out in Paris with renewed vigour, accompanied by scenes still more awful. In the following year it disappeared once more, though isolated examples persisted so late as 1787.

Cook, Florence: An English medium, the first to present the phenomenon of materialisation in its complete form. In the production of the crowd of physical manifestations she was associated at the outset of her mediumistic career—at the beginning of the decade 1870-80—with the medium Herne, but ere long dispensed with his assistance. So that she might not be under the necessity of taking fees for her services, a wealthy Manchester spiritualist, Mr. Charles Blackburn, paid her a sum of money annually. She was thus practically a private medium, and for the most part, her séances were held in her own home. Her principal control was the now famous spirit Katie King. Mr.—now Sir William—Crookes, who investigated the phenomena produced in Miss Cook’s presence, declared his conviction that Katie and the medium were two separate entities, and was satisfied of the supernormal nature of the former. Not all the sitters, however, were equally convinced. Many persons traced a resemblance in form and feature between medium and control, and it has been suggested that the apparent differences were achieved by a change in the mode of hair-dressing, by tip-toeing, and other mechanical means.

Coral (red): It stops bleeding, preserves houses from thunder, and children from evil spirits, goblins, and sorceresses.

It also strengthens digestion, and if taken in powder as soon as the child is born, preserves it from epilepsy.

Cordover: A famous Kabalist of the sixteenth century.

Cornwall: (See Sea Phantoms and Superstitions.)

Coral Candles: Mysterious lights supposed to presage death. They are also called ghost-lights and dead men’s candles.

Costumption (n.) is practised with a sieve, and a pair of tongs or shears, which are supported upon the thumb nails of two persons, who look upon each other, or the nails of the middle finger may be used. By this operation the natural and antipathies of things, the properties of occult writings, are revealed. A disciple of this science, who is very skilful in it, Saunders, in his Choromancy, and Agrrippa, at the end of his works, gives certain mystic words to be pronounced before the sieve will turn. It was used to discover love secrets as well as unknown persons. According to Grose, a chapter in the Bible is to be read, and the appeal made to St. Peter or St. Paul.

Costume, Phantom: (See Phantom Dress.)

Counter Charms: Charms employed to counteract the effect of other charms. When magicians wish to discourage animals they sprinkle salt in a porringer with some blood from one of the bewitched creatures, and repeat certain formulae for nine days.

Counts of Hell: Demons of a superior order in the informal hierarchy, who command numerous legions. They may be evoked at all hours of the day, provided the evocation is made in a wild, unfrequented spot.

Courte, l’Europe: (See Ogilvie.)

Oven, Surgeon: (See Psychological Society.)

Cramp-Rings, Hallowing: A ceremony which took place in England on Good Friday. It consisted of the repetition of certain psalms and prayers, during which the king rubbed the rings between his hands. It was said that rings thus consecrated on Good Friday by the kings of England, had the power of curing cramp; and the rings, which were given away were much in request even by foreign ambassadors.

Cremation: Divination by means of observing viands, and cakes. The paste of cakes which are offered in sacrifice, is closely examined, and from the flour which is spread upon them, omens are drawn.

Crotillus, Oswald: A disciple of the school of Paracelsus, and author of the Book of Signatures—the preface to which contains a good sketch of hermetic philosophy. The writer seeks to demonstrate that God and Nature have, so to speak, signed all their works, that every product of a given natural force is as the sum of that force, printed in the distinctive characters, so that he who is initiated in the occult writings can read as in an open book the sympathies and antipathies of things, the properties of substances, and all other secrets of creation. The characters of different writings,” says Eliphas Levi, “were borrowed primitively from these natural signatures existing in stars.
and flowers, in mountains and the smallest pebble; the figures of crystals, the marks on minerals, were impressions of the thought which the Creator had in their creation.

But we lack any grammar of this mysterious language of worlds, and a mathematical vocabulary of this primitive and absolute speech. King Solomon alone is credited with having accomplished the dual labour, but the books of Solomon are lost. The enterprise of Crolius was not the reconstitution of these, but an attempt to discover the fundamental principles obtaining in the universal language of the creative world. It was recognised in these principles that the original hieroglyphics, based on the prime elements of geometry, corresponded to the constitutive and essential laws of forms, determined by universal language of the creative world. It based on the prime elements of geometry, corresponded to figures determined by equilibratory attractions. Classification of all discoveries, to-morrow, and progress will be...

There is a trend of Swedenborgian ideas of two or more automatic writers acting without collusion, and under such conditions that the possibility of communication by normal means is removed. Since the beginning of the present century, efforts have been made by members of the Society for Psychical Research to prove, by the production of script containing cross-correspondences, the existence of discarnate intelligences, and their ability to operate through the physical organism of a medium. The first instances were of a spontaneous character, and occurred in the trance utterances of Mrs. Thompson and those of another medium, Miss Rawson. Thereafter the idea was conceived that such communications must be authenticated by several sitters—Mrs. Verral, Mrs. Holland, and others—of which was of great importance. The spontaneous character of these communications was found to be more pronounced in the writings of a second automatist. Sometimes three automatists succeeded in producing writings having a decided connection with each other. Two obscure writers have been rendered intelligible by means of a third, perhaps in itself equally obscure. In at least one instance correspondences occurred in the script of a person acting under somewhat curious circumstances. Mr. Piddington, a well-known member of the Society for Psychical Research, had written a 'test' letter, which he proposed should be opened after death. The contents, which dealt emphatically with the number seven, he told to no one. Mr. Podmore, however, would refer the phenomena of cross-correspondences, at least in part, to the operation of a complex form of telepathy—a possible, but in view of the facts, not very probable, explanation.

Crow: The cawing of a crow is an omen of evil.

Crow: Head: (See Philosopher's Stone.)

Crystal: Crystal prevails against unpleasant dreams, dissolves enchantments, and is a medium for magical visions. Being bruised with honey, it fills the breasts with milk. Lepidolite appears to have indulged a little spite against this beautiful mineral. "The principal use of crystal," he says, "is for making cups, rather than anything else that is good."

Crystallomancy, or Crystal Gazing: A mode of divination practised from very early times with the aid of a crystal, a pool of water, a mirror, or indeed any transparent object. Divinations by means of water, ink, and such substances are also known by the name of hydromancy (q.v.). Crystal-gazing may be a very simple or a very elaborate performance, according to the period in which it was practised, but in every case the object is to induce the clairvoyant a form of hypnosis, so that he may see visions in the crystal. The "crystal" most in favour among modern crystal gazers is a spherical or oval globe, about four inches in diameter, and preferably a genuine crystal; but of this size and shape, or in the case...
and it is desirable that the crystalomancer remain within these for some little time after the spirit has been dismissed. It was essential that no part of the ceremonial be omitted, otherwise the invocation would be a failure. Paracelsus, however, and others declared that all such elaborate ceremonies were unnecessary, and that the magnes microcosmi, the magnetic principle in man, was in itself sufficient to achieve the desired object. At a later period, though the ceremonial was not abolished, it became decidedly less imposing. If the person on whose behalf the divination was to be performed was not himself gifted with the clairvoyant faculty, he sought for a suitable medium, the best for the purpose being a young boy or girl, born in wedlock, and perfectly pure and innocent. Prayers and magical words were pronounced prior to the ceremony, and incense and perfumes were burned. Sometimes the child's forehead was anointed, and he himself provided with garments suitable to the impressive nature of the ceremony. Some writers mention a formula of prayers, known as the Call, which preceded the inspection of the crystal. Finally, the latter having been charged, it was handed over to the medium. The first indication of the clairvoyant vision was the appearance of a mist or cloud in the crystal. This gradually cleared away, and then made its appearance.

Modern Crystal gazing is carried on in much the same manner, though the preparations are simpler. The crystal is spherical and of the size of an orange; when in use it may be held between the agent's finger and thumb, or, if the end be slightly flattened, placed on a table; alternatively it may be held in the palm of the hand against a background of black cloth. The operation may be more readily carried out in a subdued light. A medium or clairvoyant person acts as the seer and if the divination be made for anyone else it is advisable that he be allowed to hold the crystal in his hand for a few minutes before it is passed into the hands of the clairvoyant. The object of crystal gazing is, as has been said, the induction of an hypnotic state giving rise to visionary hallucinations, the reflection of light in the crystal forming points de repère for such hallucinations. The value of elaborate ceremonies and impressive rituals thus lies in their potency to affect the mind and imagination of the seer. So far, the mystery of crystal vision is no mystery at all. But the remarkable frequency with which, according to reliable witnesses, visions seen in this manner, though they are not administered to the suspected person. Should it cause sickness or choking the man was said to be guilty, but if he remained well he was regarded as innocent. Barley bread was often used for this form of divination, being more likely to cause choking. This method of trial was practised amongst the Anglo-Saxons.

Crystallin : Vampires in ancient Mexico. (See Mexico and Central America.)

Curse of Bread : Used for purposes of divination, or ordeal by flour or bread. A piece of bread, about an ounce in weight, is broken in two, and a piece with which a spell has been administered is passed to the suspected person. The other piece is kept by the seer as evidence of guilt. If it turns black and the hair has been taken, or, if requested, any other member of the company.

Daenis : A class of sorcerers and scientific physicians who had their origin in Phrygia. Their number is given differently by different authorities. Some say it equals the
number of fingers on the hands—five male and five female. Pausanias says five, Perecydes fifty-two, twenty right and thirty-two left; while Orphous the Argonaut mentions a large number. The dactyls were magicians, exorcists, conjurers, soothsayers. Plutarch says that they made their appearance in Italy as sorcerers; while their magical practices and mysteries threw the inhabitants of Samothrace into consternation. They were credited with the discovery of minerals and the notes of the musical scale; also with the discovery and use of the Ephesian mines. They introduced fire into Crete, musical instruments into Greece. They were good runners and dancers, skilled in science and learning, and from them came the first wise men. They are said by some to have been the magnetic powers and spirits, whose head was Hercules.

Daemonologie: by King James VI. and I. It is customary nowadays to sneer at the writings of this royal author, as as Horace Walpole remarks, his majesty really has more critics than readers; while it should be borne in mind that in his own day the king's books were greatly admired, winning the encomiums of Bacon, Izaak Walton, and numerous equally eminent men of letters. In general, however, it was Basilikon Doron which elicited their homage, and compared to this last the king's study of demonology is but a mediocre performance. Published in 1597, it is couched in, as it were, the form of an argument; the speakers being the 1. Philomathes and Epistemon; and the former, being very incredulous as regards all kinds of magic, asks Epistemon to enlighten him. Thereupon many famous acts of witchcraft are adduced, but, when Philomathes requests to be told precisely why the black art should be considered iniquitous, his interlocutor fails contemptuously to give a satisfactory answer. He merely inveighs against the practice in question, and accordingly there is something distinctly trite in the subsequent pages, wherein Epistemon is represented as being converted to the other speaker's point of view, and declaring loudly that all sorcerers and the like "ought to be put to death according to the Law of God, the civil and imperial Law, and municipal Law of all Christian Nations."

Daiyvr-Logum: The dwelling place of the daivers (q.v.) a species of Hindoo genii. Besides the daivers, who number three hundred and thirty millions, there dwell in the Daiyvr-Logum those heroes and prophets who are not yet fit for the paradise of Shiva or of Vishnu.

Daiyvr and Daiyvr-Logum: Hindoo genii inhabiting the Daiter-Logum, a world or region of another sphere, to the Persian divs, from which it is suggested that the word "devil" is derived. They possess material bodies as well as spiritual, and have many human attributes, both good and evil. Their king is called Daivenuntren, or Indiren, his wife Indiren, and his son Seedraku-hudderen. The latter records the actions of human beings, by which they must at last be judged. In Daivenuntren's immense court of audience there is room not only for the daiyvrs themselves, but for a multitude of attendants, or companions. These are the kinsmen, the musicians of Daiter-Logum; Dumbahir, Nair, the drummers; Kimpurker, winged beings of great beauty, who wait on the daiyvrs; Kundagaindoorer, similar beings, the messengers of Vishnu; Fanunr, the jugglers; Viddiaser, the bards; Teeterie, those beings who attend them in their aerial flights; Kanossaer, or Dondhunus, the messengers who lead devotees of Shiva and Vishnu to paradise, and the wicked to hell. There is yet another class of daiyvr-gordel, or genii, which comprises the eight keepers of the eight sides of the world, known by their general name of Aoushatken-Pauligaur. These are Indiren or Daivenuntren, the king of the whole, or Bangavu, god of fire; Eemen, king of death and hell; Neudase, the earth-element personified as a giant; Vaivo, god of the air and winds; Varuoo, god of the clouds and rain; Goobenen, god of riches; and Essamnien, Shiva himself, in one of his 1,008 incarnations.

Dalan: A druid who figures in the medieval Irish legend of Conary Mor (q.v.).

Danann: The history of this alchemist is veiled in obscurity, but he appears to have lived about the middle of the fifteenth century; and, as he is mentioned in the Ordinall of Alchymy by Thomas Norton, it is likely that he was a pupil of or at least a friend of the latter. Dalan was a churchman, resident at an abbey in Gloucester; and it is reported that, on one occasion, he was brought before the king, Edward IV., in whose presence he was charged with the surreptitious practice of magic, in those days a capital crime. His accuser was one Debois, to whom the unfortunate alchemist had at one time been chaplain, and this Debois affirmed upon oath that he had seen the accused create a thousand pounds of pure gold within the space of a single day. Thereupon Dalan reminded his accuser that he had sworn never to reveal this or any kindred facts. Debois acknowledged his perjury herein, yet insisted that he was acting for the good of the commonwealth. The alchemist then addressed the king himself, telling him that he had been given the power of projection by a certain Canon of Litchfield, and that since then he had been in such a state of trepidation that he had ultimately destroyed the precious article. Edward accordingly granted him his freedom, at the same time giving him money sufficient for his journey home; but on his way there he was seized by a certain Thomas Herbert, who had heard of the accusation brought against the churchman, and was naturally inquisitive. Herbert carried his victim to the castle of Gloucester, and, incarcerating him in a cell there, tried every means to make him disclose the secret at issue. All was in vain, however, and at length Dalan was condemned to death by his persecutor, and brought out to be beheaded in the courtyard of the castle. He placed his head on the block, and, crying out to God to receive his soul, he called upon the executioner to strike speedily; but now a strange scene was enacted, for hardly was the axe raised ere Herbert sprang forward to avert it, at the same time declaring that he dared not shed innocent blood. In short, the projected execution was no more than a dastardly ruse, the persecutor imagining that the alchemist would confess all when his life was at stake; and, as the plan had failed, Dalan was allowed to go free. So he returned to his abbey in Westmorland, and there he lived quietly and unmolested for the rest of his days.

Danae: A mystical city. (See Rosierians.)

Danman, John: Alchemist, Abbot of Tunsland. (See Scotland.)

Danans, The: The people of the goddess Dan, often mentioned in Irish medieval romance. They were one of the three Nenian families who survived the Fomorian victory, and returned to Ireland at a later period. By some it was said that they came "out of heaven," and by others that they sprang from four cities, in which they learned science and craftsmanship, and from each of which they brought away a magical treasure. From Falas they brought the Stone of Destiny (Lia Fail) (q.v.); from Gorias an invincible sword; from Finnis a magical spear; and from Murias the Cauldron of the Dagda. They were believed to have been wafted to Ireland on a magic cloud, and, with their treasurers with them. After a victorious battle they took possession of the whole of Ireland, except Connacht which was given to the vanquished. The Danans were the representatives of power and beauty, of science and poetry, to the writer of the myth; to the average people they were gods. In their battles they were subject to death, but it was by magical powers that they conquered their mortal foes.
D'Ancre, Marshal: (See France.)
Dandia: (See India.)
Daphne: Divination by means of the laurel. A branch is thrown in the fire, if it crackles in burning it is a happy sign, but if it burns without doing so, the prognosis is false.
Dark, The: A druid of Irish medieval legend, who turned Saba into a fawn because she did not return his love.
Darkness of the Sage; (See Philosopher's Stone.)
D'Arca, Cure: (See France.)
Davenport Brothers (Ian and William): Two American mediums who gave séances for physical phenomena in America and Britain during the decade 1860-70. They seem to have attained to a considerable measure of fame, and to have won a great many people to the belief that their performances were genuine spirit manifestations. On their coming to England in 1864 they were accompanied by a chaplain, the Rev. J. B. Ferguson, who helped to inspire confidence in their good faith. The usual plan of their séances was as follows: The Brothers Davenport took their seats vis-a-vis in a small walnut cabinet, made very like a wardrobe or clothes-press. Any two gentlemen from among the audience were requested to bind them firmly to their benches, so as to preclude any possibility of their freeing their hands. Musical instruments began to play within the cabinet, dimly heard, and then the musical instruments began to play within the cabinet, dimly heard, "spirit hands" were seen in front of it. At the conclusion of the séance, however, the mediums were found tied as securely as ever. They met with a check, however, on their provincial tour, for at Liverpool there were two men among the audience who possessed the secret of a special knot. The "Tom Fool's knot," as it was called, baffled the spirits, and the mediums were mobbed. Later in a séance given before a committee of the Anthropological Society, they shirked nearly all the conditions, and succeeded in accomplishing nothing which could not be done by a skilful conjurer. Tolmagne, Anderson, and other conjurers emulated their feats, and Maskelyne and Cooke so successfully that mediums had no resource but to class them as "fellow adepts."
Davis, Andrew Jackson: Known as the "Poughkeepsie Seer" from his residence in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., was a prophet, clairvoyant, and mystic philosopher, who commenced his mission to the world about 1844, some time before the Rochester Rappings had inaugurated the movement known as "modern spiritualism." In 1847 he published a volume of trance discourses, The Principles of Nature, Her Divine Revelations, and A Voice to Mankind. In the same year he issued the first number of the Universalium, a periodical devoted to clairvoyance and trance phenomena generally, which continued till 1849. Not until 1850, however, did Davis and his followers identify themselves with the spiritualists. In his Revelations, the Poughkeepsie Seer propounds his Harmonic Philosophy, afterwards to be elaborated in many volumes. His mission, revealed to him by Galen and Swedenborg, was the prophesying of a new dispensation, preceded by a social revolution. He was associated, throughout his career, with many prominent spiritualists.

Death-Coach: There is a widespread superstitious belief that death goes round in a coach picking up souls. The form of the belief varies, of course, with the locality. In some parts of England and Wales the death-coach passes silently at midnight, without sound of hoof or wheels. Both coach and horse are black, and a black hound runs in front. In some localities the horses and coachman are headless, without face, of which dubiousness of the apparition. The Breton peasant hears the approach at midnight of a cart with a creaking axle. It is the Ankon death—when the cart stops before a dwelling someone within must die.

Death-watch: The ticking of the death-watch—a small insect found in decaying wood—is thought by the superstitious to presage death.

Dee, John: (See Sibylline Books.)
Deetera: A figure of Irish medieval romance. She was the daughter of Cathbad the Druid, and mother of Cuchulain (q.v.). She and fifty other maidens disappeared from the court of Conor mac Nessa. Three years later, while pursuing a flock of birds which were spoiling the crops, the king and courtiers came upon a magnificent palace inhabited by a youth of noble mind and a beautiful woman and fifty maidens. These were recognised as Deetera and her companions, and the youth as Lugh, the sun-god. Conor summoned Deetera to him, but she sent him instead her new-born son, Cuchulain.

Dee, John: Born in London 1527, this remarkable mathematician and astrologer is supposed to have been descended from a noble old Welsh House, the Dees of Nant y Groes in Radnorshire; while he himself affirmed that among his direct ancestors was Roderick the Great, Prince of Wales. Dee's father appears to have been a gentleman server at the court of Henry VIII., and, being consequently in tolerably affluent circumstances, he was able to give his son a good education. So at the age of fifteen John proceeded to Cambridge, and after two years there he took his degree as Bachelor of Arts; while a little later on his becoming intensely interested in astronomy and the like, he decided to leave England and go and study abroad. In 1547, accordingly, he went to the Low Countries, where he consortium with numerous scholars, and whence he eventually brought home the first astronomer's staff of brass, and also two globes constructed by Gerard Mercator; but Dee was not destined to remain in his native land for long, and in 1548 he lived for some time at Louvain, and in 1550 he spent several months in Paris, lecturing there on the principles of geometry. He was offered, indeed, a permanent post at the Sorbonne; but he declined this, and in 1551 he returned to England, where, having been recom-
mended to Edward VI., he was granted the rectory of Upton-upon-Severn, Worcestershire.

The astrologer was now in a delightful and enviable position, having a comfortable home and assured income, and being able to devote himself exclusively to the studies he loved. But hardly had he begun to enjoy these benefits when necessity darkened his horizon. On the accession of Queen Mary in 1553, he was accused of trying to take the new sovereign's life by thaurmatic means, and was imprisoned at Hampton Court. He gained his liberty soon afterwards, but he felt very conscious that many people looked on him askance on account of his scientific predilections; and, in a preface which he wrote for a translation of Euclid, he complains bitterly of being regarded as "a companion of the hounds, a caller and a conjuror of wicked and damned spirits." However, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth his fortunes began to improve again; and after making another long tour abroad, going on this occasion so far afield as St. Helena, he took a house at Mortlake on the Thames, and while staying there he rapidly became famous for his intimate knowledge of astronomy. In 1572 on the advent of a new star, people flocked to hear Dee discuss on the subject; while five years later, on the appearance of a mysterious comet, the scholar was again vouchsafed ample opportunity of displaying his knowledge, Elizabeth herself being among those who came to ask him what this addition to the stellar bodies might portend.

The most romantic circumstances in Dee's life, however, are those which deal with his experiments in crystallography. Living in comparative solitude—practising astrology for bread, but studying alchemy for pleasure—brooding over Talmudic mysteries and Rosicrucian theories—immersed in constant contemplation of wonders which he longed to penetrate—and dazzled by visions of the elixir of life and the Philosopher's Stone, Dee soon attained to such a condition of mystic exaltation that his visions became to him as realities, and he persuaded himself that he was the favoured of the Invisible. In his Diary he records that he first saw in his crystal-globe—that is, saw spirits—on the 25th of May, 1581. In another year he had attained to a higher level, and one day, in November, 1582, while on his knees and fervently praying, he became aware of a sudden glory which filled the west window of his laboratory, and in whose midst shone the bright angel Uriel. It was impossible for Dee to speak. His tongue was frozen with awe. But Uriel smiled benignly upon him, gave him a conversation in crystal, and told him that he wished to communicate with the beings of another world he had but to examine it intently, and they would immediately appear and reveal the mysteries of the future. Then the angel vanished.

Dee, however, found from experience that it was needful to concentrate all one's faculties upon the crystal before the spirits would obey him. In other words, it was necessary to stimulate the imagination to the highest pitch, until the soul became a willing agent in its self-deception. Bring the will to bear upon the imagination, and it is possible to realize a spirit in every shadowy corner—to hear the song of the spirits in the low crooning of the evening wind—to read in the starry heavens the omens and portents of the future. One may become with marvellous ease the deceiver of one's self—the dupe of one's own delusions— and brood upon a particular subject until one passes the mysterious border between sanity and madness—passes from imagination into mania.

Dee could never remember what the spirits said in their frequent conversations with him. When the excitement was over, he forgot the fancies with which he had been beguiled. He resolved, therefore, to discover some fellow-worker, or neophyte, who should converse with the spirits while he himself, in another part of the same room, sat and recorded the interesting dialogue. He found the assistant he sought in one Edward Kelly, who unhappily possessed just the requisite boldness and cunning for making a dupe of the amiable and credulous enthusiast.

Edward Kelly was a native of Lancashire, born, according to Dee's own statement, in 1535. We know nothing of his early years, but after having been convicted at Lancaster of coinage—for which offence he lost his ears—he removed to Worcester, and established himself as a druggist. Sensual, ambitious, and luxurious, he longed for wealth, and despairing of securing it by legitimate means, began to grope after the Philosopher's Stone, and to employ what magical secrets he picked up in imposing upon the ignorant and profligate. Dee sought knowledge for the love of it; Kelly as a means to gratify his earthly passions. He concealed the loss of his ears by a black skull-cap, and being gifted with a good figure and tolerably handsome countenance, looked the very incarnation of mysterious wisdom, before his acquaintance with Dee began, he had obtained some repute as a necromancer and alchemist, who could make the dead utter the secrets of the future. One night he took a wealthy dupe with some of his servants, into the park of Walton-le-Dale, near Preston in Lancashire, and there alarmed him with the most terrific incantations he had ever heard of in the whole of his life. In the latter would sometimes pretend that he doubted the innocence of the work upon which he was engaged; would affect a holy horror of the unholy; and profess that the spirits of the crystal were not always "spirits of health," but—perish the thought!—goblins damn'd, demons whose task it was to compass their destruction. The conferences held between Kelly and the spirits were meanwhile, carefully recorded by Dr. Dee; and whoever has stomach for the perusal of a great deal of absurdity and not a little blasphemy, may consult the folio published in 1659 by the learned M. de Casaubon, and entitled "A True and Faithful Relation of what passed between Dr. John Dee and some Spirits: tending, had it succeeded, to a General Alteration of most States and Kingdoms in the World."

Two shining lights could not hide themselves under a bushel, and their reputation extended from Mortlake
Dee, John

Dee now declared himself possessed of the elixir vitae, which he had found he said, among the ruins of Glastonbury Abbey; so that the curious were drawn to his house by a double attraction. Gold flowed into his coffers in an exhaustless stream, but his experiments in the transmutation of metals absorbed a great portion of his substance.

At this time the court of England was visited by a Polish nobleman named Albert Laski, Count Palantine of Sirads, who was desirous to see the magnificence of the famous "Gloriana." Elizabeth received him with the flattering welcome she always accorded to distinguished strangers, and placed him in charge of the splendid Leicester. He visited all the England of the sixteenth century worth showing, and especially her two Universities, but was sorely disappointed at not finding the famous Dr. Dee at Oxford. "I would not have come hither," he said to the Earl, "had I not heard that Dee was not here." Leicester undertook to introduce him to the learned philosopher on their return to London, and so soothed his discontent.

A few days afterwards the Pole and Leicester were waiting in the ante-chamber at Whitehall for an audience of the Queen, when Dr. Dee arrived. Leicester embraced the opportunity, and introduced him to Albert Laski. The interview between two genial spirits was interesting, and led to frequent visits from Laski to Dee's house at Mortlake. Kelly soon perceived what a Pacotus this Pole would prove, and as he was imbued with all the extravagant superstitions of the age relative to the elixir and the Philosopher's Stone, it was easy enough to play upon his imagination, and entangle him in the meshes of an inextricable deception. Dee, in want of money to prosecute his splendid chimera, and influenced by Kelly's artful suggestions, lent himself in some measure to the delusions.

But Kelly imposed upon Dee as well as upon Laski. He appears to have formed some wild but magnificent projects for the reconstruction of Europe, to be effected through the agency of the Pole, and thenceforth the spirits could converse upon nothing but hazy politics.

On a careful perusal of Dee's Diary, it is impossible to come to any other conclusion than that he was imposed upon by Kelly, and accepted his revelations as the actual utterances of the spirits; and it seems probable that the clever, plastic, slippery Kelly not only knew something of the optical delusions then practised by the pretended necromancers, but possessed considerable ventriloquial powers, which largely assisted in his nefarious deceptions.

Kelly had undoubtedly conceived extravagant notions of a vast European monarchy, in which Laski was to play the part of a Roi fantaisant and he himself of a Maître du Palais. To this point all the spiritual revelations now tended, and they were managed, it must be owned, with consummate skill. Laski was proved, by the agency of Madinie, to be descended from the Anglo-Norman family of the Lacies. Then an angel named Murifre, who was clothed like a husbandman, pointed out Laski as destined to effect the regeneration of the world.

But it did not answer Kelly's purposes to bring matters too suddenly to a close. A view of showing the extreme value of his services, he renewed his complaints upon the wickedness of dealing with spirits, and his fear of the perilous enterprises they might enjoin. He threatened, moreover, to abandon his task, a threat which completely frightened the learned Dr. Dee. Where indeed, could he hope to meet with another skryer of such infinite ability? Once when Kelly expressed his desire of riding from Mortlake to Islington on some pretended business, the doctor grew afraid that it was only an excuse to cover his absolute evasion. "Whereupon," says the doctor, "I asked him why he so hasted to ride thither, and I said if it were to ride to Mr. Harry Lee I would go thither, and to be acquainted with him, seeing now I had so good leisure, being eased of the book writing. Then he said that one told him the other day that the duke (Laski) did but flatter him, and told him other things both against the duke and me. I answered for the duke and myself, and also said that if the forty pounds annuity which Mr. Lee did offer him was the chief cause of his mind setting that way (contrary to many of his former promises to me), then that I would assure him of fifty pounds yearly, and would do my best, by following of my suit, to bring it to pass as soon as I possibly could; and thereupon did make him promise upon the Bible.

"Then Edward Kelly again upon the same Bible did swear unto me constant friendship, and never to forsake me; and moreover said that unless this had so fallen about he would have gone beyond the seas, taking ship at New­castle within eight days next.

"And so we plight our faith each to the other, taking each other by the hand, upon these points of brotherly and friendly fidelity during life, which covenant I beseech God to turn to his honour, glory, and service, and the com­fort of our brethren (his children) here on earth.

Kelly now returned to his crystal and his visions, and Laski was soon persuaded that he was destined by the spirits to achieve great victories over the Saracens, and win-enduring glory. But for this purpose it was needful he should return to Poland, and to Poland the poor dupe went, taking with him the learned Dr. Dee, the invaluable Edward Kelly, and their wives and families. The spirits continued to respond to their inquiries even while at sea, and so they landed at the Brill on the 5th of July 1583, and traversed Holland and Friesland to the opulent free town of Lubeck. There they lived sumptuously for a few weeks, and with recruited strength set out for Poland. On Christmas Day they arrived at Stettin, where they remained till the middle of January 1584. They gained Laski, the Pole's principal estate, early in February. Im­mediately the grand work commenced for the transmu­tion of iron into gold, boundless wealth being obviously needful for so grand an enterprise as the regeneration of Europe. Laski liberally supplied them with means, but the alchemists always failed on the very threshold of success. Day by day the prince's trees melted away in the deceptive crucible; he mortgaged his estates, he sold them, but the hungry furnace continued to cry for "More! more!" It soon became apparent to the philosopher's that Laski's fortune was nearly exhausted. Madinie, Uriel, and their comrades made the same discovery at the same time, and, moreover, began to doubt whether Laski, after all, was the great regenerator intended to revolutionize Europe. The whole party lived at Cracow from March 1584 until the end of July, and made daily appeals to the spirits in reference to the Polish prince. They grew more and more discouraging in their replies, and as Laski began slowly to awake to the conviction that he had been a monstrous dupe, in order to rid himself of the burden, he proposed to furnish them with sufficient funds for a journey to Prague, and letters of introduction to the Em­peror Rudolph. At this very moment the spirits discovered that it was necessary Dee should bear a divine message to the Emperor, and Laski's proposal was gladly accepted.

At Prague the two philosophers were well received by the Emperor. They were permitted to remain in the existence of the famous stone, very courteous to Dee as a man of European celebrity, but very suspicious of the astute and plausible Kelly. They remained some
months at Prague, living upon the funds which Laski had supplied, and cherishing hopes of being attached to the imperial service. At last the Papal Nuncio complained to the countenance afforded to heretical magicians, and the Emperor ordered them to quit his dominions within four-and-twenty hours. They precipitately complied, and by so doing escaped a prison or the stake, to which the Nuncio had received orders from Rome to consign them (May 1586).

They now proceeded to Erfurt, and from thence to Cassel, but meeting with a cold reception, made their way once more to Cracow. Here they earned a scanty living by telling fortunes and casting nativities; enduring the pangs of penury with an almost heroic composure, for they, the pretended possessors of the Philosopher's Stone, durst not reveal their indigence to the world, if they would not expose themselves to universal ridicule. After a while, they found a new dupe in Stephen, king of Poland, to whom Kelly's spirits predicted that the Emperor Rudolph would shortly be assassinated, and that the Germans would elect him to the Imperial throne. But he in his turn grew weary of the ceaseless demands for pecuniary supplies. Then arose a new disciple in the person of Count Rosenberg, a nobleman of large estates at Trebona, in Bohemia. At his castle they remained for upwards of two years, eagerly pursuing their alchemical studies, but never approaching any nearer to the desired result.

Dee's enthusiasm and credited had degraded him into the tool and slave of Kelly; but the latter was nevertheless very wroth at the superior respect which Dee, as really a man of surprising scholarship and considerable ability, enjoyed. Frequent quarrels broke out between them, aggravated by the criminal passion which Kelly had conceived for the doctor's young and handsome wife, and which he had determined to gratify. He matured at length an artful plan to obtain the fulfilment of his wishes. Knowing Dee's entire dependence upon him as a skryer, he suddenly announced his intention of resigning that honoured and honourable office, and only consented to remain on the doctor's urgent entreaties. That day (April 18, 1587) they consulted the spirits. Kelly professed to be shocked at the revelation they made, and refused to repeat it. Dee's curiosity was aroused, and he insisted upon hearing it, but was exceedingly discomposed when he found that the spirits enjoined the two philosophers, to have their wives in common. Kelly expressed his own abhorrence of the doctrine, and when the spirits repeated it, with a mixture of socialistic extravagance to the effect that sin was only relative, and could not be sinful if ordered by God, protested they must be spirits of evil, not of good.—once more resigned his post as skryer—and left the Castle.

Dee now attempted to convert his son Arthur into a medium, but the lad had neither the invention, the faith, nor the deceptive powers for such an office, and the philosopher, deprived of those conferences with the other world which he had so long enjoyed, began to lament the absence of his old confederate. At this juncture Kelly suddenly returned. Again he consulted the crystal, and again was ordered to practise the socialistic rule of all things in common. Dee was so delighted at his return to oppose any longer the will of the spirits. The two wives resisted the arrangement for some time, but finally yielded to what was represented to be the will of Heaven, and Kelly and his wife were supplied, and the same for indissoluble and inviolable unions, charity, and friendship, between us four, and all their descendants, to be common, as God by sundry means willed us to do."

The alchemists now resumed their pursuits with eagerness; but discord soon crept into this happy family of four. The wives, never very well content with the socialistic theory, quarrelled violently; the husbands began to pine for want of means; and Dee turned his eyes to England as a pleasant asylum than the castle of Trebona was likely to prove for his old age. He obtained permission from Queen Elizabeth to return, and separated finally from Kelly. The latter, who had been knighted at Prague, took with him an elixir found at Glastonbury Abbey, and ventured to proceed to the Bohemian capital. He was immediately arrested by order of the Emperor, and flung into prison. Obtaining his release after some months' imprisonment, he wandered over Germany, telling fortunes, and angling for dupes with the customary magical baits, but never getting a whit nearer that enjoyment of boundless resources which the possession of the Philosopher's Stone should have ensured him. Arrested a second time as a heretic and a sorcerer, and apprehending perpetual imprisonment, he endeavoured to escape, but fell from the dungeon-wall, and broke two of his ribs and both of his legs. He expired of the injuries he had received in February 1593.

Dr. Dee set out from Trebona with a splendid train, the expenses of his journey being defrayed by the generous Bohemian noble. Three waggons, carried his baggage; three coaches conveyed his family, and servants. A guard of twenty-four soldiers escorted him; each carriage was drawn by four horses. In England he was well received by the Queen, as far as courteous phrases went, and settling himself at Mortlake, he resumed his chemical studies, and his pursuit of the Philosopher's Stone. But nothing prospered with the unfortunate enthusiast. He employed two skryers—at first a rogue, named Bartholomew, and afterwards a charlatan named Heckman—but neither could discover anything satisfactory in the "great crystalline globe." He grew poorer and poorer; he sank into absolute indigence; he wearied the Queen with ceaseless importunities; and at length obtained a small appointment as Chancellor of St. Paul's Cathedral, which in 1595 he exchanged for the wardenship of Manchester College. He performed the duties of this position until age and a failing intellect compelled him to resign it about 1602 or 1603.

He then retired to his old house at Mortlake, where he practised as a common fortune-teller, gaining little in return to his labours, except a small increase of indigence; and broken in health, he died in the year 1608, at the age of seventy-nine years.
Delton: An astrological book of Indian origin in use in Burma, the same as the Ditharana (q.v.) (See Burm.)

De la Motte, Madame: (See Cagistrot.)

Deleuze, Billot: (See France.)

Deluze, Jean Philippe Francois: French naturalist and adept in animal magnetism. He was born at Sisteron, in 1753, and died in 1835. It is by his advocacy of animal magnetism that he is principally remembered, and his works on this subject include: Histoire Critique du Magnetisme, (1819-1820); Instruction Pratique sur le Magnetisme Animal, (1810 and 1836); Defense du Magnetisme, (1819); Memoires sur la Faculte de Provision, (1836). He believed in rapport between patient and magnetiser, in diagnosis of disease by clairvoyants, and other supernormal phenomena. (See Hypnotism.)

Dellium: (See Visions.)

De Lisle: (circa. 1710). French Alchemist. A considerable amount of matter concerning this French alchemist is contained in Langlet de Fresnoy's invaluable book, Histoire de la Philosophie Hermetique, while Fiquier writes at some length on the subject; but neither of these writers furnishes de Lisle's Christian name, and neither gives the exact date of his birth. The place where the event occurred is likewise unknown, although it is commonly held that the alchemist was a Provençal; while his position in the social hierarchy is not defined. The latter gradually acquired great wealth, but, falling under suspicion, he was imprisoned for a space at Marseilles, whence he ultimately escaped to Brussels. Here he continued, not altogether unsuccessfully, to engage in alchemy; while here too he became acquainted with the brother of Langlet de Fresnoy, to whom he is supposed to have confided some valuable scientific secrets. Eventually, however, the mysterious death of one Grefer, known to have been working in Alsyna's laboratory, made the Brussels authorities suspicious about the latter's character, so he left the town stealthily, never to be heard of again.

Demon: A stone so called from the supposed demoniacal rainbow that appears in it.

Demonocracy: The government of demons; the immediate influence of evil spirits; the religion of certain peoples of America, Africa, and Asia, who worship devils.

Demonography: The history and description of demons and all that concerns them. Authors who write upon this subject—such as Wierus, Deleuze, Leloyer—are sometimes called demonographers.

Demonology: That branch of magic which deals with malevolent spirits. In religious science it has come to indicate knowledge regarding supernatural beings who are not deities. But, it is in regard to its magical significance only that it fails to be dealt with here. The Greek term Daemon, originally indicated "genius" or "spirit," but in England it has come to mean a being actively malevolent. Ancient Demonology will be found dealt with in the articles Egypt, Semites, Genius and Devil-Worship, and savage demonology under the heads of the various countries and races where it had its origin. According to Michael Pselus, demons are divided into six great bodies. First, the demons of fire. Second, those of the air. Third, those of the earth. The fourth inhabit the waters and rivers, and cause tempests and floods; the fifth are subterranean, who prepare earthquakes and excite volcanic eruptions. The sixth, are shadows, something of the nature of ghosts. St. Augustine comprehends all demons under the last category. This classification of Pselus is not unlike that system of the middle ages, which divided the elements, fire, air, earth, and water, or salamanders, sylphs, undines, and gnomes.

The medieval idea of demons was, of course, in a direct
The Demonology of the seventh of principalities, the laborious research, and to a variety of 
questions:—The first and highest order was named seraphim, the second cherubim, the third was the order of thrones, the fourth of dominions, the fifth of virtues, the sixth of powers, the seventh of principalities, the eighth of archangels, the ninth, and lowest, of angels. This classification was, in a pointed manner, censured by the apostles, yet still, strange to say, it almost outlived the pneumatologists of the middle ages. These schoolmen, in reference to the account that Lucifer rebelled against heaven, and that Michael, the archangel, warred against him, long agitated the momentous question: "What orders of angels fell on this occasion?" At length, it became the prevailing opinion that Lucifer was of the order of Seraphim. It was also proved after infinite research, that Agares, Belial, and Barbatos, each of them deposed angels of great rank, had been of the order of virtues; that Beleth, Focalor, and Phoenix, had been of the order of thrones; that Goap had been of the order of powers, and that Purson had been both of the order of virtues and of thrones; and Murmur, of thrones and of angels. The pretensions of many of these angels were canvassed in an equally satisfactory manner, determined. Afterwards, it became an object of enquiry to learn: "How many fallen angels had been engaged in the contest?" This was a question of vital importance, which gave rise to the most laborious research, and to a variety of discordant opinions. It was next agitated: "Where the battle was fought—
in the inferior heaven, in the highest region of the air, in the firmament, or in Paradise?" "How long it lasted?"—whether during one second, or moment of time (punctum temporis), two, three, or four seconds?" These are queries of very difficult solution, but the notion which ultimately prevailed was, that the engagement was concluded in exactly three seconds from the date of its commencement; and that while Lucifer, with a number of his followers, fell into hell, the rest were left in the air to tempt man. A still newer question rose out of all these investigations: "Whether more angels fell with Lucifer, or remain in heaven with Michael?" Learned clerks, however, were inclined to think that the rebel chief had been beaten by a superior force, and that, consequently, devils of darkness were less numerous than angels of light.

These discussions which, during the number of successive centuries interested the whole of Christendom, too frequently exercised the talents of the most erudite persons in Europe. The last object of demonologists was to collect, in some degree of order, Lucifer's routed forces, and to reorganise them under a decided form of subordination or government. Hence, extensive districts were given to certain chiefs who fought under this general. There was Zimmar, "the lordly monarch of the north," as Shakespeare styles him, who had his distinct province of devils; there was Gorson, the King of the South; Amaymon, the King of the East; and Goap, the Prince of the West. These sovereigns had many noble spirits subordinate to them, whose various ranks were settled with all the preciseness of heraldic distinction; there were Devil Duke, Devil Marquises, Devil Counts, Devil Earls, Devil Knights, Devil Presidents, and Devil Prelates. The armed force under Lucifer seems to have comprised nearly twenty-four hundred legions, of which each demon of rank commanded a certain number. Thus, Beleth, whom Scott has described as the "tenderest of a man's face; or, being clothed with human flesh; or of a dart with a fiery tail. To certain other noble devils were assigned duked under the power of the East, commanded thirty-one legions; Leraile, a great marquis, thirty legions; Morax, a great earl and a president, thirty-six legions; Furcas, a knight, twenty legions; and, after the same manner, the forces of the other devil chieftains were enumerated.

Such were the notions once entertained regarding the history, nature, and ranks of devils. Our next object will be to show that, with respect to their strange and hideous forms, the apparitions connected with the popular belief on this subject, were derived from the descriptive writings of such demonologists, as either maintained that demons possessed a decided corporeal form, and were mortal, or that, like Milton's spirits, they could assume any sex, and take any shape they chose.

When, in the middle ages, conjuration was regularly practised in Europe, devils of rank were supposed to appear under decided forms, by which they were as well recognised as the head of any ancient family would be by his crest and armorial bearings. Along with their names and characteristics were registered such shapes as they were accustomed to adopt. A devil would appear, either like an angel seated in a fiery chariot, or riding on an infernal dragon, and carrying in his right hand a viper; or assuming a lion's head, a goose's feet, and a hare's tail; or putting on a raven's head, and mounted on a strong wolf. Other forms made use of by demons were those of a fierce warrior, or of an old man riding upon a crocodile with a hawk in his hand. A human figure would arise having the wings of a griffin; or sporting three heads, two of them being like those of a toad and of a cat; or armed with huge teeth and horns, and armed with a sword; or displaying a dog's teeth and a large raven's head; or mounted upon a pale horse, and exhibiting a serpent's tail; or gloriously crowned, and riding upon a dromedary; or presenting the face of a lion; or being a bear, and grasping a viper. There are also such shapes as those of an archer, or of a dragon. A demonical king would ride upon a pale horse; or would assume a leopard's face and griffin's wings; or put on the three heads of a bull, of a man, and a ram, with a serpent's tail, and the feet of a goose; and, in this attire, bestride a dragon, and bear in his hand a lance and a flag; or, instead of being thus employed, goad the flanks of a furious bear, and carry in his hat a hawk. Other forms were those of a goodly knight; or of one who bore lance, ensign, and even a sceptre; or: of a soldier, either riding on a black horse, and surrounded by a flame of fire, or wearing on his head a huge crown, and mounted on a crocodile or assuming a lion's face, and, with fiery eyes, spurring on a gigantic charger; or, with the same frightful aspect, appearing in all the pomp of family distinction, on a pale horse; or clad from head to foot in crimson raiment, wearing on his bold front a crown, and saluting along on a red steed. Some infernal duke would appear in his proper character, quietly seated on a griffin; another spirit of a similar rank would display the three heads of a serpent, a man, and a cat; he would also bestride a viper, and carry in his hand a firebrand. Another of the same type would appear like a duchess, encircled with a fiery zone, and mounted on a camel; a fourth, would wear the aspect of a boy, and assume himself on the back of a two-headed dragon. A few spirits, however, would be content with the simple garb of a horseman, and a lion, an unicorn, a griffin, a dragon, a stork, a peacock, or a dromedary, the latter animal speaking fluently the Egyptian language. Others would assume the more complex forms of a lion or of a dog, with a griffin's wings attached to each of their shoulders, or of a bull equally well gifted; or of the same animal, distinguished by the singularity of a man's face; or, of a man's face, or of a crown clothed with human flesh; or of a dart with a fiery tail. To certain other noble devils were assigned
such shapes as those of a dragon with three heads, one of these being human; of a wolf with a serpent's tail, breathing forth flames of fire; of a she-wolf exhibiting the same caulina appendage together with griffin's ejection from her mouth hideous matter. A lion would appear, either with the head of a branded thief, or astride upon a black horse, and playing with a viper, or adorned with the tail of a snake, and grasping in his paws two hissing serpents.

These were the varied shapes assumed by devils of rank. "It would, therefore," says Hibbert, "betray too much of the aristocratical spirit to omit noticing the forms which the lower orders of such beings displayed. In an ancient Latin poem, describing the lamentable vision of a devoted hermit, supposed to have been written by St. Bernard in the year 1238, those spirits, who had no more important business upon earth than to carry away condemned souls, were described as blacker than pitch; as having teeth like lions, nails on their fingers like those of a wild-boar, on their fore-head horns, through the extremities of which poison was emitted, having wide ears flowing with corruption, and discharging serpents from their nostrils. The devout writer of these verses has even accompanied them from drawings, in which the addition of the cloven feet is not omitted. But this appendage, as Sir Thomas Brown has learnedly proved, is a mistake, which has arisen from the devil frequently appearing to the Jews in the shape of a rough and hairy goat, this animal being the emblem of sin-offering."

It is worthy of further remark, that the form of the demons described by St. Bernard differs little from that which is no less carefully portrayed by Reginald Scot, three hundred and fifty years later, and, perhaps, by the demonologists of the present day. "In our childhood," says he, "our mother's maids have so terrified us with an ogilie divell having horns on his head, fir in his mouth, and a tail on his breech, eies like a bason, fangs like a dog, claws like a beare, a skin like a niger, and a voice like a roaring lion—whereby we start and are afraid when we hear one cry bough."

With the view of illustrating other accounts of apparitions, we must advert to the doctrines of demonology which were once taught. Although the leading tenets of this occult science may be traced to the Jews and early Christians, yet they were matured by our early communication with the Mexica of Spain, who were the chief philosophers of the darkages, and between whom and the natives of France and Italy much communication subsisted. Toledo, Seville, and Salamanca, became the great schools of magic. At the latter city, predictions on the black art were, from a consistent regard to the solemnity of the subject, delivered within the walls of a vast and gloomy cavern. The schoolmen taught that all knowledge and power might be obtained from the assistance of the fallen angels. They were skilled in the abstract sciences, in the knowledge of precious stones, in alchemy, in the various languages of mankind and of the lower animals, in the belles lettres, in moral philosophy, pneumatology, divinity, magic, history, and prophecy. They could control the winds, the waters, and the influence of the stars; they could raise earthquakes, induce diseases, or cure them, accomplish all vaster mechanical undertakings, and release the spirits of the dead. They could influence the passions of the mind, procure the reconciliation of friends or foes, engender mutual discord, induce mania and melancholy, or direct the force and objects of the sexual affections. According to Wierus, demons are divided into four great many classes: the lesser demons, regular kingdoms and principalities, nobles and commoners. Satan is by no means the great sovereign of this monarchy, but his place is taken by Beelzebub.

Demonology and Witchcraft by Sir Walter Scott. This work occupies a curious and pathetic place in Sir Walter Scott's vast literary output. Four years subsequent to his financial débâcle, in 1826, the author sustained a mild apoplectic shock, and it was shortly after this that John Murray, who was then issuing a series known as "The Family Library," asked Sir Walter to contribute thereto a volume on demonology. Consent was given readily, but, as an entry in Scott's journal makes manifest, he did not care greatly for the work, and really engaged in it just because he was still in the throes of writing off his delta, and had to accept every commission which was offered him. In short, the book was begun from a purely commercial motive, and was composed when the writer's mental faculties were perforce sluggish, the natural result being that it is infinitely inferior to his other writings. But despite its inferiority herein, Sir Walter's volume has its interest for students of occultism. The writer is lame enough in what might be called the speculative parts of his book—those pages, for instance, in which he tries laboriously to account for the prevalence in the middle-ages of belief in witchcraft and the like—but his wonderful and well-stored memory stood him in good stead when writing those passages concerned purely with facts, and thus there is considerable value in his account of demonology. In France and in Sweden, and in all that he says about Joan of Arc. Moreover, his intimate knowledge of early Scottish literature gives a singular importance to all those of his chapters which are concerned with his native land, while it is interesting to find that here and there, he offers something of a sidelight on his own immortal novels, as for example, when he treats of those spectres which he had dealt with previously in Woodstock.

Demonology: Divination by means of demons. This divination takes place by the oracles they make, or by the answers they give to those who evoke them.

Demonomania: The mania of those who believe all that is told concerning demons and sorcerers, such as Bodin, Delancey, Leloyer, and others. Bodin's work is entitled Demonomania of the Sorcerers, but in this case it signifies devilry.

Demonomania: The author of a mystico-spiritual work entitled From Matter to Spirit, published in 1865. Mrs. de Morgan, whose interest in spiritualism was awakened at the séances of Mrs. Hayden, was the wife of Professor de Morgan, who himself offered emphatic testimony to the real existence of such a phenomenon.

Deuces, or The Woman of the South: A Princess of Munster, who is mentioned in Irish medieval legend. It is said that she was betrothed to Largan, and asked of
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him as a marriage gift the children of Lir, who had been magically changed by their stepmother into four wonderful singing swans. The hermit who looked after them refused to give them to Laigin, who then seized them. When brought into the presence of Desna they were transformed into their human form—withered, white-haired, miserable beings. The hermit baptised them before they died, and sorrowed for them so much that he himself was laid in their grave.

Dermot

Dermot, the Love-spot: The typical lover of Irish legend, and the hero of the myth of Dermot and Grania. It was in this wise that he got the love-spot. One night he and three companions entered a hut for a night's shelter, in which dwelt an old man, a young girl (Youth), a wether (the World) and a cat (Death). During the night the girl put the love-spot on Dermot's forehead, and henceforth, it is said, no woman could see him without loving him. He came to be loved by Grania, the betrothed of Finn, who forced him to run away with her. They were pursued all over Ireland, but after sixteen years of outlawry, Dermot was allowed to return to his patrimony. He was killed by the Boar of Ben Bulben, who had been his step-brother. His body was borne away on a gilded bier by the People of Dana, and was given a soul by Angus Og, the Irish God of Love, that he might return each day and talk with him. Dermot was of the type of solar hero: and the bier on which his body was borne away is, of course, the sunset.

Servites: A sect of Mohammedan priests. In some cases they exercise a semi-esoteric doctrine. Their various "paths" or systems are of great antiquity, and probably are derived from the ancient rites of Persia and Egypt, bearing also a strong resemblance to Magism. Taking the Bhaktash as typical of all, we find that in the fifteenth century Bhaktash of Bokhara received his mantle from Ahmed Yesevee, who claimed descent from the father-in-law of Mohammed. He established a "path," consisting nominally of seven degrees, only four of which, however, are essential. These aim at the establishment of an affinity between the aspirant and the Sheik, from whom he is led through the spirit of the founder, and that of the Prophet to Allah. The initiatory ceremony provides a severe test. The aspirant is tried for a year with false secrets, and his time of probation having expired, a lamb is slain, from the carcass of which a cord is made for his neck and a girdle of initiation for his loins. Two armed attendants then lead him into a square chamber, where he is presented to the Sheik as "a slave who desires to know truth." He is then placed before a stone altar, on which are twelve escallops. The Sheik, who is attended by eleven others, grips the hand of the aspirant in a peculiar way, and administers the oath of the Order, in which the neophyte promises to be poor, chaste and obedient. He is then informed that the penalty of betraying the Order is death. He then says: "Mohammed is my guide, All is my director," and is asked by the Sheik, "Do you accept me as your guide?" The reply being made in the affirmative, the Sheik says: "Then I accept you as my son." He is then invested with a girdle on which are three knots, and receives an alabaster stone as a token. The sign of recognition is the same as that in the first degree of masonry. Amongst their important symbols are the double triangles and two triangles joined at the apex. One of their maxims is that "the man must die that the saint must be born." As a jewel they make use of a small marble cube with red spots, to typify the blood of the martyred All. These Derivative sects are by far superior to the orthodox Musulmans, as they devote themselves entirely to the well-being of their order rather than to Mohammedanism.

A notable exercise indulged in by several Derivative sects, is that of gyration in circles for extended periods of time, or prolonged dancing. The object of this is obscure, some authorities contending that it is engaged in to bring about a condition of ecstasy, whilst others see in it a planetary or astronomic significance, or a means of riveting the love-spots of the erethics. D'Esplagone: (See Hypnotism.)

Desmond, Gerald, sixteenth Earl of Desmond, who was killed in 1583, had some repute as a magician, and was known as the "Great Earl." Many curious stories are current concerning him. He dwelt in his castle on a small island in Lough Gur, and there, in time, he brought his young bride, to whom he was so passionately attached that he could deny her nothing. Seeking him one day in the chamber where he worked his magic spells, she demanded to know the secret of the Black Cat. In vain he told her of the terrible things she must witness; she would not be dissuaded. So he warned her solemnly that if she uttered a word the castle would sink to the bottom of Lough Gur, and set to work. Terrible indeed were the sights she beheld, but she stood firm and uttered not a word nor cry, until her husband lay down on the floor and stretched till his head almost from end to end of the room. Then she uttered a wild shriek, and the castle sank instantly to the bottom of Lough Gur, where it still remains. Once in every seven years Desmond, mounted on a white horse, rises from the water and rides round the Lough. His horse is shod with silver shoes, and when these wear out the spell will be broken. Desmond will return, and his vast estates shall once more be restored to him.

D'Esplagone, Jean: A Hermetic philosopher who left two treatises Enchiridion Physica Restitutus and Arcanum Philosophia Hermitica which have also been claimed as the works of one calling himself the "Chevalier Imperial." "The Secret of Hermetic Philosophy" embraces the practical side of the Magnum Opus and the "Enchiridion" treats of the physical possibility of transmutation. D'Esplagone also wrote the preface to the Tableau de l' Inconstante des Devisons by Pierre Delancere. The "Arcanum" is better known as the "Canons of Esplagone" and has been claimed as a treatise on mystical Alchemy. The Author states, however, that "the science of producing Nature's grand Secret is a perfect knowledge concerning the soul of Metals; the practice whereof is impossible in finding the principles of Metals by analysis."

The authorities cited by Espagone are those who like Treviran are known to have devoted their lives to practical Alchemy. Nevertheless, it may be granted that while much of the matter treated of a physical object it may be extended to the psychic side of Hermetic Art.

Douse Take You: A vulgar saying which had its origin in antiquity. The douse is practically synonymous with the devil, the word being derived from Dusis, the ancient name given by the Gauls to a sort of demon or devil.

Dyses: In Theosophy, constitute one of the ranks or orders of spirits who compose the hierarchy which rules the universe under the Deity. Their numbers are vast and their functions are not all known to mankind, though generally these functions may be said to be connected with the evolution of systems and of life. Of Dyses there are three kinds—Bodiless Dyses, Form Dyses and Passion Dyses. Bodiless Dyses belong to the higher mental world, their bodies are composed of mental Elemental Essence, and they belong to the first Elemental kingdom. Form Dyses belong to the lower mental world, and while their bodies are composed also of mental Elemental Essence, they belong to the second Elemental kingdom. Passion Dyses belong to the astral world and their bodies are composed
Devil

of astral Elementar Esence. Devas are creatures super-
relatively great and superlatively glorious, of vast knowledge
and power, calm yet irresistible, and in appearance alto-
gether magnificent.

Devil: A name derived from the Greek Diabolos, "slanderer,"
The name for the supreme spirit of evil, the enemy of God
and man. In primitive religious systems there is no con-
eception of evil, and the gods are neither good nor bad, as
we conceive these terms, but may possess "good" and
"bad" attributes at one and the same time. Thus we
have very few traces of beings which are absolutely evil
in the older religions, and it may be broadly stated that
the conception of Satan as we have it to-day is almost
purely Hebrew and Christian. In Egypt and Babylon,
figures like Apepi and Tiasath, although clearly in the line
of evolution of a Satanic personality, are by no means
rulers of the infernal regions. Again the Hades of the
Greeks is merely a ruler of the shades of the dead, and
not an enemy of Olympus or mankind. It is strange that
in Mexico, Mictlantecuhtli, lord of hell, is a much more
direly Satanic figure than any European or Asiatic ruler
of the realms of the dead. But in some mythologies, there
are frequent allusions to monsters who may quite easily
have coloured our conception of Satan. Such is the
Hindu serpent Abi, and the Hebrew Leviathan, the pri-
ciple of Chaos. In the Teutonic mythology we have the
menacing shape of Loki, originally a god of fire, but after-
wards the personification of evil. The conception of
Satan, too, appears to have some deeply-rooted connection
with the ancient serpent-worship, which seems to have
penetrated most oriental countries. Thus we find the
Tempter in the Old Testament in the guise of a serpent.
The serpent or dragon is being generally regarded as
the personification of night who swallows the sun and
envelopes the world in darkness.

The Hebrew conception of Satan it is thought, arose
in the post-exilic period, and exhibits traces of Babylonian
or Assyrian influence. It is not likely that before the
captivity any specific doctrine respecting evil spirits was
held by the Hebrews. Writing on this subject, Mr. F. T.
Hall in his book The Pedigree of the Devil says:—
"The term 'Satan' and 'Satans' which occur in the
Old Testament, are certainly not applicable to the modern
conception of Satan as a spirit of evil; although it is not
difficult to detect in the Old Testament mind a fruitful soil,
in which the idea, afterwards evolved, would readily take
root. The original idea of a 'Satan' is that of an 'adver-
sary,' or agent of 'opposition.' The angel which is said
to have withstood Balaam is in the same breath spoken
of as 'The angel of the Lord,' and a 'Satan.' When the
Philistines under their king were about to commence
hostilities against the Israelites under Saul and David
and his men were about to march with the Philistines;
the latter objected, lest, in the day of battle, David should
become a 'Satan' to them, by deserting to the enemy.
When David, in later life, was returning to Jerusalem, after
Absalom's rebellion and death; and his lately disaffected
subjects were, in turn, making their submission; amongst
them came the treacherous Shimei: Abishai, David's nephew,
one of the fierce sons of Zeruiah, advised that Shimei
should be put to death; this grated upon David's feelings,
as a side which, afterwards evolved, would readily take
restoration; and he rebuked Abishai as a 'Satan.' Again
Satan is said to have provoked David to number Israel,
and at the same time, that 'the Lord moved David to
number Israel,' a course strenuously opposed by Joab,
another of the sons of Zeruiah. Solomon in his message
to Hiram, king of Tyre, congratulated himself on having
no Satans' and that this peaceful immunity from dis-
order enabled him to build the Temple, which had been
forbidden to his warlike father, David. This immunity
was not, however, lasting; for Hadad, the Edomite, and
Regom, of Zobah, became 'Satans' to Solomon, after his
princely luxury had opened the way for corruption and
disaffection. In all these cases, the idea is simply identical
with the plain meaning of the word: a Satan is an opponent,
an adversary. In the elaborate curse embodied in the
rooth Psalm, the writer speaks of his enemies as his 'Satans'
and prays that the object of his anathema may have 'Satan'
standing at his right hand. The Psalmist himself, in the
sequel, fairly assumes the office of his enemy's 'Satan,'
by enumerating his crimes and failings, and exposing
them in their worst light. In the 71st Psalm, enemies
(v. 10) are identified with 'Satans' or adversaries (v. 11).
"The only other places in the Old Testament where the
word occurs, are in the Book of Job, and the prophecy
of Zechariah. In the Book of Job, Satan appears with
a distinct personality, and is associated with the sons of
God, and in attendance with them before the throne of
Jehovah. He is the cynical critic of Job's actions, and
in that character he accuses him of insincerity and instabili-
y; and receives permission from Jehovah to test the
justice of this accusation, by afflicting Job in everything
he holds dear. We have here the spy, the informer, the
public prosecutor, the executioner; all embodied in Satan,
the adversary: these attributes are not amiable ones,
but the writer does not suggest the absolute antagonism
between Jehovah and Satan, which is a fundamental dogma
of modern Christianity.

"In the prophecy of Zechariah, Satan again, with an
apparent personality, is represented as standing at the
right hand of Jehovah, the high-priest, to resist him: he
seems to be claiming strict justice against one open
to accusation; for Joshua is clothed in filthy garments—the
type of sin and pollution. Jehovah relents, and mercy
triumphs over justice: the filthy garments are taken away,
and fair raiment substituted. Even here, the character
of Satan, although hard, is not devoid of virtue, for it
evinces a sense of justice."

The Babylonians, among whom the Hebrews dwelt during
the Captivity, believed in the existence of vast multitudes
of spirits, both good and bad, but there is nothing to show
that the Hebrews took over from them any extensive
pantheon, either good or evil. Indeed the Hebrew and
Babylonian religions possessed many things in common,
and there was no necessity that the captive Jews should
borrow an animism which they probably already possessed.
At the same time it is likely that they adopted the idea
of an evil agency from their captors, and as the genius
of their religion was averse to polytheism, the probabilities
are that they welded the numerous evil forces
of Babylonian into one central figure. Again, it must have occurred
to them that if the world contained an evil principle, it
could not possibly emanate from God, whom they regarded
as all-good, and it was probably with the intention of
separating all evil from God that the personality of Satan
(having regard to the amount of evil in the universe) was
invented with such importance.

In later Judaism we find the conception of Satan strongly
coloured by Persian dualism, and it has been supposed that
Asmodeus of the Book of Tobit is the same as Achemn, Daewa of the Ancient
Persian, and Satan. "Satan" were mentioned in the Book of Enoch, and in
Ecclesiasticus he was identified with the serpent of Genesis,
and in the "Book of the Secrets of Enoch," his revolt against
God and expulsion from Heaven are described. In the
Jewish Targums, Sammael, highest of the angels, merges
with Satan into a single personality.

The Satan of the New Testament is merely a reprodu-
cation of these later Jewish forms. In Matthew he is
alluded to as the "Prince of Demons," and in Ephesians is spoken of as ruling over a world of evil beings who dwell in the bottomless pit. Thus he is prince of the powers of the air. In Revelation the war in Heaven between God and Satan is described, and his imprisonment is foreshadowed after the overthrow of the Beast and the Kings of the earth. Satan, when he is chained in the bottomless pit for one thousand years. After another period of freedom he is finally cast into the lake of brimstone for ever.

According to the orthodox Christian belief of the present day, Satan has been endowed with great powers for the purpose of tempting man to prove his fortitude. In the middle ages, the belief in Satan and Satanic agencies was overwhelming, and was inherited by Protestantism from Roman Catholicism. This is not the place to enter into a discussion as to the likelihood of the existence of an evil being, but the great consensus of theological opinion is in favour of such a theory.

**Devil Worship:**

1. The worship of Satan or Lucifer.

2. The worship of semi-civilised or barbarous people; of deities having a demoniac form.

The *Worship of Satan* or diabolism is spasmodic and occasionally sporadic. It dates from the early days of dualism (q.v.) and perhaps originated in the Persian dual system when the opposing deities Ormuzd and Ahriman symbolised the good and bad principles respectively. Instances of pure Satanism are comparatively rare, and it must not be confounded with the apocalyptic orgies of witchcraft which partake more of the nature of (2), or with the evocation of the Evil One, for the purpose of making a pact with him. Modern groups practising Satanism are small and obscure, and, unorganised as they are, details concerning them are conspicuous by their absence.

Plentiful details, however, are forthcoming concerning the cultus of Lucifer, but much discrimination is required in dealing with these, the bulk of the literature on the subject being manifestly imaginative and wilfully misleading. The members of the church of Lucifer are of two groups, those who regard the deity they adore as the evil principle, thus approximating to the standpoint of the Satanists, and those who look upon him as the true god in opposition to Adonai or Jehovah, whom they regard as an evil deity who has with fiendish ingenuity miscreated the world of nature. But inasmuch as the gods possess a demoniac form they may be classed as diabolic. Among these may be enumerated many South American and African tribes. The Uaipas of Brazil worship Jurupari, a fiend-like deity, to whom they consecrate their young men. His cult is invested with the utmost secrecy. The myth of his birth states that he was born of a virgin who conceived after drinking a draught of [redacted], or native beer. He possessed no sexual parts and could not give birth to the god until bitten by a fish whilst bathing. When arrived at man's estate Jurupari invited the men of the tribe to a drinking-bout, but the women refused to provide the liquor, and thus gained his illwill. He devoured the children of the tribe because they had eaten of the [redacted] tree which was sacred to him. The men, enraged at the loss of their offspring, fell upon him, and cast him into a fire, from the ashes of which grew the [redacted] tree, which is still held in reverence by the tribes.

Modern diabolic literature is written from the point of view of the Roman Catholic Church, and much may be said for the theory that it was composed to subserve the necessities of that institution. This cannot be wholly true, as it is a substantial fact that hosta are frequently abstracted from Catholic churches for the purpose of Satanism which requires the destruction of the consecrated wafer as a ritual act. In 1854 a hundred consecrated hosts were stolen from Notre Dame by an old woman under circumstances that clearly proved that the vessels which contained them were not the objects of the theft, and an extraordinary number of such larcenies occurred in all parts of France about the end of last century, no less than thirteen churches in the diocese of Orleans being thus despoiled. In the diocese of Lyons measures were taken to transform the tabernacles into strong-boxes, and in eleven of the dioceses similar acts were recorded. In Italy, Rome, Liguria and Solerus suffered, and even in the island of Mauritius an outrage of peculiar atrocity occurred in 1854. It has been asserted by many writers such as Archbishop M'urin and Dr. Bataille that Freemasonry is merely a mask for Satanism, that is, that in recent years an organisation of which the ordinary mason is ignorant has grown up which has diabolism for its special object. This is a prevalent theory in the higher branches of masonry and initiates women. Needless to say, the change is indignantly denied by masons, but it must be remembered that the persons who bring it are Catholics, or profess to be so, and that its object is the subversion of the fraternity.
sacred instruments which must never be seen by the women, on account of the dislike Jurupari conceived for them. Should a woman chance to see the sacred symbols pertaining to the worship of Jurupari, she is at once poisoned. On hearing the "Jurupari music" of the priests on the occasion of one of his festivals the women of the tribe wildly rush into concealment, nor dare to emerge from it until all chance of danger is past. In all probability this custom proceeds from the ancient usage common to most American tribes that the rites of initiation of the men of the tribe must not be witnessed by the women thereof, probably on account of some more or less obscure totemic reason or sex-jealousy analogous to the exclusion of women from the rites of freemasonry, to which, strange to say, the worship of Jurupari bears a strong resemblance.

This is a good example of the "devil worship" of savage races. The Chinese also placate devils (see China) as do the people of Burma and Cambodia (q.v.) but in no sense can their obligations to evil spirits be classed as "worship," any more than the gods of classic times may be regarded as devils, simply because they were so labelled by early Christianity. (See Ghosts, Obeah, Ju-Ju, Devil, Demons, etc.)


Devil's Bridge: A bridge thrown across the Afon Mynach, near Aberystwyth. The story goes that an old woman who had lost her cow saw it on the opposite side of the chasm to that on which she stood, but knew not how to reach it. At that juncture the Evil One appeared to her in the shape of a monk, and promised to throw a bridge across, if she would give him the first living thing that was away from his reach. The old lady agreed, the bridge was completed, and the crafty fiend begged that she would try it. But the old woman had observed his cloven hoof, and knew him for what he was. She took a crust from her pocket and flung it across the ravine, bidding her little dog go fetch it. The Evil One was outwitted, as he generally is in such tales.

Devil's Chair: There is a tradition in Switzerland that St. Bernard has the devil chained in some mountains in the neighbourhood of the Abbey of Clairvaux. From this comes the custom, observed by the farmers of the country, of striking three blows with the hammer on the anvil every Monday morning before setting to work. By this means the devil's chain is strengthened, so that he may not escape.

Devil's Girdle: Witches in mediæval times were often accused of wearing the Devil's Girdle, probably as a mark of allegiance to the Evil One. Magical girdles were commonly worn, and a modern writer suggests that the magnetic belts advertised at the present day had their origin in this practice.

Devil's Pillar: There are preserved at Prague three stones of a pillar which the devil brought from Rome to crush a priest, with whom he had made a compact, and to kill him while he said mass. But St. Peter, says the legend, threw the devil and his pillar into the sea three times in succession, which diversion gave the priest time for repentance. The devil was so chagrined that he broke the pillar and saved himself.

Devils, Afraid of Bells: It was an old superstition that evil spirits were afraid of bells and fled from the sound of them.

Devon, Witchcraft in: The belief in witchcraft is not yet dead in Devonshire, as was shown in a curious case heard in Credenrton County Court not many years ago, when a young woman alleged that she was given a potion in a grocer's shop, and that as a result, either of the draught or of the incantation delivered while she was in the shop, she was getting thinner every day. Only those who have lived long in Devon can realise the widespread belief that still exists in remote corners of the county of the power of the "devil's eye," and of the seductive force or the malevolent power to inflict all kinds of weird superstitions. "Witches" are believed to be able to exercise a malign influence even after death unless they are buried with their toes downwards. Not very long ago, a woman suspected of being a witch, was buried in this way within twenty miles of Tiverton. In no part of the country is witchcraft more believed in than in the Culm Valley. There is a local saying that there are enough witches in the valley to roll a hogshead of cider up the Beacon Hill, at Culmstock, and old people living in the locality are not ashamed to say that they believe in witchcraft. The witches are of two kinds—"black" and "white." The former profess to have the power to condemn those on whom they are asked to cast a spell, to all kinds of misfortunes; the latter impose on credulous clients by making them believe that they can remove spells and bring good fortune—for a consideration, of course. For obvious reasons visits to "witches" are generally kept dark, but every now and again particulars leak out. In the Culmstock district, not so very long ago, a young girl went with her mother to a witch, in order to get a spell cast over an errant swain, who was suspected of bestowing his affections on another young lady. The witch professed to be able to bring the young man back to his first love, or to condemn him to all kinds of torture, but her price was prohibitive, and so the young man was left to marry whom he would. Farmers are the witches' most profitable clients, and it is commonly reported that they can get the same sort of advice in the city at the present day. At many farmhouses Bibles are kept in the dairies to prevent witches from retarding the butter-making operations. "I'm 'witched,'" or "I must have been 'witched,'" are expressions heard in Devon every day in the week. Generally speaking, it is animals that are supposed to sustain the most harm from being "overlooked." The loss of cattle that have died has been put down to the power of evil spirits, and according to many superstitious people, witches have a peculiar power over pigs. A man who believed his pig had been bewitched was told, not so long ago, to take the heart of a pig, stick it full of pins and needles, and roast it at the fire. He did this believing this would check the mortality among his swine.

Diadocous: According to Marbodius, this gem resembles the beryl in its properties, and was most valuable in divination. It serves for the invocation of spirits, and oracular responses could be discovered in it. Albertus Magnus writes it Diacodes, and it is possibly to this stone that Brathwaite alludes in his English Gentleman: "For as the precious stone Diacodes, though it have many rare and excellent sovereignties in it, yet loseth them all if put in a dead man's mouth." Marbodius mentions this in his verses as a property of the diadocous. The words of Leonardus are too curious to omit: "It disturbs devils from all other stones and from all the water, with the words of its charm sung, it shows various images of devils, and gives answer to those that question it. Being held in the mouth, a man may call any devil out of hell, and receive satisfaction to such questions as he may ask." He names it Diacodes or Diacodas.
The Devil attempting to seize a magician who had formed a pact with him is prevented by a Lay Brother. Facsimile of a miniature in the *Chroniques de Saint-Denis* (13th cent. MS., Bibl. Nat., Paris)


The Angel, holding the keys of Hell, enchains the Devil, in the shape of a dragon, in the Pit. Miniature from a Commentary on the Apocalypse (12th cent. MS., in the library of M. Ambrose Firmin-Didot)

MEDIEVAL CONCEPTIONS OF THE DEVIL
They Dlacrai DI, Diamond Dlapbane : Dlaneeoht wicked, ignorant, or undeveloped spirits. It is believed at death no sudden or violent change takes place in the character and disposition of an individual. Those who are mischievous, unprincipled, senesimal, during their lives remain so, for a time at least, after they die. Hudson Tuttle says, "As the spirit enters the spirit world just as it leaves this, there must be an innumerable host of low, undeveloped, uneducated, or in other words, evil spirits." There is, indeed, a special sphere or plane for these Diakka, where they are put on probation. It is they who are responsible for the fraud and trickery often witnessed at seances; they not only deceive the sitters, but the medium as well. The way to avoid their influence is to live a pure, refined, and religious life, for these evil spirits are naturally attracted to those whose minds most resemble their own.

Diamond: This gem possesses the most marvellous virtues. It gives victory to him who carries it bound on his left arm whatever the number of his enemies. Panics, paralyses, enchantments—all fly before it; hence, it is good for sleepwalkers and for the insane. It deprives the lodestone of its virtue, and one variety, the Arabian diamond, is said to attract iron more powerfully than the magnet itself. The ancients believed that neither fire nor blows would overcome its hardness, unless masks were worn on hands wet with blood; and Cyprian, Austin, Ithel, and others of the fathers, adopting this notion, have used it to illustrate the method by which the blood of the Cross softens the heart of man. If bound to a magnet, the diamond, according to the belief of the ancients, will deprive it of its virtue.

Dianesecht: A Danaan magician of Irish medieval legend. He it was who restored to Nuada of the Silver Hand (q.v.) his lost limb and thus his throne.

Diokkens, Edmund: Dr. Edmund Dickenson, physician to King Charles the Second, a professed seeker of the hermetic knowledge, produced a book entitled, De Quinnae Essentiae Philosophorum; which was printed at Oxford in 1636, and a second time in 1705. A third edition of it was printed in Germany in 1721. In correspondence with a French adept, the latter explains the reasons why the Brothers of the Rosy Cross concealed themselves. As to the universal medicine, Elixir Vitae, or potable form of the philosopher's stone, it is said to come from the vicinity of one of the Pyrenees, St. Paul, Juvenal, Spencer, and Mary Stuart. The Baron was accompanied on these expeditions by the Comte d'Ourches and others of his friends, while on one occasion a medium is mentioned as being present. It is probable, indeed, that a medium was essential to the proper spirit influences; for, though the medium's physical organism is not used as an agent, the writings generally take place in the vicinity of one gifted with supernormal faculties. Not only is legible hand-writing produced in this way; sometimes mysterious hieroglyphs are inscribed, which can only be deciphered by those who possess mediumistic powers.

Diborke: Brother of Red Hugh and Kimbay of Irish medieaval legend. He was killed by his niece Macha, and his five sons expelled from Ulster. They resolved to wrest the sovereignty of Ireland from Macha, but she discovers them in the forest, overpowers them by her mesmeric influence, and carries them to her palace on her back. They build the famous Irish city of Emain Macha under her supervision.

Divination: The method of obtaining knowledge of the unknown or the future by means of omens. Astrology (q.v.), and oracular utterances (See Oracles), may be regarded as branches of divination. The derivation of the word supposes a direct message from the gods to the diviner at some angles of their multiform character, but shutting out curiosity where they do not desire its inquisitive eyes.
or augur. It is practised in all grades of barbarism and civilisation. The methods of divination are many and various, and strangely enough in their variety are confined to no one portion of the globe. Crystal-gazing has been relegated to a separate article. Shell-hearing and similar methods are allied to crystal-gazing and may be classed with it, as that method of divination which arises from the personal consciousness of the augur. Of the same class are divination by dreams, automatic writing, and so forth. What might be called divination by 'luck' is represented by the use of cards, the casting of lots, the use of knuckle-bones as in Africa and elsewhere, cocoanuts as in Polynesia. Haruspication, or the inspection of entrails, divination by foot-print in ashes, by the flight of birds, by meeting with ominous animals, represents the third class of augury.

The art of divination is usually practised among savages by the shaman caste; among less barbarous people by the augur, as in Rome and ancient Mexico; and even amongst civilised people by persons who pretend to divination, such as the spiritualistic medium or the witch. The art is undoubtedly of great antiquity. It was employed in ancient Egypt by side with astrology, and divination by dreams was constantly resorted to, a class of priests being kept apart, whose office it was to interpret dreams and visions.

We find instances of dreams recorded in the Egyptian texts: as fox example those of Thothmes IV. king of Egypt in 1450 B.C., and Nut-Amun, king of the Eastern Sudan and Egypt about 670 B.C. The Egyptian magician usually set himself to procure dreams for his clients by such devices as the drawing of magical pictures and the reciting of magical words; and some of these are still extant, such as that in the British Museum papyrus No. 132. We find, however, that in Egypt augury was usually affected by astrological methods.

In ancient China the principal method of divination was by means of the oracles; but we find such forms as the examination of the marks on the shell of a tortoise, which reminds us of the examination of the back of a pec­cary by the Mayas of Central America. We find a Chinese monarch consulting the fates in this manner in 1146 B.C. and finding them unfavourable; but as in Egypt, most soothsaying was accomplished by means of astrology. Omens, however, were by no means ignored, and were given great prominence, as many tales in the ancient books testify.

In ancient Rome a distinct state or college of priests called Augurs was set apart to interpret signs of approbation or disapprobation sent by the gods in reference to any coming event. This college probably consisted originally of but three members, of whom the king himself was one; and it was not until the time of Caesar that the members were increased to sixteen. The college remained in existence as late as the fourth century, and members held office for life. The tenets of the Roman augurs were, that for signs of the gods one must look towards the sky and glean knowledge of the behoves of the divine beings from such omens as the lightning-flash, and the flight of birds. On a windless night, the augur took up his position on a hill which afforded an extensive view. Marking out a space for himself, he pitched a tent within it, and seating himself therein with covered head requested the gods for a sign, and waited for an answer. He faced southwards, thus having the east, on his right, the west, or unfavourable portion of the sky, on his right. He carefully observed every sign which came within the purview of his vision: such as lightning, the appearance of birds, and so forth. The song or utterance of birds was also carefully hearkened to, as the augur listened for the songs of birds of good omen and evil omen: while others referred to definite persons and events. The reading of omens was also affected by the feeding of birds and observing the manner in which they ate. The course of animals and the sounds uttered by them were also closely watched, and all unusual phenomena were regarded as omens or warnings. Sortilege or the casting of lots was often referred to by the casting of augurs. The election of magistrates was nearly always referred to the Auspices or College of Diviners, as were the setting out of an army for war, and the passing of laws.

In the East generally, divination appears to have been affected by crystal-gazing, dreams and similar methods of self-hallucination, or self-hypnotism. Divination flourished in Chaldea and Assyria among the Babylonians and Ethiopians, and appears to have been very much the same as in Egypt. In the Jewish Talmud we notice that witches are said to divine by means of bread-crumbs. Among the Arabs, the future is often foretold by means of the shapes seen in sand. The Burmese and Siamese pierce an egg at each end, and having blown the contents on the ground, trace within them the outline of things to be. (See Burma.) Divination by astrology too is very common in oriental countries, and prophetic utterance is likewise in great favour.

It is remarkable that among the native races of America the same arts of divination as are known to the peoples of the Old World were and are in vogue. These arts, as a rule, are the preserve of the medicine-man and priestly class. In ancient Mexico there was a college of augurs corresponding in purpose to the Auspices of ancient Rome, the members of which occupied themselves with observing the flight and listening to the songs of birds, from which they drew their conclusions. In Mexico, the Calendar college of priests had a department where divination was taught in all its branches, but there were many ex officio prophets and augurs, and the reader is referred to the article on Mexico for an account of the astrological methods of casting nativities, and so forth. Oracles were common, and in this connexion an amusing Peruvian story may be recalled. A certain huaca or oracle was reported to be of evil influence; orders were given to destroy it, and upon its being broken up a parrot found its escape by means of fruit and eggs placed within it, thus giving us a pretty shrewd idea of the means employed by the priesthood to affect oracular utterance. In Peru, still other classes of diviners predicted by means of the leaves of tobacco, or the grains of jade or coca, the shapes of grains of maize, taken at random, the form of the smoke rising from burning victims, the viscera of animals, the course taken by spiders, and the direction in which fruits might fall. The professors of these several methods were distinguished by different ranks and titles, and their training was a long and arduous one. The American tribes as a whole were very keen observers of bird life. Strangely enough the bird and serpent are combined in their symbolism, and indeed in the names of several of their principal deities. The bird appeared to the American savage as a spirit, in all probability under the spell of some potent enchantment—a spell which might be broken by some great sorcerer or medicine man alone. As among the ancient Romans, the birds of America were divided into those of good and evil omen; and indeed certain Brazilian tribes appear to think that the soul of departed Indians enter into the bodies of birds. The shamans of certain tribes of Paraguay act as go-betweenes between the members of their tribes and such birds as they imagine enshrine the souls of their departed relatives. This usage would appear to combine the acts of augury and necromancy.
of Brazil have a contrivance known to them as the *paxiuba*, which consists of a tree-stem about the height of a man, on which the branches and leaves have been left. Holes are bored in the trunk beneath the foliage, and by piercing through these the leaves are made to tremble, and the sound so caused is interpreted as a message from Jurupari one of their principal deities. But all over the American continent from the Eskimos to the Patagonians, the methods of oracular divination are practically identical. The shaman or medicine-man raises a tent or hut which he enters carefully closing the aperture after him. He then proceeds to make his incantations, and in a little while the entire lodge trembles and rocks, the poles bend to breaking point, as if a dozen strong men were straining at them, and the most violent noises come from within, seemingly now emanating from the depths of the earth, now from the air above, and now from the vicinity of the hut itself. The reason for this disturbance has never been properly accounted for; an Indian medicine-men who have been converted to Christianity have assured scientific workers amongst Indian tribes that they have not the least idea of what occurred during the time they occupied these enchanted lodges, for the simple reason that they were plunged in a deep sleep. After the supernatural sounds have to some extent faded away, the medicine-man proceeds to question the spirit he has evoked,—the answers of whom for sheer ambiguity are equal to those of the Pythoneses of ancient Greece. There is little doubt that the shaman, who practises this method of oracular utterance are the victims of hallucinations, and many cases are on record in which they have excited themselves into a condition of permanent lunacy.

America is the touchstone of the science of anthropology, and since we have adopted it as the continent from which to draw the majority of our illustrations, it will be as well if we conclude the article on American lines for the sake of comparison. We find then that divination by hypnosis is well-known in the western continent. Jonathan Carver, who travelled among the Sioux about the latter end of the eighteenth century, mentions it as in use amongst them. The "Ghost Dance" religion of the Indians of Nevada had for one of its tenets the belief in hypnotic communion with the dead. Divination by means of dreams and visions is extremely common in both sub-continents of the western hemisphere, as is exemplified by the derivation of the word "priest" in the native languages by the Algonquians they are called "dreamers of the gods," by the Maya "listeners," and so forth. The ability to see visions is usually quickened by the use of drugs or the swallowing or inhalation of cerebral intoxicants, such as toco-coco, maguey, coca, the snake-plant, and so forth. Indeed many Indian tribes, such as the Creeks, possessed numerous plants which they cultivated for this purpose. A large number of instances are on record in which Indian medicine-men are said to have divined the future in a most striking manner, and perhaps the following will serve to illustrate this:

In his autobiography, Black Hawk, a celebrated Sac chief, relates that his grandfather had a strong belief that in four years' time he should see a white man, who would be to him as a father. Supernaturally directed, as he said, he travelled eastward to a certain spot, and there, as he had been informed in dreams, met with a Frenchman who concluded an alliance on behalf of his country with the Sac nation. Coincidence is certainly possible here, but it can hardly exist in the circumstances of Jonathan Carver. When he was dwelling with the Kilistineses they were threatened with a famine, and on the arrival of certain traders, who brought them food in exchange for skins and other goods, their very existence depended. The diviners of the tribe were consequently consulted by the chief, and announced that the next day, at high noon exactly, a canoe would make its appearance with news of the anxiously looked-for expedition. The entire population came down to the beach in order to witness its arrival, accompanied by the incredulous trader, and, to his intense surprise, at the very moment forecasted by the shamans, a canoe rounded a distant headland, and, paddling speedily shorewards, brought the white Kilistineses news of the expedition they expected.

John Mason Brown has put on record an equally singular instance of the prophetic gift on the part of an American medicine-man. (See *Atlantic Monthly*, July, 1866.) He was engaged several years previously in searching for a band of Indians in the neighbourhood of the Mackenzie and Coppermine rivers; but the difficulties of the search induced the majority of his band to return, until out of ten men who originally set out only three remained. They had all but concluded to abandon their search when they stumbled upon a party of braves of the very tribe of which they were in search. These men had been sent out by their medicine-men to find three whites, of whose horses, accoutrements, and general appearance the shaman had given them an exhaustive account ere they set out, and this the warriors related to Brown before they saw his companions. Brown very naturally inquired closely of the medicine-man how he had been able to foretell their coming. But the latter, who appeared to be a frank and simple-minded man, could only explain that he saw them coming, and heard them talk on their journey.

Divination by arrow was also commonly resorted to. According to Fuentes, the chronicler of Guatemala, the reigning king of Kiche, Kicah Tanub, when informed by the ambassador of Monteruma II. that a race of irresistible white men had conquered Mexico and were proceeding to Guatemala, sent for four diviners, whom he commanded to tell him what would be the result of this invasion. They asked for time to discover the future fate of his kingdom, and taking their bows discharged some arrows against a rock. They returned to inform his master that, as no impression had been made upon the rock by the arrow-heads, they must prognosticate the worst and predicted the ultimate triumph of the white men—a circumstance which shows that the class to which they belonged stood in no fear of royalty. Kicah Tanub, dissatisfied, sent for the "priests," obviously a different class from the diviners, and requested their opinions. From the ominous circumstance of an ancient stone—which had been brought from afar by their forefathers—having been broken, they also augured the fall of the Kiche empire.

Many objects such as small clay birds, boats or boat-shaped vessels, etc., have been discovered in sepulchral mounds in North America, and it is conjectured that these may have been used for purposes of divination. As any object might become a fetish, it is probable that any object might become a means of augury. The method employed appears to have been so to treat the object that the probable chances for or against the happening of a certain event would be discovered—much, indeed, as some persons will toss coins to "find out" whether an expected event will come to pass or not. Portents, too, were implicitly believed in by the American races, and this branch of augury
was, we find, one of the accomplishments of Nezahualpilli, king of Tecuaco, near Mexico, whom Montezuma consulted concerning the terrible prodigies which startled his people prior to the advance of the Spaniards upon his kingdom, and why, even now, no one is bold enough to predict the return of Quemalacoatl, the legendary culture-hero of Anahuac, to his own again. These included earthquakes, tempests, floods, the appearances of comets and strange lights, whilst mysterious voices were heard in the air—such prodigies, indeed, as tradition usually insists upon as the precursors of the downfall of a mighty empire.

The various methods of divination have each been accorded a separate article; thus the reader is referred to Aznemanz, Balomnanz, Cospomanz, and so forth; and in the articles dealing with the various countries, goodly number of instances of divinatory practice will be discovered.

**Divine Name, The:** In Jewish mysticism great stress is laid upon the importance of the Divine Name. It consists of forty-two letters; not, as Moses Maimonides points out, comprised in one word, but in a phrase of several words, which conveyed an exact notion of the essence of God. With the priestly decadence in the last days of the Temple, a name of twelve letters was substituted for the Divine Name, and as time went on it became known only to the priest, but only to a few. The longer name was sometimes said to contain forty-five or seventy-two letters. The ten Seferoth are also supposed, in a mystical sense, to be the names of the Deity. The Divine Name Jehovah is greater than "I am that I am," since the latter signifies God as He was before the creation, the Absolute, the Unknowable, the Hidden One; but the former denotes the Supreme Manifestation, the immanence of God in the Cosmos.

**Divine World:** Formerly known as the Adi Plane—is in the theosophic scheme of things, the first or highest world; (in Theosophy) the world first formed by the divine impulse in the creative process. It is unattainable by man in his present state. *(See Theosophy and Solar System.)*

**Divining Rod:** A forked rod, or branch of tree, which in the hands of certain people is said to indicate, by means of spasmodic movements of varying intensity, the presence of water and mineral underground. Traces of the rod used for purposes of divination are to be found in the records of Ancient Egypt. Cicero and Tacitus both wrote of the rod "virgula divina." This ancient divining rod was a form of rhabdomancy (q.v.) or divination by means of little pieces of stick. In Germany it was known as the "wishing-rod" and was used just as fortune-tellers use cards, coffee or tea-groves at the present day. Agricola's *De Re Metallica* published at Basle, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, makes reference to another rod which he calls the virgula furtica," the forked rod, to distinguish it from the "virgula divina." This rod, he said, was used by miners to discover mineral veins; rhabdomancy having nothing to do with this use of the divining rod. Melanchthon mentions this use of the rod and ascribed the behaviour of the "instrument" in the discovery of metallic ores to the law of sympathy, according to the belief then obtaining that metals, trees and other natural objects had certain subtle relationships with each other; and believers in this theory pointed to the fact that trees which grew above mineral veins drooped as though attracted downwards; the modern scientific explanation of this natural phenomenon being that it is due to the poverty of the soil. In Sebastian Münster's *Cosmography*, also of the sixteenth century, and the front engravings of the "mirroral diviners" at work. The priests of that time persecuted them as demons in disguise; they were also included in the witchcraft persecutions, suffering tortures and burning to death. Among miners on the Continent the use of the "virgula furtica" became universal, especially in the Harz Mountains and throughout Saxony. In Germany it was called the Schlag-Rute, "striking-rod," from the fact of its appearing to strike when held over mineral ores. Robert Boyle, the "father of chemistry" is the first to make mention of the divining rod in England. In an essay of his published in 1663 may be found the following: "A forked hazel twig is held by its horns, one in each hand, the holder walking with it over places where mineral leads may be suspected, and it is said that the fork by dipping down will discover the place where the ore is to be found. Many eminent authors, amongst others our distinguished countryman Gabriel Plaat, ascribe much to this detecting wand, and others, far from credulous or ignorant, have as eye-witnesses spoken of its value. When visiting the lead-mines of Somersettshire I saw its use, and one gentleman who employed it declared that it moved without his will, and I saw it bend so strongly as to break in his hand.

It will only succeed in some men's hands, and those who have seen it may much more readily believe those who have not." Some authorities on the subject state that it was first brought into England in the time of Queen Elizabeth. In the States papers of that reign may be found recorded the fact that commissioners were sent to Germany to study the best methods of mining and brought back with them German miners from the Harz Mountains; and that these "foreigners" introduced the divining rod into England seems highly probable. It was first used for water finding, however, in Southern France, and not until a century or more after was it used in England for this purpose. It became the "downing rod" in England and Somersettshire might be called the home of the "dower." Locke the philosopher, a Somersettshire man referred in 1691 to the "downing rod" and De Quincey, also belonging to the county, tells of singular cases of "dowser" as he calls them. Down to the present day this means of finding water is used, farmers and owners of large estates sending for a "dowser" when they wish to find a spring of water. These men are not geologists, who might have a scientific knowledge of the locality, they are often merely labourers. The rods are mostly cut from the hazel, but all kinds of nut and fruit trees have been used, white and black thorn and privet also being favourites. Pieces of watch-spring and copper-wire are also used; and in some cases the forked rod is dispensed with, the peculiar sensation felt in the arms, hands and body being sufficient to indicate the water. These dowers wander over the ground with the ends of the fork grasped in the palms of the hands and the rod downwards and when this moves, turning suddenly in his hand, upwards, it is said for water, downwards for minerals, at that spot will be found the desired object, absolute correctness frequently being achieved. In later years attempts have been made to scientifically investigate the question and amongst amateur "dowers" we find the names of Lord Farrer and the late Mr. Andrew Lang. As to the theory for these movements the electrical or magnetic theory was exploded by Father Kircher in 1654 who balanced the rod on a frictionless support like a delicate pair of scales and found that in this position nothing would induce it to move over hidden water or metal. It must be held by the human being before the movements take place. Chevreul, the French savant, in 1854 put forward the theory of involuntary muscular action. A modern scientist gives his opinion that very possibly it is due to a faculty in the "dowser" akin to that possessed by a medium, may be possessed by a meditative person unpossessed by certain persons, a faculty analogous to what is called clairvoyance. Not exactly to be described as "clear-seeing" but rather, a
dim, obscure impression not reaching the brain through the organ of vision, seldom ever rising to the level of a conscious impression, but one able to start the nervous reflex action which caused the muscles to twitch and the rod or other 'antoscope' to move. Doubtless, change of blood pressure and pulse rate also occur in the dower; and if this be so, quite possibly modern instrumental appliances for recording these will ultimately supersede the primitive forked twig.

He goes on to say that: 'The dower in fact, 'feels for' and subconsciously discerns the hidden object, whether it be water, hidden treasure or even a malefactor concealing himself from justice, who was pursed and discovered by the agency of the famous dower Jacques Atmar, using his supernormal powers in 1692.' See Sir W. F. Barrett F.R.S., Lecture on The Dowser Rod.

**DIVS**

**Divs** : The div of ancient Persia, pronounced dey, daw, or diew, is supposed to be the same as the European devil of the middle ages. In the romances of Persia they are represented as male and female, but the male divs are considered the more dangerous, and it is from their character, personified in a supposed chief, that the devil is painted with his well-known attributes. The male divs, according to the legends of Persia, were entrusted with the government of the world for seven thousand centuries, subsequent to the creation of Adam, and they were succeeded by the female divs or peri, who under their chief, Gian ben Gian, ruled over two thousand years. The dominion of the peri was terminated by Eblis (the devil of the Koran) who had been created from the elements of fire, and whose abode was previously that of the angels. Eblis or Hara, as he is also called, became the leader of the rebellious angels when they were commanded to do homage to the first created man, and being joined by the whole race of genii, the male and female divs, whom he had formerly subjugated, he was like them deprived of grace. Eblis and his immediate followers were condemned to suffer for a long period in the infernal regions, but the remainder were allowed to wander over the earth, a constant source of misery to the inhabitants of the various races, whose obedience is put to the test by their devices, and secured by the example of their degradation and sufferings. They are supposed to assume various forms, especially that of the serpent, and in the drawings annexed to the Persian romances they are represented much as our own devils, ogres, and giants, in the tales of the middle ages and later. In the Persians and the Arabians, the localised genii, or at least the powers in the form of the divs, have been assimilated to the divine beings, who sing and play on musical instruments.

**D'Oruheret**

**Doomshead, The Cup of** : A divination cup, which has been a subject of many of the poems and myths of ancient Persia. It was believed to have been found while digging the foundations of Persepolis, filled with the elixir of immortality. In this magical cup was mingled the whole world, and everything, good and evil, was revealed therein. Their perils and the favours they received, and the prophecies that were revealed which have remained unfulfilled. The story says that the cup is still kept in the possession of this famous cup.

**Doctrine of Correspondence** : (See Swedenborg.)

**Dunn : Son of Midir the Proud** : An Irish hero of medieval legend. In the *Colloquy of the Ancients* we are told how Finn and Keila and five other champions were out hunting one day, and followed a beautiful faun to an enchanted meadow, a noble mansion, they were entertained by *Dunn mac Midir* and his brother; and their aid was sought against the rest of the Danaan folk. It seems that thrice in the year they had to fight their foes, and all their followers had been killed except the eight-and-twenty warriors themselves. The faun which they had followed had been an enchanted maiden sent to entice them. After a year of successful fighting, the Danaans were obliged to make peace.

**Double Triangle** : (See Magic.)

**D'Ouures, Comte** : French magnetist and necromancer, associated about 1850 with Baron de Guldenstubbé in the
Dovantes

attempt—successful only after six months of endeavour—
to establish in France spiritualistic circles such as were
being formed at the time in America. After a time they
were successful in obtaining such manifestations as the
vibration of piano-chords, and direct writing.

Dovantes: (See Dalvers and Dalvergoal.)
Dowel, The Prophet: (See Amerigo, U.S. of.)
Dowsers: (See Divining Rod.)
Dowling, George: (See England.)

Dracaenas: otherwise dactylos, draconius, or obisusius,
described by Albertus Magnus as a shining black stone of
pyramidal figure. It is not very easy to obtain, as it must
be taken out of the head of a dragon, cut off while the
beast is still panting. It subdues all sorts of poison, and
endows its possessor with invincible courage. The kings
of the East esteemed it a great treasure.

Dragon: A purely fabulous monster of enormous size, com-
mon to almost all countries. Descriptions of its appearance
vary; but it appears to have been of a reptilian nature,
often of a red or green colour, sometimes with several heads
which vomited forth fire and vapours, and a large and
clumsy tail. It was of enormous strength; but the
ancients believed that it could be charmed by music, and
the dragon which guarded the golden fleece was soothed
by the voice of Medea. In India at the time of Alexander
the Great, a dragon was worshipped as a god; and in occult
history it is the manifestation of hell. The dragon, how-
ever, is best known in legendary history as the terrible
monster, whose duty it was to provide the hero with
opportunities of valour, and in this capacity it has figured
in many a tale. The legend of St. George and the Dragon
is familiar to everyone, and also the dragon that was slain
by Sir Lancelot, one of the knights of King Arthur's Round
Table. In Revelation the dragon, a representation of the
Evil One, is overcome by the Archangel Michael. On one
side of the coin given to those who were cured of possession,
between the time of Henry VII., there was portrayed an
angel standing with both feet on a dragon. The idea of the
dragon is perhaps evolved from the conception of the
earth, as a living being, a notion which would gain currency
from Earthquake and related phenomena.

Dragon's Head: (See Astrology.)
Dragon's Tail: (See Astrology.)

Dreams: The occult significance of dreams was a matter of
speculation among the wise at an early period in the history
of civilization. In the articles upon Babylonia and Egypt
we have to some extent outlined the methods by which the
wise men of those countries divined the future from visions
seen in sleep, and to these we must refer the reader, as well
as to the articles dealing with other countries, savage and
civilized, where he will discover a good deal of data relating
to dreams and dream-lore. In this place we can only indi-
cate some of the more outstanding theories of antiquity
regarding the nature and causes of dreams and the manner
in which the ancient diviners generally interpreted them.

Dreams were regarded as of two kinds—false and true, in
either case emanating from a supernatural intelligence,
evil or good. By the ancient sages was regarded a
second life, in which the soul was freed from the body and
therefore much more active than during the waking state.
The acts it observed and the scenes through which it passed
were thought to have a bearing on the future life of
the dreamer, but it is possible that the dream-life was
regarded as supernatural and "inverted," and that the
events which the bodiless spirit beheld were the opposites
of those which would later occur on the earth-plane. The
idea thus originated that "dreams go by contraries," as
both popular belief and the many treatises upon the sub-
ject of nightly visions assure us is the case.

However the belief in the divinatory character of dreams
arose, there is every proof that their causes and nature
existed some of the greatest minds of antiquity. Ario-
totle believed them to arise solely from natural causes.
Poisonous of the Stoics was of the opinion that they were of
three kinds, the first automatic, and coming from the
clear sight of the soul, the second from spirits and the
third from God. Crito, Democritus, and Pythagoras
held doctrines almost identical or differing only in detail.
Later, Macrobius divided dreams into five kinds: the
dream, the vision, the ocular dream, the insomnia and
the phantasm. The first is a figurative and mysterious
representation which requires an interpretation; the
second was an exact representation of a future event in
sleep; the third was a dream representing some priest or
divinity, who declared to the sleeper things to come;
the fourth was an ordinary dream not deserving of atten-
tion, and the fifth was a disturbed half-awake dream, a
species of nightmare. Other writers divide dreams into
dreams and those which were induced for the
purposes of divination. We are told by Herodotus that
in the temple of Bel in Babylon a priestess lay on a bed
ready to dream visions of the second class, and that the
beds of such soothsayers were often made of the skin of
a ram is well known. The ancient Hebrews obtained such
visions by sleeping among tombs, and the asylum,
near to which we have described the road to the
supernatural world seems to have been, and
still is known to the majority of nations, barbarous and the
reverse, as intimately as hypnotic and other methods
of reaching its places and hearing its pronouncements.
Sleep was, of course, often induced by drugs, whether the
s Sons of the Hindoos, the payotol of the ancient Mexicans,
the haschish of the Arabs, or the opium of the Malays or
Chinese, and these narcotics which have the property of
inducing speedy sleep and of heightening inward vision
were and are greatly prized by professional dreamers all over
the world, especially as they rendered dreaming almost
immediately possible.

With the nature of ecstatic vision we have dealt under
the heading of Hypnotism and now that we have outlined
the older theories regarding the cause and nature of dreams
(for with the modern and purely physiological theories on
the subject we have no concern in this place), we may pass
on to consider the methods by which dreams were read or
divined. As has been remarked, this was generally under-
taken by a special class of diviners, who in ancient Greece
were known as Onetocritikoi, or in Rome, as Sibyls. The
first treatise on the subject is that of Artemidorus, who
lived in the time of Antoninus Pius. He differentiates
between the dreams of Kings and those of commoners, as
he believes that the visions of royalty must have reference
to the commonwealth and not to the individual. Dreams
which represent something as happening to the individual
who dreams them, show that they have a personal signifi-
cance, whereas if the dream relates to another it will concern
him alone. He details the numerous species of dreams
throughout five books, and then adduces numerous exam-
ple cases. Neither for rule nor illustration, and this we any
space here, and indeed, the literature, popular and otherwise,
which treats of oneromancy is so extensive and so readily
accessible that no necessity arises for so doing. Suffice
it to say that the rules of Artemidorus are far from clear,
and according to them, any dream might signify any event,
and any interpretation of the same might be considered
justifiable. The method of testing dreams according to
Amarylalus is his Discours sur les Songes divins (Saumur,
1625) is whether the instructions and advice that they
contain make for good or ill—a test it is impossible to
apply until after the result is known. But Amyraldus
surnouts this difficulty by proposing to test dreams by
the evidence of the signs of divine knowledge—by asking
himself in short, whether the dream it was desired to
examine gave any evidence of such things as God alone could
know. It would seem from an examination of such
dreams as were submitted to the diviners of antiquity that
the symbol they exhibited was of a character so pro-
found that it could only be unriddlecl by an interpreter who
received divine aid, such as was afforded in the case of
Moses or Daniel. It is plain, however, that the most far-
fetchcd interpretations were given to many of the most
epoch-making dreams of antiquity, and indeed, one oj
the most critical systems is one of the weakest spots in the armour
of occult science, and was the first of its departments to
fall into disrepute and become the prey of the charlatan.
There are not wanting serious students of the occult
who doubt entirely the occult significance of dreams, and it
must be granted that no good reason exists for classing
them generally with the vision, or a condition of second
sight or ecstasy. See H. Hutchinson, Dreams and their
Meanings, London, 1901; J. C. Colquhoun, Magic,
Witchcraft and Animal Magnetism, London, 1851; H.
Christina, The Cradle of the Twin Giants, London, 1849,
and many other popular and more advanced handbooks
on the subject.

Dreams of Animals: It was believed by many that animals
dreamed. Pliny says: "Evident it is, that horses, dogs,
kine, oxen, sheeps and goats, doe dreams. Whereupon
it is credibly also thought that all creatures that bring
forth their young quickly and living, doe the same. As
for those that lay eggs, it is not so certain that they dream;
but resolved it is that they doe sleep.

Dress. Phantasm: The question of the apparel worn by apparitions has of late years aroused considerable controversy.
Mr. Podmore says: "The apparition commonly consists
simply of a figure, clothed as the percipient was accustomed
to see the agent clothed; whereas to be true to life the
phantasm would as a rule have to appear in bed." In cases
where the vision gives no information as to the agent's
clothing and surroundings generally—and, as already said,
such cases form the great majority of the well attested
narratives—we may suppose that what is transmitted is
not any part of the superficial content of the agent's con-
sicpations, but is part of the natural imposture, with her head
and permanent elements which represent his personal
identity. The percipient's imagination is clearly com-
petent to clothe such an impression with appropriate
imagery, must indeed so clothe it if it is to rise into conscious-
ness at all. But dressed as they have tenanted the ghosts, as
always appear clothed. Have clothes also ethereal counter-
parts? Such was and is the belief of many early races of
mankind, who leave clothes, food, and weapons in the
graves of the dead, or burn them on the funeral pile, that
their friends may have all they require in the spirit world.
But are we prepared to accept this view? And again, these
ghosts commonly appear, not in the clothes which they
were wearing at death—for most deaths take place in bed—
but in some others, as will be seen from an examination of
the stories already cited. Are we to suppose the ethereal
body going to its wardrobe to clothe its nakedness withal?
or that, as in the case of Emigsc Cavallacer's appearance
to Frau Reiken, the ghost will actually take off the ethereal
clothes it wore at death and replace them with others?
It is scarcely necessary to pursue the subject. The diffi-
culties and contradictions involved in adapting it to
explain the clothes must prove fatal to the ghost theory."

Mr. Thistleton Dyer says on the subject:
"It is the familiar dress worn in lifetime that is, in most
cases, one of the distinguishing features of the ghost, and
when Sir George Villiers wanted to give a warning to his
son, the Duke of Buckingham, his spirit appeared to one of
the Duke's servants 'in the very clothes he used to
wear.' Mrs. Crowe, in her Night Side of Nature gave an
account of an apparition which appeared at a house in
Sarratt, Hertfordshire. It was that of a well-dressed
gentleman, in a blue coat and bright gilt buttons, but
without a head. It seems that this was reported to be
the ghost of a poor man of that neighbourhood who had
been murdered, and whose head had been cut off. He
could, therefore, only be recognised by his 'blue coat and
bright gilt buttons.' Indeed, many ghosts have been
nicknamed from the kinds of drapery in which they have
been in the habit of appearing. Thus the ghost at Allan-
bank was known as 'Pearlin Jean,' from a species of lace
made of thread which she wore; and the 'White
Lady' at Ashley Hall—like other ghosts who have borne
the same name—from the white drapery in which she
presented herself. Some lady ghosts have been styled
'Silky,' from the rustling of their silken costume, in the
wearing of which they have maintained the phantom
grandeur of their earthly life. There was the 'Silky' at
Black Hewan who used to appear in silken attire, often-
times 'rattling in her silks'; and the spirit of Denton
Hall—also termed 'Silky'—walks about in a white silk
dress of antique fashion. This last 'Silky' was thought
to be the ghost of a lady who was mistress to the prodigal
Duke of Argyll in the reign of James I., and died sud-
donely, not without suspicion of murder, at Clifton, near
Sheilds—one of his residences. The 'Bansee of Loch
Nigdal,' too, was arrayed in a silk dress, green in colour.
These traditions date from a period when silk was not in
common use, and therefore attracted notice in country
places. Some years ago a ghost appeared at Hampton
Court, habited in a black satin dress with white kid gloves.
The 'White Lady of Skipsea' makes her midnight sere-
nades clothed in long, white drapery. Lady Bothwell,
who haunted the mansion of Woodhouselee, always ap-
ppeared in white; and the apparition of the mansion of
Houndwood, in Berwickshire bearing the name of
'Chappie'—is clad in silk attire.

"One of the ghosts seen at the celebrated Willington
Mill was that of a female in greyish garments. Sometimes
she was said to be wrapped in her mantiple, her head
and her hands crossed over her lap. Walton
Abbey had its headless lady who used to haunt a certain
wainscotted chamber, dressed in blood-stained garments,
with her infant in her arms; and, in short, most of the
ghosts that haunted all country houses have been noted for
their distinctive dresses.

"Daniel Defoe, in his Essay on the History and Reality
of Apparitions, has given many minute details as to the
dress of a ghost. He tells a laughable and highly amusing
story of some robbers who broke into a mansion in the
country, and, while ransacking one of the rooms, they
saw, in a chair, 'a grave, ancient man, with a long full-
bottomed wig, and a rich, brocaded gown,' etc. One of
the robbers threatened to tear off his 'rich brocaded gown,'
another hit him at a firelock, and was alarmed at seeing
it pass through the air; and then the old man 'changed into
the most horrible monster that ever was seen, with eyes like
two fiery daggers red hot.' The same apparition encountered them in different rooms, and at
last the servants, who were at the top of the house, throw-
ing some 'hand grenades' down the chimneys of these
rooms, the thieves were dispersed. Without adding fur-
ther stories of this kind, which may be taken for what they
are worth, it is a generally received belief in ghost lore
Druldie

that spirits are accustomed to appear in the dresses which they wore in their lifetime—a notion credited from the days of Pliny the Younger to the present day.

But the fact of ghosts appearing in earthly raiment has excited the ridicule of many philosophers, who, even admitting the possibility of a spiritual manifestation, deny that there can be the ghost of a suit of clothes. George Cruikshank, too, who was no believer in ghosts, sums up the matter thus: "As it is clearly impossible for spirits to wear dresses made of the materials of earth, we should like to know if there are spiritual outfitting shops for the clothing of ghosts who pay visits on earth." Whatever the objections may be to the appearance of ghosts in human attire, they have not hitherto overthrown the belief in their being seen thus clothed, and Byron, describing the 'Black Friar' who haunted the cloisters and other parts of Newstead Abbey, tells us that he was always arrayed in cowl, and beads, and dusky garb.

Indeed, as Dr. Tylor remarks, 'It is an habitual feature of the ghost stories of the civilised, as of the savage world, that the ghost comes dressed, and even dressed in the clothes of the person who is the "known clothing worn in life."' And he adds that the doctrine of object-souls is held by the Algonguin islanders of the Fijian group, and the Karens of Burmah—it being supposed that not only men and beasts have souls, but inorganic things as well. The Fijian belief, writes: "If a stone or any other substance is broken, immortality is equally its reward; nay, artificial bodies have equal good luck with men, and hogs, and yams. If an axe or a chisel is worn out or broken up, away flies its soul for the service of the gods. The Fijians can further show you a sort of natural well, or deep hole in the ground, at one of their islands, across the bottom of which runs a stream of water, in which you may clearly see the souls of men and women, beasts and plants, stocks and stones, canoes and horses, and of all the broken utensils of this frail world, swimming, or rather tumbling along, one over the other, pell-mell, into the regions of immortality.' As it has been observed, animistic conceptions of this kind are no more irrational than the popular idea prevalent in civilised communities as to spirits appearing in all kinds of garments."

Druldie Language: (See Shalita Thard.)

Drudia: (See Galla.)

Drum, Magie: (See Lapland.)

Drummer of Tedworth: A poltergeist who haunted the house of Mr. John Mompesson, of Tedworth, Wilts, about the year 1661 and onwards. In March of that year Mompesson had a vagrant drum brought before the justice of the peace, wherein his drum was confiscated. The instrument was taken to the house of Mompesson, during the latter's absence, and immediately a violent poltergeist disturbance broke out. Apparitions were seen by members of the household, pieces of furniture were seen to move of themselves, small objects were flung about by invisible hands, the younger children were levitated as they lay in their beds, and there was a continual sound of drumming every night. The drummer, understood to be the cause of the trouble, was transported, when peace once more reigned in the afflicted household; but ere long he managed to return, when the disturbances broke out with renewed vigour. There is no first-hand account of this poltergeist, save that of Joseph Glanvil—Sadducismus Triumphatus, 1668—and though Glanvil is our authority for the whole story, that part of it which he himself declares to have witnessed is certainly not the most marvellous, but describes accurately and pathetically heard in the vicinity of the children's beds.

Du Potel: One of the original founders of spiritualism in France, and one of the first experimenters in table-turning, either in that country or elsewhere. (See France.)

Du-Sith (Black Elf): A little man, believed to be of fairy origin, who killed Sir Lachlan Mor'Clean at the battle of Traigh-Gruinard, in Islay, Scotland, in the year 1598. The story runs that this little man offered his services to Sir James Macdonald, the opponent of Sir Lachlan; and that the latter's death was caused by an arrow which struck him on the head, and was afterwards found to be an Elf-bolt. In reply to a question of Macdonald's the little man replied: 'I am called Du-sith, and you were better to have me with you than against you.'

Duad: (See God.)

Dual Personality: In every form of cerebral dissociation there is a disturbance of consciousness. Sometimes, and especially in the trance, there occurs what is known as "split consciousness," and the split may be so pronounced that the subject seems to have two or more distinct personalities. The secondary personality may differ from the primary in many ways, and possess entirely distinct intellectual and moral characteristics. The conscious subject may at times be unaware of his physical consciousness in the third personality, may criticise its opinions and attitude, or even express direct antagonism towards it. The secondary personalities sometimes alternates with the primary in such a way as to suggest that two spirits are struggling to possess the same physical organisation. Another peculiarity of this state is that whereas the normal consciousness generally knows nothing of the others, the secondary personalities have full knowledge of each other and of the normal consciousness. "Dual personality" is not confined to the trance state, but may arise spontaneously. R. L. Stevenson makes effective use of it in his Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

Dugald, David: A Glasgow painting medium who achieved considerable success in his line. He was a cabinet-maker, who in 1866 found himself possessed of mediumistic faculties. At first an ordinary rapping medium, he speedily developed the power of painting in trance, even in the dark. A still higher stage of mediumship was reached when direct drawings were produced in his presence. These drawings, generally copies of Dutch masters, purporting to be done by the original artists, are said not to have been without some merit, apart from the fact that they were done in complete darkness. The two principal controls were Ruydsael and Steen. In 1869 control of the medium's organism was taken by Hafed, prince of Persia at the beginning of the Christian era, and Archmagnus. Hafed related his many adventures through Dugald's mediumship in a series of sitting extending over some years. A Persian of princely birth, he had borne arms in his country's defence. After extensive travels, he was admitted to the magi, and ultimately became Archmagnus. He was of those who bore rich gifts to Bethlehem at the birth of Christ. Finally he met his death in the arena at Rome. Hafed, Prince of Persia, was afterwards published in book form. (See Spiritualism.)

Duk-duk, The: Members of a secret society of New Pomerania, who are also called Spirits.

Dunbarin-Nardar: One of the classes of attendants or companions of the Hindoo diviners, whose special duty it is to play upon a kind of drum.

Dupuis, Charles François: 1742-1809. Charles François Dupuis was born at Tric le-Chateau, and educated by his father and afterwards at the College d'Harcourt. At the age of twenty-four he was made professor of rhetoric at Lisieux; but his inclination led him into the field of mathematics. In his work Origines des Cultus he attempts to explain not only all the mysteries of antiquity, but also the origin of all religious beliefs. In his Memoire
Durandal

Explicatif du Zodiacus chronologicus et mythologicus (1806) he maintains a common origin for the astronomical and religious opinions of the Greeks, Egyptians, Chinese, Persians, and Arabians.

Ea: (See Babylon.)

Earth laid upon a Corpse: It is related in Pennant's Tour that it was the custom in the Highlands of Scotland to lay on the breast of the deceased a wooden platter containing a little earth and a little salt—the former to symbolize the corruption of the body, the latter the incorruptibility of the soul.

Ebeneserphim: (See Astrology.)

Eden Don: Chief of the Milesian invaders of Ireland. Many of their ships were lost in a storm which the Danans (q.v.) raised by magic.

Ebils, or Haris as he is also called: the "Satan" of the Mohammedans. It is said that he was an inmate of Azarzil, the heaven nearest God; and when the angels were commanded to bow down to the first man, Ebils was the chief of those who rebelled against the command. They were cast out of heaven and Ebils and his followers were sentenced to suffer in hell for a long time. It is supposed that he was composed of the elements of fire; and that he succeeded the persis in the government of the world.

Ech-Ulass: A Gaelic word meaning water-horse. The Ech-Ulass was a goblin of Highland folk-lore, understood to be a favourite form assumed by the Kelpie, in order to lure souls to his master the Devil. In the disguise of a fine steed, beautifully accoutred, the Kelpie grazed innocently by the wayside. The weary traveller, passing by, and believing this splendid animal to have strayed from his master, was tempted to make use of him to help him on his way; and the deceitful Kelpie, remaining quiet as a lamb until the traveller was fairly mounted, would then with a fiendish yell of triumph plunge headlong into an adjacent pool. It was believed that the soul of the unfortunate man, who had had no time to prepare for death, would thus be safely secured to the Evil One; while the Kelpie received the body in payment for his services.

Ech-Ourte Tombe (Journal): (See France.)

Ekartshausen, K. Von: Author of The Cloud on the Sanctorium (1800). He was a most intensely religious man, at first wrote several little books of devotion that had great vogue in France and Germany. He later turned his attention to larger works of a more profound character, such as that mentioned above. According to Ekartshausen the requisite faculty of communion with the church is the inward conception of things spiritual and with this sense present, is possible the beginning of Regeneration understood as the process of gradually eliminating original sin. His work on the Interior Church is in two parts: first, elucidation of his doctrine; second, a series of dogmas or assertions derived therefrom.

Ectenie Forces: A supposed physical force emanating from the person of the medium, and directed by his will, by means of which objects may be moved without contact in apparent defiance of natural laws. The existence of such a force was first postulated by Count Agener de Gasparin, to explain the phenomena of table-turning and rapping, and the name Ectenie Forces was bestowed upon the supposed agency by de Gasparin's colleague, M. Thury. The experiments of Thury and de Gasparin are declared to offer some of the most convincing evidence that spiritualism can produce, and bring us nearer to one of the most eminent student of psychic research. If it be true that tables were moved without contact, then such a theory is indeed necessary, but the evidence for this type of phenomenon is not abundant.

Eddy, Mrs. Mary Baker: (See New Thought.)

Ede, Garden of: (See Paradise.)

Elo: The elo is credited with the possession of many marvelous virtues. If he is left to die out of the water, his body steeped in strong vinegar and the blood of a vulture, and the whole placed under a dunghill, the composition will raise from the dead anything brought to it, and will give it life as before. It is also said that he who eats the still warm heart of an elo will be seized with the spirit of prophecy, and will predict things to come. The Egyptians worshipped the elo, which their priests alone had the right to eat. Magic eses were made in the eighteenth century of flour and the juice of mutton. There may be added a little anecdote told by William of Malmesbury. A dean of the church of Elgin, in the county of Moray in Scotland, having refused to cede his church to some pious monks, was changed, with all his canons, into eses, which the brother cook made into a stew.

Ego, The: or Eski, is a secret society of Calabar, near the Niger delta. The name means "tiger," and the society is divided into eleven grades, of which the first three are not open to slaves. Members, as a rule, buy themselves into the higher grades in their turn, and the money thus obtained is shared amongst the Nyampa who form the inner circle. The king is president of the society under the title of Cyamba. Each grade has its special festival day, on which their Idem or spirit-master exercises complete control. Whenever an Ego day is announced, slaves, women, and children take flight in all directions, as the ambassador of the Idem, armed with a heavy whip, goes through the village and lashes everyone whom he may encounter. The Idem is usually a hermit who lives in the distant bush-land, and when he appears it is in a fantastic guise of mask and branches, which covers him from head to foot, and with a black mask on his face. The principals of the order themselves are linked together by a garb of leaves so gathered up that they seem to move in a connected mass.

"The Order of Free Egbos, (says Froebenius) is said to have originated at the fair which were held at a great palm-oil market in the interior, midway between Calabar and the Kamerun. As the place became the scene of much disorder, while the European trade made it necessary for the maintenance of public credit that all engagements should be strictly carried out, this institution was formed as a sort of Hamesian Union under the most influential traders, for the mutual safeguarding of their interests. Later it acquired the religious character of a Fasherga or secret tribunal, by bringing within its sphere of action the whole police of the Calabars and the Kamerun. The kings always sought to secure for themselves the Grandmastership of the Order, since otherwise their authority would sink to a mere shadow. European skippers have frequently found it to their advantage to be enrolled in the lower grades, in order thereby the more easily to recover their debts. A member of the Ego has the right to claim as his own property the slave of his debtor, wherever he may find him, merely by fastening a yellow strip to his dress or loincloth. Even in the interior of the continent the standing of an Ego is still respected and feared, and affords one a certain immunity from molestation, such as
is absolutely needed for the extensive commercial speculations in Africa.

"In the Kamerun, as a preliminary to their acceptance into the Free Egbo, the young men are sent for a protracted period to the Mokokus, a bush tribe in the interior; with these they live naked in the fields, and only now and then dart out clad in green leaves to have a bath in the river. All women and especially slaves, are prohibited, under heavy penalties, from approaching the forest where they reside. In the Kamerun, it is customary to pay particular honor to a visitor, above all if he be a European, by introducing the Egbo goat, which the people are otherwise seldom allowed to set eyes upon.

"Holman reports that the whole of the Old Calabar district is subject to the rule of the so-called Egbo laws. These are promulgated at a secret Council, the Egbo Assembly. The chief of the head-chief presides, under the title of Cyntax, over this assembly. Amongst the members of the Egbo there are different ranks, which must be acquired in their due order, one after the other. Holman quotes Englishmen who state that Europeans have bought themselves into the Egbo, and even into the Yampai, in order to be thus better able to get in their money. He gives the following as the names and prices of the different grades of Egbo:

1 Abongo 125 bars
2 Boke 75 bars
3 Makairo 400 copper bars
4 Bakimbo 100 bars
5 Yampai 850 copper bars

"To these must be added rum, clothes, membo, etc. The Yampai is the only grade whose members are allowed to sit in Council. The sums paid for the various titles of the Egbo are distributed exclusively amongst the Yampai, who, however, are not limited to a single share, since every Yampai can multiply his title as often as he can purchase shares, and these give him a claim to the receipt of the corresponding quotas from the profits of the whole institution."

**Egypt**

The cosmic doctrine of the Greek sage Orpheus. He says: "God, the uncreated and incomprehensible Being, created all things; the other proceeded from him; from this the unshapely chaos and the dark night arose, which at first covered all things. The unshapen mass was formed into the shape of an egg, from which all things have proceeded." The whole universe has the form of an egg and methods of guarding against misfortune are of the same form. The Orphic theory has something in common with the doctrines of the magnetic philosophers.

**Eglamour of Arylys, Sir:** A magical English legend of French origin. The poem tells of the winning of Christabel by Eglamour. Christabel's father will agree to the union if Eglamour will fulfil three tasks. He must conquer the giant, Sir Maroko; bring from a distant land the head of an enormous boar, and kill a powerful dragon which has been devastating the country round Rome. In these adventures he is successful, but is kept in Rome by illness. Meanwhile, Christabel has given birth to a son, and is banished by her angry father. Her son is stolen from her by a giffin, and taken to Israel, where he is adopted by the king and named Degrabell. Many years afterwards, Sir Eglamour and Degrabell meet in a tournament for the hand of Christabel. The former is successful, and eventually their identities are revealed. Eglamour and Christabel are married, and return to their native country with their son.

**Eglinton, William:** A well-known English medium, who in 1876 succeeded Slade as the principal exponent of slate-writing (q.v.). That Eglinton's performances in this direction were very skilfully carried out there is abundant evidence, for several practised conjurers, as well as many other investigators, were entirely at a loss to explain the modus operandi. Yet on one occasion, at least, Eglinton was seen—by Professor Lewis Cargill—to write the "spirit" messages himself. This was in 1885, when his slate-writing was attracting attention. Some ten years earlier, when he was giving materialisation stances, there were discovered in his portmanteau a false beard and some muslin draperies, which were found to correspond with fragments cut from the hair and garments of the materialised spirit. Nor were these the only occasions on which he made use of fraudulent means of producing mediumistic phenomena. It may be objected that Eglinton was "controlled" to procure draperies and fake hair, but it necessarily casts a dark shadow on his mediumship.

**Egypt:** To the peoples of antiquity as well as to those of the modern world, Egypt appeared as the very mother of magic. The reason for this widespread belief is not far to seek. In Egypt the peoples of the ancient world found a magical system much more highly developed than anything within their native knowledge, and again the cult of the dead with which Egyptian religion was so deeply imbued, and to the stranger to savour strongly of magical practice. It must be borne in mind that, if the matter of the magical papyri be omitted, the notices which we possess of Egyptian magic are almost wholly foreign, so that it is wiser for a proper understanding of Egyptian magic to derive our facts concerning it from the original native sources as far as is possible. Like all other systems, the magic of the Egyptians was of two kinds, that which was supposed to benefit either the living or the dead, and that which has been known throughout the ages as "black" magic or necromancy.

The contents of the Westcar Papyrus show that as early as the fourth dynasty, the working of magic was a recognised art in Egypt, but in reality we must place the beginnings of Egyptian magical practice in neolithic times. Throughout the centuries magical practice varied considerably, but the principal means for its working remained the same. That is to say, the Egyptians relied for magical effect upon amulets, magical figures, pictures, and formule, magical names and ceremonies, and the general apparatus of the occult sciences.

The objects for which magic was exercised were numerous. It exorcised storms, protected against wild beasts, poison, disease, wounds, and the ghosts of the dead. One of the most frequent methods of guarding against misfortune is still in use, and that of any kind was the use of Amulets. It must not be assumed that all ornamental or objects discovered on the mummy are of magical potency. These are frequently the possession of the Ka or double (q.v.), necessary to its comfort in a future existence. The small crowns, sceptres, and emblems of Osiris, usually executed in faience, are placed beside the dead person in order that he may wear them when he becomes one with Osiris, and therefore a king. The scarab, fashioned in the likeness of a scarabeus beetle, symbolised resurrection. The dead symbolised the human skeleton, and, therefore, perhaps, the dead and dismembered Osiris. It has an influence on the restoration of the deceased. The ushe or eye signifies the health necessary to the dead man's soul. The so-called "palettes" at one time supposed to have been employed for the mixing of paint, are now known to have been amulets inscribed with words of power placed on the breasts of the dead in neolithic times. The amulet of the manis was worn, or held, with the sistrum by gods, kings, and priests, and was supposed to bring joy and health to the wearer. It represented the vigour of the two sexes.

Spells.—The simplest type of spell in use in Egypt, was
...and the invocations themselves appear to be accompanied by a note to the effect that the formula had once been employed successfully by a god—perhaps by a deified priest. An incomprehensible and mysterious jargon was employed, which was supposed to conceal the name of a certain deity who was thus compelled to do the will of the sorcerer. These gods were almost always those of foreign nations, and the invocations themselves were used by a god-perhaps by a deified priest. These names, and the invocations, were used by an inhuman sorcerer, employed, perhaps, as sounding almost always those of foreign nations, and the invocations themselves appear to be attempts at various foreign idioms, employed, perhaps, as sounding more mysterious than the native speech. Great stress was laid upon the proper pronunciation of these names, and failure in all cases was held to lie at the door of mis-pronunciation. The Book of the Dead (q.v.) contains many such words of power, and these were intended to assist the journey of the dead in the underworld of Amenti. It was believed that all supernatural beings, good and evil, possessed hidden names, which if a man knew, he could compel them to do his will. The name, indeed, was as much a part of a man as his body or soul. The traveller through Amenti must tell not only the divine names, but must prove that he knew the names of a number of the specially malignant objects in the dreary Egyptian Hades, if he desired to make any progress. (See Names and Names Magical.)

Magical Books.—Many magical books existed in Egypt which contained spells and other formulae for exorcism and necromantic practice. Thus Medical Papry. in the Leipzic collection contain formula spoken whilst preparing drugs; the Ebers Papyrus contains such spells; the Harris Magical Papyrus, dating from the New Kingdom, and edited by Chabas, contains spells against crocodiles. The priestly caste, who compiled those necromantic works, was known as Kerkh, or 'scribes of the divine writings,' and even the sons of Pharaoh did not disdain to enter their ranks. The Ritual of Egyptian Magic. In many instances the ritual of Egyptian magic possesses strong similarities to the ceremonial of other systems and countries. Wax figures were employed in lieu of the bodies of persons to be bewitched, or harmed, and models of all kinds were utilised in order that the physical force directed against them might react upon the persons or animals it was desired to injure. But the principal rite in which ceremonial magic was employed was the elaborate of the Parashkhistai who opened the body for embalming were persecuted and stoned as having committed a sinful although necessary deed. The prescribed operations in preparing a body for embalming were never departed from, and taught but little anatomy, so that until Greek times the Egyptians had only the most imperfect and inaccurate ideas of the human organism. They understood nothing about most internal diseases, and especially nothing about diseases of the brain, never suspecting them to be the result of organic changes, but assuming them to be caused by demons who had entered into the sick. Under these circumstances medicines might be used to cause the disappearance of the symptoms, but the cure was the expulsion of the demon. Hence the Egyptian physician must also practise magic.

Dreams. The art of procuring dreams and their interpretation was much practised in Egypt. As instances of dreams recorded in Egyptian texts may be quoted those of Thothmes IV (B.C. 1450) and Nut-Amen, King of Egypt (B.C. 650). The Egyptian priests procured dreams for their clients by drawing magical pictures and the recitation of magical words. The following formula for producing a dream is taken from British Museum Papyrus, No. 122, lines 64 ff. and 355 ff.:

'To obtain a vision from the god Bes: Make a drawing of Bes, as shewn below, on your left hand, and envelop your hand in a strip of black cloth that has been consecrated to Isis and lie down to sleep without speaking a word, even in answer to a question. Wind the remaining cloth round your neck. The ink with which you write must be composed of the blood of a cow, the blood of a white dove, fresh frankincense, myrrh, black writing ink, cinabari, mulberry juice, rain-water, and the juice of wormwood and vetch. With this write your petition before the setting sun, saying, 'Send the truthful seer out of the holy shrine, I beseech thee, Lampser, Sumarta, Barbaz, Dardalam, Iorex: O Lord send the sacred deity Anuth, Anuth, Salbana, Chambre, Breith, now, now, quickly, quickly. Come in this very night.'"

'To procure dreams: Take a clean linen bag and write upon it the names given below. Fold it up and make it into a lamp-wick, and set it alight, pouring pure oil over it. The word to be written is this: 'Armuth, Lallamchouch, Arsenophrenph, Phtha, Archenchetha.' Then in the evening, when you are going to bed, which you must do without touching food (or, pure from all defilement), do thus: Approach the lamp and repeat seven times the formula given below: then extinguish it and lie down to sleep. The formula is this: 'Sachmu . . . . epaema Ligeterench: the Aeon, the Thunderer, Thou that hast swallowed the snake and dost exult the moon, and dost raise up the orb of the sun in his teason, Chithetho in the name; I require, O lords of the gods, Seth, Chrepe, give me the information that I desire.'

Medical Magic. Magic played a great part in Egyptian medicine. On this point Weidemann says: "The Egyptians were not great physicians: their methods were purely empirical and their remedies of very doubtful value, but the riskiness of their practice arose chiefly from their utter inability to diagnose because of their ignorance of anatomy. That the popular respect for the human body was great we gather from the elaborate of the Parashkhistai who opened the body for embalming were persecuted and stoned as having committed a sinful although necessary deed. The prescribed operations in preparing a body for embalming were never departed from, and taught but little anatomy, so that until Greek times the Egyptians had only the most imperfect and inaccurate ideas of the human organism. They understood nothing about most internal diseases, and especially nothing about diseases of the brain, never suspecting them to be the result of organic changes, but assuming them to be caused by demons who had entered into the sick. Under these circumstances medicines might be used to cause the disappearance of the symptoms, but the cure was the expulsion of the demon. Hence the Egyptian physician must also practise magic."
hair, Râ of the face, Hathor of the eyes, Apuat of the ears, Anubis of the lips, while Thoth was guardian of all parts of the body to the Great. For to a Greek Boer, this "sacred

Egyptian medical papyri which have come down to us contain formulas to be spoken against the demons of disease as well as prescriptions for the remedies to be used in specified cases of illness. In papyri of older date these conjurations are comparatively rare, but the further the art of medicine advanced, or rather receded, the more numerous they became.

It was not always enough to speak the formulas once; even their repeated recitation might not be successful, and in that case recourse must be had to other expediens: secret passes were made, various rites were performed, the formulas were written upon papyri, which the sick person had to swallow, etc., etc. But amulets were in general found to be most efficacious, and the personal intervention of a god called up, if necessary, by prayers or sorcery.

Magical Figures. As has been said the Egyptians believed that it was possible to transmit to the figure of any person or animal the soul of the being which it represented. In the Westcar Papyrus we read how a soldier who had fallen in love with a governor's wife was swallowed by a crocodile when bathing, the saurian being a magical replica of a waxen one made by the lady's husband. In the official account of a conspiracy against Rameses III. (ca B.C. 1200) the conspirators obtained access to a magical papyrus in the royal library and employed its instructions against the king with disastrous effects to themselves. These, too, made waxen figures of gods and of the king for the purpose of slaying the latter.

Astrology: The Egyptians were fatalists, and believed that a man's destiny was decided before he was born. The people therefore had recourse to astrologers. Says Budge: "In magical papyri we are often told not to perform certain magical ceremonies on such and such days, the idea being that on these days hostile powers will make them to be powerless, and that gods mightier than those to which the petitioner would appeal will be in the ascendant. There have come down to us fortunately, papyri containing copies of the Egyptian calendar, in which each third of every day for three hundred and sixty days of the year is marked lucky or unlucky, and we know from other papyri why certain days were lucky or unlucky, and why others were only partly so." From the life of Alexander the Great by Pseudo-Callisthenes we learn that the Egyptians were skilled in the art of casting nativities, and that knowing the exact moment of the birth of a man they proceeded to construct his horoscope. Nectanebus employed for the purpose a tablet made of gold and silver and acacia wood, to which were fitted three belts. Upon the outer belt was Zeus with the thirty-six decans surrounding him; upon the second the twelve signs of the Zodiac were represented; and upon the third the sun and moon. He set the tablet upon a tripod, and then emptied out of a small box upon it models of the seven stars that were in the belts, and put into the middle belt eight precious stones; he arranged in the places wherein he supposed the planets which they represented would be at the time of the birth of Olympus, and then told her fortune from them. But the use of the horoscope is much older than the time of Alexander the Great. For to a Greek Boer, this "sacred

Museum is attached an introductory letter from some master of the art of astrology to his pupil, named Hermon, urging him to perform very exact and careful in his application of the laws which the ancient Egyptians, with their laborious devotion to the art, had discovered and handed down to posterity. Thence we have good reason for assigning the birthplace of the horoscope to Egypt. In connection with the horoscope must be mentioned the "sphere" or "table" of Democritus as a means of making predictions as to life and death. In a magical papyrus we are told to ascertain in what month the sick man took to his bed, and the name he received at his birth. Calculate the course of the moon, and see how many periods of thirty days have elapsed; then note in the table the number of days left over, and if the number comes in the upper part of the table, he will live, but if in the lower part he will die.

Ghosts. The conception that the ka or double of man wandered after death, greatly assisted the Egyptian belief in ghosts.

According to them a man consisted of a physical body, a shadow, a double, a soul, a heart, a spirit called the warrior, a name, and a spiritual body. When the body died the shadow departed from it, and could only be brought back to it by the performance of a mystical ceremony; the double lived in the tomb with the body, and was there visited by the soul whose habitation was in heaven. The soul was, from one aspect, a material thing, and like the ka, or double, was believed to partake of the funeral offerings which were brought to the tomb; one of the chief objects of sepulchral offerings of meat and drink was to keep the double in the tomb and to do away with the necessity of its wandering about outside the tomb in search of food. It is clear from many texts that, unless the double was supplied with sufficient food, it would wander forth from the tomb and eat any kind of food and drink any kind of dark water which it might find in its path. But Alexander the Great was of the opinion that the spiritual part of the deceased, which usually had its abode in heaven, was sometimes to be found in the tomb. There is, however, good reason for stating that the immortal part of man which lived in the tomb and had its abode in the statue of the deceased was the double. This is proved by the fact that a special part of the tomb was reserved for the ka, or double, which was called the 'house of the ka,' and that a priest, called the 'priest of the ka,' was specially appointed to minister therein.

Esoteric Knowledge of the Priesthood. The esoteric knowledge of the Egyptian priesthood is one believed to have been of the description with which the Indian medicine man is credited plus a philosophy akin to that of ancient India. Says Davenport Adams:

To impose upon the common people, the priesthood professed to lead lives of peculiar sanctity. They despised the outer senses, as sources of evil and temptation. They kept themselves apart from the profanum vulgus, 'and,' says Iamblicus, 'occupied themselves only with the knowledge of God, of themselves, and of wisdom; they desired no vain honours in their sacred practice, and never yielded to the influence of the imagination.' Therefore they formed a world within a world, fenced round by a singular awe and wonder, apparently abstracted from the things of earth, and devoted to the constant contemplation of divine mysteries. They admitted few strangers into their order, and we meet them up their doctrines in a hieroglyphic or local language, which was only intelligible to the initiated. To these various precautions was added the solemnity of a terrible
The scribe Ani passing through the door of the tomb. Outside are his shadow and his soul in the form of a human-headed bird. (From the Papyrus of Ani, plate 18)

Cord with seven knots and two labels with magic spells (Berlin, 10826)
Elder Tree: The elder had wonderful influence as a protection against evil. Wherever it grew, witches were powerless. In this country, gardens were protected by having elder trees planted at the entrance, and sometimes hedges of this plant were trained round the garden. There were a few old gardens in country places in which are not still seen remains of the protecting elder tree. "In my boyhood," says Napior, "I remember that my brothers, sisters, and myself were warned against breaking a twig or branch from the elder hedges which surrounded my grandfather's garden. We were told at the time as a reason for this prohibition, that it was poisonous; but we discovered afterwards that there was another reason, viz., that it was unlucky to break off even a small twig from a bough tree bush." In some parts of the Continent this superstition feeling is so strong that, before pruning it, the gardener says: "Elder, elder, may I cut thy branches?" If no response be heard, it is considered that assent has been given and then, after splinting three times, the pruner begins his cutting. According to Montane, elder wood formed a portion of the fuel used in the burning of human bodies as a protection against evil influences; and, the drivers of hearse had their whip handles made of elder wood for a similar reason. In some parts of Scotland, people would not put a piece of elder wood into the fire, and Napior says: "Pieces of this wood lying about unused when the neighbourhood was in great straits for firewood; but none would use it, and when asked why? the answer was: 'We don't know, but folks say it is not lucky to burn the bough tree.'" It was believed that children laid in a cradle made wholly or in part of elderwood, would not sleep well, and were in danger of falling out of the cradle. Elder berries gathered on St. John's Eve, would prevent the possessor suffering from witchcraft, and often bestowed upon him magical powers. If the elder were cut down, and a new-made grave, and if it bloomed, it was a sure sign that the soul of the dead person was happy.

Egger: A Jewish magician who had much success as an exorcist. His method was to fasten to the nose of the possessed a ring in which was set a root used by Solomon, and very efficacious.

Egger of Garfi: A Hebrew author who has left many works, of which several have been printed. Among his books was a Treatise on the Soul, and a Kabalist Commentary on the Pentateuch.

Electric Girls: Girls in whose presence certain phenomena occurred, similar in nature to the time-honoured phenomena of the poltergeist (q.v.), but ascribed to the action of some new physical force, probably electricity. The best known of these girls was perhaps Angélique Cotin, a Normandy peasant girl, whose phenomena were first observed about 1846. Finally she was taken to Paris and placed under the observation of Dr. Tanchon and others, who testified to the actuality of the phenomena. These included the movement of objects without contact, or at a mere touch from Angélique's petticoats, the agitation in her presence of the magnetic needle, and the blowing of a cold wind. She was also able to distinguish between the poles of a magnet at a touch. A commission appointed by the Academy of Sciences, however, could observe nothing but the violent movements of her chair, which were
Electrobiology: A mode of producing hypnotism by looking steadily at metallic discs. The process was discovered about the middle of last century, and its fame spread by numerous lecturers in England and America.

Electrum: Amber is the subject of some curious legends under this name, but there is also a metallic electrum, known to the French in modern times as Orbas. A cup of this metal, according to Pliny, has the property of discovering poison, by exhibiting certain semi-circles like rainbows in the liquor, which it also keeps sparkling and hissing as if on the fire. A black species of electrum or amber is the proper gargules of Pliny, and the jet of the present day.

Elementary Spirits: The unseen intelligences who inhabit the four elements, of the finest essence of which they are composed. The creatures of the air are called sylphs; of the earth, gnomes; of fire, salamanders; and of water, nymphs or undines. The best authority on the subject is the Abbé de Villars, who published early in the eighteenth century a short treatise entitled Comte de Gabalis, from which a good deal of what follows is drawn. According to this work the creatures of the elements were before the Fall subject to Adam in all things, and we are led to understand that by means of certain performances this ancient communication may be restored, and that man may once more have at his beck and call the elementary spirits. The Abbé gives a brief sketch of the nature of these peoples. The air, he says, is filled with a great number of beings of human form, somewhat fierce in appearance, but really of a docile nature. They are much interested in the sciences, and are subtle, officious towards the sages, hostile towards the foolish and the ignorant. Their wives and daughters are of a masculine type of beauty, such as is depicted in the Amazons. The seas and rivers are inhabited as well as the air, beings dwelling therein whom the sages designated undines, or nymphs. The female population much exceeds the male, the women being exceedingly beautiful, so that among the daughters of men there is none to equal them. The earth is filled almost to the centre with gnomes, people of small stature, the guardians of subterranean treasure, minerals and precious stones. They are ingenious, friendly towards men, and easy to command. They are provided with all the money they require, asking no other reward for their services than the glory of performing them. The gnomides, their wives, are small of stature but very good-looking, and they dress very curiously. As for the salamanders, the inhabitants of the region of fire, they serve the philosophers, but are not over-anxious for their company, while their daughters and wives are rarely seen. Their women are very beautiful, beyond all the other elementals, since they dwell in a purer element. Their habits, mode of life, manners and laws are admirable, and the attractions of their minds are greater even than that of their persons. The Supreme Being they know and religiously adore, but have no hope of eternal enjoyment of Him, since their souls are mortal. True it is that, being composed of the purest parts of the elements wherein they dwell, and having no contrary qualities, they can live for several centuries; yet are they much troubled because of their mortal nature. It was, however, revealed to the philosophers that an elementary spirit could attain to immortality by being united in marriage with a human being. The children born of such unions are more noble in being than the children of human men and women, and some of the greatest figures of antiquity—Zoroaster, Alexander, Hercules, Merlin, to mention a few—are declared to have been the children of elementary spirits.

The salamanders, the Comte de Gabalis goes on to say, are composed of the most subtle particles of the sphere of fire, conglobated and organised by the action of the Sun and Fire, so called from the principle of all the motions of nature. The sylphs are composed of the purest atoms of the air; the nymphs, of the most delicate particles of water; and the gnomes, of the finest essence of earth. Adam was in complete accord with these creatures because, being composed of that which was purest in the four elements, he contained in himself the perfections of these four peoples, and was their natural king. But since by reason of his sin he had been cast into the excrements of the elements, there no longer existed the harmony between him, so impure and gross, and these fine and ethereal substances. The Abbé then gives a recipe whereby the resultant state of things may be remedied and the ancient correspondence restored. To attain this end we must purify and exalt the element of fire which is within us. All that is necessary is to concentrate the fire of the world by means of concave mirrors, in a globe of glass. There will then be formed within the globe a salary powder, which, having purified itself from the admixture of other elements, becomes in a very short time a sovereign means of exciting the fire which is in us, and makes us, so to speak, of the same order as partaking of fire. From this time the fire become our inferiors, and, delighted at the restoration of mutual harmony between themselves and the human race, they will show towards man all the good-will they have for their own kind. Sylphs, gnomes, and nymphs are more familiar with man than are the salamanders, on account of their shorter term of life, and it is therefore easier to get into touch with them. To accomplish the restoration of our empire over the sylphs, gnomes, or nymphs, we must close a glass full of air, earth, or water, and expose it to the sun for a month, at the end of which period its various elements must be separated according to science. This process is most easy in the case of water and earth.

Thus," says the Comte, "without characters, without ceremonies, without barbarous words, it is possible to rule absolutely over these peoples." Other authorities prescribe other means of obtaining dominion over the spirits of the elements. Eliphaz Levi, for instance, states that anyone desirous of subjugating the elementals must first perform the four trials of antique initiation; but as the children of the original trials are no longer known similar ones must be substituted. Thus he who would control the sylphs must walk fearlessly on the edge of a precipice, he who would win the service of the salamanders must take his stand in a burning building, and so on, the point of the ordeals being that the man should show himself unafraid of the elements whose inhabitants he desires to rule. In medieval times the evocation and exorcism of elementary spirits was much practised, the crystal being a favourite means of evoking them. The exorcism of earth is performed by means of breathing, sprinkling of water, and burning of incense, and the repetition of a formula of prayer to the gnomes. Air is exorcised by breathing towards the four cardinal points, and by the recital of prayers to the air-spirits (sylphs). The casting of salt, incense, sulphur, camphor, and white resin into a fire is declared efficacious in the exorcism of that element. In the case of water, breathing and laying on of hands, repetition of formulae, mixing of salt and ashes of incense, and other ceremonials are to be observed. In every instance a special consecration of the four elements is a primary and essential part of the proceedings.

As has been said, it is possible for a human being to...
Elementary Spirits

To return to the consideration of the nature of these spirits, we find them collated in the Comte de Gabalis with the oracles of antiquity, and even with the classic pantheons of Greece and Rome. Pan, for example, was the first and oldest of the nymphae, and the news of his death, communicated by the people of the air to the inhabitants of the waters, was proclaimed by them in a voice that was heard sounding over all the rivers of Italy—"The great Pan is dead! " Mr. A. E. Waite considers that the "angels" evoked in mediaeval magic, as well as the "devils" of the Sabbath, were higher or lower elementals. Others may see in the brownies and domestic spirits of folk-lore some resemblance to the subjegated elementary spirit. Even the familiar poltergeist, where he does not clearly establish his identity as the spirit of a deceased person, may be regarded with propriety as an elemental. The Theosophists use the word "elemental" in a different sense, to denote the "astral remains" (See Shell) of one who has lived an evil life on earth, and who is lost to leave the scene of his pleasures. With some occultists, again, "elemental" really signifies a sub-human being, probably identical with an elementary spirit, but of a mental and moral status considerably lower than that of a human being.

M. J.

Elixirs, Mysteries of: (See Mysteries.)

EI-Fire: The Ignis fatuus, or "foolish fire." This is the name given to fire obtained by rubbing two pieces of wood together, and which is used in superstitious ways. Amongst the Russian peasantry it is believed that these wandering lights are the souls of still-born children, who desire to lure people from the path, but who get no rest until they find their bodies.

Elixir of Life: No doubt exists that the mediaeval alchemists and mystics believed that they were perfectly justified in their search for the Elixir of Life, the universal medicine, and the renewal of youth. This, with the quest for gold, became the grand aim of alchemy, and although this search may have had a psychical and mystical side, it most certainly had a physical one. But there does not seem to have been any standard method of accomplishing the manufacture of the elixir. Thus in Petri Alberti one is instructed to take 8lbs. of sugar of mercury as the foundation of such a mixture; while Bernhard Trévisan believes that the precipitation of the philosopher's stone into mercurial water results in the manufacture of the elixir. This he states, will, when elaborated to the Red, transmute copper and other metals into pure gold, and if elaborated to the White, will produce unalloyed silver.

But the application of the elixir to the prolongation of life was undoubtedly the chief reason for its continued search. The retired alchemist in his later years, wearied with his quest for gold, CRAVE THE FRUITS OF YOUTH and desirous of renewed health and strength to assist him to carry out his great purpose. As an illustration of the alchemical
conception of the elixir of life, we quote from the following:

Eliot of Life

conception of the elixir of life, we quote from a work dealing with the secret of rejuvenescence, originally supposed to have been written by Arnold de Villanova, and published by Longvill-Harcourt at Paris in 1716.

To renew youth is to enter once more into that felicitous season which imparts to the human frame the pleasures and strength of the morning. Here it is to no purpose that we should speak of that problem so much discussed by the Wise, whether the art can be carried to such a pitch of excellence as to render that old age should itself be made young. We know that Paracelsus has vaunted the metamorphic resources of his Mercury of Life which not merely rejuvenates men but converts metals into gold; He who promised unto others the years of the syphilis, or at least the 300 winters of Nestor, himself perished at the age of thirty-seven. Let us turn rather to Nature, so admirable in her achievements, and deem her not capable alone of accomplishing in the future, that which was unachieved in the past may be accomplished in the future, a prodigy which may be more confidently expected from the fact that in isolated cases it has actually already taken place, as the facts of history make evident. By observing and following the manner in which nature performs such wonders, we may assume hope to execute this desirable transformation, and the first condition is an amiable temperament, such as that which was possessed by Moses, of whom it is written that for one hundred and twenty years his sight never failed him.

The stag, eagle, and sparrow-hawk renew their youth. Aldrovandus has written on the rejuvenescence of the eagle. Among the birds of the air, we are told by Pliny that the raven and the phoenix live, each of them six hundred years. No one denies that the stag is renewed by feeding on viperous and serpentous food, and that the eagle lives a hundred years. None of the serpents and eagles, who do annually cast off their skins, and grow new, is known to be aged in human sense, whereas the stag and the eagle are known to be aged. The stag, who is instrumental in the rejuvenescence of the stag, himself renews his youth at the shedding of his scales, from which considerations, it follows that it is not beyond belief that a like prodigy may be found in the superior order of the same productions whence man has been himself derived, for man is assuredly not in a worse condition than the beasts whom he rules.

Trithemius (q.v.) on his death-bed dictated a receipt which he said would preserve mind, health and memory with perfect sight and hearing, for those who made use of it. It consists of among other things, coloam, gentian, cinnamon, aniseed, mace, saffron, and brodium during the whole of the first month; during the second month, in the morning only; during the third month thrice in the week, and so continuing through life. This is a more understandable recipe than that of genius Philalethes, who says: "Ten parts of celestial slime; separate the male from the female, and each afterwards from its own earth, physically, mark you, and with no violence. Conjoin after separation in due, harmonic vital proportion; and straightway, the Soul descending from the pyroplastic sphere, shall restore, by a mirific embrace, its dead and deserted body. Proceed according to the Volcanico magica theory, till they are exalted into the Fifth Metaphysical Rota. This is that world-renowned medicine, whereof so many have scribbled, which, notwithstanding, so few have known.

In his History of Magic Eliphas Levi gives Cagliostro's great secret of rejuvenescence in the following terms: "Let us now turn to the secret of physical regeneration to attain which—according to the occult prescription of the Grand Copt—a retreat of forty days, after the manner of a jubilee, must be made once in every fifty years, beginning during the full moon of May in the company of one faithful person only. It must be also a fast of forty days, drinking May-dew—collected from sprouting corn with a cloth of pure white linen—and eating new and tender herbs. The repast should begin with a large glass of dew and end with a biscuit or crust of bread. There should be slight bleeding on the seventeenth day. Balm of Azoth should then be taken morning and evening, beginning with a dose of six drops and increasing by two drops daily till the end of the thirty-second day. At the dawn which follows thereafter remove the slight bleeding; then take to your bed and remain in it till the end of the fortieth day.

On the first awakening after the bleeding, take the first grain of Universal Medicine. A swoon of three hours will be followed by convulsions, sweat and much purging, necessitating a change both of bed and linen. At this stage a broth of lean beef must be taken, seasoned with several other herbs. The next day a warm bath. On the thirty-sixth day drink a glass of Egyptian wine, and on the thirty-seventh take the third and last grain of Universal Medicine. A profound sleep will follow, during which the hair, teeth, nails and skin will be renewed. The prescription for the third and last is another warm bath, steeping aromatic herbs in the water, of the same kind as those specified for the broth. On the thirty-ninth day drink ten drops of Elixir of Acharat in two spoonfuls of red wine. The work will be finished on the fortieth day, and the aged man will be renewed in body and soul.

By means of this jubilary regimen, Cagliostro claimed to have lived for many centuries. It will be seen that it is a variation of the famous Bath of Immortality in use among the Menandrian Gnostics.

Aristaeus is stated to have left to his disciples a secret which rendered all metals diaphanous, and man immortal. The process would appear to consist in a mystic treatment of the atmosphere, which is to be concealed and distilled until it develops the divine sparkle, and subsequently becomes liquefied. It is then subjected to heat and undergoes several other processes, when the elixir emerges.

There is surprisingly little literature upon the subject of the Elixir of Life. But a more prolonged notice on the subject will be found under the article "Philosopher's stone" (q.v.).

Eliot: The dragon-shaped ship of Frithjof, the hero of an Icelandic legend. It was said to be golden-headed, with open jaws, its under part scaled with blue and gold, its tail twisted and of silver, its sails red-bordered and black. When its wings were outspread, it could skim the calmest waters withoutt touching the surface.
Elongation: The phenomenon of elongation is a fairly common one at spiritualistic sances. It may be described as a stretching out of the medium's body, till his height is increased by from three inches to nearly a foot. The feat is ascribed to spirit agencies. There are accounts by witnesses of standing in the social and scientific world of elongations of Herne, Home, Morse, and other well-known mediums. These manifestations usually made their appearance only when the light was low, but there were several exceptions. In describing an elongation of Home, Lord Lindsay says: 'Home looked as if he was pulled up by the neck, the muscles seemed in a state of tension. He stood firmly upright in the middle of the room, and before the elongation commenced I placed my foot on his instep.' The same witness also declares that the increase in Home's height on this occasion was eleven inches. Most accounts describe a violent swaying motion on the part of the medium as preceding the elongation, which some critics have regarded as a convenient mode of covering the use of mechanism, which might be concealed in the medium's boots.

Elymas, the sorcerer: A magician of Paphos, in Cyprus, who openly defied the apostle Paul before the Roman governor. The latter, who did not know whether to regard Paul or Elymas, summoned them both before him, when the apostle suffered the indignity referred to. 'Oh, full of subtility and mischief,' said Paul, in righteous anger, 'child of the devil, enemy of all righteousness, wilt thou not cease to pervert the right ways of the Lord? And, now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and thou shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a season. It is not related in what manner Elymas exercised his talents, or what were the characteristics of his sorceries, but we are told that the sentence of Paul immediately took effect, and 'there fell on him a mist and a darkness;' and he went about, seeking some to lead him by the hand.'

Emanations: Various being also emanations. Wierig, Bartholom and many more pursued and developed their philosophical investigations along these lines. Descartes asserted that all space is filled with a fluid matter which he held to be elementary, the foundation of all things, and that all beings and objects in nature are composed of this, and are subject to its influence, psychic force, physical effluence, magnetism, radiations and vibrations. They are said to proceed from and surround all bodies and objects in nature, and when brought into contact through this medium, influencing and reacting on each other and repelling them in motion. The attractive properties of the magnet were known to the ancients, some authorities believing that it was used in their religious rite, and mysteries, in Egypt, Greece and Rome. They adduced as evidence the iron rings and wings used in the Samothracian mysteries, the iron wings worn by the priests of Jupiter to increase their magnetic power, and in the various symbols ascribed to the pagan gods. It is said that meteoric stones, because of their supposed radiation of force, were also made use of in the religious rites, either being worshipped, or employed for purposes of divination and soothsaying. Small ones were worn by the priests and plin pet tellis of the temple of Arsinoe which was vauluted with magnetic stone in order to receive a hovering statue of its patron. Cedrenus gives an account of an ancient image in the Seraphium at Alexandria being suspended by magnetic force.

The most ancient writing extant in which this theory of emanations may be traced is ascribed to Timæus of Locris in which he ascribes the creation of the universe to the divine emanations of God, an imparting of his being to the entire matter. His words may be paraphrased to mean that he who is one and the same, which vitalises and regulates all things. Claudian in his Idee of the Magnet uses it as a symbol of the informative spirit of things, the laws of nature, creative and existent. The mysticism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries mainly depends on these ideas of emanations emanating from all things but especially the stars, magnets and human beings, of a force which would act on all things and be controlled by the individual spirit. The writings of Paracelsus abound with instances of the theory. He asserts that every substance in itself contains something of the nature of the loadstone; that the astral light, which is one of the finer media of nature, finer than the luminiferous ether, exists throughout planetary space especially around the brain and spinal nerves. (See article Aura) that we are all but organised magnets having each our poles which attract and repel; that our thoughts are magnetic emanations escaping from our brains. His theory of the universe was that it emanated from a great first Being and there was a reciprocity in all things. In man there exists an astral quality, emanating from the stars, which, whether physical or not, when compared with the physical body may be considered a spirit. This life stands in connexion with the stars from which it sprang and draws to it their power like a magnet. He calls this Sidereal life the magnes microcosmi and makes use of it to explain the manifestations of nature—it glows in the flower, glides in the stream, moves in the ocean and shines in the sky. Van Helmont speaks of an ethereal spirit, pure and living, which pervades all things. Robert Fludd explained sympathy and antipathy by the action of the emanatory spheres surrounding man—in sympathy the emanations proceeding from the centre, in antipathy the opposite movement taking place. He maintained that these sensitive emanations are to be found also amongst animals and plants, drawing an argument from the fact that if dead and inert substances, such as the earth and magnet seem to be, should have their emanations and their poles, their living forms must needs have them likewise. In the writings of Maxwell, a Scotch physician, is to be found the statement: 'There is a linking together of spirits, an incessant outpouring of the rays of our body into another.' Athanasius Kircher elaborated the theory deriving all natural phenomena from the action of magnetic radiation; the arts and sciences being the result of the fact that if dead and inert substances, such as the earth and magnet seem to be, should have their emanations and their poles, their living forms must needs have them likewise. The following quotation is from his Fundamental Principles of Natural Philosophy: 'Here the question is of a very subtle spirit which penetrates through all, even the hardest bodies and which is concealed in their substance. Through the strength and activity of this spirit, bodies attract each other and adhere together when brought into contact. Through it electrical bodies operate at the remotest distances as well as near at hand, attracting and repelling; through this spirit the light also flows and is refracted and reflected and warms bodies.' Mesmer enunciated the following propositions: 'Between the heavenly bodies, the earth and human beings, there exists a mutual or interchangeable influence. The medium of this influence is an universally distributed fluid which suffers no vacuum, is of a rarity with which nothing can compare and has the property of receiving and transmitting all impressions of movement. Animal bodies experience the mutual effect of this agent, because it penetrates the nerves and stimulates them directly. In the human body particularly are observed properties analogous
to those of the magnet. It is shown by experiment that a matter flows out so fine that it penetrates all bodies without apparently losing any of its activity. This may be accomplished by other bodies, animate or inanimate, such as mirrors; it is communicated, propagated, augmented by sound. Its virtues may be accumulated, concentrated and transported." On this theory he based his famous "Animal Magnetism" (q.v.) and its practice for the cure of disease, in fact all human ailments. Baron von Reichenbach, a man of scientific attainments, a chemist and metallurgist of some repute, conducted a series of experiments to investigate this theory. He procured the aid of a large number of sensitive, clairvoyants and mediums. These persons he placed in dark rooms, and then submitted to their spiritual sight magnets, shells, crystals, minerals, animals, human hands and a great variety of animate and inanimate objects, known only to himself but detected by the sensitives through the luminous emanations given forth by each substance. These emanations or flames differ in colour, size and intensity according to the nature of the object examined. The sensations experienced seemed mainly of two kinds—temperature and perceptions of light and colour. The poles of the magnet emitted flames, reddish yellow from the south pole, bluish green from the north; a similar polarity was observed in the luminous emanations from crystals. The human fingers radiated light. Elementary substances each had their distinctive light and colour, the metals giving the most vivid impressions. Iron, copper, bismuth, mercury and silver could detect each other's rays, each differing from the others; the flames emitted by lead, cobalt and palladium were blue; those of silver, gold, cadmium, diamond were white. The clairvoyants also perceived the luminous matter over the bodies of the sick in hospitals; and a column of misty vapour hovering over a newly made grave. This radiation emitted by the various substances, was capable of illuminating other objects. It could be concentrated by a lens, reflected by a mirror but produced no effect on a thermometer and was liable to be absorbed by the glass of the percipient's spectacles. A large number of the sensitives fully corroborated each other's statements and observations, two artists amongst them sketching their clairvoyant visions. These experiments of the Baron's were conducted for years with the most perfect attention and he arrived at the conclusion that from every object in the human animal, vegetable and mineral kingdom there emanated a force which could be detected under favourable conditions as flames or luminous radiations. Some observers defined these as the universal life of things. Reichenbach, in his writings and descriptions of the experiments called them the "Od Force" or "Odyle." Modern Spiritualism claims that all physical phenomena such as materialisations, levitation, appars, table-rapping, etc., are produced by the spirits' manipulations of the medium's more physical emanations in such a way as to give them power to manifest materially and control matter. The finer phases of mediumship are traced to a similar use of the psychic aura or force emitted from the medium's personality. Theosophy has elaborated the theory of emanations into grandiose conceptions of astral light, influences, auras, etc. In Paris, in 1901, a peculiar phenomenon produced through the agency of a young Roumanian gentleman was investigated by Dr. Rozier. Brousseay could occasion a gaseous bubbling of water which was enclosed in a bottle and over this ebullition he had more or less control. In Dr. Rozier's presence this was carried out by the following process. A white glass bottle was taken, a quarter filled with water, and the neck of this was firmly closed up by Brousseay's hand. It was then turned upside down and held tightly so that no moisture could possibly escape. On watching the water thus brought into touch with the hand minute air bubbles formed rapidly and rose to the surface. After the lapse of a minute or two the appearance intensified and the bubbles rose in greater number until the effect resembled soda water in effervescence. When the experiment was at its height the bubbles seemed to fly from every part of the hand which was exposed to the water and gathered round the neck of the bottle while a crackling sound was audible. Light had no effect on the experiment and the temperature of M. Brousseay was normal, 37 deg. to 38 deg. at most. This experiment is similar to a favourite performance given by Indian jugglers, who will boil an egg in from five to ten minutes at most without fire to heat the water. A solution of this phenomenon is given as being due to the electric vibrations passing along the surface of the skin and raising the temperature of the water above boiling point—the definition of electricity in this case being that it is neither matter nor energy, though energy may be expended in moving or creating it, it is quite probably generated by the brain cells, a manifestation of cerebral force and will vibrations. Later investigations in the subject of emanations were set in motion by certain results detected in connection with the famous X rays, when it was found that a new species of radiations was emitted by the focus tube, which traversed aluminium, black paper, wood, etc. These new rays were plane-polarised from the moment of their emission; were susceptible of rotatory and elliptic polarization and could be refracted, reflected and diffused. The wave-lengths of the "N" rays are much smaller than those of light and they also appear to be without heat. They can be obtained from various sources other than the Röntgen tube, and certain bodies seem to have the property of retaining or storing the rays for a considerable time. The human body is said to emit them unceasingly. Though non-luminous in themselves the rays will, if allowed to fall upon a phosphorescent body, increase its glow. A small spark or flame is similarly influenced. In photography the existence of the "N" rays is well demonstrated, those pictures taken without the rays being very faint while those obtained while the "N" rays were in action were much stronger. Pebbles exposed to sunlight spontaneously emit "N" rays and bodied such as Rupére steel, hampered brass, etc., are permanent sources of the rays. These rays were named after the initial letter of the town of Nancy where the experiments were performed, and the subject of emanations was based on the experiments of Dr. Baraduc for many years. The matter was deflected and its result was traced to a similar force or potentiality, by means of the electric instrument. It is supposed that electric forces are the same which enable the clairvoyant to see the future. This instrument consists of a needle suspended by a fine thread and covered with a glass shade. When the hand approaches this shade, without touching it the needle is deflected. As the result of long observation he formed the opinion that the variations in the movements of the needle were caused by various conditions, physical, mental and moral in the persons who approached it and that by
these means he was able to estimate those conditions. Dr. Baraduc also experimented in photography on these lines. He took photographs of the emanations given off from the hands of persons in varied, mental, moral and physical states. In these the lines of radiation varied considerably. In one, described by him as a psychical hand, the luminescence seemed to originate from the lower base of the palm; another, where all the lines were confused, was a photograph taken from the hand of a man in mental distress. Dr. Baraduc also photographed some stones which were said to have been used in the initiation rites of pre-Christian religions and the stream of rays emanating from these stones was distinctly visible on the plates; also some holy water at Lourdes just after a miraculous cure had been effected, and there again the influence was strong. He photographed with similar result the sacred wafer during the moment of elevation in a Roman Catholic Church. He also photographed both his son and his wife, the one four minutes after death and the other twenty-four hours after death, and in each instance there was seen stretching from the lifeless body a great stream of force which extended right up to the ceiling of the room and then turned down again. In the one case the face of the son could be recognised by anyone who had known him and could be seen close to the body. In the other case the profile of Dr. Baraduc's wife was traced a third of the way up the room.

(See article Thought Photography.)

Emerald: A good preservative against decay, promotes childbirth, arrests dysentery, and heals the bites of venomous animals. It is the most grateful of all jewels to the eye, and reflects images like a looking-glass. No one is said to have had one of immense size, in which he beheld the combats of the gladiators.

Emerald Table E: A symbolic work on the hermetic art by Hermes Trismegistus.

Emerald: (See Germany.)

Enchantment: (See Spells.)

Enchiridion of Pope Leo, The: Is a collection of charms cast in the form of prayers, which have nothing in common with those of the Church. It is concerned chiefly with worldly, rather than spiritual advantages. It was perhaps printed at Rome in 1523, and again in 1606. Its magical virtue rests on a supposed letter from Charlemagne to Pope Leo, in which he states that since receiving the Enchiridion he has never ceased to be fortunate. The charms it contains are supposed to be effectual against all the dangers to which human flesh is heir—poison, fire, wild beasts and tempests. When a copy of the book has been secured, it must be placed in a small bag of leather, carried on the person, and one page at least read daily. The reading must be done upon the knees with the face turned to the east, and works of piety must be performed in honour of the celestial spirits, whose influence it is desired to attract. The first chapter of the Gospel according to St. John is declared to be the most potent in the book. As for the symbols, they are mostly of oriental origin. It also includes the mysterious prayers of Pope Leo, and certain conjurations of a semi-magical character, including the seven mysterious orisons, which are merely clumsy imitations of the Roman ritual.

Enchiridion Physicorum Restitutae: (See D'Espanon.)

Endless Cord, Tying Knots In: About the years 1877-88 Professor Zöllner of Leipzig investigated the phenomena of the medium Slade, and particularly anything which might prove a fourth dimension of space, in which hypothesis Professor Zöllner was at that time greatly interested. The tying in of knots and the production of knots as cord ordinarily only be made if the ends of the cord were free provided such a test. In December, 1877, Zöllner visited Slade with two pieces of hempen cord, the free ends of each being sealed to a piece of cardboard. To ensure the cord always being in sight Zöllner hung it round his neck, and kept Slade's hands continually in view. Under these circumstances four knots were produced, apparently on the original sealed cord.

England: (For the pre-Saxon inhabitants of England, See Celts.) The Anglo-Saxon system of magic was of course Teutonic. Their pretenders to witchcraft were called wicca, scin-laeca, galdor-craefig, wiglaer, and morhwyrtath. Wiglaer is a combination from wig, an idol or a temple, and laer, learning. He was the wizard, as wicca was the witch. Scinlaeca was a species of phantom or apparition, and was also used as a name of the person who had the power of producing such things: it is, literally, "a shining dead body." Galdor-craefig implies one skilled in incantations: and morhwyrtath is, literally, "a worshipper of the dead." Another general appellation for such personages was dry, a magician.

The laws visited these practices with penal severity, and the best account that can be given of them will be found in the passages prescribing them. "If any wicca, or wiglaer, or false swearer, or morhwyrtath, or any foul, contaminated, manifest horcumman (whore, queen or strumpet), be any where in the land, or anywhere drive them out." "We teach that every priest shall extinguish all heathendom, and forbid wiuwolungia (fountain-worship), and liswigluuca (incantations of the dead), and hama (omens), and galdra (magic), and manworship, and the abominations that men exercise in various sorts of witchcraft, and in fritholupium, and with elms and other trees, and with stones, and with many phantoms." From subsequent regulations, we find that these practices were made the instruments of the most fatal mischief; for penitentiary penalties are enjoined if any one should destroy another by wicca craefig; or if any should "drive sickness on a man"; or if death should follow from the attempt.

They seem to have used philtres; for it is also made punishable if any one should use witchcraft for another's love, or should give him to eat or to drink with magic. They were also forbid to wiglan (or to divine) by the moon. Canute renewed the prohibitions. He enjoined them not to worship the sun or the moon, fire or floods, wells or stones, or any sort of tree; nor to love wiccarufi, or frame death-spells, either by lot or by torch; nor to do anything by phantoms. From the Possibilitias of Theodore we also learn, that the power of letting loose tempests was also pretended to.

Another name for magical arts among the Anglo-Saxons was faul-flawe myrth, "destructive of life." The penalty is prescribed for a woman who kills a man by wylcoban. One instance of philtre using is detailed to us. A woman resolving on the death of her step-son, or to alienate from him his father's affection, sought a witch, who knew how to change minds by arts and enchantments. Addressing such a one with promises and rewards, she enquired how the mind of the father might be turned from the child, and was fixed on herself. The magical medicament was immediately made, and mixed with the husband's meat and drink. The catastrophe of the whole was the murder of the child and the discovery of the crimes by the assistant, to revenge the step-mother's ill-treatment.

The charms used by the Anglo-Saxons were innumerable. They trusted in their magical incantations for the cure of disease, for the success of their tillage, for the discovery of lost property, and for the prevention of casualties. Specimens of their charms for these purposes still remain to us. Bede tells us, that "many, in times of disease (neglecting the sacraments) went to the erring medicaments.
of idolatry, as if to restrain God's chastisements by incantations, phylacteries, or any other secret of the demoniacal arts.

Their prognostications, from the sun, from thunder, and from dreams, were so numerous, as to display and to perpetuate superstition. Every day of every month was catalogued as a propitious or unpropitious season for certain transactions. We have Anglo-Saxon treaties which contain rules for discovering the future and disposition of a child, from the day of its nativity. One day was useful for all things; another, though good to tame animals was baleful to sow seeds. One day was favorable to the commencement of business; another to let blood; and others wore a forbidding aspect to these and other things. On this day one must buy, on a second sell, on a third hunt, on a fourth do nothing. If a child was born on such a day, it would live; if on another, its life would be sickly; if on another, he would perish early. In a word, the most alarming fears, and the most extravagant hopes, were perpetually raised by these foolish superstitions, which tended to keep the mind in the dreary bondage of ignorance and absurdity, which prevented the growth of knowledge, by the incessant war of prejudice, and the slavish effects of the most imbecile apprehensions.

The same anticipations of futurity were made by noticing on what day of the week or month it first thundered, or the new moon appeared, or the new-year's day occurred. Dreams likewise had regular interpretations and applications; and thus life, instead of being governed by counsels of wisdom, was directed against it. In order to carry this into effect they consulted John of Nottingham, a famous Magician of the time. By his advice, certain soothsayers concerning the duration of the King's life.

According to Sir William Blackstone, "To deny the possibility, nay, the actual existence of witchcraft and sorcery is at once flatly to contradict the revealed Word of God in various passages of the Old and New Testaments, and the thing itself is a truth to which every nation in the world hath in its turn borne testimony."

At very early periods the Church fulminated against those who practised it. In 1566 a Canon of Council held at Berkhampstead condemned to corporal punishment those who made sacrifices to evil spirits, and at subsequent dates Statutes against Witchcraft were enacted by the Parliaments of Henry VIII., Elizabeth and James I. Mr. Inderwick says, "For centuries in this country strange as it may now appear, a denial of the existence of such demoniacal agency was deemed equal to a confession of Atheism and to a disbelief in the Holy Scriptures themselves. But not only did Lord Chancellors, Lord Keepers, Bishops and Prebendaries and the temporal magistrates and the House of Commons express their belief in the existence of witchcraft, but Addison writing as late as 1711, in the pages of the Spectator, after describing himself as hardly pressed by the arguments on both sides of this question expresses his own belief that there is and has been, witchcraft in the land."

It is in the twelfth Century that a first distinct glimpse is obtained of the bond between the Devil and his victim. The tale of the old woman of Berkeley which Southey's Ballad has familiarised, is related by William of Malmesbury on the authority of a professed eye-witness. When the devil informed the witch of the near expiry of her contract, she summoned the neighbouring monks and her children, and after confessing her criminal compact displayed great anxiety lest Satan should secure her body as well as her soul. She gave directions to be sewn in a stag's hide and placed in a stone coffin, shut in with lead and iron, to be loaded with heavy stones and the whole fastened down with three iron chains. In order to balance the power of the demons, she further directed fifty psalms to be sung by night, and fifty masses to be sung by day, and that at the end of three nights, if her body was still secure, she said that it might be buried with safety. All these precautions however, proved of no avail. The monks bravely resisted the efforts of the fiends on the first and second nights, but on the third night in the middle of a terrific uproar an immense demon burst into the monastery and in a voice of thunder commanded the dead witch to rise. She replied that she was bound with chains, which however the demon snapped like thread, the coffin lid fell aside, and on the witch arising the demon bore her off on a huge black horse and galloped into the darkness, while her shrieks resounded through the air. The first trial for witchcraft in England occurred during the tenth year of the reign of King John, when, according to the Abbeviorum Placitorum, the wife of Ado the merchant, accused one Gideon of the crime. He proved his innocence however, by the ordeal of the red-hot iron. A trial was reported with more detail in the year 1324. Certain citizens of Coventry had suffered at the hands of the prior whose extortions were approved of and supported by two of Edward II.'s favourites. By way of revenge they plotted the death of the prior, the favourites, and the King.

In order to carry this into effect they consulted John of Nottingham, a famous Magician of the time. His servant Robert Marshall of Leicester. Marshall however, betrayed the plot and stated that together with his master they fashioned images of wax to represent the King, his two favourites, the prior, his caterer and steward, and one Richard de Lowe—the latter being brought in merely as an experimental lay-figure in which to test the effect of the charm. At an old ruined house near Coventry, on the Friday following Holy Cross Day, John gave his man a sharp pointed leaden branch and commanded him to plunge it into the forehead of the figure representing Richard de Lowe. This being done John dispatched his servant to Lowe's house to find out the result of the experiment. Lowe it seems had lost his senses and went about screaming "Harrow." On the Sunday before Ascension John withdrew the branch from the image's forehead, and thrust it into the heart, where it remained till the following Wednesday when the unfortunate victim died. Such was the evidence of Marshall, but the judges gave it little belief, and after several adjournments the trial was abandoned.

The first enactment against witchcraft in England was by the Parliament of 1542. In 1551 further enactments were levelled at it, but it was not until 1562 that Parliament defined witchcraft as a Capital Crime. Thenceforth followed the regular persecution of Witches. Many hangings occurred during the latter years of Elizabeth's reign.
Throgmorton and Sir Samuel Cromwell. Mr. Throgmorton's family consisted of his wife and five daughters of whom the eldest Joan, a girl of fifteen was taken with a mind and imagination well stocked with ghost and witch-lore. On one occasion she had to pass the cottage of a labouring family of the name of Samuel. This family consisted of a man, his wife, and their grown-up daughter. Samuel, who was sitting at the door wearing a black cap, and busily engaged in knitting. Joan declared that she was a witch, ran home and fell into strange convulsive fits, stating that Mother Samuel had bewitched her. In due course the other daughters respectively were attacked with similar fits, and attributed the blame to Mother Samuel. The parents now began to suspect that their children were really bewitched and reported the matter to Lady Cromwell, who, as an intimate friend of the family took the matter up and along with Sir Samuel ordered that the alleged witch should be put to trial. Meanwhile the children let loose their imagination and invented all sorts of weird and grotesque tales about the old woman. Eventually Throgmorton had the poor old woman dragged to his grounds where she was subjected to torture, pins being thrust into her body to see if blood could be drawn. Lady Cromwell tore out a handful of the old crone's hair which she gave to Mrs. Throgmorton requesting her to burn it as an antidote against witchcraft. Suffering under these injuries the old woman invoked a curse against her torturers which was afterwards remembered, though she was allowed her liberty. She thereafter suffered much persecution at the hands of the two families, all ills and misfortunes occurring amongst their cattle and stock being laid to her charge. Eventually Lady Cromwell was seized with an illness that caused her death, and upon old Mother Samuel was laid the responsibility. Repeated efforts were made to persuade her to confess and amend what she had done. At last, tormented beyond endurance, she let herself be persuaded to pronounce an exorcism against the spirits and confessed that her husband and daughter were also associates with her and had sold themselves to the devil. On the strength of this confession the whole family were imprisoned in Huntingdon Gaol. At the following Session the three Samuels were put upon trial indicted with various offences and 'bewitching unto death' the Lady Cromwell. In the agony of torture the old woman confessed all that was required, but her husband and daughter strongly asserted their innocence. All were sentenced to be hanged and burned. The executions were carried out in April 1593.

It is related that in 1594 the Earl of Derby attributed the cause of his death to witchery, though he had no idea of the person who had bewitched him.

The Accession of James I. himself a great expert in witchcraft and the author of the famous treatise on demonology (q.v.) gave a great impetus to the persecution of witches in England. "Poor old women and girls of tender age were walked, sworl, shaved, and tortured, the gallows creaked and the fires blazed."

In 1606 there were tried at King's Lynn the wife of one Henry Smith a grocer, for cursing a sailor who had struck a boy, and for cursing him because they were not more prosperous in their trades than she was. After hearing the most absurd evidence she was convicted and sentenced to death. Upon the scaffold she confessed to various acts of witchcraft.

The Lancaster Witches (q.v.). On the assertion of a boy called Robinson, that he had been carried off and witnessed a witches' Sabbath at the Hoare Stones, some eighteen women were brought to trial at Lancaster Assizes.

As the result of the severe legislation against witchcraft, there arose a class of self-constituted impugners or witchfinders who to their personal advantage were the means of committing many outrages on the persons of inoffensive people. The most famous of these witchfinders was Matthew Hopkins of Manningtree, in Essex. He assumed the title of "Witch-finder General," and with an assistant, and a woman whose duty was to examine female suspects for devil's marks, he travelled about the Counties of Essex, Sussex, Huntingdon, and Norfolk. In one year this murderer — for want of a better name — caused the death of sixty people. His general test was that of swimming. The hands and feet of accused were tied together crosswise. She was wrapped in a sheet and thrown into a pond. If she sank as frequently happened, she was deemed innocent, but at the cost of her life, if she floated she was pronounced guilty and forthwith executed. Another test was to repeat the Lord's Prayer without a single falter or stumble, a thing accredited impossible of a witch. On one occasion she was weighed against the Church Bible, obtaining her freedom if she outweighed it. It is alleged but without certainty, that on his impostures being found out an angry crowd subjected him to his own test by swimming, but whether he was drowned or executed authorities fail to agree.

In his Witch, Warlock and Magician Mr. Adams says, "I think there can be little doubt that many evil-disposed persons availed themselves to the prevalent belief in witchcraft as a cover for their depredations on the property of their neighbours, diverting suspicion from themselves to the poor witches, who through accidental circumstances had acquired notoriety as the devil's accomplices. It would also seem probable that not a few of the reputed witches similarly turned to account their bad reputation."

It was not till the close of the seventeenth Century that convictions began to be discouraged by the Courts. But an old superstition dies hard, and in the early part of the eighteenth Century witchcraft was generally believed in, in England, even among the educated classes.

Probably the revolution of opinion was effected between the Restoration and the Revolution. According to Dr. Parr, the last execution of witches in England took place at Northampton where two were hung in 1703, and at the same place five others suffered the like fate in 1712. Hutchison commenting on this in his Historical Essay says, "This is the more shameful as I shall hereafter prove from the literature of that time, a disbelief in the existence of witches had become almost universal among educated men, though in the same place five others suffered a like fate in 1712. Hutchison commenting on this in his Historical Essay says, "This is the more shameful as I shall hereafter prove from the literature of that time, a disbelief in the existence of witches had become almost universal among educated men, though that superstition was still defended in the Judgment Seat, and in the pulpit." Wesley who had more influence than all the Bishops put together says, "It is true likewise that the English in general, and, indeed, most of the men of learning in Europe, have given up all accounts of witches and apparitions as mere old wives' fables. I am sorry for it. The giving up of witchcraft, is in effect giving up the Bible. But I cannot give up to all the Deists in Great Britain the existence of witchcraft, till I give up the credit of all history sacred and profane."

Every year however, diminished the old belief, and in 1736, a generation before Wesley stated the above opinions, the laws against witchcraft were repealed, but as illustrative of the long lived prevalence of the superstition in 1759 Susannah Hanner of Wengrove, in Wiltshire, was put to the ordeal of weighing, but she fortunately outweighed the Bible. Cases of ducking of supposed witches occurred in 1760 at Leicester, in 1785 at Northampton, and in 1829 at Monmouth, while as recently as 1863 a Frenchman died as the result of an illness caused by his having been ducked as a Wizard, at Castle Hedingham, in Essex, and on September 17th, 1875, an old woman..."
Mackay.
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into further communication with him on the old subject, their knowledge with the most profound secrecy. The number of Magicians in the reign of Henry VIII. was exceedingly great, as is witnessed by documents in the Record Office. At the height of Welsey's greatness, a magician who is described as "one Wood, gent." was dragged before the Privy-council, charged with some misdemeanour which was connected with the intrigues of the day. In a paper addressed to the lords of the council, Wood states that William Nevill had sent for him to his house at Oxford, it being the first communication he had ever had with that "person." After he had been at Wreke a short time, Neville took him by the arm and led him privately into the garden, and, to use the quaint language of the original, "ther demawndy of me many questionys, amowing all other askyd (if it was) not possible to have a ryng made that shoule brynge man in favor with hys prynce, saying my lord cardynale had suche a ryngge that whatsumever he askyd of the kynges grace that he hadd yt, 'and master Cromwell, when he and I were servauntys in my lord cardynalles housse, dyd hauvt to the company of one that was seyne in your faculte, and shortly after licence was got for my lord cardynale as master Cromwell was." Neville added, that he had spoken "with all those who have any name in this realm, "who had assured him that in the same way he might become "great with his prince," and he ended by asking of the reputed magician what books he had studied on the subject. The latter continued, "and I, at the hart desire of hym showyd that I had rede many bokes, and specially the boke of Salamon, and how his rynges be made and what mettell, and what vertues they had after the canon of Salamon." He added, that he had also studied the magical work of Hermes. William Neville then requested him to undertake the making of a ring, which he says that he declined, and so went away for that time. But Neville sent for him again, and entered into further communication with him on the old subject, telling him that he had with him another man, named Wade, who could show him more than he should; and, among other things, had showed him that "he should be a great lord," This was an effective attempt to move Wood's jealousy; and it appears that Neville now prevailed upon him to make more, "to the extent that he should wed mistres Elizabeth Gare," on whom he seemed to have set his love. Perhaps she was a rich heiress. Wood then enters into excuses for himself, declaring that, although at the desire of "some of his friends," he had "called to a stone for things stolen," he had not undertaken to find treasures, and he concluded with the naive boast, "but to make the magicians stone, I will chebarde (i.e. jeopard) my lyfye to do hyt, yf hyt plesse the kynges grace good to command me do hyt." This was the pride of science above the low practitioner's. He even offered to remain in prison until he had performed his boast, and only asked "twelve months upon silver, and twelve and a half upon gold."

The search for treasures, which the conjurer Wood so earnestly disclaims, was, however, one of the most usual occupations of our magicians of this period. The frequent discoveries of Roman or Saxon, or medieval deposits, in the course of accidental digging—then probably more common than at present—was enough to whet the appetite of the needy or the miserly, and the belief that the sepulchral barrow, or the long deserted ruin, or even the wild and haunted glen, concealed treasures of gold and silver of great amount has been carried down to our own days, in a variety of local legends. Hidden treasures were under the particular charge of some of the spirits who obeyed the magician's call, and we still trace his operations in many a barrow that has been disturbed, and ruined floor that has been broken up. That these searches were not always successful will be evident from the following narrative:—

In the reign of Henry VIII. a priest named William Stapleton was placed under arrest as a conjurer, and as having been mixed up in some court intrigues, and at the request of Cardinal Wolsey he wrote an account of his adventures, still preserved in the Roll's House records (for it is certainly addressed to Wolsey, and not, as has been supposed, to Cromwell). Stapleton says that he had been a monk of the mitred abbey of St. Benet in the Holm, in Norfolk, where he was resident in the nineteenth year of Henry VIII. i.e. in 1527 or 1528, at which time he borrowed of one Denny, of Northing, who had procured them of the vicar of Watton, a book called Thesaurus Spiritualm, and after that another, called Secreta Secretorum, a little ring, a plate, a circle, and also a sword for the art of digging, in studying the use of which he spent six months. Now it appears that Stapleton had small taste for early rising, and after having been frequently punished for being absent from matins and negligent of his duty in church he obtained a licence of six months from the abbot to try his skill in finding treasure, and introduced him to two "knowing men," who had "placards" or licences from the king to search for treasure trove, which were not unfrequently bought from the crown at this period. These men lent him other books and instruments belonging to the "art of digging," and they went together to a place named Sidestrond in Norfolk, to search and mark out the ground where they thought treasure should lie. It happened, however, that the lady Tyrry, to whom the estate belonged, received intelligence of their movements, and after sending for them and subjecting them to a close examination, ordered them to leave her ground.

After this rebuff, the treasure-seekers went to Norwich, where they became acquainted with another conjurer named Godfrey, who had a "shower" of spirit, "which spirit," Stapleton says, "I had after myself," and they went together to Peingham, and there, in the ninth month, did "scry" unto the spirit, but after opening the ground they found nothing there. There are Roman barrows
at Felmingham, which, when examined recently, appeared
to have been opened at a former period. The
disappeared conjurers returned to Norwich, and
there met with a stranger, who brought them to a house
in which it was supposed that treasure lay concealed, and
Stapleton again applied himself to his incantations, and
called the spirit of the treasure to appear, but he turned
a deaf ear to their charms. "for I suppose of a truth," is
the pithy observation of the operator, "that there was
none."

Disappointed and disgusted, Stapleton now gave up
the pursuit. In Norfolk, however, he soon met with some
of his old treasure-seeking acquaintances, who urged him
to go to work again, which he refused to do unless his
books were better. They told him of a man of the name of Leech,
who had a book, to which the parson of Lesingham had
bound a spirit called "Andrea Malchus," and to this man
he went. Leech let him have all his instruments, and
told him further that the parson of Lesingham and Sir
John of Leiston (another ecclesiastic) with others, had
called up of late by the means of the book in question
three spirits, Andrea Malchus (before mentioned), Oberion
and Ichabos. "When these spirits," he said, "were
all raised, Oberion would in nowise speak. And then
the parson of Lesingham did demand of Andrea Malchus,
and so did Sir John of Leiston also, why Oberion would
not speak to them. And Andrea Malchus made answer
because he was bound unto the lord cardinal." And that
also did entreat the said parson of Lesingham, and
the said Sir John of Leiston, that they might depart as
at that time; and wheresoever it might please them to
call them up again, they would gladly do them any service
they could.

When Stapleton had made this important acquisition,
he repaired again to Norwich, where he had not long been,
when he was found by a messenger from the personage
whom he calls the lord Leonard Marqueses, who lived at
"Calkett Hall," and who wanted a person expert in the
art of digging. He met lord Leonard at Walsingham,
who promised him that if he would take pains in exercising
the said art he would see out a dispensation for him to be
a secular priest, and to make him his chaplain. The lord
Leonard proceeded rather shrewdly to make trial of the
searcher's talents; for he directed one of his servants to
take a sum of money in the garden, and Stapleton "hewed
for it, and one, Jackson, 'scryed,' but he was unable to
find the money. Yet, without being doubted at the top
Stapleton went directly with two other priests, Sir John
Shepe and Sir Robert Porter, to a place beside Creke Abbey,
where treasure was supposed to be, and Sir John Shepe
called the spirit of the treasure, and I shewed to him, but
all came to no purpose.

Stapleton now went to hide his disappointment in Lon-
don, and remained there some weeks, till the lord Leonard,
who had sued out his dispensation as he promised, sent
for him to pass the winter with him in Leicestershire, and
towards spring he returned to Norfolk. And there he
was inquired that there was "much money" hidden in
the neighbourhood of Calkett Hall, and especially in
the Bell Hill (probably an ancient tumulus or barrow), and
after some delay, he obtained his instruments, and went
to work with the parish priest of Gorleston, but of truth
we could bring nothing to effect." On this he again re-
paired to London, carrying his instruments with him, and
on his arrival he was thrown into prison at the suit of the
lord Leonard, who accused him of leaving his service with-
out permission, and all his instruments were seized. These
he never recovered, but he was released before judge, with one or two other
persons who were admitted into his confidence, and dug
in ground beside "Butter Hilles," within the walls of the
about him, and we find this ex-monk and hermit, and now
ecclesiastic, soon afterwards engaged in an intrigue
which led him eventually into a much more serious danger.
It appears by Stapleton's statements, that one Wright,
a servant of the Duke of Norfolk, came to him, and that at
a certain season showed me that the duke's grace, his master
was sore vexed with a spy or by the enchantment of
your grace" (he is addressing Wolsey). Stapleton says,
that he refused to interfere, but that Wright went to the
duke and told him that he, Stapleton, knew of his being
enchanted by Cardinal Wolsey, and that he could help
him; upon which the duke sent for Stapleton, and had
an interview with him. It had previously been arranged
by Wright and Stapleton (who says that he had been urged
into the plot by the persuasion of Wright, and by the hope
of gain and prospect of obtaining the duke's favour) that
he should say he knew that the duke was persecuted by
a spirit, and that he had "formed" an image of wax in
his similitude, which he had enchanted, in order to relieve
him. The Duke of Norfolk appears at first to have placed
implicit belief in all that Stapleton told him; he inquired
of him if he had certain knowledge that the Lord Cardinal
had a spirit at his command, to which he replied in the
negative. He then questioned him as to his having heard
anyone assert that the cardinal had a spirit; on which
Stapleton told him of the raising of Oberion by the parson
of Lesingham and Sir John of Leiston, and how Oberion
failed to speak, because he was bound unto the cardinal's spirit.
The duke, however, soon after this, became either sus-
picious or fearful, and he eventually sent Stapleton to
the cardinal himself, who appears to have committed him
to prison, and at whose order he drew up the account here
abridged.

The foregoing is the history of a man who, after having
been a victim to his implicit belief in the efficiency of mag-
ical operations was himself driven at last to have recourse
to intentional deception. The number of such treasure-
hunters appears to have been far greater among his con-
temporaries, of almost all the classes of society, than we
should at first glance be led to suppose. A few years before
the date of these events, in the 12th year of Henry VIII.,
or A.D. 1521, the king had granted to Robert, Lord Curzon,
the monopoly of treasure-seeking in the counties of Norfolk
and Suffolk, and Lord Curzon immediately delegated to
a man, named William Smith, of Clapton, and a servant
or retainer of his own, named Amylyon, not only the right
of search thus given to him, but the power to arrest and
proceed against any other person they found seeking
treasures within the two counties. It appears that Smith
and Amylyon had in some cases used this delegated au-
thority for purposes of extortion; and in the summer
of the same year, Smith was brought up before the court
of the city of Norwich, at the suit of William Goodred,
of Great Melton, the minutes of the proceedings against
him still remaining on the records. We here again find
priests concerned in these singular operations.

It appears that the treasure-diggers, who had received
their "placard" of Lord Curzon in March, went to Norwich
about Easter, and paid a visit to the schoolmaster, named
George Dowling, dwelling in the parish of St. Faith, who,
they had heard, was "seen in astronomy." They shewed
him their license for treasure-seeking, which authorised
him to press into their service any persons they might
find who had skill in the science; so that it would appear
that they were not capable of raising spirits themselves,
without the assistance of "scholars." The schoolmaster
entered willingly into their project, and they went, about
don, and remained there some weeks, till the lord Leonard,
who had sued out his dispensation as he promised, sent
for him to pass the winter with him in Leicestershire, and
towards spring he returned to Norfolk. And there he
was informed that there was "much money" hidden in
the neighbourhood of Calkett Hall, and especially in the
Bell Hill (probably an ancient tumulus or barrow), and
after some delay, he obtained his instruments, and went
to work with the parish priest of Gorleston, but of truth
we could bring nothing to effect." On this he again re-
paired to London, carrying his instruments with him, and
on his arrival he was thrown into prison at the suit of the
lord Leonard, who accused him of leaving his service with-
out permission, and all his instruments were seized. These
he never recovered, but he was released before judge, with one or two other
persons who were admitted into his confidence, and dug
in ground beside "Butter Hilles," within the walls of the
city, but "found nothing there." These "hilles," also, were probably tumuli. They next proceeded to a place called "Seaynt William in the Wood by Norwich," where they excavated two days (or rather two nights), but with no better success.

They now held a meeting at the house of one Saunders, in the market of Norwich, and called to their assistance two ecclesiastics, one named Sir William, the other Sir Robert Cromer, the former being the parish priest of St. Gregory’s. At this meeting, George Dowsing raised "a spirit or two," in a glass; but one of the priests, Sir Robert Cromer, "began and raised a spirit first." This spirit, according to the depositions, was seen by two or three persons. Amylyon deposed that "he was at Saunders’s where Sir Robert Cromer held up a stone, but he could not perceive anything in it; but that George Dowsing caused to rise in glass a little thing of the length of an inch or thereabout, but whether it was a spirit or a shadow he cannot tell, but he said George said it was a spirit." However, spirit or no spirit, they seem to have had no success in discovering the treasure.

Unable after so many attempts, to find the treasure themselves, they seem now to have resolved on laying a general contribution on everybody who followed the same equivocal calling. They went first and accused a person of the name of Wikman, of Morley Swanton, in the county of Norfolk, of "digging of hilles," and, by threatening to take him before Lord Curzon, they obtained from him ten shillings. Under the same pretext, they took from a man of Norwich, named White, a "christal-stone," and twelvemepence in money in order that he "should not be put to further trouble." They took both books (probably conjuring books) and money from John Wellys, of Hunworth, near Holt Market, whom, similarly, they accused of "digging of hilles." And of another person, labouring under the same charge, they took "a christal stone and certain money."

With the era of Dr. Dee (q.v.) Edward Kelly, (q.v.) their school, a much more definite system of magico-sorcery was evolved on English soil. Although Dee was credulous and Kelly was a rogue in the first water, there is little doubt that the former possessed psychic gifts of no mean character. His most celebrated followers were William Lilly (q.v.) and Elias Ashmole (q.v.) not to speak of Simon Forman (q.v.) and Evans (q.v.). Lilly gathered about him quite a band of magicians, Ramsey, Scott, Hodges, and others, not to speak of his "skryers." Sarah Skelhorne and Ellen Evans. But these may be said to be the last of the practical magicians of England. Their methods were those of divination by crystal-gazing and evocation of spirits, combined with physical astrology.

Spiritualism. For the beginnings of spiritualism in England we must go back to the middle of the seventeenth century when Maxwell and Robert Fludd (q.v.) flourished and wrote concerning the secrets of mysticism and magnetism. Fludd was a Paracelsian pure and simple and regarded man as the microcosm of the universe in miniature. He was an ardent defender of the Rosicrucians, concerning whom he wrote two spirited works, as well as his great Tractatus Apologeticus and many other alchemical and philosophical tracts. The part of the Tractatus which deals with natural magic is one of the most authoritative ever penned on the subject, and divides the subject most minutely into its several parts. Thomas Vaughan (q.v.) is likewise a figure of intense interest about this period. He was a supreme adept of spiritual alchemy and his many works written under the Pseudonym of Eugenius Philalethes show him to have possessed an exalted mind. It is to men of this type, magi, perhaps, but none the less spiritualists, that the whole superstructure of English spiritualism is indebted.

(See further Spiritualism in England under article Spiritualism.)

Enguerrand de Marigny: (See France.)

Ennemoser, Joseph (1787-1854): A doctor and philosopher of Germany, who devoted himself largely to the study of magnetism. He was made a professor at Bonn in 1819, and at Munich in 1841. Among his works may be mentioned his Histoire du magnétisme (1844); le Magnétisme dans ses rapports avec la nature et la religion (1842); and Introduction à la pratique du mesmerisme (1852); History of Magic (English trans. by Howitt), 1854.

Esco/ : Seventh master of the world after Adam, and author of the Kabala and Book of the Tarot. He is identical with the Thoth of the Egyptians, the Cadmus of the Phcenicians, and the Palamedes of the Greeks. According to tradition he did not die, but was carried up to heaven, whence he will return at the end of time.

Esco/, Book of: An Apocryphal book of the Old Testament, written in Hebrew about a century before Christ. The original version was lost about the end of the fourth century, and only fragments remained, but Bruce the traveller brought back a copy from Abyssinia, in 1773 in Ethiopia, probably made from the version known to the early Greek fathers. In this work the spiritual world is minutely described, as is the region of Sheol (q.v.) the place of the wicked. The book also deals with the history of the fallen angels, their relations with the human species and the foundations of magic. The book says: "that there were angels who consented to fall from heaven that they might have intercourse with the daughters of earth. For in those days the sons of men having multiplied, there were born to them daughters of great beauty. And when the angels, or sons of heaven, beheld them, they were filled with desire: wherefore they said to one another: Come let us choose wives from among the race of man, and let us beget children." Their leader Samyasa, answered thereupon and said: 'Percy, ye be wanting in the courage needed to fulfill this resolution, and then I alone shall be answerable for your fall.' But they were aware that they would in no wise repent and that they would achieve their whole design. Now there were two hundred who descended on Mount Armon, and it was beauty on the mountain received its designation, which signifies Mount of the Oath. Hereafter follow the names of those angelic leaders who descended with this object: Samyasa, chief among all, Urakarama, Asibeel, Tamiel, Ramuel, Daniel, Askeel, Sarakuyal, Assael, Armers, Bael, Anane, Zatebe, Samaveel, Ertrael, Turel, Zosieel, Arisiel.

They took wives with whom they had intercourse, to whom also they taught Magic, the art of enchantment and the diverse properties of roots and trees. Amazazar gave instruction in all secrets of sorcery; Barkal was the master of those who study the stars: Akibeel manifested signs; and Azaradel taught the motions of the moon." In this account we see a description of the profanation of mysteries. The fallen angels exposed their occult and heaven-born wisdom to earthly women, whereby it was profaned, and brute force taking advantage of the profanation of divine law, reigned supreme. Only a deluge could wipe out the stain of the enormity, and pave the way for a restitution of the balance between the human and the divine, which had been disturbed by these unlawful revelations. A translation of this work was published by Archbishop Lawrence in 1821, the Ethiopic text in 1838, and there is a good edition by Dillman (1851). Philippi and Ewald have also written special works on the subject.
Epworth, Poltergeist. The: In December, 1716, a disturbance of a poltergeist character broke out in the Parsonage of Epworth, by his mother and two of his sisters; letters written nine years after the events to John Wesley by his mother and four of his sisters, and a copy of an account by Samuel Wesley the elder. The disturbances, consisting of rappings, loud and varied noises, were heard by every member of the household. Mrs. Wesley says in a letter, "Just as we (Mr. and Mrs. Wesley) came to the bottom of the broad stairs, having hold of each other, on my side there seemed as if some one had emptied the bag of money at my feet, and on his as if all the bottles under the stairs (which were many) had been dashed in a thousand pieces." The disturbances lasted for about two months, though occasional manifestations were heard after that period. Hetty, one of the five daughters of the Wesley household, is the only one who has not kept a record of her experiences, although it would seem that the poltergeist was most active in her neighborhood.

Equilibrium: Magical harmony depends upon equilibrium. In occult operations if the will of the operator be always at the same tension and directed along the same line, moral impotence will ensue. (See Levi—Ceremonial Magic.)

Eric of the Windy Hat: According Hector of Boce, the king of Sweden, Eric or Henry, surnamed the Windy Hat, could change the wind merely by turning his hat or cap on his head, to show the demon with whom he was in league which way he wished the wind to blow. The demon obeyed the signal so promptly that the king's hat might have served the people for a weather-cock.

Ernany: One of six kinds of divination practised among the Persians by means of air. They enveloped their heads in a napkin and exposed it to air a vase filled with water, over which they mutter in a low voice the objects of their desires. If the surface of the air shows bubbles it is regarded as a happy prognostication.

Betalle: (See Hypnostism.)

Eskimos: The religion of the Eskimos is still to a great extent in the magical stage. Their shamans or medicine-men, whom they call anangoks, partake more of the character of magicians than that of priests and they invariably consult them before starting on a hunting expedition, or when prostrated by illness. The nature of the ceremonies employed on those occasions may be inferred from the account of Captain Lyon, who on one occasion employed an anangok named Toolomak, to summon a Tomga or familiar spirit in the cabin of a ship.

All light having been carefully excluded from the scene of operations, the sorcerer began by vehemently chanting to his wife, who, in her turn, responded with the amana-aya, the favourite song of the Eskimo. This lasted throughout the ceremony. Afterwards, Toolomak began to turn himself round very rapidly, vociferating for Tomga, in a loud powerful voice and with great impatience, at the same time blowing and snorting like a walrus. His noise, agitation, and impatience increased every moment, and at length he seated himself on the deck, varying his tones, and making a rustling with his clothes.

Suddenly the voice seemed smothered, and was so managed as to give the idea that it was retreating beneath the deck, each moment becoming more distant, and ultimately sounding as if it were many feet below the cabin, when it ceased entirely. In answer to Captain Lyon's queries, the sorcerer's wife seriously declared that he had dived and would send up Tomga.

And, in about half a minute, a distant blowing was heard approaching very slowly, and a voice differing from that which had first been audible was mixed with the blowing, until eventually both sounds were distinct, and the old beldame said that Tomga had come to answer the stranger's questions. Captain Lyon thereupon put several queries to the sagacious spirit, receiving what was understood to be an affirmative or a favourable answer by two loud slaps on the deck.

A very hollow yet powerful voice, certainly differing greatly from that of Toolomak, then chanted for some time, and a singular medley of hisses, groans, and shouts, and goblins like a turkey's followed in swift succession. The old woman sang with increased energy, and as Captain Lyon conjectured that the exhibition was intended to astonish, "the Kabloons," he said repeatedly that he was greatly terrified. As he expected, this admission added fuel to the flame, until the form immortal, exhausted by its own might, asked leave to retire. The voice gradually died away out of hearing, as at first, and a very indistinct hissing succeeded. In its advance it sounded like the tone produced by the wind upon the base cord of an Aeolian harp; this was soon changed to a rapid hiss, like that of a rocket, and Toolomak with a yell, announced the spirit's return.

At the first distant sibilation Captain Lyon held his breath, and twice exhausted himself; but the Eskimo conjurer did not once respire, and even his returning and powerful yell was uttered without previous pause or inspiration of air.

When light was admitted, the wizard, as might be expected, was in a state of profound perspiration, and greatly exhausted by his exertions, which had continued for at least half an hour. Captain Lyon then observed a couple of bunches, each consisting of two strips of white deerskin and a long piece of sinew, attached to the back of his coat. These he had not seen before, and he was gravely told that they had been sewn on by Tomga while he was below.

The anangoks profess to visit the dwelling-place of the spirits they invoke and give circumstantial descriptions of these habitations. They have a firm belief in their own powers.

Dr. Kane considers it a fact of psychological interest, as it shows that civilized or savage wonder-workers form a single family, that the anangoks have a firm belief in their own powers. "I have known," he says, "several of them personally, and can speak with confidence on this point. I could not detect them in any resort to juggling or natural magic; their deceptions are simply vocal, a charade of voice, and perhaps a limited profession of ventriloquism, made more imposing by the darkness." They have, however, like the members of the learned professions everywhere else, a certain language or jargon of their own, in which they communicate with each other.

"While the anangoks are the dispensers of good, the issindok, or evil men, are the workers of injurious spells, enchantments, and metamorphoses. Like the witches of both England, the Old and the New, these malignant creatures are rarely submitted to trial until they have suffered punishment—the old ' Jeddart justice'—cartilage audique. Two of them, in 1818, suffered the penalty of their crime on the same day, one at Kannonak, the other at Upenavik. The latter was laudably killed in accordance with the 'old custom'... custom being everywhere the apology for any act revolting to moral sense. He was first harpooned, then disembowelled; a flap let down from his forehead to cover his eyes and prevent his seeing again—he had, it appears, the repute of an evil eye; and then small portions of his heart were eaten, to ensure that he should not come back to earth unchanged."
Esoteric Languages

Artificial languages invented by certain castes for the better preservation of secrets, or for the purpose of impressing the vulgar with the mysteries and superior nature of those who employed the tongues in question. "They conversed with one another in eager undertones in a language I did not understand." This is one of the stock phrases of the mystery play of the nineteenth century, and has probably given rise to a great deal of misconception as to the true character and multiplicity of esoteric tongues. As a matter of fact, these are particularly rare. It is stated by several ancient authors that the Egyptian priests possessed a secret language of their own; but what its nature was we are unable to state, as no fragments of it are now extant,—probably because it was not reduced to writing. At the same time many Egyptian magical formulæ are in existence (See Egypt) which teem with words and expressions of secret meaning; but examination of these shows that they are merely foreign, usually Syrian, words slightly changed. We know, for example, that the secret dialects of the medicine-men among the North-American Indians are chiefly composed of words of other tribes or the secret language of the Deity, and the higher grades of secret language of the Lower Congo. It is probable that the Jewish priesthood cast a veil of secrecy over the sacred names of the Deity, and the higher ranks of their heavenly hierarchy, by substituting other names for them, such as "Adonai" for "Jahveh." This of course arose from the Egyptian conception that the name of the god must be concealed from the vulgar, as to know it was to possess magical power over the deity. The spells and incantations of medio-medieval magic are full of oriental names and idioms, but much jargon also found its way into these. It was considered in the middle ages that the primitive language of the world was lost to man, and it was thought that this might only be recovered through magical agency, or the reversion to a state of complete innocence. Others believed it to be Hebrew; and it is on record that James IV. of Scotland initiated his infant on the island of Inchree, in the Firth of Forth along with a dumb woman who cared for them; and that in course of time they "spak gude Ebrew." A similar tradition acquaints us with the circumstance that a certain Egyptian king isolated two children in a like manner, who on coming to the period of speech met the first persons they beheld after their time of solitude with the word beccos, the Greek for bread. But these instances, it is unnecessary to say, are purely legendary. In many savage tribes, secret jargons or dialects are in use among the priesthood or the initiated of secret societies; and in several brotherhoods of modern origin, symbolic words are constantly in use for the purpose of veiling veritable meaning. The Rosicrucians (q.v.) are said to have constituted and employed an arcane tongue.

Espadian: A medieval Spanish legend. It tells how Amadis of Gaul and his wife Orinda of the Firm Island had the wicked enchanter Arkelous in their keeping, but set him free in answer to his wife's entreaties. Certain calamities happen which are attributed to Arkelous, and Amadis' son Esplanian is carried off by the enchantress Urganda. The legend goes on to relate the exploits of the hero in which he is given a magic sword, and kills a dragon. With this sword he succeeds in killing Arkelous himself, and his nephew, and then sets fire to a kinsman. His next opponent is Matroed, son of Arcobone, whom he also vanquishes; and finally the stronghold of Arkelous is utterly destroyed, and the land freed from the pagan influence of Matroed.

Etheric Double

A mystical Jewish sect, the tenets of which are only partly known. They first appeared in history about 150 years B.C. They were very exclusive and possessed an organisation peculiar to themselves. They exercised strict asceticism, and great benevolence. They had fixed rules for initiation, and a succession of strictly separate grades. Their system of thought deviated greatly from the normal development of Judaism, and was more in sympathy with Greek philosophy and oriental ideas. The tendency of the society was practical, and they regarded speculation on the universe as too lofty for the human intellect. So far as can be judged there was nothing occult in their beliefs.

Etain: The second wife of Midir the Proud, of Irish fame. Fuannach, Midir's first wife, became jealous of her beauty and turned her into a butterfly, and she was blown out of the palace by a magic storm. For seven years she was tossed hither and thither through Ireland, but then was blown into the fairy palace of Angus on the Boyne. He could not release her from the spell, but during the day she fed on honey-laden flowers, and by night in her natural form gave Angus her love. Fuannach discovered her hiding-place, and sent a dreadful tempest which blew Etain into the drinking-cup of Etar, wife of an Ulter chief. Etar swallowed her, but she was born her daughter, and as such married Eochy, High King of Ireland.

Ether sometimes spoken of as hollow is in theosophic as in scientific teaching, all pervading, filling all space and interpenetrating all matter. Despite this, it is of very great density, 10,000 times more dense than water and with a pressure of 750 tons per square inch. It is capable of being known only by clairvoyants of the most highly developed powers. This ether is filled with an infinitude of small bubbles pretty much like the air-bubbles in treacle or some such viscous substance, and these were formed at some vastly remote period by the infusion of the breath of the Logos into the ether, or, as Madame Blavatsky phrased it, they are the holes which Pohat, the Logos, dug in space. Of these bubbles—not of the ether—matter is built up in its degree of density varying with the number of bubbles combined together to form each degree. (See Solar System, Theosophy.)

Etheric Double is, in Theosophy, the invisible part of the ordinary, visible, physical body which it interpenetrates and beyond which it extends as a bubble, forming with other finer bodies the "aura." (q.v.) The term etheric is used because it is composed of that tenuous matter by the vibrations of which the sensation of light is conveyed to the eye. This matter, it must however be noted is not the omnipresent ether of space, but is composed of physical matter known as etheric, super-etheric, sub-atomic, and atomic. The term double is used because it is an exact replica of the denser physical body. The sense organs of the etheric double are the chakras (q.v.) that the physical body is supplied with the vitality necessary for its existence and its well-being during life. The etheric double thus plays the part of a conductor, and it also plays the part of a bridge between the physical and astral bodies, for without it man could have no communication with the astral world and hence neither thoughts nor feelings. Anesthesia for instance drive out the greater part of the double, and the subject is then impervious to pain. During sleep it does not leave the physical body, and, indeed, in dreams the etheric part of the brain is extremely active, especially when, as is often the case, the dreams are caused by attendant physical
Etheric Vision

circumstances, such as noise. Shortly after death, the etheric double finally quits the physical body though it does not move far away from that body, but is composed of the four subdivisions of physical matter above alluded to. With the decay of the latter, the double also decays and thus to a clairvoyant, a burying ground presents a most unpleasant sight. (See also Vitality, Etheric Vision, Theosophy, Shell.)

Etheric Vision is in Theosophy, the power of sight peculiar to the Etheric Double (q.v.). It is of considerably greater power than physical vision, and by its aid many of the phenomena of the physical world may be examined as may also many creatures of a non-human nature which are ordinarily just outside the range of physical vision. It responds readily to stimuli of various kinds and becomes active under their influence.

Ethlia: Daughter of Balor, King of the Fomorians of Irish magical legend. She was Balor's only child, and as he had been informed by a druid that he would be killed by his grandson, he had Ethlia imprisoned in a tower and guarded by twelve women, who were forbidden to tell her that such beings as men existed. Balor stole a magic cow from Khan, who in revenge obtained access to Ethlia disguised as a woman. They had three children whom Balor ordered to be drowned, but one of them fell from the napkin in which they were being taken to their doom, and was carried off by the Druidess Biorg to its father Khan. This child became Lugho, the sun-god, who eventually fulfilled the prophecy and killed his grandfather, Balor.

Ettella: An eighteenth century student of the Tarot. By profession he was a barber, his true name being Alliette; but on entering upon his occult labours he read it backwards, after the Hebrew fashion—Ettella. He had but little education, and was ill acquainted with the philosophy of the initiates. Nevertheless he possessed a profound intuition, and, if we believe Eliphaz Levi, came very near to unveiling the secrets of the Tarot. Of his writings Levi says that they are "obscene, wearisome, and in style barbarous." He claimed to have revised the Book of Thoth, but in reality he spoilt it, regarding as blunders certain cards whose meaning he had failed to grasp. It is commonly admitted that he failed in his attempt to elucidate the Tarot, and ended by transposing the keys, thus destroying the correspondence between the numbers and the signs. It has also been said of him that he had degraded the science of the Tarot into the cartomancy, or fortune-telling by cards, of the vulgar.

Evergreen: A system of decorating houses at Christmas with evergreen plants—holly, ivy, box, laurel, mistletoe—is sometimes said to have originated when Christianity was introduced into this country, to typify the first British church, built of evergreen boughs. More probably it extends back into antiquity. In Druidic times people decorated their houses with evergreen plants so that the sylvan spirits might repair thither to shelter from the severity of winter, till their leafy boughs should be renewed.

Everitt, Mrs.: An English medium who gave private sittings so early as 1855. To these sessions were admitted her private friends, and enquirers introduced by them. When a prayer had been said and the lights turned out the spirits manifested themselves by rape, table-tiltings, lights and spirit voices. Mr. Morell Theobald, a prominent spiritualist, was neighbour and friend to Mr. and Mrs. Everitt, and was first attracted to the subject through their instrumentality.

Excavations: (See Necromancy),

Evolution of Life, according to theosophists, began when the Logos, in his second aspect, sent forth the second life wave. This life wave descends from above through the various worlds causing an increasing heterogeneity and thereafter ascends, causing a return to its original homogeneity. Our present state of knowledge of life in these worlds extends no farther than the mental world. In the higher division of that world it has ensouled the relatively fine matter appropriate thereto—if that matter is atomic it is known as "monadic essence" if non-atomic, as "elemental essence," and this is known as the first elemental kingdom. What we may call the inhabitants of this kingdom are the higher order of angels. The life wave having functioned sufficiently long in the higher mental world, now presses down to the lower level of that world, where it appears as the second elemental kingdom, the inhabitants of which are some of the lower orders of angels, the Form Devas. Again pressing down, the life wave manifests itself in the astral world, forming the third elemental kingdom, the inhabitants of which are the lowest orders of angels, the Passion Devas. It now enters the physical world and, in the fourth elemental kingdom, ensouls the etheric part of minerals with the elementary type of life which these possess. The middle of this kingdom represents the farthest descent of the life wave, and thereafter its course is reversed and it commences to ascend. The next kingdom into which it passes is the fifth elemental kingdom, the vegetable world, whence it passes to the sixth elemental kingdom, the animal-world, and lastly to the seventh elemental kingdom, man. During its stay in each kingdom, the life wave progresses gradually from elementary to highly specialized types and when it has attained these latter, it passes to the next kingdom. This, of course, of necessity means that successive currents of this great second life wave have come forth from the Logos, since, if it were otherwise, there would be only one kingdom in existence at a time. In each kingdom, also, the souls of the bodies which inhabit it differ from those of the other kingdoms. Thus, in the seventh kingdom, that of man, each individual has a soul. In the animal kingdom on the contrary, one soul is distributed among different bodies, the number of which varies with the state of evolution. To one soul may be allotted countless bodies of a low type of development, but, as the development increases, the soul comes to have fewer bodies allotted to it until in the kingdom of man there is but one.

Exorcism: To exorcise, according to the received definitions, says Smedley, is to bind upon oath, to charge upon oath, and thus, by the use of certain words, and performance of certain ceremonies, to subject the devil and other evil spirits to command and exact obedience. Minshew calls an "exorcist", one who is so used by Shakespeare; and exorcism, "conjunction." It is in the general sense of casting out evil spirits, however, that the word is now understood.

The trade of exorcism has probably existed at all times. In Greece, Epicurus and Zeno were sons of women who lived by this art, and each was bitterly reproached, the one by the Stoics, the other by Democritus, for having assisted his parent in her dishonest practices.

We read in the Acts of the Apostles (XIX. 13) of the failure and disgrace of "certain of the vagabond Jews, exorcists," who, like the Apostles, "took upon them to call upon them that had evil spirits the Name of the Lord Jesus." "God," says Josephus, "enabled Solomon to learn that skill which expels demons, which is a science useful and sanctifying to men. He composed such incantations also, by which distempers are alleviated, and he left behind him the manner of using exorcisms, by which they drive away demons, so that they never return. And this method of cure, is of great force unto this day; for I have seen a certain man of my own country, whose name was Eneas, releasing people that were demoniacal, in the presence of Vespasian and his sons, and his captains, and the whole multitude.
of his soldiers. The manner of the cure was this. He put a ring that had a root of one of those sorts mentioned by Solomon to the nostrils of the demoniac, after which he drew out the demon through his nostrils; and when the man fell down immediately, he adjured him to return unto him no more, making still mention of Solomon, and reciting the incantation which he composed. And when Eleazar would persuade and demonstrate to the spectators that he had such a power, he set, a little way off, a cup or basin full of water, and commanded the demon as he went out of the man to overturn it, and thereby to let the spectators know that he had left the man." Some pretended fragments of these conjuring books of Solomon are noticed in the Codex Pseudographus of Fabricius; and Josephus himself has described one of the antidemonical roots, in a measure reminiscent of the perils attendant on gathering the "mandrake." Another fragment of antiquity bearing on this subject is the exorcism practised by Tobit, upon which it is by no means easy to pronounce judgment. Grothus, in a note on that history, states that the Hebrews attributed all diseases arising from natural causes to the influence of demons; and this opinion it is well known, has been pushed much farther than Grothus intended, by Hugh Farmer and others of his school. These facts are derived in great measure from Bekker's most ingenious, though forgotten volumes Le Monde Enchanté, to which the reader may be referred for almost all that can be written on the necessity of exorcism.

Bekker relates an instance of exorcism practised by the modern Jews, to avert the evil influence of the demon Lillas, whom the Rabbis esteem to be the wife of Satan. During the hundred and thirty years, says Rabbi Elias, in his Tashke, which elapsed before Adam was married to Eve, he was visited by certain she devils, of whom the four principal were Lillas, Naomo, Ogère, and Machala; these, from their commerce with him, produced a fruitful progeny of spirits. Lillas still continues to visit the chambers of women recently delivered, and endeavours to kill their babies, if boys on the eighth day, if girls, on the twenty-first, after their birth. In order to chase her away, the attendants describe circles on the walls of the chamber, with charcoal, and within each they write, "Adam, Eve, Lillas, awaunt! " On the door also they write the names of the three angels who preside over medicine, Shen, San-senoi, and Sammangoloff,—a secret which it appears was taught them, somewhat unwittingly, by Lillas herself.

A particular ecclesiastical order of exorcists does not appear to have existed in the Christian church till the close of the third century; and Mosheim attributes its introduction to the prevalent fancies of the Gnostics. In the Xth. Canon of the Council of Antioch, held A.D. 341 exorcists are expressly mentioned in conjunction with subdeacons and readers, and their ordination is described by the IVth. Council of Carthage, 7. It consisted, without any imposition of hands, in the delivery, by the Bishop of a book containing forms of exorcism, and directions that they should exercise the office upon "Ennergumens," whether baptized or only catechumens. The fire of exorcism, as St. Augustine terms it, always preceded baptism. Catechumens were exorcised for twenty days previous to the administration of this sacrament. It should be expressly remarked, however, that in the case of such catechumens as were not at the same time energumens, these exorcists were not directed against any supposed demoniacal possession. They were, as Cyril describes them, no more than prayers collected and composed out of the words of Holy Writ, to beseech God to break the dominion and power of Satan in new converts, and to deliver them from his slavery by expelling the spirit of wickedness and error.

Thus in the Greek Church, as Rycaut mentions, before baptism, the priest blows three times upon the child to dispossess the devil of his seat; and this may be understood as symbolical of the power of sin over the unbaptized, not as an assertion of their real or absolute possession.

The exorcists form one of the minor orders of the Romish Church. At their ordination the bishop addresses them as to their duties, and concludes with these words:—Take now the power of laying hands upon the energumens, and by the imposition of your hands, by the grace of the Holy Spirit, and the words of exorcism, the unclean spirits are driven from obsessed bodies. One of the completest manuals for a Romish exorcist which ever was compiled, is a volume of nearly 1300 pages, entitled, Thesaurus Exorcismorum et Conjurations Terribilum, potestatum, efficiacis, in manibus suis, cum Practica probatissima, quibus, Spiritus maligeri, Daemonos, maleficiaque omnia de corporibus humanis tanguam Flagellis Fustigatur, expellitur. Doctrinae refertissimae aequo uberrima; ad maximi Exorcistarum commodi: Tam in lucem edibus et nascens, Colonia, 1608. It contains the following Tracts: F. Valerii Polydori Patavini, Ordinis Minor, etc. "Practica Exorcistarum," two parts; F. Hieronymi Mengi Vitellianensis, "Flagellum Daemonum;" Eudemon "Fustis Daemoniorum;" F. Zacharias Vicecomitis, "Complementum Artis Exorcistarum;" Petri Antonii Stampa, "Fuga Satanarum."

From the first of these treatises, it appears that the energumens were subjected to a very severe corporal as well as spiritual discipline. They were first exercised in Franciskationes, which consist of confessions, postulations, protestations, concitations, and interrogations. The exorcism themselves are nine in number: 1. "ex Sanctis dominis ius Dii," which are thus enumerated, "Schemhamphoras, Eloha, Ab, Bar, Ruachcociies Jehovah, Tetragrammaton, Hehehe, Haja hevehehe, El Sabaoth, Agla, Adonai, Cados, Sciadal, Alpha and Omega, Agios and Yeschiros, O Theos and Athanatos; 2. ex omnium Sanctarum ordine; 3. ex precipuis animadversione dignis Sanctorum Angelorum; 4. ex actibus vita gloriosae Virg. Marie; 5. ex gestis, Domini Nostri Jesu Christi; 6. ex praestationibus; 7. ex praecipuis S. Ecclesie Dogmatibus; 8. Apocalypsea (Apocalypsaew) Beati Joannis Apostoli." All these are accompanied with appropriate psalms, lessons, litanies, prayers, and adjurations. Then follow eight "Potezorizations." The three first are to be used according as the demon is more or less obstinately bent on retaining possession. If he be very sturdy, a picture of him is to be drawn, "effigie horribili ac turpi," with his name inscribed under it, and to be thrown into the flames, after having been signed with the cross, sprinkled with holy water and fumigated. The fourth and fifth are forms of thanksgiving and benediction after liberation. The sixth refers to "Incuri" and "Succubi." The seventh is for a haunted cubi, in which the service varies during every day of the week. The eighth is to drive away demoniacal storms and tempests—for which purpose are to be thrown into a huge fire large quantities of Sabines, Hupericonis, Palmæ, Christi, Arthemisæus, Verbææ, Aristolochiæ rotundæ, Rutæ, Aster, Atticæ, Sulphuris et Asse feciæ. The second part of the treatise "Dispersio Daemonorum" contains many recipes for charms and amulets against possession. Besides these, there are directions for the diet and medicine of the possessed, as bread provided "contra Diaboll necquiam et malferciorum turbinem." Mutton "pro obesss utrimque atque Malcinat et Demonum益litia est," "Wine pro maleficatis nutrientes et maleficis Diabolicisque quibus suscipie affectionsibus destruendi." Holy water
for the same purpose, whenever wine is forbidden. A
draught "ad omne maleficium Indifferentor solvendum
et Diabolum contendendum." Four separatelemens
and a night draught for the delirious: two emetics "pro
materialibus instrumentis maleficiis emittendis." And
finally, there is a conserve "virtuosus corroborativa ven-
triculi a, maleficiis instrumentorum materialium
vomitione festi."

In the "Flagellum Demonum "are contained numerous
cautions to the exorcist himself, not to be deceived by
the arts of the demon, particularly when he is employed
with possessed women. If the devil refuses to tell his name,
the demoniac is to be fumigated. If it be necessary to
break off the exorcism before the evil spirits seem wholly
expelled, they are to be adjured to quit the head, heart,
and stomach of the energumen, and to abstain themselves
in the lower parts of his body, "puta in uguies mortuos
pedum."

In the "Fustis Demonum" the exorcist is directed,
whenever the evil spirit persists in staying, to load him
with vituperative addresses. After this raving lament
redoubled precaution is necessary, and if the demons still
refuse to tell their names, the knowledge of which is always
great gain, the worst names that can be thought of are to
be attributed to them, and fumigations resorted to. The
seventh exorcism in this treatise is the "mirabilis efficacia
pro his qui in matrimonis a
multis contra se dominabantur."

Among other things, they are to be largely anointed with holy oil;
and if all adjudgments fail, they are to be sternly exhorted to
patience. In the last form, dumbness is attacked, and a
very effectual remedy against this infirmity is a draught
of holy water with three drops of holy wax, swallowed on
an empty stomach.

Father Viccomes, in his Complementum Artis Exor-
cisicius, explains the several signs of possession or bewitch-
ment; also, in how many separate ways the evil spirit
notifies his departure, sometimes by putting out the light,
now and then by issuing like a flame, or a very cold blast,
through the mouth, nose, or ears. He then writes many
prescriptions for emetics, perfumes, and fumigations, cal-
culated to promote these results. The writer concludes
with a catalogue of the names of some of the demons of com-
monest occurrence, which is of very narrow dimensions:
Astaroth, Baal, Beleth, Dagon, Aseroth, Balilhum, Chamo,
Beelphogor, Antartae, Bethage, Phogor, Moloch, Aasmades,
Bele, Nebel, Melchon, Molech, Monstro, Sigillum, Astaroth,
Acharon, Belial, Neabz, Merodach, Adonides, Beesmet,
Jerroboal, Scoothbenoth, Beelzebub, Leviathan, Lucifer,
Satan, Mahomet.

The Fuga Satanica of Stamp supplies a very brief, and does not
contain any matter which deserves to be added to the much
fuller instructions given by Menga and Viccomes. Several
of the forms used by Menga are translated and satirized,
in the coarse ridicule which characterized those times, in
a little tract entitled A Whips for the Devil, or the Roman
Conjurator, 1683. A century and a half before this, Erasmus
had directed his more polished and delicate wit to the same
object; and his pleasant dialogue Exorcismus seu Spectrum
is an agreeable and assuredly an exaggerated picture of
these practices.

Those who desire to pursue a treatise on practical exor-
cism should consult the Histoire admirable de la possession
et conversion d'une Pauvriere, seduisu par un Magicien, la
faisant Sorciere et Princesse des Sorciers, au pays de Provence,
conduits a la Scte. Baume, pour yestre exorcista, lam DEX.
aux mois de Novembre, sous l'autorite de R.P.P. Sebastien
Michalis, Prieur de Convent Royal de la Scte. Magdalene
da S. Marve, et dures liez de la Scte. Magdalene du
Diable. De plus, la partie est tres interessante. The posses-
sed in this case, Magdelaine de Palha, was

exorcised during four months; she was under the power of
five princes of the devils, Beelzebub, Leviathan, Baelberith,
Asmodeus and Astaroth, "avec plusieurs autres inferieurs."
Beelzebub abode in her forehead, Leviathan in the middle
of her head, Astaroth in the hinder part of it; "la partie
de la tete ou il estost faisait, contre nature, un perpetual
mouvement et battement ; et ainsi sortila la partie ne bouge-
oit point."

A second sister of the same convent, Loyse, was also
possessed by three devils of the highest degree, Verin,
Gresil, and Sonellion; and of these, Verin, through
the proceedings of the exorcists, appears to have turned king's
evidence, as it were; for, in spite of the remonstrances
and rage of Beelzebub, "qui commenca a rugir et a lcetter des cris
comme foiret un taurerne echaffet," he gave important
information and instruction to his enemies, and appeared
grievously to repent that he was a devil. The daily Acts
and Examinations, from the 7th to the following 23rd of April,
are specially recorded by the exorcist himself, and all the conversations of the devils are
noted down verbatim. The whole business ended in a
tragedy, and Louis Gaufridi, a priest of Marseilles, who was
accused of witchcraft on the occasion was burned alive
at Aix.

Michaelis is eminently distinguished in his line. We
find him three years afterwards engaged in exorcizing three
nuns in the convent of St. Brigitte, at Lisle. Whether
the two unhappy women, Marie de Sains and her accom-
plice, Simone Doulet, who were supposed to have been the
causes of this possession, were put to death or not, does
not appear. The proceedings may be found in a Histoire
noble et merimeable de ce qui s'est passe sous l'Exorcisme
de trois filles possessees au pays de Flandres, Paris 1623; and
they in some respects an appendix to those against
Louis Gaufridi, whose imputed enormities are again related
in a second volume of this work.

This transaction appears to have been the work of super-
itition alone; but one of far deeper dye, and of almost
unparalleled atrocity, occurred at Loudun (q.v.) in 1634.
When Grandier (q.v.), curé and canon of that town, was
mercilessly brought to the stake partly by the jealousy
of some monks, partly to gratify the personal vengeance
of Richelieu, who had been persuaded that this ecclesiast
had lampooned him, an offence which he never forgave.
Some Ursuline nuns were tortured to feign themselves pos-
essed, and Grandier was the person accused of having
acted the part of the devil. Marie de Sains, one of the exor-
cists, published a Veritable relation des jeuste procédure
observées au fait de la possession des Ursulines de Loudun,
au procès de Grandier, Paris 1634; and by a singular
fatality, this reverend personage himself died within four
years of the iniquitous execution of his victim, in a state
of reputed possession, probably distracted by the self-
acccusations of remorse.

The last acknowledgment of exorcism in the Anglican
Church, during the progress of the Reformation, occurs
in the first Liturgy of Edward VI. in which is given
the following form at baptism: 'Then let the priest, looking
upon the children, say: 'I command thee, unclean spirit,
in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost, that thou come out and depart from these infants,
whom our Lord Jesus Christ has vouchsafed to call to His
holy baptism, to be made members of His Body and of His
Holy congregation. Therefore, thou cursed spirit, re-
member thy sentence, remember thy judgment, remember
the day to be at hand wherein thou shalt burn in fire ever-
lasting prepared for thee and thy angels. And presume
not hereafter to exercise any tyranny towards these infants
whom Christ hath brought with His precious blood, and
by His holy baptism calleth to be of His flock.' On
the remonstrance of Bucer, in his censure of the liturgy, that that to two families. The Roman Aruspices had four distinct duties, to examine the victims before they were opposed, to examine the entrails, to observe the flame as the sacrifice was burnt, and also to examine the meat and drink-offering which accompanied it. It was a fatal sign when the heart was wanting, and this is said to have been the case with two oxen that were immolated on the day when Caesar was killed. If the priest let the entrails fall, or there was more bloodiness than usual, or if they were livid in colour, it was understood to be a portent of instant disaster. Itrues has attempted to account for the origin of extispicy by the custom of examining the viscera of animals, before setting an encampment, to ascertain if the neighbourhood was healthy, an explanation to which little value can be attached.

**Eyes-biders:** In the time of Queen Elizabeth there came among the cattle of Ireland a disease whereby they grew blind. The witches to whose malevolence this evil was attributed were called eyes-biders, and many of them were executed.

**Fabro, Pierre Charles:** (French Alchemist — Fl. 1630.) Hardly any biographical details concerning this French alchemist are forthcoming. Mr. Waite, in his *Lives of the Alchemical Philosophers*, declares that Fabre was a native of Montpellier; but we do not find any evidence to support this statement, and it is possible that he has confounded Fabre the alchemist with a painter of the same name, who was born at Montpellier, and after whom the Musée Fabre at that town is called. Pierre Jean Fabre appears to have been a doctor of medicine, and to have been renowned in his own day as a scholar of chemistry, a subject on which he compiled several treatises; while, though it is not recorded that he ever won any marked successes in the field of alchemy, he certainly wrote numerous things dealing wholly or partly with that topic. Of these the most important are *Alchemia Christianus* and *Hercules Piscymicus*, both published at Toulouse, the first in 1632, the second two years afterwards; and in the latter he maintains that the mythological "labours of Hercules" are allegories, embodying the arcana of hermetic philosophy. The philosopher’s stone, he declares complacently, may be found in all compounded circumstances, and is formed of salt, mercury, and sulphur.

**Fagall:** The "parting gift" of the fairies, of Gaelic origin. This may be of a pleasant or unpleasant nature— it may be death, or the conversion of a man who worked badly, was ugly, and of rude speech, into the best workman, the best looking man, and the best speaker in the place. —Campbell’s *Superstitions of the Scottish Highlanders*.

**Fairies:** A species of supernatural beings, and one of the most beautiful and important of mythological conceptions. The belief in fairies is very ancient and widespread, and the same ideas concerning them are to be found among rude and uncultivated races as in the poetry of more civilized peoples. Of British fairies there are several distinct kinds, and these differ considerably in their characteristics. In Ireland, where the belief is strongest, the fairies are called "good people," and are of a benevolent but capricious and mischievous disposition. The pixies of England are very similar. Orpheus’s lyre was not originally used to sway but death; or Robin Goodfellow, is of the fairy kind; so also are the brownies of Scotland. It is supposed that the hard work of the latter has given them the swarminess from which they take their name, the other being called fairies from their fairness.
of the Saone, into which he plunged headlong, and was never afterwards seen. Le Loyer says:— "With regard to the demons from whom they imprisoned in rings such as those of the magicians of the school of Salamanca and Toledo, and their master Picatrix, together with those in Italy who made traffic of this kind of ware, knew better than to say whether or not they had appeared to those who had been in possession or bought them. And truly I cannot speak without horror of those who pretend to such vulgar familiarity with them, even to speaking of the nature of each particular demon shut up in a ring; whether he be a Mercorial, Jovial, Saturnine, Martial, or Aphrodisiac spirit; in what form he is wont to appear when required; how many times in the night he awakes his possessor; whether benign or cruel in disposition; whether he can be seen all that they demanded of him, and which was published by Joalium of Cambray, in which a young child was playfully taken from the bosom of a young lady a certain demon enclosed in a crystal ring to be broken. The ring was made of Jesus, a man of profound learning and judgment, and whose head had been pricked and galled, he might be weary of the ring, and being refused of the one, be accepted of the other; by which they hoped in short time so to have put him up with pride and heresie, to have precipitated his soul into certaine and never ending destruction. At which time the churchman being enraged, with a great iron hammer broke the ring almost to dust, and in the name of God sent them thence to their own habitation of darkness, or whether it pleased the highest powers to dispose them.

"Of this kind of the ring of Gyges (of whom Herodotus doth make mention), by virtue of which
he had power to walk invisible; who, by the murder of
his sovereign Candaules, married his queen, and so became
King of Lydia. Such, likewise, had the Phocian tyrant,
who, as Clemens Stromaeus speaketh, by a sound
which came of itself, was warned of all times, reasonable and
unreasonable, in which to manage his affairs; who, not-
withstanding, could not be forewarned of his pretended
death, but his familiar left him in the end, suffering him to
be slain, by the conspirators. Such a ring, likewise, had
one Hieronimus, Chancellor of Mediolanum, which
afterwards proved to be his untimely ruin." (Hierarchia of
the Blessed Angels, vii.: The Principes, p. 475, etc.)

Sometimes the familiar annexed himself voluntarily to a
master, without any exercise of magic skill or invocation
on his part, nor could such a spirit be disposed of without
exorcism, as we learn from the following story cited by
Delrio (vi. c. ii., s. 3., q. 3.)—"A certain man (pater
familia—head of a family), lived at Trapani, in Sicily, in
whose house it is said, in the year 1585, mysterious voices
had been heard for a period of some months. This familiær
was a demon, who, in various ways, endeavoured to annoy
man. He had cast huge stones, though as yet he had
broken no mortal head; and he had even thrown the
domestic vessels about, but without fracturing any of them.
When a young man in the house played and sung, the
demon, hearing all, accompanied the sound of the lute
with lascivious songs, and this distinctly. He vaunted
himself to be a demon; and when the master of the house,
together with his wife, went away on business to a certain
town, the demon volunteered his company. When he
returned, however, soaked through with rain, the spirit
went forward in advance, crying aloud as he came, and
warning the servants to make up a good fire," etc. In
spite of these essential services, the paterfamilias called
in the aid of a priest and expelled the familiar, though not
without some difficulty.

A learned German physician has given an instance in which
the devil of his own accord enclosed himself in a ring
as a familiar, thereby proving how dangerous it is to trifle
with him.

Paracelsus was believed to carry about with him a
familiar in the hilt of his sword. Naude assures us, that
he never laid this weapon aside even when he went to bed,
that he often got up in the night and struck it violently
against the floor, and that frequently when overnite he
was without a penny, he would show a purseful of gold in
the morning. (Aphorismes pour ses Grands Hommes,
convois de Magie, xiv., p. 282.) After this, we are not a
little disconcerted with the ignoble explanation which he
gives of this reputed demon, namely, that although the
alchemists maintain that it was nothing other than the philo-
osopher's stone, he (Naude) thinks it more rational to
believe, if indeed there was anything at all in it, that it
was two or three doses of laudanum, which Paracelsus
never went without, and with which he effected many
strange cures.

The feats of Kelly, "Speculator" to Dr. Dee, may be
read in the life of the last-named writer. Of Dr. Dee him-
self and the spirits Ash, II, Po, Va, and many others, who
used to appear to him, by Kelly's ministry, in a beryl,
much may be found in Meric Casaubon's Relation of what
passed for many years between Dr. John Dee and some
spirits. This narrative comprises the transactions of
four-and-twenty years, from 1583 to 1607. Familiars
partook of that jealousy which is always a characteristic of
spiritual beings, from the time of Psyche's Cupid down-
wards, in their intercourse with mortals. This feeling is
strongly exemplified in a letter given by a hyena. If it approaches on the right
hand and translated by Lord Berners, which relates:—"How
a spyrite, called Orthone, served the lorde of Corase a long
time, and brought suer tidynes from all parts of the
world."

Dee: (See Poltargeists)
Fantasmarica: The title of a collection of popular stories,
dealing mainly with apparitions and spectres, which was
published in Paris in 1872. The contents were for the most
part translated from the German.

Faraday: (See Spiritualism.)

Fascination: From Latin fascinare, to enchant. The word
in its general acceptance signifies charm, enchant, to
bewitch, by the eyes, the looks; generally, to charm or
enchant; to hold or keep in thrall by charms, by
powers of pleasing.

A belief in Fascination (strictly so called) appears to have
been very generally prevalent in most ages and countries.
For its existence in Greece and Rome we may quote the
wish of Theocritus that an old woman might be with him
to avert this ill by spitting, or the complaint of Menalces,
in Virgil, that some evil eye has fascinated his lambs. The
Romans, indeed, with their usual passion for increasing the
host of heaven, deified this power of ill, and enrolled a god
"fascinus" among their objects of worship. Although
he was a "numen," the celebration of his rites was intrusted
by a singular incongruity, to the care of the vestal virgins;
and his phallic attribute was suspended round the necks of
children and from the triumphal chariots. Luccretius,
writing Of Natural Witchcraft for Love, etc., says: "But
as there is fascination and witchcraft by malicious and
angry eyes unto displeasure, so are there witching aspects
tending contrariwise to love, or, at the least, to the procing
of good will and liking. For if the fascination or witch-
craft be brought to pass or provoke by the desire, by the
wishing or coveting any beautiful shape or favour, the
venom is strained through the eyes, though it be from afar,
and the imagination of a beautiful form rests in the heart
of the lover, and kindleth the fire where it is afflicted.
And because the most delicate, sweet and tender blood of
the beloved doth there wander, his countenance is there
represented, shining in his own blood, and cannot there
be quiet, and is so haled from thence, that the blood of him
that is wounded, reboundeth, and slippeth into the
wounder."

Varius, Prior of the Benedictine Convent of Sta. Sophia
in Benevento, published a Treatise, De Fascino, in 1589.
He first points to whole nations which have been reported to
possess the power of fascination. Thus the fabulous "Diar-
bi" and "Hamaxonii," on the authority of Olaus Magnus,
are represented to be "most deeply versed in the art of
fascinating men, so that by witchcraft of the eyes, or words,
or of aught else (a very useful latitude of expression) they
so compel men that they are no longer free, nor of sane
understanding, and often are reduced to extreme emaci-
ation, and perish by a wasting disease."
He then proceeds to similar marvels concerning animals. Wolves, if they
see a man first, deprive him of all power of speech; a fact
yet earlier from Theocritus. The shadow of the hyena
produces the same effect upon a dog; and this sagacious
wild beast is so well acquainted with its own virtue, that
whenever it finds dog or man sleeping, its first care is to
stretch its length by the side of the slumberer, and thus
ascertain his comparative magnitude with its own. If itself
be larger of the two, then it is able to afflict its prey with
madness, and it fearlessly begins to nibble his hands or
paws (whichever they may be) to prevent resistance; if
it be smaller, it quietly runs away. It may be as well to
know, (though not immediately bearing on fascination),
that, if a gazelle is attacked from an hyena, if it approaches on the right
hand, it is particularly dangerous; if from the left, it may be
beaten off without much trouble. Lastly, tortoises lay
their eggs and afterwards hatch them, as is very credibly 
affirmed, by virtue of their eyes alone.

The tenth chapter of the First Book of Vaierius inquires: 
"An aliqui se fascinare possit?" a question which is 
decided in the affirmative, by the example of Narcissus, and of one less known, though equally un-
fortunate, Eutelia. In the twelfth chapter he affirms, that 
the more wicked any person is, the better is he adapted to 
exercise evil fascination. From this book we may 
extract two useful cautions: "Let no servant ever hire 
himself to a squinting master, and let jewelers be cautious to 
whose hands, or rather eyes, they intrust their choicest 
wares." A friend of Vairus told him, that he had seen a 
person who was gifted with an eye of such fascinating power, 
that once while he was looking attentively on a precious 
stone of fine water, exquisite cutting, and admirable polish, 
in the hands of a lapidary, the jewel of its own accord split 
into two parts.

In his Second Book, after disputing against "natural 
fascination," which he treats as visionary, Vairus determinates 
that all fascination is an evil power, attained by tacit or 
open compact with the devil.

A second writer on this matter is John Lazarus Gutierrez, 
a Spanish physician, who may be believed to be equally 
well qualified for the consideration of mystery. His 
Opusculum de Fascino appeared in 1655. On his own 
experience he does not state much, but in his Diurnum (III.) 
he cites Mendoza for an account of a Tyrolese 
nobility, who could bring down a falcon from her very 
highest flight by steadily looking at her. From Antonio 
Carthaginensis, also, he produces two other wonders. 
The first, of a man in Guadalazara, who was in the habit of 
looking at mirrors into minute fragments solely by looking 
at them; the second, of another in Ocaza, who used to 
killed his own children, as well as those of other folk, by 
the contagion of his eyes; nay, still more, occasionally, in like 
manner, to be the cause of death to many valuable horses.

From Cardan, Gutierrez extracts the following symptoms 
by which a physician may determine that his patient is 
fascinated:—Loss of colour, heavy and melancholy eye, 
either overflowing with tears or unnaturally dry, frequent 
sighs, and lowness of spirits, watchfulness, dread dreams, 
falling away of flesh. Also, if a coral or jacinth worn by 
him loses its colour, or if a ring, made of the hoof of an ass, 
put on his finger, grows too big for him after a few days' 
weaning. According to the same writer, the Persians used 
to derive the root of death from a man, by looking three scramblings 
laboured, by binding a clean linen cloth round his head, 
letting it dry there, and remarking whether any and what 
spots arose on it.

But the most curious fact which we learn from 
Gutierrez is that the Spanish children in his time wore amulets 
against fascination, somewhat resembling those in use 
among the Romans. The son of Gutierrez himself wore 
one of these; it was a cross of jet, ("agavache") and it 
was believed that it would split if regarded by evil eyes, 
thus transferring their venom from the child upon itself. In point of fact, the amulet worn by young Gutierrez did 
so split one day, while a person was steadfastly looking at 
him; and, in justice to the learned physician, we must add, 
that he attributes the occurrence to some accidental cause, 
and expresses his conviction that the same thing would 
have happened to other amusements. Throughout his volume, indeed, all his reasoning is brought forward to 
explode the superstition.

A third similar work is that of John Christian Fromman, 
a physician of Saxe-Coburg, who published his Tractatus 
de Fascination, in 1685.

We have already learned from Vairus, that all those who 
are immoderately praised, especially behind their backs,
persons of fair complexion, and of handsome face or figure, 
particularly children, are most exposed to fascination, and 
this notion probably arose from such children attracting 
from strangers more attention than others least indebted 
to nature. It was an impression of his own personal beauty 
which induced Polyphemus to put in practice the splitting 
charm which Cotatari had taught him. So we read in The 
ocrates, Frommann adds, that children in unwashed baby 
linen are easily subject to fascination, and also so is any 
fair one who employs two lady's maids to dress her hair; 
moreover, that all those who lie in bed very late in the 
morning, especially if they wear nightcaps, all who break 
their fast on cheese or peas, and all children who, having 
been once weaned, are brought back to the breast, will, 
even against their inclination, be gifted with the power of 
fascinating both men and beasts.

In order to ascertain whether a child be fascinated, three 
balls are to be dropped into a basin of water under its 
cradle, the person who drops them observing the strictest 
silence: If they swim the child is free, if they sink it is 
affected; or a slice of bread may be cut with a knife marked 
with three crosses, and both the bread and the knife left 
on the child's pillow for a night; if marks of rust appear 
in the morning the child is fascinated. If on licking 
the child's forehead with your tongue a salt taste is perceived, 
also this is an infallible proof of fascination.

The following remedies against fascination rest upon 
the authorities either of Vairus or Frommann, or both of 
them; several of them may be traced to Pliny:—An invocation 
of Nemesis; the root of the "Saturios Orca," 
the skin of a hyena's forehead; the kernel of the fruit of 
a palm tree; "Alyssum" (madwort) hung up anywhere 
in the house; the stone "Catcbites"; spitting on the 
right shoe before it be put on; balsam; flutes; funa-
inations; sprinklings; necklaces of jacinth, sapphire, or 
carborundum; washings in river water provided silence be 
kept; linking a child's forehead first upward, next across, 
and lastly up again, and then spitting behind its back; 
sweeping its face with the bough of a pine tree; laying it 
on the ground, covered up in a linen cloth, and then sprinkling 
it in the form of a cross, with three handfuls of earth, 
dug where the eaves drop, and brought thence at three 
separate times within an hour; laying turf from a boy's 
grave under a boy's pillow, from a girl's under a girl's; 
silently placing near a child the clothes in which it was 
baptized; if, as is sometimes the case, a child appears to 
derive no benefit from touching three crossings drawn 
up from the plaster of each of the four walls of its bedroom, 
and sprinkling them on its linen; three "lavements" of 
three spoonfuls of milk; giving in a drink the ashes of a 
rope in which a man has been hanged; drawing water 
silently, and throwing a lighted candle into it in the name 
of the Holy Trinity, then washing the patient's legs in this 
water, and throwing the remainder behind its back in the 
form of a cross; hanging up the key of the house over the 
child's cradle; laying on it crumbs of bread, a lock with 
the bolt shut, a looking-glass, or some coral washed in the 
font in which it was baptized; hanging round its neck 
fennel seeds, or bread and cheese.

Vairus states, that huntsmen, as a protection against 
fascination, were used to split an oak plant, and pass them-
sefis and their dogs between it. As amulets against love 
fascination, he recommends the use of a piece of wax in 
which a mule has rolled itself; a bone which may be found 
in the right side of a toad; or the liver of a chameleon. 
Vidas has given a highly elaborate description of one who 
possessed this destructive power in his eye, after enjoining 
special caution respecting them, they are permitted to look 
at the silkworms. Some instances of yet more modern 
belief in fascination than those to which we have referred.
Fat or the story by Christopher Hillis. The artistry is shaken by a terrific din. From other causes it is clear that he had the Sabbath by the devil. The deity, the savage idea that a witch, becomes one with the god. The deity, the idea that resulting from obscure physical causes, which he treats as fabulous; Philosophy, which he considers to be contagion; and "Magica," to which he heartily assents.

**Fat of the Sorcerers:** It was said at one time that the devil made use of human fat for his sorceries. The witches anointed themselves with this fat in order to go to the Sabbath by way of the chimney.

**Fatimis:** (See Arabs.)

**Fatimis:** A magician of the sixteenth century, famous in legend and literature. There is sound proof that such a person existed. Trithemius (q.v.) mentions him in a letter written in 1507, in which he speaks of him in terms of contempt, as a fool and a mountebank who pretended that he could restore the writings of the ancients. The fat was wiped out of the manuscripts and blasphemed concerning the miracles of Christ. Mufa, a canon of the German Church also alludes to him in a letter as a charlatan. Johann Gast, a Protestant pastor of Basel, appears to have known Faust, and considers a horse and dog belonging to him to have been familiar spirits. Wier (q.v.), the great protector of witches, mentions Faust in a work of his, as a drunkard who had studied magic at Cracow. He also mentions that in the end Satan strangled him after his house had been shaken by a terrific din. From other evidence it is pretty clear that Faust was a wandering magician or necromancer, whose picturesque character won him wide publicity or notoriety. By the end of the century in which he flourished he had become the model of the medieval magician, and his name was forever linked with those of Virgil, Bacon, Poincarn, and others.

The origins of the Faust legend are of very great antiquity. The essentials underlying the story are the pact with Satan, and the supposed vicious character of purely human learning. The idea of the pact with Satan belongs to both Jewish and Christian magico-religious belief, but is probably more truly Kabalistico than anything else, and can scarcely be traced back further; unless it resides in the savage age of a sacred person who takes the place of the deity, to which he is imitated during the period of life remaining to him before his execution, and afterwards becomes one with the god. The wickedness of believing in the all-sufficiency of human knowledge is a favourite theme with the early Lutherans, whose beliefs strongly coloured the Faust legend; but vivid hses and wondrously carven outlines were also afforded its edifice by the thought of the age in which it finally took shape. In the ancient Faust books we find tortuous passages of thought and quaintness of conception which recall to our minds the artistry of the Renaissance.

The Faust-book soon spread over Europe; but to England is due the honour of the first dramatic representation of the story by Christopher Marlowe, who in the Tragicall History of Dr. Faustus produced a wondrous, if unequal drama,—the outstanding passages of which contained most of his best work. Leedale during the German revival of the eighteenth century, but it remained to Goethe to crown the legend with the creation of the greatest psychological drama the world has ever seen. The manner in which Goethe differed from his predecessors in his treatment of the story lies in the circumstance that he gave a different character to the pact between Faust and Mephistopheles, whose nature again is totally at variance with the devils of the old Faust-books. From Lessing and Goethe received the idea of Faust's final salvation. It may be that though in some respects Goethe adopted the letter of the old legend he did not adopt its spirit. Probably the story of Faust has given to thousands their only idea of mediaval magic, and this idea has lost nothing in the hands of Goethe, who has cast about the subject a much greater halo of mystery than it perhaps really contains.

(See Goethe.)

**Fay, Annie Eva:** A medium. (See Spiritualism.)

**Fellaul, Lorenz:** (See Cagliostro.)

**Foulesurs:** A supposed French Rosicrucian Society, concerning which very little is known. It flourished in the middle of the seventeenth century; and its members claimed that it was of Scottish origin.

**Ferdinand D. Sahens:** (See Magia Posthuma.)

**Fern:** The common Fern, it was believed, was in flower at midnight on St. John's Eve, and whoever got possession of the flower would be protected from all evil influences, and would obtain a revelation of hidden treasure. Fern seed was supposed to render one invisible.

**Ferrin, Susan:** (See Fiction, Occult English.)

**Fetich:** According to Irish belief, the apparition of a living person; the Irish form of the wraith (q.v.). It resembles in every particular the individual whose death it is supposed to foretell, but it is generally of a shadowy or ghostly appearance. The fetich may be seen by more than one person at the same time and, like the wraith of England and Scotland, may appear to the person it represents. There is a belief, too, that if the fetich is seen in the morning, it indicates long life for the original; but if it be seen at night, his speedy demise may be expected. The fetich enters largely into the folk-tales of Ireland; and it is hardly surprising that so many tales have been woven around it, for there is something gruesome in the idea of being haunted by one's own "double" which has frequently been turned to account by more sophisticated writers than the inventors of folk-tales.

Patrick Kennedy, in his Legendary Fiction of the Irish Celt, speaking of the Irish fetich, gives the following tale of The Doctor's Fetich, based, it is stated, on the most authentic sources: "In one of our Irish cities, and in a room where the mild moonbeams were resting on the carpet and on a table near the window, Mrs. B., wife of a doctor in good practice and general esteem, looking towards the window while she was working on a piece of her husband standing near the table just mentioned, and seeming to look with attention on the book which was lying open on it. Now, the living and breathing man was by her side apparently asleep, and, greatly as she was surprised and affected, she was commanded of herself to remain without moving, lest she should expose him to the terror which she herself at the moment experienced.
After gazing on the apparition for a few seconds, she bent her eyes upon her husband to ascertain if his locks were turned in the direction of the window, but his eyes were closed. She turned round again, although now dreading the sight of what she believed to be her husband's fetich, but it was no longer there. She remained motionless throughout the remainder of the night, but still bravely restrained from disturbing her partner.

"Next morning, Mr. B., seeing signs of disquiet on his wife's countenance while at breakfast, made some affectionate inquiries, but she concealed her trouble, and at his ordinary hour he saluted forth to make his calls. Meeting Dr. C. in the street, and falling into conversation with him, he asked his opinion on the subject of fetiches. 'I think,' was the answer, 'and so I am sure you do, that the spirit is a mere illusion produced by a disturbed stomach, acting upon the excited brain of a highly imaginative or superstitious person.' Then, said Mr. B., 'I am highly imaginative or superstitious, for I distinctly saw my own outward man last night standing at the table in the bedroom, and clearly distinguishable in the moonlight. I am afraid my wife saw it too, but I have been afraid to speak to her on the subject.'

"About the same hour on the ensuing night the poor lady was again roused, but by a more painful circumstance. She felt her husband moving convulsively, and immediately afterwards, her eyes were opened to the fearful example of a fetich. She sprang up, huddled on some clothes, and ran to his house. He came with all speed, but his efforts for his friend were useless. He had burst a large blood-vessel in the lungs, and was soon beyond human aid. In her lamentations the bereaved wife frequently cried out, 'Oh! the fetich, the fetich!' and at a later period told the doctor of the appearance the night before her husband's death.

Fetichism: The term fetichism is employed in more than one sense. Thus it may mean in some cases pure idolatry or the worship of inanimate objects. Again in older works of travel, it is even used to signify African religion. But taken in its general and more modern sense, it signifies any inanimate object which appears to the savage as the residence of a spirit. Thus a carved doll, a necklace of teeth, a flint stone into which a shaman or medicine-man has succeeded in coaxing a spirit to reside, is regarded by the savage as a fetich. But larger objects are occasionally adopted as fetiches, and in the adoption of these in contradistinction to the smaller fetiches we can trace the evolution of the idol. A fetich, then, is an object in shape or material, for such is considered by the shaman as being more likely to attract a wandering spirit than any more ordinary substance. Thus we find as fetiches peculiarly shaped stones, tufts of human hair and bones, parts of animals and birds, and so forth. Fetiches are not uncommonly employed as fetiches, possibly because of their freakish formation.

The origin of fetichism is undoubtedly animistic (See Animism). The savage intelligence regards everything that surrounds it as possessing the property of life—water, the earth, trees, stones, and so forth. But this is modified by the idea that many of these objects are under the power of some spell or potent enchantment. Thus the rocks and trees are the living tombs of imprisoned spirits, resembling the dryads of folk-lore; so that it is not at all strange to the savage mind to persuade him, as the Portuguese feitico which implies "something made," and was applied by early voyagers in West Africa to the wooden figures, stones and so forth, regarded as the residence of spirits. Fetichism in Africa appears to be generally confined to the coasts, but in America it is prevalent more or less over the whole hemisphere. That it was once prevalent in Europe is
Fey
Practical certain from the nature of many objects found in prehistoric and early historic graves, and in certain parts of Asia, it is by no means surprising that, in which the magical arts of the occult survive in the charm, amulet or mascot, which is regarded as a luck-bringer, although the spiritual significance connected with it has quite vanished. (See Charms and Amulets, Familiar.)

Fey: To possess second sight. (See Teutons.)

Platon, English Occult; English literature, as it is known to-day, really begins with the Elizabethan age; for the writers prior to that time, excellent as many of them are, elicited comparatively little interest nowadays save among experts. And, by the time of Elizabeth's advent, the old miracle plays had gone out of fashion; yet tales about the magic doings of mythical heroes continued to find favour, and many new things of this kind were written.

A few of the Restoration dramatists dealt in magic and the like, but throughout the Georgian age people were mostly too prosaic, too matter-of-fact, to care for things of that sort, and they were scathed by the majority of prominent writers of the day. However, after the great artistic movement commonly styled the Renaissance of Wonder, the old interest in the occult began to revive, and, ere the nineteenth century was very far advanced, a literature suitable to this budding taste was being purveyed on a voluminous scale. Among the first to enter the lists, was Godwin, William Godwin, with his novel of St. Trinian the Rosicrucian; while Godwin's daughter, Mary, chiefly remembered nowadays as the second wife of Shelley, merits notice as a mystical writer by virtue of her story of Frankenstein. A little before the advent of this author, numerous occult tales had been written by Matthew Lewis, notably Tales of Terror and the drama of Castle Spectre, staged successfully at Drury Lane in 1797; while not long after Lewis a further novelist came to swell the muster-roll, Bulwer Lytton, whose taste for the mystical is seen especially in Zanoni, A Strange Story, and Hauntings and the Haunted. His essays of this kind, nevertheless, were never very satisfactory in the real literary sense; and as Leslie Stephen once discovered, they too often smacked of the theatrical. But Sir Walter Scott, on the other hand, writing just before Lytton's time, not only showed a keen fondness for occult matter, but frequently utilised it to genuine artistic purpose. In The Monastery, a mysterious sylph rises from a fountain; as astrology is introduced into Guy Mannering, The Fortunes of Nigel, and Quentin Durward; while a splendid ghost story is told in Haggarty, and ghosts figure also in Woodstock. In The Bride of Lammermoor, besides, the author deals incidentally with that firm belief in prophecy which was long a prominent part of Scottish life; while in Waverley, again, he depicts a Highland chief as awestruck and unmanned by the sight of a peculiar omen. Highland superstitions, indeed, appealed with particular potency to Sir Walter's romatic temper; while he was not the only writer of his time who dealt ably with this branch of the occult, another being Susan Ferrier in her novels of Destiny and The Chief's Daughter. Nor should we fail ere leaving this period, to mention Ann Radcliffe, for in almost all her novels the supernatural figures prominently.

While the last-named trio were at work thus in Britain, some good stories in which magic occurs were being written in America by Washington Irving; and, not very long after his day, a second American arose to treat brilliantly of wizardry and wonder, Edgar Allan Poe. Both these writers in their works, and Charles Reade manifests here and there a love of the occult; while coming to slightly later times, a writer who manifested this predilection abundantly is Robert Louis Stevenson. His Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is among the most modern novels in which the supernatural plays a salient role, and many of his short stories pertain also to the category of occult, for example, the tale of the magic bottle in Island Nights Entertainments; while, about the date these were being composed, Oscar Wilde was writing what is one of the most beautiful things dealing with invisible powers, The Picture of Dorian Gray. Much inferior to this masterpiece, yet possessing considerable excellence, are George du Maurier's Peter Ibbatson, Trilby and The Marion, in each of which the supernatural is prominent; while a further work which should certainly be cited is Lafcadio Hearn's Dead Love, a tale of magic which the author thought lightly of, but which future generations are almost sure to prize on account of its lovely wording, at some places worthy of Théophile Gautier himself, who was Hearn's acknowledged master.

These recent authors do not by any means conclude the list, for a wealth of occult fiction has been written since their day. Among its most remarkable items is The Ghost Ship of Richard Middleton, a singularly promising story-teller and poet who died by his own hand lately at the early age of twenty-nine; while many contemporary novelists have introduced magic into their books, for instance, Mr. Rider Haggard in She, the late Mr. Bram Stoker in Dracula, and Mr. F. A. Anstey in Vice Versa and The Brass Bottle. In fact, were one to cite all the living went to trade in the occult, an article of formidable size would be the result, and accordingly the attempt must be eschewed; but at least it is essential to mention Mr. Theodore Watts-Dunton's Aylwin, this reflecting really fine treatment of mystic matter, and being couched throughout in a style of exceptional beauty. Mr. Arthur Symons is another great writer of to-day who writes the borderland between dreams and realities, as witness many pages in his Spiritual Adventures; while the invisible world has always appealed powerfully to Mr. W. B. Yeats, and is employed to good purpose here and there in his stories of the Irish peasantry. It is less the ghost than the fairy which he delights in, true Celt that he is; and his predilection herein sets one dreaming of fairy-tales in general, and summons a curious medley of names. William Morris wrote a host of beautiful fairy-stories, some of them concerned with the promulgation of socialistic ideas, but others innocent of anything of that sort; while the voluminous works of Ruskin include what can only be defined as a fairy tale, The King of the Golden River. Numerous contemporary writers have likewise done good work in this field—Lord Dunsany, Mr. J. M. Barrie, and more especially Mr. Laurence Housman—while a remarkable fairy play has been written lately by Mr. Graham Robertson, and has been staged with surprising triumph. Then, reverting for a moment to defunct authors, fairies occur in that charming volume by H. D. Lowrey, Make Believe, and in Richard Middleton's book, The Day Before Yesterday, while no account of this particular domain of literature would be complete without mention of the work of Lewis Carroll, and also of Jean Ingelow's lovely story, Mopsa the Fairy. This last is possibly the best of all fairy stories, and one which has been most widely and wisely cherished; and it stands out very clearly in the memory of nearly every man of imaginative temperament, reminding him of his own childhood.

Figuer, Guillaume Louis: A French writer and chemist, born at Montpellier in 1819. His uncle, Pierre Figuer, was professor of chemistry at the School of Pharmacy, Montpellier, and Louis, having prepared of doctor of medicine, and studied chemistry at the laboratory of Balard in Paris, was made professor of chemistry at the School of Pharmacy, Montpellier. He died 1853.
exchanged this post for a similar one in the School of Pharmacy of Paris. Thereafter many honorary degrees in science and medicine were conferred upon him by various faculties. In 1857 he finally left off teaching and devoted himself to the popularising of science, mainly physiology and medical chemistry. He published from time to time many notable works, and was not more distinguished for his prodigious output than for its literary quality. Of those, worthy of a bearing on occult matters the principal are: Le Lendemain de la mort ou La Vie future selon la science (1872) dealing with the transmigration of souls; l' Alchimie et les Alchimistes (1854); Histoire du merveilleux dans les temps modernes (1859-60); Les Bonheurs d'autres tombe (1862.) He tried to popularize science by introducing on the stage plays whose heroes were savants and inventors. His attempt however, met with but a cold reception. In 1889 he published a volume of dramas and comedies, La Science au Théâtre. He died at Paris in 1894.

Fire : The tradition concerning this stone is remarkable. It is described as quite transparent and hard like marble. It is related that a certain king built a temple of it which needed no windows, the light being admitted into it as if it had been all open to the day.

Fire : One of the four great cities whence the Irish mythical Danaans were said to have sprung.

Finn Mac Cumhul : In Irish romance, Captain of the Fianna and the centre of the Osianic tales. His father Cumbhal, chief of the clan Basena, was slain at Castle Knock by the rival clan Morna, but his mother succeeded in saving him from the enemy. He was brought up in hiding and given the name of Finn from the clearness of his skin. He learned science and poetry from the druid Finegas who dwelt on the river Boyne. The druid had been unable to catch the salmon of knowledge until Finn became his pupil, and when he did succeed in catching it, he told Finn to watch it while it was cooking but not to partake of it. Finn, however, burned his fingers as he turned the spit and put one of them in his mouth. Seeing this, Finegas bade him eat the salmon and he became filled with the wisdom of all ages. Afterwards he took service with King Cormac to whom he revealed his name and lineage. Cormac promised him the leadership of the Fianna if he succeeded in killing the fire-blowing demon that came yearly to set Tara in flames. Finn slew the demon and bore his head back to Tara. The sciences of the god were left to swear allegiance to Finn as their captain, which, led by Goll mac Morna, their former captain, they all did. Under Finn, the Fianna rose to great eminence, an eminence which at length became tyrannical and from which they were driven out by the battle of Bowra. Finn seems to have been shrouded in mystery. According to popular tradition he and his great companions lie sleeping in an enchanted cave whence they shall arise in the hour of their country's need, like Arthur, Barbarossa and Charlemagne.

Floravanti, Leonardo : An Italian alchemist and surgeon of the sixteenth century. He was a voluminous writer whose best known work is a Summary of the Arcana of Medicine, Surgery and Alchemy, published in Venice in 1571. It embraces an application of the principles and methods of Hermes to the Science of Medicine. The author's account of the phre philosophorum shows its designation to be purely arbitrary. It is a mixture of mercury, niter and other ingredients intended as a stomachic and has no connection with the transmuting lapis of the alchemists.

Fire : Many nations have adored this element. In Persia a chimneyless enclosure was made, and into it fire was introduced. Essences and perfumes were cast into the fire by the great persons of the nation. When a Persian king was at the point of death all the fires in the principal towns of the kingdom were extinguished, and were not rekindled until the crowning of his successor. Certain Tartars never accost foreigners who have not purified themselves by passing between two fires; they are also careful to drink with their faces turned to the south, in honour of the element of fire. In some parts of Siberia it is believed that fire is inhabited by a being who dispenses good and evil; they offer him perpetual sacrifices. According to the Kabalists, this was the element of the Salamanders. (See also Fire ordeal.)

Fire, Magical : (See Magic.)

Fire-Mist, Children of the: (See Lords of the Flame.)

Fire-ordeal : The fire-ordeal is of great antiquity, and probably arose from the conception of the purifying influence of fire. Among the Hindoos, from the earliest times until comparatively recently, those who were suspected of wrongdoing were required to prove their guilt or innocence by walking over red-hot iron. If they escaped unharmed their innocence was placed beyond a doubt. The priestesses of a Cappodocian goddess, Diana Parasys, walked barefooted on red-hot coals, attributing their invulnerability to the powers of the divinity. In Europe trial by fire was of two kinds—traversing the flames, or undergoing the ordeal of red hot iron. The former form comprised the carrying in the hand of red-hot irons, the walking over iron bars or glowing ploughshares, and the thrusting of the hand into a red-hot gauntlet. An early instance of the former mode in European history is that of Pierre Barthelmy, who in 1097 declared to the crusaders that heaven had revealed to him the place where was concealed the spear that had pierced the Saviour's body. To prove his assertion he offered to undergo the ordeal by fire, and was duly required to walk a path about a foot in width and some fourteen feet in length, on either side of which were piled blazing olive-branches. The judgment of the fire was unfavourable, and twelve days later the rash adventurer expired in agony. Books also were sometimes submitted to the trial by fire. This method was adopted to decide the claims of the Roman and Mozarab liturgies, the former emerging victorious from the flames. Among savage people the fire-ordeal is also to be met with, and especially in New Zealand, India, Fiji, and Japan. It may be suspected that the issue of these ordeals was not always left on the chance of the gods. Therefore it is very probable that the ancient Egyptians were acquainted with substances which rendered the body partly immune. Albertus Magnus gives a recipe for this purpose. It is a mixture of powdered lime, made into a paste with the white of an egg, the juice of the mulberry, the juice of the honey, or the honey itself, and the seeds of the flaxbabe. A first coat of this mixture is applied to the body and allowed to dry, when a second coat is applied. If the feet be constantly oiled, or moistened with sulphuric acid, they may be rendered impervious. Possibly the ancients were not unaware of the fire-resisting properties of asbestos. The fire-ordeal has remained to this day as one of the phenomena of spiritualism. D. D. Home frequently handled live coals, and laid them on a handkerchief without damaging the material in the least. On one occasion he enclosed a glowing coal in his hands and blew upon it until it became white hot. A well known instance is that related by Mrs. S. C. Hall, when Home placed a burning coal on the head of Mr. Hall, whose white hair was then drawn over the still glowing coal. In an account given by Mrs. Homewood and Lord Lindsay of a séance with the same medium we are told that Home took a chimney from a lighted lamp and thrust it into the fire, making it so hot that a match applied to it ignited instantly, and then thrust it into his mouth, touching it with his tongue, without any apparent ill effects. Another account states...
that Home placed his face right in the fire among the burning coals ’ moving it about as though bathing it in water.

Other meaning his purpose. Flamal and the shaman discovered this feat with some measure of success. It has been suggested that the state of trance generally accompanying such exploits, and corresponding to the ecstasy of the shaman performing a similar feat, may produce amnesia, or insensibility to the pain of burning. But how it comes that the skin is not scorched, nor the material of the handkerchief marked by the burning coal, it is not easy to say.

Flamel, Nicholas, was born at Pontoise, of a poor but respectable family, about the beginning of the fourteenth century. He received a good education, of which his natural abilities enabled him to make the best use. Resigning to Paris, he obtained employment as a public scrivener—sitting at the corner of the Rue de Marivaux, copying or inditing letters and other documents. The occupation brought with it little profit, and Flamal tried in succession poetry and painting with an equally unsatisfactory result. His quick wits suggested that he could make no money by teaching mankind, it might be more profitable to cheat them, and he took up the pursuit of Astrology, casting horoscopes and telling fortunes. He was right in his conjectures, and soon thrive so vigorously that he was enabled to take unto himself a wife named Petronilla. But those who begin to study the magic art for profit or amusement generally finish by addicting themselves to it with a blindly passionate love. Nicholas devoted himself both day and night to his fascinating but deceptive pursuits; and soon acquired a thorough knowledge of all that previous adepts had written upon the elixir vitæ, the universal Alkahest, and the Philosopher’s Stone. In 1297 he lighted upon a manual of the art which would have been invaluable if it had been intelligible. He bought it for two florins. It contained three times seven leaves written with a steel instrument upon the bark of trees. The calligraphy was as admirable as the Latin was cryptical. Each seventh leaf was free from writing, but emblazoned with a picture: the first, representing a serpent swallowing rods; the second, a serpent crucified on a cross; and the third, the arid expanse of a treeless desert, in whose depths a fountain bubbled, with serpents trailing their slinky folds from side to side. The author of this mysterious book purported to be "Abraham, the patriarch, Jew, prince, philosopher, Levite, priest, and astrologer," (q.v.) who added to his other claims upon the world the knowledge of Latin. He had included within these precious pages a complete exposition of the art of transmuting metals; describing every process, explaining the different vessels, and pointing out the proper seasons for making experiments. In fact the book would have been perfect, but for one deficiency: it was addressed not so much to the tyro as to an adept, and took it for granted that its student was already in possession of the Philosopher’s Stone. This was a terrible obstacle to the inquiring Flamal. The more he studied the book the less he understood it. He studied the letterpress, and he studied the illustrations; he invited the wise men of France to come and study them, but no light was thrown upon the darkness. For thrice seven years he pored over these perplexing pages, until at length his wise suggested that a Jewish Rabbi might be able to interpret them. As the chief of the Jews were principally located in Spain, to Spain went Flamal, and there he remained for two years. From one of the Hebrew sages he obtained some hints which afforded a key to the patriarchal mysteries, and returning to Paris he recommenced his studies with a new vigour. Thus were renewed his success. On the 13th of February, 1382, o.s., Flamal made a projection on Mercury, and produced some virgin silver. On the 25th of the following April he converted some Mer-
proceeding by this rule of contraries. As soon as the doctrines of the Rosy Cross Brotherhood were promulgated Fludd embraced the newness of the doctrine, for his dreamy intellect was capable; and several German writers having made an attack upon them, he published a defence in 1618, under the title of Apologia Compendiaria Fraternitatem de Roso Crucibus Suspicionem ad Infamiam Multorum Attestans, which procured him a wide-spread reputation as one of the apostles of the new fraternity. He met with the usual fate of prophets, and was lustily belaboured by a host of enemies—by Mersean, Gassendi, and Kepler. Fludd was by no means discomfited, and retorted upon his opponents in an elaborate treatise, Summum Bonum, quod est Magia, Caelum, Alchimia, Fratum Rosae-Crucis Verorum, et adversus Merseanum Calumniatorum. He made at a later period and adventitious attempt to identify the doctrines of the Rosicrucians with what he was pleased to call the Philosophy of Moses (Philosophia Mosaea, in quid sapientia et scientia Creatio simplicitate), published at Ghent, 1638, and wrote numerous treatises on alchemy and medical science. He founded an English school of Rosicrucians. Fludd is one of the high priests of the Magnetic Philosophy, and learnedly expounds the laws of astral medicine, the doctrines of sympathy, and the fine powers and marvellous effects of the magnet. When two men approach each other—such was his theory—their magnetism is either active or passive; that is, positive or negative. If the emanations which they send out are broken or thrown back, there arises antipathy, or Magnetismus negativus: but when the emanations pass through each other, the positive magnetism is produced, for the magnetic rays proceed from the centre to the circumference. Man, like the earth, has his poles, or two main streams of magnetic influence. Like a little world, he is endowed with a magnetic virtue which, however, is subjected to the same laws as, on a larger scale, the magnetic power of the universe. How these principles may be developed in the cure or prevention of disease, the reader must learn from the mystic pages of Robertus Fluddus himself.

Fludd died in 1657 at a house in Coleman Street, to which he had removed a few years before; but ere his demise he had won a fairly wide reputation by his chemical ability, and had also issued a considerable number of books, prominent amongst which were the Tractatus Apologetici de Magia, and the Tessera Societatis de Rosae Crucis defendantur, Leyden 1617, Veritas Proserpina, Frankfort 1621, Meditorea Catholica, Frankfort 1629, Monochordum Mundi Syphilisticum, Frankfort, 1622.

Flutes, Charm of: The flute is often mentioned in history as being used for the purpose of charming animals, and the serpent seems to have been peculiarly delighted with its music. It is said that adders will swell at the sound of the flute, raising themselves up, twisting about and keeping proper time. A Spanish writer says that in India he had often seen the Gentiles leading about enchanted serpents, making them dance to the sound of a flute, putting them round their necks, and touching them without harm; and to this day a musical instrument of this nature is used by the snake-charmers of that country. In opposition to this, Hippocrates mentions a man, Nicanor, who fainted whenever he heard the sound of a flute.

Flying Dutchman: Sailors in Holland long believed that a certain Dutch skipper, van Strasen by name, was condemned as a penalty for his sins to sail for years after years through the same seas, now living in one, now living in another, this being the old name for the Cape of Good Hope; and crews returning to the Zuyder Zee after voyaging in the region aforesaid, use to declared that they had seen van Strasen's mysterious craft, and had fled from it in terror. This legend is probably a very old one, albeit the exact date at which it became current is indeterminate; and it should be added that the story is found in the folklore of other countries besides notably Germany. Several German versions call the ill-starred seaman van Falkenberg, and maintain that it was not near South Africa, but in the North Sea that his spectral barque commonly hovered; while some of them contend further that the devil was wont to pay periodic visits to the captain on board his ship, and that frequently the two were seen playing dice on deck, the stakes at issue being van Falkenberg's soul. The tale soon found its way from folk-lore into actual literature, among the greatest of those writers utilising it being Heinrich Heine, and in his rendering the sailor has a chance of salvation. That is to say, the fates allow him to put foot on terra firma once every seven years: and if, during his brief period of repose, he contrives to win the affection of an unsullied maiden, liberation from perennial sea-wandering will be granted him as reward. Heine's form of the story appealed keenly to Wagner, who was always prone to regard woman devotely as before all else a regenerating force; and accordingly the great composer wrote a music-drama on the subject of The Flying Dutchman, or as he calls it in German, Der Fliegende Holänder, in which the scene is mostly laid in the North Sea, while the sailor himself is called van der Decken, and the maiden to whom he makes advances is Senta. This opera was first staged at Dresden in 1843, and, though it can hardly be said that it won speedy acceptance, at least it did not elicit quite the scorn meted out originally to the majority of Wagner's works. Marryat also a novel on the subject.

Fontenelle is in Theosophy, the power of the Logos. (See Theosophy, Logos.)

Fontenelle, Charles: Author of a Dissertation sur une fille de Grenoble, qui depuis quatre ans est restée sans manger, 1737.

Fontes: A gem said to assuage anger.

Fontaine, John: This Flemish alchemist and poet appears to have lived at Valenciennes towards the close of the thirteenth century. Two books are ascribed to him, La Fontaine des Amours de Science and La Fontaine Périlleuse, both of which are written in French and were published at Paris, the first-named in 1561 and the second eleven years later. His claims to the authorship of the latter work have frequently been disputed, but the former is almost certainly his, and a curious production it is. At the outset the author professes himself an adept in hermetic philosophy, and thereafter he proceeds, in poetry of an allegorical style which recalls The Romance of the Rose, to describe the different processes to be gone through ere achieving a transmutation. There is little in this mystical process which indicates that the writer was an alchemist of any great ability, but he certainly possessed a distinct gift for making pleasant if hardly powerful verses.
Fork : MAGICAL : (See Magic.)
Fornleurum : (See Germany.)

Fortune-telling : Fortune-telling in Britain, was formerly included under the crime of Witchcraft, and was made punishable by death under the Statutes of 1563 and 1573. This Act was repealed by 9 George II. C. 5, which enjoined that no prosecution should thereafter be made on charge of Witchcraft, also by the said Act all persons professing to occult skill or undertaking to tell fortunes might be sentenced to imprisonment for one year, and to stand pillory and find security for their future good behaviour.

Punishment by pillory is now abolished. By Act 5 George IV. c. 83 fortune-tellers were included along with other vagrants under the general category of rogues and vagabonds, and were liable to imprisonment for three months. This Act was made applicable to Scotland by 34 and 35 Vict. C. 24.

No prosecution occurred under it until the case of Smith (23 R (I.C.) 77). The old Act extended to Scotland as above said enacted that "every person pretending or professing to tell fortunes or using any subtle craft, means, or device by palmistry or otherwise to deceive, and impose on any of His Majesty's Subjects" shall be deemed a vagabond and rogue within the meaning of the Act and shall be punishable as therein provided. In the case above referred to the complainant, a waidt or Smith, was charged in the Police Court at Glasgow, with a contravention of the above enactment in respect that at a time and place specified, did pretend to tell the fortunes of "a person named " who was thereby induced to pay the accused the sum of sixpence. The accused was convicted of the contravention as "as libelled" and brought a suspension of the Court quashed the conviction, holding that the complaint was irrelevant in that it did not set forth that the accused had pretended to tell fortunes with intent to deceive and impose on any one. Lord Young, one of the judges, in the course of his opinion says "It has never been imagined, so far as I have ever heard, or thought, that writing, publishing, or selling books on the lines of the hand, or even on astrology—the position of the stars at birth and the rules upon which astrologers proceed in telling fortunes therefrom. I say that I have never heard of publishing, or selling such books is an offence, or that reading such books, and telling fortunes therefrom is an offence. Roguery and knavery might be committed that way, but it would be a special case. I am not in any way suggesting that anyone else may not through that means commit knavery and deception, and so be liable to punishment."

It would thus appear that fortune-telling is of itself no offence, unless it is accompanied by fraud, impositions, or intent to deceive. While it might be an offence for the palmist or fortune-teller knowingly to accept payment from a half-witted or obviously apparent ignorant person, it can hardly be pretended that the ordinary person who consults a professional fortune-teller or chyrstal gazer and tenders payment in return for their skill at delineations of character or forecasting of the future, feels that he has been imposed upon should the delineations be at fault, or the forecast turn out inaccurate.

A. J. B. G.

Fountain Spirits of Behmen : According to Jacob Behmen, there were in nature seven active principles, the "Fountain Spirits", or "Foundations of Existence." These were—the astrangent quality; the sweet quality; the bitter quality; the quality of fire; the quality of love; the quality of sound; and the quality of essential substance. Reciprocal action of these sympathetic qualities resulted in Supreme Unity. Each is at once the parent and the child of all the rest, for they generate and are generated by each other. They are typified by the seven golden candlesticks of the Apocalypse.

Fourth Dimension of Space : There are three known dimensions in space typified in the three geometric figures—a line, having length, a surface, length and breadth, a cube, length, breadth, thickness. It has been conjectured that a fourth dimension may exist in addition to length, breadth, and thickness. Spiritualists have claimed to find proof of a fourth dimension in certain of the physical phenomena of the scourse-room such as the tying of knots in endless cords, and the passage of matter through matter.

Fowler, Miss Lottie : (See Spiritualism.)

Fork Family : (See Spiritualism.)

Fork, Sisters : Two American girls who in 1847 practically commenced the practice of spirit-rapping in Arcadia, New York. An account of their doings is given in the article (Spiritualism). They latterly became professional mediums; but were to a great extent discredited.

Fragarach (The Answerer) : In Irish legend a sword that could pierce any mail. It was one of the magical gifts brought by Lugh from the Land of the Living.

France : Magical practice in pre-Roman France was vested in the druidic cast, and was practically identical with that of the same body in Britain, from which, indeed, it drew its inspiration. It is not likely that Roman magic gained any footing in Gaul, but we have little evidence to show when that was. In the early Frankish period of the Merovingian dynasty, we find the baleful personality of Fredegonda, wife of Hiligric, king of Soissons, "a woman whose glance was witchcraft." She destroyed many people on the pretext of sorcery, but there is no doubt that she herself experimented in black magic, and protected many practitioners of the art. Thus she saved a sorcerer who had been arrested by Ageric, bishop of Verdun, by hiding her in the palace. (See Fredegonda.) The practice of magic was not punished under the rule of the early French kings, except in those in high places, with whom it was regarded as a political offence, as in the case of the military leader Mummol, who was tortured by command of Hiligric for sorcery. One of the Salic laws attributed to Pharamond by Sigebert states that; "If any one shall testify that another has acted as adoreur or aritoprite—titles applied to those who carry the copper vessel to the spot where the vampires perform their enchantments—and if he fail to convict him, he shall be condemned hereby to a forfait of 7,500 deniers, being 180 sous... If a vampire shall devour a man and bring him guilty, she shall forfeit 8,000 deniers, being 200 sous."

The Church legislated also against sorcerers and vampires, and the Council of Agde, in Languedoc, held in A.D. 366, pronounced excommunication against them. The first Council of Orleans, convened in 541, condemned divination and augury, and that of Narbonne, in 589, besides excommunicating all sorcerers, ordained that they should be sold as slaves for the benefit of the poor. Those who had dealings with the Devil were also condemned to be whipped by the same Council. Some extraordinary phenomena are alleged to have occurred in France during the reign of Pepin le Brof. The air seemed to be alive with human shapes, mirages filled the heavens, and sorcerers were seen among the clouds, scattering unwholesome powers and poisons with open hands; cattle failed, cattle killed, and many human persons. It is perhaps possible that such visions were stimulated by the teachings of the famous Kabalist, Zedekias, who presided over a school of occult science, where he refrained indeed from unveiling the hidden secrets of his art, and contented himself by propagating the theory that elemental spirits, who, he stated, had before the fall of man been subservient to him.
It was thought that the visions alluded to above signified the descent of sylphs and faeries in search of their former masters. Says Eliphas Levi:

"Voyages to the land of sylphs were talked of on all sides as we talk at the present day of animated tables and fluidic manifestations. The folly took possession of strong minds, and it was time for an intervention on the part of the Church, which does not relish the supernatural being hawked in the public streets, seeing that such disclosures, by imperilling the respect due to authority and to the hierarchical chain of instruction, cannot be attributed to the spirit of order and light. The cloud-phantoms were therefore arraigned and accused of being bell-born phantoms, while the people—anxious to get something into their hands—began a crusade against sorcerers. The public folly turned into a paroxysm of mania; strangers in country places were accused of descending from heaven and were killed without mercy; imbeciles confessed that they had been abducted by sylphs or demons; others who had boasted like this previously either would not or could not unsee it; they were burned or drowned, and, according to Garnier, the number who perished throughout the kingdom almost exceeds belief. It is the common catastrophe of dramas in which the first parts are played by ignorance or fear.

Such visionary epidemics recurred in the reigns following, and all the power of Charlemagne was put in action to calm the public agitation. An edict, afterwards renewed by Louis the Pious, forbade sylphs to manifest under the heaviest penalties. It will be understood that in the absence of the aerial beings the judgments fell upon those who had made a boast of having seen them, and hence they ceased to be seen. The ships in air sailed back to the port of oblivion, and no one claimed any longer to have journeyed through the blue distance. Other popular fancies replaced the previous mania, while the romantic splendour of the great reign of Charlemagne, furnished the makers of legends with new prodigies to believe and new marvels to relate."

Around the figure of Charlemagne (q.v.) clusters such an immense amount of the matter of fairy that it is reserved for treatment in a special article, and it will suffice to state here that it almost partakes of the nature of a true myth. It is stated that the Enchiridion (q.v.) (which may well be stigmatised as an early text-book of occult absurdity having no claim to figure in the true genealogy of occult literature) was presented to Charlemagne by Pope Leo III.

Eliphas Levi presents a picturesque condition of affairs in the France of Charlemagne in the following passage:

"We know that superstitions die hard and that degenerated Druidism had struck its roots deeply in the savage lands of the North. The recurring insurrections of Saxons testified to a fanaticism which was (a) always turbulent, and (b) incapable of repression by moral force alone. All defeated forms of worship—Roman paganism, Germanic idolatry, Jewish rancour conceived against victorious Christianity. Nocturnal assemblies took place; the conspirators cemented their alliance with the blood of human victims; and a pantheistic idol of monstrous form, with the horns of a goat, presided over festivities which might be called aeps of hatred. In a word, the Sabbath was still celebrated in every forest and wild if yet unroamed provinces. The adepts who attended them were masked and otherwise unrecognizable; the assemblies extinguished their lights and broke up before daybreak, the guilty being found everywhere, and they could be brought to book nowhere. It came about that the power of Charlemagne determined to fight them with their own weapons.

"In those days, moreover, feudal tyrants were in league with sectarians against lawful authority; female sorcerers were attached to castles as courtesans; bandits who frequented the Sabbaths divided with nobles the blood-stained loot of rapine; feudal courts were at the command of the highest bidder; and the public burdens weighed with all their force only on the weak and poor. The evil was at its height in Westphalia, and faithful agents were despatched thither by Charlemagne entrusted with a secret mission. Whatever energy remained among the oppressed, whoever still loved justice, whether among the people or among the nobility, were drawn by these emissaries together, bound by pledges and vigilance in common. To the initiates thus incorporated they made known the full powers which they carried from the emperor himself, and they proceeded to institute the Tribunal of Free Judges.

A great deal of this, of course, is only what might be expected from the French magus. It is not likely that the Sabbath was yet celebrated in such an extreme manner as in later times, nor was the Vehmergericht founded by Charlemagne, or indeed, founded at all, for four and a half centuries after his day.

From the reign of Robert the Pious to that of St. Louis, there is not much to relate that can strike the imagination of the student of occult history. In the time of the latter monarch flourished the famous Rabbi Jachiel, the celebrated Kabalist. There is no doubt that he had glimmerings of the uses of electricity, for on the approach of night a radiant star appeared in his lodging, the light being so brilliant that no eye could gaze thereon without being dazzled, while it darted rainbow colours. It appeared to be inexhaustible, and was never replenished with oil or other combustible substance. When the Rabbi was annoyed by intruders at his door he struck a nail fixed in his cabinet, producing simultaneously a blue spark on the head of the nail and the door-knocker, to which, if the intruder clung, he received a severe shock. Albertus Magnus (q.v.) lived at the same period.

The next circumstance of interest which falls to be noted is the prosecutions of the Templars (q.v.) who were brought to trial by Philip the Fair. Other prosecutions for sorcery were those of Joan of Arc, Gilles de Laval (q.v.), lord of Laval, a celebrated magician, and of Bluebeard, a renowned sorcerer, who with two assistants, Prelati and Sillé, practised diabolical rites at his castle of Machecoul, celebrating the black mass in the most revolting manner. He had been in the habit of slaughtering children in order to assist him in his search for the philosopher's stone. We now near the period of those astounding prosecutions for sorcery which are fully noted under the article "Witchcraft" and elsewhere. As early as the thirteenth century the charge of sorcery had been made as one of the means of branding with infamy the heretical Waldenses (q.v.), who were accused of selling themselves to the Devil, and of holding sabbatical orgies where they did homage to the enemy of mankind. About the middle of the fifteenth century France became the theatre of wholesale oppression against suspected sorcerers, but one finds leading up to this a series of events which prove that the outbreak in question was by no means a novelty in that country. In 1315 Enguerrand de Marigny, who had conducted the execution of the Templars, a minister of Philip the Fair, was hanged along with an adventurer named Paviot, for attempting to compass the deaths of the Comtes of Valois and St. Paul. In 1334 the Countess of Artois and her son were thrown into prison on a suspicion of sorcery. In 1393, in the reign of Charles VI., it was considered that his sister-in-law, the Duchess of Milan, who was a vicarina, and the daughter of the Duke of Milan, had rendered the King mad by sorcery. The ministers of the court resolved to put a magician against
her, and one Arnaud Guillaume (q.v.) was brought from Guienne as a suitable adversary to the noble lady. He possessed a book to which he gave the strange title of Smagoria, the original of which, he said, was given by God to Adam, to console him for the loss of his son Abel, and he asserted that the possessor of this volume could hold the stars in subjection, and command the four elements. He assured the King's advisers that Charles was suffering from the malignity of a sorcerer, but in the meantime the young monarch recovered, and the possessor of the patriarchal volume fell back into his original obscurity. Five years later the King had another attack, and two Augustin friars were sent from Guienne for the purpose of effecting a cure. But their conduct was so outrageous that they were executed. A third attack in 1493 was combated by two sorcerers of Dijon, Poisson and Briquet. For this purpose they established themselves in a thick wood not far from the gates of Dijon, where they made a magic circle of iron of immense weight, which was supported by iron columns of the height of a middle-sized man, and to which twelve chains of iron were attached. So great was the popular anxiety for the King's recovery, that the two sorcerers succeeded in persuading twelve of the principal persons of the town to enter the circle, and allow themselves to be fastened by the chains. The sorcerers then proceeded with their incantations, but they were altogether without result. The bullion of 1494, who was one of the twelve, and had averred his incredulity from the first caused the sorcerers to be arrested, and they were burnt for their pretences.

The Duke of Orleans appears to have fallen under the same suspicion of sorcery as his Italian consort. After his murder by order of the Duke of Burgundy—the commencement of those troubles which led to the desolation of France—the latter drew up various heads of accusation against his victim as justifications of the crime, and one of these was, that the Duke of Orleans had attempted to compass his death by means of sorcery. According to this statement, he had received a magician—another apostate friar—into his castle of Montjoie, where he was employed in these sinister designs. He performed his magical ceremonies before sunrise on a neighbouring mountain, where two demons, named Herman and Astram, appeared to him; and these became his active instruments in the prosecution of his design.

About the year 1400 the belief in the nightly meetings of the witch's Sabbath had become almost universal. It would indeed be difficult to attempt to trace the origin of this practice, which altogether refers to the survival of pagan belief. (See Witchcraft.) The wholesale nature of the prosecutions against sorcerers and witches prove that there must have been an extraordinary number of them in the country. In Paris alone, in the time of Charles IX, there were no less than eighteen thousand sorcerers, and it is computed that France contained more than three times that number in the reign of Henry III., not a town or village being exempt from their presence. They belonged to all classes, and generally met the same fate, regardless of rank, age or sex. Children of the tenderest years and nonagenarians were alike committed to the flames, and the terror of being publicly accused as a sorcerer hung like a black cloud over the life of every successful man, as the charge was one which envied readily seized upon for the destruction of his accuser. No doubt of a perfect creed regarding witchcraft had at this epoch been evolved in England, but in France and other continental countries it had been assuming a form systematic and complete. There were probably two reasons for this, the decrees of ecclesiastical councils and the numerous treatises of scholars who professed to illustrate their various theories regarding sorcery by alleged statements from the mouths of its innumerable victims. Indeed the writings of these men served to standardise the sorcery creed of all continental countries. During the earlier part of the sixteenth century, trials for witchcraft in France are of rare occurrence, and there are no important records till after the year 1560. In 1561 a number of persons were brought to trial at Vernon, accused of having held their Sabbath as witches in an old ruined castle in the shape of cats; and witnesses deposed to having seen the assembly, and to having suffered from the attacks of the pseudo-feline conspirators. But the court threw out the charge, as worthy only of ridicule. In 1564, three men and a woman were executed at Poitiers, after having been made to confess to various acts of sorcery; among other things, they said that they had regularly attended the witches' Sabbath, which was held three times a year, and that the demon who presided at it ended by burning himself to make powder for the use of his agents in mischief. In 1571, a mere conjurer, who played tricks upon cards, was thrown into prison in Paris, forced to confess that he was an attendant on the Sabbath, and then executed. In 1573, a man was burnt at Dôle, on the charge of having changed himself into a wolf, and in that form devoured several children. Several witches, who all confessed to having been at the Sabbaths, were in the same year condemned to be burnt in different parts of France. In 1578, another man was tried and condemned in Paris for changing himself into a wolf; and a man was condemned at Orleans for the same supposed crime in 1583. As France was often infested by these rapacious animals, it is not difficult to conceive how popular credulity was led to connect their ravages with the crime of witchcraft. The belief in what were in England called wer-wolves (men-wolves), and in France loups-garous, was a very ancient superstition throughout Europe. It is asserted by a serious and intelligent writer of the time that, in 1588, a gentleman, looking out of the window of his château in a village many leagues from Apcron, in the mountains of Auvergne, saw one of his acquaintances going a-hunting, and begged him to bring him home some game. The hunter, while occupied in the chase, was attacked by a fierce she-wolf, and after having fired at it without effect, struck it with his hunting-knife, and cut off the paw of his right fore-leg, on which it immediately took to flight. The hunter took up the paw, threw it into his bag with the rest of his game, and soon afterwards returned to his friend's château, and told him of his adventure, at the same time putting his bag into the bag to bring forth the wolf's paw in confirmation of his story. What was his surprise at drawing out a lady's hand, with a gold ring on one finger! His friend's astonishment was still greater when he recognised the ring as one which he had given to his own wife; and, descending hastily into the kitchen, he found the lady warming herself by the fire, with her right arm wrapped in her apron. This he at once seized, and found to his horror that the hand was cut off. The lady confessed that it was she who, in the form of a wolf, had attacked the hunter; she was, in due course of time, brought to trial and condemned, and was immediately afterwards burnt at Riom.

In 1578, a witch was burnt at Compiègne; she confessed that she had given herself to the devil, who appeared to her as a great black man, on horseback, armed and spurred. It is related that she avowed witchcraft was burnt in 1579; another witch, also burnt, who also stated that the evil one came to her in the shape of a black man. In 1582 and 1583, several witches were burnt, all frequenters of the Sabbaths. Several local councils at this date passed severe laws against witchcraft, and from that time to the end of the century, the number of miserable persons put to death in France under the accusation
was very great. In the course only of fifteen years, from 1580 to 1605, and only in one province, that of Lorraine, the president Remigius burnt nine hundred witches, and as many more fled out of the country to save their lives; and about the close of the century, one of the French judges tells us that the crime of witchcraft became so frequent that there were not jails enough to hold the prisoners, or judges to hear their causes. A trial which he had witnessed in 1608, induced Jean Bodin, a learned physician, to compose his book De la Demonomanie des Sorciers, which was ever afterwards the text-book on this subject. Among the English witches, the evil one generally came in person to seduce his victims, but in France and other countries, this seems to have been unnecessary, as each person, when once initiated, became used with an uncontrollable desire of making converts, whom he or she carried to the Sabbath to be duly enrolled. Bodin says, that one witch was enough to corrupt five hundred honest persons. The infection quickly ran through a family, and was generally carried down from generation to generation, which explained satisfactorily, according to the learned commentator on demonology just mentioned, the extent to which the evil had spread itself in his days. The novice, at his or her reception, after having performed the preliminaries, and in general received a new and burlesque rite of baptism, was marked with the sign of the demon in some part of the body least exposed to observation, and performed the first criminal act of compliance which was afterwards to be so frequently repeated, the evil one presenting himself on these occasions in the form of either sex, the reverse to that of the victim.

Towards the end of the sixteenth century, the witchcraft infatuation had risen to its greatest height in France, and not only the lower classes, but persons of the highest rank in society were liable to suspicions of dealing in sorcery. We need only mention that such charges were publicly made against King Henry III. and Queen Catherine de Medici, and that, early in the following century, they became the ground of state trials which had a fatal conclusion.

In 1610, during the reign of Louis XIII., occurred the cause célèbre of the maréchal d'Ancre. Among the servants attached to the train of Marie de Medici was a certain Eleonora Dori, who married one, Concini, a prodigal spendthrift. Marie de Medici, as guardian to her son, was virtually ruler of France, and considerable power was exercised by these French nobles. The result was that the peers of France leagued themselves together against the upstarts, but with little result at first, as Concini was created MARECHAL OF FRANCE, with the title of Marquis d'Ancre. His wife, who was very supertitious, fell sick, and attributed her illness to the effects of sorcery. The upshot was that d'Ancre was assassinated by the nobles during a hunting expedition. The mob dragged the corpse of d'Ancre from its grave and hanged it on the Pont Neuf. His wretched widow was accused of sorcery, and of having bewitched the Queen Mother. The exorcists who had assisted her to free herself from illness had advised the sacrifice of a cock, and this was now represented as a sacrifice to the infernal powers. Added to this, the astrological nativities of the royal family were found in her possession, as were, it is said, a quantity of magical books, and a great number of the exorcists (q.v.) entitled The Magician founded a school of magic phantasy, which was assiduously nursed by Henri Delage (q.v.), who was said to have the gift of ubiquity, and who made a collection of processes from the old magicians for acquiring physical be

Spiritualism. The Comte d'Ourches was the first to introduce into France automatic writing and table-writing.
Baron Guldenstubb, in his Practical Experimental Phrenology; or, the Reality of Spirits and the Marvellous Phenomena of their Direct Writing, gives an account of his discovery as follows:

"It was in the course of the year 1850, or about three years prior to the epidemic of table-rapping, that the author sought to introduce to his friends the circles of American spiritualism, the mysterious American knockings and the purely automatic writings of mediums. Unfortunately he met with many obstacles raised by other mesmerists. Those who were committed to the hypothesis of a magnetic fluid, and even those who styled themselves Spiritual Mesmerists, but who were really inferior inducers of somnambulism, treated the mysterious knockings of American spiritualism as visionary follies. It was therefore only after more than six months that the author was able to form his first circle on the American plan, and then thanks to the zealous concurrence of M. Roussan, a former member of the Société des Magnétiseurs Spiritualistes, a simple man who was full of enthusiasm for the holy cause of spiritualism. We were joined by a number of other persons, amongst whom was the Abbé Châtel, founder of the Église Française, who, driven into his irrationalist tendencies, as ended by admitting the reality of objective and supernatural revelation, as an indispensable condition of spiritualism and all practical religions. Setting aside the moral conditions which are equally requisite, it is known that American circles are based on the distinction of positive and electric or negative magnetic currents.

"The circles consist of twelve persons, representing in equal proportions the positive and negative or sensitive elements. This distinction does not follow the sex of the members, though generally women are negative and sensitive, while men are positive and magnetic. The mental and physical constitution of each individual must be studied before forming the circles, for some delicate women have masculine qualities, while some strong men are, morally speaking, women. A table is placed in a clear and ventilated spot; the medium is seated at one end and entirely isolated; by his calm and contemplative quietude he serves as a conductor for the electricity, and it may be noted that a good somnambulist is usually an excellent medium. The six electrical or negative dispositions, which are generally recognized by the emotional qualities and their sensibility, are placed at the right of the medium, the most sensitive of all being next him. The same rule is followed with the positive personalities, who are at the left of the medium, with the most positive next to him. In order to form a chain, the twelve persons each place their right hand on the table. Observe that the medium or mediums, if there be more than one, are entirely isolated from those who form the chain.

"After a number of séances, certain remarkable phenomena have been obtained, such as simultaneous knockings, felt by all present at the moment of mental evocation on the part of the most intelligent persons. It is the same with mysterious knockings and other strange sounds: many people, including those least sensitive, have had simultaneous visions, though remaining in the ordinary waking state. Sensitive persons have acquired that most wonderful gift of mediumship, namely, automatic writing, as the result of an invisible attraction which uses the non-intelligent instrument of a human arm to express its ideas. For the rest, non-sensitive persons experience the mysterious knockings and the Moravian knocker, and the effect is not strong enough to put their limbs in motion. All these phenomena, obtained according to the mode of American spiritualism, have the defect of being more or less indirect, because it is impossible in these experiments to dispense with the mediation of a human being or medium. It is the same with the table-turning which invaded Europe in the middle of the year 1853. "The author has had many table experiences with his honourable friend, the Comte d'Ourches, one of the most instructed persons in Magic and the Occult Sciences. We attained by degrees the point when tables moved, apart from the medium, at the moment of contact with something which was apparently purely automatic writings of mediums. Unfortunately spiritualism, as all practical revelation, has been treated by admitting the reality of objective and supernatural revelation, as an indispensable condition of spiritualism and all practical religions. Setting aside the moral conditions which are equally requisite, it is known that American circles are based on the distinction of positive and electric or negative magnetic currents.

"The circles consist of twelve persons, representing in equal proportions the positive and negative or sensitive elements. This distinction does not follow the sex of the members, though generally women are negative and sensitive, while men are positive and magnetic. The mental and physical constitution of each individual must be studied before forming the circles, for some delicate women have masculine qualities, while some strong men are, morally speaking, women. A table is placed in a clear and ventilated spot; the medium is seated at one end and entirely isolated; by his calm and contemplative quietude he serves as a conductor for the electricity, and it may be noted that a good somnambulist is usually an excellent medium. The six electrical or negative dispositions, which are generally recognized by the emotional qualities and their sensibility, are placed at the right of the medium, the most sensitive of all being next him. The same rule is followed with the positive personalities, who are at the left of the medium, with the most positive next to him. In order to form a chain, the twelve persons each place their right hand on the table. Observe that the medium or mediums, if there be more than one, are entirely isolated from those who form the chain.

"After a number of séances, certain remarkable phenomena have been obtained, such as simultaneous knockings, felt by all present at the moment of mental evocation on the part of the most intelligent persons. It is the same with mysterious knockings and other strange sounds: many people, including those least sensitive, have had simultaneous visions, though remaining in the ordinary waking state. Sensitive persons have acquired that most wonderful gift of mediumship, namely, automatic writing, as the result of an invisible attraction which uses the non-intelligent instrument of a human arm to express its ideas. For the rest, non-sensitive persons experience the mysterious knockings and the Moravian knocker, and the effect is not strong enough to put their limbs in motion. All these phenomena, obtained according to the mode of American spiritualism, have the defect of being more or less indirect, because it is impossible in these experiments to dispense with the mediation of a human being or medium. It is
France

We are now launched upon the sea of modern spiritualism in France, which occupied the entire activities of occultists in that country for several decades, and which it will be better to trace from the period of its importation into the country.

Very soon after public attention had been drawn to the subject of magnetism in France by Mesmer and d’Eslon, several men distinguished for learning and scientific attainments, followed up their experiments with great success. Amongst these was the Baron Dupotet, whose deep interest in the subject of magnetism induced him to publish a periodical which, under the title of Journal de Magnetisme—still forms a complete treasury of well collated facts, and curious experiments in occult force. From this work we learn that the Baron’s investigations commenced in the year 1836, since which period up to 1848, he chronicled the production of the following remarkable phases of phenomena, the occurrence of which is testified to by numerous scientific and eminent witnesses. Through the Baron’s magnetized subjects was evolved, clairvoyance, trance-speaking, and healing: *stigmata* or raised letters and figures on the subject’s body; elevation of somnambulists into the air; insensibility to fire, injury or touch. In the presence of the magnetized objects also, heavy bodies were moved without human contact, and objects were brought from distant places through walls and closed doors. Sometimes the “Lucides” described scenes in the spirit world, found lost property, prophesied and spoke in foreign languages.

In 1840, Baron Dupotet writes that he had “rediscovered in magnetism the magic of antiquity.” “Let the savants,” he says, “reject the doctrine of spiritual appearances; the enquirer of to-day is compelled to believe it; from an examination of undeniable facts.” “If the knowledge of ancient magic is lost, all the facts remain on which to reconstruct it.”

But of all the revelers to whom French Spiritualism is indebted for indubitable proof of super-mundane intercourse, none stands more prominent in truthfulness and worth, than M. Cahagnet, the well-known author of “The Celestial Telegraph,” a work translated into English in 1848.

M. Cahagnet was an unlearned mechanic, a man of the people and though a sensible and interesting writer, was neither well read, nor highly educated. He affirms that he was a “magnetist” when first his attention was attracted to the subject of animal magnetism, but being of a thoughtful nature, he determined to devote all the leisure he could spare to a thorough examination of its possibilities. When he found that he possessed the power to induce the magnetic sleep in others, he proceeded on the plan then generally adopted by mesmerists, namely, to try how far he could succeed in biologizing his subjects, that is to say, to substitute his own senses, mind, and will, for those of the sleeper.

In the course of these experiments M. Cahagnet discovered that he could effect remarkable cures of disease, and being naturally of a benevolent disposition, he determined to bend all his energies in this desirable direction. He soon found, however, that he was destined to realize the aphorism, “he builds wiser than he knew.” A new and most perplexing obstacle arose to confound his philosophy and scatter his theories to the winds: this was the fact, that some of his subjects, instead of representing what simply he willed, or manifesting—in accordance with his views of biology—merely the influence of his mind, began to transcend both words and thought and pass over to regions they persisted in calling the “land of spirits,” and to describe people, whom they emphatically affirmed to be the souls of those whom the world called dead.

For a long time M. Cahagnet strove vehemently to combat what he termed these “wild hallucinations,” but when he found them constantly recurring, and vast numbers of those who had come to witness the experiments in magnetism recognizing in the descriptions given by the somnambulists the spirits of those whom they had known on earth, and mourned as dead, conviction became inevitable, and the magnetizer, like his visitors, was compelled to admit a new and wonderful phase of lucidity, and one which carried the vision of the clairvoyant from earth to heaven, and pierced the veil which separated the mortal from the realms of immortality. It was after a long series of carefully conducted experiments of the above description, that M. Cahagnet was finally persuaded to give the results of his wonderful stances to the world, under the name and style of The Celestial Telegraph, or, Secrets of the Life to Come.

The author of Art Magic says: “The narrow conservativeness of the age, and the pitiful jealousy of the Medical Faculty, rendered it difficult and harassing to conduct magnetic experiments openly in Europe within several years of Mesmer’s decease. Still such experiments were not wanting, and to show their results, we give a few excerpts from the correspondence between the famous French Magnetists, MM. Deleuze and Billot, from the years 1829 to 1840.” By these letters, published from 1836, it appears that M. Billot commenced his experiments in magnetizing as early as 1789, and that during forty years, he had an opportunity of witnessing facts in clairvoyance, ecstasy, and somnambulism, which at the time of their publication transcended the belief of the general mass of readers. On many occasions in the presence of entranced subjects, spirits recognised as having once lived on earth in mortal form—would come in bodily presence before the eyes of an assembled multitude and at request bring flowers, fruits, and objects, removed by distance from the scene of the experiments.

“M. Deleuze frankly admits that his experience was more limited to those phases of somnambulism in which his subjects submitted to amputations and severe surgical operations without experiencing the slightest pain. . . .

In a letter dated 1831, M. Billot writing to Deleuze says:—

“1 repeat, I have seen and known all that is permitted to man. I have seen the *stigmata* arise on magnetized subjects; I have expelled obsessions of evil spirits with a single word. I have seen spirits bring those material objects I told you of, and when requested, make them so light that they would float, and, again, a small *bouteau de bonbons* was rendered so heavy that I failed to move it an inch until the power was removed.

“2 To those who enjoyed the unspeakable privilege of listening to the “somnambules” of Billot, Deleuze, and Cahagnet, another and yet more striking feature of unanimous revelation was poured forth. Spirits of those who had passed away from earth strong in the faith of Roman Catholicism—often priests and dignitaries of that conservative Church, addressing prejudiced believers in their former doctrine, asserted that there was no creed in Heaven—no sectarian worship, or ecclesiastical dogmatism there prevailing.

“They taught that God was a grand Spiritual Sun—life on earth a probation—the spheres, different degrees of comprehensive happiness or states of retributive suffering—each appropriate to the good or evil deeds done on earth. They described the ascending changes open to each soul in proportion to his own efforts to improve.

“They all insisted that man was his own judge, incurred a penalty or reward for which there was no substitution. They taught nothing of Christ, absolutely
denied the idea of vicarious atonement—and represented man as his own Saviour or destroyer.

"They spoke of arts, sciences, and continued activities, as if the life beyond was but an extension of the present on a greatly improved scale. Descriptions of the radiant beauty, supernal happiness, and ecstatic sublimity manifested by the blest spirits who had risen to the spheres of Paradise, Heaven, and the glory of God, melted the heart, and satisfied the soul with irresistible yearning, to lay down life's weary burdens and be at rest with them."

Having shown that Spiritualism arose in France as in Germany from the awakening of psychic powers evolved by magnetism, and traced the footsteps of the great temple builders who have laid the foundation stones of the spiritual edifice in the human system and steadily worked upwards from matter to force, and from thence to spirit in every gradation of sphere, life and progress, we recall the pithy words of the Baron de Fuet, who, in addressing the would-be leaders of public opinion in his essay on the "Philosophical Teaching of Magnetism," says:

"You swarms of our country; you have not shown yourselves better informed than the Siamese.

"For these sixty years it has been shouted in your ears: The Magicians seek to discover the secrets of a moral world. All the phenomena they produce indisputably prove their existence.

"You have declared that they were impostors, imbeciles, and the most illustrious amongst you have only pronounced a verdict which will attest to future ages your ignorance or your insincerity.

"Before the soul is disengaged from matter, it can, and does, converse with pure spirits. Already it can gaze prophetically on its own future destiny, by regarding the condition of those who have gone before—but a step—yet one which the eye of spirit alone can measure, and if men are spirits already, who can stay the eagle glance of the soul into the land of its own inheritance?"

In following up the history of Spiritualism in France, although we find it has gained an immense foothold, and exerted a wide-spread influence upon the popular mind, it is nevertheless evident, that one of the chief obstacles to its general acceptance has been its lack of internal unity, and the antagonistic sentiments which have prevailed amongst its acknowledged leaders.

"Two of those who have figured most prominently in the grand drama of French Spiritualism, and in all probability exerted more influence upon public opinion than any other members of its dramatis persona, were MM. Allan Kardec and Pierre, the respective editors of the two leading Spiritualist journals, entitled La Revue Spiritiste and La Revue Spiritualiste. These may also be regarded as the representatives of the two opposing factions known as Spiritualists and Spiritists, the former teaching that the soul of man undergoes but one mortal birth, and continues its progress through eternity in spiritual states, the latter affirming the doctrine of Re-incarnation, and alleging that the one spirit in man can and does undergo many incarnations in different mortal forms.

M. Kardec and his followers represented the "Spiritists" or Re-incarnationists—M. Pierart leading the ranks of the opposing faction most commonly called Spiritualists.

In respect to the question of testimony, it must be remembered that M. Kardec derived his communications chiefly from those writing and trance mediums who might have proved the most susceptible to his influence, and is said to have persistently harassed and preyed on the circle, as, for instance, M. Crois, M. Bredif, and other physical mediums, but all those who did not endorse his favourite dogma through their communications.

Says the author of Nineteenth Century Miracles: It must not be supposed that the schism which divided the two leaders of French Spiritualism was confined to the immediate sphere of action in which they moved. Scattered sympathisers with the writings of Allan Kardec, may be found all over the Continent of Europe, and in small numbers in America also. Few people who read works put forward with authoritative pretensions have the faculty of thoroughly digesting what they read, hence, when M. Kardec's books were translated into the English language, and it became the publisher's interest to aid in their circulation, they found more readers than thinkers, and their plausible style attracted more admiration than sincere conviction. In France, no doubt M. Kardec's personal influence, and strong psychological power, admirably fitted him for a propagandist, and when we remember how readily any doctrines eloquently advocated will command adherents, especially among restless and excitable natures, we need be at no loss to discover why M. Kardec's writings have become so popular and his opinions so generally accepted by his readers. Little or no spiritual literature was disseminated in the French language when Allan Kardec's works were first published. He possessed that indomitable energy and psychological influence in which his much harder rival Pierart was wanting. Thus in a measure, the field of Continental spiritual propagation was his own, nor did he fail to make use of his great opportunities.

"The successes achieved by Kardec's journals, La Revue Spiritiste, communicated a wave of influence also, which propagated journals of a similar character all over the country. Thus in 1864, there were not less than ten spiritualistic periodicals published in France, under the following titles: La Revue Spiritiste, La Revue Spiritualiste, and L'Avenir, Paris; four Spiritist journals published in Bordeaux, which, in 1865, became merged into L'Union Spiritiste Bordeaux; La Mémie Evangélique, Toulouse; L'Echo d'autre Tombe, Marseilles; and La Vérité, Lyon. The editors of these journals are said to have been all followers of Allan Kardec, with the exception of M. Pierart, editor of La Revue Spiritualiste."

It must be remarked that the doctrines of the Re-incarnationists, although defended with great ability by their propagandists, who included many of the most capable minds of France, were not suffered to pass without severe censure by the majority of their English contemporaries; and it becomes necessary to note how the French spiritual schism was received on the other side of the Channel. In the London Spiritual Magazine of 1865, the editor, in commenting on the ominous silence of the Spiritist journals concerning Dr. Maldigny's opera of Swedenborg says—

"It is worthy of note that the journals of the Kardec school, so far as we have examined them, do not take the least notice of this opera. The Avenir of Paris, which appears weekly, but greatly wants facts, has not a word to say about it. . . . It is greatly to be regretted that the main object of the Kardecian journals seems to be, the demonstration of the constantly recurring facts of Spiritualism, but the elucidation of Kardec's doctrine of Re-incarnation.

"To this doctrine—which has nothing to do with Spiritualism, even if it had a leg of reason or fact to stand on—there is all the strength, and almost all the space of these journals is devoted.

"These are the facts which give the enemies of Spiritualism a real handle against it, and bring it into contempt with sober minds. Re-incarnation is a doctrine which is completely refuted by the roots of individual identity in the future existence. It destroys utterly that earliest yearning of the human heart for reunion with its loved ones in a permanent world. If some are to go back into fresh physical bodies, and bear new names, and new natures, if they are
to become respectively Tom Styles, Ned Snooks, and a score of other people, who shall ever hope to meet again with his old friends and companions. When he enters the spirit-world and enquires for them, he will have to learn that they are already gone back to earth, and are somebody else, the sons and daughters of other people, and will have to become the padre, if not of a dozen other families in succession! Surely, no such most cheerless crochet could bewitch the intellects of any people, except under the most especial bête noire of the most sarcastic and mischievous of devils."

In the January number for 1866, a still stronger article on this subject appears from the pen of Wm. Hewitt, who writes the following fearless works of protest against the doctrine of Re-incarnation:

"In the Avenue of November 2nd, M. Pezani thinks he has silenced M. Fierart, by asserting that without Re-incarnation all is chaos and injustice in God's creation: 'In this world there are rich and poor, oppressed and oppressors, and without Re-incarnation, God's justice could not be vindicated.' That is to say, in M. Pezani's conception, God has no room in the infinite future to punish and redress every wrong, without sending back souls again and again into the flesh. M. Pezani's ideas, and that of his brother Re-incarnatists is, that the best way to get from Paris to London is to travel any number of times from Paris to Calais and back again. We English, that the other way is to go to London at once. As to M. Pezani's notions of God's injustice without Re-incarnation, if souls were re-incarnated a score of times, injustice between man and man, riches and poverty, oppression and wrong, all the enigmas of social inequality would remain just as now.

"In noticing these movements in the Spiritist camp in France, we should be doing a great injustice if we did not refer to the zealous, eloquent, and unremitting exertions of M. Fierart in the Revue Spiritualiste, to expose and extirpate the errors of the Spiriti to which we have alluded. The doctrine of Re-incarnation, M. Fierart has persistently resisted and denounced as at once false, unfounded on any evidence, and most pernicious to the character of Spiritism."

Allan Kardec died on March 31st, 1859.

Notwithstanding the fact that the experimental method of receiving communications through physical mediumship was not in favour with M. Allan Kardec and his followers, there is an abundant amount of phenomena of all kinds recorded in M. Blanqui's excellent journal, La Revue Spirituaist, also in many other European journals devoted to the subject. From this we are about to select such facts of a representative character as will give a general view of French Spiritualism in the nineteenth century.

The celebrated "Curé D'Arques," the founder of the D'Arques "Providence," and many other noble works of charity, Jean Baptiste Vianney, was born in the vicinity of Lyons, in 1786, in a humble sphere of life. His natural capacity was by no means remarkable, and at school he was only remembered as a somewhat dull scholar. Circumstances having opened up the way for his becoming a priest, although he had only Latin enough to say mass, and no learning beyond the routine of his profession, yet his amiable nature and unaffected piety won him friends wherever he went. After some changes of fortune and the rejection of two good offers of rich positions, which in his extreme humility he did not deem himself fit for, he accepted the pastoral charge of the little agricultural village of D'Arques, now in the arrondissement of Tournon.

Very soon his reputation for benevolence drew round him a much larger circle of poor dependents than he could provide for, and then it was that he commenced his extra-

ordinary life of faith, supplanting in fervent prayer for whatever means were necessary, to carry out his divine mission, the blessing to his unfortunate fellow creatures. In this way the sphere of his benevolence, and the wonderful results of the means he employed to maintain it, reached proportions that could scarcely be credited.

But now a still humbler wonder was about to happen in the enchanted region of D'Arques. Persons afflicted with disease began to experience sudden cures whilst praying before the altar, or making confessions to the Curé. The fame of this new miracle soon spread abroad, until the Abbé Monnin declares that upwards of 20,000 persons annually came from Germany, Italy, Belgium, and all parts of France, and even from England, and that in less than six years this number increased to an average of 80,000. Diseases of every kind that had been pronounced incurable, were dissipated at once. The indelible bagle Curé gave himself up to the work, heart and soul. His church stood open day and night, and the immense crowds that surrounded it, were obliged to wait for hours and sometimes days, to reach the good healer. No one was allowed to take precedence of the rest, except in cases of extreme poverty or extreme suffering. Princes, nobles, and great ladies, often drove up as near as they could to the church in grand carriages, and manifested the utmost astonishment when informed that notwithstanding their rank, they could not be admitted except in turn. The Curé only permitted himself to take four hours sleep, one night in four, and when he came to the confessional again, the church and all the approaches to it were crowded with those who had waited all night to secure their places. Omnibus were established to convey patients from Lyons to D'Arques, and the Saline was covered with boats full of anxious pilgrims.

There can be no doubt that the first well marked impulse which experimental spiritualism received through the invocatory processes of the circle, in France, as in many other countries of Europe, was due to the visits of Mr. D. D. Home, the celebrated non-professional physical medium, and subsequently to the large influx of professional mediums, who found in France an excellent field for the demonstration of their peculiar gifts.

Of Mr. Home's séances it would be superfluous to write, he himself having related them in two volumes published at different periods of his career, and his many charming friends having sufficiently described the marvels of which they were witnesses in numerous magazines and newspaper articles.

Mr. Home's manifestations were given in France almost exclusively to personages of rank, or those distinguished by literary fame. He was a guest of royalty, the nobility, and persons of the highest position. During his residence in Paris, under the imperial régime, he was a frequent and ever-welcome visitor at the court of the late Emperor Louis Napoleon. A record of the manifestations produced through his mediumship was kept by command of the Empress, and frequently read to her favoured friends. Amongst these memoranda is one which went the round of the papers at the time of its occurrence, hence there can be no impropriety in alluding to it now. It stated that on one occasion a séance was held at the Tuileries, when none were present save the Emperor, the Empress, the Duchess de Montebello, and Mr. D. D. Home.

On the table were placed pen, ink, and paper, and presently a spirit hand was seen, which dipped the pen in the ink and deliberately wrote the name of the first Napoleon, in a perfect facsimile of that monarch's handwriting. The Emperor asked if he might be permitted to kiss this wonderful hand, when it instantly rose to his lips, subsequently passing to those of the Empress, and Mr. Home.
The Emperor carefully preserved this precious autograph, and inscribed it with a memorandum to the effect that the hand was warm, soft, and resembled exactly that of his great predecessor and uncle.

As an evidence of the wide popularity to which the subject of Spiritualism had attained in 1859, M. Pierart quotes in one of his numbers of that year, an article from the *Sibele,* a leading paper, but one which has hitherto contained many notices inimical to Spiritualism. The writer, M. Eugène Bonneure, says:

"Although somnambulism has been a hundred times annihilated by the Academy of Medicine, it is more alive than ever in Paris; in the midst of all the lights of the age, it continues, right or wrong, to excite the multitude. Protean in its forms, infinite in its manifestations, if you put it out of the door, it knocks at the window; if that be not opened, it knocks on the ceiling, on the walls; it raps on the table at which you innocently dine or for a game of whist. If you close your ears to its sounds, it grows excited, strikes the table, whirs it about in a giddy maze, lifts up its feet, and proceeds to talk through medismship, as the dumbe talk with their fingers."

"You have all known the rage for table-turning. At one time we ceased to ask after each other's health, but asked how your table was. 'Thank you, mine turns beautifully,' and when you said, 'And how goes yours?' 'Everything turned.' One was led almost to believe that a circle of passengers being formed round the mainmast of a ship of great tonnage, and a magnetic chain thus established, they might make the vessel spin round till it disappeared in the depth of the ocean, as a gimlet does appear in a deck board. The Church interfered; it caused its thunders to roar, declaring that it was Satan himself who thus raised the devil in the tables, and having formally forbade the world to turn, it now forbade the faithful to turn tables, hats, brains, or ships of huge size. But Satan held his own. The sovereign of the nether world passed into a new one, and that is the reason that America sends us mediums, beginning so gloriously with the famous Home, and ending with the Brothers Davenport. One remembers with what a frenzy everyone precipitated himself in pursuit of mediums. Everyone wished to have one of his own; and when you introduced a young man into society, you did not say, 'He is a good waiter,' but, 'He is a medium.' Official science has killed and buried this Somnambulism a score of times; but it must be done very badly, for there it is as alive as ever, only christened fresh with a new name."

Amongst the many distinguished adherents of Spiritualism in the department of French literature, none have more bravely asserted and defended their belief than Camille Flammarion, the celebrated astronomer; Victor Hugo, Alexandre Dumas, and Victorien Sardou, the renowned writer of French comedy. M. Sardou was himself a medium of singularly happy endowments. He executed a number of curious drawings, purporting to represent scenes in the spirit world, amongst which was an exquisite and complex work of art entitled, "The House of Mozart."

**Frank:** I., Duke of Brittany: *(See Summons by the Dying.)*

**Frank:** Christian: A visionary, who died in 1590; he frequently changed his religion, which fact gained for him the surname of Weathercock. He believed the religion of Japan to be the best, because he had read that its ministers were ecastics.

**Frank:** Sebastian: A visionary of the sixteenth century, of whose life little is known. In 1531, he published a treatise on *L'Arbo de la science du bien et du mal, dont Adam a mangé la mort,* et dont encore aujourd'hui tous les hommes la mangent.

According to him, the sin of Adam is but an allegory, and the tree only the person, will, knowledge, and life of Adam. *Frank* died in 1545.

"Frankenstein," by Mrs. Shelley. *(See Fiction, Occult English.)*

**Fraud:** A very large part is played by fraud in spiritualistic practices, both in the physical and psychical, or automatic, phenomena, but especially in the former. The frequency with which mediums have been convicted of fraud has, indeed, induced many people to abandon the study of psychical research, judging the whole bulk of the phenomena to be fraudulently produced. Yet the question of fraud is itself an interesting and complicated one, not unworthy of the attention of the student, for we find in connection with spiritualism not only simple deception practised with a view to gaining pecuniary advantages, but also many instances of systematic and apparently deliberate trickery where there is no evident reward to be obtained, and even cases where the medium is, so far as can be judged, entirely innocent and ignorant of the fraud he obviously practises. And it may be added that after all precautions have been taken which science and commonsense can suggest, there remains a portion of the phenomena which still continues to be inexplicable, and which justifies the interest now so widely shown in psychic science.

In considering the important factor of fraud, we must distinguish between conscious and unconscious fraud, though, as will be shown hereafter, it is at times possible for the one to shade imperceptibly into the other. Conscious fraud most often appears in connection with the physical phenomena. Almost at the outset of the spiritualistic movement, i.e., in 1851, three doctors, professors of the University of Buffalo, New York, demonstrated that the rappings which attended the Sisters Fox were produced by the manipulation of the knee and toe joints, a fact which was shortly afterwards corroborated by Mrs. Cluver, a relative of the Fox family. Since that time many mediums have at one time or another been convicted of fraud, and every phase of physical mediumship has been discredited. Slate-writing, spirit photography, materialisation, have all in turn been exposed, though the latter, at least, seems able to survive any number of exposures. Time and again, sitters have beheld the form and features of the medium in the materialised spirit; shadowy figures in filmy draperies, have been shown to be manikins wrapped in muslin, and false beards and white draperies discovered at the usual time. Apparitions have been smugled into the séance-room—jewels, flowers, perfumes, *objets d'art*—in order to be showered upon the sitters by generously-disposed "spirits." Threads and human hairs have been used to move furniture and other objects. Sometimes more elaborate and complicated machinery is provided, but more often the medium depends upon sleight of hand and skilful suggestion to accomplish his ends. Conjurers have frequently been admitted to séances, and have failed to discover the *modus operandi* of the various feats, but this fact, though a great deal has been made of it by spiritualists, cannot be taken to have any significance, since conjurers are often quite mystified by each other's performances.

Another phase of fraud is that illustrated by many instances of *soi-disant* clairvoyance, where the medium acquires her information by muscle-reading, or by judicious enquiry previous to the séance. Fraud of this kind may be either conscious or unconscious.

Under the heading of unconscious fraud must be classed a large group of automatic phenomena. In many of the more pronounced cases of automatism, the normal consciousness of the agent is not responsible for his acts, while, on the other hand, there is a slighter degree of automatism,
Mystical diagram of Solomon's Temple, as prophesied by Ezekiel and planned in the building scheme of the Knights Templar.
where the agent may be partly conscious of, and responsible for, his productions. This latter state, if it be frequently induced, and if the will power of the automaton be slightly relaxed, may pass into the more profound state; so that fraud which is at first conscious and voluntary may in time become unconscious and spontaneous. And thus it is extremely difficult to know just when an accusation of fraud may with justice be brought against a medium. There is evidence that many trance mediums reproduce in their discourses information subconsciously acquired at some more or less remote period; the trance utterances of Mrs. Piper, Mrs. Thomson, and others, reveal this peculiarity. It is true that extensive and apparently fraudulent arrangements are sometimes made before a séance, but may it not be possible, that, previous to a "physical" or "psychical" séance, such preparations may be made automatically in a state approximating to the mediumistic trance? If the hypnotic subject is not responsible—or is only partly so—for the fulfilment of a post-hypnotic promise, would it not be within reason to suppose that the medium, in gaining information concerning possible sitters, in secreting apports about the person, is the victim of a similar dissociation of consciousness? There are facts not a few which would support such a conclusion.

Spiritualists themselves are, from time to time, called upon to face exposures of undeniable fraud, and on these occasions various apologies of a more or less ingenious nature, are offered for the earring medium. Sometimes it is said that the medium is controlled by mischievous spirits (diakka), who make use of his physical organism to perform tricks and deceptions. Again, it is stated that the medium feels an irresistible impulse to perform the action which he knows is in the mind of the control. Thus Eusapia Palladino would extend her hand involuntarily in the direction in which movement of furniture was to take place, though without actual contact—that is, perceiving that the spirits desired to move the object, herself was impelled to attempt a physical (and fraudulent) forestalling of the action. Certain of the investigators who examined the phenomena in connection with the latter medium have also declared that their production costs Eusapia a great deal of fatigue and pain, and that she therefore seizes readily upon an opportunity of producing them easily and without trouble. Such an opportunity, they held, only presented itself when the medium was relaxed, and in the state of life. All roads lead to the temple. Striding for a moment over the gap of years between early Babylon and Egypt and mediæval Britain, we find the priesthood in close touch with the masons. A mediæval cathedral took more than one generation to erect, and in that time many masons came and went around the fane. The lodge was invariably founded by the rising cathedral or abbey, and apprentices and others were entered as opportunity offered; indeed a man might serve his apprenticeship and labour all through his life upon the one building, without ever seeing any work elsewhere. The evidence as to whether the master-masons were also architects is very conflicting, and it has been held that the priests were the architects of the British cathedrals,—the master-masons and operatives merely carrying out their designs. There is good evidence however that this is not wholly true. Authorities are at one in declaring that of all arts architecture is by far the most intricate. It is undoubtedly the one which requires a long and specific training. Questions of stress and strain of the most difficult description arise, and it seems incredible that anyone with the most superficial knowledge of the subject should believe that ecclesiastics, who had not undergone any special training should be qualified to compose plans of the most perfect and intricate description for the most noble and remarkable edifices ever raised in this country.

Fredegonda: (See France.)

Freemasonry—History and Origin: Though it would not be exactly correct to say that the history of Freemasonry was lost in the mists of antiquity, it is competent to remark that although to a certain degree traceable, its records are of a scanty nature, and so crossed by the trails of other mystical brotherhoods, that disentanglement is an extremely difficult process. The earliest legend of its foundation at the time of the building of the Temple at Jerusalem is manifestly traditional. If one might hazard an opinion, it would seem that at a very early epoch in the history of civilization, a caste of builders in stone arose, who zealously guarded the secret of their craft. In all probability this was prehistoric. It is not unreasonable to assume this when we possess plenty of proof that an ancient caste of bronze-workers flourished in every country in Europe and Asia; and if this be admitted, and it cannot well be refuted in the light of recent researches,—(see Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society for 1915)—there is nothing absurd or impossible in the contention that a similar school of workers in stone should have arisen at a like early period. We know that it is probable that the old caste of bronze-workers had an esoteric language of their own, which has come down to us as the Shelta Thari (q.v.) spoken generally by the tinkers of Great Britain and Ireland. If such a caste can elaborate a secret language and cling jealously to the "mysteries" of metal-working, there is no reason to doubt the existence of a similar caste of masons. We tender this theory for what it is worth, and hope it may be supported by any great authority on the subject. Where such a caste of operative masons arose is altogether a separate question, and cannot be dealt with here; but it must obviously have been in a country where working in stone was one of the principal arts. It is clear that this early brotherhood must have been hierophantic. Its principal work to begin with would undoubtedly consist in the raising of temples and similar structures, and as such it would come into very close contact with the priesthood, if indeed it was not wholly directed by it. In early civilization but two classes of dwelling receive the attention of the architect,—the temple and the palace. For example, among the ruins of Egypt and Babylonia, remains of the private house are rare, but the temple and the royal residence are everywhere conspicuous, and we know that among the ruins of Central America temples and palaces alone remain—the huts of the surrounding dwellers having long ago disappeared. The temple is the nucleus of the early city. Around the worship of the gods crystallises commerce, agriculture, and all the affairs of life. All roads lead to the temple. Striding for a moment over the gap of years between early Babylon and Egypt and mediæval Britain, we find the priesthood in close touch with the masons. A mediæval cathedral took more than one generation to erect, and in that time many masons came and went around the fane. The lodge was invariably founded by the rising cathedral or abbey, and apprentices and others were entered as opportunity offered; indeed a man might serve his apprenticeship and labour all through his life upon the one building, without ever seeing any work elsewhere. The evidence as to whether the master-masons were also architects is very conflicting, and it has been held that the priests were the architects of the British cathedrals,—the master-masons and operatives merely carrying out their designs. There is good evidence however that this is not wholly true. Authorities are at one in declaring that of all arts architecture is by far the most intricate. It is undoubtedly the one which requires a long and specific training. Questions of stress and strain of the most difficult description arise, and it seems incredible that anyone with the most superficial knowledge of the subject should believe that ecclesiastics, who had not undergone any special training should be qualified to compose plans of the most perfect and intricate description for the most noble and remarkable edifices ever raised in this country.
We know that professional architects existed at a very early period; and why the priesthood should be credited with their work, it is difficult to understand; but instances are on record where the priests of a certain locality have taken to themselves the credit of planning the cathedral of the diocese. Be this as it may, the "mystery" of building was sufficiently deep to require extensive knowledge and experience and to a great extent this justifies the jealousy with which the early masons regarded its secrets. Again, this jealousy with which it was kept from the vulgar gaze may have been racial in its origin, and may have arisen from such considerations as the following: "Let no stranger understand this craft of ours. Why should we make it free to the heathen and the foreigner?" This also smacks of priestcraft, but if masonry originated hierophantically, it certainly did not continue a preserve of any religion, and is nowadays probably the chiefest abomination of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, which has not hesitated to publish and disseminate the grossest libels regarding it. It is to Britain that we must look for evidence as to the evolutionary line of masonry. Before the founding of the Grand Lodge, we find that York and the North of England in general was regarded as the most ancient seat of the fraternity in this island. Indeed without stretching probabilities too far, the line of evolution so far as York is concerned is quite remarkable. We know for example that in the early days of that city a temple of Serapis existed there, which was afterwards a monastery of the Begging Friars, and the mysteries of this god existed beside the Roman College. Craftsmen's Societies, it is also considered that the crypt of York Minster affords evidence of the progress of masonry from Roman to Saxon times. It is stated that it has a mosaic pavement of blue and white tiles laid in the form employed in the first degree of masonry, and is said to show the sites of three seats used by the master and his wardens during the construction of the building. It is also an undoubted fact that the craft occasionally met in this crypt during last century. There is thus reason to believe even though the evidence be of a scanty nature (but the foregoing does not embrace all of it) that the early masons of Britain were probably influenced by Romano-Egyptian mystical societies, and that their own craft societies drew some of their practices and constitutions from these alien schools. Masonic tradition goes to show that even in the beginning of the fourteenth century masonry in Britain was regarded by many, as the haughty chivalry of his time. His society was divided into three quarters, which were: the Knights Templars; the Knights Hospitallers; and the Knights of St. John. The Craftsmen's Societies were divided into two parts, and a Mason's Company of London had a copy of the masonic charges presented by him. Vaughan also appears to have been a freemason, and many masons of the middle of the seventeenth century, such as Robert Moray and Elias Ashmole, were diligent students of occult science, and Sir Christopher Wren was a student of hermetic art.

It has often been put forward that Scotland was the original home of freemasonry in these islands, but although the craft was undoubtedly ancient in that country, there

British freemasonry borrowed extensively from continental secret societies, such as the Rosicrucians (q.v.) and similar fellowships. The truth lies however in the circumstance that the coming and going of students of occultism throughout Europe was so constant, and so frequent were their communications that practically all those societies were in touch with one another. Again many persons belonged to several of them at once, and imported the rules and constitution of one body into another. No student of occultism can fail to be struck with the close resemblance of the constitutions of nearly all the mystical fellowships of the middle ages, and the resemblance of the verbiage employed by their founders and protagonists. It must also be insisted that the speculative or mystic part of masonry was in the middle ages merely a tradition with the brotherhood, whatever it may have been in earlier times, and whatever close connection the craft may have had with hierophanic or mystic philosophy. The speculative element, we repeat, was merely traditional and symbolical as at present, and not practical; but this speculation was from time to time to keep up the flame of speculative mysticism which was to be aroused again at the end of the mediæval period. When political freedom awoke in Europe, the necessity for the existence of trade guilds vanished, but the person who delighted in their formation and management still remained. The raison d'être of these fellowships disappeared, but the love of mysticism, not to say the mysterious, was perhaps stronger than ever. What then occurred? Simply this: at all those persons who found the occupation of floating and managing real secret societies gone, cast about for anything in the shape of a mystical fellowship that they could find. They soon discovered the craft of masonry which although operative possessed mystical traditions. The attraction was mutual, and astrologers, alchemists and others soon crowded the lodges, to such purpose that at the lodge held in 1682 in London, there was not an operative mason present, and at that held in 1682, the speculative branch was overwhelming in its numbers. Harking back a little, it is noteworthy that the freemasons in mediæval times formed a fellowship or guild closely resembling in its constitution that of similar trade guilds both in Britain and the continent; such as the Weavers, Tailors, Fishmongers, and so forth. But although these guilds preserved the "mysteries," where they possessed them, with considerable jealousy, they did not regard it as necessary to keep up in their constitutions the same ancient practices and ritual which go to show so strongly that masonry is undoubtedly an institution of great antiquity.

It has also been suggested that freemasonry was introduced into Europe by the Knights Templar. It would be difficult to discover a similar institution which in the opinion of some authorities had not been founded by that order; and it is difficult to believe that the haughty chivalry of Normandy would have claimed any connection whatsoever with an operative craft. There are, however, many connections between alchemy and masonry. For example in the Ordinalli of Alchemy compiled by Thomas Norton (q.v.), the freemasons are alluded to as workers in it. In 1650, we find Fludd (q.v.) using language which smacks strongly of freemasonry. His society was divided into degrees, and the Masons' Company of London had a copy of the masonic charges presented by him. Vaughan also appears to have been a freemason, and many masons of the middle of the seventeenth century, such as Robert Moray and Elias Ashmole, were diligent students of occult science, and Sir Christopher Wren was a student of hermetic art.
Freemasonry

Freemasonry does not appear to be any adequate proof that it was older than in England. Some of the Scottish lodges, such as No. 1 Edinburgh, which possesses the records of the English Grand Lodge, and others, and it is probable that this has led to the assumption that the brotherhood was of greater antiquity in North Britain than in England. But the circumstance that the craft was probably introduced into England in Roman times, where it has in all likelihood flourished ever since, tends to dispose of such a theory. The history of modern freemasonry begins with the formation of the Grand Lodge of England, which was inaugurated on St. John the Baptist's Day 1717 by several old lodges. This represented the first central governing body of the fraternity, and before this time each lodge had been self-governing. Many lodges speedily came under itsegis, and Ireland formed a Grand lodge of her own in 1725 but Scotland did not follow till 1736, and even then many lodges held aloof from the central body, only 33 out of 100 falling into line. From one or other of these three governing bodies all the regular lodges throughout the world have arisen, so that modern masonry may truthfully be said to be of entirely British origin.

This is not the place to enter into an elaborate discussion of the history and affairs of modern masonry, and we are chiefly exercised regarding its mystical position and tendencies. Regarding these we must be brief. As regards the lower ranks of the craft, it consists almost entirely in these islands at least of persons who have in great measure treated it as a more friendly society, and it is only the higher ranks that any real idea of the true significance of the mystical tenets preserved and taught is retained. The ordinary mason, who preserves a cryptic and mysterious silence when the affairs of his craft are alluded to, merely serves as a laughing-stock to the modern well-equipped mystic. Certain signs and handgrips are in use amongst modern masons, and the possession of these, and of a ritual the significance of which he rarely comprehends, the average brother fondly imagines, renders him somewhat superior to the layman. It is extremely doubtful if among even the higher ranks of masonry, the deepest significance of the tradition of the craft is thoroughly realised, and if the absurd works which every now and then emanate from eminent masons regarding the history of their craft be accepted as criteria of their higher knowledge, it must indeed be of slight proportions. Regarding the grand secret, or secrets, of masonry, the layman may rest comfortably assured that if he has failed to join the brotherhood, he has missed no fact of supreme importance by so doing. The original secrets in the same state of connection with the craft were those of operative masons, who were jealous of their position as workmen, and who rightly enough did not believe in giving away business secrets to all and sundry; but the so-called "secrets" of modern speculative masonry are merely such as have brought alchemy, astrology, and the kindred sciences into unthinking disrepute among those who do not recognise their significance in the history of human thought. This is not to say that masonry as a whole consists of mere claptrap. The trend of its entire constitution is nowadays frankly mystical, but it is a mysticism which is only half understood by the lower ranks of the craft, and which is imperfectly recognised by its higher officers. Its tenets are unquestionably mystical and lofty, but masonic transcendentalism has scarcely kept in line with the more modern forms of mysticism. From time to time new degrees have been formed which have in some measure rectified this, but the number of masons qualified to understand the nature of the vast and mighty truths conveyed in these, is naturally extremely small, and it is as a friendly society that the brochure of the Grand Lodge seems to have been designed, to the extent that the more it is studied the more one may find to be admired. As has been said, continental masonry is undoubtedly the offspring of British systems. This is not to say that in France and Germany there were no masonic lodges in the first half of the eighteenth century, but all modern lodges in these countries undoubtedly date from the inception of the English central body. French masonry possessed and possesses many rites which differ entirely from those accepted by the British craft. We find the beginnings of modern French masonry in the labours of Martines Pasqually (q.v.), St. Martin (q.v.), and perhaps to a great extent in those of Cagliostro (q.v.) who tells hairy to found his Egyptian rite in France. It is noticeable, however, that he had become a member of a London lodge before attempting this. In France, masonry has always had more or less a political complexion, and nowadays the extreme enmity existing between it and the Roman Catholic church in that country favours the inclusion in its ranks of persons possessing ideals by no means in consonance with the very upright standard of British masonry. In Germany, it has been said that the Steinmetz approximated very strongly in medieval times to the British masons, if they were not originally one and the same; but the later lodges in Germany all date from that founded in 1733.

The entrance of masons into the various degrees involves an elaborate system of symbolic ritual, of which the essence is uniform throughout all lodges. The members are classified in numerous degrees, of which the first three are entered in the hierarchy, fellow-craft, and master-mason. Each lodge possesses its own byelaws, subject to the Book of Constitution of the Grand Lodge.

Wild stories have been circulated, chiefly by the Roman Catholic enemies of masonry, regarding the practice of diabolic occultism in the higher ranks of the craft. To begin with, it is extremely unlikely that more than three or four persons connected with it possess the requisite knowledge to thus offend against the Christian proprieties, and the childish assertions of French writers on the subject may be dismissed with a smile. The "occultism" and "transcendentalism" of the majority of zealous brethren are usually of the mildest character possible, and are in some measure related to the mysterious attitude of the average mason, when dark hints as to lodge doings are whispered of among his admiring relatives.

French Commission on Magnetism; (See Spiritualism, Hypnotism.)

Fraar Rush (German Rausch): A house-spirit supposed to have been sent from the infernal regions to keep the monks and nuns of the seventh century from falling into diabolical occultism. The occultism which they then existed in. He gained admittance to monastie houses as a scullion; is probably representative of the spirit of inebriety. A German myth.

Friends of God: A mystical society founded in Germany in the fourteenth century, for the purpose of ministering to the poor by preaching and sacrament. Its members included men and women of every rank and station; not only monks and nuns, but knights, farmers, artisans, merchants. Their law was: That universal love, commanded by Christ, and not to be gainsaid by his vicar. Their prophecies and warnings roused the ire of certain of the clergy, and they were charged with sectarianism.

Fritziar, Martin Von: German alchemist. (Circa, 1750.)

The dates of the birth and death of this alchemist have never been ascertained, but he is known to have lived in the first half of the eighteenth century, while he appears to have been a Hessian, resident chiefly at the village of Fritziar. While a young man, he studied pharmacy, intending to make it his profession; but he soon grew interested in the quest of gold-making, and, when the celebrated chemist, Lascaris, came to Erfurt, Martin hastened to his presence with a view to gaining his secrets. Along
Galactides or Galarfeldes: Perhaps a species of emerald. It is greatly valued by magicians, its property being to make magical writings heard, and ghosts appear, to return answers. It promotes love and friendship.

Galeotti, Martius: Italian Astrologer. (1442-1494). Born in 1442, this Italian astrologer and theologian, appears to have been a native of Narni, in Umbria; but it would seem that he left Italy while a young man, and settled for a while at Boulogne. Here, he gave grave offence to the Church of Rome by promulgating the doctrines that good works are not the road to salvation, and that this is only to be obtained by faith in Christ; and, finding the priests around him growing daily more and more hostile, Galeotti saw fit to leave France for Hungary, where he became secretary to the king, Matthias Corvinus, and also tutor to the latter's son, Prince John. His secretarial and tutorial duties, however, did not occupy the whole of his time; and, besides making himself an expert astrologer, he wrote a book called, De jucoso Dicia et Factis Regis Matthiae Corvini. Some of the tenets contained therein were the means of his incurring fresh ill-will from the clergy; and eventually, their rancour became so great, indeed, that the writer was seized and taken to Venice, where he was imprisoned for a while. He was released anon, chiefly owing to the influence of the Pope, Sixtus IV, whose tutor he is said to have been at an earlier and indeterminate date; and, thereupon, Galeotti returned to France, where he came under the notice of the king, Louis XI., who appointed him his state-astrologer. Henceforth, for many years, the Italian acted in this onerous capacity, sometimes living within the precincts of the royal castle of Plessis-les-Tours, sometimes at the town of Lyons; and, once, in 1478, while staying at the latter place, and being informed that Louis was approaching, he rode out to meet him, fell from his horse, and died shortly afterwards. A dissertation on divination was composed by him, a discourse on dreams, a treatise on the superstitions connected with magic among the ancients and the moderns.

Garafroules: A red-coloured stone, which Achilles is believed to have carried with him in battle. It renders its possessor invincible.

Garden of Pomegranates: A tract reflecting the later spirit of Kabalism (g.v.).

Gardner, Dr. (See Spirit-Photography).

Gargates: A black species of electrum or amber, now called jet. To electrum are attributed many occult virtues of a tell-tale character, and according to Pliny, a cup of this substance had the property of discovering poison, by showing certain half-circles, like rainbows, in the liquor, which also sparkles and hisses as if on fire.

Garinot, Jules: Author of a History of Magic in France, Paris, 1816. In this curious work will be found a description of the Turk's bath, a dissertation on dreams, a discourse on the superstitions connected with magic among the ancients and the moderns.

Garlic: A species of onion, cultivated throughout Europe, to which is attributed certain occult properties. It is believed by the Greeks and the Turks that the use of this vegetable, or even the mention of its name, is a sure charm against the "evil eye," and against vampires (q.v.). New-built houses and the sterns of boats belonging to Greece and Turkey, have long bunches of garlic hanging from them as a preventive against the fatal envy of any ill-disposed person.

Garner: Preserves the health and promotes joy, but in the case of lovers, discord.

Garner, Gilles: A werewolf, condemned at Dole, under Louis XIII., for having devoured a number of children. He was burned alive, and his body, after being reduced to ashes, was scattered to the winds.

Gassner: (See Hypnotism).

Gastromancy, or Divination from the Belly, is now generally explained by ventriculoism, the voice in both cases sounding low and hollow, as if issuing from the ground. Salvete enforces this opinion, and adds: "The name of En-gastrismythis, given by the Greeks to the Pythia (priestesses during the exorcism of an evil spirit, appears to have been the "fumigation" of the victim; and for this, various prescriptions are given throughout occult history. If it is found difficult to dislodge the demon, a picture of him is sometimes drawn, which is to be thrown into the fire after having been signed with the cross, sprinkled with holy water, and "fumigated." At other times, if the evil spirit refuses to give his name, the exorcist will "fumigate" the possessed one.

Futhork: (See Teutons).
of Apollo) indicates that they made use of this artifice."
The explanation is only partial, and the text of Isaiah: "They voice shall die, as it hath a familiar spirit," is inapplicable in such an argument. Those who are experienced in clairvoyance are aware that the voice is often reduced very low, in consequence of a change in the respiration. This was the case with some of the ancient Pythagoreans, though instances may have occurred when ventriloquism was resorted to, as by the wizards of Greenland in our own time.

Another method of practising the ancient gastronomy connects it with crystal-seeing, as vessels of glass, round, and full of clear water, were used, which were placed before several lighted candles. In this case, a young boy or girl was generally the seer, and the demon was summoned in a low voice by the magician. Replies were then obtained from the magical appearances seen in the illuminated glass vessels.

Gaudiion, Pierre: A sorcerer, who was burned in 1610, for going about at night in the form of a hare.

Gaufridi, Louis: A French ecclesiastic, burned as a sorcerer at Aix, in 1611. He was a curé at Marseilles, where his attractive person and manners gained for him a footing in his high society, but for all his priestly garb, he led an evil life. A girl whom he had seduced was sent by her parents to a convent of Ursulines, and there Gaufridi followed her, making the credulous nuns believe that a legion of demons possessed the convent. At the instance of the exorcist, who relieved the "possessed" nuns Gaufridi was tried at Aix, and found guilty of being a sorcerer.

Gauhar-Abad: Meaning the Abode of Jewels. This was the name given to one of the capitals of the peris of Persian romance. The were beings of an angelic or well-disposed nature, who inhabited the earth, along with the divs or evil-disposed, before the creation of man. After this event, the peris became inhabitants of the aerial regions, and had three capitals: Shad-u-kam (pleasure and desire), Gauhar-abad, and Amber-abad (city of Ambergris).

Gauhler, Jean: An alchemist. Charles IX. of France, deceived by his promises, had him provided with a hundred and twenty thousand pounds, with which to make gold, and the adept set to work. But after he had worked for a week, he ran away with the King's money. He was pursued, captured, and hanged.

Gaujcher of Bruges: It is related that a Franciscan monk, made a bishop by Pope Nicholas III., and deposed by Clement V., appealed to God against his deposition, and asked that he should be buried with his act of appeal in hand. Some time after his death, Pope Clement V., visited Poitiers, and, finding himself one day in a Franciscan monastery, asked to see the remains of him whom he had deposed. He caused the tomb to be opened, and was horrified to see Gaujcher of Bruges presenting his act of appeal, with a withered hand.

Gea: An order of priests among the Ga people of the Gold Coast, west of Togoland.

Geber, otherwise Abou Moussah Djafer al Sofi, was a native of Haman, in Mesopotamia, or, according to other accounts, a Spanish Moor, born at Savile, somewhere about the end of the eighth century, though all dates concerning him are extremely doubtful. Practically nothing is known of his life. He undertook wide experiments in metallurgy and chemistry, with the object of discovering the constituent elements of metals, in the course of which he stumbled upon nitric acid and red oxide of mercury. It is, indeed, upon actual discoveries that his reputation is based, and not upon the many spurious treatises which have been attributed to him, and which embrace the entire gamut of the sciences. His alleged extant works, which are in Latin, cannot but be regarded with suspicion, especially as several mediæval writers adopted his name. It is believed, however, that the library at Leyden, and the Imperial Library at Paris, contain Arabic manuscripts, which might be referred to his name. His Sum of Perfecions and his Investigation into the Perfecion of Metals are his most important works, a complete edition of which was published at Dantzig, in 1681, and again in the Bibliotheca Chemica Curiosa, of Mangetus, published at Cologne, in 1702. The Sum of Perfections professes to draw inspiration from alchemical authors, who lived previous to Geber, but as alchemy was then not very far advanced, the derivation is an unlikely one. We are told in its pages that success in the great art is only to be achieved by rigid adherence to natural law. A spirit of great strength and a dry water are spoken of as the elements of the natural principle. The philosophers' furnace and its arrangement is dealt with in detail, as is the philosophers' vessel, a vase of glass with several intricate details difficult of comprehension. There is no doubt, however, regarding the absolutely physical basis of metallurgy, upon which the work is composed, and it contains no hint of allegory or the achievement of success through supernatural agency.

Geheanna (otherwise Hell): The word is derived from the Hebrew ge and Hinnom, the Valley of Hinnom—originally a valley in Palestine where the Jews passed their children through the fire to Molech, the god of the Ammonites. Geheanna is popularly regarded as a place of torment to which the wicked are consigned when they leave this earth: it is pictured as a bottomless pit, lit only by the fire which is never quenched. In Dante and Milton, we have diverse descriptions of Hell—the one of unutterable anguish, horror and despair; the other more sublime imaginatively, and pierced with rays of faith and love. The locality of Hell, and the duration of its torments, have for centuries been the subject of much questioning. By some, it is believed, that there is a purgatorial region—a kind of upper Geheanna, "in which the souls of just men are cleansed by a temporary punishment" before they are admitted to Heaven. It was believed that during this period the soul could revisit the places and persons whom it had loved. By the Persians, Geheanna was understood as the place inhabited by the divs, or rebellious angels, and to which they had been confined when they refused to bow down before the first man. Geheanna is used in the New Testament for Hell, and is practically synonymous with the Greek "Hades.

Gematria: along with temurah, was the science of the dual interpretation of the Kabalistic alphabet, which composed the complete science of the tawil (q.v.) signs and their complex and varied application to the definition of all letters.

Genesal Dierum: (See Avienna.)

Genius: Is generally used as the name of a superior class of aerial beings, holding an intermediate rank between mortals and immortals. That, at least, appears to be the signification of "Daemon," the corresponding term in Greek. It is probable, that the whole system of Demonology was invented by the Platonick philosophers, and engraved by degrees on the popular mythology. The Platonists professed, however, to derive their doctrines from the "theology of the ancients," so that this system may have come originally from the East, where it formed a part of the tenets of Zoroaster. This sage ascribed all the operations of nature to the agency of celestial beings, the ministers of one supreme first cause, to whose most visible and brilliant image, Fire, homage was paid as his representative. Some Roman writers speak of the Genius as the God of Nature," or "Nature" itself, but their notions seem to have been modified by, if not formed from, etymological considerations, more likely to mislead than to afford a certain clue to the real meaning of the term. At a later period, they supposed almost every
created thing, animate or inanimate, to be protected by its guardian genius, a sort of demi-god, who presided over its birth, and was its constant companion till its death. Thus, Censorius, who lived about the middle of the third century, wrote as follows: "The genius is a god supposed to be attendant on everyone from the time of his birth. Many think the same invisible spirits, as the ancients. We may well believe that its power over us is great, yea, absolute. Some ascribe two genii at least to those who live in the houses of married persons." Euclid, the Socratic philosopher, gives two to every one, a point on which Lucilius, in his "Satires," insists we cannot be informed. To the genius, therefore, so powerful through the whole course of one's life, they offered yearly sacrifices. As the birth of every mortal was a peculiar object of his guardian genius's solicitude, the marriage-bed was called the genial bed, "lectus genialis"; the same invisible patron was supposed also to be the author of joy and hilarity, whence a joyous was called a genial life, "genialis vita." There is a curious passage relating to the functions of the Greek demons in the Symposium of Plato, in which he says: (Speech of Socrates) "from it (i.e., the agency of genii) proceed all the arts of divination, and all the science of priests, with respect to sacrifices, initiations, incantations, and everything, in short, which relates to oracles and enchantments. The deity holds no direct intercourse with man; but, by this means, all the converse and communication the Holy Fathers had amongst themselves, whether asleep or awake, take place; and he who is wise in these things is a man peculiarly guided by his genius."

We here see the origin of the connection between demonology and magic; an association perpetually occurring in the romances of the East, if the Jinn of the Muslims can be identified with the genius of the Platonists. (See also Jim.)

Germany: For early German magic, see Tewtons.

Magic as formulated and believed in by the Germans in the Middle Ages, bears, along with traces of its unmistakable derivation from the ancient Teutonic religion, the impress of the influence wrought by the natural characteristics of the country upon the mind of its inhabitants. Deep forests, gloomy mountains, limitless morasses, caverned rocks, mysterious springs, all these helped to shape the weird and terrible imagination which may be traced in Teutonic mythology, and later in the darker and more repulsive aspects of magic and witchcraft, which first arose in Germany, and there obtained ready credence.

As the clash of strife of Teuton and Roman, of Christian and Heathen have left indelible records in folk-lore and history, so we may find themselves into beasts and the magical belief of the Middle Ages. The earlier monkish legends are replete with accounts of magic and sorcery, indicating plainly the process by which the ancient deities had become evil and degraded upon the introduction of the newer religion. Miracles are recounted, where these evil ones are robbed of all power at the name of Christ, or before some blessed relic, then chained and imprisoned beneath mountain, river and sea in eternal darkness, whilst it was told how misfortune and death were the unvarying rewards for those who still might follow the outcast gods.

Again, the sites and periods of the great religious festivals of the Teutons are perpetuated in those said to be the place and time of the Witches' Sabbath and other mysterious meetings and conclaves. Mountains especially retained this character—as the Venusberg, the Horsegall, and Blocksberg, now become the Hepple and Coal of the damned. Chapels and cathedrals were full of relics, whose chief virtue was to exorcise the spirits of evil, while the bells must be blessed, as ordained by the Council of Cologne, in order that the demons might be affrighted by their sound, calling Christians to prayers; and when they fled, the persons of the faithful would be secure; that the destruction of lightnings and whirlwinds would be averted, and the spirits of the storm defeated."

Storms were always held to be the work of the Devil, or the conjuration of his followers. In their fury might be heard the trampling of his infernal train above the tossing forms of holy spires, and here is seen the transformation of Odin and his hosts had undergone. Another instance of this is found when the Valkyries, the Choozers of the Slain, riding to places of battle, have become the mediaeval witches riding astride broom-sticks, on their missions of evil. Castles of flames, where the Devil holds wild revel; conclaves of corpses reanimated by evil knowledge; unearthly growths, vitalized by hanged men's souls, springing to life beneath gallows and gibbets; little men of the hills, malicious spirits, with their caps of mist and cloaks of invisibility; in these may be seen the meeting of the Heathen and Christian stories, and the origins of that terrible belief in magic, and its train of terror and death, which is one of the darkest mysteries of the Middle Ages.

Witchcraft was at first deriv'd as a delusion by men of sense and education, and belief in it was actually forbidden by some of the earlier councils. It was in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that it attained prominence, helped greatly thereto by the fact that magic, sorcery and witchcraft had now become a crime in the eyes of the Church—a crime punishable by confiscation and death. It may be safely said that the Holy Fathers and Inquisitors first systematized and formulated Black Magic. Under such authority, belief in it flourished, filling the people with either an abject fear or unholy curiosity.

The motives for laying the charge of sorcery and witchcraft at a person's door were, of course, many besides that of care for the soul; for personal feuds, political enmities, religious differences and treasury needs found in this an unfailing and sure means of achieving their infamous ends. However this might be, the charges were hurled at high and low, and death thereby reaped a plentiful harvest.

The famous Council of Constance began the years of terror with its proscription of the doctrines of Wyclif and the burning of John Huss and Jerome of Prague. At this time, too, a work was published by one of the Inquisitors, called the Formicariurn, a comprehensive list of the sins against religion and in the fifth volume an exhaustive account was given of that of sorcery. The list of crimes accomplished by witches is detailed, such as second sight, ability to read secrets and foretell events; power to cause diseases, death by lightning and destructive storms; to transform themselves into beasts and to bring about illicit love, barrenness of living beings and crops; their eminence against children and practice of devouring them.

Papal bulls appeared for the appointment of Inquisitors, who must not be interfered with by the civil authorities, and the Emperor and reigning princes took such under their protection. The persecutions rose to a ferocity unparalleled in other countries, till the following century, and hundreds were burned in the space of a few years. Two Inquisitors of this time, Jacob Sprenger, and Heinricus Institor, compiled the famous Maltes Maleficarum, a complete system of witchcraft, also a perfect method of proving the innocent capable and guilty of any and every crime. Yet it was meant partly as an apology—a pointing out of the necessity for the extermination of such a horde of evil-doers. At this time, too, appeared the bull of the papacy VIII., and comprehensive method and process for trials and tortures.

These persecutions were intermittent throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, breaking out again with renewed vigour in the seventeenth century. It was stimulated in this by the increasing strife between Catholics
and Protestants and the condition of the country, devastated by war, plague and famine, was an ever-ready and fruitful source of charges that might be brought against sorcery. Two cities, Bamberg and Würzburg attained an unenviable fame for sanginary trials and number of victims.

In the first-named city, Prince-Bishop George II., and his suffragan, Frederic Forner, prosecuted the holy inquisition with such energy that between the years 1625 and 1630 nine hundred trials took place, six hundred people being burned. Confessions of whatever the holy fathers wished, were wrung from the victims under extreme and merciless torture. Rich and poor, learned and ignorant, were gathered into the toils, the number often being so great that names were never taken and written down, the prisoners being cited as No. 1, 2, 3, and so on.

At Würzburg, Lutheranism was gaining ground, and here again the charge of sorcery was brought against its followers. The bishop, Philip Adolph, who came to the see in 1623, did not dare to openly prosecute them, so took this means of punishing those unfaithful to the Church.

In Hauber's Bibliotheca Magica may be found a list of twenty-nine burnings, covering a short period prior to 1629. Each burning consisted of several victims, the numbers ranging from two up to ten or more. Here is a strange procession we see here, winding their way to doth through the flames and bitter smoke, a procession pathetic and terrible. Old men and women, little girls and boys and infants, all emissaries of the Evil One; noble ladies and washerwomen, singers and beggars; Bannach, a senator, "the fattest citizen in Würzburg"; a very rich man, a keeper of the pot-house, the bishop's own nephew and page, "the most beautiful girl in Würzburg," a huckster, a blind girl, living beside the decapitated dead—the procession is endless as the conditions were various.

Strangely, it was at Würzburg, in 1749, that the last trial for witchcraft took place, that of Maria Renata, of the Convent of Unterzell. She was condemned on all the old charges, of consorting with the Devil, bewitchments and other infernal practices, and burned there in the month of June, the last victim of cruel superstition.

Towards the end of the seventeenth century, disbelief in the truth of witchcraft and criticism of the wholesale burnings began to be heard, though earlier than this, some had dared to lift their voices against the widespread ignorance of it all. Cornelius Saas, a priest in Mainz, in 1593, stated his doubts of the whole proceedings, but suffered for his temerity. Johannes Wier, physician to the Duke of Cleves, Thomas Erast, another physician, Adam Tanner, a Bavarian Jesuit, and last, but not least, Frederick Spree, also a Jesuit, who, more than all helped to end the reign of terror and superstition.

Alchemy, the forerunner of modern chemistry, belonged in those days to the realm of magic, and was therefore Satanic in its derivation, and its followers liable to the charge of sorcery and the penalty of death. In this fraternity we find emperors and princes, often devoted to the study themselves, or taking into their service well-known practitioners of the art, as when Joachim I. had Johannes Trithemius as teacher of astrology and "defender of magic," and the Emperor Rudolph employing Michael Maier as his physician.

Germany supplies a long roll of names famous for their discoveries made in the name of magic, men who by their search for knowledge and truth laid themselves open to much terrible suspicion. Here we find Paracelsus,—that inexplicable figure who in his search for the Elixir of Life discovered laudanum, perhaps in some magical distillation of black poppies at midnight hour: the great Cornelius Agrippa; Basil Valentine, prior and chemist; Henry Khäférath, physician and philosopher, and a train of students, all tirelessly searching for the elusive mysteries of life, the innermost secrets of nature. Popular imagination was ever busy weaving strange tales about their doings, such as informal dealings and pacts with the Devil. Such knowledge as the alchemists gained could only be acquired by infernal means, and the soul of the magician was often the price promised and inexorably demanded by the Evil One. These myths and imaginings centred themselves about one magician especially, and in the Faust legend we may find embodied the general attitude and belief of the Middle Ages towards learning and any attempt to extend the realm of knowledge.

The Alchemists were also mystics as their writings abundantly testify, but most notable of all in this department of occultism was Jacob Böhme, the son of peasants, the inspired shoemaker.

During the Thirty Years' War many wild preachers, seers and fanatics appeared, exhorting and prophesying. No doubt the condition of the country contributed towards producing these states of hallucination and hysteria, and in contrast to the terror, misfortune and sorrow on all sides we have accounts of ecstasy absorbed in supernatural visions. Anna Flescher of Freiburg was such an one, as was Christiana Poniatowski; who journeying throughout Bohemia and Germany related her visions and prophesied. At the end of the seventeenth century the old tenets of magic were undergone a great change. Alchemy began to separate itself from them, and became merged in the science of chemistry. The residue of the magical beliefs formed their protagonists in members of all kinds of secret societies, many of which were founded on those of the Middle Ages. Freemasonry—whose beginnings are attributed by some to a certain guild of masons banded together for the building of Strasburg Cathedral, but by other authorities Rosicrucianism—formed the basis and pattern for many other secret societies.

In the eighteenth century these flourished exceedingly. Occultism became rampant. We hear of Frederick William working with Steinert in a house specially built for evocations; of Schreopfer, proprietor of a café with his magic punch and circles for raising the spirits of the dead; of Lavater with two spirits at his command; of the Mopese, a society formed by the Jesuits. Many wild dramas and Witches' Sabbath in a mild and civilized form; and of Carl Sand, the mystical fanatic who killed Kotzebue.

The illuminati, whose teachings, spreading to France, did so much towards bringing about the many violent changes there, were banded together as a society by Adam Weishaupt and fostered by Baron von Knigge, a student of occultism. The object of this society is said to have originally been that of circumventing the Jesuits, but in its development it absorbed mysticism and supernaturalism, finally becoming political and revolutionary as it applied its philosophies to civil and religious life. Though it was disbanded and broken up in 1784 its influence was incalculable and widespread in its effects for long afterwards.

Many other names occur, coming on the scene under the category of mysticism: Jüng Stilling, seer, prophet and healer; Anton Mesmer, the discoverer and apostle of animal magnetism; the Marquis de Puysegur, magnetist and spiritualist; Madame von Krudener, preacher of peace and alliance to monarchs and princes; Zachkolke the mystical seer, and Dr. Justinus Kerner, believer in magnetism and historian of those two famous cases of possession and mediumship, the "Maids of Orlach" and the "Seeress of Prevorst."

Early in the nineteenth century occurred the remarkable cures said to be affected by Prince Hohenlohe, a dignitary
of the Church. He was led to believe in the power of healing through the influence of a peasant named Martin Michel. Most of these cures took place at Wurzburg, the scenes of former sanguinary witch-burnings, and it is said that up to a few hundred people, both dumb, blind, and paralytic were cured by the power of fervent prayer.

About this time also occurred the famous case of "stigmata" in the person of the ecstatic, Katherine Emerick, the nun of Dillingen. The remarkable features were the appearance of a bloody cross encircling the head; marks of wounds in hands, feet and side, and crosses on the breast, with frequent bleedings therefrom. This persisted for many years and the case is mentioned by several notable men of the time.

In nineteenth century Occultism we find, as in the earlier periods, stories of hauntings and doings of mischievous sprites existing beside learned disquisitions by educated men; as that on the "fourth dimension in space" by Zollner in his Transcendental Physics, and another on the luminous emanations from material objects in Baron von Reichenbach's treatise on the Od or Odystic Force; thus betraying an unmistakable likeness to its precursor, the magic of the Middle Ages.

Spiritualism. The movement of modern spiritualism, which left such a deep impress on America, France and England, in a less degree. But it would be indeed surprising if the country which gave so great attention to magnetism, wherein somnambules and clairvoyants were so plentiful, the country of seers and mystics, did not interest itself in the wide-spread phenomena of spiritualism. And investigators there were in Germany, though we have no record of any in the period immediately following the Rochester Rappings. Fichte declared for the facts of spiritualism; Hartmann, also, the author of the Philosophy of the Unconscious, desired to give the phenomena a definite place in philosophy. Carl du Prel, in his Philosophy of Mysticism, points to spiritualistic manifestations as evidence of a subconscious region in the human mind. Du Prel also founded a monthly magazine, The Sphinx, devoted to the interests of spiritualism, and Aksakoff, the well-known Russian spiritualist, published the results of his researches in Germany, and in the German language, because he was not permitted to publish them in Russian. Another philosophic exponent of the spiritualistic doctrine was Baron Hellenbach, who founded on its tenets a distinct hypothesis of his own—naturally, as he says, "a sphere," occurs at birth or death, but merely a change in the mode of perception. So much for the philosophic attitude towards the phenomena. The popular view-point was doubtless more influenced by the performances of the mediums who from time to time found their way to Germany. The most important of these was Henry Slade, who sought refuge in that country from his English persecutors. His remarkable manifestations in Germany, under the observation of Zollner, the astronomer, left nothing to be desired from a spiritualistic point of view.

Gerson, Jean Chariot de: The learned and pious chancellor of the University of Paris, who died in 1429. He was the author of the Examination of Spirits, which contained rules for distinguishing true revelations from false; and of Astrology Reformed, which had a great success.

Gert, Berthemine de: A sorceress of the town of Pecheac in Gascony, who confessed about the year 1608 that when a sorceress returning from the Sabbath was killed on the way, the devil was in the habit of taking her shape and making her perform the dead in her place and die in baptism to preserve her good reputation. But if he who had killed her had a wax candle about him, and made it the sight of the cross on the body of the witch, the devil could not with all his strength remove her, and so was forced to leave her there.

Gervais, Archbishop of Rheims, died in 1067. His death was revealed to a Norman knight, returning from a pilgrimage to Rome, by a hermit, who met on the way, and who told him that the previous night he had been disturbed by a vision of demons making a great noise. They had, they said, been carrying the body of Gervais from Rheims, but because of his good deeds he had been taken from them. On his return to Rheims the knight found that Gervais was dead, and that the time of his death corresponded exactly with the time of the hermit's vision.

Ghor-Baud-Das, The: The people of "Ghor-bund-land." Mr. Pococke in his India in Greece maintains that these people are the same as the Corybantes, or ministers of the gods, otherwise known as the Cabiri.

Ghost Seers: Sir William Hamilton has observed, "however astonishing, it is now proved, beyond all rational doubt, that in certain abnormal states of the nervous organism, perceptions are possible through other than the ordinary channels of the senses." But, without entering into this metaphysical question, folklore holds that persons born at a particular time of the day have the power of seeing ghosts. "Thus it is said in Lancashire," says Mr. Thel­ston Dyer, "that children born during twilight are supposed to have this peculiarity and to know who is in their acquaint­ance will next die. Some say that this property belongs also to those who happen to be born exactly at twelve o'clock at night, or, as the peasants say in Somersetshire, "a child born in chime-hours will have the power to see spirits." The same belief prevails in Yorkshire, where it is commonly supposed that children born during the hour after midnight have the privilege through life of seeing the spirits of the departed. Mr. Henderson says that "a Yorkshire lad informed him she was very near being thus distinguished, but the clock had not struck twelve when she was born. When a child she manifested this circumstance to an old servant, adding that 'Mamma was sure her birthday was the 23rd, not the 24th, for she had inquired at the time.' "Ay, Ay," said the old woman, turning to the child's nurse, 'mistress would be very anxious about that, for brains born after midnight see more things than other folk.'"

This superstition prevails on the Continent, and, in Denmark, Sunday children have prerogatives far from enviable. Thorpe, tells how "in Fyr there was a woman who was born on a Sunday, and, like other Sunday children, had the faculty of seeing much that was hidden from others. But, because of this property, she could not pass by a church at night without seeing a hearse or a spectre. The gift became a perfect burden to her; she therefore sought the advice of a man skilled in such matters, who directed her, whenever she saw a spectre to say, "Go to Heaven!" but when she met a hearse, "Hang on!" Happening sometimes after to meet a hearse, she, through lapse of memory, cried out, "Go to Heaven!" and straightway the hearse rose in the air and vanished. Afterwards, meeting a spectre she said to it, "Hang on!" when the spectre clung round her neck, hung on her back, and drove her down into the earth before it. For three days her shrieks were heard before the spectre would put an end to her wretched life."

It is a popular article of faith in Scotland that those who are born on Christmas Day or Good Friday have the power of seeing spirits, and even of commanding them, a superstition to which Sir Walter Scott alludes in his Marmion

Among uncultured tribes it is supposed that spirits are visible to some persons and not to others. The 'natives'
of the Antilles believed that the dead appeared on the road when one went alone, but not when they went together; among the Finns the ghosts of the dead were to be seen by the Shamans, and not by men generally, unless in dreams. It is, too, a popular theory with savage races that the soul appears in dreams to visit the sleeper, and hence it has been customary for rude tribes to dream various imaginary substances, under the impression that when thrown into the state of ecstasy they would have pleasing visions. On this account certain tribes in the Amazon use certain narcotic plants, producing an intoxication lasting twenty-four hours. During this period they are said to be subject to extraordinary visions, in the course of which they acquire information on any subject they may specially require. For a similar reason the inhabitants of North Brazil, when anxious to discover some guilty person, were in the habit of administering narcotic drinks to sors, in whose dreams the criminal made his appearance. The Californian Indians would give children certain intoxicants in order to gain from the ensuing vision information about their enemies. And the Darien Indians used the seeds of the Datura stramonium to produce in children prophetic delirium, during which they revealed the whereabouts of hidden treasures.

**Gilles de Laval**: Lord of Raiz, and Marshal of France, the "Blue Beard" of our nursery legends, and a famous sorcerer, was born about the year 1420, of one of the most famous families of Brittany. His father died when he was in his twentieth year, and the impetuous lad found himself possessed of unlimited power and wealth. By birth, he was connected with the Roceys, the Craons, and the Montmorencys. Through his father's decease he became the lord of fifteen princely domains, yielding a revenue of three hundred thousand livres. He was handsome, lithe, well-limbed, but distinguished by the appendage of a beard of bluish black. His address was fascinating, his erudition extensive, his courage unimpeachable. Everything seemed to promise a splendid and illustrious career, instead of that dark and miserable history which has associated the name of Blue Beard with so many traditions of horror and legends of atrocious crimes.

At the outset he did nothing to justify an evil augury. He served with zeal and gallantry in the wars of Charles VI. against the English, and had fought under Joan of Arc in the ever memorable Siege of Orléans. His exploits procured him from a grateful king the reward of the high dignity of Marshal of France. From this point his career tended downwards. He retired to his Castle of Champtocé and indulged in a life of ease and luxury. Two hundred horsemen accompanied him on his travels, and his train, when he went hunting, exceeded in magnificence that of the King himself. His retainers were the most sumptuous dresses; his horses were caparisoned with the richest trappings; his castle gates were thrown open day and night to all comers, for whom an ox was daily roasted whole, and sheep, and pigs, and poultry, wine, mead, and hippocras provided in sufficient quantities for five hundred persons. He carried the same love of pomp into his devotions. His principal chaplain, whom he called a bishop, a dean, a chanter, two arch-deacons, four vicars, a schoolmaster, twelve assistant chaplains, and eight choristers, composed his ecclesiastical establishment. Each of these had his horse and his servant; all were dressed in robes of scarlet and fur, and had costly appointments. Sacred vessels, cross, crown, all of gold and silver, were transported with them wherever their lord went, together with many organs, each carried by six men. He was exceedingly desirous that all the priests of his chapel should be entitled to wear the mitre, and he sent many embassies to Rome to obtain this privilege, without success. He maintained a choir of twenty-five young children of both sexes, and these he caused to be instructed in singing by the best masters of the day. He had also his comedians, his morris-dancers, and his jugglers, and every hour was crowned with some sensual gratification or voluptuous pleasure.

In 1443, this magnificent young seigneur married Catherine, the heiress of the noble House of Thouars, an event which afforded him fresh occasions of displaying his insane passion for luxuriant pomp. He gave the most splendid banquets; he figure in the most chivalric tournaments. His guests, who came from all parts to share in the revels of Champtocé, knew not which to admire the most, his skill in all knightly exercises, or his profound erudition. "He had espoused a young woman of high birth," says Eliphas Levi, "and kept her practically shut up in his castle at Machecoul, which had a tower with the entrance walled up." A report was spread by the Marshal that it was in a ruinous state, and no one sought to penetrate therein. This, notwithstanding, Madame de Raiz, who was frequently alone during the dark hours, saw red lights moving to and fro in this tower; but she did not venture to question her husband, whose bizarre and sombre character filled her with extreme terror.

The legal state maintained by the Lord of Raiz was ordered on so extensive a scale that it even exhausted her apparently inexhaustible revenues, and to procure the means for his pleasure and his extravagance, he was compelled to sell several of his baronies. Then the Marshal attempted to dispose of his seigniory of Ingrande. But his heir-at-law, indisposed to see their valuable inheritance gradually pared away into nothing, solicited the interference of the King, and a royal edict prohibited him from selling his paternal estates. In this predicament, most men would have curtailed their profusion, and endeavoured to economize their income, but Gilles de Raiz was unable to live in diminished splendour. The luxuries that surrounded him were all that for him made life.

He sent accordingly into Italy, Spain, and Germany, and invited the adepts in the great science to repair from every land to the splendours of Champtocé. Amongst those who obtained the summonses, and continued attached to him during the remainder of his career, were Prélat, an alchemist of the noble House of Thouars, and his disciple Lebrun, who obtained the most of Padua, and whose name is not given. At their instigation he built a stately laboratory, and joined by other adepts, eagerly began the search for the Philosophers' Stone. For a twelve month the furnaces blazed away right merrily, and a thousand chemical combinations disposed of the Marshal's gold and silver. Meanwhile, the alchemists feasted on the most luxurious viands, and quaffed the rarest wines; and so admirable were their quarters that, as far as they were concerned, they would have prosecuted the quest of the elixir of life, or the Philosophers' Stone, until death cut short their labours.

The impetuosity of the Lord of Raiz could not abide such lingering processes. He wanted wealth, and he wanted it immediately. If the grand secret could not be discovered by any quicker method, he would have none of it. He was, indeed, as his resources were fast melting away, so determined not to wait, and so impatient that he would avail him much if the search occupied several years. At this juncture the Poitouian physician and the Paduan alchemist whispered to him of quicker and bolder methods of attaining the desired alcheempor. He had the courage to adopt them. Gilles de Raiz immediately dismissed his inferior adepts, and put himself in the hands of the two
abiler and subtler masters. These persuaded him that the
Evil One could at once reveal to them the secret, and
offered to summon him ex tenebris, for the Marshal to
conclude with him whatever arrangement he thought best.
As long as he saved his soul, the Lord of Retz professed
himself willing to do anything the devil might command.

In this frame of mind he went to the physician at mid-
night to a solitary recess in the neighbouring wood, where
the physician drew the magic circle and made the custom-
ary conjurations. Gilles listened to the invocation with
wonder, and expectant that every moment the Spirit of
Darkness would burst upon the startled silence. After a
lapse of thirty minutes, the physician manifested signs of
the greatest alarm; his hair seemed to stand on end, his
eyes glared with unutterable horror; he talked wildly,
and he sank to the ground.

The physician then took

Gilles a man of dauntless
bravery, and gazed upon the strange scene unmoved.
After while the physician pretended to recover conscious-
ness. He arose, and turning to his master, inquired if
he had not remarked the wrathful countenance of the
devil. De Retz replied that he had seen no devil. Where-
upon the physician declared he had appeared in the fashion
of a wild leopard, and hot and anxious, "What," he said to his lord, "would have been the same, and heard
the same, but for your want of faith. You could not
determine to give yourself up wholly to his service, and
therefore he thrust a mist before your eyes." De Retz
acknowledged that his resolution had somewhat faltered,
but that now his choice was made, if indeed the Evil One
could be coerced into speaking, and revealing the secret
of the universal alkeast. The physician said that there
grew certain herbs in Spain and Africa which possessed
the necessary power, and offered to go in search of them
himself if the Lord of Laval would supply the funds. As no
one else would be able to detect the herbs so miraculously
gifted, De Retz thanked the physician for his voluntary
self-denial, and loaded him with all the gold he could spare.
The physician then took leave of his credulous patron, who
never saw him again.

De Retz, as soon as the physician had quitted Champtoce, was
once more seized with the fever of unrest. His days
and nights were consumed in ceaseless visions of gold;
gold, without which he must abandon his gilded pomp and
unhappy pleasures; gold, without which he could not live.

"What signified his repeated
absences? What became of the children who disappeared
day by day? What were those nocturnal lights in the
walled-up tower? These and the other problems excited
the curiosity of both women to the utmost degree. What,
all the same, could be done? The Marshal had forbidden
them expressly even to approach the tower, and before
leaving he had expressed this injunction. It must assuredly
have a secret entrance, for which Madame de Raiz and her
sister Anne proceeded to search through the lower rooms
of the castle, corner by corner, stone after stone. At last,
in the chapel, behind the altar, they came upon a copper
button, hidden in a mass of sculpture. It yielded under
pressure, a stone slid back, and the two curiosity-seekers,
now all in a tremble, distinguished the lowermost steps of
a staircase, which led them to the condemned tower.

At the top of the first flight there was a kind of chapel,
with a cross upside down and black candles; on the altar
stood a hideous figure, no doubt representing the demon.
The second floor, they came upon furnaces, retorts,
salts, charcoal, and strange apparatus of alchemy. The
third flight led to a dark chamber where the heavy
and fetid atmosphere compelled the young women to
retreat. Madame de Raiz came into collision with a vase,
which fell over, and she was conscious that her robe and
feet were soaked by some thick and unknown liquid.
On returning to the light at the head of the stairs, she found
that she was bathed in blood.

Sister Anne would have fled from the place, but in
Madame de Raiz curiosity was even stronger than disgust
or fear. She descended the stairs, took a lamp from the
infernal chapel and returned to the third floor, where a
frightful spectacle awaited her. Copper vessels filled
with blood were ranged the whole length of the walls, bearing
labels with a date on each, and in the middle of the room
there was a black marble table, on which lay the body of
a child, murdered quite recently. It was one of those
basins which had fallen, and black blood had spread far and
wide over the grimy and worm-eaten wooden floor. The
two women were now half-dead with terror. Madame de
Raiz endeavoured at all costs to efface the evidence of her
iniquity. She went to the spring, collected her clothes
and water to wash the boards, but she only extended the stain,
and that which at first seemed black, became all scarlet in hue.
Suddenly a loud commotion echoed through the castle,
mixed with the cries of people calling to Madame de Raiz.
She distinguished the awe-stricken words: "Here is Monseigneur come back." The two women made for the staircase, but at the same moment they were aware of the trampling of steps and the sound of other voices in the devil's charnel-house of lust and its foulest and most disgusting shapes. Of the tower: Madame de Raiz went down trembling, and found herself face to face with her husband, in the act of ascending, accompanied by the apostate priest and Prélati.

Gilles de Laval seized his wife by the arm, and, without speaking, dragged her into the infernal chapel. It was then that Prélati observed to the Marshal: "It is need's must, as you see, and the victim has come of her own accord. . . . "Be it so," answered his master. "Begin the Black Mass. . . ." The apostate priest went to the altar, while Gilles de Laval opened a little cupboard fixed therein, and drew out a large knife, after which he sat down close to his spouse, who was now almost in a swoon, and lying in a heap on a bench against the wall. The sacrilegious ceremonies began. It must be explained that the Marshal, so far from taking the road to Jerusalem, had proceeded only to Nantes, where Prélati lived; he attacked this miserable wretch with the uttermost fury, and threatened to slay him if he did not furnish the means of extracting from the devil that which he had been demanding for so long a time. With the object of obtaining delay, Prélati declared that terrible conditions were required by the infernal master, first among which would be the sacrifice of the Marshal's unborn child, after tearing it forcibly from the mother's womb. Gilles de Laval made no reply, but returned at once to Machecoul, the Florentine sorcerer, and his accomplice, the priest, being in his train. With the rest we are acquainted.

Meanwhile, Sister Anne, left to her own devices on the roof of the tower, and not daring to come down, had removed her veil, to make signs of distress at chance. They were answered by two cavaliers, accompanied by a posse of armed men, who were riding towards the castle; they proved to be her two brothers, who, on learning the spurious departure of the Marshal for Palestine, had come to visit and console Madame de Raiz. Soon after they arrived with a clatter in the court of the castle, whereupon Gilles de Laval suspended the hideous ceremony, and said to his wife: "Madame, I forgive you, and the matter is at an end between us if you do now as I tell you. Return to your apartment, change your garments, and join me in the guest-room, whither I am going to receive your brothers. But if you say one word, or cause them the slightest suspicion, I will bring you bither on their departure; we shall proceed with the Black Mass at the point where it is now broken off, and at the consecration you will die. Mark where I place this knife.

He rose up and led his wife to the door of her chamber, and subsequently received her relations and their suite, saying that this lady was preparing herself to come and salute her brothers. Madame de Raiz appeared almost immediately, pale as a spectre. Gilles de Laval never took eyes off her, seeking to control her by his glance. When her brother suggested that she was ill, she answered that it was the fatigue of pregnancy, but added in an undertone: "Save me, he seeks to kill me." At the same moment, Sister Anne rushed into the hall, crying: "Take us a way; save us, my brothers, this man is an assassin," and she pointed to Gilles de Laval. While the Marshal summoned his people, the escort of the two visitors surrounded the women with drawn swords, and the Marshal's people armed themselves of weapons. Madame de Raiz, with her sister and brothers, gained the drawbridge, and left the castle.

Terrible rumours were now bruited through all the country-side. It was noticed that many young girls and boys had disappeared. Some had been traceable to the Castle of Champtocé, and not beyond. The public voice accused him of murder, and of crimes even worse than those of which no one could prove his guilty. It was true that no one dared openly accuse a baron so powerful as the Lord of Retz. It was true that whenever the circumstances of the disappearance of so many children were alluded to in his presence, he always manifested the greatest astonishment. But the suspicions of the people alarmed the Marshal, for he was afraid lest the trials of judges in the case, and the condescension of the Marshal to his master, might induce the same amongst the clergy. As a proof of this, he did not furnish the means of his imprisonment. The apostate priest went to the chapel. Whereupon Gilles de Laval, accompanied by a lady's maid and an officer of the Marshal, was appointed to receive his brothers. The sentence of the Marshal was somewhat mitigated. For the Marshal was somewhat mitigated. For at first he displayed the most consummate coolness, denounced his judges as worthless and impure, and declared that rather than pass before such shameless knaves he would be hung like a dog, without trial. But the overwhelming evidence brought against him—the terrible revelations made by Prélati and his servants of his abandoned lust, of his sacrifices of young children for the supposed gratification of the devil, and the ferocious pleasure with which he gloated over the throbbing limbs and glaring eyes of those who were equally the victims of his sensuality and his cruelty—this horrible tale, as it unfolded day by day the dark record of his enormities, shook even his imperious courage, and he confessed everything. The bloodstained chronicle showed that nearly one hundred children had fallen victims to this madman and his insane greed of the Philosophers' Stone. Both de Retz and Prélati were doomed to be burned alive, but in consideration of his rank the punishment of the Marshal was somewhat mitigated. He was strangled before he was given over to the flames. On the scaffold, he exclaimed to Prélati, with a hideous assumption of religious confidence: "Farewell, friend Francis. In this world we shall never meet again, but let us rise together in the arms of God—we shall see each other in Paradise." The sentence was executed at Nantes, on the 23rd of February, 1449. "Notwithstanding his many and atrocious cruelties," says the old chronicler, Monstrelet, "he made a very devout end, full of penitence, most humbly imploring his Creator to have mercy on his manifold sins and wickedness. When his body was partly burned, some ladies and damsels of his family requested his remains of the Duke of Brittany, that they might be interred in holy ground, which was granted. The greater part of the nobles of Brittany, more especially those of his kindred, were in the utmost grief and confusion at his shameful death."

The Castle of Champtocé still stands in its beautiful valley, and many a romantic legend flowers about its gray old walls. "The hideous, half-burnt body of the monster hangman kindled around his mortal form in the meadow under the walls of Nantes—is seen on bright moonlight nights, standing now on one toppost point of craggy wall, now on another, and is heard moaning and howling as a marble with the sough of the night-wind. Pale, bloodless forms, too, of youthful growth and mien, the restless, unexplained ghosts of the unfortunates who perished in these dungeons unassisted,
Girard, Jean-Baptiste: A Jesuit born at Pöls in 1650, much persecuted by the Jansenists. They accused him of having seduced a girl named Catherine Cadière, who showed them a possession of somnambulism, and had to be sent to a convent of Ursulines at Brest. His enemies found it impossible to implicate him in the affair, and the parliament of Aix, before which he was tried, was forced to acquit him.

Gladen, The Root of: Regarded as a remedy for a disease called the "Elf cake," which causes a hardness of the side. The following is the prescription given in *A Thousand Notable Things* for the making up of the medicine:—"Take a root of gladen, and make powder thereof, and give the diseased party half a spoonful thereof, to drink in white wine, and let him eat thereof so much in his pottage at one time, and it will help him within awhile."

Glauber, Robert: A prebendary of Worcester Cathedral, and was set about the secret removal of that waxen image, which was slowly melted before a fire, in the expectation that as the image was consumed, the life of the King would also waste away. For the supposed practice of this common device of witches, they were put upon trial. The priest, Hun, turned informer, and Bolingbroke, having abjured his evil works, was called upon to give evidence. Margery Jourdain was burned as a witch, and the Duchess of Gloucester was sentenced to walk through the streets of London on three separate occasions bearing a lighted taper in her hand, and attended by the Lord Mayor, sheriffs, and others. Afterwards, she was banished to the Isle of Man.

Gnosticism: Under the designation "Gnosticism," several widely differing sects were included, the term, derived from the Greek, meaning "to know" in opposition to mere theory, and sharing this significance with the words, "wizard," "witch," which also indicate in their original meaning: "those who know." In accordance with Christianity, these sects assumed a definite form, the eastern provinces of the Roman Empire being their sphere of operations at first. Their doctrines were an admixture of Indian, Egyptian, Babylonian, and Christian creeds, astrology and magic, with much of the Jewish Kabbala also. From Alexandria, that centre of mystic learning, much of their distinctive beliefs and ritual were derived, while it seems certain that to a certain extent they became affiliated with Mithraism (q.v.), whose sheltering kindness Occidental Christianity also owed much. Most of the sects had a priesthood of the mysteries, and these initiated priests practised magic arts astrology, incantations, exorcisms, the fashioning of charms and talismans and amulets, of which many are extant at the present day. It is said that the Grecian mysteries, the Eleusinian and Cabiric, for instance, were celebrated by the Gnostics; and assuredly, when the Christian Church looked upon them as heretics and sorcerers by the Church, and were the victims of relentless persecution. In Persia also they were put to death, but some embraced Islamism, and transmitted their doctrines to the Dervish sects (q.v.). Manichæism, a later sect was founded by Manes, who belonged to the Order of the Magi, and was famous for his skill in...
Talismans, magical charms, and invocations of the Gnostic sect. Illustrative of the mysteries of the Gnostics: it shows Abraxas, the chief Deity, in his manifestations.
Gnosticism

astrology, medicines and magic. This sect was anathema to the Church, and its later variants, Panicians, Cathari, Albigensia, Lollards, and later still the Carbonari, never failed to arouse the persecuting fervour of the Church.

Apollonius of Tyana (q.v.), a Fagan, was supposed to have some connection with the Gnostics. The first Gnostic of eminence was Simon Magus (q.v.) contemporary with the Christian apostles. The Simonians are said to have interpreted the Creation in Genesis as symbolic of the gestation of the fetus, the temptation of Eve and the Garden of Eden having a like character. The Carpocratians, one of the Gnostic sects, derived their mysteries and rites from Isis worship. They used Theurgic incantations, symbols and signs. The Ophites also adopted Egyptian rites, and, as their name indicates, these included much of serpent symbolism, an actual serpent being the central object of their mysteries. Marcus, disciple of Valentinus, and founder of the Marcian sect, celebrated Mass with two chalices, pouring wine from the larger into a smaller, and on pronouncing a magical formula, the vessel was filled with a liquor like blood, which swelled up seething. Other sects practised divination and prophecy by means of female somnambules. Some of the sects became degraded in doctrine and ritual, this often being of an orgiastic character.

The Gnostic talismans were mostly engraved on gems, the colour and traditional qualities of the jewel being part of its magical efficacy. They used spells and charms and mystic formulae, said to "loose fetters, to cause blindness in one's enemies, to procure dreams, to gain favour, to encompass any desire whatsoever." In a Greek Gnostic Papyrus is to be found the following spell of Atheloth, for producing dreams: "Take a cat, black all over, and which has been killed; prepare a writing tablet, and write the following with a solution of myrrh, and the dream which thou desirest to be sent, and put in the mouth of the cat. The text to be transcribed runs: 'Keimi, Keimi, I am the Great One, in whose mouth rests Mommom, Thoth, Nauombre, Karikha, Kenyro, Paarnathanabal, the sacred Ian icé anbí abló, who is above the heaven, Amechumen, Neunana, Seunana, Ablanathanabal,' (here follow further names, then) 'Put thyself in connection with N.N. in this matter (as to the substance of the dream named,) but if it is necessary then bring for me N.N. hither by thy power; lord of the whole world, fiery god, put thyself in connexion with N.N. Again, there follows a list of meaning names, the formula ending: 'Hear me, for I shall speak the great name, Thoth! whom each god honours, and each demon fears, by whose command every messenger performs his mission. Thy name answers to the seven (vowels) a, o, ã, í, u, ò, tenseleth ouesl bi, I named thy glorious name, the name for all needs. Put thyself in connection with N.N., Hidden One, God, with respect to this name, which Apollobex also used.' The repetition of apparent meaningless syllables was always held to be of great efficacy in magical rites, either as holding the secret name of the powers invoked, or of actual power in themselves. In Atanaei's Magic Papyrus, Spell VII., directs you to lay the link of a chain upon a leaden plate, and having traced its outline, to write thereon, round the circumference, the common Gnostic legend in Greek characters (reading both ways) continuously. Within the circle was written the nature of the thing which it was desired to prevent. The operation was called "The Ring of Hermes." The link was then to be folded up on the leaden plate, and thrown into the grave of one dead before his time, or else into a disused well. After the formula above given, was to follow in Greek: "From doing such and such a thing—a proof that the long string of epithets all referred to the same power. These instances might be multiplied, although much of the more valuable parts of the Gnostic doctrines were destroyed by every persecutor who arose, and this was easily done, for the sacred and mystic teachings, the prayers and spells were inscribed on perishable parchments. That much of the evil was imputed to them by the Church because of their more philosophic habit of thought in opposition to faith and dogma, is beyond doubt.

God: The devil is frequently represented under the shape of a goat, and as such presided over the witches' Sabbath. The goat is also the "emblem of sinful men at the day of judgment." (See Baphomet; Witchcraft.)

Goblin: A spirit formerly supposed to lurk in houses. They were generally of a mischievous and grotesque type. Hobgoblins, according to Junius, were so called because they were wont to hop on one leg.

God: According to the ancient magical conception of God in the scheme of the universe, evil is the inevitable contrast and complement of good. God permits the existence of the shadow in order that it may intensify the purity of the light. Indeed he has created both and they are inseparable, the one being necessary to and incomprehensible without the other.

The very idea of goodness loses its meaning if considered apart from that of evil—Gabriel is a foil to Satan and Satan to Gabriel. The dual nature of the spiritual world penetrates into every department of life material and spiritual. It is typified in light and darkness, cold and heat, truth and error, in brief, the names of any two opposing forces will serve to illustrate the great primary law of nature—viz., the continual conflict between the positive or good and the negative or evil.

For a scriptural illustration of this point, let the story of Cain and Abel be taken. The moral superiority of his brother is at first irksome to Cain, finally intolerable. He murders Abel, thus bringing on his own head the wrath of God and the self-punishment of the murderer. In killing Abel he has done himself no good, but harm. He has not done away with Abel's superiority, but has added to himself a burden of guilt that can be expiated only by much suffering.

Suffering is shewn in the Scriptures to be the only means by which evil is overcome by good. Cain re-appears in the story of the prodigal son, who after privation and suffering is restored to his father who forgives him fully and freely.

The possibility of sin and error is therefore entirely consistent with and even inseparable from life, and the great sinner a more vital being than the colourless character, because having greater capacity for evil he has also greater capacity for good, and in proportion to his faults so will his virtues be when he turns to God. "There is more joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth than over ninety and nine just persons," because more force of character, more power for good or evil is displayed by the sinner than by the feebly correct. And that power is the most precious thing in life.

This great dual law, right and wrong, two antagonistic forces, call them what we will, is designated by the term duad. It is the secret of life and the revelation of that secret means death. This secret is embodied in the myth of the Tree of Knowledge of Genesis. At death the discord will be resolved, but not till then.

From the duad is derived the triad on which is based the doctrine of the Trinity. Two forces producing equilibrium, the secret of nature, are designated by the duad, and another, Three, call them life, and thus the life law. By adding the conception of unity to that of the triad we arrive at the tetrad, the perfect number of four, the
source of all numerical combinations. According to theology there are three persons in God, and these three forms one Deity. Three and one make four because unity is required to explain the Three. Hence, in almost all languages, the name of God consists of four letters. Again, two affirmations make two negations either possible or necessary. According to the Kabalists the name of the Evil one consists of the same four letters spelled backward, signifying that evil is merely the reflection or shadow of good. "The last reflection or imperfect mirage of light in shadow."

All which exists in light or darkness, good or evil, exists through the tetrad. The triad or trinity, two ward, signifying that evil is merely the reflection or imperfect mirage of light in shadow.

Godfrey: A priest of Provence, who had seduced several women. One of them, a nun, to save herself, asserted that Godfrey had bewitched her.

Arrested and imprisoned, he was tortured until he confessed that he was a magician, and that he had, by means of his breathing and other enchantments, corrupted this woman and several others. He was even induced, in his extreme agony, to speak of his presence at the Witches' Sabbath, and to give a long description of it. After these confessions had been cruelly extorted from the anguish of failing nature, the Parliament of Aix condemned him, on the 30th of April, 1611, to be burnt alive, as guilty of magic, sorcery, impiety, and abominable lust—a sentence which was carried into execution without delay.

This horrid adventure which has been related by the Abbé of Papon.

"The process," said he, "contained many depositions upon the power of the demons. Several witnesses protested that after being anointed with a magic oil, Godfrey transported himself to the Sabbath, and afterwards returned to his chamber down the shaft of the chimney. One day, when these depositions had been read to the Parliament, and the imagination of the judges excited by a long recital of supernatural events, there was heard in the chimney an extraordinary noise, which suddenly terminated with the appearance of a tall black man. The judges thought it was the devil come to the rescue of his disciple, and fled away swiftly, with the exception of a counsellor Thornton, his reporter, who, finding himself entangled in his desk, could not follow them. Terrified by what he saw, with trembling voice, he declared himself a witness, and repeatedly making the sign of the cross, he in his turn affirmed the pretended demon, who was at a loss to understand the magistrate's perturbation. Recovering from the embarrassment he made himself known, and proved to be a chimney sweeper who, after having swept the chimney of the Messieurs des Comptes, whose chimneys joined those of the Tournelle, had by mistake descended into the chamber of the Parliament."

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang: German Author, (1749-1832): Johann Wolfgang Goethe, probably the most celebrated of all German writers, was born at Frankfurt-on-the-Main in 1749, his father being a lawyer of some eminence. At an early age the boy showed a persistent fondness for drawing, and assimilated the rudiments of learning with surprising ease; while in 1750, on a French noblemen of aesthetic tastes coming to stay with the Goethes, a warm friendship between him and the future author sprang up, and proved the means of accelerating the latter's intellectual development. Shortly after this a French theatre was founded at Frankfurt, and here young Goethe became conversant with Racine; while simultaneously he made some early attempts at original writing, and began to learn Italian, Latin and Greek, English and even Hebrew. Very soon, however, a little cloud came to darken his horizon—just the cloud which has dimmed the blue skies for so many youths—for at the age of fifteen he became desperately enamoured of a young girl, and as his parents disapproved of the match the pair were separated straightway. At first Goethe declared himself broken-hearted, and being intensely virile, as all men of might are, he sought consolation in loose-living. But a broken heart seldom proves a fatal malady, and the disappointed lover's restoration to mental health was facilitated by his removal from his native town to Leipsic, where he entered the university, intending to become a lawyer.

At Leipsic Goethe showed slender affection for the actual curriculum, and instead he continued in essay writing and drawing, while he even took lessons in etching. He also found time for another love-affair, but this was cut short in 1768 by his undergoing a serious illness; and, on his recovering therefrom, he decided to leave his present alma mater in favour of that of Strasburg. Arrived there, he became intimate with Jung Stilling, while his taste for letters was strengthened, Homer and Ossian being the masters for whom he chiefly avowed affection; while, though he continued to show himself callous as regards law, he succeeded in becoming an advocate in 1771, whereupon he returned to Frankfurt.

Goethe had already written a quantity of verse and prose, and now, in his native town, he began to do critiques for some of the newspapers there, while simultaneously he commenced writing Goets von Berlichingen and Werther. These were followed shortly by Prometheus, and in 1774 the latter was produced on stage, while the following year witnessed the production of some of his best love poems, these being addressed to Lilli Schönemann, daughter of a Frankfurt banker. Nothing more than poetry, however, was destined to result from this new devotion; and sorely had it come and gone ere Goethe's whole life was changed, for meanwhile his writings had become famous, and now the young Duke Carl August of Weimar, anxious for a trusty benchman, invited the rising author to come to his court. The invitation was accepted, Goethe became a member of the privy-council, while subsequently he was raised to the rank of Geheimrath and then ennobled.

Goethe's life at Weimar was a very busy one. Trusted implicitly by the Duke, he directed public roads and buildings, he attended to military and academic affairs, and he founded a court theatre. But though having all these advantages for his energy and his voluminous career, among the most important works he produced during his first years at the Duke's court being Iphigenia and Wilhelm Meister; while in 1787 he made a lengthy stay in Italy, visiting Naples, Pompei, Roma and Milan. Returning to Weimar, he began writing Egmont; while in 1795 he made the acquaintance of Schiller, with whom he speedily became very intimate, and along with whom he worked on the Heraclitus, a journal designed to elevate the literary tastes of the masses. About this period, too, Goethe wrote his play ül Hermann und Dorothea, and likewise did sundry translations from Voltaire, Diderot and Benvenuto Cellini; while the year 1806 is a significant one in his history, marked as it is alike by his marriage and by the entry of Napoleon into Weimar. The conquering general and the German poet each found much in the other to admire, and the latter was decorated with the cross of the Legion of Honour; nor did his literary activities show any signs of flagging as yet, for in 1811 he wrote Dichtung und Wahrheit, in 1821 Wilhelm Meister's Wanderjahre, and a little later he commenced working at a second part of Faust. During the time he was engaged thus he had two famous visitors, Beethoven coming from Vienna and Thackeray from London; and, though the composer imagined himself coldly received, the novelist on the contrary spoke with enthusiasm of the welcome accorded him. But Goethe was
now well-stricken in years, his health was beginning to fail, and he died early in 1832.

Few great writers, not even Disraeli or Sir Walter Scott, had fuller lives than Goethe. His love-affairs, besides those cited above, were countless, and his early taste for the graphic arts continued to the end of his days, resulting in his most famous work, the Faust. While his interest in mysticism, by virtue of which he is included in this volume, manifested itself in diverse forms besides the writing of Faust. For, something of a nympholept as he was, Goethe's mind was essentially an aspirational and speculative one, and during his childhood at Frankfurt he used to do symbolical drawings of the soul's aspirations to the deity, while subsequently he became immersed in the study of the Christian religion. Anon he grew sceptical on this subject, his ideas being altered not only by his own ruminations but by his readings in various incoherent philosophers, especially Rousseau; and it would seem that latterly his intellect was less engaged by Christianity than by those other and probably more ancient Eastern faiths, his leanings in this direction being demonstrated by sundry works from his pen, notably his West-Ostliche Divination. One of his not-books, moreover, shows that when a young man at Strassburg he made a close study of Giordano Bruno and other early scientists; while as a boy he was a keen student of alchemy, reading deeply in Welling and van Helmont, Basil Valentine and Paracelsus, and even setting up a laboratory where he spent long hours in arduous experiments. No doubt it was while engaged in this way that he first conceived the idea of writing a drama on the subject of Dr. Faustus, but be that as it may, his alchemistic and other scientific researches certainly stood him in good stead when ultimately composing this work. The story's main outlines are so well known already—not only by reason of Calderon's and Marlowe's versions, but by the operas of Gounod, Schumann and Berlioz—that it were superfluous if not impertinent to offer anything of the the nature of a paraphrase or synopsis here; but it should be said, in drawing to a conclusion, that after all it is mainly on account of Faust that Goethe takes rank as a mystic, and a great mystic, for his rendering of the immortal theme is acknowledged as among the finest things in the whole of mystical literature.

Goethes : (See Key of Solomon the King.)

Golden Key : Under this title have been published many volumes purporting to reveal an infallible method of attaining success in a lottery. La Clef d'or, or Le Veritable Jeteur de Luck, is based on the doctrine of sympathetic numbers, which the author claims to have discovered. Each number drawn, he declares, has five sympathetic numbers which directly follow it. Thus the number 4 has for its sympathetic numbers 30, 40, 50, 20, and 70. Knowing this, of course, it is an easy matter to win fortune at a lottery.

Gormogons: A Jacobite Masonic Society, perhaps related to the Lodges of Harodim (q.v.). They employed pseudonyms like the latter, and had an ambassador at Rome. Their history is sketched in a pamphlet dated 1724, entitled "Two Letters to a Friend," and in the work of Prichard (1730). The Duke of Wharton and the Chevalier Ramsay who were well-known Jacobites, were members of the Order. They had a cipher and secret reception of their own, and used a jargon in which the names of places and individuals were hidden and transposed. A plate of Hogarth's is extant in which the Order is lampooned under the title of "The Mystery of Masonry brought to light by ye Gormogons."

Grail, The Lost Book of the: The origin of the Grail legend, which is of course speculative. Seven ancient books are cited as being the possible cradle of the story, but none of them quite meet the case. In the Nth Merlin, a "Book of the Sanctuary" is referred to, but this is a book of records, not containing any special spiritual allusion.

If, and it is very doubtful if, such a book ever existed, it was most probably a Mass-book, extant about 1100. Its contents would relate to a Mass following the Last Supper, in which Christ was present; the Priest serving. The mystery is threelfold: (1) of Origin, which is part of the mystery of the Incarnation. (2) of Manifestation, which would have taken place had the world been worthy. (3) of Removal: this world being unworthy, the Grail was said to be removed, yet not hidden, for it is always discernible by anyone worthy, or qualified to see it. As has been said, it is not probable that such a Mass-book ever existed.

Grail, Holy: A portion of the Arthurian cycle of romance, of late origin embodying a number of tales dealing with the search for a certain vessel of great sanctity, called the "grail" or "grasal." Versions of the story are numerous—the most celebrated of them being the Conte del Graal, the Grand St. Graal, Sir Percyvalle, Quete del St. Graal, and Guyot; but there are many others. These overlap in many respects, but the standard form of the story may perhaps be found in the Grand St. Graal—one of the latest versions, which dates from the thirteenth century. It tells how Joseph of Arimathea employed a device used at the last supper to catch the blood of the Redeemer which flowed from his body before burial. The wanderings of Joseph are then described. He leads a band to Britain, where he is cast into prison, but is delivered by Evelach or Mordrain, who is instructed by Christ to assist him. This Mordrain builds a monastery where the Grail is housed. Joseph, his brother-in-law, has a son Alain, who is appointed guardian of the Grail; and this Alain having caught a great fish, with which he feeds the entire household, is called the Rich Fisher, which title becomes that of the Grail keepers in perpetuity. Alain placed the Grail in the castle of Corbenic, and thence in due time came various knights of King Arthur's court in quest of the holy vessel, but only the purest of the pure can approach its vicinity; and in due time Percival attains to sight of the marvell.
to buttress the theory that the Church of England or the Catholic Church has existed since the foundation of the world. From early Christian times the genealogy of these churches is traced back through the patriarchs to numerous apocryphal persons; but we are not informed as to whether it possessed patriarchs in suiism and palaeolithic times or how it originated. This mischievous and absurd theory, which in reality would identify Christianity with the grossest forms of paganism, is luckily confined to a small band of pseudo-mystics, comprising for the most part persons of small erudition and less liberality of outlook. The Grail Legend was readily embraced by those persons, who saw in it a link between Palestine and England and a plea for the special and separate foundation of the Anglican Church by direct emissaries from the Holy Land. Glastonbury was fixed as the headquar ters of the Grail immigrants and the finding of a glass dish in the vicinity of the cathedral there not many years ago was held to be confirmation of the story by many of the faithful. The exact date of this vessel cannot successfully be gauged, but there is not the least reason to suppose that it is more than a few hundred years old. (See Tradition.)

Grail Sword: Associated with the Holy Grail in Arthurian Legend. Its history begins with King David who bequeathed it to Solomon who was hidden to re-cast the pommel. In Solomon's time it was placed in a ship built and luxuriously furnished by Solomon's wife. Subsequently discovered by the Knights of the Quest, it was assumed and worn by Galahad.

Gram: A magic sword thrust into a tree by Odin and pulled out by Sigmund. It bestowed upon its possessor exceptional powers and performed many miracles.

Grand CEOPT: (See Caglisto.)

Grand Grimoire: The: A work pretended to be edited by a supposititious person, Antonia del Rabina, who, it is alleged, prepared his edition from a copy transcribed from the genuine writings of King Solomon. The work is divided into two parts: the first containing the evocation of Lucifuge Rofocale (See "Ceremonial Magic" in article "Magic"); the second being concerned with the rite of making pacts with demons. The work is regarded as one of the most atrocious of its type; but there is little reason for such heavy condemnation, as its childish and absurd character must be patent to everyone. Eliphas Levi says that it pretends to confer the Power of Protection, that great mystery of the sages, but that in reality it confers the Power of Consecration—whatever that may imply. The first portion of the Grand Grimoire is a process for the evocation of evil spirits to assist the operator to discover hidden treasure. The second part, that which deals with facts, suggests the surrender of the magician body and soul to the demon, and it is in this that the diabolical excellencies of the work consist. But the pact, as it stands, is grossly unfair to the devil, for the working of it is such, that the magician can very readily slip through his fingers.

Grand Lodge: Foundation of. (See Freemasonry.)

Grander, Urbain: Urbain Grander, a canon of the French church, and a popular preacher of the town of Loudun in the district of Poitiers, was in the year 1634 brought to trial upon the accusation of magic. The first cause of his being thus called in question was the envy of his rival preachers, whose fame was eclipsed by his superior talents. The second cause was a libel furnished him by cardinal Richelieu. Grander, besides his eloquence, was distinguished for his courage and resolution, for the gracefulness of his figure, and the extraordinary attention he paid to the neatness of his dress and the decoration of his person, which last circumstance, brought upon him the imputation of being so much devoted to the service of the fair. About this time certain nuns of the convent of Ursulines at Loudun (q.v.) were attacked with a disease which manifested itself by very extraordinary symptoms, suggesting to many the idea that they were possessed with devils. A rumour was immediately spread that Grander, urged by some offence he had committed against these nuns, was the author, by the skill he had in the arts of sorcery, of those possessions. It unfortunately happened that the same capuchin friar who assured cardinal Richelieu that Grander was the writer of the libel against him, also communicated to him the story of the possessed nuns, and the suspicion which had fallen on the priest on their account. The cardinal, seized with avidity on this occasion of private vengeance, wrote to the counsellor of state at Loudun, to cause a strict investigation to be made into the charges, and in such terms as plainly implied that what he aimed at was the destruction of Grander. The trial took place in the month of August, 1634; and, according to the authorised copy of the trial, Grander was convicted upon the evidence of Aristoth, a devil of the order of Seraphims, and chief of the possessing devils, of Ehas, of Colus, of Acas, of Cedon, of Amodeus of the order of time, of Ax, of Zabulon, of Naphthali, of Cham, of Uriel, and of Achar of the order of principalities, and sentenced to be burned alive. In other words, he was convicted upon the evidence of twelve nuns, who, being asked who they were, grave in these names, and professed to be devils that, compelled by the order of the court, delivered a constrained testimony. The sentence was accordingly executed, and Grander met his fate with heroic constancy. At his death an enormous drone fly was seen buzzing about his head, and a monk, who was present at the execution, attested that, whereas the devils are accustomed to present themselves in the article of death to tempt men to deny God their Saviour, this was Zealoth (which in Hebrew signifies the God of flies), come to carry away to hell the soul of the victim.

Graterakes, Valentin: An Irish mesmerist born in the county of Waterford in 1628. In 1662, he dreamed that he had received the gift of healing by laying on of hands. He ignored the dream, but as it occurred again on several occasions, he made an experiment upon his wife which was quite successful. He practised the laying on of hands for practically all diseases, and in 1666 went to London where he was summoned to court. Whilst there he healed many persons, but the insults of the courtiers proved too much for him and he was forced to withdraw to a house near London, where he continued his cures. In his Critical History of Animal Magnetism Pechnin says, "Amongst the most astonishing cures which history records, are those of an Irish gentleman in London, Oxford, and other cities of England and Ireland. He himself published in London in 1666 a full account of them. Val. Graterakes, Esq., of Waterford, in the kingdom of Ireland, famous for curing several diseases and distempers by the stroak of his hand only: London, 1666.'"

Pechlin believes that no doubt whatever can be entertained of the reality of his cures, as they are related in his own work; and they are, therefore worthy of being translated into all languages. Pechlin caused a number of letters and testimonials to be printed, which place the veracity and the character of Graterakes in the clearest light. In the first place, Joh. Glanville, the author of Theopis: Scientifica, in which he treated all learning and human science as open to doubt, and who was also a chaplain to Charles II, says in a letter that Graterakes was a simple, amiable, and pious man, a stranger to all deceit. The same testimony was given to him by George Rust, Bishop of Dromore in Ireland. The bishop says that he was three weeks at his house, where he had an opportunity
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"After the sop, Satan entered into him. Then said Jesus unto him, 'That thou dost do quickly!' Now no man at the table knew for what intent He spoke this unto him.

"He" (Judas) 'then having received the sop, went immediately out. And it was night. S. John, Chap. xiii., vers. 17, 26, 30

SEAT OF THE HOLY GRAIL AT THE ROUND TABLE
of observing his sound morals, and the great number of his cures of the sick. Through the simple laying on of hands he drove the pains to the extremities of the limbs. Many times the cure was immediate. If the pains did not immediately give way, he repeated his rubbings, and always drove them from the nobler parts to the less noble, and finally into the limbs.

The Bishop relates still further: "I can as eye-witness assert that Graterakès cured dizziness, very bad diseases of the eyes and ears, old ulcers, goitre, epilepsy, glandular swellings, scirrhous inductions, and cancerous swellings. I have seen swellings disappear in five days which were many years old, but I do not believe by supernatural means; nor did his practice exhibit anything sacred. The cure was sometimes very protracted, and the diseases only gave way through repeated exertions; some altogether resisted his endeavours."

It appeared to the bishop that something healing, something balsamic flowed from him. Graterakès himself was persuaded that his power was an especial gift of God. He healed even epidemic complaints by his touch, and on that account he believed it his duty to devote himself to the cure of diseases.

To the bishop's may be added the testimonies of two physicians, Faireklow and Astel, who very assiduously inquired into the reality of his cures.

"I was struck," says Faireklow, "with his gentleness and kindness to the unhappy, and by the effects which he produced by his hands." Astel says,—"I saw Graterakès in a moment remove most violent pains merely by his hand. I saw him drive a pain from the shoulder to the feet. If the pains in the head or the intestines remained fixed, the endeavour to remove them was frequently followed by the most dreadful crises, which even seemed to bring the patient's life into danger; but by degrees they disappeared into the limbs, and then altogether. I saw a scrofulous child of twelve years with such swellings that it could not move, and he dissipated merely with his hand the greatest part of them. One of the largest, however, he opened, and so healed it with his spititile." Finally Astel says that he saw a number of other cures, and repeats the testimonies of Rust and Faireklow on the character of Graterakès.

The celebrated Robert Boyle, President of the Royal Society of London, over the country physicians, noblemen, clergymen, etc., testify to the truth of Graterakès' cures, which he published in London. The chief diseases which he cured were blindness, deafness, paralysis, dropsy, ulcers, swellings, and all kinds of fevers. Finally, it is said that he laid his hand on the part affected, and so moved the disease downwards.

Graterakès was undoubtedly one of the most celebrated of the early mesmerists, and there is no question that the science owed considerable popularity to his cures. There was nothing of the charlatan about him, and he appears as an unaffected and simple person, whose whole desire was to make the best of the gift which he had received.

Great White Brotherhood: (See Adept.)

Graterakès: (See Healing by Touch)

Græce: That magic in its widest sense was native to the imagination and genius of the Greeks is apparent in their theology and mythology, essentially magical in conception and meaning, in their literature, sculpture and history. The natural features of the country appealed powerfully to the quality of their imagination. Mountains and valleys, mysterious caves and fissures, vapours and springs of volcanic origin; groves,—these according to their character, were dedicated to the gods. Parnassus was the abode of the sun-god, Apollo; the lovely vale of Apheca that of Adonis; the oak-groves of Dodona favoured of Zeus, the gloomy caves with their roar of subterranean waters the Oracle of Trophonius. Innumerable instances of magical wonder-working are found in the stories of their deities and heroes. The transformation is shown in a multitude of cases, amongst those of Bacchus who, by waving a spear, could change the ears of a ship into serpents, the masts into heavy-clustered vines, tigers, lynxes and panthers to appear amidst the waves, and the terrified sailors leaping overboard to take the shape of dolphins; in those wrought by Circe who by her magic wand and enchanted philtre turned her lovers into swine. The serpent-staff of Hermes gave, by its touch, life or death, sleep or waking; Medusa's head turned its beholders into stone; Hermes gave Perses a wand that he might fly, and Pluto a helmet which conferred invisibility. Prometheus moulds a man of clay and to give it life steals celestial fire from heaven; Odysseus to peer into the future descends to Hades in search of Tiresias the Soothsayer; Achilles is made invulnerable by the waters of the Styx.

Dedicated by immemorial belief there were places where the visible spirits of the dead might be evoked, Heracles, Acheron, places where men in curiosity, in longing or remorse strove to call back a fleeting moment those who had passed beyond mortal ken. In the month of March, when the spring blossoms broke through the earth and snowed the trees with white, the Festival of the Flowers was held at Athens, also the Commemoration of the Dead, when their spirits were thought to rise from their graves and wander about the familiar streets, striving to enter the dwellings of man and temples of the gods but shut out therefrom by the magic of branches of whitethorn, or by knotted ropes and pitch.

Oracles: Of great antiquity and eminently of Greek character and meaning were the Oracles. For centuries they ministered to that longing deeply implanted in human nature the longing to know the future, and to invoke divine foresight and aid in the direction of human affairs, from those of a private citizen to the multitudinous needs of a great state. Divination and prophecy were therefore the great features of the oracles. This was inspired by various means, by intoxicating fumes natural or artificial, by the drinking of mineral springs, by signs and tokens, by dreams. The most famous Oracles were those at Delphi, Dodona, Epidauros, and that of Trophonius, but others of renown were at Clarus, Clusium, the temple of Apollo in That of Aesculapius son of Apollo, and called the Healer, the Dream-sender because his healing was given through the medium of dreams that came upon the applicant while sleeping in the temple-courts, the famous temple-sleep. This temple, situated at Epidauros, was surrounded by sacred groves and whole companies of sick persons lingered there in search of lost health and enlightenment through divine dreams. Famous beyond all was that of Apollo, the Delphian oracle on the Southern Slopes of Parnassus where kings and princes, heroes and slaves of all countries journeyed to ask the questions as to the future and what it might hold for them. The temple was built above a volcanic chasm, amid a wildness of nature which suggested the presence of the unseen powers. Here the priestess, the Pythia, so named after the serpent Python whom Apollo slew, was seated on a tripod placed above the gaseous vapours rising from the chasm. Intoxicated to a state of frenzy, her mouth foaming, wild torrents of words fell from her lips, and these were shaped into coherence and meaning by the attendant priests and given to the waiting questioner standing before the altar crowned with laurel, the symbol of sleep and dreams and sacred to Apollo. Priests and priestesses were also crowned with these leaves, and they were burned as incense; before the Pythia's chamber hung a falling screen of laurel branches.
while at the festival of the Septerion every ninth year a bower of laurel was erected in the forecourt of the temple. One writer has left strange details such as the rule that the sacred fires within the temple must only be fed with fir-wood; and, though a woman was often as the medium on the prophetic utterance yet no woman might question the oracle. The Oracle of the Pelasgic Zeus at Dodona, the oldest of all, answered by signs rather than inspired speech, the rustling of the leaves in the sacred groves, by means of lots and the falling of water, by the wind-moved clanging of brazen-bowls, two hollow columns standing side by side. The three priestesses, Poliades, meaning doves, were given titles signifying the Diviner of the future; the friend of man, Virtue: the virgin-ruler of man, Chastity. For two thousand years this oracle existed, from the time when it was consulted by those heroes of the ancient myths, struggling in the toils of Fate, Hercules, Achilles, Ulysses and Aeneas, down to the latest vestiges of Greek national-ity. The Oracle of Trophonius was also of great renown. Here there were numerous caverns filled with misty vapours and troubled by the noise of hidden waters far beneath. In this mysterious gloom the supplicants slept sometimes for nights and days, coming forth in a somnambulic state from which they were aroused and questioned by the attendant priests. Frightful visions were generally re-counted, accompanied by a terrible melancholy, as it passed into a proverb regarding a sorrowful man "He has been in the cave of Trophonius." Thus it may be seen that magic in the sense of secret revelations, miraculous cures and prophetic gifts, of abnormal powers, had always existed for the Greeks, the oracles were a purely natural human way of communing with their gods upon earth. But magic in the lower sense of sorcery was unknown till Asiatic and Egyptian influences were introduced. The native conception of Fate as inexorable and inescapable for gods, kings and slaves alike was inimical to the spontaneous growth of a form of magic which had for its primary aim a certain command of the destinities of man. Good and evil and the perpetual strife between these two principles, the belief in demonology, these were foreign to the Greek mind, they were imported. It is said that to the Pythagorean school may be traced the first mention of good and evil demons and not till after the Persian War was there a word in the Greek language for magic. As these foreign beliefs were thus gradually introduced and assimilated they were ascribed to the native deities, gradually becoming incorporated with the gods and goddesses from all parts of Asia Minor. After the invasion by the Persians, Thassaly, where their stay was of longhly duration, became famous for its sorcерesses and their practices which embraced a wide than-matical field, from calling down the moon to brewing magical herbs for love or death, so much so that Apuleius in his romance, The Golden Ass, says, that when in Thessaly he was in the place "where, by common report of the world, sorcery and enchantments were most frequent. I viewed the situation of the place in which I was, nor was there anything I saw that I believed to be the same thing which it appeared to be. Inasmuch that the very stones in the street I thought were men bewitched and turned into that figure, and the birds I heard chirping, the trees without the walls, and the running waters, were changed from human creatures into the appearances they were. I persuaded myself that the statues and buildings could move; that the oxen and other brute beasts could speak and tell strange tidings; that I should hear and see oracles from heaven conveyed in the beams of the Sun."

Sorceresses.—Homer tells the tale of Tellus, with her magic philtres and magic songs but makes no mention of Medea, the arch-sorceress of later times. Round her name the later beliefs clustered, to her were attributed all the evil arts, she became the witch par excellence, her infancy increasing from age to age. The same may be said of Hecate, the moon-goddess, at first sharer with Zeus of the heavenly powers, but later become an ominous shape of gloom, ruler and lover of the night and darkness of the world of phantoms and ghouls. Like the Furies she wielded the whip and cord; she was followed by hounds, by writhing serpents, by lamia, stryges and empuses, figures of terror and loathing. She presided over the dark mysteries of birth and death; she was worshipped at night in the glare of torches. She was the three-headed Hecate of the cross-roads where little round cakes or a lizard mask set about with candles were offered to her in propitiation, that none of the phantom mob might cross the threshold of man. Love-magic and death-magic, the usual forms of sorcery became common in Greece as elsewhere. Love philtres and charms were eagerly sought, the most innocent being bitter apples and enchanted garlands. Means of protection against the evil eye became a necessity for tales of bewitchment were spread abroad, and of misfortune and death being brought upon the innocent and unwary by means of a waxen figure moulded in their image and tortured by the sorceress. In tombs and secret places leaden tablets were buried inscribed with the names of foes and victims, pierced through with a nail in order to bring disaster and death upon them. At this time it became law that none without a sacred sorcery might participate in the Eleusinian Mysteries, and at Athens, a Samian Sorceress, Theoris, was cast to the flames.

Orphic Magic.—The introduction of Egyptian influences were due generally to the agency of Orpheus and Pythagoras, who, while in Egypt, had been initiated into the mysteries. The story of Orpheus shows him as pre-eminently the wonder-worker, but one of beneficence and beauty. To men of his own line everything was enchantment and prodigy. By the irresistible power of his music he constrained the rocks, trees and animals to follow him, and the wildest storms arose or abated. He was the necromancer, who by his golden music overcame the powers of darkness, and descending to the world of shades, found his beloved Eurydice, and but for the fatal and disobedient look into her face where he gained the upper air would have brought her back to the living world. Jealous women tore him limb from limb, and his head floating down the waters of the Hebrus, was cast on the rocky shores of Lesbos where, still retaining the power of speech, it uttered oracles, the guidance of which proved fatal to those who refused to follow them. It is said to have instructed the Greeks in medicine and magic, and for long afterwards remedies, magical formule, incantations and charms were engraved upon Orphic tablets and the power of healing was ascribed to the Orphic Hymns, Pythagoras, Philosopher and geometrician, to the populace a magician, indefatigable in the pursuit of knowledge, wielded an immense influence on the thought of his time. After his return from Egypt he founded a school where to those who had previously undergone severe and drastic discipline he communicated his wide and varied knowledge. He was also credited with miraculous powers such as being visible at the same hour in places far apart as Italy and Sicily; of taming a bear by whispering in its ear; of calling an eagle from its flight to alight on his wrist.

Mysteries.—Among the greatest features of religious life were the mysteries held at periodic intervals in connection with the different deities, such as the Samothracian, the Bacchic and most famous of all, the Eleusinian. Their origin is generally traced mostly to a pre-historic nature-worship and vegetation-magic. All these mysteries had three trials or Baptisms by water, fire and air, and three specially sacred emblems, the phallus, egg and serpent, generative emblems
sacred in all secret rites. The Samothracian centred round four mysterious deities, Azites the mother, her children Azicorser, male, Azicorsera, female, from sprang Casideos the originator of the universe. The festival probably symbolised the creation of the world, the harvest and its growth. Connected with this was the worship of Cybele, goddess of the earth, of the cities and fields. Her priests, the Corybantes, dwelt in a cave where they held their ceremonies, including a wild and orgiastic weapon-dance, accompanied by the incessant shaking of heads and clanging of swords upon shields. The cult of Bacchus was said by some to have been carried into Greece from Egypt by Melampus. He is the god of the vine and vegetation, and his mysteries typified the growth of the vine and the vintage, the winter sleep of all plant life and its renewal in spring. Women were the chief attendants, the Bacchantes, who, clasping symbols and uttering wild cries in invocation of their god, became possessed by ungovernable fury and homicidal mania. Greatest of all in their relation to Hellenic life were the Eleusinian Mysteries. These were the paramount interest and function of the state religion, exciting the widest, strongest influence on people of all classes. The rites were secret and their details are practically unknown, but they undoubtedly symbolised the myth of Demeter, corn-goddess, and were held in spring and September. Prior to initiation a long period of purification and preparation was enforced, during which the higher meaning of the myth was incalculated, the original meaning having become exalted by the genius of the Greeks into an intimate allegory of the soul of man, its birth, life and death, its descent into Hades and subsequent release therefrom. After this time came the central point of the mysteries, the viewing of certain holy and secret symbols; next, a crowning with garlands, signifying the happiness which arises from friendship with the divine. The festival also embodied a scenic representation of the Story of Demeter; the rape of Persephone, the sorrow of the mother, her complaints before Zeus, the final reconciliation. Women played a great part in this, the reason being that as they themselves "produce," so by sympathetic magic their influence was conveyed to the corn, as when crying aloud for rain they looked upward to the skies, then down to the earth with cries of "Conceive!" These priestesses were crowned with poppies and corn, symbolical attributes of the deity they implored. (See article Mysteries.)

Divination.—Besides the priests and priestesses attached to the different cults, divination was by various means such as the flight of birds and entrails of victims. Though men often accompanied the armies in order to predict the success or failure of operations during warfare, they also devoted a great deal of time to the divination of the campaign, by interpreting omens, dreams, and other supposed signs of future events. The most celebrated interpreters were those of Elis, where in two or three families this peculiar gift or knowledge was handed down from father to son for generations. But there were others who were authorised by the state—men who traded on the credulity of the rich and poor, women of the lowest dregs of humanity, who professed to read the future in natural and unnatural phenomena, in eclipses, in thunder, in dreams, in unexpected sights of certain animals, in convulsive movement of eyelids, tingling of the ears, in sneezing, in a few words casually dropped by a passer-by. In the literature and philosophies of Greece magic in all its forms is found as theme for imagination, discussion and belief. In the hands of the tragic poets, sorcerers, as Aeschylus, make Medea become figures of terror and death, embodiments of evil. Pythagoras left no writings but on his theories were founded those of Empedocles and Plato.

In the verses of Empedocles he teaches the theory of re-incarnation, he himself remembering previous existences when he was a boy, a girl, a plant, a fish and a bird. He also claimed to teach the secrets of miraculous medicine, of the re-animation of old age, of bringing rain, storm, or sunshine, of recalling the dead. Aristotle the Greek oracle gives exhaustive accounts of the many dreams he experienced during sleep in the temples and the cures prescribed therein. Socrates tells of his attendant spirit or genius who warned him, and others through his agency, of impending danger, also foretelling future events.

Xenophon, treating of divination by dreams, maintains that in sleep the human soul reveals itself to the divine nature, and being freed from trammels of the body gazes into futurity. Plato, while inveighing against sorcery, took the popular superstitions relating to magic, demons and spirits and by his genius purified and raised them, using them as a basis for a spiritual and magical philosophy, unsurpassed for intellectual beauty. On his teaching was founded the school of Neo-Platonists who were among the most fervid defenders of magic. Aristotle states that prediction is a purely natural quality of the imagination, while Plutarch in his writings, wherein much may be found on magic and dreams, gives an exhaustive account of the somnambulic states of the oracular priestesses, Pythias, attributing them to possession by the divinity.

K.N.

Greeks Modern.—Although superstition is rife in the Hellenic archipelago it partakes more of the nature of Slavonic tradition than that of the ancient inhabitants of the country, and is more or less petty and ill-defined. But the most notable circumstance in modern Greek superstition is that which relates to Volcanism. The Vampires, who are known as "Broccoli" by the modern Hellenes, and appear to date from medieval times. Says Calmet, "It is asserted by the modern Greeks, in defence of their schism, and as a proof that the gift of miracles, and the apostolic power of the keys, subsist in their church, and more especially than in the church of Rome, that, with them, the bodies of excommunicated persons never rot, but swell up to an uncommon size, and are stretched like drums, nor ever corrupt or fall to dust, till they have received absolution from some bishop or priest. And they produce many instances of carcasses which have been in their graves uncursed, and which have afterwards putrefied as soon as the excommunication was taken off."

"They do not, however, deny that a body's not corrupting is a sign of a prayer of the dead persons. In this case they expect it to send forth an agreeable smell, to be white or ruddy, and not black, stinking, and swelled like a drum, as the bodies of excommunicated persons generally are. We are told, that in the time of Manuel, or Maximus, patriarch of Constantinople, the Turks, having taken the mind to know the truth of the Greek notion concerning the incorruptibility of excommunicated bodies, the patriarch ordered the grave of a woman, who had lived in a criminal commerce with an archbishop of Constantinople, to be opened. Her body being found entire, black and much swelled, the Turks put it into a chest, under the emperor's seal, and the patriarch having repeated a prayer, and given absolution to the deceased, the chest was opened three days after and the body was found reduced to ashes. It is also a notion which prevails among the Greeks, that the bodies of these excommunicated persons frequently appear to the living, both day and night, and speak to them, call upon them, and disturb them several other ways."

Leo Allatius is very particular upon this head, and says, that in the Isle of Chios the inhabitants never answer the first time they are called, for fear of its being a spectre: but if they are called twice, they are sure it is not a Broccoli (this is the name they give these spirits). If any one
appears at the first call, the spectre disappears, but the person certainly dies.

"They have no way to get rid of these evil genii, but to dig up the body of the person that has appeared, and burn it after having repeated over it certain prayers. By this means the body being reduced to ashes, appears no more. And they look upon it as a clear case, that either these mischievous and spiteful carcasses come out of their graves of their own accord, and occasion the death of the persons that see or speak to them; or that the devil himself makes use of these bodies to frighten and destroy mankind. They have hitherto discovered no remedy which more infallibly rid them of these plagues, than to burn or mangle the bodies which were made use of for these cursed purposes. Sometimes the end is answered by tearing out the heart and letting the bodies rot above ground before they burn them again, or by cutting off the head, or driving a large nail through the temple.

Sir Paul Rycaut, in his History of the Present State of the Greek Church, observes, that the opinion that, excommunicated bodies are preserved from putrefaction, prevails, generally, not only among the Greeks, but also among the Turks, and he gives us a fact which he had from a Caloyer of Candia, who confirmed it to him on oath. The caloyer's name was Sophronius, a man well known and respected in Smyrna.

There is an island of Milo, a man, who was excommunicated for a fault which he had committed in the Morea, and he was buried in a private place, without any ceremony, and in an unconsecrated ground. His relations and friends expressed great dissatisfaction at his being treated in this manner, and very soon after the inhabitants of the island were tormented every night by frightful apparitions, which they attributed to this unhappy man. Upon opening the grave his body was found entire, and his veins swollen with blood, and a consultation being held upon the subject, the caloyer dismembered his body, cutting it in pieces, and boiling it in wine, which, it seems, is the usual manner of proceeding in those cases.

However, the friends of the deceased prevailed upon them, by dint of entreaty, to delay the execution, and in the meantime sent to Constantinople to get absolution for him from the patriarch. Till the messenger could return the body was laid in the church, and prayers and masses were said daily for the repose of his soul. One day while Sophronius, the caloyer above mentioned, was performing the service, there was heard a strange noise in the church, and upon examination the body was found reduced to ashes, as if it had been dead seven years. Particular notice was taken of the time when the noise was heard, and it was found to be the very morning when the absolution was signed by the patriarch. Sir Paul Rycaut, who has recorded this event, was neither a Greek nor Roman Catholic, but a staunch Protestant of the Church of England.

He observes upon this occasion, that the notion among the Greeks is, that an evil spirit enters into the excommunicated carcasses and preserves it from corruption by performing the usual functions of the human soul in a living body. They fancy, moreover, that these corpses eat by night, and actually digest and are nourished by their food; that several have been found of a fresh, ruddy colour, with their veins ready to burst with blood, full forty days after their death, and that upon being opened there has issued from them as large a quantity of warm fresh blood as would come from a young person of the most sanguine constitution. And this opinion prevails so universally, that every one is furnished with a story to this purpose. Father Theophilus Raynard, author of a particular treatise upon this subject, asserts that this coming again of deceased persons is an undoubted truth, and supported by unquestionable facts. But to pretend that these spectres are always excommunicated persons, and that the schismatical Church of Greece has a privilege of preserving from putrefaction the bodies of those that die under her sentence, is what cannot be maintained, since it is certain that excommunicated bodies rot as well as others, and that several who have died in the communion of the church, Greek as well as Roman, have continued uncorrupted. There have even been instances of this nature among the heathens, and frequently among other animals, whose carcasses have been found unpreserved in the ground, and among the ruins of old buildings. Whoever will examine more accurately into this matter, may consult father Goard's Ritual des Grecs, p. 687, 688. Matthew Paris's History of England, t. ii. p. 687. Adam of Bremen, c. ixv. Albert of Stade, under the year 1050; and M. Ducange, Glossar. Latit. at the word "Imblocatus."

M. De Tournafort has given, in his travels, an account of the digging up an imaginary Broucolack in the island of Mycon, where he was on the 1st of January, 1701. His facts are as follow:—"We were present at a very different scene in the same island, upon occasion of one of those dead corpses, which they suppose to come to life again after their burial. The man, whose story I am going to relate, was a peasant in Mycon, naturally ill-natured and quarrelsome (a circumstance in such cases); he was murdered in the fields, nobody knew how, or by whom.

"Two days after his being buried in a chapel in the town it was noised about that he was seen in the night walking about in a great hurry; that he came into houses and tumbled about their goods, gripped people behind, and played a thousand little monkey tricks. At first it was only laughed at, but it soon grew to be a very serious affair when the better sort of people joined in the complaint. The Papas themselves gave credit to it, and no doubt had their reasons for so doing. Masses, to be sure, we said, but the peasant was incorrigible, and continued his old trade. After several meetings of the chief people of the town, and of the priests and monks, it was concluded to be necessary, in obedience to some old ceremonial, to wait till nine days after the burial.

"On the tenth day, a mass was said in the chapel where the body lay, in order to drive out the devil, which was imagined to have taken possession of it. When the mass was ended the body was taken up, and preparations were made for pulling out its heart. The butcher of the town, an old clumsy fellow, began with opening the belly instead of the breast. He groaned a long while among the entrails without finding what he looked for, till at last somebody said he should cut up the diaphragm, and then the heart was pulled out, to the admiration of the spectators. In the meantime the carcass stank so abominably that they were obliged to burn frankincense but the smoke mixing with the fumes of the corpse, increased the stink and began to heat the poor people's brains. Their imagination, already affected with the spectacle before them, grew full of whimsies, and they took it into their heads that a thick smoke came from the body; nor durst we say that it was only the smoke of the incense.

"In the chapel and the square before it they were incessantly bawling out Broucolack, which is the name they give to these pretended redvivi. From hence the bellowing was communicated to the streets and seemed to be invented on purpose to split the roof of the chapel. Several there present averred that the blood of the offender was red, and the butcher swore that the body was still warm, whence they concluded that the deceased was guilty of a heavy crime for not being thoroughly dead, or
rather for suffering himself to be re-animated by the devil, which is the notion they have of a Broucholack. They then roared out that word in a stentorian manner. Just at this time there came in a flock of people, who loudly protested that they plainly saw the body was not grown stiff when it was carried from the fields to the church to be buried, and that consequently it was a true Broucholack, which word continued to be the burden of the song.

"I question not but they would have sworn it did not 

The next morning, debate, and make processions for three days and three nights. The Papas are obliged to fast, and run from house to house with sprinklers on their hands. Holy water is plentifully scattered about, even to the washing of the doors, and filling the month of the poor Broucholack.

"We repeated it so often to the magistrates, that we should not fail in Christendom to appoint a watch by night upon such an occasion, in order to observe what passed in the town, that at last they apprehended some vagabonds who had certainly a hand in these disorders; but either they were not the principal agents, or they were dismissed too soon. For two days after, to make themselves amends for the fast they had kept in prison, they began to empty the wine casks of such as had been silly enough to leave their houses in the night, so that nothing was left but to have recourse again to prayers.

"One day, as they were repeating a certain form, after having stuck a number of naked swords in the grave where the carcass lay (which they dug up three or four times a day to gratify the whim of whoever came by), an Albanian, who happened to be at Mycone, took upon him to pronounce with an air of great wisdom, that it was ridiculous to make use of the swords of Christians in such a case as this. "Are you so blind," says he, "as not to see that the hilt of these swords, being made in the form of a cross, hinders the devil from coming out of the carcass? I am surprised that you do not take the Turkish sabers." But the expedient of this wise personage had no effect: the Broucholack was still unruly; the whole island continued in a strange consternation, and they were utterly at a loss what to invoke, when all of a sudden, as if they had given one another the word, they began to howl all over the city that they had waited too long, that the Broucholack should be burnt to ashes, and then they defied the devil to harbour there any longer, and that it was better to have recourse to this extremity, than to have the island totally deserted. For, in fact, several whole families had begun to pack up in order to retire to Syra or Tinos.

"The pastor, therefore, gave orders to carry the Broucholack to the point of St. George's Island, where they got ready a great pile, with pitch and tar, for fear the wood should not burn fast enough of itself. The remnant of this miserable carcass was thrown into it and soon consumed. It was the 22d of January, 1701, and we saw the flame as we returned from Delos. It might properly be called a redoubled bonfire, as no breaking of the Broucholack. They only said that the devil had at last met with his match, and some barrels were made to turn him into ridicule.

"It is a notion which prevails all over the Archipelago, that the devil re-animates no carcasses but those of the Greek communion. The inhabitants of Santorini are terribly afraid of these bug-bears; those of Mycone, after their whips were dissipated, were equally afraid of a prosecution from the Turks, and from the bishop of Tinos. Not a single Papas would venture to be at St. George's when the body was burnt, for fear the bishop should insist upon a fee for their taking up and burning a body without his leave. As for the Turks, they did not fail, at their next visit, to make the Myconians pay heavily for their treatment of this poor devil, who became in every respect an object of abomination and horror to all the country."
Henry IV., Emperor of Germany. A quarrel arose between them regarding the gift by Henry of ecclesiastical dignities, for which account he was summoned before Gregory. He refused to appear, was excommunicated, and, in return, had the pope's legate, Tino di Canossa, Gregory, however, was rescued by the people of Rome, and on his release commanded the Germans to elect a new emperor, Rudolph, duke of Swabia. Henry, attended by a very small retinue, thereupon repaired to Canossa, where Gregory at that time resided, to arrange for terms of peace. He was there treated with such severity and studied neglect that his desire to come to terms with the pope left him, and on his return he elected an anti-pope, Clement III. In the struggle which ensued Henry defeated Rudolph in battle and Gregory was sentenced as a sorcerer. He died in exile at Salerno.

As a magician he is not so conspicuous, for his fame rests chiefly on a prophecy he made publicly that Rudolph would be victorious, and that "before St. Peter's day," on the fulfillment of which saying he staked his papal crown. The unfortunate Rudolph, entirely trusting to Gregory's oracular utterance, renewed the battle six times and finally perished without having obtained the promised victory. Other stories credit Gregory with the power of making lightning with a motion of his hand, and causing thunder to dart from his fingers. One that is related by Bembo that on one occasion he left a certain magical book behind him at his villa. Entrusting two of his servants with the task of returning for it, he warned them not to look into it on pain of the most awful punishment. However, curiosity overcame the fears of one of them, and, opening the book he pronounced some words. Immediately a band of imps appeared and asked what was their command. The terrified servants begged the demons would cast down so much of the city wall as lay in their way, and thus they escaped the penalty of their disobedience.

Of a lofty and severe cast of mind, Gregory's motive was not so much fraud as profound enthusiasm and strength of purpose, which sustained him through the struggle with Henry to the end of his life.

Grimoires: A text-book of Black Magic. The three best known grimoires are the Grimoire Verum, the Grand Grimoire, and the Grimoire of Pope Honorius. Black magic (q.v.) is of course an ignorant and superstitious perversion of the true science, and the grimoires well illustrate their most notable feature being utter futility. The grimoires, in fact, cannot be taken seriously, and the diabolic practices contained in their pages are more absurd than fearsome. Before entering upon them, the rites of the church are practised as a preliminary and fasting is observed. The great object of the grimoires is to invoke the infernal powers, and at the same time to trick them. The fiends are treated as imbeciles. In the grimoire, the magician is instructed how, when selling them his soul, he may deceive them by a play upon words. One of the chief desires of the sorcerer of the middle ages was to discover hidden treasure by means of Satanic agency, and having found it to devote himself to good deeds and the distribution of his wealth among the poor.

Abstinence from every species of impurity is strongly insisted upon for the space of an entire quarter of the moon, and the sorcerer most solemnly promises the grand Adonai (q.v.), the Master of all Spirits, that he shall not eat more than two meals per day, and that these shall be prefaced by prayer. The operator must change his apparel as seldom as possible, and also only on occasion, meditating continually on his undertaking, and centering all his hopes in the infinite goodness of Adonai, who is undoubtedly the supreme deity, and not as might be thought a master-fiend. But the grimoires teem with mystifications, and it is frequently difficult to discern their real meaning. In the three grimoires alluded to, the infernal hierarchy is described at some length (See Demonology); but the principal contents of these works are evocations and spells for the gaining over of the diabolical powers to the purposes of the sorcerer. That they were employed by veritable professors of the art of black magic is rather unlikely, as the real black magician had very much higher aims than the mere unearthing of buried treasure, and it is most probable they were for the most part in use among amateurs of the art, who dallied in it merely in the hope of enriching themselves.

Grimoire of Honorius, The: A magical work published at Rome in 1529, and not, as is generally thought, connected in any way with Kabbalistic magic. The work is indeed permeated with Christian ideas. It is extremely unlikely that it is the work of the Roman Bishop known as Honorius. The work has been called "a malicious and somewhat clever imposture," since it pretends to convey the sanction of the Papal Chair to the operators of necromancy. It deals with the evocation of the rebellious angels.

Grimorium Verum, The: This magical text-book was first published in 1517, and purported to be translated from the Hebrew. It is based to some extent upon the Key of Solomon (q.v.), and is quite honest in its purpose, it proposes to invoke "devils," which it refers to the four elements, so that these would appear to be of the type of elementary spirits (q.v.). A part of the account it gives regarding the hierarchy of spirits is taken from the Lemegeton (q.v.). The work is divided into three portions: the first describing the characters and seals of the demons, with the forms of their evocation and dismissal; the second gives a description of the supernatural secrets which can be learned by the power of the demons; and the third is the key of the work and its proper application. The three divisions only outline what it purports to place before the reader, as the whole work is a mass of confusion. The plates which supply the characters do not apply to the text. The book really consists of two parts—the Grimoirum Verum itself, and a second portion, which consists of magical secrets. The first supplies directions for the preparation of the magician based on those of the Clavicile of Solomon. Instructions for the manufacture of magical instruments, and the composition of a parchement on which the characters and seals are to be inscribed, as well as the processes of evocation and dismissal. The second part contains the "admirable secrets" of the pretended Albertus Magnus, the Petit Albert and so forth. The work is only partially diabolical in character, and some of its processes might claim to be classed as White Magic.

Grosseteste, Robert: Bishop of Lincoln from 1235, and generally known as Robert of Lincoln. Among his many accomplishments he is said to have numbered some proficiency in the art of magic. Born of poor parents, he was early compelled to earn his own living, and even at times to beg for bread. He was at length "discovered" by the Mayor of Lincoln, who was attracted by his appearance and the shrewdness of his remarks, and had him sent to school, where his remarkable capacity for study so helped his advancement that he was enabled to complete his education at Oxford, Cambridge, and Paris. The illustrious Roger Bacon characterised him and his friend, Friar Adam de Marisco, as the most learned men of their time. He was well skilled in the sciences of mathematics and astronomy, and a master of Greek and Hebrew. As a doctor of the clergy he distinguished himself chiefly by his vigorous denunciation of the abuses in the court of Rome, and particularly of the pope, Innocent IV., whose
Gruagach

rule added but little lustre to the church. Grossosilla did not hesitate to point out the misdeeds of the ecclesiastical dignitaries, many of whom had never even visited their various sees. And he openly pronounced Innocent to be the Antichrist.

His essays in necromancy include (Gower tells us) the making of a thrawn head, which would answer questions and foretell the future. However, this would appear to be no unique accomplishment, as both Pope Silvester II., and Roger Bacon are credited with it.

Gruagach: That is "long-haired one," from the Gaelic, grugach, a wig: a fairy being with protective duties, to be met with in Scottish legends, and which apparently may be of either sex. The Gruagach appears to have been particularly associated with cattle, and milk was laid aside for him every evening—otherwise no milk would be got at next milking. Usually this being was of a beneficent nature, although occasionally it showed mischievous traits by loosing the cattle in the byres so that the herd had to get up, sometimes several times during a night, to tie them up: this apparently caused the Gruagach much delight. There are many tales in different parts of Scotland about the Gruagach, from which it should be gathered that this fairy commonly had long hair and was well dressed, of whichever sex it might happen to be. (See Scotland.)

Guadali: Dr. Campbel, in his well-known work Ἀρμενίους Ἐρυθείου ή Ἑρατίου ή Ἡρατίου ή Χρώματιν ἡ Ἕλληνικὴ πολιτεία, etc., states that this person was probably a Rosicrucian who lived for several hundreds of years. The particular concerning him are as follows, but they cannot be verified, and are regarded by Godwin as apocryphal:—He sojourned at Venice for several months, and was known by the name of the "Sober Signor" among the common people, on account of the regularity of his life, the composed simplicity of his manners and the quietness of his costume: for he always wore dark clothes, and these of a plain, unpretending style. Three things were remarked of him during his stay at Venice. The first was, that he had a small collection of fine pictures, which he readily showed to everybody that desired it: the next, that he was perfectly versed in all arts and sciences, and spoke always with such minute particularity as astonished—nay, silenced—all who heard him, because he seemed to have been present at the things which he related, making the most unexpected corrections in small facts sometimes. And it was, in the third place, observed that he never wrote or received any letter, never desired any credit, but always paid for everything in ready money, and made no use of bankers, bills of exchange, or letters of credit. However, he always seemed to have enough, and he lived respectably, though with no attempt at splendour or show.

Signor Guadali met, shortly after his arrival at Venice, one day, at the coffee-house which he was in the habit of frequenting, a Venetian nobleman of sociable manners, who was very fond of art, and this pair used to engage in sundry discussions, and they had many conversations concerning the various objects and pursuits which were interesting to both of them. Acquaintance ripened into friendly esteem, and the nobleman invited Signor Guadali to his private house, where—for he was a widower—Signor Guadali first met the nobleman's daughter, a very beautiful young maiden of eighteen, of much intelligence, and of great tenderness and delicacy. Her name was Gualdi, and she was just introduced at her father's house from a convent, or pension, where she had been educated by the nuns. This young lady, in short, from constantly being in society, and listening to his narratives, gradually fell in love with the mysterious stranger, no matter for what reason of the demon; though Signor Guadali was no swarthy Moor, but only a well-educated gentleman—a thinker rather than a doer. At times, indeed, his countenance seemed to grow splendid in expression, and he boasted certainly wondrous discourse, and a strange and weird fascination would grow up about him, as it were, when he became more than usually pleased and animated. Altogether, when you were set talking about him, he seemed a remarkable person, and of rare gifts, though when mixing with the crowd you would scarcely distinguish him from the crowd; nor would you observe him unless there was something akin to him in you excited by his talk.

The Venetian nobleman was now on a footing of sufficient intimacy with Signor Guadali to say to him one evening, at his own house, that he understood that he had a fine collection of pictures, and that, if agreeable, he would pay him a visit one day for the purpose of viewing them. The nobleman's daughter, who was present, and who was pensively looking down upon the table thinking deeply of something that the Signor had just said, raised her eyes eagerly at this expression of wish by her father, and, as accorded with her feelings, she appeared, though she spoke not, to be desirous to make one of the party to see the pictures. It was natural that she should secretly rejoice at this opportunity of becoming more intimately acquainted with the domestic life of one whom she had grown to regard with feelings of powerful interest. She felt that the mere fact of being his guest, and under the roof which was his, would seem to bring her nearer to him, and, as common with lovers, it seemed that their being thus together would, in feeling at least, appear to identify both. Signor Guadali was very polite, and readily invited the nobleman to his house, and also extended the invitation to the young lady, should she feel disposed to accompany her father, since he divined from the expression of her face that she was wishful to that effect. The day for the visit was then named, and the Signor took his departure with the expression of friendship on all sides which usually ended their meetings.

It followed from this arrangement, that on the day appointed, the father and daughter went to Signor Guadali's house. They were received by the Signor with warm kindness, and were shown over his rooms with every mark of friendliness and distinction. The nobleman viewed Signor Guadali's pictures with great attention, and when he had completed his tour, he expressed his satisfaction by telling the Signor that he had never seen a finer collection, considering the number of pictures. They were now in Signor Guadali's own chamber—the last set of rooms—and they were just on the point of turning to go out, and Guadali was removing the tapestry from before the door to widen the egress, when the nobleman, who had paused to allow him thus to clear the way, by chance cast his eyes upwards over the door, where there hung a picture evidently of the stranger himself. The Venetian looked upon it with doubt, and after a while his face fell; but it was soon cleared, as if with relief. The gaze of the daughter was also riveted upon the picture, which was very like Guadali but she regarded it with a blush. The Venetian looked from the picture to Guadali, and back again from Guadali to the picture. It was some time before he spoke.

"That picture was intended for you, sir," said he at last, hesitating, to Signor Guadali. A slight cold change passed over the eyes of the stranger; but he only made the low bow. "You are a young man, Guadali, and have not yet made the acquaintance of many persons; it is possible that you will never be able to form a correct judgment of a man's character—" to be candid with you, sir, I should say about forty-five, or thereabouts—and yet I know, by certain means of which I will not now further speak, that this picture is by the hand of Titian who has been dead nearly a couple of hundred years. How is this possible?" he added, with a polite, grave smile. "It is not easy," said Signor Guadali.
quietly, "to know all things that are possible, for very frequent mistakes are made concerning such; but there is certainly nothing strange in my being like a picture painted by Titian." The nobleman easily perceived by his manner, and by a momentary cloud upon his brow, that the stranger felt offence. The daughter clung to her father's arm, secretly afraid that this little unexpected demur might pass into coolness, and end with a consummation of estrangement, which she feared excessively; and she dreaded the rupture of their intimacy with the stranger; and, contradictory as it may seem, she wanted to withdraw, even without the point she dreaded being cleared up into renewed pleasant confidence. However, this little temporary misunderstanding was soon put to an end by Signor Gualdi himself, who, in an instant or two, resumed his ordinary manner, and he saw the father and daughter down-stairs, and forth to the entrance of his house, with his usual composed politeness—though the nobleman could not help some feeling of restraint, and his daughter experienced a considerable amount of mortification; and she could not look at Signor Gualdi,—or, rather, when she did, she looked too much.

This little occurrence remained in the mind of the nobleman. His daughter felt lonely and dissatisfied afterwards, eager for the restoration of the same friendly feelings with Signor Gualdi, and resolving in her mind numberless schemes to achieve it. The Venetian betook himself in the evening to the usual coffee-house, and he could not forbear speaking of the incident among the group of people collected there. Their curiosity was roused, and one or two resolved to satisfy themselves by looking at the picture attentively the next morning. But to obtain an opportunity to see the picture on this next morning, it was necessary to see the Signor Gualdi somewhere, and to have his invitation to his lodgings for the purpose. The only likely place to meet with him was at the coffee-house; and thither the gentlemen went at the usual time, hoping, as it was the Signor's habit to present himself, that he would do so. But he did not come—nor had he been heard of from the time of the visit of the nobleman the day before to the Signor's house—which absence, for a first time almost that he had been in Venice, surprised everybody. But as they did not meet with him at the coffee-house—as they thought was sure—one of the persons who had had the oftener conversed with the Signor, and therefore was freer in his acquaintance, undertook to go to his lodgings and inquire after him, which he did; but he was answered by the owner of the house, who came to the street-door to respond to the questioner, that the Signor had gone, having quitted Venice that morning early, and that he had locked up his pictures with certain orders, and had taken the key of his rooms with him.

This affair made a great noise at the time in Venice, and an account of it found its way into most of the newspapers of the year in which it occurred. In these newspapers, and elsewhere, an outline of the foregoing particulars may be seen. The account of the Signor Gualdi will also be met with in Les Mémoires historiques for the year 1687.

Guebba: Among the Araucans, a people of Chili, the Guebba are evil spirits, who do all in their power to thwart and annoy the Great spirit, Togin, and his ministers.

Guillaume de Carpentras: An astrologer who made for King René of Sicily, Milan, and Naples, charts of the celestial spheres, from which horoscopes were drawn. He made for Charles VIII. of France one which cost twelve hundred crowns. This sphere contained many utilities, and was so contrived that all the movements of the planets, at any period of the day or the night, were indicated in it.

Guillaume de Paris: He is said by the demonologists to have made speaking statues, like those made by Roger Bacon—a thing which could only be done by diabolical agency.

Guelphs: A strange story has been left on record by Father Etienne Bourbon, a Dominican, who died in 1502. He relates that while he was preaching in the diocese of Lyons, many women came to him confessing that they had taken their children to St. Guelph. Curious to know what sort of saint it might be whose cult called for confession, Father Bourbon enquired into the matter, and found that Guelph was a dog! It was, in fact, that dog which had given rise to the well-known fable of the dog and the serpent, wherein a dog is killed under the unjust suspicion that it has slain a child, which in reality it has saved from the attack of a serpent. This dog-martyr it was to whose "shrine" the women brought their children.

A similar story is told of a dog named Ganelon, whose tomb was in Auvergne, in the neighbourhood of a fountain. The adventure took place during the reign of Louis le Debonnaire. Two or three centuries later it was found that the waters of the fountain possessed medicinal virtues, but cures were attributed to the unknown occupant of the tomb—that is, until a certain bishop found among the archives of the Château the anecdote of Ganelon.

Guénaud, Baron de: A famous mystic, who was one of the first in France to recognize the importance of spiritualistic phenomena. With the Comte d'Ourches, he had many experiments in table-turning, automatic writing, and so forth, and published a work entitled Practical Experimental Psychoscopy or The Reality of Spirits and the Marvellous Phenomenon of their Direct Writing. (See article "Frances and Circeus").

Guppy, Mrs.: Née Miss Nichol, a celebrated English medium who began to exercise her powers about 1866. At that time she lived with Mrs. Sim, a sister of Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, who was a frequent witness of her phenomena. Thereafter her mediumistic powers developed and the circle of her sitters grew as the manifestations became more ambitious. Raps were heard and apparitions of fruit and flowers conveyed to the séance-room. A. R. Wallace states that on one occasion "the room and the table shook violently," and Miss Nichol herself was several times levitated—(See Levitation). Soon after the formal commencement of her mediumship she married Mr. Samuel Guppy. In January, 1872 she gave a materialisation séance, the first serious attempt of the kind in this country. She and her husband were also instrumental in introducing spirit-photography (q.v.) into England. On the death of Mr. Guppy she was married a second time to Mr. W. Volckman.

Guppy, Samuel: (See Spiritualism.)

Gurney, Edmund: A distinguished psychologist and student of psychic science. He was born at Horsham in 1847, and educated at Blackheath and Trinity College, Cambridge, where he obtained a fellowship. He devoted himself thereafter to the study of medicine and passed the second M.B. Cambridge examination in 1880. Thus equipped, he turned to the investigation of psychical research, and in common with most psychical researchers, to find evidence for the survival of consciousness and personality after death. He chose for exploration the region of unconscious or subconscious activity—what Mr. Myers, himself a worker in the same field, has designated the subliminal consciousness. From 1874 to 1878 Gurney and Myers worked with professional mediums, getting but poor results, but on the founding of the Society for Psychical Research experiments of a more scientific nature were made. These resulted in two volumes of Phantasms of the Living, by Myers and Gurney, Podmore of the day, and Myers, and the study of telepathy on a sound basis. To the same end were directed Mr. Gurney's careful hypnotic
experiments between 1886 and 1888, and his contributions to the Proceedings of the S.P.R. He was, indeed, an ideal student of psychic research, acute, patient, exacting, and entirely disinterested. Besides his psychological works he wrote The Power of Sound (1880), an essay on music, and a collection of essays entitled Tertium Quid (1887). He died in June, 1888, from an overdose of narcotic medicine.

Gustenhoever: A goldsmith who resided at Strasbourg in 1603. In a period of much danger he gave shelter to one M. Hirschbergen who is described as good and religious. In return for the hospitality of his host he gave him some powder of projection and departed on his journey. Gustenhoever indiscreetly made transmutation before many people, which in due course reached the ears of Rudolph II. himself, an amateur alchemist. He forthwith ordered the Strasbourg magistrates to send the goldsmith to him. He was accordingly arrested and guarded with the greatest vigilance. On learning that he was to be sent to the Emperor at Prague he disclosed the whole business and requesting the magistrates to meet together asked them to procure a crucet and charcoal, and without his coming near them to melt the powder. On the metal being molten he then gave them a small quantity of a reddish powder on which being thrown into the crucet produced a considerable amount of pure gold.

On being brought into the presence of the Emperor he confessed that he had not himself prepared the magical powder and was wholly ignorant of the nature of its composition. This the Emperor refused to believe in spite of the repeated protestations of the goldsmith. The powder being at length exhausted, Gustenhoever set to the now impossible task of making more gold. He sought refuge from the fury of the Emperor by an alchemical blasphemy accused by all sons of the doctrine. Convinced that the alchemist was concealing his secret, the Emperor had him imprisoned for the rest of his life.

It is believed that Hirschbergen who presented Gustenhoever with the powder was no other than Alexandre Sethon (q.v.), who at that period was travelling Germany in various disguises.

Guyon, Madame (1649-1717): Jeanne Marie Bouvèrèrs de la Mothe, a celebrated mystic and quietist who suffered much persecution and hardship. She was born at Montargis on April 13th, 1648, and early showed a passion for martyrdom and religious exercises. As she grew older vanity took the place of devotion, for she was both witty and beautiful. At the age of sixteen she was forced into a marriage with the wealthy M. Guyon, more than twenty years her senior, in whose household she was exposed to insult and cruelty. Broken in spirit she turned once more to religion, and consulted a Franciscan, who advised her to seek God in her heart rather than outward observances. From that time she became a mystic, aiming at the suppression of all human hopes and fears, and desires, and the attainment of a completely disinterested love of God. She embraced every form of suffering, physical and mental, and even exchanged spiritual joys. In 1688 M. Guyon died, and his widow was released from bondage. Henceforth she embraced the doctrine of quietism. In losing the gifts,” she said, “she had found the Giver, and had-reached an ideal state of resignation and self-suppression.” She went to Paris, expended her treasures with earnestness and charm, and gathered an illustrious circle about her. Here also she made friends with Fénelon. But the persecutions of the Church increased. She herself requested that a commission be appointed to examine her doctrine and writings. Three commissioners were chosen, among them Bosquet, the champion of the Church, her erstwhile friend and now her bitter enemy.

Her writings were condemned, and she herself incarcerated at Vincennes. For four years she lay in the dungeons of the Bastille, while Bosquet used every means to calumniate her name and doctrine. In 1702, her health broken, she was released and sent to Blois where she died in 1707. Her last years were blessed with peace and resignation, and such a submission to God as she had ever shown.

Gwyn Bach: In Welsh romance and myth, son of Gwreang. Set by Ceridwen to stir the magic cauldron of science and inspiration intended to be drunk by her son, Gwion tasted the liquid and became gifted with supernatural sight. He fled, pursued by Ceridwen, and the pair were changed successively into a hare and an otter, a bird and a hawk, a grain of wheat and a black hen, which ultimately swallowed the wheat. (Compare the metamorphoses of Ceridwen and Gwyn Bach with that of the Queen of Beauty and the Djinn in the Arabian Nights, Tale of the Second Calendar.) Later Gwion was placed in a bag and flung into the sea by Ceridwen. He was drawn out by Elphio, son of Cywyddus, and was now called Taliesin (Radiant Brow).

Gypsi: The name Gypsi, an abbreviation of “Egyptian,” has been used for centuries by English-speaking people to denote a member of a certain caste of turbulent wanderers who travelled Europe during the Middle Ages, and whose descendants, in a much-decayed condition, are still found in most European countries. Many other names, such as “Saracen,” “Zigeuner,” “Egyptian,” have been applied to these people, but “Egyptian” is the most widespread in time and place. It does not relate to Egypt, but to the country of “Little Egypt” or “Lesser Egypt,” whose identity has never been clearly established. Two Transylvanian references of the years 1417 and 1418 indicate that Palestine is the country in question, but there is some reason to believe that “Little Egypt” included other regions in the Levant. Gypsi speak of themselves as Romani, and of their language as Romani-tchib (tchib = tongue). Physically, they are black-haired and brown-skinned, their appearance, like their language, suggesting affinities with Hindustan. But, although possessing marked racial characteristics, for the most part, they must also be regarded as a caste or organization. In recent centuries, if not in earlier times, many of their over-lords were one of Gypsi blood, but belonged to the nobility and petite noblesse of Europe, and were formally appointed by the kings and governments of their respective countries to rule over all the Gypsi resident within those countries. The title of baron, count, or regent of the Gypsi was no proof that the official so designated was of Gypsi race. This fact must always be borne in mind in any consideration of the Gypsi system.

The rulers thus appointed, being empowered by Christian princes, and under Papal approval, were necessarily Christian. Moreover, their vasals were at least Christian by profession. Although their behaviour was often wildly inconsistent with such a profession, it was in the character of Christian pilgrims that they asked and obtained hospitality from the cities and towns of Medieval Europe. On the other hand, they seem to have practised rites which could not be described as Christian. This twofold character is illustrated in connection with the services which they still hold in the church of Les Saintes Maries de la Mer, in the Ile de la Camargue, Bouches-du-Rhône. In this church the Festival of the Holy Marys is annually celebrated on 25th May, and to it the Gypsi come in great numbers. The church is specially reserved for them, because it contains the shrine of Saint Sara of Egypt, whom they regard as their patron saint. Throughout the night of 24th-25th May they keep watch over her shrine, and on the 25th they take their departure. Among the Gypsi
votive offerings presented in the crypt, some are believed
to date back to about the year 1450. All this would appear
to indicate that the Gypsies were Christians. Another
statement, however, tends to qualify such a conclusion.
This is the assertion that the shrine of Saint Sara rests upon
an ancient altar dedicated to Mithra; that the Gypsies of
that neighbourhood who are known as “Calagures,” are
descended from the Iberians formerly inhabiting the
Camargue; and that their cult is really the Mithraic
worship of fire and water, upon which the veneration of
Saint Sara is super-imposed.

Confirmation of this view may be obtained from the
worship of fire still existing among the Gypsies of Southern
Hungary. The ceremonies observed at childbirth, in order
to avert evil during the period between birth and baptism,
may be taken as evidence. Prior to the birth of the child,
the Gypsies light a fire before the mother’s tent, and this
fire is not suffered to go out until the rite of baptism has
been performed. The women who light and feed the fire
croon, as they do so, the following chant:

Burn ye, burn ye fast, O Fire!
And guard the babe from wrathful ire
Of earthy Gnome and Water-Spirit,
Whom with thy dark smoke banish quite!
Kindly Fairies, hither fare
And let the babe good fortune share,
Let luck attend him everywhere,
Throughout his life be luck aye near!
Twigs and branches now in store,
And still of branches many more,
Give we to thy flame, O Fire!
Burn ye, burn ye, fast and high,
Hear the little baby cry!

It will be noted that the spirits of the Earth and Water
are here regarded as malevolent, and only to be overcome
by the superior aid of fire. Nevertheless, those women
who are believed to have learned their occult lore from
the unseen powers of Earth and Water are held to be the
greatest magicians of the tribe. Moreover, the water-
being is not invariably regarded as inimical, but is some-
times directly propitiated. As when a mother, to charm
away convulsive crying in her child, goes through the
prescribed ceremonial in all its details, of which the last is
this appeal, as she casts a red thread into the stream:

“Take this thread, O Water-Spirit, and take with it
the crying of my child! If it gets well, I will bring thee apples
and eggs!” The water-spirit appears again in a friendly
character when a man, in order to recover a stolen horse,
takes his infant to a stream, and, bending over the water,
asks the invisible genius to indicate, by means of the baby’s
hand, the direction in which the horse has been taken. In
these two instances we have a clear survival of the worship
of water and the watery powers. It may be questioned
whether these rites ought to be ascribed to Mithraism in
its later stages, or whether they own an earlier origin.

One definite statement with regard to Gypsy lore is
afforded by Joseph Glanvil, in a passage which inspired
Matthew Arnold’s poem of “The Scholar-Gypsy.” “There
was lately a lad in the University of Oxford,” says Glanvil
(Family of Dogmatising, 1661), “who was, by his poverty,
forced to leave his studies there, and at last to join himself
to a company of vagabond Gypsies.” Glanvil goes on to
say that “after he had been a pretty while exercised in the
trade,” this scholar-gypsy chanced to meet two of his
former fellow-students, to whom he stated:—“that the
people he went with were not such impostors as they were
taken for, but that they had a traditional kind of learning
among them, and could do wonders by the powers of
imagination, their fancy binding that of others; that
himself had learned much of their art, and when he had
compassed the whole secret, he intended,” he said, “to
leave their company, and give the world an account of
what he had learned.”

Here we have clear indications of the possession of a
body of esoteric learning, which included the knowledge
and exercise of hypnosis. Even among modern Gypsies
this power is exercised. De Roças states that the Catalan
Gypsies are mesmerists and clairvoyants, and the present
writer has experienced an attempt on the part of a South
Hungarian Gypsy to exert this influence. The same
power, under the name of glamour, was formerly an attribute
of the Scottish Gypsies. Glamour is defined by Sir Walter
Scott as “the power of imposing on the eyesight of the
spectators, so that the appearance of an object shall be
totally different from the reality.” And, in explanation of
a reference to “the Gypsies’ glamour’d gang,” in one of his
ballads, he remarks: “Besides the prophetic powers
ascribed to the Gypsies in most European countries, the
Scottish peasants believe them possessed of the power
of throwing upon bystanders a spell to fascinate their eyes
and cause them to see the thing that is not. Thus in the
old ballad of ‘Johnnie Faa,’ the sorpense of the Countess
of Cassilis with a Gypsy leader is imputed to fascination—

“Sae soon as they saw her weel-faur’d face,
They cast the glamour o’er her.”

Scott also relates an incident of a Gypsy who “exercised
his glamour over a number of people at Haddington, to
whom he exhibited a common dung-hill cock, trailing, what
appeared to the spectators, a massy oaken trunk. An old
man passed with a cart of clover, he stopped and picked
out a four-leaved blade; the eyes of the spectators were
opened, and the oaken trunk appeared to be a bulrush.”
The quatrofoil, owing to its cruciform shape, acted as a
powerful antidote to witchcraft. Moreover, in the face
of this sign of the Cross, the Gypsy was bound to desist
from the exercise of what was an unlawful art. As to the
possibility of hypnotizing a crowd, or making them “to
see the thing that is not,” that feat is achieved to-day by
African witch-doctors. What is required is a dominant
will on the one hand and a sufficiently plastic imagination
on the other.

Scott introduces these statements among his notes on
the ballad of “Christie’s Will,” in relation to the verse—

“ He thought the warlocks of the rosy cross,
Had fang’d him in their nets see fast;
Or that the Gypsies’ glamour’d gang
Had lair’d his learning at the last.”

This association of Rosicrucians with Gypsies is not inapt,
for hypnotism appears to have been considered a Rosicru-
cian art. Scott has other suggestive references in this
place. “Saxo Grammaticus mentions a particular sect of
Mathematicians, as he is pleased to call them, who, ‘per
a dominum ludifundatorum occultarum rerum meretricium
propria aliquo viculus, visus rerum imaginibus, adumbra
abrupta, abjecta, et aliis monstrata, infusoriae formos veros
obscuro magni opusculi.” Merlin, the son of Ambrose, was particularly skilled in this
art, and displays it often in the old metrical romance
of Arthur and Merlin. The jongleurs were also great
professors of this mystery, which has in some degree descended,
with their name, on the modern jugglers.”

It will be seen that various societies are credited with
the possession, in an eminent degree, of the art of hypno-
tism, during the Middle Ages. Presumably, it was inherited
from one common source. How much the Gypsies were
associated with this power may be inferred from a Scottish
Act of Parliament of the year 1579, which was directed
against “the idle people calling themselves Egyptians, or
any other that fancy themselves to have knowledge of

*See also Scott’s note at appended to The Lay of the Last Minstrel.*
prophecy, charming, or other abused sciences." For the term "charming," like "glamour" and other kindred words (e.g., "enchantment," "bewitched," "spellbound") bore reference to the mesmeric influence.

The statement made by Glanvil's scholar-gypsy would lead one to believe that the Gypsius inhabiting England in the seventeenth century possessed other branches of learning. They have always been famed for their alleged prophetic power, exercised through the medium of astrology and chiromancy or palmistry, and also by the interpretation of dreams; this last-named phase being distinctly specified in Scotland in 1611. It does not appear that any modern Gypsius profess a knowledge of astrology. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that Gromer was shown by a Welsh Gypsy-man in the form of the written charm employed by his mother in her fortune-telling, and that form is unquestionably a survival of the horoscope. Both mother and son were obviously unaware of that fact, and made no profession of astrology; but they had inherited the scheme of the horoscope from ancestors who were astrologers.

The practice of chiromancy is still a Gypsy art, as it has been for ages. A curious belief was current in medieval times to the effect that the three Kings or Magi who came to Bethlehem were Gypsius, and in more than one religious play they are represented as telling the fortunes of the Holy Family by means of palmistry. This circumstance has evoked the following suggestive remarks from C. G. Leland: "As for the connection of the Three Kings with Gypsius, it is plain enough. Gypsius were from the East; Rome and the world abounded in wandering Chaldean magi-priests, and the researches which I am making have led me to a firm conclusion that the Gypsy lore of Hungary and South Slavonia has a very original character as being, firstly, though derived from India, not Aryan, but Semitic, that is, of an Altaic, or Tartar, or 'Turanian' stock.

Secondly, this was the old Chaldean-Accadian 'wisdom' or sorcery. Thirdly—and this deserves serious examination—it was also the old Etruscan religion whose magic formulas were transmitted to the Romans.

"The Venetian witchcraft, as set forth by Bernoulli, is evidently of Slavic-Greek origin. That of the Romagna is Etruscan, agreeing very strangely and closely with the Chaldean magic of Lenormant, and marvellously like the Gypsius'. It does not, when carefully sifted, seem to be like that of the Aryan... nor is it Semitic. To what degree some ideas of all this, and of Gypsy connection with it, penetrated among the people and filtered down, even into the Middle Ages, no one can say. It is very probable that through the centuries there came together some report of the common origin of Gypsy and 'Eastern' or Chaldean lore, for, since it was the same, there is no reason why a knowledge of the truth should not have been disseminated in a time of a traditions and earnest study in occultism."

These surmises on the part of a keen and accomplished student of every phase of magic, written and unwritten, are deserving of the fullest consideration. By following the line indicated by Leland it may be possible to reach an identification of the 'traditional kind of learning' possessed by the Gypsius in the seventeenth century.

David MacEwan.
the smallest sensation received from the external world, it follows that other conditions must be present besides the excitement of the brain-elements which is the correlate of representation. It is true that the seat of excitement is the same both in actual sense-perceptions and in memory images but in the former case the stimulus is peripherally originated in the sensory nerve, whereas in the latter it takes its rise in the brain itself. Now if any neural system becomes highly excited—a state which may be brought about by emotion, ill-health, drugs, or a number of causes—it may serve to divert from their proper paths any set of impulses arising from the sense organs, and as any impulse ascending through the sensory nerves produces an effect of sensory vividness—normally, a true perception—the impulses thus diverted give to the memory images an appearance of actuality, not distinguishable from that produced by a corresponding sense-impression. In hypnotism a state of cerebral dissociation is induced, whereby any one neural system may be abnormally excited, and hallucination thus very readily engendered. Drugs which excite the brain also induce hallucinations.

The question of whether there is any relation between the hallucination and the person it represents is, and has long been, a vexed one. Countless well-authenticated stories of apparitions coinciding with a death have been recorded, and would seem to establish some causal connection between them. In former times apparitions were considered to be the "doubles" or "etherial bodies" of the originals, and modern spiritualists believe that they are the spirits of the dead—or, mayhap, of the living, temporarily forsaking the physical organism. But the main theory among those who believe in such a causal connection between agent and hallucination—and in view of the statistics collected by Professor Sidgwick and others (See "Psychical Research"), it is difficult not to believe—is that of telepathy, or thought-transference. That the cerebral machinery for the transmission of thought should be specially stimulated in moments of intense excitement, or at the approach of dissolution, is not to be wondered at; and thus it is sought to account for the appearance of hallucinatory images coinciding with death or other crises. Moreover, the dress and appearance of the apparition does not necessarily correspond with the actual dress and appearance of its original. Thus a man at the point of death, in bed and wasted by disease, may appear to a friend as if in his ordinary health, and wearing his ordinary garb. Nevertheless there are notable instances where some remarkable detail of dress is reproduced in the apparition. It seems clear, however, that it is the agent's general personality which is, as a rule, conveyed to the percipient, and not, except in special cases, the actual matter of his surface-consciousness.

A similar explanation has been offered for the hallucinatory images which many people can induce by gazing in a crystal, or even in a pool of water, or a drop of ink, and which are often declared to give information, and reproduce scenes and people of whom the agent has no knowledge. It is suggested that those images which do not arise in the subliminal consciousness of the agent may have been telepathically received by him from other minds. (See "Crystal-gazing.""

Colloquial. — Hallucination is a term applied to hallucinations which are shared by a number of people. There is no evidence, however, of the operation of any other agency than suggestion (q.v.) or at the most, telepathy.

Ham: A Norwegian storm-fiend in the shape of an eagle with black wings, sent by Helgi to engulf Frithjof as he sailed for the island of Yarl Angantyr in the Saga of Grettir.

Hamtoth: (See Fascination.)
believed that he was indeed divinely inspired. Somewhere about the year 1839 he visited London, where in certain circles his verse was admired. On returning to America, he founded a small community near New York, of which he became the head. Its members were of a heterogeneous description, composing American ladies of means, Japanese, clergymen, and the author, Laurence Oliphant, with his wife and mother. This community Harris called the Brotherhood of the New Life, and a little later on it was decided to change its site to the shores of Lake Erie. The principal industry of the community was wine-making, and for this Harris was called to account by the temperance party, but he summarily dismissed their objections by stating that the wine he made was the direct vehicle of the Divine Breath. His theology was a curious one: he believed that the Creator was androgynous, and he favoured married celibacy. The mode of breathing professed by him appears to have been imitated from that in vogue among certain Buddhist castes, but it was to be the mark of the faithful. In 1881 the Oliphants seceded from his rule, and charged him with fraud. They took legal proceedings against him, and succeeded in recovering considerable sums in this manner. Oliphant believed to the last that he possessed psychical powers, but there is no doubt at all that he was extremely aversive and licentious as his books of verse, issued to a select circle, prove. In 1891 he pronounced that he had renewed his youth, and that he had discovered what amounted to the elixir of life. On his death in 1906 his disciples would not believe that he had passed away, but thought he was only sleeping. He died in March, and it was not until June that his demise was publicly acknowledged by his followers. His whole philosophy was directed towards the breaking down the established order of the relations of the sexes. His sect had a jargon of its own, and its language was often inflated and absurd. But with all its failings, and they were many, Harris was a man of considerable gifts, among which may be noted his poetic fervour and fluency and force of character.

Haruspfation: (See Divination.)

Hassidim ("Piious Ones"): Devotees of a mystic phase of Judaism. They are first heard of in the pre-Maccabean age. In the first centuries of the Christian era we again hear of the Hassidim, sometimes supposed to be the descendants of the earlier sect. The later Hassidim were saints and workers of miracles, gifted with esoteric wisdom and the prophetic faculty. Early in the eighteenth century there arose yet another sect of the same name, having for aim the revival of spirituality in the Jewish religion. Representatives of this mystic body are still to be found in Hungary, Poland, and Russia.

Hassone: (See Magie.)

Hassan Sahib: (See Assassins.)

Haziran: A small mystical sect of Judaism, whose members were to be found in some parts of Palestine and Babylonia. They practised some sort of communism, and were known also as "fearers of sin."

Hatha Yoga: The earliest and therefore most simple form of the Yoga practice. An English translation of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika of Swamaram Swami was published in 1893. This book consists of four chapters: the first containing advice as to surroundings, conduct, posture, etc.; the second dealing with breathing practice, preparation, and the fourth gives ten Mudras which confer miraculous powers: and the fourth is a sort of supplement, and deals with the results of Yoga practice. The fruits of Yoga are detailed, and are of a very omeniscus character.

Hautfe, Frederick: Better known as the "Seeress of Provost," a somnambule who came under the observation of Dr. Justinus Kerner, a well-known poet and physician, early in the nineteenth century. A natural trance and convulsive patient, she came to Kerner to be magnetised, but he endeavoured at first to treat her by medicinal means. Finding these unavailing, however, he resorted to magnetism. Henceforward the Seeress passed the greater part of her life in trance, displaying all the usual somnambulistic phenomena. (See Magnetism, under article Hypnotism.) She saw and conversed with apparitions, developed remarkable clairvoyant faculties, and dealt also in mysticism, describing intricate symbolical circle-systems. She was also the author of a "primitive" language, constructed with great ingenuity, which purported to be that tongue, spoken by the patriarchs of old, wherein the words conveyed in some mystic manner the properties of the things they designated. Dr. Kerner and others were sometimes able to see Frau Hauffe's ghostly interlocutors, as dim grey pillars of cloud. Physical phenomena of a poltergeistical character were also of common occurrence in her presence.

Haunted Houses: Not long ago a number of the daily papers contained, throughout several consecutive weeks, an advertisement offering for sale "an ancient Gothic Mansion, known as Beckington Castle, ten miles from Bath and two from Frome"; and the writer of this advertisement after expatiating on the noble scenery around Beckington, and the rare architectural beauty of the house itself, proceeded to say that the place was the more desirable because it was reported to be haunted! No doubt there are people who long for a house containing a bona fide ghost, and it is sometimes said that the rich tradesman, anxious to turn himself into a squire, invariably looks out for a haunted manor, while some waggish writers have declared, indeed, that nowadays ghosts are to be bought at Whiteley's, and that the demand for them among American millionaires is stupendous. And, if the purchaser of Beckington Castle had to pay a very high price because the place rejoiced in a veritable ghost, in reality anything of this sort usually makes a house almost unsaleable. At Lossiemouth, for example, on the east coast of Scotland, a fine old mansion stood untenanted for years, and was eventually sold for a merely nominal sum; and the reason was, simply, that according to popular tradition the building was paraded nightly by a female figure draped in white, her throat bearing an ugly scar, and her hands tied behind her back. Nor is it merely concerned with the manors in the country that stories of this nature are current, and, even in many densely-populated towns there exist to this day houses reputed to be haunted, which are quite unsaleable.

It would seem that royal palaces, closely watched and guarded as they are nowadays, and invariably have been, are not altogether destitute of such inhabitants. For a legend contends that Windsor Castle is frequently visited by the ghost of Sir George Villiers, and it is said, moreover, that once, in the reign of Charles I., this ghost appeared to one of the king's gentlemen-in-waiting, and informed him that the Duke of Buckingham would shortly fall by the hand of an assassin—a prophecy which was duly fulfilled soon after, as all readers of Les Trois Monseigneurs will doubtless remember, the incident figuring in that immortal story. Then at Hackwood House, near Basingstoke, there is a room in which no one dares to sleep, all dreading "the grey woman," supposed to appear there nightly; while Wyecoller Hall, near Colne, boasts a spectral horseman who visits the place once a year, and rides at full speed through the garden. Very different is the legend attached to Dilston, in Tyneside, where a bygone Lady Windermere is said to appear at times to time, and indulge in loud lamentations for her unfortunate husband, who was...
executed for his share in the Jacobite rising of 1715; while at Salmesbury Hall, Blackburn, there is a ghost of yet another kind, the people of the neighbourhood affirming that periodically they see a wild lady and her knight promenading the grounds of the Hall, indulging the while in silken dalliance. It need hardly be said, perhaps, that ghosts of this particular nature are remarkably common, and bulk largely in the spiritual lore of nearly every county; but the more gruesome apparitions predominate withal, and among these is the ghost of Amy Kobsart, which still haunts the manor of Cumnor, in Oxfordshire. For it must be borne in mind that Amy was a real woman, and not a mere creation of Sir Walter Scott's brain. She was married in 1550 to the Earl of Leicester, and her tragic death is commonly laid to his charge; but a tradition exists to the effect that Queen Elizabeth was really the responsible person, and recalling an authentic portrait of Amy, which bespeaks her a woman of charm and of no ordinary beauty, it is easy to believe that the ill-favoured queen hated her and took strong measures to get her out of the way.

Numerous rectories rejoice in the ghost of a clergyman, erstwhile murdered by his infuriated parishioners; and there are several haunted monasteries and convents, while at Holy Trinity Church at York a phantom nun appears occasionally on winter evenings, and walks about muttering paternosters. The story concerning her is that, on one occasion, during a period of civil-war, a band of soldiers were minded to sack the edifice in question, and on approaching it with this intention they were confronted by an abbess, who bade them beware of the divine wrath they would surely incur if they committed an act of sacrilege. They laughed at her pietry, and, never thinking she would offer any resistance, they tried to march on massacre into the building, but, hardly had they commenced the assault, ere their opponent snatched a sword from one of them, and stood bravely on the defensive. A fierce battle ensued, the abbess proving herself a veritable amazon, and slaying a host of her foes; yet she lost her life ultimately, and her ghost it is which still frequents the church she sought to defend.

There are few parts of England so rich in romance as Sherwood Forest, once the scene of Robin Hood's exploits; and there is at least one place in this region which claims a number of ghosts, Newstead Abbey, the seat of Lord Byron's ancestors. A part of the garden there is popularly known as "the devil's wood," a name which points to the place having been once infected with impieties of the foulest kind, while one of the rooms in the house is haunted by a certain "Sir John Byron, the little, of the grey beard," who presumably ended his days in some uncanny fashion. His portrait hangs over the hall in the dining-room, and a young lady, staying at Newstead about the middle of last century, contended stoutly that once she had entered this room to find the portrait gone, and its subject seated by the fireside reading a black-letter folio! The poet Byron himself cherished very fondly all the ghostly traditions which clung round his home, and it is recorded that, on his learning that there were stone coffins underneath the house, he straightway had one of them dug up and then opened. He used some of its gruesome contents to decorate his own library, while he had the coffin itself placed in the great hall, through which thereafter the servants had to pass. It is also stated that he had a band of soldiers associated with the supernatural lore of Newstead in one of his poems, and from this we learn that a spectre friar was wont to parade the mansion whenever some important event was wont to befal its owners:

"When an heir is born he is heard to mourn,
And when ought is to befall
That ancient line, in the pale moonshine

He walks from hall to hall,
His form you may trace, but not his face,
'Tis shadowed by his cowl;
But his eyes may be seen from the folds between,
And they seem of a pair, and they are driven from the ball.
Say nought to him as he walks the hall,
And he'll say nought to you:
He sweeps along in his dusky pall,
As o'er the grass the dew.
Then, gramercy! for the black friar;
Heaven save him, fair or foul,
And whatso'ere may be his prayer,
Let ours be for his soul."

Passing from England to Ireland we find many haunted houses; for instance, Dunseverick in Antrim, where dwells still the soul of a bygone chief, so wicked in his lifetime that even hell's gates are closed to him. And passing from Ireland to Scotland we find numerous haunted buildings too, notably Holyrood Palace and the castles of Hermitage and Glamis. It is the ghost of the murdered Rizzio which frequents Holyrood, yet it should be added that the vision is seldom seen nowadays; and mayhap the fates, aware that the Italian minstrel was shamefully treated, have at length accorded his soul a resting-place more cozy than the dismal Edinburgh Palace. But the ghost of Hermitage, on the contrary, is still considerably addicted to exercise, and in truth his story marks him as having been a man of rare activity and ambition. Lord Sohils was his name, and, possibly after hearing of Faustus' exploits, he vowed that he too would exercise the devil, who generously made his appearance betimes. "Vast power will be yours on earth," said the evil one to Sohils "if you will but barter your soul thereafter"; so his lordship signed the requisite compact with his life's blood, and thenceforth his days were given over to the enjoyment of every conceivable pleasure. Anon, however, he felt that his end was near, and calling some of his vassals around him he told them of the awful fate awaiting him after death. Thunderstruck they were, but soon after Sohils was gone it occurred to them that, could they but destroy his mortal remains completely, they might save his soul from the clutches of Beelzebub. So having sheathed the corpse in lead they flung it into a burning fiery furnace, and manifestly this cremation saved his lordship from the nether regions, for had he gone there his soul would not have been active still at Hermitage.

The ghost most associated with Glamis Castle, the family seat of the Earl of Strathmore, is quite different from the rank and file of supernatural tales, and bears a more naked semblance of veracity than pertains to any of these. It is a matter of common knowledge that there is a secret chamber at Glamis, a chamber which enthrones a mystery known only to a few members of the Strathmore family, and three or four generations ago a lady, staying as a visitor at Glamis, vowed she would solve the riddle. Her first difficulty was to locate the actual room, but one afternoon, when all the rest of the household were going out, she feigned a headache and thus contrived to be left completely alone. Her next move was to go from room to room, putting a handkerchief in the window of each, and having done this she went outside and walked round the castle to see whether any room had evaded her search. Very soon she observed a bright light shining in one of the windows, and, opening the pane, she saw a young lady, kneeling in a cowl, with a handkerchief in her hand. A real black friar in it, so she hastened indoors again, thinking that her quest was about to be rewarded. But try as she might she could not find the missing room; and while she was searching the other guests returned to the house, along with them being the Earl of Strathmore. He was fiercely incensed on learning what had been going forward, and that night shrieks were heard in a long corridor in the castle. The
guests ran out of their rooms to find out what was wrong, and in the dim light they perceived a curious creature with an inhuman head, wrestling with an aged man servant who eventually contrived to carry the monster away. There the story ends, but as remarked before, it bears a semblance of truth, the probability being that some scion of the Glamis castle family was mad or hideously deformed, and was accordingly incarcerated in a room to which access was difficult and secret. And no doubt endless other ghost-stories rest on some basis of this sort, for, while the diverting practice of showing freaks in public is a comparatively new one, freaks themselves are among the world's most ancient institutions, perhaps almost as ancient as spectres and visions. It is impossible in this place to allude to the host of less famous haunted residences, an allusion to which their owners might take strong exception. W.B.G.M.

Hayden. Mrs.: The first spiritualistic medium to visit England. Mrs. Hayden was the wife of W. B. Hayden, editor of the Star Spangled Banner. Her séance phenomena consisted mainly of raps, by means of which communication with the spirits was established. Her supernormal faculties were testified to by Professor De Morgan in a letter dated July, 1853, and by Robert Chambers in Chambers' Journal, May, 1853.

Hayti: (See West Indian islands.)

Hazel Tree: The Hazel was dedicated to the god Thor, and, in the Roman Catholic Church, was esteemed a plant of great virtue. It is said to be a symbol of authority. Hazel also was used as a girdle or belt, and if worn on St. John's Day or Good Friday, would be certain to be a successful instrument of divination. A hazel rod was a badge of authority, and it was probably this notion which caused it to be used of by schoolmasters. Among the Romans, a hazel rod was also a symbol of authority.

Head of Baphomet: An interesting discovery was made public in 1878 dealing with the history of secret societies. There was found, among the antiquities of the imperial museum of Vienna, some of those idols named heads of Baphomet, which the Templars adored. These heads represent the divinity of the goddesses, named Melis or Wisdom. For a long time there was preserved at Marcellina one of these gilded heads, seized in a retreat of the Templars when the latter were pursued by the law. (See Baphomet.)

Healing by Touch: In England and Scotland, and in France also, the idea that a touch of the royal hand was a sure remedy for scrofula was long prevalent, and consequently this interesting practice dates from the reign of Louis IX., and in England from that of Edward III., who is recorded to have performed a considerable number of cures. He was wont to wash the affected part of the sufferer, but gradually the use of actual ablutions was discontinued, and most subsequent kings contented themselves with mere touching, while at the same time prayers were offered up on behalf of the patient. Anon the religious ceremony used on such occasions grew more elaborate, while, during the reign of Henry VII., a special "king's evil" petition was drawn up by a body of divines for insertion in the Service Book, and there it prevailed for a surprisingly long time thereafter, being found in some editions printed as late as the beginning of the eighteenth century.

The idea that kings ruled by divine right emanated mainly from Scotland, and so it is natural to assume that the early inhabitants of that land regarded their sovereigns as capable of miracles. There is little or no evidence, nevertheless, that the Stuarts, prior to the Union of the Crowns, practised touching for king's evil; but scarcely was Charles I. on the British throne ere he began to demonstrate his powers herein, and scrofulous persons flocked from far and near accordingly. Indeed, they came in such numbers, that early in the fifth year of his reign, Charles found it essential to specify certain times for their reception at court, and the proclamation which he issued on the subject may be read in the Historical Collections of the Rev. J. Glovers. It was then that the king's evil was celebrated as the "king's evil," and cure was performed as a consideration for the present. Here it is stated that, in the future, those who wished to benefit from the king's thaumaturgic gift, would be welcomed at Michaelmas or Easter, but it is clear that his Majesty saw fit to make exceptions to this rule, for, during his visit to Edinburgh in 1633, he ministered to numerous unfortunate in the month of June. It was at Holyrood that he received them, the palace being transformed pro tempore into a veritable Lourdes, and Sir James Balfour, the Historian, who was knighted at this time, and created Lyon King-at-Arms, affirms in an unpublished manuscript, still extant in the Advocates Library, Edinburgh, that Charles successfully "healed 100 persons of the cruesles or kingis sivell, young and old." Reverting to the proclamation cited above, therein the king speaks at length of the many cures wrought by his "royal predecessors." Now, this, of course, may allude purely to the Plantagenets or Tudors, but it is equally possible that these references indicate touching for scrofula on the part of the early Stuarts, and be that as it may, Charles I. was not the only member of that dynasty who ever touched the sick. John Evelyn, in his Diary, writes repeatedly of Charles the Second's activities in this relation, while Samuel Pepys refers to the same thing, and in one passage he says he went to see his Majesty in hospital, and in the summer of 1669, the Chevalier de St. George essayed it on several occasions, and his son Prince Charles, when in Scotland in 1745, made at least one attempt, though whether with success or not is unrecorded.

In the infancy of the world, and during a time when these laws of nature were but partially known and understood by man, it was most natural that these inexplicable powers should be directly ascribed to a divine influence. Healing of the sick was supposed to proceed alone from God, or through the priest and saints His servants. Faith was therefore necessary to the cure, and the magical powers were therefore transferred by words, prayers, and ceremonies, and the science was transmitted among the mystics by means of hands, and by the breath, belonged to this secret Influence; also the use of talismans and amulets, which were composed of organic as well as inorganic substances,—minerals, stones, and plants; the wearing of rings, of images of saints, and other symbolical objects; lastly, healing the sick by words and prayers.

As regards the resemblance which this science bears to magnetism, it is certain that not only were the ancients acquainted with an artificial method of treating disease but also with somnambulism itself. Among others, Agrippa von Nettesheim speaks of this plainly when he says, in his Oculta Philosophia, p. 451:—"There is a science, known but to very few, of illuminating and instructing the mind, so that at one step it is raised from the darkness of ignorance to the light of wisdom. This is produced principally by a species of artificial sleep, in which a man forgets the present, and, as it were, perceives the future through the divine inspiration. Unbelieving wicked persons can also be deprived of this power by secret means."

The healing of the sick by the touch and the laying on of hands is to be found among primitive peoples, the Indians,
the Egyptians, and especially among the Jews. In Egypt sculptures have been found where one hand of the operator is placed on the stomach and the other on the back. Even the Chinese, according to the accounts of the early missionaries (Athanasius Kircher, China Illustrata), healed sick eyes by the laying on of hands. In the Old Testament we find numerous examples, of which we shall extract a few.

When Moses found his end approaching, he prayed for a worthy successor, and we find the following passage (Numbers, xxvii., 18, 20)—"And the Lord said unto Moses, Take thee thou shalt put some of thine honour upon Joshua, the son of Nun, a man in whom is the spirit, and lay thine hand upon him." And thou shalt put some of thine honour upon him, that all the congregation of the children of Israel may be obedient.

Another instance is to be found in the healing the seemingly dead child by Elisha, who stretched himself three times upon the child, and called upon the Lord. The manner in which Elisha raised the dead son of the Shunammite woman is still more remarkable. He caused Gehazi to proceed before him to lay his staff upon the face of the child. As this was of no avail, Elisha went up into the room, laid himself upon the child, etc., and his hands upon the child’s hands, so that the child’s body became warm again. After that the child opened his eyes. Elisha’s power over his earth, and cured him by touching the affected part. Even his plates and dishes are said to have cured sickness after his death. The miracles of SS. Margaret, Katherine, Elizabeth, Hildegard, and especially the miraculous cures of the two holy martyrs Cosmas and Damian, belong to this class. Among others, they freed the Emperor Justinian from an incurable sickness. St. Odilia embraced a leper, who was shunned by all men, in her arms, warmed him, and restored him to health.

Remarkable above all others are those cases where persons who were at the point of death have recovered by holy baptism or extreme unction. The Emperor Constantine is one of the most singular examples. Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, had the power of assuaging colic and affections of the spleen by laying on the patients on their backs and passing his great toe over them. (Plutarch, Vita Pyrrhi: "Digitum maximum pedis divinitatem habuisse adeo quod igne non potuit comburi.") The Emperor Vespasian cured nervous affections, lameness, and blindness, solely by the laying on of his hands (Sueton, Vita Vespas.). According to Coelius Spartanus, Hadrian cured those afflicted with dropsy by touching them with the points of his fingers, and recovered himself from a violent fever by similar treatment. King Olaf healed Egil on the spot by merely laying his hands upon him and singing proverbs (Edda, p. 216). The kings of England and France cured diseases of the throat by touch. It is said that the pious Edward the Confessor, and in France that Philip the First, were the first who possessed this power. The formula used on such occasions was, "Le roi te touche, allez et guérissez;" so that the word was connected with the act of touching. In England the disease was therefore called "King’s Evil." In France this power was retained until the time of the Revolution, and it is said that at the coronation the exact manner of touching, and the formula—"Le roi te touche, dis et te guerisse"—were imparted to the monarch. In the reign of Louis XIII. the Duke d’Épernon is said to have exclaimed, when Richelieu was made generalissimo against the Spaniards, "What! has the king nothing left but the power of healing womes?"

Among German princes this curative power was ascribed to the Counts of Hapsburg, and also that they were able to cure fever by touching by a kiss. Pliny says, "There are men whose whole bodies possess medicinal properties,—as the Marsi, the Pselii, and others, who cure the bite of serpents.
merely by the touch." This he remarks especially of the Island of Cyprus; and later travellers confirm these cures by the touch. In later times, the Salmodores and Esmal- dadores of Spain became very celebrated, who healed almost all diseases by prayer, laying on of hands, and by breathing. In the Middle Ages, Valentine Greatrakes (q.v.) cured at first "king's evil" by touch. In the seventeenth century, the gardener Levet and the notorious Streopper performed cures in London by stroking with the hand. In similar manner cures were performed by Michael Medina, and the Child of Salamanca; also Marcellus Empiricus (Sprengel, Gesch. der Med. Part 2, p. 179). Richter, an innkeeper at Royen, in Siliccia, cured, in the years 1817-18, many thousands of sick persons in the open fields, by touching them with his hands. Under the Popes, laying on of hands was called Chirotherapy. Diepenbroek wrote two treatises on it, and, according to Lampe, four-and-thirty Chirotherapists were declared to be holy. Menmer (q.v.) and his assistants also employed manipulations largely.

Hearn, Lafcadio: (See fiction, Occult English.)

Hearn: It is said in Ecclesiastes that the heart of the wise is at the right side, the heart of the foolish at the left. But this saying must be placed in the same category as that of Jonas, who said of some of the Ninevites that they did not know their right hand from their left—i.e., that they could not distinguish good from evil.

Heaven and Hell: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritism.)

Heavenly Man, The: According to the Zohar, the first of the Sephiroths, or divine emanations. Before the creation God was without form, above and beyond all attributes. But when He had created the Heavenly Man He used him as a Chariot in which to descend. And desiring to make Himself known by His attributes, "He let Himself be styled as the God of pardon, the God of Justice, the God Omnipotent, the God of Hosts and He who is (Jahveh)." The Heavenly Man is to be distinguished from the "earthly man." The creation of the earthly man was, indeed, the work of the Heavenly Man—that is, of the emanation from God, the Supreme Manifestation, the Divine activity.

Hecate: Originally a Greek goddess of uncertain parentage. She appears to have been one of the Titans who ruled the heaven, earth and sea; and could bestow gifts on mortals at pleasure. Later she was confounded with other goddesses until she became at length a mystic goddess having all the magic powers of nature at command. Magicians and witches besought her aid, and sacrifices were offered to her where the wolf and the eyes of dogs, toys and false medicines were hung around her necks. Festivals were celebrated to her annually at Eginia. In appearance she was frightful, and serpents hung hissing around her shoulders.

Heckman: (See Des.)

Helakol: According to the Zohar, the seven halls of the world of Yetzirah, the divine halls into which the seekers for the Chariot (Merkahab) strive to enter. Here dwell the angels, presided over by Mistarion; likewise the souls of men not specially noted for their piety. (The souls of the pious dwell in the world of Beria.)

Hel, or "Death": One of the offspring of Loki and the giantess Angrbuldi. The gods becoming alarmed at her and the other monsters which were coming to life in Jotunheim, it was deemed advisable by All-father that they should be brought before him. Hel was cast into Niflheim, the conception of the place of punishment. Thus Sheol, from being regarded as a place of the dead became the home of fire, into which the wicked and unjust were thrust for their sins. This was certainly foreshadowed by Babylonian and Egyptian ideals, for we find the Egyptian mythic story pass the test of rejection; from the idea of rejection would soon spring the idea of active punishment. The Semitic conception of Hell was
probably re-inforced on the introduction of Christianity into Europe, and coloured by the conception of the places of the dead belonging to the other mythologies of Europe. Thus the Scandinavian idea, which was also that of our Saxon forefathers, undoubtedly coloured the English conception of the place of punishment.

"Hela,' or 'Death,' in the prose Edda, is one of the offspring of Loki and the giantess Angrbod'h; their other two being the wolf Fenrir and the Midgard serpent. The gods were not long ignorant that these monsters continued to be bred up in Jotunheim, and having had recourse to divination, became aware of all the evils they would have to suffer from them; their being sprung from such a mother was a bad presage, and from such a sire one still worse. All-father therefore deemed it advisable to send one of the gods to bring them to him. When they came he threw the serpent into that deep ocean by which the earth is engirdled. But the monster has grown to such an enormous size that, holding his tail in his mouth he encircles the whole earth. 'Hela' he cast into Niflheim, and gave her power over nine worlds (regions), into which she distributes those who are sent to her; that is to say, all who die through sickness or old age. Here she possesses a habitation protected by exceedingly high walls and strongly-barred gates. Her hall is called Eidviner; Hunger is her table; Starvation, her knife; Delay, her man; Slowness, her maid. Precious, her threshold; Care, her bed; and Burning Anguish forms the hangings of her apartments. The one-half of her body is livid, the other half the colour of human flesh.' A description of Niflheim itself, the abode of Loki and his evil progeny, is given in the Föluspa. It is a dark abode far from the sun; its gates are open to the cutting north; its walls are formed of wreathed snakes, and their venom is ever falling like rain. It is surrounded by the dark and poisonous streams 'Elivargar.' Nidhog, the great dragon, who dwells beneath the central root of Yggdrasil, torments and gnaws the dead.'

The probabilities are that the ideas concerning the Celtic other-world had little to do in forming the British conception of Hell. The Brythonic "Anwyl" was certainly a subterranean locality, but it was by no means a place of punishment, being merely a microcosm of the world above, where folk hunted, ate and drank, as in early Britain. Nor was the Irish other-world much different and after crossing the waters of oblivion the possessed person found himself in a sphere in many ways resembling the earth-life.

In Southern Europe again the idea of Hell appears to have been strongly coloured by both classical and Jewish conceptions. Our best picture of the mediaval conception of the place of punishment is undoubtedly the Inferno of Dante, in which the teaching of contemporary schoolmen in describing it. Acknowledging Virgil as his master, he follows him in many descriptions of Tartarus; but we find the Semitic idea cropping up everywhere and there, in the beginning of one of the cantos, where, what looks suspiciously like a Hebrew incantation, is set down. The dramatis personae are classical; thus we have Pluto and many of the breed of Tartarus. In later mediaval times the ingenuity of the monkish mind came to the rescue and conceptions which in some instances appear to be perfectly original sprang up. Thus, Hell obtained an origin. Its inhabitants led a life which may distinctively be alluded to as European, in contradiction to the more satyric-like shape of the earlier hierarchy of Hades. We find grizzly forms of bird-like shape, with exaggerated beaks and claws, and the animal forms and faces of mental and spiritual. As a capital idea of what the denizens of Hades seemed like in the eyes of the superstitious of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It was only a modified version of these ideas which came down to our grandfathers, and one may suspect that such superstitions were not altogether disproved by our fathers. This is not the place to embark upon a theological discussion as to whether the Hell of the Christians exists, or does not exist; but it may be interesting to remark that a great controversy has raged ever since the time of Origen as to the question whether or not the punishments of Hell are eternal. Those who denied that this was so were called Universalists, and believed in the final redemption of all. Enough has been said to show that most Eastern mythological systems possess a Hades which does not differ in any fundamental respect from that of most barbarian races, except that it is perhaps rather more specialised and involved. Many later writers, such as Swedenborg, Boehme, Blake and others (not to forget Milton), have given us vivid pictures of the hierarchy and general condition of Hell. For the most part these are based upon the patriarchs. In the Middle Ages endless controversy took place as to the nature and offices of the various inhabitants of the place of punishment (See Demonology), and the descriptions of later visionaries are practically mere repetitions of the conclusions then arrived at.

The locality of Hell has also been a question of endless speculation; some believed it to be resident in the sun, giving as their reason for this the fact that the Greek name of that luminary Hèlos; but such childish etymologies appear to have been in disfavour with most writers on the subject, and the grand popular idea that Hell is subterranean has had no real rival.

Hollaw: A sorceress. Lady of the Castle Nigrumans. She attempted to win the love of Lancelot, but being unable to do so, she perished.

Hellenbach, Baron: (See Germany.)

Helmont, John Baptista van, must be ranked as one of the pioneers of science by reason of his experimental and theoretical researches.

He was not only a great naturalist, but his acuto judgment, his penetrating attitude of mind leading him to say "Names do not trouble me, I contemplate the thing in itself as near as I can," and his untiring search for the truth, not for personal aggrandisement or power, but in the service of progress and for the good of mankind. He was born of a noble family in the year 1557 at Bois-le-Duc in Brabant. Studying at Louvain, he early attained distinction in the science of mathematics, lecturing on physics at the age of seventeen. Before he was twenty-two he had read Hippocrates and the Greek and Arabian authors and become eminent in the doctrines of Aristotle and Galen and the practice of medicine according to Vopiscus and Plenius. In the year 1599 he took his degree of doctor of medicine. After this some years were spent in the practice of physic, but meeting a follower of Paracelsus he became interested in his theories of chemical medicine to such a degree that he retired to the castle of Vilvorde, near Brussels, to spend the rest of his life in the study of experimental chemistry on which he wrote various treatises, becoming famous throughout Europe for his scientific knowledge. He revolutionized medicine as known in his day, turning aside from the theories of Galen and the Arabs, and created an epoch in the history of physiology, being the first to recognize the functions of the stomach and its relation to the other organs of the body. His many and varied discoveries in the field of medicine have been summed up by Hupfer in his famous work, which gave the name of gas—carbonic acid gas—being his discovery—and it is said that—without him the chemistry of steel in all probability would have been unknown to science.

The writings of van Helmont contain many truths, facts and arguments that may be incorporated into our model of the universe, and can be considered as antiquated only in so far as they have been discredited by the accumulation of later knowledge.
beliefs and illusions prevalent in his time. Alchemists, with its visions of the Elixir of Life and the Philosopher’s Stone represented to him another field for experiment and research and through he never pretended to the art of making the transmuting powder, he testified his belief in the transmutation of metals, having seen the experiment performed many times. Among other things he became a firm believer in Mineral and Human Magnetism, anticipating Mesmer in almost the very terms of the later exponent performed many times. Among other things he claimed to have taken part in facts of the sympathy or antagonism spontaneously arising between individuals and the influence exerted by a firm will over a weak imagination. To the last he declined to leave his retirement, though his fame brought him flattering invitations and offers from the Emperor and Elector Palatine. Almost unknown to his neighbours he yet attended any stricken by illness without accepting any fees for his services. He lived to the age of sixty-seven, dying at his castle of Vilvord in 1624.

Helvetius, John Frederick: A physician of the Hague who in 1665 published a work concerning a strange adventure of his life in which he claimed to have taken part in a veritable act of metallic transmutation by alchemical processes. The book was translated into English and published at London 1670 under the title Of a Transmutation. As it is one of the few exact descriptions of such an experiment, it has been thought well to append the passage recounting it in full, as follows:

"On the 27th December, 1666, in the afternoon, a stranger, in a plain, rustic dress, came to my house at the Hague. His manner of address was honest, his authoritative; his stature was low, with a long face and hair black, his chin smooth. He seemed like a native of the north of Scotland, and I guessed he was about forty-four years old. After saluting me he requested me most respectfully to pardon his rude intrusion, but that his love of the pyrotechnic art made him visit me. Having read some of my small treatises, particularly that against the sympathetic powder of Sir Kenelm Digby and observed therein my doubt of the Hermetic mystery, it caused him to request this interview. He asked me if I still thought there was no medicine in Nature which could cure all diseases, unless the principal parts, as the lungs, liver, etc. were perished, or the time of death were come. To which I replied I never met with an adept, or saw such a medicine, though I read much of it and often wished for it. Then I asked if he was a physician. He said he was a founder of brass, yet from his youth learned many rare things in chemistry, particularly of a friend—the manner to extract out of metals many medicinal arcana by the use of fire. After discussing of experiments in metals, he asked me, would I know the philosophers’ stone if I saw it? I answered, I would not, though I read much of it in Paracelsus, Helmont, Basil, and others, yet I dare not say I could know the philosophers’ matter. In the interim he drew from his breast pocket a neat ivory box, and out of it took three ponderous lumps of the stone, each about the size of a small walnut. They were transparent and of a pale brimstone colour, whereto some scales of the crucible adhered when this most noble substance was melted. The value of it I since calculated was twenty tons weight of gold. When I had greedily examined and handled the stone almost a quarter of an hour, the stranger said brought him into such trembling amazement that he could hardly speak; but his master encouraged him saying, "Cut for thyself the sixteenth part of this as a memorial and give the rest away among the poor," which the stranger did, distributing this treasure of short time he melted his pocket, put a little of it on the point of a knife into the fiercest flames. "Oh fire could be burnt by fire, I would rather at this instant cast all this substance into the fiercest flames." He then demanded if I had a more private chamber, as this was seen from the public street. I presently conducted him into the best furnished room backward, not doubting but he would bestow part thereof or some great treasure on me. He entered without wiping his shoes, although they were full of snow and dirt. He asked me for a little piece of gold, and, pulling off his cloak, opened his vest, under which he had five pieces of gold. They were hanging to a green silk ribbon, and were of the size of breakfast plates. This gold so far exceeded mine that there was no comparison for flexibility and colour. The inscriptions engraven upon them he granted me to write out; they were pious thanksgivings to God, dated 20th August, 1666, with the characters of the Sun, Mercury, the Moon, and the signs of Leo and Libra. "Then I was in great admiration, and desired to know where and how he obtained them. He answered, "A foreigner, who dwelt some days in my house, said he was a lover of this science, and came to reveal it to me. He taught me various arts—first, of ordinary stones and chrysolites, to make them alterable than those of the mine; and how in a quarter of an hour to make oxide of iron, one dose of which would infallibly cure the pestilential dysentery, or bloody flux; also how to make a metallic liquor to cure all kinds of dropsies, most certainly and in four days; as also a limpid clear water, sweeter than honeysuckle, by which in two hours of itself, in hot sand, it would extract the tincture of garnets, corals, glass, and such like." He said more, which I Helvetius, did not observe, my mind being occupied to understand how a noble juice could be drawn out of minerals to transmute metals. He told me his said master caused him to bring a glass of rain-water, and to put some silver leaf into it, which was dissolved therein within a quarter of an hour, like ice when heated. "Presently he drank to me the half, and I pledged him the other half, which had no comparison with so much taste as sweet milk, but whereby, methought, I became very light-headed. I thereupon asked if this were a philosophical drink, and whereto we drank this potion; but he replied, I ought not to be so curious. By the said master’s directions, a piece of a leaden pipe being melted, he took a little sulphurous powder out of his pocket, put a little of it on the point of a knife into the melted lead, and after a great blast of the bellows, in a short time it poured on the red stones of the kitchen chimney. It proved most excellent pure gold, which the stranger said brought him into such trembling amazement that he could hardly speak; but his master encouraged him saying, "Cut for thyself the sixteenth part of this as a memorial and give the rest away among the poor," which the stranger did, distributing this same, as he affirmed if my memory fail not, at the Church of Sparanda. "At last," he said, "the generous foreigner taught me thoroughly this divine art."

"As soon as his relation was finished, I asked my visitor to show me the effect of transmutation and confirm my faith; but he declined it for that time in such a discreet manner, that I was satisfied, promising to come again in three weeks, to show me some curious arts in the fire, provided it were then lawful without prohibition. At the
three weeks and he came, and invited me abroad for an hour or two. In our walk we discoursed of Nature's secrets, but he was very silent on the subject of the great elixir gravely asserted that it was only to magnify the sweet fame and mercy of the most glorious God; that few men endeavoured to serve him as he expected a pastor or minister of a church; but I recalled his attention, entreat him to show me the mystical mystery, desiring also that he would cat, drink, and lodge at my house, which I pressed, but he was of so fixed a determination that all my endeavours were frustrated. I could not forbear to tell him that I had a laboratory ready for an experiment, and that a promised favour was a kind of debt.

"Yes, true," said he, "but I promised to teach thee at my return, with this proviso, if it were not forbidden."

When I perceived that all this was in vain, I earnestly requested a small crumb of his powder, sufficient to transmute a few grains of lead to gold, and at last, out of my philosophical commissation, he gave me as much as a turnip seed in size, saying, "Receive this small parcel of the greatest treasure of the world, which truly few kings or princes have ever seen or known." "But," I said, "this perhaps will not transmute four grains of lead," whereupon he bid me deliver it to him, which, in hopes of a greater parcel, I did, but he, cutting half off with his nail, flung it into the fire, and gave me the rest wrapped neatly up in blue paper, saying, "It is yet sufficient for thee." I answered him, indeed with a most dejected countenance, "Sir, what means this? The other being too little, you give me now less." He told me to put into the crucible half an ounce of lead, for there ought to be no more lead put in than the medicine can transmute. I gave him great thanks for my diminished treasure, concentrated truly in the superlative degree, and put it charity up into my little box, saying I meant to try it the next day, nor would I reveal it to any. "Not so, not so," said he, "for we ought to divulge all things to the children of art which may tend alone to the honour of God, that so they may live in the theosophical truth." I now made a confession to him, that while the mass of his medicine was in my hands, I endeavoured to scrape away a little of it with my nail, and could not foresee; but scratched so very little, that it being picked from my nail, wrapped in a paper, and projected on melted lead, I found no transmutation, but almost the whole mass sublimed, while the remainder was a glazy earth. At this unexpected account he immediately said, "You are more dexterous to commit theft than to apply the medicine, for if you had wrapped up the stolen prey in yellow wax, to preserve it from the fumes of the lead, it would have sunk to the bottom, and transmuted it to gold; but having cast it into the fumes, the violence of the vapour, partly by its sympathetic alliance, carried the medicine quite away." I brought him the crucible, and he perceived a most beautiful saffron-like tincture sticking to the sides. He promised to come next morning at nine o'clock, to show me that this tincture would transmute the lead into gold. Having taken his leave, I impatiently waited his return, but the next day he came not, nor ever since. He sent an excuse at half-past nine that morning, and promised to come at three in the afternoon, but I never heard of him since. I soon began to doubt the whole matter. Late that night my wife, who was a most curious student and inquirer after the art, and who had taken a particular liking to that little grain of the stone, to be assured of the truth, 'unless this be done,' said she, 'I shall have no rest or sleep this night.' She being so earnest, I commanded a fire to be made, saying to myself, 'I fear, I fear indeed, this man hath deluded me.' My wife, with the assurance of that little grain of wax, and I cut half an ounce of lead, and put it into a crucible in the fire. Being melted, my wife put in the medicine, made into a small pill with wax, which presently made a hissing noise, and in a quarter of an hour the mass of lead was totally transmuted into the best and finest gold, which amased us exceedingly. We could not bodily gaze upon the miraculous work of nature, for the melted lead, after projection, showed on the fire the rarest and most beautiful colours imaginable, settling in green, and when poured forth into an ingot, it had the lively fresh colour of blood. When cold it shined as the purest and most splendid gold. Truly all those who were standing about me were exceedingly startled, and I ran with this aurified lead, being yet hot, to the goldsmith, who wondered at the fineness, and after a short trial by the test, said it was the most excellent gold in the world.

"The next day a rumour of this prodigy went about the Hague and spread abroad, so that many illustrious and learned persons gave me their friendly visits for its sake. Amongst the rest, the general Assay-master, examiner of coins of this province of Holland, Mr. Foreius, who with others earnestly besought me to pass some part of the gold through all their customary trials, which I did, to gratify my own curiosity. We went to Mr. Bretel, a silversmith, who first mixed four parts of silver with one part of the gold, then he filled it, put aquafortis to it, dissolved the silver, and let the gold precipitate to the bottom; the solution being poured off and the calx of gold washed with water, then reduced and melted, it appeared of a most excellent gold, and instead of a loss in weight, we found the gold was increased, and had transmuted a scruple of the silver into gold by its astounding tincture."

"Doubting whether the silver was now sufficiently separated from the gold, we mingled it with seven parts of antimony, which we melted and poured out into a cone, and blew off the regulus on a test, where we missed eight grains of our gold; but after we blew away the red of the antimony, or superfluous scoria, we found nine grains of gold for our eight grains missing, yet it was pale and silver-like but recovered its full colour afterwards, so that in the best proof of fire we lost nothing at all of this gold, but gained, as aforesaid. These tests I repeated four times and found it still alike, and the silver remaining out of the aquafortis was of the very best flexible silver that could be, so that in the total the said medicine or elixir had transmuted six drams and two scruples of the lead and silver into most pure gold."

Henry III. of France: (See France.)

Hercules Trismegistius ("the thrice greatest Hermes"): The name given by the Greeks to the Egyptian god Thoth or Tehuti, the god of wisdom, learning and literature. Thoth is alluded to in later Egyptian writings as "twice very great" and even as "five times very great" in some demotic or popular scripts. (ca. third century B.C.) To him was attributed as "scribe of the gods" the authorship of all sacred books which were thus called "Hermetic" by the Greeks. These, according to Clements Alexandrinus were forty-two in number and were sub-divided into six portions, of which the first dealt with priestly education, the second with temple ritual and the third with geographical matter. The fourth division treated of astrology, the fifth of hymns in honour of the gods and a text-book for the guidance of Kings, while the sixth was medical. It is unique in that these books were all the work of one individual, and it is more probable that they represent the accumulated wisdom of Egypt, attributed in the course of ages to the great god of wisdom.

As "scribe of the gods" Thoth was also the author of all holy and sacred writing. He delides a convenient fiction the name of Hermes was placed at the head of an extensive
cycle of mystic literature, produced in post-Christian times. Most of this Hermetic or Trismegistic literature has perished, but all that remains of it has been gathered and translated into English. It includes the "Poimandres," the "Pseudo-Sermon," or the "Asclepius," excerpts by Stobasus, and fragments from the Church Fathers and from the philosophers, Zosimus and Fulgentius. Hitherto these writings have been neglected by theologians, who have dismissed them as the offspring of third century Neo-Platonism. According to the generally accepted view, they were eclectic compilations, combining Neo-Platonic philosophy, Philonic Judaism and Kabalist theosophy in an attempt to supply a philosophic substitute for Christianity. The many Christian elements to be found in these mystic scriptures were ascribed to plagiarism. By an examination of early mystic writings and traditions it has been proved with some degree of certainty that the main source of the Trismegistic Tractates is the wisdom of Egypt, and that they "go back in an unbroken tradition of type and form and context to the earliest Ptolemic times."

The "Poimandres," on which all later Trismegistic literature is based, must, at least in its original form, be placed not later than the first century. The charge of plagiarism from Christian writings, therefore, falls to the ground. If it can be proved that the "Poimandres" belongs to the first century, we have in it a valuable document in determining the environment and development of Christian origins.

Mr. G. R. S. Mead, author of "Thrice Greatest Hermes," says in a illuminating passage:

"The more one studies the best of these mystical sermons, casting aside all prejudices, and trying to feel and think with the writers, the more one is conscious of approaching the threshold of what may well be believed to have been the true adytum of the men in the mystery traditions of antiquity. Innumerable are the hints of the greatnesses and immensities lying beyond that threshold—among other precious things the vision of the key to Egypt's wisdom, the interpretation of apocalypse by the light of the sun-clear apotropaia of the intelligible cosmos."

**Hermetic Magic:** (See Hermes Trismegistus.)
**Hermetic Society:** (See Alchemy.)
**Hermitage Castle:** (See Haunted Houses.)

**Hermas J.:** A medium who was associated with Charles Williams (b. 1904) during part of the latter's career and who also practised on his own account. Materialisation was a special feature of his sances. Miss Florence Cook held her first materialisation séance in conjunction with Hermas. He was one of the mediums present on the occasion of Mrs. Guppy's famous transit, and was himself on one occasion transported in like manner.

**Heyden:** A Norwegian sea-witch or storm-fiend in the shape of a white bear, alluded to in the saga of Grettir. With the other storm-fiend Ham, she was sent by Helgi to engulf Frithjof as he sailed for the island of Yarl Anganty.

**Heydon, John:** English Astrologer (1601—1667). In his useful if not invaluable Lives of the Alchemystical Philosophers, Waite speaks with great scorn of the English Astrologer, John Heydon, describing him as no better than a charlatan, and for that reason furnishing no facts whatsoever concerning his career.

The astrologer appears to have been born in 1652, his father being Francis Heydon, owner of a small estate called Sidmouth, in Devonshire. It was not in that romantic shire, however, that the astrologer first saw the light of day, but in a house in London boasting the pleasant name of Great Arbour; and after some years spent here Heydon went to Worcestershire, where his education was attended to by various clergymen. Being a clever boy, his parents naturally desired to send him to the University, but this was soon rendered virtually impossible by the outbreak of the great civil war, and thereupon Heydon took arms on behalf of the king, and fought in several battles. He is said to have been a soldier, and to have won to the captaincy of a troop of horse under Prince Rupert, but on the ultimate triumph of the Roundhead party, the young man found it advisable to leave England, and for some years he sojourned in various countries on the Continent, notably Spain and Turkey. Indeed, if his contemporaneous biographers are to be trusted, he penetrated so far afield as Zante, the island in the Levant whose praise has been sung so beautifully by Edgar Allan Poe; but by 1653 Heydon was back in his native England, and in 1655 we find him studying law and established in the Temple, a place almost sacred by virtue of its many literary associations. Nor was law his only study, for soon he was deep in that craft of astrology where his name was destined to become associated, and on one occasion, having prophesied that Cromwell would shortly die by hanging, he was straightway imprisoned accordingly. So, at least, says Thomas Carte in his life of the great Marquis of Ormonde, that storehouse of information concerning England in Stuart and Cromwellian days.

Those who take an interest in the history of medicine will find in Culpeper's "Pharmacopeia" a chapter on Heydon, whom the biographer William Culpeper (1616—1652) describes as the author of "Asclepius," excerpts from which, he says, were issued as a book in the year of 1606. Whether Heydon continued living in the Temple after his marriage being 1656, while it would seem that a daughter was born of their union, for among the astrologers' writings is a volume entitled "Advice to a Daughter" (1658). Whether Heydon continued living in the Temple after his marriage is not recorded, nor do we hear that he even attended greatly to legal business, and it is likely, on the contrary, that astrology occupied all his time, while it appears that that imprisonment already mentioned was not the only one he suffered. He became intimate with many of the great scientists of the Restoration, quarrelled with a number of them too; while, though he always maintained that he was not actually affiliated with the Rosicrucians, it is a fact that he explained their theories publicly. Little is known about his later years, while the date of his death is uncertain, and before turning to the subject of his writings, it only behoves to state that his portrait was engraved by Thomas Cross.

Mr. Waite declares that Heydon's writings are sorry pastiches, and it cannot be questioned that the bulk of his work is derivative, Sir Thomas Browne being one whom he apos particularly. Nevertheless Heydon must be credited with considerable assiduity, and his Rosicrucian books alone are numerous, the best of them being probably The New Method of Rosicrucian Physick (1658), The Rosicrucian Infallible Alchemist (1660); The Man's Crown, or The Glory of the Rosicross (1664), and The Rosicross Uncovered (1664). In addition to them he was author of Theocagia or The Temple of Wisdom (1664), and The Prophetic Trumpeter, sounding an Alarum to England (1659), the latter being dedicated to Henry Cromwell, while according to Wood's Athenae Oxoniensis, Heydon was likewise the compiler of A Rosicrucian Theological Dictionary. Yet another book from his pen was Idea of the Law, and at the end of this we find advertisements of several works of his, probably pamphlets, none of which is known to exist nowadays, but whose titles are worth recording here. One is called The Familiar Spirit, another The Way To Conversa with Angels, while the others are A New Method of Astrology, Of Scandalous Nativities, and..."
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CabbaIa, or the Art by which Moses and Eliphaz did so many Miracles. It is quite possible, of course, that these pamphlets were advertised with moments medium of him. The first Dutch spiritualist of whom we have record is one J. N. T. Marthe, who, after studying psychic phenomena in foreign countries, finally returned to his native Holland, bringing with him the American medium Home. The latter held seances at the Hague, before several learned societies, and by command of Queen Sophia, a seance was given in her presence. The medium himself, in an account of the performance, tells us that the royal lady was obliged to sit out seven seances, on consecutive evenings, before any results were obtained. These results, however, were apparently satisfactory, for the Queen was thereafter a staunch supporter of the movement. During Home's visit, spiritualism gained a considerable hold on the people of Holland, and the practice of giving small private seances became fairly wide-spread. Spirit voices were heard at these gatherings, the touch of spirit hands felt, and musical instruments were played upon by invisible performers. Particularly were these seances appreciated which were held at the house of Mr. T. D. Van Herwerden, in the Hague, and which were attended by many enthusiastic students of spiritualistic phenomena. His medium was, as a rule, a Japanese boy of his household, about fourteen years old, and very ignorant. The manifestations ranged from spirit rapping and table turning in the earlier seances to form materialisation in those of a later date. One of the principal spirits purported to be a monk, Faurellus, who had been assassinated some three hundred years previously in that city. Afterwards Mr. Van Herwerden was induced by his friends to publish his diary, under the title of Experiences and Communications on a still Mysterious Territory. For a time, as has been said, spiritualistic seances were only conducted in family circles, and were of a quite private nature. But as the attention of the intellectuals became more and more directed to the new science, societies were formed to promote research, and to throw light upon that which was obscure and perplexing. The first of these was the society called the "Oramae," or Ormuzd, which was founded by Major J. Revis, a friend of Marthe, in 1859, and which included among its members many people of high repute. They met at the Hague, and the records of their transactions were carefully preserved. Major Revis was president and continued to act in that capacity till 1871, the year of his death. The society's secretary, A. J. Rita, was also a prominent worker in the "cause." The "Oramae" library contained a fine collection of works on spiritualism, mesmerism, and kindred subjects, and included American, French, German, and English books. Another society, the "Veritas," was founded in Amsterdam in 1856. The studies of this latter association were conducted in a somewhat less searching and scientific spirit than those of the "Oramae." Its mediums specialized in trance utterances and written communications from the spirits, and its members inclined to a belief in re-incarnation, which was at variance with the opinions of the older society. Rotterdam, for a time, a society with similar objects known as the "Research after Truth," but it soon came to an end, though its members continued to devote themselves privately to the investigation of spirit phenomena. Other equally short-lived societies were formed in Haarlem and other towns. In all of these, however, there was a dearth of mediums able to produce form materializations, and so the want of a number of fine over the human material of Holland. Hitherto the comparatively private nature of the seances, and the high standing of those who took part in them, had prevented the periodicals from making any but the most cautious comments on the seances. But the
advent of professional mediums on the scene swept away
the barrier and let loose a flood of journalistic ridicule
and criticism. This in turn provoked the supporters of
spiritualism to the extent of adopting a wealthy woman
who made him large
between the spiritualists and the sceptics. The conse-
quence was, that the "cause" was bogged as much by
the articles which ridiculed it as by those which were in
favour of it. Such mediums as Mrs. Margaret Fox Kane,
the Davenport brothers, Rita, Home, Miss Cook, and
Henry Slade, came over to Holland. Writers arose who
were prepared to devote their abilities to the defence
of spiritualism. Such an one was Madame Elise van Calcar,
who not only wrote a novel expounding spiritualistic
principles, but also conducted a monthly journal "On the
Boundaries of Two Worlds," and held a sort of spiritualist
salon, where enthusiasts could meet and discuss their
favourite subject. Dr. H. de Grood, Dr. J. Van Velzen,
Dr. Van der Loof, Herr Schimmel, are among the other
prominent Dutch authors who wielded their pens in defence
of the same opinions. The writings of Professors Varley,
Crookes, and Wallace were translated into the Dutch
language, and lecturers helped to spread the belief in
communication with the Other World. A mesmerist, Signor
Donata, carried on the practice of "Animal Magnetism"
in Holland, and endeavoured to identify the magnetic
force emanating from the operator with the substance
of which disembodied spirits are composed. Many exposures
were made of unscrupulous mediums, and these, naturally,
cast discredit upon the entire movement. But on the
whole the mediums, professional or genuine, were all
received. Such phases of psychic phenomena as haunted
houses and poltergeists are also very common, but are so
similar to these manifestations in other countries that they
require no separate treatment.

Holly: This name is probably a corruption of the word
"holy," as this plant has been used from time immemorial
as a protection against evil influence. It was hung round,
or planted near houses, as a protection against lightning.
Its common use at Christmas is apparently the survival
of an ancient Roman custom, occurring during the festival
to Saturn, in which god the holly was dedicated. While the
Romans were holding this feast, which occurred about
the time of the winter solstice, they decked the outsides
of their houses with holly; at the same time the Christians
were quietly celebrating the birth of Christ, and to avoid
detection, destroyed nearly all the holly and nothing
of this time, there will be a protection which will begin to move and live in the bottle.
This something is a man, but a man who has no body
and is transparent. Nevertheless, he exists, and nothing
remains but to bring him up—which is not more difficult
to do than to make him. You may accomplish it by daily
feeding him—during forty weeks, and without extricating
him from his dung-hill—with the arcanum of human
blood. At the end of this time you shall have a veritable
living child, having every member as well-proportioned
as any infant born of a woman. He will only be much
smaller than an ordinary child, and his physical education
will require more care and attention.

Hopkins, Matthew: Called the witchfinder; flourished in
1640. Of him Godwin says, "Nothing can place the
credibility of the English nation on the subject of witchcraft.
in a more striking point of view, than the history of Matthew Hopkins, who, in a pamphlet published in 1647 in his own vindication, assumes to himself the surname of the Witchfinder. He sought a new and ingeniously designed method of exposing the guilty, and to this end, in the year 1645, he took into his service two women, one of whom was a Celebrated witch and a fellow of the University of Cambridge, and the other a woman of the lowest degree of respectability. Under the pretext of finding a way to put a stop to the propagation of witchcraft, they proceeded to a tour of the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Huntingdonshire. They engaged in a regular tour of the countries of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Huntingdonshire. He united to him two confederates, a man named John Stern, and a woman whose name has not been handed down to us. They visited every town in their route that invited them, and secured to them the moderate remuneration of twenty shillings and their expenses, leaving what was more than this to the spontaneous gratitude of those who should deem themselves indebted to the exertions of Hopkins and his party. By this expedient they secured to themselves a favourable reception and a set of credulous persons who would listen to their dictates as so many oracles. Being three of them, they were enabled to play the game into one another's hands, and were sufficiently strong to overawe all timid and irresolute opposition. In every town to which they came, they inquired for reputed witches, and having taken them into custody, were secure for the most part of a certain number of zealous abettors, and took care that they should have a clear stage for their experiments. They overawed their helpless victims with a certain air of authority, as if they had received a commission from heaven for the discovery of misdeeds. They assailed the poor creatures with a multitude of questions constructed in the most artful manner. They stripped them naked, in search for the devil's marks in different parts of their bodies, which they ascertained by running pincers to the head into those parts, that, if they were genuine marks, would prove themselves such by their insensibility. They swam their victims in rivers and ponds, it being an undisputed fact, that, if the persons accused were true witches, the water, which was the symbol of admission into the Christian Church, would not receive them into its bosom. If the persons examined continued obstinate, they seated them in constrained and uneasy attitudes, occasionally binding them with cords, and compelling them to remain so without food or sleep for twenty-four hours. They walked them up and down the room, two taking them under each arm, till they dropped down with fatigue. They carefully swept the room in which the experiment was made, that they might keep away spiders and flies, which were supposed to be devils or their imps in that disguise.

The most plentiful inquisition of Hopkins and his confederates was in the years 1644, 1645, and 1646. At length there were so many persons committed to prison upon suspicion of witchcraft, that the government was compelled to take in hand the affair. The rural magistrates before whom Hopkins and his confederates brought their victims, were obliged, willingly or unwillingly, to commit them for trial. A commission was granted to the earl of Warwick and others to hold a session of jail-delivery against them for Essex at Chelmsford. Lord Warwick was at this time the most popular nobleman in England. He was appointed by the parliament lord high admiral during the civil war. He was much courted by the independent clergy, was shrewd, penetrating and active, and exhibited a singular mixture of pious demeanour with a vein of facetiousness and jocularity. With him was sent Dr. Calamy, the most eminent divine of the period of the Commonwealth, to assist. He fell into no fraud was committed, or done wrong to the parties accused. It may well be doubted, however, whether the presence of this clergyman did not operate unfavourably to the persons suspected. He preached before the judges. It may readily be believed, considering the temper of the times, that he insisted much upon the horrible nature of the sin of witchcraft, which could expect no pardon, either in the world or the world to come.

He sat on the bench with the judges, and participated in their deliberations. In the result of this inquisition sixteen persons were hanged at Yarmouth in Norfolk, fifteen at Chelmsford, and sixty at various places in the county of Suffolk. Whitlocke in his Memorials of English Affairs, under the date of 1649, speaks of many witches being apprehended about Newcastle, upon the information of a person whom he calls the Witch-finder, who, as his experiments were nearly the same, though he is not named, we may reasonably suppose to be Hopkins; and in the following year about Boston in Lincolnshire. In 1652 and 1653 the same author speaks of women in Scotland, who were put to an impossible torture to extort from them a confession of what their adversaries imputed to them.

The fate of Hopkins was such as might be expected in similar cases. The multitude are at first impressed with horror at the monstrous charges that are advanced. They are seized, as by contagion, with terror at the mischiefs which seem to impend over them, and from which no innocence and no precaution appear to afford them sufficient protection. They hasten, as with an unanimous effort, to avenge themselves upon these malignant enemies, whom God and man alike combine to expel from society. But, after a time, they begin to reflect, and to apprehend that they have acted with too much precipitation, that they have been led on with uncertain appearances. They see one victim led to the gallows after another, without stint or limitation. They see one dying with the most solemn assurances of innocence, and another confessing apparently she knows not what, what is put into her mouth by her relentless persecutors. They see these victims old, crazy and impotent, harassed beyond endurance by the ingenious cruelties that are practised against them. They were first urged on by implacable hostility and fury, to be satisfied with nothing but blood. But humanity and remorse also have their turn. Dissatisfied with themselves, they are glad to point their resentment against another. The man that at first they hailed as a public benefactor, they presently come to regard with jealous eyes, and begin to consider as a cunning impostor, dealing in cool blood with the lives of his fellow-creatures for a paltry gain, and, still more horrible, for the lure of a perishable and short-lived fame. The multitude, we are told, after a few seasons, rose upon Hopkins and resolved to subject him to one of his own criterions. They dragged him to a pond and threw him into the water for a witch. It seems he floated on the surface, as a witch ought to do. They then pursued him with hootings and revellings, and drove him for ever into that obscurity and ignominy which he had amply merited.
Horse-Whispering: A secret method by which certain persons are able to acquire power over refractory horses. As is well known, even to students of gypsy lore, that interesting people appear to be in possession of some secret by which they are enabled to render vicious horses entirely tame; and opinions are divided as to whether this secret consists in the application of a certain odour or balm to the horse's muzzle, or whispering into its ear a spell or incantation. It is said, indeed, that the gypsy horse-charmer applies anised to the nose of the animal. But besides being practised by gypsies, horse-whispering is in vogue amongst many other peoples. Camden in his 'Recital of Irish Superstitions' says:— "It is by no means allowable to praise a horse or any other animal unless you say ' God save him.' If any mishap befalls a horse in three days after, they find out the person who commended him, that he may whisper the 'Lord's Prayer' in his right ear." It was said by Con Sullivan, a famous Irish horse-whisperer of the eighteenth century, that it is out of the power of the professors of the art to explain the source of their influence,—the same thing being affirmed by those who practise it in South America, where a couple of men will tame half a dozen wild horses in three days. The same art is widely practised in Hungary and Bohemia, and it is said, after all, a more wonderful than the movement of our own limbs and bodies by mental force, for how does it move them with such ease? And may not the same power that places its strong but invisible little fingers on every point of our frame, stretch its arms a little further into the sphere around us, and operate by the same laws, and with as much ease, on the stalwart frame of a horse, or even a clothes-horse?"

House of Light: (See Babylon.)

House of Washing: (See Babylon.)

House of Wisdom: The tarik or "path" of the House of Wisdom was founded by Moslem mystics at Cairo in the ninth century, and had seven initiatory degrees. The original founder appears to have been one Abdallah, a Persian, who, believing in the Gnostic doctrine of the Aeons or Sphiroth, applied the system to the successors of Mohammed, stating that Ismael was the founder of his tarik and one of his descendants as the seventh Imam. He established an active system of propaganda and sent missionaries far and wide. He was succeeded in his office by the most powerful men, and after his death the institution had been in existence for some time it was transferred to Cairo, and assemblies were held twice a week, when all the members appeared clothed in white. They were gradually advanced through the seven degrees of which the last was that of the "Masonic of missionaries" presided over by a chief, Hakem-bi-emir-llah, increased the degrees to nine, and in 1004 erected a stately home for the society, which he elaborately furnished with mathematical instruments. As the institution did not meet with the approval of the authorities, it was destroyed in 1123 by the then Grand Vizier, but meetings continued elsewhere. The officers of the society were:—Sheik, Dai-el-habib, or Deputy, Dai, or Master, Rakh, or Fellow, Fadi, or Agent, Laski, or Aspirant, Muwini, or belong. The teaching was to the effect that there had been seven holy Imamas, that God had sent seven Lawgivers, who had each seven helpers, who in turn had each twelve apostles. (See Assassins.)

House, Twelve Planetary: (See Astrology.)

Howitt, William: A well-known English writer on spiritualistic matters who became interested in spiritualism at an early stage. Besides his numerous contributions to the 'Spiritual Magazine' and other periodicals, he wrote a History of the Supernatural, in two volumes, and translated Efrem zeal's History of Magic. He did much to separate spiritualism.
Hydromancy: Divination by water, is said by Natalia Comes to have been the invention of Nereus, and according to Delrio, a most respectable authority in these matters, it is a method of divination than which null facundior impositurt. Iamblichus, he says, mentions one kind of hydromancy to which the Emperor Andronicus Comnenus had recourse; not in person, for regard for his character (a character richly demanding such caution!) forbade this humiliation. This worthy applied to Sethos, a diviner, who from his youth upward had been addicted to magic, and on that account had been condemned by the Emperor Manuel. The question proposed by hydromancy was, who was to be the successor of Andronicus, a doubt which grievously perplexed the superstitious tyrant, and left him in hesitation as to the fittest victim whom his suspicious vengeances might first sacrifice. The evil spirit, when summoned, showed upon the water the letters S.I., and upon being asked at what time the person so designated should succeed, he replied, before the Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross. His prediction was verified, for, within the time named, Isaac Angels luid thrown Andronicus to be torn in pieces by the infuriated populace of Constantinople, a thing which should be remembered here that the devil spells as he repeats the Lord's Prayer, not in the natural order, but backwards. S.I., when inverted, would fairly enough represent Isaac, according to all laws of magic.

The same story is related with great spirit by Niceas. The arts with which the tempter cheats the ear of his votary are vividly displayed, and there is one very picturesque touch, when the fiend is asked respecting time, which we are surprised should have escaped Delrio, who evidently borrows from this source, though he refers to Iamblichus. The annalist has already remarked that he neither knows, nor indeed wishes to know, the method of practising hydromancy, but Delrio, on the contrary, describes several kinds. In one a ring was suspended by a thread in a vessel of water, and this being shaken, a judgment was formed according to the strokes of the ring against the sides of the vessel. In a second, three pebbles were thrown into standing water, and observations were drawn from the circles which they formed. A third depended upon the agitations of the sea, whence the learned Jesuit deduces a custom prevalent among the Oriental Christians of annually baptizing that element; at the same time taking special care to show that the baptism of the Adriatic by the Doge of Venice has a widely different origin. A fourth divination was taken from the colour of water, and certain figures appearing in it, which Varro says afforded numerous prognostics of the event of the Mithridatic War. But this branch was of sufficient importance to deserve a separate name, and we read accordingly of divination by fountains, these being the waters most frequently consulted. Among the most celebrated fountains for this purpose were those of Palicorus in Sicily, which invariably destroyed the criminal who ventured to adjure them falsely in testimony of his innocence. A full account of their usage and virtue is given by Macrobius. Pausanias has described a fountain near Epidauros, dedicated to Ino, into which on her festival, certain loaves were wont to be thrown. It was a favourable omen to the applicant if these offerings were retained; on the other hand, most unlucky if they were washed up again. So, also, Tiberius cast golden dice into the fountain of Aponus, near Padus, where they long remained as a proof of the imperial monster's good fortune in the highest throw. Several other instances of divining springs may be found collected by the diligence of Boissard; and to a belief in them Delrio thinks a custom of the ancient Germans is referable, who threw their new-born children into the Rhine, with a conviction that if they were spurious they would sink, if legitimate they would swim. In a fifth method, certain mysterious words were pronounced over a cup full of water, and observations were made upon its spontaneous ebullition. In a sixth, a drop of oil was let fall on water in a glass vessel, and this furnished as it were a mirror upon which many wonderful objects became visible. This, says Delrio, is the Modus Fessans. Clemens Alexandrinus is cited for a seventh kind, in which the women of Germany watched the sources, whirls, and courses of rivers, with a view to prophetic interpretation; the same fact is mentioned and alluded to by his Commentary upon St. Augustine. In modern Italy continues the learned Jesuit, diviners are still to be found who write the names of any three persons suspected of theft upon a like number of little balls, which they throw into the water and some go to so profane an extent as to abuse even holy water. This most unsanctified practice, as Boissard, as cited above, has explained more fully than Delrio two of these methods of hydromancy, that by the ring suspended
in a vessel of water, and the method by its spontaneous ebullition. A very similar account is given by Wiesner.

In a fragment of Varro’s book, de Cultu Deorum, the practice of Hydromancy is attributed to Numa. Upon this statement St. Augustine has commented in the passage to which we have already referred, and he mentions that the practice was first performed by the Persians, for they fell short of what he had accomplished in many instances in presence of certain of my friends and countrymen. On one of these occasions an Englishman present ridiculed the performance, and said that nothing would satisfy him but a correct description of the appearance of his own father, of whom he was sure no one of the company had any knowledge. The boy, accordingly, having called by name for the person alluded to, described a man in a Frank dress, with his hand placed on his head, wearing spectacles, and with one foot on the ground and the other raised behind him, as if he were stepping down from a seat. The description was exactly true in every respect; the peculiar position of the hand was occasioned by an almost constant headache, and that of the foot or leg by a stiff knee, caused by a fall from a horse in hunting. On another occasion Shakespeare was described in the most minute exactness, both as to person and dress, and I might add several other cases in which the same magician has excited astonishment in the sober minds of several Englishmen of my acquaintance. So far Mr. Lane, whose account may be compared with that given by Mr. Kinglake, the author of Eilthin.

It may be worth adding, that in another case of Hydromancy known to Elihu Rich, the boy could see better without the medium than with it—though he could also see reflected images in a vessel of water. This fact may be admitted to prove that such images are reflected to the eye of the seer from his own mind and brain; how the brain becomes thus enchanted, or the eye disposed for vision, is another question; certainly it is no proof that the reflected image in the mind of the inquirer is transferred to the seer, as proofs can be shown to the contrary.

Hydromancy: A many-coloured stone, taken from the eye of the animal so called. Put under the tongue, it enables its possessor to foretell future events. It cures the gout and quaranian.

Hyle: The name given by the Goostics to one of the three degrees in the progress of spirits.

Hyperesthesia: An actual or apparent exaltation of the perceptive faculties, characteristic of the hypnotic state. The smallest suggestion, whether given by word, look, gesture, or even breathing or unconscious movement, is instantly seized upon and interpreted by the entranced subject, who for this reason is often termed “sensitive.” The phenomenon of hyperesthesia, observed but wrongly interpreted by the early magnetists and mesmerists, was largely responsible for the so-called clairvoyance, thought-reading, community of sensation, and other kinds of phenomena. The realization of suggestion and hyperesthesia was the great achievement of Bertrand and Braid, which brought hypnotism into the domain of scientific fact. The significance of hyperesthesia in connection with every form of psychic phenomena can hardly be over-estimated. Nor is it met with only in the trance state. It enters into the normal existence to an extent that is but imperfectly understood.

Dreams, for instance, frequently reproduce impressions which have been recorded in some obscure state of consciousness; while much of what we call intuition is made up of inferences subconsciously drawn from indications too subtle to reach the normal consciousness. Hyperesthesia has been defined above as: “an actual or apparent exaltation of the perceptive faculties.” The reason for this is the modern scientific demonstration that it is not known whether the senses are actually sharpened or not. Most
probably the hyperesthetic perception is merely a normal perception which by reason of the state of cerebral dissociation operates in a free field. Very slight sense-impressions may be recorded in the brain during normal consciousness, but such is the inhibiting effect of the excitement occasioned by other stimuli that they do not reach full consciousness.

Hypnosis: (See Hypnotism).

Hypnotism: A peculiar state of cerebral dissociation distinguished by certain marked symptoms, the most prominent and invariable of which is a highly-increased suggestibility in the subject. The hypnotic state may be induced in a very large percentage of normal individuals, or may occur spontaneously. It is recognized as having an affinity with normal sleep, and likewise with a variety of abnormal conditions, among which may be mentioned somnambulism, ecstasy, and the trances of Hindu fakirs and savage medicine-men. In fact, in one or other of their forms, hypnosis and its kindred have been known in practically all countries and all times.

Hypnotism is no longer classed with the occult sciences. It has gained, though only within comparatively recent years, a definite scientific status, and no mean place in legitimate medicine. Nevertheless its history is inextricably interwoven with occultism, and even to-day much hypnotic phenomena is classed as "spiritualistic"; so the consideration of hypnotism in this place is very necessary to a proper understanding of much of the occult science of our own and former times.

The Early Magnetists.—So far back as the 17th century hypnotic phenomena were observed and studied by men of science, who attributed them to magnetism, an influence radiating from every object in the universe, in a greater or less degree, and through which all objects might exercise a mutual influence on another. From this doctrine was constructed the "sympathetic" system of medicine, by means of which the magnetic influence of the planets, of the actual magnet, or of the physician, was brought to bear upon the patient. Paracelsus is generally supposed to be the originator of the sympathetic system, as he was its most powerful exponent. Of the magnet he says:—

"The magnet has long lain before all eyes, and no one has ever thought whether it was of any further use, or whether it possessed any other property, than that of attracting iron. The sorrid doctors throw it in my face that I will not follow the ancients; but in what should I follow them? All that they have said of the magnet amounts to nothing, and if I say it, it is to balance, and judge. Had I blindly followed others, and had I not myself made experiments, I should in like manner know nothing more than what every peasant sees—that it attracts iron. But a wise man must enquire for himself, and it is thus that I have discovered that the magnet, besides this obvious and to every man visible power, that of attracting iron, possesses another and concealed power."—

That of healing the sick.

And there is no doubt that cures were actually effected by Paracelsus with the aid of the magnet, especially in cases of epilepsy and nervous affections. Yet the word "magnet" is most frequently used by Paracelsus and his followers in a figurative sense, to denote the magnes microcosmi, man himself, who was supposed to be a reproduction in miniature of the earth, having, like it, its poles and magnetic properties. Paracelsus himself, when he taught, came a very subtle influence which affected man's mind or intellect, while earthly substances radiated a grosser emanation which affected his body. The human mummy especially was a "magnet" well suited for remedial purposes, since it draws to itself the diseases and poisonous properties of other substances. The most effective mummy was that of a criminal who had been hanged, and it was applied in the following manner. "If a person suffer from disease," says Paracelsus, "either local or general, experiment with the following remedy. Take a magnet impregnated with mummy, and combined with earth. In this earth some substance that have a likeness to, or homogeneity with, the disease; then let this earth, well sifted and mixed with mummy, be laid in an earthen vessel, and let the seeds committed to it be watered daily with a lotion in which the diseased limb or body has been washed. Thus will the disease be transplanted from the human body to the seeds which are in the earth. Having done this, transplant the seeds from the earthen vessel to the ground, and wait till they begin to flourish into herbs. As they increase, the disease will diminish, and when they have reached their mature growth, will altogether disappear." The quaint but not altogether illogical idea of "weapon-salve"—anointing the weapon instead of the wound—was also used by Paracelsus, his theory being that part of the vital spirits clung to the weapon and exercised an ill effect on the vital spirits in the wound, which would not heal until the ointment had first been applied to the weapon; this also was an outcome of the magnetic theory.

Towards the end of the 16th century Paracelsus was worthily succeeded by J. B. van Helmont, a scientist of instruction and an energetic protagonist of magnetism.

"Material nature," he writes, "draws her forms through constant magnetism from above, and implores for them the favour of heaven; and as heaven, in like manner, draws something invisible from below, there is established a free and mutual intercourse, and the whole is contained in an individual." Van Helmont believed also in the power of the will to direct the subtle fluid. There was, he held, in all created things, a magic or celestial power through which they were allied to heaven. This power or strength is greatest in the soul of man, resides in a less degree in his body, and to some extent is present in the lower animals, plants, and inorganic matter. It is by reason of his superior endowment in this respect that man is enabled to rule the other creatures, and to make use of inanimate objects for his own purposes. The power is strongest when one is asleep, for then the body is quiescent, and the soul most active and dominant; and for this reason dreams and prophetic visions are more common in sleep. "The spirit," he says, "is everywhere diffused, and the spirit is the medium of magnetism; not the spirits of heaven's love, but the spirit, which is concealed in the heart. The human magnet makes itself master of a portion of its spirit of life, which becomes a connecting property between the corporeal and the incorporeal, and diffuses itself like the light." To this ethereal spirit he ascribes the visions seen by the "inner man" in ecstasy, and also those of the "outer man" and the lower animals. In proof of the mutual influence of living creatures he asserts that man may kill animals merely by staring hard at them for a quarter of an hour. That Van Helmont was not ignorant of the power of imagination is evident from many of his writings. A common needle, he declares, may by means of certain manipulations, and the will-power and imagination of the operator, be made to possess magnetic properties. Herbs may become very powerful through the operator's affection thereon, and again:—

"I have hitherto avoided revealing the great secret, that the strength lies concealed in man, merely through the suggestion and power of the imagination to work outwardly, and to impress this strength on others, which then continues of itself, and operates on the receptive object. Through this secret alone will all receive its true illumination—
The paragraph is too long to be transcribed in full. However, it appears to discuss the history and practices of hypnotism, particularly focusing on the contributions of Robert Fludd and the experiences of cases involving curing and healing. The text mentions the ability of some individuals to affect bodily diseases through a range of techniques, including touching, rubbing, or speaking, and discusses the practices of various healers, including Maxwell, who was said to have been a simple and pious gentleman. The paragraph also touches on the concept of magnetism and its use in healing, mentioning instances of spontaneous cures and the role of the healer in the healing process. The text further explores the work of Emanuel Swedenborg and his theories of the spiritual and natural world, including the idea that this world is surrounded by a sphere which acts as a protective and curative force. The paragraph continues with a discussion of the divine sphere and its influence on the natural world, emphasizing the interconnectedness of the physical and spiritual realms.
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separation, according to which there are amongst spirits presence and absence.

"The angel said to me that the sphere surrounded man more lightly on the back than on the breast, where it was thicker and stronger. This sphere of influence peculiar to man operates upon his neighbour and on the whole creation, is a sphere of peace, and innocence; for the Lord is peace and innocence. Then only is man consequently able to make his influence effectual on his fellow man, when peace and innocence rule in his heart, and he himself is in union with heaven. This spiritual union is connected with the natural by a benevolent man through the touch and the laying on of hands, by which the influence of the inner man is quickened, prepared, and imparted. The body communicates with others which are about it through the body, and the spiritual influence diffuses itself chiefly through the hands, because these are the most outward or ultimum of man; and through him, as in the whole of nature, the first is contained in the last, as the cause in the effect. The whole soul and the whole body are contained in the hands as a medium of influence."

Mesmerism of Animal Magnetism.—In the later half of the eighteenth century a new era was inaugurated in connection with the doctrine of a magnetic fluid. The fresh impetus which the science of magnetism received at that period was due in a very large measure to the works of Franz Antoine Mesmer (q.v.), a physician from whose name the word "mesmerism" was taken. He was born at Wiel, near Lake Constance, in 1733, and studied medicine at the University of Vienna, taking his doctor's degree in 1766. In the same year he published his first work, De Planatarum Infusio ("De l' infusio des Planetes sur le corps humain"). Though he claimed to have thereby discovered the existence of a universal fluid, to which he gave the name of magnitudo animal, there is no doubt that his doctrine was in many respects identical with that of the older magnetists mentioned above. The idea of the universal fluid was suggested to him in the first place by his observation of the fact that the symptoms of "magnetic" celestial bodies exercised a mutual influence on each other and on the earth. This he identified with magnetism, and it was but a step—and a step which had already been taken by the early magnetists—to extend this influence to the human body and all other objects, and to apply it to the science of medicine. In 1776 Mesmer met with Gasser, the Swabian priest whose miraculous cures have already been considered; and, setting aside the supernatural explanation offered by the healer himself, Mesmer declared that the cures and severe crises which followed on his manipulations were attributable to nothing but magnetism. Nevertheless this encounter gave a new trend to his ideas. Hitherto he himself had employed the magnet in order to cure the sick, but seeing that Gasser dispensed with that aid, he was led to consider whether the power might not reside in a still greater degree in the human body. Mesmer's first cure was performed on an epileptic patient, by means of magnets, but the honour of it was disputed by a Jesuit named Hell, who had supplied the magnetic plates, and who claimed to have discovered the principles on which the physician worked. Thereafter for a few years Mesmer practised in various European cities, and strove to obtain recognition for his theories, but without success. In 1778 however, he went to Paris, and there attained an immediate and triumphant success in the fashionable world, though the learned bodies still refused to have anything to say to him. Aristocratic patients flocked in hundreds to Mesmer's consulting-rooms, which were hung with mirrors, it being one of the physicians' theories that mirrors augmented the magnetic fluid. He himself wore, it is said, a shirt of leather, lined with silk, to prevent the escape of the fluid, while magnets were hung about his person to increase his natural supply of magnetism. The patients were seated round a baguet or magnetic tub, of which the following description is given by Seifert, one of Mesmer's biographers.

"This receptacle was a large pan, tub, or pool of water, filled with various magnetic substances, such as water, sand, stone, glass bottles (filled with magnetic water), etc. It was a focus which the magnetism was concentrated, and out of which proceeded a number of conductors. These being bent pointed iron wands, one end was retained in the baguet, whilst the other was connected with the patient and applied to the seat of the disease. This arrangement might be made use of by any number of persons seated round the baguet, and thus a fountain, or any receptacle in a garden, as in a room, would answer for the purpose desired." For the establishment of a school of Animal Magnetism Mesmer was offered 20,000 livres by the French government, with an annual sum of 10,000 livres for its upkeep; but this he refused. Later, however, the sum of 340,000 livres was subscribed by prospective pupils, and handed over to him. One of Mesmer's earliest and most distinguished disciples was M. D'Eston, a prominent physician, who laid the doctrines of animal magnetism before the Faculty of Medicine in 1780. Consideration of Mesmer's theories was, however, indignantly refused, and D'Eston warned his pupils to rid himself of such dangerous doctrine. Another disciple of Mesmer who attained to distinction in magnetic practice was the Marquis de Puysegur, who was the first to observe and describe the state of induced somnambulism now as well known as the hypnotic trance. It has been suggested, and seems not improbable, that Mesmer himself knew something of the induced trance, but believing it to be a state full of danger, steadfastly set his face against it. However that may be, Puysegur's ideas on the subject began to supersede those of Mesmer, and he gathered about him a distinguished body of adherents, among whom was numbered the celebrated Lavalette. Indeed, his recognition of the "magnetic sleep" was due to him, was a step of no small importance in the history of mesmerism. In 1784 a commission was appointed by the French government to enquire into the magnetic phenomena. For some reason or another its members chose to investigate the experiments of D'Eston, rather than those of Mesmer himself. The commissioners, including among their number Benjamin Franklin, Lavoisier, and Bailly, observed the peculiar crises attending the treatment, and the rapport between patient and physician, but decided that imagination could produce all the effects, and that there was no evidence whatever for a magnetic fluid. The report, edited by M. Bailly, gives the following description of the crisis.

"The sick persons, arranged in great numbers, and in several rows around the baguet (bath), received the magnetism by means of the iron rods, which conveyed it to them from the baguet by the cords wound round their bodies, by the thumb which connected them with their neighbours, and by the sounds of a pianoforte, or an agreeable voice, diffusing magnetism in the air.

"The patients were also directed to be magnetized by means of the finger and wand of the magnetizer, moved slowly before their faces, above or behind their heads, or on the diseased parts.

"The magnetizer acts also by fixing his eyes on the subjects; by the application of his hands on the region of
theory of a fluid or force radiating from magnetizer to subject, while those who were unable to accept such a doctrine, ignored the matter altogether, or treated it as

Brautigan fraud and charlatanism. Nevertheless Bertrand's works and experiments revived the flagging interest of the public to such an extent that in 1831 a second French commission was appointed by the Royal Academy of Medicine. The report of this commission was not forthcoming till more than five years had elapsed, but when it was finally published it contained a definite testimony to the genuineness of the magnetic phenomena, and especially of the somnambulic state; and declared that the commision was satisfied of the therapeutic value of "animal magnetism." The report was certainly not of great scientific worth. The name of Bertrand is not even mentioned therein, nor his theory considered; on the other hand, a good deal of space is given to the more supernatural phenomena, clairvoyance, action at a distance, and the prediction by somnambulic patients of crises in their maladies. This is the more excusable, however, since these ideas were almost universally associated with somnambulism. Community of sensation (q.v.) was held to be a feature of the trance state, as also was the transference of the senses to the stomach—(See Stomach, seeing with), while thought-transference was suggested by some of these earlier investigators, notably by Deleuze, who suggested that thoughts were conveyed from the brain of the operator to that of the subject through the medium of the subtle magnetic fluid. Meanwhile the spiritualistic theory was becoming more and more frequently advanced to explain the "magnetic" phenomena, including both the legitimate trance phenomena and the multitude of supernormal phenomena which was supposed to follow the somnambulic state. This will doubtless account in part for the extraordinary animosity which the medical profession showed towards animal magnetism as a therapeutic agency. Its anesthetic properties they ridiculed as fraud or imagination, notwithstanding that serious operations, even of the amputation of limbs, could be performed while the patient was in the magnetic sleep. Thus Dr. John Elliotson was forced to resign his professorship at the University College Hospital; Dr. James Esdaile, a surgeon who practised at a government hospital at Calcutta, had to contend with much ignorance and stupid conservatism in his professional brethren; and similar contemptuous treatment was dealt out to other medical men, against whom nothing could be urged but their defence of mesmerism. In 1841 James Braid, a Manchester surgeon, arrived independently at the conclusions which Bertrand had reached some eighteen years earlier. Once more the praise of abnormal suggestibility was offered to explain the various phenomena of the so-called "magnetic" sleep; and once more it was utterly ignored, alike by the world of science and by the public.

Braid's explanation was essentially that which is offered now. He placed the new science—hypnotism, he called it, on a level with other natural sciences, above the mass of medieval magic and superstition in which he had found it. Yet even Braid does not seem to have entirely separated the chaff from the grain, for we find him countenancing the practice of phreno-magnetism (q.v.), a combination of mesmerism and phrenology wherein the entranced patient, whose head is touched by the operator's fingers, exhibits every sign of the emotion or quality associated with the phrenological organ touched. Braid asserts that a subject, entirely ignorant of the position of the phrenological organs, passed rapidly from one emotion to another, according to the portion of the scalp in contact with the hypnotist's fingers. His physiological explanation is a somewhat inadequate one, and we can only suppose that he was not fully appreciative of his own theory of
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Hypnotism appeared in 1843 two periodicals dealing with magnetism—the Zeit., edited by Dr. Elliotson and a colleague, and the Phreno-Magnet, edited by Spencer T. Hall. The first, adopting a scientific tone, treated the subject mainly from a therapeutic point of view, while the latter was of a more popular character. Many of the adherents of both publications, and notably Elliotson himself, afterwards became spiritualists. In 1845 an additional impulse was given to animal magnetism by the publication in that year of Baron von Reichenbach's researches. Reichenbach claimed to have discovered a new force, which he called odys, od, or odyllic force, and which could be seen in the form of flames by "sensitive." In the human being these emanations might be seen to radiate from the finger-tips, while they were also visible in animals and inanimate things. Different colours issued from the different poles of the magnet. Reichenbach experimented by putting his sensitive in a dark room with various objects—crystals, precious stones, magnets, minerals, plants, animals—when they could unerringly distinguish each object by the colour and size of the flame visible to their clairvoyant eye. These emanations were so variable and so permanent that an artist might paint them, and thus, indeed, was frequently done. Sessions of temperature, of heat or cold, were also experienced in connection with the odyllic force. Baron von Reichenbach's experiments were spread over a number of years, and were made with every appearance of scientific care and precision, so that their effect on the mesmerists of the time was very considerable. But notwithstanding the mass of dubious phenomena which was associated with hypnotism at that time, there is no doubt but that the induced trance, with its therapeutic and anæsthetic value, would soon have come into its own had not two circumstances occurred to thrust it into the background. The first was the application of chloroform and ether to the purposes for which hypnotism had hitherto been used, a substitution which pleased the medical faculty greatly, and relieved its members from the necessity of studying hypnotism. The second circumstance was the introduction of the movement known as modern spiritualism, which so emphasised the occult side of the trance phenomena as to obscure for nearly half a century the true significance of induced somnambulism. Modern Views of Hypnotism.—In 1858 Dr. Azam, of Bordeaux, investigated hypnotism from a personal point of view, aided by a number of members of the Faculty of Paris. An account of his researches was published in 1860, but cast no new light on the matter. Later, the same set of facts were examined by Mesnil, Durval, and others. In 1875 Professor Richet also studied the science of artificial somnambulism. It is, however, from Bernheim and the Nancy school that the generally accepted modern view of hypnotism is taken. Bernheim was himself a disciple of Liébault, who, working on independent lines, had reached the conclusions of Bertrand and Braid and once more formulated the doctrine of suggestion. Bernheim's work De la Suggestion, published in 1884, embodied the theories of Liébault and the result of Bernheim's own researches therein. According to this view, then, hypnotism is a purely psychological process, and is induced by mental influences. The "passes" of Mesmer and the magnetic philosophers, the elaborate preparations of the "bagues", the strokings of Valentine Garestraces, and all the somnambulistic ceremonies with which the animal magnetists were wont to produce the artificial sleep, were only of service in inducing a state of expectation in the patient, or in providing a soothing and monotonous, or violent, sensory stimulus. And so also with the modern methods of inducing hypnotism: the fixation of the eyes, the contact of the operator's hand, the sound of his voice; none of them is only effective through the medium of the subject's mentality. Other investigators who played a large part in popularising hypnotism were Professor J. M. Charcot, of the Salpêtrière, Paris, a distinguished pathologist, and R. Heidenhain, professor of physiology at Breslau. The former taught that the hypnotic condition was essentially a morbid one, and allied to hysteria; a theory which, becoming widely circulated, exercised a somewhat detrimental effect on the practice of hypnotism for therapeutic purposes, till it was at length proved erroneous. Even now a prejudice lingers, particularly in this country, against the use of the induced hypnotic trance in medicine. Heidenhain, again, laid stress on the physical operations to induce somnambulism, believing that thereby a peculiar state of the nervous system was brought about, wherein the control of the higher nerve centres was temporarily removed, so that the suggestion of the operator was free to express itself automatically through the physical organism of the patient. The physiological theory also is somewhat misleading; nevertheless its exponents have done good work in bringing the undoubted facts of hypnosis into prominence. Besides these theories there is another which is to be met with chiefly in its native France—the old doctrine of a magnetic fluid. But it is rapidly dying out. Among the symptoms which may safely, and without reference to the super­natural, be regarded as attendant on hypnotism are the rapport between patient and operator, implicit obedience on the part of the former to the smallest suggestion, whether given verbally or by look, gesture, or any unconscious action, anæsthesia, positive and negative hallucinations, the fulness of post-hypnotic promises, control of organic processes and of muscles not ordinarily under voluntary control. Other phenomena which have been allied from time to time with magnetism, mesmerism, or hypnotism, and for which there is not the same scientific basis, are clairvoyance, telekinesis, transference of the senses from the ordinary sense-organs to some other parts of the body, usually the finger tips or the pit of the stomach, community of sensation, and the ability to commune with the dead. The majority of these, like the remarkable phenomena of phreno-magnetism, can be directly traced to the effect of suggestion on the imagination of the patient. Ignorant as were the protagonists of mesmerism with regard to the great suggestibility of the magnetised subject, it is hardly surprising that they saw new and supernormal faculties and agencies at work during the trance state. To the same ignorance of the possibilities of suggestion and hyperæsthesia may be referred the common belief that the hypnotizer can influence his subject by the power of his will alone, and secure obedience to commands which are only mentally expressed. At the same time it must be borne in mind that if the growing belief in telepathy be accepted, there is a possibility that the operation of thought transference may be more freely carried out during hypnosis, and it is notable, in this respect, that the most fruitful of the telepathic experiments conducted by psychical researchers and others have been made with hypnotized persons. (See Telepathy.) Among numerous explanations of the physiological conditions accompanying the hypnotic state there is one, the theory of cerebral dissociation, which is now generally accepted of science, and which may be briefly outlined as
follows. The brain is composed of innumerable groups of nerve cells, and these cells, all more or less closely connected with each other by means of nervous links or paths of variable resistance. Excitement of any of these groups, whether by means of impressions received through the sense organs or by the communicated activity of other groups, will, if sufficiently intense, occasion the rise into consciousness of an idea. In the normal waking state the resistance of the nervous association-paths is fairly low, so that the activity is easily communicated from one neural group to another. Thus the main idea which reaches the upper stratum of consciousness is attended by a stream of other, subconscious ideas, which has the effect of checking the primary idea and preventing its complete dominance. Now the abnormal dominance of one particular system of ideas—that suggested by the operator—together with the complete suppression of all rival systems, is the principal fact to be explained in hypnosis. To some extent the physiological process conditioning hypnosis suggests an analogy with normal sleep. When one compels himself to sleep there is a lowering of cerebral excitement and a proportionate increase in the resistance of the neural links; and this is precisely what happens during hypnosis, the essential passivity of the subject raising the resistance of the association-paths. But in normal sleep, unless some exciting cause be present, all the neural dispositions are at rest, whereas in the latter case such a complete suspension of cerebral activities is not permitted, since the operator, by means of voice, gestures, and manipulations of the patient's limbs, keeps alive that set of impressions relating to himself. One neural disposition is thus isolated, so that any idea suggested by the operator is free to work itself out in action, without being submitted to the checks of the sub-activity of other ideas. The alienation is less or more complete according as the degree of hypnosis is light or heavy, but a comparatively slight raising of resistance in the neural links suffices to secure the dominance of ideas suggested by the hypnotizer. Hyperesthesia, than which perhaps no phenomenon is more frequently mentioned in connection with the hypnotic state, really belongs to the doubtful class, since it has not yet been decided whether or not an actual sharpening or refining of the senses takes place. Alternatively it may be suggested that the accurate perception of very faint sense-impressions, which seems to furnish evidence for hyperesthesia, merely recalls the fact that the sensations conveyed by a spiritualistic opera
tor are very difficult to reduce to the ordinary sensory process. In any case the occasional abnormal sensitiveness of the subject to very slight sensory stimuli is a fact of hypnosis, as well authenticated as anesthesia itself, and the term "hyperesthesia," if not entirely justified, may for want of a better be practically applied to the observed phenomenon. The hypnotic state is not necessarily induced by a second person. "Spontaneous" hypnosis and "auto-
hypnotization" are well known to science. Certain Indian fakirs and the shamans of uncivilized races can produce in themselves a state closely approximating to hypnosis, by a prolonged fixation of the eyes, and by other means. The mediumistic trance also is, as will be shown hereafter, a case in point.

Hypnotism. The hypnotic character was ascribed to the workings of spiritual agencies, whether angelic or demoniac, by a certain percentage of the observers. Thus Gerasim of Glastonbury believed himself to have been gifted with a divine power to heal diseases. Cases of ecstasy, catalepsy, and trance states were given a spiritual significance—i.e., demons, angels, elemental.

Hypnosis, is usually dated from 1848, the year of the "Rochester Rappings," the real growth of spiritualism was much more gradual, and its roots were hidden in animal magnetism. Emanuel Swedenborg, whose affinities with the occultists have already been referred to, exercised a remarkable influence on the spiritualistic thought of America and Europe, and was in a sense the founder of that faith. Automatic phenomena were even then a feature of the magnetic trance, and clairvoyance, community of sensation, and telepathy were believed in generally, and regarded by many as evidences of spiritual communication. In Germany Professor Jung-Stillings, Dr. C. Römer, Dr. Werner, and the poet and physician Justus Kerner, were among those who held opinions on these lines, the latter pursuing his investigations with a somnambule who became famous as the "Scrins of Prevorat." Frau Frederica Hauffe could see and converse with the spirits of the deceased, and gave evidence of prophetic vision and clairvoyance. Physical phenomena were witnessed in her presence, knockings, rattling of chains, movement of objects without contact, and, in short, such manifestations as were characteristic of the poltergeist family. She was, moreover, the originator of a "primeval" language, which she declared was that spoken by the patriarchs. Thus Frau Hauffe, though only a somnambule, or magnetic patient, possessed all the qualities of a successful spiritualistic medium. In England also there were many circumstances of a supernatural character associated with mesmerism. Dr. Elliotson, who, as has been indicated, was one of the best-known of English magnetists, became in time a advocate of spiritualistic theory, as offering an explanation of the clairvoyance and similar phenomena which he thought to have observed in his patients. France, the headquarters of the rationalist school of magnetism, had, indeed, a good deal less to show evidence of spiritualism than England, perhaps even in that country the latter doctrine made its appearance at intervals prior to 1848. J. P. F. Deleuze, a good scientist and an earnest protagonist of magnetism, who published his Histoire Critique du Magnetisme Animal in 1813, was said to have embraced the doctrines of spiritualism before he died. Dr. G. P. Billot was another believer in spirit communica
tion, and one who succeeded in obtaining physical phenomena in the presence of his somnambules. It is, however, in the person of Alphonse Cahagnet, a man of humble origin who began to study induction somnambulism about 1845, and thereafter experimented with somnambules, that we encounter the first French spiritualist of distinction. So good was the evidence for spirit communication furnished by Cahagnet and his subjects that it remains among the best which the annals of the Third Reich can produce. Laroy, Sunderland, Andrew Jackson Davis, and others who became pillars of spiritualism in that country were first attracted to it through the study of magnetism. Everywhere we find
and feel any sensations, which he was to express aloud. He was also 'suggested' to take special note of mental conditions during decapitation, so that when the head fell in the basket he could penetrate the brain and give an account of its last thoughts. Wiertz became entranced almost immediately, and the four friends soon understood by the sounds overhead that the executioner was conducting the condemned to the scaffold, and in another minute the guillotine would have done its work. The hypnotized Wiertz manifested extreme distress and begged to be demagnetised, as his sense of oppression was insupportable.

It was too late, however—the knife fell. 'What do you feel? What do you see?' asks the doctor. Wiertz writhe convulsively and replies, 'Lightning! A thunderbolt falls! It thinks; it sees!' 'Who thinks and sees?' The head. It suffered horribly. It thinks and feels but does not understand what has happened. It seeks its body and feels that the body must join it. It still waits for the supreme blow for death, but death does not come.' As Wiertz spoke the witnesses saw the head which had fallen into the basket and lay looking at them horribly; its arteries still pulsating. It was only after some moments of suffering that apparently the guillotined head at last became aware that it was separated from its body. Wiertz became calmer and seemed exhausted, while the doctor resumed his questions. The painter answered: —'I fly through space like a top spinning through fire. But am I dead? Is it all over? If only they would let me join my body again! Have pity, give it back to me and I can live again. I remember all. There are the judges in red robes. I hear the sentence. Oh! my wretched wife and children. I am abandoned. If only you would put my body to me, I should be with you once more. You refuse? All the same I love you, my poor babies. Miserable wretch that I am! I have covered you with blood. When will this finish— or is not a murderer condemned to eternal punishment?'

As Wiertz spoke these words the witnesses thought they detected the eyes of the decapitated head open wide with a look of unmistakable suffering and of beseeching. The painter continued his lamentations. 'No, such suffering cannot endure for ever; God is merciful. All that belongs to earth is fading away. I see in the distance a little light glittering like a diamond. I feel a calm stealing over me. What a good sleep I shall have! What joy!' These were the last words the painter spoke. He was still entranced, but no longer replied to the questions put by the doctor. They then approached the head and the doctor, Dr. D. touched the forehead, the temples, and teeth and found they were cold. The head was dead.'

In the Wiertz Gallery in Brussels are to be found three pictures of a guillotined head, presumably the outcome of this gruesome experiment.

Hypocæphalus: A disk of bronze or painted linen found under the heads of Greco-Roman mummies in Egypt. It is inscribed with magical formulae and divine figures, and its object was probably to secure warmth for the corpse. There is frequently depicted upon such amulets a scene showing aoncoœphalus apes adoring the solar disk seated in his boat.
THE ORDER OF THE ILLUMINATI
Incubus: (See Mysteries.)

Isa, or I-ha-bo: A mystic name said by Clement of Alexandria to have been worn on their persons by the initiates of the Mysteries. It is said to embody the symbols of the two generative principles.

Iethymaney: Divination by the inspection of the entrails of fish.

Ideas of Good and Evil: (See Yeats.)

Ifris: Hideous spectres probably of Arabian origin, now genii of Persian and Indian mythology. They assume diverse forms, and frequent ruins, woods and wild desolate places, for the purpose of preying upon men and other living things. They are sometimes confounded with the Jinn or Djinns of Persia.

Ignis Fatius: A wavering luminous appearance frequently observed in meadows and marshy places, round which many popular superstitions cluster. Its folk-names, Will-o’-the-Wisp and Jack o’ Lantern, suggest a country fellow bearing a lantern or straw torch (wisp). Formerly these lights were supposed to haunt desolate bogs and moorlands for the purpose of misleading travellers and drawing them to their death. Another superstition says that they are the spirits of those who have been drowned in the bogs, and yet another, that they are the souls of unbaptized infants. Science refers these ignes fatui to gaseous exhalations from the moist ground, or, more rarely, to night-flying insects.

Illuminati: The term used first of all in the 15th century by enthusiasts in the occult arts signifying those who claimed to possess "light" directly communicated from a higher source, or due to a larger measure of human wisdom. We first find the name in Spain about the end of the 15th century. Its origin is probably a late Gnostic one hailing from Italy, and we find all sorts of people, many of them charlatans, claiming to belong to the brotherhood. In Spain, such persons as laid claim to the title had to face the rigour of the Inquisition, and this is perhaps the reason that we find numbers of them in France in the early seventeenth century, as refugees.

Here and there small bodies of those called Illuminati, sometimes known as Rosicrucians rose into publicity for a short period. But it is with Weishaupt, Professor of Law at Ingolstadt, that the movement first became identified with republicanism. It soon secured a strong hold all through Germany, but its founder’s object was merely to convert his followers into blind instruments of his supreme will. He modelled his organisation on that of the Jesuits, adopted their system of espionage, and their maxim that the end justified the means. He induced mysticism into the workings of the brotherhood, so that an air of mystery might pervade all its doings, adopted many of the classes and grades of Freemasonry, and held out hopes of the communication of deep occult secrets in the higher ranks.

Only a few of the members knew him personally, and thus although the society had many branches in all parts of Germany, to these people alone was he visible, and he began to be regarded by those who had not seen him as god. He took care to enlist in his ranks as many young men of wealth and position as possible, and within four or five years the power of Illuminati became extraordinary in its proportions, its members even had a hand in the affairs of the state, and not a few of the German princes found it to their interest to having dealings with the fraternity. Weishaupt’s idea was to blend philanthropy and mysticism. He was only 28 when he founded the sect in 1776, but he did not make much progress until a certain baron Von Knigge joined him in 1780. A gifted person of strong imagination, he had been admitted to the author of most of the secret societies of his day, among them Freemasonry. He was also an expert occultist and the supernatural had strong attractions for him. These two, rapidly spread the gospel of the Revolution throughout Germany, but they grew fearful that, if the authorities discovered the existence of such a society as theirs they would take steps to suppress it. With this in view they conceived the idea of grafting it on to Freemasonry, which they considered would protect it, and offer it means of spreading more widely and rapidly.

The Freemasons were not long in discovering the true nature of those who had just joined their organisation. A chief council was held with the view of thoroughly examining into the nature of the beliefs held by them and a conference of masons was held in 1783 at which Knigge and Weishaupt attended and endeavoured to capture the whole organisation of Freemasonry, but a misunderstanding grew up between the leaders of illuminism. Knigge withdrew from the society, and two years later those who had reached its highest grade and had discovered that mysticism was not its true object, denounced it to the Bavarian Government as a political society of a dangerous character. Weishaupt fled, but the damage had been done, for the fire kindled by Illuminism was soon to burst forth in the French Revolution.

The title Illuminati was later given to the French Martinists (q.v.)

Imhotep: An Egyptian deity, son of Ptah and Nut, to whom great powers of exorcism were attributed. He was often appealed to in cases of demonic possession.

Impersonation: Mediums who are controlled by the spirit of a deceased person frequently impersonate that person, imitate his voice and gestures, his physical peculiarities and manners, and exhibit the symptoms of any disease from which he may have suffered. (See Trance Personalities.)

Inexorable Axiom: The: It was believed that all magical science was embodied in knowledge of this secret. The Axiom is to be found enclosed in the four letters of the Tetragram arranged in a certain way: in the words “Azoth” and “Im” written kabbalistically; and in the monogram of Christ embroidered in the tabard. Who succeeded in elucidating it becamehumanly omnipotent from the magical standpoint.

Incubus: A spirit which has intercourse with mortal women. The concept may have arisen from the idea of the commerce of gods with women, rites in pagan times. For modern and medieval instances, we can do little more than refer to the pages in which they may be found, and the very names of the writers will sufficiently avouch their credibility. The history of Hector Boethius has three or four notable examples which obtain confirmation from the pen of Cardan. One of these we may venture to transcribe in the quaint dress which Holinshed had given it. “In the year 1480 it chanced as a Scottish ship departed out of the Forth towards Flanders, there arose a wonderful great tempest of wind and weather, so outrageous, that the master of the ship, with other the mariners, wondred not a little what the matter meant, to see such weather at that time of the yeare, for it was about the midst of summer. At length, when the furious pittie and rage of winds still increased, in such wise that all those within the ship looked for present death, there was a woman underneath the hatches called unto them above, and willed them to throw her into the sea, that all the residue, by God’s grace, might yet be saved; and thereupon told them how she had been hauntet long time with a spirit daily comming unto hir in man’s shape, and advised them to confess her, and take her out of the ship. The master of the ship and all the people of the ship, by the maisters appointment going down to this woman, and finding her like a most wretched and desperate person,
lamenting his great misfortune and miserable estate, used such wholesome admonition and comfortable advertisements, willing her to repent and hope for mercy at the hands of God, that, at length, she seeming right penitent for her grievous offences committed, and fetching sundry sighs even from the bottom of her heart, being witness, as should appear, of an angel, Jao, forth of the pumice of the ship, a foule and evil-favoured blacke cloud with a mighty terrible noise, flame, smoke, and stinke, which presently fell into the sea. And suddenlie thereupon the tempest ceased, and the ship passing in great quiet the residue of her journey, arrived in safety at the place whither she was bound. (‘Chronicles,’ vol. v., 4, Ed. 1808.)

In another case related by the same author, the Incubus did not depart so quietly. In the chamber of a young gentlewoman, of excellent beauty, and daughter of a nobleman in the country of Mar, was found at an unsavourable hour, "a foule monstrous thing, very horrible to behold," for the love of which "Deformed" nevertheless, the lady had refused sundry wealthy marriages. A priest who was in the company began to repeat St. John’s Gospel, and ere he had proceeded far "suddenly the wicked spirit, making a very sore and true bite, and taking the roof of the chamber awaie with him, the hangings and coverings of the bed being also burnt therewith."

Erasmus, in his Tract "de Lamiis," Sprangerus, who assueth that himself and his four colleagues punished the old woman of Bascon who was the death for this woman Zanchius ("de Operibus Dei," xvi., 4); and Dandidas ("in Aristotelis de Anima," ii., 29, 30); Reussius (v., 6); Godelman (ii., 5); Valesius ("de Sacra Phil.," 40); and Delrio, "passim," among others, will satiate the keenest curiosity on these points. From Bodinus, we learn that Joan Hervilleria, at twelve years of age, was solemnly betrothed to Beelzebub, by her mother, who was afterwards burnt alive for compassing this clandestine marriage. The bridegroom was very respectfully attired, and the marriage formulary was simple. The mother pronounced the following words to the bridegroom: "Ecce filiam meam quam aqpospondi tibi," and then turning to the bride, "Ecce amicum tuum qui beabit te." It appears, however, that Joan was not satisfied with her spiritual husband alone, but became a bigamist, by intermarrying with real flesh and blood. Besides this lady, we read of Margaret Bremon, who, in company with her mother, Joan Robert, Joan Guillernin, Mary, wife of Simon Agnus, and Wilhelma, spouse of one Grassus, were in the habit of attending diabolic assignations. These unhappy wretches were burnt alive by Cardinal Fureus, General Vicar of the Inquisition, and Magdalen Creu of Cordova, an abess, was more fortunate. In 1545 she became suspected by her nuns of magic, an accusation very convenient when a superior was at all troublesome. She encountered them with great wisdom by anticipating their charge; and going beforehand to the Pope, Paul III., she confessed a thirty years' intimate acquaintance with the devil, and obtained his pardon. (See England.)

India: Mystical Systems.—It would be beyond the scope of such a work as this to undertake to provide any account of the several religious systems of India, and we must confine ourselves to a description of the mysticism and demonology which cluster round these systems, and an outline of the magic and sorcery of the native peoples of the empire.

Hindusism.—It may be said that the mysticism of the Hindustan was a reaction against the detailed and practical ceremonial of the Vedas. If its trend were summarised it might justly be said that it partakes strongly of disinterestedness; is a pantheistic identifying of subject and object, worshipper and worship; aims at ultimate absorp-
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India—Bengal, Behar and Assam. It is divided into two distinct groups. The original self-existent gods were supposed to divide themselves into male and female energies, the male half occupying the right-hand and the female the left-hand side. From this conception we have the two groups of "right-hand" observers and "left-hand" observers. In the Tantras or mystical writings, Siva unfolds in the nature of a colloquy in answer to questions asked by his spouse Parvati, the mysteries of Sakta occultism. The right-hand worshippers are by far the most numerous. Strict secrecy is enjoined in the performance of the rites, and only one minor caste, the Kasals, carry on the mystic and degraded rites of the Tantras.

Brahmanism.—Brahmanism is a system originated by the Brahmans, the sacerdotal caste of the Hindus, at a comparatively early date. It is the mystical religion of India par excellence, and represents the more archaic beliefs of its peoples. It states that the numberless individual existences of animate nature are but so many manifestations of the one eternal spirit towards which they tend as their final goal of supreme bliss. The object of man is to prevent himself sinking lower in the scale, and by degrees to raise himself in it, or if possible to attain the ultimate goal immediately from such state of existence as he happens to be in. The code of Manu concludes "He who in his own soul perceives the supreme soul in all beings and acquires equanimity towards them all attains the highest state of bliss." Mortification of animal instincts, absolute purity and perfection of spirit, were the moral ideals of the Brahman class. But it was necessary to pass through a succession of four orders or states of existence to arrive at any true perception of union with the deity could be held.

These were: that of brahmacharin, or student of religious matters; grihastha, or householder; vanavasin, or hermit; and sannyasin or bhikhu, fakir or religious mendicant. Practically every man of the higher castes practised at least the first two of these stages, while the priestly class took the entire course. Later, however, this was by no means the rule, as the scope of study was intensely exacting, often lasting as long as forty-eight years, and the neophyte had to support himself by begging from door to door. He was usually attached to the house of some religious teacher; and after several years of his tuition was usually married, as it was considered absolutely essential that he should leave a son behind him to offer food to his spirit and to those of his ancestors. He was then said to have become a "Householder" and was required to keep up perpetually the fire brought into his house upon his marriage day. Upon his growing older, the time for him arrived to enter the third stage of life, and he "cut himself off from all family ties except that (if she wished) his wife might accompany him, and went into retirement in a lonely place, carrying with him his sacred fire, and the instruments necessary to his daily sacrifices." Scantily clothed, and with hair and nails uncouth, it is set down that the anchorite must live entirely on food growing wild in the forest—roots, herbs, wild grain, and sorghum. The acceptance of gifts was not permitted him unless absolutely necessary, and his time was spent in reading the metaphysical portions of the Veda, in making offerings, and in practising austerities with the object of producing entire indifference to the world and its chances, to turn his mind from the things of this world to those of the next. Some of the hindu sects observe the ordinary calendar, and many of them are very learned in the religious literature which has been compiled by the minds of great teachers during centuries. The Vedanta system is, however, the most widely spread, and it is the only system by which the Hindus are known to the rest of the world. It is based on the belief that the soul is eternal and that the body is merely a temporary dwelling for the soul. The goal of life is to attain a state of perfect bliss, known as moksha.

The purest doctrines of Brahmanism are to be found in the Vedanta system. It recognizes the Vedas, or collection of ancient Sanskrit hymns, as the revealed source of religious belief. The Vedanta system seeks to interpret the Vedas, and to show how their teachings can be applied to the practical life of the Hindu. The Vedanta system is the most widely spread system of thought in India, and it is the only system by which the Hindus are known to the rest of the world. The Vedanta system is based on the belief that the soul is eternal and that the body is merely a temporary dwelling for the soul. The goal of life is to attain a state of perfect bliss, known as moksha. The Vedanta system seeks to interpret the Vedas, and to show how their teachings can be applied to the practical life of the Hindu. The Vedanta system is the only system by which the Hindus are known to the rest of the world. It is based on the belief that the soul is eternal and that the body is merely a temporary dwelling for the soul. The goal of life is to attain a state of perfect bliss, known as moksha.
power, they brand his temples and every joint of his body, cram his eyes with salt, suspend him for forty days in a subterranean chamber, and repeat over him certain incantations. The witch does not, however, devour the man's liver for two and a half days, and even if she has eaten it, and is put under the hands of an exorciser, she can be forced to substitute a liver of some animal in the body of the man whom she victimised. We also hear tales of witches taking out the entrails of people, sucking them, and then replacing them. All this undoubtedly illustrates, as in ancient France and Germany, and probably also in the Slavonic countries, the original combination of witch and vampire; how, in fact, the two were one and the same. In India the arch-witch Ralasatri, or "black night," has the joined eyebrows of the Salwonic werewolf or vampire, large cheeks, widely parted lips, projecting teeth, and is a veritable vampire. But she also possesses the powers of ordinary witchcraft,—second-sight, the making of philtres, the control of tempests, the evil eye, and so forth. Witches also take animal forms, especially those of tigers; and stories of trials are related at which natives gave evidence that they had tracked certain tigers to their lairs, which upon entering they had found tenanted by a notorious witch or wizard. For such witch-tigers the usual remedy is to knock out their teeth to prevent their doing any more mischief. Strangely enough the Indian witch, like her European prototype, is very often accompanied by a cat. The cat, say the jingle people, is aunt to the tiger, and taught him everything but how to climb a tree. Zalim Saha, the famous regent of Kota, believed that cats were associated with witches, and imagining himself enchanted ordered that every cat should be expelled from his province.

As in Europe, witches are known by certain marks. They are believed to learn the secrets of their craft by eating offal of all kinds. The popular belief concerning them is that they are often very handsome and neat, and invariably apply a clear line of red lead to the parting of their hair. They are popularly accused of exhuming dead children, and bringing them to life to serve occult purposes of their own. They cannot die so long as they are witches, and until, as in Italy, they can pass on their knowledge of witchcraft to someone else. They recite charms backwards, repeating two letters and a half from a verse in the Koran. If a certain charm is repeated "forward,"" the person will die of snake-bite. Finally she was discovered to be a witch by the extraordinary rapidity with which she could plant out rice seedlings. One day the people watched her, and saw that when she believed herself unobserved she stripped herself naked, and taking the bundle of the plants in her hands, threw them into the air, and reciting certain spells. When the seedlings withered, the spectators called out in astonishment, and finding herself discovered, Nona rushed along over the country, and the channel which she made in her course is the Loui river to this day. So a saint in Broach formed a new course for a river by dragging his clothes behind him.

Another terrible witch, whose legend is told at Mathura, is Putana, the daughter of Bai, king of the lower world. She became skilful in arts, particularly the making of bread. The infant Krishna, being greedy to suckle him with her devil's milk. The first drop would have poisoned a mortal child, but Krishna drew her breast with such strength that he drained her life-blood, and the fiend, terrifying the whole land of Braj with her cries of agony, fell on the ground. European witches suck the blood of children; here the divine Krishna turns the tables on the witch.

The Paltwar Rajputs of Oudh have a witch ancestry.
India

Soon after the birth of her son she was engaged in baking cakes. Her infant began to cry, and she was obliged to perform a double duty. At this juncture her husband arrived just in time to see his demon wife assume gigantic and supernatural proportions, so as to allow both the baking and nursing to go on at the same time. But finding her secret discovered, the witch disappeared, leaving her son as a legacy to her astonished husband. Here, though the story is incomplete, we have almost certainly, as in the case of Nona Chamarin, one of the Melusina type of legend, where the supernatural wife leaves her husband and children, because he violated some taboo, by which he is forbidden to see her in a state of nudity, or the like.

"The history of witchcraft in India, as in Europe, is one of the saddest pages in the annals of the people. Nowadays, the power of British law has almost entirely suppressed the horrible outrages which, under the native administration were habitually practised. But particularly in the more remote and uncivilized parts of the country this superstition still exists in the minds of the people and occasional indications of it, which appear in our criminal records, are quite sufficient to show that any relaxation of the activity of our magistrates and police would undoubtedly lead to its revival in some of its more shocking forms."

The aborigines of India live in great fear of ghosts and invisible spirits, and a considerable portion of their time is given up to averting the evil influences of these. Protectors of every description litter their houses, and the approaches to them, and they wear numerous amulets for the purpose of averting evil influences. Regarding these, Mr. Crooks says:--

"Some of the Indian ghosts, like the Ifril of the Arabian Nights, can grow to the length of ten yanmas or eighty miles. In one of the Bengal tales a ghost is described as having the power of entering human corpora, like the Vetala, and swelling to an enormous size. The Kharwas of Mirzapur have a wild legend, which tells how long ago an unmarried girl of the tribe died, and was cremated. While the relations were collecting wood for the pyre, a ghost entered the corpse, but the friends managed to expel him. Since then great care is taken not to leave the bodies of women unwatched. So, in the Panjab, when a great person is cremated the bodies and ashes are carefully watched till the fourth day, to prevent a magician interfering with them. If he has a chance, he can restore the deceased to life, and ever after retain him under his influence. This is the origin of the custom in Great Britain of wakening the dead, a practice which most probably originated from a silly superstition as to the danger of a corpse being carried off by some of the agents of the invisible world, or exposed to the ominous liberties of brute animals."

"In India it is considered the best course, if the corpse cannot be immediately disposed of, to measure it carefully, and then no malignant Bhuti can occupy it."

"Most of the ghosts whom we have been as yet considering are malignant. There are, however, others which are friendly. Such are the German Elves, the Robin Goodfellow, Puck, Brownie and the Cauld Lad of Hilton of England, the Gheshan of the Isle of Man, the Fhionka or Leprechaun of Ireland. Such, in one of his many forms, is the Brahmadatya, or ghost of a Brahman who has died unmarried. In Bengal he is believed to be more neat and less mischievous than other ghosts; the Bhuts carry him in a palanquin, he wears wooden sandals, and lives in a Banyan tree."

Internal Court.—Wierus and others, learned in the lore of the infernal regions, have discovered therein princes and high dignitaries, ministers, and officers of state, whose names would fill much space to little purpose. Satan is no longer the sovereign of Hades, but is, so to speak, leader of the opposition. The true leader is Beelzebub.

Initiation: The process of entry into a secret society or similar organization. The idea of initiation was certainly inherited by the Egyptians and Assyrians from older neolithic peoples, who possessed secret societies or "mysteries" analogous to those of the Medjwiwin of the North American Indians or those of the Australian Black-fellows. We read of initiation into the various grades of the Egyptian priesthood and the "mysteries" of Eleusis and Bacchus. (See Mysteries.) These processes probably consisted of tests of courage and fidelity (as do the savage initiations) and included such acts as sustaining a severe buffeting, the drinking of blood, real and imaginary, and so forth. In the Popol Vuh, the saga of the Kiche Indians of Guatemala we have a picture of the initiation tests of two hero-gods on entrance to the native Hades. Indeed, most of the mysteries typified the descent of man into Hell, and his return to earth, based on the corn-mother legend of the resurrection of the wheat plant. Initiation into the higher branches of mysticism, magic and theosophy has been largely written upon. The process in regard to these is of course entirely symbolic, and is to be taken as implying a preparation for the higher life and the regeneration of the soul.

Initiator, Hierotheus: (See Maenads, Maleonarum.)

Insufflation, says Eliphas Levi, "is one of the most important practices of occult medicine, because it is a perfect sign of the transmission of life. To inspire, as a fact, means to breathe upon some person or thing, and we know already, by the one doctrine of Hermes, that the virtue of things has created words, and that there is an exact proportion between ideas and speech, which is the first form and verbal realization of ideas. The breath attracts or repels, according, as it is warm or cold. The warm breathing corresponds to positive electricity, and the cold breathing to negative electricity. Electrical and nervous animals feel the cold breathing, and any experiment may be made upon a cat, whose familiaries are important. By fixedly regarding a lion or tiger and blowing in their face, they would be so stupefied as to be forced to retreat before us. Warm and prolonged insufflation restores the circulation of the blood, cures rheumatic and gouty pains, re-establishes the balance of the humours, and dispels lassitude. When the operator is sympathetic and good, it acts as a universal sedative. Cold insufflation soothes pains occasioned by congestions and fluidic accumulations. The two breathings must, therefore, be used alternately, observing the polarity of the human organism, and acting in a contrary manner upon the poles, which must be treated successfully to an opposite magnetism. Thus, to cure an inflamed eye, the one which is not affected must be subjected to a warm and gentle insufflation, cold insufflation being practised upon the suffering member at the same distance and in the same proportion. Magnetic passes have a similar effect to insufflations, and are a real breathing by transpiration and radiation of the interior air, which is phosphorescent with vital light; slow passes constitute a form of breathing which fortifies and raises the spirits; swift passes are a cold breathing of dispersive nature, neutralizing tendencies to congestion. The warm insufflation should be performed transversely, or from below upward; the cold insufflation is more effective when directed downward from above."
IniulUonal World
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lntulUoul World : Formerly known as the Buddhic Plane,
is in tho theosophic scheme the fourth world; and from it
como intuitions. (S•• Theosophy, Solar System, and
I n&ulUon).
lnvooaUon : (Su Neeromaney.)
Ireland : For information regarding ancient lr•lafl4 S••
" Celts." Although nominally Christianised, there is
little doubt that the early medizval Irish retained many
relics . of their former condition of paganism, especially
those which possessed a magical tendency. This is made
clear by the writinp of Giraldus Cambrensis, the first
account we have of Irish manners and customs after the
invasion of the country by tho Anglo-Normana. His
description, for example, of the Purgl!otory of St. Patrick in
Lough Derg, Co. Donegal, proves that the demonology of
the Catholic Church had already fused with the animism
of Irish native heathnosso. He says : .
" There is a lake in Ulster containing an island divided
into two parts. In one of these stands a church of especial
sanctity, and it is most agreeable and delightful, as well as
beyond measure glorious for tho visitations of an,els and
the multitude of the saints who visibly frequent 1t. The
other part, being covered with rugged crags, is reported to
be the resort of devils only, and to be almost always tho
theatre on which crowds of evil spirits visibly perform their
rites. This part of the island containa nine pits, and
should any one perchance venture to spend tho night in one
of them (which has been done, we know, at times, by some
rash men), he is immediately seized by the malignant
spirits, who so severely torture him during the whole
night, inflicting on him such unutterable sufferings by
fire and water, and other torments of various kinds, that
when morning comes scarcely any spark of life is found left in
his wretched ·body. It is said that any one who hall once
submitted to these torments as a penance imposed upon
him, will not afterwards undergo the paina of hell, unless
he commit some sin of a deeper dye.
" This place is called by the natives the Purgatory of St.
Patrick. For he; having to argue with a heathen race
. concerning the torments of hell, reserved for the reprobate,
and the real nature and eternal duration of the future
life, in order to impress on the rude minds of the unbelievers
a mysterious faith in doctrines so new, so strange, so
opposed to their prejudices, procured ·by the efficacy of
his prayers an exemplification of both state!! even on earth,
as a salutary lesson to the stubborn minds of the people."
The ancient Irish believed in the possibj.lity of the transformation· of human beings into animals, and Giraldus in
another narrative of facta purporting to have come UQder
his personal notice proves tbat this belief had lost none of
its significance with the Irish of the latter half of the twelfth
century. The case is also interesting i.B being one of tho
first recorded examples of lycanthropy (q.v.) in the British
Isles, and that must be our excuse for quoting it at some
length.
" About three· years before the arrival of Earl John in
lr•lantl, it chanced that a priest, who was journeying
from Ulster towards Meath, was benighted in a certain
wood on the borders of Meath. While, in com~ny with
only a young lad, he was watching by a fire which he had
kindled under the branches of a 1preading tree, lo I a
wolf came up to them, and immediately addressed them to
this effect : ' Rest secure, and be not afraid, for there is no
reason you should fear, where no fear is I ' The travellers
being 1truck with astonishment and alarm, the wolf added
some orthodox. words referring to God. The priest then
implored him, and adjured him by Almighty God and
faith in the Trinity, not to hurt them, but to inform them
what creature it was in the shape of a beast uttered human
words. The wolf, after giving catholic replies to all

lrtlaDI
questions, added at last : ' There are two of us, a Dian and
a woman, natives of Ossory, who, through the curse of
Natalis, saint and abbot, are compelled every seven years
to put off the human form, and depart from the dwellings
of men. Quitting entirely the human form, we assume
that of wc>lves. At the end of the seven years, if they
chance to survive, two others being substituted in their
places, they return to their country and their former shape.
And now, she who is my partner in this visitation lies
dangerously sick not far from hence, and, as she is at the
point of death, I beseech you, inspired by divine charity,
to give her the consol~tions of your priestly office.'
" At this wood the priest followed the wolf trembling, as he
led the way to a tree at no feat distance, in the hollow
of which he beheld a she-wol , who under that shape was
pouring forth human sighs and groans. On seeing the
priest, having saluted him with human courtesy, she gave
thanks to God, who in this extremity had vouchsafed to
visit her with such consolation. She then received from
the priest all the rites of the church duly performed, as
far as the· last communion. ·This also she amportunately
demanded, earnestly supplicating him to complete his
good offices by giving her the viaticum. The priest
stoutly asserting that he was not provided with it, the
he-wolf, who had withdrawn to a short distance, came
back and pointed out a small missal-book, containing
some consecrated wafers, which the priest carried on his
journey, suspended from his neck, under his garment, after
the fashion of the country. He then intreated him not to
deny them the gift of God, and the aid destined for them
by Divine Providence ; and, to remove all doubt, using
his claw for a hand, he tore off the skin of the she-wolf,
from the head down to the navel, folding it back. Thus
she immediately presented the form of an old woman.
The priest, seeing this, and com~lled by his fear more than
his reason, gave the commumon; the recipient having
earnestly implored it, and devoutly partaking of it.
Immediately afterwards the he-wolf rolled back the skin
and fitted it to its original form.
_
" These rites having been duly, rather than rightly
performed, the he-wolf gave them his company during
the whole night at their little fire, behaving more like a
man than a beast. When morning came, he led them out
of the wood, and, leaving the priest to pursue his journey
pointed out to him the direct road for a long distance. At
his departure, he also gave him many thanks for the benefit
he had conferred, promising him still greater returns of
gratitude, if the Lord should call him back from his present
exile, two parts of which he had already completed."
"It chanced, about two years afterwards, that I was
passing through Meath, at the time when the Wshop of that
land bad convoked a synod, having also invited the assistance of the neighbouring bishops and abbots, in order to
have their joint counsels on what was to be done in the
affair which had come to his knowledge by the priest'•
confession. The bishop, hearing that I was passing through
those parts, sent me a message by two of his clerks, requesting me, if possible, to be personally present when a matter
of so much importance was under consideration ; but if I
could not attend he begged me at least to signify my
opinion in writing. The clerks detailed to me all the circumstances, which indeed I had heard before from other
persons ; and, as I was prevented by urgent business from
being present at the synod, I made up for my absence by
giving them · the benefit of my advice in a letter. The
bishop and synod, yieldinJ to it, ordered the priest to
appear before the pope wath letters from them, setting
forth what had occurred, with the priest's concession, to
which instrument the bishops and abbots who were preBOJlt
at the synod affixed their seals."
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"In our own time we have seen persons who, by magical arts, turned any substance about them into fat pigs, as they appeared (but they were always red), and sold them in the markets. However, they disappeared as soon as they crossed any water, returning to their real nature; and with whatever care they were kept, their assumed form did not last beyond three days. It has also been a frequent complaint, from old times as well as in the present, that certain hags in Wales, as well as in Ireland and Scotland changed themselves into the shape of hares, that, sucking teats under this counterfeit form, they might stealthily rob other people's milk."

In Anglo-Norman times sorcery was widely practised but notices are scarce. It is only by fugitive passages in the works of English writers who constantly animadverted against the superstitious nature and practices of the Irish that we glean any information concerning the occult history of the country. The great cause célèbre of the Lady Alice Kytele (q.v.) shook the entire Anglo-Norman colony during several successive years in the first half of the fourteenth century. The party of the Bishop of Ossey the relentless opponent of the Lady Alice, boasted that by her prosecution they had rid Ireland of a nest of sorcerers, but there is reason to believe that Ireland could have furnished numerous similar instances of black magic had the actors in them been of similar rank to the ill-fated lady—that is sufficiently impotent in the eyes of chroniclers.

In this connection a work on Irish Witchcraft and Demonology by Mr. St. John D. Seymour (1913), is of striking and pregnant interest. We do not gather from it that Mr. Seymour had any previous general knowledge of the subject he handles before writing this book, and he appears to take it for granted that witchcraft in Ireland is purely an alien system, imported into the island by the Anglo-Normans and Scottish immigrants to the north. This undoubtedly is the case so far as the districts of the Pale and of Ulster are concerned, but surely it cannot be applied to the Celtic districts of Ireland. Regarding these Mr. Seymour is silent, but it will occur to most readers that the analogy of Celtic Scotland, which abounded in witches and witch-customs, is powerful evidence that a system similar to that in vogue in the Highlands obtained in the aboriginal districts of Ireland. Early Irish works contain numerous references to sorcery and practices are chronicled in them which bear a close resemblance to those of the shamans and medicine-men of savage tribes all over the world. Animal transformation, one of the most common feats of the witch, is alluded to again and again in the ancient Irish cycles, and there are few heroes in Hibernian legend who have not a fair stock of working magic at their finger-ends. Wonder-working druids, too, abound. Mr. Seymour will have it that "In Celtic Ireland dealings with the unseen were not regarded with such abhorrence, and indeed had the sanction of custom and antiquity." He also states that "the Celtic element had its own superstitious beliefs, but these never developed in this direction" (the direction of Witchcraft). This is very difficult to believe. The lack of records of such a system is no criterion that it never existed, and we have not the least hesitation in saying that a thorough examination of the subject would prove that a veritable system of witchcraft obtained in Celtic Ireland as elsewhere, although it may not have been of "Celtic" origin.

Be that as it may, Mr. Seymour's book is most interesting as dealing with those Anglo-Norman and Scottish portions of Ireland where the belief in witchcraft followed the lines of those in vogue in the mother-country of the immigrant populations. He sketches the cause célèbre of the Kytele case (q.v.), touches on the circumstances connected with the Earl of Desmond and notes the case of the Irish prophetess who insisted upon warning the ill-fated James I. of Scotland on the night of his assassination at Perth. It is not stated by the ancient chronicler, quoted by Mr. Seymour, from what part of Ireland the witch in question emanated; but a witch who undoubtedly was as she possessed a familiar spirit, Huthart, whom she alleged had made her cognisant of the coming catastrophe. Mr. Seymour does not seem to be aware of the history of this spirit. He is the Teutonic Hulsekin (q.v.) or Hülsskin, the wearer of the hood, sometimes also alluded to as Heuckkin, well known throughout Germany and Flanders as a species of house-spirit or brownie. Thirteenus alludes to him as a "spirit known to the Saxons who attached himself to the Bishop of Hildesheim" and we find him cropping up here and there in occult history. From this circumstance it might with justice be inferred that the witch in question came from some part of Ireland, which had been settled by Teutonic immigrants, and more probably from Ulster, but the data is insufficient to permit us to conclude this definitely.

From the most scanty materials, Mr. Seymour has compiled a book of outstanding interest. He passes in review the witchcraft trials of the XVI. century, the burning of Adam Dubh, of the Leinster trial of O'Toole and College Green in 1327 for heresy, and the passing of the statute against witchcraft in Ireland in 1586. The prevalence of witchcraft in Ireland during the sixteenth century is proved by him to have been very great indeed, but a number of the authorities he cites, as to the existence of sorcerers in the Green Isle, almost certainly refer to the more Celtic portions of it; for example Rich and Stamhurst. He has an excellent note upon the enchantments of the Earl of Desmond who demonstrated to his young and beautiful wife the possibilities of animal transformation by changing himself into a bird, a hare, a vulture, and a gigantic serpent. Human relations with the Devil are dwelt upon at length by Mr. Seymour in a racy chapter, and we are told how he was cheated by a doctor of divinity and raised occasion by certain sorcerers. Florence Newton, the witch of Youghal claims an entire chapter to herself, and more than any other is the most absorbing in the history of witchcraft. At any rate, whatever her occult powers, she splendidly succeeded in setting a whole community by the ears. Ghostly doings and apparitions, fairy possession, and dealings with the "wee folk" are also included in volume; and Mr. Seymour has not confined himself to Ireland, but has followed one of his countrywomen to America, where he shows how she gave congenial employment to the fanatic Cotton Mather (q.v.). Witchcraft notices of the seventeenth century in Antrim and Island Magges comprise the eighth chapter; and the ninth and last bring down the affairs of sorcery in Ireland from the year 1807 to the present day. The last notice is that of a trial for murder in 1911, when a wretched woman was tried for killing another—an old-age pensioner—in a fit of insanity. A witness deposed that he met the accused on the road on the morning of the crime holding a statue or figure in her hand, and repeating three times "I have the old witch killed. I got power from the Blessed Virgin to kill her." It appears that the witch quoted in question threatened to plague the murderess with rats and mice; a single rodent had evidently penetrated to her abode, and was followed by the bright vision of a lady who told the accused that she was in danger, and further informed her that if she received the old pensioner's pension-book without taking off her clothes and cleaning them and putting out her bed and furniture, she would receive rats and mice. This is not an isolated case, and shows
Iron: its occult virtues are thus described by Pliny, according to Holland:—“As touching the use of Iron and steel in Physick, it serveth otherwise than for to launce, cut, and dismember withal; for to the knife or dagger, an iron or steel pin is a singular preservative against all poisons, sorceries, or enchantments. Also to take any iron nail out of the coffin or sepulchre wherein man or woman lieth buried, and to stick the same fast to the little or side post of a door, leading either to the house or bed-chamber where any dooth lie who is haunted with Spirits in the night, he or she shall be delivered and secured from such phantastical illusions.”

Moreover, it is said, that if two or three times round with the point of sword or dagger, which hath been pricked with the point of sword or dagger, which hath been the death of a man, it is an excellent remedy against the pains of sides or breast, which come with sudden prickes or stitches.

In certain parts of Scotland and the North of Ireland, there is a belief in the potency of iron for warding off the attacks of fairies. An iron poker, laid across a cradle, will, it is believed, keep the fairies away until the child is baptised. The Rev. John G. Campbell in his Superstitions of the Scottish Highlands relates how when a child, he and another boy were believed to be protected from a fairy which had been seen at a certain spot by the possession, the one of a knife, and the other of a nail. This was at Appin in Argyllshire.

Irving's Church, Speaking with Tongues In: In 1837 an outbreak of speaking with tongues occurred in the congregation of Edward Irving, in London. For several years Irving had waited for such a visitation, and had instituted special early-morning services for the purpose of hastening it. At length, in July, 1837, the "visitation" came, first one and then the other to the congregation speaking with "tongues" and with prophetic utterance. Irving himself was not at first entirely disposed to accept the utterances as of divine origin. But the undoubted good faith and irreproachable doctrine of his flock reassured him. Robert Baxter, who was absent at the commencement of the outbreak, but who was himself influenced to prophesy at a later date, has left an account of his experiences. The phenomena did not greatly differ from that of similar outbreaks. The inspired speakers were often attended by physical symptoms, such as convulsions, and they spoke in loud, somewhat unnatural tones. Baxter declares that he spoke sentences in Latin, French, and unknown languages. At length, however, evil spirits began to appear in the company, some of the congregation admitting that they had been possessed by false spirits.

The outbreak soon afterwards died out.

Isaac of Holland: Very little is known about the life of this alchemist, but he is commonly supposed to have lived and worked early in the fifteenth century, the principal reason for assigning his career to that period being that in his writings he refers to Geber, Dastin, Morien and Arnold de Villanova, but not to more modern authorities; while again, he appears to have been acquainted with various chymical processes discovered towards the close of the fourteenth century, and hence it may reasonably be deduced that he did not live anterior to that time. According to tradition Isaac worked along with his son, whose name is not recorded, and the pair are usually regarded as having been the first men to exhibit chymistry in the Netherlands. They are said to have been particularly skilful in the manufacture of enamels and artificial gems, and is it noteworthy that no less distinguished an alchemist than Paracelsus attached value to the Dutchmen's researches, while these are also mentioned with honour by the seventeenth-century English scientist, Robert Boyle.

Isaac compiled two scientific treatises, the one entitled De Triplici Ordine Elisione ac Lapidis Theoria, and the other Opera Mineralia Joannis Isacii Hollandi, sive de Lapide Philosophico, and both were published at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The more important of the two is the last-named, wherein the author sets forth his ideas on the exalting of base metals into Sol and Luna, and shows by the aid of illustrations exactly what kind of vessels should be used for this purpose.

Isagoge: (See Arbataire.)
Isahm, Sir Charles: (See British National Association of Spiritualists.)
Ismaelites: (See Assassins.)
Jargon: (See Alchemy.)
Jasit, Ekholia Serenars: (See Ekphros.)
Italy: (For Ancient Italy see Rome.)
Magick and sorcery in medieval Italy seem strangely enough to have centred round many great personalities of the church, and even the popes have been included by the descriptions of occult science in the ranks of Italian sorcerers and alchemists. There appears to have been some sort of tradition. The origin of which is by no means clear, that the popes had been given over to the practice of magic ever since the tenth century, and it was alleged that Silvester II. confessed to this charge on his death-bed. Levi states that Honorius III., who preached the Crusades, was an abominable necromancer, and author of a grimoire or book by which spirits were evoked, the use of which is reserved exclusively to the priesthood. Platina, quoting from Martinus Polonus, states that Silvester, who was a proficient mathematician and versed in the Cabala on one occasion evoked Satan himself and obtained his assistance to gain the pontifical crown. Furthermore he stipulated as the price of selling his soul to the Devil that he should not die except at Jerusalem...
to be one of the blackest sorceresses of all time. To her
many magic books are attributed. Levi has an interesting
passage in his History of Magic, in which he states that
certain engravings in a Life of this female pope, purporting
to represent her, are nothing else than ancient tarots
representing Isis crowned with a tiara. "It is well-known," he
says, "that the hieroglyphic figure on the second
tarot card is still called 'The Female Pope,' being a woman
wearing a tiara, on which are the points of the crescent
moon, or the horns of Isis." It is much more possible that
the author of the grimoire in question was Honorius II., the
anti-pope, or perhaps another Honorius who is described
as the son of Euclid and master of the Thebans. But all
Italian necromancers and magicians were by no means church-
men—indeed medieval Italy was hardly a place for the
magically inclined, so stringent were the laws of the church
against the Black Art. Astrology, however, flourished to
some extent, and its practitioners do not appear to have
been unduly persecuted. A Florentine astrologer, named
Basil, who flourished at the beginning of the fifteenth cen-
tury, obtained some repute for successful predictions; and
is said to have foretold to Cosmo de Medici that he would
attain exalted dignity, as the same planets had been in
ascendency at the hour of his birth, as in that of the Emperor
Charles V. Many remarkable predictions were made by
Antiochus Tiberius of Rome, who was for some time
councillor to Paschal II., and there was also Virgilius, Prince of
Naples. He foretold to his friend, Guido de Boghi, the celebrated
soldier, that he was unjustly suspected by his best friend,
and would forfeit his life through suspicion. Of himself
he predicted that he would die on the scaffold, and of the
Prince of Rimini, his patron, that he would die a beggar in
the hospital for the poor at Bologna. It is stated that the
prophecies came true in every detail.

Although the notices of sorcery in medieval times are
few and far between in Italian history, there is reason to
suspect that although magic was not outwardly practised,
it lurked hidden in by-paths and out-of-the-way places.
We have an excellent portrait of the medieval Italian
magician in those popular myths regarding Virgil the
Enchanter. The name of Virgil the Poet had waxed so
great in ancient Italy, that in due course of time his name
was synonymous with fame itself. From that it is a short
step to the attribution of supernatural power, and Virgil
the Roman poet became in the popular mind the medieval
Enchanter. His name is symptomatic of magic in medie-
val Italy—whole, and it may therefore be given here at
some length.

When the popular myth of Virgil the Enchanter first
grew into repute is uncertain, but probably the earliest
faint conception arose about the beginning of the tenth cen-
tury, and each succeeding generation embroidered upon it some fantastic impossibility. Soon, in the South
of Italy—for the necromancer's fame was of southern
origin—there floated dim, mysterious legends of the
enchaments which he had wrought. Thus he fashioned a
drawn fly, and planted it on the gate of fair Parthenope
to free the city from the inroads of the insects of Beelzebub.
On a Neapolitan hill he built a statue of brass, and placed
in its mouth a trumpet; and lo! when the north wind blew
there came from that trumpet so terrible a roar that it
drove back into the sea the noxious blasts of Vulcan's
forges, which, even to this day, seethe and hiss near the
city of Poussola. At one of the gates of Naples he raised
two statues of stone, and gifted them respectively with the
power of blighting or blessing the strangers who, on enter-
ing the city, passed by one or the other of them. He
constructed three public baths for the relief of "every
type which afflicts the human frame, but the physicians, in a
wholesale dread of losing their patients and their fees,
cauised them to be destroyed. Other wonders he wrought,
which in time assumed a connected form, and were woven
into a life of the enchanter, first printed in French about
1490-1520. A still fuller history appeared in English, the
well-known "Life of Virgilius," about 1508, printed by
Hans Dovenbroke at Antwerp. It sets forth with tolerable
clearness the popular type of the medieval magician, and
will be our guide in the following biographical sketch.

Virgil was the son of a wealthy senator of Rome,
wealthy and powerful enough to carry on war with the
Roman Emperor. As his birth was heralded by extra-
ordinary portents, it is no marvel that even in childhood
he showed himself endowed with extraordinary mental
powers, and his father having the sagacity to discern in
him an embryo necromancer, sent him, while still very
young, to study at the University of Toledo, where the
"art of magick" was taught with extraordinary success.

There he studied diligently, for he was of great under-
standing, and speedily acquired a profound insight into
the great Shemai of the Chaldean lore. But this insight
was due, not so much to nocturnal vigils over abstruse
books, as to the help he received from a very valuable
familiar. And this was the curious fashion in which he
was introduced to the said familiar:—

"Upon a tyne the scholer at Toulent hadde lycence
to goo to playe and sporte them in the fylde after the
usance of the olde tyne; and there was also Virgilius
thereby also walkeynge among the hyllis all about. It
fortuned he sped a great hole in the syde of a great hyll,
wherein he went to depe that he coude not see no more
lyght, and than he went a lytell fether therein, and
then he sawe aon lyght agayn, and than weete he fourth
stragythe. And within a lytelle wyle after he harde a voice
that calleth 'Virgilius, Virgilius,' and he loked aboute,
and he colde nat see nobode. Than Virgilius spake and
asked, 'Who calleth me?' Than harde he the voyce
gayme, but he colde nobody. Than sayd he, 'Virgilius,
see ye not that lytell bourde lyngis byside you there,
marked with that words?' Than answered Virgilius,
'I see that borde well enough.' The voyce said 'Doo
away that bourde, and lette me out thereat.'

"Than answered Virgilius to the voyce that was under
the lytell bourde and sayd, 'Who art thou that talkest
me so?' Than answered the devyll, 'I am a devyll con-
jured out of the body of a certeyne man, and banyshed here
tyll the dayes of jugement, without that I be deluyed by
two of men. Thus, Virgilius, I pray thee deluy
me out of this payn, and I shall show unto thee many
bokes of nygronamcy, and how thou shalt cum by it lytly,
and shalt knowes the practyse therein, that no man in the
science of nygronamy shall (sur)pass thee; and, moreover,
I shall showe and imforme thee so that thou shalt
have all thy deverse, whereby methinke it is a great gyt
for so lytell a dounye, for ye may also thus all your poor
frendys helpen, and make ryghte your enemys un-
myghty.'

"Thorough that great promise was Virgilius tempted.
He bade the fynd showe the bokes to hym, that he
myght have and occupy them at his wyll. And so the
fynd showe hym, and then Virgilius pulled open a bourde,
and there was a lytell hole, and thereat wrange the devyll
out lyke a yeel, and cam and stode before Virgilius lyke
a bigge man.

"Thereof Virgilius was astonied, and merveyled
greatlye thereof, that so great a man myght com out at
so lytelle a hole!

Then sayd Virgilius, 'Shoule ye wyll passe into the
hole that ye cam out of? Yes, I shall wel,' sayd the
devyll. 'I holde the beste pledge that I have, ye shall
do it.' Well,' sayd the devyll, 'thereto I consente,'
And then the devyll wrang himself into the lytell hole again, and as he was therein, Virgilius kyvered the hole again with the bourde close, and so was the devyll begyled, and myght not there come out agen, but there abydeth stiill therein. That night, the next day, the day after, and the day following, the enchanter went to Virgilius, and said, 'What have ye done?' Virgilius answered, 'Abide there stiill to your day appointed.' And fro thensforth abydeth he there.'

Virgil's father died soon after this event, and his estates being seized by his former colleagues, his widow sunk into extreme poverty. Virgil accordingly gathered together the wealth he had amassed by the exercise of his magical skill, and set out for Rome, to replace his mother in a position proper to her rank. At Toledo, however, he was a famous student; at Rome he was a despised scholar, and when he besought the Emperor to execute justice and restore to him his estate, that potentate—ignorant of the magician's power—simply replied, 'Me thinkest that the land is well divided to them that have it, for they may help you in their need; what needeth you for to care for the disheriting of one school-master? Send him take heed, and look to his schools, for he hath no right to any land here about the city of Rome.'

Four years passed, and only such replies as this were vouchsafed to Virgil's frequent appeals for justice. Growing at length a weary of the delay, he resolved to exercise his wondrous powers in his own behalf. When the harvest-time came, he accordingly shrouded the whole of his beautiful inheritance with a vapour so dense that the new proprietors were unable to approach it, and under its cover his men gathered in the entire crop with perfect security. This done, the mist disappeared. Then a great indignation possessed the souls of his enemies, and they assembled their swordsmen, and marched against him to take off his head. Such was their power that the Emperor for fear fled out of Rome, 'for they were twelve senators that had all the world under them; and if Virgilus had had right, he had been one of the twelve, but they had disinherited him and his mother.' When they drew near, Virgil once more baffled their designs by encircling his patrimony with a rampart of cloud and shadow.

The Emperor, with surprising inconsistency, now consoled with the senators against Virgil—whose magical powers he probably feared far more than the rude force of the senatorial magistrates—and made war against him. But who can prevail against the arts of necromancy? Emperor and senators were beaten, and from that moment Virgil, with marvellous generosity, became the faithful friend and powerful supporter of his sovereign.

It may not generally be known that Virgil, besides being the saviour of Rome, was the founder of Naples. This feat had its origin, like so many other great actions, in the power of love.

Virgil's imagination had been fired by the reports that reached him of the surpassing loveliness of the Sultan's daughter. Now the Sultan lived at Babylon (that is, at Cairo—the Babylon of the mediaval romancers), and the distance might have daunted a less ardent lover and less potent magician. But Virgil's necromantic skill was equal to a bridge in the air—where other glowing spirits have often raised fair castles—and passing over it, he found his way into the Sultan's palace, and by some magical means, bore her back with him to his Italian bower of pleasance. There having enjoyed their fill of love and pleasure, he restored to her bed in her father's palace. Meanwhile, her absence had been noted, but she was discovered on her return, and the Sultan, repenting to her chamber, interrogated her respecting her disappearance. He found that she knew not who it was that had carried her off, nor whither she had been carried.

When Virgil restored the lady on the following night, she took back with her, by her father's instructions, some of the fruit plucked from the enchanting tree, and the Sultan beheld from its quality the Sultan guessed that she had been carried to a southern land ' on the side of France.' These nocturnal journeys being several times repeated, and the Sultan's curiosity growing ungovernable, he persuaded his daughter to give her lover a sleeping-draught. The deceived magician was then captured in the Babylonian palace, and flung into prison, and it was decreed that both he and his mistress should be punished for their love by death at the stake.

Necromancers, however, are not so easily outritted. As soon as Virgil was apprized of the fate intended for him, he made, by force of his spells, the Sultan and all his lords believe that the great river of Babylon—the might Nile—was overflowing in the midst of them, and that they swam and lay and sprang like geese; and so they took up Virgilus and the Princess, tore them from their prison, and placed them upon the aerial bridge. And when they were thus out of danger, he delivered the Sultan from the river, and all the lords; and lo, when they recovered their humanity, they beheld the enchantor bearing the beautiful Princess across the Mediterranean; and they marvelled much, and felt that they could not hope to prevail against his supernatural power.

And in this manner did Virgilus convey the Sultan's daughter over the sea to Rome. And he was highly enamoured of her beauty. 'Then he thought in his mind, now he might marry her,'—apparently forgetting that he was already married—and thought in his mind to found in the midst of the sea a fair town with great lands belonging to it; and so he did by his cunning, and called it Naples: and the foundation of it was of eggs. And in that town of Naples he made a tower with four corners and on the top he set an apple upon an iron yard, and no man could pull away that apple without he brake it; and through that iron set he a bottle, and on that bottle set he an egg; and he hanged the apple by the stalk upon a chain, and so hangeth it still. And when the egg brake, then should the town sink. When he had made an end, he let call it Naples.'

After accomplishing so much for his Babylonian beauty, Virgil did not marry her, but endowing her with the town of Naples and its lands, gave her in marriage to a certain grandee of Spain. Having thus disposed of her and her children, the enchantor returned to Rome, collected all his treasures, and removed them to the city he had founded, where he resided for some years, and established a school which speedily became of illustrious renown. Here he lost his wife, by whom he had had no issue; built baths and bridges, and wrought the most extraordinary miracles. So passed an uncounted number of years, and Virgil at length abandoned Naples for ever, and retired to Rome.

'Outside the walls of the Imperial City he built a goodly town, that had but one gate, and was so fenced round with water as to bar any one from approaching it. And the entry of its one gate was made with twenty-four iron rails, and on each side was there twelve men sitting with the rails, men locked in a Fatalism, the one after the other; and no man might come in without the rails stood still, but he was slain. And these rails were made with such a gin (contrivance) that Virgilius stopped them when he list to enter in there, but no man else could find the way. And in this castle put Virgilius part of his treasure privily; and when this was done, he imagined in his mind by what means he might make himself young again, because
he thought to live longer many years, to do many wonders and marvellous things. And upon a time went Virgilius to the Emperor, and asked him of licence (of absence) by the space of three weeks. But the Emperor in wise would grant it unto him for he would have Virgilius at all times by him."

Spiritualism.—We have perhaps our first indication of the rise and spread of spiritualism in Italy in the modern acceptance of the term in an article published in the Civita Cattolica the well-known Roman organ, entitled "Modern Necromancy." The conclusions of the article were:

"1st. Some of the phenomena may be attributed to imposture, hallucinations, and exaggerations in the reports of those who describe it, but there is a foundation of reality in the general account of the reports which cannot have originated in pure invention or be wholly discredited without ignoring the value of universal testimony.

"2nd. The bulk of the theories offered in explanation of the proven facts, only cover a certain percentage of those facts, but utterly fail to account for the balance.

"3rd. Allowing for any human hypotheses, there are still a large class of phenomena appealing to every sense which cannot be accounted for by any known natural laws, and which seem to manifest the action of a spiritual being.

D. D. Home last visited the principal cities of Italy in 1852, and had been so active in his propaganda that numerous circles were formed after his departure. Violent journalistic controversies arose out of the foundation of these societies, with the result that public interest was aroused that it could only be satisfied with the publication of a paper issued from Geneva, and edited by Dr. Pietro Suth and Signor B. E. Manieri entitled Il amore dal vero. In the journal accounts of the spiritual movements in the various countries of Europe, and America, were published although the journal ceased to exist a long time in Florence, under the title of The Magnetic Society of Florence. The members of this association were without exception persons remarkable for literary and scientific attainments, or those of a high influential position in society.

About this time Mr. Seymour Kirnup, a name familiar to the early initiators of Spiritualism, resided in Florence, and communicated many records of spiritual phenomena to the London Spiritual Magazine. Nearly ten years after the establishment of the Magnetic Society of Florence, Baron Guernier de Borzi, an eminent and distinguished literary gentleman, Signor Sebastiano Fendi, in which the listeners were considerably astonished by a rehearsal of the many illustrious names of those who openly avowed their faith in Spiritualism.

It was about the autumn of 1864 that lectures were first given on Spiritualistic subjects in Italy. They were started in Leghorn and Messina, and though of a very mixed character, and often partaking largely of the lecturer's peculiarity in his occultist, founded the Society A tea. Caprera, 23rd September. The same issue of the Annales contains a verbatim report of a grand discourse, given at Florence, by a distinguished literary gentleman, Signor Sebastiano Fendi, in which the listeners were considerably astonished by a rehearsal of the many illustrious names of those who openly avowed their faith in Spiritualism.

about the year 1863, that Spiritualism began to enjoy the advantage of fair and honourable representation in the columns of a new paper entitled, the Annales dello Spirismo, or "Annales of Spiritualism." This excellent journal was commenced at Turin, and published by Signor Niceforo Filalete, with all the liberality, energy, and talent worthy alike of the subject and its editor. From the columns of the Annales we learn that a Venetian Society of Spiritualists, named "Atea" elected General Giuseppe Garibaldi their honorary president, and received the following reply by telegram from the distinguished hero, the liberator of Italy: "I gratefully accept the presidency of the Society Atea. Caprera, 23rd September."

The same issue of the Annales contains a verbatim report of a grand discourse, given at Florence, by a distinguished literary gentleman, Signor Sebastiano Fendi, in which the listeners were considerably astonished by a rehearsal of the many illustrious names of those who openly avowed their faith in Spiritualism. The first two years 1863-4 appear to have been rich in Spiritualistic efforts. Besides a large number of minor associations, the existence of which was recorded from time to time the early numbers of the Annales and Revue Spiritiste, a society which continued for a long time to exert a marked influence in promoting the study of occult forces and phenomena, was formed about this time in Florence. The member of the society was without exception persons remarkable for literary and scientific attainments, or those of a high influential position in society.

About this time Mr. Seymour Kirnup, a name familiar to the early initiators of Spiritualism, resided in Florence, and communicated many records of spiritual phenomena to the London Spiritual Magazine. Nearly ten years after the establishment of the Magnetic Society of Florence, Baron Guernier de Borzi, an eminent and distinguished literary gentleman, Signor Sebastiano Fendi, in which the listeners were considerably astonished by a rehearsal of the many illustrious names of those who openly avowed their faith in Spiritualism.

Modern Sorcery.—In his Arabia, or the Gospel of the Witches of Italy, the late Charles Godfrey Leland gives a valuable account of the life and practice of the modern Italian strega or witch. He says: "In most cases she comes of a family in which her calling or art has been practised for many generations. I have no doubt that there are instances in which the ancestry remounts to mediavals, Roman, or it may be Etruscan times. The result has naturally been the accumulation in such families of much tradition. But in Northern Italy, as its literature indicates, though there has been some slight gathering of fairy tales and popular superstitions by scholars, there has never existed the least interest as regards the strange lore of pheno Tuv and of old Roman minor myths and legends, such as Ovid has recorded, but of which much escaped him and all other Latin writers. . . . . . Even yet there are old people in the Romagna of the North who know the Etruscan names of Bacchus, Jupiter, Mercury, and Venus, the Latins and ancients, and in the cities are women who prepare strange amulets, over which they muttered spells, all known in the old Roman time,
and who can astonish even the learned by their legends of Latin gods, mingled with lore which may be found in Catu or Theocritus. With one of these I became intimately acquainted in 1836, and have ever since employed her specially to collect among her sisters of the hidden spell in many places all the traditions of the old times known to them. It is true that I have drawn from other sources, but this woman by long practice has perfectly learned what few understand, or just what I want, and how to extract it from those of her kind.

"Among other strange relics, she succeeded, after many years, in obtaining the following 'Gospel,' which I have in her handwriting. A full account of its nature with many details will be found in an Appendix. I do not know definitely whether my informant derived a part of these traditions from written sources or oral narration, but believe it was chiefly the latter.

"For brief explanation I may say that witchcraft is known to its votaries as la vecchia religione, or the old religion, of which Diana is the Goddess, her daughter Aradia (or Herodias) the female Messiah, and that this little work sets forth how the latter was born, came down to earth, established witches and witchcraft, and then returned to heaven. With it are given the ceremonies and invocations or incantations to be addressed to Diana and Aradia, the exorcism of Cain, and the spells of the holy-stone, rue, and verbena, constituting, as the text declares, the regular church-service, so to speak, which is to be chanted or pronounced at the witch-meetings. There are also included the very curious incantations or benedictions of the honey, meal, and salt, or cakes of the witch-supper, which is curiously classical, and evidently a relic of the Roman Mysteries."

Briefly the ritual of the Italian witches is as follows: At the Sabbath they take meal and salt, honey and water, and say a conjuration over these, one to the meal, one to the salt, one to Cain, one to Diana, the moon-goddess. They then sit down naked to supper, men and women, and after the feast is over they dance, sing and make love in the darkness, quite in the manner of the medieval Sabbath of the sorcerers. Many charms are given connected with stones, especially if these have holes in them and are found by accident. A lemon stuck full of pins we are told is a good omen. Love-spells fill a large space in the little work, which for the rest recounts several myths of Diana and Endymion in corrupted form. (See also Leoland's Etruscan-Roman Remains.)

Iubddian: In Ultonian romance, the King of the Wee Folk. One day he boasted of the might of his strong man Glower, who could bow down a thistle at one blow. His bard Iubddian retorted that beyond the sea, there existed a race of giants, any one of whom could annihilate a whole battalion of the Wee Folk. Challenged to prove his words, Iubddian brought Creeds, King Fergus' dwarf and bard. He then dared Iubddian to go to Fergus' palace and taste the king's porridge. Iubddian and Bebo, his queen, arrived at the palace at midnight, but in trying to get at the porridge so as to taste and be away before daybreak, Iubddian fell in. He was found in the pot next morning by the scullions, and he and Bebo were taken before Fergus, who after a while released them in exchange for a pair of water shoes, wearing which a man could go over or under water as freely as on land.

Jumao: Chilian familiar. (See American Indians.)

Jaelath, or Hyacinth: A stone which preserves from plague and from lightning, strengthens the heart, and brings wealth, honour, prudence, and wisdom. It is recommended by Albertus Magnus as a soporific, on account of its coldness, and is ordered by Freellus in cases of coughs, ruptures, and melancholy, to be drunk in vinegar. Marbodius describes the wonderful properties of three species of the jaelath; Pliny and Leonardus are also particular in their account of it.

Jacob's Ladder: According to the kabalistic view, Jacob's Ladder, which was disclosed to him in a vision, is a metaphorical representation of the powers of alchemy, operating through visible nature. The "Ladder" was a "Rainbow," or prismatic staircase, set up between heaven and earth. Jacob's Dream implied a history of the whole hermetic creation. There are only two original colours, red and blue, representing "spirit" and "matter," for orange is red mixing with the yellow light of the sun, yellow is the radiancy of the sun itself, green is blue and yellow, indigo is blue tinctured with red, and violet is produced by the mingling of red and blue. The sun is alchemic gold, and the moon is alchemic silver. In the operation of these two potent spirits, or mystic rulers of the world, it is supposed astrologically that all mundane things were produced.

Jacob and Joseph: (See Malay.)

Jakin and Boaz: The names of the two symbolical pillars of Solomon's Kabalistic temple, and which were believed to explain all mysteries. The one was black and the other white, and they represented the powers of good and evil. It is said that they symbolise the need of "two" in the world: Human equilibrium requires two feet; the worlds gravitate by means of two forces; generation needs two sexes.

James IV. of Scotland: It was almost inevitable that the romantic nature of James IV. of Scotland should have encouraged the study of alchemy and the occult sciences in the manner he did. Dunbar in his Remonstrance, speaks of the patronage which he bestowed upon alchemists and charlatans, and in the Treasurer's accounts there are numerous payments for the "Quinta Essentia," including wages to the persons employed, utensils of various kinds and so forth. In a letter to one Master James Inglis, James says:—

"James, etc. . . . to dear Master James Inglis greeting. We graciously accept your kindness, by which in a letter brought to us you signify that you have beside you certain books learned in the philosophy of the true Alchemy, and that although most worthy men have sought them from you, you have nevertheless with difficulty kept them for our use, because you had heard of our enthusiasm for the art. We give you thanks; . . . and we have sent our familiar, Master James Merchistoun, to you, that he may seize the transfer hither of those books which you wish to have, whom receive in good faith in our name. Farewell. From our Palace at Edinburgh."
James VI.

From the Treasurer's Accounts.

27 Sept.—Item, for a pan in Stirling for the quinta essencia, and “pottingary” there. vi. 2.
29 Sept.—For aqua vitae for the quinta essencia. i. 2.
18 Oct.—Gallons aqua vitae for quinta essencia. iii. i. 3.
10 Nov.—For four cauldrons to quinta essencia xlv. 2.
24 Dec.—V cakes glass for quinta essencia. xxv. 2.
31 Dec.—Paid to William Poular apothecary (pottingary) for pottingary to the King and Queen, distillation of waters, aqua vitae, and pottingary books in English, from the 17 day of December, 1566.

(See Scotland.)

James VI. : (See Daemonologie.)

Japan : All that the word “magic” defines is to be found amongst the Japanese, in their religious beliefs and rites in their conception of Nature and in the national customs. To them all forms and objects animate or inanimate possess equally with man, a soul with good or evil tendencies, and these entities, either of their own volition or by evocation, come into close touch with man either to his advantage or detriment. They are taken to the marvellous and the Japanese thought of to-day is still permeated with a belief in the supernatural.

The predominant feature of the Japanese religion, Shintoism, is the worship of ancestors, allied to that of Nature. There are twelve recognised sects of Shintoism—all with ancestor-worship as their cardinal principle. The belief of the Japanese is that the disembodied spirits acquire the powers of deities and possess supernatural attributes. They become potential for good or evil and they exercise their potentialities in the same mundane sphere upon which their interests and affections centred during life. They thus become guardian divinities, and as such the object of ceremonies in their honour is to show gratitude for their services whilst upon earth and to solicit a continuance of these services beyond the grave. On this point Lafcadio Hearn wrote:—“An intimate sense of relation between the visible and invisible worlds is the special religious characteristic of Japan among all civilised countries. To Japanese thought the dead are not less real than the living. They take part in the daily life of the people,—sharing the humblest joys and the humblest joys. They attend the family repasts, watch over the well-being of the household, assist and rejoice in the prosperity of their descendants. They are present at the public ceremonies of the state, the sacred services of the Shinto, at the military games, and at all the entertainments especially provided for them. And they are universally thought of as finding pleasure in the offerings made to them or the honours conferred upon them.”

Every morning, before the family shrine, to be found in all Japanese homes, flowers are set and food-emblems placed as offerings of pious affection, while ancient prayers are repeated, for on the shrine, beside the symbols of the Sun-goddess and the tutelary god of the family are put the memorial tablets containing names, ages and dates of death of members of the household. There are stories of the souls of ancestors taking material form and remaining visible through centuries. In the month of July three days are set apart for the celebration of the Festival of the Dead. At this time it is thought that the disembodied souls return from the disintegrated state of the Shokos to rest for a while upon the beauty of their country and to visit their people. On the first morning new mats are placed upon all altars and on every household shrine, while in all the homes tiny meals are prepared in readiness for the ghostly guests. The streets at night are brilliantly lit with torches; in front of every house gaily-coloured lanterns are lit in welcome.

Those who have recently lost some relative go to the cemeteries to pray and burn incense and leave offerings of water and flowers set in bamboo vases. On the third day the souls of those who are undergoing penance are fed, also those who have no friends among the living to care for them. The evening of this day is the time of the ghosts' departure, and for this thousands of little boats are fashioned and laden with food-offerings and tender messages of farewell. When the night falls, tiny lanterns are lit and hung at the miniature prows and the ghosts are supposed to step aboard. Then the craft are set free upon river, lake and sea, the water glistening with glow of thousands of lights. On this day no sailor dreams of putting out to sea—for this one night it belongs to the dead. It is believed that if a ship fails to come to port before the sailing of the ghost fleet the dead arise from the deep and the sailors can hear their mournful whispering, while the white breakers are their hands clutching the shores, vainly trying to return.

In the Shinto pantheon there are deities representing well-nigh everything in heaven and earth; from the mountain of Fiyiyama to the household kitchen, from Wisdom to Scarecrows, from Calligraphy to Poverty. Laughter to Shilnara, Laughter to Shilnara, Laughter to Shilnara.

In remote parts of Japan may still be found traces of an older form of Shinto in which the spirits had their place as representing life-giving power and therefore used as a magical exorcism of evil influences, especially that of disease. In this connection appears a dwarf-god who is said to have taught mankind the art of magic and medicine. In Shinto there are no infants, their place being taken by shinta, god-bodies, concrete objects in which the divine spirit is supposed to dwell, such as the mirror, jewel and sword of the Sun-goddess, worshipped at the famous Ise shrine. Pilgrims from all parts of Japan make their way to this shrine, acquire a charm and purify themselves thereby. These pilgrims receive from the priests objects of talismanic properties called karai, these also serving as evidence of having been at the holy place. In former days they were recognised as passports. The term karai signifies to “drive out” to “sweep away,” and has reference to the purification of the individual from his sins. These objects are in the form of small envelopes or paper boxes each containing shavings of the sands used by the Ise priests at the half-yearly festivals held to purify the nation and the gods, with the memorials of sins of the preceding six months. The list includes witchcraft, also wounding and homicide, these latter being regarded more as uncleanness than as a moral stigma. On the pilgrims return home the karai are placed upon the “god's shelf.”

On festival days are still practised the ancient ordala. These are three in number, the Kugadachi, in which priests, wrought to ecstatic frenzy by participation in a rhythmical dance, pour upon their bodies boiling water without receiving harm from the process; the Hwatsuri consisting of walking barefoot over a bed of live coals, priests and people alike participating, and Tsurugi-wasuri, the climbing of a ladder of sword-blades. These are regarded as tests of purity of character, this being thought to confer an immunity from hurt in these ordeals. The attendant rites consist of exorcism of evil spirits by the waving of wands and magical finger-knots, and invocation of the gods who are then believed to be actually present.

Posession by Divinities.—In connection with some of the Shinto sects occult rites are practised to bring about possession of a selected person by the actual spirits of the gods. Priests and laymen alike develop and practice this art, undergoing a period of purification by means of various...
austerities. Prophecy, divination and the cure of disease are the objects of these rites. The ceremony may take place in a temple or ordinary house where the "god's shelf" makes the shrine. In the rites gohei, the Shinto symbols of consecration are used, the pendant form for purification and exorcism of evil influences, and an upright gohei affixed to a wand signifying the shrine, or god-body, is the central object. The medium, called nakasa, takes his seat in the midst. Next he in importance is the functionary, the maesa who presides over the ceremony. It is he who builds the magical pyre in a brass bowl and burns in the flames stripes of paper inscribed with characters, effigies of disease and trouble. There is a clapping of hands to call the attention of the gods and chants are intoned, accompanied by the shaking of metal-ringed crosiers and the tinkle of pilgrim bells. After the fire is burnt out, the bowl is removed and sheets of paper placed in symbolic form, upon which is then put the upright gohei wand. There is further chanting, the medium closes his eyes and clasps his hands into which the maesa now thrusts the wand. All then await the advent of the god which is indicated by the violent shaking of the wand and convulsive threes on the part of the medium, who is now considered to have become the god. The maesa reverently prostrates himself before the enshrined nakasa, and asks the name of the god who has designed to come. This done and answered, he next offers his petitions, to which the god replies. The ceremony is concluded by a prayer and the medium is awakened by beating upon his back and the massaging of his limbs out of their cataleptic contraction. These possession-rites are also conducted by the pilgrims who ascend the mountain of Ontake.

Buddhism, which shares with Shinto the devotions of Japan, enjoins meditation as a means of attaining to supernatural knowledge and occult power. It is said that to those who in truth and constancy put in force the doctrines of Buddha, the following ten powers will be granted. (1) They know the thoughts of others. (2) They can see through walls, and without mist all that happens in the earth. (3) They know the past and present. (4) They perceive the uninterrupted succession of the ages of the world. (5) They can hear the whispering of demons, and can interpret all the harmonies of the three worlds and the ten divisions of the universe. (6) They are not subject to bodily conditions and can assume any appearance at will. (7) They distinguish the shadowing of lucky or unlucky words, whether they be near or far away. (8) They possess the knowledge of all forms, and knowing that form is void, they can assume every sort of form; and knowing that vacancy is form, they can anubhila and render nought all forms. (9) They possess a knowledge of all laws. (10) They possess the perfect science of contemplation. It is said that methods are thus known by which it is possible to so radically change the psychological condition of the individual that he is enabled to recognize the character of the opposition between subjective and objective. These two extremes are reconciled in a higher condition of consciousness, a higher form of life, a more profound and complete activity which concerns the utmost depths of the self. To the "Zen" monasteries, belonging to a Buddhist sect of that name, anyone who is so inclined may retire for temporary meditation and for the development of these special faculties, which are made possible under a calm mental state, not exactly passive, but in which the attention is not devoted to any one thing, but is evenly distributed in all directions, producing a sort of void and "waiting." The spirit thus obtained relates to the whole activity of the influence comprehensibility with: a satisfaction of the thirst for that ideal. This mystical retirement is sought by statesmen and generals, by scientific professional and business-men, and it is said that the force which accumulates within them by practising the "Zen" methods is of effective service to them in practical life.

Many of the customs of the Japanese have a magical significance. At the Festival of the New Year extending over three days it is considered of the first importance to insure good luck and happiness for the coming year by means of many traditional observances. Houses are thoroughly cleansed materially and spiritually, this last is getting rid of the evil spirits by throwing out beans and peas from the open slits of the houses. The gateways are decorated with straw ropes made to represent the lucky, Chinese numbers of three, five and seven. Mirror cakes, associated with the sun-godess are eaten also lobsters, longevity being symbolised by their bent and ancient, appearance, the pine-tree branches used for decoration at this time also signifying long life.

Divination is performed by various methods: by divining rods, by the reading of lines and cracks in the shoulder-blade of a deer, and by the classical form taken from the Confucian "Yih-king" or Book of Changes, this involving the use of eight trigrams and sixty-four diagrams. One method of "raising spirits" used by the Japanese, especially by girls who have lost their lovers by death, is to put into a paper lantern a hundred rushlights and repeat an incantation of a hundred lines. One of these rushlights is taken out at the end of each line and the would-be ghost-seer then cuts it out when the ghost ought to appear.

Charms are everywhere, fashioned of all substances and in all forms, such as strips of paper bearing magical inscriptions to avert evil, fragments of temples, carven rice-grains representing the gods of Luck, sutras to frighten the demons, copies of Buddha's footprint, and paper tickets bearing the name of a god are often affixed outside the doors of houses to combat the god of Poverty.

Nature and her manifestations are the result of indwelling souls-life and the Japanese mind, imbued with this belief has peopled nature with multiform shapes. There are dragons with heads in ocean and river which yet can fly abroad in the air while from their panting breath come the clouds of rain and tempests of lightning. In the mountains and forests are bird-like gnomes who often beset way-faring men and women and steal away their wits. There are also mountain men, huge hairy monkeys, who help the woodcutters in return for food, and mountain-women, ogres with bodies grown over with long white hair, who flit like evil demons in search of human death. The mountain-seer, hermits of the mountains, who knows all the secrets of magic, wizards who were attended by wise toads and flying tortoises, who could conjure magic animals out of gourds, who could project their souls into space. To animals were also ascribed supernatural powers. The fox is believed to possess such gifts to an almost limitless extent, for he has miraculous vision and hearing, he can read the inmost thoughts of man, he can transform himself and assume any shape at will. He loves to delude mankind and work destruction thereby to this end often taking the form of a beautiful and seductive woman whose embrace means madness and death. To the agency of this animal is attributed demoniacal possession, thus occurring mostly among ignorant and superstitious women of the lower classes. The cat is not regarded with any kindly feeling by the Japanese, this being ascribed to the fact that this animal, together with the serpent, were the only creatures who did not weep at Buddha's death. This animal has also the power of bewitchment and possesses vampire proclivities. Among sailors, however, the cat is held in estimation, for it is thought to possess the power of warding off the evil spirits which haunt the sea. The images of
animals are thought to be also endowed with life. There are tales of bronze horses and deer, of huge carved dragons and stone tortoises wandering abroad at night, terrorizing the people and only laid to rest by summary decapitation. Butterflies are thought to be the wandering souls of the living who may be dreaming or sunk in reveries; whilst butterflies are the souls of the dead. Fireflies keep afar evil spirits, and an ointment compounded of their delicately defined any poison.

Trees occupy a foremost place in the tradition and legends of Japan. The people regard them with great affection, and there are stories of men who, seeing a tree they loved withering and dying, committed hari-kiri before it praying the gods that their life so given might pass into the tree and give it renewed vigour. The willow is one of the most sacred trees, the willow-spirit often becoming a beautiful maiden and wedding a human lover. The pine tree brings good fortune, especially in the matter of happy marriages. It is also a token of longevity. Tree spirits can sometimes be irreligious to man and it is recorded of one that to stay its disturbing wanderings it was necessary to cut down, when from the stump flew a stream of blood.

The element of fire figures largely in the Japanese world of marvels. It is worshipped in connection with the rites of the Sun-goddess and even the kitchen-furnace becomes the object of a sort of cult. There is the lamp of Buddha, while messages from Hades come to this world in the shape of fire-wheels, Phantom-fires flicker about and flames burn in the cemeteries; there are demon-lights, fox-flames and dragon-torches. From the eyes and mouths of certain birds, such as the blue heron, fire darts forth in white flames. Globes of fire, enshrining human faces and forms, sometimes hang like fruit in the branches of the trees. The dolls of Japanese children are believed to be endowed with life, deriving a soul from the love expended upon them by their human possessors. Some of these dolls were credited with supernatural powers, they could confer maternity upon a childless woman, and they could bring misfortune upon any who ill-treated them. When old and faded, these dolls are dedicated to Kojin the many-armed, who dwells in the smoke tree, and there are reverently laid upon his shrine, bodies which once held a tiny soul. (See LaFaggio Hearn's Kokoro, Percival Lowell's Occult Japan, F. Hadland Davis' Myths and Legends of Japan).

Jasper: Prevents fever and dropsy, strengthens the brain and cerebellum; it is a preservative of the memory; it dispels delirium, the nightmare, and epilepsy, and is often met with in the east as a counter-charm. Marbodus mentions seventeen species of this stone, but that "like the emerald" is most noted for its magical virtues.

Jean: A magnetic remedy of Apollonius of Tyana. He went from town to town, wearing an iron collar, and making his living by the performance of deeds of charity. At Lyons he attained some measure of fame by his miraculous cures, and was admitted to the presence of the sovereign, to whom he presented a magnificent enchanted sword. In battle this weapon became surrounded by nine score drawn knives. Jean also gave this prince a shield containing a magic mirror which would divulge the greatest secrets. The arms vanished, or were stolen.

Jean, or Ivan Basiliwitch: Grand Duke of Muscovy in the fourteenth century. When at the point of death he fell into terrible swoons, during which his soul made toilsome journeys. In the first he was tormented for having kept innocent prisoners in his dungeons, in the second, he was tortured still more for having ground the people under heavy tasks; during the third, before his death, he appeared mysteriously before he could be buried, and it was thought that the devil had taken him.

Jean d'Arras: A French writer of the fourteenth century, who compiled a chronicle of Melusina from popular stories which he collected.

Jean de Meung: Jean de Meung owes his celebrity to his poetical genius rather than his alchemical powers; to his "Neues von der Rose", rather than to his rhyming treatise upon the hermetic philosophy. He was born about 1250, and flourished through the reigns of Louis X., Philip the Long, Charles IV., and Philip de Valois. He appears to have possessed a light and railing wit, and a keen appreciation of a jest; and it may well be doubted whether he was altogether sincere in his praises of alchemy. Having composed a quatrain on woman, which stigmatized her in the strongest terms, the ladies of Charles VI.'s court resolved to revenge their affronted honour, and surrounding him in the royal antechamber, desired the courtiers present to strip him preparatory to their inflicting a sound flagellation. Jean solicited to be heard before he was condemned and punished; and having obtained an interval of grace, set forth with fluent eloquence, that he was certainly the author of the calumnious verses, but that they were not intended to vilipend all womankind. He referred only to the vicious and debased, and not to such models of purity as he saw around him. Nevertheless, if any lady present felt that the verses really applied to her, he was her very humble servant, and would submit to a well-deserved chastisement. Jean de Meung was a bitter enemy of the priesthood, and he contrived with great ingenuity a posthumous satire upon their inordinate greed. He bequeathed in his will, as a gift to the Cordeliers, a chest of immense weight. As his fame as an alchemist was wide-spread, the brotherhood accepted the legacy in the belief that the chest contained the golden results of his quest of the Philosopher's Stone. But when they opened it, their dismayed eyes rested only on a pile of stones, covered with the most unintelligible hieroglyphics and cabalistic characters. The perpetrator of this practical joke was hardly, we think, a very sincere believer in the wonders of alchemy. (See Devon, Willherith in.)

Jeanne, d' Arc: Jeanne d'Arc was born in the village of Domrémy, near Vaucouleurs, on the border of Champagne and Lorraine, on Jan. 6th, 1412. She was taught to spin and sew, but not to read or write, these accomplishments being too unusual and unnecessary to people in her station of life. Her parents were devout, and she was brought up piously. Her nature was gentle, modest, and religious; but she was not physically weak or debased; on the contrary, she was exceptionally strong, as her later history shows.

At or about the age of thirteen, Jeanne began to experience what psychology now calls "auditory hallucinations." In other words, she heard "voices" usually accompanied by a bright light—when no visible person was present. This, of course, is a common symptom of impending mental disorder; but no insanity developed in Jeanne d'Arc. Startled she naturally was at first, but continuation led to familiarity and trust. The voices gave good counsel of a very commonplace kind, as, for instance, that she "must be a good girl and go often to church." Soon, however, she began to have visions; saw St. Michael, St. Catharine, and St. Margaret; was given instructions as to her mission; eventually made her way to the Dauphin, put herself at the head of 6,000 men, and advanced to the relief of Orleans, which was surrounded by the victorious English. After a fortnight of hard fighting, the siege was raised, and the enemy driven off. The tide of war had turned, and in three months the Dauphin was crowned king at Rheims as Charles VII.

At this point, Jeanne felt that her mission was accomplished. But her wish to return to her family was over-
ruled by king and archbishop, and she took part in the further fighting against the allied English and Burgundian forces, showing great bravery and tactical skill. But in November, 1430, in a desperate rally from Compiègne—which was besieged by the Duke of Burgundy—she fell into the enemy's hands. She was sold to the French, and thrown into a dungeon at their headquarters in Rouen.

After a year's imprisonment, she was brought to trial before the Bishop of Beauvais, in an ecclesiastical court. The charges were heresy and sorcery. Learned doctors of the Church, subtle lawyers, did their best to entangle the simple girl in their dialectical toils; but she showed a remarkable power of keeping to her affirmations and of avoiding heretical statements. "God has always been my Lord in all that I have done," she said. But the trial was only pretence, for her fate was already decided. She was condemned to the stake. To the end, she solemnly affirmed the reality of her "voice" and the truth of her depositions. Her last word, as the smoke and flame rolled round her, was "Jesus." Said an English soldier, awestruck by the manner of her passing: "We are lost; we have burned a Saint." The idea was corroborated in popular opinion by events which followed, for speedy death—as if by Heaven's anger—overtook her judges and accusers. Inspired by her example and claims, and helped by dissension and weakening on the side of the enemy, the French took heart once more; and the English were all but swept out of the country.

Jeanne's family was rewarded by ennoblement, under the name of de Lys. Twenty-five years after her death, the Pope acceded to a petition that the proceßs by which she was condemned should be re-examined. The result was that the judgment was reversed, and her innocence established and proclaimed.

The life of the Maid supplies a problem which orthodox science cannot solve. She was a simple peasant girl, with no ambitious lankeering after a career. She rebelled pathetically against her mission. "I had far rather rest and spin by my mother's side, for this is no work of my choosing, but I must go and do it, for my Lord wills it." She cannot be dismissed on the "simple idiot" theory of Voltaire, for her genius in war and her aptitude in repartee undoubtedly prove exceptional mental powers, unshodded though she was in what we call education. We cannot call her a mere hysterical, for her health and strength were superb. It is on record that a man of science said to an Abbé: "Come to the Salpêtrière Hospital, and I will show you twenty Jeanne's army." To which the Abbé responded: "Has one of these holy women been there, to impart to them the medicine that all the world is looking for?"

The retort was certainly neat. Still, though the Salpêtrière hysterics have not won back Alsace and Lorraine, it is nevertheless true that many great movements have sprung from fraud or hallucination. May it not have been so with Jeanne? She delivered France, and her importance in history is great; but may not her mission and her doings have been the outcome of merely subjective hallucinations, induced by the brooding of her specially religious and patriotic mind on the woes of her country? The army, being ignorant and superstitious, would readily believe in the supernatural nature of her mission, and great energy and valour would result—for a man fights well when he feels that Providence is on his side.

This is the most usual kind of theory in explanation of the facts. But it is not fully satisfactory. How came it—does it now—why does it ever—does it ever—persuade not only the rude soldier, but also the Dauphin and the Court, of her Divine appointment? How came she to be given the command of an army? Surely a post of such responsibility and power would not be given to an ignorant girl of eighteen, on the mere strength of her own claim to inspiration. It seems, at least, very improbable.

Now it so happens (though the materialistic school of his name conveniently ignores the fact) that there is strong evidence in support of the idea that Jeanne gave the Dauphin some proof of the possession of supernormal faculties. In fact, the evidence is so strong that Mr. Andrew Lang called it 'unimpeachable'—and Mr. Lang did not usually err on the side of credulity in these matters. Among other curious things, Jeanne seems to have repeated to Charles the words of a prayer which he had made mentally; and she also made some kind of clairvoyant discovery of a sword hidden behind the altar of Pierbois church. Schiller's magnificent dramatic poem—"Die Jungfrau von Orleans"—though unhistorical in some details, is substantially accurate on these points concerning clairvoyance and mind-reading.

The best books on the Maid are those of Mr. Anatole France (two vols.), and Mr. Andrew Lang, giving respectively the sceptical and the believing side as to the explanation of Jeanne's experiences. There is also a very useful little book by Miss C. M. Antony, with preface by Father R. H. Benson.

Jenehas, Hsi-tan : A Sufi poet of the thirteenth century. He teaches the Sufi doctrine that the chief end of man is to emancipate himself from human thoughts and wishes, human needs and the outward impressions of the senses, that he may become a mere mirror for the Deity. So refined an essence does his mind become that it is nearly as possible nothing; yet while in this state it can, by a union with the Divine Essence, mysteriously become the All. In his teachings he declares that names and words must not be taken for the things they represent:—

"Names thou mayst know; go, seek the truth they name Search not the brook, but heaven, for the moon."

Jenings, Hsi-grave : (See Roseliusans.)

Jasodhi : The angel through which Elohim, the source of knowledge, understanding and wisdom, was imparted to the earth. This belief is of Jewish origin.

Jet : Its virtues are thus described by Pliny, according to the version of Holland: "In burning, the perfume thereof chaseth away serpents, and bringeth women again that lie in a trance by the suffocation or rising of the mother; the said smoke discovereth the falling sickness and bewraiseth whether a young damsel be a maiden or no; the same being boiled in wine helpeith the toothache, and tempered with wax cureth the swelling glandules named the king's evil. They say that the magicians use this jeat stone much in their sorceries, which they practice by the means of hot axes and homework, for they affirm that being cast thereupon it will burne and consume, if that eve desire and wish shall happen accordingly."

Jet is known in Prussia as black amber.

Jels : (See Sibera.)

Jetasaura : The Italian name for the power of the "evil eye."

In order to guard against it, magicians say that horns must be worn on the body.

Jian : Singular Jinne, plural Jinseyeh, Arabian spirits, perhaps amistic, but more probably strictly mythological like the Persian divs (q.v.). The jians were created out of fire, and occupied the earth for several thousand years before Adam; they were perverse, and would not reform, although prophets were sent to reclaim them; they were eventually driven from the earth, and took refuge in the outlying islands of the sea. One of the number named Al-Jiin gave an angel the magic scales which he was carried off as a prisoner by the angels; he grew up amongst them, and became their chief, but having refused, when commanded, to prostrate himself before Adam, he was degraded to the condition of a sheytan, and becomes the father of the sheytans, or devils. The jians are not immortal, but
destined ultimately to die: they eat and drink and propagate their species; they live in communities, and are ruled over by princes: they can make themselves visible or invisible, and assume the forms of various animals, such as serpents, cats and dogs. There are good jinn and bad jinn. They frequent baths, wells, latrines, ovens, ruined houses, rivers, cross roads and market places. Finally, like the demons of the Rabhms, they ascend to heaven and learn the future by eavesdropping. But with all their power and knowledge, they are liable to be reduced to obedience by means of talismans or magic arts, and become obsequious servants until the spell is broken.

It is far from clear or certain, that the jinn of the east were borrowed from the mythology or philosophy of the west, and the practice of translating the Arabic word jinn by the Latin term "genius" arose more from an apparent resemblance in the names, than from any identity in the nature and functions of those imaginary beings. This similarity of name, however, must have been purely accidental, for the Arabs knew little or nothing of the Latin language, and not a single term derived immediately from the west. Jinn, as the Arabic word, appears, moreover, to be a genuine Arabic word, derived from a root signifying "to veil" or "conceal"; it, therefore, means properly, "that which is veiled and cannot be seen." In one sense, says Frutabdi, author of the Cemab, "the word jinn signifies any spiritual being concealed from all our senses, and, for that reason, the converse of a material being. Taken in this extensive sense, the word jinn comprehends devils as well as angels, but there are some properties common to both angels and jinn; some peculiar to each. Every angel is a jinn, but every jinn is not an angel. In another sense, this term is applied peculiarly to a particular kind of spiritual beings; for such beings are of three kinds: the good, which are angels; the bad, devils; and the intermediate, comprehending both good and bad, who form the class of jinn." Thus the Arabs acknowledge good and bad genii, in that respect agreeing with the Greeks, but differing from the Persians. The genii, so long familiarized to European readers by the Arabian Nights, were not the same beings, mentioned by the Arabian lexicographer, but the Daws and Davaats of Indian romance, dressed up in a foreign attire, to please the taste of readers in Persia and Arabia.

The principal differences, therefore, between the genii of the west and the jinn of the east, seem to have been these: the genii were deities of an inferior rank, the constant companions of man; angels were the direct offspring of the Deity, and capable of useful or prophetic impulses, acting as a species of mediators and messengers between the gods and men. Some were supposed to be friendly, others hostile, and many believed one of each kind to be attached, from his birth, to every mortal. The former was called Agathodaimon, the latter Cacodemon; and one of the latter who appeared to Cassius is represented as a man of vast stature and of a black hue, whence, no doubt, that colour has been given, in latter times, to the devil. The good genius prompted men to good, the evil to bad actions. That of each individual was a shadow of himself. Often he was represented as a serpent; his age also varied; he was generally crowned with a chaplet of plane leaves. In coins of Trajan and Hadrian the genius places a palma with his right hand on an altar, and holds a sort of scourge in his left. His sacrifices were whores and children, consisting in tears and sweat. It was the person who performed the oblation who was the first to taste the cup. They were adored with prostrations, particularly on the birthday, which was placed under their especial care.

The Roman men swore by their Genius, the women by their Juno. The genius of the reigning Prince was an oath of extraordinary solemnity. There were local as well as individual genii, concerning whom many particulars may be found in "Vossius," de Idol.

The jinn, on the contrary, who seem to be the lineal descendants of the Daws and Davaats of the Hindu mythology, were never worshipped by the Arabs, nor considered as anything more than the agents of the Deity. Since the establishment of Mohammedanism, indeed, they have been described as invisible spirits, and their seats and deformities which figure in romance are as little believed by Asiatics, as the tales of "Arthur's Round Table" are by ourselves. The existence as superhuman beings is maintained by the Mussulman doctors, but that has little connection with their character and functions as delineated by poets.

Jinistan: An imaginary country which, according to a popular belief among the Persians, was the residence of the jinn who had submitted to Solomon.

Johannites: A mystic sect who follow the tenets of the late Father John of Cronstadt, where they publish an organ, and pursue their propaganda by means of itinerant pamphlet-sellers. They are said to abduct Jewish children, and, for that reason, the converse of a material being.

The principal differences, therefore, between the genii of the west and the jinn of the east, seem to have been these: the genii were deities of an inferior rank, the constant companions of man; angels were the direct offspring of the Deity, and capable of useful or prophetic impulses, acting as a species of mediators and messengers between the gods and men. Some were supposed to be friendly, others hostile, and many believed one of each kind to be attached, from his birth, to every mortal. The former was called Agathodaimon, the latter Cacodemon; and one of the latter who appeared to Cassius is represented as a man of vast stature and of a black hue, whence, no doubt, that colour has been given, in latter times, to the devil. The good genius prompted men to good, the evil to bad actions. That of each individual was a shadow of himself. Often he was represented as a serpent; his age also varied; he was generally crowned with a chaplet of plane leaves. In coins of Trajan and Hadrian the genius places a palma with his right hand on an altar, and holds a sort of scourge in his left. His sacrifices were whores and children, consisting in tears and sweat. It was the person who performed the oblation who was the first to taste the cup. They were adored with prostrations, particularly on the birthday, which was placed under their especial care.

The Roman men swore by their Genius, the women by their Juno. The genius of the reigning Prince was an oath of extraordinary solemnity. There were local as well as individual genii, concerning whom many particulars may be found in "Vossius," de Idol.

The jinn, on the contrary, who seem to be the lineal descendants of the Daws and Davaats of the Hindu mythology, were never worshipped by the Arabs, nor considered as anything more than the agents of the Deity. Since the establishment of Mohammedanism, indeed, they have been described as invisible spirits, and their seats and deformities which figure in romance are as little believed by Asiatics, as the tales of "Arthur's Round Table" are by ourselves. The existence as superhuman beings is maintained by the Mussulman doctors, but that has little connection with their character and functions as delineated by poets.

John King: A spirit. (See Spiritualism.)

John of Nottingham: English Magician. (See England.)

John XXII., Pope: Jacques Dubois, subsequently Pope John XXII., was born at Cahors in France towards the close of the 13th century. The exact date of his advent is indeterminate, but it is reported that his parents were in affluent circumstances, and it has even been suggested that they belonged to the noblesse. Jacques was educated first at a Dominican priory in his native village, and afterwards at Montpellier; while subsequently he proceeded to Paris, where he studied both law and medicine. Leaving the Sorbonne, he was still at a loss to know what profession to follow; but, changing to become intimate with one Bishop Louis, a son of Charles II., King of Naples, the young man decided to enter the church, being doubtless prompted to this step by the conviction that his new friend's influence would help him forward in the clerical career. Nor was the future pontiff disappointed herein, for in the year 1300, at the instance of the Neapolitan sovereign, he was elevated to the episcopal see of Trévis, where he was appointed Chancellor of Naples. He soon showed himself a man of no mean ability in ecclesiastical affairs, and in 1310 Pope Clement V. saw fit to summon him to Avignon, being anxious to consult him on certain points; while in 1312 Jacques was made Bishop of Porto,
and four years later he was elected to the pontifical crown
and sceptre.

Thenceforth he lived always at Avignon, but his life was
by no means a quiet or untroubled one. Early in his reign
the throne of Germany became vacant, Louis of Bavaria
and Frederick of Austria both contended for it, and Jacques

gave great offence by supporting the claims of the latter;
while at a later date he raised a storm by preaching a some-
what heterodox sermon, its purport being that the souls of
those who have died in a state of grace go straight into
Abraham's bosom, and do not enjoy the beatific vision of
the Lord till after the Resurrection and the last judgment.

This doctrine was hotly opposed by many clerics, notably
Thomas of England, who had the courage to preach against
it openly at Avignon; and so great was the disfavour
which John incurred, in fact, that for several years after
his death in 1334 he was widely regarded as Anti-Christ.

Jacques has frequently been credited with avarice, and
it is true that he made stupendous efforts to raise money,
imposing numerous taxes unheard of before his régime.
Indeed, he manifested considerable ingenuity in this
relation, and so the tradition that he dabbled in hermetic
philosophy is probably founded on hard fact. It must
be conceded, on the one hand, that in the course of his reign
he issued a stringent bull against alchemists; but then,
this was directed rather against the charlatans of the craft
than against those who were seeking the philosopher's stone
with real earnestness, and with the aid of scientific know-
ledge. It is more than likely, moreover, that Jacques
sent forth this mandate largely with a view to blinding those
who had charged him with essaying the practice at issue
himself; and, be that as it may, it is certain that he

Ka : The Egyptian conception of one of the seven parts of
man; a spiritual double or astral body. Not only did
mankind possess a Ka, but animals and inanimate objects
as well. Every mortal received a Ka at birth. When he
died, his Ka left him, but was supposed to hover near the
body and occasionally to reanimate it. For this purpose
statues were placed near the mummy in which the Ka
might find a temporary shelter. The Ka was provided
with food by the friends of the deceased who left provisions
in the tomb for its use. (See Egypt and Vampire.)

Kabala, The : A Hebrew and Jewish system of theosophy.
The word signifies "doctrines received from tradition." In
ancient Hebrew literature the name was used to denote the
entire body of religious writings, the Pentateuch excepted.
It is only in the early middle ages that the system of
thesophy known as Kabalism was designated by that
name. We will first consider the Kabala as a literary
production before proceeding to examine it in the light of
a hand-book of Hebrew occultism. The main sources
which went to the making of the Kabala are the Sepher
Yezirah or Book of Creation, which is a combination of
medieval mysticism and science. The date of origin of this
work has been matter of great argument, but it is perhaps
safer to say that it seems to be earlier than the ninth
century A.D. The Bahir or brilliant is first quoted by
Nahmanides, and is usually attributed to his teacher, Ezra.
It owes much to the sephirot, or divine emanations, of angels
and of man, which are described in the Zohar, which is a commentary on
the Pentateuch, including eleven dissertations on that book,—
the most important of which are the Book of Secrets, the
Secret of Secrets, the Mysteries of the Pentateuch, and the
Hidden Interpretation, which respectively revolve around
Simon ben Yohai in the second century, and it is alleged
that he drew his sources from traditional dialogues between
God and Adam in Paradise. It is further stated that it was
believed in magic and was interested in science. His
credulity as regards the former is demonstrated by his
bringing a charge of sorcery against Gerad, Bishop of
Cahors; while his scientific predictions are evinced by
the fact that he kept up a laboratory in the palace at
Avignon, and was wont to spend much time therein.

Doubtless some of this time was given to physiological
and pathological studies, for various works of a medical
nature are ascribed to Jacques, in particular a collection of
prescriptions, a treatise on diseases of the eye, and another
on the formation of the fetus. But it may well be supposed
that the avaricious prelate's activities in his laboratory were
also bestowed in some measure on alchemistic researches,
and the theory is buttressed by his having been a friend of
Arnold de Villanova; while more important still, among
the writings attributed to Jacques is L'Art Transmutatoire,
which is also believed that some are
created for the time being, out of the subtle elements of
matters.

Jung-Stilling : (See Spiritualism.)
The diagram below illustrates the doctrine of Emanotinos, and has also an alchemistical significance in its metallurgical nomenclature of the several circles.

Pantacle of Kabalistic letters

The Magical Head of Zohar

General plan of Kabalistic doctrine
Diagram of the astronomical and alphabetical Tablet of Bembo

Pentagram of the Absolute

The Seven Planets and their genii
Kabala

circled or bound by Kingdom, the ninth sephiroth. Each of these triads was a portion of the human frame: the first the head; the second the arms; the third the legs. It must be understood that though those sephiroth are emanations from God they remain a portion, and simply represent different aspects of the One Being.

Kabbalistic cosmology posits four different worlds, each of which form a triadic system of a decade of emanations, which were verified in the following manner: the world of emanations or the heavenly man, a direct emanation from the En Soph. From it is produced the world of creation, or the Briatic world of pure nature, but that is not spiritual as the first. The angel Melachar inhabits it and constitutes the world of pure spirit. He governs the visible world and guides the revolutions of the planets. From this is formed the world of formation or the Yisraelit world, still less refined, which is the abode of angels. Finally from these emanates the world of action or matter, the dwelling of evil spirits, which contains ten hells, each becoming lower until the depths of diabolical degradation is reached. The prince of this region is Sa'ael, the evil spirit, the serpent of Genesis, otherwise "the Beast." The universe was incomplete without the creation of man; the bodiless Adam, that is the tenth sephiroth, created the earthly Adam, each member of whose body corresponds to a part of the visible universe. The human form, we are told, is shaped after the four letters which constitute the Jewish tetragrammaton, and it is regarded by many as an absolute guide to the souls of the whole human race pre-exist in the world of emanations, and are all destined to inhabit human bodies. Like the sephiroth from which it emanates, every soul has ten potencies, consisting of a trinity of triads—spirit, soul, and body in each part of the body. The destiny of the soul upon earth is to develop the perfect organism implanted in it, which must ultimately return to En Soph. If it does not succeed in acquiring the experience for which it has been sent to earth, it must re-inhabit the body three times till it becomes duly purified. When all the souls in the world of the sephiroth shall have passed through this period of probation and returned to the bosom of En Soph, the jubilee will commence; even Satan will be restored to his angelic nature, and existence will be a Sabbath without end. The Kabala states that these esoteric doctrines are contained in the Hebrew scriptures, but cannot be perceived by the uninitiated; they are, however, plainly revealed to persons of spiritual mind.

Next considering the Kabala as occult literature, we find it stated that the philosophical doctrines developed in its pages are found to have been perpetuated by the secret method of oral tradition from the first ages of humanity. "The Kabala," says Dr. Ginsburg, when explaining the story of its birth, "was first taught by God Himself to a select company of angels, who formed a theosophic school in Paradise. After the Fall the angels most graciously communicated this heavenly doctrine to the disobedient child of earth, to furnish the protoplast with the means of returning to their pristine nobility and felicity." From Adam it passed over to Noah, and then to Abraham, the friend of God, who emigrated with it to Egypt, where the patriarch allowed a portion of this mysterious doctrine to come out. It was in this way that the Egyptians owed some knowledge of it, and the other Eastern nations could introduce it into their philosophical systems. Moses, who was learned in all the wisdom of Egypt, was first initiated into the Kabala in the land of his birth, but became most proficient in it during his wanderings in the wilderness, when he not only devoted to it the leisure hours of the whole forty years, but received lessons in it from one of the angels. By the aid of this mysterious science the law-giver was enabled to solve the difficulties which arose during his management of the Israelites, in spite of the pilgrimages, wars, and frequent miseries of the nation. He covertly laid down the principles of this secret doctrine in the first four books of the Pentateuch, but withheld them from Deuteronomy. Moses also initiated the seventy Elders into the secrets of this doctrine, and they again transmitted them from hand to hand. Of all who formed the unbroken line of tradition, David and Solomon were the most deeply initiated into the Kabala. No one, however, dared to write it down till Schimone ben Jochai, who lived at the time of the destruction of the second. After his death, his son, Rabbi Eleazar, and his secretary, Rabbi Abba, as well as his disciples, composed the celebrated work called Z H R, Zeker, Splendour, which is the grand storehouse of Kabalism.

The history of Kabalistic origins, however, is as has been shown almost wholly fabulous, and no evidence worthy of the name can be adduced in its support. The mysticism of the Kabbalah and the Talmud must be carefully distinguished from that of the Kabalistic writings, as they are undoubtedly of very considerable antiquity. But the Kabala has certain claims upon the modern student of mysticism. Its philosophical value is not depreciated by its modern origin; on the contrary, it is enriched by the introduction of all knowledge in all the most profound problems of existence. Its thesis is extensive and profound, but examination unfortunately proves it to be merely a series of dogmatic hypotheses, a body of positive doctrine based on a central assumption which is incapable of proof. This tradition, says Eliphas Levi, wholly repose on the single dogma of magic, that the Visible is for us a proportional measure of the Invisible. In fact it proceeds by analogy from the known to the unknown. At the same time, it is a most interesting effort of the human mind.

Medieval magic was deeply indebted to Kabalistic combinations of the divine names for the terms of its rituals, and from it it derived the belief in a resident virtue in sacred names and numbers. Certain definite rules are employed to discover the sublime source of power imaged in the Jewish scriptures. Thus the words of several verses in the scriptures which are regarded as containing an occult sense, are placed over each other, and the letters are formed into new words by reading them vertically; or the words of the text are arranged in squares in such a manner as to be read vertically or otherwise. Words are joined together and re-divided, and the initial and final letters of certain words are formed into separate words. Again, every letter of the word is reduced to its numerical value, and the word is explained by another of the same quantity. Every letter of a word too is taken to be an initial of an abbreviation of it. The twenty-two letters of the alphabet are divided into two halves, one half is placed above the other, and the two letters which thus become associated are interchanged. This a becomes ד, א and so on. This cipher alphabet is called by the first interchanged letters. The commutation of the twenty-two letters is effected by the last letter of the alphabet taking the place of the first, the last but one the place of the second and so forth. This cipher is called נほか. These permutations and combinations are much older than the Kabala, and obtained amongst Jewish occultists from time immemorial.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that the Kabala has been condemned nowhere more strongly than among the Jews themselves. Jewish orthodoxy has always been suspicious of it, and as Mr. A. E. Waite has well said:
The best lesson we can learn from it is the necessity of scrupulously separating the experimental knowledge of the mystics from their "recreations of speculation."

Kabotermannakas: According to the Flemish peasants, little spirits which play tricks on the women of the country, particularly on those who work in the dairy.

Kaf: According to the Musulmen, a great mountain that stretches to the horizon on every side. The earth is in the middle of this mountain, they say, like a finger in the middle of a ring. Its foundation is the stone Sahawri, the least fragment of which is capable of working untold marvels. This stone it is which causes earthquakes. It is made of a single emerald. The mountain, which is frequently spoken of in Eastern tales, is said to be the habitation of genii. To reach it one must pass through dark wildernesses, and it is essential that the traveller be guided by a supernatural being.

Kali: The seneschal of King Arthur, known in the French romances as Messire Queux, or Maître Queux or Kuez. He is prominent in the *Morte d'Arthur*. In the tale of Kilkawlh and Olwen in the Mabinogion, he is identified with a personage whose "breath lasted nine nights and days under water" and who "could exist nine nights and nine days without sleep." A wound from his sword could not be cured; he could make himself as tall as the highest tree, and so great was the heat of his nature that, during rain, whatever he carried remained dry. Originally a deity, a rain-and-thunder god, he had apparently degenerated, through a series of mythological processes, into a mere hero.

Kale Thaungs: A town of wizards in Lower Burma. (See Burm.)

Kalid: (See Morten.)

Kapila: believed by the Hindus to be the god Vishnu, son of Brahmam, in the fourth of his twenty-four incarnations. He wrote a series of philosophical propositions known as the *Sutras*, in which he states it is by philosophical study alone that one may attain union with the deity.

Kardac, Allan: *Le nom de guerre* of Denizard Rivail, the French spiritualist whose doctrines were largely accepted on the Continent and especially in France. The chief topic in spiritism was the doctrine of reincarnation. Rivail, before his conversion to spiritism, had occupied himself a great deal with animal magnetism. In 1856 he was introduced into a spiritualistic circle by Victorien Sardou. His *Livre des Esprits* and the works with which he followed it were based largely on communications received through mediums. They had a wide circulation, and the doctrines of spiritism became much more popular, in France at least, than those of the rival spiritualism, which did not include reincarnation among its tenets. The names Allan and Kardac which M. Rivail assumed were names he had borne in two former incarnations, revealed to him by mediumistic communications. He was the editor of *La Revue Spiritiste*, and the founder and president of the Parisian Society for Spiritualistic Studies, at which M. Camille Flammarion, then nineteen years of age, made his first acquaintance with psychic science in 1861. Allan Kardac died in 1860, his doctrines having by that time become firmly established in Britain, however, they were but little headway, his only disciple of note in this country being Miss Anna Blackwell. (See France and Spiritism.)

Karma: a doctrine common to Brahmanism, Buddhism and Theosophy though theosophists have not adopted it wholly as it is taught in the two religions mentioned. The word *karma* itself means "action," but it may be useful to remember that generally the doctrine teaches that everything done is done for eternity, that, in short, "thou shalt reap as thou didst sow." Action is not homogeneous but on the contrary, contains three elements, the thought which conceives it, the will which finds the means of accomplishing it, and the union of thought and will which brings the action to pass. It is plain, therefore, that thought is very important for good or evil, as for the thought in question. Thus will the action be. The miler, thinking of avarice, is avaricious, the libertine, thinking of vice, with vicious, and on the contrary, those of virtuous thoughts see virtue in their lives. Arising naturally from such thinking is the attention devoted to thought-power. Taking the analogy of the physical body which may be developed by regimen and training, based on natural scientific laws, theosophists teach that character may, in exactly the same way, be scientifically built up. Physical weakness can be eradicated and an opposite state of affairs brought about by special exercise of the weak part, and by a similar method, weakness of character may be converted into strength. Every vice is considered to evidence the lack of a corresponding virtue, avarice for instance showing the absence of generosity. Instead, however, of allowing matters to rest at this, under the plea—arising from ignorance—that the man was naturally avaricious, theosophists, on the lines of scientific knowledge, teach that constant thought directed to generosity will in time change the man's nature in this respect. This result cannot, of course, be brought about in a day, and the length of time necessary depends upon at least two factors, the strength of thought and the strength of the vice, for the latter may be the sum of the indulgence of many ages and hence correspondingly difficult to eradicate. The doctrine of *karma* must, however, be considered not in its relation to one life only, but in the light of the theosophical teaching of re-incarnation (q.v.). Re-incarnation is carried on under the law of *karma* as well as of evolution. The new-born man bears within him the seeds of what he formerly was. His character is the same as it was. It is as he made it in past existences and accordingly as he made it, so does it continue unless he himself change it as he had the power to do. Each succeeding existence finds that character more definite in one direction or another and if it be evil, the effort to change it becomes increasingly difficult, indeed a complete change may not be possible until many existences of effort have passed. In such cases as these, the promptings of evil may be too strong to be resisted, yet the man who has an intelligent knowledge of the workings of *karma*, though he must eventually yield, does so only after the most desperate struggle of which his nature is capable, and thus, instead of yielding weakly and increasing the power of the evil, he has helped to destroy its potency. Only in the most rare cases can he free himself with one effort. (See also Theosophy and Evolution.)

Katki: Secret Society. Anyone who wished to become a member was introduced into the *Katki* house through an aperture in the form of a crocodile's jaws or a cassowary's beak. Having remained there for a few days he was secretly removed to a remote spot. At the end of two months he was permitted to return to his relatives—hitherto unaware of his whereabouts—a member of the *Katki* Society.

Kathari: An heretical sect who excited the wrath of the clergy in medieval times. (See Waldenses.)

The King: A spirit. (See Materialisation and Spiritualism.)

Katika Lima: Malay system of Astrology. (See Malays.)

Kakula Tuja: Malay system of Astrology. (See Malays.)

Kauka, hatched from cock's egg: (See Cook.)

Keingal: The weatherwise mare of Asmund in the saga of Grettir the Strong. Her master believed in her weather knowledge, and, in seeming to second thoughts of Grettir, to look over the horses, told him to be guided by *Keingal*, who would always return to the stable before a storm. As she persisted in remaining on the cold hillside, grazing on the scanty grass till the lad was nearly frozen with cold, Grettir determined to make her return home regardless of the
weather. One morning before turning out the horses he tore off a long strip of her skin from wither to flank. This had the effect of making the mare soon seek her stable; and the same thing occurring the next day, no storm impending, Asmund himself let out the horses, when he discovered what had been done.

Kely, Edward: (See Dee.)

Kelpie, Tha: A water spirit which, in Scotland, is believed to haunt streams and torrents. Kelpies appear to be of a mischievous nature, and were often accused of stopping the water-wheels of mills, and of swelling streams. The Kelpie is occasionally used as a name of terror to frighten unruly children; and it was believed that he also devoured women.

Kephalonosmane: A method of divination which is practised by making diver signs on the barked head of an as. It was familiar to the Germans and the Lombards substituted for it the head of a goat. The ancients placed lighted carbon on an ass's head, and pronounced the names of those who were suspected of any crime. If a crackling coincided with the utterance of a name, the latter was taken as being that of the guilty person.

Kepha: a Karen Vampire. (See Vampire.)

Kepler, John—1571-1630: A great mathematician and astrologer. He was born at Weil in Wurttemburg and educated at a monastic school at Maulbronn and afterwards at the university of Tubingen, where he studied philosophy, mathematics, theology and astronomy. In 1593 he became professor of mathematics and morals at Gratz in Styria, where he also continued his astrological studies. He had an unhappy home life, and was somewhat persecuted for his doctrines. In 1600 he published the famous Rodolphine tables, on which he had prepared along with Tycho de Brahe, the astronomer. He died at Ratisbon. The laws of the planets, deduced by Kepler from observations made by Tycho, and known as The Three Laws of Kepler, became the foundation of Newton's discoveries, as well as the whole modern theory of the planets. His services in the cause of astronomy have placed him high amongst the distinguished men of science, and in 1608 a monument was erected to his memory at Ratisbon. His most important work is his Astronomia nova, seu Physica Coelestis (1609); Commentarius in Bookii Mthldam Stellas Martis (1609) which is still regarded as a classic by astronomers.

Kereb: Egyptian Scribes. (See Egypt.)

Kerner, Dr. (See Spiritualism.)

Kethar: The Kabbalistic name for the number one, and meaning "Reason"—the Crown, the equilibrating power. Also a Hebrew occult name for one of the three essentials of God—Reason.

Kevan of the Curling Looks: The lover of Cleena who went off to hunt in the woods, leaving her to be abducted by the fairies.

Key of Solomon the King: A magical treatise of mediæval origin, of which a number of manuscripts are extant. It is supposed to be the work of King Solomon (q.v.), but is manifestly of comparatively modern origin, and was probably written in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. It is permeated with late Jewish ideas, and its chief intention appears to be the finding of treasure, and the making of such experiments as have for their object the interference with the will of others. The power of the Divine Name is much in evidence, and the entire work is an absurd combination of pomposity and nonsense.

The Lamegion, or Lesser Key of Solomon, is much more noteworthy. Its earliest examples date from the seventeenth century, and it invokes the hierarchies of the abyss by legions of millions. It is divided into four parts which control the offices of all spirits at the will of the operator. The first part, Göstía, contains forms of conjuration for seventy-two demons with an account of their powers and offices. The second part, Thetania Göstía, deals with the spirits of the cardinal points, who are of mixed nature. The third book is called the Pauline Art—"the significance of which name is unaccountable. It deals with the angels of the hours of the day and night, and of the signs of the Zodiac. The fourth part is entitled Almadel, which enumerates four other choirs of spirits. The usual homilies regarding purity of life are insisted upon, as is the circumstance that none of the conjurations shall be applied to the injury of another.

Kesh: The Egyptian name for the shadow, which at death was supposed to quit the body to continue a separate existence of its own. It was represented under the form of a sunshade.

Khe: The Egyptian name for one of the immortal parts of man, probably the spirit. The word means "clear" or "luminous" and is symbolised by a flame of fire.

Khwaja Ka Mulay: (See Siberia.)

Kian: In Irish legend, Father of Lugh. His magical cow with her wonderful supply of milk having been stolen by Balor, he revenged himself by making Balor's daughter, Ethlinn, the mother of three sons. Of these two were drowned by Balor, and the third Lugh, escaping by falling into a bay, was wafted back to his father, Kian. Some years later, while fighting in Ulster, Kian fell in with the three sons of Turenn whose house was at enmity with him. To escape their notice, he turned himself into a pig, but they recognised him and he was wounded by one of them. He begged to be restored to his human shape before dying. This being granted, he rejoiced in having outwitted his enemies, as they would now have to pay the blood-fine for a man instead of a pig. The brothers, determined that there should be no blood-stained weapon to publish the deed, stoned Kian and buried his body.

King Robert of Sicily: (English romance of the fourteenth century, author unknown). It has never been printed. It tells how King Robert of Sicily was beguiled by pride into sneering at a priest who read mass. To punish him, an angel was sent down by God, and he, assuming Robert's shape, transformed the King into the likeness of his own son. He was so long allowed to assume his proper shape after a long and ignominious penance. See poem on the subject by Longfellow.

Kinoestus: A stone said to be good in casting out devils.

Kirk, Robert: (See Scotland.)

Kischup: the higher magical influence. It is divided into two branches, an elementary and a spiritual, and includes exorcism. Sometimes Kischup exhibits a striking resemblance to the witchcraft of mediæval times. Sorcerers were said to change themselves into animals, and go long distances in a very short time. They may also induce pain and disease and death in men and animals. Still further allied to witches are the "women who make a contract with the Schedim, and meet them at certain times, dance with them, and visit these spirits who appear to them in the shape of goats. In many countries such women are killed." This form of Kischup is true sorcery; the other form, material Kischup, is rather evil sympathy, consisting of disturbing influences on the natural elements produced by exciting false "rapports" in various substances.

Kliz: Bewitched by means of a: Florence Newton, a notorious witch of the Middle Ages, was on several occasions accused of having bewitched people by means of a hint. The first was a servant-maid who had refused alms to her. About a week later the witch kissed her, and the maid, suffering from fits and being transported from place to place, now being carried mysteriously to the top of the
Kninnath, Henry: A German alchemist and hierophant of the physical side of the *Magnum Opus*. He was certainly aware of the greater issues of Hermetic theorems and may be regarded as a follower of Paracelsus. He was born in Saxony about the year 1560. At the age of 28 he graduated in medicine at the University of Basle. He practised in Hamburg and thereafter in Dresden where he died in poverty and obscurity in 1601, at the age of forty-five. The most remarkable of his works, some of which are still in manuscript, is the *Amphitheatrum Sapientiae Aeterna Solius Veræ*, Christiano Kabalisticum divino magico, &c. It is an unfinished work and appeared after his decease with a preface and conclusion by Erasmus Winifred. It is a purely mystical and magical treatise. The seven steps leading to the goal of universal knowledge are described in a commentary on the Wisdom of Solomon. The work has been described as being the voice of ancient chaos, and its curious folding plates are particularly suggestive.

Klinesch, or Klingera: Lord of the Magic Castle wherein are kept Arthur's mother and other queens. He is nephew to Virgilius of Naples and overcomes by Gawayne. He is alluded to in the *Parzival* of Wolfram von Eschenbach.

Knigge: (See Illuminati.)

Knox, John: (See Scotland.)

Kekkon is the name applied to the ether by Mrs. Beant and Mr. C. W. Leadbeater in their book on Occult Chemistry. (See Ether, Theosophy.)

Kommasso: Evil spirits inhabiting trees. (See Burma.)

Koon's Spirit Room: A 103 séance-room erected in Dover, Athens County, Ohio, by a farmer, Jonathan Koon's, in 1852. Koon's, an early convert to spiritualism, had been told that he and his eight children would develop mediumistic powers, and the spirit-room was intended to be used for manifestations produced by their mediumship. The room was furnished with the appliances incidental to the spiritualistic séance—table for rappings, tambourines, and other musical instruments; phosphorus, by means of which the spirits might show themselves. The phenomena witnessed by the sitter, including Charles Partridge, editor of the *Spiritual Telegraph*, were of a varied nature, but in the main identical with those of the other manifestations of the same period. The spirits who visited Koon's灵屋 claimed to be the band—one hundred and sixty-five in number—of men who had lived before the time of Adam, and from whom were descended the well-known spirit personalities, John and Katie King.

Kosha: The wicked forest bend of the Bangala of the Southern Congo.

Koschel: (See Slavus.)

Kostkéchle, or "Deathless": A Russian goblin of the bog-bee species. This horrid monster is described as having a death's head and fleshless skeleton, "through whose eyes the black blood is seen flowing and the yellow heart beating." He is armed with an iron club, with which he knocks down all who come in his path. Despite his ugliness, he is said to be a great admirer of young girls and women. He is avaricious, hates old and young alike, and particularly those who are fortunate. His dwelling is said to be amongst the mountains of the Koskels and the Caucasus, where his treasure is concealed.

Kostka, Jean: The pseudonym of Jules Doizel. A late Gnostic and initiate of the 33rd degree, who, converted to the Christian standpoint, revealed his diabolic adventures in the pages of *La Verite* under the title of "Lucifer Unmasked." He tells of diabolic happenings in the private chapels of a lady, "Madame X." who figures frequently in his pages, and who is thought to be the late Countess of Caithness, of visions of Janzen, and the classical deities. It is certain from the evidence that *Mlle. Jean* never came into personal contact with a Satanic or Luciferian cultus, and that his diabolic experiences were merely those of the amateur Satanist.

Kramai: (See Magia.)

Krato Repea, or Initiation into the ancient Mysteries of the Priests of Egypt, written by C. F. Koppen and J. W. B. Von Hymmen, and published at Berlin in 1782. The term *Krata Repoa*, said to be of Egyptian origin, possesses no affinity to that language so far as the present writer is aware. The work in question was published in the name of Posthorios, or Apuleius to signify a priest of Isis) corresponds to the apprentice or keeper of the sacred threshold. Secondly comes the degree of Neokoros, in which are to be found many ordeals and temptations. The third degree is the *State of Death*—degree of judgment and the passage of the Soul. The candidate was restored to light in the following degree, the Battle of the Shadows. In the fifth grade a drama of Vengeance was enacted, and the sixth is that of the astronomer before the gate of the gods. In the final grade the whole scheme of initiation was expounded. It has been thought that these degrees corresponded to the actual procedure of a secret society, and it may be that some measure they did, as one of their authors was a prominent member of The African Builders (q.v.), but although there would seem to be elements of real tradition in the work, most of it is probably mere invention.

Kresten: Dalmatian name for a witch. (See Slavus.)

Kund: (See Scandinavia.)

Kypen: Among the Egyptians, an aromatic substance, with soothing and healing properties, prepared from sixteen materials according to the prescription of the sacred books.

Laballa, Jean: A fanatic of the seventeenth century, born in 1610 at Bourg, on the Dordogne. He declared himself to be a second John the Baptist, sent to announce the second coming of the Messiah. He even went so far as to claim some measure of divinity for himself. But to his ambition he added a taste for more worldly pleasures, which he indulged under the mask of religion. He died in 1674. Among his works (which were condemned) was *Le Veritable Exorcisme, au l'unique moyen de chasser le diable du monde chretien*.

Labau: (See Babylon, also Semite.)

Labratis: A kabbalistic sign, embodied in the Great Magical Monogram which is the seventh and most important pantacle of the Enchiridion.

Laezus: A stone applied to rheumatic eyes.

Ladybird: A rustic mode of divination was that practised with the lady-bird or lady-by. The lady-bird was captured by a maid and bidden to fly "north, south, or east, or west" in the direction in which in her lover lived. Whenever the insect flew, there dwelt her future husband.

Lady of Lawers: One of the Breadalbane family, of Scottish origin, and married to Campbell of Lawers. This gentlewoman was believed to be gifted with prophetic powers, and her prophecies are said to be written in a book shaped like a shield and kept in the charter room of Lawers Castle: it is named "The Red Book of Balloch." These forecasts all have reference to the house and lands of Breadalbane; we give the following as an example:—" When
the red cairn on Ben Lawers fell the church would split.
In the same year that the cairn, built by the supposed witches and miners on Ben Lawers, fell, the Disruption in the Church of Scotland took place.

Lam: A magical word in Hindu yoga practice.
Lamb: Dr. Lamb was a noted sorcerer in the time of Charles the First. The description of his plan of routining the followers of witchcraft, printed in 1641, has recorded an appropriate instance of the miraculous performance of this man. Meeting two of his acquaintance in the street, and they having intimated a desire to witness some examples of his skill, he invited them home with him. He then conducted them into an inner room, where presently, to their no small surprise, they saw a tree spring up in the middle of the apartment. They had scarcely ceased wondering at this phenomenon, when in a moment there appeared three diminutive men, with little axes in their hands for the purpose of cutting down this tree. The tree was felled; and the doctor dismissed his guests, fully satisfied of the solidity of his pretensions. That very night, however, a tremendous hurricane arose, causing the house of one of the guests to rock from side to side, with every appearance that the house would come down and bury him. The wife in the ruin. The wife in great terror asked "Were you not at Dr. Lamb's to-day?" The husband confessed it was true. "And did you not bring something away from his house?" The husband owned that, when the little men came, the tree fell, and they put chips, and put them in his pocket. Nothing now remained to be done but to produce the chips, and get rid of them as fast as they could. This ceremony performed, the whirlwind immediately ceased, and the remainder of the night passed quietly.

Dr. Lamb at length became so odious by his reputation for these infernal practices, that the populace rose upon him in 1640, and tore him to pieces in the streets. Nor did the effects of his ill-fame terminate here. Thirteen years after, a woman, who had been his servant maid, was apprehended on a charge of witchcraft, was tried, and on expiation of her crime was executed at Tyburn.

Lamps, Magie: There dwelt at Paris in the time of St. Louis, a famous Jewish Rabbi called Jachiel, a great manufacturer of prodigies, who was regarded by the Jews as one of their saints, and by the Parisians as a sorcerer. During the night when everyone was asleep, he was wont to work by the light of a magic lamp which cast through his chamber a glow like that of day itself. He never replenished this lamp with oil, nor otherwise attended to it, and folks began to hint that he had acquired it through diabolic agencies. If anyone chanced to knock at his door during the night they noticed that the lamp threw out sparks of light of various colours, but if they continued to rap the lamp failed and the Rabbi turning from his work touched a large nail in the middle of his table which connected magically with the knocker on the street-door, giving to the person who rapped upon it something of the nature of an electric shock. (See Franez.)

Lamps of this description were supposed to be known to the Rosicrucians, and it is said that in opening the tomb of a daughter of Cicero several lamps were found burning upon it. It is of course possible that the light from these was luminous or phosphorescent and not living flame.

The magic lamp of Aladdin will occur to everyone in this connection; and romance abounds in such vehicles of light.

Lancashire Witches: A story with many pathetic and pitiable features, and one which is eloquent of the ignorance and credulity of the age, is that of the Lancashire Witches. Not very far from Manchester lies Pendlebury Forest, a gloomy though romantic and picturesque spot. At the time when it was inhabited by the witches—that is to say, about the beginning of the 17th century—it was held in such terror by law-abiding folks that they scarcely dared to approach it. They imagined it to be the haunt of witches and demons, the scene of all sorts of frightful orgies and diabolical rites.
So that when Roger Nowell, a country magistrate, hit upon the plan of routing them out of their den, and thus ridding the district of their malevolent influence, he fancied he would be doing a public-spirited and laudable action. He promptly began by seizing Elizabeth Dampike and Ann Chattox, two women of eighty years of age, one of them blind, and the other threatened with blindness, both of them living in squalor and abject poverty. Demdike's daughter, Elizabeth Device, and her grandchildren, James and Alison Device, were included in the accusation, and Ann Redferne, daughter of Chattox was apprehended with her mother. Others were seized in quick succession—Jane Bulcock and her son John, Alice Nutter, Catherine Hewitt, and Isabel Roby. All of them were induced—by what means it was better not to enquire too closely—to make a more or less detailed confession of their communication with the Devil. When this had been extorted from them, the word spread, and many sordid stories were told. The husband was put in prison, some fifty miles away, there to await trial for their misdeeds.

They had not lain in prison very long when the authorities were informed that about twenty witches had assembled on Good Friday, at Malkin's Tower, the home of Elizabeth Dampike, in order to kill the death of one Gwalt, to blow up the castle in which their companions were confined, and rescue the prisoners, and also to kill a man called Lister, which last purpose they accomplished by means of diabolical agency. In the summer of 1612 the prisoners were tried for witchcraft, and were all found guilty. The woman Dampike had died in prison, and thus escaped a more ignominious death at the gallows. The principal witnesses who appeared against Elizabeth Device were her grandchildren, James and Jennet Device. Directly the latter entered the witness-box her grandmother set up a terrible yelling punctuated by bitter execrations.

The child, who was only nine years of age, begged that the prisoner might be removed as she could not otherwise proceed with her evidence. Her request was granted, and she and her brother swore that the Devil had visited their grandmother in the shape of a black dog, and asked what were her wishes. She had intimated that she desired the death of one John Robinson, whereupon the fiend told her to make a clay image of Robinson and gradually crumble it to pieces, saying that as she did so the man's life would decay and finally perish. On such evidence ten persons were hanged, including the aged Ann Chattox.

It is shocking to reflect that, at a period when literature and learning were at their height, such cruelty could be tolerated, not only by the vulgar and uneducated, but by the learned judges who pronounced the sentence. The women were old and ignorant and probably weak-minded. No doubt they began in time to invest themselves with those powers, which their neighbours credited to them, and to believe themselves fit objects for the awe and terror of the people. It is even possible that they may have seen some sort of visions, or hallucinations, which they persuaded themselves were evil spirits attending on them. Thus their own cunning and ignorance may have hastened their downfall.

Twenty-two years later a similar outrage, on the same spot, was narrowly avoided, by the shrewdness of the judge who tried the case. A certain misguided man, by name Edmund Robinson, thought to profit by the general belief in witchcraft. To this end he taught his young son, a boy of eleven to say that one day he encountered in the fields two dogs, with which he tried to catch a hare. But the
animals would not obey his bidding, and at length he tied them to a post and whipped them, when they immediately turned into a witch and her imp. This monstrous story gained such credence that when Robinson declared that his son possessed a sort of second-sight, which enabled him to distinguish a witch at a glance, no one thought of denying his statement. Accordingly, he took the boy to the neighbouring churches, set him on a bench, and bade him point out the witches. No less than seventeen persons were thus accused and might have been hanged had not the judge's suspicions been aroused by the story, for the jury did not hesitate to convict them. However, the doubts of the worthy judge gained a respite for the prisoners, some of whom were sent to London for examination by the King's physician and by the king himself. The boy's story was investigated and found to be merely a tissue of lies, as, indeed, the child himself confessed it to be. (See Whitaker, The History of Whalley, p. 215.)

**Lapis Exilis:** A name applied to the Grail itself. It is this stone which causes the phoenix to renew her youth. *Lapis Exilis,* according to Wulffram von Eischenbach, was synonymous with the Holy Grail.

**Lapis Jadaleu:** Also identified with the Grail and the Talismanic stone of inexhaustible feeding power. It is sometimes called Thalithos, and seems but another name for the Lapis Exilis (q.v.). It has been confounded with the Phoenix stone. Another legend clings to it: it is said to have fallen from the crown of Lucifer, as he was banished from heaven, and remains in the keeping of the angels of the air.

**Lapland:** The Laplanders have a reputation for magical practice, which is almost proverbial throughout Europe, and certainly so among the peoples of the Scandinavian Peninsula. Indeed the Finns still credit them with extraordinary power in sorcery and divination. Many Scandinavian scions of nobility were in ancient times sent to Lapland to obtain a magical reputation, and Eric the son of Harold Haarfager found Gunhild, daughter of Asur Tote, sojourning among the Lapps in A.D. 922 for that purpose. English literature abounds with reference to Lapland witches. But Sorcery in Lapland was a preserve of the male shamans or magicians. Like the Celtic witches the Lapps were addicted to the selling of wind or tempests in knotted ropes.

Scheffer in his *Lapponia* (1574) writing of Lapp magic says:—"The melancholic constitution of the Laplanders, renders them subject to frightful apparitions and dreams, which they look upon as infallible presages made to them by the Genius of what is to befall them. Thus they are frequently seen lying upon the ground asleep, some singing with a full voice, others howling and making a hideous noise not unlike wolves." Their superstitions may be imputed partly to their living in solitudes, forests, and among the wild beasts partly to their solitary way of dwelling separately from the society of others, except who belong to their own families sometimes several leagues distance. Hereafter it may be added, that their daily exercise is hunting, it being observed that this kind of life is apt to draw people into various superstitions, and at last to a correspondence with spirits. For those who lead a solitary life being frequently destitute of human aid, have ofttimes recourse to forbidden means, in hopes to find that aid and help among the spirits, which they look upon as infallible presages made to them by the Genius of what is to befall them. Thus they are frequently seen lying upon the ground asleep, some singing with a full voice, others howling and making a hideous noise not unlike wolves." "Their superstitions may be imputed partly to their living in solitudes, forests, and among the wild beasts partly to their solitary way of dwelling separately from the society of others, except who belong to their own families sometimes several leagues distance. Hereafter it may be added, that their daily exercise is hunting, it being observed that this kind of life is apt to draw people into various superstitions, and at last to a correspondence with spirits. For those who lead a solitary life being frequently destitute of human aid, have ofttimes recourse to forbidden means, in hopes to find that aid and help among the spirits, which they look upon as infallible presages made to them by the Genius of what is to befall them. Thus they are frequently seen lying upon the ground asleep, some singing with a full voice, others howling and making a hideous noise not unlike wolves." "Their superstitions may be imputed partly to their living in solitudes, forests, and among the wild beasts partly to their solitary way of dwelling separately from the society of others, except who belong to their own families sometimes several leagues distance. Hereafter it may be added, that their daily exercise is hunting, it being observed that this kind of life is apt to draw people into various superstitions, and at last to a correspondence with spirits. For those who lead a solitary life being frequently destitute of human aid, have ofttimes recourse to forbidden means, in hopes to find that aid and help among the spirits, which they look upon as infallible presages made to them by the Genius of what is to befall them. Thus they are frequently seen lying upon the ground asleep, some singing with a full voice, others howling and making a hideous noise not unlike wolves."

One reason is the good opinion they constantly entertain of their ancestors, whom they cannot imagine to have been so stupid as not to understand what God they ought to worship, wherefore they judge they should be wanting in their reverence due to them, if by receding from their institutions, they should reprove them of impolicy and ignorance.

"The parents are the masters, who instruct their own sons in the magical art. 'Those,' says Tornaeus, 'who have attained to this magical art by instructions receive it either from their parents, or from somebody else, and that by degrees which they put in practice as often as an opportunity offers. Thus they accomplish themselves in this art, especially if their genius leads them to it. For they don't look upon every one as a fit scholar; nay, some are accounted quite incapable of it, notwithstanding they have been sufficiently instructed, as I have been informed by very credulous people.' And Joh. Tornaeus confirms it by these words: 'As the Laplanders are naturally of different inclinations, so are they not equally capable of attaining to this art.' And in another passage, they bequeath the demons as part of their inheritance, which is the reason that one family excels the other in this magical art. From whence it is evident, that certain whole families have their own demons, not only differing from the familiar spirits of others, but also quite contrary and opposite to them. Besides this, not only whole families, but also particular persons, have sometimes one, sometimes more spirits belonging to them, to secure them against the designs of other demons, or else to hurt others. Olaus Petri Niurenius speaks to this effect, when he says—'They are attended by a certain number of spirits, not—by three, others by two, or at least by one. The last is intended for their security, the other to hurt others. The first commands all the rest. Some of those they acquire with a great deal of pains and prayers, some without much trouble, being their attendants from their infancy.' Joh. Tornaeus gives us a very large account of it. 'There are some,' says he, 'who naturally are magicians; an abominable thing indeed. For those who the devil knows will prove very serviceable to him in th's art, he seizes on in their very infancy with certain distemper, when they are haunted with apparitions and visions, by which they are, in proportion of their age, instructed in the rudiments of this art. Those who are a second time taken with this distemper, have more apparitions coming before them than in the first, by which they receive much more insight into it than before. But if they become thirdly taken with this distemper, they then proves very dangerous, and often not without the hazard of their lives, then it is they see all the apparitions the devil is able to contrive, to accomplish them in the magical art. Those are arrived to such a degree of perfection, that without the help of the drum (see infra), they can foresee things even against their will. Thus, not long ago, a certain Laplander, who is still alive, did voluntarily deliver his drum to me, which I had often desired of him before; notwithstanding all this, he told me in a very melancholy posture, that though he had put away his drum, nor intended to have any other hereafter, yet he could foresee everything without it, as he had done before. As an instance of it, he told me truly all the particular accidents that had happened to me in my journey into Lapland, making at a single glance the whole day's complaints, that he did not know what use to make of his eyes, those things being presented to his sight much against his will.' "Ludius observes, that some of the Laplanders are seized upon by a demon, when they are arrived to a middle age; in the following case:—that they are busied in the woods, the spirit appears to them, where they discourse
concerning the conditions, upon which the demon offers them his assistance, which done, he teaches them a certain song, which they are obliged to keep in constant remembrance. They must return the next day to the same place, where the same spirit appears to them again, and repeats the former song, in case he takes a fancy to any person; if not, he does not appear at all. These spirits make their appearances under different shapes, some like fishes, some like birds, others like a serpent or dragon, others in the shape of a pigmy, about a yard high; being attended by three, four, or five other pigmies of the same bigness, sometimes by more, but never exceeding nine. No sooner are they seized by the Genius, but they appear in the most surprising posture, like madmen, before received of the use of reason. This continues for six months, during which time they don't suffer any of their kindred to come near them, not so much as their own wives and children. They spend most of this time in the woods and other solitary places, being very melancholy and thoughtfulness, scarce taking any food, which makes them extremely weak. If you ask their children, where and how their parents sustain themselves, they will tell you, that they receive their sustenance from their Genii. The same author gives us a remarkable instance of this kind in a young Laplander called Claus, being then a scholar in the school of Lulea, born about seven years of age. This young man fell mad on a sudden, making dreadful postures and outcries, that he was in hell, and his spirit terrified beyond what could be expressed. If he took a book in hand, so soon as he met with the name of Jesus, he threw the book upon the floor, and if holding it in his hand, the upper part passed over, they used to ask him whether he had seen any vision during this ecstasy? He answered that abundance of things had appeared to him, and that a mad dog being tied to his foot, followed him wherever he stirred. In his lucid intervals he would tell them, that the first beginning of it happened to him one day, as he was going out of the door of his dwelling, when a great flame passed before his eyes and touching his ears, a certain person appeared to him all naked. The next day he was seized with a most terrible headache, so that he made most lamentable outcries, and broke everything that came under his hands. This unfortunate person's face was as black as coal, and he used to say, that the devil most commonly appeared to him in the habit of a minister, in a long cloak; during his fits he would say that he was surrounded by nine or ten fellows of a low stature, who used him very barbarously, though at the same time the standers-by did not perceive the least thing like it. He would often climb to the top of the highest fir trees, with as much swiftness as a squirrel, and leap down again to the ground, without receiving the least hurt. He always kept alive all night long, but his strength was so little that he couldn't go at all. He would run as swift as a horse, it being impossible for anybody to overtake him. He used to talk amongst the woods to himself no otherwise than if several persons had been in his company.

"I am apt to believe, that those spirits were not altogether unknown to the ancients, and that they are the same which were called by Tertullian Parædi, and are mentioned by Monsieur Valois, in his Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius."

"Whenever a Laplander has occasion for his familiar spirit, he calls to him, and makes him come by only singing the song he has taught him at their first meeting, and he means he has him at his service as often as he pleases. And because they know them obsequious and serviceable, they call them Susie, which signifies as much in their tongue, as the companions of their labour, or their helpmates. Lun- dins has the same spirit, and by word well worthy of notice of, viz.:-That those spirits or demons never appear to the women, or enter into their service, of which I don't pretend to allege the true cause, unless one might say, that perhaps they do it of pride, or a natural aversion they have to the female sex, subject to so many infirmities."

For the purposes of augury or divination the Lapps employed a magic drum, which, indeed, was in use among several Arctic peoples. Writing in 1879, De Capell Brooke states that the ceremonies connected with this instrument had almost quite disappeared at that date. The encroachments of Lutheranism had been long threatening the existence of the native shamanism. In 1671 the Lap drum was formally banned by Swedish law, and several magicians were apprehended and their instruments burnt. But before that date the religion which the drum represented was in full vigour. The Lappe called their drum Kammus (Regnand, 1681), also Kaunus, Kabdus, Kabdas Gabbas, and Kners (Von Duben, 1873.) its Scandinavian designations being troll-trumma, or Rune-bomma, "magic or runic drum," otherwise Spa-trumma, "fortune-telling drum." J. A. Friis has shown that the sampo of the Finnish Kalevala is the same instrument. According to Von Döben, the best pictures and explanations of the drum are to be found in Friis's Lappland Mythologi (Christiania, 1871), pp. 30-47; but there are good descriptions in Von Döben's own work (On Lapland och Lappmän, Stockholm, 1873), as also in the books of Scheffer, Leem, Jessen, and others. The appearance of the Lap drum is thus described by Regnand in 1681:---"This instrument is made of a single piece of wood, hollowed in its thickest part in an oval form, the under part of which is convex, in which they make two apertures enough long enough to suction the fingers to pass through, for the purpose of holding it in the hands. The upper part is covered with the skin of the reindeer, on which they paint in red a number of figures, and from whence several brass rings are seen hanging, and some pieces of the bone of the reindeer." A wooden hammer, or, as among the Samoyed (1614), a hare's foot used as a drum-stick in the course of the incantation. An area or divining-rod was placed on a definite spot showing from its position after sounding the drum what magic inference might be drawn. By means of the drum, the priest could be placed en rapport with the spirit world, and was thus enabled to divine the future; to ascertain synchronous events occurring at remote distances; to forecast the measure of success attending the day's hunting; to heal the sick; or to inflict people with disease and cause death. Although obsolete in Lapland these rites are still performed among the Samoyeds and other races of Arctic Asia and America. It is interesting to note how exactly the procedure among the Vaigats Samoyeds in 1836 (Pinheron's Voyages, London, 1808, 1, 63) tallies with that of the Sakhalin Ainos in 1883 (J. M. Dixon in Trans, Asiatic Soc. of Japan, Yokohama, 1883, 47.). The same practices can be traced backward through Arctic America, and the drum is used in the same fashion by the Eskimo shaman priests in Greenland (Henry Rink's Tales, etc., 1875, 60-61.) The shape of the drum varies a little according to locality. The form of the Eskimo drum is that of a tambourine.

"Their most valuable instrument of enchantment," says Tornaeus, "is this sorcerer's kettle-drum, which they call Kannus or Kvardas. They cut it in one entire piece out of a thick tree stem, the fibres of which run upwards in the same direction as the coat of the sun. The drum is covered with the skin of an animal; and in the bottom holes are cut by which it may be held. Upon the skins are many figures painted, often Christ and the Apostles, with the heathen gods, Thor, Noorjunkar, and others jumbled together; the picture of the sun, shapes of animals, lands and waters, cities and roads, with all kinds of drawings according to their various uses. Upon the drum there is placed an indicator, which they call Arpa, which consists of
a bundle of metallic rings. The drumstick is generally, a reindeer’s horn. This drum they preserve with the most vigilant care, and guard it especially from the touch of a woman. When they will make known what is taking place at a distance,—as to how the chase shall succeed, how balmy will answer, what the deer will do, what is necessary for the cure of it, and the like, they kneel down, and the sorcerer beats the drum; at first with light strokes, but as he proceeds, with ever louder stronger ones, round the index, either till this has moved in a direction or to a figure which he regards as the answer which he has sought, or till he himself falls into ecstasy; when he generally lays the kettle-drum on his head. Then he sings with a loud voice a song which they call Jögle, and the men and women who stand round sing songs, which they call Dauru, in which the name of the place whence they desire information frequently occurs. The sorcerer lies in the ecstatic state for some time—frequently for many hours, apparently dead, with rigid features; sometimes with perspiration bursting out upon him. In the meantime the bystanders continue their incantations, which have for their object that the sleeper shall see any part of his vision from memory; at the same time they guard him carefully that nothing living may touch him—not even a fly. When he again awakes to consciousness, he relates his vision, answers the questions put to him, and gives an unmistakable evidence of having seen distant and unknown things. The inquiry of the oracle does not always take place so solemnly and completely. In everyday matters as regards the chase, etc., the Lapp consults his drum without falling into the somnambulic crisis. On the other hand, a more highly developed state of prophet vision may take place without this instrument, as has already been stated. Claudius relates, that at Bergen, in Norway, the clerk of a German merchant demanded of a Norwegian Finn-Laplander what his master was doing in Germany. The Finn promised to give him the intelligence. He began then to cry out like a drunken man, and to run round in a circle, till he fell, as one dead, to the earth. After a while he woke again, and gave him the answer, which time showed to be correct. Finally, that many, while wholly awake, free from convulsions and a state of unconsciousness, are able to become clairvoyant, is placed beyond all doubt by the account of Tornaeus.

"The use which they make of their power of clairvoyance, and their magic arts, is, for the most part, good and innocent; that of curing sick men and animals; inquiring into far-off and future things; and the counsel of the wise of their existence is important to them. There are instances, however, in which the magic art is turned to the injury of others."

In addition to the works quoted, see J. J. O. C. Finnesis og Lappens Hedske Religion (1763); Siberg’s Tympanes Schamanico-lapponicorum (1808); Petitot’s Les Grands Esquimaux (1847), and Abercromby’s Pre- and Proto-historic Finns (1858).

Larvae: (See Magie.)

Lascaris: (Alchemist of the Eighteenth Century.) It is impossible to determine the date at which this mysterious personage was born, or to say, exactly, whence he came and where he chiefly lived. He is commonly supposed to have been active about the beginning of the eighteenth century, while Germany is held to have been the principal scene of his activities; but everything recorded concerning him reads like a romance, and suggests the middle ages rather than the day before yesterday. Sometimes he assured people that he was of Oriental origin, sometimes he maintained that his native land was the Ionian Isles, and that he was a scion of the Greek royal house of Lascaris; while on other occasions he declared that he was an archimandrite of a convent on the Island of Mytilene, and that his object in coming to Europe was to solicit arms for the ransom of Christian prisoners in the East. Such was his tale when, about 1700, he commenced wandering in Germany, and, while sojourning at Berlin, he happened to fall ill and sent for medical aid. The apothecary, who attended him, was a young apothecary, Johann Friedrich Bötticher by name, who, charmed to be deeply interested in alchemy, and who friendship sprang up between physician and patient; and ere Lascaris left the Prussian capital he gave Bötticher a packet of transmutatory powder, at the same time instructing him how to use it successfully, yet refusing from telling him how to manufacture the powder itself. Nothing daunted, Bötticher set to work speedily, concocted considerable quantities of gold and silver, grew rich, and was raised to the peerage; while simultaneously he began to find his society, and more especially his services as a scientist, courted by kings and nobles. Meanwhile, however, his supply of the precious powder had run short, and being unable to make more he found his reputation waning apace; while worse still, he had spent his newly-acquired wealth speedily, and now he found himself reduced to penury. Ultimately he was incarcerated, but during his period of durance vile he set himself to the manufacture of porcelain, and by the sale of this he eventually restored his fallen fortunes.

We presume naturally that it was gratitude to his physician which inspired the crafty alchemist to give Bötticher the powder, but why did Lascaris make an analogous present at a later date? The recipient on this occasion being one Schmolz of Dierbach, a lieutenant-colonel in the Polish Army. He, like the German apothecary, succeeded in making a quantity of gold, and, though we hear no more about him after this transmutation, we learn that a certain Baron de Creux was likewise favoured by Lascaris, the Baron’s experiments proving just as successful as those of the others aforesaid. Nor were these the only people on whom our alchemist bestowed his indulgence, for one Domenico Manuel, the son of a Neapolitan mason, was likewise given a packet of transmutatory powder, and, armed thus, he wandered through Spain, Belgium, and Austria, performing operations before princes and noblemen, and reaping wealth accordingly. Pride was the inevitable result of this, and though there is no reason to suppose that any patent of nobility was ever conferred on Domenico, we find him styling himself now Conte Gautano, now Conte di Ruggiero; while in one town he maintained that he was field-marshal of the Bavarian forces. Going to Berlin in the course of his perambulations, he offered to make gold in the presence of the king; but alas! his operation proved utterly futile, and he was hanged as a charlatan in consequence. This was in 1709, and in the same year, according to tradition, Lascaris himself performed some successful transmutations before a German politician named Liebnitz, a citizen of Wurtemburg. Nothing further is heard of the mysterious Greek alchemist, however, so it may be assumed that he died soon after these events.

This was a curious career indeed; his generosity having scarcely a parallel in the whole history of hermetic philosophy.

Latin Impressions: (See Telescopy.)

Launay, Jean: A celebrated doctor of the Sorbonne, born in 1603 at Valence, in the department of Drôme; he has left a number of learned discourses on the nature of the human body, and a work of researches On the Vision of St. Simon Stock, which he could not understand, being something of a Jansenist. It was published in Paris, in 1633 and 1634.

Laurel: A tree which Apollonius classes among the plants which preserve men from the influence of evil spirits. It was also believed to give protection from lightning.
Laarium or Der Kleine Rosengarten: A Tyrolean romance of the late thirteenth century. Laurin, a dwarf, possesses a rose-garden into which no man may enter without the loss of a hand or a foot. Dietrich and his follower Witge, enter it, and the latter rides through the rose bushes. Laurin, the dwarf, appears, on horseback and dismounts Witge. He is challenged by Dietrich and, assuming his cloak of invisibility, wounds him. Dietrich persuades him to a wrestling match and wrenches off the dwarf's belt which gives him super-human strength. Thus he overthrows Laurin. Laurin then invites Dietrich and his followers to his mountain home, prepares them a banquet, makes them tipsy, and throws them all into a dungeon. They are released by Kühild, a mortal woman, who restores their weapons. They take Laurin prisoner and carry him to Bern where he becomes a Christian convert and receives Kühild in marriage.

Law, William: English Mystic and Theologian (1686-1761)

William Law was born at Kingscliffe, Northamptonshire, in the year 1686. His father followed the humble calling of a grocer, but it is manifest that he was in tolerably affluent circumstances nevertheless, and ambitious besides, for in 1705 William was sent to Cambridge University. Entering Emmanuel College, he became a fellow thereof in 1714, but on the accession of George I. he felt himself unable to subscribe the oath of allegiance, the inevitable consequence being that he forfeited his fellowship. In 1727 he went to Putney, having acquired there the post of tutor to the father of Edmund Gibbon, the historian of the Roman Empire in decline, and he acted in this capacity for ten years, winning universal esteem the while for his piety and his theological erudition. In 1737, on the death of his employer, Law retired to his native village of Kingscliffe, and it would seem that thenceforth he was chiefly supported by the purses of some of his devotees, notably Miss Hester Gibbon, sister of his guardian pupil, and a widow named Mrs. Hutcheson. These two ladies had a united income of fully £3000 a year, so Law must have been comfortable indeed, yet wealth and luxury did not tend to corrupt his piety, and it is recorded that he was wont to get up every morning at five, and spend several hours before breakfast in prayer and meditations. At a considerably earlier stage in his career he had begun publishing theses on mysticism, and on religion in general; and now, being blessed with abundance, and metaphorical diviners who believed all that he taught. He was an ardent student of the works of Jacob Boehme, he produced after year a considerable mass of writing. Thus his life passed away placidly, and he died in 1761.

Law's works amount in all to some twenty volumes. His position as a writer was made in 1717, with an examination of certain tenets lately promulgated from the pulpit by the Bishop of Bangor; and this was followed soon afterwards by a number of analogous writings, while in 1726 he employed his pen to attack the theatre, bringing out a book entitled The Absolute Undaunableness of the Stage Entertainment fully Demonstrated. In the same year he issued A Practical Treatise upon Christian Perfection, and this was followed shortly by A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life, adapted to the State and Condition of all Orders of Christians. This last is the best-known of his works, but others which he bequeathed to cite are The Grounds and Reason of Christian Regeneration (1729), The Spirit of Prayer (1749), The Way to Divine Knowledge (1752), The Spirit of Love (1755), and Of Justification by Faith and Works (1760).

Most of the foregoing, but especially the Serious Call, have been repeatedly reprinted, and again; while in 1760 a collected edition of Law's works was published, and in 1823 there appeared a sort of anthology, made up of extracts from the writer, chosen by Dr. Alexander Whyte. In his preface the editor speaks of Law's 'golden books,' while he adds that in sheer intellectual strength Law is fully abreast of the very foremost of his illustrious contemporaries, while in that fertilising touch which is the true test of genius, Law stands simply alone. Numerous other encomiums too less enthusiastic than this have been offered to the mystic, and it is noteworthy that he has engaged the interest of many great writers. Sir Leslie Stephen, for example, deals with him in his History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century, and again in his pleasant Studies of a Biographer; while the mystic figures also in the brilliant pages of W. E. H. Lecky, and in Gibbon's Autobiography he is hailed as 'a worthy and pious man, who believed all that he professed, and practised all that he enjoined.'

Laya Yega: That practice of the yogi by which he listens to sounds which can be heard within his own body when the ears are closed. These sounds are termed 'The Nada,' and are of all kinds, from the roar of the ocean to the humming of bees.

Lazar, Dany: A prince of Serbia who lived in the year of the Hegira, 788. He was author of a work entitled Dreams, published in 1686. He himself claimed to have had nocturnal visions.

Le Normand, Marie: Known as 'The Sybil of the Faubourg Saint Germain,' was born at Alençon in 1712 and died at Paris in 1843. She was one of the most famous occultists and diviners of her day; but it might justly be said that her art was much more the product of sound judgment than of any supernatural gift. She predicted their futures to Marat, Robespierre, and St. Just, but not to that of her under the Directory. When Josephine Beauharnais came into prominence as the intended wife of Napoleon, Mlle. Le Normand was received at all those houses and salons where the future empress had any influence. Josephine was extremely credulous, and used to read her own fortunes to herself on the cards; but when she found that Mlle. Le Normand was an adept at this art, she often had her in attendance to assist her in it. Even Napoleon himself who was not without his own superstitions, had his horoscope read by her. She soon set up her own salon in Paris where she read people's fortunes by means of the cards. It is not stated whether these cards were of the nature of Tarot cards, but it is more than likely that they were; but we know that she occasionally divined the fortunes of others through playing the games of piquet, whist, and other card games. She would also hide her methods from others, but the Parisian society of her day appears to have thought that her power of divination lay not in the cards she manipulated, but in her personality. It has been stated by Milne that she did use the Tarot, but as he calls them 'German cards,' one cannot attach much importance to his statement. After the fall of the Emperor she was the rage amongst the Russian, German and English officers in Paris, and even the Emperor Alexander and other potentates consulted her. Shortly after this she went to Brussels, where she read the fortune of the Prince of Orange, but as she tried to cheat the customs she soon found herself the occupant of a Belgian prison. By the year 1830 she had become quite forgotten, and when the newspapers announced her death on June 25th, 1843, the majority of people failed to remember her name. There is very little doubt that she was a harmless charlatan, though several contemporary historians appear to consider that she possessed mischievous tendencies; but the air of omniscience and mystery with which she surrounded herself was so absurd that by the majority of people she was looked upon, probably with justice, as a mere impostor.

Leannan Silbh: Gaelic words meaning 'fairy sweetheart,' who may be of either sex. Mortals are advised to have nothing to do with such beings, as no good ever comes of the connection; so long as the fairy lover is pleased with.
Lebrun, Charles: A celebrated painter, born at Paris in 1650, died in 1690. He wrote a Traité sur le phénomènes humains comparés avec ceux des animaux.

Lebrun, Pierre: An orator, born at Brignoles in 1665, died in 1729. He has left two works, namely, Lettres qui découvrent l'illusion des philosophes sur la baquettes, et qui détruisent leurs systèmes (1695), and Histoire critique des pratiques superstitieuses qui ont déridé les peuples et embarrassé les savans (1702).

Legale: (See Assassins.)

Leg Oak: The name given in the Highlands of Scotland to a cake given to a herd when he came with the news that a mare had foaled, or to a dairy-maid when she brought word that a cow had calved.

Legions of Demons: (See Demonology.)

Lehman, Mr.: of Copenhagen: (See Telepathy.)

Leesleere, Earl of: (See Des.)

Leluyer, or soul. (See Burma.)

Leneganto: (See Key of Solomon.)

Leo, Pope: (See Ezechiel.)

Lesser Key of Solomon: (See Key of Solomon.)

Lévi, Eliphas: Alphonse Louis Constant, better known by his pen-name of Eliphas Lévi, was a French occultist of the nineteenth century, who has been called "the last of the magi." He was born about 1810, the son of a shoemaker, and through the good offices of the parish priest was educated for the church at St. Sulpice. In due course he became a deacon, taking a vow of celibacy. Shortly after this he was expelled from St. Sulpice for teaching doctrines contrary to those of the Church. How he lived during the ensuing years is not known, but about 1839 under the influence of a political and socialistic prophet named Gan.deau, he wrote a pamphlet entitled The Gospel of Liberty, for which he received six months imprisonment. In Paris, notwithstanding his vow of celibacy, he married a beautiful girl of sixteen, who afterwards had the marriage annulled. It was probably not until Madame Constant had left him that he studied the occult sciences. At all events his writings previous to this show little trace of occult influence. In 1855 he published his Doctrine of Transcendental Magic, followed in 1856 by the Ritual of Transcendental Magic; in 1860 was issued his History of Magic; in 1861 The Key of the Grand Mysteries; Fables and Symbols in 1864; Le Sorcier de Mendon and La Science des Esprits in 1865. Most of his works have been translated by Mr. A. E. Waite. He died in 1875.

Lévi's knowledge of the occult sciences was much more imaginative than circumstantial, and in persuading his works the reader requires to be on his guard against the adoption of hasty generalisations and hypotheses.

Levisham: (See Devil.)

Levitation: A term in use among spiritualists to denote the raising in the air of the human body or other objects without visible means, and presumably through the agency of disembodied spirits. Thus the levitation of tables and other more or less weighty objects is a common feat among mediums, whether or not a supernatural explanation be required. The witches of olden times, too, were popularly supposed to make use of some occult mode of locomotion in their nocturnal travels, being transported through the air by the arts of their master, the Devil. And the poltergeist was also thought to suspend in the air, by invisible means of sport, and bring before whom he manifested himself. As a spiritualistic phenomenon levitation of the human body became known at an early stage of the movement, being recorded in connection with the medium Gordon so early as 1851. But the most important of levitated mediums was D. D. Home, and many accounts of his feats in this direction are given by witnesses who were themselves convinced of their genuineness. It may be noted, however, that levitations usually occurred in a darkened séance-room, when the only indication of any untoward happening was furnished by the medium's own exclamations, by the fact that his voice seemed to come from high in the air, and sometimes by his boots scraping the back of a chair or the hand of one of the sitters. The Rev. Stainton Moses, who also was levitated on several occasions, seems to have held his séances in darkness also, or at most by the light of a fire. Mrs. Guppy (née Nicholls) was before her marriage several times levitated, notwithstanding the fact that she was extremely stout, and a curious story concerning a later levitation is told in a letter in the Echo of June 8th, 1871, for whose (anonymous) author's trustworthiness the editor vouches. About that time the writer attended a circle with Mrs. Horne and Williams as mediums, the spirits present being the famous John and Katie King. One of the sitters jokingly expressed a wish that Mrs. Guppy (then in her home some three miles distant) might be brought to the séance-room, and to this Katie King was heard to assent. While the company were laughing at the absurdity of the idea, there was a loud bump, followed by shrieks and exclamations. A match was struck, and there in the centre of the table stood Mrs. Guppy, an account-book in one hand, a pen in the other, and apparently in a state of trance. Less than three minutes elapsed between the expression of the wish and the appearance of Mrs. Guppy. The writer adds: "The possibility of her being concealed in the room is as absurd as the idea of her acting in collusion with the media."

Pseudo-historical instances of levitation may be found in abundance, especially among the early saints. St. Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury, was observed to rise from the ground shortly before his death in 988. St. Bernard, Ptolomei, St. Philip Benis, St. Albert of Sicily, and St. Dominic, founder of the Dominican order, were all seen to be levitated while engaged in their devotions. An ecstatic nun "rose from the ground with so much impetuosity, that five or six of the sisters could hardly hold her down." It is related by his biographers that Savonarola, shortly before he perished at the stake, remained suspended at a considerable height above the floor of his dungeon absorbed in prayer. And such instances might easily be multiplied.

Levitation: A gospel adopted by the French Templars, and alleged by them to have been discovered in the temple at Rome, along with other objects. It was supposed to have been composed in the fifteenth century by a Greek monk, Nicophorus, who sought to combine Moslem tenets with Christianity.

Lewis, Matthew Gregory: Commonly known as "Munk." Lewis, English Author (1775-1818). Matthew Gregory Lewis was born in London in 1775. His father was Matthew Lewis, deputy secretary of war, and proprietor of several valuable estates in Jamaica; while his mother was Anna Maria Sewell, a lady of cultured tastes, devoted to music and various other arts. The future author showed precocity while a child, and as a boy received his education at Westminster School, but while he was there an ugly cloud rose to dim his horizon, his parents quarrelling and agreeing.
Llibellus

Libellus Merlini: (Little Book of Merlin.) A Latin tract on the subject of the prophecies of Merlin written by Geoffrey of Monmouth about 1135. Geoffrey prefaced his account of the prophecies with one concerning the deeds of a supernatural youth named Ambrosio whom he deliberately confounded with Merlin. Vortigern, King of the Britons, asks Ambrose Merlin the meaning of a vision in which appear two dragons red and white in combat. Merlin replies that the Red Dragon signifies the British race which would be conquered by the Saxon, represented by the White Dragon. A long prophetic rhapsody follows, relating chiefly to the Saxons wars and the death of the last King. The passage in the Seventh Book of Geoffrey’s Historia Regum Britanniae, concludes. It was, however, known in England before 1218 in a form independent of the Historia. (H. C. Leach, Modern Philology, viii., pp. 607 et seq.) This tract must not be confounded with Vita Merlini (1145 or 1148) generally attributed to Geoffrey.

Licking, a Charm: The following was believed to be a remedy for enchantment: to lick the child’s forehead first upward, then across, and lastly up again; and then to spit behind its back.

It is said that if on licking a child’s forehead with the tongue a salt taste is perceived, this is an infallible proof of fascination.

Life Waves according to Theosophists, are three in number. It is necessary to remember that the Deity, the Logos (q.v.) has three aspects corresponding to the Christian Trinity. These aspects are first that of Will; second, that of Wisdom; and third, that of Activity, and each has its definite scope in the creation of a universe. When the Logos set out to do the great work of creation he sends the first life wave through his aspect of Activity into the multitude of bubbles in the ether, and thereby forms the various kinds of matter. The universe having been thus far prepared, he through his aspect of Wisdom sends the second life wave, which bringing with it life as we usually understand that term and penetrating matter from above, gradually descends to the grosser forms and again ascends to the finer forms. In its descent, this life wave makes for an ever-increasing heterogeneity, but in its ascent the process is reversed and it makes for an ever-increasing homogeneity. The work of creation is now far enough advanced to permit of the creation of man, for matter has now been infused with the capacity of form and provided with life, and the Logos, therefore, through his aspect of Will, bears forth the Divine Spark, the Monad, and, along with the form and the life, ensouls man. (See Theosophy, Logos, Ether, Evolution, Solar System, Monad.)

Light: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Lilith: According to Wierus and other demonologists, Lilith was the prince or princess who presided over the demons known as succubi. The demons under Lilith bore the same name as their chief, and sought to destroy newborn infants. For this reason the Jews wrote on the four corners of a birth-chamber a formula to drive Lilith away. (See Babylonian.)

Linarot: This little curiosity, resembling a chip of a man’s nail, is to be squeezed out of the head of a slug, which must be done the instant it is seen. It is a good amulet to preserve from fever.

Liston Charles: (See Automatic Writing and Speaking.)

Lipars or Liparos: He who has this stone “needs no other invention to catch wild beasts.” On the other hand, no animal can be attacked by dogs or huntsman if it look upon it.

Liquor Albae: (See Philalethes.)

Litaniæ of the Sabbath: On Wednesdays and Saturdays, if the accounts speak truly, it was the custom to sing at the witches’ Sabbath the following Litaniæ:

Lucifer, Baelzehub, Leviathan, have pity on us.

Baal, prince of the seraphim; Baalberith, prince of the cherubim; Azaroth, prince of the thrones; Rosler, prince of denominations; Carcean, prince of the powers; Beelial, prince of the virtues; Perier, prince of the principalities; Oliver, prince of the arch angels; Jutier, prince of the patriarchs; Sarasel, Fume-bouches; Thar, prince of the east; Carnivea, Terrier, Constellier, Canderl named Behemoth, Oilette, Belphegor, Sabathan, Garandier, Doleris, Pierre-Fort, Axaphat, Prisier, Kako, Lucesme, pray for us.

It must be remarked that Satan is evoked in these Litaniæ only in company with a crowd of others.

Lithomancy: A species of divination performed by stones, but in what manner it is difficult to ascertain. Gale, in a “note upon lambichus,” confesses that he does not clearly understand the nature of it; whether it refers to certain motions observable in idols, or to an insight into a futurity obtained by demons (familiars) enclosed in particular stones. That these supernatural beings might be so commanded is clear from a passage of Nicephorus. The Rabbis have attributed Lev. XXVI, 1 to Lithomancy; but the prohibition of stones there given is most probably directed against idolatry in general. Bulenger has a short chapter on Lithomancy. He shows from Tzetzes, that Helenus ascended the fall of Troy by the employment of a magnet, and that if a magnet be washed in spring water, and interrogated, a voice like that of a sucking child will reply.

The pseudo-Orpheus has related at length that Helenus “To him,” he says, “Apollo gave the true and vocal sidereis, which others call the animated ophites, a stone possessing fatal qualities, rough, hard, black, and heavy, graven everywhere with lines like wrinkles. For
one and twenty days Helenus abainted from the nuptial couch from the bath, and from animal food. Then, washing this intelligent stone in a living fountain, he cherished it as a babe in soft clothing; and having propiti- ated it as a god, he at length gave it breath by his hymn of mighty virtue. Having lighted lamps in his own purified house, he formed the divines made repose in it about as a mother bears her infant; and you, if ye wish to hear the voice of the gods, in like manner provoke a similar miracle, for when ye have sedulously wiped and dandled the stone in your arms, on a sudden it will utter the cry of a new-born child seeking milk from the breast of its nurse. Beware, however, of fear, for if you drop the stone upon the ground, you will lose the anger of the immortals. Ask boldly of things future, and it will reply. Place it near your eyes when it has been washed, look steadily at it, and you will perceive it divinely breathing. Thus it was that Helenus, confiding in this fearful stone, learned that his country would be overthrown by the Atrides."

Photius, in his abstract of the life of Isodorus by Damascius, a credulous physician of the age of Justinian, speaks of an oracular stone, the bastulum, to which Lithomancy was attributed. Eusebius, in his commentaries, takes one of these wonder-working stones about with him. One night, it seemed, actuated by an unaccountable impulse, he wandered out from the city Emea to the summit of a mountain dignified by a temple of Minerva. There, as he sat down fatigued by his walk, he saw a globe of fire falling from the sky and a lion standing by it. The lion disappeared, the fire was extinguished, and Eusebius ran and picked up a bastulum. He asked it to what god it appertained, and it readily answered, to Nemesis, a deity worshipped by the Heliopolites, under the form of a lion in the temple of Jupiter. During this night, Eusebius said he travelled not less than 210 stadia, more than 26 miles. He never became perfectly master of the bastulum, but was obliged very humbly to solicit its responses. It was of a handsome, globular shape, white, a palm in diameter, though sometimes it appeared more, sometimes less; occasionally also, it was of purple colour. Characters were to be read on it, impressed in the colour called tingari- binus. Its answer seemed as if proceeding from a shrill pipe, and Eusebius himself interpreted the sounds. Damascius believed its animating spirit to be divine; Isodorus, on the other hand, thought it demoniacal, that is, not belonging to evil or material demons, not to these which are quite pure and immaterial. It was with one of these stones, according to Hesychius, that Rea fed Saturnus, when he fancied that he was devouring Jupiter, its name being derived from the skin in which it was wrapped, and such the commentator supposed to have been the Lapides divi, or vivi, which the insane monster Heliodorabas wished to carry off from the temple of Diana, built by Orestes at Laodic near Bochart traces the name and the reverence paid to the bastulum, to the stone which Jacob anointed at Bethel. Many of these bastyla, Photius assures us from Damascius, were to be found on Mount Libanus.

Little, Robert Wentworth: (See Rosicrucians.)

Little World: The name given to a secret society which conspired in England, in the eighteenth century, to re-establish the Stuart dynasty. Many stories are told of this society—as, for instance, that the devil presided over their assemblies in person. The members were Freemasons.

Loathly Damself, The: Kundry or Kundry. The Grail Messenger. One would imagine that the holder of such an office would be saint-like, but Christian describes her as "a damsel more in the likeness of a devil than of a woman of the street," and Wolfram refers to her in his work as "Kundry la Sorcière." Kundry in Wagner's music-drama "Parsifal" represents sin.

Lodestones: A precious stone believed to possess magical properties of diverse kinds. If one is ill, one must hold it in one's hands and shake it well. It cures wounds, snakes, bites, weak eyes, headaches and restores hearing. The powerful influence of the lodestone is truly marvellous. He who makes use of it is generally safe, even when he are accompanied by "black death." Orpheus says that "with this stone you can hear the voices of the gods and learn many wonderful things;" that it has the property of unfolding the future; and if held close to the eyes it will inspire with a divine spirit.

Lodge, Sir Oliver: (See Spiritualism.)

Logos: Fohat—is the term very commonly used in theosophy to designate the Deity. Along with the great religions, theosophy has as the beginning of its scheme a Deity who, in Himself, is altogether beyond human knowledge or conception, whether in the ordinary or the clairvoyant states. But when the Deity manifests Himself to man through his works of creation. He is known as the Logos. Essentially He is infinite but when He closes a "ring-pass-not" within which to build a kosmos, He has set limits to Himself, and what we can know of Him is contained in these limits. To us He appears in a triple aspect—the Christian Trinity—but this is, of course, merely an appearance, and in reality He is a unity. This triple aspect shows Him as Will, Wisdom and Activity, and from each of these came forth one of the creative life which formed the universe. From the third came the wave which created matter, from the second, the wave which aggregated diffuse matter into form, and from the first, the wave which brought with it the Monad, that scintillation of Himself which took possession of matter, to start thereby the evolutionary process.

Lolant: (See France.)

Loki: (See Devil.)

Lombroso, Professor Cesare: A celebrated Italian anthropologist. A few years before his death he took up the study of spiritualism and experimented extensively with the well-known medium Eusapia Palladino, in company with Messieurs Richet, Maxwell, Flammarion, and Professor Schiaparelli. He embodied the results of his investigations in several well-known works, and concluded that the though man was probably not immortal, his "shell" or shadow, a mere conglomerate of thought forces, remained on earth behind him for some considerable time after his demise. (See "After Death—What?" 1903.)

London Dialectical Society: In 1869 an important enquiry into the phenomena of spiritualism was undertaken by the London Dialectical Society. A committee of more than thirty members—including Alfred Russel Wallace, Sergeant Cox, Charles Bradlaugh, H. G. Atkinson, and Dr. James Edmunds—was formed, and resolved itself into six sub-committees. During the eighteen months over which their labours extended, the committee received a large quantity of evidence from believers in the phenomena, but very little from those antagonistic to the spirit hypothesis. In "The Dialectical Society's Report on Spiritualism," published by the Society, particular the are given both of the members' own experiences and of testimonies from witnesses whose character and position made their evidence valuable. Practically every form of manifestation, both physical and automatic, is covered in the report, which concluded thus: "In presenting their report, your Committee, taking into consideration the high character and great intelligence of many of the witnesses to the more extraordinary facts, the extent to which their testimony is supported by the reports of the sub-committees, and the absence of any proof of imposture or delusion as regards a large portion of the phenomena; and further, having regard to the excep-
Lopes, Sepulcral Manoel: (See Spain.)

Lepouilme, Chevalier: A Russian theologian to whom is attributed a tract, said to be translated from the Russian and entitled Characteristics of the Interior Church (1801). His teaching is similar to that of Eckartaus who whose work has elsewhere been briefly described—it is a kind of Christian transubstantiation and in its tenor, resembles the higher literature of the Graal.

Lords of the Flame or Children of the Fire Mist, are, according to theosophists, adepts sent from the planet Venus to aid terrestrial evolutioin. If it is necessary to explain that, in the evolution of the Solar System (q.v.) Venus is considerably in advance of the Earth, but by the efforts of these adepts directed towards intellectual development—the inhabitants of the earth are now really farther advanced than in ordinary course they would be. These adepts are not permanently inhabitants of the Earth, and, while few years later, most of them have returned whence they came, the time of crisis at which they assisted having now passed. (See Theosophy, Evolution, Chalais.)

Lost Word of Kabalism: Lost Word in Masonry. A word relating to some mystic plan, which though it is held to have disappeared, will at some time be restored, and will then make the whole system plain. It is not really lost, only withheld for a season. In the same way the Graal was not lost, but withdrawn to its own place and the search for it occupied the noblest figures in chivalry. It repre­sentsthe Key to the enigma of Creation; in terms of Christianity, the Kingdom of Heaven.

Loudun, Nuns of: In the year 1633, the convent of Ursulines established at Loudun in France was the scene of an outbreak of diabolical possession. The numerous nuns who inhabited the convent showed signs of diabolic possession, spoke with tongues, and behaved in the most extraordinary and hysterical manner. The affair grew in volume until practically all the nuns belonging to the institution were in the grip of a sort of temporary insanity. The Mother Superior of the convent, Jeanne de Béfieux, appears to have been of hysterical temperament, and she was not long in infecting the other inmates of the institution. She, with a sister named Claire and five other nuns, were the first to be obsessed by the so-called evil spirits. The outbreak spread to the neighboring town and so scandalous did the whole affair become that Richelieu appointed a commission to examine into it. The devils were subjected to the process of exorcism, which, however, proved to be fruitless in this instance, and the attacks of the nuns continued. But on a more imposing ceremony being held, they took themselves off, but only for a little while, returning again with greater violence than ever. Suspicion, or rather injustice, fixed upon the person of Urbain Grandier (q.v.), confessor of the convent, as the head and source of the whole affair. He was arrested, tried, condemned, and over the same door, and, through the possession of the Devil by means of the practice of sorcery. The truth is that the neighbouring clergy were madly jealous of Grandier because he had obtained two benefices in their diocese, of which he was not a native, and they had made up their minds to expel him as soon as possible. Despite his protests of innocence, the unfortunate priest was haled before a council of judges of the neighbouring parishes, who found upon his body the various marks which were the undisputed signs of a sorcerer, and it is said that the inquest brought to light the fact that Grandier had none too good a reputation. He must be very careful, however, to refrain from believing the worst about him, as the sources regarding this are undoubtedly tainted by religious prejudice. It is said that on his papers being seized much matter subversive of religious practice was found amongst them. They failed, however, to find that pact with Satan for which they had looked, although afterwards several versions of it were published by more or less credulous persons and sold as broadsheets. The unfortunate man was condemned to be burnt at the stake—a sentence which was duly carried out. After his death, however, the possession of the hysterial sisters did not cease; the demons became more obstreperous than ever and flippantly answered to their names of Asmodeus, Leviathan, and Behemoth, and so forth. A very holy Brother called Surin was deputed to put an end to the affair. Frail and unhealthy, he possessed, however, an indomitable spirit, and after much wrestling in prayer succeeded in finally exorcising the demons. The whole affair is set forth in the Histoire des Diables de Loudun, published in 1839, which gave a detailed account of one of the most extraordinary obsessions of modern times.

Lutheburg: (See Spiritualism.)

Pater Le: Siener de la Brosse, royal councillor and demonographer, was born at Hullah in Anjou in 1550. He was the author of a work entitled Discours et histoires des spectres, visions et apparaitions des esprits, anges, demons et sorciers abordant aux hommes. The work is divided into eight books dealing with the marvelous visions and prodi­gies of all the centuries, and the most celebrated authors sacred as well as profane, who have dealt with occult subjects, the cause of apparitions, the nature of good and evil spirits, of demons, of ecstasy, of the essence, nature and origin of souls, of magicians and sorcerers, of the manner of their communication, of evil spirits, and of impostors. It was published at Paris in 1605 in one quarto volume. The first book deals with spectres, apparitions and spirits; the second with the physics of Loyer's time, the illusions to which the senses are prone, wonders, the elixirs and metamorphoses of sorcerers and of phylttes; the third book establishes the degrees, grades and honours of spirits, gives a resume of the history of Philippon and of Poly­crits, and recounts diverse adventures with spectres and demons; the fourth book gives the history of the true apparitions, of the speech of persons possessed of demons, of the countries and dwelling-places of these spectres and demons, of marvellous portents, and so forth; the fifth treats of the science of the soul, of its origin, nature, its state after death, and of haunting ghosts; the sixth division is entirely taken up with the apparition of souls, and shows how the happy do not return to earth, but only those whose souls are burning in purgatory; in the seventh book the case of the Witch of Endor, and the evocation of the soul of Samuel, are dealt with, as is evocation in general and the methods practised by wizards and sorcerers in this science; the last book gives some account of exorcism, confessions, prayers, and other methods of casting out devils, and the usual means employed by exorcists to destroy these. The work as a whole is exceedingly curious and delightful, and the most curious thing is the remarkable and considerable light upon the occult science of the times.

Lubin: Tha fish whose gall was used by Tobias to restore his father's sight. It is said to be very powerful against ophthalmia, and its heart is potent in driving away demons. Light: Literally light-bringer, a name applied to the conception of the devil, who has often been likened to a fallen
star or angel. The Miltonic conception of Lucifer as a force potent for good or evil, one who might have done good greatly, intensely proud and powerful exceedingly, is one which is inconsistent with enlightenment. He represents simply the absence of good; a negative not a positive entity.

Lugh: In Irish romance, son of Kian, and father of Cuchulain. He was brought up by his uncle Coban, the Smith, and by Duach, King of Fairyland. It was prophesied of Lugh that he should eventually overcome his father's old enemy Balor, his own grandfather. So instead of killing the three murderers of his father, Kian, he put them on oath to obtain certain promises, including the magical fetter of the King of "Perse" and the pig-skin of the King of Greece, which, if laid on a patient, would heal him of his wound or cure him of his sickness. Thus equipped, Lugh entered the Battle of Moytura, against the Fomorians, and by hurling a stone which pierced through his hand to the brain of Balor, fulfilled the Druidic prophecy. Lugh was the Irish Sun-god; his final conquest of the Fomorians and their leader symbolises the victory of light and intellect over darkness. Balor was god of darkness, and brute force as embodied in the Fomorians and their leader symbolises the victory of light and intellect over darkness. Balor was god of darkness, and brute force as embodied in the Fomorians and their leader symbolises the victory of light and intellect over darkness.

Lull, Raymond: The life of this alchemist was a curious and eventful one, and all its diverse chapters bespeak him a man of titanic physical and mental energy, quite incapable of doing anything in dilettante fashion, but instead throwing himself heart and soul into every quest which chanced to appeal to him. Raymond's father was a Spanish knight, who, having won the approval of John L., King of Aragon, was granted an estate in Majorca; and it was in that island of the Balearic group that the future alchemist was born, probably in the year 1299, but the date is uncertain. Thanks to the royal favour which his father enjoyed, Raymond was appointed Seneschal of the Isles while he was still a mere youth; but hardly had he acquired this position ere, much to the chagrin of his parents, he began to show a strong predilection for debauchery. He paid amorous addresses to women of all sorts, while at length, becoming enamoured of a married lady named Eleonora de Castello, he began to follow her wherever she went, making no attempt to conceal his illicit passion. On one occasion, indeed, he actually sought the lady while she was attending mass. And so loud was the outcry against this bold, if not sacrilegious act, that Eleonora found it essential to write in peremptory style to her cavaliers serventes, biding him desist from his present course. The letter failed to cool the youth's ardour, but anon, when it transpired that the lady was smitten with the deadly complaint of cancer, her admirer's frame of mind began to alter speedily. Sobered by the frustration of his hopes, he vowed that henceforth he would live differently, consecrating his days to good works or in his project. So Raymond espoused holy orders, but, as was natural in the case of a man of such active and impetuous temperament, he felt small inclination for monastic life. His aim was to carry the Gospel far afield, converting the children of Mahomet, and with this in view he began to study Arabic; while having mastered that tongue he proceeded to Rome, eager to enlist the Pope's sympathy in his project. Raymond failed in the latter particular, yet, nothing daunted he embarked on his own account at Genoa about the year 1301, and having reached Tunis he commenced his crusade. His ardour resulted in his being fiercely persecuted and ultimately banished; safer for a while in Europe, visiting Paris, Naples and Pisa, and exhorting all good Christians to aid his beloved enterprise. But in 1308 he ventured to go back to Africa, and at Algiers he made a host of converts, yet was once more forced to fly for his life before the angry Mussulmans. He repaired to Tunis, thinking to escape thence to Italy, but his former activities in the town were remembered, and consequently he was seized and thrown into prison. Here he languished for a long time, never failing to seize every opportunity which presented itself of preaching the gospel, but at last some Genoese merchants contrived to procure his release, and so he sailed back to Italy. Proceeding to Rome, he made further strenuous efforts towards obtaining the Pope's support of a well-equipped foreign mission; but Raymond's importunity herein proved abortive, and, after resting for a while in the Holy City, the heroic zealot took his life in his hands, and returned to Tunis. Here he even proclaimed his presence publicly, but scarcely had he begun preaching when he reaped the inevitable harvest, and after being savagely attacked he was left lying on the sea-shore, apparently imagining him dead. He was still breathing, however, when some Genoese found him, and carrying him to a ship they set sail for Majorca. But the missionary did not rally, and he died while in sight of his home, the date being 1315.

Raymond's proselytising ardour had made his name familiar throughout Europe, and, while many people regarded him as a heretic because he had undertaken a mission without the pope's sanction, there were others who admired him so much that they sought to make him a saint. But he was never canonized, and the reason, perhaps, lay in the well-known fact that he had engaged in alchemy. He is reported to have made a large sum of gold for the English king, and, while there is really no proof that he ever visited Britain, the remaining part of the story holds a certain significance. For it is said that Lull made the money on the strict understanding that it should be utilised for equipping a large and powerful band of missionaries, and the likelihood is that he thought to employ his chemical skill on behalf of his beloved object, and approached some European Sovereign with this in view, thus giving rise to the tradition about his dealings with the English monarch. Be that as it may, Raymond's voluminous writings certainly include a number of alchemical works, notably Alchimia Magic Naturalis, De Aquis Super Accuratissimis, De Sacris Medicina Magna and De Conservationibus Vitalis; and it is interesting to find that several of these won considerable popularity and were repeatedly reprinted, while so late as 1673 two volumes of Opera Alchimica purporting to be from Raymond's pen were issued at London. Five years before this a biography by Vernon had been published at Paris, while a later date German historian of chemistry, Gruel, referred to Lull as a scientist of exceptional skill, and mentioned him as the first man to distil rosemary oil.

Luminous Bodies: Dead bodies are frequently supposed to glow in the dark with a sort of phosphorescent light. Possibly the belief arose from the idea that the soul was like a fire dwelling in the body.

Luther, Martin: The Rosicrucian. (See Rosicrucians.)

Lutin, The: The Lutins of Normandy in many respects resembled Robin Goodfellow. Like him he had many names, and like him had the power of assuming many forms;
but the Lutin's pranks were usually of a more serious nature than those of the tricky spirit of Merrie England. Many a man laid his run at the Lutin's door, although it must be confessed that in these cases neighbours were uncharitable enough to say, that the Lutin had less to do with it than habits of Want-of-Thrift and Self-Indulgence. Thus, on market days, when a farmer lingered late over his ale, whether in driving a close bargain or in enjoying the society of a boon companion, he declared the Lutin was sure to play him some spiteful trick on his way home: his horse would stumble—he would be thrown—he would lose his purse—or else his way. If the farmer persisted in these habits, more serious would become the Lutin's tricks; the sheep-pens would be unfastened, the cow-house and stable doors left open, and the flocks and cattle be found moving among the standing corn and unknown hay: while every servant on the farm would swear to his own innocence, and unhesitatingly lay the blame on the Lutin. Similar tricks were played on the fisherman by the Nain Rouge—another name for the Lutin. He opened the meshes of the nets and set the fish free; he removed the floats and let the nets sink to the bottom, or the sinkers, and let the nets float away on the retiring tide. True, if closely questioned, the fishermen would confess that on these occasions the night was dark and stormy, the boath was warm, and the grog plentiful, and that instead of drawing their nets at the proper time, they had delayed it till morning. Again, he would appear like a black nag, ready bridled and saddled, quietly feeding by the way-side; but woe to the luckless wight who mounted him!—unless, indeed, he did so for some charitable or holy purpose, in which case he was borne with the speed of the wind to his destination. In this form the Lutin played his wildest pranks and was called Le Cheval Bayard.

**LUX** (See Spain.)

**Lyceanthropy:** The transformation of a human being into an animal. The term is derived from the Greek words, *lukos* a wolf, and *anthropos* a man, but it is employed regarding a transformation into any animal shape. It is chiefly in these countries where wolves are numerous that we find such tales concerning them. (See Wer-wolf.) But in India, and some parts of Asia, the tiger takes the place of the wolf; in Russia and elsewhere the bear, and in Africa the leopard.

It is usually savage animals regarding which these beliefs are prevalent, but even harmless ones also figure in them. There is considerable confusion as to whether such transformations were voluntary, or involuntary, temporary or permanent. The man as transformed into the animal may be the very individual himself, or, on the other hand may be only his double, that is his spirit may enter the animal and his body remain unchanged. Magicians and witches were credited with the power of transforming themselves into wolves and other animal shapes, and it was asserted that if the animal were wounded that the marks of the wound would be discovered upon the wizard's body.

The belief is current amongst many savage tribes that every individual possesses an animal form which he enters at death, or at will. This is effected either by magic or natural agency.

As has been said, the wolf is a common form of animal transformation in Europe. In ancient Greece the belief was associated with the dog, which took the place of the wolf. Other similar beliefs are found in India and Java and in the former country we find the wer-wolf in a sort of vampire form.

Guyon relates the history of an enchanter who used to change himself into different beasts.

"Certain people," said he, "persuaded Ferdinand, first Emperor of that name, to command the presence of a Polish enchanter and magician in the town of Nuremberg to learn the result of a difference he had with the Turks, concerning the kingdom of Hungary: and not only did the magician make use of divination, but performed various other marvels, so that the king did not wish to see him, but the courtiers introduced him into his chamber. There he did many wonderful things, among others, he transformed himself into a horse, anointing himself with some grease, then he took the shape of an ox, and thirdly that of a lion, all in less than an hour. The emperor was so terrified by these transformations that he commanded that the magician should be immediately dismissed, and declined to hear the future from the lips of such a rascal."

"It need no longer be doubted," adds the same writer, "that Lucius Apuleius Plato was a sorcerer, and that he was transformed into an ass, forasmuch as he was charged with it before the proconsul of Africa, in the time of the Emperor Antonine I., in the year 150 A.D., as Apollonius of Tyana, long before, in the year 60, was charged before Domitian with the same crime. And more than three years after, the rumour persisted to the time of St. Augustine, who was an African, who has written and confirmed it; as also in his time the father of one Preistatus was transformed into a horse, as the said Preistatus declared. Augustine's father having died, in a short time the son had wasted the greater part of his inheritance in the pursuit of the magic arts, and in order to flee poverty he sought to marry a rich widow named Pudentilla, for such a long time that at length she consented. Soon after her only son and heir, the child of her former marriage, died. These things came about in a manner which led people to think that he had by means of magic entrapped Pudentilla, who had been aed in vain by several illustrious people, in order to obtain the wealth of her son. It was also said that the profound knowledge he possessed—for he was able to solve difficult questions which left other men bewildered—was obtained from a demon or familiar spirit he possessed. Further, certain people said they had seen him do many marvellous things, such as making himself invisible, transforming himself into a horse or into a bird, piercing his body with a sword without wounding himself, and similar performances. He was at last accused by one Sicilius Emilianus, the censor, before Claudius Maximus, proconsul of Africa, who was said to be a Christian; but nothing was found against him.

Now, that he had been transformed into an ass, St. Augustine regards as indubitable, he having read it in certain true and trustworthy authors, and being besides of the same country; and this transformation happened to him only thirty years before he was versed in magic, through the spell of a sorceress, who sold him, and who recovered him to his former shape after. He had served in the capacity of an enchanter in the year of our Lord 150, and spent this period in study. He had the power of changing himself into the shapes of all animals, with all his human senses: he could eat and drink, and walk about in the same way as a man, and was not only unharmed by the weapons of his enemies, but could not be wounded by them. He was at last shown forth his case, and to lend probability to the rumour, he wrote a book entitled The Golden Ass, a mélange of fables and dialogues, to expose the vices of the men of his time, which he had heard of, or seen, during his transformation, with many of the labours and troubles he had suffered while in the shape of an ass.

"However that may be, St. Augustine in the book of the City of God, book XVIII., chapters XVII. and XVIII., relates that in his time there were in the Alps certain sorceresses who gave a particular kind of cheese to the passers by, who, on partaking of it, were immediately changed into asses or other beasts of burden, and were made to carry heavy weights to certain places. When their task was over, they were permitted to regain their human shape."
"The bishop of Tyre, historian, writes that in his time, probably about 1220, some Englishmen were sent by their king to the aid of the Christians who were fighting in the Holy Land, and that on their arrival in a haven of the island of Cyprus a sorceress transformed a young English soldier into an ass. He, wishing to return to his companions in the ship, was chased away with blows from a stick, whereupon he returned to the sorceress who made use of him, until someone noticed that the ass kneaded in a church and did various other things which only a reasoning being could do. The sorceress who followed him was taken on suspicion before the authorities, was obliged to give him his human form three years after his transformation, and was forthwith executed."

"We read," says Loyc Guyon, "that Ammonius, a peripatetic philosopher, about the time of Lucius Sep­tinius Severus, in the year 156 A.D., had present at his lectures an ass whom he taught. I should think that this ass had been at one time a man, and that he quite understood what Ammonius taught, for these transformed persons retain their reason unimpaired, as St. Augustine and other writers have assured us."

Fulgoes writes, book VIII., chapter II., that in the time of Pope Leon, who lived about the year 930, there were in Germany two sorceresses who used thus to change their guests into beasts, and on one occasion she changed a young mountebank into an ass, who, preserving his human understanding, gave a great deal of amusement to the passers-by. A neighbour of the sorceresses bought the ass at a good price, but was warned by them that he must not take the beast to a river, or he would lose it. Now the ass escaped one day and running to a near-by lake plunged into the water, when he returned to his own shape. Apuleius says that he regained his human form by eating roses.

"There are still to be seen in Egypt asses which are led into the market-place to perform various feats of agility and tricks, understanding all the commands they receive, and executing them: such as to point out the most beautiful woman of the company, and many other things that one would hardly believe; and Belon, a physician, relates in his observations that he has seen them, and others also, who have been there, and who have affirmed the same to me."

"One day there was brought to St. Macarius, the Egyptian," says Calmet, "an honest woman who had been transformed into a mare by the wicked art of a magician. Her husband, who believed that she had really been changed into a mare, this woman remained for three days without taking any food, whether suitable for a horse or for a human being. She was brought to the priests of the place, who could suggest no remedy. So they led her to the cell of St. Macarius, to whom God had revealed that she was about to come. His disciples wished to send her away, thinking her a mare, and they warned the saint of her approach, and the reason for her journey. He said to them: 'It is you who are the animals, who think you see that which is not; this woman is not changed, but your eyes are bewitched.' As he spoke he scattered holy water on the head of the woman, and all those present saw her in her true shape. He had something given her to eat and sent her away safe and sound with her husband."

Lyton, Bulwer: Author (1603-1873). According to his baptismal certificate, this once so brilliant literary man was Edward George Earle Lyton Bulwer-Lyton, and in signing some of his early writings he used all these names with occasional variations in their order, an act which was regarded by many people as springing from pride and pomposity, and which elicited the withering satire of Thackeray in Punch. Lyton was born at Longdon Hall; while his mother was Elizabeth Barbara Lyton, a lady who claimed kinship with Cadwaladr Vendigaid, the semi-mythical hero who led the Struthclyde Welsh against the Angles in the seventh century. As a child the future novelist was delicate, but he learned to read at an early age, and began to write verses before he was ten years old. Going first to a small private school at Fulham, he soon passed on to another one at Rottingdean; and here he continued to manifest literary tastes, Byron and Scott being his chief idols at this time. So clever was the boy thought, indeed, that his relations decided it would be a mistake to send him to a public school; and accordingly he was placed with a tutor at Ealing, under whose care he progressed rapidly with his studies. Thereafter he proceeded to Cambridge, where he took his degree easily, and won many academic laurels, while on leaving the University he travelled for a while in Scotland and in France, and then bought a commission in the army. He sold it soon afterwards, however, while in 1827 he was married, and now he began to devote himself seriously to writing, his first publications of note being the novels of Falhland, Fulham and Eugene Aram. These won an instant success, and placed considerable wealth in the author's hands, the result being that in 1831 he entered parliament as Liberal member for St. Ives, Huntingdonshire; and during the next ten years he was an active politician yet found time to produce a host of works, for instance The Last Days of Pompell and Ernest Maltravers, Zanoni and The Last of the Barons. These were followed shortly by The Castons, and simultaneously Lyton achieved some fame as a dramatist, perhaps his best play being The Lady of Lyons; while in 1851 he was instrumental in founding a scheme for pensioning authors, in 1862 he increased his reputation greatly by his novel entitled A Strange Story, and four years later his services to literature and politics were rewarded by a peerage. He now began to work at yet another story, Kenelm Chillingly, but his health was beginning to fail, and he died in 1873 at Torquay.

The works cited above constitute but a fragment of Lyton's voluminous achievement. Besides further novels too numerous to mention, he issued several volumes of verse notably Ismeri and The New Unions, while he did translations from German, Spanish and Italian, he produced a history of Athens, he contributed to endless periodicals, and was at one time editor of The New Monthly Magazine. But albeit so busy throughout the whole of his career, and however much his career, he did not live to see as much success as he had anticipated. At the time of his death he was more than a mere writer; Lyton had evinced a predilection for mysticism, while he had surprised his mother once by asking her whether she was "not sometimes overcome by the sense of her own identity" (almost exactly the same question was put to his nurse in boyhood by another mystic, William Bell Scott); Lyton sedulously developed his leaning towards the occult, and it is everywhere manifest in his literary output. It is transpired, for example, in his poem The Tale of a Dreamer, and again in Kenelm Chillingly, in which he takes up A Strange Story to dwell on its influence. It is colouring to old-fashioned magic; but neither this essay nor those others are really to be called triumphant in the artistic sense, and, as Sir Leslie Stephen shrewdly observes, Lyton's "attempts at the mysterious too often remind us of spirit-rapping rather than excite the thrill of supernatural awe." In a life on earth as well as on the other side Lyton was theatrical and his mysticism was not a little stagey.
MYTHOLOGICAL INTERCHANGE OF "MACROCOSM" AND "MICROCOSM."
Mast Kheru: According to Maspus, the Egyptian name of the true intonation with which the dead must recite those magical incantations which would give them power in Amenti, the Egyptian Hades.

Maelam: A Slavonic name for a witch. (See Slavas.)

Macalzie, Gallatin: A disciple of Albert Pike (q.v.) and one of the leaders of Masonry in Charleston, U.S.A., who was charged by Miss Diana Vaughan, Dr. Bateille and others with the practice of Satanism and sorcery — charges entirely without foundation. (See Revelation.)

Macenzo, Kenneth: (See Rosicrucians.)

Macrocosm, The: The whole universe (Greek Macro, long, Kosmos the world (lit. Microcosm)). A six-pointed star, formed of two triangles, and the sacred symbol of Solomon's seal. It represents the infinite and the absolute that is the most simple and complete abridgment of the science of all things. Paracelsus states that every magical figure and kabbalistic sign of the pantheons which compel spirits may be reduced to two — the Microcosm and the Macrocosm.

It is the emblem of the world.

Macroprosopus, The: One of the four magical elements in the Kabala, and probably representing one of the four simple elements — air, water, earth, or fire. Macroprosopus means "creator of the great world."

Maistre Natura: An old and powerful secret society, of Italy, who worshipped the idealised nature, and which seems to have been founded by members of the ancient Italian priesthood. It had a tradition that one of the Popes as Cardinal de Medici became a member of the fraternity, and for this there is good documentary evidence. It accepted the allegorical interpretation which the Neo-Platonists had placed upon the Pagan creeds during the first ages of Christianity.

Magi: Priests of ancient Persia, and the cultivators of the wisdom of Zoroaster. They were instituted by Cyrus when he founded the new Persian empire, and are supposed to have been of the Median race. Schlegel says (Philosophy of History), "they were not so much a hereditary aristocracy as an order or association, divided into various and successive ranks and grades, such as existed in the mysteries — the grade of apprenticeship — that of mastership — that of perfect mastership." In short, they were a theosophical college; and either its professors were indifferently "magi," or magicians, and "wise men" or they were distinguished into two classes by those names. Their name pronounced "Mogh," by the modern Persians, and "Maghi," by the ancients signified "Wise," and such is the interpretation of it given by the Greek and Roman writers. Stobaeus expressly calls the science of the magi, the service of the gods, so Plato, According to Ennemoser, "Magiusah, Madschusis, signified the office and knowledge of the priest, who was called Magus, Magiusi," and afterwards magi or "Magician." Brucker maintains that the primitive meaning of the word is "fire worshipper," "worship of the light," an erroneous opinion. In the modern Persian the word is "Mog," and "Mogbed" signifies high priest. The high priest of the Parsae at Surat, even at the present day, is called "Mobed." Others derive the word from "Meh," "Meh-ab" signifying something which is great and noble, and Zoroaster's disciples were called "Meghestom." Salverte states that these Mobeds were in ancient times the priests of Zoroaster, and that they also were divided into three classes — those who abstained from all animal food; those who never ate of the flesh of any tame animals; and those who made no scruple to eat any kind of meat. A belief in the transmigration of the soul was founded on this superstition. They professed the science of divination, and for that purpose met together and consulted in their temples. They professed to make truth the great object of their study; for that alone, they said, can make man like God whose body resembles light, as his soul or spirit resembles truth. They condemned all images, and those who said that the gods were male and female; they had neither temples nor altars, but worshipped the sky, as a representative of the Deity, on the tops of mountains; they also sacrificed to the sun, moon, earth, fire, water, and winds, says Herodotus, meaning, no doubt that they adored the heavenly bodies and the elements. This was probably before the time of Zoroaster, when the religion of Persia seems to have resembled that of ancient India. Their hymns in praise of the Most High exceeded, according to Dio Chrysostom, the sublimity of anything in Homer or Hesiod. They exposed their dead bodies to wild beasts. It is a question whether the old Persian doctrine and wisdom or tradition of light did not undergo material alterations in the hands of its Median restorer, Zoroaster; whether this doctrine was preserved in all its purity by the order of the magi. He then remarks that on them devolved the important trust of the monarch's education, which must necessarily have given them great weight and influence in the state. They were in high credit at the Persian gates — for that was the Oriental name given to the capital of the empire, and the abode of the king — and they took the most active part in all the factions that encompassed the throne, or that were formed in the vicinity of the court. In Greece, and even in Persia, the sacerdotal fraternities and associations of initiates, formed by the mysteries, had in general but an indirect, though not unimportant influence on affairs of state; but in the Persian monarchy they acquired a complete political ascendancy. Religion, philosophy, and the sciences were all in their hands; they were the universal physicians who healed the sick in body and in spirit, and, in strict consistency with that character, ministered to the state, which is only the man again in a larger sense. The three grades of the magi alluded to are called by Herber the "disciples," the "professors," and the "masters." They were originally from Bactria, where they governed a little state by laws of their own choice, and by their incorporation in the Persian empire, they greatly promoted the consolidation of the conquests of Cyrus. Their fall dates from the reign of Darius Rystases, about 500 B.C., by whom they were banished from Bactria, and according to Diodorus, they extended to Cappadocia on the one hand, and to India on the other, but they were still of so much consideration at a later period, as to provoke the jealousy of Alexander the Great. (See Persia.)

Magia Posthumae: A short treatise on Vampireism published at Olmutz in 1706, and written by Ferdinand de Scherz. Reviewing it Calmet (q.v.) says in his Dissertation on Vampires: "The author relates a story of a woman that died in a certain village, after having received all the sacraments, and was buried with the usual ceremonies, in the Churchyard. About four days after, the inhabitants of the village were afflicted with an uncommon noise and outcry, and saw a spectre, sometimes in the shape of a dog, and sometimes in that of a man, which appeared to great multitudes of people, and put them to excessive pain and misery. It was observed attacking their breasts, almost to suffocation. There were several whose bodies were bruised all over, and reduced them to the utmost weakness, so that they grew pale, lean, and disfigured. His fury was sometimes so great as not to spare the very beasts, for cows were frequently found dead to the earth, half dead; at other times with their tails tied to one
another, and their hideous lowings sufficiently expressed the pain they felt. Horses were often found almost wearied to death, foaming with sweat, and out of breath, as if they had been running a long and tiresome race; and these calamities continued for several months." The author of this treatise exclaims into the subject in the capacity of a lawyer, and discusses both the matter of fact and the points of law arising from it. He is clearly of opinion that if the suspected person was really the author of these noises, disturbances, and acts of cruelty, the law will justify the burning of the body, as is practiced in the case of other spectres which come again and molest the living. He relates also several stories of apparitions of this sort, and particularizes the mischief done by them. One, among others, is of a herdman of the village of Blow near the town of Kadam in Bohemia, who appeared for a considerable time together, and called upon several persons, who all died within eight days. At last, the inhabitants of Blow dug up the herdman's body, and fixed it in the ground, with a stake driven through it. The man, even in this condition, laughed at the people that were employed about him, and told them they were very obliging to furnish him with a stick to defend himself from the dogs. The same night he extricated himself from the stake, frightened several persons by appearing to them, and occasioned the death of many more than he had hitherto done. He was then delivered into the hands of the hangman, who put him into a cart, in order to burn him without the town. As they went along, the carcass shrieked in the most hideous manner, and threw about its arms and legs, as if it had been alive, and upon being again run through with a stake, it gave a loud cry, and a great quantity of fresh, florid blood issued from the wound. At last the body was burnt to ashes, and this execution put a final stop to the spectre's appearing and infesting the village.

The same method has been practised in other places, where these apparitions have been seen, and upon taking them out of the ground, their bodies have seemed fresh and florid, their limbs pliant and flexible, without any worms or putrefaction, but not without a great stench. The author quotes several other writers, who attest what he relates concerning these spectres, which, he says, still appear in the mountains of Silesia and Moravia. They are seen, it seems, both by day and night, and the things which formerly belonged to them are observed to stir and change their place, without any person's being seen to touch them. And the only remedy in these cases, is to cut off the head, and burn the body of the persons that are supposed to

Maglo: Short for "magic art," from Greek magos the science and religion of the priests of Zoroaster; or, according to Sket, from Greek megas, great, thus signifying the "great" science. History.—The earliest traces of magical practice are found in the European caves of the middle Palaeolithic Age. These belong to the last interglacial period of the Pleistocene period, which has been named the Aurignacian, after the cave-dwellers of Aurignac, whose skeletons, artifacts and drawings link them with the Bushmen of South Africa. In the cave of Gargas, near Bagnoires de Luchon, occur, in addition to spirited and realistic drawings of animals, numerous imprints of human hands in various stages of mutilation. Some hands had been first smeared with a sticky substance and then pressed on the rock; others had been held in position to be dusted round with red ochre, or black pigment. Most of the imprinted hands have mutilated fingers; in some cases the first and second joints of one or more fingers are wanting; in others the stumps only of all fingers remain. A close study of the hand imprints makes it evident that they are not to be regarded as those of lepers. There can be little doubt that the joints were removed for a specific purpose, and on this point there is general agreement among anthropologists. A clue to the mystery is obtained by the magical custom among the Bushmen of similarly removing finger joints. Mr. G. W. Stow in his The Races of South Africa makes reference to this strange form of sacrifice. He once came into contact with a number of Bushmen who "had all lost the first joint of the little finger"—or the "stone knife"—with purpose to ensure a safe journey to the spirit world. Another writer tells of an old Bushman woman whose little fingers of both hands had been mutilated, three joints in all having been removed. She explained that each joint had been sacrificed as a daughter died to express her sorrow. No doubt, however, there was a deeper meaning in the custom than she cared to confess. F. Bous in his Report on the N.W. Tribes of Canada gives evidence of the custom among these peoples. When frequent deaths resulted from disease, the Canadian Indians were wont to sacrifice the joints of their little fingers so, as they explained, "to cut off the deaths." Among the Indian Madigas (Telugu Pariha) the evil eye is averted by sacrificers who dip their hands in the blood of goats or sheep and impress them on either side of a house door. This custom is not unknown even to Brahmins. Impressions of hands are also occasionally seen on the walls of Indian Mohammedan mosques. As among the N.W. Canadian tribes, the hand ceremony is most frequently practised in India when epidemics make a heavy toll of lives. The Bushmen also remove finger joints when stricken with sickness. In Australia, where during initiation ceremonies the young men have teeth knocked out and bodies scarred, the women of some tribes mutilate the little fingers of daughters with purpose to influence their future careers. Apparently the finger chopping customs of Palaeolithic times had a magical significance. On some of the paintings in the Aurignacian caves appear symbols which suggest the slaying with spears and cutting up of animals. Enigmatical signs are another feature. Of special interest are the figures of animal-headed demons, some with hands upraised in the Egyptian attitude of adoration, and others apparently dancing like the animal-headed dancing gods of the Bushmen. In the Magdalenian Palaeolithic cave there are semi-human faces of angry demons with staring eyes and monstrous noses. In the Spanish Cave at Cogul several figures of women wearing half-length skirts and shoulder shawls, are represented dancing round a nude male. So closely do these females resemble such as in Bushmen paintings that they might well, but for their location, be credited to this interesting people. Religious dances among the Bushman tribes are associated with marriage, birth and burial ceremonies; they are also performed to exorcise demons in cases of sickness. "Dances are to us what prayers are to you," an elderly Bushman once informed a European. Whether the cave drawings and wood, bone and ivory carvings of the Magdalenian, or late Palaeolithic period at the close of the last ice epoch, are of magical significance is a problem on which there is no general agreement. It is significant to find, however, that several carved ornaments bearing animal figures or enigmatical signs are perforated as if worn as charms. On a piece of horn found at Lotrash, Hauta Pyrenees, are beautiful incised drawings of reindeer and salmon, above which appear mystical symbols. An ape-like demon carved on bone was found at Mas d'Azil: on a reindeer horn from Languedoc Basse a prostrate man with a tail is creeping up on all fours towards a grazing bison. These are some of the instances which lend colour to the view that late Palaeolithic art had its origin in magical beliefs and practices—that hunters
carved on the handles of weapons and implements, or scratched on cave walls, the images of the animals they desired to capture—sometimes with the secured co-operation of demons, and sometimes with the aid of magical spells.

Coming to historic times we know that the ancient Egyptians (See Egypt) possessed a highly-developed magical system, as did the Babylonians (See Semites), and other primitive civilizations. Indeed from these the medieval European system of magic was finally evolved. Greece and Rome (both of which see) also possessed distinct national systems, which in some measure were branches of their religions; and thus like the Egyptian and Babylonian were preservers of the priesthood.

Magic in early Europe was, of course, merely an appendage of the various religious systems which obtained throughout that continent; and it was these systems which later generated into witchcraft (q.v.). But upon the foundation of Christianity, the church soon began to regard the practice of magic as foreign to the spirit of its religion. Thus the Thirty-sixth Canon of the Ecumenical Council held at Laodicea in 364 A.D. forbids clerks and priests to become magicians, enchanters, mathematicians or astrologers. It orders, moreover, that the Church shall expel from its bosom those who employ ligatures or phylacteries, because it says that the ligatures are the prisons of the soul. The Fourth Canon of the Council of Otricoli, A.D. 525, prohibited the consultation of sorcerers, augurs, diviners, and divinities made with wood or bread; and the Sixtieth Canon of the Council of Constantinoiople. A.D. 622, communicated for a period of six years diviners, and those who had recourse to them. The prohibition was repeated by the Council of Rome in 721. The Forty-second Canon of the Council of Tours in 683 is to the effect that the priests shall teach to the people the inefficacy of magical practices to restore the health of men or animals, and later Councils practically endorsed the Church's earlier views.

It does not appear, however, that what may be called "medieval magic" took final and definite shape until about the twelfth century. Modelled upon the systems in vogue among the Byzantines and Moors of Spain, which were evolved from the Alexandrian system (See Neoplatonism), what might be called the "oriental" type of magic gained footing in Europe, and quite superseded the earlier and semi-barbarian systems in use among the various countries of that continent, most of which, as has been said, were heretical or of their original unity. To these relics clung the witch and the wizard and the professors of lesser magic; whereas among the disciples of the imported system we find the magician—black and white, the necromancer and the sorcerer. The manner in which the theosophy and the magic of the East was imported was probably two-fold; first, there is good evidence that it was imported into Europe by persons returning from the Crusades; and secondly, we know that in matters of wisdom, Byzantium fell heir to Alexandria, and that from Constantinoiople magic was disseminated throughout Europe, along with other sciences. It is not necessary to deal in the course of this article with the history of witchcraft and lesser sorcery, as that has already been done in the article "witchcraft" (q.v.); and we will confine ourselves strictly to the history of the higher branches of magic. But it is competent to point out that, as do that they do that it is not necessary for the primitive mind is markedly original, they have satisfied themselves that magic is therefore an art which does not exhibit any frequent changes amongst primitive folk, and is fixed by its laws. Religion, they say, is official after an official has been initiated into the mysteries of magi. Magical power, according to the body, is external, and appears to be determined by the consanguinity, similarity, and contrast of the object of the act, and the object
to be effected. Mr. Frazer believes all magic to be based on the law of sympathy—that is the assumption that things act on one another at a distance because of their being secretly linked together by invisible bonds. He divides sympathetic magic into homoeopathic and contagious magic. The first is imitative or mimetic, and may be practised by itself; but the latter usually necessitates the application of the imitative principle. Well-known instances of mimetic magic are the forming of wax figures in the likeness of an enemy, which are destroyed in the hope that he will perish. Contagious magic may be instanced by the savage anointing the weapon which caused a wound instead of the wound itself, in the belief that the blood on the weapon continues to feel with the blood on the body. Mr. L. Marillier divides magic into three classes: the magic of the word or act; the magic of the human being independent of rite or formula; and the magic which demands a human being of special powers and the use of ritual. Mr. A. Lehmann believes magic to be a practice of superstition, and founds it in illusion. The fault of all these views is that they attribute too great an exactness, and that they do not allow sufficiently for the feeling of wonder and excitement which is supposed to exist. Indeed they designate this "strained attention." We may grant that the attention of savages to a magical rite is "strained," so strained is it in some cases that it terrifies them into insanity; and it would seem therefore as if the limits of "attention" were overpassed, and as if it shaded into something very much deeper. Moreover it is just possible that in future it may be granted that so-called sympathetic magic does not partake of the nature of magic at all, but has greater affinities (owing to its strictly natural and non-supernatural character) with pseudo-science.

Magic is recognised by many savage peoples as a force rather than an art,—a thing which impinges upon the thought of man from outside. It would appear that many barbarian tribes believe in what would seem to be a great reservoir of magical power, the exact nature of which they are not prepared to specify. Thus amongst certain American-Indian tribes we find a force called Orenda or spirit-force. Amongst the ancient Peruvians, everything sacred was mana and possessed of magical power. In Melanesia, we find a force spoken of called mana, transmissible and contagious, which may be seen in the form of flames or even heard. The Malays use the word kramal to signify the same thing; and the Malagasy, the term kama. Some of the tribes round Lake Tanganyika believe in such a force, which they call mawa, and Australian tribes have many similar terms, such as churinga and booby. To hark back to America, we find in Mexico the strange creed called nagualism, which partakes of the same conception—everything nagual is magical or possesses an inherent spiritual force of its own.

Theories of the Origin of Magic.—Many theories have been advanced regarding the origin of magic; some authorities believing that it commenced with the idea of personal superiority; others through animistic beliefs; and still others through such ideas as that physical pains, for which the savage could not account, were supposed to be inflicted by invisible weapons. This last theory is, of course, in itself, merely animistic. It does not seem, however, that writers on the subject have given sufficient attention to the great influence exerted on the mind of man by odd or peculiar occurrences. We do not for a moment desire to advance the hypothesis that magic entirely originated from such a source, but we believe that it was a powerful factor in the growth of magical belief. To which, too, animism and taboo contributed their quota. The cult of the dead too and their worship would soon become fused with magical practice, and as complete demonology would thus speedily arise.

The Dynamics of Magic.—Magical practice is governed by well-marked laws limited in number. It possesses many classes of practitioner; as, for example, the diviner or augur, whose duties are entirely different from those of the witch-doctor. Chief among these laws, as has already been hinted, is that of sympathy, which, as has been said, must inevitably be sub-divided into the laws of similarity, contiguity and antipathy. The law of similarity and homoeopathy is again divisible into two sections: (1)—the assumption that like produces like—an illustration of which is the destruction of a model in the form of an enemy; and (2)—the idea that like cures like—for instance, that the stone called the bloodstone can staunch the flow of bleeding. The law dealing with antipathy rests on the assumption that the application of a certain object or drug expels its contrary. There remains contiguity, which is based on the concept that whatever has once formed part of an object continues to form part of it. Thus if a magician can obtain a portion of a person's hair, he can work woe upon him through the invisible bonds which tie him to his body. The act is magical and antipathetic; and it is often the belief is that the magician procures the name of a person that he can gain magical dominion over him. This, of course, arose from the idea that the name of an individual was identical with himself. The doctrine of the Incommunicable Name, the hidden name of the god or magician, is well instanced by many legends in Egyptian history—the deity usually taking extraordinary care to keep his own secret, in order that no one might gain power over him. The spell or incantation is connected with this concept, and with these, in a lesser degree, may be associated magical gesture, which is usually introduced for the purpose of accentuating the spoken word. Gesture is often symbolic or sympathetic; it is sometimes the reversal of a religious rite, such as marching against the sun, which is known as walking "widdershins." The method of pronouncing rites is, too, one of great importance. Archaic or foreign expressions are usually found in spells ancient and modern; and the tone in which the incantation is spoken, no less than its exactness, is also important. To secure exactness rhythm was often employed, which had the effect of aiding memory.

The Magician.—In the Magician,—the magician, which term includes the shaman, medicine-man, piagi, witch-doctor, et cetera, may hold his position by hereditary right; by an accident of birth, as being the seventh son of a seventh son; to revelation from the gods; or through mere mastery of ritual. In savage life we find the shaman a good deal of a medium, for instead of summoning the powers of the air at his bidding as did the magicians of medieval days, he seems to find it necessary to throw himself into a state of trance and seek them in their own sphere. The magician is also often regarded as possessed by an animal or supernatural being. The duties of the priest and magician are often combined in primitive society, but it cannot be too strongly asserted that where a religion has been superseded, the priests of the old cult are, for those who have taken their places, nothing like the magicians. We do not hear much of beneficent magic among savage peoples, and it is only in Europe that White Magic may be said to have gained any hold.

Medieval Definition of Magic.—The definitions of magic vouchsafed by the great magicians of medieval and modern times naturally differ greatly from those of anthropologists.
For example Eliphas Levi says in his History of Magic: "Magic combines in a single science that which is most certain in philosophy and the true line of magical adepts ended with Levi, as at no time in the world's history are these known to the vulgar; but we may be certain that the great art is practised in secret as sedulously as ever in the past, and that men of temperament as exalted as in the case of the magicians of older days still privately pursue that art, which, like its sister religion, is none the less celestial because it has been evolved from lowly origins in the mind of man, whose spirit with the march of time reflects ever more strongly the light of heaven, as the sea at first dimly reddened by the dawn, at length mirrors the whole splendor of day."

(See also Abraham the Jew, Black Magic, Ceremonial Magic, Egypt, Magic Darts, Magical Diagrams, Magical Instruments, Magical Numbers, Magical Union of Cologne, Magical Vestments, Medieval Magic.)

Magical Diagrams: These were geometrical designs, representing the mysteries of deity and creation, therefore supposed to be of special virtue in rites of evocation and conjuration.

The chief of these were the Triangle, the Double Triangle, forming a six-pointed star and known as the Sign or Seal of Solomon; the Tetragram a four-pointed star formed by the interlacment of two pillars; and the Pentagram, a five-pointed star.

These signs were traced on paper or parchment, or engraved on metals and glass and consecrated to their various uses by special rites.

The Triangle was based on the idea of trinity as found in all things, in deity, time and creation. The triangle was generally traced on the ground with the magic sword or rod, as in circles of evocation where the triangle was drawn within it and according to the position of the magician at its point or base so the spirits were conjured from heaven or hell.

The Double Triangle, the Sign of Solomon, symbolic of the Macrocosm, was formed by the interlacment of two triangles, thus its points constituted the perfect number six. The magicians wore it, bound on their brows and breasts during the ceremonies and it was engraved on the silver reservoir of the magic lamp.

The Tetragram was symbolic of the four elements and used in the conjuration of the elementary spirits—sylphs of the air, undines of the water, fire salamanders and gnomes of the earth. In alchemy it represented the magical elements, salt, sulphur, mercury and azoth; in mystic philosophy the ideas Spirit, Matter, Motion and Rest; in hieroglyphs the man, eagle, lion and bull.

The Pentagram, the sign of the Microcosm, was held to be the most powerful means of conjuration in any rite. It may represent evil as well as good, for while with one point in the ascendant it was the sign of Christ, with two points it was the sign of Satan. By the use of the pentagram in these positions the powers of light or darkness were evoked. The pentagram was said to be the star which led the Magi to the manger where the infant Christ was laid.

The preparation and consecration of this sign for use in magical rites is prescribed with great detail. It might be composed of seven metals, the ideal form for its expression; or traced in pure gold upon white marble, never before used for any purpose. It might also be drawn with
vermilion upon lambakin without a blemish prepared under the auspices of the Sun. The sign was next consecrated with the four elements: breathed on five times; dried by the smoke of five perfumes, incense, myrrh, aloes, sulphur and samphor. The names of five genii were breathed above it, and then the sign was placed successively at the north, south, east and west and centre of the astronomical cross pronouncing the letters of the sacred tetragram and various Kabalistic names.

It was believed to be of great efficacy in terrifying phantoms if engraved upon glass, and the magicians traced it on their doorsteps to prevent evil spirits from entering and the good from departing.

This symbol has been used by all secret and occult societies, by the Rosicrucians, the Illuminati, down to the Freemasons of to-day. Modern Occultists translate the meaning of the pentagram as symbolic of the human soul and its relation to God.

The symbol is placed with one point in the ascendant. That point represents the Great Spirit, God. A line drawn from there to the left-hand angle at base is the descent of spirit into matter in its lowest form, whence it ascends to right-hand angle typifying matter in its highest form, the brain of man. From here a line is drawn across the figure to left angle representing man's development in intellect, and progress in material civilization, the point of danger, from which all nations have fallen into moral corruption, signified by the descent of the line to right angle at base. But the soul of man being derived from God cannot remain at this point, but must struggle upward, as is symbolised by the line reaching again to the apex, God, whence it issued.

**Magical Instruments and Accessories:** In magical rites these were considered of the utmost importance. Indispensable to the efficacy of the ceremonies were the altar, the chalice, the tripod, the censer; the lamp, rod, sword, and magic fork or trident; the sacred fire and consecrated oils; the incense and the candles.

The altar might be of wood or stone, but if of the latter, then of stone that has never been worked or heen or even touched by the hammer.

The chalice might be of different metals, symbolic of the object of the ritual. Where the purpose was evil, a black chalice was used as in the profane masses of sorcerers and witches. In some talismans the chalice is engraved as a symbol of the moon.

The tripod and its triangular stand was also made in symbolic metals.

The censer might be of bronze, but preferably of silver.

In the construction of the lamp, gold, silver, brass and iron must be used; iron for the pedestal, brass for the mirror, silver for the reservoir and at the apex a golden triangle. Various symbols were traced upon it, including an androgynous figure about the pedestal, a serpent devouring its own tail, and the Sign of Solomon.

The rod must be specially fashioned of certain woods and then consecrated to its magical uses. A perfectly straight branch of almond or hazel was to be chosen. This was cut before the tree blossomed, and cut with a golden sickle in the early dawn. Throughout its length must be run a long needle of magnetized iron; at one end there should be affixed a triangular prism, to the other, one of black resin, and rings of copper and zinc bound about it. At the new moon it must be consecrated by a magician who already possesses a consecrated rod.

The secret of the construction and consecration of magical rods was jealously guarded by all magicians and the rod itself was displayed as little as possible, being usually concealed in the flowing sleeve of the magician's robe.

The sword must be wrought of unalloyed steel, with copper handle in the form of a crucifix. Mystical signs were engraved on guard and blade and its consecration took place on a Sunday in full rays of the sun, when the sword was thrust into a sacred fire of cypress and laurel, then moistened with the blood of a snake, polished, and next, together with branches of vervain, swathed in silk. The sword was generally used in the service of Black Magic.

The magic fork or trident used in necromancy was also fashioned of hazel or almond, cut from the tree at one blow with an unused knife, from whose blade must be fashioned the three prongs. Witches and sorceresses are usually depicted using the trident in their infernal rites.

The fire was lit with charcoal on which were cast branches of trees, symbolic of the end desired. In Black Magic these generally consisted of cypress, alderwood, broken crucifixes and desecrated hosts.

The oil for anointing was composed of myrrh, cinnamon, galingale and purest oil of Olive. Unguents were used by sorcerers and witches, who smeared their brows, breasts and wrists with a mixture composed of human fat and blood of corpses, combined with aconite, belladonna and poisonous fungi, thinking thereby to make themselves invisible.

Incense might be of any odoriferous woods and herbs, such as cedar, rose, citron, aloes, cinnamon, sandal, reduced to a fine powder, together with incense and storax. In Black Magic, alun, sulphur and assafetida were used as incense.

The candles, belonging solely to practices of Black Magic were moulded from human fat and set in candlesticks of ebony carved in the form of a crescent.

Bowls also were used in these ceremonies, fashioned of different metals, their shape symbolic of the heavens. In necromantic rites skulls of criminals were used, generally to hold the blood of some victim or sacrifice.

**Magical Numbers:** Certain numbers and their combinations were held to be of magical power, by virtue of their representation of divine and creative mysteries.

The doctrines of Pythagoras furnished the basis for much of this belief. According to his theory numbers contained the elements of all things, of the natural and spiritual world and of the sciences. The seven numerals of the universe are the primaries one to ten and in their combination the reason of all else may be found. To the Pythagoreans One represented unity, therefore God; Two was duality, the Devil; Four was sacred and holy, the number on which they swore their most solemn oaths; Five was their symbol of marriage. They also attributed certain numbers to the gods, planets and elements: one represented the Sun, two the Moon; while five was fire, fire, earth, air, and twelve water.

Cornelius Agrippa in his work *Occult Philosophy* published in 1533, discourses upon numbers as those characters by whose proportion all things were formed. He enumerates the virtues of numerals as displayed in nature, instancing the herb cinquefoil, which by the power of the number five exercises devils, allays fever and forms an antidote to poisons. Also the virtue of seven as in the power of the seventh son to cure king's evil.

One was the origin and common measure of all things. It is indivisible; not to be multiplied. In the universe there is one God; one supreme intelligence in the intellectual world, man; in the sidereal world, one Sun; one potent instrument and agency in the elementary world, the philosopher's stone; one chief member in the human world, the heart; and one sovereign prince in the nether world, Lucifer.

Two was the number of marriage, charity and social communion. It was also regarded sometimes as an unclea
Magical Vestments and Appurtenances: These were prescribed needful adjuncts to magical rites, whose colour, name, form and substance, symbolic of certain powers and elements, added, it was supposed, greater efficacy to the evocations.

Abraham the Jew, a magician of the Middle Ages, prescribed a tunic of white linen, with upper robe of scarlet and girdle of white silk. A crown or fillet of silk and gold was to be worn on the head and the perfumes cast on the fire might be incense, aloes, storax, cedar, citron or rose.

According to other authorities on the subject it was advisable to vary colour of robe and employ certain jewels and other accessories according to the symbolism of the end desired. A magician of the nineteenth century, Eliphas Levi, gives a detailed description of ritual, from which the following is taken.

If the rites were those of White Magic and performed on a Sunday, then the vestment should be of purple, the tiara, bracelets and ring of gold, the latter set with a chrysolith or ruby. Laurel, heliotrope and sunflowers are the symbolic flowers, while other details include a carpet of lionskins and fans of sparrow-hawk feathers. The appropriate perfumes are incense, saffron, cinnamon and red sandal.

If, however, the ceremonial took place on a Monday, the Day of the Moon, then the robe must be of white embroidered with silver and the tiara of yellow silk emblazoned with silver characters; while the wreaths were to be woven of moonwort and yellow ranunculi. The jewels appropriate to the occasion were pearls, crystals and sapphires; the perfumes, camphor, amber, aloes, white sandal and seed of cucumber.

In instructions concerning transcendent knowledge, green was the colour chosen for the vestment, or it might be green shot with various colours. The chief ornament was a necklace of pearls and hollow glass beads enclosing mercury. Agate was the symbolic jewel; narcissus, lily, heliotrope, fumitory, and marjoram the flowers; whilst the perfumes must be benzoin, mace and storax.

For operations connected with religious and political matters, the magician must don a robe of scarlet and bind on his brow a brass tablet inscribed with various characters. His ring must be studded with an emerald or sapphire, and perfumes to be used were sulphur, incense, balm, ambergris, grain of paradise and saffron. For garlands and wreaths, oak, poplar, fig and pomegranate leaves should be entwined.

If the ceremonial dealt with amatory affairs, the vestment must be of sky-blue, the ornaments of copper, and the crown of violets. The magic ring must be set with a turquoise, while the tiara and clasps were wrought of lapis-lazuli and beryl. Roses, myrtle and olive were the symbolic flowers, and fans must be made of swanfeathers.

If vengeance was desired on anyone, then robes must be worn whose colour was that of blood, flame or rust, belted with steel, with bracelets and ring of the same metal. The tiara must be bound with gold and the wreaths woven of abrinthe and rue.

To bring misfortune and death on a person, the vestment must be black and the neck encircled with lead. The ring must be set with an onyx and the garlands twined of cypress, ash and hellebore; whilst the perfumes to be used were sulphur, scummony, alum and amasleitide.

For purposes of Black Magic, a seamless and sleeveless robe of black was donned, while on the head was worn a leaden cap inscribed with the signs of the Moon, Venus and Saturn. The wreaths were of vervain and cypress; and the perfumes burned were aloes, camphor and storax.

Maginal, Adèle: One of the mediums whose trance utterances have been recorded by the French spiritualist Alphonse Cahagnet, who published his Arcanes de la vie future devolus in 1848. Her séances, of which Cahagnet strove to obtain a written account from as many as possible of those present, are among the most valuable evidence which spiritism can produce. Her descriptions of absent or deceased friends of the sitters were singularly accurate, though her supposed conversations with their spirits would...
appear to be fictitious. At the least, her 'trances' are excellent examples of telepathic communication.

**Magné** (See Hypnotism.)

**Magi** (See Spiritualism, Hypnotism.)

**Magi** and **Magi** (See Spiritualism.)

**Magus** (See Psychiatry.)

**Magus** (See Crystallography.)

**Mali** were formerly considered a sure omen of evil.

**Mahan, Rev. Ass.** (See Spiritualism.)

**Mahatma** (See Adept.)

Malter, Michael: A German alchemist born at Rindsburg in Holstein about the year 1525. He was one of the principal figures in the Rosicrucian Controversy in Germany and the greatest adept of his time. He diligently pursued the study of medicine in his youth and settling at Rostock practised with such success that the Emperor Rudolph appointed him as his physician, ennobling him later for his services. Some adepts eventually succeeded in luring him from the practical work he followed so long into the mazy and tortuous paths of alchemy. In order to confer with those whom he suspected were possessed of the transcendent mysteries he travelled all over Germany. The *Biographie Universelle* states that in pursuit of these "ruinous absurdities" he sacrificed his health, fortune and time. On a visit to England he became acquainted with Robert Fludd the Kentish Mystic.

In the controversy which convulsed Germany on the appearance of his Rosicrucian Manifestoes, he took a vigorous and enthusiastic share and wrote several works in defence of the mysterious society. He is alleged to have travelled in order to seek for members of the "College of Teutonic Philosophers R.C.," and failing to find them formed a brotherhood of his own, based on the form of the *Fama Fraternitatis*. There is no adequate authority for this statement, but it is believed that he eventually, towards the end of his life, was initiated into the genuine order. A posthumous pamphlet of Martin's called *Ulysses* was published by one of his personal friends in 1624. There was added to the same volume the substance of two pamphlets already published in German but which in view of their importance were now translated into Latin for the benefit of the European literati. The first pamphlet was entitled *Colloquium Rhodostauromuticum trismum personarum per Famae et Confessiones quodammodo salutatam de Fraternitate Rossae Crucis*. The second was an *Echo Colonnatus*; Hilarion on behalf of the Rosicrucian Fraternity. From these pamphlets it appears that Martin was admitted as a member of the mystical order. He became the most profligate writer on alchemy of his time. He died in the year 1623. Most of his works, many of which are adorned with curious plates, are obscure with the exception of his Rosicrucian Apologies. (See Rosicrucians.)

Malmonides, Moses (1135-1204): A great Spanish-Hispanic philosopher and theologian, the author of the *Guide of the Perplexed*. His theories are Aristotelian and rational, but there remained in his viewpoint a touch of mysticism.

Malsahite: Used to preserve the cradle of an infant from spells.

**Malays**: Magic among the *Malays* is for the most part of that type known as 'sympathetic.' (See Magic), that is, it possesses more of the nature of pseudo-science than that of wonder. Says Clifford:

"The accredited intermediary between men and spirits is the Pawang: the Pawang is a functionary of great and traditional importance in a Malay village, though in places in the inland districts, however, the Pawang is still a power, and is regarded as part of the constituted order of Society, without whom no village community would be complete. It must be clearly understood that he had nothing whatever to do with the official Muhammadan religion of the mosque; the village has its regular staff of elders—the Imam, Khaito, and Bial—for the mosque service. But the Pawang is quite outside this system and belongs to a different and much older order of ideas; he may be regarded as the legitimate representative of the primitive medicine-man, or 'village-sorcerer,' and his very existence in these days is an anomaly, though it does not strike Malays as such....."

"The Pawang is a person of very real significance. In all agricultural operations, such as sowing, reaping, irrigation works, and the clearing of jungle for planting, in fishing at sea, in prospecting for minerals, and in cases of sickness, his assistance is invoked. He is entitled by custom to certain small fees; thus, after a good harvest he is allowed in some villages *ganiangg* of padi, one *ganiang* of rice (beras), and two *chupaks* of emping (a preparation of rice and cocoa-nut made into a sort of sweetmeat) from each household.'

The Pawang regulates taboos, and employs a familiar spirit known as *bantu puaka*—a hereditary demon. He also acts as a medium and divines through trance. To become a magician 'You must meet the ghost of a murdered man. Take the midrib of a leaf of the 'ivory' cocoa-nut palm (*pelepas nypor gading*), which is to be laid on the grave, and two midribs, which are intended to represent canoe-paddles, and carry them with the help of a companion to the grave of the murdered man at the time of the full moon (the 15th day of the lunar month) when it falls upon a Tuesday. Then take a cent's worth of incense, with glowing embers in a censer, and carry them to the head-post of the grave of the deceased. Fumigate the grave, going three times round it, and call upon the murdered man by name:—"

'Hearken, So-and-so, and assist me. I am taking (this boat) to the saints of God, and I desire to ask for a little magic.'

Here take the first midrib, fumigate it, and lay it upon the head of the grave, repeating 'Kur Allah' ('Cluck, Cluck, God!') seven times. You and your companion must now take up a sitting posture, one at the head and the other at the foot of the grave, facing the grave post, and use the canoe-paddles which you have brought. In a little while the surrounding scenery will change and take upon itself the appearance of the sea, and finally an aged man will appear, to whom you must address the same request as before.'

Malay magic may be subdivided into preparatory rites, sacrificial, lustration, divination and possession. Sacrifice takes the form of a simple gift, or act of homage to the spirit or deity. Lustration is magico-religious and purificatory, principally taking place after child-birth. It may be performed by fire or water. Divination consists for the most part of the reading of dreams, and it is, as elsewhere, drawn from the acts of men or nature. Omens are strongly believed in.

"When a star is seen in apparent proximity to the moon, old people say there will be a wedding shortly."

The entrance into a house of an animal which does not generally seek to share the abode of man is regarded by the Malays as ominous of misfortune. If a wild bird dies into a house it must be carefully caught and smeared with oil, and must then be released in the open air, a formula being recited in which it is bidden to fly away with all the ill-luck and misfortunes (sial samalorang) of the occupier. An iguana, a tortoise, and a snake, are perhaps the most dreaded of these unnatural visitors. They are sprinkled with ashes, if possible to counteract their evil influence.
"A swarm of bees settling near a house is an unlucky omen, and augurs ill success for a man." — Jacob Sprenger and Henricus Institoris, Malleus Maleficarum.

So, too, omens are taken either from the flight or cries of certain birds, such as the night-owl, the crow, some kinds of wild doves, and the bird called the "Rice's Husband" (lakshapatit).

**Astrology.** Divination by astrology is, however, the most common method of forecasting the future. The native practitioners possess long tables of lucky and unlucky periods and reasons. These are mostly translations from Indian and Arabic sources. The oldest known of these systems of propitious and unpropitious seasons is known as Kaitha Lima, or the Five Times. Under it the day is divided into five parts, and five days form a cycle. To each division is given a name as follows: Maawara, Kala, S'rî, Brahama, Bishnu (Vishnu) names of Hindu deities, the last name in the series for the first day being the first in that of the second day, and so on until the five days are exhausted. Each of these has a colour, and according to the colour first seen or noticed on such a day will it be fortunate to ask a boon of a certain god. Another version of this system, known as the "Five Moments" is similar in origin, but possibly Mohammedan nomenclature. Another scheme called Kaitha Tugik is based on the seven heavenly bodies, divides each day into seven parts, each of which is distinguished by the Arabic name for the sun, moon, and principal planets. The astrology proper of the Malays is purely Arabic in origin, but a system of Hindu invocations is in vogue by which the lunar month is divided into parts called Reajang, which resembles the Naschatras or lunar houses of the Hindus. Each division has its symbol, usually an animal. Each day is propitious for something, and the whole system has been committed to verse for mnemonic purposes.

**Demonology.** The demoniac form common to Malaysia is that of the Jinn, with some leaven of the older Hindu spirit. They are one hundred and ninety in number. They are sometimes sub-divided into "faithful" and "infidel," and further into the Jinns of the royal musical instruments, of the state, and of the royal weapons. The Afrit is also known. Angels also abound, and are purely of Arabic origin. Besides these the principal supernatural beings are as follows:—the Polog, or familiar; the Hantu Pemburu, or spectre Huntsman; the Jadi-Jadi, or wer-tiger; the Hantu, or ghost of the murdered; the Jamatang, or earth-spirit.

**Minor Sorcery.** The rites of minor sorcery and witchcraft, as well as those of the shaman, are widely practised among the Malays, and are practically identical in character with those in use among other peoples in a similar state of culture.

See:—W. W. Skoat, Malay Magic; Swettenham, Malay Sketches; Clifford, In Court and Kampong; Studies in Brown Humanity.

**Mallebranche.** [See Astrology.]

**Mallebranche.** A maker of the game of tennis, living in the Rue Sainte-Geneviève, Paris, who in 1684 was visited by an apparition of his wife, who had died five years before. She came to advise him to repent and live a better life, and to pray for her also. Both Mallebranche and his wife (for he had married a second time) heard the voice, but the apparition did not become visible. In 1684 a brochure was published at Paris, entitled: Histoire nouvelle et remarquable de l'esprit d'une femme qui s'est apparu au Faubourg Saint-Marcel après qu'elle a démêlé cinq des entiers enverselle; elle a partit à son mari, lui a commandé de faire priés pour elle, ayant commencé de parler le mardi 11 December, 1684.

**Malleus Maleficarum.** A large volume published in Germany at the end of the fifteenth century, written by two inquisitors under the papal bull against witchcraft of 1484.
The witches of the Malleus Maleficarum appear to have been more injurious to horses and cattle than to mankind. A witch at Ravensburg confessed that she had killed twenty-three horses by sorcery. We are led to wonder most of the ease with which people are brought to bear witness to things utterly beyond the limits of belief. A man of the name of Stanislaus of Pomerania declared that when pursued by the agents of justice, he escaped by taking the form of a mouse; and persons were found to testify that they had seen him perform this transmutation.

The latter part of the work of the two inquisitors gives minute directions for the mode in which the prisoners are to be treated, the means to be used to force them to a confession, the degree of evidence required for conviction of those who would not confess, and the whole process of the trials. These show sufficiently that the unfortunate wretch who was once brought before the inquisitors of the holy see on the suspicion of sorcery, however slight might be the grounds of the charge, had very small chance of escaping out of their claws.

The Malleus contains no distinct allusion to the proceedings at the Synod of Rheims. The wretched offenders differ little from those who had fallen into the hands of the earlier inquisitors at the Council of Constance. We see plainly how, in most countries, the mysteriously indefinite crime of sorcery had first been seized on to ruin the cause of great political offenders, until the fictitious importance thus given to it brought forward into a prominent position, which they would, perhaps, never otherwise have held, the miserable class who were supposed to be more especially engaged in it. It was the judicial prosecutions and the sanguinary executions which followed, that stamped the character of reality on charges of which it required two or three centuries to convince mankind of the emptiness and vanity. One of the chief instruments in fixing the belief in sorcery, and in giving it that terrible hold on society which it exhibited in the following century, was the compilation of Jacob Sprenger and his fellow inquisitor. In this book sorcery was reduced to a system but it was not yet perfect; and we must look forward, some half a century before we find it clothed with all the horrors which cast so much terror into every class of society."

Malphas: Grand president of the infernal regions, where he appears under the shape of a crow. When he appears in human form he has a very raucous voice. He builds impregnable citadels and towers, overthrows the ramparts of his enemies, finds good workmen, gives familiar spirits, receives sacrifices, and deceives the sacrificers. Forty legions are under his command.

Mamaleh: An obeah priestess. (See West Indian Islands.)

Maul: (See Maco.)

Mananan: (See Irish mythology.)

Mandragoras: Familiar demons who appear in the figures of little men without beards. Delrio states that one day a mandragora, entering at the request of a sorcerer, who was being tried before a court for wizardry, was caught by the arms of the judge, who did not believe in the existence of the spirit, to convince himself of its existence, and thrown into the fire, where of course it would escape unharmed. Mandragoras are thought to be little dolls or figures given to sorcerers by the Devil for the purpose of being consulted by them in time of need; and it would seem as if this conception had sprung directly from that of the witch, which is nothing else than a dwelling-place made by a shaman or medicine-man for the reception of any wandering spirit who chooses to take up his abode therein. The author of the work entitled Pesti Alberti says that on one occasion, whilst travelling in Flanders and passing through the town of Lille, he was invited by one of his friends to accompany him to the house of an old woman who posed as a great prophetess. This aged person conducted the two friends into a dark cabinet lit only by a single lamp, where they could see upon a table covered with a cloth a kind of little statue or mandragora, seated upon a tripod and having the left hand extended and holding a book of silk very delicately fashioned, from which was suspended a small piece of iron highly polished. Placing under this a crystal glass so that the piece of iron was suspended inside the goblet, the old woman commanded the figure to strike the iron against the glass in such a manner as she wished, saying at the same time to the figure. I command you, mandragora, in the name of those to whom you are bound to give obedience, to know if the gentleman present will be happy in the journey which he is about to make. If so, strike the iron three times with the iron upon the goblet. The iron struck three times as demanded without the old woman having touched any of the apparatus, much to the surprise of the two spectators. The sorceress put several other questions to the mandragora, who struck the glass once or thrice as seemed good to her. But as the author shows, the whole was an artifice of the old woman, for the piece of iron suspended in the goblet was extremely light and when the old woman wished it to strike against the glass, she held in one of her hands a ring set with a large piece of magnetic stone, the virtue of which drew the iron towards the glass.

The ancients attributed great virtues to the plant called mandragoras or mandrake, which was supposed to be somewhat in the shape of a man, and when plucked from the earth to emit a species of human cry. It was also worn to ward off various diseases. (See Erezal.)

Mazen: The priest of the Kateen Secret Society of the Moluccas.

Manichaes: (See Gnosticism.)

Mandragora: (See Plant Science.)

Manon: A Jewish secret fraternity which arose in Spain in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries during the persecution of the Hebrew race in that country. Its members met in the greatest secrecy at inns, disguised, and used grips, signs and passwords. (See Freemasons' Magazine, 1860, III., p. 416.)

Mareillus Empiricus: A Gallic-Roman writer born at Bordeaux in the fourth century. He was magister officiorum under Theodosius (379-395). He wrote a work called De medicamentis conspiciens physicis ac rationabilibus, a collection of medical recipes, for the most part absurd and worthless, and having more in common with popular superstition than with medical science.

Marlins: (See Gnostics.)

Margaritomancy: Divination by pearls. A pearl was covered with a vase, and placed near the fire, and the names of suspected persons pronounced. When the name
Margiotta, Saint

Maruia, Author of "Aduenzo Lernmi," and Palladism, in which books he violently impeaches the Grand Master Lemni of the crimes of Satanism and sorcery. These statements have been amply proved to be without foundation.

Marie Antoinette with working for Christ, the one sure way was to show them extraordinary marvels. Even Columba, most engaging of saints, was not satisfied with a view to making converts; and it has often been suggested, not without considerable reason, that some of these early thaumaturgists brought science to their aid. Perhaps St. Martin was among those who essayed this practice, and certainly the humblest roll of his miracles is formidable, for he is tradition-

Marryat, Enguerrand de: A minister of Louis X., king of France. His wife and sister were accused of having recourse to enchantments to harm the king, his brother Charles, and other barons, with the intention of freeing Enguerrand, who was imprisoned. The ladies were arrested. Jacques Durol, a magician, who was believed to have helped in these sorceries, was also committed to prison, where he took his own life, after his wife had been burnt. Dulot's suicide was considered a conclusive proof of Marigu's guilt, and the ex-minister was tried, condemned, and hanged on a gibbet which he himself had had erected during his term of office. The tide of popular opinion turned at the sight of his misfortune, and the judges dared not condemn his wife and sister-in-law. The king himself repented of having abandoned Marigu to his enemies, and in his will left a sum of money to his family.

Marriage of Heaven and Hell: (See Blake.)

Marrow of Alchemy: (See Philalethes.)

Marshall, Mrs.: An English medium who gave openances from 1858 onwards. Unlike many of the early mediums she practiced professionally, and was for some time the only professional medium of note in this country. The phenomena witnessed included communication by means of rapping, playing on musical instruments, touchings by invisible hands, and all the more familiar forms. A writer in "All the Year Round," July 28th, 1860, characterised Mrs. Marshall's performance as a "dull and barefaced imposition," but Robert Bell, the celebrated dramatist, writing in the "Cornhill Magazine" was satisfied that the phenomena were genuine spirit manifestations. (See Spiritualism.)

Marshall, The: According to Pliny, these people were from the earliest times skilled in magical practices and sorceries. They were able to charm poisonous serpents by means of songs.

Martinez, J. W. T.: (See Holland.)

Maritain, Language: "A language purporting to be that of the inhabitants of the planet Mars, written and spoken by the medium known as Helene Smith. Helene, the medium, studied by a celebrated investigator, M. Flournoy, professor of psychology at Geneva, had in 1872 joined a spiritualistic circle, where she developed marvellous mediumistic powers. After a spell of silence she began her investigations, she was spirited during a trance to the planet Mars, and thereafter described to the circle the manners and customs and appearance of the Martians. She learned their language, which she wrote and spoke with ease and consistency. Unlike most of the "unknown tongues" automatically produced the Martians was intelligible, its words were used consistently, and on the whole it had every appearance of a genuine language. That it was in any way connected with Mars is out of the question. The descriptions of that planet and its inhabitants are quite impossible. And the language itself bears a remarkable resemblance to French, the native tongue of the medium. The grammar and construction of both languages are the same, and even the vowel-sounds are identical, so that the source of the Martian language is not far to seek."

Marin, Saint (exorcist): (Circa 316-400). Most of the pristine luminaries of the Christian Church are credited with working miracles, and indeed the great majority of them maintained that, would the rude populace be won
Materialisation: A term denoting the formation by a spirit of a temporary physical organisation, visible and palpable, by means of which it can come into touch with material objects. Materialisation is the most important of the physical phenomena of spiritualism, and in its earlier stages was confined to the materialising of heads and hands, or vague luminous figures. In common with much of the physical phenomena, it had its origin in America, where it was known at a comparatively early period in the history of the movement. So early as 1860 séances were held with the Fox sisters by Robert Dale Owen and others, at which veiled and luminous figures were witnessed. One sitter, Mr. Livermore, saw and recognised the spirit of his dead wife as making its way to him, and his wife, by means of which it could come into touch with her hand, and he held it on the plaster of her hand. This was, however, one of the earlier instances of materialisation, and it was only through the mediumship of Mrs. Cook, who, in 1871, opened the way to the full development of the phenomenon, that it became a regular feature of spiritualistic seances. Mrs. Cook was a young girl of sixteen or seventeen years, who stated that her name on earth had been Euphemia Palladino, and that she had been born in Italy. She had been trained in the physical organisation of a spirit medium by her father, and had been accustomed to communicate with spirits. The mediumship of Mrs. Cook was first discovered in 1867, and from that time onwards she was the most prominent figure in the spiritualistic movement. Her sitters were numerous, and she was recognised as one of the most influential mediums of the time. She was able to produce materialised figures, and to bring in from the spiritual world objects which were identified by her sitters as belonging to persons who had been dead for many years. The mediumship of Mrs. Cook was not confined to the production of materialised figures; she was also able to bring in the spirit of a deceased relative, and to communicate with spirits in a manner which was recognised as genuine. The mediumship of Mrs. Cook was, however, not without its critics. Many people were unable to accept the evidence of the mediumship of Mrs. Cook, and it was argued that the phenomena were produced by means of trickery or deception. However, the mediumship of Mrs. Cook was not the only form of materialisation which was known at the time. Other mediums were able to produce materialised figures, and to bring in objects which were identified as belonging to persons who had been dead for many years. The mediumship of Mrs. Cook was, however, the most prominent form of materialisation, and it was through her mediumship that the phenomenon became a regular feature of spiritualistic seances. Materialisation was not confined to the production of materialised figures; it was also able to bring in the spirit of a deceased relative, and to communicate with spirits in a manner which was recognised as genuine. The mediumship of Mrs. Cook was, however, not without its critics. Many people were unable to accept the evidence of the mediumship of Mrs. Cook, and it was argued that the phenomena were produced by means of trickery or deception. However, the mediumship of Mrs. Cook was not the only form of materialisation which was known at the time. Other mediums were able to produce materialised figures, and to bring in objects which were identified as belonging to persons who had been dead for many years. The mediumship of Mrs. Cook was, however, the most prominent form of materialisation, and it was through her mediumship that the phenomenon became a regular feature of spiritualistic seances.
Fall, Adam was a pure spirit, a celestial being, surrounded by a mystic covering which rendered him incapable of being affected by any poison of nature, or by the power of the elements. The physical body, therefore, is but a coarse husk in which, having lost his primitive invulnerability, man shelters from the elements. In his condition of perfect glory and perfect ability, man could perform all things. In his condition of a barbarian, but the mystic Fall, Adam to Greece, made her appearance is exactly similar to that of the physical body. Never to love another woman. Her patient, \[\text{let him call in the priests of the church, and let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord.}\] This having conciliated King Pelus who was now a very old man, she induced him to try to regain youth by bathing in a magic cauldron of which she was to prepare the contents. So great was his faith in her powers, that the old man unhesitatingly plunged into her cauldron and was boiled alive. Her reason for this frightful act of cruelty was to hasten the succession to the throne of Jason, who in due course would have succeeded Pelus; but now the Greeks would have none of either him or Medea, and he was forced to leave Iolcos. Growing tired of the formidable enchantress to whom he had bound himself, Jason sought to contract an alliance with Glauce, a young princess. Dissembling her real intentions, Medea feigned friendship with the bride-elect and sent her a wedding present a garment, which as soon as Glauce put it on, caused her to die in the greatest agony. She—Medea—departed from Jason; having murdered her two children by him, she fled from Corinth in her car drawn by dragons, to Athens, where she married Argens, by whom she had a son, Medus. But the discovery of an attempt on the life of Theseus forced her to leave Athens. Accompanied by her son, she returned to Colchis, and restored her father to the throne, of which he had been deprived by his own brother Perses. A great amount of literature has been written around Medea: Euripides, Ennius, Aeschylus, and later, Thomas Cornelle having made her the theme of tragedies. (See Greece.)

Medecine, Occult: "The whole power of the occult physician," says Eliphas Levi, "is in the conscience of his will, while his whole art consists in exciting the faith of his patient. "If you have faith," says the Master, "all things are possible to him who believes." The confidence must be dominated by expression, tone, gesture; confidence must be inspired by a fatherly manner, and cheerfulness stimulated by seasonable and sprightly conversations. Rabelais, who was a greater magician than he seemed, made pantagruelian his special panacea. He compelled his patients to laugh, and all the remedies he subsequently gave them succeeded better in consequence; he established a magnetic sympathy between himself and them, by means of which he communicated to them his own confidence and good humour: he flattered them in his presence, termed them his precious, most illustrious patients, and dedicated his books to them. So are we convinced that Gargarutra and Panthercure more black humours, more tendencies to madness, more abrutious whims, at that epoch of religious animism. The whole Faculty of medicine could boast. Occult medicine is essentially sympathetic. Reciprocal affection, or at least real good will, must exist between doctor and patient. Syrups and juleps have very little inherent virtue; they are what they become through the mutual opinion of operator and subject; hence homopathic medicines dispenses with them and no serious inconvenience follows. Oil and wine, combined with salt or camphor, are sufficient for the healing of all affections, and for all external frictions or soothing applications, oil and wine, are the chief medications of the Gospel tradition. They formed the balm of the Good Samaritan, and in the Apocalypse, when describing the last plagues, the prophet prays the avenging powers to spare these substances, that is, to leave a hope and a remedy for so many wounds. What we term extreme unction was the pure and simple practice of the Master's traditional medicine, both for the early Christians and in the mind of the apostle Saint James, who has included the precept in his epistle to the faithful of the whole world. "Is any man sick among you," he writes, "let him call in the priests of the church, and let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord." This divine therapeutic science was lost gradually, and Extreme Unction came to be regarded as a religious formality necessary as a preparation for death. At the same time, the thaumaturgic virtue of consecrated oil could not be altogether effaced from remembrance by the traditional doctrine, and it is perpetuated in the passage of the catechism which refers to Extreme Unction. Faith and charity were the most signal healing powers among the early Christians. The source of most diseases is in moral disorders; we must stop by healing the soul, and then the cure of the body will follow quickly."

Medieval Magic: In the belief of the medieval professors of the science of magic, it conferred upon the adept power over angels, demons, elementary spirits and the souls of the dead, the possession of esoteric wisdom, and actual knowledge of the discovery and use of the latent forces and undeveloped energies resident in man. This was supposed to be accomplished by a combination of will and aspiration, which by sheer force germinate a new intellectual faculty of psychological perception, enabling the adept to view the wonders of a new world, and communicate with its inhabitants. To accomplish this the ordinary faculties were almost invariably heightened by artificial means. The grandeur of the magical ritual overwhelmed the neophyte, and wondrously quickened his senses. Ceremonial magic was a marvellous spur to the latent faculties of man's psychic nature, just as were the rich concomitants of religious mysticism. In the medieval mind, as in other periods of man's history, it was thought that magic could be employed both for good and evil purposes,—its branches being designated "white," and "black," as it is used for benevolent or wicked ends. The term "red" magic is also occasionally employed, as indicating a more exalted type of the art, but the designation is fanciful. White magic, to a great extent, concerned itself with the evocation of angelic forces and of the spirits of the elements. The anthropology of the Catholic Church was undoubtedly derived from the ancient faith of Israel, which in turn was indebted to Egypt and Babylon; and the Alexandrian system of successive emanations from the one and eternal substance, evolved a complex hierarchy of angels, all of whom appear to have been at the bidding of him who was in possession of
Medieval Magic

the Incommunicalbe Name.—a concept borrowed purely from that of the Name of Power so greatly made use of in Egyptian magic (See Egypt). The letters which composed this name were thought to possess a great measure of occult significance, and a power which in turn appears to have been reflected upon the entire Hebrew alphabet (See Kabala), which was thus endowed with mystical meaning, each of the letters representing a vital and creative number. Just as a language is formed from the letters of its alphabet, so from the secret powers which resided in the Hebrew alphabet, were evolved magical variations. From the letter "aleph" to that of "jod," the angelical world was symbolised. From "ca" to "tsed" were represented the several orders of angels who inhabited the various spheres, each of which was under the direction of a particular intelligence. From "tsed" to "thau" is in secret correspondence with the elemental world; so that there were intelligences in correspondence with each of the Hebrew letters—"aleph" with the Hiaitho-hakodesh, the first and supreme angelical rank; "beth" the second letter with the ophaniim or angels of the second order; "gimel" with the araliim or angels of the third order, and so on to the tenth letter "jod," which completes the enumeration of the angelical spheres. The rest of the Hebrew alphabet, however, corresponds to individual principalities and powers—all of whom hold an important place in the mystical universe. Thus the first or the eleventh letter is in correspondence with Mettatron who belongs to the first heaven of the astronomic world. Final "ca" the next letter, corresponds to the intelligences of the secret order whose supreme chief is Raziel; and "lamed" the twelfth letter corresponds to those of the third sphere, that of Saturn, whose lord is Shechetai and so on: these intelligences under their queen, with the sixteenth letter "ain" and "pe" the seventeenth of the Hebrew alphabet, refer to the first of the mystical elements—that of Fire, which is ruled over by the seraphim. Final "pe" corresponds to the air where dwell the sylphs, who are presided over by Ariel. "Tsade" refers to water where dwell the nymphs under their queen Tharisa; and "kaph" corresponds to earth, the sphere of the gnomes, ruled over by the cherubim. The twentieth letter "resh" applies to the animal kingdom, including man. " Shin" corresponds to the vegetable world. "Taw" the last symbol of the Hebrew alphabet refers to the world of minerals. There are besides these many other species of angels and powers, as will be seen from reference to the articles on the angelical hierarchy and their names. The intelligences were conjured by rites to be found in the ancient book known as the Key of Solomon, and perhaps the most satisfactory collection of formulæ for the invocation of the higher angels is that included in the anonymous Thesopha Pneumatica, published at Frankfort in 1686, which bears a strong family resemblance to the Treatise on Magic by Arbatel. The names in this work do not tally with those which have been already given, but as it is admitted by occult students that the names of all unseen beings are really unknown to humanity, this does not seem of such importance as it might at first sight. It would seem that such spiritual knowledge as the medieval magus was capable of attaining was insufficient to raise him above the intellectual limitations of his time, so that the work in question possesses all the faults of its age and type. But that is not to say that it is possessed of no practical value; and it may be taken as well-illustrating the white magic of medieval times. It classifies the names of the angels under the title of Olympic or Celestial Spirits, who abide in the firmament and constellations: they administer inferior destinies and accomplish and teach whatever is portended by the several stars in which they are inspired. They are powerless to act without a special command from the Almighty. The stewards of Heaven are seven in number—Ariothron, Bethor, Phaleg, Och, Hagith, Ophiel, and Phul. Each of them has a tremendous host at his command, and the regions in which they dwell are 100 in all. Ariothron appears again on Saturday at the first hour, and answers for his territory and its inhabitants; as do the others, each at his own day and hour; and each presides for a period of 490 years. The functions of Bethor began in the fiftieth year before the birth of Christ 430. Phaleg reigned till A.D. 920; Och till the year 1410; Hagith governed until A.D. 1900.

The others follow in succession. These intelligences are the stewards of all the elements, energising the firmament and, with their armies, depending from each other in a regular hierarchy. The names of the minor Olympian spirits are interpreted in divers ways, but those alone are powerful which they themselves give, which are adapted to the end for which they have been summoned. Generically, they are called Astra, and their power is seldom prolonged beyond one hundred and forty years. The heavens and their inhabitants come voluntarily to man, and often serve against the will of man, but how much more if we implore their ministry. That evil and troublesome spirits also approach men is accomplished by the cunning of the devil, at times by conjuration or attraction, and frequently as a penalty for sins; therefore, shall he who would abide in familiarity with celestial intelligences take pains to avoid every serious sin; he shall diligently pray for the protection of God to vanquish the impediments and schemes of Diabolus, and God will ordain that the devil himself shall work to the direct profit of the Theosophist. Subject to Divine Providence, some spirits have power over pestilence and famine, some are destroyers of cities, like those of Sodom and Gomorrah, some are rulers over kingdoms, some guardians of provinces, some of a single person. The spirits are the ministers of the word of God, of the Church and its members, or they serve creatures in material things, sometimes to the salvation of soul and body, or, again, to the ruin of both. But nothing, good or bad, is done without knowledge, order, and administration.

It is unnecessary to follow the angelical host farther here, as we have outlined it elsewhere. Many preparations, however, are described by the author of the Thesopha Pneumatica for the successful evocation of these exalted beings. The magus must ponder during his period of preparation on the methods of attaining the knowledge of God, both by night and day. He must know the laws of the cosmos, and the practical secrets which may be gleaned from the study of the visible and invisible creatures of God. He must further know himself, and be able to distinguish between his mortal and immortal natures, and the several spheres to which they belong. Both in his mortal and immortal natures, he shall strive to love God, to adore and to fear him in spirit and in truth. He must sedulously attempt to find out whether he is fitted for the practice of magic, and if so to what branch he should turn his talents, experimenting in all to discover in which he is most naturally gifted. He must hold inviolate such secrets as are communicated to him by spirits, and he must accustom himself to their evocation. He must keep himself, however, from the least suspicion of diabolical magic, which has to do with Satan, and which is the perversion of the theurgic power concealed in the word of God. When he has fulfilled these conditions, and before he proceeds to the practice of his art, he should devote a prefatory period to deep contemplation on the high business which he has voluntarily taken in hand, and must present himself before God with a pure heart, undefiled mouth and innocent.
hands. He must bathe frequently and wear clean garments, confess his sins and abstain from wine for the space of three days. On the eve of operation, he must dine sparingly at noon, and sup on bread and water, and on the day he has chosen for the invocation he must seek a retired and uncontaminated spot, entirely free from observation. After offering prayers and by thrice pronouncing the name of the spirit he has chosen to appear; that is, he has passed into a condition, when it is impossible that the spirit should remain invisible to him. On the arrival of the angel, the desire of the magus is briefly communicated to him, and his answer is written down. More than three questions should not be asked, and the angel is then dismissed into his special sphere. Besides having converse with angels, the magus had also power over the spirits of the elements. The reader is referred to the special article upon these, and we shall confine ourselves in this place to describing the manner of their evocation. To obtain power over the salamanders, for example, the Comte de Gabalis gives the following receipt: "If you would recover empire over the salamanders, purify and exalt the natural fire that is within you. Nothing is required for this purpose but the concentration of the Fire of the World by means of concave mirrors in a globe of glass. In that globe is formed the 'salary' powder, which being of itself purified from the mixture of other elements, and being prepared according to Art becomes in a very short time a sovereign process for the exalting of the fire that is within you, and transmutes you into an igneous nature." There is very little matter extant to show in what manner the evocation of Elementary spirits was undertaken, and no ritual has survived which will acquaint us with the method of communicating with them. In older writers it is difficult to distinguish between angels and elementary spirits, and it is probable that the lesser angels of the older magicians were the sylphs of Paracelsus, and the more modern professors of the art. The lower hierarchies of the elementary spirits were also frequently invoked by the black magician. Eliphas Levi provides a method for the interrogation and government of elementary spirits; but he does not acquaint us with its source, and it is merely fragmentary. "It is necessary," he says, "in order to dominate these intelligences, to undergo the four trials of ancient initiation, and that these are unknown, their room must be supplied by similar tests. To approach the salamanders, therefore, one must expose himself in a burning house. To draw near the sylphs he must cross a precipice on a plank, or ascend a lofty mountain in a storm; and he who would win to the abode of the undines must plunge into a cascade or whirlpool. Thus power being acquired through courage and indomitable energy this fire, earth and water must be consecrated and exorcised."

The air is exorcised by the suffocation of the four cardinal points, the recitation of the prayer of the sylphs, and by the following formula:—The Spirit of God moved upon the water, and breathed into the nostrils of man the breath of life. Be Michael my leader, and be Sabatabel my servant, in the name and by the virtue of light. Be the power of the word in my breath, and I will govern the spirits of this creature of Air, and by the will of my soul, I will restrain the steeds of the sun, and by the thought of my mind, and by the apple of my right eye. I exorcise thee O creature of Air, by the Petagrammaton, and in the name Tetragrammaton, wherein are steadfast will and well-directed faith. Amen. Sela. So be it.

Water is consecrated by the invocation of hands, by breathing and by speech, and by mixing sacred salt with a little of the ash which is left in an incense pan. The aspergillus is made of branches of vervain, periwinkle, sage, mint, ash, and basil, tied by a thread taken from a virgin's distaff, with a handle of hazelwood which has never borne fruit, and in which the character of the seven spirits must be graven with the magic awl. The salt and ashes of the incense must be separately consecrated. The prayer of the undines should follow.

Fire is exorcised by casting salt, incense, white resin, cense, and sulphur together, and by thrice pronouncing the names of the genii of fire—Michael, Samael, and Anael, and then by reciting the prayer of the salamanders.

The Earth is exorcised by the sprinkling of water, by breathing, and by fire, and the prayer of the gnomes. Their signs are—the hieroglyphs of the Eyll for the Gnomes who are commanded with the magic sword; of the Lion for the Salamanders, who are commanded with the forked rod, or magic trident; of the Eagle for the Sylphs, who are ruled by the holy pentacles; and, finally, of Aquarius for the Undines, who are evoked by the cup of libations. Their respective sovereigns are Gob for the Gnomes, Djin for the Salamanders, Paralds for the Sylphs, and Nectsea for the Undines. These names, it will be noticed, are borrowed from folklore.

The laying of an elementary spirit is accomplished by its adoration by air, water, fire, and earth, by breathing, sprinkling, the burning of perfumes, by tracing on the ground the Star of Solomon and the sacred Pentagram, which should be drawn either with ash of consecrated fire or with a reed soaked in various colours, mixed with pure loadstone. The Conjuration of the Four should then be repeated, the magus holding the pentacle of Solomon in his hand and taking up by turns the sword, rod and cup,—this operation being preceded and terminated by the Kabalistic sign of the cross. In order to subjugate an elementary spirit, the magus must be himself free of its besetting sins; thus a changeable person cannot rule the sylphs, nor a fickle one the undines, an angry man the salamanders, or a covetous one the gnomes. We have given elsewhere (See Necromancy) the formula for the evocation of spirits, so there is no necessity to repeat it in this place. The white magician did not concern himself as a rule with such matters as the raising of demons, animal transformations and the like, his whole desire being the exaltation of his spiritual nature; and the questions put by him to the spirits he evoked were all directed to that end. (See Magi.)

Medium, Michael: (See Healing by Touch.)

Medium: A person supposed to be qualified in some special manner to form a link between the dead and the living. Through him the spirits of the departed may communicate with their friends still on earth, either by making use of the material organism of the medium himself ("automatic phenomena") or by producing in the physical world certain manifestations which cannot be explained by known physical laws. The essential qualification of a medium is an abnormal sensitiveness, which enables him to be readily "controlled" by disembodied spirits. For this reason mediums are also known as "sensitives." There is some doubt as to whether mediumship is an inherent faculty, or whether it may be acquired; and among some spiritualists at least, the belief is held that all men are mediums, though in varying degrees, and consequently that all are in communication with the spirits, from whom proceeds what we call "inspiration." Those who are ordinarily designated " mediums " are but gifted with the common faculty in a higher degree than their fellows.

Mediumship, like all the central doctrines of spiritualism, dates back to very early times. Demonic possession is an ancient instance; so also does witchcraft, while the somnambule of the mesmerists was identical with the modern medium. In its usual application, however, the term medium is used only of those sensitives who belong to the modern spiritualistic movement, which had
its origin in America in 1848 (See Spiritualism). In this
sense, then, Mrs. Fox and her daughters, the heroines of
the Rochester Rappings, were the earliest mediums.
The phenomena of their sittings consisted mainly of knockings,
by means of which messages were conveyed from the spirits
to the sitters. Other mediums rapidly sprang up, first in
America, and later in Britain and the Continent. Their
mediumship was of two kinds, "physical" and automatic.
These phases were to be found either separately or com-
bined in one person, as in the case of the Rev. Stanton
Moses (q.v.). Indeed, it was practically impossible to find
a trance speaker who did not at one time or another prac-
tise the physical manifestations, until the time of Mrs. Piper,
whose phenomena were purely subjective. The early
rappings speedily developed into more elaborate manifesta-
tions. For a few years an epidemic of table-turning (q.v.)
caused wide-spread excitement, and the motions of the table
became a favourite means of communicating with the
spirits. The playing of musical instruments without
visible agency was a form of manifestation which received
the attention of mediums from an early date, as was
also the bringing into the séance-room of "apports" or
fruit, flowers, perfumes, and all manner of portable property.
Darkness was found to facilitate the spirit-manifestations,
and as there are certain physical processes, such as those
in photography, to which darkness is essential, no logical
objection could be offered to the dimness of the séance-
room. The members of the circle were generally seated
round a table, holding each other's hands, and they were
often enjoined to sing or talk pending the materialisation
of a spirit. All this, though offering grounds of suspicion
to the incredulous, was plausibly explained by the spiritualists.
As time went on, and the demand for physical mani-
festations increased, these became more daring and more
varied. The moving of objects without contact, the
levitation of heavy furniture, and of the persons of medium
or sitters, the elongation of the human body, the fire- ordeal,
were all practised by the medium Home. At the séances
of the Davenport Brothers musical instruments were played
and moved about the room, and objects moved without
being touched, while the mediums were bound hand and
foot in a small cabinet. The slate-writing of "Dr." Slade
and William Eglington had a considerable vogue. The
tying of knots in endless cords, the passage of solids,
through solid objects, were commonplaces of the mediums'
circle. The crowning achievement, however, was the
materialisation of the spirit-form. Quite early in the
history of spiritualism hands were materialised, then
faces, and finally the complete form of the "control.
Thereafter the materialised spirits allowed themselves to
be touched, and even condescended, on occasion, to hold
conversations with the sitters. Further proof of the
actuality of the spirit "control" was afforded by spirit
photography (q.v.).
To those for whom spiritualism was a religion, however,
much the most important part of the mediumistic per-
formances is the trance-utterances and the like which come
under the heading of "automatic," or psychological
phenomena. These dealt largely with the conditions of life on
the other side of the grave, and in style they tended to
be verbose and incoherent. The spirit-whispers, also,
were lacking in depth and distinction. Clairvoyance and
crystal vision are included in the psychological phenomena,
and so are the pseudo-prophetic utterances of mediums,
and the speaking in unknown tongues. According to the
spiritualistic hypothesis already referred to, that "all men
are mediums," it would be necessary to class inspiration,
not only the inspiration of genius, but all good or evil
impulses—as spiritual phenomena, and that in turn suggests
that the everyday life of the normal individual is to some
extent directed by spirit "controls." And therein lies
the responsibility of mediumship, for if he would be con-
trolled by pure spirits from the higher spheres, it behoves
the medium to live a well-conducted and principled life.
Misuse of the divine gift of mediumship carries with it its
own punishment, for the medium becomes the sport of base
human spirits and elements, (q.v.), his spirit is sapped, and
his whole being degraded. Likewise he must be wary of
giving up his personality to the first spirit who comes his
way, for the low and earth-bound spirits have least difficulty
in communicating with the living, having still more affinity
with the things of the earth than with those of the spirit.
Of the physical mediums perhaps the most successful was
Daniel Dunglas Home (1833-1886), who claimed to be of
Scottish birth. He went to America, however, at an early
age, and it was there that his mediumistic powers were
first developed, though not until he came to Britain in
1855 did he rise to fame. It is worthy of note that Home
was never detected in fraud—as the bulk of physical
mediums have been at one time or another—though his
performances were similar in kind to those of other mediums.
This may be due in part to the fact that he did not act as a
professional medium, and his sitters, or his hosts, were doubtless restrained by courtesy from
a too close inquiry into his methods. Again, all who came
into contact with him were impressed by his simple manners,
and frank and affectionate disposition, so that he possessed
the most valuable asset of a medium—the ability to inspire
confidence in his sitters. Mediums of a different stamp,
though widely popular in their day, were the brothers
Davenport. Their performance consisted of allowing
themselves to be securely bound in a cabinet by the sitters,
and while thus handicapped producing the usual medium-
istic phenomena. The Davenports were shown to be mere
conjurors, however, and when Mackey and Cook success-
fully imitated their feats the exposure was complete.
Slate-writing, which proved one of the most widely-accepted
forms of psychic phenomena, had as its principal exponents
Henry Slade and William Eglington. The best argument
which can be advanced against their feats is to be found
in the pseudo-séances of Mr. S. J. Davey, given in the
interests of the Society for Psychical Research. Mr.
Davey's slate-writing exhibitions were so like to those of
the professional mediums that the spiritualists refused to
believe that he was conjuring, and hailed him as a renegade
medium! Automatic drawing was principally represented
by David Duguid, a Glasgow medium who attained con-
siderable success in that line. Prominent trance speakers
and writers were Duguid, J. J. Morse, Mrs. Harding
Britten, and Mrs. Corsi L. V. Tappan-Richmond. One of
the best-known and most respected of private mediums
was the Rev. Stanton Moses (1839-92), a clergyman and
schoolmaster, whose normal life, at least, was beyond
reproach. He produced both automatic and physical
manifestations, the former including the writing of a work
Spiritual Teachings, dictated from time to time by his spirit
"controls," while the latter comprised levitations, lights,
apports, and so on. His position, character, and
education gave to his support of spiritualism a stability of
certain value.
It is in later mediums, however, that we must look for
proof worthy of scientific consideration, and of these the
most important are Eusapia Palladino and Mrs. Piper.
Eusapia Palladino, an Italian medium, was born in 1854,
and for a good many years had acted as medium for scientific
investigators. In 1892 séances were held at Milan, at
which were present Professors Schiaparelli, Brofferio,
Lobmroso, Richet, and others. In 1894 Professor Richet
conducted some experiments with Eusapia at his house in
the Ile Roubaud, to which he invited Professor Lodge, Mr.
Myers, and Dr. Ochorowiez. The phenomena occurring in Eusapia's presence were the ordinary manifestations of the medium, the ability to project herself into the sitters, with her hands, head, and feet, and to look for a new force emanating from the medium. In 1895, however, some seances with Eusapia were held at Mr. Myers' house at Cambridge, where it became apparent that she habitually freed a hand or a foot—in short, habitually resorted to fraud. Yet even these exposures were not conclusive for in 1896, after a further series of experiments, Mr. Myers and Professors Lodge and Richet once more declared their belief in the genuineness of this medium's phenomena.

Mrs. Piper, the Boston medium whose trance utterances and writings contain the best evidence forthcoming in recent years for the truth of spiritualism, first fell into a spontaneous trance in 1884, and in the following year was observed by Professor James of Harvard. Thereafter her case was carefully studied, crediting her with clairvoyance. Research. Her first important "control" was a French physician, Dr. Phinuit, who was probably a fiction, but in 1892 she was controlled by George Pelham, a young author who had died in February of that year. So complete was her impersonation of Pelham that more than thirty of his friends claimed to recognize him, and so well did he establish his identity by the mention of many private matters, known only to himself and a few of his friends, that the hypothesis of spirit-control was almost inevitable. In 1896 George Pelham gave place to "Imperator," "Rector," and other spirits, who had formerly controlled Stanton Moses. From that time, and especially after 1900, the interest of the sittings declined, and they offered less material for the investigator. Another automatic medium, Hélène Smith, came under the observation of Professor Flournoy. Hélène's trance utterances were spoken in the "Martian language," a variant of the "unknown tongue" of the early ecstatics, and she claimed to be a reincarnation of Marie Antoinette and a Hindu princess.

Of the various theories advanced to explain the mediumistic manifestations the most important is the spiritualistic explanation, which claims that the phenomena are produced by the spirits of the dead acting on the sensitive organism of the medium. The evidence for such a theory, though some investigators of the highest distinction have found it satisfactory, generally acknowledged to be inconclusive. Conscious fraud, though it is no longer considered to cover the whole ground, yet plays a definite part in the phenomena of both "physical" and trance mediums, for it has been shown that the latter frequently collect, through private enquiry agents, information anent possible sitters which is later retailed by the "controls." The spiritualist's explanation of these lapses into fraud is that they are instigated by the spirits themselves. And it does not seem impossible that a genuine medium might have resort to fraud during a temporary failure of his psychic powers. Automatic writing, drawing, etc., may be quite involuntary, and without the sphere of the medium's normal consciousness, is no longer to be doubted. The psychological phenomena may be met with in small children. Eugen Bleuler, the good faith of the patient is beyond question, and the state is recognized as being allied to hypnotism and hysteria. Besides automaticism and fraud there are some other factors to be considered, the possibility of transcendental faculties being touched upon.

On the part of the sitter as well as of the medium some deception may be practised. It has been said that the ability to inspire confidence in his sitters is essential to a successful medium, and if at the same time the sitters be predisposed to believe in the supernatural nature of the manifestations, it is easy to imagine a lessening of the attention and observation so necessary to the investigator. The impossibility of continued observation for even a short period is a fact that can only be proved by experiment. Memory defects and proneness to exaggeration are also accountable for many of the marvels of the séance-room, and possible hallucination must be considered. When the medium is in a trance, with its accompanying hyperesthesia, unconscious suggestion on the part of the sitters might offer a rational explanation of so-called "clairvoyance." But when all these factors are removed the root problems of mediumship still remain. In the case of Mrs. Piper for instance, the least that can be said for her trance utterances is that they were telepathic; that she gathered information from the minds of her sitters, or through them from other living minds. To not a few, however, they presented definite proof of spirit communication. To meet such instances Mr. Myers formulated his doctrine of transcendent faculties, crediting the medium with clairvoyance and pre-vision. But no really conclusive test has ever been complied with. Psychical researchers have left sealed letters, whose contents are known only to themselves, instructing that after their deaths the letters be submitted to a medium, but in no case have they been revealed. Again, in the case of Eusapia Palladino, Mr. Myers, Sir Oliver Lodge, and others have inclined to the belief in a force emanating from the medium herself by which the physical manifestations are produced. Here, also, the evidence cannot be considered conclusive. Skilled and scientific investigators have from time to time been deceived by what has actually proved to be a slight of hand, and, in fact, the only trustworthy evidence possible would be that of automatic records.

At the same time the testimony of such distinguished gentlemen as Professor Richet, Sir O. Lodge, and others makes it evident that judgment must not be hastily pronounced on the medium, but rather that an earnest endeavour be made to solve the problems in that connection.

Healing Mediums.—The diagnosis and cure of disease have been extensively practised by spiritualistic mediums, following in the path of the older somnambules and magnetic subjects. These latter were wont not only to trace the progress of their own diseases, but also to diagnose and prescribe a mode of treatment. At the outset it was not practicable for the diseases of the sitters to whom they were in rapport: and likewise the medium, having established rapport between his control and the patient, was influenced to prescribe a mode of treatment. At the outset it was not considered proper for the healing medium to accept any remuneration for his services, but later healers usually demanded a fee. It is true that healing mediums, like Christian Scientists, mesmerists, magnetists, and others, have effected a considerable proportion of bona fide cures, but whether by spirit influence or suggestion is a point on which there is too much diversity of opinion for it to be discussed here. It is claimed for many mediums that they have cured diseases of long standing, which were pronounced incurable—heart disease, consumption, cancers, paralysis, and many more. Some also have been credited with the power to heal instantaneously, as did the Curé d' Ars and other miraculous healers. The marvelous potency of the waters at Lourdes is considered by spiritualists to be the gift of incarnate beings, having been in the first instance revealed to a child by her spirit guide, in the form of a white angel.
Medium and Daybreak : Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Medium Evangelique, La (Journal) : (See France.)

Melusina : The most famous of the fays of France. Being condemned to turn into a serpent from the waist downwards every Saturday, she made her husband, Count Raymond, promise never to set her on a Saturday. This prohibition finally exciting his curiosity and suspicion, he hid himself and witnessed her wife's transformation. Melusina was now compelled to quit her mortal husband and destined to wander about as a spectre till the day of doom. It is said also that the count immured her in the dungeon of his castle.

Mental World : Formerly known as the Manas Plane—is in the theosophic scheme of things, the third lowest of the seven worlds. It is the world of thought into which man passes on the death of the astral body, and it is composed of the seven divisions of matter common with the other worlds. It is observed that the mental world is the world of thought, but it is necessary to realise that it is the world of good thoughts only, for the base have all been purged away during the soul's stay in the astral world. According as these thoughts are, is the power to perceive the facts of the constitution of the world. Perfected man would be free of the whole of it, but the ordinary man has in his past imperfect experience, gathered only a comparatively small amount of thought and is, therefore, unable to perceive more than a comparatively small part of his surroundings. It follows from this that though his bliss is inconceivably great, his sphere of action is very limited,—this limitation, however, becoming less and less with his abode there after each fresh incarnation. In the Heaven world—division into which he awakes after dying in the astral world, he finds vast, unthought-of means of pursuing what has seemed to him good, art, science, philosophy and so forth. Here, all come to a glorious fruition of which we can have no conception, and at last the time arrives when he casts aside his mental body and awakens in his casual body to the still greater bliss of the higher division of the mental world. At this stage he has done with the bodies which form his mortal personality, and which form his home in successive incarnations, and he is now truly himself, a spirit, immortal and unchangeable except for increasing development and evolution into his casual body is worked all that he has experienced in his physical, astral and mental bodies, and when he still finds that experience sufficient for his needs, he descends again into grosser matter in order that he may learn yet more and more.

Mephist or Mephistopheles : A stone which, when bruised to powder and drunk in water, causes insensibility to torture.

Mercury : Or quicksilver. A metal which has been known of for many centuries, and which has played an important part in the history of alchemy. In its refined state it forms a coherent, very mobile liquid. The early alchemists believed that nature formed all metals of mercury, and that it is a living and feminine principle. It went through many processes, and the metal evolved was pure or impure according to the locality of its production.

Mercury of Life : (See Elixir of Life.)

Merlin : An enchantor of Britain who dwelt at the court of King Arthur. His origin is obscure, but early legends concerning him agree that he was the offspring of Satan. He was probably an early Celtic god, who in process of time came to be regarded as a great sorcerer. There vaporess his name to have a mystical doctrine. The ancient Egyptians would also seem to have believed in metempsychosis. Among certain savage tribes of Africa and America transmigration is generally subscribed to at the present day. These savages imagine the incarnate spirit very much out of its element till it has found another body to dwell in, which it does as...

Metempsychosis, or Transmigration : The passing of the soul at death into another body than the one it has vacated. The belief in metempsychosis was very wide-spread in ancient times, and still survives in Brahminism and Buddhism, as well as in European folk-tales and superstitions. The Brahmins and Buddhists believe that the soul may enter another human body, or that of one of the lower animals, or even a plant or tree, according to its desires in the previous incarnation. Thus it is doomed to successive incarnations, till by the suppression of all desires and emotions it loses itself in the Supreme Being. Very similar was the idea of Pythagoras and the Greeks, who believed that all material existence was a punishment for sins committed in a former incarnation. Indeed it is probable that Pythagoras derived his theory from the Brahminical doctrine. The ancient Egyptians would also seem to have believed in metempsychosis. Among certain savage tribes of Africa and America transmigration is generally subscribed to at the present day. These savages imagine the incarnate spirit very much out of its element till it has found another body to dwell in, which it does as...
speedily as possible. Totemism may perhaps facilitate a belief in the passing of the soul into the body of an animal. In Europe also in early times the belief in mattaphyskortis flourished, and several popular folk-tales, such as that known in Scotland as The Milk-white Doe, of which variants are found in many lands, contain references to the souls of the dead entering into beasts, birds, or fishes. In some places it is thought that witches are at death transformed into hares, and for this reason the people of those localities refuse to eat a hare. The Jewish Cabalists also believed in the doctrine of mattaphyskortis, and traces of it are to be found in the writings of Swedenborg.

Metation: According to Jewish rabbinical legend, Metation, the angel, is one of the agents by whom God the Father works. He receives the pure and simple essence of the divinity and bestows the gift of life upon all. He dwells in one of the angelic hierarchies.

Mexico and Central America: Occult science among the ancient Mexicans may be said to have been in that stage between the savage simplicities of medicine-men and the more sophisticated magical practices of the mediæval sorcerer. The sources which inform us regarding it are unfortunately of a most scanty description and are chiefly gleaned from the works of the early missionaries, recording the flight and fall of the Spaniards in the New World, and from the legends and myths of the people themselves. Writing upon the sorcerers of Mexico, Sahagun, an early Spanish priest, states that the naualli or magician among the Mexicans is one who enchanters men and seeks the blood of infants during the night. This would seem as if the writer had confounded the sorcerer with the vampire,—a mistake occasionally made by continental writers on magic. He proceeds to say that among the Mexicans this class is ignorant of nothing which appertains to sorcery, and possesses great craft and natural address; that they hire themselves out to people to work evil upon their enemies, and to cause madness and maladies. "The necromancer," he says, "is a person who has made pact with a demon, and who is capable of transforming himself into various animal shapes. Such people appear to be tired of life and await death with complaisance. The astrologer practises among the people as a diviner, and has a thorough knowledge of the various signs of the calendar, from which he is able to prognosticate the fortunes of those who employ him. This he accomplishes by weighing the power of one planet against that of another, and thus discovering the resultant applies it to the case in point. These men were called into consultation at births and deaths, as well as upon public occasions, and would dispute with much nicety on their art. The astrological system of the Mexicans was like that of their calendar, and the most involved description possible, and no mere summary of it could convey anything but a hazy notion of the system, for which the reader is referred to the author's Civilisation of Ancient Mexico, Sahagun's Historia, and Bulletin 28 of the United States Bureau of Ethnology. In connection with the astrological science of the Aztecs, however, it is worthy of note that the seventh calendrical sign, was that under which necromancers, sorcerers, and evil-doers were usually born. Says Sahagun: "These work their enchantments in obscurity for four nights running, when they choose a certain evil sign. They then betake themselves in the night to the houses where they desire to work their evil deeds and sorceries. . . . . . For the rest these sorcerers never know contentment, for all their days they live evilly and know no peace."

The maguey, the Mexican cactus, was also fetishistic. It is probable that most of the Mexican amulets were modelled on the various ornaments of the gods. Thus the traveller's staff carved in the shape of a serpent like
Vampire.—As has been seen, Sahagun confounds the Mexican necromancer with the vampire, and it is interesting to note that this folk-belief must have originated in America independently of any European connection. But we find another instance of what would seem something like vampirism in Mexico. This is found in connection with the cint Apilin, or ghosts of women who have died in childbirth. These haunt the cross-roads, crying and wailing for the little ones they have left behind them. But as in many other countries, notably in Burma, they are malevolent—their evil tendencies probably being caused by jealousy of the happiness of the living. Lest they should enter their houses and injure their children, the Mexicans at certain times of the year stopped up every possible hole and crevice. The appearance of these ghosts (Sahagun describes them as “goddesses”) at cross-roads is highly significant, for we know that the burial of criminals at such junctions was a hideous sacrifice of a similar disposal of the corpse of the vampire, whose head was cut off and laid at his side, and who was entombed at cross-roads for the purpose of confusing him as to his whereabouts.

Nagualism.—Both in Mexico and Central America a religio-magical system called Nagualism obtained, the purpose of which was to bring occult influences against the whites for their destruction. The rite of this strange cult usually took place in caverns and other deserted localities, and were naturally derived to a large extent from those of the suppressed native religion. Each native worshipper possessed a magical or animal spirit-guide, with which he was endowed early in life. This system certainly flourished as lately as half a century ago, and there is good reason to believe that it is not yet extinct.

Central America.—Notices upon magic and sorcery amongst the Maya, Kiche, and other Central American peoples are even scarcer than those which relate to Mexico, and we have to fall back almost solely upon the native legends to glean anything concerning the subject at all. The great storehouse of Central American legend is the Popol Vuh, an account of which the reader is referred to the author’s Popol Vuh, London, 1909. We find in this interesting native myth-history, that some of the older gods are regarded as magicians, and the hero-twins, Xblanque and Hun-abpu, whom they sent to earth to rid it of the Titan Vukub-Kuk, are undoubtedly possessed of magical powers. As boys they find themselves equipped with magic tools, which enable them to get through an enormous amount of work in a single day, and when they descend into Xibalba, the Kiche Hades, for the purpose of avenging their father and uncle, they take full advantage of their magical propensities in combating the natives of that dreary abode. Xibalba itself possesses sorcerers, for we find two within its borders, Xulu and Pacaw, who assist the hero-gods in many of their necromantic practices.

As regards divination, we find that the Maya possessed a caste of augurs, called Cociomes or the Listeners; and prophecy appears to have been periodically practised by their priests. In the so-called books of Chilam Balam which are native compilations of events occurring in Central America previous to the Spanish Conquest, we find certain prophecies regarding the coming of the whites, the arrival of Spaniards. These appear to have been given forth by a priest who bore the title, not the name, of “Chilam Balam,” whose offices were those of divination and astrology but these pronouncements seem to have been coloured at a later date by Christian thought, and hardly to be of a genuine aboriginal character. There are certain astrological receipts in these books, all of which are simply borrowed from European almanacs of the century between 1550 and 1650. Amulets were in great vogue amongst the Maya, and they had the same fear of the last five days of the year as had the Mexicans, who regarded them as unlucky, and did not use any description upon them. These days the Maya called uayuyey, and they considered that a demon entered their towns and villages at the beginning of this period. To avert this, they carried an image of him through the village in the hopes that he might afterwards avoid it.

Mesazoth, The: A schedule which, when fastened on the doorpost, possessed talismanic qualities. It is said in the Talmud that whoever has the mezuzoth fixed on his door, and is provided with certain personal charms, is protected from sin.

Michael: An archangel; in the Hebrew, “He who is equal to God.” In Revelation it is said: “there was war in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against the dragon”; and from this it is deduced that Michael was the leader of the celestial hierarchy—as against Lucifer, the devil, the leader of the dispossessed of man. Michael is mentioned by name four other times in the Scriptures; in Daniel as the champion of the Jewish Church against Persia; in Jude as the archangel who fought with Satan for Moses’ body; by Gabriel he is called the prince of the Jewish Church; and in the prophecy of Enoch, Michael, who commands according to Randle Holme is a banner hanging on a cross; and he is represented as victory with a dart in one hand and a cross on his forehead. Bishop Horsley and others considered Michael as only another name for the Son of God. In one of the Jewish rabbinical legends he is the ruler of Mercury, to which sphere he “imparts benignity, motion and intelligence, with elegance and consonance of speech.”

Michael Medins: (See Healing by Touch.)

Mikrosos, The: Or the Pentagram, a little world (Greek Mikros, small; Kosmos, a world)—a five-pointed star—which represents Man and the summation of the occult forces. It was believed by Paracelsus that this sign had a marvellous magical power over spirits; and that all magic figures and kabalistic signs could be reduced to two—the Microcosm, and the Macrocosm (q.v.).

Mikropenepus, The: One of the four magical elements in the Kabala; and probably representing one of the four simple elements—air, water, earth, or fire. The word means “creator of the little world.”

Midian, The Mexican: (See Cuil.)

Mid-day Demons: The ancients frequently made mention of certain demons who became visible especially towards mid-day to those with whom they had a pact. They appeared in the form of men or of beasts, and let themselves be enclosed in a character, a figure, a vial, or in the interior of a hollow ring.

Midiuwin, The: A secret society or exclusive association of the Ojibway Indians of North America. The myth of the foundation of this society is as follows: Michabo, the Creator, looking down to earth saw that the forefathers of the Ojibway were very helpless. Eupping a black object floating on the surface of a lake he drew near to it and saw that it was an otter—now one of the sacred animals of the Midiuwin. He instructed it in the mysteries of that caste, and provided it with a sacred rattle, a sacred drum, and tobacco. He built a Midiuwin, or Sacred House of Mid, to which he took the otter and confided to it the mysteries of the Midiuwin. In short, the society is one of these “medicine” or magical associations so common among the North-American Indians (q.v.). When
a candidate is admitted to a grade and is prepared to pass on to the next, he gives three feasts, and sings three prayers to the Bear Spirit in order to be permitted to enter that grade. His progress through the various grades is assisted by various evasive tricks; and at a later stage by the power of certain prayers or invocations,—a larger snake appears and raises its body, thus forming an arch under which the candidate takes his way to the higher grade. When the Indian belongs to the second grade he is supposed to receive supernatural power, to be able to see into the future, to hear what comes afar off, to touch friends and foes however far away they may be, and so on. In higher grades he can assume the form of any animal. The third grade confers enhanced power, and it is thought that its members can perform extraordinary exploits, and have power over the entire invisible world. The fourth is still more exalted.

When an Indian is ready to undergo initiation, he erects a wigwam in which he takes steam-baths for four days, one on each day. On the evening of the day before initiation he visits his teachers in order to obtain from them instructions for the following day. Next morning the priests approach with the candidate at their head, enter the Midwagen, and the proceedings commence. The publications of the Bureau of American Ethnology contain several good accounts of the ritual of this society.

Militia Crucifera Evangeliæ: (See Reslerulians.)

Miracle Magic: (See Magic.)

Miners, Haunted: The belief that miners are haunted is an ancient and universal one, probably arising from the many weird sounds and echoes which are heard in them, and the perpetual gloom. Sometimes the haunted scenes are gigantic creatures with frightful fiery eyes. Such was the German "Bergmönch, a terrible figure in the garb of a monk, who could, however, appear in ordinary human shape to those towards whom he was well-disposed." Frequently weird knockings are heard in the mines. In Germany these are attributed to the Kobolds, small black beings of a malicious disposition. White hares or rabbits are also seen at times. The continual danger attending the life underground is productive of many supernatural "warnings," which generally take the form of mysterious voices. In the Midland Counties of England the "Seven Whistlers" are well known and their warnings solemnly attended to. A light blue flame settling on a full coal-tub was called "Bluecap," and his work was to move the coal-tub towards the trolley-way. Boys did not give them service for nothing. Every fortnight his wages were left in a corner of the mine, and duly appropriated. A more mischievous elf was "Cutty Soames," who would cut the truces, or soams, yoking an assistant putter to the tub. Basilisks, whose terrible eyes would strike the miner dead, were another source of dread to the worker underground. These, as well as the other mysterious foes who dealt fatal blows, may be traced to the dreaded, but by no means ghostly, fire-damp. Mines of the precious metals are still more jealously guarded by the supernatural beings. Onomine the creatures of the earth-element, are the special guardians of subterranean treasure, and they are not over-anxious that their province be disturbed. Mines containing precious stones are equally well looked after. The Indians of Peru declare that evil spirits haunt the emerald mines, while a stone in the neighbourhood of Los Esmeraldas was said to be guarded by a frightful dragon. It has also been stated that the poisonous fumes and gases which oftentimes destroy the lives of miners are baleful influences radiated by evil spirits.

Mirabilis Liber: The greater part of this book is attributed to Saint Germaine. It is a collection of predictions concerning the saints and the sibyls. It is surprising to find in the edition of 1522 a prophecy of the French Revolution. The expulsion and abolition of the nobility, the violent death of the king and queen, the persecution of the clergy, the suppression of convents, are all mentioned therein, followed by a foreboding of the sable coming from distant lands which would re-establish order in France.

Mira@ulum Mundli: (See Glauber.)

Mirandola, Giosuè Pius da: Italian Astrologer and Kabalist (1463-1494). This astrologer's family played a prominent part in the number of the civil wars which convulsed medio evil Italy, while they owned extensive lands in the neighbourhood of Modena, the most valuable of their possessions being a castle bearing their own name of Mirandola; and it was here, in the year 1463, that Giosuè was born. He appears to have been something of an Adorable Crichton, never showing any fondness for playing children's games, but devoting himself to study from the very outset; and, according to tradition, before he was out of his teens he had mastered jurisprudence and mathematics, he had waded far into the seas of philosophy and theology, and had even wandered in those occult sciences wherewith his name was destined to be associated afterwards. A boy of this kind naturally felt small inclination to remain at home, and so it is not surprising to find that Giosuè soon left his brothers to look after the family estates, and proceeded to various universities in Italy and France. While in the latter country his interest in astrology and the like deepened space, thanks partly to his making a close study of the works of Raymond Lully; and in 1486 Giosuè went to Rome, where he delivered a series of lectures on various branches of science. While thus engaged his erudition won high praise from some of his hearers, but certain members of the clergy suspected him of heresy, reported his doings to the Inquisition, and even sought to have him excommunicated. The pope, however, was of course rather averse to quarrelling with a member of so powerful a family as the Mirandolas, and accordingly he waived violent measures, instead appointing a body of Churchmen to argue with the scientist. A lengthy altercation ensued, and throughout it the jury displayed the most consummate ignorance, it being recorded, indeed, that some of them imagined that "Kabal" was a man, who had written against Christianity, and that the Kabalists were the disciples of this hypothetic person. Giosuè must have been deeply chagrined by this stupidity on the part of his opponents, he must have felt that to argue with such people was utterly vain; yet he published a defence of his works, and in 1493 the pope, Alexander VI., brought the affair to a conclusion by granting the offender absolution. Thereupon Mirandula went to live at Florence, and here he stayed until his demise in 1494, occasionally engaging in alchemy, but chiefly busy with further kabalistic studies.

Apart from the Apologia Pici Mirandoli cited above, Giosuè was author of several books of a theological nature, the most important of these being his Conclusiones Philosophica, cabalistica et theologica, published in 1486, and his Disputationes adversus Astrologiam Divinatricem, issued in 1495. His works appear to have been keenly admired by such of his contemporaries as were not averse to speculative thought, and it is interesting to find that a collected edition of his writings was printed at Boulona in 1496, and another at Venice two years later.

Mishna, The: A compilation of Hebrew oral traditions, written about the end of the second century by a certain Rabbi of Galilee. Its doctrines are said by the Jews to be of great antiquity and they believe it to be the oral law delivered by God to Moses, at the same time as he received the written law. It forms the framework of the Talmud. (See Kahalá.)
Mislaim

Mislaim, Rule of : (See Cagliostro.)
Mithraic Mysteries : (See Mithraic Mysteries.)
Mulu Subterranean Chambers of : (See Subterranean Crypts.)
Modern Times, The Socialist Community of : A community founded on Long Island, in 1851, which numbered among its members many good spiritualists.
Maghreb, Arab sorcerer: (See Samlis.)
Mohanis: Shamans or medicine-men of the Indians of the Porvian Andes. Joseph Skinner writing of them in his State of Peru, London 1805, says: "These admit an evil being, the inhabitant of the centre of the earth, whom they consider as the author of their misfortunes, and at the mention of whose name they tremble. The most shrewd among them take advantage of this belief, to obtain respect; and represent themselves as his delegates. Under the denomination of Mohanis, or Agoreros, they are consulted even on the most trivial occasions. They preside over the intrigues of love, the health of the community, and the taking of the field. Whatever repeatedly occurs to defeat their prophetic arts, falls on themselves; and they are wont to pay their deceptions very dearly. They chew a species of vegetable called puripiri, and throw it into the air, accompanied by this act with recitals and incantations, to injure some, to benefit others, to procure rain, and the inundation of the rivers, or, on the other hand, to occasion settled weather, and a plentiful store of agricultural productions. Any such result having been casually verified on a single occasion, the Indians in their faith, although they may have been cheated a thousand times. Fully persuaded that they cannot resist the influence of the puripiri, as soon as they know that they have been solicited by its means, they fix their eyes on the impassioned object, and discover a thousand amiable traits, either real or fanciful, which indifferently had before concealed from their view.

"But the principal power, efficacy, and, it may be said, misfortune, of the Mohanis, consist in the cure of the sick. Every malady is ascribed to their enchantments, and means are instantly taken to ascertain by whom the mischief may have been wrought. For this purpose the nearest relative takes a quantity of the juice of floripondium, and suddenly falls, intoxicated by the violence of the plant. He is placed in a fit posture to prevent suffocation, and on his coming to himself, at the end of three days, the Mohan who has the greatest resemblance to the sorcerer he saw in his visions, is to undertake the cure, or if, in the interim, the sick man has perished, it is customary to subject him to the same fate. When not any sorcerer occurs in the visions, the first Mohan they encounter has the misfortune to represent his image."

Methods of Medicine Men.—It cannot be denied, that the Mohanis have, by practice and tradition, acquired a profound knowledge of many plants and poisons, with which they effect surprising cures on the one hand, and do much mischief on the other; but the mania of ascribing the whole to a preternatural virtue, occasions them to blend with their practice a thousand charms and superstitions.

The most customary method of cure is to place two hammocks close to each other, either in the dwelling, or in the open air; in one of them the patient lies extended, and in the other the Mohan, or Agorero. The latter, in contact with the sick man, begins by rocking himself, and then proceeds by a strain in falsetto, to call on the birds, quadrupeds, and fishes, to give health to the patient. From time to time he rises on his seat, and makes a thousand extravagant gestures over the sick man, to whom he applies his powders and herbs, or sucks the wounded or diseased parts. If the malady augments, the Agorero, having been joined by many of the people, chants a short hymn, addressed to the soul of the patient, with this last: "Thou must not go, thou must not go." In repeating this he is joined by the people, until at length a terrible clamour is raised, and augmented in proportion as the sick man becomes still fainter and fainter, to the end that it may reach his ears.

Molesca Beans as Ambulus: (See Fascination.)

Monsielo, The: The Enciolo or Little Monk seems to have lived exclusively in that portion of Southern Italy called Naples. The precise place where he dwelt does not appear to be accurately known, but it is supposed to have been in the remains of Abbeys and Monasteries. When the Monsielo appeared to mortals, it was always at the dead of night; and then only to those who were in sorest need, who themselves had done all that mortal could do to prevent or alleviate the distress that had befallen them, and after all human aid had failed. Then it was that the Monk appeared, and mutely beckoning them to follow, he led them to where treasure was concealed—stipulating no conditions for its expenditure, demanding no promise of repayment, exacting no duty or service in return. Men have vainly asked, was it actual treasure he gave, or did it merely appear to the external senses, to be changed into leaves or stones when the day and the occasion of its discovery passed? and if actual treasure, how did it come in the place of its concealment, and by whom was it there deposited?

In Germany, the wood-spirit Rubezahl performed similar acts of beneficence and kindness to poor and deserving persons and the money he gave proved to be, or passed for, the current coin of the realm; while in Ireland, the O'Donoghue, who dwelt beneath the waters of an inland lake, and rode over its surface on a steed white as the foam of its waves, distributed treasures that proved genuine to the good, but spurious to the undeserving.

Monad is a theosophical term which literally means a unit (Greek Monas). The Monad is frequently described as a "Divine Spark," and this impression is particularly apt, for it is a part of the Logos, the Divine Fire. The Logos has three aspects, Will, Wisdom and Activity, and, since the Monad is part of the Logos, it also has these three aspects. It abides continually in its appropriate world, the monadic, but, that the divine evolutionary purposes may be carried out, its ray is borne downwards through the various spheres of matter when the outpouring of the third life wave takes place. It first passes into the Spiritual Sphere by clothing itself with an atom of spiritual matter and thus manifests itself in an atomic body, as a spirit possessing three aspects. When it passes into the next sphere, the Intuition, it leaves this aspect of Will behind and in the Intuition Sphere, appears in an Intentional body as a spirit possessing the aspects of Wisdom and Activity. On passing in turn, from this sphere to the next the higher mental, it leaves the aspect of Wisdom behind, and appears in a casual body as a spirit possessing the aspect of activity. To put this somewhat abstract doctrine in another form, the Monad, at this stage, manifested itself in three spheres. In the spiritual it has transmuted spirit with Will, in the Intuition it has transmuted spirit with Wisdom, and in the higher Mental it has transmuted spirit with Activity or Intelect, and it is now a human ego, having approximately to the common term "soul," an ego which, despite all changes, remains the same until eventually the evolutionary purpose is fulfilled and it is received back again into the Logos. From the higher mental sphere the Monad descends to the lower mental sphere and appears in a mental body as being repeated in the mind, then betakes itself to the astral sphere and appears in the astral body as possessing emotions, and finally to the physical sphere and appears in a physical body as possessing vitality. These three lower bodies, the
mental, the astral, and the physical, constitute the human personality which dies at death and is renewed when the Monad, in fulfilment of the process of reincarnation, again manifests itself in these bodies. (See Theosophy, Evolution, Sphere, Life Waves, Monad Sphere, Logos.)

Mons: A Kabalistic term covering that branch of magic which deals with the reading of the future by the computation of time and observance of the heavenly bodies. It thus includes astrology.

Money: Money which comes from the devil is of poor quality, and such wealth, like the fairy-money, generally turns to earth, or to lead, toads, or anything else worthless or repulsive. "A youth," says Gregory of Tours, "received a piece of folded paper from a stranger, who told him that he could get from it as much money as he wished, so long as he did not unfold it. The youth drew many gold pieces from the papers, but at length curiosity overcame him, he unfolded it and discovered within the claws of a cat and a bear, the feet of a toad and other repulsive fragments, while at the same moment his wealth disappeared." In popular superstition it is supposed that, if a person hear the cuckoo for the first time with money in his pocket, he shall love some one all the year, while if he greet the new moon for the first time in the same fortunate condition, he shall not lack money throughout the month.

Mongol: (See Siberia.)

Monsk: A medium. (See Spirituality.)

Mos: Queen of Yucatan. (See Atlantis.)

Moon: (See Arabs.)

Moses: The: A secret association imported into Germany, which celebrated the rites of the gnostic Sabbath. It replaced the Kabalistic "goat" by the Hermetic "dog" as an object of worship. The candidate for the order was brought into the circle of adepts with the eyes bandaged in the midst of a great uproar, and after saluting the idol was initiated. The sign of recognition was a grimace. The whole doctrine of the society was that of black magic. The Moses recruited only among Catholics, and for the oath at reception they substituted a solemn engagement on honour to reveal no secrets of the order,—the practices of which much resembled the Sabbath of medieval sorcerers.

Morelle, Paolo: (See Italy.)

Morgan, Professor De: (See Spirituality.)

Morgan le Fay: Sister of Arthur and wife of King Urien of Gore. Arthur gave into her keeping the scabbard of his sword Excalibur, but she gave it to Sir Accolon whom she loved and had a forged scabbard made. Arthur, however, recovered the real sheath, but was again deceived by her. She figures as a Queen of the Land of Faerie and as such appears in French and Italian romance. It was she who, on one occasion, threw Excalibur into a lake. She usually presents her favourites with a ring and retains them by her side as does Venus in Tannhäuser. Her myth is a parallel of that of Eos and Tithonus and is probably derived from a sun and dawn myth.

Morien: It is commonly supposed that Morien, or Morienus as he is sometimes styled, was born at Rome in the twelfth century, and it is also reported that, like Raymond Lully and several other early chymists, he combined evangelical ardour with his scientific tastes. While still a mere boy, and resident in his native city, Morien became acquainted with the writings of Adaf, the Arabian philosopher, and gradually the youth's acquaintance with these developed into tense admiration, the result being that he became filled with the desire to make the personal acquaintance of the author in question. Accordingly he bade adieu to Rome and set out for Alexandria, this being the home of Adaf, and thither and thence, he had not to wait long ere gaining his desired end. The learned Arabian accorded him a hearty welcome, and a little while afterwards the two were living together on very friendly terms, the elder man daily imparting knowledge to the younger, who showed himself a remarkably apt pupil. For some years this state of affairs continued, but at length Adaf died, and Morien left Alexandria and went to Palestine, found a retreat in the vicinity of Jerusalem, and began to lead a hermit's life there.

Meanwhile the erudition of the deceased Arabian acquired a wide celebrity, and some of his manuscripts chanced to fall into the hands of Kalid, Soldan of Egypt. He was a person of active and enquiring mind, and observing that, on the cover of the manuscripts, it was stated that the secret of the philosopher's stone was written within, he naturally grew doubly inquisitive. He found, however, that he himself could not elucidate the precious documents; and therefore he summoned Illuminati from far and near to his court at Cairo, and offered a large reward to the man who should discover the mystery at issue. An endless number of people presented themselves in consequence, but the majority of them were mere charlatans, and thus the Soldan was duped mercilessly.

Betimes news of these doings reached the ears of Morien. It incensed him to think that his old preceptor's wisdom and writings were being made a laughing-stock, so he decided that he must go to Cairo himself, and not only see justice done to Adaf's memory, but also seize what might prove a favourable opportunity of converting Kalid to Christianity. The Soldan was inclined to be cynical when the hermit arrived, nor would he listen to the latter's attacks on the Mahomedan faith; yet he saw fit to grant Morien a house wherein to conduct researches, and here the alchemist worked for a long time, ultimately perfecting the elixir. He did not, withal, make any attempt to gain the preferred reward; and instead he took his leave without the Soldan's cognizance, simply leaving the precious fluid in a vase on which he inscribed the suggestive words: "He who possesses all need not seek others."

But Kalid was at a loss to know how to proceed further, and for a long time he made great efforts to find Morien and bring him again to his court. Years went by, and all search for the vanished alchemist proved vain; but once, when the Soldan was hunting in the neighborhood of Jerusalem, one of his servants chanced to hear of a hermit who was wont to create gold. Convinced that this must be none other than Morien, Kalid straightway sought him out; so once more the two met, and again the alchemist accomplished this through his efforts to rival him. The Soldan, however, was not satisfied, and even in the belief that the elixir was morbid, he instructed him in the mysteries of the transcendental science.

Nothing is known about Morien's subsequent history, and the likelihood is that the rest of his days were spent quietly at his hermitage. He is credited with sundry alchemistic writings, said to have been translated from Arabic, but it need hardly be said that the ascription rests on the slenderest evidence. One of these works is entitled Liber de Distinctionibus Mercurii Aquarum, and it is interesting to recall that a manuscript copy thereof belonged to Robert Boyle, one of the Royal Society; while another is entitled Liber de Compositionibus Alchimica, and this is printed in the first volume of Bibliotheca Chemica Curiosa. Yet better known than either of these, and more likely to be really from Morien's pen, is a third treatise De Rerum, et materiae Transmutatione, et occultis summis Antiquorum Medicina Libellus, which
Morrall, Theobald: (See Spiritualism.)

Mose, J. J.: A well-known English trance or inspirational medium who began to practice about 1870. Early in his career the phenomenon of "trance speaking" was witnessed in connection with him, but these physical manifestations soon ceased, and he developed trance-speaking faculties of a high order, and delivered numerous eloquent discourses to spiritualists throughout the country.

Morzine, Devils of: (See Switzerland.)

Moses, Rev. William Stanhope: One of the best known mediums connected with modern spiritualism, and probably, after Home, one of the most successful. He was born in 1839, at Donington, in Lincolnshire, the son of a schoolmaster, and was educated at Bedford Grammar School and Exeter College, Oxford. He made good progress at the University, but before his final examination his health broke down, and he was compelled to go abroad. On his return he graduated Master of Arts, and in 1863 was ordained. From that time until 1870 he was a curate, first in the Isle of Man and afterwards in Dorsetshire. Again his health gave way, and he was obliged to abandon parish work, and seek a change of occupation. In 1870 he became tutor to the son of Dr. and Mrs. Stanhope Speer, with whom he resided, and who were henceforth among his staunchest supporters. A year or two later he was appointed English master in University College School, but increasing ill-health compelled him to retire in 1899. Towards the close of his life Mr. Moses suffered greatly from depression and kindred nervous disorders. His life as a clergyman and as a schoolmaster was beyond reproach, and his duties were discharged in a way that won respect alike for his intelligence and efficiency.

His attention was first directed to spiritualism by the reading of R. Dale Owen's book on The Debatabe Land, in 1872. He attended numerous séances, held by such mediums as Home, and soon afterwards himself developed powerful mediumistic tendencies, and gave séances to the Speers and a few select friends. The best accounts of his sittings are those written by Dr. and Mrs. Speers who kept separate records of the performances, and there are occasional accounts by others who were admitted to the circle. The phenomena were at first confined to raps and levitations of furniture, but gradually the manifestations became more varied and more pronounced. Toilet articles in Mr. Moses' room moved about of themselves and formed a cross on his bed, "sports" of perfume, pincushions, pearls, and other articles were brought by the spirits, and the medium himself would float about the room. Towards the end of the year "spirit lights" began to make their appearance, and seem to have created a profound impression on the sitters, though to judge from the descriptions they give, it would seem that Mr. Podmore's explanation of "bottles of phosphorus" is not far from the truth. Musical instruments also were heard playing in the air, besides raps, thuds, and other noises.

Perhaps his most important manifestations, however, were the automatic writings published under the title of Spirit Teachings. These purported to come from several spirits, "Imperator," "Rector," and others, and were mostly of a theological cast. Though of a high ethical tendency they evinced a departure from Christianity, and suggested the religion of spiritism as the only rational human creed. Unlike many automatic writings Mr. Moses' productions were not written in extravagantly high-fowl language, nor were they altogether meaningless. But it must be remembered that he was a man of education and not likely to fall into such errors.

Other work done by him in connection with Spiritualism was his assistance in the founding of the British National Association of Spiritualism, and to serve on the Councils of the Psychological Society, and the Society for Psychical Research. He severed his connection with the latter body, however, because of the position they took up with regard to certain "prophets of spiritualism." He was president of the London Spiritual Alliance from 1884 onwards. Among his most popular works, besides Spirit Teachings, were Psychography, Spirit Identity, and The Higher Aspects of Spiritualism.

Why did Stainton Moses become a medium? There are few questions more puzzling than this to the student of spiritual psychology. That professional mediums, and those private mediums who have anything to gain by their performances, should carry on deception from year to year, is comprehensible. But that a clergyman, who had hitherto led an uneventful and exemplary life, should deliberately and systematically practise a series of puerile tricks for the purpose of mystifying his friends, is certainly not so. We are forced to admit, then, either that his observers were victims to hallucination and self-deception, or that the phenomena he produced were genuine manifestations from the spirit-world.

Moss-Woman The: The Moss or Wood Folk, dwelt in the forests of Southern Germany. Their stature was small and their form strange and uncouth, bearing a strong resemblance to certain trees with which they flourished and decayed. They were a simple, timid, and inoffensive race, and had little intercourse with mankind; approaching only at rare intervals the lonely cabin of the wood-man or forester, to borrow some article of domestic use, or to beg a little of the food which the good wife was preparing for the family meal. They would also for similar purposes appear to labourers in the fields which lay on the outskirts of the forests. A loan or gift to the Moss-people was always repaid manifold. But the most highly-prized and eagerly-coveted of all mortal gifts was a draught from the maternal breast to their own little ones; for this they held to be a sovereign remedy for all the ills to which their natures were subject. Yet was it only in the extremity of danger that they could so overcome their natural diffidence and timidity as to seek this boon—for they knew that mortal mothers turned from such nurslings with disgust and fear. It would appear that the Moss or Wood folk also lived in some parts of Scandinavia. Thus we are told that in the churchyard of Store Hedding, in Zealand, there are the remains of an oak wood which were trees by day and night.

Mountain Cove Community, The: A spiritualistic community founded in Mountain Cove, Fayette Co., Virginia, in the autumn of 1851, under the leadership of the Rev. James Scott and the Rev. T. L. Harris. Both mediums had settled in Auburn in the previous year, and had obtained a considerable following. While Harris was absent in New York the command to form a community at Mountain Cove, was given through the mediumship of Scott, and about a hundred persons accompanied him to Virginia. The members were obliged to deliver up all their possessions, again at the command of the spirits. Dissensions arose and pecuniary difficulties were experienced, and only the advent of T. L. Harris in the summer of 1852 saved the community from dissolution. However, the dissensions and difficulties remained, and early in 1853 the community finally broke up.

Muscle-Reading: The concealed or any particular object produces a tendency to muscular activity. Thus, if a name be thought of the muscles of the larynx may range themselves as if for the pronunciation of that name. This is known as "subconscious whispering." Or there may be an unconscious movement towards the object in the mind. It is the interpretation of these involuntary
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movements by a second person, or percipient, that frequently passes for genuine divinity. The thought-reading exhibited on the public platform, when it means the result of fraud, may be in reality muscle-reading. The act of reading these slight muscular indications of the thoughts may be unconscious or instinctive—indeed, must be so, since they are much too fine to be perceived by the grosser senses.

**Myers, Frederic William Henry** (1843–1901): Poet, essayist, and student of psychic science, was born at Keswick, Cumberland, and educated at Cheltenham and Cambridge. In 1865 he became classical lecturer there, but in 1872 abandoned this post for that of school inspector. He published several volumes of poems and essays, some of the former of considerable beauty, though it is chiefly as an essayist that he is known. He has done excellent work in the region of psychic science, being one of the original group who founded the Society for Psychical Research in 1882, and remaining to the end of his life one of its most useful members. Though he did not belong to the sceptical school of which Mr. F. Podmore is the chief representative, **Mr. Myers'** view-point was decidedly not that of the average spiritualist. The evidence for the survival of the soul after death he found not in the somewhat peculiar "spirit" manifestations, but in the subliminal Consciousness, that wide region that lies beneath the threshold of man's ordinary consciousness, wherein **Mr. Myers** believed to discern traces of unused faculties, clairvoyance, retro-cognition, precognition, telekinesis, and so on. All the phenomena of trance, hypnotism, automatism, and spiritualism he grouped together as phenomena of the subliminal consciousness. The results of his researches were embodied in a posthumous work entitled *Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death* (1903). He also wrote the introduction to Gurney's *Phantasmagoria of the Living.* He died at Rome in 1901, and was buried at Keswick.

**Myrmonean** was a method of divination by rats or mice and is supposed to be alluded to in Isaiah lxi., 17. Their peculiar cries, or some marked devastation committed by them, was taken for a prognostic of evil. *Ælian* relates that Fabius Maximus resigned the dictatorship in consequence of a warning from these creatures; and Cassius Flamininus, according to Varro, retired from the command of the cavalry for no greater reason. From Herodotus we learn that the army of Sennacherib, when he invaded Egypt, was infested by mice in the night, and their quivers and bows gnawed in pieces; in the morning, therefore, being without arms, they fled in confusion, and many of them were slain. Such a foreboding of evil could not very well be questioned, or its consequences averted, by the commander, but very different was the case when one of Cato's soldiers told him in affright that the rats had gnawed one of his shoes. Cato replied that the prodigy would have been much greater if the shoe had gnawed a rat! Horapollo in his curious work on the Hieroglyphics of Egypt, describes the rat as a symbol of destruction, and, what is more to our purpose, the Hebrew name of this animal is from a root which signifies to separate, divide, or judge; and it has been remarked by one of the commentators on Horapollo that the mouse has a finely discriminating taste. An Egyptian MS. in the "Bibliothèque Royale" at Paris, contains the representation of a soul going to judgment, in which one of the figures is depicted with the head of a rat and the body of a mouse, and that the Lybian rats and the mouse of Scripture are the same as the Arabian *jerboa,* which is characterised by a long tail, bushy at the end, and short fore-legs. The mice and emerods of gold, I. Sam. v., 6, 7, were essentially charms having a precise symbolic meaning.

**Mysteries:** From the Greek work *moein,* to shut the mouth, and was an initiate: a term for that which is secret or concealed. Although certain *mysteries* were undoubtedly part of the initiatory ceremony of the priests of ancient Egypt, we are ignorant of their exact trend, and the term is usually used in connection with certain semi-religious ceremonies held by various cults in ancient Greece. The mysteries were indeed secret cults to which only certain initiated people were admitted after a period of preliminary preparation. After this initial period of purification came the mystic communication or exhortation, then the revelation to the neophyte of certain holy things, the crowning with the garlands, and lastly the communion with the deity. But the *mysteries* appear to have circled round the semidramatic representation or mystery-play of the life of a deity.

It has often been advanced as a likely theory to account for the prevalence of these mystic cults in Greece, that they are of pre-Hellenic origin, and that the Pelasgic aboriginal people of the country strove to conceal their religions from the eyes of their conquerors. But against this has to be weighed the evidence that for the most part the higher offices of these cults were in the hands of aristocrats, who, it may be reasonably inferred, had but little to do with the inferior strata of the population which represented the Pelasgic peoples. Again, the divinities worshipped in the *mysteries* possess for the most part Greek names, and many of them are certainly gods evolved upon Hellenic soil at a comparatively late period. We find a number of them associated with the realm of the dead. The earth-god or goddes is in most countries often alluded with the powers of darkness. It is from the underworld that grain arises, and therefore we are not surprised to find that Demeter, Ge, and Aglauros, are identified with the underworld. But there were also the mysteries of Artemis, of Hecate, and the Chertes,—some of which may be regarded as forms of the great earth-mother.

The worship of Dionysus, Trophonomos, and Zagreus were also of a mysterious nature. The Eleusinian and Orphic *mysteries* are undoubtedly those of most importance to the occult student; and from the results of archaeology, such as vase-painting and so forth, we have been able to glean some general idea of the trend of these. That is not to say that the heart of the mystery is revealed to us by any such illustrations, but these supplemented by what the Christian fathers were able to glean regarding these mystic cults, enable us to push our investigations in the proper quarters. Important as such matter is, however, it is extreme, slight in character.

**Eleusis:** The *mysteries* of Eleusis had for their primal adoration Demeter, Kore or Persephone,—the mother and the daughter,—whose myth is too well-known to require repetition here. Plato, the third figure in the drama is so unimportant as to be relegated to the background. Other "nameless" divinities appear to have been associated with these, under the name of "the gods" and "the goddesses"; but the theory that those are supposed to descend from an aboriginal period, when gods were nameless, is too absurd for discussion. The nameless god is of no value to anyone, not even a savage; and a mere nodding acquaintance with mythological science is surely sufficient to show that such nameless gods are merely those whose higher names are hidden and unspoken. In Egypt, for example, the concept of the Concealed Name was extremely common: the "name of power" of a god, if discovered, bestowed on the discoverer away over that deity, and we must therefore dismiss the idea of the nameless divinities of Eleusis as not in accordance with mythological fact. A more probable view is that which would make these gods later titles of the married pair.
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Pluto and Kore; but this, in view of the facts just stated, is also unlikely. Dionysus is also a figure of some importance in the Eleusinian mystery, and it has been thought that Orphic influence brought about his presence in the cult; but traces of Orphic doctrine have not been discovered in what is known to us and we know that among the personalities in the mystery is that of Iacchus who appears to be none other than Dionysus under another name. But Dionysus or Iacchus does not appear to be a primary figure of the mystery.

We find in early Greek legends allusions to the sacred character of the Eleusinian mysteries. From the fifth century their organisation was in the hands of the Athenian city—the royal ruler of which undertook the general management, along with a committee of supervision. The candidates were admitted by a hereditary priesthood, the Eumolpides. They alone or rather their high priest, could penetrate into the innermost holy of holies; but there were also priestesses and female attendants on the goddesses.

The celebration of the mysteries, so far as we can glean, was somewhat as follows: In the months of September, the Eleusinian Holy Things were taken from the sacred city to Athens, and placed in the Eleusinian. These probably consisted to some extent of small statues of the goddesses. Three days afterwards the catechumens assembled to hear the eulogy of one of the priests, in which those who were for any reason unworthy of initiation were solemnly warned to depart. All must be Greeks or Romans above a certain age, and women and even slaves were admitted; but foreigners and criminals might not partake. The candidates were questioned as to their purification, and especially regarding the food which they had eaten during that period. After this assembly, they betook themselves to the sea-shore and bathed in the sea, being sprinkled afterwards with the blood of pigs. A sacrifice was offered up, and several days afterwards the great Eleusinian procession commenced its journey along the sacred way, its central figure being a statue of Iacchus. Many shrines were visited on the way to Eleusis, where, upon their arrival, they celebrated a midnight orgy.

It is difficult to come at what occurred in the inner circle; but there appear to have been two grades in the celebration, and we know that a year elapsed before a person who had achieved one grade became fit for election to the higher. Regarding the actual ritual in the hall of mystery, a great deal of controversy has taken place, but it is probable that the chief characters in which were probably Demeter and Kore, and that the myth of the lost daughter and the sorrowing mother was enacted before a highly-impressed audience. It has been stated that the birth of Iacchus was announced during the ceremony; but this has not been handed down to us on good authority. Of scenic display, there was probably little or none, as excavation has proved that there was not room for it, and we find nothing regarding scenery in the accounts presented in many inscriptions; but the apparel of the actors was probably most magnificent, and was heightened by the Rembrandtseque effect of gloom and torchlight.

But certain sacred symbols were also displayed before the eyes of the elect. These appear to have been small idols of the goddesses, of great antiquity and sanctity. We know that the original symbols of deity are jealously guarded by many savage priesthoods. For example, the Uapes of Brazil keep careful watch over the symbols of Jurupari, their god, and these are shown only to the initiated—any woman who casts eyes on them being instantly poisoned. It is also stated by Hippolytus that the ancients were shown a cut corn stalk, the symbol of Demeter and Kore. This, however, can hardly be trusted any more than the theory that the Eleusinians worshipped the actual corn as a clan totem. Corn as a totem is not uncommon elsewhere, as for example in Peru, where the acomocy, or godlings of the maize fields were probably originally totemic; and we know that among the totemic, the spirit of grain often carries in its train the concept of the full-fledged cult. But if the Eleusinian corn was a totem, it was certainly the only corn totem known to Greece, and corn totems are rare. The totem has usually initiated with the hunting condition of man; when he arrives at the agricultural stage we generally find that a corn pantheon has evolved, in which full-fledged gods took the place of the old totemic deities. The corn appears to him as a living thing. It is growth, and within it resides a spirit. Therefore the deity which is evolved from this concept is more likely to be of animistic than of totemic origin.

The neophyte was then made one with the deity, by partaking of holy food or drink. It will be recalled that when Persephone reached the dark shores of Hades she partook of the food of the dead—thus rendering it impossible for her to return. Once the human soul eats or drinks in Hades, it may not return to earth. This belief is universal, and it is highly probable that it was symbolised in the Eleusinian mysteries. There was nothing, however, particularly secret about this sacrament, as it is painted on many vases which have been brought to light. A great deal of the ritual undoubtedly partook of the character of agricultural magic, a description of sympathetic sorcery. Among barbarians the medicine-man sprinkles water over the soil to incite the rain-spirit to do likewise. It is not long ago since, in the Isle of Mull, a long carved stone in a certain churchyard was filled with water, until the depression upon it overflowed, to symbolise a well-watered country. All sorts of imitative rites took place on similar occasions—most of which will be familiar to students of folklore. It has been thought that the token of the growing corn may have served as an emblem of man's resurrection, and the fact that most persons approach the Eleusinian mysteries for the purpose of ensuring themselves a happy immortality would go far to prove this. M. Foucart has ingeniously put forward the theory that the object of the Eleusinian mysteries was much the same as that of the Egyptian Book of the Dead,—to provide the initiates with elaborate rules for avoiding the dangers of the underworld, and to instruct them in the necessary magical formula. But it does not appear than any such purpose was intended by the Eleusinian mysteries and the magical formulae recited in connection with them. Friendship with the Holy Mother and Daughter was to the Eleusinian votary the chief assurance of immortality.

A great many offshoots of the Eleusinian cult were established in several parts of Greece. Dionysiac.—The most important cult next to the Eleusinian was the Orphic, which probably arose in Phrygia, and which came to be associated with the name of Dionysus, originally a god of vegetation, who was of course also a deity of the nether world. In this, it was also desired to enter into communion with him, that immortality might be assured. His celebrations were marked by orgies of a bacchanalian description, in which it was thought that the neophyte partook for the nonce of the character and the power of the deity himself. The rites of the cult of Dionysus were on a much lower grade than those of Eleusis, and were more of the barbarian element, and the devouring of an animal victim was supposed to symbolise the incarnation, death and resurrection of the divinity. Later the Dionysiac mysteries became purified, but always retained something of their earlier mystic character. The cult possessed a fairly wide propaganda, and does not appear
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have been regarded by the sages of its time with great friendliness. The golden tablets relating to the Orphic mystery found in tombs in Greece, Crete and Italy, contain fragments of powers, as the divine life-sustaining powers. B.C. it was buried with the dead as an amulet to protect him from the dangers of the underworld, and the fragments bear upon them incantations of a magical character.

Attis and Sybile.—These mysteries arrived at a later period on Hellenic soil. Passionate and violent in the extreme, they yet gained considerable sway in a more degenerate age, and communion with the deity was usually attained by bathing in blood in the taurobolium or by the letting of blood.

These Phrygian mysteries were full of the conception of the re-birth of the god Attis, who was also of an agrarian character; and in brief it may be said of these mystic cults as a whole that they were primarily barbarian agricultural rites to some extent intellectualised.

Mithraic Mysteries.—The Mithraic cult was of Persian origin. Mithra, a personification of Light being worshipped in that country some five hundred years before the Christian era. Carried into Asia Minor by small colonies of magi, it was largely influenced by the religions with which it was brought into contact. Chaldean Astrology contributed much of the occult tradition surrounding the creed of the Sun-god, while to a certain extent it became believe when the Magi strove to bring the more barbaric portion of their dogma and its usages into harmony with the Hellenic ideal. To the art of Greece also it owed that ideal representation of Mithra Tauroctonus which formed the central object in the temples of the cult. The wide geographical area it traversed and the immense influence thus exercised was, however, due to the Romans. The rites originally reached Rome, Plutarch tells us, through the agency of Cilician priests conquered and taken there by Pompey. Another source, doubtless, was through the large number of Asiatic slaves employed in Roman households. Again the Roman soldiery must have carried the Mithraic cult to Rome as they certainly were the means of its diffusion, as far north as the mountains of Scotland, and southwards to the borders of the Sahara Desert.

Mithraism may be said to have been the only living religion which Christianity found to combat. It was strong enough to exert a formative influence on certain Christian doctrines, such as those relative to the end of the world and the powers of hell. Mithra was essentially the divinity of beneficence. He was the genius of celestial light, endowing the earth with all its benefits. As in his character of the Sun he puts darkness to flight so by a natural transition he came to represent ethically truth and integrity, the sun of goodness which conquers the night of evil. To him was ascribed the character of Mediator between God and man; his creed promised a resurrection to a future life of happiness and felicity. Briefly the story of Mithra is this: His life he owed to no mortal mother. In the gloom of a cavern Mithra sprang to being from the heart of a rock, seen by none but humble shepherds. He grew in strength and courage, excelling all, and used his powers to rid the world of evil. Of all his deeds of prowess, however, that one became the central motive of his cult wherein, by slaying a bull, itself possessed of divine powers, as the divine potencies, he dowered the earth with fruitfulness and miraculous crops. From the spinal cord of the bull sprang the wheats of mankind's daily bread, from its blood the vine, source of the sacred drink of the Mysteries, and from its seed all the different species of useful animals. After this beneficent deed Mithra ruled in the heavens, keeping watch over mankind, granting the petitions asked in his name. Those who followed him, who were initiated into his mysteries passed under his divine protection, especially after death when he would rescue their souls from the powers of darkness which fain would seize upon the dead. And yet again Mithra would come, as the earth was failing in her life-sustaining powers, and again he would slay a divine bull and give to all abundant life and happiness.

The mysteries and rites inspired the votaries with awe while giving to their hearts hope of a future life, transcending that which they had known. The temples, mithraeums as they were called, were either built underground or were caves and grottoes in the depths of dark forests, symbolising the birthplace of their god. Among his worshippers were slaves and servile, high officials and dignitaries, all mingling fraternally in a religion which called them Brethren. The rites were of magical significance. In order to bring their lives into closer communion with the divinity of Mithra, the neophytes must pass through seven degrees of initiation successively assuming the names of Raven, Occult, Soldier, Lion, Persian, Runner of the Sun and Father. Each of these grades carried with them symbolic garments and masks, donned by the celebrants. The masks represented birds and animals and would seem to indicate the existence of belief in the doctrine of metempsychosis; or perhaps they were a remnant of totemic belief. An almost ascetic habit of life was demanded, including prolonged fasting and purification. The oath of silence regarding the rites was taken, and before entering the higher grades a ceremony called the Sacrament was held where consecrated bread and wine were partaken of. Dramatic trials of strength, endurance and vigilance were employed in all, a stoical attitude and unflinching moral courage being demanded as sign of fitness in the participant. The drinking of the sacred wine, and the baptism of blood, were supposed to bring to the initiate not only material benefit but wisdom; they gave power to combat evil, the power to attain to an immortality such as that of their god. An order of priests were connected with this cult, who faithfully carried on the occult tradition and usages, such as that of initiation, the rites of which were arduous; the tending of a perpetual fire on the altars; prayers to the Sun at dawn, noon and evening. There were sacrifices and libations, musical rites including long psalmodies and mystical chants. The days of the week were each sacred to a Planet, the day of the Sun being held especially holy. There were seasonal festivals, the birth of the Sun being solemnized on the 25th of December, and the equinoxes were days of rejoicing, while the initiations were held preferably in the spring, in March or April. It is believed that in the earliest days of the cult some of the rites were of a savage and barbaric character, especially the sacrificial element, but these, as indicated, were changed and ennobled, and the Mithraic brotherhoods took precedence of his warlike prowess. The Mithraic brotherhoods took temporal interests as well as spiritual ones under their care, were in fact highly organised communities, including trustees, councils, senates, attorneys and patrons, people of high status and wealth. The fact of belonging to such a body gave to the initiate, he of noble birth or slave, a sense of brotherhood and comradeship which was doubtless a powerful reason of the ascendancy which the Mithraic cult gained over the Roman army, whose members, dispersed to the ends of the earth by the military posts and in barbaric races, would find in this feeling of fraternity, this sharing in the worship and ritual of the Sun-god, an infinite comfort and solace.

Mysteries of the Pentateuch: (See Rabala.)

Mystic City of God: (See Agreda, Maria of.)

Mysticism: The attempt of man to attain to the ultimate reality of things and enjoy communion with the Highest

Mysticism maintains the possibility of intercourse with God, not by means of revelation, or the ordinary religious
channels, but by dint of introspection, culminating in the feeling that the individual partakes of the divine nature. **Mysticism** has been identified with pantheism by some authorities; but it is different from theism in the motive which it implies. It is greater than ordinary religion and of divine nature rather than ordinary, and cannot be accomplished through contemplation and withdrawal from the world. Thus mysticism is the soul of medieval mysticism; but he mistakenly averred regarding self-love that it is proper to love ourselves for God's sake, or because God loved us; thus merging self-love in love for God. We must, so to speak, love ourselves in God, in Whom we ultimately lose ourselves. Thus St. Bernard is almost Buddhist, and indeed his mysticism is of the universal type. Perhaps Hugh of St. Victor, a contemporary of St. Bernard's, did more to develop the tenets of mysticism; and his monastery of Cistercians near Paris became, under his influence, a great centre of mysticism. One of his apologists, Richard of St. Victor, declares that the objects of mystic contemplation are partly above reason, and partly, as regards intuition, contrary to reason. The protagonists of this theory, all of whom issued from the same monastery, were known as the Victorines, who put up a stout fight against the dialecticians and schoolmen. Bonaventura, who died in 1274, was a disciple of this school, and believer in the faculty of mystic intuition. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the world-wide influence of mysticism aroused much opposition amongst laymen, and its cold formalism created a reaction towards a more spiritual régime. Many sects arose such as the Waldenses, the Kathari, and the Beguines, all of which strove to infuse into their teachings a warmer enthusiasm than that which burned in the heart of the church of their time. In Germany, mysticism made great strides, and Machthild of Magdeburg, and Elizabeth of Thuringia, were, if not the originators of mysticism in Germany, perhaps the earliest supporters of it. Joachim of Florence and Amalric of Bena wrote strongly in favour of mysticism, as the word or Son of God, in Whom all substantial things exist; but God is the beginning and end of everything. On this system Christian mysticism may be said to have been founded with little variation. With Erigena reason and authority were identical, and in this he agrees with all speculative mystics; whereas scholasticism is characterised by the acceptance by reason of a given matter which is pre-supposed even when it cannot be understood. It seemed to Erigena that in the scholastic system religious truth was external to the mind, while the opposite view was fundamental to mysticism. That is not to say that mysticism according to Erigena is a mere subordination of reason to faith. Mysticism indeed places every confidence in human reason, and it is essential that it should have the unity of the human mind with the divine as its main tenet; but it accepts nothing from without, and it posits the higher faculty of reason over the realisation of absolute truth. This is the Apathy, the Negation, the Poverty, he commends. With Eckhart personally this self-reduction and deification is connected with a rigorous asceticism and abstinence. Yet it is easy to see that it may be a merely intellectual process, consisting in a man's thinking that he is thinking himself away from his personality. He declares the appearance of the Son necessary to enable us to realize our true self; and yet it is true that this realisation is the perpetual incarnation of that Son—does, as it were, constitute him. Christians are accordingly not less
Man in his lapsed and primeval states, as invested with power by his Creator to rule and govern gross elements.
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the sons of God by grace than is Christ by nature. Believe yourself divine, and the Son is brought forth in you. The Saviour and the saved are dissolved together in the blank absolute substance."

With the advent of the black death, a great spirit of remorse swept over Europe in the fourteenth century, and a vast revival of piety took place. This resulted in the foundation in Germany of a society of Friends of God, whose chief object was to strengthen each other in intercourse with the Creator. Perhaps the most distinguished of these were Taufer, and Nicholas of Basle, and the society numbered many inmates of the cloister, as well as wealthy men of commerce and others. Ruysbroeck (q.v.) the great Dutch mystic, was connected with them; but his mysticism is perhaps more intensely practical than that of any other visionary. It is the machinery by which the union is to be effected which most attracts him. In Ruysbroeck's lifetime a mystical society arose in Holland called the Brethren of the Common Lot, who founded an establishment at which Groot dispensed the principles of mysticism to Radewyn and Thomas à Kempis.

The attitude of mysticism at the period of the Reformation is peculiar. We find a mystical propaganda pretending to be sent forth by a body of Rosicrucians denouncing Roman Catholicism in the fiercest terms, and we also observe the spirit of mysticism strongly within those bodies which resisted the coldness and formalism of the Roman Church. On the other hand, however, we find the principles of Luther strongly opposed by some of the most notable mystics of his time. But the Reformation past, mysticism went on its way, divided, it is true, so far as the outward theological principles of its votaries were concerned, but strongly united in its general principles.

It is with Nicholas of Cusa, who died in 1464, that mysticism triumphs over scholasticism. Nicholas is the protagonist of super-knowledge, or that higher ignorance which is the knowledge of the intellect in contra-distinction to the mere knowledge of the understanding. His doctrines coloured those of Giordano Bruno and his theosophy certainly preceded that of Paracelsus. The next great name we meet with in mysticism is that of Boehme (q.v.), who once and for all systematized German philosophy. The Roman Church produced many mystics of note in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, notably Francis of Sales, Mme. Guyon and Molinos,—the last two of which were the protagonists of Quietism, which set forth the theory that there should be no pleasure in the practice of mysticism, and that God did not exist for the enjoyment of man. Perhaps the greatest students of Boehme were William Law (q.v.), 1686 to 1761, and Saint Martin (q.v.), 1743 to 1803.

But all mysticism is not necessarily identified with sect, although undoubtedly its strongholds in this country to-day are to be found in certain circles of the Church of England. There are still with us mystics who, professing no definite theological tenets, are yet mystics in virtue of their desire for unity with, or proximity to the Deity, by what they call "magical" methods. These are obscure, and are probably the result of personal experiences, which it is not given to everyone to comprehend; but which, nevertheless, may be very real. For a good summary of such mysticism the reader is referred to Mr. A. E. Waite's "Asoch or the Star in the East;" See also Evelyn Underhill's "Mysticism and The Mystic Way."

N

"N" Rays: (See Emanations.)

Nagualism: (See Mexico.)

Names, Magic: (See Egypt.)

Napellus: A plant with narcotic properties, with which Van Helmont experimented. He says that, having on one occasion roughly prepared the root, he tasted it with his tongue, and in a very short time found that the centre of thought and intellect was situated in the pit of his stomach. An unusual clarity and distinctness of thought rendered the experimenter capable of grasping unsuspected ways, occasions to repeat it by the same means, but without success. After about two hours he felt a slight dizziness and thereupon thought in the normal fashion with his brain. But throughout the strange experience he was conscious that his soul still remained in the brain as a governing power.

Napper, Dr., of Sandford in Buckinghamshire, who, according to Lilly "outwent Fomran in physic and holiness of life, cured the falling-sickness perfectly by constellated rings, and some diseases by amulets." He was probably of the stock of the Scottish Napiers through his family had been settled in England since Henry the Eighth's time.

Nastroid: The Scandinavian and Icelandic Hell, said to be of an icy temperature. It lies in the lowest depths of Niflheim: it is a "dark abode far from the sun." Its disgusts face "the cutting north;" "its walls are formed of writhed snakes, and their venom is ever falling like rain." It is surrounded by dark and poisonous streams, and Nidhog, the great dragon, who dwells beneath the central root of Yggdrasil, tortures and gnaws the dead. Here it is that Loki is chained to a frozen rock, where the venom of the snake Skada falls on him unceasingly; and it is believed that his shuddering is the cause of earthquakes.

Nat: An evil spirit. (See Burma.)

Nativities: (See Astrology.)

Natou: Burmese wizards. (See Burma.)

Nature Spirits or Elementals, according to theosophy, have bodies composed of the finer kinds of matter. They are countless hosts of them, divided into seven classes, which allow for two unmanifested, belong to the ether, air, fire, water, and earth,—the last four being called by the Kabalists, nephilim, salamanders, undines, and gnomes respectively; and at the head of each class is a daemon or incubus. Nature spirits work in unnatural, strange, and sometimes lending their aid to human beings in the form of certain faculties, and those in the astral world are engaged in the creation of form out of the matter which the outpouring of the Logos has quickened, hence it is they who form minerals, flowers, and so on. These nature spirits of the astral worlds of course have bodies of astral matter, and they frequently from mischievous or other impulses, change the appearance of these bodies. They are just without the powers of ordinary vision, and many people of more acute vision can see them, while the action of drugs also may make them visible.

Navares, Senor: (See Spain.)

Naylor, James: An English impostor of the seventeenth century, born in the diocese of York. He served for a time in the army, then joined the Quakers where his discourse gained for him a reputation for sanctity. Trading on the good opinion of the people, he resolved to set himself up for a sort of deity, and entered Bristol in 1656, mounted on a horse led by a man and a woman, while others ran behind chanting "Holy, holy, holy, is the god of Sabaoth," Hidicte, the only punishment over scholasticism, is a hot iron, and his forehead marked with the letter "B" (bisaphemeter). This done, he was forced to ride into Bristol in disgrace, his face turned towards the horse's tail.
Ndembo, The: Or Kitá is a secret society which has widespread ramifications on the lower Congo, and especially in the districts lying to the south of that river. It would be fruitless in this place to enter into a psychological discussion as to whether this fact is possible of accomplishment or not, and we will confine ourselves to the material which has been placed at our disposal by the sages of the past, who have left full details as to how the process should be approached.

In the case of a compact existing between the conjuror and the devil, no ceremony is necessary, as the familiar is ever at hand to do the behests of his masters. This, however, is never the case with the true sorcerer, who preserves his independence, and trusts to his profound knowledge of the art and his powers of command; his object therefore is to "constrain" some spirit to appear before him, and to guard himself from the danger of provoking such beings. The magician, it must be understood always has an assistant, and every article named is prepared according to rules well known in the black art. In the first place they are to fix upon a spot proper for such a purpose; which must be either in a subterraneous vault, hung round with black, and lighted by a magical torch; or on the edge of a thick wood or desert, or upon some extensive unvisited plain, where several roads meet, or amidst the ruins of ancient castles, abbeys, monasteries, etc., or amongst the rocks on the sea shore, in some private detached churchyard, or any other solemn, melancholy place between the hours of twelve and one in the night, either when the moon shines very bright, or else when the elements are disturbed with storms of thunder, lightning, wind, and rain; for, in these places, times, and seasons, it is contended that spirits can with less difficulty manifest themselves to mortal eyes, and continue visible with the least pain, in this elemental external world.

When the proper time and place is fixed on, a magic circle is to be formed, within which, the master and his associate are carefully to retire. The dimensions of the circle are as follow:—A piece of ground is usually chosen, nine feet square, at the full extent of which parallel lines are drawn one within the other, having sundry crosses and triangles described between them, close to which is formed the first or outer circle, then, about half-a-foot within the same, a second circle is described, and within that another square correspondent to the first, the centre of which is the seat of the master, and an associate are to be placed. "The vacancies formed by the various lines and angles of the figure are filled up with the holy names of God, having crosses and triangles described between them. The reason assigned by magicians and others for the institution and use of circles, is, that so much ground being blessed and consecrated by such holy words and ceremonies as they make use of in forming it, hath a secret force to expel all evil spirits from the bounds thereof, and, being sprinkled with pure sanctified water, the ground is purified from all uncleanness; besides, the holy names of God being written over every part of it, its force becomes so powerful that no evil spirit hath ability to break through it, or to get at the magician or his companion, by reason of the antipathy in nature they bear to these sacred names. And the reason given for the triangles is, that if the spirit be not easily brought to speak the truth, they may by the exorcist be conjured to enter the same, where, by virtue of the names of the essence and divinity of God, they can speak nothing but what is true and right. The circle, therefore, according to this account of it, is the principal fort and shield of the magician, from which he is not, at the peril of his life, to depart, till he has completely dismissed the spirit, particularly if he be of a fiery or infernal nature. Instances are recorded of many who perished by-
this means; particularly "Chiancungii," the famous
Egyptian fortune-teller, who was so
famous in England in the
17th
century. He undertook for a wager, to raise up
the spirit "Bokim," and having described the circle, he
seated his sister Napula by him as his associate. After
frequent repetition of the forms in exorcism, and
upon the spirit to appear, and nothing as yet answering
his demand, they grew impatient of the business, and quitted
the circle, but it cost them their lives; for they were
instantaneously seized and crushed to death by that infernal
spirit, who happened not to be sufficiently constrained
till that moment, to manifest himself to human eyes.

There is a prescribed form of consecrating the magic
circle, which we omit as unnecessary in a general
illustration. The proper attire or "pontificalbus" of a magician,
is an ephod made of fine white linen, over that a
robe of black bombazine, reaching to the ground, with the
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operate in the daytime, we may leave a narrow aperture on the side where the sun will shine at the hour of the evocation, and place a triangular prism before the opening, and a crystal globe, filled with water, before the prism. If the operation be arranged for night the magic lamp must be so placed that its single ray shall upon the altar smoke. The purpose of the preparations is to furnish the magic agent with elements of corporeal appearance, and to ease as much as possible the tension of imagination, which could not be exalted without danger into the absolute illusion of dream. For the rest, it will be easily understood that a beam of sunlight, or the ray of a lamp, coloured variously, and falling upon curling and irregular smoke, can in no way create a perfect image. The chafing-dish containing the sacred fire should be in the centre of the oratory, and the altar of perfumes close by. The operator must turn towards the east to pray, and the west to invoke; he must be either alone or assisted by two persons preserving the strictest silence; he must wear the magical vestments, which we have described in the Seventh chapter, and must be crowned with emerald and gold. He should become the operator, and all his under garments must be of the most intact and scrupulous cleanliness. The ceremony should begin with a prayer suited to the genius of the spirit about to be invoked and one which would be approved by himself if he still lived. For example, it would be impossible to evoke Voltaire by reciting prayers in the style of St. Bridge. For the great men of antiquity, we may see the hymns of Robin or Orpheus, with the adjuration terminating the Golden Verses of Pythagoras.

In our own evocation of Apollonius, we used the magical philosophy of Patricius for the ritual, containing the doctrines of Zoroaster and the writings of Hermes Trismegistus. We recited the Numenon of Apollonius in Greek with a loud voice and added the following conjuration:—

"Vouchsafe to be present, O Father of All, and thou Thrice Mighty Hermes, Conductor of the Dead; Asclepius son of Hephaistus, Patron of the Healing Art; and thou Osiris, Lord of strength and vigour, do thou thyself be present too. Artabasius, Patron of Philosophy, and yet again Asclepius, son of Imuthes, who presided over poetry.

"Apollonius, Apollonius, Apollonius, Thou teachest the Magic of Zoroaster, son of Oromadès; and this is the worship of the Gods.""

For the evocation of spirits belonging to religions issued from Judaism, the following kabalistic invocation of Solomon should be used, either in Hebrew, or in any other tongue with which the spirit in question is known to have been familiar:—

"Powers of the Kingdom, be ye under my feet and in my right hand! Glory and Eternity, take me by the two shoulders, and direct me in the paths of victory! Mercy and Justice, be ye the equilibrium and splendour of my life! Intelligence and Wisdom, crown me! Spirits of Malchus, lead me between the pillars upon which rests the whole edifice of the temple! Angels of Netsah and Hod, strengthen me upon the cubic stone of Jassod! O Geda'ulas! O Geburais! O Thiphres! Be thou my love! Ruchah Hochma! be thou my light! Be that which thou art and thou shalt be, O Katherine! Chorobim, assist me in the name of Sado! Elohim, enlighten me with the splendours of strength in the name of Adonai! Beni-Elohim, be my brethren in the name of the Son, and by the power of Zeboah! Eloim, do battle for me in the name of Tetragrammaton! Melachim, protect me in the name of Jod Ha Vav He! Seraphim, cleanse my love in the name of Elohim, enlighten me with the splendours of Elohim and Shechina! Aralim, act! Ophanim, revive and shine! Hajoth a Kadosh, cry, speak, roar, bellow! Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh, Saddai, Adonai, Jachovah, Esaoteria: Halleh-Jah, Halleh-Jah, Halleh-Jah, Amon!"
EDW. KELLY, A MAGICIAN.
in the act of invoking the Spirit of a Desecrated Sepulchre.
star, between the plates, must be large enough to receive the pedestal of a cup-shaped copper chafing-dish, containing desiccated fragments of laurel wood and alder. By the side of the chafing-dish must be placed a censer full of incense. The slope of a white, ram must be stretched beneath the altar, and on it must be emblazoned another pentagram drawn with parallel lines of azure blue, golden yellow, emerald green, and purple red. A copper tripod must be erected in the middle of the Oratory; it must be perfectly triangular in form, and it must be surmounted by another and similar chafing-dish, which likewise contain a quantity of dried olive wood.

A high candelabrum of copper must be placed by the wall on the southern side, and must contain a single taper of purest white wax, which must alone illuminate the mystery of the evocation.

The white colour of the altar, of the ram's skin, and of the veil, is consecrated to Gabriel, the planetary archangel of the moon, and the Genius of Venus; the green of the copper and the tapestries is dedicated to the Genius of Venus. The altar and tripod must both be encompassed by a tapestry of the foliage and blossoms of the myrtle, the olive, and the rose.

Finally, facing the portrait, and on the eastern side, there must be a canopy, also draped with emerald silk, supported by two triangular columns of olive wood, plated with purest copper. On the north and south sides, between each of these columns and the wall, the tapestry must fall in long folds to the ground, forming a kind of tabernacle; which must be open on the eastern side. At the foot of each column there must be a sphinx of white marble, with a cavity in the top of the head to receive spices for burning. It is beneath this canopy that the apparitions will manifest, and it should be remembered that the Magus must turn to the east for prayer, and to the west for evocation.

Before entering this little sanctuary, devoted to the religion of remembrance, the operator must be clothed in a vestment of azure, fastened by clasps of copper, enriched with a single emerald. He must wear upon his head a tiara surrounded by a fluted crown of twelve emeralds, and a crown of violets. On his breast must be the tablet of Venus depending from a ribbon of azure silk. On the annular finger of his left hand must be a copper ring containing a turquoise. His feet must be covered with shoes of azure silk, and he must be provided with a fan of swan's feathers to dissipate, if needful, the smoke of the perfumes.

The Oratory and all its objects must be consecrated on a Friday, during the hours which are set apart to the Genius of Venus. This consecration is performed by burning violets and roses in a fire of olive wood. A shaft must be provided in the Oratory for the passage of the smoke, but care must be taken to prevent the admission of light through this channel.

When these preparations are finished, the operator must impose on himself a retreat of one-and-twenty days, beginning on the anniversary of the death of the beloved being. During this period he must refrain from conferring on any person the least of those marks of affection which he was accustomed to bestow on the departed; he must be absolutely chaste, alike in deed and thought; he must take daily out of the Oratory, and falling on his knees before the canopy, between the two columns, let him mentally address the beloved person with a plenitude of faith and affection. Let him solemnly entreat it to appear in the Oratory, and fall on its knees, as a sign of the adoration seven times, under the auspices of the seven celestial Genii, condescending during the whole of the time to exalt his soul above the natural weakness of humanity.
Finally, the operator, with closed eyes, and with hands covering his face, must call the invoked person in a loud but gentle voice, pronouncing three times all the names which he bore.

Some moments after the third appeal, he must extend his arms in the form of a cross, and lifting up his eyes, he will behold the beloved being, in a recognisable manner, in front of him. That is to say, he will perceive that ethereal substance separated from the person of his earthly body, the fluidic envelope of the soul, which Kabalist initiates have termed the Pardispirit. This substance preserves the human form but is emancipated from human infirmities, and is energised by the special characteristics whereby the imperishable individuality of our essence is manifested. Evoked and Evoker can then inter-communicate intelligibly by a mutual and mysterious thought-transmission.

The departed soul will give counsel to the operator: it will occasionally reveal secrets which may be beneficial to those whom it loved on earth, but it will answer no question which has reference to the desires of the flesh; it will discover no buried treasures, nor will it unveil the secrets of a third person; it is silent on the mysteries of the superior existence to which it has now attained. In some cases, it will, however, declare itself either happy or in punishment. If it be the latter, it will ask for the prayer of the Magus, or for some religious observance, which we must unfeelingly fulfill. Last of all, it will indicate the time when the evocation may be renewed.

When it has disappeared, the operator must return to the East, rekindle the fire on the altar, and make a final offering of incense. Then he must detach the crown and the garlands, take up his candle, and retire with his face to the West till he is out of the Oratory. His last duty is to burn the remains of the flowers and leaves. Their ashes, united to those which have been collected during the time of retreat, must be mixed with myrtle seed, and secretly buried in a field at a depth which will secure it from disturbance of the ploughshare.

The last two examples are, of course, those of "white" necromancy. The procedure followed by savage tribes is of course totally different. Among certain Australian tribes the necromancers are called Birraark. It is said that a Birraark was supposed to be initiated by the "mirarts" (ghosts) when they met him wandering in the bush. It was from the ghosts that he obtained replies to questions concerning events passing at a distance, or yet to happen, which might be of interest or moment to his tribe. An account of a spirit-communication is given by Marli and Kurnai (p. 255): "The fires were let down; the Birraark uttered the cry 'Coo-e-e' at intervals. At length a distinct reply was heard, and shortly afterwards the sound as of persons jumping on the ground in succession. A voice was then heard in the gloom asking in a strange intonation 'What is wanted?' At the termination of the séance, the spirit voice said, 'We are going.' Finally, the Birraark was found in the top of an almost inaccessible tree, apparently asleep." (See also New Zealand.)

In Japan, ghosts can be raised in various ways. One mode is to "put into an andon" (a paper lantern in a frame), "a hundred rushlights, and repeat an incantation of a hundred lines. One of these rushlights is taken out at the end of each line, and the would-be ghost-seer then goes out in the dark with one light still burning, and blows it out, when the ghost ought to appear. Girls who have lost their lovers by death often try that sorcery."

The mode of procedure as practised in Scotland was thus. The haunted room was made ready. He, who was to do the daring deed, would fast all day and even the night, in order that he might be disposed of in the early morning. Then, with hands held up, he went into the room, bearing with him a table, a chair, a candle, a compass, a crucifix if one could be got, and a Bible. With the com-
Neoplatonism

Apollo|nius fired the imagination of Plotinus, and in his Pythagorean teachings the young student discovered the elements of both Orientalism and Platonism. Pythagoras and Plato strove to escape the sensuous, and to realise in contemplative abstraction that tranquillity superior to desire and passion which made men approach the gods; but in the hands of the later Pythagoreans, and Platonists, the principles of the Hermetic masts degenerated into a species of theriac freemasonry. Many of the Pythagoreans had joined the various Orphic associations, and indeed had sunk to be mere itinerant vendors of charms.

It is probable that at Alexandria Plotinus heard from Orientalists the principles of eastern theosophy, which he did not find in Plato. But everywhere he found a growing indifference to religion as known to the more ancient Greeks and Egyptians. By this time, the Pantheons of Greece, Rome and Egypt, had become fused in the worship of Serapis, and this fusion had been forwarded by the works of Plutarch, Apuleius, and Lucian. The position of philosophy at this time was by no means a strong one. In fact speculation had given place to ethical teaching, and philosophy was regarded more as a branch of literature, or an elegant amusement than anything of the kind. I should philosophy and religion should be one; that speculation should be a search after God. It was at this time that he first heard of Ammonius Saccas, who shortly before had been a porter in the streets of Alexandria, and who lectured philosophy and religion. He recommended men to travel back across the past, and out of the whole bygone world of thought to construct a system greater than any of its parts. This teaching formed an epoch in the life of Plotinus, who was convinced that Platonism, exalted into a species of illuminism and drawing to itself like a magnet all the scattered truth of the bygone ages, could alone preserve mankind from scepticism. He occupied himself only with the most abstract questions concerning knowledge and being, "Truth," according to him, "is not the agreement of our comprehension of an external object with the object itself, but rather the agreement of the mind with itself. For the philosopher the objects we contemplate, and that which contemplates are identical; both are thought." All truth is then easy. Reduce the soul to its most perfect simplicity, and we find it is capable of exploration into the infinite; indeed it becomes one with the infinite. This is the condition of ecstasy, and to accomplish it a stoical austerity and asceticism was necessary. The Neoplatonists were thus ascetics and enthusiasts. Plotinus was not. The pursuit of Plotinus, the mystic contemplates the divine perfection in himself; all worldly things and logical distinctions vanish during the period of ecstasy. This, of course, is purely Oriental and not Platonic at all. Plotinus regards the individual existence as phenomenal and transitory, and subordinates reason to ecstasy; where the Absolute is in question. It is only at the end of his chain of reasoning that he introduces the supernatural. He is first a rationalist, afterwards a mystic, and only a mystic when he finds that he cannot employ the machinery of reason. The letter of Plotinus, written about 260 A.D., well embodies his ideas on these heads, and is as follows:

"Plotinus to Flaccus.—I applaud your devotion to philosophy; I rejoice to hear that your soul has set sail, like the returning Ulysses, for its native land—that glorious, but only unassailable region. In the amorous contemplation of our soul, as the eye of the master, so the heart of the child of Pythagoras and of the Pythagoreans.[227]"
their source toward the cold extremities of the Material
and the Manifold. The wise man recognizes the idea of the
Good within him. This he develops by withdrawal
into the Holy Place of his own soul. He who does not
understand how the soul contains the Beautiful within
itself, seeks to realize beauty without, by laborious pro-
duction. His aim should rather be to concentrate and
simplify, and so to expand his being; instead of going
out into the Manifold, to forsake it for the One, and so to
float upwards towards the divine font of being whose
stream flows within him.

"You ask, how can we know the Infinite? I answer,
not by reason. It is the office of reason to distinguish
and define. The Infinite, therefore, cannot be ranked
among its objects. You can only apprehend the Infinite
by a faculty superior to reason, by entering into a state
in which you are your finite self no longer, in which the
Divine Essence is communicated to you. This is Ecstasy.
It is the liberation of your mind from its finite conscious-
ness. Like only can apprehend like; when you thus
cease to be finite, you become one with the Infinite. In
the reduction of your soul to its simplest self (apophasis),
it divine essence, you realize this Union, this Identity
enchanted.

"But this sublime condition is not of permanent dura-
tion. It is only now and then that we can enjoy this
elevation (mercurially made possible for us) above the
limits of the body and the world. I myself have realized
it but three times as yet, and Porphyry hitherto not once.
All that tends to purify and elevate the mind will assist
you in this attainment, and facilitate the approach and the
recurrence of these happy intervals. There are, then,
different roads by which this end may be reached. The
love of beauty which exalts the poet, that devotion to
the One and that ascent of science which makes the am-
hition of the philosopher; and that love and those prayers
by which some devout and ardent soul tends in its moral
purity towards perfection. These are the great highways
conducting to that height above the actual and the particu-
ard where we stand in the immediate presence of the
Infinite, who shines out as from the deeps of the soul."

Plotinus appears to have been greatly indebted to
Numenius for some of the ideas peculiar to his system.
Numenius attempted to harmonize Pythagoras and Plato,
to elucidate and confirm the opinions of both by the recep-
tious dogmas of the Egyptians, the Magi and the Brahmins;
and he believed that Plato was indebted to the Hebrew
as well as to the Egyptian theology for much of his wisdom.
Like Plotinus he was puzzled that the immutable One
could be possible to man. You would naturally be desirous to
learn how the apparition of a God or a Demon is distinguished from
those of Angels, Principalities, or Souls. Know, then,
that their appearance to man corresponds to their nature,
and that they always manifest themselves to those who
invoke them in a manner consonant with their rank in the
hierarchy of spiritual nature. The appearances
of Gods are uniform, those of Demons various. The
Gods shine with a benign aspect. When a God mani-
fests himself, he frequently appears to hide sun or moon,
and seems as he descends too vast for earth to contain.
Archangels are at once most mild and gracious; Demons
terrible. Below the four leading classes I have mentioned are placed the malignant Demons,
the Anti-gods.

Each spiritual order has gifts of its own to bestow on
the individual who invokes them, and the subject
strongly opposed the teachings of his master, but soon
became his most devoted scholar. He directed a fierce
assault on Christianity, and at the same time launched
strictures at Paganism; but both forces were too strong
for him. The attempt of the school to combine religion
and philosophy robbed the first of its only power, and the
last of its only principle. Religion in the hands of the
Neoplatonists lost all sanctity and authoritativeness, and
philosophy all scientific precision, and the attempt to
philosophize superstition ended in utter absurdity. But
they succeeded in one thing, and that was in making
philosophy popular—no very difficult task.

Porphyry modified the doctrine of Plotinus regarding
ecstasy, by stating that in that condition the mind does
not lose its consciousness of personality. He calls it a
dream in which the soul, dead to the world, rises to a
species of divine activity, to an elevation above reason,
action and liberty. He believed in a certain order of evil
genii, who took pleasure in hunting wild beasts, and others
of whom hunted souls that had escaped from the fetters
of the body; so that to escape them, the soul must once
more take refuge in the flesh. Porphyry's theosophic
conceptions, based on those of Plotinus, were strongly
and ably traversed by the theurgic mysteries of Iamblichus,
to whom the priest was a prophet full of deity. Criticising
Porphyry, Iamblichus says:

"Often, at the moment of inspiration, or when the
afflatus has subsided, a fiery Appearance is seen,—the
entering or departing Power. Those who are skilled in
this wisdom can tell by the character of this glory the
rank of divinity who has seized for the time the reins
of the mystic's soul, and guides it as he will. Sometimes
the body of the man subject to this influence is violently
agitated, sometimes it is rigid and motionless. In
some instances sweet music is heard, in others, discordant
and fearful sounds. The person of the subject has been
known to dilate and tower to a superhuman height; in other
cases, it has been lifted up into the air. Frequently, not
the ordinary exercise of reason, but sensation and
animal life would appear to have been suspended; and
the subject of the afflatus has not felt the application of
fire, has been pierced with spits, cut with knives, and been
sensible of no pain. Yes, often, the more the body and
the mind have been alike enslaved by vigour and by facts,
the more ignorant or mentally imbecile a youth may be
who is brought under this influence, the more freely and
unmixedly will the divine power be made manifest. So
clearly are these wonders the work, not of human skill
or wisdom, but of supernatural agency! Characteristics
such as these I have mentioned, are the marks of the true
inspiration.
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Neoplatonism

aspirant—afflicted body and mind, and hinder our escape from the sensuous. Principals, who govern the sublunary elements, confer temporal advantages. Those of a lower rank, who preside over matter, often display their bounty in material gifts. Souls that are pure are, like Angels, salutary in the universe. Their appearance encourages the soul in its upward efforts. Heroes stimulate to great actions. All these powers depend, in a descending chain, each species on that immediately above it. Good Demons are seen surrounded by the emblems of blessing, Demons who execute judgment appear with the instruments of punishment.

"There is nothing unworthy of belief in what you have been told concerning the sacred sleep, and divination by dreams. I explain it thus:

"The soul has a two-fold life, a lower and a higher. In sleep that soul is freed from the constraint of the body, and enters, as one emancipated, on its divine life of intelligence. Then, as the noble faculty which beholds the objects that truly are—the objects in the world of intelligence—stirs within, and awakens to its power, who can be surprised that the mind, which contains in itself the principles of all that happens, should, in this its state of liberation, discern the future in those antecedent principles which will make that futurity what it is to be? The holier part of the soul is thus united by abstraction to higher natures, and becomes a participant in the wisdom and foreknowledge of the Gods.

"Recorded examples of this are numerous and well-authenticated; instances occur, too, every day. Numbers of sick, by sleeping in the temple of Æsculapius, have had their cure vouchsafed, whereas they in dreams vouchsafed by the god. Would not Alexander's army have perished but for a dream in which Dionysius pointed out the means of safety? Was not the siege of Abydos raised through a dream sent by Jupiter Ammon to Lysander? The night-time of the body is the day-time of the soul."

We thus see how in the process of time the principles on which the system of Plotinus rested were surrendered little by little, while divination and evocation were practised with increasing frequency. Plotinus had declared the possibility of the absolute identification of the divine with human nature—the broadest possible basis for mysticism. Porphyry took up narrower ground and contended that in the union which takes place in ecstasy, we still retain consciousness of personality. Iamblichus diminished the real principle of mysticism still farther in theory, and denied that man has a faculty, eternal, and in accessible, to passion: so that the intellectual ambition so lofty in Plotinus subsided among the followers of Iamblichus into magical practice.

Proclus was the last of the Greek Neoplatonists. He elaborated the Trinity of Plotinus into a succession of impassable triads, and surpassed Iamblichus in his devotion to the practice of Theurgy. With him, theurgy was the art which gave man the magical passwords that carry him through barrier after barrier, dividing species from species of the upper existence, till at the summit of the hierarchy, he arrives at the highest. Above all being is God, the Non-Being, who is apprehended only by negation. When we are raised out of our weakness and on a level with God, it seems as though reason were silenced for then we are above reason. In short we become intoxicated with God. Proclus was not only in the ritual of invocations among every people in the world, and a great magical figure. With the advance of Byzantinism, he represented the old world of Greek thought, and even those who wrote against him as a heathen show the influence he exercised on their doctrines. This Ptolemaic attitude, to accommodate the philosophy of Proclus to Christianity, and greatly admired his asceticism. The theology of the Neoplatonists was always in the first instance a matter of logic. They confounded Universals with Causes. The highest became with them merely the most comprehensive. As has been said Neoplatonism exercised great power among the Western philosophers and magicians of the middle ages. In fact all that medievalism knew of Plato was through the medium of the Neoplatonists. In Germany in the fourteenth century it became a vivifying principle; for although its doctrine of emanation was abandoned, its allegorical explanation, its exaltation of the spirit above the letter was retained, and Platonism and mysticism together created a party in the church—the sworn foes of scholasticism and mere lifeless orthodoxy.

Neptunus: (See Kabala.)

Hermetis: (See Aura.)

Harvengist: (See Psyche Body and Spiritualism.)

Hevelius, Hendrickus: (See Rosicrucians.)

Narili, William: (See England.)

New Existence of Man upon the Earth: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

New Motor, The: A strange machine constructed in 1854 by John Murray Spear (q.v.) at the instigation of the "Association of Electricizement," one of the bands of spirits by whom he was controlled. It was to derive its motive power from the magnetic store of nature, and was therefore to be independent of artificial sources of energy as was the human body. The machine was hailed as a god—the "Physical Saviour of the race," the "New Messiah"—and a certain lady, in obedience to a vision, went to the High Rock (Lynn, Mass.) whereon stood the New Motor, and for two hours suffered "birth-pangs," whereby she judged that the essence of her spiritual being was imparted to the machine. At the end of that time it was averred that pulsations were apparent in the motor. A. J. Davis expressed the belief that the design was the work of spirits of a mechanical turn of mind, but was of no practical value. The New Motor was finally smashed by the inhabitants of Randolph (N.Y.) whither it had been taken. In all it cost its builder some two thousand dollars. In common fairness to the Spiritualists it may be said that the majority had no sympathy whatever with such an absurd scheme.

Newstead Abbey: (See Haunted Houses.)

New Thought: A present-day religion which in some of its tenets is akin to Christian Science, or faith-healing. Unlike Christian Science, however, it does not affect entirely to dispense with all material aids, as drugs, the setting of broken bones, and so on. Nor does it give the whole credit for the cure to the imagination of the patient, as does hypnotism. But striking a point midway between the two it gives considerable prominence to the mind in the healing process, while not altogether despising the doctor. Mind is considered as highly refined matter, and therefore the "mind" cure is in a measure a material cure. It is clear that that part of the New Thought which deals with bodily healing has its roots in the Animal Magnetism and Mesmerism of bygone times. So much have they in common that it is needless to trace mental-healing further back than Dr. Phineas Parkhurst Quimby (1802-1866) the first to make use of the terms "mental-healing" and "Christian Science." Dr. Quimby was the son of a New Hampshire blacksmith, and was himself apprenticed to a clockmaker, having had but little education. At the age of 27 he attended a lecture on Mesmerism, and thereupon practised for himself. With the aid of a clairvoyant youth he cured diseases, and so successful was his treatment that he soon adopted magnetic healing as a profession. At length, however, he got a glimpse of the true reason for his success—the expectation of the patient. The diagnoses of his clairvoyant were attributed to the latter's telepathic
reading of the patient's own thoughts, and be judged that
the treatment prescribed depended for its efficacy on the
confidence it inspired rather than on its intrinsic merits.
From this point he gradually evolved his doctrine that
disease was a mere delusion, a traditional error that had
fixed itself in men's minds, which it behoved them to be
rid of as soon as might be. The way to cure disease,
therefore, was to destroy the error on which it rested.
Besides Christian Science, Quimby called his doctrine the
Science of Health, or the Science of Health and Happiness.
He had many disciples, among whom were Mrs. Mary
Baker G. Eddy, the founder of the Christian Science Church.
Others whose influence was felt more in the direction of the
New Thought movement were the Rev. W. F. Evans and
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Dresser, whose son, Horatio W. Dresser,
remains one of the ablest exponents of the New Thought.
As has been said, the method of healing practised by this
school is not considered to be entirely immaterial. It is no
longer believed, of course, that a fluid emanates from the
finger-tips of the operator, or that he radiates a luminous
odic force; but Mr. Dresser himself states that the
communication is of a vibratory character, made up of etheric
undulations directed and concentrated by the thought of
the healer. The power is equal efficacious at a distance and
may be used without the patient's knowledge or even against
his will. This belief in action at a distance is something of a bugbear to the New Thinker, who fears the
ascendancy of an evil influence as the superstitions of the
Middle Ages feared bewitchment. But there is a spiritual
aspect of the New Thought as well as a physical one. The
health of the soul is as fully considered as the health of the
body. 'Spiritual sanity, then, is to be procured by lifting
oneself to a higher plane of existence, by shutting out the
things of the earth and living ' in tune with the infinite.'
We must realise our own identity with the Infinite Spirit
and open our lives to the Divine inflow. Ralph Waldo
Trine, himself a New Thinker, says in an expressive meta-
phor, 'To recognise our own divinity and our intimate
relation to the Universal, is to attach the belt of our
machinery to the power-house of the Universe.' In
short, we must have sufficient self-confidence to cast our
fears aside and rise unfortified into the Infinite.

New Zealand: Maori superstitions. Amidst the mythologi-
cal personages of New Zealand, the spirits of the dead ever play a very prominent part, and our chief interest in
noticing the Maoris, lies in the fact, that belief in, and open
communion with these spirits, still exist. The priests or
'Thungas' are unmistakably 'Mediums,' in the modern sense of the term. Sometimes they are born with
their gift, and sometimes they are devoted to the priestly
office by their parents and acquire their power after the
fashion of Eastern ecstatics, by prayer, fasting and con-
templation. That good prophets exist amongst the Maoris
has been abundantly proved. During the time when
Great Britain burst herself into civilization, her officials
frequently wrote home, that the Maori would never be conquered wholly; information of the parties
sent out to attack them; the very colour of the boats, and
the hour when they would arrive; the number of the
enemy, and all particulars essential to their safety, being
invariably communicated to the tribes beforehand by
their prophets or Thungas.

The best natural prophets and seers amongst the Maoris
are of the female sex; and although the missionaries try
to account for the marvellous powers they exhibit, above
all for the sound of the Spirit voice, which is a common
phase in their communion with the dead—on the hypothe-
sis that the women who practise the arts of sorcery— are
ventriloquists—this attempted explanation rarely covers
the ground of the intelligence which is received.

In his Old New Zealand General Cummings cites an
interesting case of Thungaisms. A certain young chief
had been appointed Registrar of births and deaths, when
he suddenly came to a violent end. The book of registries
was lost, and much inconvenience ensued. The man's
relatives noticed their intention of invoking his spirit, and
invited General Cummings to be present at the ceremony,
an invitation which he accepted. 'The appointed time
came. Fires were lit. The Tohunga repaired to the
darkest corner of the room. All was silent, save the sobbing
of the sisters of the deceased warrior-chief. There were
thirty of us, sitting on the rush-strewn floor, the door shut
and the fire now burning down to embers. Suddenly there
came a voice out from the partial darkness, 'Salutation,
salutation to my family, to my tribe, to you, pakeha, my
friend!' Our feelings were taken by storm. The oldest
sister screamed, and rushed with extended arms in the
direction from whence the voice came. Her brother,
screaming, restrained her by main force. Others exclaimed,
'Is it you? Is it you? Truly it is you! aue! aue!' and fell quite insensible upon the floor. The older women
and some of the aged men were not moved in the slightest
course, that is to say, they were all with me!' A woman from another part of the room
now anxiously cried out, 'Have you seen my sister?'
'Yes, I have seen her; she is happy in our beautiful
country.' Tell her my love so great for her will never cease.'
'Yes, I will bear the message.' Here the native woman
burst into tears, and my own bosom swelled in sympathy.

'As the spirit speaking again, giving directions about
property and keepsakes, I thought I would more thoroughly
test the genuineness of all this: and I said, 'We cannot
find your book with the registered names; where have you
concealed it?' The answer came instantly, 'I concealed
it between the tabhu of my house, and the latch that
straight over you, as you go in at the door.' The brother
rushed out to see. All was silence. In five minutes he
came hurriedly back, with the book in his hand! It
astonished me.

'It was now late, and the spirit suddenly said, 'Farewell
my family, farewell, my tribe; I go.' Those present
breathed an impressive farewell, when the spirit cried out
again, from high in the air, 'Farewell!'

'This, though seemingly tragic, is in every respect
literally true. But what is that? ventriloquism, the
devil, or what!'...

Mrs. Britten, in her Nineteenth Century Miracles says:
'The author has herself had several proofs of the Mediun-
matic power possessed by these 'savages' but as her
experiences may be deemed of too personal a character, we
shall select our examples from other sources. One of
these is furnished by a Mr. Marsden, a person who was
well-known in the early days of New Zealand's colonial
history, as a miner, who grew rich through spiritual
communications. Mr. Marsden was a gentleman who had
spent much time amongst the Maoris, and who still keeps
a residence in the King country, that is—the district of
which they hold control. Mr. Marsden informed the
author, that his success as a gold miner, was entirely due
to a communication he had received through a
woman who claimed to have the power of bringing down
spirits—the Maoris, be it remembered, always insisting that the spirits descend through the air to earth to visit mortals. Mr. Marsden had long been prospecting unsuccessfully in the gold regions. He had a friend in partnership with him, to whom he was much attached, but who had been accidentally killed by a fall from a cliff. The Spirit of this man came unsolicited, on an occasion when Mr. Marsden was consulting a native soresse, for the purpose of endeavouring to trace out what had become of a valuable watch which he had lost. The voice of the spirit was first heard in the air, apparently above the roof of the hut in which they sat, calling Mr. Marsden by his familiar name of Mars. Greatly startled by these sounds, several times repeated, at the Medium's command, he remained perfectly still until the voice of his friend speaking in his well-remembered Scotch accent sounded close to his ear, whilst a column of grey mist substance reared itself by his side. This apparition was plainly visible in the subdued light of the hut, to which there was only one open entrance, but no window. Though he was much startled by what he saw and heard, Mr. Marsden had presence of mind enough to gently place his hand through the misty column which remained intact, as if its substance offered no resistance to the touch. Being admonished by an earnest whisper from the Maori woman, who had fallen on her knees before the apparition, to keep still, he obeyed, when a voice—seemingly from an immense distance off—yet speaking unmistakably in his friend's Scotch accents, advised him to let the watch alone—for it was irreparably gone—but to go to the stream on the banks of which they had last had a meal together trace it up for six miles and a half, and then, by following its course amidst the forest, he would come to a pile, which would make him rich, if he chose to remain so. Whilst he was waiting and listening breathlessly to hear more, Mr. Marsden was startled by a slight detonation at his side. Turning his head he observed that the column of mist was gone, and in its place, a quick flash, like the reflection of a candle, was all that he beheld. Here the séance ended, and the astonished miner left the hut, convinced that he had heard the Spirit of his friend talking to him. He added, that he followed the directions given implicitly, and came to a mass of surface gold lying on the stream bed of the brook in the light of the dawn. Among the stones of the stream bed gold was found, and he was then given a page torn from a Bible, which he was ordered to chew and swallow. The hot water treatment, combined with the small portion of the white man's sacred volume, did the expected work; the man was no longer a tohunga, and frettin- over his lost powers, he soon afterwards died. One of the most marked events in connection with the early development of Spiritualism in Dunedin, was a Mr. John Logan. Before he had become publicly identified with the cause of Spiritualism, an association had been formed, the members of which steadily pursued their investigations in private circles and semi-public gatherings. One of the most marked events in connection with the early development of Spiritualism in Dunedin, however, was the arraignment and church trial of Mr. Logan, the circumstances of which may be briefly summed up as follows. This gentleman, although holding a high position in the Presbyterian church of the city, had attended circles and witnessed Spiritualistic phenomena and it was currently reported that one of his own near relatives was a very remarkable Medium. On the 19th of March, 1873, Mr. Logan was summoned to appear before a Church Convocation, to be held for the purpose of trying his case, and if necessary, dealing with his "diligency." Mr. Logan was in the event deprived of his church membership.

In many of the principal towns besides Dunedin, circles held at first in mere idle curiosity, have produced their unseaworthy spirit of mediumistic power, and this again has extended into associative action, and organisation into local societies. For over a year, the Spiritualists and Liberals of Dunedin secured the services of Mr. Charles Bright as their lecturer. This gentleman had once been attached to the editorial staff of the *Melbourne Argus*, and had obtained a good reputation as a capable writer, and
liberal thinker. Mr. Bright's lectures in Dunedin were
highly appreciated, and by their scholarly style and attrac-
tive manner, served to band together the liberal clement
in the city. In Auckland, the principal town of the North
Island, the same good service was rendered to the cause
of religious thought, by the addresses of the Rev. Mr. Ed-
gar, a clergyman whose Spiritualistic doctrines, had
tended to sever him from sectarian organisations, and
draw around him, the Spiritualists of the town. Besides the
good work effected by these gentlemen, the occasional
visits of Mssrs. Poebles, Walker, J. Tyrer, and the
effect of the many private circles held in every portion of
the islands, tended to promote a general, though quiet,
diffusion of Spiritual thought and doctrine, throughout
New Zealand.

Ng~l: (See Magic.)

Ngang-a: Members of the Ndembo Secret Society of the
Lower Congo. Ngang-a—literally "the knowing ones"—
is a term applied to those who have passed certain curious
rites to distinguish them from the Vanga or uninstructed.

Ng^ma: (See Africa.)

Nkhushe: Prophetic Indication. In accordance with the
Kaballistic view that all events and natural happenings
have a secret connection, and interact upon one another,
it is believed that practically everything can become an
object of soothsaying—the flight of birds, movement of
clouds, cries of animals, events happening to man, and so on.
Mr. himself may become Nkhushe by saying that if such
and such a thing takes place it will be a good or a bad
omen.

Nile, or Old Nile: A well-known British appellation of the
Devil. It seems probable that this name is derived from the
Dutch Ni~kke, the devil, which again comes from the
Anglo-Saxon wic-a-wic, to slay, for as Wachter says the
deil was " a murderer from the beginning." In northern
countries there is a river spirit named " Neck," " Nikke,
" or " Nokke," of the same nature as the water Kelpie, and
the Mermaid or Triton.

Nieliehi, Christoph Friedelh (1753-1811), A German author
and bookseller of Berlin, is interesting from the occult
point of view because of the peculiar experiences which
befell him, and of which he treats in his personal account
read before the Royal Society of Berlin. It would be
impossible to present the circumstances of his case, which
is one of the most celebrated in the annals of psychology,
better than in his own words.

"In the first two months of the year 1797," he says, "I
was much affected in my mind by several incidents of a
very extraordinary nature, which occurred on the 24th February,
and which irritated me extremely. At
\[\text{ten o'clock} \]
in the forenoon my wife and another person
came to console me; I was in a violent perturbation of
mind, owing to a series of incidents which had altogether
wounded my moral feelings, and from which I saw no
possibility of relief, when suddenly I observed at the dis-
tance of ten paces from me a figure—the figure of a deceased
person. I pointed at it, and asked my wife whether she
did not see it. She saw nothing; but being much alarmed,
endeavoured to compose me, and sent for the physician.
The figure remained some seven or eight minutes, and at
length I became a little more calm; and as I was extremely
exhausted, I soon afterwards fell into a troubled kind of
albun..." which lasted for half an hour. The vision
was ascribed to the great agitation of mind in which I had been,
and it was supposed I should have nothing more to appre-
chend from that cause; but the violent affection had put
my nerves into some unnatural state. From this arose
further conclusions, which require a more detailed
description.

"In the afternoon, a little after four o'clock, the figure
which I had seen in the morning again appeared. I was
alone when this happened, a circumstance which, as may
be easily conceived, could not be very agreeable. I went
therefore to the apartment of my wife, to whom I related it.
But this also the figure pursued me. Sometimes it was
present, sometimes it was vanished, but it was always the
same standing figure. A little after six o'clock several
stalking figures also appeared; but they had no connection
with the standing figure. I can assign no other cause for
this apparition than that, though a much more composed in
my mind, I had not been able so soon entirely to forget the
cause of such deep and distressing vexation, and had
reflected on the consequences of it, in order, if possible, to
avoid them; and that this happened three hours after
dinner, at the time when digestion just begins.

At length I became more composed with respect to the
disagreeable incident which had given rise to the first
apparition; but though I had used very excellent medicines
and found myself in other respects perfectly well, yet the
apparitions did not diminish, but on the contrary rather
increased in number, and were transformed in the most
extraordinary manner.

"The figure of the deceased person never appeared to me
after the first dreadful day, but several other figures
shewed themselves afterwards very distinctly, sometimes
such as I knew, mostly, however, of persons I did not know,
and amongst those known to me, were the semblance of both
living and deceased persons, but mostly the former, and I
made the observation, that acquaintance with whom I daily
delivered never appeared to me as phantasms; it was
always such as were at a distance.

"It is also to be noted, that these figures appeared to
me at all times, and under the most different circumstances,
equally distinct and clear. Whether I was alone, or in
company, by broad day-light equally as in the night-time,
in my own as well as in my neighbour's house; yet when I
was at another person's house, they were less frequent,
and when I walked the public street I never saw them.
When I shut my eyes, sometimes the figures disappeared,
sometimes they remained even after I had closed them. If they vanished in the former case, on
opening my eyes again, nearly the same figures appeared
which I had seen before.

"Sometimes I conversed with my physician and my
wife concerning the phantasms which at the time hovered
around me; for in general the forms appeared oftener
in motion than at rest. They did not always continue
present—they frequently left me altogether, and again
appeared for a short or longer space of time, singly or more
at once; but, in general, several appeared together. For
the most part I saw human figures of both sexes; they
commonly passed to and fro as if they had no connection
with each other, like people at a fair where all is bustle;
sometimes they appeared to have business with one another.
Once or twice I saw amongst them persons on horseback,
and dogs and birds; these figures all appeared to me in
their natural size, as distinctly as if they had existed in
real life, with the several tints on the uncovered parts of
the body, and with all the different kinds and colours of
clothes. But I think, however, that the colours were
somewhat paler than they are in nature.

"None of the figures had any distinguishing characteris-
tics, they were neither terrible, ludicrous, nor repulsive;
most of them were ordinary in their appearance,—some
were even agreeable.

"On the whole, the longer I continued in this state, the
more did the number of the phantasms increase, and the
apparitions became more frequent. About four weeks
afterwards I began to hear them speak; sometimes the
phantasms spoke with one another, but for the most part,
they addressed themselves to me, these speeches were in general short, and never contained anything disagreeable. Intelligent and respected friends often appeared to me, who endeavoured to console me in my grief, which still left deep traces on my mind. This speaking I heard most frequently when I was alone; though I sometimes heard it in company, intermixed with the conversation of real persons; frequently in the same phrases only, but sometimes even in connected discourse.

"Though at this time I enjoyed rather a good state of health both in body and mind, and had become so very familiar with these phantasmes, that at last they did not excite the least disagreeable emotion, but on the contrary afforded me frequent subjects for amusement and mirth; yet as the disorder sensibly increased, and the figures appeared to me for whole days together, and even during the night, if I happened to awake, I had recourse to several medicines." He then recounts how the apparitions vanished upon blood being let.

"This was performed on the 20th of April, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon. I was alone with the surgeon; but during the operation, the room swarmed with human forms of every description, which crowded one on another. This continued till half-past four o'clock, exactly the time when the digestion commences. I then observed that the figures began to move more slowly; soon afterwards the colours became gradually paler; seven minutes later they lost more and more of their intensity, without any alteration in the distinct figure of the apparitions. At about half-past six o'clock all the figures were entirely white, and moved very little; yet the forms appeared perfectly distinct; by degrees they became visibly less plain, without decreasing in number, as had often formerly been the case. The figures did not move off, neither did they vanish, which also had usually happened on other occasions. In this instance they dissolved immediately into air; of some even whole pieces remained for a length of time, which also by degrees were lost to the eye. At about eight o'clock there did not remain a vestige of any of them, and I have never since experienced any appearance of the same kind. Twice or thrice since that time I have felt a propensity, if I may be allowed to express myself, or a sensation as if I saw something which in a moment again was gone. I was even surprised by this sensation whilst writing the present account, having, in order to render it more accurate, perused the papers of 1791, and recalled to my memory all the circumstances of that time. So little are we sometimes, even in the greatest composure of mind, masters of our imagination." Nib : An Egyptian symbol in the form of a ship's sail widely spread, symbolizing breath.

Nilehelm : (See Hell.)

Night, Mystral, of the Suffs : It was believed by the Suffi that to attain to the coveted state of mystical contemplation, it was necessary to close the gateway of the physical senses, so that the inner or spiritual senses might operate more freely. This injunction was sometimes taken literally, by the Brahamin Yogis, who carefully closed eyes, ears, nose and mouth, in order to attain to visionary ecstasy. The Mystral Night is thus a shuttling out of all external sense-impressions, of hope, fear, consciousness of self, and every human emotion, so that the interior light may be more clearly perceived.

Nightmare : (Old English nigh and mara, a spectre.) A disorder of the digestive functions during sleep, inducing the temporary belief that some animal or demon is sitting on the chest. Among savages and primitive people it is thought that the affections proceeds from the attentions of an evil spirit. Keysler in his very curious work, Antiquitates selectas Septemvriionales et Callitae, has collected many interesting particulars concerning the nightmare. Nachimar, he says, is from Mair, an old woman, because the spectre, which appears to press upon the breast and impede the action of the lungs is generally in that form. The English and Dutch words coincide with the German. The French coheemas is Maiier incumbens or Incuba. The Swedes use Mara alone, as we learn from the Historia Scecorum Gothorumque of Eric Olaus, where he states that Valender, the son of Suerchier, succeeded to the throne of his father, who was suffocated by a demon in his sleep, of that kind which by the scribes is called Mara. Others, "we suppose Germans," continues Keysler, "call it Hanon Tramp. The French peasantry call it Diana, which is a corruption of Diana or of Damanon Meridianum for it seems there is a belief (which Keysler, not improbably thinks may be derived from a false interpretation of expression in the 91st Psalm ('the destruction which wasteth at noon-day') that persons are most exposed to such attacks at that time and, therefore, women in childbed are then never left alone. But though the Damanon Meridianum is often used for the Ephialtes, nevertheless it is more correctly any sudden and violent attack which deprives the patient of his senses. In some parts of Germany, the name given to this disorder is dan elf, or das Alp-druken, either from the 'mass' which appears to press on the sufferer or from Alp or Alf (elf). In Franconia it is die Druid or das Druiden, from the Druid or Weird Women, and there is a belief that it may not only be caused only, but be made to appear on the morrow in a human shape, and lend something required of it by the following charm:"

"Druid to-morrow
So will I borrow."

These Druids, it seems, were not only in the habit of riding men, but horses also, and in order to keep them out of the stables, the salutary pentalpha (which bears the name of Druden-fuss, Druid's foot) should be written on the stable doors, in consecrated chalk, on the night of St. Walburgh. We must not omit that our English familiar appellation 'Trot' is traced up to 'Druid,' "a decrepit old woman such as the Sagas might be," and the same may probably be said of a Scottish Saint, Triduna or Tredwin.

In his Glossary, a somewhat different account of the Mara is given. Here again, we find the 'witch-riding' of horses, against which a stone amulet is provided by Aubrey, similar to one which we are about to notice immediately below.

Among the incantations by which the nightmares may be chased away, Reginald Scot has recorded the following in his Discovery of Witchcraft.

"St. George, St. George, our lady's knight,
He walked by day so did he by night:
Until such times as he her found,
He her beat and her bound,
Until her troth to him plight,
He would not come to her that night."

"Itam," continues the same ingenious author, "hang a stone over the afflicted person's bed, which stone hath naturally such a hole in it, as wherein a string may be put through it, and so be hanged over the diseased or bewitched party, he it man, woman, or horse.

Every reader of the above lines will be reminded of the similar charm which Shakespeare has put into the mouth of Edgar as Mad Tom in King Lear.

"Saint Withold footed thrice the World:
He met the night-mare and her ninefold
Bid her alight,
And her troth plight
And aroint thee, witch, aroint thee."
Another charm of earlier date occurs in Chaucer's *Miller's Tale*. When the simple Carpenter discovers the crafty Nicholas in his feigned abstraction, he thinks he may perhaps be bag-ridden, and addresses him thus:

"I crouch the fro Elves and fro wildk wightes,
And though he might the might-spell he seide rightes,
On four halvis of the house about,
And on the drefhold of the dore without.
Jean Christ, and Seint Benedight,
Blesse this house from every wildk wight,
Fro the night's mare, the wite paternoster.

Where wennen thou Seint Peter's sister?"

A more modern author has pointed to some other formularies, and has noticed that Asmodeus was the fendant of most evil repute on these occasions. In the *Olia Imperialis* of Gervase of Tilbury, some other protecting charms are said to exist. To turn to the medical history of the Incubus Play has recommended two remedies for this complaint; one sufficiently wild, many a son. Another, which it would not be easy to discover in any modern pharmacopoeia, is a decoction in wine and oil of the tongue, eyes, liver, and bowels of a dragon, wherewith, after it has been left to cool all night in the open air, the patient should be anointed every morning and evening.

Dr. Bond, a physician, who tells us that he himself was much afflicted with the *nightmare*, published an *Essay on the Incubus* in 1753. At the time at which he wrote, medical attention appears to have been very little called to the disease, and some of the opinions hazarded were sufficiently wild and inconclusive. Thus Dr. Willis said it was owing to some incongruous matter which is mixed with the nervous fluid in the cerebellum (*de Anima Brutorum*); and Bellini thought it imaginary, and to be attributed to the idea of some demon which existed in the mind the day before. Both of these writers might have known better if they would have turned to Fuchsius (with whom Dr. Bond appears to be equally acquainted) who in his work *de Cerebrali Ratibus*, published as early as 1548, has an excellent chapter (I. 31) on the causes, symptoms, and cure of *nightmare*, in which he attributes it to repletion and indigestion, and recommends the customary discipline.

*Nirvane* or *Atnla Plana*: (See Spiritual World.)

Norton, Thomas: The exact date of this alchemist's birth is wrapped in mystery, while comparatively little is recorded about his life in general. But at least it is known that Bristol was his native place, and that, in the year 1438, he was elected a member of that town in Parliament. This points to his having been an upright and highly-sentimented person, and the conjecture is buttressed in some degree by the fact that Edward IV. made him a member of his privy council, and employed him repeatedly as an ambassador. At an early age Norton showed himself curious concerning alchemy and the like, demonstrating his predilection therein by attempting to make the personal acquaintance of George Ripley (q.v.), who, sometime Canon of Bridlington, was reputed a man of extraordinary learning, and was author of numerous alchemical works. For many months Norton sought this person in vain, but at length the Canon, yielding to the other's importunity, wrote to him in the following manner:—"I shall not longer delay; the time is come; you shall receive this treasure. Your honest desire and approved virtue, your love of truth, wisdom, and long perseverance, shall accomplish your sorrowful desires. It is necessary that, as soon as convenient, we speak together face to face, lest I should by writing betray my trust. I will make you my heir and brother in this art, as I am setting out to travel in foreign countries. Give thanks to God, Who next to His spiritual servants, honours the sons of this sacred science."

After receiving this very friendly and encouraging letter, Norton hurried straightway to Ripley's presence, and thereafter for upwards of a month the two were constantly together, the elder man taught the novice many things, while he even promised that, if he showed himself an apt and worthy pupil, he would impart to him the secret of the medicinal stone. And in due course this promise was fulfilled, yet it is reported that Norton's own chemical researches met with various signal disappointments. On one occasion, for instance, when he had almost perfected a certain tincture, his servant absconded with the crucible containing the precious fluid; while at a later time, when the alchemist was at work on the same experiment, and thought he was just about to reach the goal, his entire paraphernalia was stolen by a Mayor of Bristol. And this defeat must have been doubly galling to the unfortunate philosopher, for soon afterwards the Mayor became very wealthy, presumably as a result of her theft.

Norton himself does not appear to have reaped pecuniary benefit at any time from his cudition, but to have been a comparatively poor man throughout the whole of his life; and the fact is a little surprising, for his *Ordinall of Alchemy* was a popular work in the middle ages, and was repeatedly published. The original edition was anonymous, but the writer's identity has been determined because the initial syllables in the first six lines of the seventh chapter compose the following couplet:

"Thomas Norton of Bristo.
A parfit master you may him trow."

Norton died in 1477, and his predilections descended to one of his grandsons. This was Samuel Norton, who was born in 1548, studied science at St. John's College, Cambridge, and afterwards became a Justice of the Peace and Sheriff of Somersetshire. He died about 1604, and in 1630 a collection of his alchemic tracts was published at Frankfort.

*Noualli*: Aztec magicians (See *Meso* and *Central America*.)

*Nuan*: In Irish romance, the last of the sorceress-daughters of Comaran. Having put Finn under taboo to send his men in single combat against her as long as she wished, she was slain by Goll, her sister's slayer.

*Numbers, Magical* (See *Magic*.)

Hebrews evidently held the *oak* as a sacred tree. There is a tradition that Abraham received his heavenly visitors under an *oak*. Rebekah's nurse was buried under an *oak*, called afterwards the *oak of weeping*. Jacob buried the stranger at Shechem under an *oak*. It was under the *oak* of Ophra, Gideon saw the angel sitting, who gave him instructions as to what he was to do to free Israel. When Joshua and Israel made a covenant to serve God, a great stone was set up in evidence under an *oak* that was by the sanctuary of the Lord. The prophet sent to prophesy against Jeroboam was found at Bethel sitting under an *oak*. Saul
and his sons were buried under an oak, and, according to Isaiah, idols were made of oak wood. Abimelech was made king by the monks and by the witches who describe the possessed. In the eighteenth century its influence in curing diseases was believed in. The toothache could be cured by boring with a nail the tooth or gum till blood came, and then driving the nail into an oak tree. A child with rupture could be cured by splitting an oak branch, and passing the child through the opening backwards three times; if the splits grew together afterwards, the child would be cured.

Obamo, The: (See Africa.)

Obeah: (See West Indian Islands.)

Oberlin, Johan Hermann: Swiss Mystic and Alchemist, 1725-1798. Born in 1725 at Arbon, in Switzerland. Johann Oberlin was the son of a scientific keenly interested in Hermetic philosophy, and no doubt the boy's own taste therefore developed the more speedily on account of the parental predilection. Very soon Johann became determined to discover the philosopher's stone, hoping thereby to reæxist the fortunes of his family, which he found at a low ebb, presumably because the elder Oberlin had expended large sums on his alchemical pursuits; and the young man worked strenuously to gain his ends, maintaining all along that truth in this end must not depend on scientific skill, but rather on constant communion with God. Notwithstanding this pious theory of his, he soon found himself under the ban of the civic authorities, who came to his laboratory, and forced him to forego further operation, declaring that these constituted a danger to public health and safety. That, at least, they gave as their reason; but the likelihood is that, in their ignorance, they looked askance upon all scientific researches. Oberlin, bitterly incensed, appears to have left his native place, and to have lived for some time thereafter with one Lavater, a brother of the noted physiognomist of that name; while it would seem that, at a later date, he returned the civilised world altogether, and took up his abode in the lofty fastnesses of the Alps. No hermit's life did he live here, however; for, according to his own recital, he took to himself as bride a seraphic shepherdess named Theaëtais, with whom he dwelt peacefully during a number of subsequent years. Whether children were born of this union between the terrestrial and the ethereal is not recorded, and the alchemist's account of the affair reads rather like Joe Smith's tale about receiving sacred books from an angel on the summit of a mountain overlooking Salt Lake City; nor is there much to be said for two further works from Oberlin's pen, the one entitled Les Promenades de Gamaël, just Philosophe, and the other La Consecration Originale du Prince de Rome, by Jean Oberlin, pub. in Geneva, 1776. Still, if our alchemist cannot be called an able writer, he must be hailed as a picturesque character; and it is matter for regret that so little is known about his life, which extended to the year 1798.

Oberon: A spirit. (See England.)

Obession and Possession: Obcession, from Latin obsess, to besiege, is a form of insanity caused, according to traditional belief, by the persistent attack of an evil spirit without, this being the opposite of possession, control by an evil spirit from within, both meaning however the usurpation of the individuality and control of the body by a foreign and discernable entity. This belief may be found in the earliest records of human history, and in the magical rites and formulae of ancient religions, used as charms against and exorcism of these invading influences. Indian, Greek, and Egyptian texts describe these phenomena, and for this reason it is also a form of magic that paved the way for the beliefs of the Bible. Among the pagans, it was also a common belief that possession could be caused by the音乐 of David's harp, to the miracles of Jesus Christ who cast out legions of possessing spirits. Plato in his Republic not only speaks of demons of various grades, but mentions a method of treating and providing for those obsessed by them. The possession of a human being by a demon is alluded to in Herodotus, Plutarch, Horace, and many others of the classics. Terrible and appalling episodes in the Middle Ages are to be traced to the unquestioned belief in the possibility of possession and obsession by the Devil and his legions. All madness was caused thereby, was indeed the visible manifestation of the Evil One, only to be exorcised by charms, avowed by the observance of sacred rites, or later, to be burned and destroyed bodily for the good of the tortured soul within. The rites of Black Magic, in all ages and places, deliberately evoke this possession by the Devil and his demons for the communication and benefit of the infallible knowledge it was believed they conferred and its consequent power and control of man and his destinies.

Modern science with its patient and laborious researches into human psychology, has given the key to this baffling mystery, showing the human mind to be an incomparably delicate instrument, particularly at the mercy of the perceptions of the senses and their multifarious impressions on the brain, its balance so easily shaken by a shock, a drug, a momentary excitement, often by prolonged and intense concentration upon single groups of ideas. It is to be noted that in the hallucinatory epidemics of all ages and countries there is to be found this unvarying characteristic: they are connected with some dominant cause or train of thought or manner of sentiment prevalent at the time. In the Middle Ages when there flourished an intense belief in the positive apparitions of angels, saints and devils, the people's imagination was dominated and rendered intensely dramatic thereby. The transmigration of the human soul into animals was another popular belief, to this again can be traced the terrible superstition of Lycanthropy (q.v.) which possessed large numbers of people in France and Germany in the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries. The Flagellant mania took its rise at Perous in the thirteenth century, caused by the panic attendant upon an outbreak of plague. These people maintained that there was no remission of sins without flagellation. They were driven with fanatical fervour and bands of them, gathering adherents everywhere, roamed through city and country, clad in scanty clothing on which were depicted skeletons and with frenzied movements publicly lashed themselves. It was to these exhibitions, the name of the "Dance of Death" was first applied. The Dancing mania, accompanied by aberration of mind and maniacal distortions of the body was very prevalent in Germany in the fourteenth century, and spread the same train of thought in Italy where it was termed "Tarantism" as a variant in source, was ascribed to the bite of the Tarantula spider. The music and songs employed for the cure are still preserved. Edmund Parrish in his work Hallucinations and Illusions makes the following observations on this subject: "If not reckoned as true chores, the epidemic of dancing which raged in Germany and the Netherlands in the Middle Ages comes under this head. Appearing in Aix it spread in a few months to Liège, Utrecht and the neighbouring towns, visited Mzé, Cologne and Strasbourg (1418) and after lingering in the sixteenth century gradually died out. This malady consisted in convulsions, contortions accompanying the dancing, hallucinations and so forth. The attack could be checked by bandaging the abdomen as well as by kicks and blows on that part of the body. Music had a great influence on the patients, and for this reason it was played in the streets in order that the attacks might by this means reach a crisis and disappear the sooner. Quite trifling circumstances could bring on these seizures, the sight of pointed shoes for instance, and of the colour red
which the dancers held in horror. In order to prevent such outbreaks the wearing of pointed shoes was forbidden by the authorities. During their dance many of the afflicted thought they waded in blood, or saw heavenly visions."

The same author remarks on other instances:—"To this category also belongs the history of demoniacal possession. The belief of being possessed by spirits, frequently met with in isolated cases, appeared at certain periods in epidemic form. Such an epidemic broke out in Brandenburg, and in Holland and Italy in the sixteenth century, especially in the convents. In 1350-60 it attacked the convent of St. Brigitta, in Xanten, a convent near Cologne, and others. The nuns declared that they were visited by the Devil, and had carnal conversation with him. These and other "possessed" wretches were sometimes thrown into dungeons, sometimes burnt. The convent of the Ursulines at Aix was the scene of such a drama (1609-11) where two possessed nuns, tormented by all kinds of apparitions, accused a priest of witchcraft on which charge he was burnt to death (See Grandler, Urbain). The famous case of the nuns of Loudon (1632-39) led to a like tragic conclusion, as well as the Louvier case (1642) in which the two chief victims found their end in life-long imprisonment and the stake."

The widespread belief in and fear of magic and witchcraft operating on superstitious minds produced the most extraordinary hallucinations. Religious ecstasy partakes of the same character, the difference being that it is possession by and contact with so-called good spirits. The sacred books of all nations teem with instances of this and profane history can also furnish examples. The many familiar cases of ecstatic visions and revelations in the Old Testament may be cited, as well as those found in the legends of saints and martyrs, where they either appear as revelations from heaven or temptations of the Devil. In the latter case, a scientific authority, Kraft-Ebing, points out the close connection of religious ecstasy with sexual disturbances. That this condition of "ecstasy" was and is sought and induced the following passage amply proves:—Among Eastern and primitive peoples such as Hindoos, American Indians, natives of Greenland, Kamtschatka and Yucatan, fetish-worshipping Negroes, and Polynesians, the ecstatic state accompanied with hallucinations is frequently observed, sometimes arising spontaneously, but more often artificially induced. It was known also among the nations of antiquity. The means most often employed to induce this state are beating of magic drums and blowing of trumpets, howlings and hour-long prayers, dancing, flagellation, convulsive movements and contortions, aceticism, fasting and sexual abstinence. Recourse is also had to narcotics to bring about the desired result. Thus the flyagaric is used in Western Siberia, in San Domingo the herb coca, tobacco by some tribes of American Indians, and in the East opium and hashish. The ancient Egyptians had their intoxicating drinks, and receipts for witch's salves and philtres have come down to us from mediaeval times." In many countries this condition of possession is induced for religious and prophetic purposes, also for mere fortune-telling. The extent to which this belief in obsession and possession obtains at the present day is testified by Tylor in Primitive Culture:—"It is not too much to assert that the doctrine of demoniacal possession is kept up, substantially the same theory to account for substantially the same facts, by half the human race, who thus stand as consistent representatives of their forefathers back in primitive antiquity." In the cults of Modern Spiritualism and the Devil it may be found as a leading tenet of their creeds. The obsession theory is used to account for all forms of insanity and crime. The following passage taken from the publication of a modern seer Diakha and their Victims by A. J. Davis indicates this modern belief:—"The country of the diakha is the most idolatrous and the affectionately unclean enter upon a strange probation. . . . They are continually victimizing sensitive persons still in the flesh making sport of them and having a jolly laugh at the expense of really honest and sincere people. They (these demon-like spirits) teach that they would be elevated and made happy if only they could partake of whiskey and tobacco, or gratify their burning free-love propensities. . . . Being unprincipled intellects their play is nothing but pastime amusement at the expense of those beneath their influence." These creatures are also said to be of a malignant and blood-thirsty nature, inciting the beings they possess to murder, often of a terrible character.

Signs of Demoniac Possession.—Melanchthon, in one of his letters, says that though there may occasionally be some natural causes for a frenzy or mania, it is also quite certain that devils enter certain persons and there cause torment and fury with or without natural causes, just as one sees at times maladies cured with remedies which are not natural. Moreover, such spectacles are in the nature of wonders and forecasts of things to come. Twelve years before a woman of Saxony, who could neither read nor write, being controlled by a devil, spoke, after the torment was over, words in Greek and Latin to the effect that there would be great distress among the people. Dr. Ese gives the following as possible signs of possession:

i. Imagining oneself possessed.

ii. Leading an evil life.

iii. Living alone.

iv. Chronic ailments, unusual symptoms, a deep sleep, the vomiting of strange things.

v. Blaspheming and frequent reference to the Devil.

vi. Making a compact with the Devil.

vii. Being controlled by spirits.

viii. Having a face that inspires horror and fear.

ix. Being tired of living and the giving up of hope.

x. Being enraged and violent in action.

xi. Making the cries and noises of a beast.

In an account of those possessed in Loudon, we find the questions put to the University of Montpellier by Santerre, priest and founder of the bishopric and diocese of Nimes, touching on the signs and the judicial answers of this University:

Q.—Whether the bending and moving of the body, the head at times, touching the soles of the feet, with other contortions and strange positions are good signs of possession?

A.—Mimics and acrobats make such strange movements, bending and twisting themselves in so many ways that one must conclude that there is no sort of position which men and women cannot take up, after long practice and application, even being able, with the ease of experience, to extend and spread out abnormally the legs and other parts of the body, by the extension of the nerves, muscles and tendons—such performances are not without the bounds of nature.

Q.—Whether the rapidity of the movement of the head backwards and forwards, touching the chest and the back, is an infallible sign of possession?

A.—This movement is so natural that nothing need be added to what has been said about the movements of the other parts of the body.

Q.—Whether the sudden swelling of the tongue, the throat and the face, and the sudden changing of colour, are sure signs of possession?

A.—The swelling and disturbance of the chest through interruption are the efforts of breathing or inspiration—
the normal actions in respiration—and possession cannot be inferred from them. The swelling of the throat may proceed from the retention of the breath and that of the other parts of the body; the movements which are observed wandering through all parts of the body. Hence it follows that this sign of possession is inadmissible.

Q.—Whether a feeling, stupidly heedless, or the lack of feeling, to the point of being pricked or pinched without complaining or moving and not even changing colour are certain signs of possession?

A.—The young Lacedemonian who allowed himself to be bitten by a fox which he had stolen without seeming to feel it, and those who flog themselves, even to death, before the altar of Diana, without turning a hair, they all show that, with resolution, pin-pricks can be endured without complaining. Moreover, it is certain that in the human body, small areas of skin are met with in some persons, which are insensitive, although the neighbouring parts may be quite sensitive, a condition which occurs the more frequently after some previous illness. Such a condition has, therefore, no bearing on possession.

Q.—Whether the total lack of bodily movement which, at the command of the exorciser, occurs in those supposedly possessed during, and in the middle of, their most violent actions, is an undeniable sign of a true diabolic possession?

A.—The movements of the body being voluntary it is natural for well-disposed persons to move themselves or not at will, so that such a cessation of movement, if there is not entire lack of feeling, is not sufficient ground from which to infer a diabolic possession.

Q.—Whether the yelping or noise like that of a dog, which comes from the chest rather than from the throat, is a mark of possession?

A.—Human skill adapts itself so easily to the counterfeiting of all kinds of expressions, that persons are met with every day who can give perfectly the expressions, cries and songs of all sorts of animals, and that with a practically imperceptible movement of the lips. Again, many are to be found who form their words in the stomach and they would seem to come from some other object rather than from the one who forms them. Such persons are called ventrillogists. However, such a condition is natural, as Pasquier shows, in Chap. 36 of his Researches, with one, Constantin, a jester, as an example.

Q.—Whether keeping the gaze fixed on some object without moving the eyes, is a good sign of possession?

A.—The movement of the eye is voluntary, like that of the other parts of the body, and it is natural to move it or keep it still—therefore, nothing of note in this.

Q.—Whether the answers, given in French, to questions put in Latin, to those supposedly possessed, are a mark of possession?

A.—We assert that to understand and speak languages which one has not learnt is certainly supernatural, and would lead to the supposition that it occurred through the ministrations of the Devil or from some other cause beyond; but merely to answer some questions suggests nothing more than long practice, or that one of the number is in league with them and able to contribute to such answers without moving the eyes, is a good sign of possession.

Q.—The vomiting of such things as one has swallowed is a sign of possession.

A.—Delrio, Bodin, and other authors say that by witchcraft, sorcerers sometimes manage to vomit nails, pins, and other strange things, by the work of the devil, who is able to do the same for the truly possessed. But to vomit things one has swallowed is natural, there being people with weak stomachs who keep down for several hours what they have swallowed and then return it; also the linctus returns food through the bowel as it has been taken by the mouth.

Q.—Whether pricks with a lancet, in different parts of the body, without the drawing of blood, are a good sign of possession?

A.—This is related to the composition of the melancholic temperament, in which the blood is so thick that it cannot issue from such small wounds and it is because of this that many when pricked by the surgeon's lancet, even in their very veins, do not bleed a drop, as is shown by experience.

There is thus nothing extraordinary here.

Recorded Incidents of Possession.—Bouloese tells how twenty-six devils came out of the body of the possessed Nicoll, of Laon: "At two o'clock in the afternoon, the said Nicoll, being possessed of the Devil, was brought to the said church, where the said de Motta proceeded as before with the exorcism. In spite of all entreaty the said Boulouese told them in a loud voice that he would not come out. Returning to their entreaties after dinner, the said de Motta asked him how many had come out, and he answered, 'twenty-six.' 'You and your followers,' then said de Motta, 'must now come out like the others.' 'No,' he replied, 'I will not come out here, but if you like to take me to Saint Rostitute, we will come out there. It is sufficient for you that twenty-six are out.' Then the said de Motta asked for a convincing sign of how they had come out. For witness he told them to lock in the garden of the treasury over the front gate, for they had taken and carried away three tufts (i.e. branches) from a green may-pole (a small fir) and three slates from above the church of Liesse, made into a cross, as others in France commonly, all of which was found true as shown by the Abbot of Saint-Vincent, M. de Velles, Master Robert de May, canon of the Church Notre-Dame of Laon, and others." The same author gives an account of the contortions of the demoniac of Laon: he says: "As often as the reverend father swung the sacred host before her eyes, saying, 'Begone, enemy of God,' so did she toss from side to side, twisting her face towards her feet, and making horrible noises. Her feet were reversed, with the toes in the position of the heel, and despite the restraining power of eight or the men, she lifted herself and threw herself into the air a height of six feet, the stature of a man, so that the attendants, sometimes even carried with her into the air, perspired at their work. And although they bore down with all their might, still could they not restrain her, and torn away from the restraining hands, she freed herself without any appearance of being at all ruffled. "The people, seeing and hearing such a horrible sight, one so monstrous, hideous and terrifying cried out, 'Jesus, have mercy on us!' Some hid themselves, not daring to look; others, recognizing the wild cruelty of such excessive and incredible torment, wept bitterly, reiterating piteously, 'Jesus, have mercy on us!' The reverend father then gave permission to those who wished to touch and handle the patient, disfigured, bent, and deformed, and with the rigidity of death. Chief among these were the would-be reformers, such men as Francois Santerre, Christoffe Pasquot, Gervais de la Roche, Masquart, Jean du Glas, and others well-known for their tendencies towards reform, all vigorous men. They all endeavoured, but in vain, to straighten her limbs, and bring them to a normal position, and to open her eyes and mouth—it was futile. Further, so rigid was she, that her limbs would have broken rather than give, as also the nose and ears. And then, as she said afterwards, she was possessed, declaring that she
was enduring incredible pain. That is, by the soul torment, the devil makes the body become stone or marble."

Jean Le Breton gives the following concerning those possessed in Louviers:

"The fourth fact is that many times a day they show transports of rage and fury, during which they call themselves demons, without anything but the ends of their fingers, raised it from the pedestal little under a foot deep.

The fifth is that during these furies they show strange convulsions and contortions, bending themselves back, among other things, in the form of a circle, without the use of the hands, and in such a way that their bodies are supported as much on the forehead as on the feet. The rest of the body is unsupported and remains so for a long time—the position being repeated seven or eight times. After such feasts as this and many others, kept up sometimes for four hours, chiefly during the exorcism and during the warmest parts of the dog days, they are found on coming to, to be as normal, as fresh and with a pulse as even as if nothing had happened to them.

The sixth is that some of them faint away at will during the exorcism and thus, if there were a good distance in the house which enclosed face is the most suffused blood and the pulse is the strongest. They come to of themselves and the recovery is more remarkable than the swooning—it begins as a movement of the toe, then of the foot and in their order, of the leg, thigh, abdomen, chest and throat, the movement of the last three being one of wide dilation. The face, meanwhile is apparently devoid of expression, which finally returns with grimaces and shoutings, the spiritual element returning at the same time with its former disturbing contortions."

Doctor Ese gives the following as the case of Sister Mary, of the Convent at Louviers:

"The last was Sister Mary of St. Esprit, supposed possessed by Dagon, a large woman, slender-waisted, and of good complexion, with no evidence of illness. She came into the refectory... head erect and eyes wandering from side to side, singing, dancing and skipping. Still moving about and touching lightly those around her, she spoke in a language expressive of the good feeling and good nature which were his (using the person of the devil). All this was done with movements and carriage alike haughty, following it up with a violence of blasphemy, then a reference to his dear little friend Magdalen, his darling and his favourite mistress. And then, without springing or using effort of any kind, she projected herself into a pane of glass and hanging on to a central bar of iron, passed bodily through it, but on making an exit from the other side the command was given in Latin, 'est in nomine Jesu rediret non per aliam sed per eadem viam.' After some discussion and a definite refusal to return she, however, returned by the same route, whereupon the doctors examined her pulse and tongue, all of which she endured while laughing and discussing other things. They found no disturbance such as they had expected, nor any sign of the violence of her actions and words, her coming to being accompanied with some trivial remarks. The company then retired."

Another writer on those possessed in Louviers gives the following astonishing fact:

"Placed in the middle of the nave of this chapel was a vase of some kind of marble, some two feet in diameter, and a little under a foot deep, with sides about three fingers' breadth in thickness. So heavy was it that three of the most robust persons would have had difficulty in raising it while on the ground, yet this girl, to all appearances of very low vitality, came into the chapel and grasping the vase merely by the ends of her fingers, raised it from the pedestal on which it was placed, turned it upside down and threw it on to the ground with as much ease as if it had been a piece of cardboard or paper. Such great strength in one so weak astonished all those present. Moreover, the girl, appearing wild and possessed, ran hither and thither with movements so abrupt and violent that it was difficult to stop her. One of the clerics present, having caught her by the arm, was surprised to find that it did not prevent the rest of her body from turning over and over as if the arm were fixed to the shoulder merely by a spring. This wholly unnatural performance was carried out some seven or eight times and that with ease and speed difficult to imagine."

The Relation des Ursulines possedees d'Awonne contains the following:

"M. de Chalon was no sooner at the altar (at midnight) than from the garden of the monastery and around the house was heard a confused noise, accompanied by unknown voices and some whistling; at times loud cries with strange and indistinct sounds as from a crowd, all of which was rather terrifying among the shadows of the night. At the same time stones were thrown from different places against the windows of the choir where they were celebrating holy mass and this despite the fact that these would be broken in pieces by the glass which enclosed the monastery which made it improbable that they came from without. The glass was broken in one place but the stone did not fall into the choir. This noise was heard by several persons, inside and out. The sentinel in the citadel on that side of the town took alarm at it as he said the next day, and at the altar the bishop of Chalons could not but feel a suspicion that something extraordinary was going on in the house and that demons or sorcerers were making some attempts at that moment which he repelled from where he was by secret imprecations and inward exorcisms."

"The Franciscan nuns of the same town heard the noise and were terrified by it. They thought that the monastery shook beneath them and in this confusion and fear they were compelled to have recourse to prayer."

"At the same time voices were heard in the garden, weak and moaning and as if asking for help. It was nearly an hour after midnight and very dark and stormy. Two clerics were sent out to see what was the matter and found Marguerito Constance and Denise Lamy in the monastery garden, the former up a tree and the latter seated at the foot of the stairway into the choir. They were at liberty and in the full possession of their senses, yet appeared distracted, especially the latter, and very weak and pale, though with blood on her face; she was terrified and had difficulty in composing herself. The other had blood on her face also though she was not wounded. The doors of the house were tightly closed and the walls of the garden were some ten or twelve feet high."

"In the afternoon of the same day the bishop of Chalon, with the intention of exorcising Denise Lamy, sent for her and when she was not found, he inwardly commanded her to come to him in the chapel of St. Anne where he was. It was striking to see the prompt obedience of the demon to this command, formulated merely in the mind, for in about a quarter of an hour a violent knocking was heard at the door of the chapel, as if by one hand pressed. On opening the door this girl entered the chapel abruptly, leaping and bounding, her face changed greatly and with high colour and sparkling eyes. So bold and violent was she that it was difficult to restrain her, nor would she allow the putting on of the stole which she seized and threw violently into the air despite the efforts of four or five clerics who did their best to stop her, so that finally it was proposed to bind, her, but this was deemed too difficult in the condition in which she was."
the demon was ordered to stop the pulse in one of her arms, and it was immediately done, with less resistance and pain than before. Immediate response was also made to the further order to make it return. The command being given to make the girl insensible to pain, she avowed that she was so, boldly offering her arm to be pierced and burnt as wished. The exorcist, fortified by his earlier experience, took a sufficiently long needle and drove it, full length, into the nail and flesh, at which she laughed aloud, saying that she felt nothing at all. Accordingly as he was ordered, blood was allowed to flow or not, and she herself took the needle and stuck it into different parts of her arm and hand. Further, one of the company took a pin and, having drawn out the skin a little above the wrist, passed it through and through so that the two ends were only visible, the rest of the pin being buried in the arm. Unless the order was given for some no blood issued, nor was there the least sign of feeling or pain.

The same account gives, as proofs of the possession of the Auxonne nuns, the following :

"Violent agitation of the body only conceivable to those who have seen it. Beating of the head with all their might against the pavement or walls, done so often and so hard that it causes one to shudder on seeing it and yet they show no sign of pain, nor is there any blood, wound or other sign. To stop the pulse, the pulse, which is as easy as it would be to stop the breathing, no sign of pain, nor is there any blood, wound or other sign. To stop the pulse, the pulse, which is as easy as it would be to stop the breathing, no sign of pain, nor is there any blood, wound or other sign. To stop the pulse, the pulse, which is as easy as it would be to stop the breathing, no sign of pain, nor is there any blood, wound or other sign.

The condition of the body in a position of extreme violence, where they support themselves on their knees with the hand turned round an inclined, towards the ground for a foot or so, which makes it appear as if broken. Their limbs quivering, for hours together without moving, the head being lowered below the level of the waist; their power of breathing in this condition; the unrippled expression of the face which never alters during these disturbances; the evenness of the pulse; their cooness during these movements; the tranquil state they are in when they suddenly return and the lack of any quickening in the respirations; the turning back of the head, even to the ground, with marvellous rapidity. Sometimes the movement to and fro is done thirty or forty times running, the girl on her knees and with her arms crossed in front; at other times, in the same position with the head turned about, the body is wound around into a sort of semicircle, with results apparently incompatible with nature."

"Fearful convulsions, affecting all the limbs and accompanied with shouts and cries. Sometimes fear at the sight of certain phantoms and creatures who are menacing them, causes such a change in their facial expression that those present are terrified; at other times there is a flood of tears beyond control and accompanied by groans and piercing cries. Again, the widely-opened mouth, even when nothing is said, that all these things exceed the bounds of nature and can only occur as the work of a demon; in short, we consider that all the extraordinary findings with these girls are beyond the powers of human nature and can only be instigated by a demon possessing and controlling their bodies."

"A marked difference is to be noticed between their condition when free and uncontrolled and that which they show when controlled and in the heat of their frenzy. By reason of their sex and delicate constitutions as much as from illness they may be weak, but when the demon enters them and the authority of the church appears they may become at times so violent that all the power of four or five men may be unable to stop them. Even their faces become so distorted and changed that they are no longer recognisable. What is more astonishing is that after these violent transports, lasting sometimes three or four hours; after efforts which would make the strongest feel like resting for several days; after continuous shrieking and heart-breaking cries; when they become normal again—a momentary proceeding—they are unwearied and quiet, and the mind is as tranquil, the face as composed, the breathing as easy and the pulse as little changed as if they had not stirred out of a chair."

"It may be said, however, that among all the signs of possession which these girls have shown, one of the most surprising, and at the same time the most common, is the understanding of the thought and inward commands which are used every day by exorcists and priests, without there being any outward manifestation either by word or other sign. To be appreciated by them it is merely necessary to address them inwardly or mentally, a fact which has been verified by so many of the experiences during the stay of the bishop of Chalons and by any of the clergy, who wished to investigate, that one cannot reasonably doubt such particulars and many others, the details of which cannot be given."

A number of archbishops or bishops and doctors in Sorbonne made the following notification with regard to the condition at Auxonne."

"That among these differently-placed girls there are securals, novices, postulants and professed nuns; some are young, others old; some from the town, others not; some of high estate, others of lesser parentage; some rich, others poor and of low degree. That it is ten years or more since the trouble began in this monastery; that it is remarkable that a reign of desecr was able for so long to preserve the secret among girls in such numbers and of conditions and interests so varied. That after research and a stricter enquiry, the said Bishop of Chalons has found nobody, either in the monastery or in the town, who could speak other than well of the innocence and integrity, and the work of their and of the clergy who worked with him in the exorcisms, and, for himself, he finds them with the bearing of persons of uprightness and worth—evidence which he gives in the interest of truth and justice."

"Added to the above is the certificate of Morel, doctor and surgeon at Wier many stories of demoniacs.

"Antoine Benivenins in the eighth chapter of the Livre des causes cachées des maladies tells of having seen a girl of sixteen years whose hands contracted curiously whenever she was taken with a pain in the abdomen. With a cry of agony she was unable to say much that she had had the appearance of being eight months pregnant—later the swelling went down and, not being able to lie still, she was forced to lie on her feet above her head as if trying a somersault. This she kept doing throughout the whole of her illness and until it had gone down by degrees. When asked what had happened to her, she denied any remembrance of it. But on seeking..."
the causes of this affection we were of opinion that it arose from a choking of the womb and from the rising of malignant vapours affecting adversely the heart and brain. We were at length forced to relieve her with drugs but these were of no avail and brought them bad. The Chanceller of the front of God, who could not help him of the thought came at times to

William's eyes and with the fear of such vision that he began to pray to God. Being as confessor and as having been instructed by the devil, he had failed entirely. Seeing him with a swollen throat and the hall-mark of magic had been found in his face and with the hall-mark of magic he had blown in his mouth, among other things. When he was seen by the devil despite the fact that he was not William but his amiction. He thanked his master for the trouble they had made the doctors, and the doctors were all equally unable to do anything.

The children didn't always recover from this but had recurred attacks of it—the unusualness of such a condition causing great astonishment.

Jean Languis, a learned doctor, gives the following, in the first book of his Épîtres, as having happened in 1599 in Fugenstalt, a village in the bishopric of Eysteten and sworn to by a large number of witnesses:

"Ulric Neisseer, a ploughman in this village, was greatly troubled by a pain in the side. On an inclination being made into the skin by a surgeon an iron nail was removed, but this did not relieve the pain, rather did it increase so that became desperate, the poor man finally committed suicide. Before burying him two surgeons opened his stomach, in front of a number of persons, and in it found some long round pieces of wood, four steel knives, some sharp and pointed, others notched like a saw, two iron rods each nine inches long and a large tuft of hair. One wondered how and by what means this mass of old iron could be collected together into the space of his stomach. There is no doubt that it was the work of the devil who is capable of anything which will maintain a dread of him."

"Antoine Lucquet, knight of the order of the Fleece, of high repute throughout Flanders, and privy counsellor of Brabant, had married in Bruges, and his wife, soon after the nuptials, began to show the torments of an evil spirit, so much so that at times, even in company, she was suddenly taken up and dragged through rooms and thrown from one corner to another, despite the efforts of those around to restrain and hold her. She was little conscious of her bodily welfare while in this frenzy and it was the general opinion that her condition had been induced by a former lover of her young and light-hearted husband. Meanwhile she became pregnant without a cessation in the evil torment and the time of her delivery being at hand the only woman present was sent for the midwife but instead, she came in and herself acted as midwife which disturbed the invalid so much that she fainted. She found, on recovering, that she had two children, both, despite the efforts of both been cured of any evil spirit that had been cast out by the devils. The next day on waking up she found a child in swaddling clothes in the bed and she nursed it a couple of times. Falling asleep shortly afterwards the child was taken from her side and was never seen again. It was reported that notes with the hallmark of magic had been found inside the door."

Gouliart gives an account from Wier, of the multitude of terrible convulsions suffered by the nuns of the convent of Kentorp near Hammese, "Just before and during the attack their breath was fetid and sometimes continued so for hours. While affected they did not lose their power of sound judgment nor of hearing and recognising those around them, despite the fact that owing to the spasm of the tongue and respiratory organs they could not speak during the attack. All were affected but some became more affected than others, though in different rooms, were immediately affected also. A soothsayer, who was sent for, said they had been poisoned by the cook, Else Kamense, and the devil taking advantage of the occasion, he made them bite and strike each other and throw each other down. After Else and her mother had been burnt some of the inhabitants..."
of Hammone began to be tormented by an evil spirit. The minister of the Church took five of them home to warn them and strengthen them against the machinations of the enemy. They laughed at him and mentioned certain women of the place whom they would like to visit on their goats, which were to carry them there. Immediately one straddled a stool calling out that he was off, while another, squatting down, doubled himself up and rolled towards the door of the room which opened suddenly and through which he went falling to the bottom of the steps without hurting himself.

"The nuns of the Convent of Nazareth at Cologne (according to the same writer) were affected much the same as those of Kentorp. After being troubled for a long time and in various ways by the devil they were more terribly affected in 1564 when they would lie out on the ground, with clothing disorderly, as if for the companionship of man. During this their eyes would be closed and they would open them later with shame and feeling that they had endured some deep injury. A young girl of fourteen named Gertrude who had been shut up in this convent was subject to this misfortune. She had often been troubled by wild apparitions in bed as witness her mocking laughter, although she tried in vain to overcome it. A companion slept near her specially to protect her from the apparition but the poor girl was terrified at the noise from Gertrude's bed, the devil finally controlling the latter and putting her through a variety of contortions.

The beginning of all this trouble was in the acquaintance picked up with one or two of the nuns on a neighbouring tennis court by some dissolute young man who kept up their amours over the walls.

The torments suffered by the nuns in Weisent in the county of Horne are also wonderful. The beginning is traced to a poor woman who borrowed from the nuns during Lent some three pounds of salt and returned double the amount before Easter. From that they began to find in dormitory small white balls like sugar-plums, and salt to taste, which they did not eat, nor did they know whence they came. Shortly after they heard a moaning as of a sick man, then warnings to rise and go to the help of a sick sister, which they would do but would find nothing. Sometimes in endeavouring to use a chamber it would be pulled away suddenly with a consequent soiling of the bed. At times they were pulled out by the feet, dragged some length, and were never in vain. Finally some of them died with laughter. Pieces of flesh were pulled out of some, while others had their legs, arms, and heads twisted about. Thus tormented some would throw up a large quantity of black fluid, although for six weeks previously they had taken nothing but the juice of horseradish without bread. This fluid was so bitter and so sharp that it blistered their mouths and one could evolve nothing which would give them an appetite for anything else. Some were raised into the air to the height of a man and as suddenly thrown to the ground again. When some thirty of their females visited this convent to congratulate those who seemed relieved and practically cured, some of them immediately fell backwards from the table they were at, losing the power of speech and of recognising anyone, while others were stretched out as if dead with arms and legs turned around. One of them was raised into the air against the restraining efforts of those present and then brought again to the ground so forcibly that she seemed dead. She rose, however, as if from a deep sleep and left the convent uninjured. Some moved about on the fronts of their legs as if lacking feet and were chased with hounds.

Emerging from some shrubbery they came down as easily. The Abbess told Margaret, Countess of Bure, that she cried aloud when pinched in the leg; it was as severe as if a piece had been pulled out, and that she was carried to bed at once and the place became black and blue, but she finally recovered. This derangement of the nuns was an open secret for three years but has been kept dark since.

"What we have just said applies equally to the early case of the Bridget nuns in their convent near Xanthus. Now, they gambol or beat like sheep or make horrible noises. Sometimes they were pushed from their seats in church where their veils would be fastened above their heads. At other times their throats would be so stopped up that they could swallow no food, and this affliction lasted for ten years in some of them. It was said that the cause of all this was a young nun whose parents had refused to allow her to marry the young man she loved. Further that the devil in the form of this young man had come to her at the height of her passion and had advised her to return to the convent which she did at once and when there she became frenzied and her actions were strange and terrible. The trouble spread like the plague through the other nuns, and the first one abandoned herself to her warden and had two children. Thus does Satan both within and without the convent, carry out his hateful schemes."

Cardan relates that a ploughman... often threw up glass, naps, and hair and, on recovering, felt within a large quantity of broken glass which made a noise like that from a sackful of broken glass. This noise he said troubled him greatly and for some eighteen nights towards seven o'clock, although he had not observed the time and although he had felt cured for some eighteen years, he had felt blows in his heart to the number of hours which were to strike. All this he bore not without great agony."

"I have often seen," says Goulart, "a demoniac named George, who for thirty years on and off was tormented by an evil spirit and often I have seen her swell up, and become so heavy that eight strong men could not raise her from the ground. Then, exhorted and encouraged in the name of God and the hand of a good man extended to her, she would rise to her feet and return home, bent and groaning. She did harm to no one whether by day or night while in this condition, and she lived with a relative who had a number of children so used to her ways that when they saw her twisting her arms, striking her hands and her body swelling up in this strange way, they would gather in one of the houses of the village in which she lived and exhorted her to patience... She began to roar in a strange way and with a marvellous quickness shot out her left hand at me and embraced me so firmly as if I had been bound with stout cords. I tried, but in vain, to free myself, although I am of average strength. She interfered with me in no other way nor did she touch me with her right hand. I was held as long as it has taken to tell the incident and then she let me go suddenly, begging my pardon, and I commended her to God and led her quietly home... Some days before her death being much tormented she went to bed with a low fever. The fury of the evil one was then so much curtailed that the patient, wonderfully strengthened inwardly, continued to praise God who had been so merciful to her in her affliction and comforting all who visited her... I may add that Satan was overcome, and that she died peacefully, calling on her Saviour."

According to Goulart "there was... in the village of Leuvenstein and duchy of Brunswick, a young girl of twenty years of age called Aechel, who was dragged with her sister... With the intention of cleaning some shoes one day in June she took a knife and cut six inches long and sat down in a corner of the room for she was still weak from a fever of long standing, whereas one
old woman entered and inquired how she was and whether she still had the fever and then left without further words. After the shoes were cleaned she let the knife fall in her lap but subsequently could not find it despite a diligent search. The girl was frightened and still more so when she found a black dog behind her with less vigilance, hoping to find the knife, but the dog got angry, showed its teeth and growlingly made its way into the street and fled. The girl at once seemed to feel something indefinable which passed down her back like a chill and fainting suddenly she remained motionless.

In the course of time this girl got quite well and was found to be possessed by five demons who called themselves, wolf, cat, dog, beauty and a ghrin. At first two of these demons came out from her mouth in the form of balls the size of a fist, the first fire-red, the second, which was the cat, quite black; the others were yellow. On leaving her they all made a few turns round the hearth and disappeared. Frances Secretain was known to have made this girl swallow these devils in a crust of bread the colour of manure.*

Od Force: (See Emanations.)

Odyl (also Od, Odic Force, Odyllic Force): The term first used by Baron von Reichenbach to denote the subtle effluence which he supposed to emanate from every substance in the universe, particularly from the stars and planets, and from crystals, magnets and the human body. The odyl was perceptible only to sensitives, in whom it produced vague feelings of heat or cold, according to the substance from which it radiated; or a sufficiently sensitive person might perceive the odyllic light, a clear flame of definite colour, issuing from the human finger-tips, the poles of the magnet, various metals, chemicals, etc., and hovering like a luminous cloud over new-made graves. The colours varied with each substance: thus silver and gold had a white flame; cobalt, a blue; copper and iron, a red. The English mesmerists speedily applied Reichenbach's methods to their own sensitives, with results that passed their expectations. The thoroughness of Reichenbach's experiments, and the apparent soundness of his scientific methods, made a deep impression on the public mind. The objections of Braid, who at this time advanced his theory of suggestion, were ignored by the protagonists of odyl. In after years, when spiritualism had established itself in America, there remained a group of "rational" defenders of the movement, who attributed the phenomena of spiritualism as well as those of the poltergeist to the action of odyllic force. Table-turning and rapping were also referred to this emanation by many who laughed to scorn Faraday's theory of unconscious muscular action. Others again, such as Mr. Guppy, regarded the so-called "spirit" intelligences producing the manifestations as being composed of odyllic vapours emanating from the medium, and probably connected with an all-pervading thought-atmosphere—an idea sufficiently like the "cosmic fluid" of the early magnetists.

Oil, Magieal: (See Magic.)

Ointment, Witches': It was believed in medieval times that all the wonders performed by witches—i.e., changing themselves into animals, being transparent, etc.—were wrought by anointing themselves with a potent salve. As ointments are still used in Oriental countries as a means of inducing visions, it is possible that something of the kind may account for the hallucinations which the witches seem to have experienced. Lord Verulam says, "The ointment, that which is used in the rite of children, digged out of their graves; of the juices of smallage, wolf's-bane, and cinque foil, mingled with the meal of fine wheat:

Okay Sisters: (See Spiritualism.)

Olcott, Colonel Henry Steel: The founder, together with Madame Blavatsky, of the movement known as Theosophy, and president of the Theosophical Society. Before he identified himself with this movement he was a well-known authority on matters connected with agriculture. In 1856 he founded in America an agricultural school on the Swiss model, was offered by the American Government the Chief Commissionership of Agriculture and by the Greek Government a Professorship at Athens. He was for a time agricultural editor of Horace Greeley's New York
Old Hat

Tribune, and published three works on agriculture. When the Civil War broke out he joined the Northerners, saw active service, and was invalided home. The government then made him Special Commissioner of the War Department. On the cessation of the war he retired into private life, and from 1875 till his death in 1906 taught the doctrines of Theosophy and neo-Buddhism. On the death of Madame Blavatsky he associated himself with Mrs. Annie Besant as the leader of Theosophy in India. (See Theosophy.)

Old Hat used for Raising the Devil: A popular mode of raising the devil in former times was to make a circle, place an old hat in the centre, and repeat the Lord’s Prayer backwards. It was really a caricature of magical incantation.

Old man of the Mountain: (See Assasins.)

“Old Sarah”: One of the appellations given to the Evil One. It is supposed to have been derived from Sari, an old Teutonic faun or Satyr, half-man and half-goat, and possessed of horns.

Olympian Spirits: (See Arbael.)

Om: A Sanskrit word of peculiar sanctity in the Hindu religion. It is pronounced at the beginning and end of every lesson in the Veda, and is also the introductory word of the Puranas. It is said in the Katha-Upanishad: "Whoever knows this syllable obtains wise wishes." Various accounts are given of its origin; one that it is the term of assent used by the gods, and probably an old contracted form of the Sanskrit word savam meaning "thus." The laws of the Manus say that the word was formed by Brahma himself, who extracted the letters as is from the Vadas, one from each; and they thus explain its mysterious power and sanctity. Om is also the name given by the Hindus to the spiritual sun, as opposed to "Souruj" the natural sun.

Omar Khayyam: (See Assasins.)

Onomancy, or the observation of the angel Uriel, is thus performed. Upon the nails of the right hand of an unpolluted boy or a young virgin, or the palm of the hand, is put some oil of olives, or what is better, oil of walnuts mingled with tallow or blacking. If money or things hidden in the earth be sought, the face of the child must be turned towards the east. If crime be inquired into, or the knowledge of a person out of affection, towards the south; for robbery towards the west, and for murder towards the south. Then the child must repeat the seventy-two verses of the Psalms, which the Hebrew kabalists collected for the Urim and Thummim. These will be found in the third book of Reuel in the kabalistical art, and in a treatise de verbo mirifice. In each of these verses occurs the venerable name of four letters, and the three lettered name of the seventy-two angels, which are referred to the inquisitive name Schemhamphoras, which was hidden in the folds of the lining of the tippet of the high priest. When the curious student has done thus much, Saunders assures him that he "shall see wonders," but he omits to specify what these wonders are. Chironomancers give the name Onomancy to the inspection of the natural signs on the nails.

Onion: The onion was regarded as a symbol of the universe among the ancient Egyptians, and many curious beliefs were associated with it. It was believed by them that it attracted and absorbed infectious matters, and was usually hung up in rooms to prevent maladies. This belief in the absorptive virtue of the onion is prevalent even at the present day. When a youth," says Napier, "I remember the following story being told, and implicitly believed by all. There was once a certain king or nobleman who was in want of a physician, and two celebrated doctors applied. As both could not obtain the situation, they agreed among themselves that the one was to try to poison the other, and he who succeeded in overcoming the poison would thus be left free to fill the situation. They drew lots as to who should first take the poison. The first dose given was a stewed toad, but the party who took it immediately applied a poultice of peeled onions over his stomach, and thus abstracted all the poison of the toad. Two days after, the other doctor was given the onion to eat. He ate them, and died. It was generally believed that the poultice of peeled onions laid on the stomach, or underneath the arm-pits, would cure anyone who had taken poison."

Onomancy, it has been properly said, more correctly signifies divination by a donkey, than by a name; and the latter science ought to be termed Onomamancy, or Onomatomancy. The notion that an analogy existed between men’s names and their fortunes is supposed to have originated with the Pythagoreans; it furnished some reversion to Plato, and has been the source of much small wit in Ausonius, which it may amuse the classical scholar to collate from his epigrams.

Two leading rules in the science of Onomancy were first, that an even number of vowels in a man’s name signifies something amiss in his left side; an uneven number a similar affection on the right; so that, between the two, perfect sanity was little to be expected. Secondly, of two competitors, that one who would prove successful the numeral letters in whose name when summed up exceeded the amount of those in the name of his rival; and this was one of the reasons which enabled Achilles to triumph over Hector.

The Gothic King, Theodotus, is said, on the authority of Cassius Rhodiginus to have practised a peculiar species of Onomancy in the recommendation of a Jew. The diviner advised the prince, when on the eve of a war with Rome, to shut up thirty hogs in three different styres, having previously given some of them Roman and others Gothic names. On an appointed day, when the styres were opened, all the Romans were found alive, but with half their bristles fallen off—all the Goths, on the other hand, were dead; and from this prognostic the onomantist foreboded that the Gothic army would be utterly destroyed by the Romans, who, at the same time, would lose half their own force.

Onyboomancy: Divination by the finger-nails. It is practised by watching the reflection of the sun in the nails of a boy, and judging the future by the shape of the figures which show themselves on their surface.

Onyx: Its properties resemble those of Jasper, besides which it increases saliva in boys, and is said to bring terrible shapes to the dreamer. If applied to the eye it acts as if it were alive, by creeping about and removing anything noxious.

Oeseopy and Oomantia: Two methods of divination by eggs. An example under the former name is related by Suetonius, who says, that Livia, when she was anxious to know whether she should be the mother of a boy or girl, kept an egg in her bosom at the proper temperature, until a chick with a beautiful cockscob came forth. The latter name denotes a method of divining the signs or characters appearing in eggs. The custom of rasche or pasting eggs, which are stained with various colours, and given away at Easter, is well known, and is described at considerable length by Brand. The custom is most religiously observed in Russia, where it is derived from the Greek Church. Gilded or coloured eggs are mutually exchanged both by men and women, and as one another, and if any coolness existed previously become good friends again on these occasions. The egg is one of the most ancient and beautiful symbols of the new birth, and has
Opal: Recreates the heart, preserves from contagion in the air, and dispels sadness; it is also good for weak eyes. Pllay's description of this stone glows with enthusiasm, and he gives the preference to those which are scarlet as it were with the colour of wine. The name _poederos_, applied to the opal, is understood to indicate the beautiful complexion of youth.

Ophiates: This Gnostic sect seems to have dated from the second century. A full system of initiation was in vogue among the members, and they possessed symbols to represent purity, life, spirit and fire. The whole appears to have been of Egyptian origin. (See Gnostics.)

Orales: Shrines where a god speaks to human beings through the mouths of priests or priestesses. The concept of the god becomes vocal in this manner was by no means confined to Greece or Egypt. Our object here is to deal with the most celebrated orales of all nations as well as those of antiquity. Probably all the primitive gods—those, that is to say, of the fetish class, now under consideration—were consulted as orales; it is certain that they derived this character in a state of animism and that they transmitted it to gods of the most advanced type. In early times the great question was whether man would have food on the morrow or not; perhaps the first oracle was the spirit which directed the hungry savage in his hunting and fishing expeditions. The Esquimaux still consult spirits for this purpose, and their wizards are as familiar with the art of giving ambiguous replies to their anxious clients as were the well-informed keepers of the orales of Greece. As advancement proceeded, the direction of the gods was obtained in all the affairs of private and public life.

_Greece._ The Oracle of Delphi. When Jupiter was once desirous to ascertain the central point of the earth, he dispatched two eagles, or two crows, as they are named by Strabo. The messengers took flight in opposite courses, from sunrise and sunset; and they met at Delphi, which place was thenceforward dignified with the title "The navel of the earth": "an "umbilicus" being represented in white marble within its celebrated temple. Delphi thus became a place of great distinction, but it was not yet oracular, till the fames which issued from a neighbouring cave were first discovered by a shepherd named Coretas. His attention was forcibly attracted to a spot round which whenever his goats were browsing they gambolled and bleated more than was their wont. Whether these fames arose in consequence of an earthquake, or whether they were generated by demoniacal art is not to be ascertained; but the latter hypothesis is thought by Clasen to be the more probable of the two. Coretas, on approaching the spot, was seized with ecstasy, and uttered words which were deemed inspired. It was not long before the danger arising in consequence of the excitement of curiosity among the neighbours, the deadly stupefaction often produced among those who inhaled the fames without proper caution, and the inclination which it aroused in some to plunge themselves into the depths of the cavern below, occasioned the fasure to be covered by a sort of table, having a hole in the centre, and called a tripod, so that those who wished to try the experiment could resort there in safety. Eventually a young girl, of unsophisticated manners, became the chosen medium of the responses, now deemed oracular and called Pythian, as proceeding from Apollo, the slayer of Python, to whom Delphi was dedicated. The tripod of laurel branches was erected over the spot, and at length the marble temple and the priesthood of Delphi arose where the Pythian, seated on her throne, could be charged with the divine "Anflatus," and was thus rendered the vehicle of Apollo's dictation.

As the oracle became more celebrated, its prophetic messages were constructed of more costly materials. The tripod was then formed of gold, but the lid, which was placed in its hollow rim, in order to afford the Pythian a more secure seat, continued to be made of brass. She prepared herself by drinking out of a sacred fountain (Castalia), adorning the crypt, the waters of which were reserved for her only, and in which she bathed her hair: by chewing a laurel leaf, and by circling her brows with a laurel crown. The person who made inquiry from the oracle, first offered a victim, and then having written his question in a note-book, handed it to the Pythian, before she ascended the tripod; and she also as well as the priestess, wore a laurel crown. In early times the oracle spoke only in one month of the year, named "Byasus," in which it originated; and at first only on the seventh day of that month, which was esteemed the birth-day of Apollo, and was called "Polytheus." Virginity was at first an indispensable requisite in the Pythian; on account, as Diodorus tells us, of the purity of that state and its relation to Diana; moreover, because virgins were thought better adapted than others of their sex to keep oracular mysteries secret and inviolate. But an untoward accident having occurred to one of these consecrated damsels, the guardians of the temple, in order, as they imagined, to prevent its repetition for the future, permitted no one to fulfil the duties of the office till he or she had attained the mature age of fifty; they still indulged her, however, with the use of a maiden's habit. The response was always delivered in Greek.

_Oracle of Dodona._ Another celebrated oracle, that of Jupiter, was at Dodona, in Epirus, from which Jupiter derived the name of Dodonus. It was situated at the foot of Mount Tomaros, in a wood of oaks; and there the answers were given by an old woman under the name of Pelias. Pelias means dove in the Attic dialect, from which the fable arose, that the doves prophesied in the groves of Dodona. According to Herodotus, this legend contains the following incident, which gave rise to the oracle:—Two priestesses of Egyptian Thebes were carried away by Phencian merchants; one of them was conveyed to Libya, where she founded the oracle of Jupiter Ammon; the other to Greece. The latter one remained in the Dodonian wood, which was much frequented on account of the doves. There she had a temple built at the foot of an oak in honour of Jupiter, whose priestess she had been in Thebes; and here afterwards a regular oracle was founded. He adds, that this priestess was called a dove, because her language could not be understood. The Dodonian and African oracles were certainly connected, and Herodotus distinctly states, that the manner of prophecy in Dodona was the same as that in Egyptian Thebes. Diana was worshipped in Dodona in conjunction with Zeus, and a female figure was associated with Amun in the Libyan Ammonium. Besides this, the dove was the bird of Aphrodite, the Diana of Zeus, or the Mosaic divine love, which saved mankind from complete destruction. According to other authors, there was a wondrous intoxicating spring at Dodona; and in later times more material means were called into play to produce a prophetic spirit.

Several copper bowls, namely, were placed upon a column, and the statue of a boy beside them. When the wind moved a rod or scourge having three bones attached to chains, it struck upon the metallic bowls, the sound of whose reports heard by the applicants. These Dodonian tones gave rise to a proverb: _as Dodonaum_—an unceasing babbler.

The oracle at Dodona was dedicated to the Pelasgian
Zeus, who was worshipped here at the same time as the almighty ruler of the world, and as the friendly associate of mankind. In the course of the theogonic process, Diana was associated with him as his wife—the goddess of Apollo.

The servants of Zeus were Selene, the priestess of Diana, the so-called Pelias. According to Homer, the Selene inhabited the sanctum at Dodona, sleeping upon the earth, and with naked unwashed feet; they served the Peliasian Zeus. It is probable that they slept upon the earth on the hides of newly-sacrificed animals, to receive prophetic dreams, as was customary at other places, Calchos and Oropus, with many others.

As regards the mantic of Dodona, it was partly natural, from the excitement of the mind, partly artificial. Of the latter we may mention three modes—the ancient oak of Zeus, with its prophetic doves, the miraculous spring, and the celebrated Dodonian bowls of brass.

The far-spreading, speaking tree, the incredible wonder, as Eschylus calls it, was an oak, a lofty beautiful tree, with evergreen leaves and sweet edible acorns, which, according to the belief of the Greeks, was the first sustenance of mankind. The Pelasgi regarded this tree as the tree of life. In this tree the god was supposed to reside, and the rustling of its leaves and the voices of birds showed him the spectator of his day. When the questioners entered, the oak rustled, and the Pelias said, "Thus speaks Zeus." Incense was burned beneath it, which may be compared to the altar of Abraham under the oak Ogyges, which had stood there since the world's creation. According to the usual practice, an altar was set up, on which the tree, like the Marsoor oracle at Tiora Mattiene, where a sacred hawk foretells futurity from the top of a wooden pillar.

At the foot of the oak a cold spring gushed as it were from its roots, and from its murmuring inspired questioners prophesied.

Of this miraculous fountain it is related, that lighted torches being thrust into it were extinguished, and that extinguished torches were re-lit; it also rose and fell at various seasons. "That extinction and rekindling has," says Lassaulx, "perhaps the mystic signification that the usual sober life of the senses must be extinguished, that the prophetic spirit dormant in the soul may be aroused. The torch of human existence must expire, that a divine one may be lighted; the human must die that the divine may be born; the destruction of individuality is the awakening of God in the soul, or, as the mystics say, the setting of sense is the rising of truth."

The extinguishing of a burning light shows that the spring contained carbonic acid gas, which possesses stupefying and deadly properties, like all exhalations arising especially from minerals. The regular rising and sinking of the water is a frequent phenomenon, and has been observed from the earliest ages.

It appears that predictions were drawn from the tones of the Dodonian brass bowls, as well as from the rustling of the oak and the murmuring of the sacred well.

The Dodonian columns, with that which stood upon them, appears to express the following:—The medium-sized brazen bowl was a hemispherical, and symbolised of heaven; the boy-like male statue a figure of the Demiurgos, or of the god Eros, who is called and has been worshipped in the earliest times by the ancient Greeks. The columns and the harmonious notes of the harmony of the universe and music of the spheres. That the Demiurgos is represented as a boy is quite in the spirit of Egyptian-Pelasian theology as it reigned in Samothrace. The miraculous bell told all who came to Dodona to Apollo, that they were associated with him as his wife,—the manner of inquiring with pure hearts, and being silent when the god replied. It is easily imagined that these tones, independent and uninfluenced by human will, must have made a deep impression upon the minds of pilgrims. Those who questioned the god were also obliged to take a purificatory bath in the temple, similar to that by which the Delphian Pythia prepared herself for prophecy.

Besides this artificial soothsaying from signs, natural divination by the prophetic movements of the mind was practised. Where there are prophesying priestesses, there must also be ecstatic ones, similar to those in the magnetic state. Sophocles calls the Dodonian priestesses divinely inspired: Plato (Phaedrus) says, more decidedly, that the prophetess at Delphi and the priestesses at Dodona had done much good in sacred madness, in private and public affairs, to their country, but in their senses little or nothing. We may see from this that the Delphian Pythia, as well as the Dodonian priestesses, did not give their oracles in the state of common waking consciousness, but in real ecstasy, to which the frequent incense—and drink—offerings would assist. Aristides states, still more clearly than the others, that the priestesses at Dodona neither knew, before being seized upon by the spirit, what would be said, nor remembered afterwards, when their natural consciousness returned, what they had uttered; so that all others, rather than they, knew it.

Oracle of Jupiter Trophonius.—Trophonius, according to Pausanias, was the son of Apollo; hence, the two parties, the priestesses and the divine Pythia, were complementary. When, according to Dr. Clarke, as might at some time be discovered on account of its singularity, he declined asking any specific pay, but modestly requested the god to grant him whatever was the greatest benefit a man could receive; and in three days afterwards he was found dead. This oracle was discovered after two years of scarcity in its neighbourhood, when the Pythia ordered the starling population, who applied to her, to consult Trophonius in Lebadea. The deputation sent for that purpose could not discover any trace of such an oracle, till Soos, the oldest among them, obtained the desired information by following the flight of a swarm of bees. The responses were given by the genius of Trophonius to the inquirer, who was compelled to descend into a cave, of the nature of which Pausanias has left a very lively representation. The votary resided for a time in the cave, which he afterwards occupied; and in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrificed. Many, indeed, were the sacred personages whom he was bound to propitiate; among them were Trophonius himself and his sons, Apollo, Saturn, Jupiter, Vaseus, Juno Henioche, and Ceres Europa, who is affirmed to have been the nurse of Trophonius. From an inspection of the entrails, a soothsayer pronounced whether Trophonius was in fit humour for consultation. None of the exta, however favourable they might have been, were of the slightest avail, unless a ram, immolated to Agamedee at the mouth of the cave on the very night of the descent, proved auspicious. When that prophetic signal had been given, the priest led the inquirer to the certain number of days in a sanctuary of good fortune, in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrificed. Many, indeed, were the sacred personages whom he was bound to propitiate; among them were Trophonius himself and his sons, Apollo, Saturn, Jupiter, Vaseus, Juno Henioche, and Ceres Europa, who is affirmed to have been the nurse of Trophonius. From an inspection of the entrails, a soothsayer pronounced whether Trophonius was in fit humour for consultation. None of the exta, however favourable they might have been, were of the slightest avail, unless a ram, immolated to Agamedee at the mouth of the cave on the very night of the descent, proved auspicious. When that prophetic signal had been given, the priest led the inquirer to the certain number of days in a sanctuary of good fortune, in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrificed. Many, indeed, were the sacred personages whom he was bound to propitiate; among them were Trophonius himself and his sons, Apollo, Saturn, Jupiter, Vaseus, Juno Henioche, and Ceres Europa, who is affirmed to have been the nurse of Trophonius. From an inspection of the entrails, a soothsayer pronounced whether Trophonius was in fit humour for consultation. None of the exta, however favourable they might have been, were of the slightest avail, unless a ram, immolated to Agamedee at the mouth of the cave on the very night of the descent, proved auspicious. When that prophetic signal had been given, the priest led the inquirer to the certain number of days in a sanctuary of good fortune, in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrificed. Many, indeed, were the sacred personages whom he was bound to propitiate; among them were Trophonius himself and his sons, Apollo, Saturn, Jupiter, Vaseus, Juno Henioche, and Ceres Europa, who is affirmed to have been the nurse of Trophonius. From an inspection of the entrails, a soothsayer pronounced whether Trophonius was in fit humour for consultation. None of the exta, however favourable they might have been, were of the slightest avail, unless a ram, immolated to Agamedee at the mouth of the cave on the very night of the descent, proved auspicious. When that prophetic signal had been given, the priest led the inquirer to the certain number of days in a sanctuary of good fortune, in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrificed. Many, indeed, were the sacred personages whom he was bound to propitiate; among them were Trophonius himself and his sons, Apollo, Saturn, Jupiter, Vaseus, Juno Henioche, and Ceres Europa, who is affirmed to have been the nurse of Trophonius. From an inspection of the entrails, a soothsayer pronounced whether Trophonius was in fit humour for consultation. None of the exta, however favourable they might have been, were of the slightest avail, unless a ram, immolated to Agamedee at the mouth of the cave on the very night of the descent, proved auspicious. When that prophetic signal had been given, the priest led the inquirer to the certain number of days in a sanctuary of good fortune, in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrificed. Many, indeed, were the sacred personages whom he was bound to propitiate; among them were Trophonius himself and his sons, Apollo, Saturn, Jupiter, Vaseus, Juno Henioche, and Ceres Europa, who is affirmed to have been the nurse of Trophonius. From an inspection of the entrails, a soothsayer pronounced whether Trophonius was in fit humour for consultation. None of the exta, however favourable they might have been, were of the slightest avail, unless a ram, immolated to Agamedee at the mouth of the cave on the very night of the descent, proved auspicious. When that prophetic signal had been given, the priest led the inquirer to the certain number of days in a sanctuary of good fortune, in which he underwent customary lustrations, abstained from hot baths, but dipped in the river Hecyra, and was plentifully supplied with meat from the victims which he sacrif
exhibited to him, and so great was its sanctity, that no other eyes but those of a person about to undertake the adventure of the cave were ever permitted to behold it. Next he was clad in a linen robe, girt with ribbons, and shod with sandals peculiar to the country. The entrance to the oracles was a very narrow aperture in a grotto on the summit of a mountain, protected by a marble parapet about two cubits in height, and by brazen spikes above it. The upper part of the cave was artificial, like an oven, but no steps were cut in the rock, and the descent was made by a ladder brought to the spot on each occasion. On approaching the mouth of the adytum itself the adventurer lay flat, and holding in each hand some honeyed cakes, first inserted his feet into the aperture, then drew his knees and the remainder of his body after them, till he was caught by some hidden force, and carried downward as if by a whirlpool. The responses were given sometimes by a vision, sometimes by words; and a forcible exit was then made through the original entrance, and in like manner foremost. There was only a single instance on record of any person who had descended failing to return and that one deserved his fate; for his object was to discover treasure, not to consult the oracles. Immediately on issuing from the cavern, the inquirer was placed on a seat called that of Mnemosyne, not far from the entrance, and the priests demanded a relation of everything which he had seen and heard; he was then carried once again to the sanctuary of good fortune, where he remained for some time overpowered by terror and lost in forgetfulness. By degrees his former powers of intellect returned, and, in contradiction to the received opinion, he recovered the power of smiling.

Dr. Clarke, in his visit to Lebadea, found something belonging to the hierarchy of Trophonius in its original state, excepting that the narrow entrance to the adytum was choked with rubbish. The Turkish governor was afraid of a popular commotion if he gave permission for cleaning this aperture. Mr. Cripps, however, introduced the whole length of his body into the cavity, and by thrusting a long pole before him found it utterly stopped. The waters of Lethe and Mnemosyne at present supply the washerwomen of Lebadea.

Oracles of Delos and Branchus.—The oracle of “Delos,” notwithstanding its high reputation, had few peculiarities: its virtue was derived from the nativity of Apollo and Diana in that island. At Dindyma, or Didyma, near Miletus, Apollo presided over the goddess of the “Cleanhills,” so called from either one of his sons or of his favourites Branchus of Thessaly, whom he instructed in soothsaying while alive, and canonized after death. The responses were given by a priestess who bathed and fasted for three days before consultation, and then sat upon an axle or bar, with a charming-rod in her hand, and inhaling the steam from a hot spring. Offerings and ceremonies were necessary to render the inspiration effectual, including baths, fasting, and solitude, and Iamblichus cautions those who despise them.

Oracle of the Clarian Apollo at Colophon.—Of the oracle of Apollo at Colophon, Iamblichus relates that it prophesied by drinking of water. “It is known that a subterranean spring exists there, from which the prophet drinks; after he has done so, and has performed many consecrations and sacred customs on the god alone and in secret; he predicts the future; but he is invisible to all who are present. That this water can induce prophecy is clear, but how it happens, no one knows, says the proverb.” It might appear that the divine spirit pervades this water, but it is not so. God is in all things, and is retracted. In this spring, thereby giving it the prophetic power. This inspiration of the oracles is not of an entirely divine nature, for it only prepares us and purifies the light of the soul, so that we are fit to receive the divine spirit. Thence the divine presence is of such a nature that it punishes every one who is capable of receiving the god. The soothsayer uses this spirit like a work-tool or weapon, for which he has no control. After the prediction he does not always remember that which has passed; often he can scarcely collect his faculties. Long before the water-drinking, the soothsayer must abstain day and night from food, and observe religious customs, which are impossible to ordinary people, by which means he is made capable of receiving the god. It is only in this manner that he is able to hold the mirror of his soul to the radiance of free inspiration.”

Oracle of Amphiaraus.—Another very celebrated oracle was that of Amphiaraus, who distinguished himself so much in the Theban war. He was venerated at Oropus, in Boeotia, as a seer. This oracle was consulted more in sickness than on any other occasion. The applicants had here, also, to lie upon the skin of a sacrificed ram, and during sleep had the remedies of their diseases revealed to them. Not only, however, were sacrifices and instructions performed here, but the priests prescribed other preparations by which the minds of the sleepers were to be enlightened. They had to fast one day, and refrain from wine three. Amphilochus, as son of Amphiaraus, had a similar oracle at Malloa, in Cilicia, which Paussenus calls the most trustworthy and credible of the age. Plutarch speaks of the oracles of Amphilochus and Mopsus as being in a very flourishing state; and Lucian mentions that all those who wished to question the oracle had to lay down two oboles.

Egyptian Oracles.—The oracles of Ancient Egypt were as numerous as those of Greece. It must have been due to foreign influence that the oracle, that played such an important part in the Greek world at this time, was also thoroughly established on the banks of the Nile. Herodotus knew of no fewer than seven gods in Egypt who spoke by oracles. Of these, the most reliable was considered to give an intimation of their intentions by means of remarkable events. These are carefully observed by the Egyptians, who write down what follows upon these prodigies. They also consider that the fate of a person is fixed by the day of his birth, for every day belongs to a special god. The oracle of Jupiter Ammon at the oasis of that name and the same deity at Thebes existed from the twentieth to the twenty-second Dynasty. He was consulted not only concerning the fate of empires but upon such trifling matters as the identification of a thief. In all serious matters, however, it was sought to ascertain his views. Those about to make their wills sought his oracle, and judgments were ratified by his word.

“According to the inscriptions, intercourse between king and god was arranged as follows:—The king present himself before the god and preferred a direct question, so framed as to admit of an answer by simple yes or no; in reply the god nodded an affirmative, or shook his head in negation. This has suggested the idea that the oracles were worked by manipulating statues of divinities mechanically set in motion by the priests. But as yet no such statues have been found in the Valley of the Nile, and contrivances of this kind could have had no other object than to deceive the people,—a supposition apparently excluded in this case by the fact that it was customary for the king to appoint his own oracles, who he presented himself on such occasions before the sacred animal in which the god was incarnate, believing that the divine will would be manifested by its movements.”

The Apis bull also possessed oracles. Bes, too, god of pleasure or of the senses, had an oracle at Abydos. Among the American races the oracle was frequently encountered. All the principal gods
Oracles

The ancient inhabitants of Peru, the Huáscar, partook of the nature of oracles. Many of these were serpents, trees, and rivers, the noises made by which appeared to the primitive Peruvians—as, indeed, they do to primitive folk all over the world—to be of the quality of articulate speech. Both the Huáscar and the Apurínac rivers at Cusco were huáscar oracles of this kind, as their names, "Huáscar-river" and "Great Speaker," denote. These oracles often set the mandate of the Inca himself at defiance, occasionally supporting popular opinion against his policy.

The Peruvian Indians of the Andes range within recent generations continued to adhere to the superstitions they had inherited from their fathers. A rare and interesting account of these says that they "admit an evil being, the inhabitant of the centre of the earth, whom they consider as the author of their misfortunes, and at the mention of whose name they tremble. The most shrewd among them take advantage of this belief to obtain respect, and represent themselves as his delegates. Under the denomination of makan, or agoros, they are consulted even on the most trivial occasions. They preside over the intrigues of love, the health of the community, and the taking of the field. Whatever repeatedly occurs to defeat their 'prognostics, falls on themselves; and they are wont to pay for their deceptions very dearly. They chew a species of vegetable called píripíri, and throw it into the air, accompanying this act by certain recitals and incantations, to injure some, to benefit others, to procure rain and the inundation of rivers, or, on the other hand, to occasion settled weather, and a plentiful store of agricultural productions. Any such result, having been casually verified on a single occasion, suffices to confirm the Indians in their faith, although they may have been cheated a thousand times.

There is an instance on record of how the huáscar could refuse on occasion to recognize even royalty itself. Manco, the Inca who had been given the kingly power by Pizarro, offered a sacrifice to one of these oracular shrines. The oracle refused to recognize him, through the medium of its guardian priest, stating that Manco was not the rightful Inca. Manco therefore caused the oracle, which was in the shape of a rock, to be thrown down, whereupon its guardian spirit emerged in the form of a parrot and flew away. It is probable that the bird thus liberated had been taught by the priest to answer to the questions of those who came to consult the oracle, while it exclaimed the oracle, "I should love thee better if I had seen thee. ' 'Since you have so keen a desire to see me,' said Orton, the first thing thou shalt see and encounter to-morrow morning, when you rise from thy bed, shall be—' 'That is enough,' said the Lord of Corasse, 'Go, therefore; I give thee leave for this night.'

When the morrow came, the Lord of Corasse began to rise, but the lady was so afraid that she fell sick and could not get up that morning, and she said to her lord, who did not wish her to keep her bed, 'See if thou seest Orton. By my faith, I neither wish, if it please God, to see nor encounter him.' 'But I do,' said the Lord of Corasse. He leapt all nimbly from his bed, and seated himself upon the edge, and waited there to see Orton, but saw nothing. Then he went to the windows and threw them up and that he might see more clearly about the room, but he saw nothing, so that he could say, 'This is Orton.' 'The day passed, the night returned. When the Lord of Corasse was in his bed asleep, Orton came, and began speaking in his manner: 'Go, go,' said his master, 'thou art a fibber; thou didst promise to show me to-day who thou wert, and thou hast not done so.' 'Nay,' said he, 'but I did.' 'Thou didst not.' 'And didst thou not see anything,'
inquired Orton, 'when thou didst leap out of bed?' The Lord of Corasse thought a little while, and said—'Yes, while sitting on my bed, and thinking of thee, I saw two long straws upon the pavement, which turned towards each other and played about.' 'And that was I,' cried Orton; 'I had assumed that form.' Said the Lord of Corasse: 'It does not content me; I pray thee change thyself into some other form, so that I may see and know thee.' Orton replied: 'You will act so that you will lose me.' 'Not so,' said the Lord of Corasse: 'When I have once seen you, I shall not want to see you ever again.' 'Then,' said Orton, 'you shall see me to-morrow; and remember that the first thing you shall see upon leaving your chamber, will be I.' 'Be so,' replied the Lord of Corasse. 'Begone with you, therefore, now. I give thee leave, for I wish to sleep.'

Orton departed. When the morrow came, and at the third hour, the Lord of Corasse was up and attired in his usual fashion, he went forth from his chamber into a gallery that looked upon the castle-court. He cast therein his glances, and the first thing he saw was the largest sow he had ever seen; but she was so thin seemed nothing but skin and bones, and she had great and long teats, pendant and quite attenuated, and a long and inflamed snout. The Sire de Corasse marvelled very much at this sow, and looked at her in anger, and exclaimed to his people: 'Go quickly, bring the dogs hither, and see that this Sow be well hunted.' The varlets ran nimbly, threw open the place where the dogs lay, and set them at the sow. The sow heaved a loud cry, and looked up at the Lord of Corasse, who supported himself upon a pillar buttress in front of his chamber. She was seen no more afterwards, for she vanished, nor did any one note what became of her. The Sire de Corasse returned into his chamber pensively, and bethought himself of Orton, and said, 'I think that I have seen my familiar; I repent me that I set my dogs upon him, for I doubt if I shall ever behold him again, since he has several times told me that as soon as I should provoke him I should lose him, and he would return no more.' He spoke truly; never again did Orton return to the Lord of Corasse, and the knight died in the following year.'

Osloaks: (See Siberia.)

Outsakh, Ths: The Outspyah or Outspyakata (Book of the Secret) written in Persian, gives the following instructions for the production of visions. "To produce the wise Maschagni (vision), we must sit on a four-cornered base, namely the heels, and then close the gates of the body. The ears by the thumbs; the eyes by the forefingers; the nose by the middle; the lips by the four other fingers. The lamp within the body will then be preserved from wind and movement, and the whole body will be full of light. Like the tortoise, man must withdraw every sense within himself; the heart must be guarded, and then Brahma will enter into him, like fire and lightning. In the great fire in the cavity of the heart a small flame will be lit up, and in its centre is Atma (the soul); and he who destroys all worldly desires and wisdom will be like a hawk which has broken through the meshes of the net, and will have become one with the great being." Thus will he become Brahma-Atma (divine spirit), and will perceive by a sight that far exceeds that of the sum. "Who, therefore, enters this path be Brahma must deny the world and its pleasures; must only cover his nakedness, and staff in hand collect enough, but no more, alms to maintain life. The lesser ones only do this; the greater throw aside pitcher and staff, and do not even read the Outspyakata!"

Owen, Robert: An early convert to spiritualism. He had been for many years an advanced socialist, and though at the time he embraced the spiritualist doctrines—1853— he was already in his eighty-third year, he preached the new faith with undiminished vigour and with characteristic scorn of caution. Having first published his views in his periodical, the Rational Quarterly Review, he brought out, in 1854, the New Existence of Man upon Earth, at this period the only English paper devoted to the interests of spiritualism. Owen's view of the movement was that it was the inauguration of a sort of millennium, a social revolution, for which he had looked throughout his life.
of lemons, which were revived on the application of heat, he celebrated the mystic power of caloric after the following manner:—

Strange power of heat, thou yet dost show,
Like winter earth, naked, or cloth’d with snow,
But as the quick’n’g sun approaching near,
The plants arise up by degrees,
A sudden paint adorns the tree,
And all kind nature’s characters appear.

So nothing yet in thee is seen,
But when a genial heat warms thee within,
A new-born wood of various lines there grows;
Here buds an A, and there a B,
Here sprouts a V, and there a T,
And all the flourishing letters stand in rows.

The rationale of this famous experiment—made on the ashes of roses—was attempted by Kircher. He supposed that the seminal virtue of every known substance, and even its substantial form, resided in its salt. This salt was concealed in the ashes of the rose. Heat put it in motion. The particles of the salt were quickly sublimed, and being moved about in the phial like a vortex, at length arranged in a similar law, and from their new general form they had possessed from nature. It was evident, then, from the result of this experiment, that there was a tendency in the particles of the salt to observe the same order of position which they had in the living plant. Thus, for instance, the two saline corpuscles, which in its prior state had held a place in the stem of the rose-slip, sympathetically fixed itself in a corresponding position when sublimed in the chemist’s vial. Other particles were subject to a similar law, and accordingly, by a disposing affinity, resumed their proper position, either in the stalk, the leaves, or the flowers, and thus at length, the entire apparition of a plant was generated.

The next object of these philosophers was to apply their doctrine to the explanation of the popular belief in ghosts. As it was incontestably proved that the substantial form of each body resided in a sort of volatile salt, it was perfectly evident in what manner superstitious notions must have arisen about ghosts haunting churchyards. When a dead body had been committed to the earth, the salts of it, during the heating process of fermentation, were exhaled. The saline particles then each resumed the same relative situation they had held in the living body, and thus a complete human form was induced, calculated to excite superstitious fear in the minds of all but Palingenists.

It is thus evident that Palingenesis was nothing more than a Lucratian hypothesis, with regard to the filmy substances of which those philosophers were composed, calculated to excite the appearance of an apparition. But older analogous results are on record, indicating that the blood was the chief part of the human frame in which those saline particles might be found, and which gave rise to the popular notion of ghosts. Dr. Webster, in his book on witchcraft, relates an experiment, given on the authority of Dr. Fludd, in which a very satisfactory conclusion was drawn.

A certain chemical operator, by name La Pierre, near that place in Paris called Le Temple, received blood from the hands of a certain bishop to operate upon. Which he setting to work upon the Saturday, did continue it for a week with divers degrees of fire. But about midnight, the Friday following, this artificer, lying in a chamber next to his laboratory, betwixt sleeping and waking, heard a terrible noise, like unto the howling of kine, or the roaring of a lion; and continuing silent, after the ceasing of the sound in the laboratory, the moon being at the full, and, by shining enlightening the chamber suddenly, betwixt himself and the window he saw a thick little cloud, condensed into an oval form, which, after, by little and little, did seem completely to put on the shape of a man, and making another and a sharp clamour, did suddenly vanish. And not only some noble persons in the next chambers, but also the house, and those dwelling in the opposite side of the street, did distinctly hear as well the bellowing as the voice; and some of them were awakened with the vehemency thereof. But the artificer said, that in this he found solace, because the bishop, of whom he had it, did admonish him, that if any of them from whom the blood was extracted should die, in the time of its putrefaction, his spirit was wont often to appear to the sight of the artificer, with perturbation. Also forthwith, upon Saturday following, he took the retort from the furnace, and broke it with the light stroke of a little key, and there, in the remaining blood, found the perfect representation of the man, agreeable in face, eyes, nostrils, mouth, and hair, that were somewhat thin, and of a golden colour.

Regarding this narrative Webster adds: “There were many miraculous witnesses, as the noble person, Lord of Bourdalone, the chief secretary to the Duke of Guise; and he (Fludd) had this relation from the Lord of Meneton, living in that house at the same time, from a certain doctor of physic, from the owner of the house, and many others.”
Palladino, Eusapia: The most famous physical medium of recent years, and one whose phenomena, investigated at length by some of the most distinguished scientists of Britain, France, and Italy, have led many to conclude that they are genuine manifestations from the spirit world, or at least that they illustrate aspects of mediumistic powers. In 1892 a group of scientists—Professors Schiaparelli, Brofferio, Geroso, the well-known spiritualists M. Aleksoff, and others—held a series of sittings at Milan, with Eusapia as medium. Some of the sittings were also attended by Professor Richet and Lombroso. The phenomena consisted of raps, materialisation of hands, levitation of the table and other furniture within a radius of three or four feet, and fluctuation of the medium's weight in the balance, to the extent of some 15 lbs. It was evident even then that Eusapia would not lose an opportunity of using fraud. Nevertheless Professor Richet was so impressed that in 1894 he organised a further series of sittings with the same medium at his house on the Ilé Roubaud, and on this occasion were present Professor now Sir Oliver-Lodge, Mr. Myers, Dr. Ochsenius, and at a later stage, Professor and Mrs. Sidgwick. The séances were held in darkness or semi-darkness, but the medium's hands and feet were controlled by the investigators. Mrs. Sidgwick, indeed, declared that Eusapia herself might easily have produced the phenomena, if she had the use of her hands, but Professor Lodge and others were inclined to attribute them to some external agency. In the following year further séances were held at Mr. Myer's house at Cambridge, and when it became evident that Eusapia frequently freed a foot or a hand Mr. Myer's own faith in the medium was temporarily—and only temporarily—destroyed. Professor Richet and Sir Oliver Lodge, however, retained their convictions unshaken. Dr. Hodgson, who had already suggested that Eusapia might use some such method, was also present at the Cambridge sittings. Besides these already mentioned, many prominent Continental scientists investigated Eusapia's manifestations among them being M. Camille Flammarion, Professor Morselli, and M. and Mme. Curie. The two last mentioned were members of a committee of the Institut General Psychologique de Paris, which held an important series of séances with the medium in 1905, 1906, and 1907. In 1908 and 1909 again, the Society for Psychical Research instituted a fresh enquiry into Eusapia's methods. On the whole, scientific opinion is still much divided as to the genuineness or otherwise of the phenomena; and opposed to consideration the many times the Italian medium has been caught cheating, and the absence of really conclusive tests, incline to the belief that Eusapia is merely a clever conjurer. Such were Dr. Hodgson, Mr. Podmore, Professor and Mrs. Sidgwick. Others, again, such as Professors Richet and Lombroso, M. Camille Flammarion and Sir Oliver Lodge, are of the opinion that the instances of fraud are mere incidents in the career of a true medium, whose performances plainly demonstrate the operation in the material world of strange, unknown forces.

Pallisium: (See Devil-worlds.)

Palladium, Order of: A masonic-diabolic order, also entitled the Sovereign-Council of Wisdom, founded in Paris on May 20th, 1737. It initiated women under the name of companions of Penelope. The fact that it existed is proved by the circumstance that Ragou, the Masonic antiquary, published its ritual.

Palmistry: The science of divination by means of lines and marks on the human hand. It is said to have been practised in very early times by the Brahmins of India, and to be known to Aristotle, who discovered a treatise on the subject written in letters of gold, which he presented to Alexander the Great, and which was afterwards translated into Latin by Hispanus. There is also extant a work on the subject by Melampus of Alexandria, and Hippocrates, Galen, and several Arabian commentators have also dealt with it. In the Middle Ages the science was represented by Hartlib, and in the 15th century (circa 1448), and Cocles (circa 1054), and Fludd, Indigane, Rothmann, and many others wrote on theomancy. D'Arpentigny, Desbarolles, Carus, and others kept the science alive in the earlier half of the nineteenth century, since when a very large number of treatises upon it have been written. Since 1860, or thereabouts, palmistry has become very much more popular than ever before in these islands, and indeed is practised nearly all over the habitable globe.

Palmistry is sub-divided into three lesser arts—cheiro­g­nomy, cheirosofy, and cheiromancy. The first is the art of recognizing the type of intelligence from the form of the hands; the second is the study of the comparative value of manual formations; and the third is the art of divination from the form of the hand and fingers, and the lines and markings thereon. The palmist first of all studies the shape and general formation of the hands, and, as a whole, afterwards regarding its parts and details—the lines and markings being considered later. From cheirognomy and cheirosofy the general disposition and tendencies are ascertained, and future events are foretold from the reading of the lines and markings.

There are several types of hands: the elementary or large-palmed type; the necessary with spatulated fingers; the artistic with conical-shaped fingers; the useful, the fingers of which are square-shaped; the knotted or philosophical; the pointed, or psychic; and the mixed, in which the types are blended. The principal lines are: those which separate the hand from the forearm at the wrist, and which are known as the racquettes, or the lines of health, wealth and happiness. The line of life runs across two-thirds of the palm, above the head line; and the line of fate between it and the line of the head, nearly at right angles extending towards the wrist. The line of fortune runs from the base of the third finger towards the wrist parallel to the line of fate. If the lines are deep, firm and of narrow width the significance is good—excepting that a strong line of health shows constitutional weakness.

At the base of the fingers, beginning with the first, lie the mounts of Jupiter, Saturn, Apollo, and Mercury; at the base of the thumb the mount of the moon; and opposite to it, that of Luna. If well-proportioned they show certain virtues, but if exaggerated they indicate the vices which correspond to these. The first displays religion, reasonable ambition, or pride and superstition; the second wisdom and prudence, or ignorance and failure; the third when large makes for success and intelligence, when small for meanness or love of obscurity; the fourth desire for knowledge and industry, or disinterestedness and laziness.

The Lunar mount indicates sensibility, imagination, morality or otherwise; and self-love; and the mount of Venus, charity and affection, or of exaggerated viciousness. The phalanges of the fingers are also indicative of certain faculties. For example, the first and second of the thumb, according to their length, indicate the value of the logical faculty and of the will; those of the index finger in their order—materialism, law, and order; of the middle finger—humanity, system, intelligence; of the third finger—truth economy, energy; and of the little finger goodness, prudence, reflectiveness. There are nearly a hundred other marks and signs, by which certain qualities, influences or events can be recognised. The line of life by its length
Paracelsus: In the history of alchemy there is not a more striking or picturesque figure than Aurelius Philippus Theophrastus Paracelsus Bomast von Hohenheim, the illustrious physician and exponent of the hermetic philosophy who has chosen to go down to fame under the name of Paracelsus. He was born at Einsiedeln, near Zurich, in the year 1493. His father, the natural son of a prince, himself practised the "art of medicine," and was desirous that his only son should follow the same path. The fulfilment of that desirous wish formed the early training of Paracelsus—a training which fostered his imaginative rather than his practical tendencies, and which first cast his mind into the alchemical mould. It did not take him long to discover that the medical traditions of the time were but empty husks from which all substance had long since dried away. "I considered with myself," he says, "that if there were no teacher of medicine in the world, how would I set about to learn the art? No otherwise than in the great open book of nature, written with the finger of God." Having thus freed himself from the constraining bonds of an outworn medical orthodoxy, whose chief resources were bleeding, purging, and emetics, he set about evolving a new system to replace the old, and in order that he might study the book of nature to better advantage he travelled about for eight years. In his rambles he visited almost every part of the known world, studying metallurgy, chemistry, and medicine, and consorting with vagabonds of every description. He was brought before the Cham of Tartary, conversed with the magicians of Egypt and Arabia, and is said to have even reached India. At length his protracted wanderings came to a close, and in 1524 he settled in Basle, then a centre of a serious desert of scholars and physicians, where he was appointed to fill the chair of medicine at the University. Never had Basle witnessed a more brilliant, erratic professor. His inflated language, his eccentric behaviour, the splendour of his conceptions flashing through a fog of obscenity, at once attracted and repelled, and gained for him friends and enemies. His antipathy to the Galenic school became ever more pronounced, and the crisis came when he publicly burned the works of Galen and Avicenna in a beaten vase into which he had cast nitre and sulphur. By such a proceeding he incurred the hatred of his more conservative brethren, and cut himself off for ever from the established school of medicine. He continued his triumphant career, however, till a conflict with the magistrates brought it to an abrupt close. He was forced to flee from Basle, and thereafter wandered from place to place, gaining a living as best he might. An element of mystery surrounds the manner of his death, which took place in 1541, but the best authenticated account states that he was poisoned at the instigation of the medical faculty.

In such an article as this it would be out of place to mention the very numerous lesser lines and marks which the hand contains, especially when so many excellent books of reference on the subject have recently been published. It but remains to say that practitioners of the science of palmistry are exceedingly numerous. Some of these work on strictly scientific lines, while others pick it up in a merely empirical way, and their forecasts of events to come are only so much "patter."
Paracelsus

prescribed freely in the form of “three black pills.” The recipes which he gives for the Philosopher’s Stone, the Elixir of Life, and various universal remedies, are excusably obscure. He is deservedly celebrated as the first physician to use opium and mercury, and to recognize the value of sulphur. He applied himself also to the solution of a problem which still exercises the minds of scientific men—whether it is possible to produce life from inorganic matter. Paracelsus asserted that it was, and has, left on record a quaint recipe for a homunculus, or artificial man. By a peculiar treatment of certain “spagyric substances”—which he unfortunately omitted to specify—he declared that he could produce a perfect human child in a miniature. Speculations such as these, medical, alchemical and philosophical, were scattered so profusely throughout his teaching that we are compelled to admit that here was a master-mind, a genius, who was a charlatan only incidently, by reason of training and temperament. Let it be remembered that he lived in an age when practically all physicians and scholars were wont to impose upon popular ignorance, and we cannot but remark that Paracelsus displayed, under all his arrogant exterior, a curious single-minded purpose, and a real desire to penetrate the mysteries of science. He has left on record the principal points of the philosophy on which he founded his researches in his “Archidosa Medica.” It contains the leading rules of the art of healing, as he practised it, and he drew upon this when he finally settled on the “genie” solution, to which he says, “to give ten books to the ‘Archidosa,’ but I have reserved the tenth in my head. It is a treasure which men are not worthy to possess, and shall only be given to the world when they shall have abjured Aristotle, Avicenna, and Galen, and promised a perfect submission to Paracelsus.” The world did not recant, but Paracelsus relented, and at the entreaty of his disciples published this tenth book, the key to the nine others, but a key which might pass for a lock, and for a lock which we cannot even pick. It is entitled the “Tenth Book of the Arch-Doctrines; or, On the Secret Mysteries of Nature.” A brief summary of it is as follows:

He begins by supposing and ends by establishing that there is a universal spirit infused into the veins of man, forming within us a species of invisible body, of which our visible body is but the shadow, as two drops of water are, and to which our body is due, in its purity, the wrapping—the casket. This universal spirit is not simple—not more simple, for instance, than the number 100, which is a collection of units. Where, then, are the spiritual units of which our complex spirit is composed? Scattered in plants and minerals, but principally in metals. There exists a universal spirit, the host of sub-spirits which sum themselves up in us, as the universe does in God. So the science of the philosopher has simply to unite them to the body—to disengage them from the grosser matter which clogs and confines them, to separate the pure from the impure.

To separate the pure from the impure is, in other words, to seize upon the soul of the heterogeneous bodies—to evolve their “predestined element,” “the seminal essence of beings,” “the first being, or quintessence.”

To understand this latter word “quintessence,” it is needful for the reader to know that every body, whatever it may be, is composed of four elements, and that the essence compounded of these elements forms a fifth, which is the soul of the mixed bodies, or, in other words, its “mercury.” “I have shown,” says Paracelsus, in my book of ‘Elements,’ that the quintessence is the same thing as mercury. There is in mercury whatever wise men seek.” That is, not the mercury of modern chemists, but a philosophical mercury of which every body has its own.

There are as many mercuries as there are things. The mercury of a vegetable, a mineral, or an animal of the same kind, although strongly resembling each other, does not precisely resemble another mercury, and it is for this reason that vegetables, minerals, and animals of the same species are not exactly alike. ... The true mercury of philosophers is the radical humidity of each body, and its veritable semen, or essence.”

Paracelsus now sought for a plant worthy of holding in the vegetable kingdom the same rank as gold in the metallic—a plant whose “predestined element” should unite in itself the virtues of nearly all the vegetable essences. Although this was not easy to distinguish, he recognised at a glance—we know not by what signs—the supremacy of excellence in the melissa, and first decreed to it that pharmaceutical crown which at a later period the Carmelites ought to have consecrated. How he obtained this new specific may be seen in the Life of Paracelsus, by Savarien:

“He took some balm-mint in flower, which he had taken care to collect before the rising of the sun. He poured it in a mortar, reduced it to an impalpable dust, poured it into a long-necked vial which he sealed hermetically, and placed it to digest (or settle) for forty hours in a heap of horse-dung. This time expired, he opened the vial, and found there a matter which he reduced into a fluid by pressing it, separating it from its impurities by exposure to the slow heat of a bain-marie. The grosser parts sunk to the bottom, and he drew off the liquor which then flowed to the top, filtering it through some cotton. Thus liquor having been poured into a bottle he added to it the fixed salt, which he had drawn from the same plant when dried. There remained nothing more but to extract from this liquor the first lief or being of the plant. For this purpose Paracelsus mixed the liquor with so much water of salt (understand by this the mercurial element or radical humidity of the salt), put it in a matras, exposed it for six weeks to the sun, and finally, at the expiration of this term, discovered a last residuum which was decidedly, according to him, the first life or supreme essence of the plant. But at all events, it is certain that what he found in his matras was the genie or spirit he required; and with the surplus, if there were any, we need not concern ourselves.”

Those who may wish to know what this genie was like, are informed that it as exactly resembled, as two drops of water, the spirit of aromatic wine known to-day as absinthe suisse. It was a liquid green as emerald,—green, the bright colour of hope and spring-time. Unfortunately, it failed as a specific in the conditions indispensable for an elixir of immortality; but it was a preparation more than half-creative, which almost renders old age impossible.

By means and manipulations as subtle and ingenious as those which he employed upon the melissa, Paracelsus did not draw, but learned to extract, the “predestined element” of plants which ranked much higher in the vegetable aristocracy,—the “first life” of the gillyflower, the cinnamon, the myrrh, the scammony, the celandine. All these supreme essences, which, according to the 5th book of “Archidosa,” unite with a mass of “magistrates” as precious as they are rude, are the base of so many specifics, equally reparative and regenerative. This depends upon the relationship which exists between the temperament of a privileged plant and the temperament of the individual who asks of it his rejuvenescence.

However brilliant were the results of his discoveries, those he obtained or those he thought he might obtain, they were for Paracelsus but the a b c of Magic. To the eyes of so consummate an alchemist vegetable life is nothing; it is the mineral—the metallic life—which is all. So we may assure ourselves that it was in his power to seize the first life-principle of the moon, the sun, Mars, or Saturn; that is, of silver, gold, iron, or lead. It was equally facile for
him to grasp the life of the precious stones, the bitumens, the sulphurs, and even that of animals.

Paracelsus sets forth several methods of obtaining this great arcanum. Here is the shortest and most simple as recommended by Nicolaus Franzen.

"Take some mercury, or at least the element of mercury, separating the pure from the impure, and afterwards pounding it to quintessence—explaining it, antimony, incombustible, nothing profiting by the fire like to that, the star which after the magnet, and having extracted the power of the magnet, or at least the element of mercury, separating the pure from the impure, and afterwards pounding it to quintessence—explaining it, antimony, and by this virtue or the Deluge (like sublimated mercury) ; for you shall see yourself as gradually it rises in the form of the 'exalted eagle,' and with little trouble converts itself in its form (like sublimated mercury); and that is what we are seeking.

"Take of it as much as you will wish to reduce it to its perfection, and put it in a philosophical egg of glass, and seal it very tightly, that nothing of it may escape; put it into an athanor until of itself it resolves into a liquid, in such a manner that in the middle of this sea there may appear a small island, which daily diminishes, and finally, all shall be changed to a colour black as ink. This colour is the raven, or bird which flies at night without wings, and which, through the celestial dew, that rising continually falls back by a constant circulation, changes into what is called 'the head of the raven,' and afterwards resolves into 'the tail of the peacock.' then it assumes the hue of the 'tail of a peacock,' and afterwards the colour of the 'feathers of a swan'; finally acquiring an extreme redness, which marks its fiery nature, and in virtue of which it expels all kinds of impurities and ordures from its members. This preparation, according to all philosophers, is made in a single vessel, over a single furnace, with an equal and continual fire, and this medicine, which is more than celestial, cures all kinds of infirmities, as well in human as metallic bodies; whereas no one can understand or attain such virtues without the help of God:

"Take," said he, "the electric mineral not yet mature (antimony), put it in its sphere, in the fire with the iron, to remove its impurities and other superfluities, and purge it as much as you can, following the rules of chymistry, so that it may not suffer by the aforesaid impurities. Make, in a word, the regulus with the mark. This done, cause it to dissolve in the 'stomach of the ostrich' (vitril), which springs from the earth and is fortified in its virtue by the 'sharpness of the eagle' (the metallic vinegar or essence of mercury). As soon as the essence is perfected, and when after its dissolution it has taken the colour of the herb called calendula, do not forget to reduce it into a spiritual luminous essence, which resembles amber. After this, add to it of the 'spread eagle' one half the weight of the election before its preparation, and frequently distil the 'stomach of the ostrich' into the matter, and thus the electrum will become more spiritualized. When the 'stomach of the ostrich' is weakened by the labour of digestion, we must strengthen it and frequently distil it. Finally, when it has lost all its impurity, add as much tartarized quintessence as will rest upon your fingers, until it throws off its impurity and rises with it. Repeat this process until the preparation becomes white, and this will suffice; for you shall see yourself as gradually it rises in the form of the 'exalted eagle,' and with little trouble converts itself in its form (like sublimated mercury); and that is what we are seeking.

"I tell you in truth that there is no greater remedy in medicine than that which lies in this election, and that there is nothing like it in the whole world. But not to digress from my purpose, and not to leave this work imperfect, observe the manner in which you ought to operate.

"The election then being destroyed, as I have said, to arrive at the desired end (which is, to make of it a universal medicine for human as well as metallic bodies), take your election, rendered light and volatile by the method above described.

"Take of it as much as you will wish to reduce it to its perfection, and put it in a philosophical egg of glass, and seal it very tightly, that nothing of it may escape; put it into the athanor until of itself it resolves into a liquid, in such a manner that in the middle of this sea there may appear a small island, which daily diminishes, and finally, all shall be changed to a colour black as ink. This colour is the raven, or bird which flies at night without wings, and which, through the celestial dew, that rising continually falls back by a constant circulation, changes into what is called 'the head of the raven,' and afterwards resolves into 'the tail of the peacock'; then it assumes the hue of the 'tail of a peacock,' and afterwards the colour of the 'feathers of a swan'; finally acquiring an extreme redness, which marks its fiery nature, and in virtue of which it expels all kinds of impurities and ordures from its members. This preparation, according to all philosophers, is made in a single vessel, over a single furnace, with an equal and continual fire, and this medicine, which is more than celestial, cures all kinds of infirmities, as well in human as metallic bodies; whereas no one can understand or attain such virtues without the help of God:
Paradise: From old Persian (Zeu) pāvādān an enclosure, a walled-in place; Old Persian pā, around, dig, to mould, form, shape (hence to form a wall of earth).

Paradise has been sought for or located in many regions of the earth. In Tertiary, Armenia, India, and China: on the banks of the Euphrates and of the Ganges; in Mesopotamia; Arria; Asia, near Mount Ararat; and near the mountains of Libanus and Anti-libanus. Perhaps the most noteworthy tradition is that which fixes its situation in the Island of Ceylon, the Serendib of the ancient Persians, and the Taprobane of the Greek geographers. "It is from the summit of Hamalleel or Adam's Peak," says Percival in his history of Ceylon, "that Adam took his last view of Paradise before he quitted it never to return. The spot on which his feet stood at the moment is still supposed to be found in an impression on the summit of the mountain, resembling the print of a man's foot, but more than double the ordinary size. After taking this farewell view, the father of mankind is said to have gone over to the continent of Jades, which was at that time joined to the island, but no sooner had he passed Adam's Bridge than the sea closed behind him, and cut off all hopes of return. This tradition, from which all others seem to be interwoven with the earliest notions of religion entertained by the Cingaleses; and it is difficult to conceive that it could have been engraven on them without forming an original part. I have frequently had the curiosity to converse with black men of different castes concerning this tradition of Adam. All of them, with every appearance of belief, assured me that it was really true, and in support of it produced a variety of testimonies, old sayings, and prophecies, which have for ages been current among them. The origin of these traditions I do not pretend to trace; but their connection with Scripture history is very evident, and they afford a new instance how universally the opinions with respect to the origin of man coincide." We are further informed by this writer that a large chair fixed in a rock near the summit of the mountain is said to be the workmanship of Adam. "It has the appearance of having been placed there at a very distant period, but who really placed it there, or for what purpose, it is impossible for any European to discover."

Paradise is a word of Persian origin, adopted by the Greeks, and literally denotes an inclosure or park planted with fruit-trees, and surrounded by a belt of hills—a celestial residence or paradise. Eden is not termed Paradise in Genesis, but simply a garden planted eastwards in the country or district so called; and it is this apparently indefinite locality which has caused so many conjectures as to its exact site. Some place it in Judea, where is now the sea of Galilee; others in Armenia, near Mount Ararat; and others in Syria, towards the sources of the Orontes, the Chrysorrhoa, and Barrady. Some think that by Eden is meant the whole earth, which was of surprising beauty and fertility before the Fall; and it is curious that a notion prevailed to a great extent among the various nations, that the Old World was under a curse, and that the earth became very barren. We are also assured that the Hindoos and Chinese believe that all nature is contaminated, and that the earth labours under some dreadful defilement—a sentiment which could only result from obscure traditions connected with the first human pair. Josephus gravely says that the Sacred Garden was watered by one river which ran round the whole earth, and was divided into four parts; but he appears to think Paradise was merely a figurative or allegorical locality. Some of the natives of Hindostan have traditions of a place resembling Paradise on the banks of the Ganges; but their accounts are so completely blended with their superstitions, and with their legends respecting the Deluge and the second peopling of the world, as to be, to a certain extent, unintelligible. A writer who had diligently studied the Indian Puranas for many years, upon a new source of information, and placed Eden on the Himus Mountains of India. "It appears from Scripture," he says, "that Adam and Eve lived in the countries to the eastward of Eden; for at the eastern entrance of it God placed the angel with a flaming sword."

This is also confirmed by the Puranics, who place the progenitor of mankind on the mountainous regions between Cabul and the Ganges, on the banks of which, in the hills, they show a place where he resorted occasionally for religious purposes. It is frequented by pilgrims. At the entrance of the pass leading to the place where I suppose was the Garden of Eden, and to the eastward of it, the Hindoos have placed a destroying angel, who appears, and it is generally represented like a cherub; I mean Garudha, or the Eagle, upon whom Vishnu and Jupiter are represented riding. Garudha is represented generally like an eagle, but in his compound character somewhat like the cherub. He is represented like a young man, with the countenance, wings, and talons of the eagle. In Scripture the Delity is represented riding upon a cherub, or fancying upon the wings of the winds. Garudha is called Vahan (literally the Vehicle) of Vishnu or Jupiter, and he thus answers to the cherub of Scripture; for many commentators derive this word from the obsolete root charab, in the Chaldean language, a word implicitly synonymous with the Sanscrit Vahan." We may here add, that the Puranics considered the north-west part of India, about Cashmer, as the site of Paradise, and the original abode of the first human pair; and that there, at the offering of a sacrifice Daksha was murdered by his jealous brother, who was in consequence doomed to become a fugitive on the earth.

In the fabled Meru of the Hindoo mythology, on the other hand, we have also a descriptive representation of the Mosaical Garden of Eden. Meru is a conical mountain, the exact locality of which is not fixed; but as the Hindoo geographers considered the earth as a flat table, and the sacred mountain of Meru rising in the middle, it became at length their decided conviction that Meru was the North Pole, from their notion that the North Pole was the highest part of the world. So firmly are we told, was this tradition believed, that although some Hindoo writers admitted that Mount Meru must be situated in the central part of Asia, yet rather than relinquish their notion of and predilection for the North Pole as the real locality of their Paradise, they actually forced the sun out of the ecliptic, and placed the Pole on the elevated plains of the Lesser Bokhara. If we, however, examine the Hindoo description of the Paradise, we shall at once be able to trace its origin and its close analogy to the Mosaic account.

The summit of Meru is considered as a circular plain of vast extent, surrounded by a belt of hills—a celestial earth, the abode of immortals, and is designated Ida-Vratta, or the Circle of Ida. It is of four different colours towards the cardinal points, and is believed to be supported by four enormous buttresses of gold, silver, copper and iron. Yet doubts exist as to its real appearance, some alleging that its form is that of a square pyramid, others maintain that its shape is conical; others that it resembles an inverted cone; while others think that instead of a circular belt of mountains, Meru terminated in three lofty peaks. The Saws assert that a vast river rises from the head of their deity Siva, and the Vaishnavas that it springs from beneath the feet of Vishnu, and, after passing through the circle of the moon, falls upon the summit of Meru, and divides itself into four streams, flowing towards the four cardinal points. Others believe that the four rivers of the sacred mountain spring from the roots of Jambri, a tree of immense size which, they say,
conveys the most extensive and profound knowledge, and accomplishes the most desirable of human aspirations. The reader will recollect the Mosaic account of the Tree of Knowledge, which stood in the midst of the Garden, and of the seven branches of the blue stream which irrigate it—the mystic framework of the mountains—the glittering lakes which reflect the heaven upon the earth—its geographical situation between the two seas—the perfection of the climate—every thing indicates that Damascus has at least been one of the first towns that were built by the children of men—one of the natural havens of fugitive humanity in primeval times. It is, in fact, one of those sites pointed out by the hand of God for a city—a site destined to sustain a capital like Constantinople.” According to the Orientals, Damascus stands on the site of the Sacred Garden, and without the city is the most beautiful meadow divided by the river Barrady, of the red earth of which Adam is alleged to have been formed. This field is designated Ager Damascusus by the Latins, and—nearly in the centre of it a pillar formerly stood, intended to mark the precise spot where the Creator breathed into the first man the breath of life.

The numerous traditions which existed among ancient nations of the Garden of Eden doubtless originated those curious and magnificent gardens designed and planted by the Eastern princes, such as the Golden Garden of Aristotle, King of the Jews, which was consecrated by Pompey to Jupiter Capitolinus. Nor is mythology deficient in similar legends. We have the Gardens of Jupiter, of Alcinoos, and of the Fortunate Islands, but especially of the Hesperides, in which not only the primeval Paradise, but traditions of the Tree of Knowledge of good and evil, and of the original promise made to the woman, are prominently conspicuous. The Garden of the Hesperides produced golden fruit, guarded by a dangerous serpent—that this fierce reptile encircled with its folds a mysterious tree—and that Hercules procured the fruit by encountering and killing the serpent. The story of the constellation, as related by Eratothenes, is applicable to the Garden of Eden, and the primeval history of mankind. “This serpent,” says that ancient writer, alluding to the constellation, “is the same as that which guarded the golden apples, and was slain by Hercules. For, when the gods offered presents to Juno on her nuptials with Jupiter, the Earth also brought golden apples. Juno, admiring their beauty, commanded them to be planted in the garden of the gods; but finding that they were continually plucked by the daughter of Atlas, she appointed a vast serpent to guard them. Hercules overcame and slew the monster. Hence, in this constellation the serpent is depicted rearing its head afoot, while Hercules, placed above it with one hand on his breast, brandishes a club in his right hand.” The Greeks placed the Garden of the Hesperides close to Mount Atlas, and then removed it far into the regions of Western Africa; yet all knowledge of its Asiatic site was not erased from the classical mythologists, for Apollodorus tells us that certain writers situated it not in the Libyan Atlas, but in the Atlas of the Hyperboreans; and he adds, that the serpent had the faculty of uttering articulate sounds.

Our Teutonic ancestors believed that the world was originally a Paradise, and its first inhabitants more than humans; whose dwelling was last a magnificent hall, glittering with fine gold, where love, and joy, and friendship presided. The most insignificant of their utensils were made of gold, and hence the appellation of the Golden age. But this happiness was soon overthrown by certain women from the countries of the giants, to whose seductions the first mortals yielded, and their innocence and integrity were lost for ever. The transgression of Eve is the obvious prototype of the fatal curiosity of Pandora; and the arrival of women
from the country of the giants, and their intercourse with
a distinct and purer line of mortals, can scarcely fail of
bringing forcibly to our recollection the marriages of the
sons of Seth with the daughters of Cain, with over-were
principal causes of the universal depravity of the Anti-
diluvians.

The legends of Hindostan also supply us with accounts of
the happiness of Paradise in the Golden Age of the classic
mythology. "There can arise little doubt," says Maurice,
"that by the Satya age, or Age of Perfection, the Brahmins
obviously allude to the state of perfection and happiness
enjoyed by man in Paradise. It is impossible to explain
what the Indian writers assert concerning the universal
purity of manners, and the luxurious and unbounded
plenty prevailing in that primitive era, without this sup-
position. Justice, truth, philanthropy, were then prac-
tised among all the orders and classes of mankind. There
was then no extortion, no circumvention, no fraud, used
in the dealings one with another. Perpetual obloquies
smoke on the altars of the Deity; every tongue uttered
protests, nor have the police intervened. Special trains
have again been run to enable thousands of the lower
classes to witness a spectacle, the toleration of which will
be co-opted to the present sublime functions and pure
nature; and to make them acquainted with the economy
of those celestial regions into which they were to be imme-
diately translated, when the period of their terrestrial
probation expired."

Paraskeva, Saint: A saint of the Russian Calendar, whose
feast day is August 3rd. On that day pilgrims from all
parts of Russia congregate in St. Petersburg for the purpose
of casting out devils. A newspaper report of the pro-
ceedings as they occurred in 1873 is as follows:

"Another St. Paraskeva's day has come and gone. The
usual fanatical scenes have been enacted in the suburbs
of St. Petersburg, and the ecclesiastical authorities have not
protested, nor have the police intervened. Special trains
have again been run to enable thousands of the lower
classes to witness a spectacle, the toleration of which will
only be appreciated by those acquainted with the writings
of M. Pobiedonostsef, the late Procurator of the Holy
Synod. The Church of St. Paraskeva is situated in a
factory district of the city. On the exterior side of one of
the walls is an image of the Saint, to whom is attributed
the power of driving out devils and curing epileptics,
neurotics, and others by miraculous intervention. At
time the day, the time is a popular holiday, with
games and amusements of all sorts, booths and lotteries,
refreshment stalls and drinking bars. The newspapers
publish detailed accounts of this year's proceedings with-
out comment, and it is perhaps significant that the Novos
Vremya, a pillar of orthodoxy, ignores them altogether.

Nor is this surprising when one reads of women clad in a
single undergarment with bare arms being hoisted up by
stalwart peasants to the level of the image in order to kiss
it, and then having impure water and unclarified oil forced
down their throats. The treatment of the first sick woman
is typical of the rest. One young peasant lifted her in the
air, two others held her arms fully extended, while a fourth
smeared her loosened hair, and, dragging her head from side
to side and up and down, shouted "Kiss, kiss. St. Paras-
keva!" The woman's garment was soon in tatters. She
began groaning. One of the men exclaimed: "Get out! Satan!
Say where thou art lodged!" The woman's
head was pulled by her hair, her mouth was forced
open, and mud-coloured water (said to be holy water) was
poured into it. She spat the water out, and was heard to
moan, "Oh, they are drowning me!" The young man
exultantly exclaimed, "So we've got you, devil, have we?
Leave her at once or we will drown you!" He continued
pouring water into the victim's mouth and after that
unclarified oil. Her lips were held closed, so that she was
obliged to swallow it. The unfortunate woman was again
raised and her face pressed against the image. "Kiss it I
kiss it!" she was commanded, and she obeyed. She was
asked who was the cause of her being "possessed."
"Anna," was the whispered reply. Who was Anna?
What was her village? In which cottage did she live?
A regular inquisition. The physical and mental sufferings
of the first victim lasted about an hour, at the end of which
she was handed over to her relatives, after a cross had been
given to her, as it was found that she did not own one.

According to accounts published by the Reich, Molva, etc.,
many other women were treated in the same fashion, the
exercises lasting a whole day and night. The men " pil-
gri ms" would seem to have been less severely handled.
It is explained that the idea of unclothing the woman is
that there should be no knot, bow, or fastening where the
devil and his coadjutors could find a lodgment. And one
is left with the picture of scores of women crawling around
the church on their knees, invoking the aid of the Almighty
for the future or His pardon for sins committed in the
past."

The treatment of the "possessed" is analogous to that
employed by many barbarous peoples for the casting out
devis, and notably among the Chams of Cambodia (q.v.)
who force the possessed to eat garbage in order to disgust
the fiend they harbour. (See also Obsession.)

Paraskeva, Saint (Kabalist and Mystic). [1729?–1779].
The date of Martines Pasqualis's birth is not known exactly
while even his nationality is a matter of uncertainty.
It is commonly supposed, however, that he was born
about 1715, somewhere in the south of France; while
several writers have maintained that his parents were
Portuguese Jews, but this theory has frequently been
contested. It is said that from the outset he evinced a
predilection for mysticism in its various forms, while it is
certain that, in 1754, he instituted a Kabalist rite, which
was grafted from Hebraic studies, and whose exponents
were styled Cohens, this being simply the Hebrew for
priests. He propagated this rite in divers masonic lodges
of France, notably those of Marseilles, Toulouse, Bordeaux
and Paris; while in 1768 we find him settled in the French
capital, gathering round him many people addicted to
mysticism, and impregnating them with his theories. His
sojourn here was cut short eventually, nevertheless, for
he heard that some property had been bequeathed to him
in the island of St. Dominique, and he hastened thither
with intent to assert his rights; but he did not return to
France, his death occurring in 1779 at Port-au-Prince,
the principal town in the island aforesaid.

Pasqually is credited with having written a book, La
Réintégration, but this was never published. As regards
the philosophy which he promulgated, he appears to have
believed partly in the inspiration of the Scriptures, the
downfall of the angels, the theory of original sin, together
with the doctrine of justification by faith; but he seems
to have held that man existed in an elemental state long
before the creation detailed in Genesis, and was gradually
evoluted into his present form. In short, Pasqually was
something of an anticipator of endless modern theorists;
and did he fail to find a disciple who regarded him as
a prophet and master, this being Louis Claude de St. Martin,
a theosophist frequently styled in French "le philosophe
insolite" who founded the sect known as Martinists.

The reader will find some account of St. Martin in an article
headed with his name.
Path, The

Path, The: Is a term which represents an important theosophical teaching, and it is used in different senses to denote not only the Path itself but also the Proclamation Path along which a man must journey before he can enter on the forming of that which is by profound teaching for the highest, for service of God and his fellows, man first begins the journey and he must devote himself wholeheartedly to this service. At his entrance on the Proclamation Path, he becomes the chela or disciple of one of the Masters of the Perfection and he who has all finished the great journey, and he devotes himself to the acquiring of true knowledge which are (1) knowledge of what is real; (2) rejection of what is unreal; (3) the six mental attributes of control over thought, control over outward action, tolerance, endurance, faith and balance, these attributes though all necessary in some degree, not being necessary in perfect degree; and (4) the desire to be one with God. During the period of his efforts to acquire these qualifications, the chelas advances in many ways, for his Master imparts to him wise counsel; he is taught by meditation to attain divine heights unthought of by ordinary man; he constantly works for the betterment of his fellows, usually in the hours of sleep, and striving thus and in similar directions, he fits himself for the first initiation at the entrance to the Path proper, but it may be mentioned that he has the opportunity either during his probation or afterwards to forego the heavenly life which is his due and so to allow the world to benefit by the powers which he has gained, and which in ordinary course, he would utilise in the heavenly life. In this case, he remains in the astral world, from whence he makes frequent return to the physical world. Of initiations there are four, each at the beginning of a new stage on the Path, manifesting the knowledge of that stage. On the first stage there are three obstacles or, as they are commonly termed, fetters, which must be cast aside and these are the illusion of self which must be realised to be only an illusion; doubt which must be cleared away by knowledge; and superstition which must be cleared away by the discovery of what in truth is real. This stage traversed, the second initiation follows, and after this comes the consciousness that earthly life will now be short, that only once again will physical death be experienced, and the man begins more and more to function in his mental body. After the third initiation, the man has two other fetters to unloose—desire and aversion; and now his knowledge becomes keen and piercing and he can gaze deep into the heart of things. After the fourth initiation, he enters on the last stage and finally frees himself of what fetters remain—the desire for life whether bodily or not, and the sense of individual difference from his fellows. He has now reached the end of his journey, and is no longer trammelled with sin or with anything that can hinder him from entering the state of supreme bliss where he is reunited with the divine consciousness. (See Theosophy.)

Paulillac: (See Oudotées.)

Pauline Art: (See Key of Solomon.)

Pawang: (See Malayu.)

Paxi: (See France.)

Pearls: Occult properties of. Amongst the early Greeks and Romans, the wearing of gems as an amulet or talisman, was much in vogue. For this purpose pearls were often made into crowns. Rich says: “Pope Adrian, anxious to secure all the virtues in his favour, wore an amulet composed of a sun-baked toad, arsenic, tormentil, pearl, coral, hyacinth, smarag, and tragacanth.” It is also said that to dream of pearls means many tears. Their occult properties of one who, through being boiled in meat, when they heat the quartz ague: bruised and taken with milk, they are good for ulcers, and clear the voice. They also comfort the heart and render their possessor chaste.

Pedro de Valençia: (See Spain.)

Pellades: (See Greece.)

Perfections: (See Magical Diagram.)

Perfect Sermon: A hermetic Book. (See Hermes Trismegistus.)


Persia: (See Magi.)

Peter of Apono: Born in 1540, at Apono, near Padua, a philosopher, mathematician, and astrologer of no mean skill. He practised physic in Paris with so great success that he soon became very rich, but his wealth and attainments were annulled by the accusation of sorcery which was brought against him. He was said to receive instruction in the seven liberal arts from seven sages which he kept in crystal vessels. To him was ascribed also the curious and useful faculty of causing the money he spent to return to his own purse. His downfall was brought about by an act of revenge for which he was called to account by the Inquisition. A neighbour of his had been possessed of a spring of excellent water in his garden, from which he allowed Peter of Apono to drink at will. For some reason or another the permission was withdrawn, and Peter, with the assistance of the Devil, caused the water to leave the garden and flow uselessly in some distant stream. Ere the trial was finished the unfortunate physician died, but to bitter were the inquisitors against him that they ordered his bones to be dug up and burned. This public indignity to his memory was averted by some of his friends, who, hearing of the vindictive sentence, secretly removed his remains from the burying-ground where they lay. The inquisitors thereupon satisfied their animosity by burning him in effigy.

Peterin: (See Hypnotism.)

Peter Philosophorum: (See Floravant.)

Phaniamagoria: An optical spectacle of the same class as the magic lantern: dissolving views. These were formerly regarded by the ignorant as sorcery.

Philadelphian Society: (See Visions.)

Philalethes, Eirenæus: (circa 1560) Alchemist. The life of this alchemist is wrapped in mystery, although a considerable mass of writing stands to his credit. The heading of this article is, of course, mere pseudonym, and, though some have tried hard to identify the writer who bore it with one Thomas Vaughan, a brother of Henry Vaughan, the Silurist, poet, this theory is not supported by any sound evidence. Others have striven to identify Philalethes with George Starkey, the quack doctor and author of Liqueur Alchakast; but then, Starkey died of the plague in London in 1605, whereas it is known that Eirenæus was living for some years after that date. He appears, also, to have been on intimate terms with Robert Boyle, and, though this points to his having spent a considerable time in England, it is certain on the other hand that he emigrated to America. Now Starkey, it will be remembered, was born in the Bermudas, and practised his spurious medical arts in the English settlements in America, where, according to his contemporaries, he met Eirenæus Philalethes. This meeting, then, may have given rise to the identification at issue; while it is probably Starkey to whom Eirenæus refers when, in a preface to one of his books, he tells of certain of his writings falling "into the hands of a certain person," and clear the heart and mind. In 1654 Starkey issued a volume with the title, The Mirror of Alchemy by Eirenæus Philalethes, Philalethes.
Philosopher's Stone

It is to these prefaces by Philalethes that we must chiefly look for any information about him, while in the thirteenth chapter of his Introitus Apertus ad Occultum Rerum Palatium (Amsterdam, 1668,) he makes a curious autobiographical statement which illuminates his character and career. "For we are like Cain, driven from the pleasant society we formerly had," he writes, and this suggests that he was persecuted on account of his alchemic predilections; while elsewhere he boasts scorn on most of the hermetic philosophers of his day, and elsewhere, again, he vituperates the popular worship of money-getting. "I disdain, loathe, and detest the idolizing of silver and gold," he declares, "by which the pomp and vanities of the world are celebrated. Ah! filthy, evil, ah! vain nothingness." That is vigorously written, and indeed nearly everything from the pen of Philalethes, whether in Latin or in English, proclaims him a writer of some care, skill and taste; while his scholarship was considerable also, and it is interesting to find that, in his preface to Ripley Revised (London, 1678,) he gives some account of the authors to whom he felt himself chiefly indebted. "For my own part," he says, "I have cause to honour Bernard Trévise, who is very ingenious, especially in the letter to Thomas of Boulogue, which I seriously confess I received the main light in the hidden secret. I do not remember that ever I learnt anything from Raymond Lully. ... I know of none like Ripley, though Flamel be eminent."

Langlet du Fresnoy, in his Histoire de la Philosophie Hermétique, refers to numerous unpublished manuscripts by Eirenaeus Philalethes, but nothing is known about these to-day, and in conclusion it behoves only to cite the more important of those things by the alchemist which were issued in book form: Medulla Alchymia (London, 1664), Experientia de Praeoperatione Mercurii Sophici (Amsterdam, 1668) and Enarratio Methodica triumi Gbri Medicinarum (Amsterdam, 1668).

Philosopher's Stone: A substance which enabled adepts in alchemy to compass the transmutation of metals. (See Alchemy.) It was imagined by the alchemists that some one definite substance was essential to the success of the transmutation of metals. By the application or admixture of this substance all metals might be transmuted into gold or silver. It was often designated the Powder of Projection. Zosimus, who lived at the commencement of the fifth century is one of the first who alludes to it. He says that the stone is a powder or liquor formed of diverse metals, infused under a favourable constellation. The Philosopher's Stone was supposed to contain the secret not only of transmutation, but of health and life, for through its agency could be distilled the Elixir of Life. It was the touchstone of existence. The author of a Treatise on Philosophical and Hermatic Chemistry, published in Paris in 1725 says: "Modern philosophers have extracted from the interior of mercury a fiery spirit, mineral, vegetable and putrefactive, in a humid concavity in which is found the primitive mercury or the universal quintessence. In the midst of this spirit resides the spiritual fluid. ... This is the mercury of the philosophers, which is not solid like a metal, nor soft like quicksilver, but between the two. They have retained for a long time this secret, which is the commencement, the middle, and the end of their work. It is necessary to proceed first to purify the mercury with salt and with ordinary salad vinegar, to sublime it with vitriol and saltpetre, to dissolve it in aqua-fortis, to sublime it again, to calcine it and fix it, to put away part of it in salad oil, to distill this liquor for the purpose of separating the spiritual and mineral, and when he had only mercurial body in the spirituous water or to distill the spirit of liquid mercury found in it, to purify all, and then to raise and exalt the spirit with non-odorous white sulphur—

that is to say, sal-ammoniac—to dissolve this sal-ammoniac in the spirit of liquid mercury which when distilled becomes the liquor known as the Vinegar of the Sages, to make it pass from gold to antimony three times more afterwards to reduce it by heat, lastly to steep this warm gold in very harsh vinegar and allow it to putrefy. On the surface of the vinegar it will raise itself in the form of fiery earth of the colour of oriental pearls. This is the first operation in the grand work. For the second operation; take in the name of God one part of gold and two parts of the spiritual water, charged with the sal-ammoniac, mix this noble confection in a vase of crystal of the shape of an egg: warm over a soft but continuous fire, and the fiery water will dissolve little by little the gold; this forms a liquor which is called by the sages "chaos" containing the elementary qualities—cold, dryness, heat and humidity. Allow this composition to putrefy until it becomes black; this blackness is known as the 'crow's head' and the 'darkness of the sages,' and makes known to the artist that he is on the right track. It was also known as the 'black earth.' It must be boiled once more in a vase as white as snow; this stage of the work is called the 'swan,' and from it arises the white liquor, which is divided into two parts—one white for the manufacture of silver, the other red for the manufacture of gold. Now you have accomplished the work, and you possess the Philosopher's Stone.

"In these diverse operations, one finds many by-products; among these is the 'green lion,' which is called also 'azoph,' and which draws gold from the more ignoble elements; the 'red lion' which converts the metal into gold; the 'head of the crow,' called also the 'black veil of the ship of Theseus,' which appearing forty days before the end of the operation predicts its success; the white powder which transmutes the white metals to fine silver; the red elixir with which gold is made; the white elixir which also makes silver, and which procures long life—it is also called the 'white daughter of the philosophers.'"

In the lives of the various alchemists we find many notices of the Powder of Projection in connection with those adepts who were supposed to have arrived at the solution of the grand arcanum. Thus in the Life of Alexander Seton (q.v.), a Scotsman who came from Port Seton, near Edinburgh, we find that on his various travels on the continent he employed in his alchemical experiments a blackish powder, the application of which turned any metal given him into gold. Numerous instances are on record of Seton's projections, the majority of which are verified with great thoroughness. On one occasion whilst in Holland, he went with some friends from the house at which he was residing to undertake an alchemical experiment. On the way thither a quantity of ordinary zinc was purchased, and this Seton succeeded in projecting into pure gold by the application of his powder. A like phenomenon was undertaken by him at Cologne, and elsewhere throughout Germany, and the extremest torture could not wring from him the secret of the quintessence he possessed. His pupil or assistant, Sendivogius, made great efforts to obtain the secret from him before he died, but all to no purpose. However, out of gratitude Seton bequeathed him what remained of his marvellous powder, which was employed by his Polish successor with the same results as had been achieved in his own case. The wretched Sendivogius fared badly, however, when the powder at last came to an end. He had used it chiefly in liquid form, and into this he had dipped silver coins which immediately had become the purest gold. Indeed it is on record that one coin, of which he had not been able to imbibe the half, remained for many years as a signal instance of the claims of alchemy in a museum or collection somewhere in South Germany. The half of this doubloon...
was gold, while the undipped portion had remained silver; but the notice concerning it is scarcely of a satisfactory nature. When the powder gave out, Sendivogius was driven to the desperate expedient of gilding the coins, which, report says, he had cast into the chrysitis, or crest, which means, and this very naturally brought upon him the wrath of those who had trusted him. (See Saton.)

In the Tale of the Anonymous Adept we also find a powder in use, and indeed the powder seems to have been the favoured form of the transmuting agency. The term Philosopher's Stone probably arose from some Eastern talismanic legend. Yet we find in Egyptian alchemy—the oldest—the idea of the black powder—the detritus or oxide of all the metals mingled. (See Egypt.)

The Philosopher's Stone had a spiritual as well as a material conception attached to it, and indeed spiritual alchemy is practically identified with it; but we do not find the first alchemists, nor those of mediavals times, possessed of any spiritual ideas; their hope was to manufacture real gold, and it is only in later times that we find the alchemists an idea creeping in, to the detriment of the physical one. Symbolic language was largely used by both schools, however, and we must not imagine that because an alchemical writer employs symbolical figures of speech that he is of the transcendental school, as his desire was merely to be understood by his brother adepts, and to conserve his secret from the vulgar. (See Alchemy.)

Philosophers Summary, The: (See Hamel.)

Phreno-Magnet: Journal of Magnetism. (See Spiritualism.)
Phreno-Mesmerism (or Phrenopathy): An application of the principles of Mesmerism to the science of phrenology. Mesmerism and phrenology had for some time been regarded by the English mesmerists as related sciences when it was discovered that a somnambule whose "bumps" were touched by the fingers of the operator would respond to the stimulus by exhibiting every symptom of the mental trait corresponding to the organ touched. Thus signs of joy, grief, destructiveness, combative, and friendship might be exhibited in rapid succession by the entranced patient. Among those who claimed to have discovered the new science were Dr. Collyer, a pupil of Dr. Elliotson's, and the Rev. Laroy Sunderland, though the former afterwards repudiated it. As time went on enterprising phreno-mesmerists discovered many new cerebral organs as many as a hundred and fifty being found beside those already mapped out by Spurzheim and Gall. Among its supporters phreno-mesmerism has numbered the distinguished hypnotist Braid, who expressed himself fully satisfied of its reality. He has recorded a number of cases in which the patient correctly indicated by his actions the organs touched, though demonstably ignorant of phrenological laws, and inaccessible to outside information. Braid himself offers but a very halting and inadequate physiological explanation, and since he may be supposed to have been fully alive to the factors of suggestion and hyperesthesia, it would seem advisable to admit the possibility of mental suggestion, or telepathy, by means of which the expectation of the operator, reproducing itself in the mind of the patient, would give rise to the corresponding reactions.

Phrygian Cap: Hargrave Jennings, in his Rosticriancs. Their Rites and Mysteris, says that the Phrygian Cap, the classic Mithraic Cap, sacrificial Cap, and mitre all derive from one common ancestor. The Mithraic or Phrygian Cap is the origin of the priestly mitre in all faiths. It was worn by the priest in sacrifice. When worn by a male, it had its crest, comb, or point, set jutting forward; when worn by a female, its prominence was the same prominent par of the cap in reverse, or on the nape of the neck, as in the instance of the Amazon's helmet, displayed in all old sculptures, or that of Pallas-Athena, as exhibited in the figures of Minerva. The peak, pic, or point, of caps or hats (the term "cocket hat" is a case in point) all refer to the same idea. This point had a sanctifying meaning afterwards attributed to it, while it was called the crista, or crest, which signifies a triumphal top, or tuft. The "Grenadier Cap," and the loose black Hussian Cap, derive remotely from the same sacred, Mithraic, or emblematical bonnet, or high pyramidal cap. It, in this instance, changes to black, because it is devoted to the illustration of the "fire-workers" (grenadiers) who, among modern military, succeed the Vulcanists, Cyclopes, classic "smiths," or servants of Vulcan, or Molicer, the artful worker among the metals in the fire, or amidst the forces of nature. This idea will be found by a reference to the high cap among the Persians, or Fire-worshippers; and to the black cap among the Bohemians, and in the East. All travellers in Eastern lands will remember that the top of the minarets reminded them of the high-pointed black caps of the Persians.

The Phrygian Cap is a most recondite antiquarian form; the symbol comes from the highest antiquity. It is displayed on the head of the figure sacrificing in the celebrated sculpture, called the "Mithraic Sacrifice" (or the Mythical Sacrifice) in the British Museum. This loose cap, with the point protruding, gives the original form from which all helmets or defensive headpieces, whether Greek or Barbarian, deduce. As a Phrygian Cap, or Symbolising Cap, it is always sanguine in its colour. It then stands as the "Cap of Liberty" a revolutionary form; also, in another way, it is the sign of an or phallic badge. It is always masculine in its meaning. It marks the "needle" of the obelisk, the crown of or tip of the phallos, whether "human" or representative. It has its origin in the rite of circumcision—unaccountable as are both the symbol and the rite. The real meaning of the bonnet rouge, or cap of liberty, has been involved from time immemorial in deep obscurity, notwithstanding that it has always been regarded as the most important hieroglyph or figure. It signifies the superstitious simulacrum sacrifice and "triumph." It has descended from the time of Abraham, and it is supposed to emblem the strange mythic rite of the "circumcision preparitii." The loose Phrygian bonnet conique, or "cap of liberty," may be accepted as signifying, or standing for, that detached integument or husk, separated from a certain point or knob, which has various names in different languages, and which supplies the central idea of this sacrificial rite—the spol or refuse of which (aburd and unpleasant as it may seem) is borne aloft at once as a "trophy" and as the "cap of liberty." It is now a magic sign, and becomes a talisman of supposedly inexpressible power— from what particular dark reason it may be difficult to say. The whole is a sign of "initiation," and of baptism of a peculiar kind. The Phrygian Cap, ever after this first inauguration, has stood as the sign of the "Enlightened." The heroic figures in most Gnostic Gems, have caps of this kind. The sacrificer in the sculptured group of the "Mithraic Sacrifice," among the marbles in the British Museum, has a Phrygian Cap on his head, whilst in the act of striking the bull with the poniard meaning the office of the immolating priest. The bonnet conique is the mitre of Venice.

Cintetoil, a Mexican god of sacrifice, wears such a cap made from the thigh-skin of an immolated virgin. This head-dress is shaped like a cock's comb.

Besides the bonnet rouge, the Pope's mitre—may all mitre and the mitre have their name from the terms "Mithradic," or "Mithraic." The origin of the whole class of names is Mittra, or Mithra. The cap of the
Phyllorhodomane: Distillation by rose-leaves. The Greeks clapped a rose-leaf on the hand, and judged from the resulting sound the success or otherwise of their desires.

Physical World: Formerly known as the Sthsa Plane—is in the theosophic scheme of things the lowest of the seven worlds, the world in which ordinary man moves and is conscious under normal conditions. It is the limit of the ego’s descent into matter, and the matter which composes the appropriate physical body, is the densest of any of these automatic worlds. Physical matter has the seven divisions of solid, liquid, gas, ether, super-ether, sub-atom and atom, in common with the matter of the other worlds. Besides the physical body, familiar to ordinary vision, there is a finer body, the etheric double, which plays a very important part in collecting vitality from the sun for the use of the denser physical body, and reference is made to the articles on the Etheric Body, and Chakrams. At death, the physical body and the etheric double are cast aside and slowly resolve into their components. (See Worlds, Planes, or Spheres, Theosophy.)

Phlarex, Z. T.: French Spiritualist and editor of La Revue Spiritualiste. M. Perrier was born in humble circumstances but managed to secure for himself an adequate education. He became in time professor at the College of Maubeuge, and afterwards secretary to Baron Du Potet. In 1858 he founded La Revue Spiritualiste, and led the French spiritualists, between whom and the spiritists under Allan Kardec there existed a certain rivalry. Until his death in 1878 he continued to devote his time and talents to the movement with which he had identified himself.

Pierre, Le: (See Palming.)

Pinto: Grand Master of Malta: (See Cagliostro.)

Piper, Mrs.: A famous trance medium, whose discourses and writings present the best evidence extant for the actuality of spirit communication. A native of America, it was there that Mrs. Piper first became interested, while consulting a professional clairvoyant in 1884. Numerous spirits purported to control her in these early days—Mrs. Siddons, Longellow, Bach, to mention only the most celebrated—but in 1885, when she came under the observation of the Society for Psychical Research, her principal control was Dr. Phinuit. From that time forward her trance utterances and writings—for after 1890 the communications were generally in writing—were carefully recorded and analysed by members of the S.P.R., chiefly under the direction of Dr. Hodgson. In 1885–60 Mrs. Piper visited this country and gave many séances, most of which seemed to display a supernormal powers in the medium. It is impossible in a limited space to detail her remarkable trance impersonations. On his death in 1905 Dr. Hodgson became one of her cotrols, Mr. Myers also cow controlled her. But perhaps the most life-like and convincing impersonation or spirit-manifestation—whatever it may have been—was that of George Pelham, a young American author and a friend of Dr. Hodgson, who had died suddenly in 1892. (See Trance Pen in Celtic and the outer edge of a circle of which is about seven inches. In the centre of this circle, and firmly affixed to the cardboard, is a block of wood three
Planes: (See Planetary Chains.)

Planetary Logos, or Ruler of Seven Chains, is, in the theosophic scheme, one of the grades in the hierarchy which assists in the work of creation and guidance. It is the supreme Logos who initiates this work, but in it he is helped by the “seven.” They receive from him the inspiration and straightway each in his own Planetary Chain carries on the work, directed by him no doubt, yet in an individual fashion, through all the successive stages which go to compose a Scheme of Evolution. (See Logos, Chains.)

Planimatry Spirits: In the theosophical scheme the number of these spirits is seven. They are emanations from the Absolute, and are the agents by which the Absolute effects all his changes in the Universe.

Planets: (See Astrology.)

Podewu: (See Blava.)

Pol: Edgar Allan Poe: (See Phidian, Osceol, English.)

Polindres: A hermetic book. (See Hermes Trismegistus.)

Polong: Malay familiar. (See Malay.)

Poltergeist: The name given to the supposed supernatural causes of outbreaks of rappings, inexplicable noises, and the like. The disturbances, which from time to time have mystified men of science as well as the general public. The term poltergeist (i.e., Polter Geist, ratting ghost) is sufficiently indicative of the character of these beings, whose manifestations are, at the best, puerile and purposeless tricks, and not infrequently display an openly mischievous and destructive tendency. The poltergeist is by no means indigenous to any one country, nor has he confined his attentions to any particular period. Lang mentions several cases belonging to the Middle Ages, and one at least which dates so far back as 856 B.C. In both savage and civilised countries this peculiar form of haunting is well known, and it is a curious fact that the phenomena are almost identical in every case. The disturbances are always observed to be particularly active in the neighborhood of one person, generally a child or a young woman, and preferably an epileptic or hysterical subject. According to the theory advanced by spiritualists, this centre of the disturbances is a natural medium, through whom the spirits desire to communicate with the world of living beings. In earlier times such a person was regarded as a witch, or the victim of a witch, whichever supposition was best fitted to the circumstances. The poltergeist is represented as a development from witchcraft, and the direct forerunner of modern spiritualism, and in fact, a link between the two.

Turning our attention first to some of the earlier records, we may consider briefly the case of the Drummer of Tedworth (1661), and the Epworth Case (1719). In both of these instances the manifestations witnessed were of the usual order. The spirits, if spirits they were, sought to attract attention by familiar childish tricks, and communicated by means of the same curious process of knocking. The circumstances of the first-named instance are as follows: In 1661 a vagrant drummer was at the instance of Mr. Mompesson of Tedworth, taken before a Justice of the Peace, and deprived of his drum, which instrument finally found a resting-place in the house of Mr. Mompesson, during that gentleman’s absence from home. Immediately violent disturbances broke out in the house. Loud knockings together with apparitions of rabbits, badgers, and such were heard, and the beating of an invisible drum. Articles flew recklessly about the rooms, and the bedsteads (particularly those in which the younger children lay) were violently shaken. After a time the drummer was transported, when the manifestations abruptly ceased, but a recurrence of the outbreak synchronised with his return. Contemporary opinion put the case down to witchcraft on the part of the drummer, but Mr. Podmore and other modern incline to the belief that the “two little modest girls in the bed” had more than a little to do with the mysterious knockings and scratchings of the poltergeist. In the famous Epworth Case, where the phenomena are well attested by the whole Wesley family, and described in numerous contemporary letters, the disturbances comprised all the ordinary manifestations of levitations, loud and terrifying noises, and rappings, and the like, in which the children, and not unobserved, do not seem to have held any special significance for her family. A more recent case in which a charge of witchcraft is involved, is the Cideville case, described by Mr. Lang in his Cock Lane and Common Sense, under the heading, “A Modern Trial for Witchcraft.” In 1849 the Curé of Cideville, Seine Inferieure, was summoned to court by a shepherd named Thorel, who alleged that the Curé had denounced him for sorcery. In his defence the Curé stated that Thorel himself had confessed to having produced by means of sorcery certain mysterious manifestations, which had disturbed the inmates of the Abbey. During the trial it transpired that the Curé, when visiting a sick parishioner, had driven from the bedside a man of notorious character, with an evil reputation for sorcery, who was about to treat the patient. The sorcerer, whose name was Cussat, was shortly afterwards sent to prison. Later, when some little boys, pupils of the Curé, were at an auction, they were approached...
by Thorel, who was known as a disciple of the sorcerer. He placed his hand on the head of one of the children, and muttered some strange words. When the boys returned to the Abbey the poltergeist performances commenced. Violent blows on the walls seemed about to demolish them, and one of the children complained that he was followed by a man's shadow, and other witnesses declared that they had seen a grey hand and wreaths of smoke. Some of those who visited the Abbey were able to hold a conversation with the spirits by means of knocking. It was agreed that sharp-pointed irons should be driven into the walls, and on this being done, smoke and flames were seen to issue from the incisions. At last Thorel sought the Curé and confessed that the disturbances were the work of his master, the sorcerer. The plaintiff was non-suited, and the judge, in summing up, said that the cause of the "extraordinary facts" of this case "remained unknown." In February, 1851, the boys were removed from the Abbey, and the disturbances ceased.

Of those instances where a spiritualistic explanation has been offered, perhaps the most prominent is that of the Cock Lane Ghost, of which little is known. In 1761, two raps and scratches were heard in a house in Cock Lane, generally occurring near the bed of the little daughter of the house, Elizabeth Parsons. Very soon the manifestations became so pronounced that people from all parts of the city were crowding to witness them. A code of raps was agreed upon, through which it was ascertained that the spirit was that of a lady named "Fanny," who declared that she had been poisoned by her deceased sister's husband, with whom she had lodged in the Cock Lane house some two years previously, and expressed a wish that he might be hanged. It is, indeed, quite a common thing for the poltergeist to reveal a crime, real or imaginary—and more often the latter, which is entirely in keeping with the character of the spirit. In the Cock Lane affair the manifestations followed the girl when she was removed to another house, and she trembled strongly, even in her sleep, on the approach of the ghost. The case which presents the most formidable array of evidence, however, is that of the Joller family in Switzerland. In 1860, a series of disturbances broke out in Stans, in the home of M. Joller, a prominent lawyer, and a man of excellent character. Knockings were first heard by a servant-maid, who also averred that she was haunted by strange grey shapes, and the sound of sobbing. In the autumn of 1860, she was dismissed and another maid engaged. For a time there was peace, but in 1862 the disturbances commenced with redoubled vigour. The wife and seven children of M. Joller heard and saw many terrifying sights and sounds, but M. Joller himself remained sceptical. At length, however, even he was convinced that neither trickery nor imagination would suffice as an explanation of the phenomena. Meanwhile the manifestations became more and more outrageous, and continued in full view of the thousands of persons who were attracted by curiosity to the house, including the Land-Captain Zelger, the Director of Police Jaun, the President of the Court of Justice, and other prominent people, some of whom suggested that a commission be appointed to examine the house thoroughly. Three of the heads of police were deputed to conduct the enquiry. They demanded the withdrawal of M. Joller and his family, and remained in the house for six days without witnessing anything abnormal, and drew up a report to this effect. Directly the Joller family entered the house the disturbances were renewed. M. Joller became the butt of ridicule to all, even his political and personal friends, and was finally compelled to quit his ancestral home. This is undoubtedly one of the most striking cases of poltergeist haunting on record. Here, as in almost every instance, there are children evidently and intimately bound up with the manifestations. It is his choice of a medium which has directed most suspicion to the poltergeist, and it on this that Mr. Podmore bases his assumption that all poltergeist phenomena are traceable to the cunning tricks of "naughty little girls." He suggests that with the "medium" under careful control it is more than probable that the poltergeist will turn shy, and refuse to perform his traditional functions! There is much to be said for this theory. The medium of the spiritualistic sance is frequently credited with the loftiest utterances, and the production of literary, musical, and artistic compositions. The poltergeist indulges in such futilities as the breaking of crockery, the throwing about of furniture, and the materialization of coal and carrots in the drawing-room. Why, if they are mature spirits, as they purport to be, should they practise such feats of mystification as would seem to be impelled either by the foolish vanity of a child, or the cunning impulses of a deranged mind? Then there is often a curious hesitancy on the part of the medium, as in the case of Hetty Wesley, in confirming the approach of the phenomena, and a tendency to such physical disturbances as epileptic and other fits. And sometimes the poltergeist confesses, as did the maid-servant Ann at Stockwell, to having manipulated the disturbing occurrences with the aid of wires and horsehair. But in such a case as that of the Joller family, the theory of "naughty little girls" is childish and inadequate. It is all but impossible to believe that children could produce the manifestations in full view of hundreds of people. It is still more difficult to understand how children and ignorant persons, with presumably no knowledge of previous instances, could fix upon exactly the same phenomena which has been produced by the poltergeist of every age and clime. And in the Joller case, there is the evidence of many spectators that the most violent disturbances were witnessed when the whole family was assembled outside the house and thus not in a position to assist the manifestations, which included the throwing open of all windows, doors, cupboards and drawers, the materialization of the "thin grey cloud," noises and apparitions. In short, it must be admitted that there is an element of mystery which calls for elucidation, and which the most scientific and critical minds have hitherto failed to make clear.

Polynesia: Magic in Polynesia is the preserve of the priestly and upper classes, although lesser sorcery is practised by individuals not of these castes. There is a prevailing belief that what is known as the spiritual power, which is resident in certain individuals. The method of using this power is twofold. One of these is practised by a society known as the Inial, where certain rites are carried out which are supposed to bring calamity upon the enemies of the tribe. The ability to exercise magic is known as agara, and the magician or wizard is lana agara. If the wizard desires to cast magic upon another man, he usually tries to secure something that has touched with his mouth, and to guard against this, the natives are careful to destroy all food-refuse that they do not consume, and they carefully gather up even a single drop of blood when they receive a cut or scratch, and burn it or throw it into the sea, so that the wizard may not obtain it. The wizard having obtained something belonging to the person whom he wishes to injure, buries it in a deep hole, together with leaves of poisonous plants and sharp-pointed pieces of bamboo, accompanying the action by suitable incantations. If he chances to be a member of the Inial society, he will place on the top of the whole one of their sacred stones, as they believe that so long as the stone is pressing down the article which has been buried in the hole the man to whom it belonged will remain sick. Immediately a man fails
sick, he sets enquiries on foot as to who has bewitched him, and there is always someone to acknowledge the soft impeachment. If he does not succeed in having the spell removed he will almost certainly succumb, but if he succeeds in having it taken away, he begins to recover almost immediately; and the strange thing is that he evinces no enmity towards the person or persons who "bewitched" him.—indeed it is taken as a matter of course, and he quietly waits the time when he will be able to return the compliment!

These remarks apply for the most part to New Britain, and its system of magic is practically the same as that known in Fiji as vaularuniau concerning which very little is known. In his work Melaneseas and Polynesians the Rev. Dr. George Brown, the well-known pioneer missionary and explorer, gives an interesting account of the magical systems of these people, in which he incorporates several informative letters from brother missionaries, which are well worth quotation. For example, the Rev. W. E. Bromilow says that at Dobo in south-eastern New Guinea:

"Worabana (evil spirits) are those which inhabit dark places, and wander in the night, and give witches their power to smite all round. Barau is the wizardry of men, who looks with angry eyes out of dark places, and throw small stones, first spitting on them, at men, women, and even children, thus causing death. A tree falls, it is a witch who caused it to do so, though the tree may be quite rotten, or a gust of wind may break it off. A man meets with an accident, it is the merabana. He is getting better through the influence of the medicine-man, but has a relapse; this is the barau at work, as we have ascertained from the terrified shouts of our workmen, as some sleeper has called out in a horrid dream. These medicine-men, too, have great power, and no wonder, when one of our girls gets a little dust in her eye, and the doctor takes a big stone out of it; and when a chief has a pain in the chest, and to oobaoba takes therefrom a two-inch nail.

The people here will have it that all evil spirits are female Worabana is the great word, but the term is applied to witches as well, who are called the veses of the merabana, but more often the single word is used. I have the names of spirits inhabiting the glens and forests, but they are all women or enter into women, giving them terrible powers. Whenever any one is sick, it is the merabana who has caused the illness, and any old woman who happened to be at enmity with the sick person is set down as the cause. A child died the other day, and the friends were quite angry because the witches had not heeded the words of the lofu, i.e., the Christian religion Taparanu, and given up spirits to the little ones. These are times of peace, said they; why should the child die then? We, of course, took the opportunity and tried to teach them that sickness caused death without the influence of poor old women.

Sorcerers are Barau, men whose powers are more terrible than those of all the witches. I was talking to a to oobaoba—medicine-man—the other day, and I asked him why his taking a stone out of a man's chest did not cure him. 'Oh,' said he, 'he must have been smitten by a Barau.' A very logical statement this. Cases the to oobaoba cannot cure are under the fell stroke of the Barau, from which there is no escape, except by the sorcerer's own incantations.

"The Fijian sorcery of drauni-hau appears here in another form called sumana or rubbish. The sorcerer obtains possession of a small portion of his victim's hair, or skin, or foot, or even a strand of his beard, and carefully wraps it about a parcel, which he sends off to as great a distance as is possible. In the meantime he very cunningly causes a report of the sumana to be made known to the man whom he wishes to kill, and the poor fellow is put into great fright and dies."

The Rev. S. B. Fellows gives the following account of the beliefs of the people of Kiriva (Trobiand group):

"The sorcerers, who are very numerous, are credited with the power of creating the wind and rain, of making the gardens to be either fruitful or barren, and of causing sickness which leads to death. Their methods of operation are legion. The great chief, who is also the principal sorcerer, claims the sole right to secure a bountiful harvest every year. This function is considered of transcendent importance by the people.

Our big chief, Bulitara, was asking me one day if I had these occult powers. When I told him that I made no such claim, he said, 'Who makes the wind and the rain and the harvest in your land?' I answered, 'God.'

"Ah," said he, 'that's it. God does this work for your people, and I do it for our people. God and I are equal.' He delivered this dictum very quietly, and with the air of a man who had given a most satisfactory explanation.

"But the one great dread that darkens the life of every native is the fear of the bogau, the sorcerer who has the power to cause sickness and death, who, in the darkness of night, steals to the house of his unsuspecting victim, and places near the doorstep a few leaves from a certain tree, containing the mystic power which he, by his evil arts, has imparted to them. The doomed man, on going out of his house next morning, unwittingly steps over the fatal leaf, and is stricken down by a mortal sickness. Internal disease of every kind is set down to this agency. Bulitara told me the mode of his witchcraft. He boils his decoctions, containing numerous ingredients, in a special cooking-pot on a small fire, in the secret recesses of his own house, at the dead of night; and while the pot is boiling he speaks into it an incantation known only to a few persons. The bunch of leaves dipped in this is at once ready for use. Passing through the villages the other day, I came across a woman, apparently middle-aged, who was evidently suffering from a wasting disease, she was so thin and worn. I asked if she had any pain, and her friends said 'No.' Then they explained that some bogau was sucking her blood. I said, 'How does he do it?' 'Oh,' they said, 'that is known only to herself. He manages to get her blood which makes him strong, while she gets weaker every day, and if he goes on much longer she will die.'

"Deformities at birth, and being born dumb or blind, are attributed to the evil influence of disembodied spirits, who inhabit a lower region called Tuma. Once a year the spirits of the ancestors visit their native village in a body after the harvest is gathered. At this time the men perform special dances, the people openly display their valuables, spread out on platforms, and great feasts are made for the spirits. On a certain night, when the moon named Namarama is at the full, all the people—men, women and children—join in raising a great shout, and so drive the spirits back to Tuma.

"A peculiar custom prevails of wearing, as charms, various parts of the body of a deceased relative. On her breast, suspended by a piece of string round her neck, a widow wears her late husband's lower jaw, the full set of teeth looking ghastly and grim. The small bones of the arms and legs are taken out soon after death, and formed into spoons, which are used to put lime into the mouth when eating betel-nut. Only this week a chief died in a village three miles from us, and a leg and an arm, for the above purpose, were brought to our village by some relatives as their portion of their dead friend.

"An evidence of the passionate nature of this people is
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seen in the comparatively frequent attempts at suicide. Their method is to climb into the top branches of a high tree, and, after tying the ankles together, to throw themselves down. During the last twelve months two attempts near our home were successful, and several others were prevented. In some cases the causes were trivial. One young man allowed his anger to master him because his wife had smoked a small piece of tobacco belonging to him; he fell from the tree across a piece of root, which was above ground and broke his neck. A woman, middle-aged and childless, who had become jealous, climbed into a tree near her house, and calling out "Good-bye" to her brother in the village, instantly threw herself down. Falling on her head she died in a few hours; the thick skin on the scalp was cut, but so far as I could see the skull was not broken.

Some of the minor magical customs of Polynesia are worthy of note. Natives of the Duke of York group believe that by persistent calling upon a man whom they wish to get hold of he will by their call be drawn to them, even from a great distance. The natives will not eat or drink when at sea. In New Guinea and Fiji the custom prevails of cutting off a finger joint in token of mourning for a near relative, as do the bushmen of South Africa. (See Magic, Prehistoric.) They firmly believe in mermaids, tail men and dwarfs; and regarding these they are most positive in their assertions. The natives of the Duke of York group in fact declared to a missionary that they had caught a mermaid, who had married a certain native, and that the pair had several of a family; "but unfortunately," says the relation of this story, "I could never get to see them." Like many other races, the Polynesians work themselves into a great state of terror whenever an eclipse takes place, and during the phenomenon they beat drums, shout and invoke their gods.

In Samoa magic is practised to such an extent as in other Melanesian groups, although the sorcerer still exists. He is, however, much more sophisticated, and instead of asking merely for any trifling object connected with the person whom he desires to bewitch, he demands property, such as valuable mats and other things which are of use to him. His modus operandi was to get into communication with his god, who entered the sorcerer's body, which became violently contorted and convulsed. The assembled natives would then hear a voice speaking from behind a screen, probably a ventriloquial effort, which asserted the presence of the god invoked. Sickness was generally believed to be caused by the anger of some god, who could thus be concealed by the priest or wizard and duly placated. The god invariably required some present of substantial value, such as a piece of land, a canoe, or other property, and if the priest happens to know of a particularly valuable object belonging to the person who supposed himself bewitched, he stipulates that it shall be given up to him. This casts of priests is known as iaula-aiu, and also act as medicine-men.

Psyltix : This is almost the only example of an insidious stone. It caused the hair to fall off the head of anyone who had it about his person.

"Pounia : A blue stone with red stars, or drops and lines like blood. It compels the devil to answer questions, and puts him to flight.

Poppy Seeds : Divination by smoke was sometimes practised by magicians. A few jasmine or poppy seeds were flung upon burning coals, for this purpose; if the smoke rose lightly and ascended straight into the heavens, it augured well; but if it hung about it was regarded as a bad omen.

Folding (See Visions.)

Porka : (See Slava.)

Pot of Fortune : (See Astrology.)

Postel, Guillaume : A visionary of the sixteenth century, born in the diocese of Avranches. He was so precocious that at fourteen years of age he was made master of a school. It is said that he was in the habit of reading the most profound works of the Jewish rabbis, and the vivacity of his imagination threw him into constant troubless, from which he had the greatest difficulty in extricating himself. He believed that he had been called by God to re-unite men under one law, either by reason of the sword. The pope and the king of France were to be the civil and religious heads of his new republic. He was made Almoner to a hospital at Venice, where he came under the influence of a woman called Mere Jeanne, who had visions which had turned her head. Because of his heterodox preachings, Postel was denounced as a heretic, but latterly was regarded as merely mad. After having travelled somewhat extensively in the East, and having written several works in which he dealt with the visions of his coadjutor, he retired to the priory of St. Martin-des-Champs at Paris, where he died penitent in 1581.

Posthumous Letters : Many investigators of psychic science, members of the Society for Psychic Research and others, have left sealed letters, whose contents are known only to the writer. On the death of the writer, and before the seal shall have been opened, an attempt is made by a medium to reveal the contents. By means this it is hoped to prove the actuality or otherwise of spirit communication, for, since only the writer knows what the letter contains, it is presumed that on his death this knowledge can only be communicated through his discarnate spirit. This hypothesis certainly overlooks the fact that the information might be telepathically acquired during the writer's lifetime by a still living person, and so conveyed to the medium. As yet, however, hypotheses are premature, for no attempt of the kind has met with striking success.

Powder of Sympathy : A remedy which, by its application to the weapon which had caused a wound, was supposed to cure the hurt. This method was in vogue during the reigns of James I. and Charles I., and its chief exponent was a gentleman named Sir Kenelm Digby. An abstract of his theory, contained in an address given before an assembly of nobles and learned men at Montpellier in France, may be seen in Pettigrew's Superstitions connected with Medicine and Surgery. The bestow former was for the powder:—"Take Roman vitriol six or eight ounces, beat it very small in a mortar, sift it through a fine sieve when the sun enters Leo; keep it in the heat of the sun by day, and dry by night." This art has been treated by some authors with belief, and by priest both believing and unbelieving with Wrenfils says:—"If the superstitious person be wounded by any chance, he applies the salve, not to the wound, but, what is more effectual to the weapon by which he received it."

Poseune Vilo : (See Slava.)

Pratayshara : One of the initial stages of yoga practice.

Precipitation of Matter : One of the phenomena of spiritualism which least admits of a rational explanation is that known as the "passing of solids through solids." The statement of the hypothetical fourth dimension of space is an attempt at a solution of the problem; so also is the theory of "precipitation of matter." The latter suggests that before one solid body passes through another it is resolved into its component atoms, to be precipitated in its original form when the passage is accomplished. M. Celelle Flammarion found a parallel to this process in the passage of a piece of ice—a solid—through a napkin. The ice passes through the napkin in the form of water, and may afterwards be re-frozen. This is matter passing.
through matter, a solid passing through a solid, after it has undergone a change of condition. And we are only carrying out M. Flammermon’s inference in suggesting that it is something analogous to this process, which occurs in all cases of solids passing through solids.

Prophecy: See Gillis de Laval.

Premotion: An impalpable warning of a future event. Premotions may range from vague feelings of disquiet, suggestive of impending disaster, to actual hallucinations, whether visual or auditory. Dreams are frequent vehicles of premonitions, either direct or symbolical, and there are countless instances of veridical dreams. In such cases it is hard to say whether the warning may have come from an external source, as spiritualists aver, or whether the portended catastrophe may have resulted, in part, at least, from auto-suggestion. The latter is plainly the explanation of another form of premonition—i.e., the predictions made by patients in the magnetic or mediumistic trance with regard to their maladies. The magnetic subject who prophesied that his malady would reach a crisis on a certain date several weeks ahead, probably himself attended subconsciously to the fulfilling of his prophecy. Might anything happen in “verical” dreams and hallucinations? We know that a subject obeying a post-hypnotic suggestion will weave his action quite naturally into the surrounding circumstances, though the very moment of its performance may have been fixed months before. That the dreams and hallucinations of the subject also might suggest and fulfill their premonitions, either directly or by telepathic communication of the suggestion to another agent, does not seem very far-fetched or improbable. There is, of course, coincidence. It is impossible but that a certain proportion of verified premonitions should be the result of coincidence. Possibly, also, such impressions, whether they remain vague forebodings or are embodied in dreams or otherwise, must at times be subconscious inferences drawn from an actual, if obscure, perception of existing facts. As such, indeed, they are not to be lightly treated. Yet very frequently premonitions prove to be entirely groundless, even the most impressive ones, where the warning is emphasized by a ghostly visitant.

Preseantin Lois. The: or Sortes Preestinae. A method of divination by lots, in vogue in Italy. The letters of the alphabet were placed in an urn which was shaken, and the letters then turned out on the floor; the words thus formed were received as omens. In the East this method of divination is still common.

Preis (a departed ghost): The form which the Hindus believe the soul takes after death. This ghost inhabits a body of the size of a man’s thumb, and remains in the keeping of Yumu, the judge of the dead. Punishment is inflicted on the Preis, whose body is enlarged for this purpose and is strengthened to endure sorrow. At the end of a year the soul is delivered from this state by the performance of the Shraddhu, and is translated to the heaven of the Pitres, where it is rewarded for its good deeds. Afterwards, in a different body, the soul enters its final abode. The performance of the Shraddhu is absolutely necessary to escape from the Preis condition.

Prophecy: In an early state of society, the prophet and shaman were probably one and the same, as is still the case among primitive peoples. It is difficult to say whether the offices of the prophet are more truly religious or magical. He is usually a priest, but the ability to look into the future and read its portents can scarcely be called a religious attribute. In many instances prophecy is merely utterance in the ecstatic condition. We know that the pythonesses attached to the oracles of ancient Greece uttered prophetic words under the influences of natural gases or drugs; and when the medicine-men of most savage tribes attempt to peer into the future, they usually attain a condition of ecstasy by taking some drug, the action of which is well known to them. But this was not always the case; the shaman often summoned a spirit to his aid to discover what portents and truths lie in the future; but this cannot be called prophecy. Neither is divination in the true sense of the term, as artificial aids are employed, and it is merely by the appearance of certain objects that the augur can pretend to predict future events. We often find prophecy disassociated from the ecstatic condition, as for example among the prophets of Israel, who occupied themselves in great measure with the calm statement of future political events, or those priests of the Maya Indians of Central America known as Chilan Balam, who at stated intervals in the year made certain statements regarding the period which lay immediately before them. In prophecy then to be regarded as a direct utterance of the deity, taking man as his mouthpiece, or the statement of one who seeks inspiration from the fountain of wisdom? Technically, both are true of prophecy, for we find it stated in scripture that when the deity desired to communicate with man he chose certain persons as his mouthpieces. Again individuals (often the same as those chosen by God) applied to the deity for inspiration in critical moments. Prophecy then may be the utterances of God by the medium of the practically unconscious shaman or seer, or the inspired utterance of that person after inspiration has been sought from the deity.

In ancient Assyria the prophetical class were called nabu, meaning “to call” or “announce,”—a name probably adopted from that of the god, Na-bi-u, the speaker or proclaimer of destiny, the tablets of which he inscribed. Among the ancient Hebrews the prophet was called prophet, a borrowed title probably adopted from the Canaanites. That is not to say, however, that the Hebrew nabbiim were indebted to the surrounding peoples for their prophetic system, which appears to have been of a much loftier type than that of the Canaanites peoples. Prophets appear to have swarmed in Palestine in biblical times, and we are told that four hundred prophets of Baal sat at Jezebel’s table. The fact that they were prophets of this deity would almost go to prove that they were also priests. We find that the most celebrated prophets of Israel belonged to the northern portion of that territory, which was more subject to the influence of the Canaanites. Later, distinct prophetic societies were formed,—the chief reason for whose existence appears to have been the preservation of nationality, and this class appears to have absorbed the older classes of seers and magicians, and to some extent to have taken over their offices. Some of the later prophets,—Micah, for example—appear to have regarded some of these lesser seers as mere diviners, who were in reality not unlike the prophets of Baal. With Amos may be said to have commenced a new school of prophecy—the canonical prophets, who were also authors and historians, and who disclaimed all connection with mere professional prophets. The general idea in Hebrew Palestine was that Yahveh, or God, was in the closest possible touch with the prophets, and that he would do nothing without revealing it to them. The greatest importance was given to their utterances, which more than once determined the fate of the nation. Indeed no people has lent so close an ear to the utterance of their prophetic class as did the Jews of old times.

In ancient Greece, the prophetic class were generally found attached to the oracles, and in Rome were represented by the augurs. In Egypt the priests of Ra at Memphis acted as prophets, as perhaps did those of Hekt. Among the ancient Celts and Teutons, prophecy was frequent, the prophet agent usually placing him or herself in the ecstatic condition. The Druids were famous practi...
tioners of the prophetic art, and some of their utterances may be still extant in the so-called Prophecies of Merlin. In America, as has been stated, prophetic utterance took practically the same forms as the oracles of Asia. But the former, for example, declared that a famine would come in for a large share of attention and investigation, to which, indeed, they seemed to lend themselves. The case of the Drummer of Tedworth was examined by Joseph Glanvil, and the results set forth by him in Autobiographia Triumphantia, published in 1668. The Epworth Case, which occurred in the house of John Wesley’s father, called forth many comments, as did also the Cock Lane Ghost, the Stockwell Poltergeist and many others. The Animal Magnetists and their successors the Mesmerists may, in a manner, be considered psychical researchers, since these variant forms of hypnotism were the fruits of protracted investigation into the phenomena which indubitably existed in connection with the trance state. If their speculations were wild and their enquiries failed to elicit the truth of the matter, it was but natural, at that stage of scientific progress, that they should be so. And there and there even the writings of Paracelsus and Mesmer we find that they had glimpses of scientific truths which were in advance of their age, foreshadowings of scientific discoveries which were to prove the triumph of future generations. The former, for example, stated in his writings: “By the magic power of the will, a person on this side of the ocean may turn person on the other side hear what is said on this side. . . . The ethereal body of a man may know what another man thinks at a distance of 100 miles and more.”

This reads uncommonly like an anticipation of telepathy, which has attained to such remarkable prominence in recent years, though it is not now generally attributed to “the ethereal body of a man.” Such things as these would seem to entitle many of the mesmerists and the older mystics to the designation of “psychical researchers.”

As knowledge increased and systematised methods came into use these enquiries became ever more searching and more fruitful in definite results. The introduction of modern spiritualism in 1848 undoubtedly gave a remarkable impetus to psychical research. The movement was so widespread, its effects so apparent, that it was inevitable but that some man of science should be drawn into an examination of the alleged phenomena. Thus we find engaged in the investigation of spiritualism Carpenter, Faraday and De Morgan, and on the Continent Count de Gasparin, M. Thury and Zeller. One of the most important of individual investigators was undoubtedly Sir William Crookes, who worked independently for some time before the founding of the Society for Psychological Research.

However, although much good work was done by independent students of “psychic science,” as it came to be called, and by such societies as the Dialectical Society (q.v.) and the Psychological Society (q.v.), it was not until 1882 that a concerted and carefully-organised attempt was made to elucidate those obscure problems which had so long puzzled the wits of learned and simple. In that year was founded the Society for Psychological Research, with the object of examining in a scientific and impartial spirit the realm of the supernatural. The following passage from the Society’s original prospectus, quoted by Mr. Podmore in his Naturalisation of Spiritualism, indicates with sufficient clearness its aim and proposed methods.

“It has been widely felt that the present is an opportune time for making an organised and systematic attempt to investigate that large group of debatable phenomena designated by such terms as mesmeric, psychical, and spiritualistic.

“From the recorded testimony of many competent witnesses, past and present, including observations recently
made by scientific men of eminence in various countries, there appears to be, amid much delusion and deception, an important body of remarkable phenomena, which are prima facie inexplicable on any generally recognised hypothesis, and which, if incontestably established, would be of the highest possible value.

"The task of examining such residual phenomena has often been undertaken by individual effort, but never hitherto by a scientific society organised on a sufficiently broad basis."

The first president of the Society was Professor Henry Sidgwick, and among later presidents were Professor Ballou Stewart, Professor William James, Sir William Crookes, Mr. A. J. Balfour, Professor Richet and Sir Oliver Lodge, while prominent among the original members were Frank Podmore, F. W. H. Myers, Edmund Gurney, Professor Barrett, Rev. Stanton Moses and Mrs. Sidgwick. Lord Rayleigh and Andrew Lang were also early members of the Society. Good work was done in America in connection with the Society by Dr. Hodgson and Professor Hyslop. On the continent Lombroso, Eusapia Palladino, and Frank Podmore, F. W. H. Myers, and Mrs. Sidgwick, and with the Italian medium Eusapia Palladino.

At first the members of the Society for **Psychical Research** found it convenient to work in concert, but as they became more conversant with the broad outlines of the subject, it was judged that each was far better equipped for certain sections of investigation than another, each of whom confined in connection with the Italian medium Eusapia Palladino.

I.—An examination of the nature and extent of any influence which may be exerted by one mind upon another, apart from any generally recognised mode of perception. (Hon. Sec. of Committee, Professor W. F. Barrett.)

2.—The study of hypnotism, and the forms of so-called mesmeric trance, with its alleged insensibility to pain; clairvoyance, and other allied-phenomena. (Hon. Sec. of Committee, Dr. G. Wyld.)

3.—A critical revision of Reichenbach's researches with certain organisations called "sensitive," and an inquiry whether such organisations possess any power of perception beyond the ordinary; or of any other unknown but presumably natural telepathy, must, according to him, fall under the grave suspicion of fraud. His theory of poltergeists, for example, by which he regards these uncanny disturbances as being the work of naughty children, does not admit the intervention of a malicious disembodied spirit. In coincident hallucination, again, he considers telepathy a suitable explanation, as well as in all cases of "personation" by the medium. His view—one that was shared by Andrew Lang and others—was that if telepathy were once established the spirit hypothesis would not only be unnecessary, but impossible of proof.

The most important of telepathic experiments were those conducted by Professor and Mrs. Sidgwick in 1889–91. The percipients were hypnotised by Mr. G. A. Smith, who also acted as agent, and the matter to be transmitted consisted in highly-exalted sensations of the recognised sensory organs. The agent and percipient were generally separated by a screen, or were sometimes in different rooms, though the results in the latter case were perceptibly less satisfactory. On the whole, however, the percentage of correct guesses was far above that which the doctrine of chance warranted, and the experiments did much to encourage a belief that some hitherto unknown mode of communication existed. More recently the trance communication of Mrs. Piper would seem to point to some such theory, though Mr. Myers, Dr. Hodgson and Dr. Hyslop, who conducted a very profound investigation into those communications, were inclined to believe that the spirits of the dead were the agencies in this case. Telepathy cannot yet be considered as proved. At the best it is merely a surmise, which, if it could be established, would provide a natural explanation for much of the phenomena of mediumistic phenomena. Few psychologists admit that its action is extremely uncertain and experiment correspondingly difficult. Nevertheless, each year sees an increasing body of scientific and popular opinion favourable to the theory, so that we may hope that, however, previous to this had been largely accepted, it may at last be within a reasonable distance of becoming an acknowledged fact. The machinery of telepathy is generally supposed to be in the form of etherial vibrations, or "brain waves,"
acting in accordance with natural laws, though Mr. Gerald Balfour and others incline to an entirely metamorphosed theory, urging, e.g., that the action does not conform to the law of inverse squares.

The subject of hallucinations, coincidental or otherwise, has been largely investigated in recent years, and has been found to be closely connected with the question of telepathy. Apparitions were in former times regarded as the "doubles" or "ethereal bodies" of the persons they represented, but they are not now considered to be otherwise than subjective. Nevertheless the study of "coincidental hallucinations"—i.e., hallucinatory apparitions which coincide with the death of the person represented, or with some other crises in his life—raises the question as to whether the agent may not produce such an hallucination in the mind of the percipient by the exercise of telepathic influence, which may be judged to be more powerful during an emotional crisis. Now hallucinations have been shown to be fairly common among sane people, about one person in ten having experienced one or more. But the chances that such an hallucination should coincide with the death of the person it represents would be less, in the ratio of 1 in 19,000; that is, if any other factor than chance determines their ratio. With a view to ascertaining whether coincidental hallucinations did actually bear a higher proportion to the total number of hallucinations than chance would justify, the Society for Psychological Research took a census in 1889 and the three or four years immediately following. Professor Sidgwick and a committee of members of the Society conducted the investigations and printed forms were distributed among 410 accredited agents of the Society, including, besides its own members, many medical men and others belonging to the professional classes, all of whom gave their services without fee in the interests of science. In all some 17,000 persons were questioned, and negative as well as affirmative answers were sent in just as they were received, the agents being specially instructed to make no discrimination between the various replies. Out of 8,372 men 555 had had an hallucination, and 1,029 out of 8,681 women—9.9% of the total. When ample allowance had been made for defects of memory with regard to early hallucinations by multiplying the 322 recognised and definite cases by 4, it was found that 62 coincided with a death; but, again making allowances, this number was reduced to 30. Thus we find 1 coincidental hallucination in 43 where, there being no apparent connection whatsoever, we should expect 1 in 19,000. Clearly, then, if these figures be taken, there must be some causal connection between the death and the apparition, whether it be a spiritualistic or telepathic theory that may be used. Though it be true that memory plays strange tricks, yet it is difficult to understand how persons of education and standing could write down and attest minutes and dated records of events that never happened.

Apart from telepathy, which because it postulates the working of a hitherto unknown natural law, takes premier place, perhaps the most interesting field of research is that of automatism. Trance writings and utterances have been known since the earliest times, when they were attributed to demonic possession, or, sometimes, angelic possession. By means of planchette, ouija, and such contrivances people are able to write automatically and divulge information which they themselves were unaware of possessing. But here again the phenomena are purely subjective, and are the result of cerebral dissociation, and may be induced in hypnosis. In this state of the memory may occur, and thus account for such phenomena as the speaking in foreign tongues with which the agent is ill-acquainted. The mechanism of the brain may produce a sensitiveness to telepathic influences, as would seem apparent in the case of Mrs. Piper, whose automatic productions in writing and speaking have supplied investigators with plentiful material in recent years, and have done more, perhaps, than anything else to stimulate an interest in so-called spiritualistic phenomena. In connection with the "physical" phenomena—probably no less the result of automatism than the "subjective," though in a different direction—the Italian medium Eusapia Palladino has been carefully studied by many eminent investigators both in Great Britain and on the Continent, with the result that Camille Flammarion, Professor Richet, Sir Oliver Lodge—to mention only a few—have satisfied themselves with regard to the genuineness of some of her phenomena.

On the whole, even if psychological research has not succeeded in demonstrating such matters as the immortality of the soul or the possibility of communication between the living and the dead, it has done good work in widening the field of psychology and therapeutics and in gaining admission for that doctrine of suggestion which, since the time of Bertrand and Braid had never been openly received and acknowledged by the medical profession. Many of the obscure phenomena attending mesmerism, magnetism, witchcraft, poltergeists, and kindred subjects have been brought into line with modern scientific knowledge. In the thirty years that the society for Psychological Research was founded, and probably in time to come it will accomplish still more, both in conducting experiments and investigations in connection with psychic phenomena, and in educating the public in the use of scientific methods and habits of thought in their dealings with the "supernatural."

Psychography: Writing produced without human contact, and ascribed to the work of the spirits.

Psychological Society, The: The Psychological Society came into being in April, 1875, having as its founder and president Sergeant Cox, and numbering among its members the Rev. William Stainton Moses, Mr. Walter H. Collis, and Mr. C. C. Massey. The avowed object of the Society, as set forth in the president's inaugural address, was the elucidation of those spiritualistic and other phenomena which had been grouped under the term "psychical research," and the scientific recognition of the Society somewhat loosely attached to the designation of psychology. To this end they proposed to collect and consider the available material bearing on psychic phenomena, but in reality they accomplished little beyond the practical value, as may be seen from their published Proceedings (London, 1878). The president himself had not the necessary scientific qualifications for an investigator of such phenomena. In November, 1879, on the death of its president, the Society came to an end. But though the Psychological Society regarded the psychic phenomena from a more or less popular standpoint, and conducted its investigations in a somewhat superficial manner, nevertheless it contained that germ of scientific enquirer into the domain of psychic science which, a few years later, in the Society for Psychological Research, was to raise the study to a level where it became worthy of the attention of both the philosopher and the scientist. Hitherto those who were satisfied of the genuineness of the spiritualistic marvels had for the most part contented themselves to accept the explanation of spirit intervention, but the Psychological Society was the crystallisation of a small body of rationalist opinion which had existed since the days of Meamer. Sergeant Cox, in his work, The Mechanism of the Brain, states that "spirit" is a refined matter, or molecular matter split into its constituent atoms, which thus become imperceptible to our physical
Psychometry: A term used by spiritualists to denote the faculty, supposed to be common among mediums, of reading the characters, surroundings, etc. of persons by holding in the hand small objects, such as a watch or ring, which they have had in their possession. The honour of having discovered the psychometric faculty belongs to Dr. J. R. Buchanan, who classed it among the sciences, and gave it the name it bears. His theory is based on the belief that everything that has ever existed, every object, scene, event, that has occurred since the beginning of the world, has left on the ether or astral light a trace of its being, indelible while the world endures; and not only on the ether, but likewise on more palpable objects, trees and stones and all manner of things. Sounds also, and perfumes leave impressions on their surroundings. Just as a photograph may be taken on a plate and remain invisible till it has been developed, so may those psychometric "photographs," remain impalpable till the developing process has been applied. And that which is to bring them to light is—the mind of the medium. All mediums are said to possess the psychometric faculty in a greater or less degree. One authority, Professor William Denton, has declared that he found it in one man in every ten, and four women in ten.

Dr. Buchanan's earliest experiments, with his own students, showed that some of them were able to distinguish the different metals merely by holding them in their hands. On medical substances being put into their hands they exhibited such symptoms as might have been occasioned if the substances were swallowed. Later he found that some among them could diagnose a patient's disease simply by holding his hand. Many persons of his acquaintance, on pressing a letter against their forehead, could tell the character and surroundings of the writer, the circumstances under which the letter was written and other particulars. Some very curious stories are told of fossilised bones and teeth revealing to the sensitives the animals they represent in the midst of their prehistoric surroundings. Professor Denton gave to his wife and mother-in-law meteoric fragments and other substances, wrapped in paper and thoroughly mixed to preclude the possibility of telepathy, which caused them to see the appropriate pictures. Many mediums who have since practised psychometry have become famous in their line. As has been said, the modus operandi is to hold in the hand or place against the forehead some small object, such as a fragment of clothing, a letter, or a watch, when the appropriate visions are seen. Psychometrists may be entranced, but are generally in a condition scarcely varying from the normal. The psychometric pictures, printed presumably on the article to be psychometrised, have been likened to pictures borne in the memory, seemingly faded, yet ready to start into vividness when the right spring is touched. We may likewise suppose that the rehearsal of bygone tragedies so frequently witnessed in haunted houses, is really a psychometric picture which at the original occurrence impressed itself on the room. The same may be said of the sounds and perfumes which haunt certain houses.

Psylli: A class of persons in Ancient Italy who had the power of charming serpents. This name is given by other writers to the snake-charmers of Africa, and it is said that the serpents twist round the bodies of these Psylli without doing them any injury, although the reptiles have not had their fangs extracted or broken. In Kahira when a viper enters a house, the charmers and the victim are brought out by the use of certain words. At other times music is used, and it is believed that the serpents understand what is said to them by the snake-charmers, so obedient are they.

Punishment: The treatment of the Tulka-Susus, an African tribe who dwell between the Sierra Leone river and Cape mount. The Tulka consist of five small communities which together form a description of republic. Each group has its own chieftain and council, but all are under a controlling power, which is called the Purrah. Each of the five communities has also its own purrah, from which is formed the great or general purrah, which holds supreme sway over the five bodies. Before a native can join a district purrah, he must be thirty years of age, and ere he can be received into membership of the great purrah, he must have reached the age of fifty. Thus the oldest members of each district purrah are members of the head purrah. On desiring admittance to the examination for the district purrah, the relations of the candidate must swear to kill him if he does not stand the test, or if he reveals the mysteries and the secrets of the society. Froebenius says:—"In each district belonging to a purrah there is a sacred grove to which the candidate is conducted, and where he must stay in a place assigned to him, living for several months quite alone in a hut, whither masked persons bring him food. He must neither speak nor leave his appointed place of residence. Should he venture into the surrounding forest, he is as good as dead.

After several months the candidate is admitted to stand his trial, which is said to be terrible. The candidate is allowed to take all the elements in order to gain satisfaction as to his firmness and courage. We are even assured that at these mysteries are made of fettered lions and leopards, that during the time of the tests and enrolment the sacred groves echo with fearful shrieks, that here great fires are seen at night, that formerly the fire flared up in these mysterious woods in all directions, that every outsider who through curiosity was tempted to stray into the woods was mercilessly sacrificed, that foolish people who would have penetrated into them disappeared and were never heard of again.

If the candidate stands all the tests, he is admitted to the initiation. But he must first swear to keep all the secrets and without hesitation carry out the decisions of the purrah of his community and all the decrees of the great head purrah. If a member of the society betrays it or revolts against it, he is condemned to death, and the sentence is often carried out in the bosom of his family. When the criminal least expects it, a disguised, masked and armed warrior appears and says to him:—
"The great purrah sends thee death!"
"At these words everybody stands back, no one dares to offer the least resistance, and the victim is murdered.
"The Court of each district purrah consists of twenty-five members, and from each of these separate courts five persons are chosen, who constitute the great purrah, or the High Court of the general association. Hence this also consists of twenty-five persons, who elect the head chief from their own body.
"The special purrah of each community investigates the offences committed in its district, sits in judgment on them, and sees that its sentences are carried out. It makes peace between the powerful families, and stops their wranglings.
"The great purrah meets only on special occasions, and pronounces judgment on those who betray the mysteries and secrets of the order, or on those who show themselves disobedient to its mandates. But usually it puts an end to the feuds that often break out between two communities belonging to the confederacy. When these begin to fight, after a few months of mutual hostilities, one or other of
the parties, when they have inflicted sufficient injury on each other, usually wants peace. The commune repairs security to the gods, and invites it to become the mediator and put an end to the strife.

"Thereupon the great purrah meets in a neutral district, and when all are assembled announces to the communes at war that it cannot allow men who should live together as brothers, and friends, to wage war, to waste each other's lands, to plunder and burn; that it is time to put an end to these disorders; that the great purrah will inquire into the cause of the strife; that it requires that this should cease and decrees that all hostilities be forthwith arrested.

"A main feature of this arrangement is that, as soon as the great purrah assembles to put a stop to the feud, and until its decision is given, all the belligerents of the two districts at war are forbidden to shed a drop of blood; this always carries with it the penalty of death. Hence everybody is careful not to infringe this decree, and abstains from all hostilities.

"The session of the High Court lasts one month, during which it collects all necessary information to ascertain which commune caused the provocation and the rupture. At the same time it summons as many of the society's fighting-men as may be required to carry out the decision. When all the necessary particulars are brought in, and everything is duly weighed, it settles the question by condemning the guilty commune to a four days' sack.

"The warriors who have to give effect to this decision are all chosen from the neutral districts; they set out by night from the place where the great purrah is assembled. All are disguised, the face being covered with an ugly mask, and armed with lighted torches and daggers. They divide into bands of forty, fifty, or sixty, and all meet unexpectedly before dawn in the district that they have to pillage, proclaiming with fearful shouts the decision of the High Court. On their approach men, women, children and old people, all take to flight, that is, take refuge in their houses, and should anyone be found in the fields, on the highway, or in any other place, he is either killed or carried off and no more is ever heard of him.

"The booty obtained by such plundering is divided into two parts, one of which is given to the injured commune, the other to the great purrah, which shares it with the warriors that have executed its decree. This is the reward for their zeal, their obedience and loyalty.

Purrah

Rakshasa

If one of the families in a commune subject to the purrah becomes too powerful and too formidable, the great purrah assembles the communities, and invites it to become the mediator and put an end to the strife.

"Thus, in part, is the constitution of this extraordinary institution. Its existence is known; the display of its power is felt; it is dreaded; yet the veil covering its intentions, decisions and decrees is impenetrable, and not till he is about to be executed does the outlaw know that he has been condemned. The power and reputation of the purrah is immense, not only in the homeland, but also in the surrounding districts. It is reported to be in league with the spirits (instead of the devil).

"According to the general belief the number of armed men who are members and at the disposal of the purrah exceeds 6,000. Moreover, the rules, the secrets and the mysteries of this society are strictly obeyed and observed by its numerous associated members, who understand and recognize each other by words and signs.

Pyrrhus: (See Priene.)

Pyroanny, or divining by fire, has been alluded to in Brilipay. The presage was good when the flame was vigorous and quickly consumed the sacrifice; when it was clear of all smoke, transparent, neither red nor dark in colour; when it did not crackle, but burnt silently in a pyramidal form. On the contrary, if it was difficult to kindle, if the wind disturbed it, if it was slow to consume the victim, the presage was evil. Besides the sacrificial fire, the ancients divined by observing the flames of torches, and even by throwing powdered pitch into a fire; if it caught quickly, the omen was good. The flame of a torch was good if it formed one point, bad if it divided into two; but three was a better omen than one. Sickness for the healthy, and death for the sick, was presaged by the bending of the flame, and some frightful disaster by its sudden extinction.

The vestals in the Temple of Minerva at Athens were charged to make particular observations on the light perpetually burning there.

Pythagoras: (See Greece.)

Pythis: (See Greece.)

Qulmy, Dr. Phines: (See New Thought.)

Qulmoseom Vim: (See Shytle Books.)

Quirardell, Cornelle: A Franciscan born at Boulogne towards the end of the sixteenth century. He studied astrology, and was the author of several astrological and other works.

Qurisus, or Quiris, is described as "a juggling stone, found in the nest of the hoopoo." If laid on the breast of one sleeping, it forces him to discover his riddles.

Quintus, or Quirius, was a master who became a Brahmakaruka in order to teach grammar to a pupil. He haunted a house at Benares, and the pupil went to take lessons from him. He promised to teach him the whole science in a year on condition that he never left the house. One day the boy went out and learned that the house was haunted, and that he was being taught by a ghost. The boy returned.
and was ordered by the preceptor to take his bones to Gaya, and perform the necessary ceremonies for the emancipation of his soul. This he did, and the uneasy spirit of the learned man was laid.

Randolph, P. B.: (See Spiritualism.)

Raphael, the Angel: In the prophecy of Enoch it is said that: “Raphael presides over the spirits of men.” In the Jewish rabbinical legend of the angelic hierarchies Raphael is the medium through which the power of Tebathoth, or the Lord of hosts, passes into the sphere of the sun, giving motion, heat and brightness to it.

Rapping: Phenomena of knockings or rappings have always accompanied poltergeistic disturbances, even before the commencement of the modern spiritualistic movement. Thus they were observed in the case of the “Drummer of Tedworth” (q.v.), the “Cock Lane Ghost,” and other disturbances of the kind, and also in the presence of various somnambules, such as the Seeress of Prevorst (q.v.). With the “Rochester Rappings” — the famous outbreak at Hydesville in 1848, to which may be directly traced the beginning of modern Spiritualism — the phenomenon took on a new importance, and rapidly increased to an epidemic, remained throughout the earlier stages of the movements the chief mode of communication with the spirits. Though it was afterwards supplanted to some extent by more elaborate and complicated phenomena, it continued, and still continues to occupy a place of some importance among the manifestations of the séance-room. It is apparent from descriptions furnished by witnesses that the raps varied considerably both in quality and intensity, being sometimes characterised as dull thuds, sometimes as clear sounds like an electric spark, and again as deep, vibrating tones. Doubtless there were methods by which they are produced vary quite as much. It has been shown, in fact, that raps may be produced by the ankle-joints, knee-joints, shoulders, and other joints, one man — the Rev. Eli Preach — claiming to have discovered seventeen different methods. There are also instances on record where specially constructed “medium” tables were responsible for the manifestations.

Besides the frankly spiritualistic explanation and the frankly sceptical one of fraud, there have been other scientific or pseudo-scientific theories advanced, such as electricity, odysse, ectonic force, or magnetism.

Rapport: A mystical sympathetic or antipathetic connection between two persons. It was formerly believed that for a witch to harm her victim, the latter must first have become in rapport with her, ether by contact with her person, or by contact with some garment she has worn. A certain witch, Florence Newton, was accused of establishing rapport between herself and those she sought to bewitch by kissing them, whereby she was able to compass their destruction. In the practice of animal magnetism it was considered that the only invariable and characteristic symptom of the genuine trance was the rapport between patient and operator. The former was dead, dumb, blind, to all save his magnetiser, and those with whom his magnetiser placed him in rapport. This condition, however, still observed in hypnotism, is referable to a perfectly natural cause. (See Hypnotism.) The term is preserved at the present day in Spiritualism, when it signifies a spiritual sympathy between the “control” and the medium or any of the sitters. The medium — or, more properly, the control — may be placed in rapport with anyone who is absent or dead, merely by handling something which has belonged to them. It is for a similar reason that the crystal is held for a few moments prior to the inspection by the person on whose behalf the crystal-gazer is about to examine it.

Raymond: (See Spiritualism.)

Recess: Control of Rev. W. S. Moses. (See Moses, William Stanton.)

Red Cap: The witches of Ireland were wont to put on a magical red cap before flying through the air to their meeting-place.

Red Lion: (See Philosopher’s Stone.)

Red Man: The demon of the tempests. He is supposed to be furious when the rash voyager intrudes on his solitude, and to show his anger in the winds and storms.

The French peasants believed that a mysterious little red man appeared to Napoleon to announce coming reverses.

Red Pigs: It was formerly believed that Irish witches could turn pigs of straw or hay into red pigs, which they sold at the market. But when the pigs were driven homeward by the buyers, they resumed their original shape on crossing running water.

Rediff, Mrs. Ann: (See Fiction, Occult English.)

Regang: Malay system of Astrology. (See Malay.)

Regius MS. (See Freemasonry.)

Reichenbach: (See Hypnism.)

Reincarnation is an extremely important part of Theosophical theory, and, while it is commonly regarded as a succession of lives, the proper aspect in which to regard it is as one single, indivisible life, the various manifestations in the flesh being merely small portions of the whole. The Monad, the Divine Spark, the Ego whose individuality remains the same throughout the whole course of reincarnation — is truly a denizen of the three higher worlds, the spiritual, the intuitional and the higher mental, but in order to further its growth and the widening of its experience and knowledge, it is necessary that it should descend into the worlds of denser matter, the lower mental, the actual and the physical, and take back with it to the higher worlds what it has learned in these. Since it is impossible to progress far during one manifestation, it must return again and again to the lower worlds. The theory which underlies reincarnation is entirely different from that of eternal reward and eternal punishment which underlies, say, the teachings of Christianity. Every individual will eventually attain perfection though some take longer to do so than others. The laws of his progress, the laws which govern reincarnation, are those of evolution and of karma. Evolution (q.v.) decrees that all shall attain perfection and that by developing to the utmost their latent powers and qualities, and each manifestation in the lower worlds is but one short journey nearer the goal. Those who realise this law shorten the journey by their own efforts while those who do not realise it and so assist its working, of course lengthen the journey. Karma (q.v.) decrees that effects good or bad, follow him who was their cause. Hence, what a man has done in one manifestation, he must be benefited by or suffer for in another. It may be impossible that his actions should be immediately effective, but each is stored up and sooner or later will bear fruit. It may be asked how one long life in the lower worlds should not suffice instead of a multitude of manifestations, but this is explainable by the fact that the dense matter which is the vehicle of these bodies, becomes after a time of progress, incapable of further alteration to suit the developing monad’s needs and must accordingly be laid aside for a new body. After physical death, man passes first to the astral world, then to the lower portion of the mental world, and in this latter world most of his time is spent except when he descends into the denser worlds to garner fresh experience and knowledge for his further development in preparation for passage into the still higher sphere. In the heaven world these experiences and this knowledge are woven together into the texture of his nature. In those who have not progressed far on the journey of evolution, the manifestations
in the lower worlds are comparatively frequent, but
with passage of time and development, these manifestations
come rarer and more time is spent in the heaven world,
and, at last, the great process of reincarnation draws to an
end, and the pilgrims enter the Path which leads to per-
fection. (See Theosophy, The Path, and the articles on
the various Worlds.)

Rehbein, Major J. : (See Holland.)

Reschih Hajalalim: The name of the ministering spirit in
the Jewish rabbinical legend of the angelic hierarchies.
To this angel, the pure and simple essence of the divinity flows
through Hajoth Hakakos; he guides the primum mobile,
and bestows the gift of life on all.

Revue Spirite, La (Journal): (See France.)

Revue Spiritueuse, La (Journal): (See France.)

Rhabdomancy: From the Greek words meaning "a rod"
and "divination," is thus alluded to by Sir Thomas
Brown: "As for the divination or decision from the
staff, it is an augural relic, and the practice thereof is
accused by God himself: My people ask counsel of their
stocks, and their staff declarate unto them. Of this kind
was that practised by Nabuchadnezzar in that Caldean
miscellany delivered by Ezekiel." In Brand's Antiquitates
the following discourse on Witchcraft, written by Mr. John Bell, 1705. p. 41; it is derived from Theoplyact: "They set up two staffs, and
having whispered some verses and incantations, the staffs
fell by the operation of demons. Then they considered
whence each of them fell, forward or backward, to the
right or left hand, and agreeably gave responses, having
made use of the fall of their staffs for their signs." This
is the Grecian method of Rhabdomancy, and St. Jerome
thinks it is the same that is alluded to in the above passage
of Hosea, and in Ezekiel xxxi. 21, 22, where it is rendered
"arrows." Belomancy and Rhabdomancy, in fact, have
been confounded in these two passages, and it is a question
whether in one of the methods arrows and rods or stones
were not used indiscriminately. The practice is said to have
passed from the Chaldeans and Scythians to the German
tribes, who used pieces from the branch of a fruit tree,
which they marked with certain characters, and threw at
hazard upon a white cloth. Something like this, according
to one of the rabbis, was the practice of the Hebrews, only
instead of characters, they pealed their rods on one side, and
drew the presage from their manner of falling. The
Scythians and the Alani used rods of the myrtle and sallow,
and as the latter chose "fine straight wands" according to
Herodotus, it may be inferred that their method was
that of the Hebrews, or some modification of it.

Rhabdomancy: Divination by means of opening the works
of a poet at hazard and reading the verse which first pres-
ents itself oracularly.

Rhasil (or Rasi): An Arabian alchemist whose real name was
Mohammed-Ebn-Secharjah Aboubekr Arrasi. He was
born at Ray, in Trêk, Khorassan, about 880. In his youth
be devoted himself to music and the lighter pastimes, and
it was till not till he had passed his thirtieth year that he
turned his attention to the healing art. But having done so, he
studied it to good purpose, and speedily became a most
skilful physician. His natural goodness of heart induced
him to turn his knowledge and skill to account in order to
benefit his poorer brethren. The study of philosophy also
claimed his attention and he travelled to Syria, Egypt, and
Spain in search of knowledge.

He was exceedingly fond of experimenting in medicine
and chemistry, and was the first to use in Europe
realgar, and other chemical compounds. The authorship
of two hundred and twenty-six treatises is ascribed to him,
and some of these works influenced European medicine
so late as the 17th century. He firmly believed in the
transmutation of metals, and wrote a glowing treatise on
the subject which he presented to Emir Almansour, Prince
of Khorassan. The Emir showed his gratitude in a practical
fashion by giving Rhasil a thousand pieces of gold, at
the same time desiring to be present during the working of some
of the experiments with which the volume was plentifully
illustrated. Rhasil consented, on condition that the prince
supplied the necessary apparatus. No expense was spared
in furnishing a laboratory for the alchemistical experiments,
but unfortunately the boasted skill of the alchemist failed
him and the performance ended miserably. Rhasil, who
was now well advanced in years, was unmercifully beaten
by the angry emir, who chose the unlucky treatise to
beilahour him with. This incident is said to have caused
the blindness with which the alchemist was afterwards
afflicted.

He died about 932 in the deepest poverty.

In his studies in chemistry he has left some results of
real value, notwithstanding the time and trouble he spent
in the pursuit of the philosopher's stone. Another theory
which he held in common with Geber and others was that
the planets influenced metallic formation under the earth's
surface.

Rhebei, Professor: (See Spiritualism.)

Riehner, Egnaroud: (See Rosicrucians.)

Rijk, A. J.: (See Holland.)

Rinaldo des Trois Echelles: A much-dreaded French sorcerer
of the reign of Charles IX., who, at his execution, boasted
before the king that he had in France three hundred thou-
sand confederates, whom they could not thus commit to
the flames—meaning, doubtless, the demons of the Sabbath.

Ripley, George: This alchemist was born about the middle
of the fifteenth century at Ripley, in Yorkshire, in which
county his kinsfolk appear to have been alike powerful
and numerous. Exposing holy orders, he became an
Augustinian, while subsequently he was appointed Canon
of Bridlington in his native Yorkshire, a priory which had
been founded in the time of Henry I. by Walter de Ghent.

Ripley's sacerdotal office did not prevent him travelling,
and he prosecuted empirical studies at various places on the
continent, while he even penetrated so far shielded as the island
of Rhodes, where he is said to have made a large quantity
of gold for the knights of St. John of Jerusalem. Going
afterwards to Rome he was dignified by the Pope, the
result being that, when he got back to Bridlington, he
found his brethren there intensely jealous of him. It is
reported, indeed, that he even resigned his position and
retired to a priory at Boston, but this story is probably
unfounded, the likelihood being that Ripley the alchemist
has been confounded with George Ripley, a Carmelite
friar who lived at Boston in the thirteenth century, and
wrote a biography of St. Botolph.

Ripley died in England in 1490, but his fame did not
die with him, and in fact his name continued to be familiar
for many years after his decease. He had been among the
first to popularise the chymical writings attributed to
Raymond Lully, which first became known in England
about 1445, at which time an interest in alchemy was
increasing steadily among English scholars—the more so
because the law against multiplying gold had lately been
repealed; while Ripley wrote a number of learned treatises
himself, notably Modulla Alchimia, The Treatise of Mercury
and The Compound of Alchemy, the last-named being
dedicated to King Edward IV. A collected edition of his
writings was issued at Cassel in Germany in 1649, while in
1685 a strange volume in London, Ripley Revived, or an Exposition upon
George Ripley's Hermetic-Postical Works.

Ripley Revived: (See Philalethes.)

Rhasil: (See Adept and India.)
Robert the Devil was son of a Duke and Duchess of Normandy. He was endowed with colossal physical strength, which he used only to minister to his evil passions. Explaining to him the cause of his wicked impulses, his mother told him that he had been born in answer to prayers addressed to the devil. He now sought religious advice, and was directed by the Pope to a hermit who ordered him to maintain complete silence, to take his food from the mouths of dogs, to feign madness and to provoke abuse from common people without attempting to retaliate. He became court fool to the Roman Emperor and three times delivered the city from Saracen invasions, having, in each case, been prompted to fight by a heavenly message. The emperor's dumb daughter was given speech in order to identify the saviour of the city with the court fool, but he refused his due recompense, as well as her hand in marriage, and went back to the hermit, his former confessor. The French Romance of Robert le Diable is one of the oldest forms of this legend.

Rochas d'Aigle, Eugene-Auguste Albert de: French Officer and writer, born at Saint-Firmin in 1837. He is chiefly remembered as an exponent of the fluidic theory of magnetism. His works include des Forces non définies (1889); le Fluides des magnetiseurs (1891); les Etats profonds de l'hypnose (1892); l'Exterieur de la sensibilité (1892); l'Exterieur de la moirécie (1896); Recueil de documents relatifs à la levitation du corps humain (1897); les Etats superficiels de l'hypnose (1898); etc.

Rochester Rappings: The outbreak of rappings which occurred in Hydesville, near Rochester, N.Y., in 1848, and which is popularly known as the Rochester Rappings, is of peculiar importance, not because of its intrinsic superiority to any other poltergeistic disturbance, but because it inaugurates the movement of Modern Spiritualism. Hydeville is a small village in Arcadia, Wayne County, N.Y.; and there, in 1848, there lived one John D. Fox, with his wife and two young daughters, Margaretta, aged fifteen, and Kate, aged twelve. Their house was a small wooden structure previously tenanted by one Michael Weekman, who afterwards avowed that he had frequently been disturbed by knockings and other strange sounds in the Hydeville house. Towards the end of March, 1848, the Fox family were much disturbed by mysterious rappings, and on the evening of the 31st they went to bed early, hoping to get some undisturbed sleep. But the rappings broke out even more vigorously than they had done on the previous occasions, and Mrs. Fox, much alarmed and excited when the raps manifested signs of intelligence, decided to call in her neighbours to witness the phenomenon. The neighbours heard the raps as distinctly as did the Foxes themselves. When the sounds had indicated that they were directed by some sort of intelligence it was no difficult matter to get into communication with the unseen. Questions were asked by the “sitters” of this informal séance and if the answer were in the affirmative, rape were heard, if in the negative, silence remained unbroken. By this means the knocker indicated that he was a spirit, the spirit of a pedlar who had been murdered by his money by a former resident in the house. It also answered correctly other questions put to it, relating to the ages of those present and other particulars concerning persons who lived in the neighbourhood. In the few days immediately following hundreds of people made their way to Hydeville to witness the marvel. Fox's married son, David, who lived about two miles from his father's house, has left a statement to the effect that the Fox family, following the directions of the raps, which indicated that the pedlar was buried in the cellar, had begun to dig therein early in April, but were stopped by water. Later, however, hair, bones, and teeth were found in the cellar. Vague rumours were afloat that a pedlar had visited the village one winter, had been seen in the kitchen of the house afterwards tenanted by the Foxes, and had mysteriously disappeared, without fulfilling his promise to the villagers to return next day. But of real evidence there was not a scrap, whether for the murder or for the existence of the pedlar, particulars of whose life were furnished by the raps. Soon after these happenings Kate Fox went to Auburn, and Margaretta to Rochester, N.Y., where lived her married sister, Mrs. Fish (formerly Mrs. Underhill), and at both places outbreaks of rappings occurred. New mediums sprang up, circles were formed, and soon Spiritualism was fairly started on its career.

Rogers, Mrs. Dawson: (See British National Association of Spiritualists.)

Rohanc, Prince de: (See Caillouette.)

Rome: Magical practice was rife amongst the Romans. Magic was the motive power of their worship which was simply an organized system of magical rites for communal ends. It was the basis of their mode of thought and outlook upon the world, it entered into every moment and action of their daily life, it affected their laws and customs. This ingrained tendency instead of diminishing, developed to an enormous extent, into a great system of superstition, and in the later years led to a frenzy for strange gods, borrowed from all countries. In times of misfortune and disaster the Romans were always ready to borrow a god if so be his favours promised more than those of their own deities. Though there was a strong conservative element in the native character, though the "custom of the elders" was strongly upheld by the priestly fraternity, yet this usually gave way before the will and temper of the people. Thus, as a rock shows its geological history by its differing strata, so the theogony of the Roman gods tells its tale of the race who conceived it. There are pre-historic nature deities, borrowed from the indigenous tribes, gods of the Sabines, from whom the young colony stole its wives; gods of the Etruscans, of the Egyptians, Greeks and Persians. The temple of Jupiter on the Capitol contained the altar of a primitive deity, a stone-god, Terminus, the spirit of boundaries: in the temple of Diana of the Grove, a fountain nymph was worshipped. Instances of this description are numerous.

Spirits.—In addition to the gods, there were spirits to be propitiated. Indeed the objects offered to the Roman for adoration were numberless. Apuleius gives a description of this when he tells of a country road where one might meet an altar wreathed with flowers, a cave hung with garlands, an oak tree laden with horns of cattle, a hill marked by
fences as sacred, a log rough-hewn into shape, an altar of turf smoking with libations or a stone anointed with oil. Every single action of man’s daily life had a presiding spirit; commerce, husbandry likewise. Dining Ednea, drinking Potina; there were spirits of departure, of journeying, of approaching and coming home. In commerce there was Mercurius, the spirit of gain, of money, Pecunia; in farming, the spirits of cutting, grinding, sowing and reaping. A deity presided over streets and highways; there was a goddess of the sewers, Cloacina; a spirit of bad smells, Mephitis. Spirits of evil must also be propitiated by pacificatory rites, such as Robigo, the spirit of mildew; in Rome there was an altar to Fever and Bad Fortune. For this reason the country side, Silvanus, god of farms and woods, and his Fauns and nymphs with Picus, the wood-pecker god, who fed the twins Romulus and Remus with berries—all these were possessed of influences and were approached with peculiar rites. The names of these spirits were inscribed on tablets, indigitationa, which were in the charge of the pontifices, who thus knew with which spirit to evoke according to the need. Most of these spirits were animistic in origin.

The Roman Worship consisted of magical rites destined to propitiate the powers controlling mankind; to bring man into touch with them, to renew his life and that which supported it, the land with its trees, corn and cattle, to keep that process of degeneration constantly set in motion by evil influences. Everything connected with it typified this restoration. The Priests who represented the life of the community, were therefore bound by strict observances to endangering it in any way. Rules as to attire, eating and touching were numerous. Sacrifices were systematised according to the end desired and the deity invoked. There were rules as to whether the victim must be young or full-grown, male or female; oxen were to be offered to Jupiter and Mars; swine to Juno, to Ceres the corn-goddess and to Silvanus. At one shrines a cow in calf was sacrificed and the ashes of the unborn young were of special magical efficacy. Human sacrifice existed within historical times. After the battle of Cannae the Romans had sought to divert misfortune by burying two Greeks alive in the land of horses; and in the time of Julius Caesar two men were put to death with sacrificial solemnities by the Pontiff and Flamen of Mars. Again, in the time of Cicero and Horace boys were killed for magical purposes. Fire possessed great virtue and was held sacred in the worship of Vesta, in early belief Vesta being the fire that preserved the land from fire; it restored purity and conferred protection. Blood had the same quality and smeared on the face of the god symbolised and brought about the one-ness of the deity with the community. On great occasions the Statue of Jupiter was treated thus: the priests of Belona made incisions in their shoulders and sprinkled the blood upon the image; the face of a triumphant general was painted with vermilion to represent blood. Kneeling and prostration brought one into direct contact with the earth of the sacred place. Music was also used as a species of incantation, probably deriving its origin from the sound made to drive away evil spirits. Dancing too was of magical efficacy. In Rome there were colleges of dancers for the purposes of religion, youths who danced in solemn measure about the altars, who, in the sacred month of Mars took part in the festivals and went throughout the city dancing and singing. One authority states four times a year the Senate decreed banquets, public festivals and games. Theatrical performances also belonged to this category, in one instance being used as a means of diverting a pestilence. The sacred banquets were often decreed by the Senate as thanks giving to the gods. Tables were spread with a sumptuous repast in the public places and were first offered to the statues of the deities seated around. The festivals were numerous, all of a magical and symbolic nature. In the spring there was the Parilia when fires of straw were lighted, through which persons passed to be purified; the Cerialia, celebrated with sacrifice and offerings to Ceres, the corn-goddess, and followed by banquets. The Lupercalia, the festival of Fauns, was held in February and symbolised the awakening of Spring and growth. Goats were slain as sacrifice and with their blood the Luperci, youths clad in skins, smeared their faces. They took thongs of the goat-skin and laughing wildly rushed through the city striking the crowd, Roman matrons believing that the blows thus received rendered them prolific. Juno, the goddess of marriage and childbirth also had her festival, the Matronalia, celebrated by the women of Rome. There were the festivals of the dead when the door leading to the other world was opened, the stone removed from its entrance in the Comitium, and the shades coming forth were approved with three days three times in the year, when the gods of gloom were abroad, complete cessation from all work was decreed, no battle could be fought nor ship set sail neither could a man marry. To the Sacred Games were taken the statues of the gods in gorgeous procession, chariots of silver, companies of youths singing and dancing. The gods viewed the games reclining on couches. The Chariot races also partook of the nature of rites. After the races in the Field of Mars came one of the most important Roman rites, the sacrifice of the October Horse. The right-hand horse of the victorious team was sacrificed to Mars, and the tail of the animal, running with blood, carried to the Altar of the Regia. The blood was stored in the temple of Vesta until the following spring and used in the sacrifice of the festival of Parilia. This sacrifice was essentially magical, all citizens present being looked upon as purified by the blood-sprinkling and lustral bonfire. The Roman outlook upon life was wholly coloured by magic. Bodily foes had their counterpart in the unseen world, wandering spirits of the dead, spirits of evil, the anger of innocently offended deities, the menace of the evil eye. Fortuna and prodigies everywhere. In the heavens strange things might be seen. The sun had been known to double, even treble itself; its light turn to blood, or a magical halo to appear round the orb. Thunder and lightning were always fraught with presage; Jove was angered when he opened the heavens and hurled bolts to earth. Phantoms, too, hovered amid the clouds; a great fleet of ships had been seen sailing over the marshes. Upon the Campagna the gods were observed in conflict, and afterwards tracks of the combatants were visible across the plain. Unearthly voices were heard amid the mountains and groves; cries of portent had sounded within the temples. Blood haunted the Roman imagination. Sometimes it was said to have covered the land as a mantle, the standing corn was dyed with blood, the rivers and fountains flowed with it, while walls and statues were covered with a bloody sweat. The歌声 of birds might foretell the decrees of Fate; unequaled spirits of the dead were known to lurk near and steal away the souls of men and then they too were “dead.” All these happenings were attributable to the gods and spirits, who, if the portent be one of menace, must be propitiated, if one of good fortune, thanked with offerings. Down to the later times this deep belief in the occurrence of prodigies persisted. When Otho set out for Italy, Rome ran with reports of a gigantic phantom rushing forth from the Temple of Juno; of the Statue of Julius turning from east to west.
Augury.—Divination was connected with the Roman worship. There was a spot on the Capitol from which the augur with veiled head read the auspices in the flight of birds. Augustus had even accompanied armies and seated with the omens before an engagement was entered upon. Divination was also practised by reading the intestines of animals, by dreams, by divine possession as in the case of the Oracles when prophecies were uttered. These had been gathered together in the Sibylline books (q.v.), and were consulted as oracles by the State. With the worship of Fortune were connected the Lots of Pannonse. The questions put to the goddess were answered by means of oaken lots which a boy drew from a case made of sacred wood. The fortune-tellers also used a narrow-necked urn which, filled with water, only allowed one lot at a time to rise. Astrologers from Chaldea were also much sought after and were attached to the king and noble houses. Familiar things of everyday life were of magico-irregular, such as a touch being and so recognised in the law of Rome, as the grasp of a thing sold, from a slave to a turf of distant estate; and knotting and twisting of thread was injurious so that women must never pass by cornfields twisting their spindle, they must not even be uncovered. There was a strange sympathy between the witch and mankind, and great honour was paid to the sacred trees of Rome. On the oak tree of Jupiter the triumphant general hung the shield and arms of his fallen foe; while the hedges about the Temple of Diana at Nemi were covered with votive offerings. The trees also harboured the spirits of the dead who came forth as dreams to the souls of men. Pliny the elder says in this matter: "Trees have a soul since nothing on earth lives without one. They are the temples of spirits and the simple countryside dedicates still a noble tree to some god. The various kinds of trees are sacred to their protecting spirits: the oak to Jupiter, the laurel to Apollo, olive to Minerva, myrtle to Venus, white poplar to Hercules." These trees therefore partook of the nature of their presiding spirits and it was desirable to bring about communion with their magical influence, as in the spring when laurel boughs were hung at the doors of the flames and pontiffs and in the temple of Vesta where they remained hanging till the following year. Trees and their leaves were also possessed of healing and purifying virtue; laurel was used for the latter quality as in the Roman triumphs the fasces of the commander, the spears and javelins of legionaries were wreathed with their branches to purify from the blood of the enemy. Man himself had a presiding spirit, his genius, each woman her "juno," the Saturnalia was really a holiday for this other self.

The Roman kept his birthday in honour of his genius, offering frankincense, cakes and unmixed wine on an altar garlanded with flowers and making solemn prayers for the coming year. City and village had their genius, also bodies of men from the senate to the scullions.

Death was believed to be the life and soul enticed away by the spectres rising from the tombs, shrieking aloft. From the earliest times the rose has been an emblem of silence. Eros, in the Greek mythology, presents a rose to the god of silence, and to this day sub rosa, or "under the rose," means the keeping of a secret. Roses were used in very early times as a potent ingredient in love philters.
In Greece it was customary to leave bouquets for the maintenance of rose gardens, a custom which has come down to recent times. Rose gardens were common during the middle ages. According to Indian mythology, one of the wives of Vahnu was found in a rose. In Rome, it was the custom to bless the rose on a certain Sunday, called Rose Sunday. The custom of blessing the golden rose came into vogue about the eleventh century. The golden rose thus consecrated was given to princes as a mark of the Roman Pontiffs' favour. In the east it is still believed that the first rose was generated by a tear of the prophet Mohammed, and it is further believed that on a certain day in the year the rose has a heart of gold. In the west of Scotland if a white rose bloomed in autumn it was a token of an early marriage. The red rose, it was said, would not bloom over a grave. If a young girl had several lovers, and wished to know which of them would be her husband, she would take a rose leaf for each of her sweethearts, and naming each leaf after the name of one of her lovers, she would watch them till one after another they sank, and the last to sink would be her future husband. Rose leaves thrown on a fire gave good luck. If a rose was pruned on St. John's eve, it would bloom again in the autumn. Superstitions respecting the rose are more numerous in England than in Scotland.

**Rosen, Paul**: A sovereign Grand Inspector-General of the 33rd degree of the French Rite of Masonry, who in 1888 decided that Masonry was diabolic in conception, and to prove his strictures published a work called *Satanae et Ciae*. The Satanism credited to Rosenkreuzians seems to have exercised a spell upon people of an imaginative nature for nearly two hundred and fifty years, and a great deal of romantic fiction has clustered around the fraternity: such as for example Lord Lytton's romance of *Zanoni*; Shelley's novel *St. Irvyn*; *The Rosicrucian*, Harrison Ainsworth's *Auriol*, and similar works.

The name *Rosicrucian* is utilised by mystics to some extent as the equivalent of *magus*, but in its more specific application it was the title of a member of a supposititious society which arose in the late sixteenth century. There are several theories regarding the derivation of the name. The most commonly accepted appears to be that it was derived from the appellation of the supposed founder, Christian Rosenkreuze; but as his history has been proved to be wholly fabulous, this theory must fall to the ground. Nevertheless, the historian gave it as his opinion that the name was formed from the Latin words *ros* (rose), *deus* (god), and *crux* (cross), on the assumption that the alchemical dew of the philosophers was the most powerful dissolver of gold, while the cross was equivalent to light. It is more probable that the name *Rosicrucian* is derived from the word *rosa*, and *crux* a cross, and we find that the general symbol of the supposed order was a rose crucified in the centre of a cross. In an old *Rosicrucian* book of the last century, we further find the symbol of a red cross-marked heart in the centre of an open rose, which Mr. A. E. Waite believes to be a development of the monogram of Martin Luther, which was a cross-crowned heart rising from the centre of an open rose.

**History of the Supposed Brotherhood**.—Practically nothing definite was known concerning the Rosicrucian Brotherhood before the publication of Mr. Waite's work *The real Rosicrucians* in 1887. Prior to that a great deal had been written concerning the fraternity, and shortly before Mr. Waite produced his well-known book another had made its appearance under the title of *The Rosicrucians, their Rites and Mysteries* by the late Mr. Hargrave Jennings. This book was merely a farrago of the wildest absurdities, rendered laughable by the ridiculous attitude of the author, who pretended to the guardianship of abysmal occult secrets. It was typical of most writings regarding the fraternity of the Rosy Cross, and as the *Westminster Review* wittily remarked in its notice of the volume, it deals with practically everything under the sun except the Rosicrucians. Mr. Waite's work, the result of arduous personal research, has gathered together all that can possibly be known regarding the Rosicrucians, and his facts are drawn from manuscripts, in some cases discovered by himself, and from skilful analogy. As it is the only authority on the subject worth speaking about, we shall attempt to outline its conclusions.

We find then that the name *Rosicrucian* was unknown previously to the year 1598. The history of the movement originates in Germany, where in the town of Cassel in the year 1614 the professors of magic and mysticism, the theosophists and alchemists, were surprised by the publication of a pamphlet bearing the title *The Famous and Worthy History of the Fraternity of the Meritorious Order of the Rosy Cross Addressed to the Learned in General and the Governors of Europe*. It purported to be a message from certain anonymous adepts who were deeply concerned for the condition of mankind, and who greatly desired its moral renewal and perfection. It proposed that all men of learning throughout the world should join in the establishment of a synthesis of science, through which would be discovered the perfect method of all the arts. The squabblings and quarrellings of the literati of the period were to be forgone, and the antiquated authorities of the elder world to be discredited.

It pointed out that a reformation had taken place in religion, that the church had been cleansed, and that a similar new career was open to science. All this was to be brought about by the assistance of the illuminated Brotherhood,—the children of light who had been initiated in the mysteries of the Grand Orient, and would lead the age to perfection.

The fraternity kindly supplied an account of its history. The head and front of the movement was one C.R.C. of Teutonic race, a magical hierophant of the highest rank, who in the fifth year of his age had been placed in a convent, where he learned the Humanities. At the age of fifteen, he accompanied one Brother P. A. L. on his travels to the Holy Land; but the brother died at Cyprus to the great grief of C.R.C., who, however resolved to undertake the arduous journey himself. Arriving at Damascus, he there obtained knowledge of a secret circle of theosophists who dwelt in an unknown city of Arabia called Damcar, who were expert in all magical arts. Turning aside from his quest of the Holy Sepulchre, the lad made up his mind to trace these illuminati and sought out certain Arabs who carried him to the city of Damcar. There he arrived at the age of sixteen years, and was graciously welcomed by the magi, who, intimating to him that they had long been expecting him, and relating to him several passages in his past life. They proceeded to initiate him into the mysteries of occult science, and he speedily became acquainted with Arabic, from which tongue he translated the divine book M into Latin. After three years of mystic instruction, he departed from the mysterious city for Egypt, whence he sailed to Fez as the wise men of Damcar had instructed him to do. There he fell in with other masters who taught him how to evoke the elemental spirits. After a further two years' sojourn at Fez, his
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period of initiation was over, and he proceeded to Spain to confer with the wisdom of that country, and convince its professors of the errors of their ways. Unhappily, the scholarhoood of Spain turned its back upon him with loud laughter, and intimated to him that it had learned the principles and practice of the black art from a much higher authority, namely Satan himself, who had unveiled to them the secrets of necromancy within the walls of the university of Salamanca. With noble indignation he shook the dust of Spain from his feet, and turned his face to other countries only, alas, to find the same treatment within their boundaries. At last he sought his native land of Germany where he pored over the great truths he had learned in solitude and seclusion, and reduced his universal philosophy to writing. Five years of a hermit’s life, however, only served to strengthen him in his opinions, and he could not but feel that one who had achieved the transmutation of metals and had manufactured the elixir of life was destined for a nobler purpose than rumination in solitude. Slowly and carefully he began to collect around him assistants who became the nucleus of the Rosicrucian fraternity. When he had gathered four of these persons into the brotherhood they invented amongst them a magical language, a cipher writing of equal magical potency, and a large dictionary replete with occult wisdom. They erected a House of the Holy Ghost, healed the sick, and initiated further members, and then betook themselves as missionaries to the various countries of Europe to disseminate their wisdom. In course of time their founder, C.R.C., breathed his last, and for a hundred and twenty years the secret of his burial place was concealed. The original members also died one by one, and it was not until the third generation of adepts had arisen that the tomb of their illustrious founder was unearthed during the re-building of one of their secret dwellings. The vault in which this tomb was found was illuminated by the sun of the magi, and inscribed with magical characters. The body of the illustrious founder was discovered in perfect preservation, and a number of marvels were discovered buried beside him, which convinced the existing members of the fraternity that it was their duty to make these publicly known to the world. It was this discovery which immediately inspired the brotherhood to make its existence public in the circula above alluded to, and they invited all worthy persons to apply to them for initiation. They refused, however, to supply their names and addresses, and desired that those who wished for initiation could signify their intention by the publication of printed letters which they would be certain to notice. In conclusion they assured the public of the circumstance that they were believers in the reformed Church of Christ, and denounced in the most solemn manner all pseudo-octluitists and alchemists.

This period of initiation is regarded as one of the most solemn among the occultists of Europe, and a large number of pamphlets were published criticizing and defending the society and its manifesto, in which it was pointed out there were a number of discrepancies. To begin with no such city as Damoces existed within the bounds of Arabia, and where, it was asked, was the House of the Holy Ghost, which the Rosicrucians stated had been seen by 100,000 persons and was yet concealed from the world? C.R.C., the founder, as a boy of fifteen must have achieved great occult skill to have astonished the magi of Damoces. But despite these objections considerable credit was given to the Rosicrucians publication. After a lapse of a year appeared the Confession of the Rosicrucian Fraternity, addressed to the learned in Europe. This offered initiation by gradual stages to selected applicants, and discovered its ultra-Protestant character by what an old Scotch divine was wont to call a “dig at the Pope,” whom it publicly execrated, expressing the pious hope that his “asinine braying” would finally be put to a stop by tearing him to pieces with nails! In the following year, 1616, The Chymical Nuphtals of Christian Rosencrantz was published, purporting to be incidents in the life of the mysterious founder of the Brotherhood of the Rosy Cross. This was the chymical marriage which makes Christian Rosencrantz an old man when he achieved initiation, and this hardly squares with the original account of his life as given in the Fama. By this time a number of persons had applied for initiation, but had received no answer to their application. As many of these believed themselves to be alchemical and magical adepts, great irritation arose among the brotherhood, and it was generally considered that the whole business was a hoax. By 1620, the Rosicrucians and their publication had lapsed into absolute obscurity.

Numerous theories have been put forward as to the probable authorship of these manifestoes, and it has been generally considered that the theologian Andreas produced them as a kind of laborious jest; but this view is open to so many objections that it may be dismissed summarily. The authorship has also been claimed for Taurerus, Joanna Jungen, and Egidius Gottmann; but the individual in whose imagination originated the Brotherhood of the Rosy Cross will probably for ever remain unknown. It is however, unlikely that the manifesto was of the nature of a hoax, because it bears upon its surface the marks of intense earnestness, and the desire for philosophical and spiritual reformation; and it is not unlikely that it sprang from some mystic of the Lutheran school who desired the cooperation of like-minded persons. Mr. Waite thinks there is fair presumptive evidence to show that some corporate body such as the Rosicrucian Brotherhood did exist: but as he states that the documents which are the basis of this belief give evidence also that the association did not originate as it pretended, and was devoid of the powers which it claimed, this hypothesis seems the highest degree unlikely. Such a document would more probably emanate from one individual, and it is almost impossible to conceive that a body of men professing such aims and objects as the manifesto lays claim to could possibly have lent themselves to such a farce of absurdity as the history of C.R.C. A great many writers have credited the brotherhood with immense antiquity; but as the publisher of the manifesto places its origin so late as the fifteenth century, there is little necessity to take these theories into consideration.

So far as can be gleaned from their publications, the Rosicrucians, or the person in whose imagination they existed, were believers in the doctrines of Paracelsus. They believed in alchemy, astrology and occult forces in nature and their credence in these is identical with the doctrines of the great master of modern magic. They were thus essentially modern in their theosophical beliefs, just as they were modern in their religious ideas. Mr. Waite thinks it possible that in Nuremberg in the year 1598 a Rosicrucian Society was founded by a mystic and alchemist named Simon Studion, under the title of Militia Crucifera Evanglica, which held periodical meetings in that city. Its proceedings are reported in an unprinted work of Studion’s, and in opinions and objects it was identical with the supposed Rosicrucian Society. “Evidently,” he says, “the Rosicrucian Society of 1614 was a transfiguration or development of the sect established by Simon Studion.” But there is no good evidence for this statement. After a lapse of nearly a century, the Rosicrucians reappeared in Germany. In 1710, a certain Sinner Racater or Sigmund Richter, published A Perfect and True Preparation of the Philosophical Stone according to the Secret Methods
of the Brotherhood of the Golden and Rosy Cross, and annexed to this treatise were the rules of the Rosicrucian Society for the initiation of new members. Mr. Waite is apt to suppose that these rules are equivalent to a proof of the society's existence at the period, and that they help to establish the important fact that it still held its meetings at Nuremberg, where it was originally established by Studion. In 1735, the publication of The Secret Symbols of the Rosicrucians and the Nineteenth Century took place at Altona, showing in Mr. Waite's opinion that the mysterious brotherhood still existed; but this was their last manifesto. These things are certainly of the nature of proof, but they are so scanty that any reasonable and workable hypothesis of such a society ever existed can scarcely be founded upon them. For all we know to the contrary they may be publications of enthusiastic and slightly unbalanced pseudo-mystics, and nothing definite can be gleaned from their existence.

In 1613 Heinrich Neuhuesen published a Latin pamphlet which stated that the Rosicrucian adepts had migrated to India, and present-day Theosophists will have it that they exist now in the table-lands of Tibet. It is some thing which altogether discredits occultism in the eyes of the public. Without the slightest shadow of proof of any kind, such statements are wildly disseminated; and it has even been alleged that the Rosicrucians have developed into a Tibetan Brotherhood, and have exchanged Protestant Christianity for esoteric Buddhism! Mr. Waite humorously states that he has not been able to trace the eastern progress of the Brotherhood further than the Isle of Mauritius, where it is related that a curious manuscript a certain Comte De Chazal initiated a Dr. Sigismund Bacstrom into the mysteries of the Rose Cross Order in 1794; but we know nothing about the Comte De Chazal or his character, and it is just possible that Dr. Bacstrom might have been one of those deluded persons who in all times and countries have been willing to purchase problematical honours. From the Fama and Confessio, we glean some definite ideas of the occult conceptions of the Rosicrucian. In these documents we find the doctrine of the Microcosmus (q.v.), which considers man as containing the potentialities of the whole universe. This is a distinctly Paracelsian belief. We also find the belief of the existence of Elemental Spirits (q.v.), which many people wrongly think originated with the Rosicrucians; but which was probably reintroduced by Paracelsus. We also find that the manifests contain the doctrine of the Signatura Rerum, which is also of Paracelsian origin. This is the magical writing referred to in the Fama; and the mystic characters of that book of nature, which, according to the Confessio, stand open for all eyes, but can be read or understood by only the very few. These characters are the seal of God imprinted on the wonderful work of creation, on the heavens and earth, and on all being. It would appear too, that some form of practical magic was known to the Brotherhood. They were also, according to themselves, alchemists, for they had achieved the transmutation of metals and the manufacture of the elixir of life.

In England the Rosicrucian idea was taken up by Fludd, who wrote a spirited defence of the Brotherhood; by Vaughan who translated the Fama and the Confessio; and by John Heydon, who furnished a peculiarly quaint and interesting account of the Rosicrucians in The Wise Man's Crown; and further treatises regarding their alchemical skill and medical ability in El Havavena, or The English Physician's Tutor, and A New Method of Rosie Crucian Physick, London 1658. In France Rosicrucianism ran a like course. It has been stated by Buhle and others that there was much connection between the Rosicrucian and Freemasons.

A pseudo-Rosicrucian Society existed in England before the year 1836, and this was remodelled about the middle of the last century under the title "The English Rosicrucian Society of England." To join this it was necessary to be a Mason. The officers of the society consisted of three magi, a master-general for the first and second orders, a deputy master-general, a treasurer, a secretary and seven ancients. The ancient officers number a predecessor, an organist, torch-bearer, herald, and so forth. The society is composed of nine grades or classes. It published a little quarterly magazine from 1838 to 1849, in which was an early number which stated that the society was calculated to meet the requirements of those worthy masons who wished to study the science and antiquities of the craft, and trace it through its successive developments to the present time; also to collect from all the records extant from those mysterious societies which had their existence in the dark ages of the world, when might meant right. These projects were, however, fulfilled in a very perfunctory manner, if the magazine of the association is any criterion of its work. For this publication is filled with occult details, reports of masonic meetings and verse. Mr. Waite states that the most notable circumstance connected with the Rosicrucian is the complete ignorance which seems to have prevailed among its members generally concerning everything connected with Rosicrucianism. The prime movers of the association were Robert Wentworth Little, Frederick Hockley, Kenneth Mackenzie and Harrgrave. Backman, and in the year 1827 they seem to have become conscious that their society had not borne out its original intention. By this time the Yorkshire College and East of Scotland College at Edinburgh, had been founded—one does not know with what results. "This harmless association," says Mr. Waite, "deserves a mild sympathy at the hands of the student of occultism. Its character," he continues, "could hardly have deceived the most credulous of its postulants. Some of its members wrapped themselves in darkness and mystery, proclaimed themselves Rosicrucian, with intent to deceive. These persons found a few—very few—believers and admirers. Others assert that the society is a cloak to something else—the last resource of cornered credulity and exposed imposture. There are similar associations in other parts of Europe, and also in America: e.g., the Societas Rosicrucians of Boston." But in the concluding pages of Mr. Waite's book we find the following passage: "On the faith of a follower of Honne, I can promise that nothing shall be held back from these true Sons of the Doctrine, the sincere seekers after light, who are empowered to preach the supreme Arcana of the psychic world with a clean heart and an earnest aim. True Rosicrucians and true alchemists, if there be any in existence at this day, will not resent a new procedure when circumstances have radically changed." Mr. Waite appeals to these students of occultism who are men of method as well of imagination to assist him in clearing away the dust and rubbish which have accumulated during centuries of oblivion in the silent sanctuaries of the transcendental sciences, that the traditions secrets of nature may shine forth in the darkness of doubt and uncertainty to illuminate the straight and narrow avenues which communicate between the seen and the unseen.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel: English Author and Painter (1828-1882). Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti, poet, painter and translator, and commonly known as Dante Gabriel Rossetti, was born in London in 1828, his father being an Italian who had settled in England. While yet a boy Rossetti manifested aesthetic leanings, and accordingly he was sent to study drawing under no less distinguished a preceptor than Cotman, while shortly afterwards he entered the
Round (See Planetary Chains.)

Russia: (See Astronomer.

Rudolph II. (See Gustavus.)

Ruler of Seven Chains: (See Planetary Logos.)

Rupas: (See Teutons.)

Rupa is the physical body, the most gross of the seven principles of which personality consists. (See Seven Principles, Mayyai-rupa, Theosophy.)

Rupelissa, Johannes de: This alchemist was an ancestor of Montmacon, the distinguished archæologist, and his name suggests that he was a man of gentle birth, while it is commonly supposed that he was a French monk of the Order of Saint-Maarten, and it is reported that in 1597, presumably on account of his alchemistic predilections, he was imprisoned by Pope Innocent VI. Rupelissa contributed four volumes to the literature of hermetic philosophy: Celestium Philosophorum, Paris 1543, De Quinque Essentia Rerum Omnium, Bulae 1545, De Secretis Alchimiae, Cologne 1579, Libret de Luminet, Paris, n.d.; and these were admired by a number of the author's successors, but their value is really literary rather than scientific.

Russia: Russia, the lovely river nymph of Southern Russia seems to have been endowed with the beauty of person and the gentle characteristics of the Mermaids of Northern nations. Shy and benevolent, she lived on the small alluvial islands that stud the mighty rivers which drain this extensive and thinly-peopled country, or in the detached coppices that fringe their banks, in bowers woven of flowering reeds and green-willow-boughs; her pastime and occupation being to aid in secret the poor fishermen in their laborious and precarious calling. Little is known of these beautiful creatures—though the mystery and secrecy which was inculcated and enforced in all affairs of government in this country had been extended to their fairy faith. Throughout the land, it is a matter of eternal lore, known little of Russia, and dismisses her with the following brief notice:—

"They are of a beautiful form, with long green hair; they swim and balance themselves on the branches of trees that bathe in the lakes and rivers, play on the surface of the water, and wring their locks on the green meads at the water's edge. It is chiefly at Whitsun-tide that they appear; and the people then, singing and dancing, weave garlands for them, which they cast into the stream."
and various arrangements to which he invited the scientific men of the University, editing a paper *Psychische Studies*, of necessity published abroad; translating Swedenborg's works into Russian beside various French, American and English works on the same subject and thus becoming a leader in the movement. Later, with his friends, M. M. Boulotof and Wagner, professors respectively of chemistry and zoology at the University of St. Petersburg, he specially commenced a series of séances for the investigation of the phenomena in an experimental manner and a scientific committee was formed under the leadership of Professor Mendeleef who afterwards issued an adverse report on the matter, accusing the mediums of trickery and their followers of easy credulity and the usual warfare proceeded between the scientific investigators and spiritual enthusiasts.

M. Akenside's commission was reported upon unfavourably by M. Mendeleef, but the former protested against the report.

At the other extreme of the Social scale among the peasantry and uneducated classes generally, the grossest superstition exists, an ineradicable belief in supernatural agencies and cases are often reported in the columns of Russian Papers of wonder-working, obsession and various miraculous happenings, all ascribed, according to their character, to demoniac or angelic influence, or in the districts where the inhabitants are still pagan to local deities and witchcraft.

Ruysbroek or Ruysbroeck: Flemish Mystic (1293–1381). It is probable that this mystic derived his name from the village of Ruysbroek, near Brussels, for it was there that he was born in the year 1293. Even as a child he showed distinct religious leanings, and before he was out of his teens he had steeped himself in a wealth of mystical literature. Naturally, then, he decided to espouse the clerical profession, and in 1317 he was duly ordained, while a little later he became vicar of St. Gudule, one of the parishes of Brussels. During his long term of acting in this capacity he became widely esteemed for his erudition, and for his personal piety; while his sermons and even his letters were passed from hand to hand, and perused with great admiration by many of his fellow clerics. But he was never found guilty of courting fame or publicity of any kind, and at the age of sixty he retired to Groenendale, not far from the battlefield of Waterloo, where he founded a monastery. There he lived until his death in 1381, devoting himself chiefly to the study of mysticism, yet showing himself anything but averse to those charitable actions befitting a monk.

Ruysbroek was known to his disciples as "the ecstatic teacher." As a thinker he was speculative and broad-minded, and indeed he was one of those who presaged the Reformation, the result being that, though he won the encomiums of many famous theologians in the age immediately succeeding his, an attempt to beatify him was sternly suppressed. He was a tolerably voluminous writer, and at Cologne, in 1552, one of his manuscripts found its way into book form with the title, *De Nuptiis st De Ornatu Nuptiarum Spiritualium*; while since then a number of his further works have been published, notably *De Vera Contemplatione* and *De Sequenti Gratia Amoris* (Hanover, 1848). The central tenet of his teaching is that "the soul finds God in its own depths," but, in contradistinction to many other mystics, he did not teach the fusion of the self in God, but held that at the ascent towards rightousness the soul still preserves its identity.

Ruysbroek and his teaching begot many voluminous commentaries throughout the middle ages, and he has attracted a number of great writers, the Abbé Bossuet, for example, and at a later date Maurice Maeterlinck. In 1891 the latter published *L'Ornement des Noces Spirituelles, de Ruysbroeck l'admiraible*, and an English translation of this by J. T. Stoddart was issued in 1904. The reader desires of further information should consult *Studies in Mystical Religion*, by Rufus M. Jones, 1909.

Saba: In Osianic legend, wife of Finn and mother of Osín. In the form of a fawn, she was captured by Finn in the chase, but noticing that his man-hounds would do her no hurt, he gave her shelter in his Dun of Allen. The next morning he found her transformed into a beautiful woman. She told him that her enchanters had compelled her from the Khat or corruptible body. Unfortunately, the shape of a fawn, but that her original form would be restored if she reached Dun Allen. Finn made her his wife, and ceased for a while from battle and the chase. Hearing one day, however, that the Northmen's warships were in the Bay of Dublin, he mustered his men and went to fight them. He returned victorious, but to find Saba gone. The enchanters, taking advantage of his absence, had appeared to her in the likeness of Finn with his hounds and so lured her from the dun, when she became a fawn again.

Sammhi: To this angel, in the Jewish rabbinical legend of the celestial hierarchies, is assigned the sphere of Saturn. He receives the divine light of the Holy Spirit, and communicates it to the dwellers in his kingdom.

Sabellius, Georgius: A magician who lived about the same time as Faustus of Wittenberg, about the end of the 15th century. His chief claims to fame as a sorcerer rest on his own wide and arrogant advertisement of his skill in necromancy. He styles himself, "The most accomplished Georgius Sabellius, a second Faustus, the spring and centre of necromantic art, an astrologer, a magician, consummate in chiroancy, and in agronomy, pyromancy and hydro-mancy inferior to none that ever lived." Unfortunately, no proof is forthcoming that he ever substantiated these bombastic claims, or was ever regarded by anyone else as anything but a charlatan.

Sadhus: (See India.)

Sahu: The Egyptian name for the spiritual or incorruptible body. It is figured in the *Book of the Dead* as a lily springing up from the earth.

Saint Germain, Comte de: Born probably about 1710, one of the most celebrated mystic adventurers of modern times. Like Cagliostro and others of his kind almost nothing is known concerning his origin, but there is reason to believe that he was a Portuguese Jew. There are, however, hints that he was of royal birth, but these have never been substantiated. One thing is fairly certain, and that is that he was an accomplished spy, for he resided at many European Courts, spoke several languages fluently, and was even sent upon diplomatic missions by Louis XV. He had always abundance of funds at his command, and is alluded to by Grimm as the most capable and able man he had ever known. He pretended to have lived for centuries, to have known Solomon, the Queen of Sheba, and many other persons of antiquity; but although obviously a charlatan, the accomplishments upon which he based his reputation were in many ways real and considerable. Especially was this the case as regards chemistry, a science in which he was certainly an adept, and he pretended to have a secret for removing the flaws from diamonds, and to be able to transmute metals, and of course he possessed the secret of the elixir of life. He is mentioned by Horace Walpole as being in London about...
1743, and as being arrested as a Jacobite spy, who was later released. Walpole writes of him: "He is called an Italian, a Spaniard, a Pole, a somebody who married a great fortune in Mexico and ran away with her jewels to Constantinople, a priest, a fiddler, a vast nobleman." Five years after his London experience, he attached himself to the court of Louis XV., where he exercised considerable influence over that monarch, and was employed by him upon several secret missions. He was distinctly the fashion about this time, for Europe was greatly inclined to the pursuit of the occult at this epoch; and as he combined mystical vision with a pleasing character, and not a little flippancy, he was the rage. But he ruined his chances at the French court by interfering in a dispute between Austria and France, and was forced to remove himself to England. He resided in London for one or two years, but we trace him to St. Petersburg, 1762, where he is said to have assisted in the conspiracy which placed Catherine II. on the Russian throne. After this he travelled in Germany where he is said in the Memoirs of Cagliostro to have become the founder of freemasonry, and to have initiated Cagliostro into that rite. (See Cagliostro.) If Cagliostro's account can be credited, he set about the business with splendid manner, and not a little bombast, posing as a "deity," and behaving in a manner calculated to gladden the heart of the connoisseur of the occult at that period. He was nothing if not theatrical, and it is probably for this reason that he attracted the Landgrave Charles of Hesse, who set aside a residence for the study of the occult sciences. He died at Schleswig someplace between the years 1780 and 1785, but the exact date of his death and its circumstances are unknown. It would be a matter of real difficulty to say whether he possessed any genuine occult power whatsoever, and in all likelihood he was merely one of those charlatans in whom his age abounded. Against this view might be set the circumstance that a great many really clever and able people of his own time thoroughly believed in him; but we must remember the credulous nature of the age in which he flourished. It has been said that XVIII. century Europe was sceptical regarding everything save occultism and its professors, and it would appear to be beyond doubt that this circumstance could have no better illustration than the career of the Comte de Saint Germain.

A notable circumstance regarding him was that he possessed a magnificent collection of precious stones, which some consider to be artificial, but which others better able to judge believe to have been genuine. Thus he presented Louis XV. with a diamond worth 10,000 livres. A second portrait was one of the circumstances, One old lady professed to have encountered him at Venice fifty years before, where he posed as a man of 60, and even his valet was supposed to have discovered the secret of immortality. On one occasion a visitor rallied this man upon his master being present at the marriage of Cana in Galilee, asking him if it were the case. "You forget, sir," was the reply, "I have only been in the Comte's service a century."

St. Irvyne, the Rosicrucian, by Wm. Godwin: (See Flitton, Ossoli.)

St. Jacques, Albert de: A monk of the seventeenth century, who published a book entitled Light to the Living by the Experiences of the Dead, or divers apparitions of souls from purgatory in our century. The work was published at Lyons in 1675.

St. John's Crystal Gold: "In regard of the Ashes of Vegetables," says Vaughan, "although their weaker exterior Elements expire by violence of the fire, yet their Earth cannot be destroyed, but is Vitrified. The Fusion and Transparency of this substance is occasioned by the Radical moisture or Seminal water of the Compound. This water resists the fury of the fire, and cannot possibly be vanquished. "In hac Aquâ" (saith the learned Severine), "Rosa latet in Hieme." These two principles are never separated; for Nature proceeds not so far in her Dissolutions. When death hath done her worst, there is a Union between these two, and out of them shall God raise us to the last day, and restore us to a spiritual constitution. I do not conceive there shall be a Resurrection of every Species, but rather their Terrestrial parts, together with the element of water (for 'there shall be no more sea': Revelations), shall be united in one mixture with the Earth, and fixed to a pure Diaphanous substance. This is St. John's Crystal Gold, a fundamental of the New Jerusalem—so called, not in respect of Colour, but Constitution. Their Spirits, I suppose, shall be reduced to their first Limbus, a sphere of pure, ethereal fire, like rich Eternal Tapestry spread under the throne of God."

St. John's Wort: St. John's Wort, in classical mythology the summer solstice was a day dedicated to the sun, and was believed to be a day on which witches held their festivities. St. John's Wort was their symbolical plant, and people were wont to judge from it whether their future would be lucky or unlucky; as it grew they read in its progressive character their future lot. The Christians did not adopt this festive period to St. John's Wort or root, and it became a talisman against evil. In one of the old romantic ballads a young lady falls in love with a demon, who tells her—"Gin you wish to be lenans mine Lay aside the St. John's Wort and the vervain."

When hung up on St. John's day together with a cross over the doors of houses it kept out the devil and other evil spirits. To gather the root on St. John's day morning at sunrise, and retain it in the house, gave luck to the family in their undertakings, especially in those begun on that day.

St. Martin, Louis Claude de: French Mystic and Author, commonly known as "le philosophe inconnu." (1743-1803). The name of Louis de St. Martin is a familiar one, more familiar, perhaps, than that of almost any other French mystic; and this is partly due to his having been a voluminous author, and partly to his being virtually the founder of a sect, "les Martinistes"; while again, St. Beuve wrote about him in his Conversations du Lundi, and this has naturally brought him under wide notice. Born in 1734 at Amboinse, St. Martin came of a family of some wealth and of gentle birth. His mother died while he was a child, but this proved anything but unfortunate for him; for his step-mother besides lavishing a wealth of affection on him, early discerned his rare intellectual gifts, and made every effort to nurture them. "C'est à elle, he wrote afterwards in manhood, "que je dois peut-être tout mon bonheur, puisque c'est elle que m'a donné les premiers élements de cette education douce, attentive et pieuse, qui m'a fait aimer de Dieu et des hommes." The boy was educated at the Collège de Pontlevoy, where he read with interest numerous books of a mystical order, one which impressed him particularly being Abbadie's Art de se connaître soi-même; and at first he intended to make law his profession, but he soon decided on a military career instead, and accordingly entered the army. A little before taking this step he had affiliated himself with the freemasons, and, on his regiment being sent to garrison Bordeaux, he became intimate with certain new lites whom the Portuguese Jesuit, Martinez Pasqualy (q.v.), had lately introduced into the masonic lodge there. For a while St. Martin was deeply interested, not just in the aforesaid but in the philosophy of Pasqualy; yet anon he declared that the latter's disciples were inclined to be too materialistic, and
soon he was deep in the writings of Swedenborg, in whom he found a counsellor more to his taste. The inevitable result of studies of this nature was that he began to feel a great distaste for regimental life, and so in 1777, he resigned his commission, determining to devote the rest of his life to philosophical speculations. He now began writing a book, *Des Erreurs de la Vérité, ou les Hommes et l'Univers* (1775), and a translation of *Principe de la Science*, which was published in 1775 at Edinburgh, at this time on the eve of becoming a centre of literary activity of all sorts; and it is worth recalling that this pantheistic effort by St. Martin was brought under the notice of Voltaire, the old cynic observing shrewdly that half a dozen folio volumes might well be devoted to the topic of *erreurs*, but that a page would suffice for the treatment of *vérité*.

The young author’s next important step was to pay a visit to England, and thence to Italy along with Prince Galitzin, with whom he had already become friendly. They stayed together for some time at Rome, and then St. Martin left for Strasbourg, his intention being to study German there, for he had recently grown interested in the teaching of Jacob Bohme, and he was anxious to study the subject thoroughly. Very soon he had achieved this end, and at a later date, indeed, he translated a number of the German mystic’s writings into French; but meanwhile returning to France, he found his outlook suddenly changed; the revolution breaking out in 1789, and a reign of terror setting in. No one was safe, and St. Martin was arrested at Paris, simply on account of his being a gentleman by birth; but his affiliation with the freemasons stood him in good stead in this hour of need, and he was liberated by a decree of the ninth Thermidor. Accordingly he resumed activity with his pen, and in 1792 he issued a new book, *Nouvel Homme*; while two years later he was commissioned to go to his native Amboise, inspect the archives and libraries of the monastery in that region, and draw up occult powers, in consequence of which he now made his home in that town; and among others with whom he became acquainted there was Chateaubriand, of whose writing, he was an enthusiastic devotee, but who, on his part, appears to have received the mystic with his usual haughty coldness. St. Martin did not lack a large circle of admirers, however, and he continued to work hard, publishing in 1795 one of his most important books, *Lettres à un Ami, ou Considérations politiques, philosophiques et religieuses sur la Révolution*, which was succeeded in 1800 by two speculative treatises, *Esca Homo* and *L’Esprit des Choses*.

Then, in 1802, he issued yet another volume, *Ministère de l’Homo Esprit*; but in the following year his labours were brought to an abrupt close, for while staying at Annay, not far from Paris, with a friend called Lenoir-Laroche, he succumbed to an apoplectic seizure. After his death it was found that he had left a considerable mass of manuscripts behind him, and some of these were issued by his executors in 1807, while in 1862 a collection of his letters appeared.

St. Martin was never married, but he appears to have exercised a most extraordinary fascination over women; and in fact divers scandalous stories are told in this relation, some of them implicating various courtly dames of the French nobility of the Empire. As a philosopher St. Martin found a host of disciples among his contemporaries, these gradually forming themselves almost into a distinct sect, and, as observed before, acquiring the name of “Martinistes.” What, then, was the teaching of their leader? and what the nature of the tenets promulgated in his voluminous writings? It is difficult to give an epitome in so limited a space as that at disposal here, but turning to the author’s *L’Homme du Désir* (1790), and again to his *Tableau naturel des Rapports qui existent entre Dieu, et l’Homme et l’Univers* (1782), we find this pair tolerably representative of all his writing, and their key-notes may certainly be defined as consisting in aspiration. Man is divine despite the fall recounted in the Scriptures; dormant within him lies a lofty quality of which he is too often scarcely conscious, and it is incumbent on him to develop this quality, striving thereafter without ceasing, and waiving the while everything pertaining to the category of materialism—such is the salient principle in St. Martin’s teaching, a principle which seems literally trite nowadays, for it has been propounded by a host of modern mystics, notably A. E. in *The Hero in Man*. In writing in this wise, the French mystic undoubtedly owed a good deal to Swedenborg, while obligations to Bohme are of course manifest throughout his later works; and, while his debt to Martinez Pasqually has probably been exaggerated somewhat, there is no doubt that the Portuguese Jew influenced him greatly for a while, the latter’s teaching coming to him at a time when he was still very young and susceptible, and fresh from readings of Abbadie.

*Saintes Maries de la Mer*: Ile de la Camargue, Church of. (See Gypsea.)

*Sakta Cull*: (See India.)

*Saligrams, The*: An Indian stone, credited with possessing magical properties, and worn as an amulet. This stone is black in colour, about the size of a billiard ball, and pierced with holes. It is said that it can only be found in the Gandaki, a river in Nepal, which some believe rises at the foot of Vashu, and others in the head of Siva. It is kept in a clean cloth, and often washed and perfumed by its fortunate owner. The water in which it has been dipped is supposed thereby to gain sin-expelling potency, and is therefore drunk and greatly valued. It possesses other occult powers, and is a necessary ingredient of the preparations of those about to die. The departing Hindu holds it in his hand, and believing in its powers has hope for the future, and dies peacefully.

*Salomander’s Feather*: Otherwise known as Asbestos. A mineral of an incom-bustible nature, which resembles flax, being of fine fibrous texture. It was used by the Pagans to light their temples: when once it was lighted, they believed it could not be put out, even by rain and storms. Leonardo says: “Its fire is nourished by an inseparable unction; it flows from its substance; therefore, being once kindled it preserves a constant light without feeding it with any moisture.”

*Ballow*: A tree or shrub of the willow kind. Rods of this particular wood were much in use amongst the Scythians and the Alani for purposes of augurial divination. Fine straight wands were chosen, on which certain characters were written, and they were then thrown on a white cloth. From the way in which they fell the magician gained the desired information.

*Salamel*: (See Astrology.)

*Salmesbury Hall*: (See Haunted Houses.)

*Salmonous*: (See Astrology.)

*Samodel*: (See Slavs.)

*Samothracian Mysteries*: (See Greece.)

*Samovile*: (See Slavs.)

*Samoyeds*: (See Siberia.)

*Samuel, Mother*: (See England.)

*San Domingo*: (See West Indian Islands.)

*Samayasi*: (See India.)

*Sanyojanas* are in the Theosophical scheme the obstacles which the traveller along the Path (q.v.) must surmount. The number of them is ten and they are:—

1.—Belief in the Ego as unchangeable.
2. Lack of faith in higher effort.
3. Reliance on ritual.
4. Lust.
5. Ill-will.
7. Egotistic longing for a future life.
8. Pride.

Saphyr: Perhaps from the Arabic saphir “pure, select, excellent.” Certain charms or amulets worn by the negroes as protection against thunderbolts and diseases, to procure them wives, and avert disasters of all kinds. They are composed of strips of paper on which sentences from the Koran are inscribed, sometimes intermixed with kabalistic signs. These strips are enclosed in silver tubes or silk bags, which are worn near the skin, and often fastened in the dress.

Africans of both sexes and all religions are great believers in the occult properties of such talismans; and Mungo Park resorted to the making of Saphyr, or Grigris (as they are some times called), as a means of earning his living.

Sapphire: It is understood to make the melancholy cheerful and maintain the power or mastery of the body. The high priest of Egypt wore a sapphire upon his shoulder, and Aristotle says that its was called truth. The Buddhists still ascribe a sacred magical power to it, and hold that it reconciles man to God. It is a good amulet against fear, promotes the flow of the animal spirits, hinders the ague and gout, promotes chastity, and prevents the eyes from being affected by small-pox.

Sara, St., of Egypt: (See Gypses.)

Sardina: This gem resembles the cornelian, and is an antidote to the oxyn. It prevents unpleasant dreams, makes its possessor wealthy, and sharpened the wit.

Sardou, Victorien: The famous French dramatist was a keen student of occultism, and studied spiritualism with Allan Kardec (q.v.). He achieved great facility as a medium for spirit drawings, and many of the examples by his hand are of great merit artistically as well as from an occult point of view. Some of them are reproduced in M. Camille Flammarion's book Mysterious Psychic Forces. (See France.)

Sat B’Hal: A Hindu society, the object of which was the study and development of Indian philosophy. It was so called after the bird Malacocius Cretis, which always flies by sevens. It was introduced into England about the year 1872 by Major J. H. Lawrence Archer. It had seven descending degrees, each of seven disciples, and seven ascending degrees of perfection, Ekata, or Unity. It ceased to be necessary on the establishment of the Theosophical Society.

Satan: (See Devil.)

Satanism: (See Devil-worship.)

Saul, Barnabas: (See Dac.)

Scandinavia: For the early history of occultism in Scandinavia see article Teutons.

Witchcraft.—In medieval times Scandinavian examples of witchcraft are rare, but in 1665 and 1670 a great outbreak of fanaticism against it commenced in Sweden in the district of Elfdale.

The villages of Mohra and Elfdale are situated in the dales of the mountainous districts of the central parts of Sweden. In the first of the years above mentioned, a strange report went abroad that the children of the neighbourhood were carried away nightly to a place they called Blockula, where they were received by Satan in person; and the children themselves, who were the authors of the report, pointed out to them numerous women, who, they said were witches and carried them thither. The alarm and terror in the district became so great that a report was at last made to the king, who nominated commissioners, partly clergy, and partly laymen, to inquire into the extraordinary circumstances which had been brought under his notice, and these commissioners arrived in Mohra and announced their intentions of opening their proceedings on the 13th of August, 1670. On the 12th of August, the commissioners met at the parsonage-house, and heard the complaints of the minister and several people of the better class, who told them of the miserable condition they were in, and prayed that by some means or other they might be delivered from the calamity. They gravely told the commissioners that by the help of witches some hundreds of their children had been drawn to Satan, who had been seen to go in a visible shape through the country, and to appear daily to the people; the poorer sort of them, they said, had seduced them with meat and drink.

The commissioners entered upon their duties on the next day with the utmost diligence, and the result of their misguided zeal formed one of the most remarkable examples of cruel and merciless persecution that stains the annals of fanaticism. No less than three-score and ten inhabitants of the village and district of Mohra, three-and-twenty of whom made confessions, were condemned and executed. One woman pleaded that she was with child, and the rest denied their guilt, and these were sent to Faluns, where most of them were afterwards put to death. Fifteen children were among those who suffered death, and thirty-six more, of different ages between nine and sixteen, were forced to run the gauntlet, and be scourged on the hands at the church-door every Sunday for one year; while twenty more, who had been drawn into these practices more unwillingly, and were very young, were condemned to be scourged with rods upon their hands for three successive Sundays at the church-door. The number of the children accused was about three hundred.

It appears that the commissioners began by taking the confessions of the children, and then they confronted them with the witches whom the children accused as their seducers. The latter, to use the words of the authorised report, having "most of them children with them, which they had either seduced or attempted to seduce, some seven years of age, nay, from four to sixteen years," now appeared before the commissioners. "Some of the children complained lamentably of the misery and mischief they were forced sometimes to suffer of the devil and the witches." Being asked, whether they were sure, that they were at any time carried away by the devils, they all replied in the affirmative. "Hereupon the witches themselves were asked, whether the confessions of those children were true, and admonished to confess the truth, that they might turn away from the devil unto the living God. At first, most of them did very stilly, and without shedding the least tear, deny it, though much against their will and inclination. After this the children were examined every one by themselves, to see whether their confessions did agree or no, and the commissioners found that all of them, except some very little ones, which could not tell all the circumstances, did punctually agree in their confessions of particulars. In the meanwhile, the commissioners that were of the clergy examined the witches, but could not bring them to any confession, all continuing steadfast in their denial, till at last some of them burst into tears, and their confession agreed with what the children said, and these expressed their sorrow on the fact, and begged pardon. Adding that the devil, whom they called Locuta, had stopped the mouths of some of them, so loath was he to part with his prey, and had stopped the ears of others. And being now gone from them, they could no longer
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conceal it; for they had now perceived his treachery.” The witches asserted, that the journey to Blockula was not always made with the same kind of ointment, nor with the same used men, beasts, even spits and posts, according as they had opportunity. They preferred, however, riding upon goats, and if they had more children with them than the animal could conveniently carry, they elongated its neck by means of a strap, anointed with their magical ointment. It was further stated, that if the children did at any time name the names of either man or woman, that had been with them, and had carried them away, they were again carried by force, either to Blockula or to the cross-way, and there beaten, insomuch that some of them died of it; “and this some of the witches confessed, and added, that now they were exceedingly troubled and tortured in their minds for it.” One thing was wanting to confirm this circumstance of their confession. The marks of the whip could not be found on the persons of the victims, except on one boy, who had some wounds and holes in his back, that were given him with thorns; but the witches said they would quickly vanish.

The account they gave of Blockula was, that it was situated in a large meadow, like a plain sea, wherein you can see no end. “The witch must have a wall, and strike it with a nail, and strike it painted with many divers colours. Through a gate they went into a little meadow distinct from the other, and there they turned their animals to graze. When they had made use of them for their beasts of burden, they set them up against the wall in a state of helpless slumber, and there they remained till wanted for the homeward flight. In a very large room of this house, stood a long table, at which the witches sat down; and adjoining to this room was another chamber, where there were “lovely and delicate bodies.”

As soon as they arrived at Blockula, the visitors were required to deny their baptism, and devote themselves body and soul to Satan, whom they promised to serve faithfully. Hereupon he cut their fingers, and they wrote their name with blood in his book. He then caused them to be baptized anew, by priests appointed for that purpose. Upon this the devil gave them a purse, wherein there were fillings of clocks, with a big stone tied to it, which they threw into the water, and said, “As these fillings of the clock do never return to the clock, from which they were taken, so may my soul never return to heaven!” Another difficulty arose in verifying that statement; that few of the children had any marks on their fingers to show where they had been cut. But here again the story was helped by a girl who had her finger much hurt, and who declared, that because she would not stretch out her finger, the devil in anger had clinched it.

When these ceremonies were completed, the witches sat down at the table, those whom the fiend esteemed most being placed nearest to him; but the children were made to stand at the door, where he himself gave them meat and drink. Perhaps we may look for the origin of this part of the story in the pages of Pierre de Lancre. The food with which the visitors to Blockula were regaled, consisted of broth, with coleworts and bacon in it; oatmeal bread spread with butter, milk and cheese. Sometimes they said, it tasted very well, and sometimes very ill. After meals they went to dancing, and it was one peculiarity of these northern witches’ sabbaths, that the dance was usually followed by fighting. Those of Elfdale confessed that the devil used to play upon a harp before them. Another peculiarity of these northern witches was, that children resulted from a strange intercourse with Satan, and these children having married together became the parents of toads and serpents.

The witches of Sweden appear to have been less noxious than those of most other countries, for, whatever they acknowledged themselves, there seems to have been no evil of mischief done by them. They confessed that they were obliged to promise Satan that they would do all kinds of mischief, and that the devil taught them milk, which was after this manner. They used to stick a knife in the wall, and hang a kind of label on it, which they drew and stroked; and as long as this lasted, all the persons they had power over were miserably plagued, and the beasts were milked that way, till sometimes they died of it. A woman confessed that the devil gave her a wooden knife, where-with, going into houses, she had power to kill anything she touched with it; yet there were few that could confess that they had hurt any man or woman. Being asked whether they had murdered any children, they confessed that they had indeed tormented many; but did not know whether any of them died of these plagues, although they said that the devil had showed them several places where he had power to do mischief. The minister of Elfdale declared, that one night these witches were, to his thinking, on the crown of his head, and that from hence he had a long continued pain of the head. And upon this one of the witches confessed that the devil had sent her to torment that minister, and that she had cast it into his head, but his skull was so hard that the nail would not penetrate it, and merely produced that headache. The hard-headed minister said further, that one night he felt a pain as if he were torn with an instrument used for combing flax, and when he awoke he heard somebody scratching and scraping at the window, but could see nobody; and one of the witches confessed, that she was the person that had thus disturbed him. The minister of Mohra declared also, that one night one of these witches came into his house, and did so violently take him by the throat, that he thought he should have been choked, and awaking, he saw the person that did it, but could not know her; and that for some weeks he was not able to speak, or perform divine service. An old woman of Elfdale confessed that the devil had helped her to make a nail, which she stuck into a boy’s knee, of which stroke the boy remained lame a long time. And she added, that, before she was burned or executed by the hand of justice, the boy would recover.

Another circumstance confessed by these witches was, that the devil gave them a beast, about the shape and bigness of a cat, which they called a carrion; and a bird as big as a raven, but white; and these they could send anywhere, and wherever they came they took away all sorts of victuals, such as butter, cheese, milk, bacon, and all sorts of seeds, and carried them to the witch. What the bird thought they kept for themselves, but what the carrier brought they took to Blockula, where the arch-fiend gave them as much of it as he thought good. The carriers, they said, filled themselves so full oftentimes, that they were forced to disgorge it by the way, and what they thus rendered fell to the ground, and is found in several gardens where coleworts grow, as far from the houses of the witches. It was of a yellow colour like gold, and was called witches’ butter.

Such are the details, as far as they can now be obtained, of this extraordinary delusion, the only one of a similar kind that we know to have occurred in the northern part of Europe during the “age of witchcraft.” In other countries we can generally trace some particular cause which gave rise to great persecutions of this kind; but here, as the story is told, we see none, for it is hardly likely that such a strange occurrence should have been the mere involuntary creation of a party of little children. Suspicion is excited by the peculiar part which the two clergymen of Elfdale and Mohra acted in it, that they were
not altogether strangers to the fabrication. They seem to have been weak superstitious men, and perhaps they had been reading the witchcraft books of the south about till then imagined the country round them to be over-run with these noxious beings. The proceedings at Mohra caused so much alarm throughout Sweden, that prayers were ordered in all the churches for delivery from the snares of Satan, who was supposed to have been let loose in that kingdom; a sudden a new edict of the king put a stop to the whole process, and the matter was brought to a close rather mysteriously. It is said that the witch prosecution was increasing so much in intensity, that accusations began to be made against people of a higher class in society, and then a complaint was made to the king, and they were stopped.

Perhaps the two clergymen themselves became alarmed, but one thing seems certain, that the moment the commission was revoked, and the persecution ceased, no more witches were heard of.

**Spiritualism.**—In 1843 an epidemic of preaching occurred in Southern Sweden, which provides Ennemoser, with material for an interesting passage in his History of Magic. The manifestation of this was so similar in character to those described to have been seen in America, that the phenomenon was described in the Boston Evenings as "a most remarkable event," and it was the subject of much discussion in the medical journals. In 1845 a writer in the London Medium and Day-break of 1878 says: "It is about a year and a half since I changed my abode from Stockholm to this place, and during that period it is wonderful how Spiritualism has gained ground in Sweden. The leading papers, that used in my time to refuse to publish any article on Spiritualism excepting such as ridiculed the doctrine, have of late thrown their columns wide open to the serious discussion of the matter. Many a Spiritualist in secret, has been encouraged to give publicity to his opinions without standing any longer in awe of that demon, public ridicule, which intimidates so many of our brethren. Several of Allan Kardec's works have been translated into Swedish, among which I may mention his *Evangelie de la Spiritualisme* as particularly well-rendered in Swedish by Walter Jochinck. A spiritual Library was opened in Stockholm on the 1st of April last, which will no doubt greatly contribute to the spreading of the blessed doctrine. The visit of Mr. Eglington to Stockholm was of the greatest benefit to the cause. Let us hope that the stay of Mrs. Esperance in the south of Sweden may have an equally beneficial effect. Notwithstanding all this progress of the cause in the neighbouring country, Spiritualism is looked upon here as something akin to madness, but even here there are thin, very thin rays, and very wide apart, struggling to pierce the darkness. In Norway, spiritualism as known to modern Europe, did not seem to have become existent until about 1880. A writer in a number of the *Dawn of Light* published in that year says: "Spiritualism is just commencing to give a sign of its existence here in Norway. The newspapers have begun to attack it as a delusion and the 'expose' of Mrs. C., which recently took place at 38, Great Russell Street, London, has made the round through all the papers in Scandinavia. After all, it must sooner or later take root as in all other parts of the world. Mr. Eglington, the English medium, has done a good work in Stockholm, showing some of the great secrets of modern Europe, and a couple of years ago Mr. Slade visited Copenhagen. The works of Mr. Zollner, the great astronomer of Leipzig, have been mentioned in the papers and caused a good deal of sensation.

Of mediums there are several here, but all, as yet, afraid to speak of their friends; in what especial trust is developing as a drawing medium. A peasant, who died about five years ago, and lived not far from here, was an excellent healing medium; his name was Knud, and the people had given him the nickname of Vise Knud (the wise Knud); directly when he touched a patient he knew if the same could be cured or not, and often, in severe cases, the wound of the sick person went through his own body. He was also an auditory medium, starting the people many times by telling them what was going to happen in the future; but the poor fellow suffered much from the ignorance and fanaticism around him, and was several times put in prison.

I am doing all I can to make people acquainted with our grand cause."

A second and more hopeful letter of 1881, addressed to the editor of the *Revue Spiritiste*, is as follows:

"My dear Brothers,—Here our science advances without noise. An excellent writing medium has been developed among us, one who writes simultaneously with both hands; while we have music in a room where there are no musical instruments; and where there is a piano it plays itself. At Bergen, where I have recently been, I found mediums, who in the dark, made sketches—were dessinatours—using also both hands. I have seen, also, with pleasure that several men of letters and of science have begun to investigate our science spirite. The pastor Eckhoff, of Bergen, has for the second time preached against Spiritualism, and to ridicule the phenomenon of the devil, this psychagogue; and to give more of eclat to his sermon he has had the goodness to have it printed; so we see that the spirits are working. The suit against the medium, Mme. F., in London, is going the rounds of the papers of Christianity; these journals opening their columns, when occasion offers, to ridicule Spiritualism. We are, however, friends of the truth, but there are scabby sheep among us of a different temperament. From Stockholm they write me that a library of spiritual works has been opened there, and that they are to have a medium from Newcastle, with whom séances are to be held.

In the *London Spiritual Magazine* of May, 1885, is a long and interesting paper on Swedish Spiritualism, by William Howitt, in which he gives quite a notable collection of narratives concerning Phenomenal Spiritual Manifestations in Sweden, most of which were furnished by an eminent and learned Swedish gentleman—Count Piper. The public have become so thoroughly satiated with tales of hauntings, apparitions, provision, etc., that Count Piper's narrations would present few, if any features of interest, save in justification of one assertion, that Spiritualism is rife in human experience everywhere, even though it may not take the same form as a public movement, that it has done in America and England.

As early as 1864, a number of excellent leading articles commending the belief in Spiritualism, and the study of such phenomena as would prove the communion between the "two worlds," appeared in the columns of the *Afron Blad*, one of the most popular journals circulated in Sweden.

**Schröpfer:** (See Germany.)

**Scotland:** (For early matter see the article Cels.)

**Witchcraft.**—Witchcraft and sorcery appear to have been practised in the earliest historical and traditional times. It is related that during the reign of Natholocus in the second century there dwelt in Iona a witch of great renown, and so celebrated for her marvellous powers that the king sent one of his captains to consult her regarding the issue of a rebellion then troubling his kingdom. The witch declared that within a short period the king would be murdered, not by his open enemies but by one of his most trusted friend; in whom most especial trust. The messenger enquired the assassin's name. "Even by thine own hands as shall be well-known within these few days," replied the witch. So troubled was the captain on hearing these words that he rallied bitterly against her,
vowing that he would see her burnt before he would commit such a villainous crime. But after reviewing the matter carefully in his mind, he arrived at the conclusion that if he formed the kind of the witch's confessions, the witch's confidence, and the witch's confession was demanded of the piety of St. Patrick that he accused the saint by the whole band of witches in Scotland. St. Patrick fled to the Clyde embarking in a small boat for Ireland. As witches cannot pursue their victims over running water, they flung a huge rock after the escaping saint, which however fell harmless to the ground, and which tradition says now forms Dumbarton Rock. The persecution of witches constitutes one of the blackest chapters of history. All classes, Catholic and Protestant alike, pursued the crusade with equal vigour, undoubtedly inspired by the passage in Exodus xxii., 18. While it is most probable that the majority of those persons who practised witchcraft and sorcery were of weak mind and feeble intellect, yet a large number adopted the supposed art for the purpose of intimidation and extortion from their neighbours. Witches were held to have sold themselves body and soul to the devil. The ceremony is said to consist of kneeling before the evil one, placing one hand on her head and the other under her feet, and dedicating all between to the service of the devil, and also renouncing baptism. The witch was thereafter deemed to be incapable of reformation. No minister of any denomination whatever would intercede or pray for her. On sealing the compact the devil proceeded to put his mark upon her. Writing on the 'Witches' Mark' Mr. Bell, minister of Gladsmuir in 1705 says: 'The witches' mark is sometimes like a bluw spot, or a little tale, or red spots, like a small mole, horny, and brown coloured, throw which mark when a large brass pin was thrust (both in buttock, nose, and rooff of the mouth) till it bowed (bent) and became crooked, the witches, both men and women, neither felt a pain nor did bleed, nor knew the precise time when this was doing to them (their eyes only being covered).

In many cases the mark was invisible, and as it was considered that no pain accompanied the pricking of it, there arose a body of persons who pretended great skill therein constituted themselves as 'witch pickers' and whose office was to discover and find out witches. The method employed was barbarous in the extreme. Having stripped and bound his victim the witch pickers proceeded to thrust his needles into every part of the body. When at last the victim worn out with exhaustion and agony remained silent, the witch picker declared that he had discovered the mark. Another test for detection was trial by water. The suspects were tied hands and feet together, wrapped in a sheet and flung into a deep pool. In cases where the body floated, the water of baptism was supposed to give up the accused, while those who sank to the bottom were absolved, but it often happened that rescue. When confession was demanded the most horrible of tortures were resorted to, burning with irons being generally the last torture applied. In some cases a diabolical contrivance called the 'witches' bridge' was used. The 'bridge' encircled the victims' head while an iron bit was placed into the mouth from which prongs protruded piercing the tongue, palate and cheeks. In cases of execution, the victim was usually strangled and thereafter burnt at the stake.

Witches were accused of a great variety of crimes. A common offence was to bewitch milk cattle by turning their milk sour, or curtailing the supply, raising storms, stealing children from their graves, and performing various evil purposes for the sake of his personal safety have him put to death, so thereupon he accused Natholocnus into his private chamber andfalling upon him with a dagger slew him outright. About the year 388 the devil was so enraged at the piety of St. Patrick that he assailed the saint by the whole band of witches in Scotland. St. Patrick fled to the Clyde embarking in a small boat for Ireland. As witches cannot pursue their victims over running water, they flung a huge rock after the escaping saint, which however fell harmless to the ground, and which tradition says now forms Dumbarton Rock. The persecution of witches constitutes one of the blackest chapters of history. All classes, Catholic and Protestant alike, pursued the crusade with equal vigour, undoubtedly inspired by the passage in Exodus xxii., 18. While it is most probable that the majority of those persons who practised witchcraft and sorcery were of weak mind and feeble intellect, yet a large number adopted the supposed art for the purpose of intimidation and extortion from their neighbours. Witches were held to have sold themselves body and soul to the devil. The ceremony is said to consist of kneeling before the evil one, placing one hand on her head and the other under her feet, and dedicating all between to the service of the devil, and also renouncing baptism. The witch was thereafter deemed to be incapable of reformation. No minister of any denomination whatever would intercede or pray for her. On sealing the compact the devil proceeded to put his mark upon her. Writing on the 'Witches' Mark' Mr. Bell, minister of Gladsmuir in 1705 says: 'The witches' mark is sometimes like a bluw spot, or a little tale, or red spots, like a small mole, horny, and brown coloured, throw which mark when a large brass pin was thrust (both in buttock, nose, and rooff of the mouth) till it bowed (bent) and became crooked, the witches, both men and women, neither felt a pain nor did bleed, nor knew the precise time when this was doing to them (their eyes only being covered).

In many cases the mark was invisible, and as it was considered that no pain accompanied the pricking of it, there arose a body of persons who pretended great skill therein constituted themselves as 'witch pickers' and whose office was to discover and find out witches. The method employed was barbarous in the extreme. Having stripped and bound his victim the witch picker proceeded to thrust his needles into every part of the body. When at last the victim worn out with exhaustion and agony remained silent, the witch picker declared that he had discovered the mark. Another test for detection was trial by water. The suspects were tied hands and feet together, wrapped in a sheet and flung into a deep pool. In cases where the body floated, the water of baptism was supposed to give up the accused, while those who sank to the bottom were absolved, but it often happened that rescue. When confession was demanded the most horrible of tortures were resorted to, burning with irons being generally the last torture applied. In some cases a diabolical contrivance called the 'witches' bridge' was used. The 'bridge' encircled the victims' head while an iron bit was placed into the mouth from which prongs protruded piercing the tongue, palate and cheeks. In cases of execution, the victim was usually strangled and thereafter burnt at the stake.
called upon to ascend the throne of Great Britain and Ireland, his own native kingdom was in rather a curious condition. James himself was a man of considerable learning, intimate with Latin and Taeology, yet his book on Demonology marks him as distinctly superstitious; and, while education and even scholarship were comparatively common at the date of Scotland, more so in fact than they were in contemporary England, the great mass of Scottish people shared abundantly their sovereign's dread of witches and the like. The efforts of Knox and his doughty confederates, it is true, had brought about momentous changes in Scottish life, but if the Reformation ejected certain superstitions it undoubtedly tended to introduce others. For that stern Calvinistic faith, which now began to take root in Scotland, nourished the idea that sickness and accident are a mark of divine anger, nor did this theory cease to be common in the north till long after King James's day.

It is a pity that the royal author, in the curious treatise mentioned above, volunteers but few precise facts among the practitioners of magic who threw in Scotland during his reign. But other sources of information indicate that the people of Irvine, John Dein, this woman conceived a violent aversion for her brother-in-law, Archibald; and on one occasion, when the latter was setting out for France, Margaret hurled imprecations at his ship, vowing none of its crew or passengers would ever return to their native soil. In the country in which the word of Archibald's arrival reached Irvine; while one day a pedlar named Stewart came to John Dein's house, and declared that the beneficent prophecy had been duly fulfilled. The municipal authorities now heard of the affair, and arresting Stewart, whom they had long suspected of practicing magic, they commenced to cross-examine him. At first he would tell nothing, but when torture had loosened his tongue he confessed how, along with Margaret Dein, he had made a clay model of the ill-starred barque, and thrown this into the sea on a particularly stormy night. His audience were horrified at the news, but they hastened to lay hands on the sorcerers, whereupon they dealt with her as noted above.

No doubt this tale, and many others like it, have blossomed very considerably in the course of being handed down from generation to generation, and no doubt the witches of Jacobean Scotland are credited with triumphs far greater than they really achieved. At the same time, scanning the annals of sorcery, we find that a number of its practitioners avowed stoutly, when confronted by a tribunal of death, that they had been initiated in their craft by the foul fiend himself, or haply by a band of fairies; and thus, whatever capacities these bygone magicians really had, it is manifest that they possessed in abundance that confidence which is among the secrets of power, and is perhaps the very key to success in any line of action. Small wonder, then, that they were dreaded by the simple, illiterate folk of their day; and, musing on these facts, we feel less amazed at the credulity displayed by an erudite man like James VI., we are less surprised at his declaring that all sorcerers "ought to be put to death according to the law of God, the civil and imperiale Law, and municipall Law of all Christian nations."

The last execution of a witch in Scotland took place in Sutherland in 1722. An old woman residing at Lath was charged amongst other crimes of having transformed her daughter into a pony and shod by the devil which caused the girl to burn lame both in hands and feet, a calamity which entailed upon her son. Sentence of death was pronounced by Captain David Ross, the Sheriff-substitute. Rodgers relates: "The poor creature when led to the stake was unconscious of the stir made on her account, and
warming her wrinkled hands at the fire kindled to consume her, said she was thankful for so good a blaze. For his rashness in pronouncing the sentence of death, the Sheriff was emphatically reproved.

The reign of ignorance and superstition was fast drawing to a close. Witchcraft, if it can be so called nowadays, is dealt with under the laws pertaining to rogues, vagabonds, forsworn-tellers, gamsters, and such like characters. (See Fortunetelling.)

Magic and Demonology — Magic of the lower cultus, perhaps the detritus of Druidism, appears to have been common in Scotland until a late period. We find in the pages of Adamnan that the Druids were regarded by St. Columba and his priest as magicians, and that he met their sorcery with a superior celestial magic of his own. Thus does the religion of one race become magic in the eyes of another. Notices of sorcery in Scotland before the thirteenth century are scanty, if we except the tradition that Macbeth encountered three witches who prophesied his fate to him. We have no reason to believe that Thomas the Rhymer (who has been endorsed by later superstition with adventures similar to those of Minnehauser) was other than a minstrel and maker of epigrams, or that Sir Michael Scott was other than a scholar and man of letters. Workers of sorcery were numerous but obscure, and often of noble birth as Lady Glamis and Lady Fowlis, were probably very ignorant persons. We get a glimpse of Scottish demonology in the later middle ages in the rhymed fragment known as "The Cursing of Sir John Rowl," a priest of Corstorphine, near Edinburgh, which dates perhaps from the last quarter of the fifteenth century. It is an invective against certain persons who have rifled his poultry-yard, upon whom the priest calls down the divine vengeance. The demons who were to torment the evildoers are: Garog, Harog, Syn Skynar, Devetinus "the devil that maid the dyce," Firemout, Cokadane, Tutivillus, Browny, and Syr Garnega, who may be the same as that Girnigo, to whom cross children are often likened by angry mothers of the Scottish working-classes, in such a phrase as "ah, ye're a wee girnigo," and the Scottish verb, to "girm," may find its origin in the name of a medieval land, the last shadow of some Teutonic or Celtic deity of unlovable attributes. In Syn Skynar, we may have Skyrnir, a Norse giant in whose glove Thor found shelter from an earthquake, and who sadly fooled him and his companions. Skyrnir was, of course, one of the Jotunn or Norse Titans, and probably one of the powers of winter; and he may have received the popular surname of "Sym" in the same manner as we speak of "Jack Frost." A great deal has still to be done in unearthing the minor figures of Scottish mythology and demonology, and even the greater ones have not received the attention due to them. In Newhaven, a fishing district near Edinburgh, for example, we find the belief current in a fiend called Brounger, who is described as an old man who levies a toll of fish and oysters upon the local fishermen. If he is not placated with these, he wreaks vengeance on the persons who fail to supply him. He is also described as "a Flint and the son of a Flint," which proves conclusively that, like Thor and many other gods of Asia and America, he was a thunder or weather deity. In fact his name is probably a mere survival of an ancient Scandinavian word meaning "to strike," which still survives in the Scottish expression to "make a bricke" at one. To return to instances of practical magic, a terrifying and picturesque legend tells how Sir Lewis Bellenden, a lord of session, and superior of the Abbey of Broughton, near Edinburgh, succeeded by the aid of a curious trick of the Devil in the backyard of his own house in the Canongate, somewhere about the end of the sixteenth century. Sir Lewis was a notorious trafficker with witches, with whom his barony of Broughton was overrun. Being desirous of beholdng his Satanic majesty in person, he secured the services of one Richard Graham. The results of the evocation were disastrous to the inquisitive judge, whose nerves were so shattered at the apparition of the Lord of Hades that he fell ill and shortly afterwards died.

The case of Major Weir is one of the most interesting in the annals of Scottish sorcery. "It is certain," says Scott, "that no story of witchcraft or necromancy, so many of which occurred near and in Edinburgh, made such a lasting impression on the public mind as that of Major Weir. The remains of the house in which he and his sister lived are still shown at the head of the West Bow, which has a gloomy aspect, well suited for a necromancer. It was at different times a brazier's shop and a magazine for lint, and in my younger days was employed for the latter use; but no family would inhabit the haunted walls as a residence; and bold was the urchin from the High School who dared approach the gloomy ruin at the risk of seeing the Major's enchanted staff parading through the old apartments, or hearing the hum of the necromantic wheel, which procured for his sister such a character as a spinner.

"The case of this notorious wizard was remarkable chiefly from his being a man of some condition (the son of a gentleman, and his mother a lady of family in Clyde- dale), which was seldom the case with those that fell under similar accusations. It was also remarkable in his case that he had been a Covenanter, and peculiarly attached to that cause. In the years of the Commonwealth this man was trusted and employed by those who were then at the head of affairs, and was in 1649 commander of the City-Guard of Edinburgh, which procured for him his title of Major. In this capacity he was understood, as was indeed implied in the duties of that officer at the period, to be very strict in executing severity upon such Royalists as fell under his military charge. It appears that the Major, with a maiden sister who had kept his house, was subject to fits of melancholic lunacy, an infirmity easily reconciled with the formal pretences which he made to a high show of religious zeal. He was peculiar in his gift of prayer, and, as was the custom of the period, was often called to exercise his talent by the bedside of sick persons, until it came to be observed that, by some association, which he more especially to conceive, he could not pray with the same warmth and fluency of expression unless when he had in his hand a stick of peculiar shape and appearance, which he generally walked with. It was noticed, in short, that when this stick was taken from him, his wit and talent appeared to forsake him. This Major Weir was seized by the magistrates on a strange whisper that became current respecting vile practices, which he seems to have admitted without either shame or contrition. The disgusting profligacies which he confessed were of such a character that it may be charitably hoped most of them were the fruits of a depraved imagination, though he appears to have been in many respects a wicked and criminal hypocrite. When he had completed his confession, he avowed solemnly that he had not confessed the hundredth part of the crimes which he had committed. From this time he would answer no interrogatory, nor would he have recourse to prayer, arguing that, as he had no hope whatever of escaping Satan, there was no need of incensing him by vain efforts at repentance. His witchcraft seems to have been taken for granted on his own confession, as his indictment was chiefly founded on the same document, in which he alleged he had never seen the devil, but any feeling he had of him was in the dark. He received sentence of death, which he suffered 17th April,
1679, at the Gallow-hill, between Leith and Edinburgh. He died so stupidly sullen and impenitent as to justify the opinion that he was oppressed with a kind of melancholy discontent, but he was from infancy, as consequence perhaps, imbued with a strong passion of revenge, which urged him not to repent, but to despair. It seems probable that he was burnt alive. His sister, with whom he was supposed to have had an incestuous connection, was condemned also to death, leaving a stronger and more explicit testimony of their mutual sin than could be extracted from the Major. She gave, as usual, some account of her connection with the queen of the fairies, and acknowledged the assistance she received from that sovereign in spinning an unusual quantity of yarn. Of her other sister she said that one day a friend called upon them at noonday, with a fiery chariot, and invited them to visit a friend at Dalkeith, and that while there her brother received information of the event of the battle of Worcester. No one saw the style of their equipage except themselves. On the scaffold this woman, determining, as she said, to die "with the greatest shame possible," was with difficulty prevented from throwing off her clothing before the people, and, with scarce less trouble, was flung from the ladder by the executioner. Her last words were in the tone of the sect to which her brother had so long belonged to belong. A 'Many,' she said, "weep and lament for a poor old wretch like me; but alas, few are weeping for a broken covenant."

Alchemy.—James IV. was attached to the science of alchemy. Dunbar speaks of the patronage which the king bestowed upon certain adventurers, who had studied the mysteries of alchemy, and were ingenious in making "quincuncial" which should convert other metals into pure gold; and in the Treasurer's Accounts there are numerous payments for the 'quintessentia,' including wages to the persons employed, utensiis of various kinds, coal and wood for the furnaces, and for a variety of other materials, such as quicksilver, aqua vitae, litharge, auri, fine tin, burnt silver, alum, salt and eggs, saltpetre, &c. Considerable sums were also paid to several 'Pottingairs' for stuff of various kinds to the Quinta Essentia. Thus, on the 3rd of March, 1501, 'the king sent to Strivelin (Stirling) four Harry nobles in gold.'—a sum equal, as it is stated, to nine pounds Scots money—'for the leech to multiply.' On the 27th of May, 1502, the Treasurer paid to Robert Bartoun, one of the king's mariners, 'for certain druggs (drugs) brocht home by him to the French leech, £3 4s. 0d.' On the 11th of February, 1503-4, we find twenty shillings given 'to the man suld mak aurum potabile, be the king's commands.' And on the 13th of October, 1507, the Treasurer paid six pounds for a punchine of wine to the Abbot of Tungland, 'to mak Quinta Essentia.' The credulity and indiscriminate generosity of the Scottish monarch appear to have collected around him a multitude of quacks of all sorts, for, besides the Abbot, mention is made of 'the leech with the curland hair;' of 'the lang Dutch doctor,' of one Fullertone, who was believed to possess the wondrous art of making precious stones; of Maister John the French Medicin:' Maister John the French Medicin,' and 'Maister John the French Medicin.' The true name of this empiric was John Damian; and we learn from Dunbar that he was a native of Lohardy, and had practised surgery and other arts in France before his arrival in Scotland. His first appearance at the court of France was in the capacity of a French leech, and as he is mentioned among the persons who received 'levery' in 1501-2, there can be no doubt that he held an appointment as a physician in the royal household. He soon succeeded in ingratiating himself with the king, and it is probable that he was encouraged by the king in this aim, for it is related that he was engaged in alchemy, as he about this time erected at Stirling a furnace for making such experiments, and continued during the rest of his reign to expend considerable sums of money in attempts to discover the philosopher's stone. 'Maister John,' says Bishop Lesley, 'caused the king believe, that by multiplying and uttering his inventions sold made fine gold of other metal, quhilk science he callit the Quintessence, whereupon the king made great cost, but all in vain. There are numerous entries in the Treasurer's Accounts of sums paid for saltpetre, bellows, two great stillatours, brase mortars, coals, and numerous vessels of various shapes, sizes, and denominations, for the use of this foreign adept in his mystical studies. These, however, were not his sole occupations; for after the mysterious labours of the day were concluded, Master John was wont to play at cards with the sovereign—a mode by which he probably transferred the contents of the royal exchequer into his own purse, as efficaciously as by his distillations.' We find that on the 4th of March, 1501, nine pounds five shillings were paid to the king and the French leech to play at curtis. A few months later, on the occasion of a temporary visit which the empiric found it necessary to pay to France, James made him a present of his own horse and two hundred pounds. Early in the year 1504, the Abbot of Tungland, in Galloway, died, and the king, with a reckless disregard of the dictates of duty, and even of common decency, appointed this unprincipled adventurer to the vacant office. On the 11th March, the Treasurer paid 'to Ranech Pursuivant fourteen shillings to pass to Tungland for the Abbacy to French Maister John.' On the 17th of the same month, 'by the king's command,' he paid 'to Bardus Altovite Lumbard twenty-five pounds for Maister John, the French Medicin,' new maid Abbot of Tungland, whilst he ached (owed) to the said Bardus; 'and a few days later on the 27th, there was given 'to Maister John the new maid Abbot of Tungland, seven pounds.' Three years after, in 1507, July 27, occurs the following entry: 'Item, lent, by the king's command to the Abbot of Tungland, and can nocht be gettin fra him £3; 6s. 8d.' An adventure which belies this dexterous impostor afforded great amusement to the Scottish court. On the occasion of an embassy setting out from Stirling to the court of France, he had the assurance to declare that by means of a pair of artificial wings which he had constructed, he would undertake to fly to Paris and arrive long before the ambassadors. 'This time,' says Bishop Lesley, 'there was an Italian with the king, who was made Abbot of Tungland. This abbot tuk in hand to flie with wings, and to be in France before the said ambassadors; and to that effect he caused make ane pair of wings of feathers, quhilk bein festinitt upon him he flew off the castle-wall of Stirling: but shortly he fell to the ground and broke his thie-bane; but the wyte (blame) thereof he attribitt to their headsome hein feathers in the wings, quhilk yarnt, and covtet the myddin and not the skyes. This incident gave rise to Dunbar's satirical ballad entitled, 'Of the Fenyeit Friar of Tungland,' in which the poet exposes in the most sarcastic strain the pretensions of the luckless adventurer, and relates with great humour the result of his attempt to soar into the skies, when he was dragged to the earth by the low-minded propensities of the 'hein feathers,' which he had inadvertently admitted into the construction of his wings. The unsuccessful attempt of the abbot, though, according to Lesley, it subjected him to the ridicule of the whole kingdom, does not appear to have lost him the king's favour, for the Treasurer's books, from October, 1507, to
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August, 1508, repeatedly mention him as having played at dice and cards with his majesty; and on the 8th of September, 1508, "Damiane, Abbot of Tongland," obtained the royal permission to pursue his studies abroad during the space of five years. He must have returned to Scotland, however, before the death of James; and the last notice given to this impostor is quite in character. On the 29th of March, 1513, the sum of twenty pounds was paid to him for his journey to the mine in Crawford Moor, where the king had at that time artisans at work searching for gold. From this reign to that of Mary no magician or alchemical practitioner of note appears to have existed in Scotland, and in the reign of James VI. too great severity was exhibited against such to permit of them avowing themselves publicly. In James's reign, however, lived the celebrated Alexander Seton (q.v.), of Port Seton near Edinburgh, known abroad as 'The Cosmopolite' who is said to have succeeded in achieving the transmutation of metals.

Highlands.—Pagan Scotland appears to have been entirely devoid of benevolent deities. Those representatives of the spirit world who were on friendly terms with mankind were either held captive by magic spells, or had some sinister object in view which caused them to act with the most plausible duplicity. The chief demon or deity—one hesitates which to call her—was a one-eyed Hag who had tusks like a wild bear. She is referred to in folk tales as "the old wife" (Cailleach), "Grey Eyebrows," "the Yellow Muiarteach," etc., and reputed to be a great worker of spells. Apparently she figured in a lost creation myth, for fragmentary accounts survive of how she fashioned the hills, brought lochs into existence and caused whirlpools by vengeful operations in the sea. She is a lover of darkness, desolations and winter. With her hammer the alternately eplaters mountains, prevents the growth of grass or raises storms. Numerous wild animals follow her, including deer, goats, wild boars. When one of her sons is thwarted in his love affairs by her, he transforms her into a mountain boulder "looking over the sea," a form she retains during the summer. She is liberated again on the approach of winter. During the Spring months the Hag drowns fishermen and preys on the food supply; she also steals children and roasts them in her cave. Her progeny includes a brood of monstrous giants each with several heads and arms. These are continually operating against mankind, throwing down houses, abducting women and destroying growing crops. Heroes who fight against them require the assistance of the witch who is called "Wise Woman," from whom they obtain magic wands. The witch of Scottish folk tales is the "friend of man," and her profession was evidently regarded in ancient times as a highly honourable one. Wizards also enjoyed high repute; they were the witch-doctors, priests and magicians of the Scottish Pagans, and it was not until the sixteenth century that legal steps were taken to suppress them in the Highland districts. There was no sun-worship or moon-worship in Scotland; neither sun nor moon were individualised in the Gaelic language; these bodies, however, were reputed to exercise a magical influence. The moon especially was a "Magic Tank" from which supplies of power were drawn by those capable of performing requisite ceremonies. But although there were no lunar or solar spirits, there were numerous earth and water spirits. The "water wife," like the English "mere wife," was a greatly dreaded being who greedily devoured victims. She must not be confused with the Banshee, that Fate whose chief business it was to foretell disasters, either by the dream of blood-stained garments or knocking, knocking on a certain boulder beside a river, or in the locality where some great tragedy was impending. The water wife usually confronted a late traveller at a ford. She claimed him as her own and if he disputed her claim, asked what weapons he had to use against her. The unawary one named each in turn, and when he did so the power to harm her passed away. One story of this character runs: "The wife rose up against the smith who rode his horse, and she said, 'I have you: what have you against me?' "My sword," the man answered. 'I have that,' she said, "what else?" "My shield," the man said. 'I have that and you are mine." 'But,' protested the man, 'I have something else." "What is that?" the water wife demanded. To this question the cautious smith answered, "I have the long, grey, sharp thing at my thigh." This was his dirk, and not having named it, he was able to make use of it. As he spoke he flung his plaid round the water wife and lifted her up on his horse behind him. Enclosed in the magic circle she was powerless to harm him, and he rode home with her, deaf to her entreaties and promises. He took her to his smithy and tied her to the anvil. That night her brood came to release her. They raised a tempest and tore the roof off the smithy, but the smith defied them. When day dawned they had to retreat. Then he bargained with the water wife, and she consented if he would release her that neither he nor any of his descendants should ever be drowned in any three rivers he might name. He named three and received her promise, but as she made her escape she reminded him of a fourth river. "It is mine still," she added. In that particular river the smith himself ultimately perished. To this day fishermen working the day of fair weather are forbidden to name that river. They will not name either the fish they desire to procure or those that prey on their catches. Haddocks are "white bellies," salmon "red ones," and the dog-fish "the big black fellow." It is also regarded unlucky to name a minister, or refer to Sunday, in a fishing boat—a fact which suggests that in early Christian times fishermen might be pious churchmen on land but continued to practice paganism when they went to sea, like the Icelandic Norsemen who believed that Christ ruled their island, and Thor the ocean.

Fairies must not be named on Fridays or at Hallowe'en, and Beltain (May Day) when charm fires were lit.

Earth worship, or rather the propitiation of earth spirits, was a prominent feature of Scottish paganism. There again magic played a leading role. Compacts were confirmed by swearing over a piece of turf, certain moors or mounds were set apart for ceremonial purposes, and these were visited for the performance of child-procuring and other ceremonies which were performed at a standing stone. In cases of sickness a divination cake was baked and left at a sacred place; if it disappeared during the night, the patient was supposed to recover; if it remained unaltered until the following morning it was believed that the patient would die. This practice is not yet obsolete. Offerings were constantly made to the earth spirits. In a witch trial recorded in Humbie Kirk Session Register (23rd September, 1649) one Agnes Gourlay is accused of having made offerings of milk, saying, "God beutch us to; they are under the yird that have as much need of it as they that are above the yird"; i.e., "God preserve us too; they are under the earth that have as much need of it as they that are above the earth." The milk poured out upon the earth at magical ceremonies was supposed to go to the fairies. Gruagach stones have not yet entirely vanished in the Highlands. These are flat stones with deep "cup" marks. After a cow is milked, the milker pours into a hole the portion of milk required by the Gruagach, a long-haired spirit who is usually "dressed like a gentle­man." If no offering is given to him, the cream will not rise on the milk, and, if it does the churning will be a failure. There are interesting records in the Presbytery records of Dingwall, Ross-shire, regarding the prevalence of
milk pouring and other ceremonies during the seventeenth century. Among the "abominations" referred to are those for which Gairloch parish continued to be notorious—"frequent approaches to some ruined chapels and circulating them; and that future events in reference especially to life and death, in harking up of Journeys, was expected to be manifested by a hole (kole) or some round stone, with such symptoms as were associated with shock. The mother of this man has a similar faculty. On several occasions she has been来说. One day during the Boer War an officer, passing near the roadside, was surprised at the inquiries. Two days after this meeting the gentleman in question expired suddenly while sitting in an armchair. As the individual, on hearing of the death, had a brief but distressing illness, with symptoms usually associated with shock. The mother of this man has a similar faculty. On several occasions she has been said to be seized with a sort of ill omen.

The seer was usually wrapped in the skin of a sacrificed bull and left lying all night beside a river. He was visited by supernatural beings in the darkness and obtained answers regarding future events. Another way to perform this divination ceremony was to roast a live cat. The cat was turned on a spit until the "Big Cat" (the devil) appeared and either granted the wish of the performer of the ceremony or forced him to take place in a query. At the present day there are many surviving beliefs regarding witchcraft, fairies, the evil eye, second sight and magical charms to cure or injure.

Individuals, domesticated animals and dwellings are charmed against witchcraft by iron and certain herbs or berries. The evil eye influence is dispelled by drinking "water of silver" from a wooden bowl or ladle. The water is taken from a river or well of high repute; silver is placed in it; then a charm is repeated, and when it has been passed over a fire, the victim is given to drink and what remains is sprinkled round the hearth-stone with ceremony which varies in districts. Curative charms are handed down in families from a male to a female and a female to a male. Blood-stopping charms are still regarded with great sanctity and the most persistent collectors have been unable to obtain them from those who are reported to be able to use these with effect. Accounts are still given of "blood-stopping" from a distance. Although the possessor of the power has usually a traditional charm, he or she rarely uses it without praying also. Some Highland doctors bear testimony in private to the wonderful effects of "blood-stopping" operations. A few years ago a medical officer of Inverness-shire stated in his official report to the County Council that he was watching with interest the operations of "King's Evil Curers" who still enjoy great repute in the Western Isles. These brothers, "seven sons," as "Second-sight," like the power to cure and stop blood, runs in families. There is not a parish in the Scottish Highlands without its family in which one or more individuals are reputed to have occult powers. Some have visions either while awake or asleep. Others hear ominous sounds on occasions and are able to understand what they signify. Certain individuals confess, but with no appreciation of the faculty, that they are sometimes, not always, able to foretell that a person is likely to die ere long. Two instances of this kind may be given. A younger brother caught a chill. When an elder brother visited him he knew at once the young man would die soon, and communicated a statement to that effect to a mutual friend. According to medical opinion the patient who was not confined to bed, was in no danger, but three months afterwards he developed serious symptoms and died suddenly. When intelligence of the death was communicated to the elder brother he had a temporary illness. The same individual met a gentleman in a friend's house and had a similar experience: he "felt" he could not explain how, that this man was near death. On two occasions within the following week he questioned the gentleman's daughter regarding her father's health and was informed that he was "as usual." The daughter was surprised at the inquiries. Two days after this meeting the gentleman in question expired suddenly while sitting in an armchair. As the individual, on hearing of the death, had a brief but distressing illness, with symptoms usually associated with shock. The mother of this man has a similar faculty. On several occasions she has been said to be seized with a sort of ill omen.

Donald Mackenzie. Scott, David and William Bell: These brothers, of whom David is by far the more important, certainly deserve a place in this volume. Born at Edinburgh in 1777, David lived a comparatively uneventful life, his lofty gifts being quite unrecognized by his contemporaries, and his death in 1809 being hastened in some degree by this persistent neglect. Nowadays, however, connoisseurs in Scotland are beginning to appreciate him, perceiving in his output technical merits far transcending those of Raeburn himself; while people who care for art dealing with the supernatural are coming to see, slowly but surely, that Scott's Paracelsus, and Vasco de Gama are in the forefront of work of this kind; and that his beautiful drawings for The Ancient Mariner render the very spirit of Coleridge, the arch-mystic, render it with a skill unsurpassed in any previous or subsequent illustrations to the poem.

William Bell Scott was also a native of Edinburgh, being born there in 1811, and his career was very different from David's, for he won worldly success from the first, and ere his death in 1860 he had received many laud. Etching some of his brother's works, and painting a host of pictures, he was also a voluminous writer; and his Autobiography contains some really valuable comments on the mystic symbolism permeating the painting of the middle-ages, and embodies also a shrewd and interesting account of Rossetti's essays in table-turning and kindled practices. Moreover, William Bell's poems are almost all of a metaphysical order; and though it is extravagant to call him "the Scottish Blake," as many people have done, his mystical verse undoubtedly reflects a certain "meditative beauty," as Fiona Macleod once wrote on the subject.
Scott or Scot, Michael: Scottish Astrologer and Magician (1775–1834). Though Michael Scott’s life is wrapped in obscurity his name is rather a familiar one, various causes having brought about this. In the first place, Dante refers to him as his Inferno, speaking of him as one singularly skilled in magical arts; while he is also mentioned by Boccaccio, who gives a brief account of some of his doings. Moreover, Coleridge projected a drama dealing with Michael, whom he asserted was a much more interesting personality than Faustus; and then there is a novel about him by Allan Cunningham, while, above all, he figures in The Lay of the Last Minstrel. And Sir Walter Scott, no very careful antiquarian, identifies the deceased with one Sir Michael Scott of Balwearie, who, along with Sir David Wemyss of Wemyss, went to the Maid of Norway to Scotland in 1590; but this identification is manifestly wrong, for in a poem by Vincent de Beauvais published so early as 1235, Michael is mentioned as lately deceased. Of course this does not vitiate the idea that he emigrated from the family of Balwearie, whose estates were situated near Kirkcaldy, in Fife; and it is almost certain, indeed, that he was a man of gentle birth, it being recorded he settled for a while at Toledo, for he was anxious to study Arabic, and that town afforded good facilities therefor. He did not tarry here for long, however, but went to Palermo; and subsequently he settled for a while at Toledo, for he was anxious to study Arabic, and that town afforded good facilities therefor. He appears to have been successful with these studies, mastering the intricacies of the Arabic tongue thoroughly; yet there was nothing to induce him to continue in Spain, and accordingly he went to Sicily, where he became attached to the court of Ferdinand II., probably in the capacity of state-astrologer. At least, he is so designated in an early manuscript copy, now in the Bodleian Library, of his book on astronomy; yet it is clear that, at some time or other, Michael had espoused holy orders. For in 1223 the Pope, Honorius III., wrote to the Archbishop of Canterbury, urging him to procure an English benefice for Scott, while it appears that in the following year the Archbishop of Cashel in Ireland was offered to him, and that he declined this on account of his total ignorance of the Erse language. This refusal to take a post for which he was unsuited reflects great credit on him, and it is patent that he was highly esteemed at the Vatican, for in 1227 Gregory IX., successor of Honorius, made further overtures to the English primate on behalf of Michael; and, whether these proved fruitful or not, according to Roger Bacon the necromancer came to England in 1250, bringing with him the works of Aristotle—at that date virtually unknown in this country—and contriving to give them a certain popularity amongst scholars.

It is reasonable to suppose that Michael, having come to England, also paid a visit to his native Scotland. And, though no documentary evidence is forthcoming to support this theory, local tradition at Melrose contends that the astrologer came to that town in his old age, and that he died there and was buried somewhere in the neighbourhood. Various other places in the Borders likewise claim this distinction, and Sir Walter Scott tells that, throughout the south of Scotland, “any great work of great labour or antiquity is ascribed either to Auld Michael, Sir William Wallace, or the Devil.” One popular story about the necromancer maintains that he used to ride through the air on a demon horse, and another that he was wont to sail the seas on the back of some fabulous animal; while yet a further legend recounts that he went as Scottish envoy to the king of France, and that the first stamp of his black steed’s horse rang the bells of Notre Dame, whereupon his most Christian majesty granted the messenger all he desired.

As regards the writings of Michael, he is credited with a translation of Aristotle’s De Animalibus, but the ascription is not very well founded. However, it is almost certain that he wrote Quaestio Curiosa de Natura Solis et Lunae, which is included in the Theatrum Chemicum; while he was undoubtedly author of Mnsra Philosophica, published at Frankfort in 1602; and also of Liber Physiognomica Magistri Michaelis Scoi, a book which was reprinted nearly twenty times, and was translated into various languages. Reference has already been made to a manuscript in the Bodleian Library attributed to Michael, and it behoves to add here that at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, at the Vatican and at the Sorbonne, there are further documents purporting to have been penned by the astrologer himself, to have been written at his dictation, or to have been copied out by scribes soon after the actual author’s decease.

The Scrach Oul: The cry of the Scrach Oul at midnight is said to portend evil.

Sea Phantoms and Superstitions: Sailors as a class are invariably superstitious, while their predilection herein is shared in general by fishermen, and others who dwell by the marge of the great deep. The old songs of the outer Hebrides are full of wizardry, and this figures too in many a chanty composed by bygone seamen; while Captain Marryat, a writer who understood sailors as few others have done, testified repeatedly to their firm belief in the supernatural. Nor is he the only author who has dealt with this, for, not to mention less notable names, Coleridge touched on the matter in his poem of the Ancient Mariner; while turning from literature to painting, that exquisite Scottish master David Scott, in a memorable canvas now domiciled in the seaport town of Leith, shows Vasco de Gama and his henchmen gazing thunderstruck at an apparition rising from the waves. And it is scarcely surprising, after all, that credulity, in this relation should be a salient characteristic of sailors, the mere fact that they live in constant danger of sudden death constituting a good explanation and apology. In the duchy of Cornwall, so rich in romantic associations of all sorts, a number of stories concerning marine spectres have been handed down from generation to generation, and are current and even popular to this day. One of these stories relates how, on a winter’s evening when a fierce gale was raging round the Cornish headlands, a fisherman desired to see a ship in distress; and away the man hastened at once, calling on some of his fellows to come and aid him in the work of rescuing the perishing. In a few minutes a rowing boat had been manned, for Cornish fisherfolk are accustomed to go afloat in all weathers and to face the peril of drowning while very soon the gallant rescuers were almost within earshot of the distressed vessel, and could see her name clearly on the stern. They thought to jump on board, their idea being that, were the ship blest with a skilful pilot accustomed with the dangers of the coast, she might be steered safely into Falmouth harbour; but, just as one of the fishermen stood up in the prow of the boat with intent to throw a rope, the great vessel looming before him disappeared from sight altogether. She could not have sunk, for had that been her fate, some relics thereof must certainly have survived upon the seething foam and billows; and, vowing that the devil had conjured up a phantom to induce them to put out to sea, the rowers put their boat about speedily, and pulled for home with might and main. One and all, they were more afraid of the evil one’s machinations than of the more genuine perils they were encountering; and an analogous, but more reasonable form of credulity on the part of the Cornish fisherfolk is instanced by another
of their traditions, one associated with the village of Sennen Cove. This place is situate at the head of a bay flanked by two mighty cliffs. So was a band of motley vapour stretches right across the bay, obscuring the villagers' outlook towards the sea beyond; and whenever this occurs the fisherfolk regard it with awe, believing that it warns them not to put out in their boats. At one time, so it is recorded in the neighbourhood, Sennen Cove numbered among its inhabitants a group of doughty spirits who, wont to laugh at this superstition, were minded to demonstrate its absurdity; and accordingly, when the warning band of vapour next made its appearance, they sailed off singing gaily. But their boat never returned, their fate remained a mystery; and in fine they contrived to strengthen rather than weaken the belief they had ridiculed.

Scotland also has its stories of phantom barques. Near Ballachulish, on the west coast of Argyllshire, there is a rocky island on which the Macdonalds of Glencoe were wont to bury their honoured and laureled dead; and the lore of the district tells that on one occasion many years ago, a skiff bearing a beloved chieftain's corpse to this place of interment foundered ere reaching its destination. A horrible thing was this thought the Macdonalds, a horrible thing that the father of the clan should be swept from sea to sea, and he desired a resting-place beside his ancestor; while anon it appeared as though the affair had verily been contrived by supernatural agency, for invariably, just before any misfortune overtook the tribe of Macdonald, the wrecked skiff was seen drifting about the sea, its dead crewman clinging to it, and a coffin floating in its wake. Only too often this weird vision appeared, and it is said that, on the eve of the massacre of Glencoe, the spectral boat bore a crew of ghostly female mourners who sang a loud corona, their wails reverberating far among the neighbouring mountains.

Another Highland story contends that a large ship, wrecked off the coast of Ross at the time of the first transportation of Celts to Canada, still rises occasionally from the waves which erstwhile claimed it as their prey, and, after sailing gallantly for a few minutes, suddenly lurches and sinks beneath the ocean; while dwellers by the shores of the Solway tell how a certain craft, which went down there while conveying a gay bridal party towards Stranraer, is frequently seen driving at full speed before the gale, the bride and bridgemoor clinging to the rigging as though in terror of immediate death by drowning. Nor is this the only phantom wherein the Solway region from shore to shore, that proverbially treacherous forth, round which Sir Walter Scott has cast so potent a halo of romance in *Redgauntlet*, witnessed once upon a time the foundering of two Scandinavian pirate-vessels, and these are said to rise periodically from the water, the fierce and murderous crew of each calling the while for the mercy which they themselves never accorded their victims.

Bidding adieu to British legends, and looking further afield, we find that religion plays a prominent part in stories of spectre ships. At Boulogne, for example, there is a tradition to the effect that on one occasion, at a remote date in the middle ages, the townspeople were desirous of building a church, for at this time they were without any public place of worship; but, anxious as they were to choose a site which the Almighty would approve, they found it difficult to come to a decision on this head, every-where being charged with the absurdity of the place. Finally, in despair, a body of them assembled on the beach, intending to offer up prayer for a solution to the problem; and while they were engaged thus they happened to look out to sea, when lo! a vessel was seen sailing towards them, the sacred Virgin having bade herself on board two small ones; with her hand in a certain direction; and the devout people realised at once that their petition had been answered whereupon the mysterious phantom vanished as quickly as it had come. Another French story of a phantom-ship, however, was wont to remain in sight for longer periods, while its appearance invariably struck terror into the hearts of all who beheld it. Small wonder too, the vessel being manned by a crew of demons and great gods—the perjured souls of men who had been guilty of fearful crimes; yet the priests in reality they had little to fear, the priests having told them that the repetition of an *paternoster* was adaminantie proof against molestations from the hideous vision. Somewhat akin to this story is one associated with Venice, where, one stormy evening about the middle of the fourteenth century, a fisherman was requested to row three saints to a neighbouring village on the Adriatic; and, after bending to his oars for a while, he suddenly stopped and gazed as though petrified, a galley filled with swarthy Saracens having risen beside his boat. The fisherman vowed he would put back with all speed, but his godly boatman said, "Bide him be of good cheer, and while they sang an *aus maris* the ominous galley was submerged by the hungry waves. So the fisherman rowed forward and reached his haven, the three saints rewarded him with a present of a gold ring, and that is why there is a figure in the Venetian Republic.

Go where we will, to countries fringed or intersected by the sea, we find stories like this, or something like it. In Japan there are tales of phantom junks, and the Chinaman still paints a pair of great eyes on the prow of his craft, thinking that these will detect any monsters which chance to be prowling afloat; while even on the coasts of America, usually considered so very prosaic a land, traditions anent spectral vessels prevail to this day. Kindred stories are known in the Ionian Islands, and the folk-lore of Shetland embodies a wealth of matter of this sort; while round about the serried coast of Denmark, and the windsewept fiords of Norway, many a phantom barque is supposed to hover; and indeed it was on the North Sea that the most famous of all supernatural ships was wont to sail, the ship known to us as "The Flying Dutchman," and to the Germans as "Der Fliegende Holländer." A sailor, so goes the romance, had loved a maiden not wisely but too well, and having wronged her he grew weary of the *liaison*, left his sweetheart to languish, and put forth on the high seas where he committed many flagrant acts of piracy. But he was not to go unrequited, and the fates condemned him to sail wearily and eternally from shore to shore, this punishment to be endured till he should contrive to win the staunch affection of a virtuous woman and prove faithful to her. So the wayfarer's barque was driven hither and thither, the guilty man longed to tread solid ground once more; but whenever he dared to put in to port, and commenced paying addresses to one whom he thought might be able to save him, the devil soon placed him on board ship again, and his interminable voyage commenced afresh. Century after century went past in this fashion, the ill-starred barque gradually becoming familiar to all who sailed upon the grey North Sea, or dwelt by its shores; and the legend was not destined to dwindle away before the onslaughts of incoming civilisation, for betimes a great artist arose to give a new and more genuine immortality to the story. Yes! Richard Wagner evolved from it a mighty drama; and sometimes, as we listen to his music charged so abundantly with the weirdness, mystery and glamour of the surging ocean—we can verify picture the Dutchman's craft driving before a fearsome gale, and see the criminal sitting terror-struck and hopeless at his useless helm.

**Seal of Solomon:** [See Magic]

**Sealed,** she sits on board, the purpose of communicating with the dead, an essential requirement being that at least
one member of the company be possessed of mediumistic powers. (See Medium.) Antiquity furnishes many examples of what may be called visible agency, and of several mediums floating upwards in like manner. Eloquence (q.v.) is another phenomenon of the séance-room, an increase or apparent increase, of from a few inches to a foot taking place in the medium's height. Locked doors and cupboards are opened without keys, and without any trace of violence. Apports (q.v.) of small objects—flowers, fruit, jewels, anything, in fact—are brought from a distance through closed doors and barred windows, or abstracted in mysterious fashion from sealed boxes. Inanimate things show in their actions an almost human intelligence. Heavy objects become light enough to be raised by the touch of a finger, light articles become so weighty that the combined force of all present will not suffice to lift them. The medium can hold live coals in his hand, or in his handkerchief, without either being burned. Instruments are played upon when no visible hand is near them, or music is produced from the empty air without any instruments at all. Luminous hands and faces float in the air, sometimes recognised by the sitters as belonging to deceased friends and relatives, and touchings and caresses are felt. A breeze suddenly springs up in the séance-room—though the doors and windows are still closed—and curtains and the clothes of the sitters are inflated. If the séance is an especially successful one, complete spirit forms may be materialised. If the latter manifestation is to be asked for, a small cabinet is usually provided, into which the medium retires. Soon afterwards the flimsy spirit forms are seen to issue from the cabinet, and in them the sitters frequently behold lost friends or relatives. The spirit forms will move about the room, allow themselves to be touched, and will, on occasion, even converse with their friends in the flesh, and give away locks of their hair and fragments of their clothing. Again, the materialisation may take place in the open, a small luminous cloud being first perceived, which gradually develops into a complete human figure; or, as has been known to happen, the spirit may seem to issue from the medium's side, and remain united to him by a gossamer filament. In most cases the head and chin are shrouded in white draperies, only a portion of the face being visible. (See Materialisation.)

The automatic or "psychical" phenomena are of a different nature. Certain manifestations, such as table-turnings (q.v.), rapping (q.v.), and slate-writing (q.v.), where the communication does not apparently come through the medium's organism, partake of the character of both "physical" and "psychical" phenomena. Purely "psychical" manifestations are the automatic writing and producing of the medium, and the latter, like the former, spontaneously into a trance, and delivers spirit messages while in that state, or the medium may remain to all appearances in a normal condition. Not only writings and utterances, but drawings and musical compositions may be produced automatically, and though automatism of this sort is by no means confined to the séance-room it still plays a large part therein, and is especially in favour with the more serious-minded spiritualists, to whom communications from the spirit-world are of greater importance than the tricks of household furniture.

A representative account of one of the séances of D. D. Home (q.v.), is given by H. D. J. Brenchan in Human Nature, February, 1867, as follows:

"Mr. Home had passed into the trance still so often witnessed, rising from his seat, he laid hold of an armchair, which he held at arm's length, and was then lifted about twenty feet clear of the ground; travelling in that suspended space, he placed the chair next Lord Adare, and made a circuit round those in the room, being lowered and raised as
he passed each of us. One of those present measured the elevation, and passed his leg and arm under Mr. Home's feet. The elevation lasted from four to five minutes. On resuming his sitting, in a long robe with a wide cape, the feet scarcely touching the ground, the outline of the face only clear, and the tones of the voice, though sufficiently distinct to be understood, whispered rather than spoken. Other voices were now heard, and large globes of phosphorescent lights passed slowly through the room.

The following extract is taken from an account of a séance held by Professor Lombroso with the famous Italian medium, Eusapia Palladino.

"After a rather long wait the table began to move, slowly at first—a matter explained by the sceptic, not to say the positively hostile spirit, of those who were the first in a séance circle for the first time. Then little by little, the movements increased in intensity. M. Lombroso proved the levitation of the table, and estimated at twelve or fifteen pounds the resistance to the pressure which he had to make with his hands in order to overcome that levitation."

"This phenomenon of a heavy body sustained in the air, off its centre of gravity and resisting a pressure of twelve or fifteen pounds, very much surprised and astonished the learned gentleman, who attributed it to the action of an unknown magnetic force."

"At my request, taps and scratchings were heard in the table. This was a new cause for astonishment, and led the gentlemen to themselves call for the putting out of the candles in order to ascertain whether the intensity of the noises would be increased, as had been stated. All remained seated and in contact."

"In a dim light which did not hinder the most careful surveillance, violent blows were first heard at the middle point of the table. Then a bell placed upon a round table, at a distance of a yard to the left of the medium (in such a way that she was placed behind and to the right of M. Lombroso), rose into the air, and went tinkling over the heads of the company, describing a circle around our table where it finally came to rest."

At this séance members of the company also felt themselves pinched and their clothes plucked, and experienced the touchings of invisible hands on their faces and fingers. The accuracy of the account—written by M. Cioffi—was testified to by Professor Lombroso himself.

**Second Sight**: The faculty of foreseeing future events which is supposed to belong to certain individuals in the Scottish Highlands. The belief in second sight dates back to a very early period in the history of these regions, and is still very far from being extinct, even in the more accessible parts. Saving the name, there is but little in second sight that is peculiar to the Celts of Scotland, for it is allied to the clairvoyance, prophetic vision, soothsaying, which have existed from time immemorial in practically every part of the world. Yet the second sight has certain distinctive features of its own. It may, for instance, be either congenital or acquired. In the former case it generally falls to the seventh son of a seventh son, by reason, probably, of the potency of the mystic number seven. Sometimes a Highlander may find himself suddenly endowed with the mysterious faculty. A person gifted with second sight is said to be "fey." Generally there is no apparent departure from the normal consciousness during the vision, though sometimes a seer may complain of a feeling of discontent or uneasiness. A vision may be communicated from one person to another, usually by contact, but the secondary vision is dimmer than that of the original seer. A frequent vision is that of a funeral, indicating that a death will shortly take place in the immediate family. This is an instance of the second sight taking a symbolical turn, and perhaps this is its usual form.
Occasionally the apparition of the doomed man will be seen—his wraith, or double—while he himself is far distant. Another form frequently taken by the second sight is that of "seeing lights." The lights, too, may indicate death, but they may likewise predict lesser happenings, or have no significance at all. Thus a light is seen by two persons to hover above the "Big House," then to travel swiftly in the direction of the gamekeeper's cottage, where it remains stationary for a while. On the morrow the gamekeeper is dead. Again a farmer returning from the market is surprised by the apparition of the doomed man near the spot by which he had passed the night before. The bottom is strewn with red arsenic; on it is the basin of the Cabiri. The Rev. Geo. Oliver in his History of Initiation affirms that the rites of the science which is now received under the appellation of Freemasonry were exercised in the antediluvian world, received by Noah after the Flood, practised by man at the building of Babel, and from generation to generation in their certain districts second sight is almost a commonplace, believed in even by those who avow that they are not in the least "superstitious." M. J.

Secret Tradition

It has long been an article of faith with students of occultism that the secret tenets of the various sciences embraced in it have been preserved to modern times by a series of adepts, who have handed them down from generation to generation in their entirety. There is no reason to doubt this belief, but that the adepts in question existed in one unbroken line, and that they all professed similar principles is by no means probable. For one thing is fairly certain, and that is, that proficiency in any one of the occult sciences requires tuition from a master of that branch. All serious writers on the subject are at one as regards this. It is likely that in neolithic times societies existed among our barbarian ancestors, similar in character to the Midiwins of the North-American Indians, the snake-dancers of the Hopi of New Mexico, or the numerous secret societies of aboriginal Australians. This is inferred from the certainty that totemism existed amongst neolithic peoples. Hierophantic castes would naturally hand down the tradition of the secret things of the Society from one generation to another. The early mysteries of Egypt, Eleusis, Samothrace, Cabiri, and so forth were merely the elaboration of such savage mysteries. There would appear to have been throughout the ages, what might be called, a fusion of occult beliefs: that when the hierophants of one system found themselves in juxtaposition, or even in conflict, with the professors of another, the systems in question appear to have received much from one another. It has been said that when the ancient mysteries were spoken about, it should be understood that one and the same series of sacred ceremonies is intended, and that what is true of one applies with equal certainty to all the others. Thus Strabo records that the strange orgies in honour of the mythic birth of Juno at the mystic birth of Bacchus, Ceres and Cybele; and the Orphic poems identified the orgies of Bacchus with those of Ceres, Itha, Venus and Isis. Euripides also mentions that the rites of Cybele are celebrated in Asia Minor in an identical manner with the Grecian mysteries of Dionysus and the Cretan rites of the Cabiri. The Rev. Geo. Oliver in his History of Initiation affirms that the rites of the science which is now received under the appellation of Freemasonry were exercised in the antediluvian world, received by Noah after the Flood, practised by man at the building of Babel, and preserved for which were undoubtedly contained in that edifice, and at the suspension spread with every settlement already deteriorated by the gradual innovations of the Cabiri, priests, and moulded into a form, the great outlines of which are distinctly to be traced in the mysteries of every heathen nation, and exhibit scattered remnants of the one true system, whence they were derived. This theory is of course totally mischievous, and although there may have been likenesses between the rites of certain secret societies, and therefore, that the faculty is common to all the lower animals, else why should they whimper and bridle when there is nothing visible to human eyes, nothing audible to human ears? Notwithstanding that the march of civilization has caused the Highlander partly to conceal his occult beliefs, at least from the unbelieving Sassenach, the writer can vouch for the fact that in certain districts second sight is almost a commonplace, believed in even by those who avow that they are not in the least "superstitious."
magical theory is distinctly Egyptian in character, and we know that its esoteric forms were disseminated in Europe at a comparatively early date, and that they placed all other native systems in the background, where they were pursued in the shadow by the aboriginal witch and sorcerer. We have thus outlined the genealogy of the higher magic from early Egyptian times to little concerning the medieval bastions of this system. Regarding alchemy, the evidence from analogy is much more sure, and the same may be said as regards astrology. These are sciences in which it is peculiarly necessary to obtain the assistance of an adept if any excellence is to be gained in their practice; and we know that the first originated in Egypt, and the second in ancient Babylon. We are not aware of the names of those early adepts who carried the sciences forward until the days of Alexandria, but subsequent to that period the identity of practically every alchemical and astrological practitioner of any note is fully known. In the history of no science is the sequence of its professors so clear as is the case in alchemy, and the same might almost be said as regards astrology, whose protagonists, if they have not been so famous, have at least been equally conscientious. We must pass over in our consideration of the Order of the alchemists of Germany in the year the Order of the alchemists which survived, the absurd legends which presume to state how such societies as the Freemasons existed from antediluvian times; and will content ourselves with stating that the probabilities are that in the case of the mystical brotherhoods a long lapse of time must have occurred, such as the Illuminati times, the traditions of which were practically similar. Many persons would be members of several of these, and would import the conceptions of one society into the heart of another, as we know Rosicrucian ideas were imported into Masonry. (See Freemasonry.) We seem to see in the mystical societies of the middle ages reflections of the older Egyptian and classical mysteries, and there is nothing absurd in the theory that the spirit and in some instances even the letter of these descended to medieval and perhaps to present times. Such organisations die much harder than any credit is given them for doing. We know, for example, that Freemasonry was revitalised at one part of its career, about the middle of the seventeenth century, by an influx of alchemists and astrologers, who crowded out the operative members, and who strengthened the mystical position of the brotherhood, and it is surely reasonable to suppose that on the fall of desuetude of the ancient mysteries, their disciples, looking eagerly for some method of saving their cults from entire extinction, would join the ranks of some similar society, or would keep alive the flame in secret; but the fact remains that the occult idea was undoubtedly percolated through the ages, that it was the same in essence amongst the believers in all religions and all mysteries, and that to a great extent its trend was in the same direction, so that the fusion of the older mystical societies and their re-birth as a new brotherhood is by no means an unlikely hypothesis. In the article on the "Templars" for example, we have tried to show the possibility of that brotherhood having received its tenets from the East, where it sojourned for such a protracted period. It seems very likely from what we learn of its rites that they were oriental in origin, and we know that the occult systems of Europe owed much to the Templars, who, probably, after the fall of their order secretly formed others or joined existing societies. Masons have a hypothesis that through older origins they inherited from the Dionysian artificers, the artisans of Byzantium, and the building brotherhoods of Western Europe. To state this dogmatically as a fact would not be to gain so much credence for their theory as is due to that concerning the dissemination of occult lore by the Templars; but it is much more feasible in every way than the absurd legend concerning the rise of Freemasonry at the time of the building of the Temple. Secret societies of any description possess a strong attraction for a certain class of mind, or else a merely operative handicraft society, such as was medieval Masonry, would not have been utilised so largely by the mystics of that time. One of the chief reasons that explains this is the mutual affinities of the mystical and political systems, the chief of which was the charge of dabbling in the occult arts was a serious one in the eyes of the law and the church, therefore they found it necessary to carry on their practices in secret. But after the Reformation, a modern spirit took possession of Europe, and the protagonists of the occult sciences came forth from their caverns and practised in the open light of day. In England, for example, numerous persons avowed themselves alchemists; in Germany the "Rosicrucians" sent out a manifesto; in Scotland, Seton, a great master of the hermetic art, arose; never had occultism possessed such a heyday. But it was nearly a century later until further secret societies were formed, such as the Academy of the Ancients and of the Mysteries in 1767; the Knights of the True Light founded in Austria about 1780; the Knights and Brethren of Asia, which appeared in the year 1784; the Order of the Universal Aurora established at Paris in 1783. Besides being masonic, these societies practised animal magnetism, astrology, Kaballism and even ceremonial magic. Other systems, the Illuminati, the Lasalle, the Illuminati, which came to such an inglorious end. But the individual tradition was kept up by an illustrious line of adepts, who were much more instrumental in keeping alive the flame of mysticism than even such societies as those we have mentioned. Mesmer, Swedenborg, St. Martin, Pasuquy, Willermoz, all laboured to that end. We may regard all these as belonging to the school of Christian magicians, as apart from those who practised the rites of the grimoires or Jewish Kaballism. The line may be carried back through Lavater, Eckartshausen, and so on to the seventeenth century. These men were mystics besides being practitioners of theurgic magic, and they combined in themselves the knowledge of practically all the occult sciences.

With Mesmer began the revival of a science which cannot be altogether regarded as occult, when consideration is given to its modern developments, but which powerfully influenced the mystic life of his and many later days. The mesmerists of the first era are in direct line with the Martinists and the mystical magicians of the France of the late eighteenth century. Indeed in the person of some English mystics, such as Greaves, mysticism and magnetism are one and the same thing. But upon "Hypnotism," to give it its modern name, becoming numbered with the more practical sciences, persons of a mystical cast of mind appear to have, to a great extent, deserted it. Hypnotism does not bear the same relation to mesmerism and magnetism as modern chemistry does to alchemy; but the persons who practise it nowadays are as dissimilar to the older professors of the science as is the modern practitioner of chemistry to the medieval alchemist. This is symptomatic of the occult sciences, that they despise that knowledge which is "exact," in the common sense of the term. Their practitioners do not delight in labouring upon a science, the laws of which are already known, cut and dried. The student of occultism, as a rule, possesses all the attributes of an explorer. The occult sciences have from time to time deeply enriched the exact sciences, but these enrichments have been acts of intellectual generosity. It is in effect as if the occultist made a present of them to the scientist, but did not desire to be troubled with their future development in any way. Occultism of the higher
sort therefore does not to-day possess any great interest in hypnotism, and modern mystics of standing scarcely recognise it as a part of the hidden mysteries. But there is no question that the early mesmerists formed a link between the adepts of eighteenth-century France and those of the present day. The occultists of to-day, however, are harking farther back; they recognise that their forerunners of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries drew their inspiration from older origins, and that they feel that these may have had cognisance of records and traditions that we not of. The recovery of these is perhaps for the moment the great question of modern magic. But apart from this, modern magic of the highest type strains towards mysticism, and partakes more than ever of its character. It disdains and ignores ceremonial, and exalts psychic experience. That is not to say that numerous bodies do not exist throughout the world for the celebration of magical rite; but such fraternities have existed from time immemorial, and their protagonists cannot be placed on a higher footing than the hallucinated sorcerers of mediæval times.

Secret Words: Certain words relating to the Eucharist were communicated by Christ to Joseph of Arimathæa and were committed orally from keepers to keepers of the Graft. In Robert de Borron’s metrical romance, material power is added to their spiritual efficacy and whoever could acquire and retain them, had a mysterious power over all around him, could not suffer by evil judgments, could not suffer deprivation of his own rights, need not fear the result of battle, provided his words were good. The words were the secret of the Graft and were either incommunicable in writing or were written only in the Book of the Graft which de Borron implies, was itself written by Joseph of Arimathæa. These words are the chief mystery of the Lesser Holy Graft, as the prose version of Robert de Borron’s poem is called. They were most probably a form of eucharistic consecration, and there is evidence that the Celtic church, following the example of the Eastern Church used them in addition to the usual consecration as practised in the Latin Church, which is merely a repetition of the New Testament account of the Lord’s Supper. The separate clause they are supposed to have formed is called Epiclesis and consisted of an invocation of the Holy Ghost.

Selk Kasse: Evil spirits inhabiting trees. (See Burma.)
Selktha: An evil spirit. (See Burma.)

Semites, The: This article on the Semites applies to the more ancient divisions of the race, such as the Babylonians and Assyrians, and the Hebrews in Biblical times. For later Semitic occultism see Kabala, Arabi, etc. In ancient Babylon, and Chaldea, magic was of course a department of priestly activity, and in Mesopotamia we find a sect of priests, the Asipu, set apart for the practice of magic, which in its case probably consisted of hypnotism, the casting out of demons, the banning of troublesome spirits and so forth. The Baru again were angels who consulted the oracles on the future by inspection of the entrails of animals and the flight of birds, “the observation of oil in water, the secret of Anu, Bel, and Ea, the tablet of the gods, the sachet of leather of the oracles of the heavens and earth, the wand of cedar dear to the great gods.” These priests of Baru and Asipu were clothed in vestments peculiar to their rank, which they changed frequently during the ceremonies in which they took part. In the tablets we find kings making frequent enquirys through these priestly castes; and in a tablet of Sippur, we find treated the installation of a Baru to the Sun-temple, and also Sennacherib seeking through the Baru the causes of his father’s violent death. The Asipu again were exorcists, who removed sabus and laid demons. We have an Asipu’s functions set forth in the following poem:—

---

Incantation:

He that stilleth all to rest, that pacifieth all. By whose incantation everything is at peace; He is the great Lord Ea. Stilling all to rest, and pacifying all, By whose incantation everything is at peace. When I draw nigh unto the sick man All shall be assuaged. I am the magician born of Eridu, Begotten in Eridu and Subari. When I draw nigh unto the sick man May Ea, King of the Deep, safeguard me!“

Incantation:

O Ea, King of the Deep, to see . . . .
I, the magician, am thy slave.
March thou on my right hand,
Assist (me) on my left;
Add thy pure spell to mine,
Add thy pure voice to mine,
Vouchsafe (to me) pure words,
Make fortunate the utterances of my mouth,
Ordain that my decisions be happy.
Let me be blessed wheres’er I tread,
Let the man whom (I) now touch be blessed.
Before me may lucky thoughts be spoken.
After me may a lucky finger be pointed.
Oh that thou wert my guardian genius,
And my guardian spirit!
O God that blessest, Marduk,
Let me be blessed, wheres’er my path may be!
Thy power shall god and man proclaim; This man shall do thy service,
And I, too, the magician thy slave.”

Unto the house on entering . . .
Samas is before me,
Sin (is) behind me,
Nergal (is) at (my) right hand,
Ninib (is) at my left hand;
When I draw nigh unto the sick man,
When I lay my hand on the head of the sick man,
May a kindly Spirit, a kindly Guardian, stand at my side.

The third caste was the Zammur, who sang or chanted certain ceremonials.

The lower ranks of sorcery were represented by the Kassapu and Kassapti, the wizard and witch, who, as elsewhere, practised black magic, and who are stoutly combated by the priest-magician caste. We find in the code of Hammurabi a stringent law against the professors of black magic:—”If a man has charged a man with sorcery and has not justified himself, he who is charged with sorcery shall go to the river, he shall plunge into the river, and if the river overcome him, he who accused him shall take to himself his house. If the river makes that man to be innocent, and he be saved, he who accused him shall be put to death. He who plunged into the river shall take to himself the house of him who accused him.” This will recall
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the test for a witch, that if thrown into a pond, if she sinks she is innocent, but if she floats she is a witch indeed. Another series of tablets deals with the black magician and the witch who are represented as roaming the streets, entering houses, and growing through towns, stealing the love of men, and withering the beauty of women. The exorcist goes on to say that he has made an image of the witch, and he calls upon the fire-god to burn it. He seizes the mouth, tongue, eyes, feet, and other members of the witch, and piously prays that Sin may cast her into an abyss of water and fire, and that her face may grow yellow and green. He fears that the witch is directing a like sorcery against himself, that she sits making spells against him in the shade of the wall, fashioning images of him. But he sends against her the kalappu plant and sesame to undo her spells and force back the words into her mouth. He devoutly trusts that the images she has fashioned will assume her own character, and that her spells may recoil upon herself. Another tablet expresses the desire that the god of night may smite the witch in her magic, that the marching of the night-brothers done he, evil sorcery, that her mouth may be fat and her tongue salt, that the words of evil that she hath spoken may be poured out like tallow, and that the magic she is working be crumbled like salt. The tablets abound in magical matter and in them we have the actual wizardry in vogue at the time they were written, which runs at least from the seventh century B.C. onwards until the time when the cuneiform ceased to be used. Chaldean magic was renowned throughout the world, particularly, however, its astrological knowledge. Now the astrologers and exorcists, star-gazers, monthly prognosticators, stand up and save thee from the things that shall come upon thee." In the book of Daniel, we find the magicians called Chaldeans, and up to the present time occultists have never tired of singing the praises of the Chaldean magi. Strabo and Ptolemy allude to their knowledge of astrology, as did Diodorus Siculus, and it is supposed to have been a Chaldean magician Etheanes who introduced his science into Greece, which he entered with honor.

The great library of Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, who died in 656 B.C., affords us first-hand knowledge of Assyrian magic. He gathered together numerous volumes from the cities of Babylonia, and storing them in his great library at Nineveh, had them copied and translated. In fact letters have been discovered from Assurbanipal to some of his officials, giving instructions for the copying of certain books. The knowledge of the magical practices of Babylonia, written during the later empire, is the best known of which are the series entitled Mašlu, burning; Utukhi limmu, evil spirits; Labartu, mag-demon; and Nis hāši, raising of the hand. There are also available many ceremonial texts which throw considerable light on magical practice. The Mašlu for example contains eight tablets of incantations and spells against wizards and witches—the general idea running through it being to instruct the bewitched person how to manufacture figures of his enemies, and thus destroy them. The series dealing with the exorcising of evil spirits enumerates demons, goblins and ghosts, and consists of at least sixteen tablets. They are for the use of the exorcist in driving out devils from possessed people, and this is to be accomplished by invoking the aid of the gods, so that the demons may be laid under a divine tabu. The demon who possesses the unfortunate victim must be described in the most minute manner. The series dealing with the Labartu or mag-demon, who is a kind of female demon who delights in attacking children, gives directions for making a figure of the Labartu and the incantations to be repeated over it. The magician and philosopher appear to have worked together in Assyria, for we find medical men constantly using incantations to drive out demons, and incantations are often associated with prescriptions. Medical magic indeed appears to have been of much the same sort as we find amongst the American Indians and peoples in a like barbarian condition of existence.

We find the doctrine of the Incomunicable Name established among the early Semites, as among the Egyptians: the secret name of a god, which when discovered gave the speaker complete power over him by its mere utterance. The knowledge of the name, or description, of the person or demon the magician directs his charm against, is also essential to success. Drugs also, to which were originally ascribed the power vouchsafed by the gods for the welfare of mankind, were supposed to aid greatly in exorcism. In Assyrian exorcism, Ea and Marduk are the most powerful gods,—the latter being appealed to as intermediary between man and his father, Ea: indeed the legend of Marduk going to his father for advice was commonly repeated in exorcisms. When working against an individual too, it was necessary to have a charm against him,—clippings of his hair, or nails if possible. The possessed person was usually washed, the principal of cleansing probably underlying this ceremony. An incantation called the Incantation of Eridu was often prescribed, and this must relate to some such cleansing. In Eridu lies the Home of Ea, the Sea-god. A formula for exorcising or washing away a demon, Rabenau states that the patient is to be sprinkled with clean water twice seven times. Of all water none was so sacred as the Euphrates, and water from it was frequently used. Fumigation with cense was also employed by the Assyrians for exorcism, but the possessed person was often guarded from the attack of fiends by placing him in the middle of an enchanted circle of flour, through which it was thought no spirit could break. Wearing the glands from the mouth of a fish was also a charm against possession. In making a magic circle, the sorcerer usually formed seven little winged figures to set before the god Nergal, with a long spell, which states that he has completed the usuris or magic circle with a sprinkling of lime. The wizard further prays that the incantation may be performed for his patient by the god. This would seem to be a prototype of the circle used amongst magicians of mediavel times.

Says Campbell Thompson in his "Semitic Magic":

"Armed with all these things—the word of power, the acquisition of some part of the enemy, the use of the magic circle and holy water, the power properties of substances—the ancient warlock was well fitted for his trade. He was then capable of defying hostile demons or summoning friendly spirits, of driving out disease or casting spells, of making amulets to guard the credulous who came to him. Furthermore, he had a certain stock-in-trade of tricks which were a steady source of revenus. Lovesick youths and maidens always hoped for some result from his philtres or love-charms; at the demand of jealousy, he was ever ready to put hatred between husband and wife; and for such as had not the pluck or skill enough to see a dream in the dark, his little effigies, pierced with pins, would bring death to a rival. He was at once a physician and wonder-worker for such as would pay him fees."

"Among the more modern Semites magic is greatly in vogue in many forms, some of them quite familiar to Europeans: indeed we find in the "Arabian Nights" edited by Lane, a story of old women riding on a broom-stick. Among Mahomedans the wizard is thought to deserve death by reason of the fact that he is an unbeliever. Witches are fairly common in Arabic lore, and we usually find them figuring as sellers of potions and philtres. The European
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blessing to the man who had disturbed the repose of the dead. *Sehna* fell in love with the daughter of a priest at Memphis, who turned out to be a witch, and took advantage of his intimate connection with her to bring him to ignominy and wretchedness. At length the prince recognised and repented of the sacrilege he had committed in carrying off the book, and brought it back to Nefer-ka-Ptah. In the hope of atoning to some extent for his sin he journeyed to Koptos, and finding the graves of the wife and child of Nefer-ka-Ptah, he solemnly restored their mummies to the tomb of the father and husband, carefully closing the tomb he had so sacrilegiously disturbed. The second text, edited two years ago by Griffith from a London papyrus, is also genuinely Egyptian in its details. Three magic tales, interwoven one with another, are brought into connection with Saosiri, the supernaturally born son of *Sehna*. In the first, Saosiri, who was greatly *Sehna's* superior in the arts of magic, led his father down into the underworld. They penetrated into the judgment-hall of Osiris, where the sights they saw convinced *Sehna* that a glorious future awaited the poor man who should cleave to righteousness, while he who led an evil life on earth, though rich and powerful, must expect a terrible doom. Saosiri next succeeded in saving his father, and with him all Egypt, from great difficulty by reading without breaking the seal of a closed letter brought by an Ethiopian magician, whom he thus forced to recognize the superior power of Egypt. The last part of the text tells of a powerful magician in Ethiopia who modelled a litter with four bearers to whom he gave his life. He sent them to Egypt, and at his command they sought out Pharaoh in his palace, carried him off to Ethiopia, and, after giving him five hundred blows with a cudgel, conveyed him during the same night back to Memphis. Next morning the king displayed the wealth on his back to his courtiers, one of whom, Horus by name, was sufficiently skilled in the use of amulets to ward off by their means an immediate repetition of the outrage. Horus then set forth to bring from Hermopolis, the all-powerful magic book of the god Thoth, and by its aid he succeeded in treating the Ethiopian king as the Ethiopian sorcerer had treated Pharaoh. The foreign magician then hastened to Egypt to engage in a contest with Horus in magic tricks. His skill was shown to be inferior, and in the end he and his mother received permission to return to Ethiopia under a solemn promise not to set foot on Egyptian territory for a space of fifteen hundred years.

*Seton* (or *Sethon*) Alexander, was one of the very few alchemists who succeeded in the great experiment of the transmutation of metals. He took his name from the village of Seton, which is stated to have been in the vicinity of Edin-burgh and close to the sea-shore, so that one may reasonably conclude that the little fishing community of Port Seton is meant, although Camden in his *Britannia* states that that was the name of his house. In the year 1601, the crew of a Dutch vessel had the misfortune to be wrecked on the coast near his dwelling, and *Seton* personally rescued several of them, lodged them in his house, and treated them with great kindness, ultimately sending them back to Holland at his own expense. In the following year he visited Holland, and renewed his acquaintance with at least one of the ship-wrecked crew. James Haussen, the pilot, who lived at Arksan. Haussen, determined on repaying him for the hospitality he had received in Scotland, entertained him for some time in his house, and to him *Seton* disclosed the information that he was a master of the art of alchemy, and proved his words by performing several transmutations. Haussen, full of the matter, confided it to one Vanderlinden, a physician of Enthuyen, to whom he showed a piece of gold which he had himself seen transmuted from lead.

This Vanderlinden's grandson in turn, showed to the celebrated author, D. G. Morhoff, who wrote a letter concerning the matter to La Perriere, Prenon, author of the *Histoire de la Philosophie Hermetique*.

*Seton* visited Amsterdam and Rotterdam, travelled by sea to Italy, and thence through Switzerland to Germany, accompanied by a professed sceptic of alchemy, one Wolfgang Dienheim, whom he convinced of the error of his views at Basle before several of its principal inhabitants. This person has described *Seton*, and from the pen picture he gives of him we can discern a typical Scot of the seventeenth century. "*Seton,*" he says, "was short but stout, and high-coloured, with a pointed beard, but despite his corpulence, his expression was calm and exalted."

"He was," adds Dienheim, "a native of Molier, in an island of the ocean." One wonders if Molier is the German corruption of Lothian.

Several experiments of importance were now demonstrated by *Seton*. In one of these the celebrated physician Zwinger himself brought the lead which was to be transmuted from his own house. A common crucible was obtained at a goldsmith's, and ordinary sulphur was bought on the road to the house where the experiment was to take place. *Seton* handled none of these materials and took no part in the operation except to give to those who followed his directions a small packet of powder which transformed the lead into the purest gold of exactly the same weight. Zwinger appears to have been absolutely convinced of the genuine nature of the experiment, for he wrote an account of it to his friend Dr. Schobinger, which appears in Long's *Ephemorides*. Shortly after this *Seton* left Basle, and changing his name went to Straubourg, whence he travelled to Cologne, lodging with one Anton Bordemann, who was by way of being an alchemist. In this city he was sufficiently imprudent to blazon his knowledge far and wide,—on one occasion producing six ounces of gold through the application of one grain of his magical powder. The circumstance seems to have made an impression on at least one of the savants of the Cathedral City, for Theobald de Hogelande in his *Historia Alchymie Transmutationes Metallicae*, which was published at Cologne in 1604, alludes to it.

*Seton* then went to Hamburg, whence he travelled south to Munich, where something more important than alchemy engaged his attention, for he eloped with the daughter of a citizen, whom he married. The young Elector of Saxony, Christian II, had heard of *Seton*'s brilliant alchemical successes and invited him to his court, but *Seton*, loath to leave his young wife, sent his friend, William Hamilton, probably a brother-Scot, in his stead, with a supply of the transmuting agent. In the presence of the whole Court, Hamilton undertook and performed the experiment with perfect success and the gold then manufactured resisted every known test. This naturally only whetted the Elector's desire to see and converse with the magus, and a pressing invitation, which amounted to a command, was dispatched to *Seton*, who, however, unable to refuse, betook himself to the electoral court. He was received there with every mark of honour, but it soon became evident to him that Christian II. had only invited him thither for the purpose of extracting from him the nature of his grand secret, but *Seton*, as an adept in the mysteries of alchemy, remained true to his calling, and flatly refused to gratify the Elector's greed. Promises of preferment and threats were alike indifferent to him, and in the end the Elector, in a passion, ordered him to be imprisoned in a tower, where he was guarded by forty soldiers. There he was subjected to every rack, the fire, and the scourge, failed to extort from him
the methods by which he had achieved the grand arcanum. Quite as exhausted as his victim, the Elector at last forsook, and left the unfortunate Scot in peace.

At this juncture a Moravian chemist, Michael Sendivogius, who had happened to be in Dresden heard of Seton's terrible experiences and possessed sufficient influence to obtain permission to visit him. Himself a searcher after the philosopher's stone, he sympathised deeply with the adept, and proposed to him that he should attempt to effect his rescue. To this Seton agreed, and promised that if he were fortunate enough to escape, he would reward Sendivogius with his secret. The Moravian travelled back to Cracow, where he resided, sold up his property, and returned to Dresden, where he lodged near Seton's place of confinement, entertaining the soldiers who guarded the alchemist, and judiciously bribing those who were directly concerned in his imprisonment. At last he judged that the time was ripe to attempt Seton's salvation. He feasted the guards in a manner so liberal that all of them were soon in a condition of tipsy carelessness. He then hastened to the tower in which Seton was imprisoned, but found him unable to walk, through the activity of his torturers. He therefore supported him to a carriage which stood waiting, and which they gained without being observed. They halted at Seton's house to take up his wife, who had in her possession some of the all-important powder, and whipping up the horses, sped as swiftly as possible to Cracow, which they reached in safety. When quietly settled in that city, Sendivogius reminded Seton of his promise to assist him in his alchemical projects, but was met with a stern refusal, Seton explaining to him that it was impossible for him as an adept to reveal to his rescuer the terms of such an awful mystery. The health of the alchemist was, however, shattered by the dreadful tortures through which he had passed, and which he survived only for about two years, presenting the remains of his magical precipitate to his preserver. The possession of this powder only made Sendivogius more eager than ever to penetrate the mysteries of the grand arcana. He married Seton's widow, perhaps with the idea that she was in possession of her late husband's occult knowledge, but if so he was doomed to disappointment for she was absolutely ignorant of the matter. Seton had left behind him, however, a treatise entitled The New Light of Alchemy, which Sendivogius, laid hands on and published as his own. In its pages he thought he saw a method of increasing the powder, but to his intense disappointment and disgust, he only succeeded in lessening its value. With what remained, however, he posed as a successful alchemist and practiced on patients with much splendour from court to court in a sort of triumphal procession. In his own country of Moravia, he was imprisoned, but escaped. His powder, however, was rapidly diminishing, but he still continued his experiments. Borel in his work on French Antiquities mentions that he saw a crown piece which had been partially dipped into a mixture of the powder dissolved in spirits of wine, and that the part steeped in the elixir was of gold, was porous, and was not soldered or otherwise tempered with. The powder done, Sendivogius degenerated into a mere charlatan, pretender, and house it was a good omen, and he might proceed on his way rejoicing and shall really tinge the basest metal, whether with gain or without gain, with the colour of gold or silver (abiding all requisite tryals whatever), hath the gates of Nature opened to him for the enquiring into further and higher secrets, and with the blessing of God to obtain them."

Seven Stewards of Heaven by whom God governs the world. They are known in works on Magic as the Olympian Spirits, and they govern the Olympian spheres, which are composed of one hundred and ninety-six regions. Their names in the Olympian language are:—Arathon, the celestial spirit of Saturn, whose day is Saturday; Buthor, the angel of Jupiter, whose day is Monday; Phaleg, the prince of Mars, whose day is Tuesday; Och, the master of the Sun, whose day is Sunday; Hagith, the sovereign of Venus, whose day is Friday; Ophiel, the spirit of Mercury, who must be invoked on Wednesday; Phnt, the administrator of affairs in the Moon, whose day is Monday. Each of these Seven Celestial Spirits may be invoked by magicians by the aid of ceremonies and preparations.

 Sextus V., Pope, was one of the line of St. Peter accused of sorcery. De Thou says of him in his Histoire Universelle of an examination of it, to deny that tho.

Shaddai: One of the ten divine names given in the rabbinical legend of the angelic hierarchies. This essence influences the sphere of the moon: it causes increase and decrease, and rules the jinn and protecting spirits.

Shethai: One of the branches of augury in ancient Rome dealt especially with the signs which might be derived from animals; and it was believed that if a sha-goua crossed the path of a man who was steeped of his house, he was a good omen, and he might proceed on his way rejoicing and think upon Caranus.

Shahil Al Gehel: (See Assassins.)

Shakimah: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Shetia Tharl: An esoteric language spoken by the tinkers of Great Britain, and possibly a descendent of an "inner" language employed by the ancient Celtic Druids or bards. It was in 1876 that the first hint of the existence of Shetia Tharl reached the ears of that prince of practical philosophers, Charles Godfrey Leland. It seems strange that
George Borrow had never stumbled upon the language, and that fact may be taken as a strong proof of the jealousy with which the nomadic classes guarded it. Leland relates how he and Professor E. H. Palmer were wandering on the beach at Aberystwyth when they met a tramp, who heard them indulging in a Lelandian tongue. Leland asked the man as to how he had gained a living, and he replied, "Shelkin gallopas." The words were foreign even to the master of the dialect, and he inquired their import. Why," said the man, "it means selling terns. That is tinker's language or minter's thar. I thought as you knew Romany, you might understand it. The right name for the tinkers' language is Shelta." "It was," says Leland, "with the feelings of Columbus the night before he discovered America that I heard the word Shelta, and I asked the fern-dealer if he could talk it." The man replied: "A little," and on the spot the philologist collected a number of words and phrases from the fern-seller which gave him sufficient insight into the language to prove that it was absolutely different from Romany. The Celtic origin of the dialect soon began to commend itself to Leland, and he attempted to obtain from the many verses or jingles in it, possibly for the purpose of observing its syntactical arrangement. But all he was able to drag from his informant were some rhymes of no philological value, and he found he had soon pumped the tramp dry. It then occurred to him that Leland nearly a century before had attempted to find the secret of his wits by speaking to him in the lost dialect. The man, questioned as to whether he could speak Shelta, admitted the soft impeachment. He proved to be an Irishman, Owen Macdonald by name, and he furnished Leland with an invaluable list of several hundred words, but Leland could not be sure upon which of the Celtic languages the dialect was based. Owen Macdonald declared to him that it was a fourth language, which had nothing in common with old Irish, Welsh, or Gaelic, and hazarded the information that it was the idiom of the "Ould Picts," but this appears to be rather too conjectural for the consumption of the philologist. Shelta is not a jargon, for it can be spoken grammatically without using English, as in the British form of Romany. Pictish-in all probability was not a Celtic language, nor even an Aryan one, however intimately it may have been affected by Celtic speech in the later stages of its existence. Leland's discovery was greeted in some quarters with exultation and laughter. The Saturday Review jocosely suggested that he had been "sold," and that old Irish had been palmed off on him for a mysterious lingo. He put this view of the matter before Mr. John Sampson and Professor Kuno Meyer. The basis of these investigations rested on the fact that the tinker caste of Great Britain and Ireland was a separate class—so separate indeed as almost to form a race by itself. For hundreds of years, possibly, this fraternity existed with nearly all its ancient characteristics, and on the general disuse of Celtic speech had survived it as a secret dialect. The peculiar thing concerning Shelta is the extent of territory over which it is spoken. That it is known rather extensively in London itself was discovered by Leland, who heard it spoken by two small boys in the Euston Road. They were not Gypsies, and Leland found out that one of them spoke the language with great fluency. Since Leland's discoveries Shelta has been to some extent mapped out into dialects, one of the most important of which is that of Ulster. It would be difficult to explain in the course of such an article as this exactly how long the Ulster dialect of this strange and ancient tongue differs from that in use in other parts of Great Britain and Ireland. But that it does so is certain. Nearly eighteen years ago Mr. John Sampson, of Liverpool, a worthy successor to Borrow and Leland, and a linguist of repute, collected a number of sayings and idioms from two old tinkerers, John Barlow and Phil Murray—which he distinctly states are in the Ulster dialect of Shelta. Some of these may be quoted to provide the reader with specimens of the language:—Krish gypukas have muni Shelldro—Old gypsies have good Shelta. Stierna dhi-Isha, stierna age dhi-Isha—if you're a piper, have your own pipe. Miile granhes thaber—The traveller knows the road. Thom Birne mjs rhajc dhi—Every Protestant isn't an Orange man. Nas a dhbijon dhuilsha—The blessing of God on you. Miile, gami grs dhi—Be off, and bad luck to you.

There seems to be considerable reason to believe that the tinker (or more properly "tinkler") class of Great Britain sprang from the remnants of its ancient Celtic inhabitants, and differed as completely from the Gypsy, or Romany, race as one people can well differ from another. This is almost conclusively proved by the fact of speech, for Shelta is a Celtic tongue and that Romany is a dialect of Northern Hindustan is not open to doubt. Those who now speak Romany habitually almost invariably make use of Shelta as well, but that only proves that the two languages, spoken in the same territory for hundreds of years, had a knowledge of each other's languages. Who, then, were the original progenitors of the tinkers? Whoever they were, they were a Celtic-speaking race, and probably a nomadic one. Shelta has been referred to as the language of the ancient bands of Ireland, the esoteric tongue of an Irish priesthood. Leland puts forward the hypothesis that the Shelta-speaking tinker is a descendant of a prehistoric guild of bronze-workers. This, he thinks, accounts in part for his secretiveness as regards his language. In Italy to this day the tinker class is identified with the itinerant bronze workers. The tinker fraternity of Great Britain and Ireland existed with perhaps nearly all its ancient characteristics until the advent of railroads. But long before this it had probably amalgamated to a great extent with the Gypsy population, and the two languages had become common to the two peoples. This is the only explanation that can be given for the appearance of Shelta, a Celtic language, in the non-Celtic portions of Great Britain. That it originated in Ireland appears to be highly probable, for in no other part of the British isles during the later Celtic period was there a state of civilisation capable of a race and the existence of a close corporation of metal-workers possessing a secret language. Moreover, the affinities of Shelta appear to be with old Irish more than with any other Celtic dialect. There is another theory that presents itself in connection with the origin of Shelta, and that is, that it is the modern descendant of the language of the "Ould Picts"—mentioned by Owen Macdonald, Leland's tinker friend. It has by no means been proved that Pictish was a non-Aryan language, and, despite the labours of Professor Rhys, we are as far off as ever from any definite knowledge concerning the idiom spoken by that mysterious people. But there are great difficulties in the way of accepting the hypothesis of the Pictish origin of Shelta, the chief among them being its obvious Irish origin. There were, it is known, Picts in the north of Ireland, but they were almost certainly a small and barbarous colony, and a very unlikely community to form a metal-working fraternity, possessing the luxury of a private dialect. It still remains for the Celtic student to classify Shelta. It may prove to be "Pictish," strongly influenced by the Gaelic of Ireland and Scotland. A comparison with Basque and the dialect of the Iberian
Shemhamphorash: In the Talmud, the external term representing the hidden word of power, by whose virtues it were possible to create a new world. But it is lost to man, though even sounds approximating to it have a magic power, and can give to him who pronounces them dominion in the spirit-world. Some of the Rabbis say that the word of power contains twelve letters, others, forty-two, and yet others seventy-two; but these are the letters of the divine alphabet, which God created from certain luminous points made by the concentration of the primal universal Light. Shemhamphorash is, in fact, the name of this word.

Sheol: (See Hell.)

Ship of the Dead: Akin to the superstitious idea of the death-coach is the belief that at times a phantom barque carries away the souls of men. In the form of a cloud-ship, or wrapped in a driving mist, it sails over mountains and moors, and at sea it sails in despite of wind and tide. A story is told of a certain pirate, at whose death a spectral ship approached in a cloud. As it sailed over the roof, the house was filled with a sound as of a stormy sea, and when the ship had passed by the soul of the pirate accompanied it.

Shilander, Thomas: (See Spiritualism.)

Siberia: The barbarian tribes of Siberia all more or less practise the art of Sorcery, and this has been from time immemorial in the hands of the shamanistic or medicine-man class. The Samoyeds who are idol-worshippers believe in the existence of an order of invisible spirits which they call tadjbitsoi. These are ever circling through the atmosphere, and are a constant menace to the native, who is anxious to propitiate them. This can only be effected through the intervention of a tadjbit or Necromancer, who, when his services are requisitioned, attires himself in magical costume of reindeer leather trimmed with red cloth, a mask of red cloth, and a breast-plate of polished metal. He then takes a drum of reindeer skin (See Lapland) ornamented with brass rings, and attended by an assistant, walks round in a circle invoking the presence of the spirits, shaking a large rattle the while. The noise grows louder, and as the spirits are supposed to draw near the sorcerer, he addresses them, beating his drum more gently, and pausing in his chant to listen to their answers. Gradually he works himself into a condition of frenzy, beats in the drum with great violence, and appears to be possessed by the supernatural influence writhing and foaming at the mouth. All at once he stops, and oracularly pronounces the will of the spirits. The Tadjite’s office is a hereditary one, but if a member of the tribe should exhibit special qualifications he is adopted into the priesthood, and by fasts, vigils, the use of narcotics and stimulants in the same manner as is employed by the N.A. Indians (q.v.), he comes to believe that he has been visited by the spirits. He is then adopted as a Tadjite with midnight ceremonial, and is invested with a magic drum. A great many of the tricks of the priesthood are merely those of ordinary conjuring, such as the rope trick, but some of the illusions which these men secure are exceedingly striking. With their hands and feet tied together, they sit on a carpet of reindeer skin, and putting out the light, summon the assistance of the spirits. Peculiar noises herald their approach, snakes hiss, and bears growl, the lights are rekindled and the tadjite is seen released from his bonds.

The Samoyeds sacrifice much to the dead, and perform various ceremonies in their honour, but they believe that only the souls of the tadjite enjoy immortality and hover through the air, demanding constant sacrifice.

Further to the east, inhabiting the more northerly part of Siberia dwell the Ostiaks, who have nominally adopted the rites of the Greek Church, but magic is rife amongst them. Many Ostiaks carry a description of a fetish, which they call Shamian. Whether this name, like the Arabic Sheikian, is merely a corruption of that of Satan, it would be difficult to say. Larger images of this kind are part of the furniture of an Ostiak lodge, but they are adorned in seven pearl embroidered garments, and suspended to the neck by a string of silver coins. In a strange sort of dualism they are placed in many of the huts cheek by jowl with the image of the Virgin Mary, and at meal-times their lips are smeared with the blood of raw game or fish.

It is this people, the Ostiaks, with whom the word “Shaman” originated. These Shamans are merely medicine-men.

The Mongols, who inhabit the more southern parts of the great waste of Siberia are also ancient practitioners in Sorcery, and rely greatly on divination. In order to discover what description of weather will be prevalent for any length of time they employ a stone endowed with magic virtues called yadh-tash. This is suspended over, or lies in a basin of water with sundry ceremonies, and appears to be the same kind of stone in use among the Turcomans, as is related by Ibn Mohahhal, an early Arab traveller.

The celebrated conqueror, Timur, in his Memoirs, records that the Jeta resorted to incantations to produce heavy rains which hindered his cavalry from acting against them. A Yetachi, or weather-conjuror, was taken prisoner, and after he had been beheaded the storm ceased.

Babu refers to one of his early friends, Khwaja ka Mulai, as conspicuous for his skill in falconry and his knowledge of Yadageri, or the science of inducing rain and snow by means of enchantment. The Russians were much distressed by heavy rains in 1552, when besieging Kazan, and universally ascribed the unfavourable weather to the arts of the Tatar queen, who was an enchantress.

Early in the 18th century, the Chinese Emperor Shih-tsung issued a proclamation against rain-conjuring, addressed to the Eight Banners of Mongolia. "If," indignantly observes the Emperor, "if I, offering prayers in sincerity, have yet cause to fear that it may please heaven to leave my prayer unanswered, it is truly intolerable that mere common people wishing for rain should of their own fancy set up altars of earth; and bring together a rabble of huntsmen (Buddhist Bonzes) and Taossis to conjure the spirits to gratify their wishes."

Sibyllic Books: The manuscripts which embodied the secrets of human destiny, the work of the sibyls (q.v.) or prophetesses of the ancient world. According to Tacitus, these books were first preserved in the Capitol. When it was burnt down, the precious leaves of Fato were preserved, and removed to the temple of Apollo Palatinus. Their after-fate is shrouded in mystery, but it would seem that the Cumean books existed until 399 A.D., when they were destroyed by Stilikon. Augustus sent three ambassadors—Paulus Gabinus, Marcus Oracilina, and Plautus Valerius—to Asia, Africa, and Italy, but especially to the Erythraean Sibyl, to collect whatever could be discovered of the Sibyllic Oracles, to replace those which had been lost or burnt. The books are of two kinds; namely, the books of the elder Sibyls, that is, of the earlier Greek and Roman times, and the latter, which were much falsified, and disfigured with numerous interpolations. Of the latter, eight books in Greek and Latin are still said to be extant. Those which are preserved in Rome had been collected from various places, at various times, and are said to have been found in the most mysterious of symbolic languages. At first they were
permitted only to be read by descendants of Apollo, but later by the priests, until their care was entrusted to certain officials, who only replied to inquiries at the command of the Senate, in cases of extraordinary emergency. They were two at first, and named dæcemviri; then appointed by Tarquinius Superbus. Two hundred and thirteen years afterwards, ten more were appointed to their guardianship (dæcemviri), and Sulla increased the number to fifteen (quindecimviri).

Signs, Planetary: (See Astrology.)

Silvester II., Pope, (Gerbert, died 1003): One of a number of popes who from the tenth century onwards were regarded as sorcerers. It was said—and the story probably emanated from the Gnostics who had been proscribed by the Church—that Gerbert had evoked a demon who obtained for him the papacy, and who further promised him that he should die only after he had celebrated High Mass in Jerusalem. One day, while he was saying mass in a Church in Rome, he felt suddenly ill, and remembering that he was in the Church of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem, he knew that the demon had played him a trick. Before he died, the chronicler continues, he confessed to his cardinals his compact with the devil. However, as Gerbert had been preceptor of two monarchs, and a friend of others, it is more likely that he owed his preference to one of these. He was one of the most learned men of his day, a proficient in mathematics, astronomy, and mechanics. He it was who introduced clocks, and some writers credit him with the invention of arithmetic as we now have it. It is not at all improbable that his scientific pursuits seemed to the ignorant to savour of magic. The technical language employed in his various studies might well have a sinister significance to the ignorant. The brazen head which William of Malmesbury speaks of as belonging to Silvester, and which answered questions in an oracular manner probably had its origin in a similar misinterpretation of scientific apparatus. But however that may be, there is no lack of picturesque detail in some of the stories told of him. By the aid of sorcery he is said to have discovered buried treasure and to have visited a marvellous underground palace, whose riches and splendour vanished at a touch. His very tomb was believed to possess the powers of sorcery, and to shed tears when one of the succeeding popes was about to die.

Simon Ben Tohal: (See Kahala.)

Simon Magnus: The sorcerer mentioned in the New Testament (Acts vii.) who bewitched the people of Samaria, and led them to believe that he was possessed of divine power. He was born in Samaria or Cyprus and was among the number of Samaritans who, moved by the preaching of Philip, came to him for baptism. Later, when Peter and John laid their hands on the new converts, so that they received the Holy Ghost, Simon offered the disciples money to procure a similar power. But Peter sternly rebuked him for seeking to buy the gift of God with money, and bade him pray that his evil thought might be forgiven, whereupon the already repentant Simon said, "Pray ye to the Lord for me, that none of these things which ye have spoken come upon me."

Though we are not told in detail what the sorceries were with which Simon bewitched the people of Samaria, certain early ecclesiastical writers have left a record of his magic. He could, they averred, make himself invisible when he pleased, assume the appearance of another person, or of the lower animals, pass unharmed through fire, cause statues to become alive, make furniture move without any visible agency, and perform feats of impertinent motion, and go through a long list of equally miraculous performances. In explanation of his desire to possess the apostles' power of working miracles he is said to have affirmed that his sorceries took a great deal of time and trouble to perform, owing to the necessity for a multitude of magical rites and incantations, while the miracles of the apostles were accomplished easily, and successfully, by the mere utterance of a few words.

The adept from whom Simon learned the art of magic was one Dositheus, who pretended to be the Messiah foretold by the prophets, and who was contemporary with Christ. From this person he appears to have acquired a great store of occult rudiments, and owed his power chiefly to hysterical conditions into which he was capable of throwing himself. Through these he was enabled to make himself look either old or young, returning at will to childhood or old age. It is evident that he had not been initiated into Transcendental Magic, but was merely consumed by a thirst for power over humanity and the mysteries of nature. Repulsed by the Apostles, he is said to have undertaken pilgrimages, like them, in which he permitted himself to be worshipped by the mob. He declared that he himself was the manifestation of the Splendour of God, and that Helena, a Greek slave of his, was its reflection. Thus he imitated Christianity in the reverse sense, affirmed the eternal reign of evil and revolt, and was, in fact, an anti-christ.

After a while he went to Rome, where he appeared before the Emperor Nero. He is said to have been decapitated by him, but his head was restored to his shoulders, and he was instituted by the court as court sorcerer. Legend states that St. Peter, alarmed at the spread of the doctrine of Simon in Rome, repaired thither to combat it, that Nero was made aware of his arrival, and imagining Peter to be a rival sorcerer resolved to bring them together for his amusement. An account ascribed to St. Clement states that on the arrival of Peter, Simon flew gracefully through a window into the outside air. The Apostle gave vent to a vehement prayer, whereupon the magician, with a loud cry, crashed to the earth, and broke both his legs. Nero, greatly annoyed, immediately imprisoned the saint, and it is related that Simon died of his fall. He had, however, founded a distinct school headed by Merrander, which promised immortality of soul and body to its followers. As late as 1838 there existed in France and America a sect which credited the principles of this magician.

Sira(a, Count of: (See Dee.)

Birth Sense: A term used to denote the faculty of spiritual perception, which is distinct from, and higher than, the five physical senses. It is the possession of the medium, the psychic or sensitive, and in some measure of all hypnotic subjects. It is not properly a separate sense at all, but is compounded from the spiritual correlates of the physical senses.

Slade, Henry: An American medium, principally known in connection with his slate-writing exploits. He came to Britain in July, 1876, and was cordially received by the leading spiritualists. Very many people were impressed and completely mystified by the phenomena they witnessed at his séances, and Lord Rayleigh, at a meeting of the British Association in September, 1876, stated that he had attended a séance of Slade's in the company of a professional conjurer, and that the latter had failed entirely to find an explanation of the facts. A few days after this emphatic testimony was given, however, Professor Ray Lankester published a letter to the Times the result of a séance at which he and Dr. Donkin were present. He had, he said, snatched the slate prematurely from "Dr." Slade's hand, and had found a message written thereon, though the sound of writing had not then been heard. The spiritualists maintained that the "exposure" was no exposure at all, since Slade declared that he had heard the spirits writing, and
Slate-Writing

had mentioned the fact, but that his voice had been lost in the confusion. However, the medium's career in Britain was at an end. At the instance of Professor Lankester he was tried in a court of law, and sentenced to three months imprisonment with hard labour. He appealed, and the conviction was quashed because of a slight omission in the charge. A fresh summons was issued on the following day, but Slade had left the country, and did not return. In the years 1877-88 Professor Zöllner of Leipzig investigated the slate-writing and other phenomena occurring in the presence of Slade, mainly in the hope of establishing his theory of four-dimensional space. Knots were tied in endless cords, coins extracted from sealed boxes; but Profes sor Zöllner did not succeed in his attempt to have knots tied in a piece of bladder, or to have two rings of solid wood interlaced. In short, no really conclusive proof was obtained. In 1884 Slade's phenomena were investigated by a committee appointed by the University of Pennsylvania. The results of the latter investigation were, at the best, of a negative description. (See also Slate-writing.)

Slate-writing is a form of the so-called "direct" spirit writing, or autography, which has always been one of the most popular phenomena of the séance. The modus operandi is the same in the majority of cases. The medium and the sitter take their seats at opposite ends of a small table, each grasping a corner of an ordinary school slate, which they thus hold firmly pressed against the underside of the table. A small fragment of slate-pencil is first enclosed between slate and table, for the use of the supposed spirit-writer. Should the séance be successful, a scratching sound, as of someone writing on a slate, is heard at the end of a few moments, three loud raps indicate the conclusion of the message, and on the withdrawal of the slate, it is found to be partly covered with writing—or a general message from the spirit-world, or an answer to some question perviously written down by the sitter.

Among the mediums who were most successful in obtaining spirit writing in this manner were Dr. Slade and Mr. Eglinton. The former, an American medium, came to England in 1875, and succeeded in mystifying not a few men of education and of scientific attainments. His critics have attributed his success, in part at least, to his frank and engaging manner, which did much to disarm suspicious sitters. However, ere long Professor Ray Lankester exposed his trickery, though the exposure was regarded by many as inconclusive, and " Dr. " Henry Slade was prosecuted. Though sentenced to three months' hard labour, the omission of certain words in the accusation made the conviction of no effect. But Dr. Slade found that England had become too hot for him, and speedily retired whence he had come. Many of the accounts of his séances in different countries are of interest, chiefly because of the discrepancy which exists between those of credulous spiritualists and those of trained investigators. Dr. Richard Hodgson, however, has pointed out that even in the latter class instances of mal-observation are the rule rather than the exception, particularly where sleight of hand plays a prominent part in the séance. A worthy successor to Slade was William Eglinton, who acted as medium for slate-writing manifestations, and attained to an extraordinary popularity, upwards of a hundred people testifying to his mediumistic powers in the spiritualist journal Light. Speaking of his performances, Mr. C. C. Massey said, " Many, of whom I am one, are of the opinion that the case for these phenomena generally, and for autography, in particular, is already complete. " Eglinton's manifestations were produced in full light, and his séances were seldom blank, so it is hardly surprising that very many persons, ignorant of the means by which convincing can be carried, and over-confident in their own ability to observe correctly, should see in slate-writing a phenomenon explicable only by a spiritualistic theory. But there was definite proof of fraud in several cases. Muslin and a false beard, part of the make-up of a " spirit " had been found in Eglinton's portmanteau, various persons averred that they had seen his messages written on prepared slates previous to the séance, and he had been concerned in other matters of an equally doubtful character. And though these detections also were disputed they left in the unbiased mind but little doubt of the fraudulent nature of Eglinton's mediumship.

Spiritualists themselves admitted that fraud might occasionally be practised by genuine mediums, owing to the uncertainty of the "power." Particularly was this so in the case of professional mediums, who were obliged to produce some results, and who had to resort to trickery when other means failed them. Mr. S. J. Davey, an associate of the Society for Psychical Research who, having discovered the tricks of slate-writing, practised them himself, was claimed by certain spiritualists as a medium as well as a conjurer, and that notwithstanding his protestations to the contrary. This is undoubtedly a powerful argument against the good faith of slate-writing. If his sitters could mistake these sleight-of-hand tricks—which Mr. Davey practised with the express purpose of disclosing their professional mediums—for genuine spirit manifestations, might they not also be misled by the legendaries of Slade and Eglinton, and other well-known mediums? It has been objected that even skilled conjurers such as "Professor" Hoffmann and Houdin professed themselves mystified by slate-writing performances, but the answer is fairly obvious, that quite a clever conjurer may be baffled by the performances of a brother-expert. The methods adopted by Mr. Davey were of a simple nature, requiring little or no apparatus. In the case of a long, general message, he would prepare a slate beforehand, and substitute it for the test slate. A shorter message, or a reply to a question, he would write on the reverse side of the slate, with a scrap of pencil fastened in a thimble, and so withdraw the slate that the side written on would be uppermost. There is reason to believe that like simple devices were used in other séances, for their very simplicity, and the absence of all apparatus, rendered them particularly difficult of detection. But where the sitters were more credulous, intricate furniture and appliances were used, and the most elaborate preparations made for the séance. (See Pope John XXII.)

Slavs: The Slavonic races have an extensive demonology, and in some measure their religious pantheon appears to have been in a stage between animism (q.v.) and polytheism, that is between god, and spirit-worship. Among them all witchcraft, fairy and folk-lore rest mainly in belief in certain spirits of nature, which in some measure recall the pneumatology of Paracelsus and the Comte de Caballus. "In the vila," says Dr. Krauss, "also known as Samovila, Samodivi, and Visovjaci, we have near relations to the forest and field spirits or the wood and moss-folk of Middle Germany, France and Bavaria the "wild people of Hesse, Elbe, Saxburg and the Tyrol, the wood-women and wood-men of Bohemia, the Tyrolean Fangsen, Franken, Norkels and Happy Ladies, the Roumanish Orken, Euguane, and Dylaf, the Danish Ellekenor, the Swedish Skogsnufvaz, and the Russian Ljeje, while in certain respects they have affinity with the Teutonic Valkyries." They are, however, more like divine beings, constantly watching over and controlling the destinies of men. They are prayed to or exorcised on all occasions. In short their origin is certainly Shamanistic. Says Leland: "We can still find the vila as set forth in old ballads, the incarnation of beauty and power, the spirits of the generations of heroes, the dwellers by rock and river and
greenwood tree. But they are implacable in their wrath to all who deceive them, or who break a promise. Nay, they inflict terrible punishment even on those who disturb their rings, or the dances which they make by midsummer moonlight. Hence the proverb applied to any man who suddenly fell ill, 'he stepped on a fairy ring.'” (See Charms.)

There are three varieties of witches or spirits among the southern Slavs, the Zrants vil, or aerial spirits, evilly disposed to human beings, and inflicting serious injuries upon them, Will-o'-the-wisps, who lead people astray by night; the Poduva vil, compassionate spirits, who give sage counsel to mankind, and dwell in the earth; and the Podovna vil, or water sprites, kindly to man on shore, but treacherous to a degree on their own element. Another water-spirit is the Likhho, the Slavonic Polyphemus, a dread and terrible monster, the Lasky is a wood-demon, Norha is the frightful Lord of the Lower World, and Korshai is a description of ogre whose province is the abduction of princesses.

Witchcraft.—The witch is very frequently mentioned in Slavonic folk-tales, especially among the southern Slavs. She is called vještica, (masculine vištica) meaning originally “the knowledge” or “well-informed one.” Vjesmena (Russian). In Dalmatia and elsewhere among the Southern Slavs the witch is called Krsnica, “the crossed” in allusion to the idea that she is of the horned race of Hell. It enraged the witches so much to be called by this word that when they heard that any one had used it they came to his house by night and tear him in four pieces, which they cast to the four winds of heaven, and drive away all his cattle and stock. Therefore the shrewd farmers of the country call the witch hmana sena, or “Common woman.” There are many forms of Slavonic witch, however, and the vjesica differs from the macovica and the latter from the žlbohobica, or “evil-meeter,” one whom it is unlucky to encounter in the morning, or possesses the evil eye. A Serbian authority says: “I have often heard from old Hodza and Kadija that every female Wallach as soon as she is forty years old, abandons the “God be with me,” and becomes a witch (vjesica) or at least a žlbohobica or macovica. A real witch has the mark of a cross under her nose, a žlbohobica has some hairs of a beard, and a macovica may be known by a forehead full of dark folds with blood-spots in her face.”

In South Slavonian countries the peasants on St. George’s Day adorn the horns of the cattle with garlands to protect them from witchcraft. They attach great importance to a seventh or a twelfth child, who, they believe, are the great protectors of the world against witches. They don a great quantity of garlic on St. John’s Eve, for then the witches, having the most power, attack them with staves or the stumps of saplings, for which reason the peasantry carefuly remove everything of the kind from the ground in the autumn season. The Kristin, or wizards, notoriously attract the vilá ladies, who in most instances are desirous of becoming their mistresses, just as the women-kind of the salamanders desire to mate with men. (See the Curiosa of Heinrich Kornmann, 1666.) The man who gains the love of a vilá is supposed to be extremely lucky. The Slavs believe that on St. George’s Day the witches climb into the steeples of churches with the object of getting the grease from the axle of the bell, which, for some reason, they prize exceedingly. Transformation stories are fairly common, too, in Slavonic folklore, which proves that this was a form of magic employed by the witches of these countries. The belief in vampires is an outstanding superstition in Slavonic countries, and its connections are fully discussed in the article Vampire.

Slavensk Poltergeist: In the winter of 1866–7 Councillor Hahn and an officer named Charles Kern, living for the time in the Castle of Salvenis, Silecia, were disturbed by curious happenings which suggested that the Castle was haunted. Strange noises were heard, small objects were seen to rise from the table and fly through the room. The only account is by Councillor Hahn, and, as is generally the case with such circumstances, the most surprising occurrences were not witnessed by the recorder, but were told him by his friends. Thus Kern is said to have seen in the glass the apparition of a woman in white; while Hahn was not present when a jug of beer was raised from the table by invisible hands, tilted, and its contents poured down an invisible throat.

Sleeping Preacher: Rachel Baker, known as the Sleeping Preacher, was born at Pelham, Massachusetts, in 1794. When she was nine years old her parents removed to Marcelus, N.Y. As a child she had a religious training, her parents being devout people, and she early manifested a strong conviction of her sinfulness. In 1815 she showed symptoms of somnambulism, in which she seemed stricken with horror and despondency. But gradually her mind became calmer, and delivered discourses of singular clearness, marked by a devout and solemn tone. These fits of somnambulism, or trance-speaking, seized her regularly every day, and soon became habitual. She began and concluded her devotional exercises with prayer, between which came the discourse. Then a state of apparent physical distress supervened, and sob&s and groans shook her frame. At length the paroxysm subsided, and she subsided into a natural sleep. Change of scene did not affect these exercises, but the administration of opium would interrupt them. Her trance discourses were afterwards published.

Smagorad, a magic book: (See France.)

Smith Helene: The nom-de-guerre of a trance medium who came under the observation of Professor Flournoy. Born about 1863, at the age of twenty-nine she joined a spiritualist circle and soon developed powerful mediumistic faculties. In 1894, M. Flournoy was admitted to the circle and then forward examined with much interest the clairvoyance and trance impersonations of Helene. In the winter of 1894 she purported to have visited, during trance, the planet Mars, and many of her trance discourses after that date contain descriptions of Martian life—manners, dress, scenery. At length she claimed to have learned the language of the sister-planets, and this language she spoke with fluency and consistency. (See Martian Language.) Professor Flournoy however, found no evidence sufficient to justify any belief in a supernormal faculty, unless it be telepathy.

Smith, Joseph: A. (See America, U.S. of.)

Sneezing. Superstitions Relating to: It is said that the custom of blessing one who sneezes originated in Italy in the time of Gregory the Great, during a pestilence which proved mortal to those who sneezed. A still older date is given to this custom by some writers, who state that sneezing was fatal from the time of Adam to that of Jacob, when the latter begged that its fatal effects might be removed. On his request being granted, the people gratefully instituted the custom of saluting the sneezer. In some diseases sneezing was a bad, in others a good omen. Sneezing to the right was lucky, to the left, unlucky; from noon to midnight good, from night to noon, bad. St. Austin says that the ancients would return to bed if they sneezed while putting on a shoe.

Societas Rosaeoliana in Breslau: (See Rosaeoliana.)

Societé Industrielle de Wésmer: (See Alchimy.)

Societé Rosaeoliana: (See Alchimy.)

Societé Rosaeoliana di Palermo: (See Italy.)

Societés de Harmony: Associations formed for the practice of magnetism by the pupils of F. A. Mesmer. The first
Society for Psychical Research

Solel de l' Harmonie was formed at Paris, and its members seem to have acted in a manner that was anything but harmonious, for, after some quarrelling among themselves they at length broke their contract with Messer, whereby they promised before being admitted to his lectures, that they would not practice on their own account, or give away the secret of his methods, without his consent. Other Societies of Harmony soon sprang up, the most important being that of Strasbourg, founded in 1785 by de Fuysegur.

Society for Psychical Research: (See Spiritualism, Psychical Research.)

Solano, Viscount: (See Spain.)

Solar Deity: (See Theosophy.)

Solar System: Theosophists have special doctrines as to the formation of solar systems. They start by postulating the existence of all pervading ether, or, as it is termed in occult chemistry (q.v.) koi, an ether which is quite imperceptible to ordinary senses and indeed even to clairvoyants except the most highly-developed. It is, despite its diffusion, of extreme density. The Deity intending to create a universe invests this ether with its divine force, whereupon it becomes the constituent of matter in the shape of minute drops or bubbles, and of this the universe with its solar systems is formed. First a mass is aggregated by the appropriate agitation of these drops, and to this mass is imparted a rotatory motion. The mass thus formed, of course, contains the matter from which will be formed all the seven worlds, the existence of which Theosophy teaches, and it may be well here to observe that these worlds are not separate in the manner we usually conceive separate worlds to be, but inter-penetrate each other. The substance in its original form is of the texture of the first world, and in order to create the texture of the second— and lower—world the Deity sets up a vast number of rotatory agitations into each of which is collected 49 atoms arranged in a certain way, sufficient of the first atom having been left to form the first world. This process continues six times, the atoms of the succeeding lower worlds being formed from those of the world immediately higher and each time of a multiple of 49 atoms. Gradually and with the passing of long ages, the aggregation, which contains the atoms of all seven worlds completely intermingled, contracts and becomes more closely knit until it forms a nebula which eventually attains the flat, circular form familiar to students of astronomy. Towards the centre it is much more dense than at the fringes, and in the process of flattening and because of the initial revolving motion, rings are formed encircling the centre. From these rings the planets are formed, and after the further passing of ages, it is possible for human life to exist on them. The various worlds as has been said, penetrate each other substantially within the same bounds, the exceptions being the worlds of finer texture which extend beyond those relatively more dense. The names of the worlds are: the first which has not as yet been experienced by man—the Divine; the second, the Monadic whence come the impulses that form man; the third, the Spiritual, the highest world which man has as yet been able to experience; the fourth, the Intuitional, the fifth, the Mental; the sixth, the Emotional (Astral) world; and the seventh is the world of matter as matter is familiar to us. Reference is made to the various articles dealing more fully with these worlds as follows:

Adi Plane, See "Divine World and Solar System"
Annapada... Monadic
Atomic or Movanic... Spiritual
Buddhic... Intuitional
Astral... Emotional

Solomon: The connection of Solomon, son of David, the King of Israel, with magical practice, although it does not possess any Biblical authority, has yet a very considerable body of oriental tradition behind it. It is supposed, however, that the Jewish Solomon has in many cases been confounded with a still older and mythical figure. Then the Arabs and Persians have legends of a prehistoric race who were ruled by seventy-two monarchs of the name of Suleiman, of whom the last reigned one thousand years. “It does not seem,” says Yarker, “that these Suleimans who are par excellence the rulers of all Djinn, Aefreets and other elemental spirits, bear any relationship to the Israelite King.” The name, he says, is found in that of a god of the Babylonians and the late Dr. Kenealy, the translator of Hafiz, says that the earliest Aryan teachers were named Mohn, Bodles or Solymi, and that Suleiman was an ancient title of royal power, synonymous with "Sultan" or "Pharaoh." A Persian legend states that in the mountains of Kaf, which can only be reached by the magic ring of Solomon, there is a gallery built by the giant Arzook, where one kept the statues of a race who were ruled by the Suleiman or wise Kings of the East. There is a great chair or throne of Solomon hewn out of the solid rock, on the confines of the Afghanistan and India called the Tahkt-i-Suleiman or throne of Solomon, its ancient Aryan name being Shanker Acharga. It is to these older Suleimans that we must probably look for a connection with the tradition of occultism, and it is not unlikely that the legend relating to Solomon and his temple have been confused with these, and that the protagonists of the antiquity of Freemasonry, who date their cult from the building of Solomon’s Temple, have confounded some still older rite or mystery relating to the ancient dynasty of Suleiman with the circumstances of the masonic activities of the Hebrew monarch.

"God," says Josephus, "enabled Solomon to learn that skill which expels demons, which is a science useful and sanative to men. He composed such incantations, also, by which displeasures are alleviated, and he left behind him the manner of using exorcisms, by which they drive away demons, so that they never return. And this method of cure is of great force unto this day; for I have seen a certain man of my own country, whose name was Eleazar, releasing people that were demoniacal, in the presence of Vespasian and his sons, and his captains, and the whole multitude of his soldiers. The manner of the cure was this. He put a ring that had a root of one of those sorts mentioned by Solomon on the nostrils; and when the man fell down immediately, he adjured him to return unto him no more, making still mention of Solomon, and reciting the incantations which he composed. And when Eleazar would persuade and demonstrate to the spectators that he had such a power, he set, a little way off, a cup, or basin full of water, and commanded the demon as he went out of the man, to overturn it, and thereby to let the spectators know that he had left the man.” Some pretended fragments of these conjuring books of Solomon are noticed in the "Codex Pseudopigraphus" of Fabricius, and Josephus himself has described one of the antidemonical roots, which must remind the reader of the perils attendant on gathering the "mandrake."

The Koran alleges that Solomon had power over the winds, and that he rode on his throne throughout the world during the day, and the wind brought it back every night to Jerusalem. This throne was placed on a carpet of green silk, of a prodigious length and breadth, and sufficient to afford standing-room to all Solomon’s army, the mace on his right hand and the Jinn on his left. An army of the most beautiful birds hovered near the throne, forming a kind of canopy over it, and the attendants, to screen the king and his soldiers from the sun. A certain number of
Solomon, Mirror of: The method of making the Mirror of Solomon, which is used for purposes of divination, is as follows: Take a shining and well-polished plate of fine steel, slightly concave, and with the blood of a white pigeon inscribed at the four corners the names—Jehovah, Elohim, Metatron, Adonay. Place the mirror in a clean and silent room, and when you have told the Jinn, among the Jews that if they wished to ascertain the manner in which Solomon obtained his absolute power over men, Genii, and the winds, they should dig under his throne. They did so and found the books, abounding with the most impious superstitions. The more learned and enlightened refused to participate in the practices described in those books, but they were willingly adopted by the common people. The Mahomedans assert that the Jewish priests published this scandalous story concerning Solomon, which was believed till Mahomet, by God's command, declared him to have been no idolater.

Solomon, it is further maintained by the Mahomedans, brought a thousand horses from Damascus and other cities he conquered, though some say they were left to him by his father David, who seized them from the Amalekites and others who roamed the desert. That they came out of the Red Sea were provided with wings. The King wished to inspect his horses, and ordered them to be paraded before him; and their symmetry and beauty so much occupied his attention that he gazed on them after sunset, and thus neglected evening prayers till it was too late. When sensible of his omission, he was so greatly concerned at it that he ordered all the horses to be killed as an offering to God, except a hundred of the best of them. This, we are informed, procured for him an ample recompense, as he received for the loss of his horses dominion over the winds.

The following tradition is narrated by the Mahomedan commentators relative to the building of the temple of Jerusalem. According to them, David laid the foundations of it, and when he died he left it to be finished by Solomon, which prince employed Jinn, and not men, in the work; and this idea might probably originate from what is said in the First Book of Kings (vi., 7) that the Temple was built of stone, made ready before it was brought thither, so that there was neither hammer, nor axe, nor any tool of iron, heard in the house while it was building; and the Rabbinists notice a worm which, they pretend, assisted the workmen, the power of which was such as to cause the rocks and stones to separate in chiselled blocks. Solomon, while engaged in the erection of the Temple, found his end approaching, and he prayed that his death might be concealed from the Jinn till the building was finished. His request was granted. He died while in the act of praying, and leaning on his staff, which supported his body in that posture for a whole year, and the Jinn, who supposed him to be still alive, continued their work. At the expiration of the year the edifice was completed, when a worm which had entered the staff ate it through, and to the amazement of the Jinn the body fell to the ground, and the King was discovered to be dead.

The inhabitants of the valley of Lebanon believe that the celebrated city and temple of Baalbec were erected by the Jinn under Solomon's direction. The object of the erection of Baalbec is variously stated, one tradition affirming that it was intended to be a residence for the Egyptian princess whom Solomon married, and another that it was built for the Queen of Sheba.

Solomon the Gaaliel (1021-1058): Spanish-Hebrew poet and mystic philosopher. He was a Neoplatonist, but at the same time subscribed to the mystical doctrine which states that the Deity can only be regarded as a negation of all attributes. This he considered essential to the preservation of the Jewish monotheism.
and the common casting of dice. The following are the more classical:

Sortes Thrianae, or Thriana lots, were chiefly used in Greece: they were pebbles or counters distinguished by certain characters which were cast into an urn, and the first that came out was supposed to contain the right direction. This form of divination received its name from the Thri, three nymphs supposed to have nursed Apollo, and to have invented this mode of predicting futurity. Sortes Viales, or street and road lots, were used both in Greece and Rome. The person that was desirous to learn his fortune carried with him a certain number of lots, distinguished by several characters or inscriptions, and walking to and fro in the public ways desired the first boy whom he met to draw, and the inscription on the lot thus drawn was received as an infallible prophecy. Plutarch declares that this form of divination was derived from the Egyptians, by whom the actions and words of boys were carefully observed as containing in them something prophetic. Another form of the Sortes Viales was exhibited by a boy, but sometimes by a man, who posted himself in a public place to give responses to all comers. He was provided with a tablet, on which certain fatidical verses were written; when consulted, he cast dice on the tablet, and the verses on which they fell were supposed to contain the proper direction. Sometimes instead of tablets they had urns, in which the fatidical verses were thrown, written upon slips of parchment. The verse drawn out was received as a sure guide and direction.

To this custom Tibullus alludes:

Three in the streets the sacred lots she threw,
And thrice the boy a happy omen drew.

This form of divining was often practised with the Sibyline oracles, and was hence named Sortes Sibyllina.

Sortes Prenestinae, or the Prenestine lots, were used in Italy; the letters of the alphabet were placed in an urn and shaken; they were then turned out upon the floor, and the words which they accidentally formed were received as omens. This superstitious use of letters is still common in Eastern nations. The Musulmans have a divining table, which they say was invented by the prophet Ebed-ed-Din. It is divided into a hundred little squares, each of which contains a letter of the Arabic alphabet. The person who consults it repeats three times the opening chapter of the Koran, and the 5th verse of the 6th chapter:

"With Him are the keys of the secret things; none knoweth them but He; He knoweth whatever is on the earth and in the heaven: there falleth no dry ground, or in the sea; there falleth no leaf but He knoweth it; neither is there a single grain in the dark parts of the earth, nor a green thing, nor a dry thing, but it is written in a perspicuous book." Having concluded this recitation, he draws his head from the table and places his finger upon it; he then looks to see upon what letter his finger is placed, writes that letter; the fifth following it; the fifth following that again; and so on until he comes back to the first he had touched; the letters thus collected form the answer.

Sortes Homericae and Sortes Virgiliana, divination by opening some poem at hazard, and accepting the passage which first turns up as an answer. This practice probably arose from the esteem which poets had among the ancients, by whom they were reputed divine and inspired persons. Homer's works among the Greeks had the most credit, but the tragedies of Euripides and other celebrated poets were occasionally used for the same purpose. The Latin chiefly consulted Virgil, and many curious coincidences are related by grave historians, between the prediction and the event; the elevation of Severus to the empire is supposed to have been foretold by his opening at this verse—

Remember, Roman, with imperial sway to rule the nations.

It is said that Charles I. and Lord Falkland made trial of the Virgilian lots a little before the commencement of the great civil war. The former opened at that passage in the fourth book of the Æneid where Dido predicts the violent death of her faithless lover; the latter at the lamentation of Evander over his son in the eleventh book; if the story be true, the coincidences between the responses and events are among the most remarkable recorded.

Sortes Biblicas, divination by the Bible, which the early Christians used instead of the profane poets. Nicephorus Gregorius recommends the Psalter as the finest book for the purpose, but Cedrenus informs us that the New Testament was more commonly used. St. Augustine denounces this practice in temporal affairs, but declares in one of his letters that he had recourse to it in all cases of spiritual difficulty. Another form of the Biblical lots is to go to a place of worship, and take as an omen the first passage of Scripture a certain number of verses, or the text from which he preaches. This is a common practice in modern times, and it is frequently vindicated by persons who ought to know better.

The Musulmans consult the Koran in a similar manner, but they deduce their answer from the seventh line of the right-hand page. Others count how often the letters h, and n in occur in the page; if (the first letter of any word) "good") predominate, the answer is deemed favourable; but if "evil" be more frequent, the inference is that the projects of the inquirer are forbidden or dangerous.

It would be easy to multiply examples of these efforts to obtain guidance from blind chance; they were once so frequent, that it was deemed necessary to denounce them from the pulpit as being clearly forbidden by the divine precept, "Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

South American Indians: (See American Indians.)

Sovereign Council of Wisdom: (See Devil-worship.)

Spain: Witchcraft.—From early times Spain was regarded as the special abode of superstition, and in the middle ages as the home of sorcery and magic, probably because of the immense notoriety given to the discoveries of the Moorish alchemists. (See Moors.) The Inquisition quickly took root in the country, and reaped a rich harvest among Jews, Moors, and superstitious Christians.

Alfonso de Spina, a Franciscan of Castile, where the Inquisition was not then established, wrote, about the year 1458 or 1460, a work especially directed against heretics and unbelievers, in which he gives a chapter on these articles of popular belief which were derived from the ancient heathendom of the people. Among these, witches, under the name of Xurgina (jurgina) or bruze, held a prominent place.

He tells us that in his time these offenders abounded in Dauphiny and Gascony, where they assembled in great numbers by night on a wild table land, carrying candles with them, to worship Satan, who appeared in the form of a bear on a certain rock, popularly known by the name Elboch de Biterme, and that many of them had been taken by the inquisition of Toulouse and burnt. From that time we find, in Spanish history, the charge of witchcraft and sorcery not infrequently brought forward under different forms and circumstances, of which several remarkable examples are given by Llorrente in his History of the Inquisition in Spain.

The first auto-da-fé against sorcery appears to have been that of Calahorra, in 1507, when thirty women, charged before the inquisition, were burnt. In 1527, a great number of women were accused in Navarre of the practice of sorcery, through the information of two girls,
one of eleven, the other only of nine years old, who confessed before the royal council of Navarre that they had been received into the sect of the jurginas, and promised on condition of being pardoned, to discover all the women who were implicated in these practices.

The moment the grand inquisitor of the Basque provinces became notorious; and Charles V., rightly judging that it was to be attributed more to the ignorance of the population of those districts than to any other cause, directed that preachers should be sent to instruct them.

The first treatise in the Spanish language on the subject of sorcery, by a Franciscan monk named Martín de Castanaga, was printed under approbation of the bishop of Calahorra in 1529. About this time the zeal of the inquisitors of Saragossa was excited by the appearance of many witches who were said to have come from Navarre, and to have been sent by their sect as missionaries to make disciples of the women of Arragon. This sudden witch-persecution in Spain appears to have had an influence on the fate of the witches of Italy. Pope Adrian IV, who was raised to the papal chair in 1522, was a Spanish bishop, and had held the office of inquisitor-general in Spain. In the time of Julius II., who ruled the papal world from 1503 to 1513, a sect of witches and sorcerers had been discovered in Lombardy, who were extremely numerous, and had their Sabbaths and all the other abominations of the continental witches. The proceedings against them appear to have been hindered by a dispute between the inquisitors and the ecclesiastical judges who claimed the jurisdiction in such cases. On the 20th July, 1523, pope Adrian issued a bull against the crime of sorcery, placing it in the sole jurisdiction of the inquisitors. This bull perhaps gave the new impulse to the prosecution of the witches in Spain.

Of the cases which followed during more than a century, the most remarkable was that of the auto-da-fé at Logrono on the 9th and 8th of November, 1514, which arose in some measure from the visitation of the French Basque province in the preceding year. The valley of Biscay is situated at the foot of the Pyrenees, on the French Frontier, and is at no great distance from Labourd. It was within the jurisdiction of the inquisition established at Logrono in Castile. The mass of the population of this valley appears to have been sorcerers, and they held their meetings or Sabbaths at a place called Zugarramurdi. A woman who was condemned implicated a number of other persons. All the persons arrested on this occasion agreed in their description of the Sabbath, and of the practices of the witches, which in their general features bore a close resemblance to those of the witches of Labourd. The usual place of meeting was known here, as in Labourd, by the popular name of Aquearré, a Cascon word, signifying the meeting of the goat. Their ordinary meetings were held on the nights of Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, every week, but they had grand feasts on the principal holidays of the church, such as Easter, Pentecost, Christmas, etc. All these feasts appear to have been fixed by the Christian teachers at the period of older pagan festivals.

The accounts of their Sabbaths are entirely similar to those given of such meetings elsewhere. They danced, sang took part in the most horrible orgies, and came into personal contact with Satan.

The auto-da-fé of Logrono, as far as it related to the sect of the sorcerers of Zugarramurdi, caused a great sensation, and brought the subject of witchcraft under the consideration of the Spanish theologians. These were more enlightened than the body of their contemporaries in other countries, that they generally leaned to the opinion that witchcraft was a mere delusion, and that the details of the confessions of the miserable creatures who were its victims were all creations of the imagination. They were punished because their belief was a heresy, contrary to the doctrines of the church. Llorente gives the abstract of a treatise on this subject by a Spanish ecclesiastical named Pedro de Valenti, written in the Inquisition in consequence of the trial at Logrono in 1610, and which remained in manuscript among the archives of the Inquisition.

This writer adopts entirely the opinion that the acts confessed by the witches were imaginary; he attributed them partly to the methods in which the examinations were carried on, and to the desire of the ignorant people examined to escape by saying what seemed to please their persecutors, and partly to the effects of the ointments and draughts which they had been taught to use, and which were composed of ingredients that produced sleep, and acted upon the imagination and the mental faculties.

Spiritualism.—A writer in the Religious Philosophical Journal says:—"The language that furnishes the largest number of periodicals devoted to the dissemination of the doctrine and philosophy of modern Spiritualism is, the Spanish. This statement will be somewhat surprising to many of our readers, for we have been accustomed to look upon the Spaniards as non-progressive and conservative in the extreme. Spain, until a few years, has always been inhabited by any religious sect except the Roman Catholic, and was the latest of European nations to yield to the spirit of religious progress. Protestantism has with the greatest difficulty obtained a foothold in that country within the last few years, but it has been attended with annoying disturbances, and the persecution and executions, while its progress has been exceedingly slow and discouraging.

Spiritualism in Spain commenced, as in many other lands, with a series of disturbances, which took place in a family residing in the outskirts of Cadiz. Stone-throwing, bell-ringing, and other preternatural annoyances were the first means of awakening attention to the subject, and as they occurred at the house of a Spanish gentleman who had just returned from the United States, full of the marvels of 'the Rochester knockings,' circles were at once formed, intelligent responses by rappings obtained, and a foot-hold gained, upon which the edifice of Spiritual progress was upreared. So rapidly did the interest thus awakened spread, that the first promulgators were soon lost sight of, and as early as 1854, a society was formed at Cadiz, which was organised for the sole purpose of publishing the communications received from 'the Spirits' during two preceding years. From 1854 to 1860, Spiritualism spread through the principal towns and villages of Spain in the usual fashion. Circles were held in private families, and an endless number of 'societies' were formed and dissolved, according to the exigencies of the time. One of the first public events of note in connection with Spanish Spiritualism, was of so remarkable a character, that it deserves special mention. This was no other than an Auto-da-fé, the only difference between the occasion under consideration and the fiery executions of olden times being, that the victims were formerly human beings, whereas in the present instance, they were all the books, pamphlets, and works of a Spiritualistic character that could be procured at that period of the movement. Amongst the pile thus offered up on the altar of religious enlightenment, were the writings of Karder, Dufau, Grand, and Goldenstubb; some copies of English and American Spiritual papers, and a large collection of tracts issued by the Spiritualists of Spain. This memorable scene occurred on the morning of the 9th of October, 1861, at the Esplanade Barcelona.

Among the well-known residents of Barcelona, was a
Señor Navarre, whose daughter, Rosa, had for many years been the subject of spasmodic attacks, called by the Catholic clergy "the obsession of demons"—by the medical faculty, an aggravated condition of epilepsy. Within two years after the Auto-da-fé, Rosa was pronounced entirely cured, by the magnetic passes of a gentleman who was the medium of the private circle held in the city. Shortly after, Barcelona could boast its well-approved Spiritual organs, numerous societies for investigation, and several mediums, who from their exclusive positions in private life, would object to their names being mentioned. The journal which was published by Señor Alcántara, and was warmly supported by the Viscount de Torres Solanot, and numbers of other leaders of science and literature in Spain. By this publication the opponents of Spiritualism were amazed to learn of the immense progress the cause was making, and the number of distinguished persons who assembled nightly in circles to promote investigation. A circular calling the attention of the Spanish public to the phenomena of Spiritualism was published in 1875 by Viscount Solanot. The authors of this circular, met with no response worthy of their fraternal intentions. It might have been difficult to define exactly what the Spanish brethren proposed to do or wished others to unite with them in doing; certain it is, that no tangible results could be expected to follow from a very transcendental address to the scattered ranks of a movement, whose motto might well be Liberty, Inequality, and Disintegration: "Our Spanish friends mean well, but is it possible there can be unity enough amongst them to send a delegation to America?" asked one of the shrewdest on perusing this grandiloquent circular. Nothing daunted by the impossibility of getting an international representation worthy of the cause at Philadelphia, the energetic Viscount Solanot again agitated the subject previous to the Paris Exposition of 1878. In the articles written for El Criterio on this proposition, the Viscount named amongst those societies of Spiritualists prepared to promote an International representation, "La Federation Espírita," of Belgium; "The British National Association of Spiritualists," England; "La Sociedad Central Espírita," of the Republic of Mexico; and "El Central General del Espiritismo." Notice is also taken, and with a hope of its ultimate success, of the attempt to form a national association and unite all the discordant elements under the one broad banner of simple Spiritualism.

Magnatism and Mediumistic Science.—In Spain as in Italy, a considerable amount of attention has been directed towards the unfoldment of Mediumistic power by means of Magnatism. Magnetic Societies abounded in Spain up to within the last few years, when many elements of internal discord prevailed in the ranks, and succeeded in dissolving the bonds which had united numerous associations. Amongst the amateur mesmerists of Spain may be mentioned Don Juan Escudero, of Madrid, a gentleman who having witnessed some experiments in "animal magnetism" in California, tried its effect in his own family with success.

Among the numerous circles or "groups" formed in the different parts of Spain for the study of Spiritualism and its phenomena, was one of long standing at Zaragoza called "The Christian Circle." Quite recently the President of this circle sent the following communication to the Revista Espírita of Paris:—"The convict prison here, in Zaragoza, has 800 inmates sentenced to forced labour, By some means, Spiritualistic books have been introduced among the prisoners. The circulation of these books among them has been the means of bringing seventy or eighty of them to be believers in our doctrine. These converts have ceased to regard their miserable position from their old point of view; they no longer entertain schemes of revolt against the authorities. They endure these prisons with resignation under the influence of the teaching that this world is but a preliminary stage to another, where, if repentant of the ill they have done, and seeking the good of others, they will be better off than here. "Not long since one of these men died; at his death he declined the established offices of the prison on the ground that he was a Spiritualist and did not need them. The priest then discovered that Spiritualism was a subject of discussion with many of the prisoners. He made a representation of the matter to his bishop, who made formal complaint of it to the commandant of the prison, and the commandant made an investigation. In the end a particular prisoner was selected for punishment in the form of an additional weight of fetters. This coming to the knowledge of the Spiritualists of Tarragona, Barcelona, and Lérida, they had a meeting upon the subject and delegated one of their number, a man of position, to interview the commandant. The representations which he made, led the commandant to cancel his order as to the additional fetters. The bishop's censure against spiritualist books placed them under prohibition, which was maintained. It is known, however, that although never found by gaolers, the books are still there."

In April, 1881, the editor of the Madrid El Criterio says:—"that great progress has been made in the cause of Spiritualism; that the hall of meeting of the Spiritual Society is completely full every Thursday evening, and is not now large enough to hold the public who come to the sessions," that Dr. Morschechek has called the attention of the University of St. Petersburg to a psychometric phenomena of much importance; to wit: a young man deemed from childhood to be an idiot, who will in some seconds solve any mathematical problem, while if a poem be read to him, even of many hundred verses, he will presume to answer it in a single word. Señor Manuel López in the same issue of El Criterio says, speaking of the progress of a society of Spiritualists in Madrid:—"We have received a mediumistic work of extraordinary merit, executed by a medium of the 'Society of Spiritualists' of Zaragoza. It consists of a portrait of Isabel the Catholic, made with a pencil, and is a work truly admirable. It is said by intelligent persons who have examined it to be a perfect copy or one preserved in the Royal Museum of Painters of this court. Many thanks are tendered to the Zaragozan Society for this highly appreciated present. It was about the end of the year 1880, that the Spiritualists of Spain sustained another series of attacks from the Church. The first of these was the refusal of the clergy to accord the customary rites of interment to the remains of two ladies, both of irreproachable character, and good standing in society, but both 'guilty' of having believed in Spiritual manifestations. The second raid which the Church in Spain perpetrated about this time to the prejudice of the Spiritualists, was the suppression of a well-written Spiritual paper published at Lérida, entitled El Buen Sensito. The Bishop of Lérida had long threatened this step, and warned the editor to beware how he presumed to allow any writings reflecting upon clerical doings to appear in his columns. As some of the principal contributors were Madame Soler, Mlle. Sans, Don Marfillo, and others equally capable of arousing the intolerant acts which Church policy seemed determined to push against the Spiritualists, it was scarcely likely that the Church's threats would produce much effect. The last article which seemed to inflame the clergy to retaliate was an indignant protest which appeared in the columns of this paper on the condemnation of a working man to three years' imprisonment, leaving a family of children destitute and all for
speaking in public against the intolerance of the Church.

In a number of El Criterio, dated 1881, is a letter from Don Miguel, in which he gives a somewhat discouraging account of it. That there was a movement to which he recently succeeded, mummors, thananboths, of which the editor says:—"Don Miguel visited many cities to examine into the state of affairs of a spiritual nature, but found many who were only to be enticed by physical phenomena, caring nothing for the esoteric beauties of our faith; many who were convinced that they knew all there was to be known concerning it, and others who were timid fearing the disapproval of neighbours. In some places, however, excellent mediums were discovered. In Santiago, in Oviedo, in Corunna and Valladolid, an exceptional interest was manifest. Near Santiago, there was a young girl possessed of wonderful faculties. Two bars of magnetised iron held over her horizontally, half a metre distant, were sufficient to suspend her body in the air. "The proceedings of the Spanish Society, under the name of the Seccion de Controversias, in the month of April last, are spoken of in the Critico as markedly impressive on account of the lofty sentiments maintained throughout the discussions, by the various speakers. 'In the past month were given also very interesting confereunces by our illustrious brothers, the Srs. Rebollo and Huebels.' The able engineer and inventor, belonging to the Society of Santiago de Chile and founder of that of Lima, D. R. Caruana y Berard, has just arrived in Madrid. The Revista Espiritista de Barcelona mentions the visit which its editor has made to the central societies of Spiritualists of Sabadell and Tarrasa, where a great number of brethren were assembled on the occasion, and which will result in great good to the doctrine. The Barcelona Lux, of date 1881, gives encouraging accounts of seances held at Cordova, Tarragona, Seville, and many other places. The editor, Madame Soler, also refers to the prohibition to Catholics, by an archbishop, to have or to read the Spiritualistic work of Niram Ali: of the "Society of Spiritualists" of Tarrasa; of the circle of Santa Cruz; of that of "Faith, Hope, and Charity," of Andujar, and of St. Vincent de Bogota.

SPIRITS: Divination by: A form of divination used in Scotland. A spell bone, or blade bone of a shoulder of mutton is used, but details of the method are wanting. A common soldier, accompanying Lord Loudon on his retreat to Skye, told the issue of the battle of Culloden at the very moment it was decided, pretending to have seen the event by looking through the bone.

SPIRITS, DR. (See Moses, William Stainton.)

Spells: Spells, incantations, a written or spoken formula of words supposed to be capable of magical effects.

Anglo-Saxon spell, a saying or story, hence a form of words; Icelandic, spell, a saying; Gothic, spell, a fable.

The conception of spells appears to have arisen in the idea that there is some natural and intimate connection between words and the things signified by them. Thus, if one repeats the name of a supernatural being the effect will be analogous to that produced by the being itself. It is assumed that all things are in sympathy, and act and react upon one another, as it recently emerged in contact continue to act on each other even after the contact has been removed. That certain names unknown to man, of gods, demi-gods, and demons, if discovered can be used against them by the discoverer, was believed in Ancient Egypt. Spells or enchantments can be divided into several classes as follows: (1) The curse or taboo; (2) Spells by which a person, animal or object is to be injured or transformed; (3) Spells to procure some minor end, or love-spells, the curing of persons and cattle, etc.

The power of the spoken word is implicitly believed in by all primitive peoples, especially if it emanates from a known professor of the art of magic, and if it be in a language or dialect unknown. Thus the magicians of Ancient Egypt employed foreign words for their incantations, such as GMH, transliterated as gumh, bross, brogan, thananboths, thanothis, thanaboth, thanathioth, thanothis, which occurs at the end of a spell the purpose of which is to bring dreams. The magicians and sorcerers of the middle ages likewise employed gibberish of a similar kind, as do the medicine men of the North American Indians of the present day. The theory for the spell being usually couched in a well-known formula, is probably because experience found that that and no other formula was efficacious. Thus in Ancient Egypt not only were the formulæ of spells well fixed, but the exact tone of voice in which they were to be pronounced was specially taught. The power of a spell remains until such time as it is broken by an antidote or exorcism. Therefore it is not a passing thing.

(1) The protective spell. The commonest form of this is an incantation, usually rhymed, imparing the protection of certain gods, saints, or beneficent beings, who in waking or sleeping hours will guard the speaker from maleficent powers, such as:—

"Matthew, Mark, Luke and John,
Bless the bed that I lie on."

Of a deeper significance are the supposed to be spoken by the dead Egyptian on his journey through Amenti by which he wards off the evil beings who would hinder his way, and so the serpent who would bite the dead is addressed thus: "O serpent come not! Geb and Shu stand against thee. Thou hast eaten mice. That is loathsome; and the dead, says Budge in Egyptian Magic, p. 128. "We learn how great was the confidence which the deceased placed in his words of power, and also that the sources from which they sprang were the gods of Thoth and Isis. It will be remembered the Thoth is called the "scribe of the gods," the lord of writing," the "master of papyrus," the "maker of the palettes and the ink-jars," the "lord of divine words," i.e., the holy writings or scriptures, and as he was the lord of books and master of the power of speech, he was considered to be the possessor of all knowledge both human and divine. At the creation of the world it was he who reduced words to the will of the unseen and unknown creative Power, and who uttered them in such wise that the universe came into being and it was he who proved himself by the exercise of his knowledge to be the protector and the friend of Osiris, and of Isis, and of their son Horus. From the evidence of the texts we know that it was not by physical might that Thoth helped these three gods, but by giving them words of power and instructing them as to how to use them. We know that Osiris vanquished his foes, and that he reconstituted his body and became the king of the underworld and god of the dead, but he was only able to do these things by means of the words of power which Thoth had given to him, and which he had taught him to pronounce properly and in a proper tone of voice. It is this belief which makes the deceased cry out. 'Hail, Thoth, who madest Osiris victorious over his enemies, make thou Ani to be victorious over his enemies in the presence of the great and sovereign princes who are in Tattu, or in any other place.' Without the words of power given to him by Thoth Osiris would have been powerless under the attacks of his foes, and similarly the dead man, who was always identified with Osiris, would have passed out of existence at his death but for the words of power provided by the writings that were buried with him. In the Judgment Scene it is Thoth who reports to the gods the result of the
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weighing of the heart in the balance, and who has supplied its owner with the words which he has uttered in his supplications, and whatever can be said in favour of the deceased he says to the gods, and whatever can be done for him he does. But apart from being the protector and friend of Osiris, Thoth was the refuge to which Isis fled in her trouble. The words of a hymn declare that she knew "how to turn aside evil hap," and that she was "strong of tongue and uttered the words of power which she knew with correct pronunciation, and halted not in her speech, and was perfect both in giving the command and in saying the word," but this description only proves that she had been instructed by Thoth in the art of uttering words of power with effect, and to him, indeed, she owed more than this. Spells to keep away disease are of this class.

The amulets found upon Egyptian mummies, and the inscriptions on Gnostic gems are for the most part a protective nature. (See Egypt and Gnostics.) The protective spell may be said to be an amulet in words, and is often found in connection with the amulet, on which it is inscribed.

(a) The curse or taboo.—(a) The word of blighting, the damaging word. (b) The word of prohibition or restriction. (a) The curse is of the nature of a spell, even if it be not in the shape of a definite formula. Thus we have the Highland curses: "A bad meeting to you." "Bad understanding to you." "A down mouth be yours" which are certainly popular as formulas.

Those who had seen old women, of the Madge Wildfire School, cursing and banishing, say their manner is well-calculated to inspire terror. Some fifteen or twenty years ago, a party of tinkers quarrelled and fought, first among themselves, and then with some three villagers. In the excitement a tinker wife threw off her cap and allowed her hair to fall over her shoulders in wild disorder. She then bared her knees, and falling on them to the ground, in a praying attitude, poured forth a torrent of wishes that struck awe into all who heard her. She imprecated "Drowning by sea and conflagration by land; may you never see a son to follow your body to the graveyard, or a daughter to mourn your death. I have made my wish before this, and I will make it now, and there was not yet a day I did not see my wish fulfilled." Curses employed by witches usually inferred a blight upon the person cursed, their flocks, their herds and crops. Barrenness, too, was frequently called down upon women. A person under a curse or spell is believed in the Scottish Highlands "to become powerless over his own volition, is alive and awake but moves and acts as if asleep." Curses or spells which inferred death were frequently mentioned in works which deal with Medieval Magic. (See Summons by accused.)

(b) The Taboo, the word of prohibition or restriction. This is found in the mystic expression "thou shalt not." Thus a number of the commandments are taboos, and the Book of Leviticus teems with them. The taboo is the "don't" applied to children—a curb on primitive desire.

To break a taboo was to bring dire misfortune upon oneself, and often upon one's family.

Of injuring or transformation of a person, animal or object there are copious examples. These were nearly affected by a spell of a given formula. Thus no less than twelve chapters of the Book of the Dead (chapters LX to LXXXVIII) are devoted to providing the deceased with words of power, the recital of which was necessary to enable him to transform himself into various animal and human forms. The Rev. S. Darëg Gould in his Book of Folklore, page 57, says, that in cases till recently observed in England, the casting of a spell being cast on an individual requiring him or her to become a beast or a monster with no escape except under conditions difficult of execution or of obtaining. To this category belong a number of so-called fairy tales, that actually are folk-tales. And these do not pertain to Aryan peoples for wherever magical arts are believed to be all-powerful, there one of its greatest achievements is the casting of a spell so as to alter completely the appearance of the person on whom it is cast, so that this individual becomes an animal. One need only recall the story in the Arabian Nights of the Calendars and the three noble ladies of Bagdad, in which the wicked sisters are transformed into hares that have to be thrashed every day. Of this class are the stories of "Beauty and the Beast" and "The Frog Prince."

(4) Spells to procure some minor end, love-spells, etc. Love-spells were engraved on metal tables by the Gnostics, and the magicians of the middle ages. Instances of these are to be found in The Book of the Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Jew (q.v.) Spells were often employed to imprison evil spirits.

The later Jews have many extravagant opinions and legends relating to this subject, which they appear to have derived in a great measure from the Babylonians. Josephus affirms that it was generally believed by his countrymen that Solomon left behind him many spells, which had the power of terrifying and expelling evil spirits. The Rabbins also almost uniformly describe Solomon as an accomplished magician. It is probable that the belief in the power of spells and incantations became general among the Jews during the captivity, and that the invention of them is attributed to Solomon, as a more creditable personage than the deities of the Assyrians. Those fictions acquired currency, not only among the Arabs, Persians, and other Mohammedan nations, but, in process of time, also in many Christian communities. They were first adopted by the Gnostics and similar sects, in whose creed heathenism preponderated over Christianity; and, in the dark ages, they found their way among the Catholics; principally by means of the Pseudepigraphic and fabulous legends of saints. An incident in the life of St. Margaret will suffice as a specimen. This holy virgin, having vanquished an evil spirit who assaulted her, demanded his name. "My name," replied the demon, "is Veitis, and I am one of those whom Solomon, by virtue of his spells, commanded in a copper caldron at Babylon; but when the Babylonians, in the hope of finding treasures, dug up the caldron and opened it, we all made our escape. Since that time, our efforts have been directed to the destruction of righteous persons; and I have long been striving to turn thee from the course which thou hast embraced." The reader of the "Arabian Nights' Entertainments" will be immediately reminded of the story of the "Fisherman." The Oriental origin of many similar legends, e.g., of St. George of Capadocia, is equally obvious.

Literature—Grimm's Deutsche Mythologie; Malleus Maleficarum; Campbell's Witchcraft and superstition in the Scottish Highlands; Budge's Egyptian Magic; Henderson's, Survivals in Belief among the Celts.

Spider: As an amulet. This insect, baked, was sometimes worn round the neck as a charm. Elias Ashmole in his Diary says: "I took early in the morning a good dose of elixir, and hung three spiders about my neck, and they drove my ague away. Deo Gratias!" Spiders and their webs were often recommended as a cure for this malady. But apart from this, and perhaps to give us the Spider in the vacation time, not many years since, at Lindley in Leicestershire, my father's house, I first observed this amulet of a spider in a nut-shell, wrapped in silk, so applied for an ague by my mother. ... This I thought most absurd and ridiculous, and I could see no warrant in it. ... at length, rambling amongst other things, I found this very medicine in Dioscorides, approved by Matthiolus, repeated by Aldrovandus. ... I began to have a better opinion of
it, and to give more credit to amulets, when I saw it in some parties answer to experience."

Spiegelschrift: Writing written backwards, from right to left, so as to be read in a mirror. Automatic writing is frequently done in this way, and it is said that the ability to produce spiegelschrift is often found where there is a natural tendency to automatism.

Spirit in Theosophy, is the monad after he has manifested himself in the Spiritual Intuitional and Mental Worlds in the aspects of Will, Intuition and Intellect respectively, but the term is often used to denote the monad in the aspect of Will only. (See Monad and also the various articles on these Worlds.)

Spirit Messenger: Journal of Spiritualism. (See Spiritualism.)

Spirit Photography: The production of photographs on which alleged spirit-forms are visible. When the plate is developed there appears, in addition to the likeness of the sitter, a shape resembling more or less distinctly the human form, which at the moment of exposure was imperceptible to the normal vision. Spiritualists assert that there are photographs of spirits—the spirits of departed friends and relatives of the sitters—and that the presence of a medium is required to facilitate their production. Notwithstanding that on the recognition of the supposed spirit by the sitter and others rests the main evidence in favour of spirit photography, the "astral figure" is generally very vague and indistinct, with the head and shoulders enveloped in close-clinging draperies. The practice of spirit photography originated in America some fifty years ago, and has enjoyed a fitful existence to the present day. It was first introduced by Mümmer, a Boston photographer, in 1862. Dr. Gardner, of the same city, was photographed by Mümmer, and on the plate appeared an image which the sitter identified as his cousin, who had died twelve years before. Dr. Gardner published abroad his experience, and the new photography was at once adopted by spiritualists, who saw in it a means of proving their beliefs. In 1863, however, Dr. Gardner discovered that in at least two instances a living model had sat for Mümmer's "spirit" pictures. Though he continued to believe that some of the photographs might be genuine, his exposure of Mümmer's fraud effectively checked the movement for a time. After the lapse of six years Mümmer appeared in New York, where the authorities endeavoured to prosecute him, but the evidence against him was insufficient to prove fraud, and he was acquitted. Spirit photography had flourished in America for some ten years before it became known in Britain. Mr. and Mrs. Guppy, the well-known spiritualistic mediums, endeavoured without success to produce spirit photographs in private, and at least one genuine photograph in the aid of a professional photographer, Mr. Hudson. A photograph of Mr. Guppy now revealed a dim, draped "spirit" form. Hudson speedily became popular, and his studio was as largely patronized as Mümmer's had been. Mr. Thomas Slater, a London optician, made careful observations of his process without being able to detect any fraud. Mr. Beattie, a professional photographer, and something of a sceptic, made the following statement concerning Hudson's performances: "They were not made by double exposure, nor by figures projected in space in any way; they were not the result of mirrors; they were not produced by any machinery in the background, behind it, above it, or below it, nor by any contrivance connected with the bath, the camera, or the camera-slide." Mr. Trail Taylor, editor of the British Journal of Photography, said that "at no time during his preparation, exposure, or development of the pictures was Mr. Hudson within ten feet of the camera or dark room.Appearances of an abnormal kind did certainly appear on several plates." Such testimonies as the above, from the lips of skilled and disinterested witnesses, would naturally seem to raise spirit photography to the level of a genuine psychic phenomenon. But a careful analysis of the evidence, such as is given by Mrs. Sidgwick in her article on Spirit Photography in the Psychical Research Society's Proceedings, vol. VII., will serve to show how even a trained investigator may be deceived by sleight-of-hand. And it is notable that Mr. Beattie himself afterwards pointed out instances of double exposure in Hudson's productions. In spite of this, Hudson continued to practise, and the various spiritualist magazines continued to lend him their support, with the exception of the Spiritualist, whose editor, himself a practical photographer, had aided Mr. Beattie in the denunciation of spirit photography. Another enthusiastic spiritualist, Mr. Enmore Jones, who at first professed to recognize a dead daughter in one of the pictured "spirits," afterwards admitted that he had been mistaken. Those who had pinned their faith to the genuineness of the photographic manifestations were naturally unwilling to relinquish their belief in what they considered a sure proof of the reality of the spirit-world, and ingenious explanations were offered to cover the circumstance of the apparent double exposure. The spirit aura, they said, differed from the natural atmosphere in its refraction power, and it was not to be wondered at that objects were sometimes duplicated. And so Hudson retained a considerable measure of popularity. Mr. Beattie himself afterwards attempted to produce spirit photographs, and succeeded in obtaining vague blots and fluns on his pictures, some of them bearing a dim resemblance to a human figure. But there is reason to believe that a hired assistant, who provided studio and apparatus, was not entirely above suspicion. In 1874 Bugeut (q.v.), a Paris photographer crossed over to London where he commenced the practice of spirit photography. Many of his pictures were recognized by his clients, and even when he had been tried by the French Government, and had admitted deception, there were those who refused to regard his confession as spontaneous; and inclined to the opinion that he had been bribed by the Jesuits to confess to fraud of which he was innocent! Other spirit photographers were Parke, a contemporary of Hudson, and Bournell, who produced spirit pictures in London in more recent years. The principal evidence in favour of spirit photography is undoubtedly the recognition of the spirits by their friends and relatives, but the unreliable nature of such a test can be seen when we remember that time and again a single "spirit" has been claimed by several persons as a near relative—the sister of one, the grandfather of another, and so on. One of the most prominent defenders of the mediumistic photographer was the Rev. Stanton Moses (q.v.)—"M. A. Oxon."—who saw in them the best proof of the reality of spiritualism. The same view was shared by Mr. Alfred Russell Wallace (q.v.), who said in the Arena, January, 1891: "It is that which furnishes, perhaps, the most unanswerable demonstration it is possible to obtain of the objective reality of spiritual forms."

Spirit World: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Spiritism: The name bestowed upon the French form of spiritualism, which was in the main founded on the doctrine of "Allan Kardec." (M. Rivail, q.v.) Spiritism differed from spiritualism as expounded in Britain, America and elsewhere, chiefly in that it included among its tenets the doctrine of reincarnation. Allan Kardec, who prior to his adoption of spiritualistic creeds, about 1850, had become the exponent of animal magnetism and phrenology, based his new teachings on spirit revelations received through clairvoyants, and so popular were these teachings that they rapidly spread over the Continent. In Britain,
however, spiritism obtained but little hold, its only exponent being Miss Anna Blackwell, who endeavoured without success to establish the doctrine of reincarnation in this country. Spiritism, and spiritism must not be confused, since the adherents of each sect were opposed to the tenets of the other, and even in France, where spiritism obtained the most footing, there was a distinct spiritualistic party who looked askance at the doctrine of reincarnation. The word spiritist is sometimes applied to one who seeks only the physical phenomena, and neglects the religious and philosophic aspect of spiritism.

**Spiritualism**: Spiritualism in its modern aspect has for its basic principles the belief in the continuance of life after death, and the possibility of communication between the dead and the living, through the agency of a medium or psychic, a person qualified in some unknown manner to be the mouthpiece of supernatural beings. On this foundation has been raised the belief known as spiritualism, variously regarded as a religion or a philosophy. Besides the speaking (or writing, drawing, etc.) indirectly through the agency of the medium, there are also physical manifestations, such as the materialisation of spirit forms, and "apports," (q.v.) the so-called "direct" writing, moving of inanimate objects without contact, and other phenomena of a like nature. The word "spiritism" is used in France to denote spiritualism, is in this country only applied to the theories of Allan Kardec (q.v.) a well-known spiritualist who believed in re-incarnation, or to an inferior phase of spiritualism, in which only physical manifestations are sought, and the religious and ethical significance of the subject ignored.

Though the movement in its present form dates no further back than 1848, it is possible to trace its ancestry to witchcraft, demoniac possession, poltergeist disturbances, and animal magnetism. In these all the phenomena of spiritualism may be found, though the disturbing influences were not in the earlier instances identified with the spirits of the deceased. Many famous outbreaks of an epidemic nature, such as that among the Tremblers of the Cevennes (q.v.) and the Convulsionaries of St. Medard (q.v.), which to the beholders showed clear indications of demonic possession, had in their symptoms considerable analogy with modern spiritualism. They were accompanied by spontaneous trance or ecstasy, utterance of long-winded discourses, and speaking in unknown tongues, all of which are to be found in the séance-room. The fluency of speech, especially of these trance mediums, has been equalled, if not surpassed, by the outpourings of the unlearned medium under the influence of her "control." In such cases the symptoms were generally referred either to angelic or diabolic possession, and most frequently to the latter. Witches also were supposed to hold converse with the Devil, and many aspects of witchcraft—and notably the part played in the persecution of suspects by young women and children—show an obvious relationship to those poltergeist disturbances which were the connecting link between early forms of possession and modern spiritualism. Cases in which children of morbid tendencies pretend to be the victims of a witch are to be found in every record of witchcraft. It was the poltergeist (q.v.), however, who showed most affinity to the "control" of the mediumistic circuit.

For at least the past few centuries poltergeist disturbances have occurred from time to time, and the spirit's favourite modes of manifesting itself have been singularly akin to those adopted by the spirit control of our days. Again, both spirits require the agency of a medium for the production of their phenomena, and it is in the immediate future that we may expect to see that the phenomena generally make their appearance.

Magnetism.—Partly evolving from these phases of spirit-

manifestation, and partly running parallel with them, was an extensive movement whose significance, from the spiritualist point of view, is very considerable. The doctrine of animal magnetism, and spiritism, originated with Paracelsus, and was much in favour with the Old Alchemists. The actual magnet was not greatly used, but was regarded as a symbol of the magnetic philosophy, which rested on the idea of a force or fluid radiating from the heavenly bodies, human beings, and indeed, from every substance, animate or inanimate, by means of which all things interacted upon one another. While the mystics were engaged in formulating a magnetic philosophy, there were others, such as Valentine Greatrake, who cured diseases, claiming their power as a divine gift, and not connecting it with the rationalist ideas of the alchemists. These two phases of magnetism united and came to a height in the work of Franz Antoine Mesmer, who in 1766 published his *De planatarum influens*, a treatise on the influence of the planets on the human body. His ideas were essentially those of the magnetic philosophers, and his cures probably on a level with those of Valentine Greatrakes, but into both theory and practice he infused new life and won for himself the recognition, if not of the learned societies, at least of the general public. To him is due that application of the magnetic system which resulted in the discovery of the induced hypnotic trance, whose bearing on spiritualism is obvious and important. In 1784 a commission was appointed by the French Government to consider magnetism as practised by Mesmer and his followers, but its report only served to cast discredit on the science, and exclude it from scientific discussion. Until the third decade of the nineteenth century the rationalist explanations of Mesmerism concerned themselves entirely with a fluid or force emanating from the person of the operator, and even visible to the clairvoyant eye, but in 1823 Alexandre Bertrand, a Paris physician, published a *Tract du Somnambulisme*, and in 1852 wrote *Du Magnétisme Animal en France*, in which he established the relationship between ordinary sleep-walking, somnambulism associated with disease, and epidemic ecstasy, and advanced the doctrine now generally accepted—that of suggestion. Magnetism was by this time receiving a good deal of attention all over Europe. A second French Commission appointed in 1825 presented in 1831 a report which, though of no great value, contained a unanimous testimony to the actuality of the phenomena. In Germany also magnetism was as little understood as in England; the rationalist explanations found some acceptance. There was a class however, more numerous in Germany than elsewhere, who inclined towards a spiritualistic explanation of Mesmeric phenomena. Indeed, the belief in spirit-intercourse had grown up beside magnetism from its earliest conceptions, in opposition to the theory of a magnetic fluid. In the earlier phases of "miraculous" healing the cures were, as has been said, ascribed to the divine gift of the operator, who expelled the evil spirits from the patient. In epidemic cases in religious communities, as well as in individual instances, the spirits were questioned both on personal matters and on abstract theological questions. A detailed account of the trance utterances of an hypnotic subject was given in 1787 in the journals of the Swedish *Evangelical and philanthropic Society*. The society naturally inclined to the line of their countryman, Emanuel Swedenborg, who was the first to identify the "spirits" with the souls of deceased men and women. In Germany Dr. Kerner experimented with Frederica Haufl, the "Seeress of Pervorat" (q.v.), in whose presence physical manifestations were produced, and who described conditions of the soul after death and the constitution of man—the physical body, the soul, spirit, and nervous system, an ethereal body
which clothes the soul after death—themes afterwards elaborated by spiritualists. Other German investigators, J. H. Jung (Jung-Stilling), Dr. C. Römer, and Dr. Heinrich Werner, recorded the phenomena of clairvoyance in their cellar at
sommabules. A French spiritualist, Alphonse Cahagnet, produced some of the best evidence which *spiritualism* can show, his accounts being as remarkable for their sincerity and good-faith as for the intelligence they display.

Magnetism received but little attention in England, till the third decade of the nineteenth century. Towards the end of the eighteenth century Dr. Bell, Louthenbourg, and others, practised the science in this country, but for about thirty years—from 1798 to 1828—it was quite neglected. In the latter year Richard Chenevix, an Irishman, gave mesmeric demonstrations. Dr. Elliotson, of University College Hospital, practised mesmerism with his somnammbules, the sisters Okey, and though he first believed in the magnetic fluid, he afterwards became a spiritualist. In 1843 two journals dealing with the subject were founded—the *Zoil* and the *Pheno-magnet.* Most of the English magnetists of the time believed in a physical explanation of the phenomena. In 1845 Dr. Reichenbach published his researches, claiming to demonstrate the existence of an emanation (q.v.) which he called odic or odic force, radiating from every substance. This influence could be seen by clairvoyants, and had definite colours, and produced a feeling of heat or cold. Working on individual lines, Braid arrived at the same conclusions as Bertrand had done, and demonstrated the power of suggestion in "magnetic" experiments, but his theories were rejected as Bertrand's had been. By the medical profession, especially, the whole matter was freely ridiculed, and declared to be fraudulent. There is no doubt that their attitude would have changed—it had, indeed, already begun to do so—but for the wave of *spiritualism* that swept over America and Europe, and magnified the extravagant attendant phenomena of the trance state, and so obscured its true significance and scientific value.

It will thus be seen not only that magnetism contained the germs of spiritualistic phenomena, but that in many cases the phenomena were identical with those of *spiritualism* in its present stage of development. Trance-speaking was well-known, physical manifestations, though less frequently met with, were also witnessed, as in the case of Mrs. H anni of France; clairvoyance was regarded as a common adjunct of the trance. In later years, as has been seen, the so-called "magnetic" phenomena were largely attributed to the agency of the spirits of the deceased. For such an obviously supernormal faculty as clairvoyance—by means of which the medium was also feign practised to see what was going on at a distance, or to distinguish objects carefully concealed from his normal sight—even such phenomena as Bertrand and Braid do not seem to have offered an adequate explanation, nor have they refuted the evidence for it, though it was extensively practised both in France and England. Indeed, there sprang up in these countries a class who specialised in clairvoyance, and still further prepared the way for *spiritualism."

Early American Spiritualism. — What is generally regarded as the birth of modern *spiritualism* took place in America in 1848. In that year an outbreak of rapping, or as it is called in the home of the Fox family, at Hydesville, in Arcadia, Wayne County, N.Y. The household comprised John Fox, his wife, and their two young daughters, Margaretta and Kate, aged fifteen and twelve years respectively, and the balcony or gallery in a state of excitement. Mrs. Fox was visited on the 31st March, 1848, Mrs. Fox summoned her neighbours to hear the knockings, which had disturbed the family for a few days past. On being questioned the raps manifested signs of intelligence, and it was finally elicited that the disturbing influence was the spirit of a pedlar, done to death by a former resident of the house at Hydesville for the sake of his money. It was afterwards said that in April of the same year the Foxes, while in their cellar, produced some of the best evidence which *spiritualism* can show, his accounts being as remarkable for their sincerity and good-faith as for the intelligence they display.

Magnetism received but little attention in England, till the third decade of the nineteenth century. Towards the end of the eighteenth century Dr. Bell, Louthenbourg, and others, practised the science in this country, but for about thirty years—from 1798 to 1828—it was quite neglected. In the latter year Richard Chenevix, an Irishman, gave mesmeric demonstrations. Dr. Elliotson, of University College Hospital, practised mesmerism with his somnammbules, the sisters Okey, and though he first believed in the magnetic fluid, he afterwards became a spiritualist. In 1843 two journals dealing with the subject were founded—the *Zoil* and the *Pheno-magnet.* Most of the English magnetists of the time believed in a physical explanation of the phenomena. In 1845 Dr. Reichenbach published his researches, claiming to demonstrate the existence of an emanation (q.v.) which he called odic or odic force, radiating from every substance. This influence could be seen by clairvoyants, and had definite colours, and produced a feeling of heat or cold. Working on individual lines, Braid arrived at the same conclusions as Bertrand had done, and demonstrated the power of suggestion in "magnetic" experiments, but his theories were neglected as Bertrand's had been. By the medical profession, especially, the whole matter was freely ridiculed, and declared to be fraudulent. There is no doubt that their attitude would have changed—it had, indeed, already begun to do so—but for the wave of *spiritualism* that swept over America and Europe, and magnified the extravagant attendant phenomena of the trance state, and so obscured its true significance and scientific value.

It will thus be seen not only that magnetism contained the germs of spiritualistic phenomena, but that in many cases the phenomena were identical with those of *spiritualism* in its present stage of development. Trance-speaking was well-known, physical manifestations, though less frequently met with, were also witnessed, as in the case of Mrs. H anni of France; clairvoyance was regarded as a common adjunct of the trance. In later years, as has been seen, the so-called "magnetic" phenomena were largely attributed to the agency of the spirits of the deceased. For such an obviously supernormal faculty as clairvoyance—by means of which the medium was also feign practised to see what was going on at a distance, or to distinguish objects carefully concealed from his normal sight—even such phenomena as Bertrand and Braid do not seem to have offered an adequate explanation, nor have they refuted the evidence for it, though it was extensively practised both in France and England. Indeed, there sprang up in these countries a class who specialised in clairvoyance, and still further prepared the way for *spiritualism."

Early American Spiritualism. — What is generally regarded as the birth of modern *spiritualism* took place in America in 1848. In that year an outbreak of rapping, or as it is called in the home of the Fox family, at Hydesville, in Arcadia, Wayne County, N.Y. The household comprised John Fox, his wife, and their two young daughters, Margaretta and Kate, aged fifteen and twelve years respectively, and the balcony or gallery in a state of excitement. Mrs. Fox was visited on the 31st March, 1848, Mrs. Fox summoned her neighbours to hear the knockings, which had disturbed the family for a few days past. On being questioned the raps manifested signs of intelligence, and it was finally elicited that the disturbing influence was the spirit of a pedlar, done to death by a former resident of the house at Hydesville for the sake of his money. It was afterwards said that in April of the same year the Foxes, while in their cellar, produced some of the best evidence which *spiritualism* can show, his accounts being as remarkable for their sincerity and good-faith as for the intelligence they display.

Magnetism received but little attention in England, till the third decade of the nineteenth century. Towards the end of the eighteenth century Dr. Bell, Louthenbourg, and others, practised the science in this country, but for about thirty years—from 1798 to 1828—it was quite neglected. In the latter year Richard Chenevix, an Irishman, gave mesmeric demonstrations. Dr. Elliotson, of University College Hospital, practised mesmerism with his somnammbules, the sisters Okey, and though he first believed in the magnetic fluid, he afterwards became a spiritualist. In 1843 two journals dealing with the subject were founded—the *Zoil* and the *Pheno-magnet.* Most of the English magnetists of the time believed in a physical explanation of the phenomena. In 1845 Dr. Reichenbach published his researches, claiming to demonstrate the existence of an emanation (q.v.) which he called odic or odic force, radiating from every substance. This influence could be seen by clairvoyants, and had definite colours, and produced a feeling of heat or cold. Working on individual lines, Braid arrived at the same conclusions as Bertrand had done, and demonstrated the power of suggestion in "magnetic" experiments, but his theories were neglected as Bertrand's had been. By the medical profession, especially, the whole matter was freely ridiculed, and declared to be fraudulent. There is no doubt that their attitude would have changed—it had, indeed, already begun to do so—but for the wave of *spiritualism* that swept over America and Europe, and magnified the extravagant attendant phenomena of the trance state, and so obscured its true significance and scientific value.
lecturing before audiences was also practised, books of inspirational utterances were published, and poetry and drawings produced in abundance. These automatic productions had a character of their own—they were vague, high-sounding, incoherent, and distinctly reminiscent. In cases where they displayed even a fair amount of merit, as in the poems of T. L. Harris, it was pointed out that they were not beyond the capacity of the medium in his normal state. As a rule they had a superficial appearance of intelligence, but on analysis were found to be devoid of meaning. During the early years of spiritualism in America the movement was largely noticed by the press, and many periodicals devoted exclusively to spiritualism made their appearance. The Spirit Messenger was first published in 1849, Heat and Light in 1850, the Shabahim in 1852, Spiritual Telegraph in 1853, Spiritual World, under the title of the Spiritual Philosopher, in 1856, under the editorship of Laroy Sunderland. From the beginning of the movement those who accepted the actuality of the phenomena ranged themselves into two separate schools, each represented by a considerable body of opinion. The theory of the first was frankly spiritualistic, the explanation of the second was that of Mesmerism. Under these theories the phenomena were regarded with a more or less definite flavour of contemporary scientific thought. These two schools, as we have seen, had their foundation in the early days of animal magnetism, when the rationalist ideas of the magnetists were ranged against the theories of animal or diabolic possession. In America the suppositional "force" of the rationalists went by the name of "odylic force," "electro-magnetism," and so forth, and to it was attributed not only the subjective phenomena, but the physical manifestations as well. And poltergeistic disturbances occurring from time to time were ascribed to spirits or odyllic force, as in the case of the Ashtabula Poltergeist (q.v.). The Rev. A. Mahan, one of the "rationalists," suggested that the medium read the thoughts of the sitter by means of odyllic force. The protagonist of a magnetic theory attributed trance-speaking to the subject's own intelligence, but after the birth of American spiritualism in 1848 a spiritualistic interpretation was more commonly accepted. Notwithstanding these conflicting theories, of which some were certainly physical, practically nothing was done in the way of scientific investigation, with the exception of the experiments conducted by Dr. Hare, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania, though they hardly deserved the name of "scientific investigation." In 1857, when the experiments were made, Hare was already advanced in years, and it had been seen that he was disposed to experiment. Very few exposures of fraud were made, partly because the majority of the sitters accepted the phenomena without questioning faith, and partly because the machinery with which such detection might be made was not forthcoming. The collaboration of skilful, trained, and disinterested investigators, such as have recently applied themselves to the elucidation of psychical problems, was entirely lacking in those days, and the public was left to form its own conclusions. Spiritualism in America was from the first intimate bound up with socialism. The cult of spiritualism was, in fact, the out-growth of the same state of things which produced socialistic communities, and occasioned the rise and fall of so many strange religions. Warren Chase, Horace Greeley, T. L. Harris, and other prominent spiritualists founded such communities, and the so-called "vegetarian" writings for the construction of their communities. It was characteristic of the nation and the time that the general trend of religious and philosophic speculation should run on democratic lines. The fixed standards of thought which obtained in Europe were not recognised in America; everyone thought for himself, with but little educational training on which to base his ideas, and the result was that the vigour of his speculation frequently outran its discretion. As for the causes which made spiritualism more popular and more lasting than other strange doctrines of the time, they are probably to be found in the special conditions which prevailed. The way for spiritualists had been prepared by the former importation of priests, and the practice of table-turning speedily declined. Until 1860 little more is heard of spiritualism, though a few journals were published in the interval. Owen continued to issue his New Existence, in which, however, spiritualism was only a secondary consideration. The Yorkshire Spiritual-
The phenomenon of Spiritualism. There were also a few other periodicals which did not enjoy so long a lease of life. But though the British books and papers dealing with the subject were few, the lack was supplied by American productions, which were largely read in this country. Mediums, as well as literature, were imported from America, notable among them being Daniel Duglas Home (q.v.) who crossed over to Britain in 1855 at the age of twenty-three, and who had already acted as a medium in America for some four years. Many of those who afterwards became prominent mediums were first converted to spiritualism at Home's séances.

In the autumn of 1855 Home returned to America, and in 1856 his place was taken by F. B. Randolph, who attended the meetings of the Charing Cross Circle. In 1859 came the Rev. T. L. Harris, deputed by the spirits to visit England. An English medium, named Mrs. Marshall, gave séances professionally, but much less successfully than did Home and the American mediums, though the phenomena were of a similar kind. English spiritualists, however, did not court publicity, but practised for the most part anonymously. The phenomena at these séances resemble those in America—playing of instruments without visible agency, materialisation of hands, table-turning, and so on—but on a much smaller scale. There was not so much evidence of physical manifestations, however, which inspired the confidence or excited the credulity of early spiritualists, but rather the automatic writing and speaking which, rare at first, afterwards became a feature of mediumistic séances. So early as May 1859, Annie E. Fox (afterwards married an English barrister named Jencken) came over from America. In 1870 the Rev. W. Stainton Moses ("M. A. Oxon.") destined to be one of the greatest of English mediums, devoted himself to private mediumship.

In 1872 there was introduced into England, through the agency of the Guppyys, the practice of Spirit Photography (q.v.), which had originated ten years earlier in America. To very many people a photograph containing, in addition to the sitter's portrait, a vague splotch of white, was conclusive evidence of the materialisation of spirits. After numerous exposures the craze for spirit photography declined and of late years little has been heard of it, though in spasmodic fashion it sometimes shows evidence of life. Slate-writing (q.v.) was a favourite mode of "direct" writing and one extensively practised. Sittings were generally held in the dark, and the sitters were enjoined not to talk or sing, or perhaps a musical box was played. Most of the records of these earlier séances are singularly suggestive of fraud. In 1874 Mrs. Jencken (Kate Fox) was staying at Brighton with her baby, aged about six months, and it is related that the baby became a writing medium. A facsimile of its writing was published in the Medium and Daybreak of May 8th, 1874. In the same year came Mrs. Annie Eva Fay whose feats resembled those of the Davenports. Another celebrated medium was David Duguid, of Glasgow, who painted "under control." In 1876 Henry Slade came from America, and turned his attention chiefly to slate-writing. A few months after his appearance in Britain Professor Ray Lankester detected him in fraud, executed him, and finally obliged him to leave the country. But the crowning manifestation, the climax of all their phenomena was, apparently producing no less difficulty of achievement, was materialisation (q.v.). It began with the materialisation of heads, hands, and arms, and proceeded to full materialisation. In 1872 Mrs. Guppy attempted this form of manifestation, but with no conspicuous success. The mediums Duguid and Williams also included it in their repertoires, but a new and successful medium made her appearance—Florence Cook, who skilfully produced many people hesitated whether to regard them as clever conjuring or spirit phenomena. At length, however, the Davenports were exposed through the agency of a secret knot called the "Tom Fool's knot," which they were unable to untie, and which rendered the necessary escape from their bonds impossible. Their career in Britain was at an end. Shortly afterwards the conjuring performances of Maskelyne and Cook, in emulation of the Davenport Brothers, drove the spiritualists to conclude that they also must be renegade mediums. Native mediumship developed much more slowly in England than that of the American spiritualists. Mrs. Marshall was for a time practically the only professional medium of standing in the country, though private mediums were less rare. Notable among the latter were Mrs. Everitt, Mr. Edward Child, and Miss Nichol, afterwards the second wife of Mr. Guppy, who became a famous medium. During this period poltergeist disturbances were still recorded in which all the familiar phenomena reappeared, but they were explained on spiritualist lines. Crystal vision was practised and auras which were commonly seen by the medium round the heads of his friends. Automatic writing, speaking, and drawing continued, and inspirational addresses, etc., were published. In 1869 a new impulse was given to spiritualism by the appearance of several public mediums, chief among them being F. Herne, who devised his talents among the phenomena of physical manifestations, and in connection with whom we first see the phenomenon of "elongation" (q.v.). Within a few years a number of other English mediums sprang up—Eglington, Monck, Rits, and many more, while American mediums sprang up—Kate Fox, Davenport, Slade, and of late years little has been heard of it, though in spasmodic fashion it sometimes shows evidence of life.
materialised the spirits of "John" and "Katie King." When, during a séance, Miss Cook was seized by Mr. Volckman while impersonating a spirit, the exposure drew from Sir William Crookes several letters testifying to the honesty of the medium, who, while he had experimented, and rather helped the cause of spiritualism than otherwise. Other private mediums also gave materialisation stances, and from them the contagion spread to their professional brethren, among whom the most successful was undoubtedly William Eglinton. Miss Lottie Fowler also attained to fame as a medium about the same time—the decade 1870-80. These open séances offered a better opportunity to the investigator, and though even in them some care was doubtless exercised to prevent the intrusion of "adverse influences," there were a good many instances where a sceptic ventured to grasp the spirit, and when this occurred spirit and medium were always found to be one and the same. By way of apology for these untoward happenings the Spiritualist suggested that the spirit was composed of emanations from the medium, and that when it was grasped by the scepter spirit and medium would unite, the former possessing most of the medium's force rejoining the other. Another explanation, especially applicable to physical manifestations, was that genuine mediums, giving professional séances, and forced to produce the phenomena on all occasions, would be sooner or later involved with the mediumistic powers temporarily failed them. This perfectly plausible excuse was always ready to meet a charge of fraud. The subjective phenomena, as time advanced became less in favour with investigators, who began really to understand its subjective nature, but with spiritualists it remained the most important form of manifestation. The trance utterances of Home (q.v.), Stainton Moses, and Miss Lottie Fowler were highly valued. David Duguid, the celebrated painting medium, was controlled by a new spirit, Haed, Prince of Persia, whose life and adventures were delivered through the medium. Prominent inspirational speakers were Mrs. Emma Harding Britten, J. J. Morse, and Mrs. Cora L. V. Tappan-Richmond. Among English periodicals devoted to spiritualism were Human Nature, first issued in 1867; the Medium and Daybreak, founded a few years later; the Spiritual Magazine; and the Spiritualist (1867), edited by Mr. W. H. Harrison, and treating the subject in a scientific manner. A still more recent paper, Light, dates from 1881, and still remains one of the principal organs of the movement. One of the earliest investigations was Sir William Crookes' several of these experiences with D. D. Home are not to be lightly passed by. In 1863 Professor de Morgan, in a preface to Mrs. de Morgan's book, From Matter to Spirit, suggests the agency of some mysterious force, though he did not become a spiritualist until afterwards. In 1868 Cromwell Varley, the electrician, testified to the phenomena of Home. In the following year the London Dialectical Society appointed a Committee to enquire into the matter, whose members included Alfred Russel Wallace (q.v.), Charles Bradlaugh, and Sergeant Cox. The report of the committee stated that the subject was "worthy of more serious and careful investigation than it has hitherto received." Cromwell Varley, and the Research Committee of the British National Association of Spiritualists carried out various electrical and other tests, but as these have since been proved to be inadequate, it is not among them treated in detail. On the other hand Faraday and Tyndall, Huxley and Carpenter, refused to have anything to do with the psychic phenomena, and opposed the spiritualistic movement in a spirit of intolerance which contrasted unfavourably with the attitude of its scientific protagonists. Meanwhile the old rationalists, who had always been school of magnetic adepts, eminations still lingered and were represented by the

Psychological Society (founded in 1875, and came to an end in 1879), the writings of its president, Sergeant Cox, and those of the well-known spiritualist, Mr. Samuel Guppy. One other scientific man of the period is deserving of mention in this connexion of the medium, Professor Barrett (now Sir William), lecturing before the British Association, declared that hyperesthesia and suggestion were not alone capable of explaining the phenomena, and urged the necessity for appointing a committee to investigate. However, his suggestion was not acted upon, and in 1882 he called a conference to consider the question. The direct result of this conference was the founding of the Society for Psychical Research. Up to this point the English movement differed from the American less in kind than in degree, for it was altogether weaker and more restricted. Indeed, the difference in the traditions of the two countries, and in the general temper of their people, rendered it impossible that the movement should spread here as rapidly as it had done in America, or that it should be embraced with such fervour. It was not—probably for the same reason—imical to Christianity in England, but rather supplementary to it, and there were those who claimed to be converted to Christianity through its means.

The Society for Psychical Research.—The history of the criticism of occult phenomena in Great Britain from 1862 to 1882 is necessarily that of the Society for Psychical Research, and there is no development worthy of record which its members have not investigated. It was the first body to make a united and organised attempt to deal with what was called, for want of a better name, psychic phenomena, in a purely scientific and impartial spirit, free from the bias of pre-conceived ideas on the subject. It was, indeed, expressly stated in its prospectus that the members in no wise bound themselves to accept any one explanation, or to recognise in the phenomena the working of any non-physical agency. The first president of the Society was Professor Henry Sidgwick, and the Council numbered among its members Edmund Gurney, Frank Podmore, Frederic W. H. Myers, and Professor Barrett; and the Rev. W. Stainton Moses, Morell Theobald, Dr. George Wild, and Dawson Rogers, the latter four being spiritualists. It may be mentioned, however, that the avowedly spiritualistic members of the Society gradually dropped off. Other presidets of the Society were, Professor Balfour Stewart, the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, Professor William James, Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver Lodge, and several of these being among the original members. The scope the Psychical Research Society was defined by the appointment of six committees, as follows:—(1) Committee on Thought Transference; (2) Committee on Hypnotism; (3) Committee on Reichenbach's Experiments; (4) Committee on Apparitions; (5) Committee on Physical (spiritualistic) Phenomena; and (6) a Committee to consider the history and existing literature of the subject. The field of the Society was thus a wide one, and it was still further enlarged in later years, when a committee, headed by Dr. Richard Hodgson, conducted an enquiry into Theosophy (q.v.). And the methods of psychic research were applied to other matters also, which were outside of the Society's original scope. In order to find an explanation for the spiritualistic phenomena, its members journeyed into the domain of psychology, and among them are such men as, along with their investigations, and thought transference, one or other of which has been proved to have an important bearing on much of the spiritualistic phenomena, if not on all. They were also instrumental in detecting a great deal of fraud in connection with mediumistic performances, especially in such cases as state-writing (q.v.) and other "physical" manifestations. The explanation of these, in fact, formed
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These were the earliest exponents of manifestations, but their methods were later exposed as of the nature of trickery.

CHA? FOSTER AND A SPIRIT

One of the earliest spirit-photographs in existence, bearing but little resemblance to the later type of photographic materializations.

The three Fox Sisters, the first exponents of 'Table-tapping'

EARLY HISTORY OF SPIRITUALISM
A snap-shot photo of a child as seen clairvoyantly by Dr. Hooper.

The first spirit-photo of Archdeacon Calley, with a few lines addressed to the Crewe 'circle' at Mr. Hope's house.

A psychograph (negative, i.e. reversed). A portion of the outermost line is erased: this was probably due to the 'tablet' being too broad for 'precipitating' on to the photographic plate. The dots below are meaningless additions.

A typical spirit-photograph. Two ladies sitting: one almost entirely obscured by a spirit-cloud.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SPIRITUALISTIC MATERIALIZATIONS
(from Rev. G. Henslow's *The Proofs of the Truths of Spiritualism*)
one of the chief aims of the Society. Though at the time of its founding public mediumship seemed to have declined; there was still more than enough phenomena for the Society to investigate, and the testimony of Sir William Crookes and others of standing and intellectual strength indicated that the matter was at least a fit subject for investigation. In connection with telepathy, which had perhaps been declared to be genuine and so simple that fraud was impossible, Mr. S. J. Davey, a member of the Society, gave a number of pseudo-séances. Having himself deceived for a time by the performances in that line of the well-known medium, William Eglinton, and having at length discovered the modus operandi of Davey's performances, even though they were assured beforehand that it was simply a conjuring trick. Such a demonstration could not fail to do more than any amount of argument to expose the phenomenon of telepathy. (See article on telepathy in the Proceedings of the Society.)

Investigations into the nature of mind and its connection with mediumship were undertaken by a Committee of the Society in 1889. Some 400 cases of apparitions were collected by the committee and its assistants. The main object in taking such a census was to obtain evidence for the working of telepathy in vertical or coincidental apparitions, and in order to make such evidence of scientific value, the utmost care was taken to ensure the impartiality and responsible character of all who took part in the enquiry. The result was that after every precaution had been taken the apparitions coinciding with a death or other crisis were found greatly to exceed the number which could be ascribed to chance alone. (See also Psychical Research.) But the most fruitful of the Society's researches were those concerning telepathy (q.v.), or thought-transference, and it was through the influence of its members that the doctrine of thought-transference, so long known to the vague speculations of the old magnetists and mesmerists, was first placed on a definite basis as a problem worthy of scientific enquiry. Investigations into this matter are still progressing, and trustworthy proof of such a mode of communication would affect the scientific view of spiritualism to a remarkable degree. Among the individual efforts of members of the Society for Psychical Research the most complete and the most successful were those conducted by Professor and Mrs. Sidgwick in 1899. (See Telepathy.) At the same time there was much to encourage the belief in some "supernormal" agency, especially in the last decade of the nineteenth century. The two mediums whose manifestations led many able men in this country, in America, and on the Continent, to conclude that the spirits of the dead concerned in their phenomena were the medium Eusapia Palladino (q.v.) and the American Mrs. Piper. In 1895 Professor James, of Harvard, studied the case of Mrs. Piper (q.v.), and a few years later Dr. Richard Hodgson of the American Society for Psychical Research also investigated her case, the latter commencing his investigations in an entirely sceptical spirit. Of all the trance mediums she offers the most curious or paradoxical cases kept in a box for several days. These entities emerged from the body of the medium or from that of one of the sitters, walked about, spoke, and even debated loudly and noisily with Sir William and the other sitters on many different topics over
a prolonged space of time. They frequently vanished through the floor. Sir William found their average weight to be about one-third of that of a human being. These phenomena were witnessed by numerous persons of the highest intelligence and probity, among them, it is understood, some of exalted rank. A full statement regarding the phenomena in all their details may be found in Mr. Gamber Bolton's interesting little volume "Ghosts in Solid Form.

No work of recent times furnishes the student of psychic research with such a masterly exposition of the subject as Sir William F. Barrett's "On the Threshold of the Unseen" (1897). Expanded from an address on the phenomena of spiritualism delivered some twenty years ago, it covers the whole history of psychical research during that period and a notice of it may well serve to complete this article and furnish the reader with data concerning psychical research during the present century. The introductory chapter briefly reviews the work of eminent scientists and provides a frank statement of the present position of psychical research. Public opinion regarding the quest, and the conflicting opinions of science and religion are briefly reviewed in chapters II. and III., and are followed by an essay on the physical phenomena of spiritualism, which contains little that is not noticed in the present article. Chapter VII. "On Certain more Disputable Phenomena of Spiritualism," deals with examples of the direct voice and direct writing, materialization and spirit photography, all of which phenomena have been termed "phantoms;" by Professor Ochorowicz of Warsaw. "By Ectoplasy," says Sir William, "is meant the power of forming outside the body of the medium a concentration of vital energy or vitalized matter which operates temporarily in the same way as the body from which it is drawn, so that visible, audible or tangible human-like phenomena are produced. This is very much like the 'psychic force' hypothesis under a new name. The chapter "On the Canons of Evidence in Psychical Research," includes a sentence which might well be taken to heart by the too sceptical: "It is utterly unphilosophical to ridicule or deny well-attested phenomena because they are inexplicable." Sir William shows how the critical examination of psychic phenomena has languished because of the lack of trained scientific observers, those devoting themselves to the subject being for the most part persons that by Sir William's own admission, "does not have a scientific attitude and its greater natural ability to discern dialectical weaknesses, but is far from being unscientific in character. On the other hand Sir Oliver Lodge's work is inspired throughout by an enthusiasm which if not entirely absent in that of Sir W. F. Barrett, is certainly not conspicuous in that writer's treatment. Sir Oliver's enthusiasm is, indeed, that of a Columbus or a Galileo.

Throughout the centuries the pioneer and discoverer have been uplifted and assisted more by faith than by reason, and it is probably because of his abounding faith in human immortality that Sir Oliver Lodge will in future be regarded as perhaps the greatest pioneer in psychic science, not only of his own generation but of many generations. L. S.

Spiritualism as a Religion.—Spiritualism was, and is, regarded by its adherents as a religion, or a supplement to an existing religion, imposing certain moral obligations and offering new and far-reaching revelations on the conditions of existence beyond the grave. The continuity of life after death is, of course, one of its most important tenets, though not a distinctive one; since it depends most of the world's creeds and religions. But the spiritualist's ideas concerning the nature of the life of the freed soul are peculiar to his creed. The soul, or spirit, is composed of a sort of attenuated matter, inhabiting the body and resembling it in form. On the death of the body the soul withdraws...
Spiritualism itself, without however, undergoing any direct change, and for a longer or shorter period remains on the "earth plane." But the key word of "medium" begins to unroll itself after a time the spirit proceeds to the lowest "discarnate plane," and from that to a higher and a higher, gradually evolving into a purer and nobler type, until at length it reaches the sphere of pure spirit. Another central belief of spiritualism is that the so-called "dead" can, and do, communicate with the living, through the agency of mediums, and can produce in the physical world certain phenomena depending for their operation on no known physical laws. To the earnest spiritualist, requiring no further proof of the reality of his creed, the subjective phenomena, as they are called, comprising trance-speaking, writing, etc., are of vastly greater importance than the physical manifestations, just as the latter are more in favour with psychical researchers, because of the better opportunities they offer for investigation. From the trance-speaking of the medium are gathered those particulars of the spirit world which to the outsider present one of the most unattractive pictures extant of that domain. The spirit life is, in fact, represented as a pale and attenuated reproduction of earthly life, conducted in a highly racial atmosphere. Trance drawings, purported to depict scenes of the after-life, afford a description no less flattering than the written picture. From their exalted spheres the spirits are cognisant of the doings of their fellow-men still on earth, and are at all times ready to aid and counsel the latter. This they can do only through the medium, who is a link between the seen and the unseen, perhaps through some quality of super-normal sensitiveness. There are those who maintain that those mediums who hold seances and become the direct mouthpieces of the spirits are only supereminently endowed with a faculty common to all humanity—that all men are mediums in a greater or less degree, and that all inspiration, whether good or bad, comes from the spirits. It is in connection with this idea of the universality of mediumship that the effect of spiritualism on the morals and daily life of its adherents is most clearly seen. The spirits are naturally attracted to those mediums whose qualities resemble their own. Enlightened spirits from the highest spheres seek high-souled and earnest mediums through whom to express themselves, while mediums who use their divine gifts for a base end are sought by the lowest and wickedest human spirits, or by beings termed "elementals," who do not even reach the human standard of goodness. Indeed, it is stated that the lower spirits communicate with the living much more readily than the higher, by reason of a certain material quality which binds them to earth. The path of the medium is thus beset with many difficulties, and it is essential that he should be principled and sincere, a creature of pure life and high ideals, so that the circle of his "controls" be select. For not only do the tricky "elementals" deceive the sitters and the investigators with their lying ways, but they oft-times drive the medium himself to fraud, so that under their control he secretes "apports" about his person, and materialises false beards and dirty muslin. And as it is with the full-legged medium, so with the normal individual. If he is to insure that the source of his inspiration be high one he must live in such a way that only the best spirits will control him, and so his impulses shall be for his own good and the betterment of the race. It will thus be seen that spiritualism is in itself a complete religion; but it is also combined with other religious creeds. In America the spiritualistic and the socialistic elements mingled harmoniously and many of the socialistic communities were founded by spiritualists. Other sects there were which associated themselves with spiritualism during the early history of the movement in America, and rumour—somewhat unfairly, it must be admitted—would have associated it with some less creditable ones, such as that which advocated free love. But the many forms which spiritualism took in America were, as has been said, the product of the country and the time. In other lands the forms were different. In England, for instance, where wont and tradition were more happily settled, spiritualism was regarded as by no means incompatible with Christianity but rather as affording a fuller revelation of the Christian religion, a view which the trance utterances of the medium confirmed. In France, again, Allan Kardec's doctrine of re-incarnation blended happily with the doctrines of spiritualism to produce spiritism. Then we have the more modern example of theosophy (q.v.), a blending of spiritualism with oriental religions. But all these varied forms contain the central creed of spiritualism; the belief in the continuance of life after the "great dissolution," or death of the body, and in continual progress; and in the fact of communication between the freed spirit and living human beings. On the whole spiritualists have shown themselves rather tolerant than otherwise to those who were not of their band. On the one hand their mediums did not hesitate to claim kinship with the wizards, shamans and witch-doctors of savage lands, whom they hailed as natural mediums; and on the other, there were many able and sincere spiritualists who joined forces with the Psychical Researcher, in the unflinching endeavour to expose fraud and get at the truth.

Spiritual Magazine: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Spiritual Notes: (See British National Association of Spiritualists.)

Spiritual Philosopher: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Spiritual Portraits: (See Blake.)

Spiritual Telegraph: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Spiritualist: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritualism.)

Sodom-Mony: Divination by means of the cinders from sacrificial fires.

Spunkle, The : A goblin of the same nature as the Scottish "Kelpie." He is popularly believed to be an agent of Satan, and travellers who have lost their way are his especial prey. He attracts his unfortunate victim by means of a light which looks as if it were reflected on a window, and is apparently not far away; but as the man proceeds towards it, like the rainbow it recedes. However, he still follows its gleam, until the Spunkle has successfully lured him over a precipice or into a morass.

Squinting: An ill omen. In the book of Viribus it is said, "Let no servant ever hire himself to a squinting master."

Squire, J. R. M.: (See Spiritualism.)

Stapleton, William: (See England.)

Staus Poltergeist: The village of Staus, on the shores of Lake Lucerne, was in the year 1860-62 the scene of the most remarkable case of poltergeist-haunting to be found in modern records. The outbreak occurred in the house of M. Joller, a distinguished lawyer and a member of the Swiss national council, a man, moreover, whose character both in public and private life was beyond reproach. The household comprised M. Joller himself, his wife, seven children (four boys and three girls), and a servant-maid. One night in the autumn of 1860 the latter was disturbed from her sleep and rapping on her bedstead, which she regarded as a premonition of death. M. Joller ascribed the sounds to the girl's imagination, and forbade her to speak of them. A few weeks later, returning after a short absence, he found his family much alarmed. The knockstr had been repeated in the presence of his wife and daughter, and had even
manifested signs of intelligence. When, a few days afterwards, they had news of the death of a friend, they imagined that this must have been what the raptors portended—she conducted a propaganda in favour of the peace movement, devoted himself to the interests of the Boers during the South African War, and issued cheap reprint of classical works. But not the latest of his activities was concerned with his advocacy of spiritualism. For four years—1893-97—he conducted a spiritualistic organ, the Borderland, and till his death gave the weight of his journalistic and personal influence to the movement. Notwithstanding that there was something of fanaticism in his zeal, and that his ardour sometimes carried him beyond prescribed limits, he was still a force to be reckoned with in the sphere of politics, and Cecil Rhodes, especially, was much influenced by his opinions. Mr. Stead perished with the sinking of the Titanic in April, 1912, since when many spiritualistic circles claim to have seen and spoken with him. His daughter, Miss Estelle Stead, has written his life.

Stevenson, R. L.: (See Fiction, Occult English.)

Stolling, Jung: (See Germany.)

Stoles and riomany: A method of divination which is practised in France. The work is done by Virgil, and reading as

Stoker, Bram: (See Fiction, Occult English.)

Toles and riomany: Divination from the manner in which a person dresses himself. Augustus believed that a military revolt was predicted on the morning of its occurrence by the fact that his valet had buckled his right sandal to his left foot.

Stomach, seeing with the: A phenomenon frequently observed by the followers of Mesmer in somnambules. The subject, in a cataleptic state closely resembling death, would show no signs of intelligence when questions were directed to his ears, but if the questions were addressed to the pit of the stomach, or sometimes to the finger-tips or toes, an answer would be immediately forthcoming. Several such cases are recorded by Dr. Petetin, of Lyons, who in 1808 published his Electrolyte Animale, and by other mesmerists. Not only hearing, but seeing, tasting and smelling were performed by the stomach, independent of the sensory organs. Petetin attributes the phenomenon to animal electricity and states that objects placed on the patient's stomach were not seen when they were wrapped in wax or silk—that is, non-conductors. The best way to communicate with a patient in the cataleptic state was for the operator to place his hand on the stomach of the subject, and address his question to the finger-tips of his own free hand. This trance phenomenon, as well as others, may now be referred to suggestion and mesmerism.

Strange Story, A: by Bulwer Lytton. (See Fiction, Occult English.)

Stresa: (See Italy.)

Strega: Frankish title for a witch. (See Franes.)

Stroking Stones and Images: It is related by Cotton Mather that an Irish-American witch produced pain and disease in others by merely wetting her finger with saliva, and stroking small stones, or sometimes a long, slender stone.

Studion, Simon: (See Heresians.)

Subliminal Self: A term much used in psychical research to denote that part of the personality which is normally beneath the "threshold" (limen) separating consciousness from unconsciousness. The conscious mind enjoyed its popularity largely to the late Mr. Myers, who made use of it to explain the psychic phenomena which he had observed. Mr. Myer's view was that only a fraction of the human personality, or soul, finds adequate expression through the
ordinary cerebral processes, because of the fact that the brain and physical organism have not yet reached a very advanced stage of evolution. The soul, in short, is, like an iceberg, with a fraction of its bulk above water, but having much the greater part submerged. The subliminal self, again according to Mr. Myers, was in touch with a reservoir of psychical energy, from which it drew forces which influenced the physical organism. Thus the inspiration of genius, the exaltation of the perceptive and intellectual faculties in hypnosis, and such exercises as automatic writing and talking and table-toting, were referred to great influence of these psychical forces rather than to any morbid tendencies in the agent. Indeed, abnormal manifestations were, and still are, regarded by some authorities as foreshadowing a new type in the progress of evolution whose faculties shall transcend those of man just as our human faculties transcend those of the lower animals. The soul, thus dependent for a very inadequate expression on a nervous system of limited scope, is at death freed from its limitations and comes into its heritage of full consciousness. These hypotheses have been pressed into service to explain telepathy and communication between the living and the dead, as well as upon a further long automatism, and all the hypnotic phenomena. But the two former, even if they could be demonstrated, would require to be explained on other grounds, while the others, whose existence is undisputed, are more generally regarded as resultant from cerebral dissociation,—i.e., the temporary dislocation of the connecting links between the various neural systems.

**Subterranean Crypts and Temples**

Subterranean crypts and temples, crypts and places of worship, have ever exercised a deep fascination upon the mind of man. The mysteries of the Egyptian, and of other peoples were held in underground crypts possibly for the purposes of rendering these ceremonies still more secret and mysterious to the mob. But also, perhaps, because it was essential to the privacy they necessitated. The caves of Elephanta, the Catacombs and similar subterranean edifices will also recur to the mind of the reader. But the purpose of this article is to refer to several lesser and perhaps more interesting underground meeting-places and temples in various parts of the world.

Mr. Hargrave Jennings quoting Dr. Plot in his *History of Staffordshire*, written in the third quarter of the seventeenth century, gives an interesting account of a supposed Rosicrucian crypt in that county, which, however, cannot be found in the work alluded to. It is, however, given as an instance of a crypt, but no clue is found as to the centre employed, at the close of a certain dull summer's day, in digging a trench in a field in a valley, round which the country rose into sombre, silent woods, vocal only with the quaint cries of the infrequent magpies. It was some little time after the sun had sunk, and the countryman was just about giving over his labour for the day. In one or two of the last languid strokes of his pick, the rustic came upon something stony and hard, which struck a spark, clearly visible in the increasing gloom. At this surprise, he resumed his labour, and, curiously enough, found a large, flat stone in the centre of the field. This field was far away from any of the farms or "cotes," as they were called, with which the now almost twilight country was sparingly dotted. In a short time, he cleared the stone free of the grass and weeds which had grown over it; and it proved to be a large, oblong slab, with an incorporated iron ring fixed at one end in a socket. For half an hour the countryman essayed to stir this stone in vain. At last he bethought him of some yards of rope which he had lying near amongst his tools; and these he converted, being an ingenious fellow, into a tackle,—by means of which, and by passing the slung round a bent tree in a line with the axis of the stone, he contrived, in the last of the light, and with much expenditure of toil to raise it. And then, greatly to his surprise, he saw a large, deep, hollow place, buried in the darkness, which, when his eyes grew accustomed a little to it, he discovered was the top-story to a stone staircase, seemingly a further long stair-case, descending at right angles to the first stair-case, and still going down into deep, cold, darkness. The man cast a glance upwards, as if questioning the small segment of light from the upper world which shut down whether he should continue his search, or desist and return. All was stiller of the still about him but he saw no reason particularly to fear. So, imagining that he would in some way soon penetrate the mystery, and feeling in the darkness by his hands upon the wall, and by his toes first on each step, and secondly descended, and he deliberately counted two hundred and twenty steps. He felt no difficulty in his breathing, except a certain sort of aromatic smell of distant incense, that he thought Egyptian, coming up now and then from below, as if from another though a subterranean world. "Possibly," thought he,—for he had heard of them,—"the world of the mining gnomes; and I am breaking in upon their secrets, which is forbidden for man." The rustic, though courageous, was superstitious.

But, notwithstanding some fits of fear, the countryman went on, and at a much lower angle he met a new wall, a fraction lower, and near some large and sombre rocks, a large, deep, hollow place, at the close of a certain dull summer's day, in a field in a valley, round which the country rose into sombre, silent woods, vocal only with the quaint cries of the infrequent magpies. It was some little time after the sun had sunk, and the countryman was just about giving over his labour for the day. In one or two of the last languid strokes of his pick, the rustic came upon something stony and hard, which struck a spark, clearly visible in the increasing gloom. At this surprise, he resumed his labour, and, curiously enough, found a large, flat stone in the centre of the field. This field was far away from any of the farms or "cotes," as they were called, with which the now almost twilight country was sparingly dotted. In a short time, he cleared the stone free of the grass and weeds which had grown over it; and it proved to be a large, oblong slab, with an incorporated iron ring fixed at one end in a socket. For half an hour the countryman essayed to stir this stone in vain. At last he bethought him of some yards of rope which he had lying near amongst his tools; and these he converted, being an ingenious fellow, into a tackle,—by means of which, and by passing the slung round a bent tree in a line with the axis of the stone, he contrived, in the last of the light, and with much expenditure of toil to raise it. And then, greatly to his surprise, he saw a large, deep, hollow place, buried in the darkness, which, when his eyes grew accustomed a little to it, he discovered was the top-story to a stone staircase, seemingly a further long stair-case, descending at right angles to the first stair-case, and still going down into deep, cold, darkness. The man cast a glance upwards, as if questioning the small segment of light from the upper world which shut down whether he should continue his search, or desist and return. All was stiller of the still about him but he saw no reason particularly to fear. So, imagining that he would in some way soon penetrate the mystery, and feeling in the darkness by his hands upon the wall, and by his toes first on each step, and secondly descended, and he deliberately counted two hundred and twenty steps. He felt no difficulty in his breathing, except a certain sort of aromatic smell of distant incense, that he thought Egyptian, coming up now and then from below, as if from another though a subterranean world. "Possibly," thought he,—for he had heard of them,—"the world of the mining gnomes; and I am breaking in upon their secrets, which is forbidden for man." The rustic, though courageous, was superstitious.

But, notwithstanding some fits of fear, the countryman went on, and at a much lower angle he met a new wall, a fraction lower, and near some large and sombre rocks, a large, deep, hollow place, at the close of a certain dull summer's day, in a field in a valley, round which the country rose into sombre, silent woods, vocal only with the quaint cries of the infrequent magpies. It was some little time after the sun had sunk, and the countryman was just about giving over his labour for the day. In one or two of the last languid strokes of his pick, the rustic came upon something stony and hard, which struck a spark, clearly visible in the increasing gloom. At this surprise, he resumed his labour, and, curiously enough, found a large, flat stone in the centre of the field. This field was far away from any of the farms or "cotes," as they were called, with which the now almost twilight country was sparingly dotted. In a short time, he cleared the stone free of the grass and weeds which had grown over it; and it proved to be a large, oblong slab, with an incorporated iron ring fixed at one end in a socket. For half an hour the countryman essayed to stir this stone in vain. At last he bethought him of some yards of rope which he had lying near amongst his tools; and these he converted, being an ingenious fellow, into a tackle,—by means of which, and by passing the slung round a bent tree in a line with the axis of the stone, he contrived, in the last of the light, and with much expenditure of toil to raise it. And then, greatly to his surprise, he saw a large, deep, hollow place, buried in the darkness, which, when his eyes grew accustomed a little to it, he discovered was the top-story to a stone staircase, seemingly a further long stair-case, descending at right angles to the first stair-case, and still going down into deep, cold, darkness. The man cast a glance upwards, as if questioning the small segment of light from the upper world which shut down whether he should continue his search, or desist and return. All was stiller of the still about him but he saw no reason particularly to fear. So, imagining that he would in some way soon penetrate the mystery, and feeling in the darkness by his hands upon the wall, and by his toes first on each step, and secondly descended, and he deliberately counted two hundred and twenty steps. He felt no difficulty in his breathing, except a certain sort of aromatic smell of distant incense, that he thought Egyptian, coming up now and then from below, as if from another though a subterranean world. "Possibly," thought he,—for he had heard of them,—"the world of the mining gnomes; and I am breaking in upon their secrets, which is forbidden for man." The rustic, though courageous, was superstitious.

But, notwithstanding some fits of fear, the countryman went on, and at a much lower angle he met a new wall, a fraction lower, and near some large and sombre rocks, a large, deep, hollow place, at the close of a certain dull summer's day, in a field in a valley, round which the country rose into sombre, silent woods, vocal only with the quaint cries of the infrequent magpies. It was some little time after the sun had sunk, and the countryman was just about giving over his labour for the day. In one or two of the last languid strokes of his pick, the rustic came upon something stony and hard, which struck a spark, clearly visible in the increasing gloom. At this surprise, he resumed his labour, and, curiously enough, found a large, flat stone in the centre of the field. This field was far away from any of the farms or "cotes," as they were called, with which the now almost twilight country was sparingly dotted. In a short time, he cleared the stone free of the grass and weeds which had grown over it; and it proved to be a large, oblong slab, with an incorporated iron ring fixed at one end in a socket. For half an hour the countryman essayed to stir this stone in vain. At last he bethought him of some yards of rope which he had lying near amongst his tools; and these he converted, being an ingenious fellow, into a tackle,—by means of which, and by passing the slung
or to display the character of this mysterious place, in which the countryman himself was entangled hopelessly. The discoverer by this time stood still in fear. But at last, summoning courage, and recommending himself devoutly to God, he determined to complete his discovery. Above, he had been working in no strange place: the field he knew well, the woods were very familiar to him, and his own hamlet and his family were only a few miles distant. He now hastily, and more in fear than through courage, noisily with his feet descended the remainder of the stairs; and the light grew brighter as he approached, until at last, at another turn, he came upon a square chamber built up of large hewn stones. He stopped, silent and awe-struck. Here was a dragged pavement and a somewhat lofty roof, gathering up into a centre; in the groins of which was a rose, carved exquisitely in some dark stone, or in marble. But what was this poor man's fright when, making another sudden turn, from between the jambs, and from under the large archivolts of a Gothic stone portal, light streamed over him with inexpressible brilliancy, shining over every thing, and lighting up the place with brilliant radiance, like an intense golden sunset. He started back. Then his limbs shook and beat under him as he gazed with wonder at the figure of a man, whose face was hidden, as he sat in a studious attitude in a stone chair, reading in a great book, with his elbow resting on a table like a rectangular altar, in the light of a large, ancient iron lamp, suspended by a thick chain to the middle of the roof. A cry of alarm, which he could not suppress, escaped from the scared discoverer, who involuntarily advanced one pace, beside himself with terror. He was now within the illuminated chamber. As his feet fell on the stone, the figure started bolt upright from his seated position as if in awful astonishment. He erected his hooded head, and showed himself as if in anger about to question the intruder. Doubtful if what he saw were a reality, or whether he was not in some terrific dream, the countryman advanced, without being aware of it, another audacious step. The hooded man now thrust out a long arm, as if in warning, and in a moment the discoverer perceived that his hand was armed with an iron baton, and that he pointed it as if tremendously to forbid farther approach. Now, however, the poor man, not being in a condition either to reason or to restrain himself, with a cry, and in a passion of terror, took a third fatal step; and as his foot descended on the groining stone, which seemed to give way for a moment under him, the dreadful man, or image, raised his arm high like a machine, and with his truncheon struck a prodigious blow upon the lamp, shattering it into a thousand pieces, and leaving the place in utter darkness.

This was the end of this terrifying adventure. There was total silence now, far and near. Only a long, low roll of thunder, or a noise similar to thunder, seemed to begin from a distance, and then to move with snatches, as if making turns; and then it rumbled sullenly to sleep as if through unknown, inaccessible passages. What these were—if any passages—nobody ever found out. It was only suspected that this hidden place referred in some way to the Rosicrucians, and that the mysterious people of that famous order had here concealed some of their scientific secrets. The place in Staffordshire became afterwards famed as the sepulchre of one of the brotherhood, whom, for want of a more distinct recognition or name, the people chose to call "Rosicrucian," in general reference to his heresy; and from the circumstances of the lamp, and its sudden extinguishment by the blow, that started up, it was supposed that some Rosicrucian had determined to inform posterity that he had penetrated to the secret of the making of the ever-burning lamps of the ancients,—though, at the moment that he displayed his knowledge, he took effectual means that no one should reap any advantage from it.

The Jesuits of the early eighteenth century have left descriptions of the well-known palace of Mitla in Central America, which leave no doubt that in their time it contained many subterranean chambers and one especially which appears to have surpassed all others in the dreadful uses to which it was put. Father Torquemada says of the place, "When some monks of my order, the Franciscan, passed, preaching and shriving through the province of Zapoteca, whose capital city is Tehuantepec, they came to a village which was called Mixtilán, that is, underworld (hell). Besides mentioning the large number of people in the village they told of buildings which were prouder and more magnificent than any which they had hitherto seen in New Spain. Among them was the temple of the evil spirit and living rooms for his demonical servants, and among other fine things there was a hall with ornamented panels, which were constructed of stone in a variety of arabesques and other very remarkable designs. There were doorways there, each one of which was built of but three stones, two upright at the sides and one across them, in such a manner that, although these doorways were very high and broad, the stone sufficed for their entire construction. They were so thick and broad that we were assured there were few like them. There was another hall in these buildings, or rectangular temples, which was erected entirely on round stone pillars; very high and very thick that two grown men could scarcely encircle them with their arms, nor could one of them reach the finger-tips of the other. These pillars were all in one piece and, it was said, the whole shaft of the pillar measured 5 ells from top to bottom, and they were very much like those of the church of Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome, very skillfully made and polished."

Father Burgos is more explicit with regard to these subterranean chambers. He says, "There were four chambers above ground and four below. The latter were arranged according to their purpose in such a way that one front chamber served as chapel and sanctuary for the idols, which were placed on a great stone which served as an altar. And for the most important feasts they which were celebrated with sacrifices, or at the burial of a king or great lord, the high priest instructed the other temple officials who served him to prepare the altar and his vestments and a large quantity of the incense used by them. And then he descended with a great retinue, which none of the common people saw him or dared to look in his face, convinced that if they did so they would fall dead to the earth as a punishment for their boldness. And when he entered the chapel they put on him a long white cotton garment made like an alb, and over that a garment shaped like a dalmatic, which was embroidered with pictures of wild beasts and birds; and they put a cap on his head, and on his feet a kind of shoe woven of many-colored feathers. And when he had put on these garments he walked with solemn mien and measured step to the altar, bowed low before the idols, renewed the incense, and then in quite unintelligible murmurs (muy enter dientes) he began to converse with the images, these depositories of infernal spirits, and continued in this sort of prayer with hideous grimmaces and writhings, uttering inarticulate sounds, which filled all present with fear and terror, till he came out of that diabolical trance and told the people living around the lies with which the spirit had imparted to him or which he had invented himself. When human beings were sacrificed the ceremonies were multiplied, and the assistants of the high priest stretched the victim out upon
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A large stone, bearing his breast, which they tore open with a great stone knife, while the body writhed in fearful convulsions and they laid the heart bare, ripping it out, and with it the soul, which the devil took, while they carried the heart to the high priest that he might offer it to the idols by holding it to their mouths, among other ceremonies; and the body was thrown into the burial-place of their "blessed," as they called them. And if after the sacrifice he felt inclined to detain those who begged any favor he sent them word by the subordinate priests not to leave their houses till their gods were appeased, and he commanded them to do penance meanwhile, to fast and to speak with no woman, so that, until this father of sin had interceded for the absolution of the penitents and had declared the gods appeased they did not dare to cross their threshold.

"The second (underground) chamber was the burial place of these high priests, and third that of the kings of Theozoplaton, whom they brought thither richly dressed in their best attire, feathers, jewels, golden necklaces, and precious stones, placing a shield in their left hand and a javelin in the right, just as they used them in war. And at their burial rites great mourning prevailed; the instruments which were played made mournful sounds; and with loud wailing and continuous sobbing they chanted the life and wailings of their great lords. The rows of these high priests, and third that of the Virgin Mary, remained in this chamber for some time after her purification in the Temple. Passing through the chamber, the spacious vaults, which extend over an acre of ground, are reached. These subterranean substructures consist of one hundred square piers arranged in fifteen rows, each pier being five feet wide and composed of large angular drafted stones, placed singly over each other. The rows are connected by semi-circular arches, the intercolumniations of which range from ten to twenty-three feet. The floor of these vaults is about forty-feet below the Haram Area, and more than a hundred feet above the foundation concrete. They are called Solomon's Stables by the Franks. But the Moslems call the place, Al Masjed al Kilam, that is, The Old Mosque. These vaults were used as stables by the Frank kings and the Knights Templar, and holes in which rings were fastened can still be traced on some of the piers.

Since the floor of Solomon's Stables is upwards of a hundred feet above the foundation stone, it seems highly probable that there exists another system of vaults below, for the vast space from the rock upwards is not likely to be filled with solid earth.

Some tradition seems to be made to these vaults in the writings of Procopius, a Greek historian of the seventh century. He was born at Cesarée, in Palestine, about 500 A.D., and as a young man went to Constantinople, where his eminent talents brought him under the notice of the Emperor Justian. In 529 A.D. Justian built a splendid church on the Temple Hill, in honour of the Virgin Mary, and in the writings of Procopius there is a full and detailed account of the edifice. The historian relates that the fourth part of the ground required for the building was wanting towards the south-east; the builders therefore laid their foundations on the sloping ground, and constructed a series of arched vaults, in order to raise the ground to the level of the other parts of the enclosure. This account is eminently descriptive of the subterranean vaults at the south-east portion of the Haram, and, according to Mr. Ferguson, the stone-work of these vaults certainly belongs to the age of Justianin.

Sucubus: A demon who takes the shape of a woman. The Rabbi Eliaia says that it is mentioned in certain writings that Adam was visited by a hundred and thirty years by female demons, and had intercourse with demons, spirits, spectres, demons, and phantoms. Under the reign of Roger, king of Sicily, a young man, bathing by moonlight, with several others, thought he saw someone drowning, and hastened to the rescue. Having drawn from the beautiful woman, he became enamoured of her, married her, and had by her a child. Afterwards she
disappeared mysteriously with her child, which made everyone believe that she was a succubus. Hector Boece, in his history of Scotland, relates that a very handsome young man was pursued by a demon, who would pass through his closed door, and offer to marry him. He complained to his bishop, who enjoined him to fast, pray, and confess himself, when the infirm visitor ceased to trouble him. Delamere says that in Egypt, an honest marshall-ferrant being occupied in forging during the night there appeared to him a demon under the shape of a beautiful woman. He threw a hot iron in the face of the demon, which at once took to flight.

**Sufism**

**Suggestion**: The sensitiveness to suggestion of the entranced subject is the characteristic and invariable accompaniment of the hypnotic state, and is also a distinctive feature of hysteria. Indeed, many modern scientists give to hypnotism the name "Suggestion." An abnormal suggestibility implies some measure of cerebral dissociation. (See Hypnotism.) In this state every suggestion advanced by the operator, whether conveyed by word, gesture, or even unassent, is accepted by the mind, and the subject behaves as if possessed of perfect sanity, but this, though perhaps true in the strictest sense, is somewhat misleading, since all are more or less amenable to suggestion. In hypnotism and hysteria, however, the normal suggestibility is greatly exaggerated, and the suggestion is held with no opposition from the recipient's critical or judicial faculties (because there are no other ideas with which to compare it) becomes for the time his dominant idea. The suggestion thus accepted has a powerful effect on both mind and body, hence the value of suggestion in certain complaints is incalculable. The "miracles" wrought by Christian Scientists, the efficacy of a pilgrimage to Lourdes, the feats of "healing mediums" all testify to its powerful effect. Post-hypnotic suggestion is the term applied to a suggestion made while the subject is entranced, but which is to be carried out after he awakes. Sometimes an interval of months may elapse between the utterance of a command and its fulfilment, but almost invariably at the stated time the suggestion is obeyed, the recipient is perhaps unaware of the source of his impulse, not finding adequate logical grounds for the action he performs, or perhaps automatically lapses into the hypnotic state. Auto-suggestion may arise spontaneously in dream, the automatic obedience to such suggestion often giving rise to stories of "veridical" dreams. The outbreaks of religious frenzy or ecstasy which swept Europe in the Middle Ages were examples of the results of mass-suggestion—i.e., suggestion made by a crowd, and much more potent than that made by an individual. Cases of so-called collective hallucination may be referred to the same cause. Suggestion is doubtless responsible to some extent for clairvoyant and mediumistic faculties, and of the whole enters largely into the study of psychic science.

**Summa Perfectionis**: (See Arabs.)

**Summons by the Dying**: It was formerly maintained by the theologians that any man unjustly accused or persecuted should summon, with his dying breath, his oppressor to appear before the supreme tribunal, a miracle would take place, and the person thus summoned would die on the day fixed by his innocent victim. Thus the (Grand Master of the Templars) cited the pope and the king of France to appear before God on a certain date not very far ahead, and the man was put to death that both died at the appointed time. François I, Duke of Brittany, hired assassins to murder his brother, in 1490. The dying prince summoned his murderer before the highest of all courts, and François shortly expired. Yet another instance is that of Ferdinand IV., of Spain, who was summoned by two nobles whom he had condemned unjustly, and he also responded reluctantly at the end of thirty days.

Many more examples could be quoted to show how firmly-rooted was this belief in the power of the dying to avenge their death by supernatural means. Indeed, it would be safe to say that, by an inversion, of the usual order of cause and effect, the popular faith in the efficacy of the summons was responsible for such evidence as was forthcoming on its behalf. Fear, and possibly remorse, acting on the imagination of the guilty judge, might well cause him to expire at the stated time, and authenticated accounts of death caused by these agents are not unknown. This is further borne out by the fact that the condemned man was guilty—that is, if the judge's conscience was clear—the summons had no effect. Sorcerers, especially, summoned their judges, to justify an action, is told of Gonzalvo de Cordova, who sentenced a soldier to death for sorcery. The soldier exclaimed that he was innocent, and summoned Gonzalvo to appear before God. "Go, then," said the judge, "and hasten the proceedings. My brother who is in heaven, will appear for me." Gonzalvo did not die, as he believed he had dealt justly and had no fear of the consequences of the summons.

**Swedenborg, Emanuel**, 1688-1772: One of the greatest mystics of all time, was born at Stockholm in Sweden on the 29th January. His father was a professor of theology at Upsala, and afterwards Bishop of Scara, and in his time was charged with possessing heterodox opinions. Swedenborg completed his education at the university of Upsala in 1710, after which he visited England, Holland, France and Germany. Five years later he returned to his native town, and devoted much time to the study of natural science and engineering, editing a paper entitled Daedalus hyperboreus which dealt chiefly with mechanical inventions. About 1716, Charles XII. appointed him to the Swedish Board of Mines. He appears at this time to have had many activities. He published various mathematical and mechanical works, and even took part in the siege of Friederickshall in an engineering capacity. Originally known as Sweden, he was elevated to the rank of the nobility by Queen Ulrica and changed his name to Swedenborg. Sitting in the House of Nobles, his political utterances had great weight, but his tendencies were distinctly democratic. He busied himself privately in scientific gropings for the explanation of the universe, and published at least two works dealing with the origin of things which are of no great account, unless as foreshadowing many scientific facts and ventures of the future. Thus natural science and engineering, editing a paper entitled physics, were distinctly in advance of his time, and had they been suitably disseminated could not but have influenced scientific Europe. He even sketched a flying-machine, and felt confident that although it was unsuitable for navigation, the world would turn to it to solve the problem, it would speedily be solved. It was in 1734 that he published his Prodromus Philosophiae Ratiocinanti als de Infinito which treats of the relation of the finite
to the infinite and of the soul to the body. In this work he seeks to establish a definite connection between the two as a means of overcoming the difficulty of their relationship. The spiritual and the divine appear to him as the supreme study of man. He ransacked the countries of Europe in quest of the most eminent teachers and the best books dealing with anatomy, for he considered that in that science lay the germ of the knowledge of soul and spirit. Through his anatomical studies he anticipated certain modern views dealing with the functions of the brain, which are most remarkable.

About the age of fifty-five a profound change overtook the character of Swedenborg. Up to this time he had been a scientist, legislator, and man of affairs; but now his enquiries into the region of spiritual things were to divorce him entirely from practical matters. His introduction into the spiritual world, his illumination, was commenced by dreams and extraordinary visions. He heard wonderful conversations and felt impelled to found a new church. He says that the eyes of his spirit were so opened that he could see heavens and hells, and converse with angels and spirits; but all his doctrines relating to the New Church came directly from God alone, while he was reading the gospels. He claimed that God revealed Himself to him and told him that He had chosen him to unveil the spiritual sense of the whole scriptures to man. From that moment worldly knowledge was eschewed by Swedenborg and he worked for spiritual ends alone. He resigned his several appointments and retired upon half pay. Refreshing his knowledge, he commenced his many works on the interpretation of the scriptures. After the year 1747 he lived in Sweden, Holland and London, in which city he died on the 29th of March 1772. He was buried in the Swedish Church in Prince's Square, in the parish of St. George's in the East, and in April, 1768 his bones were removed, at the request of the Swedish government, to Stockholm.

There can be no question as to the intrinsic honesty of Swedenborg’s mind and character. He was neither presumptuous nor overbearing as regards his doctrines, but gentle and reasonable. A man of few wants, his life was simplicity itself—his food consisting for the most part of bread, milk and coffee. He was in the habit of lying in a trance for days together, and day and night had no distinctions for him. His mighty wrestlings with evil spirits at times nearly stopped his heart. His spiritual conversation was the most distant part of the house in refuge. But again he would converse with benign angels in broad daylight. We are badly hampered regarding first-hand evidence of his spiritual life and adventures—most of our knowledge being gleaned from other than original sources.

So far from attempting to found a new church, or otherwise tamper or interfere with existing religious systems, Swedenborg was of the opinion that the members of all churches could belong to his New Church in a spiritual sense. His works may be divided into: expository volumes, notably _The Apocalypse Revealed, The Apocalypse Explained_, and _Arcana Celaeata_; books of spiritual philosophy, such as _Intercourse between the Soul and the Body Divine Providences_, and _Divine Love and Wisdom_; books dealing with the Hierarchy; his _Hymns_; his _Divine and Human_; _Heaven and Hell_; the _Last Judgment_; and those which are purely doctrinal, such as _The New Jerusalem, The True Christian Religion_, and _Canons of the New Church_. Of these his _Divine Love and Wisdom_ is the volume which most successfully expresses his entire religious and spiritual system. Spiritually he consists of infinite love, and corporeally of infinite wisdom. From the divine love all things draw nourishment. The sun, as we know it, is merely a microcosm of a spiritual sun which emanates from the Creator. This spiritual sun is the source of love and knowledge, and the natural sun is the source of nature; but whereas the first is life, the second is inanimate. There is no connection between the two worlds of nature and spirit unless in similarity of construction. Love, wisdom, use; or end, cause and effect, are the three infinite and uncreated degrees of being in God and man respectively. The causes of all things exist in the spiritual sphere and their effects in the natural sphere, and the end of all creation is that man may become the image of his Creator, and of the cosmos as a whole. This is to be effected by a love of the degrees above enumerated. Man possesses two vessels or receptacles for the containment of God—the Will for divine love, and the Understanding for divine wisdom. Before the Fall, the flow of these virtues into the human spirit was perfect, but through the intervention of the forces of evil, and the sins of man himself, it was much interrupted. Seeking to restore the connection between Himself and man, God came into the world as Man; for if He had ventured on earth in His unveiled splendour, He would have destroyed the hells through which He must proceed to redeem man, and this He did not wish to do, merely to conquer them. The Fall of God in an essential relation of theology, and he thoroughly believes that God did not return to His own place without leaving behind Him a visible representative of Himself in the word of scripture, which is an eternal incarnation, in a three-fold sense—natural, spiritual and celestial. This new vessel, the apostle; nothing was hidden from him; he was aware of the appearance and conditions of other worlds, good and evil, heaven and hell, and of the planets. "The life of religion," he says, "is to accomplish good." "The kingdom of heaven is a kingdom of uses." One of the central ideas of his system is known as the Doctrine of Correspondences. Everything visible has belonging to it an appropriate spiritual reality. Regarding this Vaughan says: "The history of man is an acted parable; the universe, a temple covered with hieroglyphics. Behmen, from the light which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which flashes on certain excited moments, imagines that he receives the key to these hidden significances—that he can interpret the _Signatura Rerum_. But he does not see spirits, or talk with angels. According to him, such communications would be less reliable than the intuition which
Swedeborg introduces some such yoke. In that province, however, it is perhaps as well that those who are not satisfied with the obvious sense should find some restraint for their imagination, some method for their ingenuity, some guidance in a curiosity irresistibly to a certain class of minds. If an objector says, 'I do not see why the ass should correspond to scientific truth, and the horse to intellectual truth,' Swedenborg will reply, 'This analogy rests on no fancy of mine, but on actual experience and observation in the spiritual world. I have always seen horses and ass present and circumstanced, when, and according as, those inward qualities were central.' But I do not believe that it was the design of Swedenborg rigidly to determine the relationships by which men are continually uniting the seen and unseen worlds. He committed the mission to disclose to men the divinely-ordered correspondences of scripture, the close relationship of man's several states of being, and to make mankind more fully aware that matter and spirit were associated, not only in the varying analogies of imagination, but by the deepest affinity of eternal law. In this way, he sought to impart an impulse rather than to prescribe a scheme. His consistent followers will acknowledge that had he lived to another age, and occupied a different social position, the forms under which the spiritual world presented itself in him would have been different. To a large extent, therefore, his Memorials Relation must be regarded as true for him only—for such a character, in such a day, though containing principles independent of personal peculiarity and local colouring. It would have been indeed inconsistent, had the Protestant who (as himself a Reformer) essayed to supply the defects and correct the errors of the Reformation—had he designed to prohibit all advance beyond his own position?"

The style of Swedenborg is clear-cut and decisive. He is never overpowered by manifestations from the unseen. Whereas other mystics are seized by fear or joy by these and become incomprehensible, he is in his element, and when on the very pinnacles of ecstasy can observe the smallest details with a scientific eye. We know nowadays that a great many of his visions do not square with scientific probabilities. Thus those which detail his journeys among the planets and describe the flora and fauna, let us say, of Mars, can be totally disproved, as we are aware that such forms of life as he claims to have seen could not possibly exist upon that planet. The question arises: Did the vast amount of work accomplished by Swedenborg in the first half of his life lead to more or less serious mental derangement? There have been numerous cases of similar injury through similar causes. But the scientific exactness and clarity of his mind survived to the last. So far as he knew science he applied it admirably and with minute exactness to his system; but just as the science of Dante raises a smile, so we feel slightly intolerant of Swedenborg's scientific application to things spiritual. He was probably the only mystic with a real scientific training; others had been admitted to chemistry and kinds of studies but no mystic ever experienced such a long and arduous scientific apprenticeship as Swedenborg. It colours the whole of his system. It would be exceedingly difficult to say whether he was more naturally a mystic or a scientist. In the first part of his life we do not find him greatly exercised by spiritual affairs; and it is only when he had passed the meridian of human days that he seriously began to consider matters supernatural. The change to the life of a mystic, if not rapid was certainly not prolonged: what then caused it? We can only suspect that his whole tendency was essentially mystical from the first; that he was a mystic by force of circumstance rather than because of any other reason. The spiritual was constantly simmering within his brain, but, as the world is ever with us, he found it difficult to throw off the superincumbent mass of affairs, which probably smuggled him for years. At length the fountains of his spirit welled up so fiercely that they could no longer be kept back; and throwing aside his scientific oars, he leaped into the spiritual ocean which afterwards speedily engulfed him. There is perhaps no analogy to be found to his case in the biography of science. We cannot altogether unveil the springs of the man's spirituality, but we know that they existed deep down in him. It has often been said that he was a mere visionary, and not a mystic, in the proper sense of the word; but the terms of his philosophy dispose of this contention; although in many ways it does not square with the more generally-accepted conceptions of mysticism, it is undoubtedly one of the most striking and pregnant contributions to it. He is the apostle of the divine humanity, and the "Grand Man" is with him the beginning and end of the creative purpose. The originality of his system is such, and the detail with which he surrounded it provides his followers of the present day with a greater body of teaching than that of probably any other mystical master.

The following extracts from Swedenborg's works will assist the reader in gaining some idea of his eschatology and general doctrine:—

"The universe is an image of God, and was made for use. Providence is the government of the Lord in heaven and on earth. It extends itself over all things, because there is only one fountain of life, namely, the Lord, whose power supports all that exists."

"The influence of the Lord is according to a plan, and is invisible, as is Providence, by which men are not constrained to believe, and thus to lose their freedom. The influence of the Lord passes over from the spiritual to the natural, and from the inward to the outward. The Lord confers his influence on the good and the bad, but the latter converts the good into evil, and the true into the false; so is the creature of its will fashioned."

"In order to comprehend the origin and progress of this influence, we must first know that which proceeds from the Lord is the divine sphere which surrounds us, and fills the spiritual and natural world. All that proceeds from an object, and surrounds and clothes it, is called its sphere."

"As all that is spiritual knows neither time nor space, it therefore follows that the general sphere or the divine one has extended itself from the first moment of creation to the last. This divine emanation, which passed over from the spiritual to the natural, penetrates actively and rapidly through the whole created world, to the last grade of it, where it is yet to be found, and produces and maintains all that is animal, vegetable, and mineral. Man is continually surrounded by a sphere of his favourite propensities; these unite themselves to the natural sphere of his body, so that together they form one. The natural sphere surrounds every body of nature, and all the objects of the three kingdoms. Thus it allied itself to the spiritual world. This is the foundation of sympathy and antipathy, of union and separation, according to which there are amongst spirits presence and absence."

"The angel said to me that the sphere surrounded..."
men more lightly on the back than on the breast, where it was thicker and stronger. This sphere of influence, peculiar to man, operates also in general and in particular around him by means of the will, the understanding, and the practice.

The sphere proceeding from God, which surrounds man and constitutes his strength, while it thereby operates on his neighbour and on the whole creation, is a sphere of peace and innocence; for the Lord is peace and innocence. Then only is man consequently able to make his influence effectual on his fellow man, when peace and innocence rule in his heart, and he himself is in union with heaven. This spiritual union is connected with the natural by a benevolent man through the touch and the laying on of hands, by which the influence of the inner man is quickened, prepared, and imparted. The body communicates with others which are about it through the body, and the spiritual influence diffuses itself chiefly through the hands, because these are the most outward or ultimum of man; and through him, as in the whole of nature, the first is contained in the last, as the cause in the effect. Thus the whole soul and the whole body are contained in the hands as a medium of influence. Thus our Lord healed the sick by laying on of hands, on which account so many were healed by the touch; and thence from the remotest times the consecration of priests and of all holy things was effected by laying on of hand. According to the etymology of the word, hands denote power. Man believes that his thoughts and his will proceed from within him, whereas all this flows into him. If he considered things in their true form, he would ascribe evil to hell, and good to the Lord; he would by the Lord's grace recognize good and evil within himself, and be happy. Pride alone has denied the influence of God, and destroyed the human race.

In his work Heaven and Hell, Swedenborg speaks of influence and reciprocities—Correspondences. The action of correspondence is perceptible in a man's countenance. In a countenance that has not learned hypocrisy, all emotions are represented naturally according to their true form; whence the face is called the mirror of the soul. In the same way, what belongs to the understanding is represented in the speech, and what belongs to the will in the movements. Every expression in the face, in the speech, in the movements, is called correspondence. By correspondence man communicates with heaven, and he can thus communicate with the angels if he possesses the science of correspondence by means of thought. They honour that communication may exist between heaven and man, the word is composed of nothing but correspondences, for everything in the word is correspondent, the whole and the parts; therefore he can learn secrets, of which he perceives nothing in the literal sense; for in the word, there is, beside the literal meaning, a spiritual meaning—one of the world, the other of heaven. Swedenborg had his visions and communications with the angels by means of correspondence in the spiritual sense. "Angels speak from the spiritual world, according to inward thoughts; from wisdom, their speech flows in a tranquil stream, gently and uninterrupted. They speak only in vowels, the heavenly angels in A and O, the spiritual ones in E and I, for the vowels give tone to the speech, and by the tone the emotion is expressed; the interruptions, on the other hand, correspond with creations of the mind; therefore we prefer, if the subject is lofty, for instance of heaven or God, even in human speech, the vowels U and O. Man, however, is united with heaven by means of the word, and forms thus the link between heaven and earth, between the divine and the natural.

But when angels speak spiritually with me from heaven, they speak just as intelligently as the man by my side. But if they turn away from man, he hears nothing more whatever, even if they speak close to his ear. It is also remarkable that several angels can speak to a man; they send down a spirit inclined to man, and he thus hears them united.

In another place he says:—"There are also spirits called natural or corporeal spirits; these have no connection with thought, like the others, but they enter the body, possess all the senses, speak with the mouth, and act with the limbs, for they know not but that everything in that man is their own. These are the spirits by which men are possessed. They were, however, sent by the Lord to hell; whence in our days there are no more such possessed ones in existence."

Swedenborg's further doctrines and visions of Harmonies, that is to say, of heaven with men, and with all objects of nature; of the harmony and correspondence of all thing with each other; of Heaven, of Hell, and of the world of spirits; of the various states of man after death, etc.—are very characteristic, important, and powerful. "His contemplations of the enlightened inward eye refer less to everyday associations and objects of life (although he not unfrequently predicted future occurrences), because his mind was only directed to the highest spiritual subjects, in which indeed he had attained an uncommon degree of inward watchfulness, but is therefore not understood or known, because he described his sights so spiritually and unusually by language. His chapter on the immensity of heaven attracts more especially because it contains a conversation of spirits and angels about the planetary system. The planets are naturally inhabited as well as the planet Earth, but the inhabitants differ according to the various individual formation of the planets. These visions on the inhabitants of the planets agree most remarkably, and almost without exception with the indications of a clairvoyant whom I treated magnetically. I do not think that she knows Swedenborg; to which, however, I attach little importance. The two seers perceived Mars in quite a different manner. The magnetic seer only found images of fright and horror. Swedenborg, on the other hand, describes them as the best of all spirits of the planetary system. Their gentle, tender, seer-like language, is more perfect, purer and richer in thought, and nearer to the language of the angels, than others. These people associate together, and judge each other by the physiognomy, which amongst them is always the expression of the thoughts. They honour the Lord as sole God, who appears sometimes on their earth."

"Of the inhabitants of Venus he says:—They are of two kinds; some are gentle and benevolent, others wild, cruel and of gigantic stature. The latter rob and plunder, and live by this means; the former have so great a degree of gentleness and kindness that they are always beloved by the good; thus they often see the Lord appear in their own form on their earth.' It is remarkable that this description of Venus agrees so well with the old fable, and with the opinions and experience we have of Venus.

"The inhabitants of the Moon are small, like children of six or seven years old; at the same time they have the strength of men like ourselves. Their voice rolls like thunder, and the sound proceeds from the belly, because the moon is in quite a different atmosphere from the other planets."

Sweden Exegetical and Philanthropical Society: (See Spiritualism.)

Switzerland: For ancient matter see Teutons. Spiritualism.—Two cases of spiritual visitation occurred in the Swiss Cantons during the last century, of so startling a nature, as to attract the eyes of all Europe. The following
brief summary of the Morzine epidemic is collated from the pages of the Cornhill Magazine, two or three of the London daily journals, the Revoir Spiritus, and Mr. William Howitt's magazine article entitled, "The Devils of Morzine." The period of the occurrence was about 1860; the scene, the parish of Morzine, a church in the woods, not more than half a day's journey from the Lake of Geneva. The place is quite, remote, and had been seldom visited by tourists before the period named above. Being moreover shut in by high mountains, and inhabited by a simple, industrious, and pious class of peasantry, Morzine might have appeared to a casual visitor the very centre of health, peace, and good order. The first appearance of an abnormal visitation was the conduct of a young girl, who, from being quiet, modest, and well-conducted, suddenly began to exhibit what her distressed family and friends supposed to be the symptoms of insanity. She ran about in the most singular and aimless way; climbed high trees, scaled walls, and was found perched on roofs and cornices, which seemed impossible for any creature but a squirrel to reach. She soon became wholly intractable; was given to fits of hysteria, violent laughter, passionate weeping, and general aberration from her customary modest behaviour. Whilst her parents were anxiously seeking advice in this dilemma, another and still another of the young girl's ordinary companions were seized with the same malady. In the course of ten days the report prevailed, that over fifty females ranging from seven years of age to sixty-five — had been seized, and were exhibiting symptoms of the most bewildering mental aberration. The crawling, climbing, leaping, wild singing, furious emissions, and frantic behaviour of these unfortunate, soon found crowds of imitators. Before the tides of this frightful affliction had passed beyond the district in which it originated, several hundreds of women and children, and scores of young men, were writhing under the contagion. The seizures were sudden, like the attacks; they seldom lasted long, yet they never seemed to yield to any form of treatment, whether harsh or kind, medical, religious, or persuasive. The first symptoms of this malady do not seem to have been noted with sufficient attention to justify one in giving details which could be considered accurate. It was only when the number of the possessed exceeded two thousand persons, and the case was attracting multitudes of curious enquirers from all parts of the Continent, that the medical men, priests, and journalists of the day, began to keep and publish constant records of the progress of the epidemic. One of the strangest features of the case, as most constantly baffled the faculty, was the appearance of rugged health, and freedom from all physical disease, which distinguished this malady. As a general rule, the victims spoke in hoarse, rough tones unlike their own, used profane language, such as few of them could ever have heard, and imitated the actions of crawling, leaping, clinging animals with ghastly fidelity. Sometimes they would roll their bodies up into balls and distort their limbs beyond the power of the attendant physicians to account for, or disentangle. Many amongst them were levitated in the air, and in a few instances, the women spoke in foreign tongues. The condition of excitement, described glowing visions, prophesied, gave clairvoyant descriptions of absent persons and distant places, sang hymns, and preached in strains of sublime inspiration. It must be added, that these instances were very rare. The most common in the earlier stages of the obsession. It is almost needless to say that the tides of this horrible obsession attracted immense multitudes of witnesses, no less than the attention of the learned and philosophic. When the attempts of the medical faculty failed, the clergy tried again and again, and all had utterly failed to modify the ever-increasing horrors of this malady, the Emperor of the French, the late Louis Napoleon, under whose protectorate Morzine was then governed, yielding to the representations of his advisers, actually sent out three military companies to Morzine, charged with strict orders to quell the disturbances 'on the authority of the Emperor, or by force if necessary.' The result of this course of proceedings was that the policy was to increase tenfold the violence of the disease, and to augment the number of the afflicted, in the persons of many of the very soldiers who sank under the contagion which they expected to quench. The next move of the baffled French Government, was a spiritual one; an army of priests, headed by a venerable Bishop, much beloved in his diocese, being despatched in the quality of exorcists, at the direction of the Archbishop of Paris. Unhappily this second experiment worked no better than the first. Respectable looking groups of well-dressed men, women, and children, would pass into the churches in reverent silence, and with all the appearance of health and piety — but no sooner was the sound of the priest's voice, or the notes of the organ heard, than shrieks, exclamations, sobbings, and frenzied cries, resounded from different parts of the assembly. Anxious fathers and husbands were busy in carrying their distracted relatives into the open air, and whether in the church or the home, every attempt of a sacerdotal character, was sure to arouse the mania to heights of fury unknown before. The time came at length, when the good old Bishop thought of a coup de grace to achieve a general victory over the adversary. He commanded that as many as possible of the afflicted should be gathered together to hear high mass, when he trusted that the solemnity of the occasion would be sufficient to defeat what he evidently believed to be the combined forces of Satan. According to the description cited by William Howitt in his paper on "The Devils of Morzine," the assemblage in question, including at least two thousand of the possessed, and a number of spectators, must have far more faithfully illustrated Milton's description of Pandemonium than any mortal scene before enacted. Children and women were leaping over the seats and benches, clambering up the pillars, and shrieking defiance from pinnacles which scarcely admitted of a foothold for a bird. The Bishop's letter contains but one remark which seems to offer a clue to these scenes of horror and madness. He says: "When in my distress and confusion I accidentally laid my hand on the heads of these unfortunate, I found that the paroxysm instantly subsided, and that howler wild and clausious they never had been before, the parties so touched generally sunk down as if they were into a swoon, or deep sleep, and woke up mosly restored to sanity, and a sense of propriety." The complete failure of episcopal influence threw the Government back on the help of medical science. Dr. Constans had, since his first visit, published a report, in which he held out hopes of cure if his advice were strictly followed. He was again commissioned to do what he could for Morzine. Armed with the powers of a dictator he returned there, and backed by a fresh detachment of sixty soldiers, a brigade of gendarmes and a fresh curé, he issued despotic decrees, and threatened the lunatic asylums, and in any case-deportation for the convulsed. He fined any person who accused others of magic, or in any way encouraged the prevalent idea of supernatural evil. He desired the curé to preach sermons against the evil of demonology, but this order could not be carried out by even the most obedient priest. The persons affected with fits were dispersed in every direction. Some were sent to asylums and hospitals, and many were simply exiled from Chablais. They were not allowed to return for ten years. Mr. William Howitt, in his writing in the London Spiritual Magazine says: "We need not point to the salient facts of our narrative, or discuss
the various theories that have been invented to account for
them. It is impossible not to see the resemblance of
the Morzine epidemic with the demonology of the six-
teenth century, and the history of the Jansenist and Ceven-
nes convulsionnaires. Some of the facts we have
related were often observed in the state of hypnotism, or
nervous sleep, with which physicians are familiar. The
hallucinations at which we have given instance are too
common to astonish us. But the likeness of this epidem-
tic to others that have been observed does not account for
its symptoms."

Sword, Magical: (See Magic.)

Symbolism: Divination by the leaves of the fig tree.
Questions or propositions on which one wished to be
enlightened were written on these leaves. If the leaf
dried quickly after the appeal to the diviner, it was an
evil omen; but a good augury if the leaf dried slowly.

Symbolism in Art: "It is in and through symbols," says
Carlyle, "that man, consciously or unconsciously lives,
works, and has his being"; and his words apply very
pertinently to art in all its branches, for every one of these
represents, in the first place, an attempt to reincarnate
something in nature, and this attempt cannot be made
save with the help of a well-pictured figure of a fish; and
this refers indirectly to baptism and symbols evolved betimes, assuming divine and intricate forms.
Another familiar Christian symbol, figuring in numerous
works of art, is the pelican, tearing open its breast and
pouring out its blood for the infant of the first-born; and
sometimes by a picture of a lion, this referring to the phrase
in the Scriptures, "The lion of the tribe of Judah"; while
the Passion is frequently symbolised by a drawing of a
pelican, tearing open her breast to feed her young. Then
the Holy Ghost is invariably suggested by a presentation
of a dove, while the phoenix and the peacock were both
employed as symbols of the Resurrection; nor does the
symbolism in the art of Italy end here, for an early artist
of that country, doing a picture of a saint, would usually
add some sign having reference to an event in the subject's
career, or to some particular predilection on his part.
Thus, if the saint was famous as a devotee of pilgrimage,
a shell was drawn at his feet; or, if the doing of penance
was his particular virtue, a skull was figured on some part
of the picture; while finally, if his life culminated in the
glory of martyrdom, this was hinted at by a sketch of an
axe, a lance or a club.

Mystic symbolism waned in Italy before the eleventh
century was over. Some of the anonymous early Floren-
tines had symbolised love by a great, flaring lamp; but
with the advent of Titian and Veronese all this sort of
thing was discontinued, and amorous scenes were painted
in realistic fashion. The great medieval masters of
religious art, moreover—men like Gilbert and Raphael,
Pinturichio and Michelangelo—scorned to deal in mere
emblems, and strove to depict biblical scenes with a
ruthless veracity to nature, Gilbert going so far as to try
and introduce a species of perspective into bas-relief. But
meanwhile the practice of the fathers of Italian art had been
taken up in France and in Spain, and more especially in
Germany by Altdorfer and Albrecht Düer; while in
England, too, symbolism of various kinds began to become
very manifest in ecclesiastical architecture and crafts-
manship. The beautiful Norman Church with its square
tower gave place to a Gothic one with a spire, symbol of
aspiration; while the wood-work was garnished at places
with emblems of the Passion: nails and a hammer, the
symbol of a flower-de-lis, and this was originally a
drawing of the foot of Buddha, a drawing which evolved
throughout the centuries into the form above-named.

The art of the Hindoos is likewise permeated with
symbolism, much of it quite incomprehensible to Euro-
pesea; while the ancient Greek masters also traded in
symbols, one which occurs repeatedly in their output being
the fig-leaf, which represented simply amorousness, and
was a direct reference to the story of the fall of man as
detailed in the book of Genesis: this same symbol was
found occasionally in early Italian works of art and it is
in these, really, that we find symbolism at its apogee; for
in Italy, more essentially than in any other country, art
was long the handmaiden of the Church, and thus early
Italian painting and sculpture is replete with emblems
referring to the Christian faith. The frequent allusions
in the Old Testament to the hand of God, as the instru-
ment of his sovereign power, naturally inspired primitive
artists to symbolise the deity's omnipotence by drawing a
hand, sometimes with a cross behind it, sometimes emerging
from clouds, while equally common among the primitivestraditions was the practice of expressing the name of Christ by the
two first letters of his name in Greek, and this emblem
was sometimes used as a symbol of baptism; and even
more frequently by the letter X, the Chi, which in the
Christian alphabet stands for Christ, and the other
letters forming the word Christ in Greek, XIOYE, when
separated supplied the initials for the five words, Jesus
Christ, Son of God, Saviour. This symbol was sometimes
expressed by a picture of a lion, this referring to the
phrase in the Scriptures, "The lion of the tribe of Judah";
while the Passion is frequently symbolised by a drawing of a
pelican, tearing open her breast to feed her young. Then
the Holy Ghost is invariably suggested by a presentation
of a dove, while the phoenix and the peacock were both
employed as symbols of the Resurrection; nor does the
symbolism in the art of Italy end here, for an early artist
of that country, doing a picture of a saint, would usually
add some sign having reference to an event in the subject's
career, or to some particular predilection on his part.
Thus, if the saint was famous as a devotee of pilgrimage,
a shell was drawn at his feet; or, if the doing of penance
was his particular virtue, a skull was figured on some part
of the picture; while finally, if his life culminated in the
glory of martyrdom, this was hinted at by a sketch of an
axe, a lance or a club.

Mystic symbolism waned in Italy before the eleventh
century was over. Some of the anonymous early Floren-
tines had symbolised love by a great, flaring lamp; but
with the advent of Titian and Veronese all this sort of
thing was discontinued, and amorous scenes were painted
in realistic fashion. The great medieval masters of
religious art, moreover—men like Gilbert and Raphael,
Pinturichio and Michelangelo—scorned to deal in mere
emblems, and strove to depict biblical scenes with a
ruthless veracity to nature, Gilbert going so far as to try
and introduce a species of perspective into bas-relief. But
meanwhile the practice of the fathers of Italian art had been
taken up in France and in Spain, and more especially in
Germany by Altdorfer and Albrecht Düer; while in
England, too, symbolism of various kinds began to become
very manifest in ecclesiastical architecture and crafts-
manship. The beautiful Norman Church with its square
tower gave place to a Gothic one with a spire, symbol of
aspiration; while the wood-work was garnished at places
with emblems of the Passion: nails and a hammer, the
symbol of a flower-de-lis, and this was originally a
drawing of the foot of Buddha, a drawing which evolved
the roof, and this species of symbolism did not pass away with the middle ages, but was carried on for long afterwards, as also was the "rose window," symbol of the crown of thorns.

The churches' suzerainty over art was virtually dead by the end of the fifteenth century, and thenceforth, during fully a hundred years, painting found its chief patrons in various enlightened kings and noblemen. But symbolism was not altogether ousted accordingly, for the new patrons were hardly collectors in the usual sense of the term, they did not buy landscapes to decorate their dwellings—very few bona fide landscapes were done before the time of Claude, born in 1600—and it was mainly portraits of themselves and their families which they sought. So now, in consequence of this, a new form of symbolism became very manifest in painting, the artist being almost invariably charged to introduce his patron's coat-of-arms into some part of the canvas or panel; and, though this practice began to wane with the advent of the seventeenth century—when collecting in the real sense began painters still continued to trade in emblems of one kind and another. Even Antoine Watteau (born in 1684), doing a portrait of the divine Venetian painter, Cima da Conegliano, painted her with white roses in her lap! and anon this rather obvious symbolism was deepened by the engraver Liotard, for beneath his print after Watteau he inscribed the beautiful if sentimental phrase, "La plus belle des fleurs est dure qu'un matin." A practice akin to this lingered till the close of the eighteenth century in engraving, the engraver of a portrait almost always thinking it necessary to surround his sitter with allegorical accessories; and to choose a good example, in many prints of La Fontaine we find a scene from one of his fables introduced beneath the subject's visage. A few modern engravers have essayed something analogous, Mr. William Strange, for example, engraving a tiny portrait of a soldier in the corner of his familiar plate of Mr. Rudyard Kipling; while reverting to painting many of the great English masters of portraiture saw fit to figure, almost in juxtaposition to the sitter, various items symbolising his tastes or action. Raeburn was among the last to do this, several of his pictures of great lawyers being only embellished with bundles of briefs tied up with red tape; and, though this form of symbolism is practically dead now, the fact remains that most good portrait-painters still choose their repoussoir with a view to its aiding them in adumbrating more completely the sentiment of the subject in hand. Thus, doing a picture of a child, an artist will usually employ a high-pitched background, this being in some degree emblematic of youth; while delineating an old man, he will almost certainly place him in some kind of grass, the grass being almost in juxtaposition to the sitter, that it is through symbols that it "Lives, works, and has its being." (See also Magical Diagrams.)

W. G. B. M.

Sympathetic Magic: (See Magic.)

Table-turning: A form of psychic phenomena in which a table is made to rotate, tilt, or rise completely off the ground by the mere contact of the operator's finger-tips, and without the conscious exercise of muscular force. The modus operandi is exceedingly simple. The sitters take their places round a table, on which they lightly rest their finger-tips, thus forming a "chain." In a few moments the table begins to rotate, and may even move about the room, seemingly carrying the experimenters with it. It was, and is, in high favour among spiritualists as a means of communicating with the spiritual world. The alphabet was slowly repeated, or a pencil was run down the printed alphabet, the table tilting at the letter which the spirits desired to indicate. Thus were dictated sermons, poems, information regarding spiritualistic phenomena, originated in America. It rapidly spread to Europe and was introduced into France, where it soon became immensely popular, and for the time replaced the earlier method of communication by means of raps. It commended itself to the public mainly because the services of an expensive professional medium were not required. In all parts of the country and in every grade of society the popular craze was practised with enthusiasm, and in this case as in others the results increased proportionately with the credibility of the sitters. In these earlier stages of the proceedings the gyrations of the table were attributed entirely to spirit agencies. So serious did matters become at last that men of science could no longer ignore the "manifestations," and were forced to turn the light of scientific knowledge on the phenomena of table-turning and endeavour to explain it on rational grounds. Foremost among these distinguished investigators was the chemist Faraday, who showed by means of simple apparatus of his own devising that the movements of the table were due to unconscious muscular action on the part of the sitters, who were thus themselves the automatic authors of the messages purporting to come from the spirit world. Faraday's apparatus consisted of two thin wooden boards with little glass rollers between, the whole bound together with rubber bands, and so constructed that the slightest lateral pressure on the upper board would cause it to slip a little way over the other. A haystack or a scrap of paper served to indicate any motion of the upper board over the lower. The conclusion drawn from these experiments was that when the sitters believed themselves to be pressing downwards, they were really pressing obliquely, in the direction they expected the table to rotate. Other investigators also held that the expectation of the operators had a good deal to do with the motions of the table. Braid pointed out in the appendix to his Hypnotic Therapeutics that some one generally announced beforehand the direction in which the table would rotate, and so encouraged the expectation of the operators. Another authority, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, shared the same view, as did a committee of four medical men who published their experiences in the Medical Times and Gazette. Among the earliest investigators of the phenomena of table-turning were count de Gasparin and Professor Thury of Geneva, who held séances, and were satisfied that the movements resulted from a force radiating from the operators, to which they gave the name of "electrodylic force." There were others, however, who were less rational in their attempts to explain the phenomenon. The public were on the whole indisposed to accept the conclusions of Faraday and the rest. They preferred the more popular spiritualistic explanations or the pseudo-scientific theories of such men as Dr. Koch, who believed that the "chain" of operators formed a sort of electric battery which supplied the table with vital energy or, as it was called, "electrodylic" force, and made it respond to the will as though it were a part of the human body. Other explanations often were odious profanation, animal magnetism, and, strangest notion of all, the rotation of the earth! In an anonymous pamphlet published during the table-turning epidemic and entitled Table-turning considered in connection with the dictates of reason and common sense, the conclusions of Faraday are ridiculed, and an electrical
Table-turning

Taboo, Taboo or Tapa: A Polynesian word meaning “prohibited” and signifying a prohibition enforced by religious or magical power, which has come to be applied to similar usages among savage peoples all over the world. Taboo, or prohibition, is in the case of sacred things and unclean things. In the first instance, the taboo is placed on the object because of the possession by it of inherent mysterious power. But, taboo may be imposed by a chief or priest. It aims at the protection of important individuals: the safeguarding of the weak, women, children and slaves from the magical influence of more highly-placed individuals: against danger incurred by handling or coming in contact with corpses; or eating certain foods; and the securing of human beings against the power of supernatural agencies, or the depredations of thieves. Taboo may also be sanctioned by social use or instinct. The violation of a taboo makes the offender himself taboo, for it is the characteristic of the taboos that it is transmissible, mesmeric “fluid” which would affect inanimate objects as well as living beings, saw in table-turning a support for their views. The Rev. G. Sandby and the Rev. C. H. Townshend, claimed to have experienced a feeling of fatigue after a table-turning séance as though they had been hypnotising someone. They also felt a tingling sensation in their finger-tips, and Townshend suggested that spirit rappings may be caused by a “disengagement of Zoogen from the System.” Dr. Elliotson himself followed with an admission that the phenomenon was not inexplicable within the bounds of muscular force. There was another set, mainly composed of Evangelical clergymen, who credited the whole business to Satanic agency. The Rev. N. S. Godfrey, the Rev. E. Gillson, and others held stances in which the “spirits” confessed themselves to be either the spirit of a dead totem as oneself, as all the members of a totemic band are supposed to be consanguineous, and such a union might incur the wrath of the patron deity. A very strict taboo is put upon the beholding of certain ritual instruments belonging to some barbarian tribes, but this only applies to women and uninitiated men: the reason for such taboo would be that it was considered degradation for women to behold sacred implements. Taboo, if it does not spring directly from the system known as totemism, was strongly influenced by it—that is, many intricate taboos arose from the totemic system. We have also the taboo of the sorcerer, which in effect is merely a spell placed upon a certain object, which makes it become useless to others. Taboo, or its levitation under such conditions, is to be found in strong force even in the most civilised communities, and from its use the feeling of reverence for ancient institutions and those who represent them is undoubtedly derived.

Talchelrm: A magical sacrifice of cats to the infernal spirits, formerly practised in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. It is believed to have been originally a ceremony of sacrifice to the subterranean gods, imported from more northern lands, which became in Christian times an invocation of infernal spirits. The word “Talchelrm” signifies either an armory, or the cry of a cat, according to the sense in which it is used. A description of the ceremony, which must be performed with black cats, is given in Horne's Deuteronomy: “After the cats were dedicated to all the devils, and put into a magico-sympathetic condition by the shameful things done to them, and the agony occasioned them, one of them was at once put upon the spit, and, amid terrific howlings, roasted before a slow fire. The moment that the howls of one tortured cat ceased in death, another was put upon the spit, for a minute of interval must not take place if they would control hell; and this continued for the four entire days and nights. If the exorcist could hold it out still longer, and even till his physical powers were absolutely exhausted, he must do so.” When the horrible rites had been continued for a time the demons began to appear in the shape of black cats, who mingled their dismal cries with those of the unfortunate sacrifices. At length a cat appeared of larger size and more frightful aspect than the others, and the time had come for the exorcist to make known his demands. Usually he would ask for the gift of second sight, but other rewards might be asked for and received. The
last T'aihieim was said to have been held in Mull about the middle of the seventeenth century. The exorcists were Allan Maclean and his assistant Lachlain Maclean, both of whom received the second sight. Of this particular ceremony Horst says: "The infernal spirits appeared in the early progress of the sacrifices, in the shape of black cats. The first who appeared during the sacrifice, after they had cast the sacrifice, was Lachlain Oer, that if he did not cease before their largest brother came he would never see the face of God. Lachlain answered that he would not cease till he had finished his work if all the devils in hell came. At the end of the fourth day, there sat on the end of the beam in the roof of the barn a black cat with fire-flaming eyes, and there was heard a terrible howl across the streets of Mull unto Mowen." By this time the elder of the two men was quite exhausted, and sank down in a swoon, but the younger was sufficiently self-possessed to ask for wealth and prosperity, which both received throughout their life-time. Shortly before this, Cameron of Lochiel received at a T'aihieim a small silver shoe which, put on the foot of a new-born son of his family, would give courage and fertility to the child. One boy, however, had at his birth, a foot too large for the shoe, a defect inherited from his mother, who was not a Cameron. His lack of the magically bestowed courage was apparent at Sherifmuir, where he died before the enemy.

*Tales of Terror*, by Matthew Lewis. (See Fiction, Occult English.)

**Talisman:** An inanimate object which is supposed to possess a supernatural capacity of conferring benefits or powers in contradistinction to the amulet (q.v.), the purpose of which is to ward off evil. It was usually a disc of metal or stone engraved with astrological or magical figures. **Talisman**s were common in ancient Egypt and Babylon. The virtues of astrological **talisman**s were as follows: The astrological figure of Mercury, engraved upon silver, which is the corresponding metal, and according to the prescribed rites, gave success in merchandize; that of Mars gave victory to the soldier; that of Venus, beauty, and so of the rest. All such talismans are more powerful in the hour of their planet's ascension. There are three general varieties of these potent charms: 1. The astronomical, having the characters of the heavenly signs or constellations. 2. The magical, with extraordinary figures, superstitious words, or the names of angels. 3. The mixed, engraved with celestial signs and barbarous words. To these, Fosbrook, in his *Encyclopedia of Antiquities*, adds two others: 4. The *sigilla planeta*rum, composed of Hebrew numeral letters, used by astrologers and fortune-tellers; and 5. Hebrew names and characters. As an example of the most powerful of the latter, may be mentioned the sacred name of Jehovah. The famous tephilim or phylactery, used in Jewish devotion, and which were bound on the head, the arm, and the hand, may be regarded as **talisman**, and they were the subject of many traditional ceremonies. We may also mention the mesoroth or schedules for door-posts, and another article of this description mentioned in the following quotation from the Talmud: "Whoever has the tephilim bound to his head and arm, and the tseitsa thrown over his garments, and the mezuzah fixed on his door-post, is protected from sin."

Writing of **talisman**s in his *Occult Sciences*, Mr. A. E. Waite says:

"I. The **Talisman** of the Sun must be composed of a pure and fine gold, fashioned into a circular plate, and well polished on either side. A serpentine circle, enclosed by a pentagram must be engraved on the obverse side with a diamond-pointed graving tool. The reverse must bear a human head in the centre of the six-pointed star of Solomon, which shall itself be surrounded with the name of the solar intelligence Pi-Rah, written in the characters of the Magi. This **talisman** is supposed to secure to its bearer the goodwill of influential persons. It is a preservative against death by heart disease, syncope, aneurism, and epidemic complaints. It must be composed on a Sunday during the passage of the moon through Leo, and when that luminary is in a favourable aspect with Saturn and the Sun. The consecration consists in the exposure of the **talisman** to the smoke of a perfume composed of cinnamon, incense, saffron, and red saudal, burnt with laurel-wood, and twigs of desiccated heliotrope, in a new chafing-dish, which must be ground into powder and buried in an isolated spot, after the operation is finished. The **talisman** must be afterwards encased in a satchel of bright yellow silk, which must be fastened on the breast by an interlaced ribbon of the same material, tied in the form of a cross. In all cases the ceremony must be preceded by the conjuration of the Four, to which the reader has already been referred. The form of consecration, accompanied by sprinkling with holy water, may be rendered in the following manner:—

In the name of Elohim, and by the spirit of the living waters, be thou unto me as a sign of light and a seal of will.

"Presenting it to the smoke of the perfumes:—By the brazen serpent before which fell the serpents of fire, be thou unto me as a sign of light and a seal of will.

"Breathing seven times upon the **talisman**:—By the armament and the spirit of the voice, be thou unto me as a sign of light and a seal of will.

"Lastly, when placing some grains of purified earth or salt upon the pentacle:—In the name of the salt of the earth and by virtue of the life eternal, be thou unto me as a sign of light and a seal of will.

"II. The **Talisman** of the Moon should be composed of a circular and well-polished plate of the purest silver, being of the dimensions of an ordinary medal. The image of a crescent, enclosed in a pentagram, should be graven on the obverse side. On the reverse side, a chalice must be composed on a Monday, when the moon is in the first degree of Capricornus or Virgin, and is also well aspected with Saturn. Its consecration consists in exposure to a perfume composed of white saudal, camphor, aloes, amber, and pulverised seed of cucumber, burnt with desiccated stalks of mugwort, moonwort, and ranunculus, in a new earthen chafing-dish, which must be reduced, after the operation, into powder, and buried in a deserted spot. The **talisman** must be sewn up in a satchel of white silk, and fixed on the breast by a ribbon of the same colour, interlaced and tied in the form of a cross.

"III. The **Talisman** of Mars must be composed of a well-polished circular plate of the finest iron, and of the dimensions of an ordinary medal. The symbol of a sword in the centre of a pentagram must be engraved on the obverse side. A lion's head surrounded by a six-pointed star must appear on the reverse face, with the letters of the name Erotosi, the planetary genius of Mars, above the
The Talisman of Jupiter is held to attract to the wearer the benevolence and sympathy of everyone. It averts anxieties, favours honourable enterprises, and augments well-being in proportion to social condition. It is a protector against unjust accusation and the perils of a violent death when it is threatened by Saturn in the horoscope of nativity. It also preserves from death by affection of the liver, by inflammation of the lungs, and by that cruel affection of the spinal marrow, which is termed tabes dorsalis in medicine.

VI. The Talisman of Venus must be formed of a circular plate of purfied and well-polished copper. It must be of the ordinary dimensions of a medal, perfectly polished on both sides. It must bear on the obverse face the letter G inscribed in the alphabet of the Magi, and enclosed in a pentagram. A dove must be engraved on the reverse, in the centre of the six-pointed star, which must be surrounded by the letters which compose the name of the planetary Genius Suroth. This talisman must be composed on a Friday, during the passage of the moon through the first ten degrees of Taurus or Virgo, and when that luminary is well aspected with Saturn and Venus. Its consecration consists in its exposure to the smoke of a perfume composed of violets and roses, burnt with olive wood in a new earthen chafing-dish, which must be ground into powder at the end of the operation and buried in a solitary spot. The talisman must, finally, be sewn up in a satchel of green or rose-coloured silk, which must be fastened on the breast by a band of the same material, folded and tied in the form of a cross.

The Talisman of Venus is accredited with extraordinary power in cementing the bonds of love and harmony between husbands and wives. It averts from those who wear it the spites and machinations of hatred. It preserves women from the terrible and fatal diseases which are known as cancer. It averts from both men and women all danger of death, to which they may be accidentally or purposely exposed. It counterbalances the unfortunate presages which may appear in the horoscope of nativity. Its last and most singular quality is its power to change the animosity of an enemy into a love and devotion which will be proof against every temptation, and it rests on the sole condition that such a person should be persuaded to partake of a liquid in which the talisman has been dipped.

VII. The Talisman of Saturn must be composed of a circular plate of refined and purified lead, being of the ordinary dimensions of an ordinary medal, elaborately polished. On the obverse side must be engraved with the diamond-pointed tool which is requisite in all these talismanic operations, the image of a sickle enclosed in a pentagram. The reverse side must bear a bull's head, enclosed in the star of Solomon, and surrounded by the mysterious letters which compose, in the alphabet of the Magi, the name of the planetary Genius Tempha. The person who is intended to wear this talisman must engrave it himself, without witnesses, and without taking any one into his confidence.

This talisman must be composed on a Saturday when the moon is passing through the first ten degrees of Taurus or Capricorn, and is favourably aspected with Saturn. It must be consecrated by exposure to the smoke of a perfume composed of amber, cassia, frankincense, and sulphur, which must be burnt with cypress, the wood of the ash tree, and sprays of black hellebore, in a new earthen chafing-dish, which must be reduced into powder at the end of the performance, and buried in a deserted place. The talisman must, finally, be sewn up in a satchel of black silk and fastened on the breast with a ribbon of the same material, folded and tied in the form of a cross. The Talisman of Saturn was affirmed to be a safeguard against
death by apoplexy and cancer, decay in the bones, convulsion, paralysis, and decline; it is also a preservative against the possibility of being entombed in a trance, against the danger of violent death by secret crime, poison, or ambush. If the head of the army in war-time were to bury the Talmudim of Saturn in a place where it was found, it might fall into the hands of the enemy, and be destroyed by the simple assignment of the presence of the talismans could not be over - stopped by the opposing host, which would speedily withdraw in discouragement, or in the face of a determined assault." (See Ceremonial Magic.)

Talmud, The: From the Hebrew haman, to learn; the name of the great code of Jewish civil and canonical law. It is divided into two portions—the Mishna and the Gemara; the former constituted the text and the latter was a commentary and supplement. But besides being the basis of a legal code, it is also a collection of Jewish poetry and legend. The Mishna is a development of the laws contained in the Pentateuch. It is divided into six sedarim or orders, each containing a number of tractates, which are again divided into paragim or chapters. The sedarim are: (1) Zeraim, which deals with agriculture; (2) Moed, with festivals and sacrifices; (3) Neidim, with the law regarding women; (4) Nazarim, with civil law; (5) Qidashim, with the sacrificial law; and (6) Tzohor or Tah, with purifications. The Mishna was supposed to have been handed down by Ezra and to be in part the work of Joshua, David, and Solomon, and originally communicated orally by the Deity in the time of Moses. There are two recensions—the Talmud of Jerusalem, and the Talmud of Babylon; which latter besides the sedarim mentioned contains seven additional treatises which are regarded as extra-canonical. The first is supposed to have been finally edited towards the close of the fourth century A.D., and the second by Rabbi Ashi, President of the Academy of Syro in Babylon, somewhat in the fourth century. Though revised from time to time before then, both versions have been greatly corrupted through the interpolation of gross traditions. The rabbinical decisions in the Mishna are entitled halachoth and the traditional narratives kaggadah. The cosmogony of the Talmud assumes that the universe has been developed by means of a series of cataclysms: world after world was destroyed until the Creator made the present globe and saw that it was good. In the wonderful treatise on the subject by Dechtiar which first appeared in the Quarterly Review in 1857, and is reprinted in his Literary Remains, the following passage appears:

"The idea of the creation was not mere matter of speculation. The co-operation of angels, whose existence was warranted by Scripture, and a whole hierarchy of whom had been built up under Persian influence, was distinctly denied. In a discussion about the day of their creation, it is agreed on all hands that there were no angels at first, lest men might say, 'Michael spanned out the firmament on the south, and Gabriel to the north.' There is a distinct foreshadowing of the Gnostic Demiurgos— that antique link between the Divine Spirit and the world of matter—to be found in the Talmud. What with Plato and the Logos, with the Kabbalah and the 'World of Aziluth,' what the Gnostics called more emphatically the wisdom (sofia), or power (dunamis), and Plotinus the nous, that the Talmudical authors call Metatron. There is a good deal in the post-captivity Talmud, about the Angels and the Archangels, who are seven in number, and their Hebrew names and functions correspond almost exactly to those of their Persian prototypes. There are also hosts of ministering angels, the Persian Yasatah, whose functions, besides that of being messengers, were two-fold—

to praise God and to be guardians of man. In their first capacity they are daily creaters by God's breath out of a stream of fire that rolls its waves under the supernatural throne. In their second, two of them accompany every man, and for every new good deed man acquires a new guardian angel, who always watches over his steps. When a man dies, these guardians descend from the celestial battlements to meet him. One says (in the words of Scripture), 'He shall go in peace'; the second takes up the strain and says, 'Who has walked in righteousness'; and the third concludes, 'Let him come in peace and rest upon his bed.' In like manner, when the wicked man passes away, three hosts of wicked angels are ready to escort him, but their address is not couched in any spirit of consolation or encouragement." It would be impossible in this place to give a résumé of the traditional matter contained in the Talmud. Suffice it to say that it is of great extent. It has been considered by some authorities that a great many of the traditional tales have a magical basis, and that magical secrets are contained in them; but this depends entirely upon the interpretation put upon them, and the subject is one which necessitates the closest study.

Tannhäuser: A mediæval German legend which relates how a minstrel and knight of that name, passing by the Horselberg, or Hill of Venus, entered therein in answer to a call, and remained there with the enchantress, living an unholy life. After a time he grew weary of sin, and longing to return to clean living, he forebore the worship of Venus and left her. He then made a pilgrimage to Rome, to ask pardon of the Pope, but when he was told by Urban IV., himself that the papal staff would as soon blossom as such a sinner as Tannhäuser be forgiven, he returned to Venus. Three days later, the Pope's staff did actually blossom, and he sent messengers into every country to find the despairing minstrel, but to no purpose, Tannhäuser had disappeared. The story has a mythological basis which has been laid over by medieval Christian thought, and the original hero of which has been displaced by a more modern personage, just as the Venus of the existing legend is the mythological Venus only in name. She is really the Lady Holda, a German earth-goddess. Tannhäuser was a "minnesinger," or love-minstrel of the middle of the thirteenth century. He was very popular among the minnesingers of that time and the restless and intemperate life he led probably marked him out as the hero of such a legend as has been recounted. He was the hero of many ballads of considerable excellence, which are published in the second part of the "Minnesinger" (Von der Hagen, Leipzig, 1838) and in the sixth volume of Haupt's Zeitschrift für deutsches Alterthum. The most authentic version of this legend is given in Uhland's Aller hoch und niederdeutsche Volkstaler (Stuttgart, 1845). 

Tappan-Richmond, Mrs. Cora L. V.: Perhaps the best known of all the inspirational speakers who have appeared since the beginning of the spiritualistic movement. As a child Mrs. Tappan-Richmond—then Miss Scott—spent some time in the Hopedale Community (q.v.), so that she was early initiated into the mysteries of spiritualism. At the age of sixteen she went to New York, and became an "inspired" lecturer on spiritualism, in which capacity she soon became famous throughout America. Coming to Britain in 1873 she was warmly received by the spiritualists of this country, and for the next twenty years gave frequent trance discourses, characterised by their rhythm and fluency, and the comparative clarity of their ideas.

Tarot, or Tarots, is the French name for a species of playing-cards, originally used for the purpose of divination, and still employed by fortune-tellers. Tarot cards, however,
The tarot pack most in use, observes Ranking, consists of seventy-eight cards, of which twenty-two are more properly known as the tarots, and are considered as the "keys" of the tarot; these correspond with the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, or, according to Foclonnier and to Margiotta, with the alphabet of the Magi. The cards are four: wands, scaphe, cups, and spades. Each suit consists of fourteen cards, the ace, and nine others, and four court cards: king, queen, knight, and knave. The four aces form the keys of their respective suits. As already indicated, the twenty-two "keys of the tarot," which consist of various emblematic figures, are assumed to be hieroglyphic symbols of the occult meanings of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, or, alternatively, the alphabet of the Magi. Immense antiquity is claimed for these symbols, observes Ranking. "Alliette or, by transposition) Etteilla, a French mystic of the beginning of the nineteenth century, ascribed their origin to Hermes Trismegistus, under the name of The Book of Thoth, or The Golden Book of Hermes. Others have sought to identify the tarot with the sibylline leaves," Raymond Lully (1235-1315) is said to have based his great work, Ars Generalis sine Magna, on the application of the occult philosophy contained in the tarot.

The tarot was introduced into Europe by the Gypsies, who had lived for many years among the Gypsies, by whom he was instructed in their lore. Much of the information thus obtained is incorporated in Les Reves, histoire ou le Songe de la Bible des Bohemians (1860), and Le Chef Magique de la Fiction et du Fait (1863). Vaillant's theory has been fully accepted by a French writer, "Papus," who published in 1899 Le Tarot des Bohomians: Le Plus Ancien Livre du Monde (describing it as "la clef absolue de la science occulte"). "The Gypsies possess a Bible," he asserts; "yes, this card game called the tarot which the Gypsies possess is the Bible of Bibles. It is a marvellous book, as Count de Gébelin and especially Vaillant have realized. Under the names of tarot, thora, rota, this game has formed successively the basis of the synthetic teaching of all the ancient peoples.

Although it may not be possible to accept this dictum in its entirety, it is of interest to note that Ranking concludes that these and all other playing-cards were introduced into Europe. The derivation of the word is uncertain, he says, writing in 1902, "that from internal evidence we may deduce that the tarots were introduced by a race speaking an Indian dialect; that the form of the Pope (as portrayed in the tarots) shows they had been long in a
country where the orthodox Eastern Church predominated; and the form of head-dress of the king, together with the hand of the eagle on the shield, shows that this was governed by Russian Grand Dukes, who had not yet assumed the Imperial insignia. This seems to me confirmatory of the widespread belief that it is to the Gypsies we are indebted for our knowledge of playing-cards." It will be seen that this conclusion is based upon independent judgment. As early, however, as 1865—two years after the appearance of Vaillant's last book—E. S. Taylor supported the same hypothesis in his History of Playing Cards. Willshire's (Descriptive Catalogue of Cards in the British Museum, 1877) controversy Taylor's conclusion, on the ground that "whether the Zingari be of Persian or Etruscan origin, they did not appear in Europe before 1477, when cards, had been known for some time." But this objection is nullified by the fact that the presence of Gypsies in Europe is now placed at a date considerably anterior to 1477.

There was, for example, a well-established feudum Asin- gornor, or Gypsy barony, in the island of Corfu in the fourteenth century.

To examine in detail the various emblematic figures of the tarot would demand a disproportionate amount of space. We refer to Vaillant's work, and the King points to two of these twenty-two figures. The others are: the Female Pope, the Queen, Osiris Triumphant, The Wheel of Fortune, Justice, Prudence, Temperance, Strength, Marriage, The Philosopher, The Juggler, Death, The Devil, The Fool, The Lightning-striped Tower, The Sun, The Moon, The Star, The Universe, The Last Judgment. There is great diversity of opinion, even among "initiates," as to the meaning of these symbols. They are very fully discussed in the work of "Papus," already cited; to which the reader is specially referred. On the whole, there is much to be said in favour of the theory that the origin of the tarot is traceable to the esoteric philosophy of the schools of ancient Egypt and Chaldea, by whatever means it has found its way into Europe.

Telekinesis: A term denoting the hypothetical faculty of moving material objects by thought alone. The movement of objects without contact—a frequent phenomenon of the séance-room, including in its wider sense rappings, table-tiltings, levitations, the conveyance of objects, practically all material phenomena, with the possible exception of materialization—is exceeding difficult of explanation on rational grounds, and the attempt to explain it thus, without the intervention of discarnate spirits, has given rise to the telekinetic theory, which holds that all these varied feats are accomplished by the thoughts of medium and sitter, independent of muscular energy, whether direct or indirect. How thought can possibly act in this immediate way on inanimate matter is beyond comprehension in our present state of knowledge. The evidence for telekinesis is very much less than, say, that for telepathy. The telekinetic theory is akin to that offered by the magnetists, who regarded a fluidic or energetic emanation as the cause of the movements.

Telepathy: Of the various branches of psychic phenomena there is none which engages more serious attention at the present day than telepathy or thought transference. The idea of inter-communica tion between brain and brain, by other means than that of the ordinary sense-channels, is a theory deserving of the most careful consideration, not only in its simple aspect as a claimant for recognition as an important scientific fact, but also because there is practically no department of psychic phenomena on which it has not some bearing. To take one instance—a few decades ago the so-called "rationalist" view of ghosts was simply that supernatural phenomena did not exist, but now a telepathic explanation is offered, more or less tentatively, by an ever-increasing body of intelligent opinion. There are those who, while admitting the genuineness of psychic phenomena are yet satisfied that pure psychology provides a field sufficiently wide for their researches, and who are loath to extend its boundaries to include an unknown spiritual world where research becomes a hundred-fold more difficult. To such students the theory of telepathy affords an obvious way of escape from that element of the supernatural to which they are opposed, since it is generally agreed that in seeking an explanation of thought-transference it is a physical process which must be looked for. In the words of Sir William Crookes: "It is known that the action of thought is accompanied by certain molecular movements in the brain, and here we have physical vibrations capable from their extreme minuteness of acting directly on individual molecules, while their rapidity approaches that of the internal and external movements of the atoms themselves."

There is therefore nothing to render the theory of thought-vibrations impossible, or even improbable, though the difficulty of proving it has yet to be overcome. We have, however, to contend with the fact that in many cases on record the most vivid impressions have been transmitted from a distance, thus showing that the distinctness of the impression does not necessarily decrease in proportion as the distance becomes greater. In this case we must either conclude that there are other factors to be taken into account, such as the phenomenon of thought as it has since been christened, telepathy. Viewing their subject in a purely scientific light, trained in the handling of evidence, and resolved to pursue truth with an open and unbiased mind, they did much to bring the study of psychic phenomena into a purer and more intense light. They recognized the untrustworthiness of human nature in general, and the prevalence of fraud even where no object
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deceased, agent, or that it was transmitted while he was yet alive. In the latter case we are confronted with a difficulty—how to account for the time which may elapse between the death of the agent and the appearance of the
to intellectual
theory of latent impressions, which successfully
was that formed by Mr. Podmore (q.v.),
and the percipient was
hypothesized. Sometimes they were asked to visualize, on a
blank card, an image or picture chosen by the agent. At
other times the agent would choose one of a bundle of
cards numbered from 10 to 90, and the percipient was
required to state the number on the picked card, which
was done correctly in a surprising number of cases. We
find, curiously enough, that the results varied in proportion
as the agent and percipient were near or far apart, and were
materially affected by the intervention of a door, or even a
curtain, between the two, but this was ascribed to a lack of
confidence on the part of the percipient, or to such physical
causes as fatigue or ennui, rather than to the limited scope
of the telepathic principle. On the whole we are justified
in thinking that chance alone would not account for the
number of correct replies given by the hypothesized subject.

Towards the end of the century a criticism was levelled
at these experiments by Messrs. Hansen and Lehmann, of
Copenhagen, whose belief it was that the phenomenon known as
"subconscious whispering," together with hyperesthesia on the part of the percipient, would suffice
to produce the results obtained by the Sidgwick.
This suggested explanation, while it does not cover the entire
ground has some right to our consideration. If hypnotism
reveals so marvelous a refinement of the percipients, may
not some elements of hyperesthesia linger in the sub-
consciousness of the normal individual? If dreams contain
in the experience of almost everyone, such curious examples
of deduction, may not the mental under-current follow
in waking moments a process of reasoning of which the higher
consciousness knows nothing? It may, and it does.
That "other self," which is never quite so much in the
background as we imagine, sees and hears a thousand
things of which we are unconscious, and which come to
the surface in dreams, it may be long afterwards; and there
is no reason to suppose that it might not see and hear
indications so slight to be perceived in a greater sphere of
consciousness, and thus account for some cases of "thought
transference."
On the other hand; we have evidences of
telepathy acting at a distance where sub-conscious whispering
and hyperesthesia are obviously out of the question.
Though hyperesthesia may be advanced as a plausible
explanation in one—or, indeed, in many—instances of
telepathy, it cannot be accepted as a complete explanation
unless it covers all cases, and that it certainly does not.
So we must look elsewhere for the explanation, though it
is not without reluctance that we quit a theory so admirably
adapted to known conditions that it scarcely requires
a stretching of established physiological laws to make
telepathy fit as naturally as wireless telegraphy into the
scheme of things.
As has been earlier mentioned, practically every branch
of psychic phenomena would be vitally affected by the
scientific proof of telepathy. Coincident dreams might, in
the majority of cases, be easily explained away. The visions
of the crystal-gazer, the trance-utterances of the medium,
the printed tables, and the like, may be accounted for in
conjunction with the occasional apparitions visiting the normal
individual. Apparitions of the dead, however, do not so
readily submit themselves to a telepathic explanation. If
they are genuine apparitions, and not meaningless
visions, we must either admit that the impression comes from the surviving spirit of the

It is interesting to compare the tone of criticism pronounced
on telepathy in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century with that which characterizes later utterances
of the telepathic theory, of thinkers and people as a doubtful
by-path of psychology, and the change argues that a
fair attempt will be made to reach the truth of the

Literature. — Frank Podmore, _Telepathic Hallucinations; The
Naturalization of the Supernatural; Apparitions
and Thought Transference_; F. W. H. Myers, _Human
Personality_; A. Lang, _Making of Religion_; E. Parish,
_Hallucinations and Illusions_; E. Gurney, _Phantasms
of the Living_; Miss Goodrich Freer, _Essays in
Psychical Research_; _Proceedings and Journal of the Society
for Psychical Research_.

Templars: The Knights Templars of the Temple of Solomon
were a military order, founded by a Burgundian, Hugues
de Peuys, and Godfrey de St. Omer, a French knight, in
1119, for the purpose of protecting pilgrims journeying into
the Holy Land. They were soon joined by other knights,
and a religious chivalry speedily gathered around this
nucleus. Baldwin I., King of Jerusalem, gave them as
headquarters a portion of his palace, contiguous to a
mosque which tradition asserted was part of the Temple
of Solomon, and from this building they took their
designation. One of the purposes of the Society was to convert
and render useful knights of evil life, and so many of these
entered the order, as to bring it under the suspicion of the
Church, but there is every reason to believe that its founders
were inspired by motives of the deepest piety, and that
they lived in a condition akin to poverty, notwithstanding
the numerous gifts that were showered upon them, is the
best proof of this. They had properly constituted officials,
a Grand Master, knights, chaplains, sergeants, craftsmen,
seneschals, marshals, and commanders. The order had
its own clergy exempt from the jurisdiction of diocesan
rulers, and its chapters were held as a matter of course.
The dress of the brotherhood was a white mantle with a red
cross for unmarried knights, and a black or brown mantle
with a red cross for the others. The discipline was of the
very strictest description and the food at the Templars' table
was rough and not always good. By the middle of
the twelfth century, the new order had got a footing in
nearly all the Latin kingdoms of Christendom. Its power grew apace, and its organisation became widespread. It formed, as it were, a nucleus of the Christian effort against the paganism of the east, and its history may be said to be that of the crusading corporation, the greatest commercial agency between the east and west, and as such amassed immense wealth. On the fall of the Latin kingdom in Palestine, the Templars had perforce to withdraw from that country, and although they continued to harass the Saracen power they made but little headway against it, and in reality appear to have undertaken commercial pursuits in preference to those of a more warlike character. When the Temple was at the apogee of its power, its success aroused the envy and avarice of Philip IV. of France, who commenced a series of attacks upon it. The election of Pope Clement V., who was devoted to his interests, and a denunciation of the order for heresy and immorality gave Philip his chance. For several generations before this time, strange stories had been circulating concerning the secret rites of the Templars which were assisted by the very strict privacy of their meetings, which were usually held at day-break with closely-guarded doors. It was alleged that the most horrible blasphemies and indecencies took place at these meetings, that the cross was trampled under foot and spat upon, and that an idol named Baphomet (q.v.) (Baphomet, baptism of wisdom) was adored, or even the Devil in the shape of a black cat. Other tales told of the roasting of children, and the smearing of the idol with their burning fat, and other nonsense was wildly promulgated by the credulous and ignorant. A certain Esquian de Horian, pretended to betray the "secret" of the Templars to Philip, and they were denounced to the Inquisition; and Jacques de Molay, the Grand Master, who had been called from Cyprus to France, was arrested with one hundred and forty of his brethren in Paris and thrown into prison. A universal arrest of the Templars throughout France followed. The wretched knights were tortured en masse, and as was usually the case, under such compulsion, confessed to the most grotesque crimes, and the most damning confession of all, was that of the Grand Master himself, who confessed that he had been guilty of denying Christ and spitting upon the Cross, but repudiated all charges of immorality in indignant terms.

The process dragged on slowly during more than three years, in consequence of the jealousies which arose among those who were brought in as witnesses against them. The pope wished to bring it entirely under the jurisdiction of the church, and to have it decided at Rome. The king, on the other hand, mistrusting the pope, and resolved on the destruction of the order, and that none but himself should reap advantage of it, decided that it should be judged at Paris under his own personal influence. The prosecution was directed by his ministers, Nogaret, and Enguerrand de Marigny. The Templars asserted their innocence, and demanded a fair trial; but they found few advocates who would undertake their defence, and they were subjected to hardships and tortures which forced many of them into confessions dictated to them by their persecutors. During this interval, the pope's orders were carried into other countries, ordering the arrest of the Templars, and the seizure of their goods, and everywhere the same charges were brought against them, and the same means adopted to procure their condemnation, although they were not everywhere subjected to the same severity as in France. At length, in the spring of 1316, the grand process was opened in Paris, and an immense number of Templars, brought from all parts of the kingdom, underwent a public examination. It is doubted by some, who was, that the Templars, at their reception into the order, denied Christ (and sometimes they denied expressly all the saints) declaring that he was not God truly, but a false prophet, a man who had been punished for his crimes; that they had no hope of salvation except by death, and that the ceremony of their initiation into the order, spit upon the cross, and trod it under foot; that they did this especially on Good Friday; that they worshipped a certain cat, which sometimes appeared to them in their congregation; that they did not believe in any of the sacraments of the church; that they took secret oaths which they were bound not to reveal; that the brother who officiated at the reception of a new brother kissed the naked body of the latter, often in a very unbecoming manner; that each different province of the order had its idol, which was a head, having sometimes three faces, and at others only one; or sometimes a human skull; these idols they worshipped in their chapters and congregations, believing that they had the power of making them rich, and of causing the trees to flourish, and the earth to become fruitful; that they girt themselves with cords, with which these idols had been superstitiously touched; that those who betrayed the secrets of their order, or were disobedient, were thrown into prison, and often put to death; that they held their chapters secretly and by night, and placed a watch to prevent them from any danger of infestation or discovery; and that only the Grand Master alone had the power of absolving them from their sins. The publication of these charges, and the agitation which had been designedly got up, created such a horror throughout France, that the Templars who died during the process were treated as condemned heretics, and burial in consecrated ground was refused to their remains.

When we read over the numerous examinations of the Templars, in other countries, as well as in France, we cannot but feel convinced that some of these charges had a degree of foundation, though perhaps the circumstances on which they were founded were misunderstood. A very great number of knights agreed to the general points of the formula of initiation, and we cannot but believe that they did deny Christ, and that they spat and trod upon the cross. The words of the denial were, Je renie Deu or Je renie Jhesu, repeated thrice; but most of those who confessed having gone through this ceremony, declared that they did it with repugnance, and that they spat beside the cross, and not on it. The reception took place in a secret room, with closed doors; the candidate was compelled to take off his old or ill-fitting garments (very rarely the latter), and then he was kissed on various parts of the body. One of the knights examined, Guiscard de Marsi, said he remembered the reception of Hugh de Marhaud, of the diocese of Lyons, whom he saw taken into a small room, which was closed up so that no one could see or hear what took place within; but that when, after some time, he was let out, he was very pale, and looked as though he were troubled and amazed (jusi ulde pallidus et quasi turbatus et stupefascit). In conjunction, however, with these strange and revolting ceremonies, there were others that showed a reverence for the Christian church and its ordinances, a profound faith in Christ, and the consciousness that the partaker of them was entering into a holy vow.

M. Michelet, who has carefully investigated the materials relating to the trial of the Templars, has suggested at least an ingenious explanation of these anomalies. He imagines that the form of reception was borrowed from the figurative mysteries and rites of the early church. The candidate for admission into the order, according to this notion, was first presented as a sinner and renegade, in which character, after the example of St. Peter, he denied Christ. This denial was a sort of pantomime, in which the
novice expressed his reprobate state by splitting on the cross. The candidate was then stripped of his profane clothing, and vested in a black robe, and a secret chapter of faith, and re-dressed with the garb of its holiness. Forms like these would, in the middle ages, be easily misunderstood, and their original meaning soon forgotten.

Another charge in the accusation of the Templars seems to have been to a great degree proved by the depositions of witnesses; the idol or head which they were said to have worshipped, but the real character or meaning of which we are totally unable to explain. Many Templars confessed to having seen this idol, but as they described it differently, we must suppose that it was not in all cases represented under the same form. Some said it was a frightful head, with long beard and sparkling eyes; others said it was a man's skull; some described it as having three faces, some said it was of wood, and others of metal; one witness described it as a painting (tabula picta) representing the image of a man, (imago hominis,) and said that when it was shown to him, he was ordered "to adore Christ his creator." According to some it was a girt figure, either of wood or metal; while others described it as painted black and white. According to another deposition, the idol had four feet--two before and two behind: the one belonging to the order at Paris was said to be a silver head, with two ears and a beard. TheNovices of the order were told always to regard this idol as their saviour. Deodatus Jaffet, a knight from the south of France, who had been received at Poissy, deposed that the person who in his case performed the ceremonies of reception, showed him a head or idol, which appeared to have three faces, and said, "You must adore this as your saviour, and the saviour of the order of the Temple," and that he was made to worship the idol, saying, "Adore be he who shall save my soul."

Cettus Ragonis, a knight received at Rome in a chamber of the palace of the Lateran, gave a somewhat similar account. Many other witnesses spoke of having seen these heads, which, however, were, perhaps, not shown to everybody, for the greatest number of those who spoke on this subject, said that they had heard speak of the head, but that they had never seen it themselves; and many of them declared their disbelieve in its existence. A friar minor deposed in England that an English Templar had assured him that in that country the order had four principal idols, one at London in the sacristy of the Temple, another at Bristol (Bromsgt in Lincolnshire), and a fourth beyond the Humber. Some of the knights from the south added another circumstance in their confessions relating to this head. A Templar of Florence declared that, in the secret meetings of the chapters, one brother said to the others, showing them the idol, "Adore this head. This is your God, and your Mahomet." Another, Gaus model de Montespan, said that the idol was made in the figure of Baphomet (in figura Baphometi); and another Raymond Rubeil, described it as a wooden head, on which was painted the figure of Baphomet, and he adds, "that he worshipped it by kissing its feet, and exclaiming, Yalla," which he describes as "a word of the Saracens" (verbum Saracenum). This has been seized upon by some as a proof that the Templars had secretly embraced Mahometanism. As Baphomet or Baphe- met is evidently a corruption of Mahomet; but it must not be forgotten that the Christians of the West constantly used the word Mahomet in the mere signification of an idol, and that it was the desire of those who conducted the proscription against the Templars to throw their intimate intercourse with the Saracens. Others, especially Von Hammer, gave a Greek derivation of the word, and assumed it as a proof that Gnosticism was the secret doctrine of the Temple.
result, in effect, was the same everywhere. Convicted of heresy, sorcery, and many other abominations, the wretched Templars were everywhere punished with death by fire, imprisonment, and their goods escheated to the various crowned heads of Europe, nearly all of whom followed the avaricious example of Philip of France. Jacques de Molay, the Grand Master, brought out on to a scaffold erected in front of Notre Dame in Paris, and asked to repeat his confession and receive sentence of perpetual imprisonment, flared into sudden anger, recanted all he had said, and protested his innocence. He was burnt, and summoned the Pope and the King with his dying breath, to meet him before the bar of Heaven. Both of these dignatories shortly afterwards died, and it remained in the public mind that the outcome of the Grand Master’s summons had proved his innocence.

As has been said, there is every reason to believe that there was some foundation for the charges of heresy made against the Templars. Their intimate connection with the East, and the long establishment of the order therein, had in all probability rendered their Christianity as a whole quite so pure as that of Western Europe. Numerous treatises have been written for the purpose of proving and disproving the Temple heresy, to show that it followed the doctrines and rites of the Gnostic Ophites of Islam (Baphomet being merely a corruption of Mahomet), and it has been collated with various other eastern systems. Hans Prutz, in his Gehimelie furthered the view of the rejection of Christianity in favour of a religion based on Gnostic dualism, and at once raised up a host of critics. But many defenders of the order followed, and it was proved in numerous instances the confessions wrung from the Templars were the result of extreme torture. In not a few cases they acquiesced, as in Castile, Aragon, Portugal, and at many German and Italian centres. It has also been shown that the answers of a number of the knights under torture were practically dictated to them.

In England, out of eighty Templars examined, only four confessed to the charge of heresy, and of these two were apostates. The whole question may perhaps be summed up as follows. The Templars, through long association with the East, may have become more tolerant of paganism, more broadminded, in their outlook, than their bigoted stay-at-home countrypeople. Expressions as regards the worthiness of Saracen nations, among whom the Templars had many friends, would be regarded as rank in France, Spain and England, and habits acquired by residence in the East would probably add to the growing body of suspicion regarding the loyalty of the order to Christianity. It is even possible that the Templars introduced into their rites practices which savoured of Gnosticism or Mahomedanism, but that is unlikely. The were, in short, the victims of their own arrogance, their commercial success, and the superstitious ignorance of their contemporaries.

It has frequently been asserted that on the death of Jacques de Molay a conspiracy was entered into by the surviving Templars which had for its objects the destruction of the papacy and the several kingdoms of Europe, and that this tradition was handed on through generations of initiates through such societies as the Illuminati and the Freemasons, who in the end brought about the French Revolution. It is doubtful if the French throne. Such a theory, however enticing to the pseudo-occultist, the defender of the theory that occult tradition has descended to us through a direct line of adepts, or the fictioneer, can receive no countenance here, and must be dismissed as a mere figment or imagination.

Temple Church, London: Hargrave Jennings in his Rosicrucians, their Rites and Mysteries, says: The Temple Church, London: presents many mythic figures, which have a Rosicrucian expression. In the spandrels of the arches of the long church, besides the "Beauvoirant" which is repeated in many places, there are the armorial figures following: "Argent, on a cross gules, the Agnus Dei, or Paschal Lamb, or, "Gules the Agnus Dei, displaying over the right shoulder the standard of the Temple; or, a banner, triple crenelated, bearing a cross gules; "Azure, a cross prolonged potently issuant out of the crescent moon argent, horns upwards, on either side of the cross, a star or." This latter figure signifies the Virgin Mary, and displays the cross as rising like the pole, or mast of a ship (arghas) out of the midst of the crescent moon or navis bipora, curved at both ends; "azure, semée of estoiles or. "The staff of the Grand Master of the Templars displayed a curved cross of four spalert, or blades, red upon white. The eight-pointed red Buddhist cross was also one of the Templar ensigns. The Templar arches abound with bannered estoiles, or stars, with wavy or crooked flames. The altar at the east end of the Temple Church has a cross frieze, with lower limb prolonged, or, on a field of estoiles, wavy; to the right is the Decalogue, surmounted by the initials, A.O. (Alpha and Omega), on the left are the monograms of the Saviour, I. C., X. C.; beneath, is the Lord's Prayer. The whole altar displays feminine colours and emblems, the Temple Church being dedicated to the Virgin Maria. The winged horse, or Pegasus, argent, in a field gules, is the badge of the Templars. The tombs of the Templars, disposed around the circular church in London, are of that early Norman shape called dos d’ane; their tops are triangular; the ridge-moulding passes through the temples and out of the mouth of a mask at the upper end, and issues out of the horned skull, apparently of some purposely trodden creature. The head at the top is shown in the "honour-point" of the cover of the tomb.

There is an amount of unsuspected meaning in every curve of these Templar tombs.

Temple of the Dead: Among the Dayaks of Borneo the Ship of the Dead, the vessel which carries the souls of the departed in search of the hereafter, is generally represented as being of the shape of a bird, the rhinoceros-horbill. Accompanying the souls on their journey through the fire-seas are all the stores which have been laid out at the trivah or feast of the dead, and all the slaves who have been killed for that purpose. After some vicissitudes in the fiery sea, the Ship of the Dead, with Tempon-telont at the helm, reaches the golden shores of the Blessed.

Temurah: (See Gematria.)

Tephillin: In the Hebrew tongue means "attachments." They were originally prayer thongs worn by the Jews at morning prayer—one on the left arm and another on the head. They came to be regarded as talismans and were used in many traditional ceremonies. The Talmud says: "Whoever has the tephillin bound to his head and arm is protected from sin."

Topharamanay: A mode of divination in which use is made of the ashes of the fire which had consumed the victims of a sacrifice.

Teraphim, The: Of the nature of oracles. The teraphim were taken away from Jacob by his daughter, Rachel, and this mention of them in the Bible is the earliest record we have of "magical apparatus." Their form is not known; nor the exact use to which they were put; but from an allusion to them in Hosea III., 4, they were evidently not idols. Spencer maintains that they were the same as the "Urim" of Mosaic ritual; at any rate it seems likely that they were used as a means of divination.

Tetramai: (See Alephsmy.)

Tetrad: (See God.)

Tetragram: (See Alephsmy, Magie, and Magical Diagram.)
Tewtons: The Teutonic or "Germanic" nations, embracing the peoples of High and Low German speech, Dutch, Danes, and Scandinavians, have always displayed and still display a marked leaning towards the study and consideration of the occult. We are, however, conscious here with their attitude towards the hidden sciences in more ancient times, and must refer the reader to the article on "Germany" and the other countries alluded to for information upon medieval and modern occultism in them.

But little can be gleaned from the writings of classical authors upon the subject, and it is not until we approach the middle ages, the contemporary manuscripts concerning the traditions of an earlier day, and the works of such writers as Snorre Sturleson and Samson (The Eddas) Saxo-Grammaticus, and such epics or pseudo-histories as The Nibelungenlied that we find any light thrown upon the dark places of Teutonic magical practice and belief. From the consideration of such authorities we arrive at several basic conclusions: (1) That magic with the Tewtons was non-hierophantic, and was not in any respect the province of the priesthood, as with the Celtic Druids; (2) That women were their chief conservators; (3) That it principally resided in the study and elucidation of the runic script, in the same manner as in early Egypt it was part and parcel of the ability to decipher the hieroglyphic characters. Passing from the first conclusion, which is self-evident, as we discover all sorts and conditions of people dabbling in magical practice, we find that to a great extent sorcery—enough seems to have been confined mostly to black magic—was principally the province of women. This is to be explained, perhaps, by the circumstance that only those who could read the runes—that is, those who could read at all—were able to undertake the study of the occult, and that therefore the unlettered warrior, too restless for the repose of study, was barred from all advance in the subject. We find women in all ranks of life addicted to the practice of sorcery, from the queen on the throne to the wise-woman or witch dwelling apart from the community. Thus the mother-in-law of Siegfried bewitches him by a draught, and scores of similar instances could be adduced. At the same time the general type of ancient Teutonic magic is not very high, it is greatly hampered by human considerations, and is much at the mercy of the human element on which it acts, and the very human desires which call it forth. Indeed in many cases it is rendered nugatory by the mere curving of the object upon which it is wrenched. In fine it does not rise very much above the type of sorcery in vogue among barbarian peoples at the present day. It is surprising, however, with all these weaknesses, how powerful a hold it contrived to get upon the popular imagination, which was literally drenched with the belief in supernatural science.

Runes. (German, runes; Anglo-Saxon run; Icelandic run). The word is derived from an old Low German word runen "to cut" or "to carve," and as the runes in more ancient times were invariably carved and not written, it latterly came to designate the characters themselves. As has been said, comparatively few were able to decipher them, and the elucidation was left to the curious, the ambitious among the female sex, and the leisureed few in general, those perhaps including priests and lawmen. Consequently we find the power to decipher them an object of mysterious veneration among the ignorant and a belief that the ability to elucidate them meant the possession of magical powers. The possessors of this ability would in no wise minimise it, so that the belief in their powers and magical supremacy was of a certain amount of patience and natural ability was necessary to the acquirement of such an intricate script.

The tradition that they were connected with sorcery has scarcely yet died out in some parts of Iceland. In later times the word runes came to be applied to all the alphabetical systems employed by the Teutonic peoples before the introduction of Christianity. Their origin is obscure, some authorities denying that it is Teutonic, and asserting that they are merely a transformation or adaptation of the Greek characters, and others that they have a Phoenician or even cuneiform ancestry. That they are of non-Teutonic origin is highly probable, as may be inferred from their strong resemblance to other scripts and from the circumstance that it is highly unlikely that they could have been separately evolved by the Teutonic race in the state of comparative barbarism in which it was when they first came into general use. They have been divided into three systems—English, German, and Scandinavian—but the difference between these is merely local. They were not employed in early times for literary purposes, but for inscriptions only, which are usually found on stone monuments, weapons, implements, and personal ornaments and furniture. In England runic inscriptions are found in the north only, where Scandinavian influence was strongest. The first symbols of the runic alphabet have the powers of the letters f, ð, th, ð, r, c, for which reason the order of the runic letters is called not an alphabet but a futhark. The system is symbolic. Thus its first quantity or letter pictures the head and horns of an ox, and is called fós after that animal, the second is called ær, after the word for "bird," the third thurs, a tree, the others following os, a door: red, a saddle, caem, a torch, all because of some fancied resemblance to the objects, or, more properly speaking, because they were probably derived or evolved from a purely pictorial system in which the pictures of the animals or objects enumerated above stood for the letters of the alphabet. Since these were cut, some connection may be permitted between Anglo-Saxon sceaw, to say, and Latin scribae, to cut, especially when we find secret signatures made of old by merely cutting a chip from the bark manuscript. In spelling, for example, the old sense of "spell" was a thin chip or shaving. Tacitus mentions that in Teutonic divination a rod cut from a fruit-bearing tree was cut into slips, and the slips, having marks on them, were thrown confusedly on a white garment to be taken up with prayer to the gods and interpreted as they were taken. A special use of light cuttings for such fateful cross-readings or "Virgilian lots," may have given to "spells" their particular association with the words of the magician.

Belief in Nature Spirits. The scope of this work is entirely without the consideration of mythology proper, that is to say that the greater deities of the many human religious systems receive no treatment save in several special circumstances. But the lesser figures of mythology, those who enter into direct contact with man and assist him, or are connected with him, in magical practice, receive special and separate notice. Thus the duergir, or dwarfs, trolls, unicorns, nixies, and all the countless host of Teutonic folk-lore are alluded to under their separate headings, and we have here only to consider their general connection with Teutonic man in his magical aspect. His belief in them was distinctly of an animistic character. The dwarfs and trolls inhabited the recesses of the mountains, caves, and the underworld. The nixies and undines dwelt in the lakes, rivers, pools, and inlets of the sea. In general these were friendly to man, but objected to more than an occasional intercourse with him. Though not of the class of supernatural being who obey the behests of man in answer to magical summonses, it is said that especially the dwarfs, often acted as his instructors in art-magic, and many instances of this are to be met with in tales and romances.
of early Teutonic origin. The dwarfs were usually assisted by adventitious aids in their practice of magic, such as belts which endowed the wearer with strength, like that worn by King Laurin, shoes of swiftness, analogous to the seven-league boots of folk-tale, caps of invisibility, and so forth.

Witchcraft.—Witchcraft, with its accompaniment of diabolism was much more in favour among the northern Teutons than it was in Germany, and this circumstance has been attributed to their proximity to the Finns (q.v.), a race notorious for its magical propensities. In Norway, Orkney, and Shetland, we find the practice of sorcery almost exclusively in the hands of women of Finnish race, and there is little doubt that the Finns exercised upon the Teutons of Scandinavia the magnetic influence of a conquered race, that is, they took full advantage of the terror inspired in their conquerors by an alien and unfamiliar religion and ritual, which partook largely of the magical. The principal machinery of Teutonic witchcraft was the raising of storms, the selling of pieces of knotted rope, each knot representing a wind, divination and prophecy, acquiring invisibility, and such magical practices as usually accompany a condition of semi-barbarism. In the North of Scotland the Teutonic and Celtic magical system was so prevalent, that it is said to have met and fused, but not to have clashed, as their many points of resemblance outweighed their differences. As the sea was the element of the people, we find it the chief element of the witch of the northern Teutons. Thus we discover in the Teutonic world the two seeds of Druidism, which have numerous and far apart ramifications. In the saga of Frithjof the Strong we find a witch-wife, Thurid, sending an adrift a magic log which should come to Grettir's island, and which should lead to his undoing. Animal transformation plays a considerable part in Teutonic magic and witchcraft. In early Germany the witch (hexe) seems to have been also a vampire.

Second Sight.—It was, however, in prophecy and divination that the Teutons excelled, and this was more rife among the more northern branches of the people than the southern. Prophetic utterance was usually induced by ecstasy. But it was not the professional diviner alone who was capable of supernatural vision. Anyone under stress of excitement, and particularly if near death, might become "foe," that is prophetic, and great attention was invariably paid to utterances made whilst in this condition.

Literature.—Wilken, Die Prosaischen Edde, Paderborn, 1878; Grimm, Teutonic Mythology; E. S. Budge, Studies in Northern Mythology, 1884; Home of the Edde Poems, 1899; H. A. Berger, Nordische Mythologie, 1834; E. H. Meyer, Germanische Mythologie, 1894; W. Goltz, Religion und Mythen der Germanen, 1909.

Theosophy

Theosophical Society was founded in 1875 by Helena Petrovna Blavatsky and Henry Steel Olcott. They met in America in 1884, where Colonel Olcott was engaged in spiritualistic investigation at the house of the Eddy Brothers in Vermont. Madame Blavatsky was, of course, deeply read in every thing pertaining to the occult and similarity of tastes very naturally drew them together. Scientific materialism was then engaging general attention and making no little progress, and since theosophy is the antithesis of materialism of any kind, it was decided that some society should be formed to combat this movement. In May, 1875, a Miracle Club was formed, but it was a failure. Later in the year, in the month of September, a fresh attempt was however, agreed on and this was made in November with Col. Olcott as president, and Madame Blavatsky as corresponding secretary, and a membership of twenty. This attempt seemed also to be doomed to failure, many members dropping off because no phenomena were manifested and indeed only Col. Olcott and Madame Blavatsky remained with two of the founders of the society and a few other members. Not discouraged by this, however, they decided to amalgamate with the Indian Society, but even this met with no more success, and it was not till by a happy accident the society was removed to Nuremberg that it began to attract attention and make headway. From that time its success was assured and, whatever opinions may be held of the soundness of theosophical teaching, no doubt can be entertained of the extent and influence of the society, which has numerous and far apart ramifications and so different in spirit as America and India, besides every other civilised country in the world. In accordance with the spirit of theosophy, no dogma is demanded of members save acceptance of the belief in the brotherhood of man, so that Christian and Mohammedan may meet on equal terms without any necessity of varying their peculiar religious beliefs. Its activities include study of everything germane to theosophy, religion, philosophy, laws of nature whether patent to all mankind as in the domain of science, or hidden as yet from all but those with special knowledge, as in the domain of the occult. (See Theosophy.)

Theosophical Society of Agrippa: Agrippa (q.v.) established in Paris and other centres a secret theosophical society, the rites of admission to which were of a peculiar character. The fraternity also possessed signs of recognition. Agrippa visited London in 1410, and whilst there he established a branch of the order in that city. A letter of Landulph's is extant in which he introduces to Agrippa a native of Nuremberg resident at Lyons, and whom he hopes "may be found worthy to become one of the brotherhood.

Theosophy: From the Greek theos, god, and sophia, wisdom; a philosophical-religious system which claims absolute knowledge of the existence and nature of the deity, and is not to be confounded with the later system evolved by the founders of the Theosophical Society. This knowledge, it is claimed, may be obtained by special individual revelation, or through the operation of some higher faculty. It is the transcendent character of the godhead of theosophical systems which differentiates them from the philosophical systems of the speculative or absolute type, which usually proceed deductively from the idea of God. God is conceived in theosophical systems as the transcendent source of being, from whom man in his natural state is far removed. Theosophy is practically another name for speculative mysticism. Thus the Kabalistic and Neoplatonic conceptions of the divine emanations are in reality theosophical, as well as the mystical systems of Boehme and Swedenborg. Theosophy has also come to signify the tenets and teachings of the founders of the Theosophical Society. This Society was founded in the United States in 1875 by Madame H. P. Blavatsky (q.v.), Col. H. S. Olcott (q.v.)
Theosophy

and others. Its objects were to establish a nucleus of the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity, to promote the study of comparative religion and philosophy and to investigate the mystic powers of life and matter. The conception of the Universal Brotherhood was based upon the oriental idea of One Life—that ultimate oneness which underlies all diversity, whether inward or outward. The study of comparative religion was materialized into a definite system of belief, the bounds of which were dogmatically fixed. It is set forth in the Theosophical system that all the great religions of the world originated from one, supreme source and that they are merely expressions of a central "Wisdom Religion" vouchsafed to various races of the earth in such a manner as was best suited to time and geographical circumstances. Underlying these was a secret doctrine or esoteric teaching which it was stated, had been the possession for ages of certain Mahatmas, or adepts in mysticism and occultism. With these Madame Blavatsky claimed to be in direct communication, and she herself manifested occult phenomena, producing the ringing of astral bells and so forth. On several occasions these efforts were unmasked as fraudulent, but that is no justification for believing that Madame Blavatsky was entirely a person of deceitful character. There can be very little doubt that she was one of those rare personalities who possess great natural psychic powers, which at times failing her, she was driven in self-protection to adopt fraudulent methods. The evidence for the existence of the "Great White Brotherhood" of Mahatmas, the existence of which she asserted, is unfortunately somewhat feeble. It rests, for the most part, on the statements of Madame Blavatsky, Col. Olcott, Mr. Sinnet, Mr. Leadbeater, and others, who claimed to have seen or communicated with them. With every desire to do justice to these upholders of the Theosophical argument, it is necessary to point out that it has been amply proved that in occult, or pseudo-occult experiences, the question of self-hallucination enters very largely (See Whitecraft), and the ecstatic condition may be answerable for subjective appearances which seem real enough to the visionary. Again the written communications of the Mahatmas give rise to some doubt. It is pointed out for instance that one of them employed the American system of spelling, and this was accounted for by the circumstance that his English had been sophisticated by reading American books.

The revelations of Madame Blavatsky were in reality no more than a revelation to devotees in the service of Brahminic and Kaballistic matter; but the Theosophical Society has numbered within its members several persons of very high ability, whose statement and exegesis of their faith has placed it upon a much higher level and more definite foundation. If the system is intensely dogmatic, it is also constructed in a manner akin to genius, and evolved on most highly intricate lines. This system was to a great extent pieced together after the death of the original founder of the society, on which event a schism occurred in the Brotherhood through the claims to leadership of William Q. Judge, of New York, who died in 1896, and who was followed by Mrs. Katherine Tingley, the founder of the great theosophical community at Point Loma, California. Col. Olcott became the leader of the remaining part of the original Theosophical Society in America and India, being associated with Mr. sinnet, but a more or less independent organisation was founded in England.

A brief outline of the tenets of Theosophy may be attempted. It posits absolute belief in its views instead of blind faith. It professes to be the religion which holds the highest key to popular belief. It has a gospel of life and of the soul. The facts which it was to lay before humanity are as follow:—"There are three truths which are absolute, and which cannot be lost, but yet may remain silent for lack of speech. The soul of man is immortal and its future is the future of the thing, whose growth and splendour has no limit. The principle which gives life dwells in us and without us, in a principle beneficent, is not heard, or seen, or smelt, but is perceived by the man who desires perception. Each man is his own absolute law-giver, the dispenser of glory or gloom to himself, decreer of his life, his reward, his punishment." Although Theosophy posits the existence of an Absolute, it does not pretend to knowledge of its attributes. In the Absolute are innumerable universes, and in each universe countless solar systems. Each solar system is the expression of a being called the Logos, the Word of God, or Solar Deity, who permeates it and exists above it and outside it. Below this Solar Deity are his seven ministers, called Planetary Spirits, whose relation to him is like that of the nerve centres to the brain, so that all his voluntary acts come through him to them. (See Kabala.) Under them are vast hosts or orders of spiritual beings called deities, or angels, who assist in many ways. This world is ruled by a great official who represents the Solar Deity, which is in absolute control of all the evolution that takes place upon this planet. When a new religion is to be founded, this being either comes himself or sends one of his pupils to institute it. In the earlier stages of the development of humanity, the great officials of the hierarchy are provided from more highly evolved parts of the system, but whenever men can be trained to the necessary level of power and wisdom these offices are held by them. They can only be filled by those who in goodness, power and wisdom are immeasurably greater than ordinary men, and have attained the summit of human evolution. These advance until they themselves become of the nature of deities. There are many degrees and many lines of activity among these, but some of them always remain within the touch of the earth and assist in the spiritual evolution of humanity. This body it is which is called the "Great White Brotherhood." Its members do not dwell together, but live separately from the world and are in constant communication with one another and with their head. Their knowledge of higher forces is so great that they have no necessity for meeting in the physical world, but each dwells in his own country, and their power remains unsuspected among those who live near them. These adepts are willing to take as apprentices those who have resolved to devote themselves utterly to the service of mankind, and anyone who will may attract their attention by showing himself worthy of their notice. Such an apprentice was Madame Blavatsky. One of these masters has said: "In order to succeed the pupil must leave his own world and come into ours." The formation of a solar system and the cosmogonic operation of the theosophical conception has been treated in several separate articles; as have the various planes on which the personality of a man dwells in its long journey from earth to the final goal of Nirvana. The theosophical conception of the constitution of man is that he is in essence a spark of the divine fire belonging to the Monadic world (q.v.). For the purposes of human evolution this monad manifests itself in lower worlds. Entering the Spiritual World it manifests itself there as the triple spirit having its three aspects, one of which always remains in the Spiritual Sphere. The second aspect manifests itself in the Intuitional World; and the third in the Higher Mental World; and these two are collated with intuition and intelligence. These three aspects combined make up the man of whom it is said that he is an advanced stage of evolution. The way or path towards enlightenment and emancipation is known asharma. The human personality is composed
of a complex organisation consisting of seven principles which are united and interdependent, yet divided into certain groups, each capable of maintaining a kind of personality. Each of these principles is composed of its own form of matter and possesses its own laws of time, space and motion. The most gross of these, the physical body, is known as \textit{prana} which becomes more and more refined until it reaches the universal self \textit{dmt}; but the circumstance which determines the individual's powers, tests and advantages, or in short his character, is his \textit{karma}, which is the sum of his bodily, mental and spiritual growth and is spread over many lives past and future; in short, as man sows, so shall he reap; and if in one existence he is handicapped by any defect, mental or physical, it may be regarded as the outcome of past delinquencies. This doctrine is practically common to both Buddhism and Brahminism.

After this digression, which was entered into for the purpose of affording a fuller view of the theosophic conception of human personality, we return to the constitution of man. The \textit{ego} existing in the Higher Mental World cannot enter the Physical World until it has drawn around itself a veil composed of the matter of these spheres: nor can it think in any but an abstract manner without them—its concrete ideas being due to them. Having assumed the astral and physical bodies, it is born as a human being; and having lived out its earth-life sojourns for a time in the Astral World, until it can succeed in throwing off the shackles of the astral body. When that is achieved, man finds himself living in his mental body. The stay in this sphere is usually a long one—the strength of the mental constitution depending upon the nature of the thoughts to which he has habituated himself. But he is not yet sufficiently developed to proceed to higher planes, and once more he descends into the denser physical sphere to again go through the same round. Although he come from on high into these lower worlds, it is only through that descent that a full recognition of the higher worlds is developed in him.

In the Higher Mental World, the permanent vehicle is a causal body, which consists of matter of the first, second and third sub-divisions of that world. As the \textit{ego} unfolds its latent possibilities in the course of its evolution, this matter is greatly brought into action; but it is only in the perfect man, or adept, that it is developed to its fullest extent. In the causal body none of the possibilities of the grosser bodies can manifest themselves.

The mental body is built up of the matter of the four lower sub-divisions of the Mental World, and expresses man's concrete thoughts. Its size and shape are determined by those of the causal vehicle.

While on earth the personality wears the physical, mental, and astral bodies all at once. It is the astral which connects him with the Astral World during sleep or trance (See Astral Plane.) It is easy to see how the doctrine of reincarnation arose from this idea. The \textit{ego} must travel from existence to existence, physical, astral, mental, until it transcends the Mental World and enter the higher spheres.

We have in this sketch attempted as far as possible to eschew the oriental verbiage of the older theosophical teachers, which is understood is now replaced by more modern terms, but this we have retained in some of the lesser articles dealing with \textit{Theosophy}.

The theosophic path to the goal of \textit{Nirvana} is practically derived from Buddhist teaching, but there are also other elements in it,—Kaballistic and Greek. The path is the great work whereby the inner nature of the individual is consciously transformed and developed. A radical alteration must be made in the aims and motives of the ordinary mortal. The path is long and difficult, and as has been said extends over many existences. Morality alone is insufficient to the full annihilation the spiritual faculty, without which progress in the path is impossible. Some-thing incomparably higher is necessary. The physical and spiritual exercises recommended by \textit{Theosophy} are those formulated in the Hindu philosophical system known as \textit{Raja Yoga}. The most strenuous efforts alone can impel the individual along the path, and thus the amount by the practice of \textit{Vidyad}, that higher wisdom which awakens the latent faculties and concentrates effort in the direction of union with the Absolute. The way is described as long and difficult, but as the disciple advances he becomes more convinced of his ultimate success, by the possession of transcendental faculties which greatly assist him to overcome difficulties. But these must not be sought for their own sake, as to gain knowledge of them for evil purposes is tantamount to the practice of Black Magic.

It is not pretended that in this brief sketch the whole of the theosophical doctrine has been set forth, and the reader who desires further information regarding it is recommended to the many and excellent handbooks on the subject which now abound.

Theot: (See Franke.)

Thausithya Toelis: (See Key of Solomon the King.)

Thian-Hihi—Or Heaven and Earth League; an ancient esoteric society in China, said to have still been in existence in 1674. The candidate before reception has to answer 333 questions. It professed to continue a system of brotherhood derived from ancient customs.

\textbf{Thomas the Rhymer:} Scottish Soothsayer (circa. 1220.) It is impossible to name the exact date which witnessed the advent of the Scottish soothsayer, \textit{Thomas the Rhymer}, who is well known on account of his figuring in a fine old ballad, duly included in Sir Walter Scott's \textit{Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border}. But \textit{Thomas} is commonly supposed to have lived at the beginning of the thirteenth century, that period being assigned because the name, " Thomas Rimor de Ercildoun," is appended as witness to a deed, whereby one " Petrus de Haga de Bemersyde" agrees to pay half a stone of wax annually to the Abbot of Melrose, and this " Petrus " has been identified with a person of that name known to have been living about 1220. Ercildoun is simply the old way of spelling Earlston, a village in the extreme west of Berwickshire, hard by the line demarking that county from Roxburgh; and it would seem that Thomas held estates in this region, for he is mentioned as a landed-proprietor by several early writers, most of whom add that he did not hold his lands from the Crown, but from the Earl of Dunbar. Be this as it may, Thomas probably spent the greater part of his life in and around Earlston, and a ruined tower there, singularly rich in ivy, is still pointed out as having been his home, and bears his name; while in a wall of the village church there is a lichenized stone with the inscription:

\textit{ " Auld Rhymer's Race Lies in this Place."

and, according to local tradition, this stone was removed to its present resting place from one in a much older church, long since demolished. Nor are these things the only relics of the soothsayer, a lovely valley some miles to the west of Earlston being still known as \textit{" Rhymer's Glen"}; and it is interesting to recall that Turner painted a water-colour of this place, and no less interesting to remember that Sir Walter Scott, when buying the lands which eventually constituted his estate of Abbotsford, sought eagerly and at last successfully to acquire the glen in question. Naturally he loved it on account of its associations with the shadowy past, and Lockhart tells that many of the novelist's happiest times were spent in this romantic place; while he relates how Maria Edgeworth visited it in
Thomas the Rhymer

1833, and that thenceforth Sir Walter used always to speak of a certain boulder in the glen as the “Edgeworth stone,” the lady writer whom he admired so keenly having rested here for a space. It seems probable, however, that the glen was so named by Scott himself.

It is thought that Thomas died about 1297, and it is clear that he had achieved a wide fame as a prophet, many references to his skill in this relation being found in writers who lived comparatively soon after him. A Harleian manuscript in the British Museum, known to have been written before 1300, discloses the significant phrase, “La Comtesse de Donbar demands a Thomas de Essedoune quant la guere descose prendret fut;” but the lady in question was not a contemporary of the prophet. In Barbour’s Bruce, composed early in the fourteenth century, we find the poet saying:

“Sikerly
I hop Thomas prophecy
Off Hersaldoune sall weryfled be.”

Andro of Winton, in the Origine Cronykil of Scotland, also makes mention of Thomas as a redoubtable prophet; while Walter Bower, the continuator of Fordun’s Scoto-romon, recounts how once Rhymer was asked by the Earl of Dunbar what another day would bring forth, whereupon he foretold the death of the king, Alexander III., and the very next morning news of his majesty’s decease was noised abroad. Blind Harry’s Wallaces, written midway through the fifteenth century, likewise contains an allusion to Thomas’s prophesying capacities; while coming to later times, Sir Thomas Gray, Constable of Norham, in his Norman-French Scalawegy, compiled during his captivity at Edinburgh Castle in 1555, speaks of the predictions of Merlin, which like those of “Banaster on de Thomas de Escridoune, ... furownt dits ou figure.”

A number of predictions attributed to Thomas the Rhymner are still current, for instance that weird verse which Sir Walter Scott made the motto of The Brides of Lammermuir; and also a saying concerning a Border family with which, as we have seen, the soothsayer was at one time associated:

“Betide, betide, what’er betide,
There’ll ay be Halgs at Bemersyde.”

It will be observed that both the foregoing are couched in metre, yet there is really no sure proof that the soothsayer was a poet. It is usually supposed that he acquired the sobriquet of Rhymer because he was a popular minstrel in his day, but the fact remains that Rymour was long a comparatively common surname in Berwickshire, and, while it may have originated with Thomas, the assumption has but slight foundation. Again, the prophet of Earlston has been credited with a poem on the story of Sir Tristram, belonging to the Arthurian cycle of romance, and the Advocate’s Library contains a manuscript copy of this, probably written so early as 1300. However, while Sir Walter Scott and other authorities believed in this ascription, it is quite likely that the poem is but a paraphrase from some French troubadour. For generations, however, the Scottish peasantry continued to be influenced by the sayings attributed to “True Thomas,” as they named him, as is witnessed by the publication during comparatively modern times of books containing the prophecies which he is said to have uttered.

Thoth: (See Hermes Trismegistus.)

Thought-Reading: A term somewhat loosely applied to various forms of apperception, even where the methods employed are muscle-reading or actual fraud. It must not be confused with telepathy, for, though both terms are sometimes used synonymously, the latter implies the direct action of one mind on another, independent of the ordinary sense-channels, while no such restrictions are contained in the term “thought-reading.” In early times, when outbursts of ecstatic frenzy were ascribed to demoniac possession, we find the ecstatics credited with the power to read thoughts; witches were supposed to be endowd with the same faculty; and the early magnetists recognised its existence. The advent of spiritualism gave to thought-reading a new impetus. It was now the spirits who read the thoughts of the sitters and replied to them with raps and table-turnings. Until quite recently, however, thought-reading was attributed either to occultism or fraud. Not only was the “etheral vibration” theory, unthought of, but the phenomena of hyperesthesia and subconscious whispering were very imperfectly understood in their bearing on thought-reading. Yet it is probable that these last offered a satisfactory explanation in many cases, especially when the subject was entranced. Professional thought-readers who performed on public platforms indulged largely in fraud. (See Telepathy.)

Thought Transferences: (See Telepathy.)

Thought Vibrations, Theory of: (See Telepathy.)

Tharsis: (See Astrology.)

Tibet: In this country, the stronghold of Buddhism, all superstition circles around the national religion, which at one time has absorbed itself into the aboriginal beliefs and demonology. Nowhere perhaps has such a vast amount of pure superstition crystallised around the kernel of Buddhism,—the pure doctrines of which were found by the Hindu conquerors of the Tibetans to be totally unsuited to the Hindu aborigines of the country, who before the advent of Buddhism were in the animistic stage of religion. This was allowed to revive and rites and ceremonies, charms and incantations, of the very nature which Buddha had so strongly condemned, clustered quickly around his philosophy in Tibet. From this sprang the Tantric system, which is almost a purely magical one. It was founded by Asanga, a monk of Peshawar, who composed its gospel, the Yogachakra Bhumis Sastra in the sixth century A.D. Basing his pantheon upon the deified system of Buddhism then prevalent, Asanga reconciled it to native requirements by placing a number of Sakti devil-gods and goddesses in the lower Buddhistic heavens. These he made subservient to the Buddha. His religion was speedily adopted by the barbarian tribes of Tibet, who sacrificed readily to the deities of this new religion. Very naturally they venerated the magical side of it, their main object being to obtain supernatural power by means of spoken spells and words of power. A very considerable literature sprang up in connection with the new faith, which has been scathingly commented upon by disciples of the purer Buddhism as being nothing more or less than mere barbarian sorcery. Of course the monkish class of lamas found it impossible altogether to ignore the tantric system, but Teongkaps in the middle of the fourteenth century unhesitatingly condemned the whole system. The lamas had and have an esoteric form of Buddhism, which has but little in common with the tantric system of the people, but we find them at festivals and on unbending so far as to represent the various devils and fiends of this faith. As literature, the tantras may be considered as a later development of the Puranas, but they are without any poetic value. They are regarded as gospels by the Saktas, or worshippers of Kali, Durga or Purvati the wife of Siva, or some other creative agency. They abound in magical performances and mystic rites—a great many of which are of a quite unspeakable character. They usually take the form of a dialogue between Siva and his wife. There were originally sixty-four tantras, but as yet no satisfactory scholarly examination has been made of them.
Timaeus of Locri: The earliest known writer on the doctrines of magic. The Timaeus theory of God, the Universe, and the World-soul is thus set forth by Büsing: "God shaped the eternal unformed matter by imparting to it His being. The inseparable united itself with the separable; the unchanging was with the variable; and, moreover, in the harmonic conditions of the Pythagorean system. To comprehend all things better, infinite space was imagined as divided into three portions, which are,—the centre, the circumference, and the intermediate space. The centre is most distant from the highest God, who inhabits the circumference; the space between the two contains the celestial spheres. When God descended to impart His being, the emanations from Him penetrated the whole of heaven, and filled the same with imperishable bodies. Its power decreased with the distance from the source, and lost itself gradually in our world in minute portions, over which matter was still dominant. From this proceeds the continuous change of being and decay below the moon, where the power of matter predominates; from this, also, arise the circular movements of the heaven and the earth, the various rapidities of the stars, and the peculiar motion of the planets. By the union of God with matter, a third being was created, namely, the world-soul, which vitalizes and regulates all things, and occupies the space between the centre and the circumference.”

Tibor van der: Divination by means of cheese. It is practised in divers ways the details of which are not known.

Toltecs: (See Mexico and Central America.)

Tongas: Eskimo familiar spirits. (See Eskimos.)

Tongues, Speaking and Writing in: The speaking and writing in foreign tongues, or in unintelligible outpourings mistaken for such, is a very old form of psychic phenomenon. It was a frequent accompaniment of the epidemic ecstasy which was so common in medieval Europe. Thus the Nuns of Loudon (q.v.) are declared to have understood and replied to questions put to them in Latin, Greek, Spanish, Turkish, and other even less-known languages. The Tremblers of the Cevennes (q.v.) spoke in excellent French, whereas French was to them a foreign language. And practically every epidemic of the kind was characterized by the speaking in tongues, which seemed to be infectious, and spread rapidly through whole communities.

In these early cases the phenomenon was ascribed to the power of supernatural agencies, whether demons or angels, who temporarily controlled the organism of the “possessed.” But analogous instances are found in placid individuals in the annals of modern spiritualism, where they are of course regarded as manifestations of the spirits of the deceased through the material organism of the medium. Comparatively early in the movement there are evidences of speaking and writing in Latin, Greek, French, Swiss, Spanish, and other Indian languages. Judge Edmonds, the well-known American Spiritualist, testified to these faculties in his daughter and niece, who spoke Greek, Spanish, Polish, and Italian at various times, as well as Red Indian and other languages.

Some of these cases are well attested. Two professional mediums (J. V. Mansfield and A. D. Ruggles) are known to have written automatically in many languages, including Chinese and Gaelic, but whether or not they had any previous acquaintance with these languages remains at least a matter of doubt. In still more modern times speaking in tongues has been practised, notably by Hélène Smith, who invented the “Martian language.” On the whole, we may take it that the so-called foreign tongues were generally no more than a meaningless jumble of articulate sounds, of which the spirits themselves sometimes purport to offer a translation. When there is good evidence to show that the writings were actually executed in a foreign language, as in the case of the professional mediums mentioned above, there is generally some reason to suppose a former acquaintance with the language, which the exaltation of memory incidental to the trance state might revive. When unknown tongues were written they were seldom found to correspond with any real language.

Teotlak: Eskimo familiar spirits. (See Eskimos.)

Tetanism: (See Fetichism.)

Tower of London: The jewel-room of the Tower of London is reported to be haunted, and, in 1850, there was published in Notes and Queries by the late Edmund Lenthal Swift, Keeper of the Crown Jewels the account of a spectral illusion witnessed by himself in the Tower. He says that in October, 1817, he was at supper with his wife, her sister, and his little boy, in the sitting-room of the jewel-house. To quote his own words: “I had offered a glass of wine and water to my wife, when, on putting it to her lips, she exclaimed, ‘Good God! what is that?’ I looked up and saw a cylindrical figure like a glass tube, seemingly about the thickness of my arm, and hovering between the ceiling and the table; its contents appeared to be a dense fluid, white and pale azure. This lasted about two minutes, when it began to move before my sister-in-law; then, following the oblong side of the table, before my son and myself, passing behind my wife, it paused for a moment over her right shoulder. Instantly crouching down, and with both hands covering her shoulder, she shrieked out ‘O Christ! it has seized me!’ " "It was ascertained," adds Mr. Swift, "that no optical action from the outside could have produced any manifestation within, and hence the mystery has remained unsolved." Speaking of the Tower, we learn from the same source how "one of the night sentinels at the jewel-house was alarmed by a figure, like a huge bear issuing from underneath the jewel-room door. He thrust at it with his bayonet which stuck in the door. He dropped in a fit and was carried senseless to the guard-room... in another day or two the brave and steady soldier died.”

Tresclitus Alethinus: (See Aretes.)

Trance: An abnormal state, either spontaneous or induced, bearing some analogy to the ordinary sleep-state, but differing from it in certain marked particulars. The term is loosely applied to many varied pathologic conditions—e.g., hypnosis, ecstasy, catalepsy, somnambulism, certain forms of hysteria, and the mediumistic trance. Sometimes, as in catalepsy, there is a partial suspension of the vital functions; generally, there is insensibility to pain and other stimuli applied to the body. The distinguishing feature of the trance is that the subject retains consciousness and gives evidence of intelligence, either his own normal intelligence or, as in cases of possession and impersonation, some foreign intelligence. In the latter case, the subject, though indifferent to sensory stimuli applied to his own person, has been known to exhibit a curious sensitiveness to such stimuli applied to the person of the hypnotist. (See Community of Sensation.)

In Ecstasy, which is frequently allied with hallucination, the subject remains in a state of spiritual rapture, the mind being concentrated on some particular mental image, by means of which hallucination may be induced.

The mediumistic trance is recognized as having an affinity with hypnosis, for the hypnotic trance, frequently-induced, may gradually become spontaneous, when it exhibits strong resemblances to the trance of the medium.
This latter is, among spiritualists, "The Trance" per excellence, and they object to the term being applied in any case where there is no sign of spirit possession. The entranced medium—who seems able to produce such states at will—frequently displays an exaggerated memory (hypermesia), of the special senses (hyperesthesia), and of the intellectual faculties. Automatic writing and utterances are generally produced in the trance state, and often display knowledge of which the medium normally knows nothing, or which, according to some authorities, gives evidence of telepathy. Such are the trance utterances of Mrs. Piper, whose automatic phenomena have in recent years provided a wide field for research for many men of science both in Britain and on the Continent. Naturally these phenomena, and those of all trance mediums, are referred by spiritualists to the agency of disembodied intelligences—the spirits of the dead—acting through the medium's physical organism, a notion which is akin to the old idea of demoniac possession, to which spontaneous trance was referred. Moreover, the trance messages themselves purported to come from the spirits of deceased persons and there are many who see no reason to dispute the effective assertion of the "intelligence," especially when that assertion is supplemented by an exact reproduction of the voice, appearance, and known opinions of the deceased friend or relative whose spirit it seems to be. Such trance impersonations supply a large part of the evidence on which the structure of spiritualism rests. There is, however, nothing to show that the information concerning the deceased, thus reproduced, may not have been obtained by normal means, or, at the most, telepathically from the minds of the sitters.

Trance Personalities: Trance messages purporting to come from the medium's spirit control do not as a rule reveal a very definite personality. The control reflects the thoughts and opinions of the medium and the sitters, possesses little knowledge that they do not possess, and is in general a somewhat colourless creature. Yet not infrequently a trance medium is controlled by a spirit of distinct, not to say distinguished, personality whose education and culture are on a much higher plane than the medium's own, and whose ideas and opinions are quite independent. Such spirits are generally given distinguishing names. They often control the medium alternately with other controls. On the other hand, the medium has generally a monopoly of one or more of these spirits, though sometimes one control may be shared by a number of mediums. Among those who may justly be regarded as the common property of the mediumistic fraternity are the spirits of certain great men—Virgil, Socrates, Shakespeare, Milton, Benjamin Franklin, and Hugo, Swedenborg, and so on. The messages delivered through their control seldom resemble anything they wrote during their lives. It would indeed be ludicrous to hold these great men responsible for the feeble outpourings delivered in their name. These spirits come and go; it is perhaps hardly accurate to call them trance personalities at all. Among the best known of the latter class are the spirits who purported to control the late Mr. Stanton Moses—Imperator, Rector, Mentor, Prudens, and others. What the real names of these controls may be is not known, for Mr. Moses only revealed the existence of these spirits. The controls of Imperator and Rector were among the controls of Mrs. Piper in still more recent years, and indeed much of her automatic discourse did not come directly from the communicating spirits, but was dictated to them by Rector. It has frequently been suggested, and is accepted by certain authorities, that the controls of Mrs. Piper are not identical with those of Stanton Moses, by whom they were written through his hand the well-known Spirit Teachings, but are merely masqueraders. But Mrs. Piper has several interesting trance personalities of her own, without borrowing from anybody. One of her earliest controls was Sebastian Bach, but ere long he gave place to a spirit calling himself "Dr. Painuit," who held sway for a considerable time, but gave place in his turn to George Pelham—"G.P." Pelham was a young author and journalist who died suddenly in 1892. Soon after his death he purported to control Mrs. Piper, and gave many striking proofs of his identity. He constantly referred, with intimate knowledge, to the affairs of Pelham, recognized his friends, and gave to each his due meed of welcome. Not once, it is said, did he fail to recognize an acquaintance, or give a greeting to one whom he did not know. Many of Pelham's old friends did not hesitate to see in him that which he claimed to be. On only one occasion, when asked for the names of two persons who had been associated with him in a certain enterprise, "G.P." refused, saying that as there was present one who knew the names, his mentioning them would be referred to telepathy! Later, however, he gave the names—incorrectly. When "G.P." ceased to take the principal part in the control of Mrs. Piper, his place was taken by Rector and Imperator, as mentioned above. Another well-known medium, Mrs. Thompson, had as her chief control "Nelly," a daughter of her who had died in infancy; also a Mrs. Catterell, and others. The controls of Mrs. Thomson are said not to have shown any very individual characteristics, but to resemble Mrs. Thomson herself very strongly both in voice and manner of speech, though Mrs. Verrall has stated that the impersonations gave an impression of separate identity to the sitter. Mrs. Thomson's early trance utterances were controlled by another band of spirits, with even less individuality than those mentioned. Frequently the mediums and investigators themselves, on reaching the discarnate plane, become controls in their turn. The late Mr. Myers, Mr. Gurney, Dr. Hodgson, and Professor Sidgwick purported to speak and write through many mediums, notably through Mrs. Piper and Mrs. Thomson, of Mrs. Verrall and Mrs. Holland. Many of the statements made by these controls were correct, and some matters revealed which were apparently outside the scope of the medium's normal knowledge, but at the same time several fatal discrepancies were found to exist between the controls and those they were supposed to represent. Thus the script produced by Mrs. Holland contained grave errors purporting to come from Myers, against Eusapia Palladino and her physical phenomena, whereas Myers was known to hold in his lifetime opinions favourable to the physical manifestations. On the whole these trance personalities show themselves decidedly coloured by the personality of the medium, and where the latter was acquainsted with the control the trance personality is proportionately strong, whereas when there was no personal acquaintance it is often of a neutral tint, and sometimes bad guesses are made, as when Mrs. Holland represented the Gurney control as of a brusque and almost discourteous temperament. But such instances must not be taken as impeaching the medium's good faith. Even where the trance personality is patently the product of the medium's own consciousness, there is no reason to suppose that there is any intentional deception. While in some of the most deceiving cases the evidence of a discarnate intelligence is very good indeed, and has proved satisfactory to many prominent investigators.

Transformation: (See Spells)

Transmutation of Metals: (See Alchemy.)

Transmutation of the Body: This is indeed the end and aim of all Alchemy—to restore man to his primordial condition of grace, strength, perfection, beauty and physical immortality. With this in view the alchemists of all the
ages have laboured to discover the secret of the Elixir of Life, which mystics believed would, literally, achieve this renewal of youth, and therefore immortality. Endless receipts for this medicine have been given, and some honestly believed they had attained it; but all to no purpose, and the great secret still remains hidden from human eyes.

Tree Ghosts: Indian tree spirits. Says Mr. Crookes in his "Popular Religion of Northern India." "These tree ghosts are, it is needless to say, very numerous. Hence most local shrines are constructed under trees; and in one particular tree, the Bira, the jungle tribes of Mirzapur locate Bagheswar, the tiger godling, one of their most dreaded deities. In the Konkan, according to Mr. Campbell, the medium or Bhagat who becomes possessed is called Jhund, or 'tree,' apparently because he is a favourite dwelling-place for spirits. In the Dakkhin it is believed that the spirit of the pregnant woman of Chural lives in a tree, and the Abors and Padams of East Bengal believe that spirits in trees kidnap children. Many of these tree spirits appear in the folk-tales. Thus, Devadatta worshipped a tree which one day suddenly clave in two and a nymph struck him with a stone. In the same tree a boy was found, dressed in an emblem of the king of the Yakshas; another story the mendicant hears inside a tree the Yaksha joking with his wife. So Daphne is turned into a tree to avoid the pursuit of her lover."

Tree of Life, The, and The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil: Two of the trees planted by God in the Garden of Eden, which were believed by St. Ambrose to be of mystical significance. The former is understood to be the manifestation of God, and the latter of the worldly wisdom to which our human nature is too apt to incline.

Tremblers of the Cevennes: A Protestant caste of convulsionaries, who during the sixteenth century spread themselves from their centre in the Cevennes over almost the whole of Germany. They possessed, many points of resemblance with cases of possession (q.v.), and are said to have been insensible to throngs and blows with pointed sticks and iron bars, as well as to the oppression of great weights. They had visions, communicated with good and evil spirits, and are said to have performed many miraculous cures similar to the apostolic miracles. They made use of very peculiar modes of treatment called grands secours or secours merveilleurs, which are authenticated by the reports of eye-witnesses and by judicial documents. Although they were belaboured by the strongest men with heavy pieces of wood and bars of iron weighing at least thirty pounds, they complained of no injury, but of experiencing a sensation of pleasure. They were also covered with boards, on which as many as twenty men stood without its being painful to them. They even bore as many as ten blows with a twenty-pounds weight, alternately applied to the breast and the stomach with such force that the room trembled, and they begged that the blows might be laid on harder, as light ones only increased their sufferings. Indeed only those who laid on the heaviest and most strenuous blows were thanked by their sick. It seemed that it was only when the power of these blows had penetrated to the most vital parts that they experienced real relief. Ennemoser explains this insensibility to pain by stating that in his experience "spasmodic convulsions maintain themselves against outward attempts, and even the greatest violence, with almost superhuman strength, without injury to the patient, as it has often been observed in young girls and women, where anyone might have almost been induced to believe in supernatural influence. The tension of the muscles increases in power with the insensibility of the power, so that no outward force is equal to it; and when it is attempted to check the paroxysm with force, it gains in intensity, and according to some observers not less psychical than physical. . . . I have observed the same manifestations in children, in Catholica, Protestants and Jews, without the least variation, on which account I consider it to be nothing more than an human syncope and insensibility."

Trevisa, Bernard: This Italian alchemist's life was a curious and intensely pathetic one. Bent on discovering the philosopher's stone, he began at an early age to lavish huge sums of money on the pursuit; but again and again he was baffled, and it was only when old age was stealing upon him, and he had disbursed a veritable fortune, that his labours were crowned with some measure of success.

Bernard Trevisa, Comte de la Marche, was born in the year 1406 at Padua, a town whose inhabitants were famous for erudition throughout many centuries in the middle ages. His father was a doctor of medicine, so it is probable that Berna received his initial training in science at home; while in the teens he began to devote himself seriously to alchemy, having been lured thereto by reading the works of the famous Eastern philosophers, Geber and Averroes. In the year 1425 he was at Padua, where he continued his studies; and the following year he went to Holland and there, according to legend, he was received with great honour. The result of his studies was that he became convinced of the impossibility of discovering the philosopher's stone; and to this day there is no record of his subsequent life. It is said that he was engaged in the study of the alchemists, and that he became a great expert in the art. It is also said that he continued his work until his death, which occurred in 1442.

Bernard now engaged in a long course of sedulous reading, while he also began to give much time to prayer, thinking by this means to gain his desired end; and anon he started fresh experiments, expending on these some six thousand crowns. But again his devotion and extravagance went unrewarded, year after year went by in this fashion, and betimes Bernard realised that he was past the prime of his life, yet had achieved nothing whatsoever. His bitter disappointment engendered an illness, but scarcely was he restored to health ere he heard that one Henry, a German priest, had succeeded in creating the philosopher's stone; and thereupon Bernard hastened to Germany, accompanied by various other alchemists. After some difficulty they made the acquaintance of the cleric in question, who told them he would disclose all they but furnish a certain sum of money to procure the necessary tools and materials; so they paid as desired, yet having devoted much time to watching the German at work they found themselves no nearer the goal than before.

This last piece of quackery opened Bernard's eyes, and he proclaimed his decision of eschewing hermetic philosophy altogether in the future—a decision which was warmly applauded by his relatives, for already his researches had cost a king's ransom. But it soon transpired that the alchemist was quite incapable of clinging to his resolution, and, growing more ardent than ever, he visited Spain and Great Britain, Holland and France, trying in each of these countries to enlarge his stock of learning, and to make the acquaintance of others who were searching like himself. Eventually he even penetrated to Egypt, Persia and Palestine, while subsequently he travelled in Greece, where he witnessed many alchemical researches; yet all proved vain, and ultimately Bernard found himself impoverished, and was forced to sell his parental estates.
Triad

Being thus without so much as a home, he retired to the island of Rhodes, intending to live there quietly for the rest of his days; but even here his old passion continued to govern him, and craving to make the acquaintance of a priest who knew something of science, the thwarted and ruined alchemist proposed that they should start fresh experiments together. The cleric professed himself willing to give all the help in his power, so the pair borrowed a large sum of money to admit of their purchasing the necessary paraphernalia; and it was here, then, in this secluded island, and while in a literally bankrupt condition, that Bernard made the wonderful discovery with which he is traditionally credited. Doubtless the tradition has little foundation in fact, yet at least the philosopher deserved some reward for his indomitable if foolish perseverance, and it is pathetic to recall that his death occurred soon after the day of his triumph.

In contradistinction to the majority of his brother-alchemists, Bernard appears to have loved actual experiments much better than writing about them. It is probable, however, that he was at least partly responsible for an octavo volume published in 1643, *La Bernard d'Alchmagus, cum Bernard Traveso*; while he is commonly credited with another work also, *La Philosophia Naturale de Meinas*. Herein he insists on the necessity of much manipulation on the part of the scientist who would create the philosopher's stone, and this rather trite observation is followed by a voluminous alchemical treatise, most of it sadly obscure, and demonstrating the author no great expert.

**Triad Society:** An ancient esoteric society of China. The candidate scantily clothed, is brought into a dark room by two members, who lead him to the President, before whom he kneels. He is given a living cock and a knife, and in this posture he takes a complicated oath to assist his brethren in any emergency, even at the risk of his life. He then cuts off the head of the cock, and mingles it with his own, the three assisting individuals adding some of their own blood. After being warned that death will be his portion should he divulge the secrets of the society, he is initiated into them, and is entrusted with the signs of recognition which are in triads. For example a member must lift any object with three fingers only. This society, originally altruisitic, is now of a political character.

**Triangulum:** (See Magius.)

**Triangulum, Michael:** (See Magius.)

**Triune, Ralph Waldo:** (See New Thought.)

**Tripod:** (See Neoceremony.)

**Trihethius:** The son of a German vine-grower, named Heidenberg, received his Latinized appellation from Tritheim, a village in the county containing *Tempon-teroris*. He was born in 1462. He might reasonably be included among those earnest and enthusiastic souls who have persevered in the pursuit of knowledge under difficulties; for his mother, marrying a second time, had no love for the offspring of her first marriage. The young Trihethius was ill-fed, ill-clothed, and over-worked. All day he toiled in the vineyards; but the nights he was able to devote to the acquisition of knowledge, and then he stole away from his miserable home, and perused what books he could beg or borrow, by the light of the moon. As his mind expanded he became sensible of the inestimable benefits derived from his circumstances, and he resolved to study hard. He could not rest content with the few grains of sand he had picked up on the seashore. Extorting his small share of the patrimony bequeathed by his father, he wandered away to Treves, entered himself a student of the Augustinian monastery, and assumed the name of Trihethius. His progress was now as rapid as might be inferred probable from the intensity of his aspirations and the keenness of his intellect. At the age of twenty he had acquired the reputation of a scholar—a reputation which was of greater advantage to him than it is in the 20th century. He was now desirous of once more seeing the mother whom he had never seen. In the winter of 1484 he quitted the cloistered shade of Treves on a solitary journey to Tritheim. It was a dark day, ending in a gloomy, fast-snowing night, and the good student, on his arrival near Speckheim, found the roads impassable. He sought refuge in a neighbouring monastery. There the weather imprisoned him for several days. The imprisonment proved so much to the liking of Trihethius, that he voluntarily took the monastic vows, and retired from the world. In the course of two years he was elected abbot, and devoting all his little fortune to the repair and improvement of the monastery, he gained the love and reverence of the brotherhood, whom he inspired with his own love of learning. But after a rule of one-and-twenty years, the monks forgot all his benefits, and remembered only the severity of his discipline. They broke out in revolt, and elected another abbot. The deposed Trihethius quitted Speckheim, and wandered from place to place, until finally elected Abbot of St. James of Wurzburg, where he died in 1516.

**Triumphal Chariot of Antimony:** (See Valentine, Basii.)

**Trivah:** Among the natives of Borneo the trivah, or feast of the dead, is celebrated after a death has taken place. It is represented in the Talmud by the representation of Tempon-teroris. The body of the deceased (q.v.) is generally set up at the trivah, and sacrifices of fowls are offered to it. Until the trivah has been celebrated the soul's seat is unable to reach the Lewitwias.

**True Black Magic, Book of the:** A Grimoire, which is simply an adapted version of the Key of Solomon (q.v.)

**Tzalath:** An article of apparel, believed to be endowed with talismanic properties. A sentence in the *Talmud* runs thus: "Whoever has the tephilin bound to his head and arm, and the trivah thrown over his garments, ....

**Tzunah:** According to the Kabala, physical or moral uncleanness. The latter is divided into three main divisions—idolatry, murder, and immorality. Sin, says the same authority, is not only rendered imperfect man himself, but is ascribed to the whole of nature, even to the sphere of angels, and the Divinity himself. In physical uncleanness there is a coarser and a more subtle form. The latter causes a dimness in the soul which is most keenly felt by those
Tamer, Divenités, Divenal, the adherents, first to such institutions were by no means uncommon. Balzac seminary instruction of Ruggier, of our Reggie, of the Reform and balances are made to schools and these are compounded from various strange ingredients. There the Prunl Ag., lecturers passed out of the hands of A. J. Davis (q.v.), and lived for about a year in the material universe and the laws of human nature, or as to the exact nature of its curriculum. There are many subjects at the universities, and to prevent them wearying. It moves itself when any danger threatens its possessor.

Typography: The science of various codes being arranged for the purpose. Thus the sitters may read the alphabet aloud, or slowly pass a pencil down a printed alphabet, the rappings indicating the correct letters which, on being joined together, form a message or an answer to some question propounded. One rap may be made to mean "yes," two "no," and so on. (See Rappings.)

Ulysses: (See Michael Maer.)

Universe: The An American periodical having for its aim "the establishment of a universal System of Truth, the Reform and Reorganisation of Society." It made its first appearance in December, 1847, under the editorship of Andrew Jackson Davis (q.v.), and lived for about a year and a half. Its supporters and contributors looked for a new revelation to supplement those of the Old and New Testaments, Swedenborg and Fourier. Attention was given in its pages to prophecy, clairvoyance, somnambulism and trance phenomena generally, while it also taught "an interior and spiritual philosophy" whose central idea was that God was the infinitely intelligent Essence which pervaded all things—the Universal Soul, expressing itself in the material universe and the laws of nature as the human soul expresses itself through the material body. Though the Rochester Rappings broke out some time before the Universalism came to an end, the adherents of the paper did not seem to connect the disturbances with their propaganda. However, many of those who were associated with the Universalism afterwards became editors of spiritualistic papers. In July, 1849 the paper passed into the hands of A. J. Davis, and became The Present Age, under the editorship of W. M. Channing.

Universal Balm: An elixir composed by the alchemists, which formed a sovereign remedy for every malady, and would even bring the dead to life.

Universities (Occult): In many works on the occult sciences allusions are made to schools and universities for the instruction of those who were drawn to them. Thus we are told that Salamanca abounded in such schools; that Jechiel, a Jewish Rabbi of mediæval France, kept such a seminary; and there is reason to believe that in all ages such institutions were by no means uncommon. Balzac alludes to one of them in a well-known novel The Secret of Ruggier, which he places at the time of Catherine de Medici. He says, "At this epoch the occult sciences were cultivated with an ardour which put to shame the incredulous spirit of our century... The universal protection accorded to these sciences by the ruling sovereigns of the times was quite remarkable." He goes on to say that at the commencement of the sixteenth century Ruggier was the member of a secret university for the study of the occult sciences, where astrologers, alchemists, and others, studied several branches of hidden knowledge; but he gives no details as to its locality, or as to the exact nature of its curriculum. There is no doubt that during the Middle Ages many extramural lecturers taught alchemy and kindred subjects at the great universities. Thus Paracelsus lectured on alchemy at the University of Basel, and he was preceded and followed there and elsewhere by many illustrious professors of that and other occult arts. M. Figier in his work Alchemy and the Alchemists (See Alchemy), alludes to a school in Paris frequented by alchemists, which he himself attended in the middle of the last century. The school—an ordinary chemical laboratory through the day—became in the evening a centre of the most elaborate alchemical study, where Figier met many alchemical students, visionary and practical, with one of whom he had a prolonged argument, which we have outlined at considerable length in the article "Alchemy." Many professors of the occult sciences in early and later times drew around them considerable bands of students and assistants and formed distinct schools for the practice of magic and alchemy, principally the latter. The College of Augurs in Rome and the Calmecac of Ancient Mexico are distinct examples of institutions for the study of at least one branch of occult science, and in this connection the House of Wisdom of the Ismaelites at Cairo may be mentioned. It is likely that in ancient Egypt and Babylonia, institutions of the kind flourished more or less in secret. Mme. Blavatsky insists to the last that a great "school" of illuminated occult adepts flourished in Tibet; but as nobody except herself and her immediate friends ever saw them, or had any dealings with them; and as all proof is against the existence of such a semi-divine brotherhood, her statements must be taken as being somewhat open to question. There is, however, no reason to doubt that bodies of men who study the higher occultism do exist in various Asiatic centres, whatever the nature of their powers, supernormal or otherwise, may be. Vague rumours reach students of occultism every now and again of schools or colleges on the continent of Europe, the purpose of which is to train aspirants in the occult arts; but as definite information is seldom forthcoming regarding these, they can only be merely alluded to here. The "School for the Discovery of the Lost Secrets of Antiquity," which flourishes at Lotus-land, California, was founded by Catherine Tingley late in the nineteenth century, and is under theosophical régime. Numerous small bodies for the study of occultism exist in every town of considerable size in Europe and America; but these cannot be dignified even by the name of "schools," as they are for the most part private affairs, the occultism of which is of an extremely amateurish and innocent character.

Uran: A spirit. (See Babylon.)

Uran and Thummims: (See Boehmes.)

Uran and Thummim: A means of divination employed by the ancient Hebrews, and which it was believed consisted of a species of casting lots. Their form and method of use is uncertain, but from passages in the Book of Samuel, it seems probable that (1) they were used to determine guilt and innocence, and (2) that this was done by means of categorical questions, to which the suspected person answered "Yes" or "No." They appear to have been the prerogative of the priesthood.
Valentine, Basil: This German adept in hermetic philosophy in common with a number of his contemporaries is supposed to have been born at Mayence, and in the year 1624 was appointed a Benedictine monk at Erfurt, where he resided, and eventually became Prior. He appears to have been a very modest person, for according to Olaus Borrichius, the author of De Ortu et Progressu Chemicu, Valentine imprisoned all the manuscripts of his scientific writings inside one of the pillars of the Abbey Church; and there they might have remained for an indefinite period, but a thunderstorm chanced ultimately to dislodge them from their curious hiding-place. It is possible, of course, that this incarceration was not altogether due to modesty on the writer's part, and arose rather from his dread of a visitation from the Inquisition in the event of their discovering his alchemical proclivities; but be that as it may, Valentine's works certainly mark him as a very shrewd man and a capable scientist. In contradistinction to most analogous medieval literature, his treatises are not all couched in Latin, some of them being in high Dutch and others in the author's native German, and prominent among these is The Triumphant Charlot of Antimony, first published at Leipzig in 1624. Herein Valentine exalts antimony as an excellent medicine, while the volume likewise embodies a lengthy mystical treatise on the philosopher's stone, and was written in a style which would dislodge the reader from his study and make him diligently ponder over the method of obtaining chlorohydric acid from salt-water; while moreover, reverting to his faith in antimony, he has been credited with having been the first to extract this from sulphur.

Vampire: Vampire, South Russian vpir, probably from the root pi, to drink, with the prefix va, or va.) A dead person who returns in spirit from the grave for the purpose of destroying and sucking the blood of living persons, or a living sorcerer who takes a special form for the same purpose. The conception of a vampire is rifest among Slavonic peoples, and especially in the Balkan countries, and in Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, and in these territories from 1730-35 there was a well-marked epidemic of vampirism, but it is by no means confined to them. In White Russia and the Ukraine it is believed that vampires are generally wizards or sorcerers, but in Bolivia and Serb, is it thought that any corpse over which a cat or a dog jumps or over which a bird has flown is liable to become a vampire. In Greece (q.v.) a vampire is known as a broncasior or boukakolos, which has been identified with the Slavonic name for "werewolf" (q.v.), uhodlak, or vuholak. The vampire, too, is often supposed to steal the heart of his victim and to roast it over a slow fire, thus causing interminable amorous longings.

Marks of a Vampire. —Vampirism is epidemic in character. Where one instance is discovered it is almost invariably followed by several others. This is accounted for by the circumstance that it is believed that the victim of a vampire pines and dies, and becomes in turn a vampire himself after death, and so duly infects others. On the disINTERMENT of a suspected vampire various well-known signs are looked for by experienced vampire-hunters. Thus, if several holes are bored in the earth about the breadth of a man's finger, are observed in the soil above the grave the vampire character of its occupant may be suspected. On unearthing the corpse it is usually found with wide-open eyes, ruddy and breathless, with long black hair and lips and a general appearance of freshness, and showing no signs of corruption. It may also be found that the hair and nails have grown as in life. On the throat two small livid marks may be looked for. The coffin is also very often full of blood, the body has a swollen and gorged appearance, and the shroud is frequently half-devoured. The blood contained in the veins of the corpse is found on examination to be in a fluid condition as in life, and the limbs are pliant and flexible and have none of the rigidity of death.

Examples of Vampirism. —Many well-authenticated examples of vampirism exist. Charles Ferdinand de Schertz in his work Magia Posthuma printed at Olmuts in 1706 relates several stories of apparitions of this sort, and particularises the mischief done by them. One, among others, is of a herdsman of the village of Blow near the town of Kadam in Bohemia, who appeared for a considerable time after his death, and, upon the request of several persons, who all died within eight days. At last, the inhabitants of Blow dug up the herdsman's body, and fixed it in the ground with a stake driven through it. The man, even in this condition, laughed at the people that were employed about him, and told them they were very obliging to furnish him with a stick with which to defend himself from the dogs.

The soldier soon propagated the story through his regiment, and by this means it reached the general officers, who commissioned the count de Cabreras, a captain in Alandetti's regiment of foot, to make an exact enquiry into the fact. The count, attended by several officers, a surgeon, and a notary, came to the house, and took the deposition of all the family, who unanimously swore that the spectre was the landlord's father, and that all the soldier had said was strictly true. The same was also attested by all the inhabitants of the village.
"In consequence of this the body of the spectre was dug up, and found to be in the same state as if it had been but just dead, the blood like that of a living person. The count de Cabreras ordered his head to be cut off, and the corpse to be buried again. He then proceeded to take depositor against other spectres of the same sort, and particularly against a man who had been dead above thirty years, and had made his appearance several times in his own house at meal-time. At his first visit he had fastened upon the neck of his own brother, and sucked his blood; at his second, he had treated one of his children in the same manner; and the third time, he fastened upon a servant of the family, and all three died upon the spot.

"Upon this evidence, the count gave orders that he should be dug up, and being found, like the first, with his blood in a fluid state, as if he had been alive, a great nail was drove through his temples, and he was buried again. The count ordered a third to be burnt, who had been dead above sixteen years, and was found guilty of murdering two of his own children by sucking their blood. The commission then made his report to the general officers, who sent a deputation to the emperor's court for further directions; and the emperor dispatched an order for a court, consisting of officers, lawyers, physicians, chirurgeons, and some divines, to go and enquire into the cause of these extraordinary events, upon the spot.

"The gentleman who acquainted me with all these particulars, had them from the count de Cabreras himself, at Fribourg in Brisgau, in the year 1770.

Other instances alluded to by Calmet are as follows:

"In the part of Hungary, known in Latin by the name of Oppida Hicdonum, on the other side of the Tibiscus, vulgarly called the Teyas; that is, between that part of this river which water the happy country of Tobay, and the frontiers of Transylvania, the people named Heydukes, have a notion that there are dead persons, called by them vampires, which suck the blood of the living, so as to make them fall away visibly to skin and bones, while the carcasses themselves, like leeches, are filled with blood to such a degree that it comes out at all the apertures of their body. This notion has lately been confirmed by several facts, which I think we cannot doubt the truth of, considering the witnesses who attest them. Some of the most considerable of these facts I shall now relate.

"About five years ago, an Heyduke, named Arnold Paul, an inhabitant of Medreiga, was killed by a cart full of hay that fell upon him. About thirty days after his death, four persons died suddenly, with all the symptoms usually attending those who are killed by vampires. It was then remembered that this Arnold Paul had frequently told a story of his having been tormented by a Turkish vampire, in the neighbourhood of Cassova, upon the borders of Turkish Servia (for the notion is that those who have been passive vampires in their life-time become active ones after death; or, in other words, that those who have had their blood sucked become suckers in their turn) but that he had been cured by eating some of the earth upon the vampire's grave, and by rubbing himself with his blood. This precaution, however, did not hinder him from being guilty himself after his death; for, upon digging up his corpse forty days after his burial, he was found to have all the marks of an arch-vampire. His body was fresh and ruddy, his hair, beard, and nails were grown, and his veins were full of fluid blood, which ran from all parts of his body upon the shrub, the time when he was buried. At this time, the bailiff of the village, who was present at the digging up of the corpse, and was very expert in the whole business of vampirism, ordered a sharp stake to be drove quite through the body of the deceased, and to let it pass through his heart, which was attended with a hideous cry from the carcass, as if it had been alive. This ceremony being performed, they cut off the head, and burnt the body to ashes. After this, they proceeded in the same manner with the other four persons that died of vampirism, lest they also should be troublesome. But all these executions could not hinder this dreadful prodygry from appearing again last year, at the distance of five years from its first breaking out into the space of three months, seventeen persons of different ages and sexes died of vampirism, some without any previous illness, and others after languishing two or three days. Among others, it was said, that a girl, named Stanoeka, daughter of the Heyduke Jotuitzo, went to bed in perfect health, but arose in the middle of the night, trembling, and crying out that the son of the Heyduke Millo, who died about nine weeks before, had almost strangled her while she was asleep. From that time she fell into a languishing state, and died at three days' end. Her evidence against Millo's son was looked upon as a proof of his being a vampire, and, upon digging up his body, he was found to be such.

"At a consultation of the principal inhabitants of the place, attended by physicians and chirurgeons, it was considered how it was possible that the plague of vampirism should break out anew, after the precautions that had been taken some years before; and, at last, it was found out that the original offender, Arnold Paul, had not only destroyed the four persons mentioned above, but had killed several beasts, which the late vampires, and particularly the son of Millo, had fed upon. Upon this foundation a resolution was taken to dig up all the persons that had died within a certain time. Out of forty were found seventeen, with all the evident tokens of vampirism; and they had all stakes drove through their hearts, their heads cut off, their bodies burnt, and their ashes thrown into the river.

"All these several enquiries and executions were carried on with all the forms of law, and attested by several officers who were in garrison in that country, by the chirurgeon-major of the regiments, and by the principal inhabitants of the place. The original papers were all sent, in January last, to the Imperial council of war at Vienna, which had issued out a commission to several officers, to enquire into the truth of the fact.

Methods of Extermination.—The commonest methods of the extermination of a vampire are: (a) beheading the suspected corpse; (b) taking out the heart; (c) impaling the corpse with a white-thorn stake (in Russia an aspen), and (d) burning it. Sometimes more than one or all of these precautions is taken. Instances are on record where the grave of as many as thirty or forty persons have been disturbed during the course of an epidemic of vampirism and their occupants impaled or beheaded. Persons who dread the visits or attacks of a vampire sleep with a wreath made of garlic round the neck, as that esculent is supposed to be especially obnoxious to the vampire. When impaled the vampire is usually said to emit a dreadful cry, but it has been pointed out that the gas from the intestines may be forced through the throat by the entry of the stake into the body, and that this may account for the sound. The method of discovering a vampire's grave in Serbia is to place a virgin boy upon a coal-black stallion which has never served a mare and marking the spot where he will not pass. An officer quartered in Wallachia wrote to Calmet as follows, giving him an instance of this method:

"At the time when we marched at the same manner in Wallachia, there died of this disorder two dragoons of the company in which I was cornet, and several more who had it would have died also, if the corporal of the company had not put a stop to it, by applying a remedy commonly made use of in that country. It is of a very singular kind,
and, though infallibly to be depended on, I have never met with it in any other district.

"They pick out a boy, whom they judge to be too young to have lost his maidenhead, and mount him bare upon a coal-black stone-horse, which has never leaped a mare. This virgin-pair is led about the church-yard, and across all the graves, and wherever the animal stops, and refuses to go on, in spite of all the whipping they can give him, they conclude they have discovered a vampire. Upon opening the grave, they find a carcass as fresh and fair as if the person were only in a slumber. The next step is to cut off his head with a spade, and there issues from the wound such a quantity of fresh and florid blood, that one would swear they had cut the throat of a man in full health and vigour. They then fill up the pit, and it may be depended on that the disorder will cease, and that all who were ill of it will gradually get strength, like people that recover slowly after a long illness. Accordingly this happened to our troopers, who were attacked with the distemper. I was at that time commanding officer of the troop, the captain and lieutenant being absent, and was extremely angry at the corporal for having made this experiment without me. It was with great difficulty that I prevailed with myself not to reward him with a good cudgel, a thing of which the officers of the emperor's service are usually very liberal. I would not, for the world, have been absent upon this occasion, but there was now no remedy."

A Bulgarian belief is that a wizard or sorcerer may entrap a vampire by placing in a bottle some food for which the vampire has a partiality, and on his entry in the shape of fluid or straw, sealing up the flask and throwing it into the fire.

Scientific Theories of Vampirism.—The English custom of piercing suicides' bodies with a stake would appear to be a survival of the belief in vampirism. Such demons are also to be seen in the Polynesian _titi_, the Malay _hantu penyairan_, a dog-headed, water-demon, and the _kapoh_ of the Karen, which under the form of a wizard's head and stomach devours human souls. Tylor considers vampires to be "causes conceived in spiritual form to account for specific facts of wasting disease." Afanasiu{c} regards them as thunder-gods and spirits of the storms who during winter slumber in their cloud-collars to rise again in spring and draw moisture from the clouds. But this theory will scarcely recommend itself to anyone with even a slight knowledge of mythological science. Calmet's difficulty in believing in vampires is that he could not understand how a spirit could leave its grave and return thence with ponderable matter in the form of blood, leaving no trace showing that the surface of the earth above the grave had been stirred. But this view might be combated by the theory of the precipitation of matter.

Literature.—De Schertz, _Magia Posthuma_, Olmutz, 1706; Calmet, _A Dissertation on Abhorritons_ (Eng. trans.), 1759; Ennemoser, _History of Magic_; Heremberg, _Philosophic et Christiancit Cogitationes de Vampires_, 1733; Mercure Galant, 1693 and 1694; Ranft, _De Masticatione Mortuorum in Tumulis_, Leipzig, 1728; Rehrus, _De Masticatione Mortuorum_, 1697; _Herc. Der Wermufl_, Stuttgart, 1662; Radcliff, _Songs of the Russian People_, 1873; Russian Folk Tales, 1873; Mannhardt, _Uber Vampirismus_, in _Vol_. IV. of _Zeitschrift fur Deutsche Mythologie_.

Van Calest, _Ellce_ : (See Holland.)

Van Herwenen, T. D.: (See Holland.)

Van Vasten: (See Fiing Dutchman.)

Vanderseeke: (See Flying Dutchman.)

Vanga: The un proleted members of the Ndembo Secret Society of the Lower Congo.

Varley, Cromwell: A distinguished electrician and fellow of the Royal Society, who on several occasions turned his knowledge of electricity to account in devising tests for spiritualistic mediums. In March, 1874, he applied such a test to Miss Florence Cook in a materialisation séance. The experiment, in common with many of these earlier tests, has since been proved inadequate. (See Spiritualism.)

Vassago: The spirit of the crystal, who is invoked by the crystal-gazer for the purposes of his art.

Vaudooe (See Witches.)

Vaughan, Diana: Author of _Memories of an ex-Palladist_ in which she states that she was a member of a Satanist association of Masonic origin in Charleston, U.S.A., presided over at one period by Albert Pike (q.v.). Her pre-tensions, which will scarcely bear a strict investigation, are that she was the chosen bride of Asmodeus and was on terms of intimacy with Lucifer, the deity worshipped by the Palladist confraternity.

Vauderie: A connection with the Satanic powers, so called from Robinet de Vaulde, a hermit, one of the first persons accused of the crime. In 1453 the Prior of St. Germain-en-Laye, Guillaume de l'Allive, a doctor of theology, was accused of Vauderie, and sentenced to perpetual imprisonment. Six years later there was burned at Lille a hermit named Alphonso, who preached heterodox doctrines. Such were the preludes of a persecution which, in the following year, the Vicar of the Inquisition, administrator of the Diocese of Arras, seconded by the Count d'Etampes, Governor of Artois, directed at first against loose women, but afterwards against citizens, magistrates, knights, and especially the wealthy. The procedures against the accused had almost always for their basis some accusation of sorcery. Most of the unhappy creatures confessed to have attended the "Witch's Sabbath," and the strange revelations wrung from them by torture, will give some idea of the ceremonies which according to the popular tradition, were enacted in the lurid festivals presided over by Satan. Here are some extracts from the judgment pronounced at Arras in 1460 upon five women, a painter, and a poet, nick-named "an abbé of little sense," and aged about seventy, and several others, who all perished in the flames kindled by a barbarous ignorance and fed by a cruel superstition.

"And the said Inquisition did say and declare, that those hereunder named had been guilty of Vauderie in manner following, that is to say:—That when they wished to go to the said Vauderie, they, with an ointment given to them by the devil, anointed a small wooden rod and their palms and their hands; then they put the wand between their legs, and soon they flew wherever they wished to go, over fair cities and streams; and the devil carried them to the place where they should hold their assembly, and in this place they found others, and tables placed, loaded with wines and viands; and there they found a demon in the form of a goat, a dog, an ape, or sometimes a man; and they made their oblation and homage to the said demon, and adored him, and yielded up to him their souls, and all, or at least some portion, of their bodies; then, with burning candles in their hands, they kissed the rear of the goat-devil . . . . (Here the Inquisitor becomes untranslatable) . . . . And this homage done, they trod and trampled upon the Cross, and belched with their spittle, in contempt of Jesus Christ, and the Holy Trinity, then turned their backs towards heaven and the firmament in contempt of God. And after they had all eaten and drunk well, they had carnal intercourse all together, and even the guise of man and woman, and had intercourse with both sexes. And many other crimes, most filthy and detestable, they committed, as much against God as against nature, which the said Inquisitor did not dare to name, that innocent ears might not be told of such villainous enormities."
The eagerness displayed by the Inquisitor and his acolytes so excited the public indignation, that at the close of the year 1460 the judges did not dare any longer to condemn to death the unfortunate wretches accused, it is said only for the purpose of depriving them of their property; during the case of great wrongs, a reaction set in—a re-action in favour of the right; and thirty years later, when the county of Artois had been re-united to the Crown, the Parliament of Paris declared, on the 20th of May, 1491, these trials "abusive, void, and falsely made," and condemned the heirs of the duke of Burgundy and the principal judges to an amned of 500 Parisian livres, to be distributed as a reparation among the heirs of the victims.

Vedanta Yogā: The higher branch of Hindu yoga practice.
Vedanta-Gitabha: A secret tribunal which during the Middle Ages exercised a peculiar jurisdiction in Germany and especially in Westphalia. Its origin is quite uncertain. The sessions were often held in secret, and the uninitiated were forbidden to attend them on pain of death. The most absurd stories have been circulated concerning them,—that they met in underground chambers and so forth. These have been discounted by modern research. Far from dabbling in the occult, these courts frequently punished persons convicted of witchcraft and sorcery.

Velleda: A prophetess among the ancient Germans, of whom Tacitus says: "She exercised a great authority, for women have been held here from the most ancient times to be prophetic, and, by excessive superstition, as divine. The fame of Velleda stood on the very highest elevation, for she foretold to the Germans a prosperous issue, but to the legions their destruction! Velleda dwelt upon a high tower, whence messengers were dispatched bearing her oracular counsels to those who sought them; but she herself was rarely seen, and none was allowed to approach her. Cerelia is said to have secretly begged her to let the Romans have better success in war... The Romans, as well as those of her own race, set great store on her prophecies, and sent her valuable gifts. In the reign of the Emperor Vespasian she was honoured as a goddess."

Vellis: An evil spirit who assaulted St. Margaret but was overcome by her. On being asked by St. Margaret who he was and whence he came, he replied: "My name is Vellis, and I am one of those whom Solomon by virtue of his spells, confined in a copper cauldron at Babylon; but when the Babylonians, in the hope of finding treasure dug up the cauldron and opened it, we all made our escape. Since that time or about the year 1310, I have been a destructor of righteous persons; and I have long been striving to turn thee from the course thou hast embraced."

Verrideus: A demon of the second order, master of ceremonies at the infernal court. He is charged with the transport of witches to the Sabbath. He takes the names of Master Persil, Sante-Buisson, and other names of a pleasant sound, so as to entice women into his snares.

Veritas Society: (See Holland.)
Veillée la (Journal): (See France.)
Vervain: A sacred herb with which the altars of Jupiter were sprinkled. Water containing vervain was also sprinkled in houses to cast out evil spirits. Among the druids particularly it was employed in connection with many forms of superstition: They gathered it at day-break, before the sun had risen. Later her directions fell to the same usage, and the demonologists believe that in order to evoke demons it is necessary to be crowned with vervain.

Vestments, Magiel: (See Magiel.)

Vibhā in Theosophy is the knowledge by which man on the Path can discern the true from the false and so direct his efforts aright by means of the mental faculties which he has learnt to use. It is the antithesis of Avidya. (See Path, Avidya, and Theosophy.)

Vidma: Russian name for a witch. (See Blava.)
Villa, The: Villa were nymphs who frequented the forests that clothed the bases of the Eastern Alps. They have been called "the dancing glades". As in the case of all great wrongs, a reaction set in—a reaction in favour of the right; and thirty years later, when the county of Artois had been re-united to the Crown, the Parliament of Paris declared, on the 20th of May, 1491, these trials "abusive, void, and falsely made," and condemned the heirs of the duke of Burgundy and the principal judges to an amned of 500 Parisian livres, to be distributed as a reparation among the heirs of the victims.

Villafranche, Arnold de: Arnold de Villamara was a physician by profession, and is reported to have been something of a theologian besides a skilled alchemist. His native place has never been determined, but Catalonia, Milan and Montpellier have all been suggested; while as to the precise date of his advent, this too is uncertain yet appears to have been about the middle of the thirteenth century. Arnold studied medicine for many years at the Sorbonne in Paris, which in mediavul times was the principal European nursery of physicians; and thereafter he travelled for a long time in Italy, while subsequently he penetrated to Spain. Here, however, he heard that a friend of his was in the hands of the dreaded Inquisition; and, fearing that he likewise might be trepanned by that body, he withdrew speedily to Italy. For a considerable period he lived at Naples, enjoying there the friendly patronage of the Neapolitan sovereign, and spending his time less in the actual practice of his profession than in the compilation of various scientific treatises; while at a later date he was appointed physician in ordinary to Pope Clement V., so presumably the rest of his life was spent mainly at Rome, or possibly at Avignon. Meanwhile his interest in alchemy had become more widely known, and indeed many people declared that his skill herein was derived from communications with the arch-fiend himself, and that the physician accordingly deserved nothing less than burning at the stake; while he also elicited particular enmity from the clergy by sneering openly at the monastic régime, and by declaring boldly that works of charity are more acceptable to God than the repetition of paternoclasses. Thanks to Papal favour, nevertheless, Arnold went unscathed by his enemies; but soon after his death, which occurred about the year 1310, they decided that they had dealt too leniently with the deceased, and in consequence they signified their hatred of him, by ordering certain of his writings to be burned publicly at Tarragona.

Arnold was acquainted with the preparation of oil of turpentine and oil of rosemary, while the marcasite frequently mentioned by him is supposed to be identical with bismuth. His most important treatises are his Theauram Theasaurum, Rosarium Philosophorum, Speculum Alchemiae and Perfectum Magisterum; while two others of some moment are his Testamentum and Scientia Scientia. A collected edition of his works was issued in 1520, while several writings from his pen are embodied in the Bibliotheca Chemica Curiosa of Mangetus, published in 1702.

Villas, l’Abbe de Montfaucon de: French Mystic (1655-1673)

This Churchman, author and mystic was what the French style of the period is termed "Atheist." He was born in 1653 at Toulouse, not very far from the seaport town of Bordeaux; and at an early age he espoused holy orders, while in 1657 he left the south and came to Paris, eager to win fame as a preacher. Nor did this ambition of his go ungratified, his success in the pulpit winning him numerous admirers; but he soon grew...
more interested in literature than in clerical affairs, and in 1670 he published his first and most important book, Comit du Gabalis. Ostensibly a novel, this volume is largely a veiled satire on the papal court. It was a great success at the time very popular both in France and in England; but the satirical element in Villars' paper is supplemented by a curious blend of history, philosophy, and mysticism; and, as much of the last-named is of a nature distinctly hostile to the dogmas of Rome, the author soon found himself in ill odour with his brother clerics. Probably it was for this reason that he renounced the pulpit, yet his literary activities were not vitiated by persecution; and in 1671 he issued De la Délicatesse, a satirical treatise, couched in the form of dialogues, in which the author takes the part of one, a priest who had lately been writing in opposition to Port Royal doctrines. Like its predecessor this new book made a considerable stir, and Villars began to write voluminously, at the same time plunging deeply into the study of various kinds of mysticism; but his activities were suddenly terminated in an unexpected fashion, for in 1673 he was murdered on the public highway not far from Lyons, whither he was journeying from Paris. Presumably he had incurred the hatred of some one by his book De la Délicatesse, and his enemies sought to frustrate the posthumous publication of divers works from Villars' pen. Within the first decade succeeding his death three such works appeared, L'Amour sans Faiblesses, Anne du Biatlagny, and Critique de la Blémère de Racine et de Corneille, the last-named subsequently winning the encomiums of a shrewd judge, Mme. de Sévigné; while so late as 1715 a further production by Villars was issued, a sequel to the Comit du Gabalis, bearing the significant title of Nouveaux Entraînements sur les Sciences secrètes. This volume elicited ready and wide interest among thinkers in the eighteenth century, and it may be briefly described as a treatise opposing the philosophical theories of Descartes, or rather, opposing the popular misapprehension and abuse of these.

Vintris, Eugène: A Norman peasant of great devoutness, who in the year 1639 was fixed upon by the Saviours of Louis XVII. (q.v.), as a fitting successor to their prophet Martin who had just died. They addressed a letter to the pretended Louis XVII, and arranged that it should fall into the hands of Villars. It contained promises for the reign to come and in mystical expressions calculated to inflame the brain of a person of weak and excitable character such as Villars was. In a letter Villars himself describes as follows the manner in which the communication was accompanied by learning and enlightenment. Thus among the Greeks and Romans of the classic period they were comparatively rare, though visions of demons or gods were occasionally seen. On the other hand, among Oriental races the seeing of visions was a common occurrence, and these took more varied shapes. In medieval Europe, again, visions were almost commonplace, and directions were given by the Church to enable men to distinguish visions of divine origin from those false delusions which were the work of the Devil. Visions may be roughly divided into two classes—those which are spontaneous, and those which are induced. But, indeed, the great majority belong to the latter class. Ennemoer enumerates the causes of such appearances thus: (1) Sensitive organism and delicate constitution; (2) Religious education and ascetic life (fasting, penance, etc.); (3) Narcotics—opium, wine, opium, narcotic salves (witch-salves); (4) Delirium, monomania; (5) Fear and expectation, preparatory words, songs, and prayers. Among the visions induced by prayer and fasting, and the severe self-discipline of the religious ascetic, must be included many
historical or traditional instances—the visions of St. Francis of Assisi, St. Anthony, St. Bernard Ignatius, St. Catherine of Siena, St. Hildegard, Joan of Arc. It may be noted that the convent has ever been the special haunt of religious visions, probably for the reasons above mentioned. But the most potent means for the production of visionary appearances are those made use of by the Orientals. Narcotics of all kinds—opium, hashish, and so on—are indulged in, and physical means used for this express purpose. Thus the Brahmans will gaze for hours at a time at the sun or moon, will remain for months in practically the same position, or will practise all manner of mortification of the body, so that they may fall at length into the visionary sleep (a species of catalepsy.) The narcotic salves with which they anoint themselves are said to be similar to the witch-salves used in the Middle Ages, which induced in the witch the hallucination that she was flying through the air on a goat or a broomstick. Opium also is said to produce a sensation of flying, as well as visions of celestial delight. Alcoholic intoxication induces visions of insects and small animals, as does also nitrogen. The vapours rising from the ground in some places, or those to be found in certain caverns, are said to exercise an effect similar to that of narcotics. The Indians of North America practise similar external methods of inducing visions—solitude, fasting, and the use of salts or ointments. The savages of Africa have dances which, by producing severe diarrhoea, help them towards a desired visionary ecstasy. The northern savages attain the same end by the use of drums and noisy music. Spontaneous visions, though less common, are yet sufficiently numerous to merit attention here. The difficulty is, of course, to know just how far "fear and expectation" may have operated to induce the vision. In many cases, as in that of Swedenborg, the visions may have commenced as "visions of the night," hardly to be distinguished from dreams, and so from vision of an "inner" nature to clearly externalised apparitions. Swedenborg himself declares that when seeing visions of the latter class he used his senses exactly as when awake, dwelling with the spirits as a spirit, but able to return to his body when he pleased. An interesting case of spontaneous vision is that of Benvenuto Cellini (q.v.). Visions are by no means confined to the sense of sight: Taste, hearing, smelling, touch, may all be experienced in a vision. Joan of Arc, for instance, heard voices encouraging her to be the deliverer of her country. Examples may be drawn from the Bible, as the case of the child Samuel in the Temple, and his instance could be multiplied from ages and all times. The visions of Fadage and the "Philadelphia Society," or, as they called themselves later, the "Angelical Brethren," in 1651 are noteworthy in this respect because they include the taste of "brimstone, salt, and soot." In the presence of the "Angelical Brethren" pictures were drawn on the window-pane by invisible hands, and were seen to move about.

Physiological explanations of visions have from time to time been offered. Plato says: "The eye is the organ of a fire which does not burn but gives a mild light. The rays proceeding from the eye meet those of the outward light. With the departure of the outward light the inner also becomes less active; all inward movements become calmer and less disturbed; and should any more prominent influences have remained they become in various points where they congregate, so many pictures of the fancy."

Democritus held that visions and dreams are passing shapes, ideal forms proceeding from other beings. Of death-bed visions Plutarch says: "It is not probable that in death the soul gains new powers which it was not before possessed of when the heart was confined within the chains of the body; but it is much more probable that these powers were always in being, though dimmed and clogged by the body; and the soul is only then able to practise them when the corporeal bonds are loosened, and the dropping limbs and stagnating juices no longer oppress it." The spiritualistic theory of visions can hardly be called a physiological one, save in so far as spirit is regarded as refined matter. An old theory of visionary ecstasy on these lines was that the soul left the body and proceeded to celestial spheres, where it remained in contemplation of divine scenes and persons. Very similar to this is the doctrine of Swedenborg, whose spirit, he believed, could commune with discarnate spirits—the souls of the dead—as one of themselves. To this may be directly traced the doctrines of modern spiritualism, which thus regards visions as actual spirits or spirit scenes, visible to the ecstatic or entranced subject whose spirit was projected to discarnate planes. The question whether or no visions are contagious has been much disputed. It has been said that such appearances may be transferred from one person to another by the laying on of hands. In the case of the Scottish seers such a transference may take place even by accidental contact with the seer. The vision of the second person is, however, less distinct than that of the original seer. The same idea prevailed with regard to the visions of magnetised patients. In so far as these may be identified with the collective hallucinations of the hypnotic state, there is no definite scientific evidence to prove their existence. Visions have by no means been confined to the ignorant or the superstitious. Many men of genius have been subject to visionary appearance. While Raphael was trying to paint the Madonna she appeared to him in a vision. The famous composition known as the "Devil's Sonata" was dictated to Tartini by the Evil One himself. Goethe also had visions. Blake's portraits of the Patriarchs were done from visionary beings which appeared to him in the night. And such instances might easily be multiplied.

Vitality, according to theosophists, comes from the sun. When a physical atom is transmuted with vitality, it draws to itself six other atoms and thus makes an etheric element. The sum of their vitality is then divided among each of the atoms and in this state the element enters the physical body by means of one of the sense organs or chakiams of the etheric double—that situated opposite the spleen. Here the element is divided into its component parts and these are conveyed to some of the various parts of the physical body. It is on vitality that the latter depends, not only for life but for its well-being in life. A person sufficiently supplied with it enjoys good health and one insufficiently supplied is afflicted with poor health. In the case of a healthy person, however, more vitality is drawn in than is necessary for the vital purposes and the superfluous vitality acts beneficially on his neighbours, whether human or animal, while it can also be directed in certain definite channels to the healing of diseases and so forth. With unhealthy persons, the case is, of course, reversed, and they devitalise the more healthy, with whom they come in contact.

Vjeles, a Slav name for a witch: (See Slav.)

Vukub-Gam : (See Hell.)

W

Waffer: The sacred wafer is often used by devil-worshippers for purposes of profanation. (See Devil-worship.) There was found in the house of the notorious witch, Dame Alice Kyteler (q.v.), a wafer of sacramental bread, bearing thereon the name of the Devil.
Waldenses: The name of a Christian sect which arose in the south of France about 1150. They were much the same in origin and ethics as the Albigenese (q.v.), that is, their religious system rested upon that of Manichaeism, which believed in dualism and severe asceticism. It undoubtedly arose from the desire of the bourgeoisie class to have changes made in the clerical discipline of the Roman Church. Its adherents called themselves cathari thus demonstrating the eastern origin of their system. There were two classes of these, credentes and perfecti, or neophytes and adepts — the perfecti only being admitted to the esoteric doctrines of the Waldensian Church. Outwardly its aim and effort was rationalistic; but the inner doctrine partook more of the occult. It was in 1170 that Peter Wald, a rich merchant of Lyons, sold his goods and gave them to the poor, and from him the sect was named. The earliest account of Waldensian beliefs is that of an enemy, Sacconli, an inquisitor of the Holy Office, who wrote about the middle of the thirteenth century. He divides the Waldensians into two classes, those of Lombardy, and those north of the Alps. The latter believed that any layman might consecrate the sacrament of the altar, and that the Roman Church was not the Church of Christ; while the Lombardian sect held that the Roman Church was the Scarlet Woman of the Apocalypse. They also believed that the wind men were priests. As their opinions became more widespread, persecution became more severe, and the Waldensians latterly withdrew themselves altogether from the Church of Rome, and chose ministers for themselves by election. A war was issued for their extermination, and a crusade was directed against them; but they survived these attacks, and so late as the time of Cromwell were protected by him against the Duke of Savoy and the French king. Their ministers were later subsidised by the government of Queen Anne, and this subsidy was carried on until the time of Napoleon, when he granted them an equivalent. Latterly they have received much assistance from various Protestant countries of Europe, especially from England; and at the present time number some 12,000 to 13,000 communicants.

During the Middle Ages, it was strongly held by the priesthood of the Roman Church that, like the Albigenese, the Waldensians had a diabolic element in their religion and they have been from time to time classed with the various secret societies that sprang up in medieval Europe, such as the Knights Templar, the Rosicrucians, and all the rest; but although they possessed an esoteric doctrine of their own, there is no reason to believe that this was in any way magical, nor in any manner more “esoteric” than the inner doctrine of any other Christian sect.

Wallace, Alfred Russel: A distinguished British naturalist, who discovered the theory of evolution independent of Darwin. He was born at Usk, in Monmouthshire, on the 8th of January, 1823. His scientific studies included an encyclopaedia of natural history, and he became a firm believer in the genuineness of all manifestations. Dr. Wallace had unique opportunities for studying these in connection with Mrs. Guppy, who, as Miss Nicholls, lived for a time with his sister. Among his works was one entitled Mystical Music and Mental Speech, published in 1881. Dr. Wallace’s views on psychic phenomena remained unchanged until his death in 1903. His scientific position made him a tower of strength to the spiritualists.

Wallenstein, Albert Von, Duke of Friedland: (See Astrology.) Wandering Jew, The: A medieval German legend which has several forms. Through various writers, and differing in detail, the essential features of the narratives which have been handed down to us, are the same. The legend is that as Christ was dragged on his way to Calvary, he passed the house of a Jew, and staying there, sought to rest a little, being weary under the weight of his cross. The Jew, however, inspired with the adverse enthusiasm of the mob, drove Him on, and would not allow Him to rest there. Jesus, looking at him, said, “I shall stand and rest, but thou shalt go till the last day.” Ever afterwards the Jew was compelled to wander over the earth, till this prophecy should be fulfilled.

The legend of the Wandering Jew is to be regarded as the epic of the Semite people in the Middle Ages.

In some parts of Germany we find the Wandering Jew identified with the Wild Huntsman, whilst in several French districts that mythical character is regarded as the wind of the night. The blasp in horn, which, rushing through the valleys creates a hollow booming sound not unlike a great bugle. In this legend we have in all probability the clue to the mythological side of the story of the Wandering Jew. Or perhaps the idea of the Wandering Jew has been fused into that of the Messiah doctrine. The resemblance between the two conceptions would be too strong to escape the popular mind. From a literary point of view this legend has been treated by Eugene Sue and Croly. Wannchaf Nat: An evil spirit. (See Burma.)
the exception of five were killed. Mr. Begbie goes on to say that he was told by a nurse that a dying soldier spoke to her of the reluctance of the Germans to attack our line, "because of the thousands of troops behind us." This man had heard German prisoners say so and fully believed
in the phantomal nature of those supporting hosts.
In his monograph on the Bowmen at Mona, Mr. Machen put forward the idea that those seen before the retreat from Mona were the spirits of the English bowmen who had fought at Agincourt and this idea gained wide prevalence, an interesting monograph being written upon it by Mr. Ralph Shirley. Men from the front, too, have stated to interviewers that phantasms of the dead frequently appeared in the space between the German and British trenches called "No Man's Land."
Mr. Shirley has also written an excellent pamphlet on "Prophecies and Omens of the Great War," dealing with the various oracle utterances on the gigantic struggle, which may be referred to with confidence.
Stories, too, were current in the earlier times of the war regarding the appearance of saintly and protective figures resembling the patrons of the several allied countries. Thus the English were convinced that in certain engagements they had beheld the figure of Saint George mounted on a white charger and the French were equally sure that the figure in question was either Saint Denis or Joan of Arc. Wounded men in base hospitals asked for medallions or coins on which the likenesses of these saints were impressed in order to verify the statements they made.
Wayland Smith: A famous character in German mythological romance and father of Weltich, whom he trained in the art of warfare and sent to the Court of Dietrich in Bern. To him he gave the sword Miming and told him of a mermaid, his ancestress, to whom he was to apply when in difficulty. He is also referred to in the Sigfried story, being in company with a smith named Mimi, when Sigfried joined the smithy. His workmanship is praised in the Beowulf Saga and he is mentioned there and elsewhere as a maker of impregnable armours. He is the supernatural smith of the Teutonic peoples, and is comparable to Vulcan in Roman, and to Hephaestus in Greek mythology.
War, Major: (See Scotland.)
Wehr : (See Hypnotism.)
Welschaupt: (See Illuminati.)
Werner, Dr. Hefnloeh: (See Spiritism.)
Werewolf: A man temporarily or permanently transformed into a wolf, from the Anglo-Saxon wer, a man, and wulf, a wolf. It is a phase of Lycaanthropy (q.v.), and in ancient and medieval times was of very frequent occurrence. It was, of course, in Europe where the wolf was one of the largest carnivorous animals, that the superstition gained currency, similar tales in other countries usually introducing bears, tigers, and so forth.
The belief is probably a relic of early cannibalism. Communities of semi-civilised people would begin to shun those who devoured human flesh, and they would be ostracised and classed as wild beasts, the idea that they had something in common with these would grow, and the conception that they were able to transform themselves into veritable animals would be likely to arise therefrom.
There were two kinds of werewolf, voluntary and involuntary. The voluntary would be, as has been said, those persons who, because of their taste for human flesh, had withdrawn from intercourse with their fellows. These appeared to possess a certain amount of magical power, or at least sufficient of it to transform themselves into the animal shape at will. They effected by merely disposing, by the taking off a garment, putting on a similar belt of wolf-skin, obviously a substitute for an entire wolf-skin. But we also hear of their donning the entire skin. In other instances the body is rubbed with a magic ointment, or water is drunk out of a wolf's footprint. The brains of the animal are also eaten. Olaus Magnus says that the werewolves of Livonia drained a cup of beer on initiation, and repeated certain magic words. In order to throw off the wolf shape the animal girdle was removed, or else the magician merely muttered a certain formula. In some instances the transformation was supposed to be the work of Satan.
The superstition regarding werewolves seems to have been exceedingly prevalent in France during the 17th century as is evidenced by numerous trials, in some of which it is clearly shown that murder and cannibalism took place. Self-hallucination, too, was accountable for some of these cases, the supposed werewolves fully admitting that they had transformed themselves and had slain numerous persons. But at the beginning of the 17th century, commonsense came to the rescue, and persons making such confessions were not credited. In Teutonic and Slavonic countries it was complained by men of learning that werewolves did more damage than the real criminals, and a regular "college" or institution for the practice of the art of animal transformation was attributed to them.
Involuntary werewolves were often persons transformed into an animal shape because of the commission of sin, and condemned to pass so many years in that form. Thus certain saints metamorphosed sinners into wolves. In Armenia it is thought that sinful women are condemned to pass seven years in the form of a wolf. To such a woman a demon appears, bringing a wolf-skin. He commands her to don it, from which moment she becomes a wolf with all the nature of a wild beast, devouring her own children and those of strangers, wandering forth at night, untended by locks, bolts, or bars, returning only with morning to resume her human form.
Romance, especially French romance, is full of werewolves, and one of the most remarkable instances of this is the Lay by Marie de France entitled Disclaimers, the Lay of a werewolf.
Many werewolves were innocent persons suffering through the witchcraft of others. To regain their true form it was necessary for them to kneel in one spot for a hundred years, to lose three drops of blood, to be haled as a werewolf, to have the sign of the cross made on their bodies, to be addressed thrice by their baptismal names, or to be struck thrice on the forehead with a knife.
In hisuber, quoted by Goulart, "there are some lycanthropes who are so dominated by their melancholy humour that they really believe themselves to be transformed into wolves. This malady, according to the testimony of Aetius in his sixth book, chapter XVL, and Paulus in his third book, chapter XVL, and other moderns, is a sort of melancholy, of a black and dismal nature. Those who are attacked by it leave their homes in the months of February, imitate wolves in almost every particular, and wander all night long among the cemeteries and sepulchres, so that one may observe a marvellous change in the mind and disposition, and, above all in the depraved imagination, of the lycanthrope. The memory, however, is still vigorous, as I have remarked in one of this lycanthropic melancholias whom we call werewolves. For one who was well acquainted with me was one day seized with his affliction, and on meeting him I withdrew a little, fearing that he might injure me. He, having glanced at me for a moment, passed on followed by a crowd of people. On his shoulder he carried the entire leg and thigh of a corpse. Having received careful medical treatment, he took off a girdle, and repeated certain words. On meeting me on another occasion he asked me if I had not been afraid when he met me at such and such a place,
Werewolf

which made me think that his memory was not hurt by the
vehement of his disease, though his imagination was so
greatly damaged.

Guillaume de Brabant, in the narrative of Wier,
repeated by Goulart, has written in his History that a
certain man of sense and settled understanding was still
so tormented by the evil spirit that at a particular season
of the year he would think himself a ravening wolf, and
would run here and there in the woods, caves and deserts,
chasing little children. It was said that this man was
often found running about in the deserts like a man out
of his senses, and that at last by the grace of God he came
to himself and was healed. There was also, as is related
by Job Fincel in the second book De Miracles a villager
near Paule in the year 1541, who believed himself to be a
wolf, and assaulted several men in the fields, even killing
some. Taken at last, though not without great difficulty,
he stoutly affirmed that he was a wolf, and that the only
way in which he differed from other wolves was that they
wore their hairy coats on the outside, while he wore his
between his skin and his flesh. Certain persons, more
inhuman and wofish than he, wished to test the truth of
this story, and gashed his arms and legs severely. Then,
learning their mistake, and the appearance of the lycan-
thropes, they passed him over to the consideration of the
surgeons, in whose hands he died some days after. Those
afflicted with this disease are pale, with dark and haggard
eyes, seeing only with difficulty; the tongue is dry, and
the sufferer very thirsty. Pline and others write that the
brain of a bear excites such bestial imaginations. It is
even said that one was given to a Spanish gentleman to
eat in our times, which so disturbed his mind, that imagin-
ing himself to be transformed into a bear, he fled to the
mountains and deserts."

"As for the lycanthropes, whose imagination was so
damaged," says Goulart, "that by some Satanic efficacy
they appeared wolves and not men to those who saw them
running about and doing all manner of harm, Bodin main-
tains that the devil can change the shape of one body
into that of another, in the great power that God gives
him in this elementary world. He says, then, that there
may be lycanthropes who have really been transformed
into wolves, quoting various examples and histories to
prove his contention. In short, after many disputes, he
believes in Col's forms of lycanthropy. And as for the
latter, there is represented at the end of this chapter the
summary of his proposition, to wit, that men are some-
times transformed into beasts, retaining in that form the
human reason; it may be that this comes about by the
direct power of Satan, or by the arrow (which he has torn
out), on regaining his human shape, and the arrow was recognised by him
who had fired it—the time and place testified by the con-
fession of the person."

"Garnier, tried and condemned by the parliament of
Dole, being in the shape of a werewolf, caught a girl of
ten or twelve years in a vineyard of Chastenoys, a quarter
of a league from Dole, and having slain her with his teeth
claw-like hands, he ate part of her flesh and carried
the rest to his wife. A month later, in the same form, he
took another girl, and would have eaten her also, had he
not, as he himself confessed, been prevented by three
persons who happened to be passing by; and a fortnight
after he strangled a boy of ten in the vineyard of Grisdaus,
and ate his flesh; and in the form of a man and not of a
wolf, he killed another boy of twelve or thirteen years in
a vineyard of Porceau, as the truth of this man with a whip
who seized him, but was again prevented. He was condemned to be
burnt, and the sentence was executed."

"At the parliament of Besancon, the accused were
Pierre Burgot and Michel Verdun, who confessed to having
Wenro fell, and sworn to serve the devil. And Michel Verdun led Burgot to the bord du Chastel Charlon where everyone carried a candle of green wax which shone with a blue flame. There they danced and offered sacrifices to the devil. Then after being anointed they were turned into wolves, running with incredible swiftness; then they were changed again into the form of a wolf. But the peasants gave chase, and prevented him. Burgot and Verdun had eaten four girls between them; and they had caused people to die by the touch of a certain powder.

Job Finckel, in the eleventh book of his Marcelus wrote that there was at Padua a lycanthrope who was caught and his wolf-claws cut, and at the same instant he found his arms and feet cut. That is given to strengthen the case against the sorcerers of Verona (1556) who assembled themselves in an old and ruined chateau under the shape of an infinite number of cats. There happened to arrive there one evening four or five men, who decided to spend the night in the place. They were awakened by a multitude of cats, who assaulted them, killed one of their number, and wounded others. The men, however, succeeded in wounding several of the cats, who found on recovering their human shape that they were badly hurt. And incredible as it may seem, the trial was not proceeded with.

But the five inquisitors who had experimented in these cases have left it in writing that there were three sorcerers in Strasbourg who in the guise of three large cats, assaulted a labourer, and in defending himself he wounded and dispersed the cats, who found themselves at the same moment, laid on sick-beds, in the form of women severely wounded. At the trial they accused him who had struck them, and he told the judges the hour and the place where he had been assaulted by the cats, and how he had wounded them. (See Lyons, A.)

West Indian Islands: Magic and sorcery in the West Indian Islands are wholly the preserve of the negro population, who possess special magical cults called Obeah and Vaudois, variants of West African feticism. The root idea of Obeahism and Vaudois is the worship and propitiation of the snake-god Obi—a West African word typifying the Spirit of Evil. Vaudois or Voodoo is a form of Obeah practised in Hayti, Sen-Doué, and among the West Indies. Its rites are always accompanied by the sacrifice of fowls and goats, and in only too many cases by the offering up of the "goat without horns"—the human sacrifice, usually a young girl or boy. The lonely groves and mountain caves where the devotees of Vaudois enjoy the orgies of a Walpurgis night seldom give up their secrets. There are two sects of Vaudois—the white and the red. The former, which only believes in the sacrifice of white fowls and goats, is tolerated by the laws of Hayti, and its rites are as commonly practised as those of the Catholic Church. But even the red sect, which openly stands for human sacrifice, is seldom interfered with. The authorities dare not suppress it, for their own policemen and soldiers stand in awe of the "Papaloi," and "Mamaloi"—the priests and priestess of the snake-god. More than that, there have been many such cases in recent years, which were believed in Vaudois. Hippolyte was even a "Papaloi" himself. He beat the black goatskin drum in the streets of the capital to call the faithful together to see him kill the se-zel fowl. Another president, Germain, tried to do his duty and stamp out the cult. A terrible revenge was taken upon him. His young daughter, Cornelia, was shot dead as she knelt in prayer before the altar of a church in Port-au-Prince. To-day there is a temple of the red sect in the Haytian capital near a triumphal arch, which is inscribed with the unctuous words, "Liberty—education—progress." Under British government Obeahism perforce takes less damaging form to the social order than it does in Hayti; but it is none the less a public peril in Jamaica and the other British West Indian Islands. It is a bitter foe of religion, education, and social advancement. In olden days it works by means of wholesale poisoning, and in quite recent days there have been not a few cases of Obeahmen seeking to do murder in the old way. A favourite method of the Obeahmen, both in Jamaica and Hayti, is to mix the infinitesimal hairs of the bamboo in the food of persons who refuse to bow the knee to them. This finally sets up malignant dysentery. If the afflicted one remains contumacious, he dies; if he makes his peace with the Obeahman, and gives him a handsome present, the slow process of poisoning ceases, and he lives. In all the crises and troubles of life the negro flies to the Obeahman. If he has to appear at the Police Court he pays the Obeahman to go there also and "fix de eye" of the magistrate, so that he will be discharged. Furthermore he is allowed out of his office of deacon in the Baptist Chapel by a white minister for immorality. In that case the Obeahman will arrange for a choice collection of the most powerful spells—such as dried lizards, fowls' bones, and graveyard earth—to be placed in the minister's Bible for him to stare upon when he looks up the text of his sermon. Then, if the Obeah works properly, the erring deacon will be received back to office. Even coloured men of education and official position are often tainted with Obeahism. They often make use of it for profit and to increase their power over the ignorant negroes. The mulatto chairman of a Parochial Board—the Jamaican equivalent of our County Council—was sent to goal for practicing Obeah only a few years ago. A prominent member of the Kingston City Council was the leading Obeahman in the island—the pontiff of the cult. He was so clever that the police could never catch him, although he was supposed to make over $3,000 a year by his nefarious practices. Once some detectives raided his place, but he received timely warning and fled. A writer to the press thus describes a "red" Vaudois ceremony: "I had seen the 'white' ritual several times in Port-au-Prince and elsewhere when at last I was permitted through the kindness of a mulatto general, to witness the 'red' rite. I was informed that only cocks and goats would be sacrificed, and that turned out to be the fact. The General conducted me to a small wood about three miles from the town of Jacmel. By the light of kerosene oil flares I saw about forty men and women gathered round a rude stone altar, on which, twined around a cocomacquesque stick, was the sacred green snake. The 'Mamaloi,' a tall, evil-looking negro, was dressed in a scarlet robe, with a red turban on her head. She was dancing a sinuous dance before the altar, and droning an ancient West African chant, which the onlookers repeated. Rapidly she worked herself up to a frantic pitch of excitement, pausing now and then to take a drink from one of the rum bottles which passed freely from hand to hand. At last she picked up a glittering machete from the altar, and with her other hand seized a black cock held by a bystander. She smeared the blood over her face, and cutting the head violently until the feathers were flying in all directions, and then severed the head from the body with one swift stroke. The tense and horrible excitement had kept the worshippers silent, but they burst into a savage yell when the priestess pressed the bleeding neck of the slaughtered fowl to her lips. Afterwards she dipped her finger in the blood and made the
The prisoner then began to blow his whistle in a very funny way—a way in which he had never heard a whistle blown before. He also began to speak in an unknown tongue and to call up the ghosts.

Witness: "No, I am not one."

Mr. Lake: "Did you not tell him that a dummy struck you on your back and you heard voices calling you?"

Witness: "He told me so." Continuing, witness said he had seen all sorts of ghosts at all different times and of different kinds also.

Mr. Lake: "Of all different sexes, man and woman?"

Witness: "Yes; any man who can see ghosts will know a man ghost from a woman ghost. Dem never walk straight."

Westar Papyrus: An Egyptian papyrus dating from the eighteenth century B.C., devoted chiefly to tales of magic and enchantment. The commencement and ending are wanting, yet enough of the subject matter has survived to enable us to form a fairly correct idea of the whole. Wiedemann says concerning it (Popular Literature in Ancient Egypt): "The papyrus tells how he popes—the king whom the notices of Greek writers have made universally famous as the builder of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh—commands stories of magic to be told to him. The first of these, of which the conclusion only remains, is supposed to have occurred in the reign of King Power of the Third Dynasty. The next, which is complete, belongs to the reign of Nebka, a somewhat earlier king. In those days it came to the ears of a great nobleman that his faithless wife was in the habit of meeting her lover by the side of a lake. Being skilled in magic he modelled a crocodile in wax and ordered one of his servants to cast it into the water. It was immediately transformed into a real crocodile and devoured the lover. Seven days later the king was walking by the lake with his friend the nobleman, when at the command of the latter the crocodile came to the shore and laid its victim at their feet. The king shuddered at the sight of the monster, but at the touch of its maker it became once more a mere figure of wax. Then the whole astonishing story was told to the king, who thereupon granted the crocodile permission to take away that which was its own. The creature plunged into the depths of the lake and disappeared, by the culprits, while the guilty wife was burnt to death and her ashes were scattered in the stream.

A tale of enchantment follows, the scene of which is laid during the reign of King Sneferu, the predecessor of Cheops. The king was one day taking his pleasure on a lake in a boat rowed by twenty beautiful maidens, when one of the girls dropped a malachite ornament into the water. The king promised to give her another in its stead, but this did not content her, for she wanted her own jewel and no other. A magician was summoned who repeated a spell by the might of which he piled one half of the lake on the top of the other, so that the water, which at first was twelve ells deep in the middle of the lake, now stood twenty-four ells high. The jewel, found lying in the mud in the dry portion of the lake, was restored to its owner; and the magician having once more mumbled his spell the water returned to its former place.

When Cheops had listened for some time with much interest to the accounts of the strange events that had transpired in the days of his predecessors, then stepped forward Prince Hordusuf, who is really known to us from the song in the tomb-temple of King Antef as renowned for his wisdom. He told the king that all marvels were not things of the past but that even then there was living a magician named Deda, who was one hundred and ten years of age.
old, and consumed every day five hundred loaves, a side of
beef, and a hundred jars of beer.

Kheops was so much interested that he sent the prince
to escort the magician to his presence. Doda obeyed the
royal summons and performed his chief feast before the king.
This consisted in decapitating a goose, a duck, and an ox,
and charming the heads back again on to the bodies so that
the creatures lived and breathed as before. Kheops fell
into talk with the magician, who told him that the wife of
a priest in Sakhebo was awaiting the birth of three sons,
children of the god Ra, who should one day sit on the
throne of Egypt. Doda sought to allay the king's natural
distress at this information by prophecying that only
after the reigns of his son and grandson should the power
fall into the hands of the descendants of the Sun-god. But
Kheops was not to be consoled; he inquired into the
details of the story and announced that he would himself
travel to Sakhebo, no doubt with the ultimate intention of
finding an opportunity to put out of the way the pretenders
to his throne.

The scene of the sequel is laid in Sakhebo. The birth
and infancy of the three children are described in detail,
and all sorts of marvellous incidents are represented as
influencing their fate. The gods cared for the safety of the
little ones. A maid to whom the secret was known being
engaged by a severe punishment inflicted upon her,
threatened to betray all to Kheops. Her own brother
beat her, and when she went down to the water she was
killed by a crocodile. Here the papyrus ceases, but it
is possible to a certain extent to restore the conclusion.
The name of the three children of Ra show that they
must have been the sons of the first three kings of the Fifth Dynasty, the
family that followed the house of Kheops. The papyrus
must therefore have told how the boys escaped all the
snakes laid for their lives and in due time ascended the
throne for which they were destined."

Wasa: Burmese sorcerers. (See Burm.)
Whistling: It is considered unlucky for sailors to whistle
aboard ship. This is of the nature of sympathetic magic,
as it might possibly raise a whistling wind.

White Daughter of the Philosopher: (See Philosopher's
Stone.)
White Magic: (See Mag.)
Wilderness: (See Mag.)
Wier: (See Demonology.)
Wild Men: (See Hyenas.)
Wild Women: (See German.)

"The inhabitants of the village of Grodich and the
peasantry of the neighbourhood assert that frequently,
about the year 1753, the Wild-women used to come out of
the Wunderburg to the boys and girls that were keeping
the cattle near the holy hole within Claneeg, and give them
bread to eat.

"The Wild-women used frequently to come to where
the people were reaping. They came down eagerly in the
morning, and in the evening, when the people left off
work, they went back into the Wunderburg without
partaking of the supper.

"It once fell out near this hill, that a little boy was
sitting on a horse which his father had tethered on the
headland of the field. Then came the Wild-women out
of the hill and wanted to take away the boy by force.
But the father, who was well acquainted with the secrets
of this hill, and what used to occur there, without any
dread hastened up to the women and took the boy from them,
thus saying: "What makes you presume to come so
often out of the hill, and now to take away my child with
you? What do you want to do with him?" The Wild-
women answered: "He will be better with us, and have
better care taken of him than at home. We shall be very
fond of the boy, and he will meet with no injury." But the
father would not let the boy out of his hands, and the
Wild-women went away weeping bitterly.

"One time the Wild-women came out of the Wunderburg
near the place called the Kugel-mill, which is pretty
situated on the side of this hill, and took away a boy
who was keeping cattle. This boy, whom everybody knew,
was stolen away a year ago by the wood-cutters, in a
green dress, and sitting on a rock of this hill. Next
day they took his parents with them, intending to search
the hill for him, but they all went about it to no purpose,
for the boy never appeared any more."

Wunderburg is a name in mythology, one of the aspects of the
triplicity, of the Logos, and hence since the Monad is essentially a part
of the Logos, it is also an aspect of the Monad, taken on when
the latter commences his descent into matter by entering
the Spiritual World and appearing as Spirit.

William Rufus: Son of William the Conqueror, and tyrant
of England in the eleventh century; a wicked and cruel
prince. He was much disliked, particularly by the priests
and monks, whom he reduced to the extreme poverty.
One day when he was out hunting (in the year 1100, the
forty-fourth year of his reign) he was killed by an arrow launched by an invisible hand.
While he was drawing his last breath the comte de Comonville,
who had been separated from the hunt, saw a shaggy
black goat carrying off a mangled human form, pierced by
within hills, and to the goat to halt, and asked who he was,
and where he was going. The goat responded that he was the devil, and was carrying off
William Rufus, to present him before the great tribunal,
where he would be condemned for his tyranny and forced
to accompany him (the devil) to his abode.

Williams, Charles: An English medium who began to
practice about 1870. In 1871 he went into partnership
with the medium Herne. During the earlier years of their
mediumship Mrs. Guppy, herself a well-known medium,
was their patroness. The phenomena then produced were
spatial, very ambitious in character, but consisting of lights,
apports, movements of the furniture without contact,
spirit voices, and the appearance of fiery letters in the air.
One of the most curious feats of these early séances was
the transit of Mrs. Guppy. (See Levitation.) Soon
afterwards materialisation was attempted by Messrs. Herne
and Williams, in imitation of the feats of Miss Florence
Cook, who had been a sitter at their early séances. In
1878 Williams's was the mediumship chosen for investigation.
by the Research Committee of the British National Association of Spiritualists (q.v.). Notwithstanding the favourable report of the Committee, William's mediumship was not destined to last much longer. In company with a new partner, Rita, he had gone to Amsterdam, and there he was found in their possession false beads, spirit dresses, and phosphorised oil. The exposure was entirely carried out and given to the public by indignant spiritualists.

**Willow-tree:** The Willow, as might be expected, had many superstitious notions connected with it, since, according to the authorized version of the English Bible, the Israelites are said to have hung their harps on willow trees. The weeping willow is said to have, ever since the time of the Jews' captivity in Babylon, drooped its branches, in sympathy with this circumstance. The common willow was held to be under the protection of the devil, and it was said that, if any were to cast a knot upon a young willow and sit under it, and thereupon renounce weeping and sympathy with it, the devil would confer upon them supernatural power.

**Windsor Castle:** Windsor Castle is said to be the haunt of numerous spectres. Queen Elizabeth, Henry VIII., Charles I., and some of the Georges have all been reported as having haunted it. The Castle, while Herne the Hunter (q.v.) is also said to roam the Great Park. An officer of the Foot Guards, while on duty, was once sitting in the library reading in the gloaming when he declared he heard a rustle of silken dress, and, looking up, saw the ghost of Queen Elizabeth glide across the room. He buckled on his sword, and reported the matter. The story attracted the attention of the country for some weeks. Sir Richard Holmes and his assistants kept watch for many nights, but the ghost did not reappear. Not long ago a household in St. John's Tower thought they saw a ghost, and was so frightened that she became ill, and had to be sent home.

In 1908 a sentry discharged five rounds of ball cartridge at a figure which he declared was a spectre which appeared on the terrace.

**Winged Disk:** (See Horohetu.)

**Wirdig's Magnetic Sympathy:** The doctrine of magnetic attraction and repugnance formulated by Tansei Wirdig, professor at Rostock, who published his Tansai Wirdig, Nona medicina spirituum in 1673. Wirdig believed that everything in the universe possessed a soul, and that the earth itself was merely a larger animal. Between the souls of things in accordance with each other there was a magnetic sympathy and a perpetual antipathy between those of an uncoagulated nature. To this sympathy and antipathy Wirdig gave the name of magnetism. He says: "Out of this relationship of sympathy and antipathy arises a constant movement in the whole world, and in all its parts, and an uninterrupted communion between heaven and earth, which produces universal harmony. The stars whose emissions consist merely of fire and spirits, have an undeniable influence on earthly bodies; and their influence on man manifests itself by life, movement, and warmth, those things without which he cannot live. The influence of the stars is the strongest at birth. The newborn child inhales this influence, and on whose first breath frequently his whole constitution depends, nay, even his whole life."

**Wisconsin Phalanx:** A spiritualistic community founded by Warren Chase in 1844. Chase had settled in Southport, Wisconsin, in 1836, and assumed the caste even though he lived for a time in the deepest poverty. At length, however, their circumstances brightened, and Chase attained to a position of civic honour in Southport. Meanwhile he had studied mesmerism and socialism with the aid of a few periodicals—The Tribune, and the New York Tribune—and was filled with the idea of founding a community where his ideals of social order and harmony might be carried out. With the aid of his friends such a community was formed, each member with a share of twenty-five dollars. The chosen settlement—near the town of Ripon—was christened Ceresco, in honour of Ceres. For six years the Wisconsin Phalanx flourished, having as its leader and ruling spirit Warren Chase himself. But at last dissensions arose, and in 1850 it was dissolved. When its affairs were wound up it was found that a considerable profit fell to the share of its members. In all, it was one of the most successful spiritualistic or socialist communities of the time.

**Wisdom Religion:** (See Theosophy.)

**Witchcraft**: (From Saxen Wicca, a contraction of wisca, a prophet or sorcerer.) The cult of persons who, by means of satanic assistance or the aid of evil spirits or familiars, are enabled to practise minor black magic. But the difference between the sorcerer and the witch is that the former has sold his soul to Satan for complete dominion over him for a stated period, whereas the witch usually appears as the devoted and often badly treated servant of the diabolic power. But she is often mistress of a familiar, her bounden slave, and among certain savage occult powers are self-evolved. The concept of witchcraft was perhaps brought into being by the mystical influence of conquered races. It closely resembles in ritual and practice the demonism of savage races, from which it probably sprang. (See Devil Worship.) That in Germany and in the peoples of Europe who preceded the Aryan population, carrying on the practice and traditions of their religious more or less in secret, awoke in the Aryan mind the idea that such practices were of a "magical" character. This idea they would not fail to assist, and would probably exaggerate such details as most strongly impressed the Aryan mind to which their gods would appear as "devils," and their religious ritual as sorcery. This view has been combated on the ground that the gap between, say, the extinction of the pre-Aryan religion known as Druidism and the first notices of witchcraft, is too great to bridge. But Druidism continued to exist long after it was officially extinct, and British witchcraft is its lineal successor. The theory is further advanced that on the failure of the non-Aryan priesthood novices would be adopted from the savage race for the purpose of carrying on the old religion. It seems to the present writer that the circumstance that the greater number of the adherents of this ancient tradition were women points to the likelihood of an early custom of the adoption or marriage of Aryan women by a non-Aryan people who would prefer to recruit their novices and devotees from the more plastic sex, naturally distrusting the masculine portion of an alien people to fall in with their religious ideas, and that the almost exclusive employment of women in the cult (in Britain, at least) originated in this practice. Then individually all claimed to have been initiated. Says Gomme, "I am inclined to lay great stress upon the act of initiation. It emphasises the idea of a caste distinct from the general populace, and it postulates the existence of this caste anterior to the time when those who practice their supposed powers first come into notice. Carrying back this act of initiation age after age, as the dismal records of witchcraft enable us to do for some centuries, it is clear that the people from time to time thus introduced into the witch caste carried on, the institution of the caste when even though they came to it as novices and strangers. We thus arrive at an artificial means of descent of a peculiar group of superstition, and it might be termed initiatory descent." This concept, thinks Gomme (Folklore as an Historical Source, p. 201 seq.) was influenced in the Middle Ages by another.

"Traditional practices, traditional formulas, and traditional
beliefs are no doubt the elements of witchcraft, but it was not the force of tradition which produced the miserable doings of the Middle Ages, and of the seventeenth century against witches. These were due to a psychological force, partly generated by the newly acquired power of the people to read the Bible for themselves, and so to apply the witch stories of the Jew and the Moslem, for that the witchcraft was, in the first moment of his surprise he inadvertently uttered the exclamation, “Mon Dieu! ou sommes-nous?” and all disappeared as suddenly from his view, leaving him cold and naked in the middle of the fields, where he wandered till morning, when the countrymen coming to their daily occupation, told him where he was, and he made his way back to the best manner he could. But he lost no time in denouncing his wife, who was brought to her trial, confessed, and was burnt.

As the witches generally went from their beds at night to the meetings, leaving their husbands and family behind them, it may seem extraordinary that their absence was not more frequently perceived. They had, however, a method of preventing this danger, by casting a drowness over those who might be witnesses, and by placing in their bed an image which, to all outward appearance, bore an exact resemblance to themselves, although in reality was nothing more than a besom or some other similar article. But the belief was firmly entertained that the witches did not always go in body to the Sabbath—that they were present only in spirit, whilst their body remained in bed. Some of the more rational writers on witchcraft taught that this was the only manner in which they were ever carried to the Sabbaths, and various instances are related of this kind, which, however, do not extend to the Middle Ages.
THE SABBATH  St. James the Elder combating the diabolical enchantments of a magician. Composed by Brueghel the Elder; engraved by Cock (16th Century)
OLD-MAID WITCH. Facsimile of a wood-engraving attributed to Holbein, taken from the German translation of Boethius' *De Consolatione Philosophiae*, Augsburg edition, 1537.
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with gifts of money. After this examination was passed, the demon distributed among his worshippers unguents, powders, and other articles for the perpetration of evil. A French witch, executed in 1580, confessed that some of her companions offered a sheep or a heifer; and another, executed the following year, stated that animals of all kinds and colour were most acceptable. A third, executed at Gerberville in 1585, declared that no one was exempt from this offering, and that the poorer sort offered a hen or a chicken, and some even a lock of their hair, a little bird, or any trifles, they could put their hands upon. Several punishments followed the neglect of this ceremony. In many instances, according to the confessions of the witches, besides their direct worship of the devil, they were obliged to show their abhorrence of the faith they had deserted by trampling on the cross, and blaspheming the saints, and by other profanations.

Before the termination of the meeting, the new witches received their familiars, or impo, who they generally addressed as their "little masters," although they were bound to attend at the bidding of the witches, and execute their desires. These received names, generally of a popular character, such as were given to cats, and dogs, and other pet animals and the similarity these names bear to each other in different countries is very remarkable.

After all these preliminary ceremonials had been transacted, and a great banquet was laid out, and the whole company fell to eating and drinking and making merry. At times, every article of luxury was placed before them, and they feasted in the most sumptuous manner. Often, however, the meals served on the table were nothing but bread and salt, and other articles of a revolting nature. In general they had no salt, and seldom bread. But, even when best served, the money and the victuals furnished by the demons were of the most unsatisfactory character; a circumstance of which no rational explanation is given. The coin when brought forth by open daylight, was generally found to be nothing better than dried leaves or bits of dirt; and, however, greedily they may have eaten at the table, they commonly left the meeting in a state of exhaustion from hunger.

The tables were next removed, and feasting gave way to wild and uproarious dancing and revelry. The common dance, or carole, of the middle ages appears to have been performed by the persons taking each other's hand in a circle, alternately a man and a woman. This, probably the ordinary dance among the peasantry, was the one generally practised at the Sabbaths of the witches, with this peculiarity, that their backs instead of their faces were turned inwards. The old writers endeavour to account for this, by supposing that it was designed to prevent them from seeing and recognising each other. But this, it is clear, was not the only dance of the Sabbath; perhaps more fashionable ones were introduced for witches in better conditions in society; and moralists of the succeeding age maliciously insinuate that many dances of a not very decorous character invented by the devil himself to heed the imaginations of his victims, had subsequently been adopted in classes in society who did not frequent the Sabbath. It may be observed, as a curious circumstance that the modern waltz is first traced among the meetings of the witches and their imps! It was also confessed, in almost every case, that the dances at the Sabbaths produced much greater fatigue than commonly arose from such exercises. Many of the witches declared that, on their return home, they were usually unable to rise from their bed for two or three days. Their music, also, was by no means of an ordinary character. Songs were generally obscene, or vulgar, or ridiculous. Of insinuation they were loaded but all partaking of the burlesque character of the proceeding.

"Some played the flute upon a stick or bone; another was seen striking a horse's skull for a lyre; there you saw them beating the drum on the trunk of an oak, with a stick; here, others were blowing trumpets with the branches. The louder the instrument, the greater satisfaction it gave; and the dancing became wilder and wilder, until it merged into a vast scene of confusion, and ended in scenes over which, though minutely described in the old treatises on demonology, it will be better to throw a veil."

The witches separated in time to reach their homes before cock-crow.

We then see that Satan had taken the place of the deities of the older and abandoned cults of the non-Aryans, whose obscene rites were attended by "initiated" or "adopted" neophytes of a race to the generality of which they were abominable, that witches often worked by means of familiars, whose shapes they were able to take, or by means of direct satanic agency. But there were probably mythological elements in witchcraft as well.

Powers of Witches.—In the eyes of the populace the powers of witches were numerous. The most peculiar of these was: The ability to blind by means of the evil eye (q.v.) the sale of winds to sailors, power over animals, and capacity to transform themselves into animal shapes. Thus, says Gomme—"The most usual transformations are into cats and hares, and less frequently into red deer, and they have taken the place of wolves. Thus, cat-transformations are found in Yorkshire, hare-transformations in Devonshire, Yorkshire and Wales, and Scotland, deer-transformations in Cumberland, raven-transformations in Scotland, cattle-transformations in Ireland. Indeed the connection between witches and the lower animals is a very close one, and hardly anywhere in Europe does it occur that this connection is relegated to a subordinate place. Story after story, custom after custom is recorded as appertaining to witchcraft, and animal transformation appears always.

Witches also possessed the power of making themselves invisible, by means of a magic ointment supplied to them by the devil, and of harming others by thrusting nails into a waxen image representing them.

Witchcraft among Savage People.—Witchcraft among savage people is, of course, allied to the various cults of demonism in vogue among barbarian folk all over the world. These are indicated in the various articles dealing with uncultured races. The name witchcraft is merely a convenient English label for such savage demon-cults, as is "witch-doctors" applied to those who "smell out" these practitioners of evil.

Evidence for Witchcraft.—The evidence for witchcraft, says Podmore (Modern Spirituality) falls under four main heads: (a) the confessions of witches themselves; (b) the corroborative evidence of lycanthropy, apparitions, etc.; (c) the witch-marks; (d) the evidence of the evil effects produced upon the supposed victims.

(a)—The confessions, as is notorious, were for the most part extracted by torture, or by lying promises of release. In England, where torture was not countenanced by the law, the ingenuity of Matthew Hopkins and other professional witch-finders could generally devise some equally efficient substitute, such as gradual starvation, enforced sleeplessness, or the maintenance for hours of a constrained and painful posture. But apart from these extorted confessions, there is evidence that in some cases the accused were actually driven by the accumulation of testimony against them, by the pressure of public opinion, and the singular circumstances in which they were placed, to believe and confess that they were witches indeed. Some of the women in Salem who had pleaded guilty to witchcraft explained afterwards that the persecution had died down and they were released, that they had been
"consternated and afraid even out of their reason" to confess that of which they were innocent. And there were not a few persons who voluntarily confessed to the practice of witchcraft, nocturnal rides, compacts with the devil, and all the rest of it. The most striking instances of this voluntary confession are afforded by children. For even among the earlier writers on witchcraft the opinion was not uncommonly held that the nocturnal rides and banquets with the devil were merely delusions, thought the guilt of the witch was not lessened thereby. And in the sixteenth centuries, at least in English-speaking countries this belief seems to have been generally alike by believers in witchcraft and their opponents. Thus Gaule: "But the more prodigious or stupendous (of the things narrated by witches in their confessions) are effected merely by the devil; the witches all the while either in a rapt ecstacy, a charmed sleep, or a melancholy dream; and the witches imagination, phantazie, common sense, only deluded with what is now done, or pretended." Even Antoinette Bourignon, observing her scholars eat "great pieces of bread and butter" at breakfast, pointed out to them that they could not have such good appetites if they had really fed on dainty meats at the devil's Sabbath the night before.

"(b)---But if the witch's own account of her marvellous feats may be explained as, at best, the vaguest reminiscence of a nightmare, it is hardly necessary to go beyond this explanation to account for the prodigies reported by others. In most cases there is no need to suppose even so much foundation for the marvels, since the evidence (e.g., for lycanthropy) is purely traditional. And when we get accounts at first hand, they are commonly concerned not with such matters as levitation, or transformation of hares into old women, but merely with vague shapes seen in the dusk, or the unexplained appearance of a black dog. Even so the evidence comes almost exclusively from ignorant peasants, and is given years after the events."

"(c)---The evidence for "witch-marks" does not greatly concern us. The insensible patches on which Matthew Hopkins and other witch-finders relied may well have been genuine in some cases. Such insensible areas are known to occur in hysterical subjects, and the production of insensibility by means of suggestion is a commonplace in modern times. The supposed witches' teats, which the imps sucked, appear to have been found almost exclusively, like the imps themselves, in the English-speaking countries. Any wart, boil, or swelling would probably form a sufficient warrant for the accusation; we read in Cotton Mather of a jury of women finding a preter-natural teat upon a witch's body, which could not be discovered when a second search was made three or four hours later, and of a witch's mark upon the child of an afflicted woman, which took the form of "a deep red spot, about the bigness of a flea-bite." And the witch-mark which brought conviction to the mind of Increase Mather in the case of George Burroughs was his ability to hold a heavy gun at arm's length, and to carry a barrel of cider from the canoe to the shore."

"(d)---Of most of the evidence based upon the injuries suffered by the witches' supposed victims, it is difficult to speak seriously. If a man's cow ran dry, if his horse stumbled, his cart stuck in a gate, his pigs or fowls sickened, if his child had a fit, his wife or herself an unaccustomed pain, it was usually laid to a witch's mark upon the child, which manifested itself in an hour. It was a common feature of this kind of witchcraft, at any rate of the cases occurring in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in England and America, which is not so well recognized, and which has a more direct bearing upon our present inquiry—the predominant part played in the initial stages of witch persecution by malevolent or merely hysterical children and young women."

Symptoms of Bewitchment.---Mr. Hodgson remarks: "The symptoms of the alleged bewitchment were, in all these cases monotonously alike. The victims would fall into fits or convulsions, of a kind, which the physicians called in were unable to diagnose or to cure. In these fits the children would commonly call out on the old woman who was the imaginary cause of their ailment; would profess, at times, to see her shape present in the room, and would even stab at it with a knife or other weapon. (In the most conclusive cases the record continues that the old woman, being straightway sought for, would be found attempting to conceal a corresponding wound on her person.) These fits, which sometimes lasted, with slight intermission, for weeks together would be increased in violence by the approach of the supposed witch; or, as Hutchinson notes, by the presence of sympathetic spectators. The fits, as was also commonly noted by contemporary chroniclers, would diminish or altogether cease when the witch was imprisoned or condemned; on the other hand, if the supposed witch were released the victim would continue to suffer horrible tortures, insomuch that at the Salem trials one old woman who had been acquitted by the jury was, because of the hideous outcry from the afflicted persons in court, straightway re-tried and condemned. The witch's touch would always provoke severe attacks, indeed, contact with the witch or the establishment of rapport between her and the victim by means of some garment worn by the latter, as in Mistress Faith Corbet's case, was generally regarded as an essential pre-requisite of the enchantment. Once this rapport established the mere look of the witch, or the direction of her evil will would suffice. The afflicted in Salem were, as the Mathers testify, much tortured in court by the malevolent glances of the poor wretches on trial; and two 'visionary' girls added greatly to the weight of the evidence by foretelling with singular accuracy, when such or such of the afflicted persons then present would feel the baneful influence, and howl for anguish. It should be added—though the evidence as we now understand the word, for the fact alleged is of course practically negligible—that it was commonly reported that the witch's victim could, although blindfolded, distinguish her tormentor by the touch alone from all other persons, and could even foresee the approach and discern her actions at a considerable distance."

"The effect of the convulsions and cataleptic attacks, which modern science would unhesitatingly dismiss as being simply the result of hysteria, was heightened in many cases by manifestations of a more stupendous kind. It was a well-known fact that the victim would vomit pins, needles, wood, stubble, and other substances; or for thorns or needles to be found embedded in her flesh. In a case recorded by Glanvil an hysterical servant girl, Mary Longdon, in addition to the usual fits, vomiting of pins, etc., was tormented by stones being continually flung at her, which stones when they fell to the ground straightway vanished. Her master bore witness in court to the falling of the stones and their miraculous disappearance. Moreover, the same Mary Longdon would frequently be transported into an invisible power to the house, and there "lain on a board betwixt two Sollars beams," or would be put into a chest, or half suffocated between two feather-beds."

"Grosse as these frauds appear to us, it is singular that for the most part they remained undetected, and even, it would seem, unsuspected, not merely by the ignorant peasants, for whose benefit the play was acted in the first instance, but in the larger theatre of a law court. But there
are some notorious instances of confession or detection. Edmund Robinson, the boy on whose accusation the Lancashire witches were tried, subsequently confessed to imposture. Other youths also confessed, declaring that blacklead was in their mouths when foaming in sham epileptic fits, colouring their urine with ink, concealing crooked pins about their persons in order to vomit them later, scratching the bed posts with their toes, and surreptitiously eating to repletion during a pretended fast. But commonly the spectators were so convinced beforehand of the genuineness of such portents that they held it superfluous to examine the claims of any particular performance of this kind on their credence.

"It is difficult to know in such cases where self-deception ends and where malevolent trickery begins. Nor would the examination of these bygone outbreaks of hysteria, trivial in themselves as terrible in their consequences, be of interest in the present connection, except for the fact that we find here the primitive form of those Poltergeist manifestations which gave the popular impetus in 1598 to the belief in Modern Spiritualism, and which are still appealed to by those who maintain the genuineness of the physical manifestations of the séance room as instances of similar phenomena occurring spontaneously."

"Difference between British and Continental Witchcraft."—The salient difference between British and Continental witchcraft systems seems to have been that whereas the former was an almost exclusively female system, the Continental one favoured the inclusion in the ranks of sorcerers (as foreign witches were called) of the male element; this at least was the case in France and Germany, but there is evidence that in Hungary and the Slavonic countries, the female element was the more numerous. In Ireland we find women also pre-eminent; this is probably to be accounted for by the circumstance before noted that the non-alian priesthoods in their decline became almost entirely dependent upon the offices of women. But the various forms of witchcraft are duly entered in the several articles dealing with European countries.

"Growth of Belief in Witchcraft."—It is significant that in early times the supernatural side of witchcraft won little public credence. People believed in such things as magical poisoning and the raising of tempests by witches, but they refused to give credence to such superstitions as that the witch rode through the air, had intercourse with demons, and practised with diabolic agency. As early as 800 A.D. an Irish synod pronounced the belief of flight through the air and vampirism, to be incompatible with Christian doctrine, and many early writers like Stephen of Hungary and Reginon state that the craft of witchcraft in the thirteenth century was pernicious, but never practised. A woman was burned in Spain so recently as 1888. The death of the belief in witchcraft was brought about by a more sane spirit of criticism than had before obtained. Even the dull wits of the inquisitorial and other courts began to see that the wretched creatures upon whom they passed sentence either confessed because of the extremity of torture they had to suffer, or else were under hallucination regarding the nature of their connection with the satanic power. Reginald Scot in his Discovery of Witchcraft (1584) proved that the belief in the power of the witch that she was a servant of the Devil was purely imaginary, and in consequence drew upon his work the wrath of the British Solomon, James I., who warmly replied to him in his Demonologia. But Friedrich von Spee's Cautio Criminalis, 1631, advanced considerations of still greater weight from the rationalistic point of view—considerations of such weight indeed that Bodin, the arch-demonologist, denounced him and demanded that he should be added to the long list of his victims.

"Psychology of Witchcraft."—No doubt exists nowadays when the conditions of savage witchcraft have been closely
examinined and commented upon, that the witch and the sorcerer of the Middle Ages, like their prototypes among the native races of Africa, America, Asia and elsewhere, have a firmly-rooted belief in their own magical powers and in their connection with unseen and generally diabolic agencies. It is a strange circumstance that in many instances the confessions wrung from two or more witches, when a number of them have been concerned in the same case, have tallied with one another in almost every detail. This would imply that these women suffered from collective hallucination, and actually believed that they had seen the supernatural beings with whom they confessed fellowship, and had gone through the rites and acts for which they suffered. A period arrived in the medieval campaign against witchcraft when it was admitted that the whole system was one of hallucination; yet, said the demonologists, this was no palliation of the offence, for it was equally as evil to imagine such diabolic acts as actually to take part in them.

There is also evidence which would lead to the belief that the witch possessed certain minor powers of hypnotism and telepathy, which would give her real confidence in her belief that she wielded magical powers. Again, the phenomena of spiritualism and the large possibilities it offers for fraud suggest that some kindred system might have been in use amongst the more shrewd or the leaders in these Sabbath meetings, which would thoroughly convince the ignorant among the sisterhood of the existence in their midst of diabolic powers. Trance and hysteria, drugs and salves, there is good reason to believe, were also used unsparingly, but the great source of witch-belief undoubtedly exists in auto-suggestion, fostered and fomented from ecclesiastical and scholastic sources, and by no means lessened by popular belief.

Since the above article was written an exhaustive examination of the phenomena of witchcraft has been made by Miss M. A. Murray, lecturer on Egyptology at University College, London. Basing her conclusions upon the suggestions of C. G. Leland, in his "Aradia, or the Witches of Italy," and those of other modern writers, she inclines to the hypothesis that witchcraft was in reality the modern and degraded descendant of an ancient nature-religion, the rites of which were actually carried out in deserted places and included child-sacrifice and other barbarous customs. In the Satanic presence at such gatherings she sees the attendance of a priest of the cult. In brief, her hypothesis tends to prove the actual reality of the witch-religion as against that of hallucination which, until recently, was the explanation accepted by students of the subject. Her remarks, too, upon the familiar, go to show that a large body of proverbs exist for the better or the worse that this conception also rested upon actual occurrences. (See her papers in Man and elsewhere.)

Recent researches on the part of the writer have convinced him of the soundness of these views, but have added the conviction that witchcraft religion was, in some manner, possessed of an equestrian connection, the precise nature of which is still dark to him. The broomstick appears to be the magical equivalent of a horse, the witches occasionally rode to the Sabbath on horseback, and one of the tests for a witch was to see if her eye held the reflection or likeness of a horse. However returned to the prehistoric horse-totem cult? But this is, after all, merely of the nature of surmise. The writer has also found good evidence for the existence of a witch-cult precisely similar to that of Europe in pre-Columbian Mexico, and has even encountered a picture of a naked witch with peaked cap riding on a broomstick in the native Mexican painting known as the Codex Fejervary-Mayer, which seems to show that the witch-religion was in no sense limited to Europe, and was of most ancient origin.

Wolfs: Amongst the ancient Romans, the wolf was a fruitful source of augury, and many are the tales in which he has figured as a good or evil omen. A wolf running to the right with his mouth full was a sign of great joy. If a wolf, after he had entered a Roman camp, escaped unhurt it was regarded as a sign of defeat; and the terrible result of the second Punic war was said to have been augured from the carrying off of the sword of a sentinel in the camp by a wolf. Fluctarch tells of a wolf who ate the landmarks of a proposed new settlement at Libya and thus stopped its colonisation; but later another wolf which had stolen a burst sacrifce led his pursuers to a place where they afterwards settled in. It is said that a wolf ran off with Hiero's slate when he was a schoolboy, and this was regarded as a sign of his future greatness. The peasants of Sweden do not dare to speak of a wolf by name but call him the "grey one," or "old grey": they seem to regard the pronouncing of his name as unlucky.

Wonders of the Invisible World: (See America, U.S. of.)
World Period: (See Planetary Chains.)
Wor< Worlds, Planes, or Spheres: According to theosophists, these are in number and are as follows: The older Sanakrit names, which are now superseded, being given for reference:—Divine, or Adi; Monadic or Anudakha, Spiritual or Nirvana, Intuitional or Budhi, Mental or Manas, Astral or Kama, and Physical or Sthula. These worlds are not physically separate in the manner which planets appear to be, but interpenetrate each other, and they depend for their differences, on the relative density of the matter which composes them, and the consequent difference in the rates at which the matter of each world vibrates.

Except for the physical world (the densest) our knowledge of them, so far as it extends, is dependent on clairvoyance, and the more exalted the vision of the clairvoyant the higher the world to which his vision can pierce. Each world has its appropriate inhabitants, clothed in appropriate bodies, and possessing appropriate states of consciousness. The two highest worlds, the Divine and the Monadic are at present incapable of attainment by human powers, the remaining five are in greater or less degree. The monad for the purpose of gathering experience and for development, finds it necessary to pass downwards into the material sphere, and, when it has taken possession of the spiritual, intuitional, and higher Mental Worlds, it may be looked on as an ego or soul embodying will, intuition and intellect, continuing eternally the same entity, never altering except by reason of increasing development, and being immortal. These Worlds, however, do not afford sufficient scope to the Monad and it presses till farther down into matter, through the lower Mental, into the Astral and Physical Worlds. The bodies with which it is there clothed form its personality and this personality suffers death and is renewed at each fresh incarnation. At the death of the physical body, the ego has merely cast aside a garment and thereafter continues to live in the next higher world, the Astral.

At the death of the Astral body in turn, another garment is cast aside, the ego is clear of all appendages and as it was before its descent into matter. This round is completed again and again, and each time the ego returns with a fresh store of experience and knowledge, which strengthens and perfects the mental body. When at last this process is complete, this body in turn is cast aside and the ego is clothed with its casual body. Again it finds
Wraith: The appearance or "double" of a living person, generally supposed to be an omen of death. The wraith closely resembles its prototype in the flesh, even to details of dress. It is bored possible for people to see their own wraiths, and among those who have been warned of approaching dissolution in this wise are numbered Queen Elizabeth, Shelley, and Catherine of Russia, the latter of whom, seeing her "double" seated upon the throne, ordered her guards to fire on it! But wraiths of others may appear to one or more persons. Lord Balcarres saw the wraith of his friend "Bonnie Dundee" at the moment when the latter fell at Killiecrankie, while Ben Jonson saw

Yaksh is the eldest son's double when the original was dying of the plague: The belief flourishes in some parts of the British Isles, and in different parts of Britain it goes under different names, such as "waff," "swarth," "task," "fye," etc. Variants of the wraith are the Irish "fetch" (q.v.), and the Welsh "ledith." In Scotland it was formerly believed that the wraith of one about to die might be seen wrapped in a winding-sheet. The higher the shroud reached the nearer was the approach of death. Something analogous to wraith-seeing comes within the scope of modern psychological science, and the apparnition is explained in various ways, as a projection of the "astral body," an emanation from the person of its living prototype, or, more scientifically, perhaps, on a telepathetic basis. A well-known case in point is that of the Birbeck Ghost, where three children witnessed the apparition of their mother shortly before her death. This instance, which is recorded in the "Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research," is noteworthy because of the fact that Mrs. Birbeck was conscious before she died of having spent the time with her children.

Xibalba: the Kiche Hades. (See Hells.)

Xylomaney: Divination by means of wood, practised particularly in Slavonia. It is the art of reading omens from the position of small pieces of dry wood found in one's path. No less certain presages of future events may be drawn from the arrangement of logs in the fire-place, from the manner in which they burn, etc. It is perhaps the survival of this mode of divination which makes the good people say, when a brand is disturbed, that "they are going to have a visitor."

Y-Kim, Book of: A Chinese mystical book attributed to the Emperor Fo-Hi, and ascribed to the year, 3468 B.C. It consists of ten chapters, and is stated by Eliphas Levi in his History of Magic to be one of the richest in the Kabalistic Zohar, or record of the utterances of Rabbi Simeon ben Jochai. The Zohar, says Levi, explains universal equilibrium, and the Y-Kim is the hieroglyphic and ciphered demonstration thereof. The key to the Y-Kim is the fatima known as the Trigrams of Fo-Hi, or the Vay-Ky of Leon-Tao-Yuen, composed in the Som dynasty (about a hundred centuries) it is recounted that the Emperor Fo-Hi was one day seated on the banks of a river, deep in meditation, when to him there appeared an animal having the parts of both a horse and a dragon. Its back was covered with scales, on each of which shone the mystic Trigrammatic symbol. This animal initiated the just and righteous Fo-Hi into universal science. Numbering its scales, he combined the Trigrams in such a manner that there arose in his mind a synthesis of sciences compared and united with one another through the harmonies of nature. From this synthesis sprang the tables of the Y-Kim. The numbers of Fo-Hi are identical with those of the Kabala, and his pantacle is similar to that of Solomon. His tables are in correspondence with the subject-matter of the Sephar Yatsirah and the Zohar. The whole is a commentary upon the Absolute which is concealed from the profane, concludes Levi, but as he had little real acquaintance with the subject, these analogies must be taken as of small value.

Yadash, or weather conjurer: (See Siberia.)

Yadadgar, or the science of inducing rain by snow by means of enchantment. (See Siberia.)

Yaksha or Yak: A species of Indian fiend or imp. Saws Mr. Crookes: The Yak is the modern representative of the Yaksha, who in better times was the attendant of Kuvra, the god of wealth, in which duty he was assisted by the Guhyaka. The character of the Yaksha is not very certain.
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However, studied intending still author among them are especially collected essays, agreeing to Mysticism, these Moat native of La Guyenne, and that while "The Bullw Y1ah of the eoon first thought the nineties of the future author repute, and one of them attainted round him, a little play, becoming enough for a new Irish literary movement. This French "Magic," founded a small party in a darkened room, held a maze over " tablet of many coloured squares, at the same time repeating " a form of words "; and straightway Mr. Yeats found that his "imagination began to move of itself, and to bring before me vivid images. . . . ."

He goes on to descend on these visions, while in the remainder of his essay he offers some details about superstitions in remote parts of Ireland; and also furnishes sundry examples of thought-transmission and the like, most of them fresh and interesting.

But the author's interest in the supernatural does not transpire only in his prose, and, turning to his poem, he finds them permeated by a curious kind of mysticism which is perhaps essentially Celtic. For Mr. Yeats, it would seem, is only incidentally interested in holding communications with the dead, or with the spirit-world; yet, like old bards of his native Ireland, he seems to have a strange intimacy with all those things which to ordinary men are no more than lifeless—

W. G. B. M.,

Yetatriotic World: (See Kabala.)

Yoga, meaning "union," is applied in theosophy to assistance rendered to evolutionary process. The theosophical idea of evolution postulates a universal consciousness from which our particular consciousness has possibly arisen to which each is returning along the path of evolution. The journey along this path can be quickened by the Yoga, the union of each particular with the universal consciousness. By the concentration of thought on any particular idea, that idea, in course of time becomes worked into the constitution of the thinker, so that, if the thought be good he will correspondingly help on the process of evolution. This general principle, applied in the light of past experience to the multifarious activities of the human mind, is of vast aid and influence in the moulding of the characters both of individuals and communities. (See The Path, Karma, Theosophy.)

Yogis: (See India.)

Yorkshire Spiritual Telegraph: Spiritualistic Journal. (See Spiritaulism.)

Young, Brigham: (See America U.S. of.)

Zabulon: A demon who possessed a lay sister of London.

Za•alon, Denis: Alchemist. This French alchemist is chiefly remembered by his book, Opuscule de la Philosophie de Melaus, traitant de l'Augmentation et Perfection de ceux, and in the preface thereto he gives some account of his life, yet fails to state the precise date at which he was born. However, the event is commonly supposed to have taken place about 1510; while it is known that Denis was a native of La Guyenne, and that his parents were comfortably off, if not actually rich. As a young man he studied at Bordeaux, and subsequently at Toulouse, intending to become a lawyer; yet he soon became more interested in alchemy than in legal affairs, and in 1533, on his father's death putting him in possession of some money, he decided to try and multiply it by artificial means. Associating himself with an abbé who was reckoned a great adept in gold-making, Denis had soon disposed of the bulk of his patrimony; but the charlatan's futile experiments, far from disillusioning him, served rather to nerve him to further endeavours, and in 1550 he went to Paris, where he made the acquaintance of many renowned alchemists. From one of them, so he declares, he imbibed the precious secret; and therewith he hastened to the court of the King of Navarre, Antoine d'Albert, grandfather of Henri IV., offering to make gold if the requisite materials were supplied. His majesty was deeply interested, and
promised a reward of no less than four thousand crowns in the event of the researches proving fruitful; but Zacharias' vaunted skill failed him in the hour of need, and he retired discomfited to Toulouse. Here he became friendly with a certain priest, who advised him strongly to renounce his quest, and study natural science instead; so Dennis went off to Paris once more, intending to act in accordance with his counsel. Ere a little while, nevertheless, he was deep in alchemy again, making actual experiments, and studying closely the writings of Raymond Lully and Arnold di Villanova; while, according to his own account of his career, on Easter day in the year 1350 he succeeded in converting a large quantity of quicksilver into gold. Then, some time after this alleged triumph, he left France to travel in Switzerland, and lived for a while at Lausanne; while later on he wandered to Germany, and there he died. It is probable that his closing years were spent in dire poverty, but this is not recorded definitely, nor has the exact date of the alchemist's demise ever been ascertained.

As regards the book by Zacharias cited above, it was published originally at Antwerp in 1567, it was repeatedly reprinted thereafter, and even won the honour of being translated into Latin; while to this day, indeed, it is sought keenly by French philosophers with a taste for the

Zaeriu: A tree in the Mohamedan hell, which has for fruit the heads of devils.

Zakkam: One of the angels in the Jewish rabbinical legend of the celestial hierarchies. He is the ruler of Jupiter, and through him pass grace, goodness, mercy, piety, and munificence, and he bestows clemency, benevolence and justice on all.

Zaebes: Grand count of the infernal regions. He appears in the shape of a handsome soldier mounted on a crocodile. His head is adorned with a ducal coronet. He is of a gentle disposition.

Zagan: Grand king and president of the infernal regions. He appears under the form of a bull with the wings of a griffin. He changes water into wine, blood into oil, the fool into a wise man, lead into silver, and copper into gold. Thirty legions obey him.

Zahurs or Zaburis: French people who had travelled in Spain frequently had curious tales to tell concerning the Zahuri people; who were so keen-sighted that they could see streams of water and veins of metal hidden in the earth, and could indicate the whereabouts of buried treasure and the bodies of murdered persons. Explanations have been offered on natural lines. It was said that these men knew where water was to be found by the vapours arising out of the earth, and that they were able to trace mines of gold and silver and copper by the particular herbs growing in their neighbourhood. But to the Spaniard such explanations are unsatisfactory; they persist in believing that the Zahurs or Zaburis are gifted with supernatural faculties, that they are in rapport with the demons, and that, if they wished, they could, without any physical aid, read thoughts and discover secrets which were as sealed to the common senses of ordinary mortals. For the rest, the Zahurs or Zaburis have red eyes; and in order that one should become a Zahuri it is necessary that he should have been born there.

Zanap, by Bulwer Lytton: (See Fletton, Occult.)

Zapan: According to Wierius, one of the Kings of Hell.

Zedekias: Notwithstanding the credulity of the French people in the reign of Pepin the Short, they refused to believe in the story of Zedekias, being minded to convince the world, thereupon commanded the syphilis to become visible to all men. According to the Abbé de Villars, the admirable creatures responded magnificently. They were beheld in human form, sometimes ranged in battle, whether marching in good order, or under arms, or camping in superb pavilions; and, again, in aerial navies of marvellous structure, whose flying vessels sailed through the air, at the will of the Zephyrs. But the ignorant generation to which they appeared failed entirely to understand the significance of the strange spectacle. They believed at first that the creatures were sorcerers who had betaken themselves to aerial regions for the purpose of exciting storms and sending down hail on the harvests. The sages and jurists were of the popular opinion. The emperors shared the same idea, which became so widespread that even the wise Charlemagne, and after him Louis the Debonnaire, imposed heavy penalties on these supposed aerial tyrants. (See Elementary Spirits and Franes.)

Zeemboobch: A dark god, monarch of the empire of the dead among the ancient Germans.

Zepar: Grand duke of the infernal empire, who may be identical with Vesper, or Separ. Nevertheless, under the name of Zepar he has the form of a warrior. He casts men into the evil passions. Twenty-eight legions obey him.

Zizara: A black and white stone; it renders its possessor litigious, and causes terrible visions.

Zillo: One of the most remarkable magicians of whom history has left any record. He was a sorcerer at the court of King Wenceslaus of Bohemia (afterwards Emperor of Germany) towards the end of the fourteenth century, and among his more famous exploits is one chronicled by Dulavius, bishop of Olmutz, in his History of Bohemia. On the occasion of the marriage of Wenceslaus with Sophia, daughter of the elector Palatine of Bavaria, the elector, knowing his son-in-law's liking for juggling and magical exhibitions, brought in his train a number of morris-dancers, jugglers and such entertainers. When they came forward to give their exhibition Zillo remained unobtrusively among the spectators. He was not entirely unnoticed, however, for his remarkable appearance drew the attention of those about him. His oddest feature was his mouth, which actually stretched from ear to ear. After watching the magicians for some time in silence, Zillo appeared to become exasperated at the halting way in which the tricks were carried through, and going up to the principal magician he taunted him with incompetency. The rival professor hotly defended his performance, and a discussion ensued which was ended at last by Zillo swallowing his opponent, just as he stood, leaving only his shoes, which he said were dirty and unfit for consumption. After this extraordinary feat, he retired for a little while to a closet, from which he shortly emerged, leading the rival magician by the hand. He then gave a performance of such skill that the former exhibition entirely in the shade. He changed himself into many divers shapes, taking the form of first one person and then another, none of whom bore any resemblance either to himself or to each other. In a car drawn by barn-door foals he kept pace with the King's carriage. When the guests were assembled at dinner, he played a multitude of elish tricks on them, to their amusement or annoyance, as the case might be. Indeed, he was at all times an exceedingly mischievous creature as is shown by another story told of him. Feigning to be in want of money, and being bored with anxiety for the means of obtaining some, he at length took a handful of corn, and made it look like thirty fat hogs. These he took to Michael, a rich but very mean dealer. The latter purchased them after some haggling, but was warned not to let them drink at the river. But a murderer thereupon disregarded the warning, and the hogs turned into grains of corn. The enraged dealer went in search of Zillo, whom he found at last in a vintner's shop. In vain Michael shouted and
stamped, the magician took no notice, but seemed to be in a fit of abstraction. The dealer, beside himself, seized Zillo's foot and pulled it as hard as he could. To his dismay, the foot and leg came right off, while Zillo screamed lustily, and hauled Michael before the judge, where the two presented their complaints. What the decision was, history does not relate, but it is unlikely that the ingenious Zillo came off worse.

Zilo: The name which the modern Jews give to their phylacteries.

Zlokhobine: (Evil-meter.) Slavonic name for a witch. (See Slavs.)

Zoaphite: According to the Journal des Voyages of Jean Struys, a species of Cucumber which feeds on neighbouring plants. Its fruit has the form of a lamb, with the head, feet, and tail of that animal distinctly apparent, whence it is called, in the language of the country, Cunaret, or Cunaver, signifying a lamb. Its skin is covered with a white down as delicate as silk. The Tartars think a great deal of it and most of them keep it carefully in their houses, where the author of the Journal des Voyages saw it several times. It grows on a stalk about three feet in height, to which it is attached by a sort of tendril. On this tendril it can move about, and turn and bend towards the herbs on which it feeds, and without which it soon dries up and withers. Wolves love it, and devour it with avidity, because it tastes like the flesh of 'amb. The author adds that he has been assured that it has bones, flesh, and blood, whence it is also known in its native country as Zoaphite, or animal plant.

Zodiace, Signs of the: (See Astrology.)

Zohar: (See Kabbala.)

Zolat: Journal of Magnetism: (See Spiritualism.)

Zoroaster: (See Persia.)

Zeracne Vile: (See Slavs.)

Zoehocke: (See Germany.)

Zulu Witch-finders: (See Africa.)
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